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Thbsb wm not a woman present who did 

not feel that peroxide was a mistake, and 

that grey hair — dressed as that grey hair 

wms dressed—sent every dye and colouring 

into the limbo of vulgarity. ■

The face was young. The pose of the 

head^ the carriage of the graceful figure, were 

marked wiUi distinction. If any one in that 

aasemhly— drawn to the large concert-hall 

of Shalemouth by the Annual Orchestral 

Conceili — had been informed that she was 

a Duchess, they would hardly have been 

snrprised. Very few individuals among 

the "sets," even the one calling itself the 

best, had any acquaintance with Duchesses ; 

bat the ideal was firmly planted in each 

mind, and here it was in flesh and blood, 

minus diamonds. That lack, of course, 

might be a natural delicacy arising from a 

desire not to dazzle them all too much ; but 

what need of jewels on a throat and neck 

so beautiful that they were a living ex- 

ponent of the hackneyed proverb " Beauty 

unadorned ** 1 Folds of plain black velvet 

fell round the stately figure; the creamy 

blush-rose skin looked exquisite against 

that sombre background. The full dark 

eyes Mnged by up-curling lashes gazed 

gravely, but not curiously, on the many 

faeea. Then two women took their seats, 

and became units in a large, brilliantly- 

attired audience. ■

"Whoisshel" ■

The question buzzed about from clique to 

clique, and set to set. There were three sets ■

comprising Shalemouth society. The retired 

military considering itself number One; 

the clerical persuasion, busy, officidus, and 

self-important; and the just ** ordinary" 

folk, well dressed, comfortably off, and 

content with life as they found it. ■

The First Section knew nothing of the 

strangers The second had not seen them 

at St. Gudule's, and therefore could not 

venture an opinion. The third knew they 

had just arrived at Shalemouth a^d taken 

that large house, Yanecourt, on the hill, 

beyond Dale Park — ^the house which had 

been in the family of the Vanstone- Vanes 

for the last century or so. ■

The Vanstone- Vanes had gone the way 

of all flesh, and done as such flesh 

usuially does in its brief pilgrimage — 

feasted, rioted, wedded, died, leaving at 

last but one descendant, who by some 

freak of nature had been altogether different 

to family traditions: had loved art more 

than good living, had paid debts instead of 

increasing them, and finally had let the 

family mansion and gone on an exploring 

expedition to the North Pole or South 

Africa — no one knew which — ** and really," 

said local society, "when a man of such 

family and position chooses voluntary exile, 

it matters very little where he locates him- 

self. All one knows is that he has gone.'' ■

Society — even such form and phase of it 

as is found in Shalemouth, feels no absorb- 

ing interest in persons who, instead of 

dining it and entertaining it, desert it 

altogether for wild and uncivilised portions 

of the globe. Therefore the sets and cliques 

of the place had long ceased to trouble 

themselves about the last of the Vanstone- 

Vanes, and were surprised now to hear that 

the grim old mansion had been bought or ■
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rented or something, and that the new 

posaessois were already on the ground. ■

Shalemonth society was in great form 

to-ni^t. ■

Once a year, in April, the Orchestral 

Society — ^who had choralised and instra- 

mentalised more or leas ambitiously 

during the winter months — gave a public 

representation of their efforts. The repre- 

sentation took place in the public Assembly 

Booms, a noble building adjoining the prin- 

cipal hotel in the High Street. The 

Assembly Booms were used for everything 

in the way of public entertainment. 

Theatrical companies visiting Shalemouth 

gave stock-pieces or variety shows, on a 

stage which was so extremely limited that 

the scenery had to be cut down or dispensed 

with altogether; negro minstrels from 

Exeter or Torquay paid annual visits, and 

retailed stale jokes and popular ditties; 

comic opera even tried to disport itself 

on these boards, and as they had neither 

space nor background for display, they had 

sent skirt-dancers into fits of despair. But 

one and all of these entertainments were 

insignificant in comparison with the Annual 

Orchestral Concert. Then did the stage 

become a platform whereon the local florist 

and decorator might display their artistic 

talents, knowing well that the "Weekly 

Gazette" would loudly laud their efforts 

and '* lend them bold advertisement." Then 

did palms and evergreens flourish above the 

garish footlights, and screens and draperies 

form a much-needed covering to the white- 

washed but mildewed walls. Then also 

did rows of white-robed maidens — of ages 

varying from eighteen to fifty — seat them- 

selves before their music-stands in modest 

annual importance — fair wings of that dark 

centre sacred to the male phalanx, who 

tromboned, and oboed, and bassoed, and 

drummed according to the excited con- 

ductor's directions. ■

It was a noble and beautiful sight. It 

spoke of local ambition soaring to heights 

which only the soul of the amateur dare 

touch^-of laudable endeavours to master 

some great work, at last to be submitted 

for public approval For there is one 

beautiful trait about local performers — ^it is 

approval only they challenge, not criticism. 

They leave tliat to their weaker brethren in 

cities. ■

Every year one great work at least was 

performed^-either choral or instrumentaL 

A few minor ones — trifles by Brahms, or 

Grieg, or Wagner — filled up interstices of 

the programme; and the musical menu ■

would further be furnished by such, deli- 

cacies as local talent— soloisii^ itself XBi^- 

nanfmously-— delighted or condeteei^ed to 

contribute. ■

The curate of St. Gudule's possessed a 

powerful tenor voice — according to the 

Gazette, and according to such of his 

friends and admirers as happened to have 

small rooms. He was always ready to sing 

a solo ; so was Miss Maty Piper, the well- 

known local soprano, whose voice was shrill 

and wiry, but capable of immense execution, 

and who was set down to give the Jewel 

Song from " Faust." Then there was to he a 

harp solo by a North German lady of severe 

appearance, who gave lessons and was much 

patronised by the Third Section, having lost 

a husband in the great Prussian War, whose 

only bequest was a title and a smaU pen- 

sion; the first gave her importance and 

enabled shop-keepers to be condescending, 

the second lifted her just beyond absolute 

poverty and enabled her to suit her terms 

to her surroundings. Meanwhile, to-night^ 

just as the performers had taken their 

places^ust as the last local celebrity bad 

found her numbered seat — just as the 

rustle of programmes betokened interest in 

the forthcoming production — these two 

strangers had swept up the hall, had 

passed that formidable first row which 

meant the ^lite of the First Section, and 

then taken two vacant chairs a little to the 

right of the room, and forming the outer 

edge of row three. ■

The first woman was elderly, with a 

bright, good-humoured face and sparkling 

eyes, and wore a duUrhued gown of smoke- 

coloured velvet, with a few good diamonds 

nestling amongst white lace. But the 

second — well, it was she who riveted all 

eyes as if by some resistless force — ^who 

made the dyed and crdped and tortured 

heads conscious of their own defects — 

whose plain, perfectly cut gown defied 

criticism by its simple elegance, and whose 

calm, lustrous eyes swept with grave chal- 

lenge over the curious or wondering faces 

turned to it. ■

They had scarcely taken their seats 

when the conductor raised his bfiton, and 

the Society burst forth into sound, inaugu- 

rating their sixth season — ^to quote local 

journalism — by a spirited and artistic 

rendering of that most difficult classical 

work, Haydn's Surprise Symphony. ■

''The performance certainly justifies the 

title," remarked the elder of the two stran- 

gers to her companion. '' I think it would 

have been a surprise — to the composer." ■
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In the little loll caused by the conclusion 

of the Finale and its applause, the remark 

was distinctly audible to her neighbours. 

A fire of indignant glances was shot at the 

presumptuous critic by various eyes^ but she 

seemed quite indifferent to their rebukes, 

and kept up a running commentary on the 

yarious items of the programme and their 

varied rendering, which was more enter- 

taining than flattering to the performers. 

The interpretation of the Jewel Song 

seemed to convulse her with merriment 

Indeed, the artless grace and abandon with 

which Miss Mary Piper assured her audience 

that"Oh,no! this! is! not! II" inshrill 

staccatoed interjections, was well calculated 

to awaken mirth in any one possessing a 

sense of humour. That Mrs. Patrick 

Greedy — the new-comer and prospective 

tenant of Yanecourt — did possess a more 

than average amount of this useful quality 

was apparent by her undisguised enjoy- 

ment of the evening, and the undeniable 

wit that sparkled in her ceaseless remarks; 

Her companion, graver and more decorous 

in demeanour, vaLily, endeavoured to check 

them. The climax came, however, when 

the local cleric thundered out that he 

"would like a soldier fall," with allusions 

to some proud race whom he desired to 

gratify by this proceeding, who, if they 

had heard Jm untuneful announcement of 

the intention, would have been tempted to 

desire its instant execution. ■

** My dear, I can no more," gasped Mrs. 

Greedy in half-suffocated accents. ** Do let 

us get out." ■

She rose as she spoke, laughter on her 

lips and in her sparkling eyes, and her 

companion had no dioice but to follow. ■

*'Such bad taste," murmured the lady 

patroness — member of the First Section — 

who had hitherto always made the first 

move. ■

"Atrocious!" echoed her toadies and 

intimates. "Some vulgar parvenu, I 

suppose." ■

But the unconscious objects of these 

remarks passed serenely down the l(mg 

crowded room, apparently quite unmoved 

by the "stony British stare" which met 

them on all sides. ■

" I suppose it wasn't local etiquette. I 

wonder if we Ve shocked them 1 " remarked 

the elder lady as their carriage took them 

back to the hoteL ■

"Tm sure we have," answered her friend. 

" They looked so horrified. I quite expected 

that grim matron with the ostrich plumes 

on her head to rise and forbid us to leave." ■

"I wonder who she is\ Dear me, Helen, 

it will be terrible having to know them all. 

After living all these years in Ireland I 

feel that ^glish county society will be 

more than I can bear. I'm sure to shock 

them or run counter to their pet notions 

before IVe been here a month." ■

" You can afford to be independent and 

choose your own friends," remarked the 

beautiful woman gravely. "No one will 

cavil at anything you do, or say, once they 

know " ■

" Oh, but I don't intend them to know," 

said Mrs. Greedy quickly. " That's just it. 

They shall take me as I am, or leave me 

alone. Do you think I'd be bothering my 

head going into explanati(ms as to my 

family 1 Indeed, no ! It's bad enough to 

have to do all that sort of thing in dear 

Paddy-land, where your very great-great- 

grandmothm's third cousin thirteen times 

removed can be brought up as a reference ; 

but here — ^no thank you. Mrs. Patrick 

Greedy of Yanecourt, that's all I am, and 

all I intend to be until " ■

"Yes)"eame the gentle query in that 

abrupt pause. ■

" Until I've done what I set my mind on 

doing when I heard that Yanecourt was 

in the market. By the way, will you come 

over the house with me to-morrow) The 

Lcmdon people say it's quite finished, and 

the housekeeper writes that she has th^ 

necessary servants at last. We'll go over in 

the morning and stay to luncheon, and 

arrange what day we'll take possession." ■

"Why do you associate me so closely 

with yourself in all your projects 1 " asked 

the other somewhat brusquely. " You know 

I am a nobody — a paid servant, so to speak, 

a woman under a doud^ who, but for your 

charity " ■

"Hush, hush! my dear, you must not 

speak so. In all tlungs you are my equal, 

save only wealth. I told you when I first 

saw you that you interested me deeply, even 

before I heard your unhappy story. When 

I said I would be your friend I meant it. 

Heaven knows we women are hard enough 

on each other sometimes ; few of us know 

what friendship really means. Bat I am 

yours, my dear, as I said before, and it will 

be your own fault if I ever alter in my 

opinion of you, or my feelings toward!a 

you." ■

" You are far — far too good," murmured 

the other voice, low and tremulous with 

suppressed feeling. "I can never repay 

you, I know. You have made the world a 

different place to me.*' ■
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"Nonsense, it's jnst the same place it 

ever was, only I've tried to throw a little 

colour into the dark sides of it. Tour 

temperament is essentially melancholy, yon 

know, Helen, and mine is just the reverse. 

Hence onr suitability. Ton are the blue 

paper to the seidlitz powder, you know — 

the thing that sets it fizzing once it's mixed. 

I'm afraid my similes are a bit mixed too, 

but no matter, you understand what I[mean." ■

Laughing gaily, but not boisterously, she 

alighted from the carriage and ran up the 

bro«ul steps of the hotel. Her companion 

lingered a moment behind to gaze at the 

riffling sea, broad and silver-streaked by 

moonlight; on the bold headland, tree- 

covered and green with gifts of budding 

springtide above the dark red earth of its 

steep incline ; on the hills sloping tier upon 

tier far as eye could sweep. ■

It was a beautiful prospect, beautiful as 

any to be found scattered through this fair 

West Country. The scent of the wall-flowers 

bordering in rich profusion the whole length 

of the sea-wall came fresh and sweet on the 

soft night ak, and the plash of the waves 

on the pebbly strand made pleasant music ■

Thero was nothing sad or mournful in 

the scene, one would have thought, nothing 

suroly to bring tears to the quiet watcher's 

eyes, yet they filled to oveiflowing in that 

long flAlent gaze, and the face lifted to the 

moonlit sky was full of pathos infinite and 

inexprossiUe, as at last she turned and 

entered the brilliantly-lit entrance -hall, 

where Mrs. Greedy was chatting away to 

the head-waiter with an utter absence of 

dignity which was at once amusing and 

unusual ■

Thero Was a great deal about Mrs. 

Creedy which at times surprised Helen 

Cassilis. Not that her eccentricity ever 

overstepped the boundary of propriety, but 

only embroidered the ekkt^ so to speak, of 

that essentially Grundyfied garment. Still, 

as her companion sometimes romarked, it 

was not so much what she did as what she 

might do, that kept her on perpetual tenter- 

hooks. Mrs. Greedy had selected Helen 

Gassilis to fill the post of companion in one 

of her whims. They had met casually in 

a little foreign town, where the younger 

woman was gaining a livelihood as an 

artist In a month's time she was engaged 

as the companion of the rich eccentric 

Irishwoman, and living a life of ease and 

luxury that made her previous hard and 

toilful existence seem only a bad dream by 

eontrast. They had been to all the prin- 

cipal Gontinental cities, and seen all that ■

was best worth seeing in each. They had 

been received into tiie best society, and 

taken their fill of artistic pleasure. Then 

suddenly Mrs. Creedy had whisked herself 

and her friend back to England without any 

explanation, interviewed lawyers and agents, 

and finally taken a lease of this old 

dilapidated mansion, which had been care- 

fully renovated and put into habitable con- 

dition, and here, she announced, it was 

her intention to *' settle down." ■

A lovelier spot she could not well have 

selected; and as they drove up the steep 

hillside the morning following the concert, 

Helen Cassilis grew rapturous over the 

unceasing panorama of beauty that revealed 

itself at every turn and curve of the 

winding road. ■

Through the lovely flush of the deep red 

earth the grass was springing to life, and in 

the budding hedgerows the tender tints of 

spring leafage mingled with the richer 

colouring of wild flowers and ferns and 

creepers. The elm-trees as yet bore only 

suggestions of coming verdure, which sun 

and shower of April were at hand to 

ripen ; but chestnuts and limes and lilacs 

had already burst into bloom, and the air 

was sweet with their faint fragrance. ■

'As the carriage reached the hill-top its 

occupants looked back, and an involuntary 

exclamation escaped them. Far below lay 

the wide blue sea — ^blue as a sapphire be- 

neath the sun-glow — on either side the 

curving coast spread out protecting arms, 

and tiny bays nestled here and there within 

its wide embrace. Hill and valley sloped 

on every side, green with young grass or 

springing com. The town itself b)re all the 

enchfuitment of distance ; the broad river 

that parted it from its sister hamlet of 

Shale gleamed and sparkled under the 

slender bridge that connected the two ; and 

over all the golden flood of sunlight poured 

itself in warm and loving radiance, as if 

it loved the beauty it cherished so kindly. ■

"What a pity one's vocabulary of ad- 

miration is so limited ! " exclaimed Mrs. 

Greedy at last. *' We've said, ' How love- 

ly!' and 'Oh, isn't it beautiful!' to the 

Pincio, and the hillside of Fiesole, and the 

Grand Canal at Venice, and the Luxem- 

burg Gardens, and Fontainebleau Forest^ and 

dozens of other places, and we can find 

nothing more novel or expressive to say of 

—this." ■

She gave a comprehensive sweep with 

her hand. She had all the Hibernian love 

of gesture, and her beautiful hands were 

always more or less emphatic. ■
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••We have this same view from the 

honsOy" she went od, with a glance at the 

qniet face beside her. " Do you think we 

shall get tired of it!" ■

•• I can answer for myself," said Helen 

Cassilis, with a long sigh of rapture ; •• it is 

like the entry to Paradise/' ■

••Let us hope with neither Adam nor 

the serpent to disturb us/' laughed Mrs. 

Greedy. ■

Then she gave the order to drive in, and 

the wide entrance gates of Yaneeourt 

opened for its new tenants. ■

CHAPTER II. ■

Yakeoourt was massive and stately, but 

also somewhat oppressive. It was •• a place 

of memories,?' according to Helen Cassilis^ 

moving in her beautiful, stately grace 

throu^ the endless rooms, having left Mrs. 

Creedy and the housekeeper deep in dis- 

cussion as to household matters. ■

The treasures of past generations were 

here stored up — paintings, marbles, china, 

statuary; an old-world grace surrounded 

the vast rooms, and lingered in deep, 

shadowy nooks and comers, which modern 

upholstery had not dared desecrate into 

•* cosy." ■

The spirit and assodaticms of the place 

bad been carefully preserved by Mrs. 

Creedy's orders, and it was both beautiful 

and interesting. Its sombre tones and 

old-fashioned furniture were relieved only by 

rich'hued curtains, or tapestries, by the 

deep glow of an Oriental screen, the colour- 

ing of a jar or vase, or dead-gold of a 

picture-frame. Great palms and masses of 

flowers stood in nooks and comers of every 

room and corridor, lending their own lovely 

finish of colour and fragrance to the artistic 

perfection that signalised the place. ■

One long corridor running the full length 

of the house, and with windows at either 

end, had been used as a picture-gallery, and 

here were gathered all the family portraits 

of the Yanstone-Yanea. Helen Cassilis 

walked slowly down this corridor, looking 

ftt each portrait with more of curiosity 

than interest A handsome race decidedly, 

with many kindred traits of feature de- 

scending through the generations repre- 

sented and catalogued. ■

At the end of the row ^e paused 

almiptly, her glance fastened on one picture 

— the foce of a man still young, though 

with something tired and mournful in the 

thoughtful eyes and lined brow. She gazed 

and gazed, as if incredulous, and then a ■

flush, pained and deep, rose swiftly to her 

very brows, touching even the white throat 

with its hot, painful glow. ■

'• How did that come here 1 " ■

Her own voice, stifled and terrified, 

starred her in the utter silence that reigned 

around. She drew a few steps away and 

stood looking at the portrait in unwilling 

fascination, her memory back in some 

tragedy of the past, her eyes full of dread 

and uneasiness. ■

A step beyond, and the loud, cheery 

voice of Mrs. Creedy roused her. ■

•• Helen I Helen 1 Where are you 1 

Ltmcheon is just coming up. What are 

you looking at 1 Have you traced any 

resemblance to me in the thirteenth couein- 

shipV ■

She came up to the motionless figure and 

slipped her hand in the arm nearest her, 

and they both stood for a moment regarding 

the portrait. ■

•' The last of the Yanstone-Yanes in the 

direct line," explained Mrs. Patrick theatri- 

cally, as she pointed one finger at the 

young man ; •* and the only decent one of 

the whole lot, I believe. Faith ! if it 

hadn't been for him and what I knew of 

him, I'd never have troubled my head to 

get thio old place out of the hands of Jews 

and money-lenders. Not that he'll be 

thanking me for it, for from all accounts 

he's as proud as Lucifer." ■

**What — ^what was his namel'^ asked 

Helen Gassilis, in a low, uncertain voice. ■

••His namel Why, Dudley, xA course. 

Didn't I ever mention it to you before 1 " ■

•• No," was the cold response, •• I wish you 

had. Had he another name besides that ? " ■

•< Indeed, yes. The Yanstone-Yanes 

were mighty fond of names, and never 

content with just the one needful. Dudley 

Lambert Carew was the whole, I believe, 

and enough for any Christian to bear, 

I'm thinking. I'd have lopped off a few if 

I'd been he ; maybe he did, for it's precious 

little I know about him. You see, my dear, 

I'm quite a branch line. One of the first 

Yanstones married an Irish girl, and the 

family didn't take to her very kindly, and 

then her daughter married an Irishman 

and settled over in Belfast, and 'tis from 

them I came, though my husband — rest his 

soul — made all his money in trade, and they 

were all too high and mighty to know us. 

However, it's queer the workings of Provi- 

dence, for h^re am I, able to buy up the whole 

property, if I choose. Yes, luid leave it to 

Dudley or his heirs, seeing that I've neither 

chick nor child of my own to care for.'' ■
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The listener's face had grown quiet and 

cold once more daring this harangue. She 

made some casual remark and then turned 

abruptly away, and they descended the 

broad c^ staircase and entered the dining- 

room just as the luncheon-bell had rung 

for the second time. ■

Shalemouth society was much exercised 

in its mind. The news had burst upon it 

that the "person" who had behaved so 

strangely at the concert was the new 

owner of Yanecourt, the place of the place* ■

The First Section, who did not conde- 

scend to gossip — ^more than was absolutely 

necessary to keep itself conversant with 

passing events — ^was the last to hear of this. 

So it came to pass that when its leader, the 

lady of the ostrich plumes, by name Mrs. 

Lorrimer, at length signified cards might be 

left at Yanecourt, the visitors learnt to their 

horror that the Third Section had already 

been made welcome and were firmly estab- 

lished in the good graces of the new- 

comer. ■

Furthermore, Mrs, Lorrimer, who was 

short-sighted and somewhat obtuse, made 

the egregious mistake of taking Mrs. 

Caasilis for Mrs. Greedy. It had never 

occurred to her that the stately, beautiful 

woman who had created such a sensation 

by her appearance could be merely the paid 

companion of the fussy, loud-spoken, bust- 

ling lady who was pouring out tea in the 

great dusky drawing-room, and chatting 

volubly to the North German lady who was 

seated in a comfortable arm-chair discussing 

tea-cakes and tea with equal gusto. ■

The First Section, of course, knew 

Madame von Schwertz, she had harped at 

its " At Homes," and had been permitted 

to give concerts under its august patronage, 

but the First Section did not call upon her, 

and most assuredly would never have 

dreamt of offering her tea and cakes 

in its drawing-rooms. Mrs. Lorrimer was 

aghast at the sight, and perhaps it in some 

measure added to her confusion, for she 

greeted Mrs. Cassilis cordially and Mrs. 

Greedy stiffly, and sitting very bolt upright 

on one of the most strught-backed chairs 

in the room, she addressed her entire con- 

versation to that lady, and never discovered 

her error untU she was saying good-bye. 

The quiet rebuke to her gushing invitation 

to "call soon" — "Pardon me, I fear you 

have made a mistake. I am only Mrs. 

Patrick Greedy's companion," nearly crushed 

her; a few of the objectionable Third 

Section, hugely enjoying finest tea and ■

choice concomitants and pleasant society^ 

smile4 knowingly at her confusion. She had 

neither the tact nor presence of mind neces- 

sary to remedy her error. The look of blank 

horror, the flush of indignation* were 

eloquent of her feelings. Muttering sonie^ 

thing indistinctly, she crossed over to Mrs. 

Greedy and began a hurried apology. ■

The Irishwoman had enjoyed the joke 

too much to let it pass. She put on her 

strongest brogue, her most pronounced 

manner. , ■

"Mistake is itt Faith then, me dear 

madam, Pm not wondering at it. VThj^ 

Mrs. Gassilis is twice the lady I am. I only 

engaged her to tache me manners ! " ■

How Mrs. Lorrimer got out of that 

drawing-room she never knew. An earth- 

quake could scarcely have confused her 

more. But she was a " power in the land," 

and her word went forth. This woman 

could not be known; no, in spite of her 

wealth, her position, her ability to entertain, 

she was not of the stuff that the First 

Section deb'ghted to honour. They could not 

" dine " her, neitiher could they " At Home " 

her ; it would be impossible. As for the 

companion, an upstart, a nobody, who looked 

and spoke like a queen and dressed like a 

duchess, weU, what could be said of herl 

No doubt she was a mere adventuress and 

had a story, and was no better than she 

should be. They suspected toilet secrets 

with regard to that wonderful complexion ; 

it might almost be enamelled, and really a 

person with grey hair ought to wear caps, 

not dress it in that fantastic fashion, for all 

the worid like some picture by Beynolds 

or Bomney. The First Section was always 

delightfully vague on matters appertaining 

to art. ■

Meanwhile, mirth and talk ran riot in 

that big, old-fashioned drawing-room of 

Yanecourt ■

Madame von Schwartz was eloquent, and 

dearly did Mrs. Greedy delight in her 

curious English and quaint expressions ; 

and nothing pleased her more than to 

"draw her out" with respect to the treat- 

ment she had received at the hand of Shale- 

mouth society. ■

"Ah, madame,it is not to be believed 

what I have suffer when I first came 

here. I so honoured, of so great name in my 

own country ! I go to London, I play ; ze 

great artists hear me. They say, * No harp 

now, it is not desired. It is all ting-ting.' 

Ah, madame, but it is not all ^ ting- ting' 

when ze soul of ze player is in ze strings. 

Zen I have one letter to a lady whose ■
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daughter she desire to learn, and we come 

here, and here I remain, and have to teach 

who I can. Ze little girl of ze grocer and 

ze young mees at ze counter of ze big draper. 

Adi, herr Grott { but it is hard, madame — 

it is very hard." ■

''I am sure it is, dear Madame von 

Schwertz," said Mrs. Patrick sympa- 

thetically. ''But you shall give a concert 

here, if you like, in my rooms, and I'll 

make the people come. They shall take 

guinea tickets too, and 111 have some smart 

people down from London, and we'll set 

you -going— see if we dcmX" ■

"Ah, madame, you axe very good — you 

have ze generous heart," said the grateful 

artist " It is well there are such as you 

in dis hard world. Zat Madame Lorrimer, 

now — ^ach, butshe isdifferent— howdiiferent, 

80 high and mighty as she to me has been. 

Never ze shake hands, oh, no, and so of 

ft condescension to take two — three little 

tickets for my concert — ^half-aguinea for 

ze three, I ask no more — and of that she 

giv me ten shilling because I ask for a 

flower from her conservatoire to wear for 

my toilette. 'Madame,' I say, 'I see 

you have ze camellia " en branche " in your 

glass-house. It is ze one flower I wear 

in my hair in Germany. Will you do me 

ze favour to give me it ? ' And she give it 

jne, my dear madame, oh, yes — but she 

took off ze sixpence as I tell you ; and when 

I am in ze town ze day of my concert 

I see dozens of ze same camellia 'en 

branche ' in a shop, and I ask ze price, and 

they is — ^fourpenoe each ! " ■

She stopped, breathless from rapidity of 

speech and indignation. Mrs. Patrick was 

in ecstasy. This was the sort of company 

she delighted to entertain. None of your 

starched, stiff, self-important folk who wor- 

shipped so conscientiously at Mrs. Grundy's 

slmne, and wanted to know chapter and 

verse of your antecedents before they could 

offer you a cup of tea, or say "good 

morning." ■

She kept Madame vpn Schwertz to din- 

ner, and made her play tender bits of Schu- 

mann and Chopin on the big Steinway 

grand afterwards, while the scents of the 

garden and conservatory came in through 

the open windows, and far off the great 

vide stretch of sea took lovely tints from 

sunset and twilight ■

"What a b^utiful home you have, 

madame," said the artist softly, in the 

interval of those dreamy fragments which 

her fingers interpreted independent of eyes 

or music. ■

She spoke to Mrs. Greedy, but her eyes 

were on the lovely, musing face of Helen 

Cassilis, who was leaning against the open 

window. ■

" Yes," she answered. " It is almost too 

perfect, when one remembers how harsh 

and cruel a world lies so close." ■

" It will not be harsh or cruel to you. 

You have ze beauty, you can make it bow 

before you. It is only a woman who is 

old, and ugly, and poor, and quite alone 

who knows how terrible zat world can 

baV ■

A shiver ran through the stately form. 

The eyes that for one brief moment turned 

to the queer, homely face at the piano were 

full of mortal pain. They startled Madame 

von Schwertz into playing a false note. ■

"Ahl what is it, then)" she half 

whispered. " Trouble ] Even you, so beau- 

tiful, so young ; ze trouble of woman ) " ■

"Yes," said the quiet voice; "the 

trouble of woman. Which of us can escape 

it!" ■

Softly and dreamily the lovely spring- 

time deepened into ^e yet more perfect 

loveliness of summer, and the grounds of 

Yanecourt were a maze of brilliant blossoms, 

flourishing here in almost tropical luxu- 

riance, sheltered as they were by the tall 

growth of Wellingtonia, by pines and firs, 

and stately avenues of chestnut and groves 

of beech and oak. ■

The drowsy days drifted by in pleasant 

idleness, their mill-pond placidity only 

touched here and there by some ripple of 

life from the outer world, but neither 

stirred nor disturbed by it as yet. ■

Mrs. Greedy seemed strangely attached to 

her companion. In all her drives and walks 

they were together. The cool, light evenings 

saw them drifting up the beautiful river, 

Helen Gassilis rowing with the strong, 

regular stroke of long practice, and the 

elder woman lounging amidst the cushions 

in the stern, a broad straw hat shading her 

good-humoured face, a loose silk blouse 

belted roimd her portly figure. ■

" Comfort before appearance, my dear," 

she had said to Helen Gassilis. " I don't 

say a blouse is becoming to my charms, 

but I can afford the sacrifice for the sake 

of the convenience." ■

It seemed to Helen Gassilis that this 

idle, pleasant life was almost too good to 

last, a long calm which must eventually be 

succeeded by storm. Peace to her had 

always been the presage of trouble, a thing 

to be dreaded more than welcomed. Besides, ■
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she was living, as it were, on the edge of a 

Tolcano. ■

At times she reproached herself for 

haying withheld a secret from the kind- 

hearted woman who had been so true a 

friend ; at others she felt that she conld not 

have borne to speak of it to any living 

soul ; that all who knew would despise her 

as she despised herself. She was not a 

coward, but her life had been so hard and 

terrible that it was little wonder she clung 

to this present foothold as a shipwrecked 

mariner clings to the rock the rugged sides 

of which seem at least to promise safety, if 

not rescue, from the raging sea beyond. ■

CHAPTER uu ■

The severe and simple elegance of her 

companion's toilet sometimes provoked Mrs. 

Creedy to good-humoured, though somewhat 

disparaging comments. ■

•* You are but twenty-eight, and you tiy 

to look forty," she said one night when she 

had accompanied Helen Cassilis to her 

room, and insisted on her turning out her 

stock of gowns for inspection. *' Black — 

always black. Kot but that it suits you ; 

but people will say I make you use it as a 

-uniform, like shop* girls. Black velvet, 

black cashmere, your linen blouses are the 

only approach to colour I've seen on you, 

and then you chose that horrid dark shade 

of heliotrope. What it is to have a skin ! 

I could never attempt such a shade as that." ■

Helen Cassilis smiled. She was turning 

over the contents of a wardrobe drawer as 

Mrs. Patrick had ordered, in her good- 

humoured, masterful fashion, to find some 

suitable attire for a garden-party the next 

afternoon. ■

''No, you shall not wear that eternal 

blouse. I'm sick of them ; and every girl 

will sport one, as there's going to be 

tennis. What idiots women are to play 

that game, and in such weather, too 1 If 

they could only see themselves tearing 

about, going into the most ungraceful 

attitudes, getting hot and damp and untidy ! 

Ugh 1 if I had a daughter she should 

never touch a racket in public. Well 

enough, if the exercise is so beneficial, 

to have a game in your own grounds with 

only your own people to see what a sight 

half an hour of it can make of you. But 

to challenge public criticism, racing here 

and there with a lot of men in their shirt- 

sleeves, I call it disgusting ! " ■

''What a tirade!" exclaimed Helen 

Cassilis, laughing. " A pity Uie revolting ■

daughters cannot hear you. You know the 

emancipated woman is going to do evoij- 

thing men do. It will be football next, and 

female jockeys." ■

" Fools ! " sniflfed Mrs. Creedy contemp- 

tuously. "As if any woman can better 

herself by steppbg out of her own proper 

sphere." ■

" But her sphere is everywhere," smiled 

HeleUi who always enjoyed a passage of 

arms with the impetuous Irishwoman. 

" What did I read you to-night — ■

They talk about a woman's sphere ■

As though it had a limit. 

There's not a place in earth or heaven, 

There's not a task to mankind given, 

There's not a blessing or a woe, 

There's not a whisper— yes or no, 

There's not a life, or death, or birth 

That has a feather-weight of worth, ■

Without a woman in it ! " ■

"Exactly," snapped Mrs. Creedy with 

contempt "She's everywhere, whether 

wanted or not ; and her value, under the 

circumstances, is the poet's estimate — 'A 

feather's-weight of worth.' " ■

" Well ; there's always two ways of look- 

ing at things," said Helen Cassilis ; " it 

never struck me to put that unflattering in- 

terpretation on the poet's summary of our 

ubiquity." ■

" What's that t What are you covering 

up so quickly % " asked Mrs. Patrick sud- 

denly, as she sprang from her chair. " Lace 

— and what lovely lace ; and — goodgraciouB, 

Helen! what's thUT' ■

The flashing interrogation of her startled 

eyes changed to wonder as she saw how 

white her companion's face had turned. ■

"I — really — excuse me, Mrs. Creedy," 

she stammered, "but you have no right 

to poimce upon my property in this un- 

ceremonious fashion." ■

" I beg your pardon," said Mrs. Creedy 

coldly. She handed back a large photo- 

graph as she spoke. " I was not aware yon 

were acquainted with any member of this 

family. Yet people don't give away photo- 

graphs to strangers, as a rule." ■

For a moment Helen 'Cassilis stood there 

dumb and shame-stricken, the photograph 

in her trembling hands ; but her eyes were 

resting on the face so truthfully limned. ■

"I — I ought to have told you,** she 

faltered, "but I had not courage; and 

when I came here I did not know ** ■

"Bid not know that you were coming 

to the very house of the man whose picture 

you hold, did not recognise his portrait in 

the gallery yonder the lirst day you set foot 

here, Helen." ■
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The reproach in the kindly voice was 

more than those overstrung nerves could 

bear. She threw the photograph into the 

open drawer and fell on her koees hefore 

her friend. ■

**0h! it is 80 hard to speak of — ^now," 

she cried. '' So shameful. Oh 1 believe me, 

I have been most unhappy with this — this 

secret between us. Often and often I longed 

to tell you, and I could not find courage ; 

and noWy I suppose, you will never 

believe " ■

A heavy sob broke the words, and in 

the silence that followed she lifted her head, 

and her beautiful sorrow-filled eyes gazed 

pleadingly into the face which never before 

had worn for her so cold and stem a 

look. ■

" I will believiB — just what you choose 

to tell me, Helen,*' said Mrs. Greedy, with a 

quiet dignity which no one would have recog- 

nised as possible to the rollicking, good- 

humoured Irishwoman she had represented. 

"I hope our friendship has proved me 

worthy of truth at least, if not of confidence. 

I claim no right to pry into your past life. 

I ask no more than you choose to tell." ■

"I will tell you all — everything. Then 

— ^you must act as you please." ■

Her tears were dried now. Something 

akin to desperation waa in the great soft 

eyes, the white, rigid face. ■

" You know my story — the story of my 

marriage/' she began, her voice firm now, 

but very low and self-restrained. " I told 

you how wretched it was, how, with no 

will or wish of my own, I had been given 

to a gambler — a drunkard — an assassin, ■

that 9JI my youth had shriveUed away in 

the furnace of horror into which I had been 

thrown. I told you that at last freedom 

came ; but one thing I did not tell you. It 

was that when he — this man who called me 

wife — was in prison, I met another. Truer, 

nobler friend never woman had. We met 

as artists meet on foreign soil ; you know the 

'camaraderie,' the freedom, the unrestraint. 

He was traveUing and sketching for some 

English journal. I pnly knew him as 

Dudley Lambert. For two short months 

we were constantly together. He thought 

me a widow, and I — I never had the 

courage to undeceive him. How could I 

tell one so noble and honourable the 

shameful history of the man whose name I 

bore 1 I never once thought our friendship 

meant more then just what it seemed to 

mean, what it was safe to mean ; never — till 

one mad moment broke down the barrier, 

and I knew he loved me." ■

"You — you told him then?" came 

breathlessly from the listener's lips. ■

" No ; I was too cowardly. I had never 

been happy before in all my life, in child- 

hood, or youth, or womanhood, and this^ — 

oh, I cannot tdl you what it was. He was 

different from any man I had ever met. 

Strong, gentle, noble, fighting with mis- 

fortune and contumely, so brave, so true. 

I think often it was that that made his 

great charm. One felt his truth. Ooe 

knew he would not change or forget easily. 

Now there are times when I pray he might 

— when I hope he has forgotten." ■

She broke off with a little bitter laugh. ■

" I let him love me," she went on. " I 

let him believe that I loved him, until — ^my 

hour of liberty was over. Oh, I know 

what you will say; it was cruel, shameful, 

unwomanly. Then, oh, that time seems 

all like something tearing, uprooting my 

whole life, my very self. I came out of it 

as you see me now "-—she touched the soft 

white hair with a little pathetic gesture, 

and then rose feebly, uncertainly to her 

feet ■

The touch on her arm was very gentle. ■

" You have not told me all, Helen 1 " ■

''No," she said, a quick, hot flush dyeing 

her white face. "For when I have told 

you, it will be time to say good-bye. I 

never ought to have come here. I never 

ought to have stayed an hour once I 

knew." ■

"Hush, my dear, hush I Am I not a 

woman, tool" ■

" There is not much more to telL When 

I knew that my tyrant was free once more 

I grew terrified. I knew what he was, 

jealous, passionate, as all Italians are. I 

threw myself on the mercy of the man I 

loved, and I asked him — oh, don't look at 

me I sometimes I wonder how I can bear 

any good woman's look — I asked him to 

take me away with him. He was going to 

Africa then. I should never be traced, 

never be found, and I thought he was like 

other men; but he was not. Oh 1 thank 

Heaven for that. I can say it now, though 

then I thought my heart would break for 

shame of his refusal, for — he refused. From 

that hour to this I have heard no word of 

him." ■

" And you are free now 1 " ■

" I am free. But you know at what a 

cost. My husband died a felon's death for 

political assassination. Think ^ — and she 

laughed harahly — "think what our dear 

Mrs. Lorrimer would say if she knew that 

for one half -hour of her immaculate life she ■
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had conversed with the wife of a mnrderer, 

and mistaken her for the mistress of 

Vaneconrt ! " ■

"Oh, my poor child!" The motherly 

tone, the kind face touched the sorely- 

tried woman as she had never thought she 

could be touched again. ■

" You — you should not pity me," she said. 

'' I am a wicked woman, nothing can alter 

that. Even he thinks so, though he was 

very merciful. He might have called my 

conduct by a harsher name than he did. 

Oh, don't look so sad ! I deserve all I have 

suffered. My history is only the history of 

so many women." ■

The tears were streaming unheeded down 

Mrs. Greedy's kindly face. ■

*' I wish you wouldn't speak like that," 

she implored, ''it makes my heart ache. 

To think you have borne all this secretly, 

silently, day for day, and I have made you 

my bond-dave, sent you here and there, 

distracting, worrying, claiming you. Oh, I 

hate myself when I think of it ! " ■

" Tou have been all that was kind and 

good and womanly. For heaven's sake 

don't speak as if I deserved consideration 

at your hands. If you turned me from 

your doors now, you know " ■

" Helen, if you dare say such words, Til — 

I'll be tempted to show you what an Irish- 

woman's temper is like ! We are staunch 

in our loves and hates, if in nothing else ; 

staimch to death. Til say no more, but 

the day will never dawn when you'll leave 

Yanecourt with Honoria Creedy's freewill." ■

The eyes of the two women met. Then 

it seemed as if what pride and suffering 

had not done, this tmexpected sympathy 

effected, for with a little faint protesting 

cry, the stately figure slipped from those 

encircling arms, and lay white and still as 

marble on the door. ■

More and more Shaleworth society mar- 

velled at Mrs. Creedy's infatuation for her 

companioiL They agreed it was bad form 

altogether, and only excusable on the ground 

of Hibernian eccentricity; but as the 

months slipped by and the cuckoo's note 

again heralded the spring, and the freshly 

budding leafage leapt gladly from the brown 

boughs to welcome sun and shower of 

Apnl, they began to whisper that some 

strange subtle change was evident in Helen 

Cassilis. Pale she had always been, but 

this curious transparent pallor was a sign of 

more than delicacy. The large deep eyes 

seemed larger and more sombre in tiiat 

strange framework of soft grey, ''And ■

yet she looked so young," they said 

curiously and wonderingly, as if scenting 

the secrets of a Bachel or a Ninon de 

I'Enclos beneath that spiritual and delicate 

loveliness. ■

Mrs. Greedy noted these signs with 

dawning terror. She saw that something 

was radically wrong. The secret springs of 

unhappiness in feminine nature have much 

to do with the workings of that curious and 

delicate machinery. Helen Gassilis was 

dying of unhappiness, and secret intolerable 

shame. That was the long and short of it. 

Doctors might talk as they chose of " want 

of tone," but a woman sick at heart, con- 

sumed by vain love and longing, and stung 

to ceaseless torture by her own self-scorn, 

is not a woman to whom life can be attrac- 

tive, or even desirable. ■

"I must do something," thought Mrs. 

Greedy desperately, as day after day showed 

no improvement^ only failing strength and 

idling spirits. "If I could only find out 

where he was! Good gracious" — as a 

thought suddenly struck her — "what a 

fool I've been bH this time!" For she 

suddenly remembered that a certstin illus- 

trated journal, delivered weekly in company 

with all current magazines and journals, was 

an object of the deepest interest to Helen 

Gassilis. Doubtless it contained the 

sketches of South African life which 

Dudley had been engaged to give, and for 

which he was risking life, health, and 

happiness. ■

A wire to the office of that same journal 

soon brought confirmation of this fact, and 

the address of the absent artist. The next 

mail bore a long explanatory letter to the 

"thirteenth cousin," which had so over- 

whelming an effect upon that relative that 

the very next steamer from Gape Town had 

him on board, and the sketches were 

relegated to the somewhat amateurish execu- 

tion of a friend at Pretoria. ■

A month is not a very lengthy period of 

time, but every twenty-four hours of every 

day of that month were full of agonising 

suspense to Honoria Greedy. ■

"Men are so queer, one never knows 

what they will do, or how they will take 

interference," she said to herself, wandering 

distractedly to and fro the beautiful grounds. 

" I put it as strongly as I could. I told 

him I knew the whole story, and that she 

was just dying by inches. If he ever wanted 

to see her again he must lose no time. Oh, 

surely he will come — his face looks kind, 

proud as it is ; and then — well, I must leave 

the rest to nature— -or love. All this is free ■
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from debt," and she looked lovingly at the 

beautiful old bouse on which the moonlight 

rested, " and it will go back to him — even 

if be won't live here during my lifetime. 

Ferbaps be will for Helen's sake." ■

The suspense ended at last. Love had 

conquered pride, and Dudley Vanstone- 

Vane was bringing in person the answer 

for which bis Irish cousin had pleaded. ■

The risk was great, she felt, but happily 

it was run with safety. Happiness is not 

often fatal, and Helen Gassilis eould bear 

even its wonderful and Qverpowering 

promises before another summer bloomed. ■

The shock was more beneficial to her 

than to the society of Shalemouth, whose 

delight at the return of the long absent 

owner of Vanecourt was considerably 

lessened when the local journal gave forth 

the interesting information that the said 

** owner " was shortly to be united in the 

bonds of wedlock to the beautiful widow 

they had only known as "Mrs. Creedy's 

companion." ■

THE STOEY OF BEATEIX. ■

By lewis MACNAMABA. ■

AvOivr <tf "Murty Mulligan's Rivengty" " Among the little ■

FeopU," •• A Ferfeet Faith/' etc. ■

'CHAPTEB I. ■

Thb glory of summer lay upon the land. 

Stately tree and swelling upland stood 

drcAsed in holiday attire — each wearing its 

chosen green — to do honour to the great 

biunisbed sun, who flung his halo over every- 

thing, making all the exquisite harmony of 

light and shade. The distant cliffs that 

stood knee-deep in the sea had drawn about 

them their dark mantle of gorse, encrusted 

with its gorgeous, flowering gold, and every 

little bui^ by lane-way and stream had set 

wild flowers— dog-rose, sweet-briar, and the 

Test — in its taugled meshes as a village 

maiden hastily decks her hair for the dance. ■

Down in the gardens where the ivy- 

covered Grange stands deep in its trees, the 

dainty flowers in trim rank and file were 

keeping the feast in more orderly fashion, if 

with more pomp and circumstance, than 

their gipsy sisters in forest and field. That 

is where the Kingscotes live — Mrs. 

Kingscote, and her son, and Cicely Yilliers, 

who is her adopted daughter. They had 

been a merry party all the spring, for 

Beatrix L'Estrange had been there since 

March, and wherever Beatrix was she made 

everybody as gay as herself. ■

Eeginald Kingscote and the girls were on 

the sands this glorious afternoon, making 

the dogs swim races for sticks until there 

were no more sticks to be found. ■

" I never saw such a * barren, barren 

shore,'" said Beatrix, searching about in 

the sand ; ** all the sticks we brought down 

are gone out to sea, and there isn't another 

anywhere." ■

" We may as well go back to tea, then," 

said Kingscote, " since our only amusement 

is gone. Grant is coming for a game of 

tennis." ■

"Do come, Trix," pleaded Cicely, who 

was tired of dry sand and wet dogs. ■

"I suppose I must; I want my tea. 

But I am tired of tennis ; I shan't play this 

evening." ■

"You must, to make a fourth," said 

Cicely. ■

'* Yes, for the entertainment of the Eev. 

Mr. . Grant, forsooth ! Because the reverend 

gentleman wishes to exercise himself at 

tennis, I am to have the inestimable privi- 

lege of serving him with nice gentle balls." ■

•* How ridiculous you are, Trix. You 

know you like him." ■

" Oh, he's not bad, you know," said Trix, 

with the faintest blush in the world ; " but 

we don't quite hit it off", Cis. I am dis- 

tinctly a layman's woman. I don't under- 

stand his ' Dorcases,' and ' Mothers' Meet- 

ings,' and all the rest of it." ■

" Why do you talk so much about them 

to him, then 1" ■

"These are proper subjects of conver- 

sation for an ordained priest, my dear," 

answered Beatrix with mock solemnity. ■

''Is it proper to flirt with an ordained 

priest?" asked Cicely demurely. ■

"Couldn't be more so; especially when 

he likes it." ■

"Likes it? Well, I suppose he does. I 

never could conceive Mr. Grant indulging 

in such a pernicious amusement until you 

came here. You'd make any one fhrt, 

Trix." ■

"I should unless he began of his own 

accord," said Trix flippantly. " But where's 

Mr. Kingscote I** ■

" Here he is," said Cicely, looking back. 

" He's coming with the dogs, and Mr. Gractt 

is with him. He must have walked out by 

the beach." ■

"And here come all the dogs," cried 

Trix, lowering a crimson sunshade to 

receive a charge of five dogs. "Go away, 

Sancho ! Ginger ! go down ! If you soil 

my skirt I'll never throw things for you to 

swim after again I " ■
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But the dogs inBisted on pretending 

that they hadn't seen her for a year, and 

danced round seeking a we^k spot in her 

defence, until Kingacote and the curate 

came up and drove them off. ■

"You xnight have run, you know," said 

Trix, looking aggrievedly at the xsurate. ■

"Tm sure I'm sorry I didn't," he said; 

" but to tell the truth, I didn't think you 

were in any immediate danger." ■

"I wasn't, but my dress was." ■

"I never thought of that," he confessed. ■

"You are very stupid, Mr. Grant," said 

Trix severely, whereat he opened his mouth 

to answer, but remained dumb, for he never 

was quite sure when she was serious. ■

" You two people have begun quarrelling 

as usual," said Kingscote. '' Come home to 

tea, and don't set a bad example to your 

parishioners, Grant" ■

"I'm not quarrelling. Mr. Grant tried 

to begin it, but I wouldn't," said Trix calmly. 

"Now don't look incredulous," turning to 

him, "it's rude. FU forgive you if you 

will help me to get some sea-anemones." ■

"Oh, Trix, da come. It's long past 

five." ■

" How greedy you are, Cis ! " said Trix 

sweetly. " You two can go on — we'll catch 

you up long before you are at the Grange. 

I want my tea far more than you, but 

I nobly endure the pangs of hunger in 

the pursuit of culture ! ' ■

"Don't be long, then; Reginald and 

I will go on." ■

Trix gathered her white skirt about her 

dainty ankles and walked down the shingle 

to where the wet rocks raised themselves 

above the tiny wavelets that tried to leap 

them. ■

The curate walked by her with great 

contentment. Be was a tall, fair-haired 

man^ with rugged, manly features and in- 

nocent, childish blue eyes which looked 

strangely put of keeping with the rest 

of his face. He met few girls in his coun- 

try curacy, and never gave a second thought 

to any until Beatrix L'Estrange came into 

his life ; she fascinated him from the first, 

though it was with a charm that was 

not altogether pleasant. For her little 

aflTeeted airs and flippant speeches jarred 

on the big; honest man, who still held his 

mother as his ideal of what a woman should 

ba But he believed, though sometimes 

it was hard, that beneath the frivolity— 

that had a charm of its own too, he allowed 

— ^thera were all the noble and tender feelings 

that make a good woman such a precious 

thing. ■

When they came to the shore she pointed 

out what she wanted, and the Rev. Anthooy 

Grant went down on his knees and grabbed 

about the sides of the slippery rock, much 

to the detriment of his broadcloth. Trix 

stood with her dainty toes almost in the 

water, and directed the operations. The 

curate laid his spoil on the sand, and tack- 

ing his sleeves up further returned to the 

fray. ■

" There are some fine ones there," he said, 

pointing to a flat rock some feet oat ia 

the water, and with one great stride he 

was on it ■

"Bravo!" cried Trix. "I'm coming 

too," and laying her parasol on the shingle, 

she made ready to jump. ■

"It is too slippery," he said, "you had 

better not" ■

"Of course I shall" ■

" It is much too slippery. If you really 

want to come, you must let me carry you," 

he added simply. ■

"And what. would your charming, en- 

lightened congregation say if they saw you 

carrying me about the coast f " ■

" I don't care. But you mustn't try to 

jump." ■

" Mustn't 1 Who says so 1 " ■

" I do," he said quietly. " I won't allow 

you, as there is no one else to prevent 

you." ■

" You can't prevent me." ■

"Yes I can, and I shaU," he said, 

stepping ashore and standing next her. ■

Trix coloured with vexation, and locked 

up defiantly at him, but her eyes fell 

beneath his, and she turned away, saying : ■

"Well, come home, then, and don't 

bully." ■

" I'm sorry," he said, gathering up the 

wet sea- weed, " but I couldn't let you, you 

know. It wasn't safe." ■

Trix was on the point of saying some- 

thing to make believe she was angry with 

him, as she had many a time done to 

his exceeding discomfort, but something in 

the manly simplicity of his manner checked 

her, and she walked by bis side in silence. 

It was the first time any one had mastered 

her, and she found the experience rather 

pleasant than otherwise. ■

" You aren't angry with me t " said Grant 

presently. ■

"No. It was very kind of you," she 

answered, in a lower voice than she meant 

to, and without raising her eyes. ■

But there was enough in her tone to make 

the man's big heart thump at his ribs, and 

he would have called her by her name, hi^ ■
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honest eyes all alight, but before he could 

get the word out the slimy weeds slipped 

through his fingers to the ground, and the 

spell was broken. ■

She laughed at his awkwardness, and 

insisted on carrying them the rest of the 

way herself. ■

They found the others drinking tea on 

the tennis-lawn, and Trix told them that 

she had to carry the " nasty wet things " 

because Mr. Grant couldn't Kingscote 

brought her tea and waited attentively on 

her, while his mother looked up from the 

work she held — she was always doing 

strange devices in crewel work — and smiled 

approvingly. Grant had an abstracted look, 

and hardly joined in the conversation. 

Then they played tennis, and Mrs. Kings- 

cote sat and worked. ■

She was a spacious lady, Mrs. Kingscote, 

as placid as the summer sea, and her chief 

virtue was her love for her son, and that 

did duty for a lot of other virtues which were 

absent. One of those excellent Christians 

she was, whose pet and only philanthropy 

consisted in marrying other people to each 

other. She had brought about more than 

one hopelessly ill-suited alliance in her day, 

a crime which she invariably laid to the 

charge of the allied pair ; for she always felt 

thai she had done her duty, and that any 

subsequent friction on the part of the un- 

happy couple who had reaped the benefit of 

her worldly wisdom was in very bad taste. 

She had two peculiarities in her plan of 

campaign which were a little trying. One 

was a candour which was variously termed 

** harefacedness" or " brazenness," according 

to the degree of friendship professed by the 

many unappreciative critics of what they 

euphemistically termed her "little games." 

The other was her persistence in using the 

first person plural of the pronoun when she 

announced her most daring schemes, by 

which subtlety she blandly enrolled all 

present as fellow conspirators. And now 

she was full of plans for her son's immediate 

future. She had it all settled long ago. 

Dear Reggie is to marry Beatrice L'Estrange, 

and Cicely is to pair off with the curate. 

What could be more natural 1 ■

" Of course, we would like to see Cicely 

mistress of the Grange," she had said to 

the Vicar's wife ; '* but dear Reggie ought 

to marry where money is, and I think 

Cicelj will aocept Mr. Grant" ■

And while she sat in her basket-chair, 

thonghtfuUy examining silks of every hue, 

her busy brain was plotting and planning. 

She determined to take Cicely into her ■

confidence that very night, and give her a 

hint as to the line of action that would 

further the cause. So when the game was 

over and Mr. Grant had taken his leave, she 

gathered up her work and called Cicely to 

her. . ■

'^ Let us walk in the orchard," she said ; 

" I have something to tell you." And there 

she disclosed all her hopes and plans. " We 

can see she likes him, and Vm sure he's 

always with her." ■

*« Is he t " said Cicely faintly. «'I thoi^ght 

Mr. Grant '* ■

" Oh dear no ! You have no eyes, my 

dear. Why, only the other day he said to 

me— But here he is" — as Reginald 

came in through the gate. " Cicely and I 

were having a little chat" ■

*< If s dully to be out without a wrap," 

he said, looking at the girl " Let me bring 

you one." ■

"No, thanks," she said quickly, "lapi 

going in." ■

Kingscote looked after her as she went 

with a perplexed face, and half -turned to 

overtake her. ■

"Come for one more round, Reggie t" 

said his mother, slipping her arm throbgh 

his. ■

<^ Whaf 8 wrong with Cicely t " he asked, 

presently. ■

" Nothing, dear." ■

" But there was." ■

"Ohl I think not Do you know," 

after a pause, " I quite look forward to see- 

ing her settle near us; it would be so 

nice." ■

" How do you mean 1 " ■

<'0h, Mr. Grant is sure to get the 

living." ■

" Go in, mother mine," said Kingscote ; 

'' it's getting cold. I'll b^ in when I have 

had a weed." ■

•* What a funny, abrupt boy you are," 

said his mother, looking up at him fondly. 

"Don't stay out iu the dew; you look 

quite white already," and she rustled off. ■

Kingscote atood still, storing at the 

ground, and mechanically turning over the 

coins in his pocket So Cicely was going 

to marry Grant! Dear little Cia — marry 

somebody else? it seemed impossible. They 

had always been as brother and sister until 

the last year or so, and he had thought a 

hundred times since then of asking her to 

marry him; but they were so much 

togetiier, and Cis seemed so happy as they 

were, and, besides, he had not yet been 

called to the Bar— all these things put it 

off, but only for a time ; now it was too ■
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late. Grant had seen her every day of the 

year, whereas he only saw her at Christmas 

and summer, and, of course, she— Great 

heavens! how lonely at was! And there 

would be no excuse for getting away until 

the end of August. Anyway, Grant was 

an awfully decent fellow; he could not 

grudge him anything — but this. ■

When he went in the rest were in the 

drawing-room; Beatrix was at the piano, 

and called him to turn over for her. As 

he crossed the room he looked at Cicely, 

but she would not meet his eyes for the 

first time in their life, and as he stood by 

Triz he wondered why she had avoided his 

glance. Did she know he loved herl 

Heaven knows, she must have seen it often 

enough in his face ! Well, now that he 

knew how things were, he would not annoy 

her with his attentions. When Cicely did 

look up from her book, she found Mrs. 

Kingscote trying to attract her attention by 

waving a skein of flameHK>loured silk, and 

when their eyes met, the good lady nodded 

with enthusiastic significance in the direc- 

tion of the pair at the piano. ■

Cicely tried to smile in return, but it was 

a poor attempt. She had long known that 

Kingscote was more to her than any one 

on earth, and it was dreary wdrk smiling 

congratulations on his devotion to another. 

Not that she could see any devotion — she 

told herself that ; but then what if he had 

taken hie/ mother into his confidence 1 ■

Mrs. Eangscote sat up later than the 

rest, smiling to herself as she built castles 

in the air, and sent her gleaming needle in 

and out like a benign and portly fate 

placidly working out a destiny for short- 

sighted mortals. ■

The next day the barrier which had begun 

to grow between Cicely and Kingscote had 

assumed proportions such as might have 

been the work of years, and in a few more 

days they had quite learnt their parts, and 

played to each other with apparent ease; 

only each knew how hard it was, and how 

it hurt. Kingscote's part was that of the 

not too affectionate brother, and he treated 

Cicely with a cold familiarity that passed 

muster excellently well. Cicely was the 

better actor of the two, though she suffered 

more-^for the iron enters deeper into a 

woman's soul, if she is a good one — and 

she assumed thd rdle of candid good- 

fellowship, which was the harder to play, 

because it used to come naturally ; and so, 

for a time, they deceived every one but 

themselves. ■

Mr. Grant waa away for this week, but ■

Trix reminded them of him occasionally 

by putting a collar of white paper on 

Kismet, the old black cat. "Be good, 

and ril dress you like my big clergy- 

man," she'd whisper in Kismet's dis- 

reputable ear, frayed with fights ; and then 

she danced him on his hindlegs and 

introduced him as the curate. She saw a 

good deal of Kingscote just then, who 

avoided Cicely as much as possible; and 

Cicely, looking on, thought it was quite 

natural that they should be together, and 

tried to cultivate unselfishness to an extent 

she had never tried before. ■

Mrs. Kingscote, blissfully unconscious of 

the cause, noted that Reginald sought Trix 

out more than he used, and congratulated 

herself and Cicely. "How thankful we 

ought to be that things are going on so 

well," she would say, plying her needle as 

usual. ■

Trix found Cicely and Reginald but 

poor company all that time, and confided 

more than once to the weather-beaten 

Kismet that she wanted her big clergyman 

back again. When he came, as it happened, 

she was the first to meet him. He overtook 

her in the wood when he was taking 

a short cut to the Grange. She saw him 

coming and turned away to hide the blash 

she felt rising. He made no disgmse of his 

joy at meeting her, but hurried forward 

with his eyes blazing boldly all he felt. 

She greeted him casually, without offering 

htm her hand, and scolded hitn directly for 

standing on a tiny wild flower she declared 

she was going to pluck. ■

Disappointment sent all the light out of 

his honest eyes, and he stooped humbly to 

gather the crushed floweret. ■

'* I'm afraid it is spoiled," he said, looking 

at it doubtfully. ■

"Of course it is; you may throw it 

away. And it is the only one daisy I 

have seen this year," she added dejectedly. 

Grant looked so abjectly repentant that she 

relented suddenly : " Dear, stupid old goose, 

he thinks Fm angry with him," she said to 

herself. Then aloud: •'Never mind, I'll 

forgive you. Come on, or we'll miss tea." ■

Grant strode by her side in silence, 

keeping his eyes fixed on the ground, while 

Trix glanced up at him from time to time 

as she chatted and laughed without waiting 

for an answer. They were almost at the 

edge of the wood when he laid his great 

hand lightly, and even reverently, on her 

arm, and if she had looked up at his face 

then they might have understood each 

other in time. Bat she was afraid to raise ■
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her eyes until he woiiM speak ; when he 

had told her what she knew he would, 

then it would he easy; and she stood, 

trembling a little, unconscious of her burning 

eheeks, only listening for his voice. When 

he spoke again his voice was deeper, but as 

musical and as quiet as ever. ■

*' I want to tell you ** ■

"Is that you, Beatrix T' broke in Mrs. 

Kingscote's voice through the trees. ** I can 

see your hat ; I knew you by the way you 

do your hair. Wasn't I eleverl" she 

shouted. " I'll join you in a moment, the 

paths cross on here," and a vision of a 

bonnet of steel-coloured beads hung with 

jet, looking like a helmet cut down and 

fitted up as a bonnet, flitted through the 

trees. ■

At' the first sound Trix snatched away 

her arm and walked on. ■

"I must see you — alone," said Grant in 

a low voice. " When 1 " ■

" I don't know. To-morrow." 

** Here, at this timei " 

"Perhaps!" 

. "I was sure it was you," cried Mrs. 

Kingscote, appearing where her path found 

theirs. ** And Mr. Grant ! So glad to see 

you back." ■

'* I was going to the Grange, ' said Grant 

composedly. And they continued the way 

together. ■

Mrs. Kingscote entertained them until 

they reached the house, and throughout tea- 

time, with a description of some new 

people she had been to see, whom she 

euphemistically described as " very pleasant, 

and all that, but not quite— quite, you 

know!" ■

The curate had to go almost immediately, 

and Mra Kingscote took Trix's arm in a 

sweet motherly way, that would have 

shown to such as knew her that she was 

up to one of her " little games." To tell 

the truth, she had seen more than Trix's 

bat, by stooping to peer through a friendly 

laurel bush, and she felt it her Christian 

duty now to put her spoke in Fortune's 

wheel, which seemed to have taken a turn 

not to her liking. ■

" The man's making loVe as sure as I'm 

looking at him," she had murmured, and 

that ef course was not to be endured. So 

when she led Trix away in sweet converse, 

she told her she had something to say to 

her in confidence. "I think I ought to 

tell you, my dear," she purred. ** I'm afraid 

from the expression on Mr. Grant's face 

when I met you that he was being a bit 

BentimentaL" Trix recoiled. ^'Perhaps ■

I'm wrong," she added, interpreting the 

movement to suit her tactics, '^but, any- 

way, you ought to know that he is as good 

as engaged to Cicely. You needn't look 

like that. Cicely and he are old friends 

enough to understand each other thoroughly, 

and, of course, they are not demonstrative. 

But I just thought, you know — he lives so 

much in the country that, and quite 

naturally, too, he might have taken a fancy 

— a passing thing, of course — to you. You 

are so different to Cicely you know, so 

taking" — "(As. if I were the scarlatina, or 

something," thought Trix)— "that you would 

have a great charm for a man like him. 

But I know you will not interfere with dear 

Cicely's happiness, now that you see how 

things are. Run off now and dress for 

dinner, and don't be angry if I have made 

a mistake. You know dearest Cicely is 

like my own daughter," and she playfully 

pushed the girl away. ■

Trix did run away, and was barely in 

her room in time to hide the scalding tears 

that chased each other down her cheeks. 

She saw nothing but truth in what Mis. 

Kingscote said; she had never felt worthy 

of him, and it had often seemed impossible 

that hel, with his great noble heart, could 

love her who had flirted more or less with 

every man she met ■

Poor little Trix I It was the first 

time real love had taken hold of her 

life, and then it took such a hold that 

life seemed a new thing with it — and 

nothing without it — and this, only to find 

that she was spoiling another^s happiness ; 

nay, what was worse, likely to spoil the 

happinett of the man she worshipped with 

all the self-abandcmment of a woman who 

knows her weakness for a man she knows 

to be strong ! She saw the truth of all Mrs. 

Kingscote had said. Cicely was just the 

sort of girl his nature could love and respect 

How could he respect her when he knew 

her as she knew herself) It was easy to 

see how a passing fancy for her could have 

taken hold of him ; for she had, from mere 

habit at first, done her best to win his 

admiration, and a man as genuine in every 

thought and deed as he was would be slow 

to find out what was shallow in her. She 

thanked Heaven that chance had prevented 

his speaking to her in the wood; for she 

knew he wolAd haye asked her to marry 

him, and she knew she would have said 

**Yes"; and afterwards, when he learnt 

what she reaUy was, he would compare her 

with Cicely, and find his life undone. How 

could she forgive herself for weaning him ■
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away from Cicely 1 She had very nearly 

made them both unhappy through her 

selfish vanity ; thank Heaven, she knew the 

truth in time to spare them, though it was 

to hurt herself with a hurt that could never 

be whole. ■

The next day was spent in feverish 

anxiety. The hours seemed to drag each 

more slowly than the last, for she wished 

that the ordeal she had set herself to go 

through were over, full of fear lest her 

resolution would desert her. ■

At leDgth the time came when she had 

promised to meet Grant She had only 

said " perhaps/' but she knew that he would 

be waiting. Kingscote offered to carry the 

basket and trowel she took, but she told him 

it would be much kinder if he stayed at 

home and kept Cicely company, at which 

he gave her a look she could not understand. 

Grant was at the tiysting spot when she 

came, and greeted her more quietly even 

than usual ; only his eyes showed her how 

hard a task she had to do. ■

"Tm glad you've come," she said, as 

saucily as she could, '' I want some one to 

carry my basket" ■

'* I shall carry it, then," he said, smiling ; 

" but I must tell you now, what I began ■

to " ■

"Shouldn't advise you if it's a secret," 

turning aside to dig up a young fern ; " the 

wood is full of paths.'' ■

" I must tell you now," he said, in a low 

voice that trembled with feeling. ■

"I tell you this place has no more 

privacy than — than a rookery. You had 

better not talk secrets now." ■

Grant looked at her in perplexity. Would 

he ever understand herl She felt his eyes 

on her and stooped again to the mossy 

bank with the trowel, but her eyes were 

blinded with tears and she knew she must 

give in. Grant watched in silence until a 

great drop fell on the little brown hand 

that grasped the fern shoot ■

"Miss L'Estrange!" he cried, "Trixl 

You are crying," and flinging away the 

basket he was holding, he stretched out his 

hands, infinite tenderness in every line of 

his strong face. ■

"Well, if I am)" she said defiantly, 

standing up and viciously drying her hand 

on her jacket. "I suppose I can if I 

likel" ^ ■

" For Heaven's sake be serious ; let your- 

self be serious. What is the matter t " 

" You made me cry," she sobbed. 

"It I who love you with all my 

strength!" ■

■

"No, you don't You only think yoa 

do." ■

"For Heaven's sake do not jest," he 

cried in agouy. ■

"I mean it," she forced herself to say. 

"If you knew me, really you wouldn't I 

made vou, on purpose." ■

"Whyl" ■

" I always do." ■

The strong man drew a quick breath that 

sounded like a sob, and his teeth showed 

white between his trembling lips. Trix 

daren't look at him in the pause that 

followed, but kept her face buried in her 

hands. At length he spoke in a low, 

trembling voice : ■

" I see how it is. I am sorry I distressed 

you. I would to Heaven you could care 

for me. I shall go now. Heaven bless 

you— dear ! " ■

She could play the part no longer. With- 

out turning round she stretch^ out her 

left hand to him in mute appeal, still hiding 

her eyes in the other, and oh, the joy when 

she felt his strong clasp close on it ■

"Yes, yes !" he said, kissing it pitifully, 

" I forgive you. Could I do else 1 " ■

And it was not until his footsteps died 

away that Trix realised that he had not 

undeistood. ■

OHAPTKR n. ■

SuBSLT it is a great and good gift from 

on high that grants to seme natures an 

intensity of feeling that lesser souls cannot 

comprehend; and when joys are in the 

way such as these drink deeper draughts 

than others. But when sorrow comes 

which would we bel For the same gift 

becomes a capability for suffering of wMch 

lesser natures know nothing. They but 

taste the bitter cup; these must drmk to 

the dregs. ■

Anthony Grant was a man whose whole 

individuality lay in his intensity of feeling, 

and his love for Beatrix L'Estrange was 

the greatest thing that had come into his 

life. Such men as ke can love a woman 

with the ideal love that lives not here alone, 

but must go on, "out into the dream beyond," 

and this was how he loved Trix. To 

destroy this was to destroy half his life. 

His first feelings after the daze of pain had 

gone were not of resentment — there was 

none of that. They were of great pity 

for her. He understood, or thought he 

understood, how she had never bought 

he would become really fond of her, and 

even upbraided himself for his stupidity 

in taking all she had done and said since ■
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they met so seriously. He told himself 

that if he were more used to the ways 

of women he might have seen that she 

did not really care for him; other men 

in his place would probably have known 

that. So ho went about his work as usual, 

but determined to avoid the Grange, think- 

ing more of Trix than of himself. ■

And what of Trix? Nobody could 

understand her during those days — even 

Mis. Kingscote was at a loss. She was 

as merry sometimes as ever, planning 

excursions and parties, and was the 

very life of them all; but sometimes she 

was so sad and quiet that Cicely wondered 

if she missed Kingscote, who had left his 

home on some excuse. ■

Meanwhile, Grant never called, and Trix, 

knowing the cause of his absence, felt that 

she still stood in the way of Cicely's 

happiness, and was angry with him for 

keeping away, though she dreaded their meet- 

ing. She pondered deeply how she might 

put him at ease when he did come, so tib.at 

she would not frighten him away any 

loDger. She daren't try to flirt, even ever 

so harmlessly, for, in the first place, she 

couldn't trust herself, and, in the second, 

she would be ashamed. Moreover, a 

display of sisterly affection and kindly 

feeling wouldn't do; she knew men too 

well to thiuk that And she couldn't meet 

him in the ordinary ^^y, for She mu^t give 

hfirself some part to act that would serve as 

a doak of refuge for her real feelings ; so 

there seemed nothing left but to quarrel 

with him. And this she determined to do. 

She knew that, with all his breadth of 

thought, he was staunchly loyal to the 

tiadition of the Church, and this, as well as 

his keen patriotism, offered a fair field for 

encounter. ■

He did come in a week or so, and was 

leeeived by Mrs. Kingscote and Cicely ; 

but the former soon hastened off with a 

great show of business that signified nothing. ■

Trix came into the room without 

knowing Grant was there. She felt 

the blood rush to her face, but collected 

henelf with an effort, so that she 

might not make the meeting harder for 

him. He greeted her perfectly calmly, 

however, and she was annoyed to find 

that she felt it most. She thought he 

would change colour, and perhaps be silent, 

bat it was she who did both; he was 

perfectly natural, though perhaps a little 

grave. ■

Chagrin at her own discomfiture was 

a tueful tonic to Trix, and in a minute ■

she was chatting and laughing almost in 

the old way. She could act better than he, 

and soon it was his turh to wonder at her 

sang-froid, when he remembered her as he 

last saw her. Her gaiety jarred on him, 

for, as Trix had thought, he was too genuine 

himself to hastily set others down as in- 

sincere ; and he went away more than ever 

convinced of the heartlessness she had 

accused herself of. ■

After that Trix was in worse spirits than 

ever, and the seasons of gaiety disappeared 

altogether. She found his seeming in- 

difference harder than anything else. She 

knew that what she wished — or perhaps 

only wished she wished — was that he should 

forget his fancied attachment to her, and 

be true to Cicely ; yet, at the first sign of 

such a state of things, she felt a new pain 

which was not without a tinge of resentment. 

She despised herself at first for such a want of 

purpose, and wondered if she were ever 

so selfish ; for she was fully convinced that 

Grant did not, could never, really care for 

her as she felt it was in him to love, and it 

seemed a crime to wish him still bound by 

chains which in time he fain would break. 

Yet she wished it all the same, and decided 

that the exalted ideal of love that is all 

unselfishness was not hers. And perhaps 

she was right. ■

Her low spirits, which continued after 

Kingscote came back, troubled Cice][y 

more and more, and if he had ever caught 

the look of pained yearning in those dark 

grey eyes, he must have sought the 

cause and found— everything. ■

So these four people suffered, each one 

striving more or less after a noble tmselfish- 

ness that need not be, and only destroying 

each other'shappinessby sacrificing their own. 

Only Mrs. Kingscote, the prime cause and 

fountain-head of it all, still went her way 

in serene complacency, and wrought with a 

chaste industry at the evergrowing Destiny. 

Supremely unconscious of the troubled 

times she lived in, she saw signs only of 

the happy issue of events. Her son's 

moodiness had not escaped her,, but that 

only showed that a disturbing influence had 

come into his life, and her puce silk swelled 

with triumph and all the emotions of a 

mother at such a crisis. ■

She never doubted for a moment that 

this was ^* a maiden passion for a maid," 

and of course the maid was Beatrix. Who 

else could it be t Now were all her hopes 

to be realised, and that right early. ■

"We may congratulate ourselves," she 

chirped confidentially to Cicely. ^* I'm sure ■
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there's no mistake what's .come over dear 

Reggie." ■

**Do you think she cares for himt" 

queried Cicely as casually as she could. ■

" Well, until quite lately I really thought 

she didn't," lowering her voice as if awed 

by the incredibility of the idea; "but I 

think it b all right now. Beatrix has 

quite changed. Who could help liking dear 

Reggie ? " she added, with all Che prejudice 

that makes our mothers believe that we 

are superior to all other women's sons. We 

like it, though we know it is not true; 

they like it because they are sure it is. ■

Cicely thought that Mrs. Kingscote was 

too sanguine, and, mentally reviewing 

Triz's manner of late, came to the con* 

elusion that she did not care for Reginald— 

yet ; but she, too, believed it hard that any 

one could help doing so. ■

It was about this time that Trix took to 

quarrelling with Grant. He tried to avoid 

it at first, but soon realising the perfect 

safety in the proceeding, indulged him- 

self tiius much, as it was the only passport 

to her society he would allow himself and 

even though her petulant accusations 

against many things which were sacred to 

him jarred inexpressibly^ yet she was too 

dear to him to drop out of his life all at 

once. ■

He soon began to look forward to these 

encounters. So did Trix ; and she always 

had something ready, some gauntlet to 

fling down which he was ever eager to pick 

up, and he broke many a lance for Church 

and State. ■

Cicely saw this with troubled eyes. It 

was hard to give up Reginald, but it was 

made infinitely harder when she had to see 

him losing his chance of happiness too, for 

she knew that Trix sought and enjoyed her 

battles with the curate. ■

** Why are you always squabbling with 

Mr. Grant t " she asked her at last. ■

"Good for him," was the laconic 

answer. ■

'* Have you his welfare so much at heart, 

thenl" ■

** Oh, no I" cried Trix, with the haste of 

conscious guilt. <'I really don't care — 

much. Of course, he's very nice," she 

added apologetically, "and I respect him, 

you know ; but " ■

" Have you given up making him flirt 1 " ■

"Long ago; I have indeed, Cis," 

earnestly. " Besides, I couldn't teach him." ■

" No, I shouldn't think so," Cicely said 

quietly, and Beatrix thought what a per- 

fect faith she had in him. ■

Cicely believed what Trix told her, and 

thought that Kingscote might still be suc- 

cessful if he tried to win. She hardly 

knew whether this made her more or less 

sad. She would wish that she could put 

his happiness before anything else ; but the 

knowledge tiiat Trix was still free for him 

was not of unmixed pleasure. ■

He chanced to join her that night in the 

garden, where everything was sleeping in 

the soft starlight except the nightingales 

and the drowsy perfumes of the flowers. 

They had hardly been alone together once 

since the night, three weeks ago, of their 

interview with Mrs. Kingscote in the 

orchard. ■

They walked to and fro in sOence. 

Kingscote wished he had strength to go 

away, for the fairy charm of the summer 

was stealing over him, and he felt the 

temptation to plead his cause with the girl 

at his side was taking possession of him. ■

Cicely was all in white, and had drawn a 

soft, white wrap over her head which she 

held at her throat with one hand. ■

Kingscote paced moodily up and down, 

and she could see how pale he was even in 

the dim starlight Her heart ached for 

him, (and she steeled herself to tell him 

what Trix had confessed. It would be 

pain, but what harm if it smoothed 

the sad lines away that had come in his 

face of latel To do that was all the 

joy left her. But he wouldn't speak, and 

she did not know how to begin. ■

At last she took courage. ■

"You are troubled about something; 

don't be angry ; I can't help noticing it." ■

"Yes," he said slowly, without raising 

his eyes, "I have been a bit bothered ; I 

suppose there's no use denying it." ■

"None; but perhaps," said Cicely, 

clenching her hands in the dark in the 

effort to steady her voice—" perhaps I can 

— help you." ■

Kingscote started. ■

"No, you can't," he said quickly; 

"nobody can." ■

"I think I can. I think — I know— 

what it is." ■

" You do f " said he, stopping to look at 

her. ■

"Yes," she faltered, turning her head 

away. "Isn't it " ■

" I will tell you," he said, with an effort 

to be calm. " Though you know already, 

let me tell you now — myself. It is 

all " ■

"Cicely! Are you mad? With this 

dew falling ! Come in, come in ! " and ■
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Mis. Kmgscote bustled across the grass and 

ix>re her off. ■

*'Vm glad I wiui spared that,** she 

thought, shuddering. ''I could not hav^ 

listened to the story of Ids love for her. It 

would be too great tortured' ■

And Xingscptey left staiiding alone in 

the night, muttered : " She knows it, then 

— knows I love her, and wanted to si^y 

something kind to me. Dear little girl! 

Heaven bless her 1 " ■

He went up to town next day, saying he 

would not be back till Saturday. ■

"Some little trinket for Beatrizi I sup- 

pose," said his mother delightedly to Cicely, 

and she worked in two new shades of silk. ■

Trix found the day very long; Kingscote 

was away, Cicely writing letters, and Mrs. 

Kingscote would talk only of the prospect 

, of. Cicely and the curate, or enumerate 

Reginald's good points, l^ow, the first pf 

these subjcQts was gall to drink^ and as for 

the second, when a woman is altogether 

interested in one man, a catalogue of the 

virtues of another is but Lenten fare. So 

she called all the dogs, who came rejpicing, 

and started aimlessly for a walk. ■

She soon found herself turning towards 

the place in the wood where she hi^ met 

Grant, and changed the direction at once ; 

but it was only to come to it by a longer 

path. She stood once more where she had 

stood with him, and where she had 

stretched out her hand to him to bring him 

to her. How plainly it all was burnt in on 

her memory ! He had stood there ; ^ he 

bad rested his arm on that tree when he 

began to talk. There was the spot where 

she had stooped with the trowel to hide 

her tears, before they became too many to 

be hidden. A little blue flower that had 

bloomed there hung withered now. She 

.wondered if her scalding tears had fallen 

cm it and killed it. ■

And the tears were beginning to come 

again when the dogs announced, in various 

keys, that some step was approaching. 

Then they charged the new-comer with a 

brave show of chivalry, but finding it was 

only the curate, they saluted him hastily 

and raced back to tell their mistress. ■

He greeted her gently, as usual, and talked 

of every-day things for a while, then raised 

his hat and continued his way. But before 

he had gone a doioen paces he turned back 

as if by some irresistible impulse, and stood 

looking down on her^ ■

"I cannot help it/' he said, almost 

sadly, "I must ask you: Is it the same 

answer 1 Am I nothing to you still 1 *' ■

She felt his eyes on her,^ and dared not 

look up. The struggle was terrible. Why 

not give, in, take what h&ppiness she could? 

Even if he had loved Cicely, could she not 

make him forget her, and though his love 

might die when he had learned how un- 

worthy she was of h{m, yet would it not b^ 

worth it I ■

"Why do you torture mel" die cried^ 

wrestling with her love. ■

" Forgive me 1 " he said ; and left her. . ■

She remained standing there after he 

had gone trying to see that it was better 

that he should have misunderstood her 

again, and that all she h^d suffered for ii^ 

the past three weeks had not, been undone 

by a moment's weakness; for if he had 

known the anguish that made her cry out, 

and had pleaded his cause, or even drawn 

a step nearer, she felt she must have sur* 

rendered. ■

3he dried the tears that hung heavy 

on her lashes with a childish gesture, 

rubbing first one and then the other with 

the back of her wrist, and when she raised 

her tear-stained face it looked so pale and 

sad that Ginger, who was wagging his 

stumpy tail slowly, stopped suddenly and 

stood with it twisted round at an absurd 

angle. ■

"Dear little dog," she said, stooping to 

kiss his black muzzle, "you are sorry, 

aren't you ? " ■

Then the others crowded up with con- 

dolences, and when they had all been 

caressed, in the fulness of their joy, they 

pretended Sancho was a rabbit and hunted 

him home, arriving there twenty minutes 

before Trix, ■

The next day was Sunday — the last 

Sunday that the house-party would be 

together. Mrs. Kingscote was about to 

begin her annual round of visits which would 

last till the autumn, and was taking Cicely 

with her; Trix was going home, and 

Kingscote had begun to look up rods and 

guns. ■

The Grange pew was empty in the morning, 

to the dismay of sundry ladies who relied on 

it for the fashions. But it was fully occupied 

in the evening, when the golden sun streamed 

in through the open door, and the black- 

bird's song filled every pause in the servica ■

The spell of the coming parting lay on 

them, and Grant's deep voice trembled at 

the last words that dismissed his. little con- 

gregation. When he came out of the 

vestry, in cap and cassock, everybody was 

gone, and he turned sadly homewards. He 

had half hoped to see Trix even for a ■
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moment; and though it was forced in on 

him that it would be better if they never 

met again — so hopeless was he for himself 

and full of pity for her — yet that could not 

drive away the awful sense of loneliness 

with which he sought the tiny house he 

called his own. But before he had gone a* 

score of paces he remembered the sexton's 

little child that lay ill in the cottage by the 

churchy and he retraced his steps with a 

lighter heart; for to bring comfort to those 

in trouble or need was always a joy to him. ■

He went in through the little green gate, 

and up the flagged path between the neatly 

clipped borders of box. The door stood 

open and he went in without laiocking, 

assured of the welcome he had earned long 

since. He stood, hat in hand, inside the 

door — he had to stoop his great height to 

pass through — and looked across to where 

the sick child lay in an old arm-chair, his 

wan little face lit by tl}e last lingering rays 

of the setting sun. And there, kneeling by 

his side, was the woman who would have 

him believe she was selfish and altogether 

heartless. She was putting flowers in a 

cracked mug that the child held in his little 

hands, smiling up at him as she told him 

how she had gathered them for him, her 

great brown eyes shining bright with the 

soft brightness of tender sympathy. ■

The curate stood still, loth to destroy 

the picture ; but she was conscious of his 

presence immediately, for his big frame 

darkened all the little room, and she looked 

up without moving. ■

It was only the glance of a moment, but 

he saw in those soft eyes all that had 

seemed wanting in her before, all the 

infinite pity and tendemesswhich is Nature's 

dowry of a good woman. From that 

moment he knew that the girl he loved was 

not what she would have him believe, and 

that she could not have dealt so with him, 

to win his love for amusement alone. ■

There must be something between them 

that he did not know, and he vowed he 

would know it that night. He spoke to 

the child, and then chatted with the mother, 

who hovered about in raptures at the kind- 

ness of the " fine Lunnon lady " to her sick 

child. ■

When Trix rose to go he stood up too, 

and, bidding the good people good night, 

left the cottage with her. She was going 

by a path that skirted the wood — a short 

cut to the Grange, she said — and would have 

parted from him there, but he asked to go 

a part of the way witii her, and Trix was 

glad. ■

For some time they walked in silence. 

Grant kept his eyes bent on the ground, 

wondering how he could say what he 

wanted without giving her pain, for her 

cry to him of the day before still rang in 

his ears. Trix was silent, and wished the 

distance were ten times as long as it was. ■

** I want to ask you somethhig," he said 

at last, without lifting his eyes. Trix's 

heart gave a great bound, whether of joy 

or dread she never knew. '* You go away 

in a day or so," he went on, with the 

vibration which is so pathetic in a strong 

man's voice, "and I cannot let you pass 

out of my life — you who made it so sweet 

to me — for a while." She cast a look 

entreating for mercy. ''Forgive me if I 

pain you, but I cannot let you go until I 

know the truth." ■

** I told you," she said piteously, " I tried 

to make you fond of me at first" ■

''And you knew — ^you must have known 

I loved you afterwards," he said, stopping 

in his earnestness. Trix stood silently by 

him. " And yet you did not send me away, ■

you even let me think For Heaven's ■

sake don't cry — darling. I am not re- 

proaching you. I would not have foregone 

that time even if I could have foreseen 

eveiything. But you are not as heartless 

as you pretend. I don't believe you could 

be cruel ; I don't believe it. What is itt 

What is between us 1 " ■

" You know — ^you know ! " ■

"I know nothing. Tell me, and end this !" ■

" You know you mustn't like me when 

you loved Cicely long ago," she cried, as if 

the words were wrung from her by pain. ■

"It I didn't! Oh, Trix, it is not true. 

I never loved any woman but you — you ! " ■

" Then you reaUy ! " ■

" No, I never did. I love you," taking 

her hands. "And you 1* Dearest!" . . . ■

Later she said : ■

"Come with me to the edge of the wood 

— Tony," and they went together in the 

growing light of the moon. ■

When they reached the open the sound 

of voices came to their ears, and presently 

Mrs. Kingscote appeared with Cicely and 

Kingscote. She hurried forward to meet 

them as they stepped from the shadow of 

the trees. ■

" Here you are at last And Mr. Grant, 

I declare I How is that poor child 1 In- 

deed I've been intending to go and see it 

all the summer^ but there never was a 

moment But you uie very late, my dear ; 

Reggie was quite anxious. Nothing's 

wrong 1 " ■
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Trix stood very close to Giant, and softly 

pinched his arm under the cover of dusk. 

It was the tiniest pinch, but he under- 

stood. ■

" Nothing is wrong, indeed. On the 

contrary, Miss L'Estrange has promised to 

be my wife." ■

"Beatrix! But you — surfely I mean ■

— Reggie " and she turned in helpless ■

amazement to the others, who stood behind. ■

But as the curate finished, Kingscote 

and Cicely had involuntarily looked 

full in each other's eyes, and in that one 

glance by the light of the moon they 

read the truth. He stretched his hand out 

in sOence, and in silence she took it and 

held it dose. So, when his mother turned 

to him in her confusion, he said quietly : ■

*' And Cicely is going to be mine." ■

"And indeed," said Mrs. Kingscote 

afterwards is the Vicar's wife, "I was so 

npeet that I put my crewel work away 

somewhere that night, and I don't know 

what became of it. I never found it sin<5e, 

and I was getting on so well. I wish I 

could have finished it ! " ■

THE FATE OF A FLIRT. 

By E. L. PHILLIMOBB. ■

ghapteb i. ■

** I SHOULD really be quite good-looking," 

aaid Lesbia, pensively regarding herself in 

the glasf, "if it were only not for my 

nose ! There is so much of the Jew about 

it. It is really very unfortunate." ■

She stroked that somewhat Roman 

feature as she spoke reflectively, regarding 

it sideways this time by means of a small 

hand-glass. ■

"There's no smoothing it down — or 

rather up," she went on ; " the curve at the 

end is too hopelessly pronounced for any- 

thing. ThertB is no doubt that my profile 

does not suit me at all. It's so horsey 

somehow. What do you say, Jenny 1 " ■

Jenny, who was sitting on the floor 

tailor-fashion engaged in sewing together 

an enormous tear in her cotton frock, replied 

without looking up : ■

"But it is too thick, Lesbia. That 

betokens a certain coarseness of disposition, 

you know." ■

"How bnitally frank you are, Jenny," 

said Lesbia, turning away from Uie mirror 

with a disgusted air. " I don't believe it 

is so bad, siter alL At any rate, looking at 

it seems to make it worse." ■

"Have you ever asked Frank Gilroy 

what he thought about iti" asked Jenny, 

industriously stitching away. ■

" Good gracious, no ! It is the aim and 

object of my life to keep him from thinking 

that I have a nose at all. I should cer- 

tainly be mortally offended if he ever 

referred to it." ■

"Perhaps he admires it," said Jenny 

hopefully. ■

"Well, people in love have very odd 

tastes," allowed Lesbia, "but that doesn't 

make things any more satisfactory to me. 

It isn't Frank who suffers from nose." ■

She went to the window and flung it 

wide open, leaning out as far as she could 

to gather a piece of the trailing honeysuckle 

that threw its arms all over the warm red 

walls of the house. ■

"Do you know," she went on, after she 

had secured an artistic spray, and was busy 

fastening it in her slender waistband, "I 

am not at all sure that I like Frank Gil- 

roy well enough to marry him." ■

" Isn't it rather a pity to come to that 

conclusion only six weeks before the wed- 

ding dayl" said Jenny with sarcastic 

severity. ■

She had finished her pionding and was 

still sitting Turk-fashion on the floor. 

But this time she was looking at Lesbia. ■

" It is a great deal better than finding it 

out six weeks after the wedding," said 

Lesbia with an elderly air. " I sometimes 

feel that I have made a mistake." ■

" Frank is very fond of you," said Jenny, 

tossing back a mane of tawny hair, and 

gazing at her black-browed sister more 

scrutinisingly than ever. ■

" Oh, that — yes," said Lesbia scornfully, 

" but that isn't all I want. I am sometimes 

afraid that Frank is too inclined to take 

me lightly — as a sort of joke, in fact. He 

never talks really seriously to me. If I do 

break it off -" ■

"Goodness gracious, Lesbia, you would 

never be so mad 1 Whatever would papa 

say?" ■

" He would be a great deal madder, no 

doubt," returned Lesbia serenely. " He is 

delighted that one of his daughters is to 

marry Mr. Gilroy of Harewood Grange. 

He only thinks of the fact that Frank is 

very rich, and that I shall henceforth walk 

in silk attire instead of making my own 

cotton frocks. But I look a.i things in a 

different light, and just now I don't feel 

sure that I love Frank. I wish I could 

teU." ■

Jenny got up and began to collect her ■
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belongings — cotton, scisbots, thimble, and 

variouB scrape of different eolonred prints 

— in the lap of her frock, which she held np 

for the purpose. ■

"Frank is coming here to-night/ she 

said cnrionsly, " Shall yon ask him ! ** ■

"Ask himwhatl" ■

"Whether you love him or not. He 

ought to know if anybody does." ■

"Dear me, child, what strange ideas you 

have ! " said Lesbia, who was aged twenty- 

one years. " It is because you are so young, 

I suppose. Nobody could ask a man such 

a question as that I shall find out for 

myself somehow, I dare say." ■

" I think Frank is very nice, and awfully 

good to you," said Jenny loyally. "My 

only objection to him is his beiurd. Tou 

can never tell what a man with a beard is 

like. He may have no chin, or an under 

lip that sticks out, or something of that 

kind. It is so deceptive." ■

" Not that nice pointed Charles the First 

type," said Lesbia contradictorily. "I 

always think it looks like one of Yandyck's 

pictures." ■

"Well* there is the dressing-bell," said 

Jenny, preparing to leave the room. "I 

do wish papa would not insist on late 

dinner and all that fuss when we have 

hardly a rag to put on. Of course, eating 

one's dinner at eight o'clock seems to keep 

one in touch with rich people, but I'd rather 

have less ceremony and more pudding." ■

After Jenny went, Lesbia crossed over to 

the glass once more and critically re- 

garded (herself. She was certiCinly hand- 

some, in a rich, dark. Oriental fashion. 

But that nose 1 She gave it a last despairing 

stroke as she went downstairs. ■

After dinner, which was served with all 

the delicate nicety that Colonel Dixon's soul 

loved, they went out to sit on the stone 

terrace, where the flags were hardly even yet 

cool after the intense heat of the day. 

There was still a lingering glory of sunset 

in the sky, though a pale crescent moon 

was rising, fair and youthful, in the purple 

vault. Lesbia remarked upon its beauty. ■

"Yes, yes," said her father, rather 

irritably, "^it's very pretty, I dare say. But 

I am past that sort of thing, my dear. 

You must talk it over with Gilroy. I have 

no doubt that you and he could admire it 

for hours." ■

"Frank isn't in the least sentimental," 

said Lesbia with a sigh. ■

" So much the better, then." ■

" I don't think so. He is too frightfully 

matter-of-fact for anything." ■

" I know he is going to behave in a very 

handsome way about the settlements," said 

Colonel Dixon, "and that is a great deal 

better than making love by moonlight.^ ■

At this juncture Mr., GOroy himself 

appeared. He was a tall, handsome man, 

with a fair, pointed beard, and a pair of 

deep blue eyes, which, when they rested 

upon Lesbia^ became rather quizzical in 

their expression. ■

"Hullo, Gilroy, glad to see you! " said 

the Colonel, stretclunt; out a lazy hand to 

his guest " Here is Lesbia pining for the 

sight of you."^ ■

"Are you, Lesbia 1" said Frank Gilroy; 

sitting down on a bamboo lounging-ehair 

opposite her, after having previously pressed 

a somewhat limp hand. ■

" I was just saying that you did not care 

for sunsets," rejoined Lesbia without looking 

at him, "and papa, with his usual vivid 

imagination, has construed that into a desire 

for your presence." ■

" Lesbia is in a mood to-night," said her 

father, with a slight laugh. " I think I will 

leave you to combat it single-handed, while 

I go indoors and see why Parker doesn't 

bring the coffee." ■

"Where is Jenny 1" said Gilroy, who 

betrayed no violent desire to be alone with 

the lady of his heart ■

"She's gone over to the Seymours. I 

told her she wasn't to go — ^but I might as 

well tell a oat not to mew. I ean't do 

anything with either of my girls, Gilroy. 

It is to be hoped you will have more in- 

fluence over Lesbia than I have ever had." ■

Lesbia's lip curled slightly as her father 

disappeared in at the French windows which 

led into the drawing-room. Hor lover 

regarded her more quizzically than ever. ■

" Something put you outi" he demanded 

airily. ■

"Put me outi Certainly not," said 

Lesbia. " What is there to put me out 1 " ■

" I don't mean extinguished, you know," 

said Gilroy in pleasant explanation, " no- 

thing could ever put you out in that way, I 

should say. I meant ruffled." ■

Lesbia fixed her eyes on the rising moon, 

and tried to curb her growing irritability. 

She made no reply to his speech. ■

" It's awfully hot," went on Frank Gilroy 

after a little pause ; " one might as well be 

on a gridiron as on this terracct. Let us 

walk about for a bit" ■

Lesbia rose, with the air of a martyr who 

sees the faggots being piled round him at 

the stake, and they strolled up and down 

for some time together in silence. ■
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"I'm going to bring over a friend of 

mine to-morrow," said Gilroy, "if I may. 

He's staying with me for a couple of weeks. 

I think you'll like him — Blake, the artist." ■

" Oh, pray bring him by all means," said 

Leabia with a slight yawn, " he may liven 

us up, perhaps. ** ■

*' I Wouldn't .call him a lively bird my- 

self," said Gilroy carelessly. ''I want him 

to come over here to paint your pprtrait." ■

Lesbia stopped for a moment to smell a 

damask-hearted rose before she answered 

him. ■

" What do you want my portrait painted 

fori" she asked rather indi^erently. ■

''Because I a1^ fond of you, I suppose. 

I can't think of any other reason," said 

Gilroy, in his most matter-of-fact tone. ■

"I won't have it taken side-face," said 

Lesbi^ with great eagerness, her listlessness 

dropping from her like a garment. "I 

would rather not be painted at all." ■

" Why not side-face 1 " said Gilroy good- 

humouredly, turning to survey her in the 

half-light. " What ;s the matter with your 

side-face 1" ■

"Ob, nothing particular, only I don't 

like profiles," said Lesbia hastily. ■

"But I do," said Gilroy placidly. ■

Lesbia said nothing for a moment Then 

she spoke rather bitterly : ■

" I don't think we have a single taste in 

common, Frank." ■

" No ? " Gilroy turned his blue eyes upon 

her. "Not a liking for jam tarts? We 

first met over a jam tart, remember, Lesbia." ■

Lesbia did remember. It was at a picnic, 

and they had disputed gaily oyer a piece of 

damaged pastry. Later on he had come to 

call upon her &ther. ■

" Yes, it was a jam tart that brought us 

t<^ther," repeated Gilroy serenely. " Do 

you remember how sodden it was 1 A soda- 

water bottle had " ■

" Why ever do you trouble te talk about 

that stupid picnic 1 " cried Lesbia crossly. 

" I only remember how wet it was and how 

miserable." ■

" Yes. We sa,t under a hedge that leaked 

horribly, and imagined it was a kind of 

•halter! I began to fall in love with you 

when you were so firm about refusing that 

ham. You have a truly Jewish aversion 

to pork, Lesbia." ■

But the word " Jewish " was an unfor- 

tunate one, and Lesbia became crosser than 

ever. ■

"I'm sure I don't know why we ever met," 

she said petulantly. " We are not a bit 

suited to each other." ■

Gilroy took out his cigarette-case and 

struck a match. ■

" Have you been feeling like this long 1 " 

he asked in the respectful tone of one who 

seeks for information on a subject which is 

at present dark to him. ■

"Much longer than you think," said 

Lesbia with dignity. ■

Gilroy threw away the match, and put 

the cigarette between his teeth. ■

"That's a pity," was his sole remark. ■

Lesbia. came to a standstill with a stomp 

of her foot. ■

" You don't understend me in the least," 

she cried impatiently. " I can't think why 

I ever said I wpuld marry you ! You always 

treat me as a joke, and never as if I were a 

rational being at all. I can tell you I am 

getting tired of it. You had better not try 

it too far." ■

Gilroy did not look at her as he replied : ■

" Don't you think that some things are 

best treated as JQkes) This conversation, 

for instance 1 I shouldn't care to take it 

seriously myself." ■

" I don't care how seriously you teke it," 

said Lesbia, moving away from him, ^ and 

as for your painter-person, I shall refuse to 

see him." ■

Later, when Jenny had returned, Gilroy 

captured her and demanded why Lesbia wa» 

in such a temper. Jenny shook her head at 

him reprovingly. ■

"It was very stupid of you to suggest 

that she should be painted in profile," she 

said ; " you know how sensitive Lesbia is 

about her nose." ■

But Gilroy, instead of being properly 

abashed, stared at her for a moment, and 

then burst into a fit of laughter. He had 

entirely recovered his good-humour. ■

"It is more serious than you think," 

said Jenny crushingly, as she bade him good 

night ■

OHAFTEa n. ■

The breath of August lay over all the 

land. The earth, cracked and baked with 

the vivid sunshine, waited thirstily for the 

rain that never came. In the cornfields, 

ripe and glowing, gleamed masses of scarlet, 

poppies ; the scent of hay was in the air. 

The Manor House looked provokingly cool 

on such a day as this, with ite white 

muslin curteins and shady rooms. Lesbia 

and Jenny looked cool too, in their simple 

white gowns. Gilroy declared that the 

Manor House was the only place in the 

neighbourhood in which it was possible to 

draw the breath of life. ■
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Lesbia'8 portrait had been began. A 

little ashamed of the ill-temper she had 

shown on the subject of the "painter- 

persoD," she had been amiable enough to 

him when Gilroj, to whom her fits of 

temper never made any difference, brought 

him over to see her on the day he had 

originally appointed for the purpose. ■

Eupert Blake had been enthusiastic at 

once, and Lesbia had caught tome of his 

enthusiasm. She was to be painted sitting 

in the great old garden under a shady tree, 

with a background of •Id-fashioned flowers 

— ^lupins, and snapdragons, and white and 

gold lilies, and the purple '' love-lies-bleed- 

ing." She was to wear her everyday frock, 

and her garden-hat was to have a wreath of 

scarlet poppies round it. ■

Jenny hovered about, sb'ghtly disap- 

proving of the new element which was being 

introduced into the Manor House, and which 

was henceforth to have easy access there. 

She expressed dislike to Rupert Blake's 

velveteen coat and laige, mild eyes. She 

declared that he wore his hair too long, 

and that his figure always reminded her of 

a weeping willow. ■

After the first week of sittings Lesbia 

defended him with suspicious energy. ■

"At any rate," she said with dignity, 

"Mr. Blake has got a soul, which Frank 

certainly has not. He is a thorough artist 

and a most cultivated man." ■

"You think he has a seul because he 

spouts poetry to you and flatters you," said 

Jenny shsewdly; "but Frank is worth a 

dozen of him any day. I hate the very 

sight of Eupert Blake, and I am not coming 

to any more of these silly sittings. I can't 

tiiink how you ciem bear the creature near 

you." ■

Lesbia flushed a little. She felt that 

she was misunderstood. She gave Mr. 

Blake a sitting that very afternoon. It 

was the eighth, and everybody knows that 

when a woman has sat to a man eight 

times they are either very good friends or 

very bitter enemies. Lesbia and Eupert 

Blake were very good friends. ■

Jenny, true to her word, was lying 

upstairs in her own room in the enjoyment 

of a forbidden noveL Gilroy had had some 

business to transact at the village, six 

miles off, and would not be back in time 

to preside over the painting. Indeed, he 

very rarely did so. He occasionally loungod 

in to make some remark about the portrait, 

which was sure to arouse Lesbia's smoulder- 

ing anger, but he generally left the artist 

and his model pretty much to themselves. ■

Blake busied himself with his easel, and 

Lesbia arranged herself in a consciously 

graceful position in her bamboo chair. The 

garden made a charming background for 

her rich dark beauty. ■

*'Ha8 the heat been trying you muchi" 

asked the artist sympa^^tioally, as he set 

to work. " I thought you looked a little 

pale when I came first" ■

" No, I like the heat, thanks ; I am a 

perfect lizard in that way," said Lesbia, 

smiling; "but it is very kind of jou to 

notice my looks." ■

Oilroy had seen her at lunch-time and 

had not only omitted to ask her if the 

heat tried her, but had never mentioned 

that she was pale. ■

" Kind 1 it is not difficult to be kind to 

you," murmured Blake in his softest voice. ■

He really admired Lesbia Dixon im- 

mensely. He thought her one of the 

handsomest women he had ever seen. He 

wondered if she had money. The Manor 

House was kept up in good style, and the 

plate and china were beyond reproach. He 

decided that the Colonel was well off, and 

began to speculate vaguely thereon. ■

" I wonder if the poppies in my hat are 

faded 1 I forgot to ask Jenny to gather me 

some fresh ones," said Lesbia^ changing ihe 

conversation. ■

"They are perfect — they are no more 

faded than you are," said Eupert, surveying 

her with his mild admiring eyes. " You 

are almost too handsome for mo to paint." ■

" Why 1" asked Lesbia, much flattered. 

Gilroy never paid her compliments of this 

kind. She made a mental note of the 

fact. ■

" Because when I look at you I forget to 

paint," he answered boldly. ■

" How very foolish you are ! * Lesbia 

laughed faintly. " You cannot call me good- 

looking when I have such a — such a nose 1 " ■

She felt so thoroughly in sympathy with 

the artist that she could afford to mentien 

this injured feature to him without feeling 

in the least uncomfortable. She was sure 

that he would treat the subject with tact 

She would rather have perished than 

mentioned it to Frank, who would only 

have laughed in his brutally matter-of-fact 

way, and chucked her under the chin, and 

told her not to bother her head any more 

about it. He would have told her that if 

he didn't mind it, why should she ! And 

this was not the way Leabia wished to be 

treated at all. ■

She had not misplaced her confidence in 

Eupert Blake. ■
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" Your Dose is delightful," be murmured 

— ^his Yoice seldom rose above a murmur 

when be iras speaking to a woman — *'it 

always Temisds me of Tennyson's * Maud.' 

Don't you remember tbe line, *Tbe least 

little delicate aquiline curve in a sensitive 

noFe ' t Isn't it a beautiful description 7 " ■

Lesbia felt it was both beautiful and 

soothing. She squinted doubtfully down 

at the feature in question. It was nice to 

think that it had been aquiline all these 

years and that she had found it out at 

last. ■

*• I am afraid it isn't exactly * delicate,' " 

she said deprecatingly. " Jenny says it is 

thick." ■

"It is no more thick than Cleopatra's 

was, ni venture to say. And think what 

havoc she wrought in the world. Indeed, 

you are of the Cleopatra type altogether. I 

have often thought so." ■

It was very pleasant to be so understood 

and appreciated. Lesbia resolved to look 

up all about Cleopatra and her nose at the 

earliest opportunity. She reflected that 

Frank would have been incapable of 

drawing such apt comparisons if he had 

been engaged to her for a hundred years. 

But then she always knew that Frank 

misunderstood her every action as well as 

ber every feature. ■

Bupert Blake painted on in silence for 

some time after this. A light breeze sprang 

up and faintly ruffled the waving meadow 

grass in the fields beyond. A delicious 

coolness crept into the hot air. ■

" Oh, how nice ! " said Lesbia, stretching 

out her arms and forgetting her pose for a 

moment. ■

•* I wish I had begun to paint you like 

that instead of this," said the artist 

admiringly, stQpping to look at her. ■

"Like what 1" ■

"With your arms stretched out, and that 

eager expression on your face. As if you 

were waiting for some one whom you 

loved. I have never seen you look like 

that before." ■

Lesbia's arms dropped to her side. ■

" It would be rather a fatiguing pose," 

she answered a little coldly, resuming her 

former position. ■

Blake took up his brush again and painted 

away in silence for some time. At last he 

said: ■

* You are not angry with me, are 

youl" ■

" Why should I be T' said Lesbia. ■

'* For what I said. I suppose I caught 

the look that is generally reserved for — a ■

happier man ; and I ought not to have 

remarked upon it. But I am glad I have 

seen it once, even though it is not for me." ■

Lesbia flushed. There was a secret 

delicious terror ' to her in listening to 

speeches like this. She was drifting — and 

she was drifting wilfully. ■

" If you think that I ever loqk at Frank 

in a ridiculously sentimental fashion," she 

said carelessly, "you are quite mistaken. 

He would not know what to do with such a 

look if I were to bestow it on him." ■

^* 1 have sometimes feared he did not 

understand you," said the artist in his lowest 

voice. ■

"He does not understand me in the 

least," returned Lesbia with unexpected 

readiness. ** I don't think we have a single 

idea in common. Of course he is very 

kind," she added, in hasty compunction. ■

"Oh, yes, they always are when they 

don't understand you," said Rupert Blake, 

with unconscious sarcasm. " It is the only 

way they can make up for the lack in 

themselves." ■

Lesbia wondered if this were true. She 

pulled a long-stemmed lupin towards her, 

and began to idly strip off its blue 

flowers. ■

** I wonder ! " she said in a low tona ■

" When it comes to wondering, there is 

generally something wrong," said the artist, 

putting away his brushes, and not looking 

at her. " Do you honestly think that 

you and Mr. Gilroy are suited to one 

another 1" ■

" N — no," said Lesbia hesitatingly. " I 

suppose we aren't But they say extremes 

meet, don't they 1" ■

"They meet uncomfortably sometimes,* 

said Bupert Blake. ■

Lesbia was silent. Then sbe looked 

towards the house. ■

'' It is tea-time," she said, in a difierent 

voice. " I can hear Parker rattling tbe cups 

and saucers — welcome sound ! And there 

is Frank coming over the lawn to see how 

you have been getting on," ■

As she spoke Gilroy's tall form drew 

near them. Lesbia contrasted its stalwart 

proportions and almost aggressive manli- 

ness with the graceful, drooping, artistic 

figure before her. At present Frank was 

in her bad books, and she preferred grace to 

strength. ■

"Hullo," said Gilroy, lounging up to 

them, " have you two been hard at work 

ever since lunch 1 — for I consider you work 

the hardest of the two, Lesbia. If so you 

must be pretty well baked." ■
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" Tleje is a deliciotis breeze just now" 

eaid Letbia rather primly, taking oflf the 

poppy-^reathcd hat, and bfginiiing to play 

with the cmir pled petals; "we have found 

it most refrefihing.*^ ■

*• Let UB Bee how jon are getting on/* 

said Gilroy, going lound to the easel with- 

out further itmark to Lesbfa. " Ob, I say, 

this won't do at all, old noan 1 You are 

flattering her most egregioualy.*' ■

Kupert Elake smiled in a resigned way, 

and Lesbia coloured angrily. ■

** Lesbia isn't that spiritual type at all — 

and you have made her lips too Rossetti- 

ish for anything. The background's very 

nice. Those lupins ccme out well, and make 

a nice bit of colour." ■

•* It seems to me you think more of the 

background than you do of me," said 

Lesbia, betrayed into an exhibition of Dl- 

temper. " Papa thinks it is very like." ■

•* Oh, I dare say. He'd say anything," 

returned Gilroy carelessly ; ** but you must 

see for yourself, Lesbia, that this isn't your 

nose at alL I can't think what you've dore 

to it, Blakc^ but never in the world did 

it ^ow on Xesbia's face.** ■

••I only portray it as I see it," said the 

artist with a flight smile; ''to me the portrait 

seems excellent." ■

"It is idealised in a most ridiculous 

fashion. You'll excuse me for putting it 

EG bluntly, my dear fellow, won't you ? " 

Xesbia felt that the apology for this brutal 

rudeness was due to her and rot to Blake. 

*'£ut the fact is, a man wants to have 

a picture of his wife as she really is.'* ■

**I am not your wife yet," said Lesbia 

in a voice that he alone could hear^ rising 

from her seat, and throwing her Oriental 

shawl over one aim, " and peihaps I never 

maybe." ■

'The bitterness of the voice was so unmis- 

tak cable that Gilroy stand At bar in blank 

amazement. He saw that something had 

seriously ofiendfd her. ■

••What is the matter!" he asked aloud 

rather anxiously, going up to her and 

taking the shawl from her. "What makes 

you speak like that, Lesbia 1" ■

Exasperated at his want of tact, Lesbia 

moved awny without vouchsafnghim either 

look or answer. ■

The aitist watched them with a slight 

Emile. Suiely this was not a very devoted 

couple 1 ■

** What is the matter P persisted Gilroy, 

walking on in iront with Lesbia, and 

leavirg Blale to folic w after with all his 

paraphernalia. " What have I done 1 " ■

"You needn't have ins-ulted me before 

Mr. Blake," said Lesbia^ scarlet with morti- 

fication. **If you think me plain I don't 

see why you should tell him so." ■

** Really, Lesbia, you are too childish,* 

said Gilroy, his anxiety abating and his 

annoyance rising, "Do you mean to tell 

me that I am to stand by and watch Blake 

painting you as you have never been in 

your Kf e and not say a word ! I love yon 

for what you are, not for what " ■

"I don't believe you love me at all. 

You don't care how I look or what I wear. 

I have a frightful headache this afternoon 

and you have never noticed it.* ■

"How could I tell you have a head- 

ache ?** ■

"Mr. Blake knew it in a moment,** 

said Lesbia; "but then he has soin« 

sympathy, and you haven't a scrap. He 

saw how pale I was at once." ■

" You have colour enough now, at any 

rate," safd Gilroy, Icokirg at her in sonae 

bewildeiment. ■

" That is because you have made me walk 

over this blazing lawn without a parasol," 

cried Lesbia, putting her hand to her flushed 

cheek. ■

" I never noticed " ■

" Of course you didnt. Yon never do ! 

I don't suppose you would notice it if I 

were to have a sunstroke before your very 

eyes." ■

" I'll go and fetch yon a • ■

" Please dont trouble. We we half-vray 

to the house now. I left my sunshade 

nnder the tree where I was sitting. Mr. 

Blake will bring it, no doubt. He never 

forgets things. He is very thoughtful. 

This is the finst time I have ever walked to 

the house without a parasoL" ■

"You surely are not angry with me 

because I forgot a little thing like that 1 

I thought you were above this sort of thing, 

Lesbia,** said Gilroy, looking at her with a 

sUght curl of the lip. ■

" Oh, I don't mind in the least, and I rm 

not at all angry," said Lesbia with a vicious 

toss of her head, "You can neglect me as 

much as you like, and call me as plain as 

you please. Whact does it matter to me 1 " ■

" I am not going to take notice of such 

an absurd display of temper,** said Gilroy 

quietly, unfastening the French window 

for her that she might pass through. "Yon 

can't be well, or you wouldn't talk such 

nonsense." ■

Lesbia turned on him with a whole 

world of tragedy in her eyes. ■

" You may wake some day to find that ■
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it is not nonsense/' she cried, '* and then 

perhaps yon will be sorry yon haven't 

treated me properly. There is only one 

person who ever has understood and sym- 

pathised with me, and that is— — " ■

*' Mr. Blake 1 " said Gilroy in his most 

imperturbable tone, standing aside to let 

her pass. " Yes, I begin to see the situation, 

Lesbia. Wnat a pity it is I am not more 

like him ! " ■

OHAPTBR nL ■

It wanted three weeks to Lesbia*s wed- 

ding day. The portrait was not fiaished. 

The sittings under the shady tree were still 

of daily occurrence. Gilroy never came to 

them now, he stood aloof with a coldly 

scornful air. He would give Lesbia her 

head, as he put it to himself, and see how 

matters would end. He had no idea of 

posing as an injured rival if Blake wooed, 

and wooed successfully. Lesbia should 

certainly have a free hand. ■

Jenny, always his loyal friend, had 

remonstrated with her sister in vain on her 

persistent flirtation with Rupert Blake. 

But Lesbia had merely shrugged her 

shoulders, and told Jenny sharply that she 

was the best judge of her own affairs. ■

This particular afternoon Jenny was 

watching the artist and his model from the 

open window of her bedroom. She could 

see that Lesbia wore an unusual expression 

of interest and animation, and that Mr. 

Blake was more gracefully sympathetic 

than ever. She shook her little flst 

at the pair, and her eyes filled with 

angry tears Surely, surely Frank was 

worthy of a better fate than this. She bit 

her lip harder than ever presently when 

she saw Lesbia take a damask rose from 

her slim belt and give it to Rapert with 

a blush and a smile. To Jenny this act of 

coquetry was also an act of disloyalty and 

wickedness. She turned from the window 

and threw herself on the sofa, burying her 

face in the soft old cushion on which she 

had sobbed out many of her childish 

gneh. But this grief was not a childish 

one, and it was beyond finding relief in 

tears. ■

Lesbia came in presently to find her 

lying there, very still indeed. ■

"Gome down to tea, Jenny," she said, 

walking over to the glass and smiling at 

her own glowing image; "Mr. Blake has 

finished for this afternoon and we are going 

to have it out on the lawn." ■

"I don't want any tea, thanks," said 

Jenny shortly. ■

"Why ever not? What is the matter 

with you?" said Lesbia, turning round 

and surveying her sister's pale cheeks with 

astonishment " Are you ill 1 " ■

"No, I am not ilL Lesbia^ do you 

really mean to marry Frank Gilroy in three 

weeks' time]" ■

"I don't know, I am sure," returned 

Lesbia carelessly ; '' there is plenty of time 

to think about it." ■

"If you are, I think the way you are 

going on with Mr. Blake is positively 

disgraceful," said Jenny, her honest indig- 

nation bursting forth at last, "and how 

Frank can stand it I cannot think." ■

" Daar me, what a fuss you are making," 

said Lesbia sharply. "If Frank doesn't 

complain I am sure no one else has a right 

to. He is too much of a stick to care what 

I do." ■

" He is not a stick ! He is the best and 

nicest man I ever knew," said Jenny wrath- 

fully. "He bears with your behaviour 

because he loves you so, and is so patient. 

H3 is a thousand times too good for you." ■

"Dear me," said Lesbia again, "what 

mikes you take the cudgels up on his behalf 

so eagerly 1 " ■

Jenny turned her face away so that the 

scarlet flush that crept into her cheeks 

should be unobserved. ■

" I can't baar to think you could throw 

over such a man as Frank for such a 

flippant, frivolous creature as Mr. Blake," 

she answered. ■

" Well, the fact is," said Lesbia, sitting 

down by the open window, " I am tired of 

Frank." ■

A silence fell on the sisters after this. 

Then Jenny said in a muffled voice : ■

" Shall you teU him so 1" ■

" I suppose so — ^some time." ■

"This is Rapert Blake's work, I suppose," 

said Jenny scornfully; "he has been 

making love to you bahind Frank's back." ■

" He has been doing nothing of the kind. 

But I feel he is the only person who has 

ever understood me." ■

" How can you be so wicked as to want 

to break Frank's heart 1" cried Jenny 

angrily. " All that talk about being * mis« 

understood ' is such nonsense. You will 

never get any one else to understand you as 

well as Frank." ■

" We shall see," said Lesbia, leaving the 

room humming a little tune. ■

She and Rupert Blake had their after- 

noon tea together that afternoon alone. 

Jenny was firm in her refusal to appear. ■

Late in the evening Gilroy rode over ■
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from Harewood GrangB to see Lesbla. 

He found her walking about the girJen 

alone in ifee dim purple twilight Colonel 

Bizon had gone out, she told him, and 

Jenny was in bed with a bad headache. ■

'* So yon are all alone, and I am to have 

you entirely to myself,'* said Gilroy with a 

slightly mocking intonation in his voicp ; 

<* it is a long time since I liaye been able to 

really talk to you, Leabia." ■

Lesbia did not reply. She wrapped 

herseflf a Mttle more closely in the white 

shawl she wore, ■

"Eut w;e shall have plenty of time to 

talk byTandby, shall we notV went on 

Gilroy after a moment's pause ; " you will 

beTny wife in three weeks'* time.*' ■

Iiesbia boked at him in the dim light. 

She suddenly realised that this was not a 

man to be lightly offended. He was patient 

and long-suffering, but this patience and 

long-suffering had its limits. He had 

loved her dearly— none knew that better 

than slie — ^but the love had its limits also. 

His handsome ^ace looked rather grave and 

stem. His manner was anjthing but lover- 

Hke. ■

*' The fact in, Trnuk," she said at last, 

"I begin to think we have made a mis- 

take.** ■

**I3 it not rather late in tlie day to 

begin to think that sort of thing, 

Lesbia?^ ■

*• I dare say it is. T can't help it, I am 

sure. 'Bat we should never get on, Frank, 

and it*s much better to find it out now than 

uriien we are married.*' ■

"I have tried to be patient with you, 

Lesbia, and to take no notice of your con- 

tinual outbursts of temper and petulance/* 

said Gilroy firmly, "** but tlie time fojr fin 

explanation has arrived at last, and I mean 

to have it.** ■

**lfB entirely your own fault/' said 

Lesbia irrelevantly; "you never were in 

the least nice to me, or seemed to care." ■

•* Ton knew I cared. I have not petted 

and pampered you as one might pet and 

pamper a favourite lap-dog, I confess. But 

m long as I thought jou loved me, I would 

hwve laid down my life for jou any day. 

If JOU had loved me, Lesbia, you would 

have understood me." ■

**Well, I understand you now, at any 

rate,** said Lesbia tartly, "and I don't want 

this farce to go on any longer.** ■

"Do you mean that you wish our en- 

gagement to be at an end!" ■

" Yes. I am tired of it. We should 

never get on." ■

She took off Tier engagement ring an 

looked at, it. With a suddan burst of angc 

Gilroy snatched it from her and *flaa 

it far from him into the shrubberj^ ■

"There, that is the end of it all," h 

said harshly; ^and I know well eaoug 

whom I have to thank for tkis piece c 

work. It is that wretched apology for 

man who flatters you till yow: head j 

turned. I wish you joy of him." ■

"You are very rude!*' said Lesbis 

rather frightened at his tone. ■

"Of course I Jiave Been it cocning on io 

some time,** went on Gilroy, taki»g m 

notice^of her. " These seutiimental, poetlca 

speeches that you enjoy so ! I never mad 

love to you lie that, thank Heavan ! bu 

Ffl wager my love for yoti was as muc] 

stronger than his as sunlight is stronge 

than moonlight. But it is deadjiow^ anc 

you liave no more power to hurt me, I*n 

not even ^oiag to say that jou havi 

destroyed my faith in women, which i 

what most men would say under the eir 

cum stances, Ijecauae jou have not. YoaWi 

not even jruined n^y life, Lesbia.*' ■

** You are talking very unkindly," eaic 

Lesbia, distinctly annoyed that he did noi 

ahow more regret at the caneeUing of the 

engagement. "I am sure I don't want tc 

ruin anybody's Ilfa I am very aorrj 

about it." ■

" Are you P He laughed a littla. " I 

believe. JOU care so little about mj .feelingei, 

Lesbia, that you would ask me to be betsi 

man at your wedding. You hav^t an 

atom of hieart.^' ■

"Yes, I have— -ior the i^ht person." ■

" And the right person is Blake, I sup 

pose," said Gilroy^ biting his lip. " Well 

as I flaid before, I wish you joy." ■

"Tou talk as if Mx. Blake and I were 

engaged." ■

"What? Hive you i^lly waited tc 

be off with the old love b«£ore jou axe Q£ 

with the new ] Fiom what 1 Jhave seen 1 

should not have imagined that to be the 

case.*' ■

"If yon are goiug to talk like t&is," said 

Lesbia^ "I think I had better go in, Good 

night." ■

She held ant har hand as Ae Mpoke, 

Gilroy looked at it soomfollj^, and then 

burst into a harsh laugh. ■

"Good beavensl*' lie ^xclaunecl, "you 

can bid me good night and good-ldye as 

calmly as though we were mjere aequaiatancas 

of a week ! We who have pledged ooraelres 

to pass all our lives together, and who, in 

three weeks* time, were to have been man ■
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and wiCe I They saj some wamaa have no 

£eelio^ aad I aappose you are one of 

ttiam. I eould find it in my heart to hope 

tbat you will be punished lor thia^ Lesbia.'' ■

" I have told you I am sorry," said Lesbia 

with stiff impatience. ■

" Yea — ^bot in auch a tone ! Almost as if 

yoa hated me I Aud this ia to be farewell 

for ever, Lesbia? " ■

'' I suppose so," ■

" Then it shall be for ever 1 With me 

there is never any going back on my word. 

Oace broken our troth shall ba always 

broken. If you were to find that you had 

made a mistake and were to coma and tell 

me that you loved me best after all, I warn 

yoa that it would be useless." ■

"1 asxi not likely to tell you such a 

thing." ■

"Good-bye, then,** said Gilroy, just 

touching her hand with his outsuretched 

fingers. ** Good-bye, Lesbia. I believe I 

know you better than yoa kuow yourself, 

and that you will find out your mistake — 

when it is too late." ■

He turned and left her. ■

With a certjua sense of triamphant uu- 

ea inosi Lesbia prepared for her list sitting 

to Rupert Blake. She had not told her 

fath^ of her broken engngemont; she 

dreaded his anger too much. But she had 

de&antlj fiung the gauntlet down bdfore 

Jenny, who, pale and angry, had spoken to 

her as she had never been spoken to iu her 

life before. ■

"You have flung away a flower for a 

weed," she had said, " the substance for the 

shadow. You deserve to be unhappy, 

Lesbia." ■

But Ijesbia did not look at all unhappy 

this afternoon as she sat in her poppy- 

wreathed hat smiling into Kupert Blake's 

large brown eyes. She feh there was a 

lomantie flavour about this new love which 

the old had never posseseed. ■

" AjwI so this is our la&t sitting ! '' she 

said, as the artist took up his brushes, " I 

shall feel quUe dull without my pleasant 

afternoons." ■

" How sweet of you to say so," replied 

the artist. " I wish I could believe it is 

trae As for me, I dare not tell you how I 

shall feel. My lips are sealed, and I 

cannot tell you all that is in my heart." ■

Lesbia blu^ed and looked down. 

Evidently Frank had not confided to his 

friend^ the dismal fact that he had been 

jilted. ■

" Have you seen Mr. Gilroy this morn- 

ing t " she asked rather nervously. ■

*' Yes,'' answered the artist in a sighing 

tone. " I have.*' ■

" And what did he — how did he seemT' 

demanded L'^sbisy unable to refrain from 

asking now Frank bore himself under the 

blow. ■

" He seemed the same a^ usual — ^in rude^ 

almost vulgar health. Some people are so 

aggressively strong,'* said Bap^ his slight 

figare bending okore than ever. ■

"And he didn't say anything about — 

me 1 " asked L&ihia, who was not pleased 

at the idea that Gilroy should be going 

about as usual ■

"Ko. Bat why ^ould we speak of himi 

Let us talk about ourselves." ■

^ Bat I must speak of him. I want to 

tell you something. Yon reiaember I 

said that Mr. Gikoy never undento^ 

mel" ■

"I remember — ^yesb It was very sad. 

You deserved to be understood," said 

Rupert, mildly sympathetic. ■

He had discovered that Colonel Dijson 

was not the rich man he had supposed him 

to be, and the quality of his sympathy and 

admiration was now n^hez so prououaced 

nor so warm as formerly. ■

But Lesbia rushed upon her fate. ■

"Welly after you talked to m», I 

seemed to see things more clearly. I 

realised that it would never do for me to 

marry Frank. It would be frightful to 

pass one's life in the sodety of a peiraon 

who constantly misunderatood one — and so 

I have broken our engagement ofL" ■

There was dead silence. A light wind 

ruffled the scarlet petals of Lesbia's poppies, 

and shook a few of the blue lupin flowers 

to the ground. ■

" Isn^t it a pity to cancel an engagement 

so hastily 1 " said Mr. Blake, in a business- 

like tone. "Have you thought it over 

thoroughly*" ■

"Quite thoroughly. I have cansiderod 

the question most carefully. I wander 

Frank has not told you." ■

"Well, I suppose a woman knowa her 

own heart bes^ but I confess it seems to 

me that you are making a mistake," said 

Rupert, busily painting at Lssbia's eyebfows 

and looking at his model qnite luimoved. 

" Gilroy'a a good fellow." ■

" I thought you would have sympj^nsed 

with me at once. You have always in- 

sinuated that we were not anited to each 

other." ■

" Oh, there you ace quite mistakes^ my 

dear Miss Dixon. I merely asked you il 

yoa were quite sure that you had chosen ■
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the right man, because there seemed to be 

80 much, er — ^friction between you occasion- 

ally. But of course you are quite right to 

break off the match if you feel that you are 

not going to be happy. Only please don't 

speak as if I had anything to do with it. 

Indeed my serious advice to you is to re- 

consider the matter." ■

Lesbia turned sick and faint. So this 

was the man for whom she had given up 

her lover ! This man who had made dis- 

guised love to her for weeks, had caused 

her to break her troth, and who now told 

her in the coldest of voices that she had 

bettor " reconsider the matter." ■

After a pause the artist spoke again : ■

'* I take so deep an interest in you, Miss 

Dixon, that I shall hope to hear that you 

will soon have made up your little tiff with 

Gilroy I am going abroad next week, and 

I shall expect to hear of you soon as Mrs. 

Gilroy" ■

" You are going abroad 1 " ■

Lesbia fixed her eyes upon him. She 

wondered if she had ever made Gilroy 

suffer as she was suffering now. The pain, 

the shame, the humiliation, of having given 

this man her lore unasked seemed to stifle 

her. ■

"Yes — abroad," said Kupert airily, sur- 

veying the portrait with his head on one 

side. " I have had enough of England for 

the next couple of years at any rate. One 

rusts here. I want to make some studies 

of Egyptian scenery. You should persuade 

Gilroy to come abroad too after you are 

married. We might make up a party." ■

Lesbia smiled bitterly. ■

'*I shall never marry Frank," she said 

in a low voice. She was thinking of his 

last words to her. She knew now that he 

held her in light esteem, and that she had 

fallen from her high estate. ■

"Well, don't worry about it," said 

Rupert cheerfully. ^* Come and look at the 

portrait, and tell me what you think of 

it." ■

Lesbia rose and went over to the picture 

of herself. She stood musingly gazing at 

it for a few moments. Then she turned to 

the artist. ■

"Frank was right," she said, with a hard 

little laugh. " You have flattered me, and 

it does not suit me to be flattered ! ■

A year later GUroy, who had been absent 

from home on a prolonged holiday, found 

himself once more riding down the country 

lanes where he and Lesbia had once walked 

together as betrothed lovers. He was so ■

heart-whole that he smiled as he thou^ 

of that far-off time, and he switched 

the sweet-scented hedges with his ridii 

whip as he passed, out of pure gaiety 

heart. ■

As he turned a corner, he came ff 

to face with Jenny, who was on foot. ] 

dismounted and walked beside her. Tb 

had not met since the day when he h 

gone away from the Manor in the characi 

of a rejected lover. That time was upp( 

most in both their minds. . ■

" Lesbia is wretched," said Jenny, aftei 

little desultory conversation, in her bri 

quest manner. " When are you coming 

see her 1 " ■

" Never ! " said Gilroy uncompromising] ■

"You know that animal painter we 

away without proposing ! " ■

" I imagined so when I heaYd he was 

Egypt. But I wasn't aware that he was i 

animal-painter." ■

" You know what I mean. And Lesb 

is sorry now." ■

Gilroy stopped and took one of her hau< 

in his. ■

" Believe me, my dear loyal little Jenn 

when I tell you that were Lesbia the la 

woman in the world, I would never, nev< 

marry her. She has shown herself tc 

heartless. I did not go abroad to get cure 

of my very foolish infatuation for he 

because I was cured before I went." ■

Jenny sighed, and turned away her hea( 

She had done her best, and how hopelei 

that best was the expression of his fac 

told her. ■

"But I have come home with evei 

intention of marrying a wife," went o 

Gilroy, trying to look into her beautifi 

dark-fringed grey eyes, "and I think 

shall he very thankful to Lesbia for havin 

treated me so abominably." ■

"Why?" The grey eyes turned an 

met his now, full of honest surprise. ■

''She has shown me the differenc 

between false and true," said GUroy, smiiin 

at her. "Jenny, don't you understan 

met" ■

And stooping, he kissed her hand. ■

LOVE. ■

Br SUSAN K. PHILLIPS. 

** LovB the gift is love the debt," 

Take the lesson, sweetly set 

cold youth ! to whom love's boon 

Comes 'as roses do in June, 

Fresh and fragrant, lightly won 

By the misses of the sun ; 

Blooming equally for all, 

In wild or parterre, cot or halL ■
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Talce the ffift so freely given 

As the richest under Heaven ; 

It will light the darkest day, 

It will smooth the roughest way ; 

Hush the sigh, recall the smile, 

Full and patient all the while, 

Only never quite forget, 

" Love the gift is love the debt" ■

For a dreadful day will come, ■

When eyes are dim, and lips are dumb ; ■

Or love reluctantly may turn ■

From the hearts that proudly spurn ; ■

Wearied of the chill reply, ■

Of the happy hours let by ■

Of boifled yearning, vain regret ; ■

" Love the gift is love^he debt." ■

Then in full the tribute pay, 

Give the pittance while you may ; 

Blossoms droop and sunbeams fade, 

Of the dark hours be afraid ; 

Lest some day you vainly plead 

For help and strength in bitter need ; 

Think, when hope and faith are met, 

" Love the gift & love the debt." ■

SCUTTLED. 

Bt t. b. southbb. ■

Aviktr of " Weatherbwnd,** " Waterlogged," " !%» SoU 

Swniitor" **A Haunted Memorjf" etc,, etc ■

CHAPTER I. ■ 'ALL IN THB DOWNS.' ■

It was a dull, dreary morning in Novem- 

ber when a stage-^oach, drawn by four 

handsome greys, stopped at the door of a 

large red-bricked house, situated at the ex- 

tiemity of High Street, in the ancient and 

loyal city of Canterbury. The door was 

immediately opened, and an old grey-headed 

footman brought out a quantity of luggage, 

which was duly hoisted up and deposited 

on the roof. This done, the guard took his 

seat, vociferated " Now, sir I " and then 

blew a short, sharp blast on his horn. ■

While all this was going on outside, in 

the hall, a young man of two-and-twenty 

was folded in his mother's arms in a long, 

mutual, and loving embrace. ■

To tear himself away, to kiss and bid 

adieu to his sisters, and to wring the hand 

of faithful old Eobert, was the work of a 

moment, and the next he was on the box 

by the coachman's side. ■

The guard blew a long flourish on hb 

horn, the horses pranced, the driver cracked 

his whip, and away they went, the 'Thoenix" 

bowling along towards the great metro- 

polis. ■

The lady whose only son had just de- 

parted was the widow of Dr. Gilmore, a 

physician of good repute, who had died 

lately rather suddenly, and at his death 

his widow found herself in that very dis- 

agreeable and anomalous position, designated 

by the world " in reduced circumstances." 

This same world said a good many rather ■

cruel things about the doctor and his wife, 

about their extravagance and improvidence, 

and pretended to have a large amount of 

sympathy and pity for the widow and her 

family ; but it did nothing to help her, and 

when it was reported that her son Charley 

was going out to the West Indies to look 

after a sugar plantation, which had been 

left to Mrs. Gilmore by an uncle, who died 

in Trinidad — which said plantation had 

not of late years brought any adequate 

return to its owner — it only laughed and 

said he was going on a wild goose chase. ■

Charles Gilmore's destination in London 

was the Commercial Boad, where resided 

his uncle, his father's brother, a merchant 

and shipowner, to whom he was to pay a 

short visit previous to his departure. But 

of his journey to London and this visit I 

have nothing to say. His passage had been 

arranged for by Mr. Gilmore in a West 

Indian trader, the " Euphemia," of Aber- 

deen, classed A I at Lloyd's, Martin Farley 

captain and part owner. ■

As is often the case, the vessel was not 

ready for sea on the day appointed for 

sailing ; but as it was said she was under 

engagement to break ground on a certain 

date, she hauled out of the dock and dropped 

down to Gravesend. Mr. Gilmore was in- 

formed of this, but it was stated that the 

passengers were not to join the ship until 

she was ready to sail. Accordingly on the 

third morning Charles and his uncle started 

for Gravesend. ■

On arriving there they engaged a boat. ■

"What ship, sirl" asked the boat- 

man. ■

" The * Euphemia,' a black barque, with 

a yellow streak." ■

"Shes gone, sir, sailed last tide." ■

At first Mr. Gilmore seemed inclined to 

doubt the man, but on pulling about and 

not finding her among the vessels at 

anchor, he became convinced that he was 

right. ■

" What the deuce does Farley mean by 

this ) " he exclaimed. '* 1 don't imderstand 

it!" ■

"What's to be donel" asked Charles. ■

" Take the coach and go on to Deal ; she'll 

be sure to anchor in the Downs," replied 

the waterman. ■

This was accordingly done, and they 

arrived at Deal late in the evening. It had 

been a cold rainy day, the wind blowing 

freshly from the south-west ; but towards 

sunset it had increased to a gale, with an 

unpromising blackness in that quarter, and 

the sun went down lurid and red. ■
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To Mr. Gilmore*s enquiry if the 

*'Euphemia" had arrived, the anawer was 

that she had ''just put hack.'' ■

" Put hack 1 " he exclaimed. ** Well, I 

don't understand that fellow Farley. It 

almost seems as if he wanted to shirk 

taking you, Charley. If he wasn't aa old 

fellow, with a wife and family, I shoukl 

think he fancied you would prove too 

attractive to his lady passengers ! " ■

'* Lady passengers ! " echoed Charles. " I 

say,, uncle, you are sly ; you didn't say any- 

thing ahout ladies. Who are they, and. what 

are they like?" ■

'' Not so fast, my boy. Their name ifr 

Harding, and they are mother and daughter. 

I have never seen them. AU I know 

about them is that they are Creoles." ■

" Creoles ! Good heavens ! " ■

''What'd the matter now T' asked the 

uncle. ■

"Why, they are darkies, are they Jiotl** ■

" No, they are pure white. If they kad 

a particle of black blood in them, they 

would not be Creoles." ■

« Why, then, are they called Creoles 1 " 

Buted Charles. ■

"Because they are bom. in the^ West 

Indies.'^ ■

" Thank you, sir. I shidl remember." ■

" Yeai, you had better, for these Creoles 

are very touchy on the point of colour-" ■

"What would you gentlemen, like to 

takel" asked the landhmi of the "Cinque 

Ports Arms," as he ushered them into a 

large and comfortable room, with a. blazing 

fire in the grate. ■

"I'll have a glass of brandy-and-water, 

strong and hot," replied Mr. Gilmore; 

"and then we'll talk about something to 

eat." ■

" I'm not muxsh used to hot grog," replied 

Charles, as the landlord looked towards 

him ; ^ but under the cixcumstanees I think 

I will follow suit." ■

"And now, my friend," said Mr. Gil- 

morcy wheu the landlord returned with the 

grog, " this gentleman is a passenger going 

out to the West Indies. He missed the 

ship at Gravesend, and the men outside 

tell us she is now in the Downs. Is there 

any chance of his getting on board to- 

night 1" ■

" ISo, sir ; no, it's not to be thought of. 

I should not care to trust myself, or see 

any one else t^ust themselves, in an open 

boat on such a night as this. Besides, 

there's no occasion ; the ship can't sail in 

the teeth of such a gale." ■

The supper was ended and the two sat ■

by the fire smoking, and, H the truth muf; 

be told, indulging in another glass of he 

grog, when a dull, distant report, loud an 

heavy, came from the sea. ■

" What is that f " asked Charles. ■

" A ship in distress," replied Mr. Gilmore 

and he took out his watch and listenec 

and ere the minute had. quite^ elapsed ther 

came the roar of another gun, and agai] 

another. ■

" There's a ship asbove^ and Idie lifo-boa 

has gone out to her;" said the landlord 

who at this moment entered the room. ■

"I thought so^" replied Mr. Gilmore 

" I hope it is nofc th» * EuphfittkL* '* ■

" Can't tell. sir. It's the • Gull ' aes fired. ■

"Well, I hope not^ but at any sate it' 

an awful night." ■

They sat on smoking for more than ai 

hour. The storb raged, and the heavj 

waves thundered on the shore. Stoicisn 

may do its utmost, but it would be a pooi 

heart which could not sympathise witl 

those who were exposed ti the fury of sucl 

a storm as was now raging, thought Mr 

Gilmore, ■

"I can't help thinking of those, pooi 

ladies," said Charles, breaking the lon§ 

silence. ■

" Yes, lat^es sat uapropitioos beginning 

to the TOjage. Yoni jeaj thank your stars 

that you are not exposed to this gala" ■

" I doy sit, 1 do ; but I hope i^s not the 

' Eupbemia ' that's come to grief.** ■

" We are all in. Heavea's hands^ my boy, 

and I hope so also;, but it's leite, let us 

retiue." ■

The Allowing morning the landlord, 

having noticed the anxiety of the two 

gentlemen as to the wreck, and wishing to 

set their miiids at ease^ tapped at Mr. 

Gilmore's door and said : ■

*''Ths ship has gone to pieces, sir; but 

the^ crew and passengers are saved" ■

'* Thank Heaven I" was the respcmsa 

" Do you know the ship's name 1 " ■

"Yes, sir, it's' the 'Able Gower,' of 

London, a large ship bound to the Isle of 

France with a valuable earga" ■

" How is the weather 1 " ■

" The gale is modemting." ■

CHAPTER IT. 

" A WET SHEET AND A PLOWIBTG SBA." ■

Gaptaik Farlkt was walking the poop- 

deck with a lowering brow, and was evi- 

dently in no very amiable humour. He 

was a man of about fifty years of age, and 

report said that in his youth he had been ■
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wild, and fiom« of Ms fteqnaintaneeB "were 

wont to plague Ivrm hy recalling the not 

tpcay «r«lita%i« «8C«pBdoB of former days, 

^ - wm en i'b nmee of wbich did no^ seem <ft 

a pSeMant duoMStex. It may be that l^e 

eaptstn was Teoalling boism «! his youthfalf 

fra&B, fat his aspetet was decidedly caross and 

fll^mmotrred. He was ht^ding on to the 

oncen baiekiftay watcking^^bore boat, which 

was polling out and •evidently making for 

tiie " Enpbemia,^ and cdufnined •Gbades 

Gilmore and his un^Ie, aaad he was mntter*- 

iug cmees on the wind and weather, which 

had upset his little plan of sailing without 

the former. ■

*' Yon -wottld not listen to me, sir," leaid 

liie mate, -a ^osi, 4^ick-8€^ mm, with a 

broad, red faoe deef^ pitted with Hie 

snaH^z. ^'I told yoa weMl be best 

ii4UM)ut him.*' ■

••^old yonr tongue, BRcks,* said tlie 

captain sBTagely ; "it would hare been aH 

right if it had not been for "UiiB cuised gale. 

Ton know I could not hs^^e vef need 1;o take 

him." ■

**I suppose -not; but it's deuced un- 

fortunate.* ■

" Yes, for him, at any late. But hei« 

they are." ■

In another minute Charles and his uncle 

stood on die qusoier^iieck. daptaiiL Farley 

got^ as he expected, a good w^gin^, and 

Qien, with a "Heaven speed yon,** und 

a cordial shake of the hand, Mr Oikncrre 

went over the side, and Charles ^was fairly 

hnmched on his Toyage. ■

Hie gale had to a great extent subsided, 

but it still blew strongly, and the sea was 

rough, aQd as thk was <%arles\8 'first ex- 

perience of stormy weather at aea, he very 

soon retired to his berth, and w«8 prostrated 

by sea-sicimess. How lie passed the night 

he did not know ; but after daylight the 

wind Bubsidedf and lie grew better and 

made hns appearance in the cuddy, and 

was introduced to Mrs. Harding and her 

daughter Edith. ■

llxese ladies were old sailors, and "had 

nort suffered the miseries of sea^sickness, 

bat they could still sympathise with those 

1^0 did. ■

Independent of his recent wuflferings 

Charles Gilmore was not in his usual spirits; 

he had left bdiind him all that he loved 

best in the worid, and he iras depressed 

and sad. Besides l^is 1/here was somcrthing 

in the looks and manner of ihe captain 

and mate that repelled him ; and this, and 

the fact that he had not slept on the preyious 

night, induced him to retire early to his ■

berth to pass a second night at andior 

in the I>owns. When he awoke in the 

mOTixtng he found the wind liad changed, 

and the ship was under weigh, bowRng 

along down Channel with **a wet sheet and 

a flowing «ea, and a wind that follows fast," 

much to the satisfaction of all on 'board. ■

The morning was fine and Irriglit. and 

for the timB of year warm, and when Charles 

came on deidk he found the two lady pas- 

sengers ttieie before him. They greeted 

bhn kindly, and hoped he had passed a 

better night. Mts. Harding, though past 

forty, was stifl aTery beautiful woman, with 

aH the grace of carriage and amiability 

and warmth of manner which are the 

characteristics of the Creole race ; Imt it 

was in E^th Harding that ihe?e were most 

prominent. In addition to the delicate 

beatrty of her form and features, her eyes, 

large and languishing, ^ere horriWy in* 

clined to sparkle, and her mouth more often 

flian not was garnished with the most 

roguish of smiles, luxuriant hair, small 

and beautifully shaped feet and hands, and 

a voice which was melody itself completed 

the charm which the grace of her carriage 

and tlie cordiality of her manner had 

commenced. ■

There is no |)ilace Kke shipboard to dis- 

cover a man or a woman's character, and to 

make people you have never seen before 

either intimate friends or aTowed enemies. ■

In the present instance, tfliough Charles 

GKlmore forbore from all contentions with 

the caption and mate and w^arred not with 

their opinions, he was not long in dis- 

covering that if he valued his peace of 

mind he must not oppose or contradict his 

rather imscible skipper or his mate. Indeed 

these two made themselves so disagreeable 

that it seemed, not only to Gilmore himself, 

but also to his two fellow passengers, that 

they were seeking to find some means of 

quarrelling with him. ■

On the other hand. Captain Farley seemed 

especially anxious to make himself agreeable 

to the Hardings, and to them lie never was 

more unpleasant than when he strove to be 

agreeable. ■

OHAPTKR in, OUT ON THB GRAND OLD OCEAN, ■

W« left the "Ihiphemia** bearing down 

Channel with a strcmg south-east breeze. 

The ^glisli Channel in t^ month of 

December, at least as far as temrperature is 

concerned, is not the most agreeable locality 

in the world ; then came the Bay of Biscay 

with its tumultuous seas and adverse gales, ■
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which did not contribute to the comfort and 

satisfaction of the passengers on board the 

good barque " Euphemia." But these an- 

noyances and discomforts were now all past, 

and they were hoping that there would be no 

more of these sea horrors during the re- 

mainder of the voyage. ■

To Charles Gilmore and the Hardings it 

was a time of daily increasing happiness. 

The wind was fair, the sea was smooth, 

ahead was the vast Atlantic, above the 

glorious blue heavens. Day by day Charley 

had been growing in favour with these two 

amiable ladies. He was one of those who, 

if he applied for admittance to the inmost 

sympathies of the human heart, never failed 

to obtain an entrance. His grief for the 

loss of his father, his sorrow at his separation 

from his mother and sister, and his lonely 

position, together with the reciprocation of 

feeling and ideas, had made them far more 

intimate with him than many persons they 

had known for years. There were few sub- 

jects on which he could not converse; and 

on whatever subject he spoke, there was 

something more displayed than ordinary 

judgement. ■

Another bond of union was their mutual 

dislike and distrust of Captain Farley and his 

crew. Things were not going very smoothly 

on board the " Euphemia." The skipper was 

captious and ill-tempered, and the crew 

sullen and, at times, half inclined to be 

mutinous. Indeed, had it not been that 

they were afraid of Farley's violence, they 

would have secured him as a prisoner and 

offered the command to the mate. Had 

they done so they might have found that 

they had sprung out of the frying-pan into 

the fire. ■

It was at this time that an incident 

occurred which somewhat opened Gilmore's 

eyes as to the character of the skipper and 

his mate. One night as he lay in his berth, 

between sleeping and waking, he heard 

voices in the cabin, apparently in earnest 

conversation, and on listening found that 

the voices were those of the captain and the 

mate. Presently the former exclaimed in 

louder tones than usual : ■

" No, no, man 1 Who ever heard of a 

West Indiaman catching firel At any 

rate I'm not going to try it. No, scuttling 

I started with, and scuttling I shall stick to." ■

" What about Mr. Gilmore 1 » ■

"That's the knotty point," replied the 

captain ; " I must think about that. I shall 

have another tot and then tarn in." ■

There was a pause, and then the mate 

asked: ■

« What about Ross, is he aU right t " ■

** Yes, he's safe enough." ■

Again there was a pause, foUowed by tl 

stumbling of feet up the companion laidde 

Then while Gilmore lay cogitating on tl 

conversation, there came several violei 

snorts as of a drunken man in his slee] 

and eventually the sound of a heavy bod 

falling on the deck. He rose and opene 

the door of his berth, and there in a cor 

fused heap lay the skipper, breathiu 

heavily, and muttering : ■

"Empty casks, indeed ! Hodgson's Pal 

Ale ! I should say so, rather ! " ■

Charles Gilmore returned to his bertl 

but sleep never again visited his eyes tha 

night. He could not make out very clear! 

the nature of the danger which threatene 

him, but there was danger of some sort, h 

was perfectly convinced. At the sam 

time he was also firmly persuaded tha 

whatever the peril was, , he, individuallj 

was powerless to avert it ■

The question he was debating with him 

self now was, should he tell his fellow 

passengers what he had overheard 1 If h 

did, what good purpose could be served 1 A 

last he decided not to alarm the Hardiogs 

but to keep his secret to himself. ■

CHAPTER IV. A PHANTOM ISLAND. ■

MoBB than three weeks had passed 

the trades had long since been reached 

and the ship had been bowling away undei 

a press of canvas at a good rate. Bal 

now, though the day was remarkably 

fine, the breeze was variable, at one time 

quite light, at another so strong that the 

studding-sails had to be taken in,' and the 

royal and sky-sails had to be furled. Mean 

time the sky was serene and bright, bul 

towards evening it became sultry and 

oppressive. The sea was as smooth as glass, 

not a breath of wind dimpled its surface. ■

Mrs. and Miss Harding were seated oo 

the poop taking their tea. It was the 

second dog watch, and all hands were oo 

deck when they were startled by a cry 

of "Land ho!" ■

" Land ! " exclaimed the captain. 

" Nonsense ! There's no land within a 

thousand miles of us ; it's absurd ! " ■

"Well," said Mr. Hicks, rubbing hia 

eyes, "this beats me. I've heard of the 

'Flying Dutchman' and the 'Phantom Ship,' 

but what's this 1" ■

" That's more than I can tell,'' replied 

Captain Farley. "All I know is that I 

sailed these seas for thirty years, man and ■
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boy, and have never heard or seen any- 

thing of land in these latitudes 1 " ■

" But, Captain Parley !" exclaimed Edith, 

" it's so plain, it must be land i " ■

" Periiaps we have fallen on a discovery I " 

suggested Gilmore. ''Look at that headland, 

surely that cannot be an optical illusion 1 '' ■

The captain made no answer, and he and 

the mate continued to walk the deck in 

silence. The breeze freshened, and at last 

scepticism gave place to conviction, and 

desirous ot not running into danger. Captain 

Farley ordered the barque's course to be 

alteied, and she bore away to the southward. 

She had scarcely come to the wind, and the 

yards had been trimmed, when the whole 

vaniBhed, as it were, into the sea. Exclama- 

tioDS of astonishment burst from all hands 

while the captain said : ■

" I knew it could not be real, and yet I 

most confess I was so far deceived that I 

thought it best to jgive it a wide berth. 

Square away, ^Ir. Hicks, and get the stuA- 

sail on her again.'' ■

The barque had hardly resumed her 

couEBe when a sudden calm fell upon them ; 

and as in tropical latitudes there is scarcely 

any twilight^ almost simultaneously wiiih 

the setting of the sun darkness fell upon 

the sea. ■

The moon had not yet risen, and the sky 

was ablaze with millions of etara, shining 

out in all their glittering effulgence. We 

have no desire to depreciate the beauties 'Of 

an English summer night ; but the clearness 

and soft transparency of a tropical sky is 

something quite different. The English sky 

appears to be a solid plain, brilliantly studded 

with stars. In the tropics the great planets 

hang pendulous, like globes of liquid fire ; 

you could, as it were, see above and beyojod 

them. In short, they seemed swimming in 

the blue ether. ■

Then came the fuU-orbed moon, shedding 

her silvery light on the calm, glaas-like 

sea. ■

"How strangely beautiful!'' exclaimed 

Charles Gilmore. " What an expanse of 

glitteiong waters 1 What a stream of glorious 

light, forming; as it were, a path leading 

right up to the gdea of heaven ! ** ■

" Yes," sighed Edith, " a night such as 

this seems like a ^etaste of heaven i " ■

Captain Parley laughed, saying : ■

** I am afraid it is morp Uk Jy to be a 

portent ot a storm.'' ■

*' I hope not. Captain Farley," said Mrs. 

Harding, *' I think we had enough storms 

in the Channel and the Bay of Biscay to 

last for the whole of the voyage." ■

" SufEcient for the day, or rather of the 

night, is the beauty thereof," put in Gil- 

more ; ** let ufl not anticipate evil I " ■

"Philosophers may talk," sneered the 

captain, **hvit storms and gales pay no 

attention," and he turned on his heels and 

walked away. ■

**What a cross old thing!" whispered 

BJith ; " I'm sore you aaid nothing offen- 

sive. ' ■

" And he said nothing but what is true," 

laughed Gilmore. ■

" Perhaps not ; but it was the way in 

which it wa« said," replied Edith. ** Why 

is he always trying to snub you 1 " ■

Ab ehe aaid this she raised her large, soft 

blae eyes to his, almost coquettishly, and 

he thought what beautiful eyes they wens. 

Sihe smiled and slightly coloured as he 

gazed down at her, and ehe gave him a 

glance which would have touched the heart 

of a. less susceptible fellow than he was. 

How Mcquiately lovely she looked as she 

sat there in the moonlight! There was 

something in the calm serenity of the scene, 

something in the hush and tranquillity of 

the night, which touched a tender chord in 

hia heart. There was, too, something in her 

Toice, so clear and soft, which caused him a 

curious thxob of delight, and produced a 

sensation quite new to him. ■

^*What are you thinking ofl" she 

whispered. ■

" Thinking of. Miss Harding," he replied. 

^ I am afraid you would be offended if I 

were to tell you." ■

" How tiresome you are ; how can I tell 

unless I know what it was 1 " ■

** Then I was thinking how very beauti- 

ful you were I " ■

"It's the first time Mr. Gilmore has 

appeared in the character of a flatterer, and 

I don't think it becomes him." ■

"Truth is not flattery," he said sen- 

tentioualy. ■

Edith rose gracefully and made him a 

profound curtsy, and then, turning to her 

mother, said : ■

"Now, mamma, I think it is time for 

ufl to retire," and with a pleasant "good 

night," they both disappeaared down the 

companion. ■

CHAPTER V. A BRIGHT VISI0!T CLOUDED. ■

At this point a new vista opened in 

Charley Gilmore's life. He was a novice 

in love, and though the growth of his 

passion had been rapid, he had not realised 

its meaning. When his eyes first rested on ■
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Edith Harding he was attracted by her 

beauty only ; but as time went on, and he 

found that virtue and excellence were joined 

to beauty, talent, and sweetness of temper, 

he experienced a sort of pleasure he had 

never known before, a thrill of satisfaction 

when he noticed the evident pleasure she 

took in his society and conversation. ■

It has been said that in love we idolise 

the object, and place it apart, looking upon 

it as superior to all others. In a certain 

sense this is true ; at any rate it was trae 

as far as Charley Gilmore was concerned. 

But then Edith Harding was not only 

capable of feeling, but also of exciting 

deep and intense emotion, and although he 

had hitherto been considered rather a stolid 

and unemotional man, he, too, was capable 

of deep and ardent feeling, and in the 

depths of his heart there were the germs of 

strong passions. But like many other men 

of ardent and impassive nature, he was not 

easily excited; but like the sea, when its 

waves are once aroused, they are not to be 

easily repressed. His acquaintance with 

Edith Harding, short as it was, had opened 

up new feelings and new emotions. ■

There was one great obstacle in the way. 

Were his pecuniary circumstances at the 

present time such as would warrant him in 

trying to win this girl's love 1 His answer 

was No, and yet such was the fascina- 

tion of her presence, and such was daily 

becoming the over-mastering nature of his 

passion, that he felt sure that if she gave him 

the least encouragement he should succumb 

to it and declare his love. But then if 

giving his heart and gaining hers were to 

produce misery to both, ought he not to 

restrain his voice, if he could not restrain 

his eyes ? ■

His position was a peculiar one. He 

could not fly from her, he could not escape 

the daily temptation of her presence. 

Again, Mrs Harding was kind-hearted 

and liberal-minded, and he felt that she 

would think more about her daughter's 

happiness than of his somewhat anomalous 

position ; but what chance was there of his 

gaining her father's consent) But then 

came the voice of hope, suggesting that the 

estate might not be in so bad a state as the 

attorney had represented. Indeed, Mrs. 

Harding had thrown out some broad hints 

as to his honesty. But could he stake the 

tranquillity of his whole life, and the hap- 

piness of this sweet girl on so frail a struc- 

tare ) The answer he gave to this question 

was again an emphatic No ! Such were 

the thoughts that agitated him as he paced ■

the poop deck the morning following 

incidents related in the last chapter. ■

As far as the present aspect of 

heavens was concerned, there was 

prospect of the storm which Captain Fai 

had predicted. ■

That gentleman and Oliver Hicks, 

mate, were pacing the deck, and at 

same time carrying on an animated c 

versation. The mate seemed greatly 

cited, and the rubicundity of his face i 

nose was more observable than ever. ■

" I should very much like to know w 

those men are talking about," said Editl 

her mother as she sat on a hen-coop i 

reclined against the mizzen rigging, 

don't know why it is, mamma," she c 

tinned, after a pause, " but they seem to 

plotting." ■

" Nonsense, dear," replied Mrs. Hardii 

"it's something about the latitude 

longitude, or the dead-reckoning. Capta 

and mates are always disputing about si 

sort of things." ■

**I don't think so, because Mr. Kh 

looks first at Mr. Gilmore and then at 

and then Captain Farley looks at I 

Gilmore and seems to scowl." ■

" That's quite true ; but then he alw« 

seems to scowl at him. I never saw a m 

so altered." ■

"Altered! I should think so; why 

believe he's half-drunk now ; and as to ] 

cruelty to that poor cabin boy, it 

shocking." ■

"True, dear, and I shall be very gl 

when the voyage is over," replied M 

Harding. ■

"So shall I," responded Edith, "i 

lately I have had a strange presentime 

that it will not end without hurt ai 

danger." ■

** Nonsense ! Presentiments 1 I doi 

believe in them. Do you, Mr. Gilmore 

said she, turning round to him. ■

"I'm not sure," he replied; "there a 

so many strange things said on what seer 

to be unquestionable authority, with rega 

to omens and prognostications, that I a 

rather inclined to believe in them as a rule ■

"Thank you," replied Edith, with 

pretty smile and a sly upward glance ; ** 

thought you would agree with me." ■

" I should not care to disagree with yoi 

Miss Harding, if I could help it ; but whi 

is the nature of your presentiment 1" li 

asked. ■

" That this voyage will not end withoi 

some misfortune, or hurt, or danger t 

either the ship or passengers." ■
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"I quite agree with you," he leplied, 

"hot my opinion is not derived from 

prescience, but from knowledge," and he 

related the conversation which he had 

overheard l)etween the captain and the 

mate. ■

"Scuttled ! what does that meani" asked 

Mrs. Harding in a whisper. ■

" To cut a hole or holes in a vessel to 

make her sink." ■

" Good heavens ! " cried Edith ; '* how 

dreadful ! Can nothing be done 1 " ■

"Ifothing!" he replied, "except to be 

careful not to let them know that we have 

any knowledge of their design." ■

"But they will want to save themselves; 

they surely would not leave us to perish ? " 

said Mrs. Harding. ■

"That is a question I cannot answer, 

especially as regards yourselves," he 

answered quietly; "but I am afraid, un- 

less Providence intervenes in some strange 

manner, my fate is sealed." ■

"But Mr. Gilmore," broke in Mrs. 

Harding, *' is there no way of escape 1 " ■

" None that I can see, my dear lady," he 

repHed "We are in their toils, and I 

fancy we shall not receive much mercy at 

the hands of thes^ cruel scoundrels." ■

"Why did you not tell us of this 

beforel" asked Edith ■

" Because I did not want to excite you. 

Indeed, I should not have told you now 

but for your presentiment." ■

" I am very glad that you have opened 

our eyes to the danger by which we seem 

to be encompassed," said Mrs. Harding. 

" To have been sent into eternity without 

a word of warning would have been sad 

indeed." ■

"Suppose this dastardly deed is to be 

done, when do you think it will be 

perpetrated 1 " asked Edith. ■

" Kot till we are nearer the land than we 

are now," replied Gilmore. ■

"Thaiik Heaven for that!" responded 

Mrs. Harding. "The time is short. 

Bemember what the psalmist saith, ' They 

cry unto the Lord in their trouble, and He 

delivereth them out of their distress.' If 

TO do this He may deliver us." ■

^Tm sure He will," replied Edith. 

'* He'll never let such villains escape, and 

leave us to perish ! But," she continued, 

laying her hand softly on his shoulder, 

"why do you think your life is in more 

danger than ours 1 " ■

"Because they said nothing about you 

and your mother, they only discussed what 

was to be done with me." ■

CHAPTER VI. THE CLOUD GATHERS. ■

Three days more passed, days of fair 

winds and tranquil seas. Since the conversa- 

tion related in the last chapter, the mind of 

Edith had undergone some change. She 

was becoming fonder of grave thoughts; 

she was more pensive, and there was a 

softness and gentleness in her manner 

which was very winning, more so than it 

had been before. Gilmore's thoughts, too, 

had taken a higher turn ; there was also in 

his manner towards her a gentleness and 

tenderness which told her that if she thought 

of him he also thought as constantly of her. ■

It was one of those beautiful nights 

which are only to be seen in tropical climes, 

and these two sat in the moonlight and 

conversed. They were quite alone, the 

man at the wheel was dozing, and the watch 

forward were doing a bit of caulking. ■

Charles Gilmore, as he cast furtive 

glances at the sweet face, at the graceful 

pose of the perfect figure, was seized with 

an insane longing to make her there and 

then his own; to pass his arm round her 

supple waist, to kiss those ruby lips, and 

pour into her ears the story of his love. ■

It was the sound of Edith's voice which 

aroused him from a reverie which was every 

moment becoming more dangerous to him- 

self and the unconscious object of his pas- 

sionate longing. ■

"Have you any idea," she asked, "how 

far we are from the land ) " ■

" Captain Farley says we shall make it in 

three or four days, or a week," he replied. ■

" So soon," she murmured, " I should 

like this to last for ever ! " ■

"So should 1 1" ■

Then there was a pause. ■

"Edith!" he said softly, "I may call 

you Edith, may I not, darling 1" ■

She looked down and blushed, and 

answered "Yes." ■

The instant afterwards she was pressed to 

his bosom, and then ■

If Heaven a draught of pleasure sweet ; ■

One toach of joy to fill our hearts, ■

Tis when the lips of lovers meet, ■

And in each other's arms breathe out the tender tale, ■

Beneath the silvery moon and the soft evening gale. ■

" Weren't you surprised to find I loved 

youl" he asked, when he had released her 

from his embrace. ■

** No," she replied, " I knew it from the 

first, that IB I thought so, but I could not 

be sure." ■

"And did you love me from the first, 

dearest 1" ■
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" Yes," she murmured, and a bright blush 

ifiPused her cheeks and brow. ■

Gilmore smiled, and taking her hand 

i»ed it fondly^ saying : ■

«My darling, I thank Heayen for this 

ippiness ! " ■

At this moment there came a broad, 

right, sudden flash of lightning, followed 

f a peal of distant thunder which died 

7ay with a mutter into the distance, and 

len all was silent. ■

" How grand 1 " exclaimed Edith. ■

" I think you had better go below. Miss 

[arding," said Captain Farley, who had 

ist come on deck, approaching her side; 

we are going to have some serious 

eather." ■

"Oh, Captain Farley, don't send me 

slow, please ; I never saw a storm at sea," 

[iswered Edith. ■

*' As you please," he replied, " only you 

ad better get your cloak. It looks queer 

) leeward I " ■

At this instant the silence was again 

iterrupted; another flash of lightning, 

allowed by quick, sharp crashes of thunder, 

ifter this there was a long dead pause, 

nly broken by the voice of the captain 

rdering the watch to be called to shorten ■

This was followed by a sleepy "Ay, 

y, sir," but the mate's voice rang out 

barp and clear : " Call the watch, and look 

live and get the stunsails into the top." ■

Meantime the watch below came on deck, 

nd the barque was divested of all but her 

wo square topsails and forecourse. ■

The aspect of the heavens grew blacker 

nd blacker to leeward, while the sky in the 

rest was clear and bright^ and the moon 

bill shone with a silvery splendour len- 

ered more, brilliant by the dark clouds 

'hich came hurrying up from the east. ■

Suddenly, as if by the wave of a 

lagician's wand, the sky and the whole 

iiiface of the ocean were enveloped in 

npenetrable darkness ; then a vivid flash 

f lightning lit with a lurid glare the black 

xpanse, and was followed by a deafening 

eal of thunder which seemed to burst open 

tie floodgateft of heaven, and the rain 

escended in torrents. ■

Flash after flash of lightning, and peal 

fter peal of thunder, followed in rapid 

accession ; but not a breath of wind stiired 

1 the heavens, while in the intervals 

etween the thunder a low, hoarse, rum- 

ling sound came from the eastward. ■

The crew had just sent down the royal 

ad top-gallant yards and housed the masts. ■

and had commenced to haul out the reef 

tackles preparatory to reefing the topsails, 

when the gale suddenly swooped down 

upon them like a thimderbolt, and the 

"Euphemia" Uke a stricken deer flew 

before the wild and impetuous gale. ■

All around was as dark as pitch, except 

when the lightning Ht up the scene and 

made it the more appalling. There were no 

mountainous billows, for a sea no sooner 

raised its head than it was cut off and 

blown onward in a sheet of spray. The 

ocean seemed cowed and beaten down, and 

when the lightning illuminated the sea the 

vessel seemed floating in an ooean of foam. ■

During all this Charles Gilmore and 

Edith Harding stood awestruck and fas- 

cinated. The grand phenomenon which was 

taking place before ttiem was more sublime 

and magnificent than anything they had 

before witnessed, and their hearts were filled 

with reverence at this wonderful exhibition 

of the Creator's power. ■

pHAPTEB Vn. SHIPWRECKED. ■

Two days passed. The easterly gale, 

though somewhat modified in its force, still 

continued, and the "Euphemia," under 

close-reefed topsails and forecourse, was 

speeding on to her destination. ■

During this time the conduct of Captain 

Farley had been materially altered, much 

to the astonishment of tiie crew. The small 

stores had been supplied with a liberality 

unknown before, and, apart from the 

ordinary occasions, "Grog ho!" had been 

called in the dog-watches, while his amia- 

bility to all was remarkable. ■

On the third night it was the captain's 

watoh, and, contrary to his usual custom, he 

remained on deck during the whole of it 

Shortly before midnight he was pacing the 

deck in an excited way, when he hailed the 

forecastle, calling on the watch to keep a 

good look-out. ■

Eight bells had been struck, the watch 

had been called, and the men were slowly 

coming up from below, and those who had 

been keeping watch were anticipating a 

comfortable four hours' snooze when : ■

"Breakers ahead 1" was shouted by the 

look-out, and all was oonf usion. ■

" Starboard 1*^ shouted the captain, "hard 

a-starboard." ■

"Starboard it is, sir," answered the 

steersman. ■

The barque, as she rose on the mighty 

sea, gave a sheer to port, and when she 

reached the crest she seemed to hang back. ■
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•8 if making an effort to escape her doom, 

and then descended on to a reef with a 

crash which made the whole f ahric tremhle. ■

All was oonf aaion on hoard. ■

** Get out the long-hoat ! '* shouted the 

captain. ■

This was done, and the men were hurried 

into it hefore they could regain their 

scattered senses, the painter was cast off, 

and the hoat, under a ^ope-reefed lug, with 

its living freight, sped forward on the crest 

of a sea. At this moment there came a 

break in the clouds, and a gleam of moon- 

light fell upon the boat. ■

" Where's Mr. Gihnore and the ladies ) " 

cried a voice. ■

"Hang Mr. Gilmore and the ladies!" 

cried Farlej ** We've got to save our own 

lives." ■

''And leave Mr. Gilmore and the ladies 

to perish 1 No, no, my lads ! Dowse the 

lug and let us pull back to the ship." ■

A general shout proclaimed the ac- 

quiescence of the men in this suggestion, 

and the sail was lowered. They were in 

the trough of a great sea, and as the boat 

rose on the following billow, the crest curled 

over and burst on to the boat. This was 

foUowed by cries and shrieks^ and then all 

was silent, save for the howling of the wind 

and the roaring of the billows. ■

Charles Gilmore was fast asleep in his 

bunk when the vessel struck on the reef, 

and was suddenly awakened by the shock. 

He started up and hurriedly dressed himself, 

and was about to rash on deck, when to his 

surprise and consternation, he found that 

the door was fastened on the outside. The 

whole horror of his position flashed on him 

at once. He was a prisoner, and his 

violent efforts to break open the door were 

ineffeetuaL On deck there was the noise 

ni tcaoaping of feet, the confusion of many 

voiceSi and the sea breaking over the vessel 

with terrific violence. All these sounds 

tdd him that the danger was imminent^ 

even if escape were possible. He was 

possessed of more than ordinary strength, 

and at last succeeded in breaking open the 

door. The noise on deck had ceased, but 

to his horvor and consternation, there came 

shrieks and cries from the ladies' cabins, 

snd he knew that Edith and her mother 

were in the same peril as himself. Mad- 

dated by the idea of such treachery on the 

part of Farley, he sprang out on to the 

ouarter-deck jost in time to perceive that 

ue ^p was deserted, and to see the long- 

boat disappear in the gloom. ■

At this moment a great billow came 

roaring across the reef, and broke over the 

barque. Gilmore seized hold of a backstay 

and clung te it like grim death. The water 

hissed and gurgled in his ears, and he 

seemed on the pdnt of suffocation ; but as 

he thought he must give in and let go, the 

water left him, and he gasped for breath. ■

More dead than alive he descended to 

the ladies' cabin, and^ after much exertion, 

forced open the door of their berth and 

released them. ■

"Oh, Mr. Gilmore, what shall we doT' 

asked Mrs. Harding. " Has this happened 

by accident, or is it treachery 1 " ■

"Treachery, no doubt, my dear lady," 

he answered; "or ^y were we imprisoned 

in our cabins 1 " ■

Just at this moment the barque was lifted 

on a monstrous wave, carried some distance 

on its crest| and then came down with a 

crash which made every timber in her crack 

and tremble, and at the same time a deluge 

of water came pouring down the hatchway. ■

A few moments pa^ed before they could 

regain their scattered senses, and then Edith 

threw herself into Gilmore's arms, crying : ■

" Charley, dear, is there any hope 1 " ■

" None, I am afraid, dearest," he replied. 

"Abandoned by all but God, it is He alone 

who can help us." ■

"And He will," replied Mrs. Harding. 

" He is just and good, and will not allow 

the machinations of these villains to 

prosper." ■

The poor " Euphemia " at this moment 

was again lifted from the rocks and carried 

forward on a huge billow; but this time 

she did not strike the reef, but had passed 

over it^ and was, in short, afloat in deep 

water. ■

Under the influence of a strong flood- 

tide and these vast Atlantic bUlows, the 

vessel had been carried over the reef, and 

was now, so far, in comparative safety. ■

"I wonder," said Gilmore, when they had 

made their way on to the dec^, " whether 

those villains have carried o«lt their in- 

tentions and scuttled herl " ■

"In that case, I suppose, our fate is 

sealed ) " suggested Mrs. Harding. ■

" I am afraid so." ■

"Hark!" cried Edith, a short time 

afterward. " I hear the wash of water in 

thecabin!" ■

Gilmore descended the ladder and found 

at least twenty-four inches of water, and 

his heart sank within him. ■

Their doom was sealed. It was only a 

question of time. ■
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The Falmouth packet ''Eclipse,'' com- 

manded by Lieutenant Grimwood of the 

Boyal Navy— one of those mariners who in 

times of peace prefer the purgatory of the 

packet service to the comparative paradise 

of a comfortable cottage in Kent or Sussex 

on half-pay — was lying almost motionless 

on a calm sea. It was the twenty-fourth 

day of her voyage, and the passengers and 

crew were in a state of excitement, as the 

captain had stated that he expected to sight 

the land that afternoon, and that land was 

the sunny isles of the Columbian Archi- 

pelago. ■

The untravelled reader knows nothing of 

the excitement a man feels when, after 

aeeing sea and sky and sky and sea for 

nearly a month, he first sights the kindly 

land beckoning to him from over the salt 

waves. This may be said of any land; 

but how much more so if that land be 

tropical 1 ■

Yes, the captain's prophecy had come 

true, and Carlisle Bay, with its fleet of 

merchantmen, was now just descernible in 

the distance. It was a beautiful scene in 

itself, but thrice beautiful to the weary 

voyager, who deeply feels that the land 

was made for him. ■

But at this moment the attention of 

everybody was directed in a very difi'erent 

quarter. Something had been sighted, 

but no one could make out what it was. ■

*' I think it's a derelict, and water-logged," 

said Mr. Northcote, the mate. ■

" Yes," said a military-looking gentleman, 

''she is very low in the water, and the 

mystery is why she does not sink." ■

" Perhaps she's mahogany-laden, and has 

come to grief in the kst gale," suggested 

one of the passengers. ■

" Mahogany - laden ! Nonsense ! " ex- 

claimed the captain. " If so, what would 

she be doing in these seas 1 " ■

For some seconds the captain concentrated 

his gaze on the distant object, and then, 

lowering his glass, said : ■

"Take a pull of the port brace, Mr. 

Northcote, and let her come to the wind ; 

we must have a closer look at her, there may 

be some one alive on board. How's hsr 

head now 1 " asked the captain. ■

*• About north-west, sir." ■

"Keep her so!" ■

The shades of evening are falling on the 

almost placid water of that deep blue sea. 

The western sky is aflame with the glory 

of a tropical sunset. ■

As the "Eclipse" stole along through 

that soft and shadowy sea, the excitement ■

grew more intense, for it was reported t 

a flag had been hoisted, indicating t 

there was some one alive on the derelict ■

" I have it I " exclaimed Mr. Northc< 

slapping his thigh with satisfaction. *'S1 

the 'Euphemia'! Don't you rememl 

sir?" he said, addressing himself to 

captain. "There was a paragraph ab 

her in the newspaper. A man met w 

an accident and .died ; but before he d 

he confessed that the barque was sent out 

be wrecked. That they had put on boi 

of her a large quantity of barrels of wat 

and entered them at the Custom Hoi 

and insured them as Hodgson's Pale J 

and Bead's Stout. The water was to 

started as soon as they got dear of t 

Channel, and the ship was to be scuttled 

soon as they made the land. The fools did 

think that these empty casks would ke 

the vessel afloat spite of their scuttling." ■

"I believe you are right, Northcot< 

replied the captain. " I remember readij 

the paragraph mysell" ■

CHAPTBR VIU. RESCUED. ■

Three gaunt figures were standing ( 

the deck of the " Euphemia " watching tl 

approach of the "Eclipse." They hi 

been drifting about for many days, ho 

many they did not know, for they hi 

lost all count of time. More than a wee 

had passed. A strange sort of languor ha 

been creeping over them. For many da^ 

they had not tasted food, and their streogt 

had begun to forsake them. All hope < 

rescue had left them ; day after day the 

sat staring out over the sea, in a state ( 

hopeless despondency. But help was sei 

at last Suddenly Gilmore uttered a cr] 

and stretching out his hand to the sei 

exclaimed almost inarticulately : ■

" We are saved I See ! here is a vessi 

dose upon us 1 " ■

Edith jumped up with a cry of thani 

fulness, her heart beating wildly at th 

delightful sight, and dasping her mothe 

in her arms they both shed tears of joy. ■

But now their transports had somewha 

subsided, and they stood there watchin] 

the noble vessel which was bearing down ti 

their rescue. Half an hour afterwards 

boat came alongside, and in a few minute 

the shipwrecked sufferers were conveye( 

on board the packet, where they met wit] 

the kindness and assistance which wa 

necessary in their exhausted state. ■

Tripping daintily down one of the broa( ■
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streets that lead from the beautifal Pro- 

testant Church of Port of Spain, the capital 

of the Island of Trinidad, was a coloured 

lady of some pretensions to beauty, draped 

in a gay and yaried costume, which only a 

quadroon or a Spaniard could do justice to. 

She was carrying a parasol of considerable 

dimensions, and with the front of h^r dress 

slightly elevated, showing a pair oJE small 

feet and well-shaped ankles. ■

"Good morning, Miss Nancy!" ex- 

claimed a gentleman in naval costume, 

with only one swab on his shoulder, who 

was coming in the opposite direction. 

"Where have you been to at this early 

hour of the dayl" ■

" I hab bin out to take de air, sa ! " she 

replied with dignity. ■

"Yes, but you don't generally do so, so 

early." ■

"No, sa," she replied with a benignant 

smile, "but dis maming I hab bin to de 

weddin'l" ■

" Wedding ! Whose weddmg 1 " ■

"Miss Edith Harding, sa." ■

" And who is the lucky man 1 " ■

"Mr. Gilmore, sa, de handsome buckra 

gentleman as saved her and her modder 

when de ship was scuttled." ■

AN UNCONVENTIONAL COURT- ■

SHIP. ■

Bt LUCIE WALKBB. ■

Tab sunshine of a June evening falls 

soft and rich across the broad front of a 

substantial - looking red -brick farmhouse, 

with many gables and mullioned windows, 

and a deep porch sheltering its iron- 

damped front door. Before the house 

spreads an old-fashioned flower-garden, in 

the formal box-edged borders of which grow 

all kinds of time-honoured posies : roses and 

sunflowers, sweet-williams and daflbdils, 

lupins and larkspurs, pansies and London 

pride. In the shadow of the porch sits a 

burly, ruddy-faced farmer smoking his 

evening pipe, and abng the white gravel 

walks, between the rows of flowers, an 

elderly woman and a young girl are 

walking to and fro, pausing every now and 

then in their walk, but never in their talk, 

sometimes even speaking both at once, so 

much they have to say to one another after 

three long years of separation. ■

"And you really ain't tired, my dearie, 

after your travelling )" says the elder 

woman fondly, "and that noisy, shaky 

train hasn't made your pretty head ache ; ■

because if it has you've only got to say so, 

and you shall go in and go to bed at once. 

We've got to-morrow and plenty more to- 

morrows after that to do our tal^ng." ■

"Fm not a bit tired, Ruth; it really 

isn't such a very long journey from London, 

and your lovely tea has quite freshened me 

up. Besides, I can't wait till to-morrow, I 

must talk to-night. I can scarcely believe 

I am here, you know. I had such trouble 

to persuade father to let me come. Aunt 

Mary and Aunt Kate were so set against 

it" ■

"I know all that without any telling, 

dearie," said Ruth, nodding her head 

sagaciously. "I can make a pretty 

good guess at what they said — how it 

wasn't fitting that a pretty young lady 

like you should come and stay with her 

old nurse in a plain farmhouse, where 

there's no fine company — and p'raps they 

wasn't altogether wrong. Miss Elsie, dear, 

for I misdoubt me, you'll be sadly dull here 

when we've said our say to one another. 

You won't want to stay long at Birchetts." ■

"Shan't I," was the rejoinder; "well, 

you'll see. I'm going to learn to chum, 

and to make cheese, and to make hay, and 

all kinds of things, and that'll take a losg 

time ; in fact, I mean to stay all the time 

father is in California. You know, he has 

taken an immense contract for some new 

docks, and he has gone to start the works 

himself. He'll be away at least three 

months." ■

Ruth shook her head. ■

" The aunts won't let you stay with me 

as long as that, Miss Elsie," she said. ■

" The aunts ! " repeated Elsie con- 

temptuously; ''it's no business of theirs 

where I am. Anyhow, they don't want 

me. Their idea was that father should 

send me to school while he was away — 

send me to school, Ruth, think of that." ■

" WeD, I never," ^ried Ruth indignantly, 

"and you turned eighteen, and taken to 

long dresses. And what was you to do at 

school?" ■

" I was to get a few finishing touches to 

my education, which is very imperfect," 

replied the girl demurely, " and I was to 

be kept in order." ■

"Ah, yes," went on Ruth, '4t's the old 

story. They called you spoilt and wilful, 

and maybe you are a bit of both, and 

p'raps they blamed me for it» and they 

weren't altogether wrong there neither. But 

I'd like to know how it could have been 

otherwisie. There was you, a little mother- 

less bairn; and there was master rushing ■
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about, money-making in all directions with 

his docks and railways, and his bridges and 

what not, and scarce a thought for you, 

though he'd no one but you to earn and 

save for, and no one but poor old Euth to 

look after you. Then one 'ud come and 

another *ud come and say, 'Ruth, you're 

Spoiling that child, till no one can't do 

nothink with her,' but thei^ was glad all the 

same to leave the worry of you to me ; and 

now you've growed up they think I'm not 

good enough for you; but you ain't that 

sort, my baimie ; you won't forget me for 

them as don't care half so much for you." 

Then she paused for want of breath. ■

"Of course I won't," replied the girl 

caressingly; **you know I always do as I 

like in the end. Father makes a fuss, but 

I get my own way. I meant to come and 

stay with you, and here I am till father 

comes back." ■

"And so master's got another big con- 

tract," began Ruth again after a pause, 

" another big job of money-making. And 

to think as I mind him, a poor, struggling 

youn^ fellow on Rayles and Lyne's works, 

and when he wanted to marry your poor 

dear ma, her father was loath for her to 

make such a poor match. And now he*s 

that rich that he don't know what he's got, 

and they've made a baronet of him, and 

he's Sir Mark Newton. La, Miss Elsie, 

there's a deal to wonder at in the way things 

turn out." ■

"So there is, Ruth," said the girl, 

laughing. " For instance, I can remember 

a time when you used to say you wouldn't 

marry the best man in the world, and here 

you are with a good husband and the 

loveliest home of your own any one ever 

saw." ■

"I've stuck to what I said, all the same," 

said Ruth, with a patronising look towards 

th^ broad-shouldered farmer in the porch. 

"Cummings is all very well, and I've 

nothing against him, but I haven't married 

the best man in the world. I hope he's still 

looking out for a wife and that you'll get 

him. And as to the loveliness of the house, 

that's according to taste ; to my mind it's 

a deal too big for a farmhouse, which it 

never was meant for." ■

"And what was it meant for)" asked 

Elsie. ■

"It was meant for gentryfolk. It used 

to be Carnbury Dower House, where the 

Dowager. Lady Camburys used to spend 

their widowhood if they were so minded; 

see, there's the Carnbury coat-of-arms on 

the porch and in the middle gable." ■

"And who are the Camburys f aske 

Ebie, as she stood to look at the escutcheoi 

which time had worn to indistinctness. ■

" Why, missis," said Robert Cummingj 

taking his pipe from his mouth, " hain't yo 

never told her about the family, and yo 

bom and brought up at their gates 1 " ■

"Nay," said Ruth, "why should I hi 

told about them ) There's not much good 

could ha' told." ■

"There's no good scarcely," replied he 

husband composedly, "and there's prett; 

well o' bad. Still, they're the oldest gentr 

in the county, and Carnbury Place is th 

finest place in the Midlands. See, missy," h< 

went on, getting up and pointing across th< 

garden, " see that long line of trees on th< 

ridge — that's the avenue, it's two miles long 

the gates are close by here, but the hous< 

is on the other side of the ridge. A granc 

place it is, or rather was, in the good old 

days, that'll never come back any more." ■

"When was that," asked Elsie, "and 

why won't they come back?" ■

" That was when I was a youngster, 

before the big troubles came — ^though even 

then the place was mortgaged up to the 

very weather-cock on the tower. However, 

they kept it all up in the good old style till 

old Lord Carnbury died, and Mr. Nowell 

came to be master. Then it was all up 

with everything." ■

" Why, what did he do ? " ■

" What did he do," repeated Cummings, 

" well, I don't exactly know what he didn't 

do. The Carnburys had always been wild 

and reckless, but for wildness and reck- 

lessness he went beyond all his forebears. 

For a year or two there was such goings on 

at Carnbury Place as had never been heard 

of, and then all of a sudden his lordship 

shut up the house and went away, to live 

on the cheap, I expect, mostly in furnn' 

parts." ■

"And has he never come back again 1" ■

" I believe he comes now and again just 

to see Mr. Smedley, the agent, but no one 

knows when he comes or when he goes, 

and no one cares either, for he's no sort of 

a landlord to his tenants, and all the gentry 

have turned their backs upon him." ■

"That's rather shabby of them," said 

Elsie chivalrously, "now that he is rumed." ■

"No, it isn't, missy. You see, his lordship's 

done things that no gentleman can do and 

look the world in the face afterwards." ■

" Come, master," said Ruth, "your pipell 

go out if you chatter like that." ■

"Then I'll light it up again," rejoined 

Robert Cummings composedly; "if every- ■
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thing could Be sefc to rights as easy as a ' 

pipe that's gone out it 'ud be a good thing 

for such as his lordship. But money and 

credit and a^ood naine tliat you've lost are 

harder to lay hands on than a box o' 

matches." ■

" But why doesn't he sell the place 1 " 

asked Elsie, "lif he doesn't live in it, and 

has no money to keep it up," ■

*' He have tried to sell it, miss, but it 

isn't easy to find a purchaser for a great 

place like Cambury, and hi^ lordship isn't 

an easy man to do business with either. 

"We heard once that some London gent, 

whose name didn't come out, was near 

baying it, but there was a hitch of some 

sort, and he cried off." ■

" Or," suggested Elsie, " he might marry 

a lady with a large fortune." ■

"He'-e had a try to do that, too," 

replied Robert.; " in fact there ain't many 

ways of clipping his neck out of the noose 

that he hasn't tried. But the Lord keep any 

good woman from throwing in her lot with 

his.' ■

"There, there, Cummings," said his wife, 

'that's enough, and more than enough,about 

things that are best let alone. You come 

along with me, Miss Elsie, and we'll feed the 

chickens and shut up the hen-house." ■

"You tiresome old Ruth," said Elsie. 

"Why do you object to my hearing all 

about Lord Cambury ] I rather like a bit 

of scandal, especially when it's about a real 

li^e lord. I should like to see this wicked 

aristocrat." ■

"Yct; wouldn't get much good of 

seeing him, dearie ; and I'm glad there's 

no chance you will" ■

"I suppose," went on the girl, "I 

suppose you think he would snatch me up, 

and run away with ine, and marry me 

because I have a fortune. Wouldn't ydu 

like me to marry a real live lord, Ruth J " ■

" Fd like you to marry an honest man, 

dearie. And 111 give Robert a good scolding 

for being the one to start this nonsense. 

He's got no gumption. And now let's drop 

his lordship and talk of something better, 

which is easy enough, only wlule I'm 

counting the chickens we'd better not talk 

ataU." ■

Ruth Cummings was not very far wrong 

when shfe surmised the possibility of 

Biichetts proving in the long run a dull 

abode for her former nursling. Elsie's en- 

thu8Ui»m for the domestic pursuits of a 

farmhouse cooled down after two or three 

boats of churning and choesemaking, the ■

charm of looking for new-laid eggs in the 

treacherous dimness of stables and cow- 

byres T^re off, and when she had blistered 

her hands and f teckled her face in the hay- 

field she began to feel, if not to confers, that 

she had exhausted the resources of, rural 

life. Never before in the eighteen years of 

her experience had the days seemed so Idng 

and so terribly slow-footed. There were no 

little excitements to look forward to or to 

look back upon. There was hothing, 

absolutely nothing, within reach which 

one could possibly get excited about. 

Elsie did not relish monotony. She had 

no wish that succeeding days should 

resemble one another. She wondered if 

the Dowager Lady Carnburys of auld lang 

syne had ever found the solitude of the 

Dower House oppressive. Probably they 

had ; but then in those days the big house 

which now lay deserted behind that long 

dark line of trees was full of life, and the 

Dowagers were not totally without dis- 

traction. She almost wondered that Ruth 

had not proposed, considering how scanty the 

amusements of the farm were, to take her to 

see Cambury Place. But so far from propos- 

ing it| Ruth had gently put aside the sug- 

gestion when Elsie had made it. Why should 

she put it aside ? It was stupid not to make 

the most of the only noteworthy thing in 

the neighbourhood, and if Ruth would not 

take her she would go by herself. ■

It was not without ground that Miss New- 

ton's aunts called her self-willed. The girl 

inherited from her father all the tenacity of 

purpose which had raised him to a foremost 

position among modem engineers, and she 

was proud of her inherited characteristic. 

So one day when Robert Cummings was 

absent at a neighbouringcattle fair, and while 

Ruth was engrossed by a heavy wash, 

EUiestarted forth on her voyageof discovery. ■

At the end of the avenue nearest to 

Birchetts the lodge was empty ; the stately 

carriage gates looked as if they had not been 

used for years; the side wicket, through 

which she passed, swung to and fro without a 

latch on msty hinges. Along the neglected 

drive grass and weeds grew thick, trees 

lay uprooted here and there on the turf; 

the broad sheet of water which lay 

embosomed among groups of beech and 

elm was choked with water-weed ; while in 

the distance the great stone mansion had 

the f orlom and deserted air of a house which 

has stood long uninhabited. There was no 

one in sight — no one to let or hinder — and 

Elsie walked boldly on, now and then 

lingering a little to deplore the desolation ■
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that, lay over everything, until at last she 

found herself at the main entrance of 

Cambury Place. For a few minutes she 

stood looking at the arched gateway in the 

square tower, with the Cambury coat-of- 

arms above it. Then she took her courage 

in both hands, and went through it into a 

a great quadrangle, where dandelions and 

daisies blossomed freely between the broken 

paving-stones, and the untrimmed creepers 

hung in untidy luxuriance over the heavy 

stonework. An open window and a big 

mastifif chained near the gateway were the 

only signs of life, until, at the furious bark^ 

ing of the dog, a side-door opened and the 

withered face of an old woman peered 

cautiously out at the intruder. ■

"Good morning," said Elsie aflfably; "are 

you the housekeeper here 1 " ■

" It don't much matter who I am," replied 

the woman ungraciously, " the question is 

who are you and what's your business 1 " ■

"My name is Newton," answered the 

girl, in nowise rebuffed; "perhaps you 

have heard of my father, Sir Mark 

Newton." ■

"No, I never have," was the answer; 

"but supposin' I had, what theni" ■

"WeU, perhaps," replied Elsie insinuat- 

ingly, "if you were quite convinced of my 

respectability, you might show me the inside 

of the house ; I should like to see it so very 

much. I am staying with my old nurse, 

Mrs. Cummings, at Birchetts," she added 

by way of appendix. ■

"Then Mrs. Cummings might ha' told 

you that Cambury ain't a show place, and 

that if trespassers are caught they'll be 

prosecuted." ■

Then the door was shut unceremoniously, 

and the mastiff, who had held his peace as 

long as the old woman was visible, broke 

out into fresh vociferations. ■

" Be quiet, you disagreeable bmte," cried 

Elsie energetically, " don't bully unoffending 

people. I've a great mind to climb in at 

that open window and march all over the 

house, just to show you and that rude old 

woman how little I care for you," and she 

shook her parasol vindictively at the dog. ■

" If you will allow me/' said a voice at 

her elbow, "I will find you a more con- 

venient way of entering, and will undertake 

to show you more of the house than you 

could see for yourself in a burglarious 

voyage of discovery." ■

Elsie had turned with a start ^t the first 

words, to see a tall, well-dressed man 

standing bare-headed beside her. He was 

not very young, and was rather plain than ■

handsome, but there was an air c 

tinction about him and a tone in hia 

which impressed Elsie as something 

superior. His clothes, too, were re 

ably well-cut, and he wore a eigne: 

which even to the most inexperience 

suggested a certain amount of dignity 

wearer. Elsie observed all this even 

surprise of her first glance, and as sli 

a young person who drew conclusions 

great rapidity and decision, she wa 

long in identifying her interlocutor 

own satisfaction. This was, of course- 

else could it be'l — ^the bankrupt owi 

Cambury on one of his mysterious vii 

his ancestral home. ■

" I must tell you," he continued, as 

contradiction of her unspoken th< 

" that my name is Nowell — Gilbert N 

I am staying here for a few days 

matter of business, and as I was i 

writing by yonder open window, I 

your conversation with Mrs. Cartwrig 

well as your remarks to Bruno, 

father's name is more familiar to me 

it seemed to her, so I thought I had 

come to the rescue." ■

"Thank you," said Elsie, her i 

rising with the piquancy of the siti] 

"that quite restores my wounded 

respect. I felt immensely snubbed 

that uncivil old person jumped oi 

credentials. One doesn't like being sn 

in the person of one's father." 

. " Certainly not," replied her compi 

"especially when one's father is a 

known public character. I, however, 

a little of him privately, I heard a 

deal about him ; in fact, I once saw h 

the time he was thinking of buying 

place." ■

Elsie lifted an astonished look t 

companion's face. ■

" My father ! " she exclaimed, " thi 

of buying Cambury I And I never 

anything of it. How like him. He 

very closest person you ever met 

Why, he must be the • London gent ' I 

Cummings told me about^ whose nai 

didn't know. And I actually came 

out of pure boredom, because then 

nothing to do at Birchetts, and see wl 

interesting bit of news I have come ac ■

Mr. Nowell smiled. ■

" One might almost quote the well 

illustration of Saul and his father's a 

he said. ■

"Hardly," said Elsie. "I have 

come upon a kingdom I have been ba 

of. Dear me," she added, looking i ■
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the quadrangle and then bringing her gaze 

slowly back to her companion, " this makes 

me doubly indignant. Yon know, ever 

since I heard about Carnbury Place — when 

I came to stay at Birchetts, that is — I 

have been thinking what a shame it is that 

such a place should stand empty and go to 

rain becauise the owner of it is sttch a bad 

man.' ■

Then she stopped to see the efifect of her 

attack, but Mr. No well only smiled. ■

" Such a bad man," he repeated. ** May 

I ask if you know Lord Carnbury ? " ■

"No, I do not," replied Elsie very 

emphatically — ^after all, if he pretended not 

to be the owner of Carnbury she need not 

spare her strictures — " I do not know him, 

and I do not wish to. But I have heard 

dreadful things about him, and I know he 

is a bad man." ■

" Poor Carnbury," was the answer, " you 

are very hard on him." ■

" You don't mean to say you defend him 1 " 

said Elsie. ■

'*Well, of course, I stick up for an 

absent friend, and besides, I think you only 

know part of his story." ■

" I certainly don't know it all," replied 

Elsie severely, " but I believe that the part 

I do not know is worse than what has been 

told me. Besides," she continued judicially, 

"I belong to a class which cannot be 

expected to have much sympathy with — 

with *' ■

" With a depraved aristocrat," suggested 

Mr.Nowell good-humouredly, as she hesi- 

tated. ■

" Exactly so," she answered. " You see, 

my father is a hard-working man ; he has 

done all sorts of useful things in the world, 

and I think — I think, to put it quite 

plainly, that I rather despise such people as 

Lord Carnbury." ■

"Poor Carnbury," said Mr. Nowell again, 

and this time there was a suspicion of 

amusement in his tone. " Can't I persuade 

you to be a httle more merciful to an 

unfortunate man V ■

"It makes no difference to Lord Carn- 

bury," replied Elsie, " whether I am 

merciful to him or not. He has spoilt his 

own life and done no good to other people, 

and all the pity I can waste on him will not 

mend the matter." ■

" I see," said her companion, " you are 

only sorry for misfortunes which can be 

pulled straight again. Now, I think that 

what cannot be righted is infinitely more 

pitiful and pitiable. Now shall we go and 

lock at the house which you have just ■

discovered might possibly have passed out 

of Lord Cambury's hands into your own ? " ■

He led the way as he spoke through the 

door by which he had come out, and along 

a dusky corridor. ■

" This," he said, throwing open a heavy 

door at the end of it, "is the great haU. 

I won't inflict on you the names and dates 

of the august folks whose coats-of-arms are 

painted on the windows, and whose portraits 

look down from the walls ; they probably 

would not appeal to your sympathy. But 

I think you will agree with me that as an 

entrance hall it is exceptionally fine. Look 

at the staircase. It is Italian marble, and 

the balustrades are Venetian iron-work. 

Look at the ceiling ; it is by Grinling 

Gibbons. Look at the bay of that window ; 

Queen Anne is said to have admired it 

Above all I cannot tell how very jolly it 

used to be here on a winter evening when 

that huge fireplace was full of logs, and we 

sat round and talked nonsense between tea 

and dinner." ■

"Were you very frequently one of tiie 

party ? " asked Elsie. ■

"Yes," was the answer, "more often 

than not when there was a party. Carnbury 

and I were at Eton together. I was his 

fag." ■

" Was he good or bad in those days ? " 

continued Elsie with a spice of malice. ■

" I wasn't overburdened with discrimina- 

tion in those days, I dare say," was the 

reply, " and so my opinion doesn't count. 

Now shall we look at the dining-room ) It is 

quite as imposing as the hall." ■

Prom the dining-room he led her to the 

music-room, from the music-room to the 

picture gallery, and along the picture gallery 

to the ball-room. ■

" I think," said Miss Newton with great 

decision, as she looked at the broad stretch 

of irreproachable parquet, " I think father 

made a great mistc^e not to buy this place. 

Fancy the house-warming, with a ball-room 

like this. It is a perfect crime that such a 

floor should not be danced on." ■

"We will put that at the head of 

Cambury's transgressions," interpolated Mr. 

Nowell. ■

**And moreover," continued Elsie, "I 

shall insist on his reconsidering his decision. 

I shall write to him at once. He is in 

California, you know ; he has gone there on 

business for a short time. If the hitch 

were merely a question of price, perhaps it 

can be smoothed over now, because this 

new contract is to be something specially 

good. I suppose," she added, " that Lord ■
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Gambnry would even be glad to make some 

concessions too ? " ■

**I have no doubt he would," replied 

Me. Nowell, ** for he wants to sell it very 

much." ■

While they talked they had walked 

towards a window which looked out into 

the park. A dog-cart was coming up the 

drive, in which sat a grey- whiskered, lawyer- 

like looking man. ■

"Ah," said Elsie's guide, taking out 

his watch, "it is actually twelve o'clock, 

and there comes Smedley. I have an 

appointment with him, and I fear his time 

is too precious to waste, though mine is 

entirely at your disposal whenever you 

would like to see the rest of the house. 

There is the haunted chamber, and the 

chapel, and the royal suite, and other 

matters of interest which I should like to 

show you." ■

" Thank you," said Elsie demurely, " I 

think I will take the rest for granted. 

Good morning, Mr. NowelL I am mufch 

obliged to you for the trouble you have 

taken." ■

He stood for a few moments where she 

had left him, looking after her retreatiog 

figure. ■

" How altogether delightfully fresh and ■

original," he said to himself. " I hope she ■

- will not take all the rest for granted. And ■

now for Smedley, who will be decidedly ■

less amusing." ■

Elsie wa&ed across the quadrangle and 

under the gateway in the tower, feeling 

that her morning's expedition had been 

a suQcess. Outside all looked as quiet 

and forsaken as it had looked an hour 

before, but the sense of desolation no longer 

oppressed her as it had done. She was 

feeling so cheerful and elated that she 

could have clapped her hands and sung. 

. The sheen on the lake and the shadows 

of the trees looked more tempting than 

before, and turning her steps across the 

grass she went and sat down by the water 

to think matters quietly over. ■

It was quite the most interesting ad- 

venture she had ever had, and it had 

befallen her just when she had begun to 

find her surroundings unbearably tame 

and flat. She was. almost grateful to 

Mr. Nowell for appearing so imexpect- 

edly, and for makmg a little mystery 

about himself. How astonished he would 

be if he could guess that she had seen 

through his disguise; but really it was 

too poor a screen for his identity to call 

himself Nowell, too, which she remembered ■

was the Cambury family name ! Then she 

recalled with great satisfaction the home 

truths which she had had so capital an 

opportunity of telling him. It wias rather 

irritating, however, that he had not even 

winced; he must be quite void of all 

sense of shame if, after having spoilt his 

inheritance and disgraced his name, he 

could talk so frivolously about himself in 

the third person. ■

Then she wondered what Kuth would 

say to it all. In the first place she 

would probably be rather cross. Ruth 

could be cross when she considered it 

necessary, and Elsie felt that the present 

occasion was one which would meet with 

her disapproval. How should she put it to 

her ? Should she say, " Ruth, I have been 

at Cambury, and I have seen Lord Cambury, 

only he pretended to be some one else " 1 Or 

should she give it her in so many guesses ? 

Perhaps she had better leave it to the 

inspiration of the moment. Making up 

speeches beforehand was a rather futile 

proceeding. Besides, her meeting with 

Lord Cambury was only part of her 

moming's adventure. There was the in- 

teresting discovery she had made that the 

" London gent " of Robert's gQssip and her 

father were one and the same person ; and 

there was her own sudden idea — her 

determination she might call it — ^that the 

bargain which had been broken off should 

be renewed and completed. That would 

indeed be a surprise for her old nurse. That 

offered an unlimited vista for castle-building, 

and would be an unfailing topic of con- 

versation. What plans they would make 

for the future 1 Then Elsie smiled to her- 

self. It would be far better fun not to tell 

Ruth a word about it until it was all signed, 

sealed, and settled. The castle-building and 

planning would be more satisfactory then. 

She would not even mention how she had 

spent her moming, but she would write to 

her father that very afternoon. And then 

she got up and walked briskly down the 

avenue, feeling very much pleased with 

herself and the ultimatum she had come to. ■

"I see Mr.* Smedley drive past this 

moming, master," said Ruth Cummings 

that evening to her husband. " I wished 

you'd ha' been there to tackle him about the 

roof of the barn; he's never taken no 

notice of your letter." ■

" He wouldn't take much notice of my 

speaking either, I reckon," was Robert'3 

reply. " It ain't much good asking about 

repairs if what I heerd to-day in Welling- 

ton ia tme. They say his lordship's got to ■
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go thiough the Bankruptcy Court. It seems 

he'd got a horse in for the Derby, and he'd 

got Uionsands on it; and the day before 

yesterday the animal died sudden like in the 

stable. And now his creditors have made 

up their minds they must get what they 

can out df him." ■

"Deary me," said Ettth, " they won't get 

mnch, I reckon." ■

"Not unless he could manage to sell 

Cambury," replied Robert. " However, he's 

made his own bed, and now he's got to lie 

on it as best he can." ■

Elsie recalled the calm good-humour of 

her guide. The discomfort of the bed he 

had made for himself did not appear to try 

him very grievously. ■

" What is Lord Cambury like to look at 1" 

she asked abruptly. " Does he look like a 

bad man?* ■

"I scarce know what he's like," said 

Snth. '' I've scarce seen him since he was 

a boy. He was no beauty then, but " ■

" He's no beauty now," said Robert. " I 

see him last when old Lord Cambury was 

buried four years ago. And what he chiefly 

looks like is a man that cares for no one 

and nothing in this world or the next." ■

This was certainly not a very explicit 

description, but it did not in any way con- 

tradict Elsie's impression of her acquaint- 

ance of the morning ; moreover, the story 

Robert had brought home from Wellington 

explained the whole situation quite clearly. 

Lcid Cambury had obviously come home 

to wind up his tangled affairs. Mr. Smedley 

had been summoned as a matter of course. 

The oddest part of it all was that she her- 

self should have appeared on the scene, and 

have declared her intention 6t becoming the 

mistress of Cambury. Whdt a solution to 

a complicated problem ! Lord Cambury 

did not deserve such a stroke of luck j he 

would probably make some unworthy use 

of it. That, however, was no concem of 

hers; she would probably never see him 

again, for, of course, she would carefully 

avoid Cambury as long as he stayed there. 

Robert had said that he never stayed more 

Ihan two or three days. This was Thursday. 

She would wait till Monday, and then she 

would feel safe in niaking a great voyage of 

discovery in the park. When she had 

settled this to her own satisfaction she 

wrote her letter to her father, and having 

posted it, she began to look on herself as 

Udilj on the way to becoming the direct 

suecessor of the vanished Lady Camburys. ■

" I was thinking last week that you was 

getting quite dull and mopy, dearie," said ■

Ruth, about ten days later, **but you've 

brightened up again wonderful. You 

look as merry and fresh as heart can wish, 

though you've nothing to amuse you, and 

no one to talk to you but your poor old 

Ruth." ■

At which Elsie blushed and felt a little 

uncomfortable, but made no answer. She 

had kept her secret diligently, and there 

was much more of it now than when she 

had first decided it should be a secret. ■

" Nothing to amuse her, and no one to 

talk to." If Ruth knew all about that, 

instead of commending her for cheery 

contentment, she would probably lecture 

her soundly for indiscretion. Yet Elsie 

was sure she had not been indiscreet. She 

had waited most discreetly till Monday — 

till Tuesday even — before she had paid a 

further visit to the domain she was so 

anxious to inspect, and then after roaming 

for a time about the wooded park, she had 

sat down beside the lake, and had given 

her mind to the weighty matter of a new 

boathouse, which would have to be 

considerably more picturesque than the 

awkward constmotion which time and 

neglect were making still more omsightly. ■

"And we will have some swans on 

the water," she said aloud, when she had^ 

thought out the architecture of the boat- 

house, " some black swans, and they shall 

have their nests on that dear little island 

covered with rhododendrons." ■

" Good morning, Miss Newton/' said Mr. 

Nowell's voice suddenly behind her; **I 

thought I saw you from the terrace. Have 

you been for a walk in the woods 1 " ■

Elsie rose abmptly from her seat, her 

face clouded over partly with embarrass- 

ment and partly with annoyance. ■

"I thought you had gone away," she 

said, without retuming his greeting. ■

" I do not know why you should have 

thought so," he replied, smiling; "I did 

not say I was going, surely." ■

"You did not say you were staying 

either/' said Elsie, *^ and I certainly should 

not have come marching about the park in 

this free-and-easy manner if I had thought 

you were here." ■

" I hope/' he rejoined courteously, " that 

my being here — and I may be here some 

little time — ^will be no cheek on your walk- 

ing about as freely and easily as you choose. 

Indeed, I have been hoping for another 

glimpse of you. Perhaps I should not have 

seen you this morning if I had not been 

looking out for you. Do you know I dis- 

covered yesterday that the strawberries are ■
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getting ripe) The beds are fearfully 

neglected, bat the fruit is quite worth 

eating. Shall we make a raid upon them?" ■

"1 think not, thank you," said Ebie 

stiffly. ■

He looked at her with a twinkle of 

amusement in his eyes. ■

** Don't you like strawberries ? " he asked. 

"I must say people who dislike straw- 

berries are a living marvel to me." ■

""I don't dislike them," said Elsie 

frankly, " but I would rather not go into 

the garden, thank you." ■

Then she felt she had been as discreet as 

any one could desire an unchaperoned 

young woman to be. ■

"Won't you sit down again, then?" he 

said ; ** I am sorry I disturbed you ; you 

were making some interesting observations 

to yourself about black swans as I came 

up." ■

'' Yes," rejoined Elsie, " I was thinking 

I would have some black swans on this 

piece of water. You remember, I spoke 

the other day about my father buying 

Cambury. I wrote to him at once and 

told him how much I wished he would." ■

" That was very enterprising ; and does 

your father always do as you wish ? " ■

** He does generally ; I think he will this 

time, anyhow." ■

'' I hope he will," replied her companion, 

"it would be an uncommonly good thing 

for poor Cambury." ■

"I dare say it would," rejoined Elsie 

contemptuously; "it would give him a 

chance of acting honestly for once in his 

life." ■

"Have you heard/' continued Mr. 

Nowell, taking no notice of her last remark, 

" that he is more terribly down on his luck 

than ever 1 " ■

" I heard that story about his racehorse," 

replied the girl, " but it only made me feel 

cross with him. He ought to have kept 

clear of such risks." ■

" That is just what Smedley says." ■

"And what do you say yourself t " asked 

Elsie severely. ■

" I say," was the answer, " that I would 

like to give poor Cambury another chance. 

I hope you won't blame me for not kicking 

a man when he's down." ■

Then there was a pause in tiie conversa- 

tion. ■

Elsie reseated herself and began digging 

np weeds with her parasol. ■

" How long did you say you are staying 

at Cambury ? " she asked suddenly. ■

" I mentioned no length of time, it is ■

uncertain. But as I said before, if you 

care to walk about the park — and it is 

certainly the most picturesque bit of the 

neighbourhood — i^ease do not let my being 

here prevent you. There is plenty of room 

for us both^ and if by chance we meet now 

and then, I for my part shall look on it as 

a charming break in the monotony of my 

solitude." ■

" You are very civfl," replied Elsie, " and 

if you are quite sure that there is plenty of 

room for us both, I think I probably shall 

come again. I like looking round and 

making plans for the future." ■

And she had gone again ; she had felt 

that it would be stupid and prudish to keep 

away, and she and Mr. Nowell had met 

several times, always apparently by chance, 

though once he had brought her a bunch of 

roses, and once a basket of strawberries, 

which did not look as if his appearance was 

purely fortuitous, and he had encouraged 

her to talk of the alterations and amend- 

ments which she considered necessary at 

Cambury. Altogether, in spite of the ex- 

tremely bad opinion she had of him, and of 

the deception he was playing off on her, 

Mr. Nowell became a great resource for 

Elsie in the days during which she was 

waiting for her father's letter. ■

It came in due time — ^the momentous 

letter — and Elsie, having swallowed her 

breakfast hastily, took it out into the 

garden, where she could read it unquestioned 

and undisturbed. It was short, decisive, 

and completely overwhelming : ■

"My dear Elsib," it said. "Yours 

of the 6th reached me this morning. 

Its contents astonished me greatly. I 

cannot go into the reasons which prevented 

my becoming the purchaser of Cambury 

Place. It is sufficient to say that they 

were excellent ones, and that on no account 

can I alter my dedsion, or reconsider the 

matter. I hope you have not spoken of 

your extraordinary idea to any one. I 

should be extremdy annoyed if any report 

of the sort reached the ears of Lord Cam- 

bury or his lawyer. I might say something 

about the unsuitability of your meddling 

in such a serious matter of business, but I 

will not scold you in a letter. But for the 

future you must remember that such in- 

terference is inexcusably out of place. — 

Your affectionate Father, M. Newton." ■

This emphatie wording of her father's 

resolution Elsie read and re-read at least 

six times, before she could realise that it ■
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was the death-blow of all her dreams and 

delights of the past three weeks. She had 

been settling the colour of the curtains in 

her boudoir, and there had not been the 

ghost of a chance that she would ever cross 

the threshold of Cambury Place again. 

Her mind refused to grasp the idea. She 

wished — oh ! how she wished — ^that she 

had told Kuth all about it from the very 

beginning. If she had done so she would 

have had the consolation of talking over 

her disappointment with some one, instead 

of having to hide it up and say nothing 

about it But she had kept her secret so 

far, and now her father forbade her to 

mention it, and there was no one to whom 

she could turn for a word of sympathy. 

Unless — ^well, yes, there was Mr, Nowell ; 

and after all she was bound to tell him her 

father's ultimatum ; she felt sure his stay at 

Cambury Place had been prolonged that he 

might hear it. She wondered if he would 

betray any of the disappointment he would 

most certainly feel. He would probably 

talk of " poor Cambury," and pretend he 

looked concerned for his old friend. Any- 

way, she would go and tell him, he being 

the only person she could tell. So putting 

her letter in her pocket, she started for 

Cambury in the lowest possible spirits. 

She did not even cast a glance towards the 

lake; she walked resolutely on under the 

tower gateway, into the great courtyard, 

where the mastiff barked at her as furiously 

as before, but otherwise nothing happened. ■

For a few moments she stood looking 

round. Why did not Mr. Nowell see her 

and come to the rescue, or why did not the 

uncivil old housekeeper enquire into the 

cause of the uproar I But no one stirred, 

and Elsie suddenly wondered why she had 

placed herself in such an invidious position. ■

" Lie down, you noisy brute I " she said 

vindictively to the dog, and then she turned 

and walked back in the direction she had 

come, to meet Mr. Nowell coming briskly 

towards the house. ■

" Good morning. Miss Newton," he began 

cheerily. "Did yx)u not see me as you 

passed ? I was sitting on your favourite seat 

by the lake. Have you come at last to see 

the haunted chamber, and to decide what 

alterations you will make in the domestic 

arrangements of the Cambury ghost ? ** ■

To his surprise Elsie looked up at him 

with eyes in which the tears were swim- 

ming. ■

''Please do not make stupid jokes," she 

said irritably. "I'm not likely to make 

any alterations in anything at Cambury/' ■

"I beg your pardon," he said humbly. 

" Does that mean that your father does not 

approve of your great scheme ? ** ■

" Approve of it," cried Elsie, " he utterly 

refuses to have anything to say to it I'm 

sure he has excellent reasons for his refusal, 

though he doesn't mention them. People 

say that Lord Cambury is a horrid man 

to deal with, and I dare say my father does 

not choose to have anything more to do 

with him." ■

" I am very sorry you are disappointed," 

said Mr. Nowell kindly, "but I do not 

think you should try to think that Lord 

Cambury is responsible for your disappoint- 

ment Remember, the buying and selling 

of a place like this is a serious transaction." ■

"My father," went on Elsie, "hopes I 

have said nothing which will lead Lord 

Cambury or his lawyer to fancy he is going 

to make a new offer. I have talked about 

it to no one but you." ■

" And you may rest assured I have not 

spoken of it to any one," was the reply. ■

"I wanted to tell you about it," said 

Elsie; "and now I think the best thing 

I can do is to go away and forget all about 

the castles I have been building for these 

last three weeks." ■

"I am going away too," rejoined Mr. 

Nowell. " I leave here to-morrow morning. 

But I am not going to try and forget the 

castles you have built in the last three 

weeks. I shouldn't succeed if I tried, and 

I don't want to. I shall think of them, 

and of you very often, and with great 

pleasure." ■

He paused, but Elsie did not speak, 

or even look at him ; she walked steadily 

on down the avenue, and he walked on 

beside her. ■

" I should like you to think of me some- 

times, too," he continued. "Indeed, I 

cannot say * good-bye * without asking you 

for something far beyond an occasional 

remembrance. We have not known one 

another long, and our acquaintance has 

been quite unconventional; still it has 

been long and complete enough for me 

to make a great discovery conceming *my- 

self and you." He paused again, but Elsie 

still marched unsympathetically along with 

half-averted face. "Ah, child," he cried, 

suddenly seizing her hand, and turning 

her towards him. "It is harder to say 

than I thought it would. be; but now I 

have begun I will finish — ^I will know 

my fate before we part I loved you the 

moment I saw you. I can scarcely hope 

it is the same with you ; but do you think ■
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that some, day, if I wait^ that I may win 

you for my wife 1 *' ■

Then Elsie looked up at him. Her face 

was very pale, and her eyes hlazed with 

passion, ■

" How dare yon," she cried, ** how dare 

yon pretend to care for me! You call 

me child; I am not child enough to he 

deceived as you are trying to deceive me. 

I know who you are. I have known all 

along. You are a wicked, wicked man." ■

Then wrenching her hand from his she 

turned and fled^ leaving him half angry and 

wholly dismayed hy her passionate outbreak. ■

"What is it, dearie?" aaked Ruth a 

little later, as Elsie with a tear-stained face 

rushed past her on the stairs. " Whatever 

is the matter)" ■

But Elsie gave no answer, she rushed on 

into her room, locked the door, and flinging 

herself on her knees heside the bed wept 

the angriest tears that had ever burned her 

cheeks. What an unforeseen end to her 

adventure ! Of course she had known in 

a vague sort of way that Lord Cambury 

would like to find a wife with a fortune, but 

she had never thought of his trying to 

secure one in such a barefaced way. What 

would Ruth say if she knew, or her father ? 

They would probably lay some of the blame 

on her, and say she had placed herself in a 

false position. Perhaps he, too, thought she 

was a bold sort of girl, who need not be 

treated with much respect. It was too 

hateful to think of. How she despised 

him ; oh, how she despised him, and then 

she wept afresh. ■

Presently the handle of her door was 

softly turned. ■

"Miss Elsie, dear," came Buth's voice 

coaxingly from the other side. "Won't 

you let me in. Pve got something most 

particular to say to you." ■

"Pd rather not hear it," replied Elsie 

ungraciously; "Pve got a most dreadful 

hei^ache." ■

" Let me faring you a cup of tea, then— 

and tell you while you drink it." ■

" I don't want any tea, and I don't want 

to hear anything." ■

But Ruth was not to be daunted. ■

" I know you're put out, dearie," she per- 

sisted, ''but there's no sense in locking me 

out, and I must say my say, if I have to 

shout it through the keyhole." ■

Thus adjured) Elsie turned the key, 

and stood the picture of misery on the 

threshold. ■

" My head's dreadful/' she said, " I can't 

talk." ■

"I don't want you to talk, dearie. I 

know all you can tell me — at least pretty 

near all — ^about what's vexed you." ■

" You don't, Ruth ! " cried Elsie ; " how 

can you know 1 " ■

"Well, there'fl only one way I could 

have heard besides from you ; there's only 

one person could ha' told tales of you and 

himself, and he's been and told them. 

Indeed, he's here now, and it's him that 

made me come up to you." ■

"How dare he!" cried Elsie, "and, 

Ruth, how dare you ? " ■

"Why shouldn't I dare?" asked Ruth, 

"and why shouldn't he? If he's got the 

heart of a man he couldn't let you go off 

like that without trying to see what made 

you so angry. He's fond of you, dearie, I 

can see that; and he's set his heart on 

having you. It's a funny kind of begin- 

ning to a courtship; but, la! there's no 

saying how a courtship can't begin. Did 

you think he made too free to speak so 

soon, dearie? You see, he is going away, 

and it was quite nat'ral." ■

" Ruth," said Elsie indignantly, " I 

know you don't speak of Lord Cambury as 

harshly as Robert does, but surely you 

don't want me to marry him — ^to marry 

Lord Cambury?" ■

" Lord Cambury, child ! You don't mean 

to say he has been pretending to be his 

lordship? Well, that was a poor joke 1 

He might ha' thought o' something better 

than that." ■

"Do you mean to say," asked Elsie 

slowly, "that he isn't Lord Cambury?" ■

"No, missy, he's nothing but a far-off 

cousin of his lordship, and he's no more 

like him than chalk's like cheese." ■

"Then," said Miss Newton resolutely, 

" I think I had better go and apologise to 

him for my abominable behaviour." ■

Elsie's apologies and Mr. Nowell's ex- 

planation of himself and his business at 

Cambury lasted a considerable time, and 

were apparently quite satisfactory, for when 

at last he took his leave looking extremely 

radiant, he said to Ruth : ■

" Thank you for your very effectual help 

in my perplexity. I am leaving Miss 

Newton to tell you how we have settled 

our misunderstanding." ■

" And I don't thmk my mistake was so 

utterly foolish, Ruth," said Elsie, by way of 

conclusion to the long history which she 

told her old nurse. " You see, it did look 

very much as if he were Lord Cambury 

keeping himself close, and it was just the 

sort of trick that a wicked man would try ■
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to play off on a simple-minded person like 

myself. Besides, probably he will be Lord 

Cambory some day, for the present lord 

isn't mairied, and he's not such a very 

distant cousin ; and anyhow, he's going to 

baye Cambory whether he succeeds to the 

title or not, for he's got lots of money, and 

he's going to buy it, just to help his cousin 

out of his difficulties. He actually lores 

that horrid man for the sake of old times, 

which shows what a good heart he has. 

And oh, Ruth, to think how hard I tried to 

despise him, and you know in my inmost 

heart I was fond of him all the time. And 

now I must write to father. I wonder 

whether he will send the same kind of 

answer as he did to my other letter? I 

think I shall die if he does." ■

Rut Sir Mark did not send the same 

kind of answer. He promised to consider 

the matter when he returned to England, 

and the result of his consideration was un- 

reservedly favourable. ■

PENDRED'S PREDICAMEITT. 

Bt T. W. SPEIGHT. ■

CHAPTBB I. ■

It had been a blazing September day, 

and now, in the cool of the evening, three 

people were lounging in the garden of a 

pleasant, old-fashioned cottage in the 

suburbs of Sandport. They were Tom 

Pendred and his bride of a week, who 

had come to Sandport for their honey- 

moon, and Tom's oldest friend, Yieuak 

Gaskin. Circumstances had so fidlen out 

that the two men had seen nothing of each 

other for more than a year until this morn- 

ing, when they had accidentally met on the 

parade, neither of them having known of 

the other's presence in Sandport. In by- 

gone days tiiey had had few secrets from 

each other, and l^ey were now posting 

themselves up in all that had happened 

since their last meeting. ■

"You have not once mentioned your 

TJnde Vince's name," said Gaskin presently. 

"I hope he is well and that you and he 

keep on the best of terms." ■

^'On the contrary, we are on no terms 

at alL Four months ago ho bade me never 

darken his door again, and at the same 

time intimated, with unnecessary exuberance 

of language, that in the course of the next 

twenty-four hours my name would be struck 

^ut of }n8 will." ■

Gaskin gave vent to a low whistle. ■

" You must have played your cards very 

badly, old fellow, to bring about such a state 

of affairs as that. But you always had a 

peppery temper." ■

" It was all on account of good-for-nothing 

me," interpolated Pen's prettji young wife. ■

Pendred was in the act of lighting a 

cigar. As soon as he had got it wdl under 

way he crossed his legs, lay back in his 

chair, and said : ■

" As you know already, after my father's 

death I owed a good deal to. my Uncle 

Yince, and I trust I am not ungrateful for 

what he has done for me ; but when he one 

day told me with bland complacency that 

he had chosen a wife for me, and gave me 

further to understand that he expected me 

to unreservedly approve of his choice, I 

must confess that the instinct of rebellion 

rose up strongly within me. From what I 

could gather; an old friend of his had just 

returned to England after a residence of 

many years abroad, bringing with him a 

grown-up daughter. Thereupon they had 

laid their heads together and come to 

the conclusion that it would be a capital 

thing if the nephew of one of them should 

wed the daughter of the other. There was 

one impediment, however, as far as I was 

concerned which made any such arrange- 

ment impossible, and that was the fact 

that I was already an engaged man, although 

my uncle was not aware of it. Well, not 

to weary you, I may just say that I then 

and there unfurled the standard of revolt, 

and that a battle royal ensued between us, 

with what result I have already told you." ■

/*And you are still at daggers-drawn)" 

queried Gaskin. ■

" If you like to term it so. There have 

been no more active hostilities, simply 

because we have never met since that day. 

All the same, I am sorry that he has chosen 

to take such a course with me, for I have a 

very genuine affection for the old boy. 

Under a crusty exterior he hides many fine 

qualities.'* ■

" Is he aware of your marriage 1 " ■

•'Not to my knowledge. Certainly he 

has not heard of it through me." ■

After a little further conversation, Gaskin, 

who was leaving Sandport that evening, 

found that it was time for him to go. 

Pendred proffered to walk with his friend 

as f ar as Uie station and see him off. ■

They reached the train not a mnute too 

soon, and their last handshake had to be 

given at once. Then Pen strolled leisurely 

back to Labumam Cottage, and found his 

wife waiting for him at th^ garden -gate. ■
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Presently Mrs. Pendred sat down to the 

piano, while her husband proceeded to 

charge his meerschaum with tobacco. A few 

minutes later an exclamation broke from 

his lips, and when his wife turned her 

head it was lo see him standing on the 

hearthrug, his face devoid of every vestige 

of colour, and feeling frantically first in 

one pocket and then in another. ■

"What is the matter, dear? What are 

you searching for 1 " she asked. ■

" My punse : I cannot find it." ■

** Perhaps you left it upstairs when you 

went to wash your hands before going out." ■

" That is impossible. I had it when I 

went to the station, because I bought some 

cigars in Bridge Street for Gaskin to smoke 

in the train. My pocket must have been 

picked while I was squeezing my way 

through the crowd at the terminus." ■

Husband and wife stared at each other 

in blank dismay. ■

"Did it contain much money?" asked 

Mrs. Pen presently, although she could 

pretty well guess what the answer would be. ■

"Every penny I possessed in the 

world. So ends our honeymoon," he 

added a moment later with a groan. ■

" I have a couple of pounds, or there- 

abouts, in my dressing-bag," said his wife. ■

" Which will just about suffice to pay 

our landlady's bill. It's a good thing our 

return tickets were not in the purse. There's 

no help for it, dear ; we must pack up and 

ba off to-morrow, or next day at the latest" ■

'Tom Pendred's income, as a clerk in the 

\employ of a London firm, was one hundred 

and thirty pounds a year, and on that in- 

come he had been rash enough to marry. 

The savings of both, with the exception 

of their wedding-expenses and a few pounds 

to pay for their honeymoon trip, had been 

expended on the furnishing of the pleasant 

little home which was waiting to receive 

them on their return. Tom's next month's 

salary would not be due for a fortnight to 

come. Looked at from any point of view, 

it was a most tmpleasant predicament for a 

young couple to find themselves in at 

the outset of their matrimonial career. ■

Next morning was as bright and sunny 

as many preceding mornings had been, ■

" Oh, what a shame — what a pity that 

we should have to leave this before our 

holiday is half over ! " exclaimed Fanny, as 

she and her husband leaned over the 

gaiden-gate after breakfast, drinking in 

the fresh sweetness of the scene before 

them. " Is there no way, none at all, out 

of our difficulty 1" ■

Her voice broke a little in her own 

despite as she put the question. ■

"None that I can see," answered Pen 

gloomily. "Even if I knew any one of 

whom I could ask the loan of ten pounds^ 

I don't think that either of us would much 

enjoy our holiday if it had to be paid for 

with borrowed money." ■

" That's true, dear," assented Fan 

mournfully. "Heighoi I suppose that 

presently I had better begin my packing." ■

" No, hang it all. Fan, we need not start 

before evening. So make haste and put on 

your togs and we'll have a long, glorious 

ramble this morning, farther than we have 

ever been before." ■

Pen had been alone for a matter of five 

minutes, when his wife came down the 

garden with a rush. ■

" Oh, Tom dear, I've got an idea — such 

an ideal" she exclaimed. "It came to 

me all in a moment while I was arranging 

my hat in front of the glass." ■

" Is it such a rare thing for you to have 

an idea that you must take the universe into 

your confidence in this breathless style ? " ■

" Now, do try to be serious — very serious, 

there's a good boy. • What I want to tell 

you is this : some time ago I read how three 

or four young men laid a wager with certain 

others that they would have a month's holi- 

day at the seaside without it costing them 

a penny, and further, that they would come 

back at the end of the time with money 

in pocket. WeU, they won their wager, 

and this was how they managed it. They 

all had a fair knowledge of music, and they 

got themselves up after the style of a troupe 

of nigger minstrels, going from one seaside 

place to another, after spending a few days 

at each. But whether the story is true or 

not, it has given me an idea. You play 

the fiddle passably well, and, as you know, 

I can sing a little. Why should not you 

and I for the time being become a couple of 

wandering minstrels — say, for an hour and 

a half every evening after dusk, and try 

whether we can't in that way earn enough 

to enable us to stay out the rest of our 

holiday?" ■

"Dd you mean that we should Uaok 

our faces and 1 " ■

"Nothing of the kind, you foolish boy. 

Did I not say that we wotdd only perform 

after dusk ? There's not a creature in the 

place who knows either of us, so that we 

should run no risk of detection." ■

" But about gathering in the coin — should 

there be any to gather — who would have' 

to do that — you or I ? " ■
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"Neither of us. That is the most dis- 

agreeable necessity of the case, and it must 

be done for ns by deputy. We must find 

a way of arranging for that later on. The 

question is, what do you think of my idea 9 

Will you agree to give it a trial, or— or 

is the seven-fifteen train this evening to 

take us back to London f " ■

•'Upon my word, Fan, your proposition 

is enough to knock the breath out of a 

steady-going sobersides like myself. And 

yet that it's not without its fascinations I 

admit. But let us set out on our ramble, 

and as we walk we will consider it more in 

detail" ■

The consideration thus involved resulted 

in Pendred's determination to test the 

practicability of his wife's scheme. Instead 

of leaving by the seven-fifteen train, the 

evening was devoted by them to practising 

such pieces and songs as they thought would 

be likely to prove most popular with the 

general public. ■

It seemed to Pen that if he did not want 

to be recognised by daylight as one of the 

wandering minstrels of overnight, some 

slight change in his appearance was 

necessary. A false moustache, a pair of 

spectacles and a muffler round his throat, 

would answer his purpose, and, like Fanny's 

nlster and veil, effectually disguise his 

personality. ■

It was at Mrs. Pen's suggestion that her 

husband sought an interview with a certain 

mountebank, who, in company with his 

son, a bright-lookbg lad of twelve, was in 

the habit of posturbg and tumbling on the 

beach for the delectation of the idlers 

there congregated, and the replenishment of 

his own pocket. As the lad's services 

were not needed by his father after dusk, a 

bargain was readily struck between the 

latter and Pen, by which, in return for a 

stipulated payment, Micky was "to go 

round with the hat," as his father euphe- 

mistically termed it — ^in other words, collect 

whatever coin of the reahn our young folk 

might be able to witch out of the pockets 

of their auditOTS. Micky was made a 

happy boy by having a cheap serge suit 

and a pair of sand-shoes bought him. 

Never b^ore had he been so smart. ■

That Pen and his wife were somewhat 

nervous as to the result of their uncon- 

Tentional experiment may be taken for 

granted ; but Fanny, like the spirited little 

woman she was, contrived to effectually 

mask her own tremors in order the better 

to cheer her husband, and, indeed, laughed 

and joked so gaily about the affair, that at ■

length Pen could not help saying, with a 

suspicion of huffiness : ■

"I don't believe you have any more 

nerves than a pair of nut-crackers. Here 

am I all of a twitter, while you contrive 

to keep as cool as the proverbial cucumber." ■

But a surprise was in store for the young 

couple of a kind they little dreamt of. ■

In the course of the afternoon their land- 

lady brought in the usual weekly " Visitors' 

List," which Fanny at once pounced upon. 

She wanted to see her name in print for 

the first time as a wife. Her eyes picked 

it out in a moment, and a secret blusb 

flamed into her cheeks. Presently she gave 

utterance to a little cry of surprise and 

dismay which brought Tom to her side. 

Without a word she handed him the list, 

her thumb marking a certain paragraph. 

Tom took it, and even he changed colour 

when, among the names of those staying at 

the " Golden Griffin Hotel," he read that 

of his uncle, Mr. Tidcombe Vince. ■

"It must be the old boy," he said. 

" There can't be two Tidcombe Vinces in the 

world." ■

" What if he should encounter us on the 

parade or anywhere I " said Fainny with a 

dismayed face. "Hadn't we better get 

away from Sandport at once ) '^ ■

"Certiednly not Supposing he should 

meet us, what then) He can't bite our 

heads off. Most likely he would pass us 

with a stare and take no further notice. 

On the other hand, supposing he were to 

speak, I should seize the opportunity to 

introduce to him the wife I am proud to 

have chosen for myself in preference to 

the one he would have chosen for me." ■

CHAPTER II. ■

Not till the shades of evening were deepen- 

ing over land and water and the lamps in 

the distance were sparkling like fireflies, 

did our young people venture to set out on 

their expedition. Before turning down the 

gas in their sitting-room they took a final 

look at each other. ■

" I don't believe your uncle would know 

you if he passed you close a dozen times," 

said Fanny. "That horrid moustache 

makes you look a perfect fright ; and then, 

the spectacles! But of course I should 

know you anywhere." ■

" And I you, darling. Not twenty veils 

could hide you from me." ■

Their plan, as already arranged, was to 

keep away from the sea-front and what 

might be termed the cheaper parts of the ■

L ■
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town-^ which, in point of feet, were already 

well supplied with amusements of various 

kiiids^— and confine their attentions to the 

better class of hotels dud boarding-houses. 

Their first essay was to take place in l^elson 

Square, which stood some distance back in 

a sort of semi-seclusion, and consisted for 

the most part of highly genteel lodging- 

houses, which just now were crammed with 

visitors. On reaching the square our 

minstrels found that dhiner was in full 

swing at several of the houses. The evening 

was so warm that in many cases the windows 

were thrown open, and sounds of talk and 

laughter, of the tinkling of glass and the 

clatter of knives and forks, floated out into 

the lamp-lighted dusk. Here and there 

the unshaded windows allowed all that was 

going on inside to be visible to the pasders- 

by. Pen and his wife wandered slowly 

round the square in an undetermined, 

half-hearted way, neither of them ven- 

turing to make a suggestion to the other. 

It was Micky who brought them back 

to the necessity of either facing their posi- 

ticoi, or of giving the affair up as a bad 

job. ■

"This here's a fust-rate pitch, sir, if 

that's what you're looking for," he ventured 

to remark to Pen, coming to a halt as he 

spoke. ^ You see, sir, it's a comer, so that 

you gets the houses both ways and can keep 

one eye on one side of 'em an' t'other on 

t'other." ■

The wisdom of Micky's advice was self- 

evident. "If we are to begin at all, we 

had better make a start here and at once," 

said Pen to his wife. ■

In the centre of the square was an 

enclosed shrubbery, against the railings of 

which, and fronting the houses, our little 

party took their stand. Then Pen pro- 

duced his fiddle from its green baize covering 

and, after one or two of those preliminary 

ear-torturing scrapes which seem to act as 

an invocation to the spirit of the instru- 

ment, he struck into an air from one of the 

light operas of the day which nearly every- 

body just then was either whistling or 

humming. Bat Pen had no intention of 

wearying his audience with anything so 

trivial and commonplace, and as soon as he 

had achieved his object, which was to 

arouse their attention, he brought the air 

to an abrupt conclusion, following which 

there was a pause for a couple of minutes, 

and then, simultaneously from violin and 

throat, rang out the opening notes of the 

song entitled " Thy Voice is near me in my 

Dreams," at that time in the height of its ■

popularity. Mrs. Pen's organ wa? a full 

rich contralto, which she managed with 

remarkable skill, considering that her only 

teacher had been a broken-down third-rate 

master. She was a little woman — ^** a mere 

armful," as Pen sometimes laughingly re- 

marked—and it seemed marvellous how 

STlich a full-throated body of song could be 

poured forth from so slight and almost 

fragile-looking a tenement. ■

Soon figures could be seen at several of 

the windows, peering out into the night, 

and when the last note had rung out there 

was a moment or two of silence, which was 

broken by an audible clapping of hands 

interlarded with "bravas" and "encores," 

By this time, from one point or another, 

quite a crowd had begun to gather. ■

Then Pen dashed into a galop adapted 

from a half barbaric Czech air, which had 

in it the quality of setting the feet of all 

young people who heard it pit-patting in 

unison. This presently died away in a 

long-drawn wail, and therewith merged into 

the tune of " Robin Adair," Then Fanny's 

voice took up the words, infusing them as 

she went on with an amount of pathos 

which brought a lump into the throats of 

many who heard her, and caused the eyes 

of others to cloud with tears. ■

Hardly had the song come to an end 

before Micky, who was of opinion that the 

show had gone on quite long enough for 

nothing, slipped away from Pen's side, and 

began bis round in search of contributions. 

There \^as nothing of the mendicant's whine 

about his " If you please, ladies and gentle- 

men," but a sort of patient wistfulness 

in the way he spoke the words which of 

itself was enough to unloosen many purse- 

strings. From one open window to another 

he went, cap in hand, and, in nearly every 

case, his appeal was libenJly responded to, 

Pen, meanwhile, playing a "melange" of 

popular airs. After that, by way of " finale," 

Mrs. Pen gave " 1 mon fils," from " Le 

Proph^te." As they moved away, not with- 

out a little crowd of followers, a voice from 

one of the windows called out, " Dont for- 

get to come again to-morrow." ■

It boots not to follow them further on 

this the first night of their experiment. 

It is enough to record that when, at the 

close, they came to count up their gains, 

they found themselves a clear sovereign 

in pocket. ■

"I think, darling," said Pen to his wife 

as he kissed her, " that we shall be under 

no compulsion to bring our honeymoon to 

a close yet awhile." ■
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OHAPTER m. ■

Osr the second eyening Nelson Square was 

again the fiist halting-place of our min- 

strels, nor had jkhey any reason to complain 

of their reception. Thence they made their 

way to the *' Palatine Hotel," the biggest 

and most snmptuons caravanserai of which 

Sandport could boast. By this time dinner 

was pretty generally over, and on the piazza 

which ran fdong the front of the hotel were 

gathered a motley assemblage of guests, 

who were sitting or lounging on almost 

as motley a collection of wicker at cane- 

seated chairs. ■

Not without certain qualms apad mis- 

givings did our young folk make up their 

minds to face an audience which they 

might reasonably suppose would prove to 

be far more critical than any before which 

they had yet ventured to appear. But auy 

sndi misgivings were quickly dispelled. 

So often was Mrs. Pen encored that more 

than an hour went by before they were 

permitted to make their final bow. ■

" And now for the ' Grolden Griffin ' and 

Uncle Vince," said Pen to his wife. ■

The "Golden Griffin " differed from the 

" Palatine " as chalk does from cheese. It 

was one of those old-fashioned, intensely 

conservative, but at the same time quietly 

comfortable hostelries, of which a few may 

still be found by those who know where 

to look for them. ■

On reaching it Pen reconnoitred the win- 

dows carefully. His hope was to find his 

uncle seated at one of them, nor was he 

disappointed. " There he is, I should know 

him anywhere," he said presently to his 

wife, pointing out a bulky figure seated 

by an open window on the first floor, one 

leg being evidently supported by a rest. 

Uncle Yinee was smoking a long clay 

pq>e, his invariable practice of an evening. ■

As Eanny was singing "Kathleen Mavour- 

neen," Pen could see his uncle's hand 

beating time softly on the window-sill, and 

when it had to come to an end he could be 

observed dabbing his eyes vigorously with 

his handkerchief. Five minutes later he 

sent out half-a-crown by the waiter, and 

asked for a repetition of the song. When 

that had come to an end, Pen deemed it 

best to adjourn. " We won't give him too 

much of a good thing all at once/' he said ; 

" we shall be the more welcome next time 

for not overdoing it now." ■

That evening their money-takings came 

to close upon thirty shillings, out of which ■

Micky had a shilling given him for him- 

self. ■

On the third etening they found Unde 

Vince as before, seated with his pipe by 

the open window. On this occasion Fanny 

sang, " Auld Robin Gray.'^ As before, he 

sent out half-a-crown by the Waiter with a 

request that it should be sung again. ■

So a week sped by, at the end of 

which the weather broke, the evenings 

becoming cold and showery. Thereupon a 

great exodus of visitors set in. But by 

that time our young people found themselves 

in ample funds to last them till the end of 

their honeymoon. ■

Their success had far exceeded their 

expectations. They had never missed 

including the "Golden Griffin" in their 

rounds, and Uncle Vince had never once 

been absent from his window, nor had 

once missed sending out half-a-crown by 

the waiter. ■

The evening of their last appearance in 

public had come. ■

" I think it is due to your unde to tell 

him that we are about to disappear into tiie 

*ewigkeit,'" said Fanny. "If we don't, 

he may sit and wait for ns evening after 

evening for goodness knows how long." ■

" Eight you are," answered her husband. ■

Accordingly, when the waiter made his 

appearance, Pen said to him : ■

"Will you be good enough to tell the 

gentleman who each evening has so 

generously sent us half-a-crown that this is 

our last appearance, and that if he will 

favour us by naming any two songs he 

would like to .hear again, we will do our 

best to please him." ■

Two minutes later the waiter was back. ■

" TJie gentleman's compliments, and will 

you oblige him by stepping as far as his 

rooml" ■

For a moment or two both Pen and 

Fanny were utterly taken aback« Then 

ensued a hurried colloquy in whispers. ■

" It would never do for him to see me 

at close quarters," said Pen. . "Those keen 

eyes of his would penetrate my disguise in 

a moment. You must face him alone, dear, 

but you will find me looking out for you 

when the interview is over." ■

"But what am I to say to him? 

What am I to tell him t " demanded Fanny 

in a flutter. ■

" There's one thing you must not tell 

him, which is, that you are my wifa- For 

the rest, you must be guided by circum- 

stances — by the questions he puts to you. 

If you^ play your cards cleverly there's no ■
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foretelling what may, or may not, come to 

pass." With that he squeezed her hand 

and vanished in the darkneiss. ■

''Sit' down, my dear young lady, and, 

John, pour out a glass of sherry," were 

Uncle Vince's first words when Fanny had 

heen ushered into his room. " But where's 

your hushand, or whatever he is — ^the 

young man who plays the fiddle 1 " ■

"My brother, sir; he begged that you 

would excuse him on account of an im- 

portant engagement." ■

" Well, well ; it's you I want to speak 

to. What's this I hear about this being 

your last evening in Sandport) Why's 

that, pray?" ■

"Oh no, sir, this is not our last evening 

in Sandport ; our time will not be up for 

another week. But this is the last evening 

on which my brother and I intend to sing 

and play in public." ■

Uncle Yince looked mystified. ■

"I don't quite follow you," he said a 

Httle testily ■

" You see sir, my brother and I are not 

professional people — quite the contrary." 

With that she went on to enlighten him as 

to the reason which had first led to their 

appearing in public. " And now that we 

have made enough money to see us com- 

fortably through our holiday," she said in 

conclusion, "we have decided to retire 

once more into private life." ■

Uncle Yince lay back in his chair and 

guffawed heartily. ■

" This caps everything," he said. " If I 

had known what your object was, instead 

of sending you out half-arcrown, I would 

have made it five shillings, hang me if I 

wouldn't ' But what you have just told 

me goes to prove that neither of you are 

very well off, eh 1 ' ■

" We are rich in health and content, sir, 

therefore we can hardly be called poor." ■

" Humph ! Plainly put, you both have 

to earn your living, I suppose f" ■

Fanny bowed assent. ■

" And how, pray, do you earn yours, if I 

may ask ) " ■

" Up till a week or two ago I filled the 

post of companion to an elderly lady. At 

present, as you are aware, sir, I am taking 

a Httle holiday." ■

"Do you know, you sing very charm- 

ingly." ■

"I have been told before to-day that I 

have some small gift that way." ■

" With such a voice you ought to make 

your fortune — ^yes, nothing less than your 

fortune. Well, now, Miss — Miss " ■

" Miss Iveson, sir." ■

" Well, now. Miss Iveson, I have a little 

proposition to make to you. Tou tell me 

that you intend remaining in Sandport for 

about a week to come. So do I, perhaps 

for longer than that. Now, I have taken a 

great fancy to your singing, a very great 

fancy indeed. What, then, do you say to 

coming here for an hour and a half every 

evening during the rest of your stay, in 

order to sing and play to me? The re- 

muneration I am prepared to offer you is 

half-a-guinea a night. If your brother likes 

to come and accompany you on his fiddle, 

well and good; if not, there's the piano, 

and you can accompany yourself. What 

say you, young lady, what say you?" ■

" Simply thus, sir, that I shall be very 

pleased to accept your offer; my brother, 

however, will not be able to join me." ■

Pen was delighted with the news his 

wife had for him. ■

"It is you, darling, who will be the 

means of bringing my uncle and me 

together again," he said. " I feel sure of it." ■

" My dear Tom, you are far too sanguine. 

Because your uncle happens to be a bit 

taken with my singing, is that any reason 

why he should forgive your rash marriage 

with a tocherless girl? Besides, he would 

not unnaturally regard himself as having 

been victimised by a trick." ■

" But then, you see, dearie, he won't find 

out who you are, at any rate not till you 

have had time to creep up his sleeve, and 

I am quite sure that the more he sees of 

you the fonder of you he will become ; and 

as for his being made the victim of a trick, 

you must bear in mind that it is he who 

has sought you out, and not you him. It 

was through no design on the part of either 

of us that he sent for you." ■

Eight o'clock next evening found Mrs. 

Pen at the " Golden Griffin." Her husband 

had escorted her as far as the comer of the 

street, and would be there in waiting for her 

on her return. Uncle Yince greeted her with 

much cordiality. The evening was chilly, but 

the curtains had been drawn, and a cheery 

fire burned in the grate. Wine and biscuits 

were on the table, and, wonderful to relate, 

for once in a way Uncle Yince had con- 

trived to dispense with his evening pipe. ■

"I have had the piano tuned for you," 

he said, " and they tell me it's a very fair 

instrument — for an hotel. And there's a 

heap of music for you to pick and choose 

from. Now, I don't want you to be asking 

me every few minutes whether you shall ■
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play this or sing the other. I want you to 

follow your own inclinations in the matter. 

Perhaps before the evening is over I may ask 

you to sing one or two old favourites." ■

The evening proved a scarcely less enjoy- 

able one to Fanny than it undoubtedly did 

to Uncle Vince. As he shook hands with 

her at parting he pressed a tiny packet into 

her palm ; it was her promised fee done up 

in tissue paper. His last words to her were : 

"You won't fail to come again to-morrow." ■

And so one evening after another sped 

by till the end of Pen's holiday was at 

hand. On the fourth occasion of Fanny's 

going to the "Golden Griffin," she found 

there a pleasant elderly lady, whom Uncle 

Vince introduced to her as " my cousin and 

housekeeper, Mrs. Askew," and went on to 

explain that she had come to Sandport for 

a change prior to their return to London. ■

This remark seemed to offer Fanny the 

opening she had been longing for, and 

presently she said: "Like yourself, Mr. 

Vince, my brother and I must presently go 

back to town. To-morrow, I am sorry to say, 

will have to be my last evening with you." ■

Unde Vince's face fell. "It is I who 

ought to be, and am, sorry, my dear Miss 

Iveson," he said. "I was in hopes that 

your stay in Sandport would last as long 

as my own. Do you know, I believe that 

your singing and playing have done me more 

good than fdl the doctor's stuff." ■

Kext evening there was a surprise in store 

for Fanny on her arrival at the ** Griffin." ■

"My dear," began Uncle Vince as soon 

as she had taken off her hat and gloves — 

he had got into the way of adopting a semi- 

patemal tone towards her — " my dear, I've 

been thinking about what you said last 

night, that this is to be your last evening 

with us. Now, I think you gave me to 

understand in the course of our first inters 

view that at the present time you are out 

of a situation. Such being the case, what 

is there to hinder you. from coming and 

staying with me and my cousin for a time ? 

I won't press you for an answer now. Think 

over what I have said and let me know 

your decision when you come to-morrow." ■

It was a proposition that fairly took 

Fanny^s breath away. ■

"Did I not prophesy that you would 

succeed in creeping up the old boy's sleeve, 

artful minx that you are?" was Pen's 

remark when she told him. ■

''Does that imply that you wish me to 

accept your uncle's offer?" ■

"Well, you see, darling, there's a great 

deal to be said in favour of it." ■

" I am quite aware of that But, on the 

other hand, have you realised the fact that 

by my doing as he ^hes, we shall be 

parted for an indefinite time to come, and 

that — and that to-morrow you. will have to 

go back to London and leave me behind 1 

Oh, Tom I " She flung herself sobbing into 

his arms. ■

It is not needful that we should follow 

the discussion further. In the result, it 

was decided that, however painful a 

temporary separation might be, it was 

advisable to put up with it in the hope 

that through Fanny's good offices some 

means might ultimately be devised of 

bringing uncle and nephew together again. ■

CHAPTER IV. ■

Unolb Vincb stayed on at Sandport for 

another week, hoping for an improvement 

in the weather, which never came. Then, 

one morning, with the abruptness that was 

characteristic of him, he announced that 

they would start for London by the noon 

train. ■

Fanny at once leapt to the conclusion 

that her stay with the old gentleman had 

come to an end, but within a few minutes 

of his announcement of their departure he 

took her aside and asked her whether, as a 

very special favour, she would consent to 

stay with him and Mrs. Askew for another 

month, at the end of which time it was his 

intention to go abroad for the winter. 

Seeing, perhaps, a little disappointment in 

her face, he added : " You must stay with 

me if you can, my dear, in order to oblige 

an old man who will hardly live to ask 

many more favours of anybody." His voice 

quavered a little as he spoke the last words. ■

Fanny forgot her disappointment in a 

moment. ''Dear Mr. Vince," she said 

gently, "I will gladly stay with you for 

another month." ■

Westray House, where Uncle Vince lived 

when at home, was situated in one of the 

outer London suburbs. It was a com- 

modious old-fashioned mansion, standing 

in its own well- timbered grounds of three 

or four acres. It had the air of being quite 

in the country, while yet being well within 

touch of town. Seven minutes' walk from it 

brought you to a railway station, whence a 

half-hourly service of trains ran to the City. ■

Fanny had at once written to her 

husband, informing him of her promise to 

stay another month with Uncle Vince after 

his return, and Pen in his reply had given 

his cordial ass^t to her doing so. During ■
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the month in question it would have been 

next to impossible for husband and wife to 

have met, seeing that, exeept on Saturdays, 

Pen could not get away from the office before 

five o'clock, and that of an evening Uncle 

Vince would hardly let Fanny out of his 

sight for more than a few minutes at a 

time, had it not fortunately happened that 

Pen still had in his possession a duplicate 

key — originally presented to him by his 

uncle — which gave admittance by means 

of a side door into the grounds of Westray 

House. Accordingly, it was arranged 

between the young couple that on two 

nights a week Tom should make use of his 

key, and that after the rest of the house- 

hold had gone to their own rooms — Uncle 

Vince made a point of retiring ad soon as 

the hall clock had struck eleven — Fanny 

should steal downstairs, let herself out of 

the house by way of the kitchen entrance, 

and join her husband for a stolen half-hour 

under the stars. Sometimes they met only 

to part again a few minutes later. Pen being 

under the necessity of catching the last 

train back to town. ■

And so the days sped on, witheut, to all 

seeming, bringing them a single step nearer 

the attainment of the special object which 

was equally dear to the hearts of both. No 

wonder that at length they began to despair 

and to tell each other that the scheme on 

which they had so fondly plumed them- 

selves had turned out a wretched failure. ■

But presently something happened which 

Fanny was too quick-witted not to take 

advantage of. One afternoon Uncle Yince 

brought home a new photograph album. 

The old one, which had been in use for 

J quite a number of years, had indeed grown 

very shabby ; so in the drawing-room after 

dinner he asked Fanny to help him to 

transfer the portraits from one book to the 

other, among them, as the young wife was 

quite aware, being one of her husband. 

Uncle Vince took up each portrait in turn 

and brought his spectacles to bear on it for 

a moment or two before passing it On to 

Fanny for her deft fingers to insert into the 

new album. Fan's heart beat a good deal 

faster than common when at length the old 

gentleman came to Pen's portrait He 

stared at it longer than at any of the others, 

but when at length he passed it on to Fanny 

it was simply with an inarticulate grunt It 

was rather singular, however, that just at 

that moment he should find it needful to 

twitch his spectacles otf his nose and rub 

the glasses vigorously with his handkerchief 

before putting them on again. ■

Fanny was gazing at the likeness with a 

meditative air. ■

"Whose portrait is this, Mr. Vince?" 

she asked, " It's a face which I think most 

people would like — I mean the expression 

of it. And really, if I may be allowed to 

say so, it seems to me to bear a quite remark- 

able resemblance to what you yourself must 

have looked like at the same age." ■

"Do you think so, my dear; do you 

really think so?" he demanded eagerly. 

Then he seemed to check himself. "It's 

the likeness of a good-for-nothing nephew of 

mine," he resumed in a different tone. "Yes, 

of an ungrateful, good f or-nothing scamp." ■

Fanny sighed audibly. He glanced 

sharply at her, but said no more. ■

And so the days slipped away till three 

weeks were gone. ■

Uncle Yince, like many people who have 

led active business lives, was a man of fixed 

rules and regulations. "A time for every- 

thing, and everything in its place," was one 

of his favourite maxims, and one which he 

did his best to reduce to practice. Thus, 

at ten o'clock precisely every Saturday 

morning, on which day he never went to 

the City, he would himself discharge, clean, 

and reload the brace of big, old-fashioned 

pistols forming a portion of the stand of 

arms which decorated the wall space between 

the two high, narrow windows that lighted 

the upstairs corridor. Westray House had 

been twice broken into by burglars, and it 

was Uncle Vince's whim to have the pistols 

kept loaded in case of emergency. ■

One night Uncle Vince's slumbers were 

broken by a couple of loud reports. ■

" Thieves," he said aloud, as he sat up 

in bed. " Carson must have heard 'em and 

have taken the pistols downstairs with him." ■

By this time he was out of bed, and 

having hastily donned a few garments, he 

emerged from his bedroom carrying a lighted 

candle in one hand and a poker in the other, 

only to encounter Carson, the one man- 

servant wh6 slept on the premises, face to 

face in the corridor. ■

" Here I am," said Uncle Vince, in the 

belief that the man had been on the point 

of calling him. "Did you hit any of the 

rascals, or have they got clean away for the 

third time?" ■

"Lord bless you, sir, it wasnt me as 

fired the shots. I thought for sure it was 

you yourself, sir, a-trying to pot 'em." ■

Uncle Vince stared for a moment but 

did not speak. Then his eyes turned to 

the stand of arms. The pistols were gone. ■

"Come along," he said to Carson, ■
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« there's some mystery here, and the sooner 

we get to the bottom of it the better." ■

The mystery was solved when they 

leached the dining-room, the door of which 

was wide open, as was also one of its two 

windows which gave on the lawn. One 

gas jet, half turned down, was alight ; there 

were a couple of overturned chairs near the 

window, and on the centre table, a decanter 

of wine and another of brandy, to obtain 

which a door in the sideboard had been 

prised open. ■

Bat scarcely giving himself time to 

notice these minor details, Uncle Vince's 

gaze was drawn instinctively to the central 

figure of the scene, whidi was none other 

than that of Fanny, who, clad in a white 

wrapper, and with her unbound hair flowing 

loosely about her, lay prone on the floor 

with outstretched arms. The missing pistols 

lay on the carpet beside her. ■

"Heaven bless my heart! what a very 

remarkable thing ! " ejaculated Uncle Vince, 

and with that be put down his candle, and 

going forward, stooped and n^ed the girl's 

unconscious form. " She's in a dead faint,'' 

he said to Carson, who was close behind 

him. '' Go at once and arouse Mrs. Askew." ■

That lady was quickly on the spot with 

restoiatives, and before long Fanny opened 

her eyes and stared around in bewilderment 

Unde Vince patted her on the shoulder. ■

"Tou are a very brave girl, my dear," ho 

said; **1 think you told me once that you 

are an officer's daughter ; and to you I owe 

it that the house has not been ransacked. 

I hope to goodness that you hit the 

miscreant, and that he will carry your 

bullet inside him as long as he lives ! " ■

Fanny shuddered- and covered her face 

with her hands. ■

" But not a word more now," continued 

the old man. "Cousin Askew, will you 

conduct Miss Iveson back to her room, 

while Carson and I take a sqidnt round the 

prenuses % " With that he bent and touched 

Fanny's forehead with his lips and patted 

her again on the shoulder. ■

'' It's as plain as a pikestaff/' said Uncle 

Vince to his man twenty minutes later. 

" I can see how it all happened as clearly 

as if I had been a looker-on. The girl's 

room is just over this one. She hears a 

noise for which she can't account. She 

gets out of bed and listens. She leaves 

her room and steals downstaire, bringing 

the pistols with her. Then she opens the 

door and surprises the scoundrel — maybe 

there was more than one of them — ^then she 

fires, in order to frighten them, and they take ■

to their heels at once. Oh, I can see it 

aU!" ■

"As you say, sir, a very brave young lady." ■

"One in a thousand, Carson; one in a 

thousand. In the morning we must put 

the matter into the hands of the police." ■

Two days later, during which the old 

gentleman seemed at a loss how to make 

enough of her, he said to Fanny : " I wish 

with all my heart, my dear, that you could 

have spent the winter abroad with me and 

my cousin; but that is quite out of the 

question, I suppose ? " ■

" Quite, dear Mr. Vince. On no account 

can I be spared from home any longer." ■

Uncle Vince gave vent to a grunt of 

dissatisfaction. Then, after a brief pause, 

he said : ■

'^ If we must part, there's no help for it, 

but before we separate you must tell me 

what I can do for you. Young ladies' 

heads are said to be stuffed full of whims 

and wishes of various kinds, so you must 

let me know what your particular wish or 

whim is just now, and then let me consider 

whether I can't help you to its fulfilment. 

Speak out and don't be afraid." ■

Fanny's resolve was taken in a moment. 

There was a low stool close by Uncle 

Vince's chair on which he sometimes rested 

his gouty foot. Perching herself on this, 

sho took one of the old man's hands in hers 

and ]aid her cheek caressingly against it ■

" Dear Mr. Vince," she said, " I have one 

very special wish, the fulfilment of which 

rests entirely with yourself." ■

' Ay, ay, my Bonnybell, and what may 

that bet" ■

" That you should become reconciled to 

your nephew — that you should send for 

him and tell him you have forgiven what- 

ever he may have done to offend you in the 

past, and take him again into your favour. 

Pardon me if I seem over presumptuous, 

but my woman's instinct tells me that in 

your heart you still love him as if he were 

your own son. Let bygones be bygones, 

and make me happy before I leave you in 

the knowledge that you have done some- 

thing which will render you a happier man 

to the last day of your life ! " ■

Uncle Vince squeezed the hand that was 

holding his very hard indeed. Three times 

he cleared his voice before words would come, 

then he said, speaking somewhat huskily : ■

"Youre is a strange request, my dear, 

and had it been made by anybody else they 

would have bad the rough side of my 

tongue for their pains. But you! — well, 

I hardly know how to refuse you anything. ■
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I'll think it over— yes, I'll think it over. 

But he's a sad scamp, that nephew of mine, 

and how my making things up with him 

should cause you to feel one whit happier 

caps me heyond measure. But there ! your 

sex were always riddles to me, and I suppose 

they always will be." ■

This happened on Friday. Next morning 

Pen found the following laconic epistle 

awaiting his arriyal at the office : ■

"Nephew Tom, — Come and dine with 

me next Sunday. I wish particularly to 

see you. — Tours as I shall find you, ■

"TiDCOMBB ViNCE." ■

As a matter of course Miss Iveson and 

Tom met as strangers, and as such they 

chatted together while dinner was in 

progress. Uncle Yince watched them keenly 

from under his shaggy eyebrows, and now 

and then, when no one was looking, he 

chuckled softly to himself. When the 

meal was oyer and the ladies had left the 

room he said : " Draw up your chair, nephew 

Tom. But first bring that decanter of port 

from the sideboard ; Til venture on a couple of 

glasses to-day in spite of my medico's orders." ■

His manner towards Ms nephew, while 

perfectly friendly, lacked the affectionate 

cordiality of old times, as Pen felt with a 

pang. Pen began to wonder more and 

more why his uncle had sent for him. 

Suddenly, however, with one of his abrupt 

turns, the latter said : ■

'*And pray, young man, what is your 

opinion of Miss Iveson ? " ■

Pen felt the hot colour mount to his face, 

but he answered steadily enough : ■

'*She seems to me in every way 

charming." ■

"I am glad to find that for once your 

views coincide with mine," replied Uncle 

Yince a little grimly. " Eat, maybe, you 

won't think her quite so charming when I 

tell you that I have come to the conclusion 

to make her my heir, or rather heiress, vice 

yourself deposed." ■

*' Oh I " was all that Pen, in the extremity 

of his amazement, could find to say. ■

'^ But it was not altogether to tell you 

this that I sent for you," resumed his uncle. 

"I have not forgotten that you are my 

sister's son, and although you chose to run 

counter to my wishes on a certain occasion, 

I am willing to forget and forgive the past 

on one condition, which is, that you marry 

Miss Iveson — provided, of course, that she 

will have you. I see the flutter of a petti- ■

coat in the garden. Away with you, and 

come back to me in an hour with your 

answer one way or the other." ■

Pen quitted the room like a man in a 

waking dream. He found his wife in the 

shrubbery, ■

"Well now — well, is it to be yes or not" 

demanded his uncle, with an eagerness he 

could not dissemble, when Pen rejoined him. 

" It is to be yes. Miss Iveson and I, I 

am happy to say, sir, have arranged matters 

between us to our mutual satisfaction." ■

" That's good news — ^that's the best news 

Fve heard for many a day." ■

" There's only one thing stands in the 

way, but it's a mere trifle." ■

" £h ! and what may that be, pray 1 " 

darting a suspicious glance at his nephew. ■

*' Merely, sir, that before I can marry 

again I must contrive, by one means or 

another, to get rid of my present wife. 

But, as I said before, that is a detail." ■

Uncle Yince lay back in his chair and 

began to turn purple in the face. Pen 

made a stride forward. Was it possible 

that he had carried his joke too fart 

There is no saying what would have 

happened next had not Fanny, who had 

been waiting outside, rushed forward on the 

instant, and going on her knees before Uncle 

Yince, grasped both his hands in hers. ■

" Oh, forgive us ! " she cried ; " not only 

him, but me ! We are already married. I, 

and no one else, am your nephew Tom'a 

wife. Will you not let me call you uncle I " 

By this time Tom was by Fanny's side. 

Uncle Yince's eyes wandered from one up- 

turned face to the other, while his mind 

seemed to be slowly taking in the astound- 

ing news just imparted to him. There was 

a brief space of silence, then lifting his 

hands and placing one gently on the head 

of each, he said solemnly : 

" I thank Heaven for this ! " ■

But what Uncle Yince never knew was 

that the bold burglar who broke into 

Westray House was none other than his 

scapegrace nephew, that the scheme was 

concocted and carried out by him, as a last 

resource, in order to give Fanny a strong 

claim on the old man's gratitude, and that 

it was his hand, and not hers, which fired 

off the pistols before making his escape 

through the open French window. But 

Fanny's fainting fit was real enough. At 

the last moment her over- wrought neryes 

had given way. ■

ZTm Bight of Trcmilating any of the ArticUa contained in this Number i$ reserved hy the Authors, ■
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HOME NOTES ■

AND ■

ANSWERS TO CORRESPONDENTS. ■

To Rbhovb Shine from Cloth. — Cloth 

which has become shiny-looking may be 

restored to its former appearance by being 

rubbed with turpentine. Use very little 

turpentine and rub the cloth very hard, 

going over and finishing a small portion at 

a time. The smell is disagreeable while it 

lasts, but this soon evaporates upon exposure 

to the air. Ammonia employed in a weak 

solution will also have the same effect ; but 

it is not so good, being liable to turn the 

doth brown. ■

Two Good Soaps. — How fast scraps of 

soap accumulate ! From bedroom, bath- 

room, kitchen, and laundry may these small 

scraps be gathered ; and the question soon 

arises, how shall they be used with the least 

time and trouble 1 Now, here is where the 

whitening of the hands comes in. Are we 

not told, over and over again, that oatmeal 

will help to keep the hands soft and white, 

if used thoroughly and systematically? Yet 

how many of us will take the trouble to 

have the meal at hand, where it will not be 

forgotten 1 And what a nuisance it is 

dropping upon the carpet and the washstand. 

Wait until you have collected a nice little 

pile of soap-scraps that are too small for any 

other us&. See that they are all scraps of 

good soap that will not injure the skin. 

Take a tea-cupful of boiling water for each 

half- cupful of scraps, set it on the stove, 

when the last small scrap has been dissolved 

stir in oatmeal while the water is still 

boiling, and thus form a stiff batter. A few 

drops of scent may be added, if desired. As 

soon as the batter becomes stiff, grease an 

old dish and pour the mixture in it. Just 

before this becomes hard and dry, cut it 

into cakes, and when they harden, you will 

have an excellent soap for keeping the 

hands smooth and white. This is especially 

desirable where the youngsters come home 

from school with grimy, inky fingers that 

seem to defy all common toilet-soaps to get 

them clean. With this rough soap, with 

its whitening properties, they are clean and 

soft in a surprisingly short time. For using 

up scraps of the common scrubbing-soaps, 

they may be dissolved in the same way, 

only using less water in proportion to the 

scraps; and when the substance is nearly 

cold, stir in a quantity of bath-brick, or fine 

scouring sand, and, when it is thick, allow 

it to cool and harden. 7his may be used 

for scouring tins, the kitchen sink, etc. ■

BoYCOTTBD. — Some weeks ago, at Salz- 

burg, a fine-looking young man, after being 

assiduously courted by all the mammas, 

suddenly found himself an object of aver- 

sion. Everywhere people went out of his 

"way, and the coffee-houses were deserted 

by their customers as soon as he appeared 

on the scene. One evening he went to a 

performance in aid of some charitable insti- 

tution. The house was full long before the 

play commenced ; but the audience cleared 

out in less than five minutes. The young 

man, annoyed at these demonstrations, 

stopped one of the runaways and asked him 

why he was treated in that manner. 

"Sir," was the reply, "we got to know ■

that you come from Hamburg and " ■

"Well, what of that]" "That you come 

from Hamburg, and on account of the 

cholera " A shout of laughter inter- 

rupted this speech, and our young man 

reassured the speaker by saying : " My 

name is Karl Hamburger, property owner, 

from Vienna, and I have never been to 

Hamburg in my life ! " ■

Round Shooldbrs. — This is one of the 

commonest deformities from which other- 

wise good-looking girls and women suffer. 

Even those who have the best natural 

figures frequently show this tendency, 

unless they take care to prevent it, es- 

pecially if their work is of such a kind as 

to entail much practising of the piano, 

bending over a machine, or sitting at a 

desk. It requires some effort of memory 

not to fall into a stooping position when 

engaged in such occupations, but it- is 

possible to train oneself to sit almost up- 

right even under these circumstances, and 

whenever walking out of doors the figure 

should be drawn up straight, the chin kept 

up, and as I used to hear a teacher of 

dancing say, " A girl should never be able 

to see her buttons." When walking in an 

erect position much less fatigue is felt, 

because the lungs are fully expanded, the 

blood better aerated, and the circulation 

freer. A good exercise is to raise oneself to 

the tips of the toes slowly; the heels should 

be together, the toes at an angle of forty- 

five degrees ; the arms should be straight 

down by the sides, but should rise gradually 

as the body is raised to the tip of the toes, 

a slow breath being drawn meanwhile. 

Maintain the position on tiptoe with the 

aims extended as long as possible, then sink 

gradually, the arms dropping slowly at the 

same time, and the air being gradually 

expelled from the lungs. This should be 

repeated several times a day. ■
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Learning to Walk. — Infants should not 

be allowed to walk until they make volun- 

tary efforts to do so, for when the muscles 

are strong enough, Nature prompts them to 

imitate the movements they see in others ; 

but after natural walking and running 

about has been practised during the first 

few years of life, and sedentary occupations 

begin to take the place of the active life of 

the young child, it is desirable that children 

should be taught to practise walking, and 

dancing lessons may be given. Children 

who learn to walk with grace and dignity 

while they are very young, will retain a 

good carriage in later years. Children 

should, always be taught to walk in an 

upright position with the head up and the 

chest thrown out. If in young children the 

chest does not expand properly, the bones 

grow in length but not in thickness, and 

bow legs or knock knees may follow, while 

curvature of the spine, or what is popularly 

known as growing out of the shoulder, is 

the frequent result. ■

Poushing-Pastb for Furniture. — No- 

thing is more requisite in saving labour in 

a house than a good furniture polish. The 

following is a. most excellent preparation 

that can be very easily prepared as follows : 

Take three ounces of white wax and shred 

it very finely ; then add a gill of turpentine, 

and let it stand for forty-eight hours. Boil 

half an ounce of castile soap in one gill of 

water, and add the other ingredients, stirring 

all the while with a wooden spoon or a 

piece of wood. When cold, it will be ready 

for use. When using, pour a small quantity 

on to a piece of flannel, rub briskly over 

the furniture, and immediately polish off 

with dusters before time has elapsed for it 

to dry in Comparatively little rubbing is 

required. This is a most excellent polish 

for furniture in any wood. ■

Remember that consumption is an in- 

fectious disease, commimicated principally 

by the matter coughed up and expectorated. 

A consumptive should sleep alone, and, if 

possible, in an airy aud sunny room. Have 

a separate bed and table linen ; these should 

be boiled before washing. Use individual 

table utensils, washed separately. Those 

who are well should remember that it is an 

infectious disease, communicated principally 

by swallowing the germs, by inhaling them, 

or having them introduced through a wound. 

Therefore, do not buy or use food that has 

been handled by a consumptive. Do not 

share the food or drink of a consumptive. 

Do not sleep with a consumptive. Do not 

kiss any one on the lips if they have a cough. ■

Perhaps few stories of battle so thoroughly 

illustrate what we are pleased to consider 

the true British spirit and way of doing 

things as the little incident of a recon- 

naissance before the battle of Ulundi, of 

which Lord William Beresf ord was the hero. 

The British were almost led into a terrible 

trapi, and discovered the danger only just in 

time. They turned to retreat, and the 

Zulus poured in a volley which brought 

down the grey horse of a mounted infantry- 

man. His rider fell head-foremost. The 

rest thought both man and horse were 

killed at first, but the former soon struggled 

to his feet, with his face covered with 

blood, and dazed with his fall. Lord 

William Beresford, seeing what had hap- 

pened, pulled up, and, in the face of 

advancing hosts of yelling savages within 

easy range, quietly trotted back, and told 

the man to mount behind him. With a 

cool courage scarcely second to Lord 

William's, the man refused, noble fellow 

that he was, preferring the certain sacrifice 

of his own life to the probability of destroy- 

ing his preserver. The reply was admirable, 

terse, and telling. The savages swarmed 

closer and closer, bullets rattled around 

them; the two who lingered were almost 

within reach of the assegais, when Lord 

William replied : " Get up, or I'll punch 

your head ! " The man obeyed, and rescuer 

and rescued escaped. ■

Cleaning Oil-Cloth. — Never use soda 

or very strong soap in cleaning oil-cloth, as 

this will bring the paint off or cause the 

pattern to fade out more quickly than any- 

thing else. First, sweep the oil-cloth quite 

free from dust, then wash it carefully with 

warm, but not hot, water, as this also causes 

the paint to come off. Always dry a piece 

as quickly as it is possible after it has been 

wetted. When thoroughly dry, take a 

good-sized piece qf dry flannel, dip it in 

linseed oil, and rub the surface of the oil- 

cloth as hard as possible with it. This will 

impart a fine gloss to the oil-cloth, and it 

will not require cleaning nearly so often. ■

To Bender Clothing Fire-Proop. — If 

the water in which the clothes are rinsed 

has an ounce of alum dissolved in every 

; gallon of water, it will render all garments 

j that may be rinsed in it practically unin- 

flammable, or, at least, render them so 

slightly combustible that were they to take 

fire they would bum very slowly. Of 

! course, it is only necessary to add the alum 

I to the last wate^. This is a very necessary 

precaution to take with the clothing of little 

• children, especially during the season of fires. ■
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SuMMBB Heat and Obbsitt. — Summer, 

with its sultry heat^ is not a source of un- 

mixed pleasure to those who suffer from 

excessive corpulence. Health cannot be 

maintained under conditions of great obesity. 

In general the mental energy of the highly 

corpulent becomes impaired, and their 

capadty for the conduct of business is con- 

sequently much diminished. Our readers 

will therefore be interested to know it is an 

mdisputable fact that excessive corpulency 

can, in all cases, be cured by the system 

which has now for many years been success- 

fully practised by Mr. F. C. Russell, of 

Wobum House, Store Street, Bedford 

Square, London, W.C. Mr. Russell pos- 

sesses hundreds of testimonials from persons 

in all classes of society, many of them 

holding distinguished positions in the 

learned professions and in Her Majesty's 

services, which, taken collectively, prove to 

a demonstration that any one suffering from 

obesity who systematically applies his 

remedy for a few weeks consecutively can 

be cured. The patients under his treatment 

are not asked to be " fasting men," and it 

is remarkable that in the case of many of 

Mr. Russell's subjects their appetite in- 

creases as their weight diminishes. A 

pamphlet containing two hundred and fifty- 

six pages of most interesting and trust- 

worthy information, together with the 

recipe, may be had by writing to Mr. 

Russell, enclosing six penny stamps for 

postage. With such a remedial agent as 

Mr. Russell's specific, excessively corpulent 

persons have only themselves to blame if they 

arenot speedily reduced to fitting proportions. ■

The following are extracts from other 

publications : ■

Should Stout Persons Starve Them- 

selves 1 — We are afraid that semi-starva- 

tion as a cure for corpulency prevails very 

much to a dangerous degree. Mr. Archer, 

the late well-known prominent jockey, was 

in the habit of going without food for a 

long stretch in order that he could ride a 

certain horse at its weight, and there is not 

much doubt that the debility resulting from 

this habit of abstemiousness was certainly 

not conducive to combating the dire attack 

of fever which was perhaps indirectly 

responsible for the untimely end, in the 

zenith of his fame, of this unfortunate but 

accomplished horseman. Even Mary Jane 

in the kitchen will eat sparingly of the 

food allowed her, while she will seek to 

reduce her fat by copious draughts from the 

vinegar cruet, and succeeds only in injuring 

the coats of her stomach — the forerunner of ■

dyspeptic trouble which will be difficult to 

overcome. The Continental medicos seem 

to advocate this great reduction of ordinary 

foods, but one of these savants suggests that 

the stout person should eat considerably of 

fatty meats in order that the appetite be 

appeased, and consequently less food re- 

quired, so that practically this is indirectly 

advocating semi-starvation. On the other 

hand, Mr. Russell, the British specialist, 

takes a different course. He says : " Eat as 

much as you like," and as it is an acknow- 

ledged fact that under his treatment persons 

lose from tl^ro to twelve pounds per week it 

beyond doubt stands out pre-eminent against 

those so-called starvation cures "made in 

Germany." Some claim that Mr. Russell 

has to insist upon his patients drinking hot 

water every morning, but on the contrary, 

he avers that it is dangerous to do so, and 

has, of course, never advised it. Ko ; the 

success of Mr. Russell's treatment is in- 

comparably beyond other specialists, for he 

resorts to no i^ringent dietary, and simply 

prescribes a harmless vegetable tonic com- 

bination, which is the outcome of years of 

study and botanical research. We advise 

all those, interested in this question to get 

this book, the price of which is only six- 

pence. It is entitled " Corpulency and the 

Cure" (two hundred and fifty-six pages), and 

is published by him at Wobum House, Store 

Street, London, W.C. It can be had direct 

or through any bookseller. — " The Million." 

Good News for Stout Persons. — It 

does not follow that a person need to be the 

size of Sir John Falstaff to show that he is 

unhealthily fat. According to a person's 

height so should his weight correspond, and 

this standard has been prepared by 

Mr. F. C. Russell, of Wobum House, Store 

Street, Bedford Square, London, W.C, so 

that any one can see at a glance whether or 

no he is too stout. People in the past have 

been wont to regard fatness as constitutional, 

and something to be laughed at rather than 

to be prescribed for seriously ; but this is 

evidently an error, as persons whose mode 

of life has caused a certain excess of fiesh 

require treating for the cause of that excess, 

not by merely stopping further increase, but 

by removing the cause itself. It is mar- 

vellous how this " Pasteur " and " Koch " 

of English discoverers can actually reduce as 

much as fourteen pounds in seven days with 

a simple herbal remedy. His book (two 

hundred and fifty-six pages), only costs six- 

pence, and he is quite willing to afford all 

information to those sending as above. It is 

really well worth reading. — "jFoxget me-not." ■
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Beauty Baths were very much in favour 

amougst French ladies of bygone years. 

Madame Tallien used to take a bath pre- 

pared of strawberries and raspberries, twenty 

pounds of the former and two of the latter 

being crushed and thrown into the bath. 

This had the eflfect of rendering the skin very 

soft, and delicately tinged with pink, while 

giving it a beautiful perfume. Those who live 

in the country may indulge in a spring bath 

prepared from cowslips or wild primroses, 

three handfuls of either being thrown into 

the bathful of water. This perfumes the 

skin and is very soothing both to it and the 

nervous system. Half a pound of crystals 

of carbonate of soda, two handfuls of pow- 

dered starch, and a tea-spoonful of essence 

of rosemary added to the bath makes it 

strengthening and soothing, and particularly 

valuable when one is suffering from acidity, 

nettle-rash, or other irritating eruptions of 

the skin. ■

A VERY good story is told about Jacob 

Tome, the millionaire bank president, who 

the other day left a package containing 

sixty thousand dollars in bank-notes lying 

on a car seat. As is well known, his wealth, 

which is estimated at several millions, was 

accumulated by hard work and shrewd 

investments. He started life on a raft, and 

at one time during his career was an ostler 

in Maryland. Some time ago, so the story 

goes, a friend of his, who had been a fellow- 

ostler in Tome's early days, and who had 

never risen above that, approached him for 

the loan of two hundred and fifty dollars. 

The demand for security incensed Mr. 

Tome*s friend, who, turning to him, said : 

" Why, dang it, Jake, weren't you and I 

ostlers together 1 " and received the reply : 

" Yes, and you're an ostler still." ■

"Washing Day Colds. — If washing day 

were expurgated from the week, most 

housekeepers could go through the year 

without a cold. Faint with fatigue, and 

with every pore opened by the steam from 

the boiling suds, women go and hang out 

the clothes, perhaps standing in the snow 

and slush until their feet are numb. One 

alternative is to let the clothes lie in the 

basket imtil after dinner, when, with less 

exhaustion, there will be less liability to a 

chill. This is where the advantage comes 

of having a sitting-room separate from the 

kitchen, for then the work can be taken 

more leisurely and with less confusion than 

when there must ' be a grand clear-up for 

every meal, putting work out of sight 

temporarily, or hurrying it to a forced 

completion. ■

Washing-Up. — In many kitchens the 

washing-up assumes dreadful magnitude in 

the cook's eyes. In fact it is the " b^te 

noir" of her existence, and small wonder, 

for she seems always to have a collection of 

pots, platters, and pans. If, however, she 

could only be persuaded to practise the old 

domestic theory of " Clean as you go," she 

would never be inundated with washing-up, 

and half the muddle in the kitchen would 

be done away with. Besides which, 

articles that are washed up directly they 

have been used are not half the trouble, 

because instead of the remains of the 

contents having become incrusted on to the 

saucepan they are fresh from cooking, and 

can lien be very easily cleaned. Directly 

the contents have been emptied from the 

cooking utensils, be they saucepans, stew- 

pans, frying-pans, or otherwise, they should 

be refilled with water and a little soda, and 

stood on the grate to soak and for the water 

to heat. They can then be expeditiously 

washed, rinsed, dried, and put away. ■

Clear Tomato Soup. — One pound of 

tomatoes, a quarter of a pound of ham, 

four tablespoonfuls of corn-flour, two table- 

spoonfuls of butter, an onion, bay-leaf, two 

teaspoonfuls of sugar, and a palatable 

seasoning of salt and pepper. Put the 

tomatoes in a granite or a porcelain-lined 

kettle ; add to them a quart of water, the 

ham, bay-leaf, and onion ; cover the sauce- 

pan and cook slowly for fifteen minutes, 

then strain through a sieve sufficiently fine to 

remove the seeds. Return the soup to the 

saucepan. Moisten the corn-flour in a little 

cold water, add it to the boiling soup, stir 

continually till it thickens, add the sugar, 

soda, salt, pepper, and butter ; stir until the 

butter is melted and thoroughly mixed 

with the soup. ■

Imitation Ground Glass. — Dissolve two 

ounces of Epsom salts in half a pint of 

beer, and apply it to the glass with a small 

sponge. As it becomes dry it crystallises, 
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shovel it up in the dust pan. More carpets 

are worn out by hard sweeping than by 

regular " wear and tear." Sweep with a 

downward regular stroke, keeping the dust 

under the broom. Wring out a house 

flannel in ammonia water, and wipe over 

your carpet after the dust has settled, and 

see how clean and bright it will look. ■
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ROMAHCB OF MODERN DAYS. 

By BSME STUAET. ■

^ "Joan VeUacotr "A Wmnan of Forty," " Kettdl 

of Gfreystone," etc., ttc. ■

CHAPTER ZIJII. A BROKEN IDOL. ■

That same eveniDg Dora stood ready 

dressed for dinner, waiting outside her 

turret chamber. It was chilly and draughty, 

and the candle in the old silver candle- 

stick guttered and wreathed itself into a 

winding sheet. Forster's room was some 

way from hers, and she always waited for 

' him to come and fetch her down to dinner. 

It was his habit to think of others in these 

little ways, and perhaps this spontaneous 

kindness increased the personal influence 

he exercised over his fellow creatures. ■

Dora felt nervous after all she had gone 

through. The outward signs of perfect 

health and spirits had left her, and she 

looked rotmd her as if she expected to see 

something uncanny. ■

*' It does seem horrid and ungrateful of 

me," she thought, "but I'm glad we are 

gtnng away, very glad. I want to get home, 

sad to see Forster looking like his old self. 

Is it something to do with the Princess and 

HuHp 1 Oh, I hope not, I hope not, but 

perhaps——-" Dora paused; even in her 

thoughts she would not believe Forster 

could be wrong, only something evil in the 

teiy atmosphere of the Palace seemed to 

tomnmd her. She did not know why, 

ualfiss it were suggested by the vision of 

ikb King's disagreeable face as he looked at ■

She had put on a plain black velveteen 

diw because it was chilly, and with her 

jmqig girlish head held a little high in a ■

listening attitude she made a pathetic pic- 

ture. The thought of her broken promise 

still weighed heavily on her, the more so 

because the Duke and Penelope seemed to 

make so light of it. ■

''Adela will understand," she thought, 

again dreaming of home. " We have been 

here too long. It feels as if we had got to 

an enchanted palace, such as one reads of 

in old stories. At home it is all so 

different. Forster, too, was so well and 

happy till a few days ago. What has 

happened ) Something, I am sure. When 

will he come for me 1 " ■

She listened intently. A sound of rats 

in some room near at hand made her shiver 

a little — she, who had once had no fears i 

Then she again fancied that she heard a 

faint, veiy faint noise. No, it was only 

footsteps. At last she heard Forster*s voice ; 

he had not quite forgotten her, and was 

running up the winding stairs. ■

"Dora!" ■

He held a light in his hand and its 

flickers lighted up a ghastly face, with an 

expression on it which Dora had never seen 

before. ■

" Yes, here I am ; I have been waiting 

ten minutes for you. I thought you would 

never come." ■

"Poor child, I was in late. I have 

been out again, but it is useless. I can't 

find Philip." ■

'* Do you want him so muchi" Dora asked, 

hardly knowing what she said, but feeling 

that something very terrible must be the 

matter for Forster to look like that — some- 

thing which she could not at all understand, 

but which was as painful for her brother 

as the King's face had been for her. ■

"Yes, Dora, I want him very much. 

Come down now. He may come in, but if 

he does not I must wait up for him. I ■

U^^VUSD 8EBIS9. ■
28S ■
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must see him. If he is very late we 

cannot go off to-morrow morning, or, at 

least, I cannot go. Perhaps you could go 

home alone and explain about me, and say 

that I will follow as soon as possible. Tell 

mother that I am quite well/ and that I 

shall stay at home till- '* ■

"Till .when, Forster? What is the 

matter 1 You look so strange." ■

*'Do II No, it is nothing, little Dora. 

I want you to go home, and we can all 

be together till I go back to Africa." ■

** Africa, the settlement 1 Oh, no ! You 

are not strong enough. You have only 

just got over your fever." ■

They had now reached the bottom of 

the spiral stairs, where the passage leading 

to thie otheir turret biianched off. This 

passage was the one where the ghostly 

steps were heard, and Dora suddenly seized 

Forster's arm as if for protection. ■

" Oh, Forster, it does seem silly. I 

never was afraid before, but since I saw 

the King in the wood, and since my night 

walk, I feel so stupidly nervous. What 

Will Adela say 1" ■

Dora tried to laugh, but the laugh re- 

echoed from the hair in a mocking manner. ■

They entered the drawing-room, and here 

the customs of everyday life, which lay 

so heavy a hand on every one, forced back 

feelings which were uppermost, for the 

Duke, in his faultless evening dress and 

his courtly manneirs, seemed to remind 

his guests that society does not countenance 

any exhibition of feeling. ' ■

"Where is Penelope T' said the Duke; 

then he added, turning to the butler : " Go 

and tell Mrs. Winskell that dinner is 

ready." ■

The man disappeared, and the Duke 

offered his arm to Dora. ■

« We will not wait for the kdy of the 

house," he remarked. "I dare say she 

will soon come. As to Philip, his absence 

is most unwarrantable." ■

The old dining-room felt dreary, although 

all the outward effect was cheerful enough. 

The fire blazed on the hearth, and the 

curtains were closely drawn. ■

Forster was glad enough that Penelope 

was late. It would have been his duty 

to give her his arm, and he could not 

yet bear the idea of feeling her hand upon 

him, the hand that had made him thrill 

with such intense but treacherous happiness. 

The one great dread now filling \nB mind 

banished ill other sensationA. A man who 

has severely burnt his um forgets a cut. 

on his finger. ■

Looking up at the Duke, who was making 

himself as agreeable as usual to Dora, Forster 

wondered why he should himself be suffer- 

ing so much, when evidently hid host was 

not at all anxious. But then the "Duke 

did not know what Philip had lieard. 

Was it all a mare's nest, or was the ex- 

planation of his disappearance natural ) ■

** There is the Princess," said the Duke 

in a few moments; "in this quiet place 

punctuality is not enough cultivated. Ah, 

Penzie." ■

Dora looked up at the Princess, vaguely 

wondering what was taking place, but she 

noticed that Penelope was, if very pale 

and quiety at least quite unlike Forster, 

who could not hide his anxiety. ■

" I am sorry, uncle ; I have been speaking 

to my father.'* ' ■

The dignity of her manner had never 

shone forth so much. She was a Princess 

now, every inch of her. Her restraint and 

calmness were no mere result of chara^r, 

but of the studied habit of years. This 

enabled her to show no jbrace of. feeling 

before the servants, or indeed before any 

of those now present. Thotigh the effort 

was terrible, she had determined to be 

calm and natural, and Forster alone could 

see how well shd succeeded. But even 

Dora, ignorant as she was of the truth, 

could neither feel nor act quite naturally. 

The atmosphere seemed weighed down by 

a presentiment of evil. ■

" I wonder wheye Mr. Winskell can be 1 " 

she said, looking at the Duke. ■

"It is strange ; he must have missed 

his path in the fog. I never remember 

such a fog before at this time of the year. 

I have ordered the carriage tormorrow for 

you, Bethune. You must leave this house 

punctually at six o'clock. I hope the fog 

will have cleared by that time.'' ■

"I shall be quite ready," exdi^imed 

Dora. "Forster taught me punctuality 

when I was young, though as a family we 

are not famed for it. We all know that 

mother never can be ready for anyt}iing, 

and she does try so hard to make up 

for her lost time." Doht laughed as she 

said this. ■

"Catching time by the forelock is not 

easy," said the Duke. ■

"•No one can really do it, can they, 

Princess 1 " said Dora, " It's like trying to 

undo one's mistakes. * One can't really, one 

can only do something else. Father said 

that to me one day when I was a tiny 

child, and for a long time it made me quite 

frightened of doing anything, foi fear it ■
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slioald be one of those things which I could 

not undo," ■

"Have you seen Oldcom, sii;i" said 

Forster. ■

**He was to return this evening. The 

King had sent Jbim off early to the furthest 

gheep run on the Steenley fells. I have 

left word of this mischanoo, and on his 

return he will find Philip, I'm sure." ■

At last the weary diiS^ner was ended, and 

Penelope and.Dom went together to the 

drawing-room. All the curtains were now 

drawn so that no face could look in ; but 

Penelope, goipg to the ^nd of the room, 

drew Que aside, and looked out into the 

ioggy silence. Dord daxed not say any- 

thing^ and sat over the fire, lost in thoughts 

of horns. She had never before realised so 

much the m^nipg of homesickness. She 

was glad to be going, in spite of the nn^ 

numtered charms of the wild Rothery glen. ■

After a long silence Penelope came back 

to the hearth. : She now seemed very rest- 

less, hex usual Calmness had forsaken her. 

She frowned a little as she stood there, tall 

and dignified* for pride was still the pre- 

domijiiant expression of her face. ■

Dora, looking at her, seemed gradually 

to be losing her young innocence, and to be 

beginnipg to understand dimly that life was 

a very complex affair. Then, filled suddenly 

with that young passionate wish to give 

figrmpathy, and to mend all thisjgs broken, 

^m chipped china to a human being's 

heart, she started up and put her arm 

round Penelope's neck. ■

" Ob, Princess, Princess, tell me what is 

the matter. I^ know that something is, 

that perhaps much is wrong; I don't 

QUdenstand it, but I see Forster is unhappy. 

Oh 1 so strangely unhappy. I have never 

seen him look like that . before; and you, 

too, you are changed. Is it all this gold, 

this dreadful money I But why, yhy is iti 

I can't understand." ■

**It is better you should not Understand 

il^ child," said the Princess, "far better. 

You were brought, up so differently; you 

had a loving home, and loving thoughts all 

about you, whilst I^-I was always lonely 

^ad. I did not even know it And ,then 

when I found it out, and when I knew the 

meaning of the word, and t^e meaning of 

— another, word, then suddenly, all became , 

jlarknesSf and the loneliness came back. 

Kow iliere is nothing left in the world to 

eomiott me, nothings ^cept perhaps — oh, 

D<»ay kiss me I Your love; briogs a little 

waruUh back. I have^ been so cold out 

there in. the glen," ■

Dora thought she spoke of physical cold, 

and kissed her pale cheeks and warmed her 

fingers, wondering why a woman who had 

everything heart could desire should be so 

lonely. It was still a mystery to her. 

. "You are ill," she said at last. ■

"111! Oh no, I have never been ill; I 

don't think I know what it means. Bat I 

am very cowardly to-night ; I did not think 

you would ever see that in me, Dora. Our 

motto makes that impossible.'- After a 

Booment's silence she added : '' My &ther 

wants me at the farm this evening." ■

"This evening-^oh. Princess! that is 

impossible I Look how dark it is, and it is 

still so foggy. What wpuld-rrForsteir wlj t " ■

" Hush ! Don't tell them.: I ifaust go. 

Haven't I done all this for my father and 

for my uncle 1 For the house of Winskelll 

As to its being dark, I could ^d my way 

blindfolded anywhere round, the Rothery, 

I know every step — besides, I W^nt to go 

out." ■

"But it is our last evening together." ■

Penelope smiled. ■

" Poor Dora. You are treated badly, 

but — no, you are my good spirit, dear, if 

there are good spirits about us. Sometimes 

I tiiink there is nothing but evil around us." ■

Dora shivered a little. ■

" * Deliver us from evil *-— I always 

think that meand from evil and invisible 

beings. ; Princeis, let me come with you." ■

" No, no, I must go alone. Remember 

ho^ many years our house was desolate and 

ruinous, how .money was always wanted, 

how we learnt to have no wishes, no feelings 

as to such.€mall things as heat and cold. 

Though you know ine as a great lady now, 

Dora, all the outside part of riches is. really 

irksome to me. But to my uncle, on the 

contrary, it is necessary. He was bom to 

be rich, he loves luxury. He looks years 

younger since we have had money. Yes, 

I did right, and I would do it again^" ■

She spoke hurriedly, not speiddng so 

mucfi to Dora as to herself, and to some 

invisible accuser. Then she continued : ■

** Yes, I must go ; but, Dora^ wheh your 

brother comes io, don't repeat a word of all 

this to him. He is troubled about Philip, 

and I do not ^vish him to be anxious about 

me," ' ■

" Oh 1 but you don't really think any* 

thing has happened to him, do you 1 " asked 

Dora in a frightened, tone. ■

"I don't know; nothing really bad, of 

course, but he may have taken a journey." ■

"Oh no, surely not so soon; but why, 

why]" ■
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Penelope walked away again towards the 

window, and just then a low, dismal howl 

was heard outside. It was Nero, sending 

forth such an unearthly cry of concentrated 

misery that no wonder the mind of man 

has associated the sound with an idea of 

death. ■

Perhaps it was the shock produced by 

this, or else some deep subtle longing for 

sympathy, which suddenly made the Princess 

confide her secret to a girl so much younger 

and so far removed from herself in aim and 

in character. ■

** Why ? You are old enough to know, 

Bora ; you must know some day. Because 

Philip came home, and, and — he saw — he 

heard his — he heard the woman he had 

married declare that she had no love to give 

him." ■

"No, no, not that," said Dora, seizing 

Penelope's hand in hers. "That is im- 

possible ; it was not you. Princess, it was 

your lower nature, a being who is not really 

your own self. Oh no, no. Philip is so 

good. He ought to be called ' Great-heart.' 

Adela said that one day, and it is true. I 

am sure of it. He loves you as — I don't 

think I have ever seen a man love before. 

I know I am young, but in London I have 

seen people, and one hears about things and 

—and " ■

Suddenly Dora paused, and she looked 

up at Penelope with a sudden look of 

intense horror in her face. ■

"Oh, Penelope, tell me — did he hear 

you say that to — to — Forster, to my 

Forster?" ^ ■

"Yes," and then hearing some distant 

sound, and knowing she must go to her 

father, Penelope gathered up the folds of 

her long, soft evening gown, and walked 

out without sayiDg another word, but not 

before she had seen the look in Dora's eyes, 

and then she knew that sin is far-reaching 

in its effects, and is like sulphur, which 

can tarnish silver even without coming into 

contact with it. ■

In the great, lonely, half-lighted room 

Dora Bethime crouched down on the hearth- 

rug, and as she pressed her young head 

against the hard oak seat of the arm-chair, 

she moaned out in her agony : ■

" Oh, Forster, Forster. No, no, it cannot 

be Forster." ■

OHAPTBR ZLIV. A DEATH HOWL. ■

On such a night it was strange that 

above the fog, now slowly dispersing, the 

stars should shine out brightly, as if tiying ■

to pierce the white covering which earth 

had drawn over herself. ■

By the farm in the wood, where the 

King now so often burrowed, like an aged 

animal retumiDg to his lonely lair to die, 

the gloom was thick. Close by a young 

chained fox was tugging to free himself, 

for in the near distance he heard the melan- 

choly call of his fellows, which he wildly 

answered, though knowing his impotence 

to obey these eerie appeals. It was past 

ten o'clock before the Princess, now dressed 

in dark, rough woollen clothes, ascended 

the steep path leading to the farm. As 

she reached the door Jim Oldcom came 

striding up from another direction. ■

Knowing there were guests at the Palace 

he was a little surprised at seeing her, but 

he had been too long in the King's service 

to show this by word or look as he 

awkwardly but respectfully bared his head. ■

"Oh, Jim, come here; I want to see 

you particularly. Is the King in there 1 

He told me he would be, but he does not 

always remember." ■

" It wad mabbe he's forgotten. Princess, 

but ah's gaun ta hev a try at t' door. Ah 

guessen varra much he kent lal better than 

to kip ye waitin'. He's oalas oppen till 

a bit o' mystry. Aw'm not proud o't job 

o' to-day, leuken ower t* fell farms for 

strayed sheep and leuken for thieves." ■

"Did the King send you, Jim? It 

has taken you all day, and the Duke's 

been wanting you sadly. Mr. Gillbanks 

has missed his way in the fog, at least 

he is not at home, and you must find him. 

You had better get ba^k . to the P&l&ce 

quickly, and see the Duke." ■

" Well, ah'll be hough," said Jim Old- 

corn. " It's a terrible neet for the fells." ■

"I don't know if he went on the fells 

or along the Bothery valley, or where 

he went, but you must find some one to 

go with you. He may have slipped, or 

—or " ■

" Sure and sartin, nobuddy cud see any- 

think this kind o' neet, not even a jwoke. 

If ye ga up till the farm. Princess, aw'U 

run hoam ; but have a care," he added in 

a low voice. "This morning the King, 

though he be a white-heedit man, com' oot 

leuken varra mad-like." ■

"I can take care of myself, Jim; go 

at once to the Palace," said Penelope. 

"You should have come home sooner. 

The business could not have taken you 

all this time. You must have met a friend." ■

" Aih deear ! I only met Libby Squeears 

and she told me to wait for her at the ■
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•Merry Foresters,' but I just bided a 

minute till aw was fairly tire't o' waitin' 

seah lang. That's the first toime ye say 

aw wur slow, sure and sartin ; as to find- 

ing the young master, I rayder think he's tuk 

t^ hint of the King, and made hissel scarce." ■

Penelope stamped her foot. ■

"Go at olice, Oldcorn, and don't talk 

any more." ■

''Awll wait a sekkint. Princess, and 

see aboot the King," which he accordingly 

did, and having, by means known to him- 

self effected an entrance, he told the Prin- 

cess that his master was waiting for her, 

and then he thought it best to stride down 

the hill towards the Palace. ■

Penelope had never been much afraid of 

her father's strange madness — indeed her 

own courage and fearless pride had always 

till now had a certain restraining effect 

upon his bursts of fury and bad language — 

but to-night, as the girl entered, it seemed 

to her that l^e being before her was hardly 

one whom it would be safe to contradict. 

A wild glitter in his eyes, added to a 

stiange quietness of manner, frightened her 

more than all his former ravings. As she 

closed the latch she unconsciously thought 

that it would not be very difficult to escape 

if the King became too violent, but of 

common fear she felt none. ■

*• Well, what do you want 1 Why have 

you made me come here at this time ? " she 

said, too spent with previous emotion to 

care much what now might be said to her. ■

**Sit down, girl — why, curse you, after 

all I am your father, though you're nothing 

but a woman. You and Grey barrow want 

that gold, do you? What if I say nol Ehl" ■

" No, no, keep it, do what you like with 

it I want none of the evil thing," she 

said almost fiercely, looking into the wood 

fire, which sent strange flickers over the old 

King and along the rafters of his rude 

dwelling. ■

•• Eh I That's what you say now, is it 1 

But I've told Greybarrow that he shall have 

it to build up the fortunes of the house. 

It's no matter to me now my son's dead. 

He was the last of the Winskells. Listen, 

Penelope, there's no one can take his place, 

no one shaU. You can — devil take me, 

what's that cursed noise 1 " ■

** The foxes," said Penelope quietly, for 

the old man's eye glittered unnaturally. ■

** It's for all the world like a human cry ; 

we have often said so, the boy and I." ■

"Is this all you want to say 1 I must 

go^ there's trouble enough without adding 

to it." ■

'* But I can make things straight. Come, 

girl, you're over proud — devilish proud. 

Listen, I know all about it. You love that 

man with the old name. Well, then, you 

shall have him; I say it, I, the King of 

Rothery." ■

** What are you talking about ? I have 

always managed my own affairs, and shall 

stUl do so." ■

" No, it was Greybarrow who did it, and 

he's a fool. Do you hear, Penelope ? He's 

mad. He thought oil and water would mix. 

He's a " ■

<' No one shall abuse my uncle to me," 

said Penelope. " Neither you nor anybody 

else.** ■

"I tell you I can give yon what you 

want You can *' ■

" Are you coming home this evening, 

sir)" said Penelope, rising quickly. She 

began to fear her father, she knew not 

why. The very motion of his thin fingers and 

the curious expression of his face made her 

inwardly shudder. Outwardly she did not 

move a muscle, she scorned to show fear. ■

"No, I shall stay here. There's peace 

here and no strangers. There, get off with 

you. Where's Oldcorn 1 Why did he go ) " ■

*' I sent him on an errand." ■

" You sent him ! A fine thing to order 

your father's servants. You're mighty 

proud, I dare say ; but hark, Penelope, I 

only return you good for evil! There, 

there, go to your lover; he's no common 

tradesman at least The family is not as 

old as ours, but they have blue blood in 

their veins." ■

'*How dare you speak like that of — 

of " ■

But the King only chuckled, and the 

Princess, flushing with anger, rose to go. ■

" You won't see Oldcorn to-night. Why 

don't you come home 1 " ■

But the King did not answer, and as 

Penelope opened the door, an owl floundered 

about the boughs of a near tree, and his 

weird hoot mingled with the distant howl 

of a roving fox. And all the way home 

the Princess seemed to be pursued by these 

sinister sounds, and by the scornful words 

of her father: '* There, there, go to your 

lover." ■

Gro to your lover! No, she could not ■

do that, unless — unless Then she flung ■

the idea away, remembering Forster's face. 

Life must be lived through without love 

and without hope. Philip would come 

back and Forster would explain to him, ■

and then, and then ? A great blank ■

wall rose before her mind's eye. Was there ■
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a deadly curse on the house of Winskell I 

Why was everything a failure or worse 

than a failure, when Outwardly life appeared 

to he a success ) ■

When she reached home she went round 

hy her father's door, always kept open 

hy him. No rohhers were to he feared 

in this Talley, for none would have heen 

hold enough to venture through the maze 

of the Rothery Glen. To her surprise tlfe 

door was locked, and this showed her that 

the King had every intention of staying 

at the farm for this night at least. Every 

day he hecame more suspicious and strange. ■

''It is this horrid gold that has turned 

his head,'' she said, and then, going round 

to; the front door, which the modem servants 

could not he persuaded to leave unholted, 

she was forced to ring the heH. ■

The sleepy hutler looked supremely and 

scornfully surprised at his mistress's appear- 

ance and dress. By his marked manner 

of reholting the massive oak door, he meant 

to imply the rebuke which he could not 

utter. She did not go, as usual, to her 

uncle's study, hut retired at once to her 

room and rang for Betty, who had never 

yet been persuaded to give up to the smtot 

lady's maid the duties of putting her I^rin* 

cess to ' bedi. Betty's tongue was by np 

means tied to-night. ■

"Mercy on us! Miss Penelope! It's 

very late you are to-night, and such a tale 

Jim Oldcorn's given us, and he says as how 

the ihastecU never come in.^ ■

"What tale, Betty?" ■

"That the King sent him on a fool's 

errand about the sheep, saying that Dan 

Johnson had been re-marking with his own 

mark, and Dan he swore as it was the 

King diat had been putting his brand on 

his sheiep, and they went on arguing till 

both were black in the face^ and Oldcom 

tnust needs go all over the fells to make 

certain sure, and by that time it was late, 

and Libby— you know. Miss Penelope, her 

that was own cousin to my brother's wife — 

she begged him to wait for her, for it's mighty 

lonely is the wood path from Lindale valley 

to the Rothery, and Libby's so fearful 

of spirits, so he waited and waited." ■

"What did he do when he got herd" 

broke in the Princess, for this account of 

Jim's day was not at all interesting to her. ■

*^I was coming to that-^ ma'am," said 

Betty, putting on great dignity. " Jim went 

to the Duke, he said you bade him to do so, 

and then he heard for the first time how 

the young master was missing, and how 

so be he was to find him. Mr. Bethune, ■

he came too, and looked skeered, and said 

how he had seen him in the afternoon, 

and not since, and that thd fog had pre- 

vented him finding of him." ■

" And Jim's gone, then 1 How did you 

know all this V* ■

" He come and found me. Miss Penelope, 

in my own room, and he just recounted it." ■

" He had better have gone at once ; but 

Mr. Gillbanks " — Penelope often called hira 

thus to Betty — **is only gone on the estate ; 

the fog overtook him, and he could not get 

back. He does not know the paths as we 

do." ■

" It's all strange, Miss Penelope, and all 

strangers, and no good comes of them. 

You'd better have remained single, and not 

meddled with the foreigners. It's your 

great-aunt. as don't. countenance it^ sure and 

certain, Miss Penelope." ■

" You always were foolish, Betty," said 

the Princess angrily. Then suddenly her 

wrath died down, being extinguished in its 

own sorrow. ** Has Miss Dora gond to bedi" ■

'fThat she has, long igo, wee pretty 

lamK She's more like a babe in long 

clothes than a grown woman ; but I heard 

her sobbijig as if her heart would break. 

It's beciause she's leaving. She said to me 

last Week, * I would like to stay here years, 

Betty ' ; and I said, ' Oh, Miss Dora^. it's 

but a poor place to Uve in, a poor place, 

and one that wears of the spirits, if so 

be you're a stranger to it all.' " ■

But Penelope Was not listening. When 

Betty had finished brushing out her long 

hair, she paused. ■

"You've no fears for Mister f^hilip, 

ma'am, have you t There's Nero has been 

howling tiie death howl this evening, and it 

turns one to shivers o* listening, as Jim says." ■

" Fears ! What nonsense I You are all 

superstitious and foolish, all of you," 

answered Penzie aiigrily; "but don't 

repeat your silly tales to meu I tell you 

I have no fears for Mr. Gillbanks, none at 

all. Good night. Go to bed, Betty." ■

" Nero's howl was the death howl never- 

theless," muttered Betty, as she went off. 

" Poor thing, poor thing ; a widow before 

she knows how a wife should love I It was 

not on her side, not on hers, and aha none 

so anxious, I could see." ■

DAYS IN DELHL ■

The thrilling events connected with the 

capture of Delhi in the dark days of the 

Indian Mutiny almost obliterate the memory ■
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of her pievions history, and the dim outlines 

of the distant past seem blnrred by the 

Iniid mist of the modem tragedy. The 

capital of the Mogtds haa been Tegarded so 

ezdusiyely from a single aspeet tliat personal 

investigation alone brings adequate realisa^ 

tion of the fact that even the heroic siege 

of 1857 was but an incident in the long 

scroll of immemorial history unrolled before 

us. ■

Imperial Delhi was built by Shah Jehan, 

a contemporary of Queen Elizabeth, and 

the wilderness of imposing ruins which 

surrounds it marks the site of the ancient 

dty mentioned ih Hindu chronicles as a 

place of importance even in b.o. 1400. 

The early ages of Delhi are veiled in that 

:twiligbt of drealnland and myth which 

ckmds the borderland of history, but the 

vague records imply a long period of undia- 

turbed security and peace. This golden age 

of the city's life, though prolonged by the 

slow developement of the unchanging East, 

vanished like the early dew beneath^ tbe 

morning sun, as the world grew from child- 

hood to maturity. The attacks of fierce 

Hindu tribes struck repeated blows at the 

immemorial dynasty consolidated through 

countless age&, and from the date of the 

first Mohammedan incursion, a.d. 715, 

perpetual confliot raged round Delhi, until 

at length she yielded to the irresistible 

power of the Moguls. Forty years after 

t^e earliest raids of the Moslem hordes, 

they were ig^ominiously expelled from the 

country, but in a.i). 1000* they returned 

with overwhelming forces, and* in less than 

a century conquered the whole of Northern 

India. Three hundred years of internal i 

war and ansurchy followed the victorious 

onslaught of the invading hosts, and the 

government was alternately divided andi 

cenlxalised according to the measure of 

success which attended the prince of the 

reigning dynasty. In ad. 1398 Timour 

^e' Tartar, better known as Tamerlane, 

pmetoated to Delhi, where he proclaimed, 

himself Emperor of India. A fifteen days' 

occupation of the city sufficed for the task 

of pillage and destruction, after which the 

new monarch abruptly withdrew himself to 

devastate all the provinces under his yoke. ■

At the end of two centuries fraught, with 

intemeciKe strife and tumult, Baber Khan, 

the Mogul Sultan of Cabul, invaded India, 

-and became master of Delhi in a.d* 1526. 

His son was driven out by the exasperated 

peo{^e, but returned after nxteen years to 

restore the Mogul dynasty. The three: 

Emperots of this mighty line, who im-; ■

pressed the indelible seal of their own 

individuality on Northern India, were the 

wise and tolerant Akbar ; the despotic but 

highly-cultured Shah Jehan, who signalised 

his reign by the erection of buildings which 

rank among the wonders of the architectural 

world ; and the fiery conqueror Aurungzebe, 

who brought the entire peninsula of India 

under his own control The Mahratta 

invaders reached the climax of power in 

the eighteenth century, when Nadir Shah, 

the greatest of modem Persian rulers, 

crossed the Indus, defeated the Imperial 

troops, and captured Delhi, which he plun- 

dered of gold and jewels to the value of 

twenty millions sterling. Again the Mogul 

dynasty was re-established, and again the 

Mahrattas ravaged the northern provinces 

with fire and sword. In 1761 they came 

into collision with the savage Afghans, and 

a battle in which four hundred thousand 

men were engaged resulted in the total 

defeat and practical extermination of Uie 

Mahratta forces: ■

In the succeeding centory the destinies 

of the peninsula were swayed by the East 

India Company, which became the most 

powerful commercial organisation in the 

world, and maintained an immense Native 

army commanded by European officers. 

The incveasing prestige of the wealthy 

trading community soon demanded a wider 

field of action than that provided by the 

early settlements of Surat, Bombay, and 

Calcutta, and a network of operations 

rapidly extended over the whole surface of 

India, from whence a vast annual revenue 

was derived by the monopoly of commerce. ■

A war waged against the Emperor of Delhi 

and the King of Oude resulted in the 

acquisition of the northern provinces, but 

in 1857 the smouldering embers of dis- 

content were fanned into a devouring flame, 

and the Sepoys rose in open rebellion. 

The monarchs of Delhi and Oude headed 

the revolt, which lasted for eighteen months, 

and at the close of the widespread Mutiny 

the government of the peninsula was 

transferred from the East India Company 

to the British Crown. At the capture of 

Delhi the Emperor was deposed and banished 

from the country, but a still more terril^ 

punishment was inflicted i:^n him by the 

stem and cruel necessities of war. The 

two princes of the royal house, as they lay 

bound in the cart which was conveying 

them to the prison, were discovered in the 

act ol inciting their guards to treachery by 

the promise of ultimate reward* The 

captives thus sealed their own doom, and ■
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weie immediately shot bj Major Hodson^ 

the English officer in command of the 

detachment — a prompt and self-reliant 

action which struck terror into the cowardly 

hearts of the native troops, and effectually 

quelled the final outbreak of rebellion. ■

The richly-wooded plain to the south-west 

of Delhi sweeps up to a rugged line of rocky 

hills covered with brushwood, and ter* 

minating in the famous "Ridge'' outside 

the city. The capture of tMs natural 

fortification by the English troops was a 

feat of heroism unsurpassed in the annals 

of modem warfare. The battlemented walls 

remain as they were left at the end of the 

siege, but the yawning breaches in the 

crumbling masonry, and the huge heaps of 

overthrown stones, which recall the stormy 

past, wear the green tracery of clinging ivy 

and feathery fern wherewith the hand of 

Nature strives to veil the ravages of war. 

The massive arches of the Cashmere G«te, 

so gallantly stormed by the British troops, 

still rise fibove ruined bastions and broken 

earthworks. Only a battered panel riddled 

witii shot remains of the great teakwood 

doors, hard as iron, which opposed their 

formidable barriers to the besieging forces. 

The Cashmere Gate was practically the key 

of the city, and the command of this coveted 

position ensured the ultimate control of the 

beleaguered capital. ■

The former concentration of local in- 

terests which individualised every Indian 

city has left^an ineffaceable stamp on Delhi, 

where the 'aspect and character of the 

people differ entirely from the prevailing 

types in Bengal, Bombay, or Madras. ■

A mighty citadel of red sandstone con- 

tains the royal palace within the lines of 

machioolated walls and frowning bastions, 

which resemble a stupendous range of 

porphyry cliffii rather than a fortress built 

by human hands. The British flag waves 

proudly above the colossal Elephant Gate, 

a massive pile flanked by two gigantic 

towers. We can imagine the pang of 

passionate regret with which the last scion 

of Delhi's royal line, the son bom in exile, 

regarded the standard of victorious Englimd 

as he gazed for the first time upon the 

palace of his race, and saw the British 

colours floating above the threshold which 

his own foot might never cross. ■

The unfortunate prince, impelled by an 

irresistible yearning to visit the lost capital 

of his father, was constrained to seek the 

shelter of the little d&k bungalow erected 

by the English Government for the ac- 

commodation of strangers^ and the offispring ■

of the royal house, now ** lost to use and 

power and name and fame,'' drank the cup of 

humiliation to the dregs^ as he realised 

in the stern decree of a doom more bitter 

than death that ''his place knew him 

no more." ■

A vaulted gateway beneath a dome larg^ 

enough for a cathedral gives access to a 

grassy enclosure, where soldiers are drilling 

in front of the beautiful Dewan-i-Am, or 

Judgement Hall. The exquisite mosaics of 

animals, birds, fruits, and flowers which 

brighten the pale purity of the milky 

marbles were inlaid by the famous Austin 

de Bordeaux, for the hand of the Mogul 

•'stretched through every land," and the 

artists of Italy and France were pressed 

into the service of Indian royalty during 

the period of boundless power and incalcu- 

lable wealth, when the great monuments of 

Mohammedanism rose in dream-like beauty 

above the burning plains of the northern 

provinces. In the Dewan-i-Khas^ or Hall 

of Private Audience, stood the Peacock 

Throne, valued at six millions sterling. 

This barbaric structure of gold and jewels 

resembled a huge four-post bedstead. Two 

life-sized peacocks of emerald, sapphire, and 

topaz spread their glittering trains on either 

side of the golden canopy, and a parrot of 

diamonds and mbies blazed in the centre. ■

The throne was demolished, and the 

material seized as plunder, by Nadir, Shah of 

Persia, in 1739. Other conquerors followed 

his example, and finally despoiled the 

palace of the principal treasures. The 

Hummum, or Eoyal Bath, was originally 

inlaid with gems, but the precious stones 

were tom from the setting, and the elabo- 

rate tracery wantonly defaced. The damage 

has been repaired with inferior enamelling, 

coloured lac being substituted for the miss- 

ing jewels, but the garish effect of the 

gaudy tints and brilliant gilding contrasts 

unfavourably with the subdued richness of 

tone in the halls and corridors, where the 

glow of intricate mosaic is mellowed and 

softened by age. Irreparable havoc was 

wrought upon the palace during the siege, 

and only a small portion of the original 

building remains to indicate the former 

splendour of the stately pile. Above a knot 

of gloomy cypresses, the delicate domes of 

the graceful Pearl Mosque, erected for the 

devotions of the Imperial Zenana, soar like 

clustering foam-bells into the sparkling 

blue of the Indian sky, the pearly white- 

ness of every glistening cupola relieved by 

a gilded pinnacle. Through the extensive 

Kudsia gardens, where luxuriant foliage ■
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and spacious lawns are brown with the 

stifling dost, in which sun-baked Delhi 

lies ankle-deep, we walk to Nicholson's 

grave in a dreary cemetery. A crumbling 

cross of greystone rises from a bed of flowers, 

withered and parched even in the laurel- 

shaded nook where the modern hero of 

Delhi sleeps amidst the peace he died to 

win. ■

Returning in the coolness of the sunset 

hour, past various points of interest con- 

nected with the siege, heaps of ruins, rusty 

gons and piled-up cannon-balls, mark the 

localities where the storm of battle raged 

with unremitting fury. The full moon 

floods the sky, and changes the tints of the 

wooded landscape into the sharp chiaroscuro 

of an etching before the fascinating ramble 

comes to an end ; the wild shriek of the 

jackals in the distant jungle reverberates 

across the plain, and forms a weird accom- 

paniment to the fantastic whirling of a 

Nautch-girl in the verandah, where gleaming 

eyes and waving arms loom through mys- 

terious shadows and suggest the mystic 

incantations of some Indian sibyl in the 

days of yore. ■

The curious Chandni Chowk, or " Silver 

Street," of Delhi, one of the most pictu- 

resque thoroughfares in the East, derives its 

name from the filigree wrought with un- 

rivalled skill and taste in the Mogul capital. 

Sunlight and shadow contend for mastery 

among irregular masses of tumbledown 

houses, where carved wooden balconies ap- 

proached by external stairs glow with rich 

embroideries, which form but a tithe of the 

varied treasures found in the Chandni 

Chowk. The muslin -robed merchants 

stand outside the shops to proclaim the 

value of the wares and to solicit inspection. 

Dark and winding steps lead to dusky 

chambers where an all-pervading odour of 

sandalwood and musk creates the tradi- 

tional Oriental atmosphere, and impregnates 

the bales of silk and cashmere piled roimd 

teak wood chests filled with silver, gold, and 

jewels. Bargaining proceeds with Eastern 

deliberation, which yields .to the rapid 

methods of the West when the adaptable 

Hindu mind detects a trace of dawning 

impatience on English faces. Temptation 

is rife, and through tons of rubbish in- 

numerable gems of art reward the explorer 

who can afford the necessary outlay of time 

and money. ■

The crowded streets of Indian cities 

present manifold attractions, but the study 

of native life and manners in Delhi is 

frequently interrapted by the grey herds ■

of Brahmini cows, which roam about at 

their will, with the evident conviction 

invariably entertained by these pampered 

animals that their own importance far 

exceeds that of the community which they 

inconvenience by their presence. An over- 

turned stall witnesses to the self-assertion 

of the sacred kine, and as our carriage 

disperses a blockade of sleek backs and 

interlacing horns, an indignant member of 

the scattered conclave wreaks vengeance on 

the battered chariot by pushing it along 

with these natural weapons to the end of 

the street. The "raison d'etre" of the 

assembled cows is found in the presence of 

a great Hindu temple, where a glimpse of 

glittering images in fretted shrines is 

unwillingly granted to the unbelievers, 

whose feet are forbidden to tread the 

sacred courts of the Brahmin sanctuary. 

Comparative toleration awaits us in the 

precincts of the magnificent Jumna Musjid, 

which ranks first among Indian mosques 

of Islam. This superb edifice of blood-red 

sandstone and snowy marble stands upon 

the levelled summit of a high knoll beyond 

the fort, with ruddy minarets piercing the 

hot blue sky above the misty whiteness of 

the cloud-like domes. ■

The red arcades and marble columns of 

the peristyle in the noble court complete 

the perfect harmony of form and colour, 

and in the severe simplicity and perfect 

proportion of the superb sanctuary we read 

the secret of that impressive power which 

characterises Mogul architecture. Tnrbaned 

sheiks lie prostrate on Persian carpets 

beneath the silvery heights of the central 

dome, and white-robed groups gather round 

the marble fountain outside the mosque, 

laving hands and faces in sunlit showers 

of rainbow-tinted spray. The erection of 

the Jumna Musjid occupied five thousand 

workmen daily for a period of six years, 

and in a.d. 1658 the vast building which 

so accurately represents the rigid austerity 

of the stem Mohammedan creed was brought 

to a triumphant completion. The blue 

waters of the sacred Jumna wind round 

stately mosque and frowning fort. On an 

island in the river opposite the palace, and 

connected with it by a stone bridge of five 

arches, stands the earlier citadel of 

Selimgurh, built before the present city 

existed, but after the erection of Shah 

Jehan's palatial abode within the mediaeval 

fortress, the ancient residence of royalty 

was converted into a state prison, and now 

serves as a military storehouse. Outside 

the Delhi Gate of the city lies the ■
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crumbling yillage of EerozabM, containing 

numerous relics of Buddhist shrines round 

an ancient stone pillar known as Feroz 

Shah's Laty and inscribed with some edicts 

of Asok^ in the P4ii character. The 

weight of the monolith is estimated at 

twenty-seven tons, and it probably com- 

memorates the conversion of the reigning 

monarck^ and his people to the tenets of 

Buddhism in those early days when the 

new faith spread with unexampled rapidity 

over every province of north - western 

India, Arohitectural remains of a later 

epoch add (o the attractions of . this old- 

world site. The noble tomb of the 

Emperor Humayan and the ruined mosque 

of Shir Shah,mai:k the change of creed 

which followed the Moslem invasion, while 

the observatory oi Jai Singh and the 

dese];ted Hall of Seventy Columns, known 

as the Chow^t^ recall the temporary 

triumph of Brahminism before the fanatical 

followers of the Prophet obtained possession 

of the coveted city. ■

A drive of eleven miles across the dusty 

plain bripg9 us to the Kootub Minar, the 

noblest architectural memorial of the past, 

apd the highest pillar in the world. This 

majestic column, forty-seven feet in dia- 

n^eter, tapers off in diminishing storeys 

marked by beautiful external galleries, to 

a height of two hundred and thirty^eight 

feet. The summit is reached by an easy 

ascent of three hundred and seventy^nine 

stone steps, and at every angle a niche with 

open horseshoe arches lights up the in* 

terior of the colossal minaret. The rich 

red sandstone of the lower portion terminates 

, at the third encircling corridor, and the 

remainder of the ribbed and fluted tower, 

composed of white Ulwar marble, darts 

[ like a shaft of light into the infinite blue 

of the radiant heaven. The wreathing 

inspriptions form ** the ninety-nine beauti- 

ful names of Allah," in delicate Persian 

' characters framed by deeply - cut Arab 

sculpture of bosses, bells, and lamps. ■

The Epotub Minar was erected by an ■

; Emperov of Delhi' for the use of his only ■

i daughter, in order that her eyes might rest ■

upon the sacred Ganges when she pe^ora^ ■

I hep daily orisons at the summit of the lofty ■

I tower. A magnificent view repays the ■

ascent to the highest galleiy, but the ■

[ vision of Gunga's healing flood, though per- ■

I chance vouchsafed to the eye of faith in ■

' the dearer spiritual atmosphere of an ■

earlier day, is withheld from the unbelieving ■

Giaour, and though the blue Jumna bounds ■

the wide expanse of sunburnt plain dotted ■

with crumbling ruins and hoary tombs, we 

look m vain for the mightier river which 

receives this noble tributary three hundred 

miles away. \ ■

The architectural monuments of India fre- 

quently gathered a group of satellites around 

them, like the feudal towns called into exis- 

tence by ihe needs of mediaeval castles. 

A solid shaft of mixed metal stands near 

the Kootub, which dwarfs it to diminutive 

size. This column, known as **The Iron 

Pillar," was placed in its present position 

by the Hindus about a.d. 315, and was 

erected by Bajah Bhawa, who inscribed 

his name upon the imperishable memorial. 

Another relic of Hindu monarchy remains 

in the •* Boot Khana," or Idol Temple, and 

the ruins of later date consistkig of the 

great mosque of the Kootub, the palace and 

gateway of AllS-ud-deen, and the tombs of 

Kings and Prime Ministers, indicate that 

the vicinity of the stately minaret was 

reverenced as holy ground. ■

The architectural treasures which enrich 

the Indian peninsula are now secured from 

destruction or violation by the protection of 

the Government, and Schools of Archaeology 

employ large numbers of native draughts- 

men, whose accurate copies of every detail 

in the varied and intricate designs of 

palace, temple, and tomb display the inex- 

haustible patience and subtlety of Hindu 

genius, which, while reflecting the influences 

of every dominant race, possessed sufficient 

inherent vitality to shape them into natiye 

mould. The ruins of forgotten dynasties 

which rise on every side of the Kootub 

Minar transport our thoughts to the heroic 

age of India, when sages and warriors 

divided the honours of the mystic land 

which cradled 60 many of the ancient creeds 

and civilisations afterwards disseminated 

over the entire continent of Asia. ■

The women of the Aryan race frequently 

fulfilled the promise of the tribal name 

derived from the word ** Arya," or ** Noble." 

Vedio hymns of legendary times and 

historical records of subsequent ages depict 

a higher type of womanhood than that of 

the later epochs, when the comparative free- 

dom of antiquity was crushed beneath the 

heavy yoke of caste and creed. Even then 

bright exceptions were occasionally found, 

and two noble names enrolled in the 

archives of Delhi merit the honour bestowed 

upon them. One of these famous Queens 

was the Sultana Eezia, the daughter of 

Altmash, the second of the Slave Kings, 

who received their investiture from the 

Caliphate of Bagdad. After the death of ■
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her father, and the deposition of her hrcther 

on the score of ineompetenoe, Eezia was 

called to the throne h j the unanimous voice 

of the people. In the difficult eircamstances 

of her reign she acted with consummate 

prudence and judgement, and though the 

Vizier of. the previous ruler hrought a 

hostile army to the very gates of Delhi, the 

wit and wisdom of the young Sultana dis- 

pened it like a wreath of mist, or the 

phantom legions of a dream» The success 

of her administration was evid^ced by the 

increased prosperity of the kingdom. Bezia 

lived for the good of her subjects, and held 

the reins oi gov^nment in a firm but 

geatle hand ; but a suspicion of favouritism 

caused her downfall, and she was captured 

by a Turcoman chief who headed a rebellion 

against her. The admiration inspired by 

the Qneen*s noble conduct induced the 

lawless warrior to save her life by marrying 

her, and in his attempt to restore her to 

the throne, two unsuccessful but desperate 

battles were fought before the walls of 

Delhi, the brave Sultana riding unveiled at 

the head of her troops, until both she and 

her husband were captured and slain by 

the treachery and ingratitude of the fickle 

populace upon whom Bezia had showered 

immeasurable benefits. ■

The other heroine of Delhi was the 

beautiful ^ta Jehan, the wife of Akbar's 

dissolute son, \he Emperor Jehangir, whose 

attachment to his model spouse was the 

only redeeming feature in a cruel and 

degraded character. Across this dusty 

plain the future Empress was brought as a 

helpless infant into Delhi by a Tartar 

merchant, who found the weeping babe 

deserted and exposed to death in the cruel 

Hindu fashion of the day. Carefully 

educated by her reputed father, who rose to 

distinction at the Imperial Court, the lovely 

maiden was given in marriage to a noble 

chieftain, afterwards assassinated by order 

of Jehangir, who took forcible possession 

of the young widow and raised her to the 

throne of Indii^., .For.dxteen years Nilr 

Jehan was the^ good angel of Jehangir's 

dissipated life. She shared his throne, 

checked his extravagancci and sought to 

restrain the drunkenness and vice which 

suuned his unworthy career. ■

The luxurious Court was reformed and 

purified,, and a contemporary chronicle 

indicates the reverence of the monarch for 

his gentle consort by stating that " Accord- 

ing to the decree of the Emperor, gold 

coinage acquired a hundred times its own 

value if the name of the Empress Ktr ■

Jehan was added to his own.** When 

Jehangir was taken prisoner by one of his 

own generals, Nilr Jehan flew to his assist- 

ance, travelling on an elephant, and taking 

her infant grand-daughter with her. ■

On crossing the river Jheium the child 

was wounded by an arrow, which also 

struck the elephant so severely that the 

gorgeous howdah of the Empress was thrown 

into the water, though she maintained her 

seat with the babe clasped in her arms. 

After floating down the stream for a long 

distance, the royal travellers were rescued 

from their perilous position, but Niir 

Jehan, with wonderful presence of mind, 

had already extracted the arrow from the 

child's arm, and with a strip torn from her 

own silken veil was binding up the wound. 

This faithful wife shared her husband's 

captivity, and effected his final liberation, 

eiuieavouring by unremitting perseverance 

to check the downward course of his corrupt 

and vicious existence. At his death in 

A.n. : 1627, Ntx Jehan doffed her regal 

robes and costly jewels, assuming the 

white garb of a widow and living in strict 

seclusion during the twenty years which 

elapsed before the end of her own pure and 

exemplary life. ■

The crumbling ruins which loom through 

the darkening twilight teem with memories 

of those chequered and stormy times when 

Hindu, Moslem, Mahratta, and Afghan in 

turn ruled the changing fate of Imperial 

Delhi. As we look back from the peaceful 

present to the shadowy past, across the long 

chain of intervening centuries filled with 

the smoke of battle and the clash Of arms, 

the strange revolution of Fortune's wheel 

which placed an Eastern sceptre in Western 

hands appears thd most mysterious episode 

in a chequered history^ when through the 

red glare of a menacing dawn Delhi at 

length emerged into the unclouded light of 

a new and prosperous day. ■

THE BLACK DEATH. ■

It is only within quite recent years that 

the relative importance of the tremendous 

pestilence which devastated Europe in the 

middle of the fourteenth century has been 

adequately realised by historians. Occurring, 

as it did, between the battles of Crecy and 

Poitiers, at a period usually regarded as 

the most brilliant in the long reign of 

Edward the Third, it has been treated with 

comparative silence by English writers. 

Hume dismisses it in a few sentences, and ■
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even John Richard Green only devotes to 

it a conple of pages. Professor Seebohm 

was the first to call attention to the 

importance of the subject ; and since then 

much light has been thrown upon the 

calamity by Dr. Jessopp, the late Professor 

Thorold Roger?, Dr. Cunningham, and 

other writers. It has been reserved, how- 

ever, for Dr. Gasquet to arrange and 

summarise the results of their labours, and 

to present, in a connected form, the 

terrible story of the most frightful calamity 

that has ever overtaken the world. ■

The great pestilence, commonly known as 

the Black Death, whichreached Europe in the 

autumn of 1347, seems to have been raging 

in the East for some three or four years 

previously. In China (where it occasionally 

reappears even to the present day) more than 

thirteen millions are said to have died of it, 

while India was almost depopulated. In 

1346 it appeared among the Tartar host 

besieging the city of Caffa in the Crimea, 

who communicated, with terrible effect, the 

disease to the defenders, by throwing the 

bodies of the dead over the walls into the 

city. From Caffa the infection was carried, 

probably by trading ships, to Constanti- 

nople ; and, having devastated Turkey and 

Greece, the pestilence burst upon Sicily in 

October, 1347, with such terrible severity 

that in the language of a contemporary 

writer, " the father abandoned the sick son ; 

magistrates and notaries refused to come to 

make the wills of the dying; even the 

priests to hear their confessions.'' ■

The special symptoms of the disease 

seem to have been everywhere the same. 

Carbuncles, sometimes as large as hens' eggs, 

sometimes smaller, appeared in the axillsB or 

the groin, accompanied usually, but not 

always, with gangrenous inflammation of the 

throat and lungs, and with spitting of blood. 

This latter was the fatal symptonL "From the 

carbuncles and glandular swellings," says a 

contemporary writer, "many recovered; 

from the blood-spitting none." The in- 

fection was 80 swift and deadly that the 

slightest contact, even with the clothes of 

the sick person, served to communicate it. 

Boccaccio tells a story to the effect that the 

rags of a poor man just dead having been 

thrown into the street, two hogs came by at 

the moment and began to root among them, 

shaking them in their jaws. In less than 

an hour they both fell down, and died on 

the spot. Another Italian writer, himself 

a sufferer from the pestilence, relates his 

personal experience. "And here," he says, 

" I can give my testimony. A certain man ■

bled me, and the blood flowing touched his 

face. On that same day he was taken ill, 

and the next he died ; and by the mercy of 

God I have escaped." ■

Early in 1348 the great pestilence reached 

Italy. Some plague-stricken vessels from 

the East brought the infection to Genoa 

and Venice, and from these two places the 

disease quickly spread over the entire 

country. At Venice seventy out of every 

hundred of the population died, while at 

Genoa hardly one-seventh of the inhabitants 

were spared. The fearful nature of the 

infection may be gathered from the story of 

four soldiers, who appropriated a woollen 

bed-covering which they had found in a 

house near Genoa where the sickness had 

carried off the inmates. The night following 

the four men slept under the coverlet, and 

in the morning all were found to be dead. 

A Genoese infected with the disease brought 

the plague to Piacenza. He sought out his 

friend Fulchino della Croce, who took him 

into his house. Almost immediately the 

poor man died, and "the said Fulchino was 

also quickly carried off, with his entire 

family and many of his neighbours." At 

Florence the ravages of the pestilence were 

so awful that the outbreak became popularly 

known in Europe as the "Pestilence of 

Florence." Between the months of March 

and July it was estimated that upwards of 

a hundred thousand souls perished in the 

city alone. Among the victims was the 

renowned historian Giovanni Villani. At 

Pisa many names were completely wiped off 

the roll of the living ; while at Siena neither 

position nor wealth availed to procure 

bearers to carry the bodies of the dead to 

the plague- pits. "I, Agniolo di Tura," 

writes a contemporary chronicler, "carried 

with my own hands my five little sons to 

the pit ; and what I did many others did 

likewise." The poet Petrarch gives the 

following account of the heroic death of 

his friend Paganinus of Milan : " He was 

suddenly seized in the evening by the 

pestilential sickness. After supping with 

friends he spent some time in conversation 

with me, in the enjoyment of our common 

friendship, and in talking over our affairs. 

He passed the night bravely in the last 

agony, and in the morning was carried off 

by a swift death. And that no horror 

should be wanting, in three days his sons 

and all his family had followed him to the 

tomb." ■

The plague seems to have been conveyed 

to France, as to Italy, by a Genoese vessel 

from Caffa, which put into the port of ■
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Marseilles. And here, as in Italy, the 

mortality was fearful. After the pestilence 

bad passed, says a contemporary, Marseilles 

seemed like an uninhahited place. Several 

accounts remain of the ravages of the disease 

at Avignon, from which we learn that the 

panic caused hy the mortality was so great 

that numbers, the moment they were seized 

with the sickness, were hurried off to the 

plague-pits, and thus buried alive. Even 

the cats, and dogs, and poultry died by 

thousands ; and the very fish in the sea were 

supposed to be infected. The Pope isolated 

himself in his palace-fortress, and caused 

huge fires to be kept burning night and day 

to keep off the infection. He also ordered 

processions on certain days, in which persons 

of both sexes, sometimes to the number of 

two thousand, many of them in sackcloth, 

and others tearing their hair, and scourging 

themselves with knotted cords t^l the blood 

steamed down their naked backs, chanted 

penitential litanies. As a further means of 

propitiating the wrath of heaven, and of 

staying the pestilence, a number of wretched 

men, accused of having poisoned the wells, 

were burnt alive, and, says the chronicler, 

"many daily are burnt." ■

In Spain, the Queen of Aragon was one 

of the earliest victims ; and Alphonso the 

Eleventh soon followed. A pilgrim, return- 

ing home through Galicia, reached a town 

named Salvaterra, where, says Li Muisio, 

"after supping with the host — who, with 

two daughters and one servant, were not 

conscious of any sickness upon them — he 

settled with him for his entertainment, and 

went to bed. Next morning, rising early 

and wanting something, the traveller could 

make no one hear. Then he learnt from an 

old woman he found in bed, that the host, 

his two daughters, and servant had died in 

the night." At Spalatro, in Dalmatia, to 

add to the horrors of the situation, packs of 

wolves descended from the mountains, and 

openly attacked the survivors. Some of the 

Swiss valleys were almost depopulated by 

the pestilence. In Holland people died 

walking in the streets. Sweden, Norway, 

and Denmark received the infection from 

England. A London vessel, with all its 

crew dead on board, drifted ashore at Bergen 

in Norway. From Bergen the epidemic 

quickly spread over the entire country. 

Whole districts were depopulated, and 

"forests grew where there had once been 

churches and villages." In the capital of 

Sweden "the streets were strewn with 

corpses," and among the victims were the 

two brothers of the King. ■

Bumours of the coming scourge reached 

England in the early part of 1348, and in 

the month of August the first case occurred 

at Melcombe Regis, in Dorsetshire. The 

infection was probably conveyed by trading 

vessels plying between that port and Calais. 

Having established itself at Melcombe Regis, 

the pestilence rapidly spread over Dorset, 

Devon, and Somerset, sweeping down the 

inhabitants by thousands. ■

In Bristol the living were scarcely able 

to bury the dead, and the grass grew several 

inches high in High Street and Broad 

Street. The plague reached London about 

the end of October, and for six months the 

mortality was fearful. Bearers could not 

be found to carry the dead ; and here, as on 

the Continent, men and women " bore their 

own offspring on their shoulders and cast 

them into the common pit." "In the 

same year," says an old chronicler, " there 

was a great mortality of sheep everywhere 

in the kingdom ; so much so, that in one 

place there died in one pasture more than 

five thousand sheep, and they were so 

putrid that neither beast nor bird would 

touch them." ■

Owing to the absence of statistics it is 

impossible to arrive at any accurate esti- 

mate as to the number of victims. But the 

Episcopal registers enable us to discover the 

exact number of deaths among the " bene- 

ficed" clergy. And an examination of 

these documents reveals an appalling mor- 

tality among the occupants of livings. In 

the diocese of Salisbury, which then com- 

prised the counties of Dorset, Wilts, and 

Berkshire, after making due allowance for 

the ordinary average number of deaths, at 

least three hundred beneficed clergy must 

have fallen victims to the pestilence during 

the fatal year. In the diocese of Exeter, 

comprising the two counties of Devon and 

Cornwall, the number of deaths nearly 

reached three hundred and fifty. In the 

smaller diocese of Bath and Wells, no 

fewer than two hundred livings were ren- 

dered vacant from the same cause. In the 

diocese of Norwich, Dr. Jessopp calculates 

that some two thousand clergy of all sorts 

were carried off by the disease in a few 

months. And if we may take the proportion 

of beneficed to unbeneficed clergy as about 

one to four, which seems a not improbable 

estimate, it would appear that not less 

than twenty-five thousand clergy died in 

England of the Black Death. ■

With regard to the mortality among the 

people generally, the best authorities are 

substantially agreed that, in round numbers. ■
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one-half of the people of England were 

swept away. The poor people were the 

chief sufferers. " It is well known," wrote 

the late Professor Thorold Bogers, "that 

the Black Death, in England at least, 

spared the rich and took the poor. And 

no wonder. Living as the peasantry did 

in close, unclean huts, with no rooms above 

ground, without windows, artificial light, 

soap, linen ; ignorant of certain vegetables, 

constrained to live half the year on salt 

meat ; scurvy, leprosy, and other diseases, 

which are engendered by hard living and 

the neglect of every sanitary precaution, 

were endemic i»nong the population." The 

scarcity of labourers was so great that more 

than a third part, of the land remained un- 

cultivated ; and *' women, and even small 

children, might be seen with the plough 

and leading the wagons." ■

It would be interesting and instructive 

to trace the effect of the Black Death 

upon the social and religious condition of 

the people, and to notice the marvel- 

lous recovery which almost immediately 

followed the disappearance of the pes- 

tilence. But such an undertaking would 

be far beyond the scope of the present 

paper. We have simply desired to lay 

before our readers such an outline of the 

story as may enable them to realise the 

overwhelming nature of the catastrophe. ■

KATTIE'S WEDDING. ■

A GOIIPLETB 8T0BT. ■

. It was the last Thursday in Epiphany, 

ai^d tair-day in Gurteen. The one and only 

street the village boasted of was thronged 

with folk laughing and chattering as none 

but an Irish crowd can laugh and chatter ; 

indeed, so great were their numbers that to 

get along at all you had to turn aside and 

scramble through the shingle, where the 

boats lay within shouting distance of their 

owners' doors. Bat there was little buying 

and selling that day in the tiny hamlet on 

the ocean's edge. The little pink '* boneen " 

and the matronly, hoary-headed sow slept 

more or less peacefully in the long line of 

carts, with their high red crates, that lined 

the narrow footpath, as nobody seemed to 

want them. In fact, they were there more 

to give the assembly the '* tone '^ of a fair — 

for all men knew that "match-making" 

was the real business of to«day, the last 

fair-day before Lent, and so the last great 

chance to make a match. ■

Threading their way up and down the 

village passed the '* boys' in Sonday best, ■

ostentatiously ignoring the girls, who, in 

their turn, tried to look as if they did not 

know that they were verily in the marriage 

market, and as if they liked wearing boots. 

On the Green beneath the chapel there was 

dancing to the lilt of Larry OToole's fiddle ; 

square dances, in which partners sailed 

up and down past each other with heads 

held high as if a lifelong coolness had just 

sprung up between them, while their busy 

feet never ceased to mark the rhythm 

on the "floor" — jigs, reels, singles and 

doubles — when some bolder spirit would 

" throw the shoes off av him " and take his 

place on the door that lay on the grass for 

such as ventured a *• pas de seuL" Then 

Blind Larry would screw his old eyes tight 

shut and make his bow dance on the strings 

to the tune of "The Trip to the Cottage" 

or " The Humours of Whisky," while the 

rest of the assembly gathered round, beating 

time with head and foot, with such remarks 

as : " 'Tis he have the elemint fur dancin' "; 

"Haven't he a great warrant throw the ' 

legs, now 1 " " Wisha, more power to ye're 

elbow, Larry !" ■

But while youth disported itself on the 

Green, age and experience abode in the 

village, matching their sons and daughters 

in holy wedlock. In such cases it is not 

necessary that Corydon and Phyllis should 

be acquainted, but Corydon Senior must 

be satisfied that Phyllis does not come 

empty-handed. Nevertheless, the young 

people sometimes managed to introduce 

some romance into the transaction ; and of 

one such case I shall tell. ■

While Blind Larry " ris jigs ** for the ' 

fair, a party of four people were taking 

solemn counsel in a little shanty by the 

beach. This was Andy Lyneham's forge, 

and Andy himsdf was in the midst of the 

conclave — ^not that he took part in it ; he 

had nothing to say as a rule — and now he 

listened sullenly while his old mother was 

making a match for him with the daughter 

of Terence Flannigan, who, with his wife, 

completed the number of conspirators. ■

" Andeed, Mrs. Lyneham, ma'am," Mrs. 

Flannigan was saying as she threw back 

the great hood of her long cloak, " andeed, 

ma'am, 'tisn't like as if me dater Kattie 

hadn't ne'er a boy at all afther her ; there's 

whips av thim wantin' her." ■

"There is that!" corroborated her hus- 

band emphatically. ■

" But ye see, ma'am," she went on, " me 

an' me husban' wants some one that have a 

thrade ; times is so bad wid the land." ■

*' Thrue fur ye, Mrs. Flannigan, ma'am/' ■
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said the other woman with garrulous 

politeness. " Thim as has land is rohhed 

intirely these times. 'Tis well fur ye, 

Terence Flannigan, that yeVe heen puttin' 

by a hit av money thim thirty years," she 

added cunningly. ■

"Little enough, ma'am, little enough," 

said Terence ; ** but III give Kattie's man a 

hondhred poun' the day afther the marryin' 

— divil a pinny more." ■

"Faix, thin, 'tis no great match afther 

all," said Mrs. Lyneham, gathering her 

heavy cloak closer about her as if to go. ■

" Look at t^jat, now ! " cried the other 

woman, flaring up ; ** maybe ye wouldn't 

get an offer like it so handy agin. Where 

would the likes av ye git a hundred poun', 

or half av it?" . ■

" An' where would ye git a fine, hearty 

lump av a boy like Tny Andy ? The best 

smith that ever dhruvse a nail in a shoe !" 

cried Mrs. Lynehaiti, fairly dancing with 

rage. ■

" Howld ye're whisht, mother. Ye've a 

dale too much chat out av ye," said the bone 

of contention, rising from the anvil where 

he had been sitting, chewing a long straw 

in silence. " I'll take the gurl, Terence," 

he went on ; '^ the owld woman wants help 

in the house ; an' 'tis time I tuk some one, 

I suppose." ■

" 'Tis, sure," said Terence. " Give me a 

howld av ye're hand, Andy. There, now," 

shaking the blacksmith's fist heartily, "I 

won't break me word to ye about Uie 

money." ■

**I believe ye," said the blacksmith, 

lounging out of the door. ■

'* WeU, there, now, the match is made," 

said Mrs. Lyneham, smoothing back her 

grey hair undet her snow-white mutch, 

"an' divi^ a steadier boy there, is in 

Gurteen than Andy. 'Tis the lucky girl 

ye're darter is this day, Mrs. Flannigan." ■

**raix, ma'am," answered Mrs. Flanni- 

gan, bridling, . " I knows thim as would 

give golden guineas to be matched with 

Eattie; though, andeed, ma'am," she 

added, softening, '' I have no word to say 

agin Andy." ■

" 'Deed, he minds his business well, an' 

niv^r touches a sup of dhrink," said the 

fond mother proudly. " Ony if he wouldn't 

spind ao much time foosthering about 

with thim littie bins, bad luck to thim, 

that lays an igg no bigger than a marble," 

she added plaintively, as the trio started 

down the village street. ■

The ** little bins'* alluded to were the 

one extravagance, the. sole form of dissi- ■

pation, that the burly smith allowed him- 

self, and were a thriving family of bantams 

that he loved as his life. With his own 

hands he had made a wire enclosure for 

them behind the forge, and none but him- 

self might feed them. His thrifty mother 

had a huge contempt for his " little owld 

chickens," as she csdled them, for by their 

fruits she valued them, and Julia Bralligan 

at the comer shop gave only fourpence a 

dozen for the dainty eggs. ■

But while the plotters plotted in the grimy 

forge, the victim of their machinations was 

out on the Green demurely footing it oppo- 

site Patsey O'Rourke, her partner in the 

'* pattern." ■

She was a tall, slim maid, with the jet- 

black hair and exq[uisite grey eyes seen so 

often in the south; he was an immense 

young fellow, red-haired, and freckled like 

a wren's egg, with eyes that looked as 

innocent and as simple as a child's. He 

was perfectly happy now, going through 

the intricate figures of the dance clumsily 

enough while he feasted his silly blue eyes 

on his pretty vis-k-vis, who seemed strangely 

absorbed in her own thoughts just at present 

When at length the trippings to and fro, 

the " linking partners '' and mad whirls in 

the middle of the floor, and the stately 

curtseys came to an end, Kattie whispered 

to her big partner as he handed her cloak 

to her : ■

" Come here, beyant, a minute." ■

Patsey's eyes cUinced with joy at the 

prospect, and seeing an air of mystery in 

the girl's manner, he assumed such a 

knowing expression on his guileless 

countenance that made him look more like 

a very wicked baby than anything else. 

Soon the pair had wandered away up the 

hill behind the old grey chapel, and stood 

by the wishing-well, where a thousand 

little rags of all colours and texture 

fluttered from the boughs of the hawthorn 

bush — each the record of some wish accom- 

plished by the good Saint* Bridget for one 

who drank of her holy well in perfect 

faith. Then they halted, the girl sit- 

ting on the low wall that went half-way 

round the edge of the water, while her 

companion stood awkwardly by, with a 

dumb adoration written in every Hue of 

his simple, manly face. ■

**Tuesday is Shrove,"said Kattie suddenly, 

intently watching the fall of a pebble into 

the clear water. ■

"Ehl" said Patsey, mystified; and he 

bent over to watch the rings that formed 

where the stone had fallen, looking from ■
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them to Kattie*8 face in a vain endeavour 

to see how her speech applied. ■

Kattie gave a short sigh and tried again. ■

'* D*ye see the chapel below ? " looking 

down herself to where it leaned against the 

hill. ■

" I do that," answered Patsey with relief, 

feeling that he had failed miserably before. ■

Then there was a pau^p, ■

"Wein" said Kattie a little crossly, 

flinging a whole handful of pebbles into 

the water. ■

Patsey's face fell again. He thought it 

easy to look down at the chapel, but he 

evidently had not done all that was ex- 

pected of him. ■

** 'Tis a mortal nate roof,*' he hazarded, 

looking enquiringly at his companion's face ; 

" 'twas Paddy CoUough's father-in-law put 

the slates on it." ■

Kattie blushed to the tips of her pretty 

ears, and her lips trembled, while Patsey, 

who, dense as he was, saw her distress, 

looked piteously around him for inspiration, 

finally blurting out : ■

"I'm almost sure he was his father-in- 

law." ■

Another silence^ and then Kattie, bending 

her head very low, said, hardly above a 

whisper : ■

" ril be there — in the chapel — a' Tuesday 

momin'." ■

"Will ye now," cried the unfortunate 

Patsey, his honest face lighting up. " Goin' 

to see the wed dins 1 Sure, 1*11 be there, too." ■

*' 'Tis to be married mesilf I'll be goin'," 

cried the girl, looking up with burning 

cheeks. ■

" Ye— ye to be married 1 " gasped the 

man, so white that the freckles seemed to 

increase and multiply to an alarming extent. ■

"Yes, me," said Kattie, beginning to grow 

cool the moment he lost his head. ■

"Be the Holy " burst out Patsey. ■

" Whisht I Ye musn't curse," said she 

quickly. ■

" An who to 1 " he asked in a choking 

voice. ■

" Andy, the smith." ■

" I have no word agin Andy," said he ■

slowly ; " only oh 1 Kattie, asthore ! " ■

stretching out a great^ brown hand. ■

"Why didn't ye say that long agol" 

said Kattie, stealing a glance with eyes full 

of tears as she laid her hand in his. ■

"Kattie, dear, why would ye marry 

him 1 " said Pat£ey, looking the picture of 

abject misery. ■

"Maybe nobody else would have me," 

said she with a mischievous smile. ■

almost ■ shouted he. ■

"Nobody else!" 

"Sure, wouldn't I — ■

" Be aisy, will ye," warned Kattie, with 

the common sense that rarely deserts her 

sex on these occasions. " Be aisy ; ye 

needn't tell the whole parish. Listen to 

me," she went on quickly ; " 'tis only to- 

day the match is making, but well I know 

that Andy's owld mother won't let the 

chance pass. And Andy himself, dacint 

boy, don't care who he gets to redd up the 

house fur him. So ye'U see me married to 

him a' Tuesday if ye don't " ■

"Don't what 1" ■

" If ye don't be said by me." ■

"Sure, I will. Ony tell me what to 

do." ■

" Faith, ye want some one badly to mind 

ye ; 'tis little sinse av ye're own ye have," 

said Kattie, looking with love in her eyes 

at the eager face that confronted her. ■

" Well, I'll be said by ye,'' said Patsey 

firmly. " Only spake the word." ■

"Well, thin," said the girl, looking 

down, " be nixt to nie overright the althar 

a' Tuesday, an' — an' bring— a ring wid ye." ■

"Ay, faith, will I," said Patsey em- 

phatically ; "an' what will happen thin 1 " ■

" Lave that to me, ye omadhaun,' said 

Kattie, giving his hand the tiniest squeeze 

as she turned to go. Bat Patsey laid his 

hand on her arm, and, with his honest 

face full of joy, asked in an incredulous 

tone: ■

" An' is it me ye want, Kattie dear 1" ■

" Divil another," said Kattie, looking up 

fondly, ■

" Look at that, now ! " exclaimed Pateey 

delightedly ; " an ye love me 1 " — as if it 

were too good to be true — "mel An* 

the red head av me an' — all 1 " he repeated. ■

" Ay, do 1 1 Have conduct, now, will 

yel" ■

But it was too late, and there was 

nothing left to do but to smooth her hair 

as she walked on by his side. ■

A bright March sun shone on the little 

grey chapel on the morning of Shrove Tues- 

day, making the slates look as new as they 

did on the day Paddy Cullough's father-in-law 

had put them on, and burnishing the sullen 

old Atlantic until it looked as if it, too, had 

put on a glorious wedding garment in 

honour of its fisher-children. And they, 

old and young alike, light-hearted as the 

veriest children, thronged the street that 

skirted the beach, or assembled in noisy 

groups on the Green. Everybody was there 

and in holiday dress. Even Judy Bralligan ■
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had put up the three shutters, on which 

she kept her accounts in roughly-chalked 

sketches of the various coins owed her, and 

had left the comer shop looking as if its 

eyes were shut; and little Tim&ie Dwyer 

had come all the way from Berehaven, 

wearing the whole of his wardrobe — four 

waistcoats and three coats — which was his 

conception of a gala costume. He was the 

merriest soul on the countryside, as ready 

for fun as many a man at half his age, 

and now he was come, by special invitation 

of the bride-elect, to see Terence Flannigan's 

daughter married. ■

Eattie was on the Green with her people, 

who were reinforced by Andy and his 

mother, but she gave little heed to them, 

for she was busy warning Fatsey O'Eourke 

away with her eyes, and eagerly looking 

for some one in the crowd. ■

Andy did not force his attentions upon 

her — ^in fact, he never looked at her at all — 

but stood staring moodily out to sea while 

his mother sang his praises to all around. 

At last Kattie's eyes brightened, and leav- 

ing the others, she went quickly to a 

Httle man, who came to meet her with a 

series of curvets like a rather stiff but high- 

mettled steed, at the same time waving 

his hat round his head. It was little 

Timsie, who strove to express his congratu- 

lations thus by dramatic action ; butKattie 

soon put an end to the spirited display, and 

turning him sharply round, led him away 

among the people. When they appeared 

again the girl's eyes were full of eager 

expectation, while Timsie's comical old face 

was screwed up into an expression of 

intense enjoyment Then there was a 

general movement towards the chapel, for 

die all-important hour had come. ■

With jokes and laughter the crowd slowly 

crushed itself in through the open door 

until the building was densely packed— but 

with a different congregation from that 

which a few minutes before had chatted 

outside, for in his church the Irish peasant 

is the most devout and reverent of wor- 

shippers. As she entered, Kattie had called 

Patsey to her side with a look, and now he 

stood dose behind her at the altar steps, 

while behind him Terence Flannigan and 

his wife were helping Mrs. Lyneham to lead 

her son forward. Timsie Dwyer had dis- 

appeared. ■

Presently the ceremony began, and the 

priest, a stranger doing duty for Father 

Murphy — ^who was in Macroom, marrying 

his sister's daughter to a policeman — ^began 

at one end of the row of couples before him. ■

Kattie stood trembling, and casting glances 

of agonised expectation over her shoulder 

towards the door ; Patsey still kept his posi- 

tion behind her, watching her intently, and 

by her stood Andy, bat he seemed to listen 

to something outside. Father Gallagher had 

come within two couples of her, and was 

putting all-important questions to the man 

in his rich Kerry brogue. In another 

minute it would be for him who was to 

marry Kattie Flannigan to express his 

willingness to receive her as his "lawful 

wife according to the rite of the holy mother 

Church " ; for this part of the ceremony is 

gone through with every couple before the 

good priest blesses the rings, sprinkliDg 

them with holy water, '* in modum crucis." ■

One last despairing glance over her 

shoulder. Ah 1 her face brightens at last, and 

her pale cheeks glow once more, for there is a 

movement in the crowd that packs the 

aisle, and little Timsie Dwyer forces his 

way to where Andy L3meham is standing ; 

he gives a tremendous wink, that completely 

obliterates half his face, at Kattie, then 

standing on tiptoe, whispers in Andy's 

ear. As he did, the lazy blacksmith seemed 

roused from his lethargy at last, and 

muttering, " Sure, I thought I heard thim," 

turned incontinently from the altar and fairly 

plunged through the people down the aisle, 

followed by Terence and Mr& Flannigan, 

who besought him in loud whispers to come 

back, and pulling his mother after him, who, 

with great presence of mind, had firmly 

grasped the tails of his coat Meanwhile 

Father Gallagher had reached the spot 

where the truant had stood, and while he 

paused for the little tumult to subside, Kattie 

quietly motioned her Patsey to the vacant 

place next her ; so when the crowd closed 

behind the struggling quartette, he found a 

demure-looking maiden and a man of six 

feet two, with red hair and a face like a 

child in surprise, awaiting his services. ■

** Ye're name, me good mani " ■

"Patsey O'Kourke, ye're riverince," 

answered the bridegroom, who had darted 

a look at the bride for directions. Then 

the ceremony proceeded. ■

" Are ye, Pathrick O'Rourke, willing to 

receive Kathleen Flannigan, here present, 

as your lawful wife according to the rite of 

the holy mother Church 1 " ■

"I beg ye're riverince's pardinT' said 

Patsey. ■

" I will, I will," whispered Kattie, jogging 

him with her elbow. ■

" I wiD, I will," echoed Patsey loudly, 

and turned to her again for further in- ■
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strnctions ; but she was listening with 

downcast eyes while the priest put the 

question to her, and as she answered"! 

will," in a low voice, there arose outside 

the sound of eager voices, mingled with 

shouts of laughter and i^e shrill " Kick- 

kiek-kick-kyar," of a bantam cock in sore 

distress, while a voice that was unmistake- 

ably that of Gurteen's blacksmith cried 

piteously, " For the love of Hiven, don't ye 

pull the illigant tail out av him, Tim 

Dwyerl" A subdued titter ran through 

the chapel, and some one said in a loud 

whisper, "'Tis the way Andy's little bins is 

got out "*-« speech tlkt was followed by a 

decided movement towards the door by the 

younger membera of the congregation. ■

Again Father Gallagher had to pause 

until the commotion had subsided, and 

ihe more sporting members of the congre- 

gation had retired to see the fim. During 

the pause Kattie flashed a look of triumphant 

meaning up at her betrothed, over whose 

innocent face the light of understanding 

gradually stole, and soon his great body was 

shaking with only half-suppressed laughter 

that threatened to become so violent that 

die had to pinch him viciously to bring 

him to his senses. Then the jings were 

given up to be blessed, Patsey producing 

his from the lining of his hat, and dropping 

it twice afterwards before Kattie managed 

to run her flnger deftly through it. ■

There was nothing left to do now but to 

sign the register, hix% before that could be, 

the hunting party had returned to finish the 

ceremony. The first to appear was Mrs. 

L3meham, her grey hair straggling over her 

face, and breathless with the chase. Under 

one arm she held a bantam hen, that 

covered her with its yellow feathers ia its 

struggles ; with the other she dragged her 

son forward, who gave all his attention to 

mollifying the feelings of an irate cook half- 

hidden in his bosom. Timsie Dwyer, who 

had obligingly joined the rescue party, 

brought up the rear with two more or less 

suffocated bantams under each arm. ■

" Here he is for ye," panted Mrs. Lyne- 

ham ; " 'twas the way — what are ye laugh- 

ing 1^ Patsey O'Rourke?" for the newly- 

made bridegroom was grinning gleefu^y 

from behind the newly^^made bride. ■

** I don't want him," said Kattie boldly. 

'* I have no mind for a boy as goes huntin' 

bins whin he ought to be marryin' before 

the howly altbar." ■

"Arrah whisht!" said the old woman 

coaxingly ; *' the prashte will come back 

agin and say the words for ye." ■

"*Tis too late ye are, ma'am," said 

Kattie, tossing her head. "I couldn't be 

waitin' for the likes av him, so I just took 

this dacint boy that was standin' be me/' 

and she put her hand saucily through 

Patfiey's arm. ■

" 'Tis no marriage 1 " cried Mrs. Lyneham 

with epiritj while Terence and his wife 

stood amaze J. ■

" 'Tis the only marriage I'll ever make," 

said Kattie, drawing closer to her husband, 

and looking with burning cheeks straight at 

her mother. ■

" Have ye nothing to say % " cried Mrs. 

Lyneham, turning to Andy. ■

" Let her kape Patsey CRourke, if she 

wants him," said Andy simply ; ** 'tis ye 

made the match for me, tho' I towld y6 I 

had no mind for mararyin' at all at n^l ! " 

and he fell again to stroking the little 

bantam that tried to peck his way through 

his coat. ■

'*Lave it as it is, Tirince,^ said Timsie 

Dwyer, coming forward and squeezing his 

hens tight with his elbows so that they 

should not interrupt him. '* Lave it as it 

is, man, an' give Kattie the hundhred 

poun' all the same.** ^ ■

But honest Terence felt he had been 

fooled, and shook his head obstinately, 

until Kattie cast such a piteous look of 

beseeching at her mother, that the good 

woman's eyes tilled with tears, and she 

whispered; . ■

"Tirince, avic! be said by Timsie 

Dwyer 1" ■

And he was. ■

THE PLEASURES OF MYSTERY. ■

SoiiB one or other has said that the 

coming man will be a person wholly with- 

out the saving grace of illusions and doubts. 

He will, in ^ct, know everything^exoept 

the secret of prolonging his life indefinitely. 

He will be in communication with Mars. 

The hidden springs -of feeling and thought 

will be to him as if ^they did their working 

openly as the machinery in an iron foundry. 

He will be as incapable of enthusiasm as of 

laughter. ■

.Do but think of the flatness of existence 

on these terms. ■

Mystery is at present at the heart of the 

best emotions and the> most stimulating 

hoped that come to us. There would be far 

less love among us if every person^dity lay 

bared to its inmost thought and aepirataon. 

To be sure, the most modern of our waiters ■
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maintain that this very fact of living ever 

under the full, glare of absolute publicity is 

the finest motal tonic in. this world. Per- 

haps it is. Even so a square box may be 

fiaid ta be the most notable illustration of 

certain mathexnatical principles. But the) 

square box cannot be considered a beauti- 

ful work of art. Nor can we so far con-r 

sider a human personality divested of all 

chance of mystery and romance as ideally 

attractive. It is possible, we repeat^ thai 

human beings may get so near to moral 

perfection that the habit will be acquired 

ol seeking and earing for nothing except 

moral beauty m our fellow-creature& Such 

a future would be a very noble <»ie, but it 

would know little of the pleasures of 

mystery. ■

Love in its early stages is all mystery* 

^ow little two people, but just enamoured 

of each other^ really understand each other J 

Their imagination kindjes like a pile of 

straw upon which a spark has fallen. Each 

endows the other with many virtues and ex- 

cellences foreign to them both. It is doubt- 

ful whether a young man's fancy or his 

Bwe^heart's fancy in this respect is the^more 

vivid. Much depends, of r course, upon 

individual temperament and education. 

But in any case the ideal figure created in 

the lover's imagination ia always much 

superior to the man or woman of fleish and 

blood and common human frailties who 

inspires it Taking hold of this .point, 

some may say, veiy plausibly, that the 

married life which generally Allows upon 

the ecstatic love of coiutship would have a 

surer hope of happiness if there were less 

mystery, less of the glamour of romance, 

about the loverei ere they went to the altar. 

The question would bear long arguing. 

But, ior.our part^ we believe in the discipline 

of petty trials and gradual understanding 

of each other, which is the common lot 

with husbands and wives. Many suflfer by 

it, to be sure, and many find it too much 

for them. But for those who accept it in 

its true light there is no such educating and 

perfecting power. Take away the mystery 

that envelopes every human character, and 

into what would all married life be transr 

formed! Merely a cold exact bargain. 

The one. party would say to the. other : " I 

see what you are, and you suit me. Will 

you be kind enough to cast your eyes upon 

moy and see if I am your complement in 

your opinion, even as you are, in my 

opinion, mine?'' jNo clergyman with his 

solenm prayerf book service would be needed 

to consecrate such alliances. There would ■

be no risk on either side — at least, it' must 

be assumed so. ■

Then there is the superb, never-ending 

paystery that hangs over children. If an 

infant's future could be forecast by rule of 

thdmb or something equally explicit, what 

a frigid and sorrowful time its mother would 

be Ukely to spend with it ! Where would 

then be the pleasure, say rather the rapture, 

•of the castle- building in which the unen- 

lightened mothers of our day continue to 

indulge about their babes 1 '' Hush-a-bye, 

baby, on the tree-top ! " the young mother 

sings as she sways the little treasure, and in 

her mind's eye already sees him a man, and 

a great man, of whom she may be prouder 

than any mother was ever yet proud of her 

son^ He will be handsome and good as 

well as great, and it will be his old mother's 

consoling ^oy, when her hair is grey, to have 

his children on her knee even as now she 

has him. himself. Is there not pure plea- 

sure in these sweet hopes ? And how would 

it be if there were no mystery in the matter; 

no doubt, only certainty! There would 

then be weeping mothers instead of laughing 

and bright-eyed mothers ; and many a poor 

soul would be deterred only by the hand of 

the Inevitable from strangling the breath in 

the. quiet, innocent little babe at her feet or 

pressed against her breast. Among ten 

niothers now building pretty and ambitious 

castles about their pink-aud-white treasures 

in the cradle, at least five would be miser- 

able. One would prematurely feel the 

anguish . that should come upon her when 

five years hence her darling succumbed, to 

croup. And others would look forward 

stonily to the time of the manhood or 

womanhood of their babes, when stereo- 

typed calamity had marked them for its 

victims. ■

But let us change the subject, though not 

the theme. , Already, thanks to nineteenth- 

century zeal in exploration, our globe has 

lost, much of the charm of tnystery that 

lay upon it when our grandfathers lived. 

In Dean Swift's time, Gulliver's adven- 

tures, though marvellous, were held credible 

by many English readers. There were 

no School Boards in Queen Anne's reign, 

and half the world provided food for 

conjecture rather than knowledge. Things 

were better still in that amazing sixteenth 

century which, with the discovery of 

America and the gold of the Incas and the 

Aztecs, flooded the minds of men with 

romantic dreams. But the last hundred 

years have played havoc with us in this 

respect. Mr. Stanley alone has dealt* us ■

1. ■
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ba1f-a-dozen stinging blows. The Dark 

Continent is now nothing like its name. 

We know it almost from end to end, and 

side to side, along each of its lines of longi- 

tude and parallels of latitude. True, Rider 

Haggard bas civilly tried to cheer us back 

into the old paths of eerie belief; but 

though he does weU in the matter, and 

gives us momentary thrills, he faUs to 

convince us. His thousand-year-old queens 

and cavernous treasure chambers are ex- 

ceedingly welcome, yet when we get to the 

word *• Finis ! " it is all up with fancy. We 

shut the book, exclaim " Pretty good for a 

lie ! " and resume our unromantic work at 

so much an hour or so much a year, funda- 

mentally unconsoled though the romancer 

have romanced ever so closely to I^ature's 

lines. As for commonplace '* Once upon a 

times," we laugh them out of court. The 

tale that presumes to come before us marked 

across the brow with the words, "Tm a 

pleasing but wholly improbable story,*' may 

be good enough for our children in knicker- 

bockers and short frocks ; but it won't do 

for us. We demand subtle stories of living 

and moving individuals ; and every action 

and gesture of the persons on the pages 

must ring and feel true and thoroughly 

rational ere the book as a whole can be 

praised. ■

Among other dead and about-to-be-buried 

mysteries which have in their day given 

considerable pleasure — as well as a little 

anxiety — ^we suppose our old friends, the 

ghosts, must be mentioned. Poor dear 

worn-out shapes ! Who nowadays can take 

the measure of the joy, the unique joy 

of the conscientious shudder in the ghost 

tale 1 It was a bitter-sweet '* sui generis " 

— an experience like no other experience. 

As a coroUary, there was the swift scamper 

upstairs afterwards, with an eye that 

shunned the dark comers and a heart 

that quaked without shame at the sight 

of any unlooked-for study in black and 

white — especially white. Of the deep 

sighs of pleasure and the gratitude to 

heaven for bodily preservation from ghostly 

perils which were subsequently the outcome 

of a snug retreat between sheets and 

blankets — with eyes tight shut — ^nothing 

more explicit need be said. Their intensity 

cannot be understood by those who cannot 

feel them. The Psychical Society is not 

an unmixed blessing, and there are some 

among us — emotional epicures — who would 

be heartily glad to enrol ourselves as 

members of a society in opposition to it 

"Ooly last week my town enjoyed the ■

excitement of its annual fair, with two 

ghost-shows resplendent in their outer garb 

of red and gold, and with a Mephistopheles 

capering on the platform to touch the souls 

x)f the lookers-on. Fairs ate popularly 

supposed to be on their last legs. We 

have outlived their petty tricks and feeble 

efforts to amuse — so we are told. But you 

would not have thought this if you could 

have seen the people trooping up the steps 

into the shadowy pavilion beyond. Even 

the rector of the parish was there, with his 

erudite daughters, and they paid their visit 

in no carping mood, but, as they declared, 

eagerly expectant of divers good things. 

And they had these good things. Perhaps 

they were not deceived by the optical and 

other illusions with which the showman 

provided them. But at any rate they were 

pleased. As for the general public, it 

whispered " Oh ! " and " Did you ever see 

the like of that ? " and, in short, proved to 

the hilt that nothing is so piquant as the 

suggestion of mystery. ■

And all the while the fat-woman show 

opposite beat its drum and blew its pipes 

in vain. The '*fat woman" was a failure. 

There was no mystery about her — not an 

ounce. She was solid, palpable flesh and 

blood and bones. The people had seen 

her like before; she was not a sight to 

thrilL And so she did not succeed one 

quarter as well as the ghosts. ■

Without the lure of mystery — which 

may be regarded as a form of hope — our 

colonies would fall somewhat short of 

emigrants. These do not know all that 

they are going to face. They see the free- 

hold farm of a hundred and sixty acres, 

with its bams and haystacks, and the cattle 

in their yards ; but they do not see what 

intervenes between the mere desire of these 

excellent things and its achievement It 

is in some cases a pity that it should be 

so. But it is one of the conditions of life. ■

The pleasures of life are all built on the 

element of mystery. Literature in its most 

enjoyable form, fiction, would not attract 

if on the first page of each novel the reader 

could ascertain in a moment what fate be- 

fell the hero of the book. That agreeable 

mystery must not be solved until the end 

of the third volume, or thereabouts. Who 

would read detective stories if there was 

no doubt about the criminal from the open- 

ing chapter) No; the innocent and vir- 

tuous hero must be charged with the crime, 

must be embroiled in perplexities and woes 

as biting as Ulysses's own, must seem 

doomed inevitably to the hangman, and ■
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only be rescued when the rope is, so to 

speak, round his neck, and all the world 

has ceased to believe in him, save the fond 

girl who loves him and is prepared to adore 

him as a martyr after death. ■

Thus, too, with the drama. Even the 

simplest student of stage vicissitudes would 

perceive that something was wrong if he 

could discern the fifth act of the play ere 

the curtain had fallen on the first act ■

And so on, up and down the gamut of 

life's pleasures. From love to eating and 

drinking, there is mystery in them all. It 

may be said that there ought to be none in 

these two last details of enjoyment. When 

a man reads his menu, he is supposed to 

know with absolute exactitude what he is 

about to receive — on a plate and in a wine- 

glass. But it is not so. Cooks have their 

supreme moments as well as the rest of vlb. 

They are artists in their way. You do not 

expect an Academician invariably to produce 

work of equal excellence. It would there- 

fore be unfair to the artist of the kitchen to 

look for such uniformity in him. An 

oyster may be good, indifferent, or very 

good. The touch of genius may be con- 

ferred upon the mayonnaise. ■

Nothing is certain. There is mystery 

everywhere. Even with the aid of 

meteorological information in all the 

papers, no man will venture to say 

positively that the sun will shine upon him 

at such and such an hour of the day. In 

the tropics people weary of the set heat of 

a cloudless sky week after week without 

change. It is because they are cheated of 

something of the pleasure of mystery which 

we, in more temperate climates, eijpy. ■

But it is impossible in a short paper like 

this to treat so great a theme fairly. One 

may only hint at mystery's many pleasures 

and invaluable uses. What would any 

career be worth to its votary if he were 

without the zest that belongs to hope, 

which in its turn would be uprooted if 

there were no mystery about it 1 Commerce 

may, without the least exaggeration, be 

termed a coquetry between the known and 

the unknown. If the latter factor were 

without its veil of mystery, it would often 

cease to be potential, immediately. ■

There is further the chief mystery, 

religion. Some people think we can get 

along very well without it. Others, on fiie 

other hand, are striving to strip it of the very 

mystery that is its essence. Both seem to 

be singularly lacking in sense and insight. 

What could religion be if it were not 

mysterious 1 As for the world without ■

religion, one can only conjecture what its 

state would be. History gives us no in- 

formation on this point, and the sane ima- 

gination shirks the problem thus proposed 

to it. ■

DR. MEREDITH'S ASSISTANT. ■

By MABGABET MOULB. ■

Author of " Tfu Thirteenth Brydain," " CdthiHiu Maidmenfi 

Burden," "Ben^ of Clergy;' •» The Vicar's AwU," etc., etc ■

m ■

CHAPTKR X, ■

" Db. Mbbedith ! I thought I was not 

deceived in the sound of the wheels 1 " ■

It was a miserable morning. The 

scattered clouds of the night before had 

united again, and were coming down in a 

steady, fine rain. But Mr. Swinton did 

not seem even to know this, much less to 

heed it He was standing, bareheaded, on 

the doorsteps of the Rectory ; those same 

steps where Rose Swinton herself had stood 

to greet Dr. Meredith a few weeks ago. 

And he had been standing there some time 

when Dr. Meredith's dogcart drew up 

before them, for his bent shoulders were 

wet with raiD. ■

With his words he came eagerly down 

another step, and made as if he would have 

helped Dr. Meredith to dismount, by way 

of accelerating his movements. But long 

before those anxious, nervous hands could 

have helped him. Dr. Meredith had jumped 

down, and had turned to the macintoshed 

figure which had sat by his aide. He half 

held out his hand to his assistant, but, 

apparently recoUectiug himself, drew back 

quickly, and leaving the slight figure to 

clamber down alone, alertly enough, he 

turned round to Mr. Swinton. ■

"Come in, sir," he said, with a kindly 

authoritativeness, "or we shall have you 

iU next ! " ■

The poor old man looked^ indeed, as if 

Dr. Meredith's prognostication were not at 

all unlikely to be fulfilled. His spare, bent 

form was shrunken until it looked about 

half its proper proportion ; his always worn 

face was aged and thin; and his meek, 

short-sighted eyes were dulled with grief. 

He submitted meekly enough to be led into 

the shelter of the hall, and then he turned 

hia sad old face to Dr. Meredith almost 

appealingly. ■

•*I*d been watching for you," he said 

heavily. " 1 began to think I had made a 

mistake; but you said you ^ould come 

early, I knew 1 " ■

"And I have come early, Mr. Swijiton," ■
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said Br. Meredith, making his voiced ^, 

cheerfulas h^ could^ though the sight <^| 

the lorlom old father made cheerlalnessi 

diffieult indeed of attainment. *'And I have 

brought my assistant with me," he added, 

turnings as^ he- spoke^to look for Aithea. i ■

The,.CTey-clo,thed figure had divested 

itself . of macintosh and hat, and' Dr., 

Godfrey camie forward quicHy to bet 

introduced, and acknowledge the courteous! 

bow whi«h'old Mr. Swinton rousied himself 

from his anxiety to give. ■

" He , an^ I thought,** continued Dr. 

Meredith, " that another opinion might be 

good.'' ■

The poor old face seemed to lighten for a 

moment. ■

"That's Very good of you ! " Mr. Swinton 

said quaveringly. " I know you are doing 

all you can for h^r ; I've known that all 

the time. But it's very good of you. She's 

very ilL Very ill ! " he added mournfully.. 

** Nurse says she's had a very bad night.i 

Youll find her very ill, Dr. Meredith I." ■

•'Still, I may find her better than 

yesterday ; there miy be some improvement, 

you know. I'll go up at once." ■

Dr. Meredith spoke in the brisk, pro- 

fessional tone that is^ in itself, to some 

extent reassuriugi and Mr. Swinton looked 

a trifie less hopeless as he moved to allow 

Dr. Meredith to mount the staircase. His 

assistant followed in silence ; a silenjce that 

she had preserved almost unbroken during 

their driva . He had told her everything he 

had to tell her, she had said, when Dr. 

Meredith began to talk about the case; 

there was no need for further detail& And 

though her voice was by no means so curt 

as on the night before, there was a tone 

about it that made Dr.^ Meredith respect her 

wishes. ■

The odd, dark lines that had been round 

Altheas eyes when she broke into Dr. 

Meredith's sitting-room, had deepened 

daring the past hour into heavy shadows ; 

and < the fresh air had by no means driven 

from her face the pallor which strongly 

accentuated them. It was very set and 

firm; set into a rigid expression of what 

seemed to be Resolution, before which every 

other particle of expression had fled. Her 

eyes were fixed and glQwiog with a steady 

light. ■

As she mounted the staircase that p^r 

deepened; but her step and carriage 

matched her expression in firmness ofi 

demeanour. Only once, pn the tpp stair, 

she made a Budden pause, and, her ^nd 

fell very heavily on the ornamentation ■

of the baluster. But it was so short as 

j^to be almost iti^perceptible ; the instant i 

%ffe6r, wi^h the coolest and most professional \ 

«eW*^osse8iiion, she followed Dr. Meredith : 

across the landing and through the door 

that had been instantly opened in response 1 

to his knock. ■

It was ^ large room that they entered — 

a room possessing the best aspect in the, 

whole house, and the prettiest outlook from ' 

its two large windows. The outbok wasj 

hidden now by the dark blinds drawn 

half-way over the windows to keep out' 

the summer daylight, which, cold though: 

it was this morning, forced its strength: 

searchingly through every cranny. ' There 

was something almost pathetic about the; 

traces of girlish occupation which the room 

contained, and the way in which they were '■ 

' all crushed and subordinated by a stronger 

touch than poor Rose's own. 

^ The useless nicknacks, the pretty toilet- 

table trifles, the hundred odds and ends 

yrith which its mistress had delighted to 

garnish her room, were street into corners to 

make room for sterner things, which looked 

oddly incongruous beside them. A fanciful 

little table in the window, which Rose kept 

for her smart writing materials^ 6ontafned 

now a methodical array of medicine glasses, 

bottles, spirit-lamp, and half-a-dozen other 

necessary details. The fresh muslin dra- 

peries of the mantel-shelf were all fastened 

up, and from the wide shelf itself all the 

photograph frames and bits of potterjr in 

which Rose delighted had been swept 

away to make, room for things which were 

wanted close to the fire. And all these 

supplantings were, in their turn, only part 

of that curious presence, compounded of 

fear and hope, which haunts every sick- 

room, and creates an atmosphere of its own. ■

Dr. Meredith glanced quickly towards 

the bed, and then began to interchange 

rapid, low-toned wor^fi with the nurse. 

His assistant stood listening attentively for 

a moment or so, with her grey eyes riveted 

all the time to the bed ; then she turned and 

went up to it, silently and suddenly. ■

It stood in the middle of the room, with 

its head against the wall, and facing 

one of the darkened windows ; a screen — 

a pretty Japanese screen that Rose had 

saved much pocket-money to buy — standing 

across the end to complete the work of the 

blinds. It. was a moment or so before Dr. 

Qodfrey's eyes, accustomed as they were to , 

,such semi^arkness, had adapted them- 

selves to the half-light ; and it was not till 

then that Althea clearly saw what she had . ■
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come to see. The pretty^ girlish figure lay 

tossing restlessly and- incessantly ; the long,, 

thiok hair which . Rose Swinton had kept, 

always so ehthorfttely arranged had been cut 

ojf; the blue eyes were wild and un- 

oonscions; and the pretty, lips were dry 

•and brown with fever. They moved in- 

cessantly, and in a thin, high voice the girl 

lambl^ on and on without a -moment's 

intermission; long^ incoherent sentences 

came from those dry lips, never ceasing, 

but never comprehensible. ■

The change that the past ten days had 

made was terrible indeed to see; for an 

instant, as sh^ s^ood and looked down at 

Rose Sainton's restless figure, something 

seemed' to touch tod shake Aithea's pro* 

fessional composure. A curious short spasm 

flashed across her face, and*a look of intensely 

passionata feeling of some sort shone out 

in the great grey eyes ; but it was only for 

an instant, and then Althea's pale faco had 

Trained its perfect composure, and she 

bent over the unconscious girl with keen 

professional scrutiny and touch. ■

She had only just- ended her brief exami* 

nation when Dr. Meredith came up to her. ■

" Well % " he said in a low tone, full of 

eager anxiety. ■

Althea drew him away to the window, 

but even. when, she had done so^ she seemed 

to find it difficult to begin to speak. Her 

lips, apparently, were very dry and stiff* 

Unconsciously he helped her by repeating 

his (^oestiiouL . , . ., 

. "Wh^ do ypu tbitikr' he said i^ a 

quick, anxious voice. •* tVhat view do you 

take?" ■

Althea moistened her .lips once con* 

vulsively, then, in a low voice, began to 

give him her ideas and her suggestions. > ■

A quarter of an hour later the two 

descended the stairs again together. Althea 

Godfrey had ended all she had had tp say^ 

and^her Mps-were se^ -while ^er face was, if 

possible, paler than ever. Dr. Meredith, 

looked a trifle less careworn. To his face 

had come the relief of a divided burden only. 

It was very thoughtful, for he was turning 

over aU Althea had just said. , She had 

thought quite as gravely of the case as his 

own gravest fears ; but she, had suggested 

to him a slight variation in the treatment. ■

At the foot of the stairp, waiting, as he 

had waited on the doorstep for their arrival, 

was Mr. Swinton. Xhq b^xy .^Id ^er 

were full xrf a questioit/j^ 9Q99ied ^moat 

afraid to put into words. 

— ^is-dhe ^better U' ie 

ingly. *• Do you find he^aoy better V' ■

Before Dr. Meredith could answer, Althea 

Godfrey had stepped forward and had 

taken one of the old man's hands in hers 

with a quick, impulsive gesture that 

seemed at once odd and naturaL ■

M We hope she may be," she said gently. 

** We must hope from hour to hour, Mr. 

Swinton ;* and we are doing our best." ■

The desolate old man looked gratefully 

into the pale young face bent towards his. ■

•'You are very good, sir,'* he said. 

There seemed to be no other form of 

thanks possible to his weary senses. 

"Very good." ■

•• We shall both be h^^ again this after- : 

noon;'' added Althea ^icouragingly. ■

But the words had the reverse effect to 

what she had intended. It is impossible to 

say what definite idea was in Mr. Swinton's 

mind, confused with sorrow as it was ; but 

he seemed to have fastened all his hopes to 

the coming of Dc Meredith that monxing, 

and evidently the thought of' letting him go 

again was a blovt he scarcely seemed able 

to realise. ■

"You are going," he said hesitatingly, 

"you are both going 1 Will you — could 

you not| one of you, stay, just to watch her, 

you know 9 I can send, of course ; oh, yes, 

I have kept the horse ready for days ; but 

it is so long before you. caa get h^EO. Just 

to watch her, you know ? *' ■

There was something in the unexpected 

and almost childishly expressed request 

that was curiously app^aliug^ , And it 

appealed evidently to both the hearers. ■

Dr.* Meredith looked doubtfully at his 

assistant; his assistant looked steadily at 

ibiip. ■

"I wUl stay," she said firmly. "You. 

can do without me quite well. I'll stay , 

till you come'this afternoon." ■

He looked at her with ^ look that was 

more nearly gratitude than any look Althea 

had had from him since the day of her 

arrival, and a very faint flush of colour 

darted for an instant into his assistant's 

white face. But the next moment it was 

gone again, and she was quietly giving him i 

a brief mess^e as to sojue drug^ that were 

to be sent over immediately from the < 

surgery. ■

It was about five o'clock, and the un-. 

naturally cold, grey afternoon was be- 

ginning to look greyer yet at tho spproaeh . 

oijdV^ni^^'wl^a.pT. Meredith and the dog- 

cart drew i^p for the second time at the 

Rectory doorway. Old Mr. Swinton was. 

it ot vi s ibl e this-time, and Dr. Meredith got i 

down, fastened the hors^ \;p, and entered ■
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the half-open hall door unobserved. There 

was a carious deep hush all over the house. 

No sound of any movement or life was to 

be heard anywhere. Dr. Meredith stood 

with one foot on the lowest stair, hesitating 

as to what course he would take to make 

his presence known. Just as he had decided 

to go straight up at once, a quick, light step 

sounded above, and his assistant came 

swiftly down to meet him. ■

Althea's face was drawn into harassed 

lines. In her grey eyes was visible even 

more anxiety than his own had held when 

he had asked her help on the night before. 

All the force of her expression seemed 

transformed into this one feeling; and 

there was behind it, as it were, a suggestion 

of a heavy strain, which seemed to pervade 

all her personality. It conveyed the idea 

of an intensely close struggle, an almost 

desperate effort. ■

<' I was sure I heard you, Jim/' she said 

in a low, hurried voice. " Come up, will 

you, and see what you think. I'm 

afraid it's no good, Jim; I'm afraid I'm 

beaten. I'm nearly sure I am. I think she 

is sinking." ■

Althea gave a quick, heavy sigh. ■

" I've made that poor dear old thing go 

and rest," she added, as they rapidly as- ■

cended the staircase, " and I shan't call him 

unless — unless I must. He can do nothing 

but break his heart." ■

They had reached the door of Bose 

Swinton's room. Althea paused for one 

moment with the handle in her hand. ■

" I've done my beet, Jim," she whispered* 

''I do assure you I have." And when, 

after a long half-hour, during whkh Dr. 

Meredith had owned to himself and to 

Althea that he, too, feared that they were 

on the losing side in the fight that had 

been going on so fiercely and yet so 

quietly all that long, cold summer day, the 

two came out again, Althea repeated her 

words; repeated them with an emphasis 

that vaguely haunted Dr. Meredith for the 

whole evening afterwards. " I have done 

my very best, Jim," she said very 

earnestly. "And I wiU do it— you believe 

that?" ■

The two were on the stairs, and as he 

looked rather wonderingly at her, without 

speaking, she made a quick movement ■

" I must go back," she said. " I'm not 

coming with you. I shall stay here to- 

night." ■

Before Dr. Meredith could answer or 

remoDBtrate she had gone back into Bose 

Swinton's room and shut the door. ■
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CHAPTER ZLV.. BITTSB WATERS. ■

What Penelope said so emphatically was 

true. She had no fears at all about 

Philip's safety. She thought he had rushed 

away to brood oyer his misfortune, and 

that, the fog having overtaken him, he 

had been unable to come back. The word 

"death" had not really presented itself to 

her. ■

She wanted him to return, and that 

80on, then all the story of her short love 

and happiness would be over. Oh, it was 

already over ! She knew it from Forster's 

face, but she could not accept the decree. 

Her heart rebelled, her proud spirit would 

not stoop and take up its burden — a burden 

which she and her uncle had so carefully 

laid upon their own shoulders. ■

No, he was not dead, but death was to 

be her fate; for death, she now realised, 

may come many times before the body is 

laid in its last resting-place. ■

All night Penelope tossed from side to 

side unable to sleep. Sometimes, she 

dozed for a few minutes, then she fancied 

she saw the door opening slowly to let in 

her father. The evil look of madness was 

80 like the reality which she had seen the 

previous evening that she started up, 

uttering a low call for help, only to find 

hetself in the darkness and in solitude. 

She even struck a match to make quite 

sore that no one was in the room, and when 

dawn slowly began to pierce the black veil 

of night, the Princess, getting out of bed. ■

drew back the thick curtain, and gazed out 

over the familiar view. Shy and tremulous 

little pink clouds came early to prepare for 

the coming of the sun. To-day they had 

smiling faces ; and, with a soft wooing wind 

to help them, they cleared away Uie re- 

mains of yesterday's mist. Then suddenly 

the sky began to paint pictures on its 

pearly-grey palette. First appeared tender 

yellow and delicate pink washes, then every 

tone was deepened into stronger streaks 

of red and orange, till, as if by the help 

of a magic wand, the sun, the bringer 

of all Hfe, himself appeared, striding into 

the arena and deman(^ng the worship due 

to him from all created beings and of all 

created things. ■

Often and often had Penelope watched 

the sun rise, but never till to«day had the 

scene struck her with so much awe and 

with such mystery; never before had she 

felt so small before inanimate nature. ■

However, humility was not a state of 

mind in which she could long remain. As 

further sleep was impossible, she determined 

to dress and go downstairs. Philip would 

by this time have come in, and she would 

meet him in the presence of Dora and 

Forster. Afterwards ! ■

She opened her door, walked down the 

passage, and descended the stairs leading 

into the hall. Some one would be there 

seeing to the comfort of the departing 

guests. Most likely it would be Philip or 

her uncle,for the PHncess knew that though 

he was not nobly bom Philip's courtesy was 

never at fault, and that this man of no 

descent was as much a gentleman as was the 

greatest noble in the hmd. ■

As she came down she saw that the hall 

door was open, and that the sun now stream- 

ing in made glorious patterns on the floor, 

and danced madly over the old woodwork. ■

VOL. Xn. -THIBD 8IBIES. ■
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Nero was lying oh the steps, but his head 

was laid low between his paws, as if he 

had just returned {torn a long lour^ey. 

At that moment tibe butler odm^ tb>rough 

the hall, and Penelope ^id : ^ ■

"Williams, has aay ope cjome do\^nl 

When mil the carriage be a^t round for 

Mr. Bethunei" „ ■

Williains Ippked up at her, fnd theaifor 

the firot time since his arrivai, Pendope 

saw a look of surprise on the face. of the 

well-trained servanJL . ^ t , . , ■

'* The carriage has been countermaiiaed, 

ma'am." ■

Penelope did not ask any other question. 

She went towards thQ passage le^^dipg to 

Dora's turret chamber^ though she could 

not es^actly tpll what ihe wanted t6 do nor 

what she wanted to mj to the young girl. 

She only felt /that something hadh^ppenidd, 

she knew not . what, and she would not try 

to guess. ,' . ! ■

In anothet moinent shjs foun4 hersel| 

face to face WitL Eorster. He was coming 

from his sisteir's rooip. ■

" I was looking for you, Mrs, WinakeD,^' 

he said, and his tone T^as so strange that 

Penelope! hardly recognised it. The once 

happy, ringiu it| was gone* ' f*Gome in 

here." , ■

He Opened the door of the library, where 

the siin shone in brightly, and where all was 

beauty and brightness, making it difficult 

to believe in yesterday's gloom. i ■

"The Duke seiit me to tfeU you all we 

know. I could not leave this place before 

we were certain that Philip cannot be 

foiind. Oldcorn and others have? been 

looking everywhere since dawti ; they even 

sent a messenger to the station to see if — ■

if ^ but no one had seen him there, and ■

the only supppsition is that •* Forst^ ■

sank down on a chair and hid his face. 

"You can guess," he groaned. "They 

say he Inust have lost his way in the fog, 

and that he must have fallen in. the 

Bothery. If so it may b^ some time before 

his bbdy can b^ recovered. Some( of those 

robky passages go so d^ep. down, and the 

boulders wd(uld-r-w.otild-^— ** ■

"Oh, nolnolit is impodsible," said 

Penelope, her lace becoming deadly pale, 

" quite impossible: Why. do you say that 

after such a short search 1 |t is preposterous. 

He knew the ^aths s6 well, the fog need 

not have made him lose the glen path. It 

is impossible." ■

Forster started up again. Her vehemence 

seemed partially to restore his strength, now 

so nearly eihausted. ■

"You -say so, and I — I feel it too, but I 

dare not say it to others. Philip could not 

fftll^ — by accident into the Rothery; but — 

but oh," if H were not an accident ! " ■

The wor^s seemed to hurt him, and as he 

spoke He tttrtted-his face away. ■

"The other idea is preposterous also," 

she said slowly, but her very lips were| 

deadly wh^e, and she slowly placed heii 

hand on the 1)ack of a chair, graqping it 

firmfy. I ■

. "Xsit 5ene}ope.r; ■

Her 4^s framed the word " Yes," but no 

sound was audible. At that moment the 

Duke came in. His manner had that 

exaggerated affectation^ of ^suranoe: which 

people put on when they are face to face) 

with anxiety. ■

" Pen^ie I ^ Ab^ ( see ^)iat Mr. Bethune 

is telling you. By some strange chince all 

the messc^ngers Imve missed Philip. "It ia 

very extraordinary; vetjr; there is of course 

some easy solution to the matter, which we 

cannot see at present. Mr. Bethune, I 

must insist on your resting;. You look 

utterly worn out. Where is Miss Doral 

We must not alann her.'? 'H ■

" I have told her we cannot go toHlay,'. 

said Forstei^. "Don't fdiink about ,iiie. I 

shall stay here tOl Philip is found." ■

," He will walk in preslBntly and rally usj 

on our fears," said the Duke, taking but his 

snuff-box and laughing a little. " Penelope 

is not nervous. Even when you were a 

girl, child, your oouragja waa adways pro- 

verbiaL" -■ ■

" It is fodish to suppose Philip lost his 

way," she repeated. " Barring some accident 

he will return." ■

"Of couirse, of coprse," answered the 

Duke. "I do not doubt it, not for a 

moment In. the meanwhile I insist on 

your coming to eat some breakfast, 

Bet'hune." ■

The Princess, took the lead; witl^ 

firm step and bead erect she led the way 

back to the dining-room. Then she went 

and questioned Betty, alid hearing that 

Oldcorn was in the kitchen, she had him 

sent for, and talked with him quite quietly, 

but with dear decision, as to what he had 

already done, and what was next to be 

done to find the missing Philip. Oldcorn 

shook hia head, and dedaied shortly that 

the young n^aster was not abojire ground, on 

the Eothery estate at least ; if be had been ha 

would have been found, for he, Oidcorn, had 

taken the dogs with him. Stump could fin4 

anything, given the scent, and as to Cupear, 

he was not often wrong; They found the ■
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Bc^t to theixouse^ well enough, but lost it 

in ^e gteiL ' As to farther np on the 

moimtaiby no fool would have ventured 

there in ^e mist, and Mrt Philip was no 

fooL The iog was cerl^inl^ thick, and 

thete was the river, but ■ ■

**01dcom, he must be somewhere,** said 

the Princeds haughtily. ** Ton must fihd 

Mm. He may have fallen asleep and got 

numbed by List night's cold and damp." ■

If he were on the estate, Jim Oldcom 

would find him, oi this the Princess might 

rest assured, and as soon as Betty had given 

him a bit of breakfast, he would go off 

again, though there were still six men on 

theseieirch. ■

At this moment Dora canie downstairs 

with scared eyes and a very pale face. ■

" Penelope, it isn't true, is it 1 Where is 

het** ■

**flB will be found shortly, I am sure. 

Don't frighten yourself unnecessarily. In 

the fog he fen over a boulder o* a stump of 

a tree and cannot get home. The explansu- 

tion is quite simple. Come and have some 

breakfast ; but really you should not have 

put off ypur journey. What will Mrs. 

Bethune say!** ■

This explanation might be very simple, 

but still the morning hours dragged on and 

nothing was heard of Philip. For^ter was 

out with one search-party, and the Duke 

himself went with another. For some time 

Penelope remained where she was, absently 

looking out of the great bay window iri the 

drawing-room, then she went upstairs and 

put on her out-of-door things!. She could 

not stay within when every one else was 

out; even Dora had escaped from the 

house as if "she were flyiug from a haunted 

spot. ' ■

So, quite alone, the Princess walked out 

into the sunshine. It was a little cold, and 

&B tints wete quickly deepening in colour. 

All the brightness of the day could not 

Mde the signs of speedy decay which wad 

taking' place all around.; The migratory in^ 

stincts of many birds were making them- 

selves felt ; soon many vt them would 

forsake the glen where they had dung so 

joyfuHy. Faithless to their shelter, they 

would no longer rejoice the ears of loving 

listeners. ■

Penelope took the glen path and tried 

to recall all that had taken place there. 

Her girlish visions and her girlish hopes 

and ambitions rose before her. They had 

deemed grand and noble to her then, now 

they seemed so strangely to have altered, 

and to have turned against her. Then all at ■

once her heart gave a bound. One' thing 

she had learnt, a truth precious above all 

olhers. She knew the meaning of the word 

" love,'* the joy and the pain of it. Then 

there flashed into her mind theieason of 

her presence in the glen — Philip ! ■

The trees seemed to whisper "Philip," 

and the loveliness of eveiy leaf and all 

around her added reproach to the sound. ■

^' He will come back," she said, lifting 

her head proudly, " and I shall live my life 

with him. If it were not for father it 

would be easier ; we could go abroad, or 

lite in London — ^not here, not here, where 

everything is out of tune— — Qh ! one 

can live an outside life, there is so much 

one dan do to drown thought, and the 

world is \Ag, Society will fill up one's 

time and all the emptiness." ■

She had now reached the end of the 

glen, and before proceeding fa!rther leant 

Ver the wicket as she had so often done. Her 

lithe, free step mechsmically took thepath up- 

wards towatds the great mountain. Would 

Philip be there 1 No, of course not. They, 

she and he, had climbed it one day and had 

niet at the summit. The fierce storm had 

swept over them and then peace had come, 

because Folfster had arrived. ■

Oh, yes, Philip would come back, of 

course he would. And life would begin 

again^ life and emptiness. Why had she 

not been told about this possible and fearful 

intangible emptiness when she was young t 

Why had lib one warned her about this 

enemy, and shown her that she might as 

well try to remove a great mountain as to 

fight against it 1 It had coiiquered het — her, 

a Princess, descended from such a long line 

of ancestors ! Or was it love that had 

conquered? Then Forster's image filled 

her mind. To*day she had tried to put it 

away every time it had intruded itself 

upon her thoughts, but even that invisible 

power conquered het now. His face rose 

before her mind's eye. She saw his look 

of horror, and she knew that she had made 

Mm fall from his high ideal. The part of 

him he treasured most, that which had 

made him master and Philip his disciple, 

was ^wept away. Dimly she understood 

that a man may lose all that the world 

prizes, and that he may suffer infinity of 

sorrow, but that he will not suffer so nrach 

as he who loses his ideal. Forster had 

found in her, as he thought, the ideal of 

womanhood, but through her he had lost 

his higher ideal of man's union with God, 

his diviner nature. ■

Very dimly she saw this, and it made ■
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her climb faster and with more determi- 

nation up a narrow path. On and on she 

went^ all the time fighting against this 

knowledge, this new certainty. ■

Then after what seemed to her to have 

been no measurable time, so quickly did the 

mdnates fly, she found herself at the tarn. 

Dark, deep, and mysterious it looked, even 

in this autumnal sunshine. The sight of it 

made a break in her ideas. Looking at it, 

thoughts of her father came crowding to 

her mind. His clouded inteUect had some- 

how brought out all the worst features of 

his own character, and now they were 

strengthened and increased. But added to 

it all was that unhinging of the brain 

balance which is often brought upon a man, 

not by the hand of God, but by his own 

wilfulness. ■

Between father and daughter there was 

some strange link, some strange affinity, 

which prevented Penelope from feeling that 

he was wholly wrong, and yet the likeness 

to herself made her shudder and recoil, as 

when a mother traces the physical likeness 

between her innocent child and the drunken 

man who is its father. ■

In one thing they were alike ; they had 

both felt a deep-rooted prejudice against the 

m$m of meaner birth, the man whose 

benefits they accepted, but whose per- 

sonality they rejected. ■

The smooth, glassy blackness of the tarn 

for a short time fascinated Penelope. It 

acted upon her brain as did the magic 

mirror upon the minds of the ancients, and 

as she gaeed she saw a face gradually taking 

shape from some mysterious nebulous 

substance. She watched its birth and its 

developement with the eagerness of a maiden 

asking for the one she loves best to be 

revealed to her. Little by little it was 

evolved out of misty nothingness, and 

slowly, very slowly, it took form. Then an 

icy chilliness took possession of her, bom of 

an inexpressible horror; a beautiful face 

was before her, of beauty unmistakeable, but 

it was her own face, and on its features and 

in its eyes was the hideous look of mad 

cunning which she had seen on her father's 

countenance only the evening before. ■

With a low, barely repressed cry of 

horror, she started to her feet and hurried 

up the dangerous ridge leading to the 

summit of the mountain. She felt impelled 

to go on and on, away from that face, away 

from herself, and her fear gave her courage 

and strength. She did not feel the cutting 

rocks as she grasped them with ungloved 

hands, she found no difficulty in the ascent, ■

and not for one moment did she turn giddy 

at the sight of the predpioe below, so that 

in half an hour she stood near the cairn and 

viewed all its wonderful glory, the wide 

plain of mountain-tops, a sea of beauty 

interspersed with waves of blue and purple 

glories, while the winds, blowing softly 

round her, seemed to whisper : ■

''All these things will I give ihee„ 

if—" ■

OHAPrEB ZLVI. WILL H8 BB FOUND? ■

She sat down on the slab of stone under 

the shelter, and held her breath. She knew 

not what the whisper meant^ her limbs 

seemed in an instant to be paralysed, and 

only her brain was active. Her thoughts 

chased each other to the rhythm of these 

words : ■

** Philip is dead— if thou wilt fall down 

and worship me." ■

*'PhiUp is dead." Before this all her 

thoughts, all her unspoken words had been, 

" Philip is alive, and the future is empti- 

ness"; now the words, "Philip is deiui," 

seemed to echo from every neighbouring 

hill. Even the torrents far below softly 

murmured it» and the desolate silence of 

this great mountain-top seemed to breathe 

the unspoken words, ** Philip is dead." ■

That face, so beautiful and so terrible, 

which she had seen reflected in the tarn, 

had first suggested the thought, and it was 

the horror of the suggestion which had 

hurried her up to this lonely spot. But the 

words were here too. Penelope at last, 

instead of turning away her mind from 

this thought, boldly faced it. ■

*' If he is dead, how can I help it t If — 

if he at last came to realise the truth, how 

was it my fault) It was not mine, but his, 

his own, his very own ; he would not believe 

me when I told him so. Perhaps he- 

he no, he lost his footings he was ■

reckless ; how could I tell what he would 

do) How could I help it 9 Have I ever 

ordered my own life) Never, never, but 

now — now " ■

She stood up suddenly ; she was alone 

on the mountain-top, alone, but she must 

soon return to the valley. It was a long 

way back to the Palace, and she must not 

further add to the anxiety of the household. 

She turned to look eastward and westward 

as she had often done before, wondering 

which of the distant views was the more 

wonderful; today both seemed meaningleSiS 

both merely flung back her thought, *' Philip 

is dead ; you are free, free as we are, as these ■
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wild moontain-tops are free." **Free as 

the air/' echoed the breeze, bmshiog 

against lier face and lifting the straying 

meshes of her hair. Eor the first time in 

her life, if Philip were dead, she thought, 

she conld say she was free. ■

Then hastily leaving this region of wild 

thoughts she hurried forward, determined 

to descend tlone down the dangerous path 

by which she had ascended. When she at 

last safely reached the black tarn she would 

not linger one mpment near to its terrible 

reflection, but hurried on along the familiar 

way, her agile feet scarcely touching the 

ground as she ran, rather than walked, 

back agam towards her home. ■

Quick as she had been, when she neared 

the Palace, the sun was already descending 

towards its i4>pointed resting-place. It 

must be nearly four o'clock, she remembered, 

and she asked herself what would be the 

news she would hear f - ■

Looking on far ahead, and straining her 

eyes towa^ the wicket gate, she thought 

she saw a figure standing there as if waiting 

for her. *' fV'hose figure was it)" she said 

to herself; then, as she came nearer, the 

form took shape, and before she could see 

the features her own face flushed. It was 

Forster. She was now almost afraid to go 

on, only there was no other alternative. She 

must go home that way, for if she took any 

other path, it would be almost an hour 

longer before she could reach home. It 

was certainly Forster, and he must be 

looking for her, for she must be very plainly 

seen as she stepped quickly down with the 

free step of a mountain maiden. ■

Forster did not take one step to meet 

her, but she felt no resentment, she was 

only anxious to hear what he woidd say and 

how he would look. Had it been possible 

to avoid this meeting, she felt that at this 

moment she woidd have done so, but it was 

not possible. ■

Summoning her old dignity to her aid, 

she slowly approached him. Why did he 

not speak — at once t ■

*' I ho]pe you have not been looking for 

met" she said, as soon as she was near 

enough to him. ■

"For you)" said Forster in a tone 

of surprise. "Ko, we have looked for 

him all day, and — ^and the search is 

hopeless." ■

"Who says sol" ■

''They all say so. If he had been where 

mortal man could find him, we should 

have found him. I must prepare you for 

the truth." ■

The words did not sound commonplace as 

he spoke them. On the contrary, they re- 

minded one of the judge delivering sentence 

to the prisoner at the bar. ■

Penelope was silent, and Forster re- 

peated: ■

'<I am certain Philip is not where the 

eye of man can see him." ■

" It is too soon to say that»" she an- 

swered in a low voice, but her tone carried 

no personal conviction with it. ■

" No, we have been using every available 

means. And these shepherds are people 

whose keen glances take in everything." ■

"But it is impossible to search every- 

where. In the opposite wood, for instance, 

no one could " ■

" Jim Oldcom can be trusted ; his opinion ■

is that " Forster paused ; his tone was ■

hard and dry as if he were recounting some- 

thing quite disconnected with himself. 

** His opinion is that Philip is dead, and 

that the hidden depth of the Rothery can 

alone give up the secret." ■

They had, as it so happened, by this time 

reached the very spot where so lately Philip 

had stood beside them. Penelope did not 

recollect it, but Forster suddenly stopped 

short ■

" It was here, here, Mrs. Winskell, don't 

you remember 9 Is it nothing to you, that 

you can be so calm 9 Don't you understand 

that as far as can be known Philip ia dead^ 

and that we — no, I killed him ! Have you 

no word of — of regret or sorrow for him, 

the truest friend on earth 1" ■

He spoke hurriedly and sternly, but he 

did not come one step nearer to her. 

Penelope would have allowed no one else 

to speak to her like this, but before him she 

was silent, helpless. His anger hurt her 

acutely. ■

" Why do you say idl this to me ! Your 

words have yet to be proved, and besides — 

besides, no Winskell was ever a hypocrite." ■

*' This is not the time to be proud of 

such poor virtues," he said scornfully. 

" Penelope, don't you see that this makes 

me — me — Philip's murderer! Can't you 

understand that, if nothing else)" ■

*^ Hush, don't speak so loud. Don't say 

such things. We are not answerable for 

the actions of people who wilfully place 

themselves in danger. It ia false, all 

false." ■

" Why ? " he asked all at once, mentally 

changing places "^ith her and trying to 

catch at a straw of hope. ■

But that " why " was not answered, for 

voices were heard close at hand, and ■
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Penelope walked on quipkly, whil^^t, as it . 

he did not even wish to be seen in. ^er 

cotnpany^ J'orfiter tur^ed ba^k to jn^i^t ^lie 

speakers. , j ■

It waa the Diike and Jim 01dcpr9, bol^, 

looking weary and spent, ■

** Ah, Forster i how shall we break it to 

her ? There seems to be np hope. Jim thinks 

the same ; he oays there h^s not been a yard 

of ground left unyisite^, BJ^il verily b^Ufjve 

it is true. ' tt is^ m9^t strange, mo9t unaccQunb- 

able ! ,^e . Ww. he did AOt go ai;iywhei[e 

by rail ; besides, wby should he f He had 

not time to get much beyond the estate, 

and the di^ivse fog would have prevented 

him going quickly anywhere m unJ^nowjn 

ground." ' u. ■

"The Rptheffy," said Forsteis. , ■

**!Y^8, that 18, I /ear, the .real eql^tip^, 

the only one in fact. He jnust have b^ein 

wandering home ai^d have n^ssed his patt, 

and fallen in* The torrent woiUd bear'tl^e 

body into one of those underg^oi^id 

passages,' and it may be years, or neyeir, 

before any traces are discovered, ; The 

water so destroys the scent that the d9g8 

failed to fqllow it up." , j ■

"The news will be in, the papers," said 

Forster; making a great effort to be caloL 

"Perhaps il by chanqe he has been heard ■

of-—". ' . '■ ' ..i' \ •''■',.' . ■

"Bat we must telpgrapb, to his fathet. 

Eeally^t seems, an awful catastrpphe to 

have to announce.** ■

".We. nqust npt give! up hope y^t, ^e 

musViioii. 1 can't bplieye^and yet — -^''' ■

"I m^ your poor sister wandering fiboiit 

looking like a gWt. I think, 3ethipi^, 

ihi^ }s now hardly the pli^ fpr so yqung a ■

f'^Oyt thinly you lire, right ^ I wiU ^ke 

her home tomorrow and come back.sooii, 

^iiectiyj I can, for; I Jfnusj^ be;pf ^." ' 

" Thank yc^u^ you ^e a tr^e friend." . j 

"Me! Ot, no, don't say :thajil" J 

, " ilycfear felloyf, you «^ quite, unpervea ; 

hut^ indeed, Bethune^ las Ben4e's sal^e We 

must both keep up. She has enough- ^ 

beaj, poor , chi!d.| S6; young . iu\d left la* 

Wiaow^" ■

?'Aindpw?V ' ' 

. ^ Why, yea. Philips death wiU, lea^e, 

aei yi a very sad position." . ^ 

. '** A widow i '* r^peate^i fjorstw,:an4 ^ek 

he' followed the i>uke in silence^ whilst 

Oldcorn, telling the latter that he must ^o 

to the farm to see after the j^ing's wa^ts, 

left the two to proceed home alpne» ■

Penelope wi^ still standing in th^ hall 

irhen they entered. She was white, anji ■

motiQnlesSy.b^ tib^e^ were! no teais in hef 

eyee^.' ,• A- i - ''Lu '; ■ . • ; ■

: *\ My dear obllfl,", said the Duke, comini 

closQ up toJh^Ta *>*i dm% know, how to tel^ 

you J, jl m^8 ^saying isor^tq Fotstai just now." 

He took her ^i% Jbanda iiv;hii^ ^Ther^ 

has been no.tr^^e |oundj6f Philip^^noione^ 

it is a pure, mjisteffy.i iButc^ now it cai^ 

hardly be doubted &atvf-4.that*-^hd ha^ 

fallen u^to tb0.Sothi»7,IjU3d;i£i thialis ap, i^ 

may be months i befOi)» .iwe idiscoiver «ny 

twse ofihini." . j.i s ;i I ; ■

. "Yomnuflttel^fca|>hto--rt6jiia people,^ 

said Pei^lppis in..a voieB th%i souhded fa|r 

off and iWiif frozen* ,..:.. ■

" Yes, I shall semi the dbg-cajrt :to the 

ftati(H^'and tel6gra|>hl>i£iom(:^t^sBi ;Ther^ 

is tiine,yet,befoii:e4ark,iuid Jqeniujst alde^ 

at .Me?etpwn tp^i|^ q L don't ishink ohe 

canget.Mc^-svr^^^ij'^ I.- .- > ^ ■' ■ ■• ^ 

, **.Np,hamHrft/steBpith'ere." '' ■' i ■

" But you, my chU(Vf the Duke gave $ 

searching ^nc^f a^ Jier face,.*^yoa-i-yoif 

must] take carepSfy^xselfl^ i ■

£[e har4ly k|^^ "V^t to. say. Heif 

oalmi|es9 i^^aa very, unnbrting. /* A ima4 

hate^ a: • wpm^n'8 . tears, )>ut is ^aMost' mdrcj 

liipse^ when fae.$^e£i Jiei; possessed ol the 

^prj;itu(i.e cyte,nia«t :. ■ - ■

Y Po€^,Dora know 1 " she said wedrilyl | ■

"Kio, not. tile > last f' hopeless news; 

Betfiupe^ says. he will:. take her hp^e to-j 

morrow^*. ,.:^ ,,-.. . \ < .x i ■ '^ ■

•^'Yc^, that wUl be. best" , ' ■

' "But the will C9me back ^6 help ua" ■ ■

Pen^lppe heaved a .little sigh ^t relibfj 

Jt Vas better /to: hajve: hiii^ here.' as he wa^ 

than not at.idL taSome iday he wpuid leav^ 

pIT looking a^i he did now. He #ouM se^ 

it WKS ];itot her. hvdt^ . Shft had mavei^ done 

anything which was .against .her id^as-oi 

honour, ' :' I ■ . 1 . ' ■ ■ ' ! ■

] "I will 0(»;to.her^" she said, ahd moved 

f^^liy, w^ing very geakly.oat Pf respecf 

for the dead, and as the two .men iiivolan« 

tarily[ watched , hear; it cfe^med ta one o| 

them that shei was the mosjii ^ perfeet womaii 

in creation, but to the other sheaiqpearea 

lis.tto 4tar Idr ,whiQh.he;h«i (ijo^ged, but 

win^ jvben grasped, ^ had t turned -to 

scorching fire. The pain of that bum was 

st^l jBxqtiisita. \ . , i \ ■

^ Data was Alone, titling disconsolately by 

th^ windoi^. fier fletoa e^fessteid a ne^vj 

feeling of despair, a feeling sh^' had Qeveif 

before understood or e±t)enenoelv < " ■

.The Princto ledtered the sooqpi with the 

a^Ole qttiet, proud step; I ■

l^*Pora!" she said softly, and >Doral 

started up. >! ■
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" Oh 1 have ydu heard anything 1 " ■

*^ No, inothing. My uncle says that — 

that ^' ■

*' No, no," eaid Dom, shrinking a little, 

"not that/' ■

"That there is very little hope now." ■

" Oh, Princess r-and-— and *' The girl ■

hid her face in her hands, sohhing as if her 

heart would hreak. ■

^'Hush, hush— what?" ■

^ And you did not love him 1 " ■

"No, I did not love hito, I have told 

yon so," ■

"After Forster, I always thought that 

he was the noblest man on earth." ■

"After Forster," repeated Penelope 

under her breathy but Dora did not hear 

her. ■

"And you never, never cared about 

him, whilst he loved you so much. I see 

it now." Then she glanced up at her and 

saw Uie look of haughty pride on Penelopes 

face. ■

"I ought not to say this, but I cant 

help it. I always thought that — that — — " ■

** Dora, for Forster's sake never say such 

a thing again. If not for mine, at all 

events for his, for Forster's sake." ■

THE OLD ROAD TO OXFORD. ■

The 6ld road to Oxford starts, as bnte 

;Biight ezpeet, from Oxford Street. J^ot 

that the latter/ can be consider^ oldasja 

street, and its present magnifiisenee isc^f 

v^ recent date, for thirty years ago dr 

so one remembers it as a pidtry kind of 

thortragh&re. But, anyhow, h^re a tlie 

track that, leading past the old hospital (if 

Bt Giles, brought the tntveUers out upon the 

bare fields adorned by the hideous Tybur;n 

Izee. . . • . ^ ; I ■

If you are for the coaeh, indeed-*^ilie 

"Age," whieh runs on alternate days from 

Northumberland Avenue to Oxford — there 

is sn actual start from Charing Gross, but 

atone pcnnt or another the main road is 

80<m reached, which runs broad and fair 

before us, suxely the handsomest and 

noblest of all approaches to great London 

townj With the fresh turf of the Pa^ ; 

.ll» infted groves ; the sparMing waters ; 

and over adl the bright haze of tble 

teeonmg tolvn, out of whkh rise the tail 

towers of Westminster; with the jingle alnd 

ratfle of ^ the gay world in the ears, and 

^ sight of it, 1^^ all its c&rriag^ aiid 

himes^ its horsewomen curvetting hither 

•nd'AbitlDer, there is nothing finer anywhere ■

than the view from the top of coach 6r 

omnibus as you rattle past the railings of 

Hyde Park and the stately mansions of 

Tyburnia on a fine summer morning. ■

Notting Hill, too, is cheerful enough 

with its traditionary gate, that once levied 

toll on all the world on wheels ; and then 

comes Shepherd's Bush Green, where the 

old thatched cottage, associated by tradition 

with, a conspiracy against the life of the 

Lord Protector, is now no longer to be seen. 

There is some decadence here, perhaps, in| 

the hitherto pleasant level, and in nomen-* 

clature we are lowered a peg to the " Ux- 

bridge" road ; but presently we rise agaiufrom 

Acton vale by the hill, where we see the 

grounds of old Berrymead Priory, cut up! 

into n^w streets and redolent of bricks and! 

mortar. But Acton High Street is still 

quaint and pleasant, atid' then we' come i6, 

cheerful Ealing, which has quite the aspect 

of a watering-place,.with its bteezy conmion, 

its ddnkeyiB and dotkey-boys, and one half 

expects to get a blink of the sea at the topi 

of the hill. But no ! all is street a^ainl 

right away to Hanwell, where something 

like country really bfegins to appear, with a 

glimpse of the pretty vaDey of the Brenti 

and its encircling hills. From Hanwell wd 

are all oil the flat, the great plain of thci 

ancient Middlesex forest, all very fertile 

and pleasant, but where the air is a trifle 

thick, and the soil a thought heavy. And 

we have brickmakerd at Vork, and factories 

here and there as Hayes is p&st,^and h^rd 

we have • ■

, I. The slow can^ and yellow-blossome^ vale ; ■

for the meadows, along which passes tiid 

Grand Junction Canal, are all bright with 

buttercups, and tixe arable land is still more 

yellow with the flower of the mustard^ 

plant. ' ' Then ; (ibmes Hillingdon, a kind of 

annexe to 'bigger IJxbrid^; with big pUblio 

buildings in the way df workhouse and 

barracks, and 'then by a gentle asceht; 

through a very rich and fertile track t^ 

Uxbridge itself — a pleasimt, thriving little 

town, whicfh has still preserved some of 

the pidtureeque features of a f btxUer age ■

It is Saturday, and there is scnnethin^ 

like an old-fashioned market' going on 

beneath the pillared Arcade of .We old 

market-plaice. Here are stalls df dver^f 

description, i^rith provhidns,' confectioneryi 

a taste of millinery, toys and ^trinkets, ana 

a hundred other things, aiid a crowd of 

people too, really marketing, with theii 

baskets and big* packages. Out of the 

throng rises a quaint balustrade staircasd ■
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conducting to what was once the corn- 

market aboY6. Years ago those stout pillars 

would almost groan under the sacks of com 

piled up layer upon layer in these old 

rooms, for the corn-market at Uxbridge 

was a pitched market, where grain was sold 

in bulk only, and not by sample. There is 

a com- market still at Uxbridge on Thurs- 

days, but the farmers now bring their sacks 

of wheat in their pockets — as schoolboys 

carry marbles. ■

Cheek by jowl with the turret of the 

market-place is the tower of the old church, 

squeezed up in a comer as if room had 

been precious in the days when it was 

built. The whole scene, with the quaint 

gabled houses looking down on the general 

throng, has hardly changed very mudb since 

the days when the Roundheads and Cavaliers 

met to try and settle the contest which 

was desolating the land; when all in 

England, and in Scotland too, were asking 

if it would please Heaven to send peace 

upon this treaty at Uxbridge. ■

The Church, too, comes into the plot, for 

here it was that the first Sunday after the 

Commissioners of the Parliament arrived at 

Uxbridge, the Reverend Christopher Love, 

a stiff Presbyterian, preached a sermon 

which gave such offence to the Royalists 

that one of the first acts of the King's 

Commissioners was to demand satisfaction 

in these terms : " Wee have certain infor- 

mation from divers persons present in 

Uxbridge church yesterday that there was 

then a sermon preached by one Mr. Love, 

in which were many passages very scan- 

dalous to His Majesty's person, and dero- 

gatory to his honour . . . therefore we desire 

justice against the man that he may have 

exemplary punishment." ■

The Parliamentaiy men, who comprised 

the Earls of Northumberland, Salijsbury, 

Denbigh, Denzfl Hollis, Harry Vane, and 

others, replied in an evasive manner, and 

no harm at that time came to Mr. Love for 

his boldness. But the sequel is curious ; 

for some years after, when the second 

Charles had swallowed the Covenant and 

had been crowned at Scone, Mr. Love was 

found to be implicated in a correspondence 

with his co-religionists in Scotland, tending 

to a restoration of the monarchy. Love 

was condemned to death, but great interest 

was made to sectre his pardon. Crom- 

well was then in Scotland, and was ap- 

pealed to in favour of this zealous and 

popular preacher; and it is said that he 

despatched an order to respite the execution 

of Mr. Love, with the intention of granting ■

him a pardon. The messenger who con- 

veyed the letter, however, fell into the 

hands of some Royalists, who overhauled 

his despatches. And sundry of the band 

had heard Mr. Love's sermon at Uxbridge, 

and recalled his bitterness against the late 

King. •* Let the fellow suffer, then ! " they 

cried as they burnt the letter of respite. 

So Mr. Love was executed on Tower 

Hill, a few days before the battle of 

Worcester was fought^ which settled the 

business for a time. But the sermon at 

Uxbridge was dearly paid for. ■

Now, if anybody wants to sample the 

road to Oxford after the fashion of the com 

merchants, in a very small compass, there 

are few pleasanter drives than from Ux- 

bridge to Gerrard's Cross, a distance which 

a small one-horse 'bus performs in something 

under an hour. ■

There is something refreshing in th& 

leisurely performance of the country omni- 

bus; the preliminary chaff at the station 

with the rosy country cabdrivers ; the chat 

with the shopmen who bring parcels, en 

route to the mral inn-yard, whence the final 

and official start is made. An ancient 

white horse prances bodily, assisted by a 

few supporting irons, over the inn door. ■

Surely Cromwell put up at the " White 

Horse" — anyhow. Colonel Fleetwood did 

at the '' Chequers," on the other side of 

the road. And there is the old "Sun" 

opposite, which once illumined a long 

stretch of the high street^ and which as- 

suredly shone alike on stem-faced sectaries 

and roystering Cavaliers in the stirring days 

of old. And when the claims of the 

present have been disposed of, with the case 

of a stout old dame with a huge basket, 

who wants to travel half-price, away we 

rattle down the high street, and so to the 

picturesque exit from the town by the 

old bridge that gives it a name, and, indeed, 

first brought it into existence. ■

Over l^e road hangs the joUy old sign 

of the "Crown," while a board at the 

gable end of the inn announces this as the 

" Old Treaty House," which indeed it is, and 

a handsome old mansion with projecting 

bays and heavy mtdlioned windows, some- 

thing like Haddon Hall on a small soale^ 

and a genuine old relic of the days of the 

Tudors. When the ** Treaty " was about it 

was the house of one Mr. Carr, and the 

Commissioners met in a fine old wains- 

coted room^ which is still well preserved. 

One would like to taste the treaty ale- 

Oliver's entire from the Huntingdon 

Brewery. But our coach mttles on, and ■
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over the twin bridges that cross the canal 

and the gently winding Cokie. "That's 

where the best eeb come from/' says the 

driver, pointing with his whip to the stream 

that comes wimpling down among old mills 

and malt-houses. And hare we not seen 

Colne eels announced in the fishmongers' 

shops as something distinctly precious 1 

PeihapS'it was only the exigencies of metre 

that suggested : ■

The Keimet swift for sflrer eels renowned. ■

Anyhow, the Colne has now the call in 

the market Pope, when he rather 

unhandsomely alluded to "Cole's dark 

streams," could hardly have then visited 

the river at XJxbridge, where it is as bright 

and pleasant as one could wish to see. 

And, looking back, what a charming little 

picture is formed by the river, the bridge, 

and the gaily-painted barge, that rests in a 

nook of the old canal, with horses resting, 

too, and immersed in their nosebags, while 

a woman with a bright shawl over her 

head passes briskly along with a bucket I ■

Away we go along the level road, every- 

thing in full luxuriance, lush meadows, 

trees and copses, hedgerows full of wild 

flowers, and stretches of willow-bordered 

streams. Then there comes a hill, a strong, 

steady ascent, and it proves to be the 

frontier of a region altogether different from 

any we have yet passed through. It is 

Sed Hill, so c^ad from the red sand of 

which it is composed, but although steep it 

IB not such an ascent as it was before the 

era of fast mail-coaches. For the old road 

of all winds up to the level of a little inn, 

which now, like a feudal castle on a small 

scale, looks down on the tops of vehicles 

and people's headgear as they pass below. 

It was deemed a grand work in its day, no 

doubt, this cutting away the crest of a hill 

to accommodate the King's highway ; and 

Bob Logic, as he posted up from Oxford — 

for it was in the Tom and Jerry era that 

the thing was accomplished — must have 

viewed the works with amazement. ■

From the top of the hill a charming 

view is spread out of all the country 

we have quitted: XJxbridge with its roofs 

and turrets, lying on the slope of a gentle 

hill, the river winding on its way to the 

distant Thames, whose valley lies in the 

bright haze of distance, while a dark storm- 

clcmd hovers over the white towers of 

Windsor, and the Surrey hills in long ridges 

fade on the distant horizon. In front 

of us is a pleasant, undulating, well- 

wooded country, showing broad cornfields ■

with the bloom of health on every blade, 

and crowned with the abundance of their 

yield, meadows, copses, sheepfolds, dis- 

tilling mingled odours, not of Araby, but of 

tar, and wool, and turnips, but intensely 

rural, too. Shepherds look out from their 

hutches ~ whence they watch their flocks 

by night ; here and there a pleasant farm- 

house lies half concealed among the trees. 

Here and there, too, a little hamlet shows 

itself apologetically, as it were, so tiny is 

the space it occupies among the broad fiields 

and wealth of land about it. Tet the 

cottages are roomy and substantial, of good 

solid brickwork not devoid of ornament, 

with the cachet of the early eighteenth 

century upon them. ■

No, those cottages were never meant for 

labourers — our driver agrees — " Most likely 

for the old Buckinghamshire lace-workers 

who lived about here." There is nothing 

left but these small dwellings as meniorials 

of a vanished people Their descendants 

are to be found in the great manufacturing 

towns. Nottingham has its share; and 

Mrs. Gaskell in " Mary Barton " shows us 

how the old Buckinghamshire folk thronged 

to Manchester in the early part of the 

century. Mary's mother was a Bucking- 

hamshire woman, and Aunt Esther brought 

her fatal beauty and love of distinction 

out of the same prolific shire. And the 

people are getting elderly who remember 

seeing old women sitting outside their 

cottage doora, making pillow lace. Their 

sons and daughters were gone, and few 

ever came back to visit this pleasant, 

lonely land. ■

Up hill and down dale brings us to the 

top of a hill where there is no dale in 

immediate prospect^ but where a wide open 

heath stretches out fringed with houses, 

and with a strange-looking church rising 

among a tufted edge of firs and wind-tossed 

elms. Is it a church, though, this wonderful 

structurel '^ It is a church, sure enough," our 

driver assures us, " and was built by two 

maiden sisters." Oh, yes ! we have heard of 

the two maiden sisters before, they occur 

often in the folk-lore of churches. They had 

but one trowel between them, eht which they 

chucked from hand to hand. " N ever heard 

of that," says the driver stolidly, "but 

they do say it was all done by day labour. 

And as a monument to a brother who was 

killed — no, not in the Crusades, but it 

might have been the Crimean War. But 

it's all written down on the church tower." 

And so it is if one could read it from the 

padlocked wicket gate. After all it is a ■
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Mttle disappointing to find that there is |io 

jfolk-loj:e about the ipatter, but that two 

maiden sisters really built the church at 

their own expense, and after some Italian 

model, with campanile and dome, and not 

uncomely, aftep all, though not. exactly in 

correspondence with surrounding scenery. 

• But here our little omnibus finishes its 

journey, and taking a turn about the sur- 

rounding common^ disappears among the 

heather. This open plain, it seems, befiis 

the name of Gerrard's Cross. Eesearch 

has failed to discover who Qerrard W£^ 

or what hi9 Cross— perhaps he was a .high- 

wayman, or possibly only the victim of 

a murder. !But the scene is not unknown 

to fame as a favourite meet of foxhpuncls. 

The Queen'sand the Old Berkshire have both 

their appointments here in the season, and 

then doubtless there is animation enough j^ 

the dogs with waving stems, the sleek 

horses, the bright red coats and shiny 

top-boots, the crowd of. witnesses around, 

^11 this must be lively enough, and the 

roomy old inn of the coaching period with 

its abundant stabling, ^4oose boxes for 

hunters/' and what not, must feel itse}f 

among the old times again with all the 

bustle. ' ■

Before the old inn is a fine old sign, 

a bull of formidable aspect, and just beyond 

are the Iwiated iron gates that open iDto^ 

Bulstrode Park, Famous all over the 

Chilterna were the Bulstrodea, to whom 

tradition assigns a sturdy Baxon origin. 

When the Normans came they were knowz^ 

as ShobbinS; aud valiantly repulsed the 

at rangers from their native heath. But 

making terms with the Conqueror, the head 

of the family rode up to Court on a tawny 

btiU of the wild native breed, his seven 

aona forming a body-guard about him. 

Hence the name and the ** achievement *\ 

tiiat swings from the old sign, ■

it may be supposed that the Eulstrodes 

did not value iho Stuarts much whon their 

time came, and at the beginning of the 

civil wars Heary Btilstrode mustered the 

fighting men of the three Chntern Hundredi 

under a commission from the High Court 

of Parliament^ and fought at thti side of 

his neighbour Hampden. Bui not long 

after the main line oi Bulstrodes failed 

for want of male hetrs, and the domain 

was sold. Tho infamous Jeffreys held the 

place for awhile. The Bentincks followed, 

and more recent associations are with that 

pleasant Duchess of Portland, who made a 

sort of BamhouiJlet of the place for the 

" precieuses '* of her time, with Mrs. Delaney ■

\ ■

£^4 Mrs. Montague, of the *' feather hang-^ 

ings," as aides and inni^tes* ]E'inally, . after 

passing through the ha^ds of th^ Somerset 

family, the place went to Sir John Bc^ms* 

den, who has built i^ new hpu^e on the; old 

site, crowning it. with the old r«4n{»]it 

bull. ■

But what a Salvator l^a-like ^en is 

this we are coming to, th^ road winding 

.into the hollow and lost in din^ shadowed 

recesses ! If it were ^ot that the banka of 

the ravine are all in a blaze of rhododendron 

Moe^soms^ Uie place might be ^lled *' horrid^ 

looking/' and just, where yon might expect 

to be: called on to "istend and deliver." 

int if there be traditions of highwaymen, : \ 

they are unknown in the neighbourhood, ' 

though here ia a veteran stone-bteaker ^h6 

plight be expecjbed to have, heard somethings 

about them. /* No, sir, never heard o'no 

highwaymen pi^er than us chaps as mehda 

the roads. But there's borglars, sir," 

continues the old man, brightening up„ 

''broke ii)to Bulstrode House, they did, the 

night afore last, only theyi was frighted 

a^vay byai maids^vant as banged herdoo^ 

at 'em." ■

There arQ tramps also/ and the road isc 

lonely enough. Here are two sturdy but 

wretched-loqking vagrants seated, under a ip 

high bank by the side of the road. They 

whisper together, and one. comes forward. 

"Help a poor ch^p along the way^ walMng 

ali last night ; come from Bllsmingh^m and^ 

meaning for London.? The scene is pictu* 

resquie enough, the wooded gorge, the dtak ^ 

thundery sky, the tattered vajgrants. But 

they are harmless enough, and pass alongv ■

The way is delighliul ; the park, separated 

from the. road by a Jow <qpen railing, is of 

all things th^ most charming ; fine groups 

.pf trees ; wooiderlul siftfeeps ol jgreensward ; 

the hous^ crowning a. knoU and i^iearly i 

^jiiddenin folisge. What. verdure! what 

freshness I the birds, ia full, song, robks • 

lazily c^wingy the wind sou^^ing am6ng ' 

J the brjinqhes. The only tiling ia complain 

o| is the almost oppressive scent of the 

hawthorn,' wi^ the shiorwers of white petals 

that iall continually and whiten one like a • 

siowstorm ; the road^ too, is white with'ihtf> < 

f^ejfi blossoms* It might be counted, along*. 

.IPi^ithi thQ distorbanee caused by the nightin- 

gales, as, among the exquisite distresses of. 

this fa,VQured region. . \ ) ■

And all is complete solitnde; A mile 

without a hous6 or a humati ereatuveby the' 

way, Audi then these comes abng at full 

tilt a traipping family as wild ias;anyi lot of > 

savages. An ill-looking man, a (babbish ■
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chairs lare tlie cixculjttiDg ined^m Iier^-' 

iaootite, todyoti buy houses and lands for 

»j) Wny hundred dozen chairs. ■

. But h hundred years ago Wycombis was^ . 

something of a military centre^ lind in 

l!794 G^nesdl Gwynne was raising a regi- 

Bdent of caValry there. Strange storied were 

told of the crurfties practised on yecmits, of 

•floggings, and ferocious drills, and of cruel 

Majdr Shad well, who was afterwards sho^ 

by li deserter when commandant at ^aid- 

stone. But a recruit ^o was there in 1794 

se^ms W havcf experienced nothing ] but 

kindn^s tiom his officers, and yet he w^ 

the awkwardest of flie awkwtud squad/ ah^' 

when he mounted his horse every b6c^ 

cleared' oift of his way. This was Comber- 

batch, alias S. T. Colerid^ who .would 

scribble Latin verses on the stable walls, 

aind^ correct' the faulty tjtantities of the 

officers' mess, j^ad it been De Qutncey, pow, 

who had enlic/ted, what charming pictures 

we should have had of old Wycombe, atid ' 

what iinalytic' details of a littie incident 

that' occurre<l at the time ! ; ■

; F6r-it was fn the winter of 1794,' one 

dark stormy night, that the night mfail 

stdppfedfto change horses at Wycombe, and 

the guard, ^ was his custom, tan up to the 

post office for the mail-baig. The post* 

riiaste*; not to be rebbed of his night's ifest, 

Wdtald,'%"hen he heari the gu^ird shouting 

for thfe -bag, lower it by a string from his 

bedroom 'iifindow. To night the string hung 

there l)Ut no' mail'bsig, and the scared face^' 

ol thfe postmaster appeared at the "v^indo^ 

ih response to the other's shouis. ' ■

' »ft Why; you've got it," he cried. ■

I For it s^enis that some rogue had watched 

the play of postmaster and guard, and 

starting 'a minute before the latter, had 

tak^n his ;place, and snatched the mail-bag. 

The culprit was ciaught in trying to negotiate 

soAe lettewr of change that formed ptfft of 

the booty, and turned out tO h6 a yOung 

felloW 'bf hitherto good character named 

Noah' Pierce. Strtog^ to say he was iiot 

hang^^d, bctt transported, and, perhjips, ' hi* 

deseeiidants ' are still flourishing in th^ 

colonies. ■

To ' increi^ the military diBtinotm of 

Wycombe, a pailitary staff, college wi^s 

founded there in lf&9, whibh formed the 

nucleus of the present military college it 

Saridhumt, to which place it was rem^V^ed 

in 1812. ' ■

I Beyond Wickham li^s West W^conibe, 

witti its modem church in an old British 

6amp on the summit of ai hill, though' the 

village has climbed down to the valley. ■

^oman, audi hdlf-a-dozen little = boys, the 

eldest hiiidlj ten^ skirling along t^e road, 

and two more infants in an ^ old ^e#atkibu- 

lator^' which holds^tdsoft little bundle ihat 

contains all ihis worldly ^possessions- of this 

thriving family h . t. . • - i * - '> .- ■

Where Bulstrode Park' gives otit we 

have Wilton Park on the other side'of the 

road, with pleasant-drives and aVendee, a&d 

a more geiual aspect,^ i&t cricket ii^ going on 

in one well-rolled comer, and the way 

throngly the park is hospitably thrown open 

to the coach^ which just now we me^ 

^kinlmilIg' along riDom Oxford/ the goard 

Bounding a cheerful mote on the. horn as 

his scarlet' coat li^ts up the wooded 

glade. ■

And ' then \Beaconsfield begins, called 

Beckensfield by all the countryside, the n^me 

having nothingtado with a beacon, itaeemsi 

but with the Beechen Forest, that gave its 

liame' 'to t^e 'd^bllers therein j and to the 

county«^ Such a wi^e street with shops and 

inns, and a handsome church close by with 

a good square tiower, but not striking 

within save for some fixie old altar tombs, 

more or less despoiled ' by ttm^, iirhtch aire 

said to have belonged to the old BtiMrodel 

Edmund Burke uefisi beneath the centre 

aide of the dhurch, under k modem brass ; 

and in the churehyard, undei* a noble old 

widnut-tree, sleeps Edmund Waljer the poet. 

And a foe marble monument 1)(^ has, 

obelisk, {i^, and Slabs^' with iiiscri{>tibns, 

|ftllrecentl|^; claused and, shi^nin^^ iMf marble' 

bught io'^hihe. " Thfe walnut-tre^; too, is 

appropriate, for such is^ or wds, the crei^t df 

the Wallers, who seem' to \diedm kinship 

with the andent Biyadi. ■

Beyond B^acoiisfield^ 1^6 rd^i^ a littli^ 

doll, perhaps, for a mile pr twp, ai^d then 

you comb tb^ Loudwatfer, a Vflli^g^ with a 

jpleasaht hi^ath^ i^dnii wHi6h ther^ is an 

enchanting j^^sfiect of fiie Thatnes ih somi 

of ift lov(^iest Teaches. ' But piif way' is up 

the valley, i/hio^ is of the simple pleasant' 

chUraeter of tW chilk fo^atidn, with a 

stream, ai^d imlls^and meadows, and marshy 

patches, knd thj roiUided forms 'df the chalk 

downs ii;^ the distance. ' .' \ 

: Th€to wo^teiteh^Hiigh'^W^oinbe, pWed, 

Is its name implies, l^gh up o^ the spurs of 

the QbHUirnBi' ft handsome nlatk^t-town 

Irith a t)l^ii^Uit high street and 61d-faihioned 

JDarke(t-plkce. W^fconibe had^ niany Indus- 

tries in the ^old timer-cl^oth-weaviiig, lace- 

making, s&iw-'plaiting^but these are gone, 

and no^ the^ caHe-bottdmed chair is para- 

mount. You &eet them on the roads, all 

the subsidiary villages are full of them; ■
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And here the road divides. The coach 

follows the rather longer but more pic- 

turesque route by Princes Risborough and 

Thame ; but the old coach road lies across 

Stocken Heath, oncefamous for highwaymen. ■

Each main road had its accepted hero 

among the knights of the pad, and ours is 

Jack Shnmpton, who was bom at Penn, 

over the hiUs yonder, of honesty reputable 

parents, but who took to the ways of the 

idle 'prentice, enlisted in Wood's Horse, 

deserted, and took to the road. ''Did 

always the most damage between London 

and Oxford, insomuch that scarce a ^coach 

or horseman could pass him without being 

,robb*d." ■

And in the woods here between Wick- 

ham and Stocken church ^ack overtook a 

Middle Temple barrister, who admired his 

stout soadster and oflfered him thirty guineas, 

which was all he had about him, for the 

animal " Mine is a horse," replied Jack, 

*' worth its weight in gold, and if you was 

to know all, has procured me more money 

than ever Bucephalus got for Alexander." 

And then he robbed tiie lawyer of his 

guineas and rode oC ■

At Gerrard's Cross, too, Shrimpton was 

at home, and robbed his friend Littleton, 

** a face painter, of Silver Street, and three 

or four other coaches " that were then in 

sight He returned his friend's money 

secretly, ^th interest. And meeting once 

a farmer with bailiffs hauling him to gaol 

for debt, he paid the debt and handed the 

farmer the acquittance, and afterwards 

pounced upon the bailififs and robbed them 

of all they had, galloping off chuckling at 

having done a good deed in a profitable 

manner. ■

Such exploits naturally endeared him to 

people who had notiiing to fear from high- 

waymen, and many regretted his fate when 

he was hanged at Bristol for shooting a 

watchman in a drunken brawl. ■

But night is drawing on, the road is 

lonely and eerie, and there is not much in 

the way of a lively character, although the 

country, if one could see it, is full of quiet 

charm, but. ■

Now fades the glimmering landscape on the sight I ■

And here is Wheatley Bridge, over the 

Thamei where "Mull Sack" stopped the 

waggon that was taking the soldiers' pay to 

Oxford and Gloucester, in the days of the 

Commonwealth, when the daring rascal 

sacked four thousand pounds. But after 

all, it is comforting to see the myriad lights 

of Oxford glimmering afar. ■

A good many years ago Alexander Pope 

rode the same journey, and describes its 

close in a letter to Teresa Blount : ■

"The shades of evening overtook me. 

The moon rose in the clearest sky I ever 

saw. About a mile before I reached Oxford 

all the bells tolled in different notes ; the 

clocks of every college answered one an- 

other and sounded forth — some in deeper, 

some in softer tone — ^that it was eleven at 

night" ■

And happy travellers by road may still 

enjoy the charm that Pope depicts. True, 

a whole town has sprung up on the way, 

and the approach is by rows of glittering 

lamps ; but there is the old unrivalled 

Oxford, over Magdalen Bridge, and Mag- 

dalen's unrivalled tower clearly^cut in the 

silver moonlight. ■

THE STORY OF A POSTCARD. ■

A STORY m THREB OHAPTBRS. CHAPTBR I. ■

Lyon Thesiobr was standing at his 

study window looking idly out on to the 

lawn. It was August and the wind that 

fanned his cheek was warm and balmy. 

Children's voices floated towards him on 

the breeze; the vague scent of roses and 

honeysuckle was in the air. He stood there, 

smiling. ■

The sun shone in at the muslin-draped, 

quaint old casement windows, and threw 

brilliant shafts of light along the dark, 

polished floor. It shone, too, on the golden 

head of a fashionably-dressed woman who 

was sitting in one of the capacious arm- 

chairs that stood by the fireplace, and who 

was fanning herself with a gently discon- 

tented air. ■

"Really, Lyon," she went on, in her 

languid, well-bred tones, continuing a con- 

versation that had evidently been begun 

some time before, "you must take my 

advice in this instance ; you must indeed. 

Tou are not doing your duty by those 

children." ■

" They seem very happy," said Thesiger, 

as a burst of childish laughter came to 

his ears. "Isn't it a pity to disturb 

theml" ■

"They must be educated, my dear. 

Tou would not like poor Isabel's children 

to grow up ignorant, unpolished little 

heathens, I am sure." ■

"Oh, come," said Thesiger, his smile 

vanishing at the sound of his dead wife's 

name, "that is putting things a little too 

strongly, Grertrude." ■
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"Not a bit," returned his sister un- 

dauntedly. "Patsy and Dick are both 

as ignorant as they can be, and I don't 

beliere Dolly knows her letters yet" ■

"Well," said Thesiger, turning from 

the window with a long-suffering air, and 

throwing himself down on a so& opposite 

his sister, *^whal is it you want me to 

dot" ■

"ReaUy, Lyon, you are a most exhausting 

person to talk to," said Lady Devereux, 

waving her fan rather vehemently to and 

fro. " I have spent the whole afternoon in 

expluning my views to you." ■

" Oh, yes ; I think you did mention a 

school for them," said Thesiger, pulling 

out his cigar-case; "but you know quite 

well I. shall never send them to school, 

Gerty." ■

"Then you must have a governess. I 

dare say that will be the best thing after alL 

A governess is such a convenient sort of 

person. You need never know that she is 

in the house." ■

" Oh, a governess ; that's a new idea," 

said Thesiger reflectively. " I don't object 

to that so much. Since you think they 

have outgrown poor old Nurse Murdoch's 

intellectual powers, I dare say Uiat is the 

best way out of the difficulty." ■

" Then I will look one out for you when 

I get home," said Lady Devereux, delighted 

that her advice was to* be taken at last. 

" I will ask Angela Raymond if she knows 

of one that will do. She recommended my 

last two governesses to me, and they were 

most suitable. I sometimes wonder she 

doesn't go in for teaching herself, she is 

very poor, I know; but perhaps it is 

just as well she doesn't," added Gertrude 

Devereux, with a sidelong look at her 

brother. ■

" Angela. Raymond ? Oh, that's one of 

your prot^g^es, isn't it ? I think I remember 

hearing you speak of her. Why shouldn't 

she teach if she wants to t " ■

" Oh, I don't know," said Lady DeverjBux 

evasively. "She isn't at all the style of 

girl to dear me, Lyon, how chilly it ■

has grown. Will you shut the window, 

please 1" ■

Thesiger rose to obey her request, and 

forgot entirely to ask any more questions 

about Angela Raymond, which was precisely 

what his sister wished him to do. ■

Lady Devereux left the next day, and in 

a week's time Thesiger received the follow- 

ing note from her : ■

" Dear Lyon, — I have only time to vrrite ■

you a few lines, as Robert has tele^aphed 

for me to join him in Paris, and I am 

leaving by the night mail. I did not 

forget about your governess, but I have not 

been able to find time to see her personally. 

I wrote to Angela abput it as I told you I 

should. I haven't time to copy her post- 

card, so I send it you with this letter. I 

have hardly read it myself, but I see it is 

in Angela's most absurd style. What 

possessed her to write such stuff on a 

postcard I don't know. But the pepple 

she recommends are generally very suitable, 

so I should advise you to write to her and 

get Miss Kendall's address at once.-7-Yours 

in haste, " Girtrudb Devereux." ■

Thesiger read the letter through with 

his careless smile, and then opened the 

postcard, which was doubled in half. It 

ran thus : ■

" I know exactly the person to suit your 

brother — a Miss KendalL She is well 

educated, extremely plain, and quite perfect 

in every way. Her eyes are a moral 

educati(m in themselves. She gets up at 

four o'clock in the morning and sits in the 

comer of a damp meadow to see the sun 

rise. Cannot pass a leaf or a tree without 

classifying it. Is deeply impressed with 

the sacredness of childhood. Is hopelessly 

conscientious. Has trained scions of the 

aristocracy, and has rows of framed 

certificates. If you like the idea* 111 send 

you her address. Tou might look out for 

something of the same kind for me. Things 

are beginning to pall on me here. I feel I 

should like to teach the youne idea how 

to shoot, only I might end by shooting the 

young idea! "A. R" ■

The smile on Thesiger's face broadened. ■

''So that 18 the kind of person Gerty 

wants me to have for Patsy and Dolly," he 

said to himself. ''Poor little mites! I 

don't want all their buoyancy taken out 

of them just yet And so Gerty has 

stipulated that the governess is to be plain, 

has she)" ■

He laid the postcard down and went on 

with his breakfast, glancing at it from time 

to time. The handwriting was extremely 

small and clear. ■

"There's some originality about that girl, 

I should say," was the outcome of his 

meditations, "and if she will undertake 

my three pickles she shaU. I'll write to her 

to-night." ■

And write he did. But he did not think ■
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it necessary lo oommunicatib his intention 

of doing so to Lady Deverenx. ■

Angela E^ymbnd was alohe when Mr. 

Thesiger'e lettefr itM Ibxoxxght 16 her. She 

opetied it with dotae * curiosity. When she 

had read it she laughed a little. ■

" So Lady Devereux sent on that post- 

card to him I 1 i^ondtir what I Jput 6n it 1 

I have completely forgOtt^.'^ 

j She carried the letter in to her eldest' 

sister, who had ruled th6 household with 

a rod. of iron efet since hei mother died. ■

.'< I think I ^all t^e that/' she ssdd 

id^berately, thii>wing the paper across 

the table. *' It wiH be a change, sit any 

^te." ■:•■.:..'■• ;-•.•' ■

I ** I am sure it is quite time you did some 

wotk of s6me kitia," returned T?heodosia, 

with her most elderly air, "Papa Was 

paying last night that he cduld not kecip us 

all at home much longer." 

I " Then this has come in the nick of time/' 

paid Angela, yawning (carelessly.^ ■

'*It is a nice letter. What did you put 

pn thd postisardV said Theoklosii. > 

: " I cant remember: It must have been 

Very impressive, or the man wouldn't want 

♦ne/' . '■ • ■ / ^' , ■ ■

' ** You don't usually write itapressive 

things," said Theodosia, with a glance at 

ihe rebellious dark eyes and curly black 

hair. ** Your letters are generally a mass of 

ponsenise." ' 

j ^I si^pdfte thid Thesiger man 'likes ■

<^ This Thesiger mto I What a ws^ of 

speaking ! " • *sAid Theodosia ' rejirbvingly. 

I* I do £ope you will be careful^ wheU' yoti 

are there,' Ai%ela.^ / , ' ■

\ An^la made^/k slight grimkce^'but. said 

fiothing, wlille Theodosia continued : ■

'* You cannot be too circumspect in jojjlx 

behaviour und^r the> ^cbcU^mni^es, for I 

presume Mr. Thesigif is a widower."' ■

* " Yoci have ho idea hW well I always 

behavo with wid^Y^rs,^' said Angela with' 

her demuiiesl liir; . ,'*'*' ■

«AI knfow lioW ybu 'behivfe with curates," 

said Theodosia sharply. > '^ ' ; ■

"Curates in general or Mr. Griggs ifi 

baiticilarl'* - '. i :: '^ ■

I '^' Both, I should ^ay;'^. r' i ■

• **£ut, my deaiissi Theodosia, tlie^e little' 

curates are made to, be flirted wijbh. ^ No 

one ever 'thinks df taking them seriously. 

When they grow inti) vicars it is another 

Inatter, but niee little curly-headed c)reatures 

with'eighty pounds a ;^ear mttot be treated 

itccordingly." ■

*^ It'is quite time yoU left off this way of ■

tteating everything as a joke,. Angela. You 

are twentyrfive now, and ought to know 

bjetter. I did imagine that your engage- 

Djient would haVe steadied you a little, but 

I think it has made things^ worse." ^ 

, "Well, it won't do that much longfer, at 

any' i^te," said Angela setenely, " for I 

blroke it' off yesterday.^' ' ■

"Broke it off!" Theodosia nearly 

swallowed a mouthful of i)ins in her ex- 

citement, for she ' was engaged in |)tnning 

togethe* a serge skirt fot her youngest 

s^ter. "Whatever do you meant Yoti 

must be mad i" ■

■ '* Not m the least, t explained matters. 

quitiB clearly to Gerald^ who was perfectly 

satisfied — at least, he said he was." ■

"And what reason did you gite for 

breaking it off, pray 1 " ■

^* Well," said Angela reflectively, "I told 

hin^ c[uite frankly that I had begun to 

dislike him. You see, I thought I could 

marry him because^ I was sd tire4 of 

everything here, and I wanted* a change. 

But now I fihd I can't. He was all Hglit 

as long as we were not engaged, but after- 

wards he became very foolish."* ■

<«You win never have such a chtoce 

again. I am surprised at you ! " ■

" Oh, I don't know. He isnt such an 

aitful catcK And that cast in his eye is 

enough to make any girl think twice. T 

nev6r ktteW when h^ was looking att :me» 

and it made me quite nervous. He plight 

to have fbur times the money he has to 

iijiake up ioi the erCibarrassmeht he' has ^ 

nfiade ide suffer." ' , ^ ' ■

" Ybu don*t seem to think of what you 

axe making him suffer 1 *' ' . ■

"Men don't sufffer' milch nowadays,** 

said' Angela plaintively. "Gerald was 

more angry than hurt, I think. He is not 

iti the least inconsolable, and n»Ver 'even 

spoke of suicide, although he had to C'voss 

t^e river on his 'way'hom^, and the parapet 

i6 awfully low in one plac e. ' Time^ tixe 

ifot t^hat they were ! Wb parted' fairly 

good friends. I advised him to marry 

I'oUy Evans. She has a slight tendency 

tp' i^^uint' too, you know j so I expect that 

Would make things go right." 

' , ^eodosia stabbed the serge skirt with 

pitii in a v^ry vicious fashion. But she ■

5 ad long ago found out that to discuss 
[lings with Angela, as one might with a 

reasonable human being, was useless. She 

preserved a grim silence, therefore; but, 

like the parrot in the story, she thought 

the more. 

**I am to go next week," said Angela, ■
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refening to the lattari which she >had picked 

up. 'fX iponder if I shall have time to 

oMke znyaelf a n^fw gown ) " ■

"GoyeiBeases dofi't va&t elaborate, 

dothes," iNd4 Theodosi^. ) ' ■

"No; but I must positively have two 

changes of Taiment-H}0iv't^k)o^ cio «liooked, 

Theo, tl^at's not in th^ least iirevetent—^ 

and this gown is the only One I haive fit to 

wear^ I Idiink I had better ihavfs a browii 

•holhmd, only, it always ]:eQ»ind8ll^I» of . a 

deserted' XiQndon, drawing-room done up 

after the season is over." ■

** You are not at all a suitable person lor 

a governess,'; said • Theoi^ia, Ip6wzriikg -at 

hen /* You will let the children do just as 

tthey like all day long, I know*'' ■

" It is, juat ^ well to tt y a liew plan," 

said Aogelai rising and; going over to the 

window, *' I wag b^rought up ver^ stnctly 

myself a^d you see 'how I hi^e 'turned ■

out.'? '• , .'•-'/. -r --'. '> ■

• Angela's arguments ; were sotaetimes un« 

aosweraUe.* iThe.od^sia thought that this 

•occasion was ono of tbs many ^hen 4he wai^ 

too ohil<Hshtp be 'answered. iShe pitied the 

little Theifiig^rs. ..frpm thoi' bottom of iier 

'heart ■• -.* : . ; :- . t ■

"Do you intend, to go oh teaching all 

your li|e now tj^rat you Itave given up all 

ideatof bjp^ inarrj^l^'.ahe asked of ^ 

pal^ gr^y ba^' th^t stood in the w^ksdow;. • ■

"I (}|^ say I shall ei\^ ij:k>s(»ne B^ue- 

volent HomQ for 'Aged .Gkmiaiessds/' an- 

swered Angela without 'turning round,, f but 

I d^^t despair: <)f beingied to the alter just 

yet I d%re say it will be wheii I am white- 

haired and b^nt y but I expect I shall prefer 

it to the CrOveiicn^s*>s Homar' ■

"Angela, do W xarefxil how you talk to 

Mr.lliesige{r4": .' i ■

"I ph^fli^ be aa stifTj as ai ramrod,' I lassure 

yoq," itBti|rae4 Angela. . f *M: shall: s^eak 

wbsa^I.aiyi spoken to and not beforel* I 

shall Uusb, whenever I meethim« M: shall 

say / Sir ' to bim when-^i-h— ". .' - ■

.'-J kiiow jFou will eome ^oma in tt'lreekfs 

tifii^^.Bill^Xheodosia^aigriJ^. . ' ■

"Oh, no, for the sake of the family I 

shal^stayrkBgtf^fiEn tiM, Besides, I^shall 

he sucb'.ai t^^aBu;e.:tl»it, Mr.iThesiger will 

neverr,wa<it4o|^arltw^th:me/^. , ! 5 ; r : 

.'^Yo:u. tov0 aitH patience witii lihildrob, 

youfknow.-'; Iv c--.'^ .'■' ' :i ,;-'••■ ■

'^l^otjwltb SuiidayHSchgol childien, I 

ad|s(it.r I hatierlto haire theni jciawling over 

me^ god b^anitherii ;8ay<in the middk^ofla 

lesson^ ; ^ 7ei^^r^ I'b w much . did' y ev give^ lot 

thel^l^riinyefc/.at)' .Mother bought one 

jeataiko it the^tber day.' ''. . ' ■

"You always pretend you like teaching 

when Mr. Griggs is anywhere about." > ' 

.'^My' deal' Theodosia, I dislike saying 

disagreeable things to anybody. You know 

whai an angel I am about the house. And 

I like Mr^' Griggs to think me a saint. 

WhatiathBh^rml" - ■

! Theodosia, reduced to silence once mote, 

merely ahookiher head, and Aligela went 

ch^eifully* out of the room. On her way 

across; the hall, she saw, standing • at ^ 

(j>pen door which led into the rose-^vtoed' 

poieh, her late fianc^, Gerald Marsdeti. 

She went forward to greet him witii her 

brightest smik. ^ ' ■

' ** You are just in time for tea. • How' 

nice of : you to come over and seO' ua do 

soonP' . . ■

'*il dolit want any tea/' eadd tha dis- 

carded lover with some dignity, ''and I 

only came to speak to you/' f » ■

'* Yes9 " Angela leaned negligently against 

the wall and looked at him with black 

mischievous eyes ''^What do you want US 

sayl" , ■

'^ I can't talk here. Can't we go into the 

drawing-room ! " ■

! ''Ted is playing the violhi there. It 

jars on bne^s nerves, a little, but we will go 

there if you'like." ■

Marsf^n made an impatient movement. ■

*^ThieodOj9ia is in the dining-room,'' ^dded 

Angela sweetly. ■

'^I'^uppose the garden, at leasts is free 

from interruption)" . ; •» ■

Angela took a shady hat which was 

lianging from^ a peg, ready for use, and 

9t^ped out into the sunlight in a most 

obliging banner. ■

, '<! came to know what you meant by all 

that nonsense yesterday ? " said Gerald 

Marsden' abruptly. ■

Angela gave a sidelong look at him, and 

(jiecided that it was his left ^ye that was 

fixec^o severely upon, her. She gazed into 

it asThe replied: 

; ^^ What nonsense do you mean ) " ■

^M Why, your saying that you did not ' 

Want to marry me." ■

t f ' But tiiat was the honest, sober troth, 

t You iiro a delightful friend, my dear Gewdd, 

l^ut as a lover^-v t" She shook h^r curly 

head in a ihelaneholy fashion. . < ■

! ^ What is t^e matter with me 9 Do^ not 

I show, you enough attention) Am I not ' 

afteetionato- enough ? " 

! '^ Mudi<^h, much too affoctionatel'' cried' 

Angela, in tones whose sincerity Carried^ 

conviction. with them. " That is^ just what 

l! complaab of.'^ ■
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"How can I help showing what I 

feel?" ■

"You can't, and that's why I've broken 

you off," explained Angela. ** And I am 

not going to talk any more about it. When 

I have once made up my mind, days of 

talking won't alter it. I am going to be a 

governess." ■

*• A pretty governess you will make I " ■

"Don't be rude. I am extremely well- 

educated, remember. I am going to teach 

the three children of Mr. Thesiger." ■

"Mr. Thesiger 1" with pronounced em- 

phasis on the first word of the sentence. ■

" Yes. Mr. Thesiger. He is a widower. 

There is no Mrs. Thesiger." ■

** It won't be long before there is one, 

then ! " said Gerald Marsden, suddenly 

turning from her and walking out at the 

garden gate. ■

<* How nice it is that Gerald still thinks 

me so irresistible I " said Angela to herself, 

as she watched his departing figure. ■

THE COLOUR OF THE SEA. ■

To the eye capable of distinguishing the 

finest shades of colour, the sea presents 

aspects of varied and ever-changing beauty. 

The myriad phases of the tints it assumes 

under every condition of light, atmosphere, 

and sky, in ^very part of the globe, whether 

far from land or close in-shore, and in every 

state of purity or impurity of its waters, 

make demands on the vocabulary of colour 

which can be adequately met only by a 

master of the art of word-painting. It is 

sufficient to refer to the passages so lavishly 

scattered throughout the sea stories of Mr. 

Clark Russell, in which he describes, with 

the passion of a lover and the art of a 

connoisseur, the marvellous colour harmonies 

arising from the play of light and wave. ■

A small quantity of pure sea-water pl^ed 

in a glass appears entirely colourless, ana as 

transparent as the clearest spring-water. A 

convenient method of observing the colour 

of larger quantities is to sink white objects 

in the sea, and note the tints they assume in 

the course of their descent. At first they 

appear greenish, then the green acquires a 

bluish tinge, and finally all colour dis- 

appears, and they are entirely lost to view 

in the depths. Another way is to pass a 

beam of sunlight through a long tube filled 

with sea-water and blackened inside to 

prevent subsidiary reflections. Such a beam 

is coloured a splendid blue-green by passing 

through the water, and the blue becomes ■

purer as the depth of water increases. Blue 

is accordingly the natural colour of pure sea- 

water of great depth, and this is recognised 

in the sailors' expression ''blue water," 

applied to the open ocean — the real deep 

sea. ■

In some deep seas the blue is intensified 

to a brilliant ultramarine, as in the 

Mediterranean, where this shade prevails 

not only in bright sunshine, but even 

with a slightly veiled sky, so that it is not 

merely the blue of the sky mirrored in the 

waters, but the peculiar colour of the sea 

itself. ■

It has been supposed that when the 

water is otherwise of normal purity, the 

depth of the \Auq depends upon its saltness. 

In salt-works the brine becomes of a deeper 

blue the longer evaporation is continued; 

and the deep azure of the Mediterranean, 

the Gulf Stream, and the ocean in the 

regions of the Trade Winds is attributed to 

the greater density of the water owing to 

the increased evaporation. In the Indian 

Ocean the colour is so intense that it has 

been poetically named the '* Black Waters." 

It is doubtful, however, whether this is 

more than an unimportant factor in the 

production of the variety of ocean colours. ■

There is certainly not much difference 

between the fundamental colours of all the 

great oceans away from the land, but the 

concurrence of many observers in the 

general terms in which they describe each 

ocean appears to preclude the likelihood of 

these being mere variations of nomenclature, 

depending on the idiosyncrasies of travellers. 

The Folu Seas are generally described as 

having the ordinary blue colour of the deep 

sea, or marine blue, though extensive 

regions have a green tint The hue of the 

equinoctial regions of the Atlantic is 

usually termed a vivid azure, and that of 

the Pacific a deep indigo blue. The term 

*' celestial blue " seems of common c<msent 

to be reserved for the Mediterranean, and 

is for the most part accompanied by en- 

thusiastic expressions of admiration of its 

splendour. ■

In an seas special and temporary varia- 

tions of colouration are caused by reflection 

from the sky, according as it is dear or 

dark, and according to the height, dis- 

tribution, and thickness of the clouds. 

The winds, too, have their effect The 

azure of the Mediterranean with a clear sky 

and fine weather changes in tone when the 

sea is agitated, and, as the agitation in« 

creases, becomes darker and darker, while 

with bad weather and a completely overcast ■
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sky its tint passes to a sombre green. The 

direction of the iirind has also some in- 

fluence on the particular shade assumed by 

the waters. In some cases the action of 

the wind imparts to the sea a perfectly 

livid aspect, and occasionally the greenish 

blue may turn to a brownish hue. When 

the sea is tossed into billows which are 

viewed in a suitable direction, a con- 

siderable quantity of light is transmitted to 

the eye by the crests of the waves, which 

act as prisms, and this transmitted lights 

which is always greenish in hue, is 

generally sufficient to add more or less 

green to the reflected blue. The most 

remarkable play of vivid colour occurs at 

sunset, when the surface is illumined with 

countless shades of purple and emerald. 

All these temporary phases of colour which 

are effected by the sun, clouds, and wind, 

aie deceptive, as was long ago pointed out 

by Arago. Any particular portion of the 

deep sea is always in reality of the same 

colour, and by using a dark tube reaching 

dose to the surface of the water, the lateral 

rays reaching the eye by reflection are cut 

off, and this permanent colour may be 

observed, whatever may be the position of 

the sun and clouds, or the state of the sky 

and the waves. ■

The darker or lighter pure blue of the 

deep sea almost always gives place to a 

more or less pronounced green on approach- 

ing the shore. This change usually begins 

to operate somewhere about fifteen miles 

from the shore, and shallow seas, or gulfs 

and arms of the sea, never attain the inky 

indigo hues of open ocean. As the depth 

diminishes the colour and nature of the 

bottom begin to show their influence. 

When the bottom consists of fine white 

sand, or — as is frequently the case in 

tropical regions — of white coral reefs, the 

water assumes an apple-green tinge, while 

yellow sand and coral produce a dark green 

tint When the ground is laigely composed 

of mud, the colour may become olive, blue- 

green, or greyish, and in such cases the 

agitation of a storm, by stirring up the 

seiliment, causes a greenish-grey or brownish 

hue, according to the colour of the mud. 

The presence of dark rocks or ground is 

shown by a darkening of the prevailing 

shades. These local influences are decided, 

andconstantin their effects on the colouration 

of shallow waters. Beautiful light effects 

are observed where a strongly reflecting 

bottom sends back the light to the eye 

through especially clear water, and similar 

effects have been obtained artificially in the ■

Mediterranean by sinking, perpendicularly, 

a long blackened tube, provided with a 

mirror at the lower end, which reflects 

upwards through the tube the light passing 

through the water, producing blue colours 

of indescribable splendour. Such colour 

indications of shallow water are of im- 

portance to the mariner, who is warned 

of the presence of reefs, banks, or shoals. ■

The prevailing blue colour of the great 

body of the sea is a consequence of the 

physical laws which govern the absorption 

of light by different liquids. A liquid 

which appears purple by transmitted light 

does so by virtue of the power it possesses 

of selecting from the original wlute light 

falling on it, which is made up of all the 

colours of the solar spectrum, the yellow 

and the green, which it entirely absorbs, 

allowing free passage to the red and blue, 

which by this mixture produce purple* 

Similarly a blue liquid absorbs all the 

colours, with the exception of blue, while 

in this case, as well as in that of the purple, 

if the layers of liquid through which the 

light has to pass are sufficiently thick, 

all colour will disappear, and both appear 

black. ■

Of the three kinds of radiant energy of 

which the solar spectrum is composed — 

heat, light) and chemical — the invisible 

heat rays, which extend beyond the red 

end of the visible spectrum, are most 

energetically attacked by water, and do not 

penetrate beyond the surface layers, where 

their energy is expended in evaporating 

the water. The absorptive action of the 

water, as the solar rays penetrate further, 

causes a progressive enfeeblement of the 

entire spectrum, and the various colours are 

cut out successively, proceeding from the 

red, which first disappears, onwards through 

the orange, yellow, and green, blue persist- 

ing longest, and if the water is deep enough, 

the blue itself at last disappears, and with 

it the last vestige of light, so that the 

water appears as black as ink, though, as 

with ink itself, there may be a feeble hght 

reflected from the surface. Hence the very 

dark tint of the usually pure water of the 

depths of mid-ocean. In the same way the 

purest ice, which is found under the 

moraines of glaciers, where it is most 

compact and tree from air-bubbles, which 

elsewhere break up the light, absorbs light 

so completely that it appears of a pitchy 

blackness. As water vapour has the same 

selective power of absorbing light as water 

itself, the blue of distant hills is due to the 

water vapour present in the atmosphere, ■
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■apd is: darker as the propor tioB of watet 

vapour increases. c , . , ; i | ■

The jdark indigo tints ol the. ocean ar^ 

intimately associated with the parity, of its 

waters^ and the presence of saspended 

matters modifies the colonts. in a marked 

degree. As the shore is apptoaehed' th^ 

wAter contains i^orei on; les$j detritus, woriji 

off thel^uid by the incessiuat griadiipg i)t the 

sea itself J or carried down by riFers^,i and 

these imparities impart to the water varied 

shades <>f green, acoorduig to tbd propoi^tion 

in which they are present Pilofessot Tyn- 

daU, daring a v(^age home from Algiers^ 

examined the subject thoroughly, boUling 

samples of sear water of all shades of colour, 

which he afterwards examined in his laborar 

tory by the aid of a beam of light. . Abso^ 

lately; p^^e wateu, entirely faree from matter 

ix^ sx^pensiouy has no dispersive action on , 

lights and the path of ac ra^ sent thcough it 

is q)aite invisible, but the presence of im^ 

purities, even in infinitesimal quantitjjr, is 

immediately manifested by the scattering :of 

the light to whieb it gires rise, after thei 

same principle on which the mdte£iJn ^ 

, sunbeam jshow its^nath,; iExaminfctioB.wof 

the samples proved unmistakably that' 

jnost precise relation exists Ibetweeni thi 

proportion of impurity present and the 

resulting, tint ol the Water. ^ Much sus^ 

pended snatter produces a greenish yellow^, 

and with each diounution^ in the ptoportioii 

of, impurities the green becomto purer iSjid 

move bnUi<int, while- bliie is always characi- 

tierised by a marked increase in purity, ijt 

would, in fact, re<]^uire very little trouMetp 

produce a< scheme of vcolour, 'according to 

whioh, by fiiere eye inspection, it would he 

possible to decide as to the. purity of any 

pai;ticulur part of the se& . <i < ■

. F]x>fesso9 Tyndall found that theaeljoi 

of suspended matter in affecting the coltwir 

of the water may be efficiently demonstrated 

by the sk^ple expedient of sinking b' white 

plate by A lii^e. The colour of emli ;aiii 

object is invariably green, but a greeit which 

deepens gradually as, it sinks,' and at the 

greatest depth at which it can be observed, 

efvepi in water of th<^ purest indigo blUe^ its 

. hue nev^r passes beyond blue-green^ i«(kd it 

is easy jto imagine that if such e plaitei ver^ 

gisQund t^ powder, and diffused through the 

water, e(ich individjoal particle wonld act in , 

the seme way. ■

The colours of .pure ocean watev, and ^the 

varying shades obeerved where . impumtie^ 

are. met with, are still farther diversified by 

the colouring effects of the enormous nuilti- 

tudes of various forms of . organised Itfe ■

which sometimes mask the natural colour of 

i^e mii^ace of the sea, and tinge extensive 

irdas with remarkable colours. • Red appears 

tot be most frequently met witL ]bi thei 

kbuthem 'parts of the Red Sea, imd in the 

Arabian Gulf, large areas are coloured; 

blodd-red by microscopic animsdcula^ and 

in ihia Indian Ocean simOar' i&tms of 4ife 

eause, in addition to red, -milk - white 'or 

yellow spots of great extent, the appearance 

ef: 'Which is frequently alarming to • the 

ignorknt? sailor. ' Off the Guinea coast fi&ips 

sometimes appear to float in milk, l^en- 

eiveved streaks are also known t<i occur in 

the South Atlantic and Sduth Pacific, 

winch are caused iby hosts of small t&d 

orusitaeea. The "^TermiiiOn^See^ off Cali-i 

fomia>oWe8 its brilliant colour ^o^infusoda.! 

Areas c<:^ua'ed green have been hbtbd; 

especialiy in the Arctic ^r^oh8,wluchi|ffel 

due to myriads ol diatoms,' aiid' in some 

portions of 4)he AntarQtie seas diatoms ^f 

rusty oobur niake tke "water a dirty br&wn. 

Other f orm^ of Mf e are <2apab)e, in ep^eial 

c^umstanoesy^f altering th» ap^eataneo^f 

considerable portions' of' Uie surface of l^e 

8ea.iThemoet beautiful and remarkahle of all 

these phenomena is the phosphorescence o£ 

the sea,> whieh is sometitnes noticed on' a 

small scale off our own coasts, audi is 

^eateely ever absent ftom tropical waters, 

where it affords a spectacle by night tiie 

weird beauty of which baffles desoription. 

Smallmedu8d& are the principal instruments 

in its productiotty amd asoldian», orustaoea, 

and, in fact, ^Ost pelagic, animals^ assist in 

iome d^gre^.' ^' '^ ■

DR. MEREDITH'S ASSISTANT. ■

' 9y MARGAtlSSt ilOVtJJS. ' ■

Author b/*^TIU ThiUeifnthBrydain^' "CathMi MaSdnmfi 

Burdit^'f " JI«tHl« qT^^^i" 'VTAe Fifw'B JmtiHh:* 4te.^ flc ; ■

[ ' . > M -r-r^. ; . .:, . . ; ■

. . CBU^I»^Bn,XI, ■

^^Oh^ Jim*! iBsy it's all right fiayiyoui 

tthink< she will do ! Say IVe not made any 

mistake!" , i • • i , ■

t Once more Dr. Meredith And his aissiBtant; 

were standing outside Rose Swinton'sdoer.* 

But it "^as eight o'idodt on the loUpwing 

imovnin^, «nd iwent^^fdur 'li<MU9>8inoe theyi 

had arrived together in the! raiin."j n . ■

'* Yes, I >do say. it I " hib said in.'a. voice 

i [ whidii thov^h neeedsoiily ' low; was excited 

idmostito elation.. ^'Indeed, ehe will do; 

if -nothing utteriy. unlofeseen happens she. 

will do radmirabJ^* It^s all your doing/ 

TbM, aUl I don't know how to thank 

yowH' ' ■
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;;i TliQ! two weie quite alone.' Old Mr^ 

SmQtojiy; who had been up all night, 

wanderings, redtlesaly and misefably nom 

jBQfl^ ^ xootn^ had fallen towards morning > 

into a heavy aleep^ from wbi^ no one 

1^1 iKakieil him »yet^ eyen^ to hear good ■

_.Forv there* was good news ito hear. 

Tbtoughout all the night Dr. Godfrey -and 

>hc^;&ar8e had i watched RoseiSwinton to- 

getbes, iiilly believtng that eaeh hour as 

it brokemustibe Uie one tq see the end. 

. The. nor^e had . so 4^)mpletely gi^en up 

hopBiithat .eha would >hayQ been almost, 

ready to give up endeavour, too, if it 

ihad mot been ^loc Dr^ Godfrey. • Althea* 

jhand hei hq|>elq9sne8B to its fullest ^;xtent; ; 

but there seemed to be in her an indomi-; 

tid>lefpiing. ol intense determination ^ win j 

the fi^if Jb^.a^y i«mote chance it might 

be possible, and whatever happened, to; 

J^t desperately i to tthe very last.^ 'And 

when, just /hefott i the ^ daily arummer ^ disiwti 

began to break, they were both unoettaiti, 

fcHE a moment, whether (thO' change^ that 

.lap&GUy ^howed^ itself on* the^ almost un- 

recognisahly fevered features, iv^s or wasj 

•not/ the beginning' of the vei^ last ohMige,, 

lAlthea still insisted on pevseveidpg' withj 

the treatment she: had steadily used without 

intenniasioB V all> night loog; persevered 

,in spite ol its apparent utter uselessness.^^ ■

Half an hour, later th& two looked' at one 

anothec . in > silent amaze, u The change had 

oQnie Mindeedi but it was a changcf to life; 

and not to death. • And from that hour^ tcf 

half opast seven, when Pr. M^redith'^ wheeU 

were heard, Althea^ bad sat, n^otionless, 

vatohing. the girlish <%^rei sleeping^ thd 

sleep which was to bring it Hfe^ &hoha4 

jbdu^iBv. Meredith in^ and now, at eight 

o'do^/she had/ o^me out again with ^him 

toaskhim the question that he« trembliiig 

l^iB: iud hardly found tixemselvesiabte' t^ 

pat SntD wordsL ' J < -' j ■

.As Dr* I Meredith spoke hislaJBt WOrdsi, 

she turned round: to him suddenly > find 

iCa^gl^ at his arp; ■

"Jim. \^" she said fiiintly.. *^ J^itol ! : 'Will t looM Wimato." 

yog dake >nie home) I'm ao'-tii^'^ 'lt> 

very.«iUy,^biit ]?m. very tired.'* ' ' ■

thci house to leave a message for Mr. 

Sainton as to his own returh. ■

Three minutes sufficed 't6 accotnplish 

this ; at the^nd of that bri^f intervad Dr. 

Meredith reappeared, &nd jumped iiito his 

place beside Althea. He gs^v^ a scrutinising 

glance at her before he gathered up the 

reins. .. ; - ■

'* Better ? " he ea^d tersely. , 

She madb a little ac(^uiiBScent mqvenient^ 

but she^did^not speak. Shp leaned Wearily 

back against the rail o^f the sQat, v^ith her 

eyes' filed on' the 'eky in frt)ht of them. 

Her face was almost ashen ^ow in its 

palloi, and it looked utterly -^eary. the 

past night had deepened the heavy shado^rs 

ttB<ler her eyes iiito great hdllows. Hteir i 

mouth had suddenly, lost its determined set, j 

atid there was a dtobp about the comers 

rather like that of a worn-out, tited child'JB 

mouth. ^ uAIl the Hues ftbout her had relaxed 

into a heavy lassitude, that . seemed to < 

tihtensify tho iiag^^ness by ^the vei:y 

complefceneto of the relaxation, in her eyes 

alone was there, any trace of the determined ; 

spirit which had shown* itself thrdugh the 

last day and night. • Hollo^ tbcraga they > 

were, in their grey depths.^ was; her own, 

^adfast ^resolutions a resoliitioil ' which i 

seem^ to iiicrease as they dtove along. 

. Dr.' Meredith ^id not break ihe silence . 

she had tacitly imposed. * Something tn' 

that Httle gesture^ of hers had seemed to^ 

hold *hfm in check ; he had given her one i 

more iseai^hhig look aftei^that, and then had 

beemed to conc^trate his whoWatftention'^ 

getting his horse along as quickly as pos- 

sible, and in that he iiibceeded. In an 

unusually sh^ space of time the dogcajrt, 

pulled up at Dr. Meredith's owh hbuse, ' ■

He jumpfed down quickly, and stood* 

Waitiflg for her «td descend. She rosOj 

slowly; and ^before ^she- put heif f6ot on the: 

step she stretched out her own hand and 

caught at the firm onfe whicJli was ready to! 

help her. j ■

' "Go in ! '^ he said tfersely. / > Ob straight 

int6 my room./ I'm ooMng^ direcJtly rve ■

i .'Dr. Meredith looked at^h^fac^add^th^^ \ Althea 'made none.'^ Without a' word dhe ■

s idisw her arm firx^ly into ihis- own, UtolS^ hep: 

, downstairs ^ckly^ put^her 'Straightf^iinto 

the X waiting dogoairt, ;aad : tnck^id the - rug 

carefully round her. • ^* ' i ■

,<.;!fc¥dii'l^hebeitdn:the:ain'I think," he 

tBaid,>with' a^ careful solicitude in his tone. 

He went o^ito ex^ain v that he (Would ^nly 

keep hervKiiting while he went baok into ■

He looked and spoke as if he' expected) 

iM)me opposition k> his 'directions, but ■

.turned; and went'iip Mris. French's spotless 

doorsteps- intathd hous^:' She wet no Ofte; 

Mrs.' French- was breakfssthig placidly in 

the back' premises. ' She pu^ie^ opisn thej 

sitting-room door witl^ a weary gestu^, And 

let herself fall^ heavily into the nearest 

chair. ' '•• •■' •' ■' " '•' ■' - '" " " ' \ 

Scarcely time enough had olapsed even ■
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for this when Dr. Meredith's step came 

very rapidly along the stone-flagged passage 

from the back of the house. He came hur- 

riedly in, went straight to the end of the 

room, and returned with some brandy in a 

glass. ■

** Drink it I " he said forcibly, as Althea 

lifted her white face with a look that meant 

refusal. ■

Althea took the tumbler in her hand, and 

tried to obey. But it took her some time, 

and it was with a very cold and shaking 

hand that she gave Dr. Meredith back the 

glass. ■

" Come here," he said, taking her gently 

and firmly by Ihe arm, ** I'm going to light 

the fire, and you're going to have some 

breakfast." ■

She submitted to being led across the 

room to the easy-chair, half mechanically. 

But against the rest of his speech she 

protested. ■

"I don't want anything, thank you, 

Jim, and I'm not cold," she said in a weary, 

far-away voice, which was accompanied by 

an evidently involuntary shiver. *' I only 

want to speak to you." ■

"Possibly I want to speak to you," he 

said, as he calmly proceeded to carry out 

the first of his intentions by striking a 

match. ** But neither you nor I say any- 

thing until you've had something." ■

Either the masterful tone or her own 

weariness subdued Althea's resolution. She 

said no more, only leaned back in her chair. 

And when he brought her some of the 

breakfast that stood waiting on the table, 

she took it with much the same mechanical 

meekness with which she had let him put 

her into the arm-chair. ■

Her face was a trifle less ashen when, a 

quarter of an hour later, she set her cup and 

plate down on the table with a quick 

gesture. ■

** Now, Jim 1 " she said, " now you must 

listen to me." ■

In her eyea the determination that had 

burned in them during their drive home 

had deepened until it had grown into an 

intense Hght. ■

** I'm sorry to have behaved like a perfect 

idiot," she said heavily, " and I'm very sorry 

to waste any more of your time. No, don't," 

as he prepared to interrupt her. '* I don't 

know what you want to say ; but I must 

speak to you first What I have to say to 

you is this." ■

She passed her. hand over her forehead 

with a weary movement. With the gesture 

all the haggard relaxation in her face seemed ■

to increase, or to become more obvious. It 

was weary beyond words ; there was a heavy 

indifference about it, that witnessed not to 

carelessness, but to a sort of hopeless and 

complete surrender of herself; ■

Dr. Meredith looked at her, and a gi6at 

bewilderment came over his face; bat he 

waited patiently for her to speak. He 

had risen and was standing, with one eIlK>V 

on the mantelshelf, facing her and looking 

down at her. She was sitting in the chair 

where he had placed her; she had dravm 

herself, by the he^p, it seemed, of a hand 

on each arm, and was looking up at 

him. ■

"I wanted to tell you, Jim," she said 

slowly, " that I am going away — on 

Thursday." ■

Dr. Meredith drew his elbow away from 

the mantelpiece as swiftly as if something 

there had injured him. ■

"Thursday!" he repeated sharply. 

" Going away on Thursday I What do you 

meani" ■

"Going away on Thursday." She 

reiterated the words very slowly indeed. 

" Haven't I said it clearly « " ■

Dr. Meredith replaced his elbow on the 

mantelpiece as if some material support 

were necessary to his frame of mind ; and 

he said nothing. He had absolutely nothing 

to say, and no words to express the extremely 

irreconcilable feelings that rushed through 

his brain ; they were all united and then 

disunited, for the time being, by one doud 

of heavy amazement. In the midst of it he 

was conscious of a dull sense of surprise at 

himself for being so confusedly incapable of 

greeting the key to the situation Uiat had 

so long baffled him. ■

*' Don't mind saying that you are glad," 

she went on, in a heavy voice that seemed 

to come from something much farther away 

thui that slight figure in the arm-chair. 

" For, of course, you must be ; and also, of 

course, I understand, Jim. I have under* 

stood ifor quite a long time now." ■

Her hands were grasping the arms of the 

chair very tightly, and the grasp seemed to 

be a material evidence to her of the gmsp 

in which she was plainly holding herself. 

But it was not so much a grasp which had 

for its object the keeping of herself in 

control as one with which she was dragging 

her whole self through an indescribable 

effort. ■

" You must have an assistant, of course," 

she went on. "You see, Jim, I've been 

here now, and I know by experience how 

much too much the work is for one. I ■
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wouldn't like to think you were over- 

working yourself again. And, indeed, the 

practice must be made to stand it, or — or 

something must be done. You will be 

Bure and see about it at once, won't you, 

Jimi" ■

There was a little anxious, appealing tone 

in her last words, and the light in her eyes 

softened as she looked at him. ■

" Assistants are not difficult to find," she 

added, with a faint smile; "and you'll 

quite easily get one who will be much more 

help to you than I've ever been. ' ■

She stopped, and there was a silence. 

The only sound in the room was the 

creaking sound made by the now dying 

little bit of fire that Dr. Meredith had 

lighted. ■

It was he who broke the silence. 

Stretching his arm along the mantelpiece, 

he began to play restlessly with the end of 

a little ornamental pipe-rack. ■

**Althea,"he said. Dr. Meredith very 

seldom used Althea's full name thus, and 

it lent a certain formality to his beginning ; 

but his tone was very gentle, and his eyes 

as they looked down on her were full of 

consideration and tenderness. . "I can't 

tell you," he went on, "how thankful I am 

to hear what you say 1 I might have known 

that a woman of your sense could not fail 

sooner or later to see things in their right 

light. I might have been sure you would 

understand it. I blame myself very much 

for the impatience I have shown in the 

matter. I think you would be glad if 

you could know, though, what a weight 

you have taken off my mind by your 

words I " ■

If Althea's ashen face could have grown 

a shade paler it did so ; and the hands that 

held so fast to the arms of the chair were 

very cold. She looked up at him as he 

ended with a rather wistful look creeping 

into her eyes, and softening the drooping 

coiners of her mouth. ■

" Jim," she said, •* I wish you would 

tell me — ^I shoidd be so glad to think that 

though I have made such an awful mess of 

it all — and you can't think how well I 

know that I have made an awful mess and 

mistake— still, I shoidd so like to think I 

bad been some little use to you — I'd helped 

you a little, if it was ever so little. I 

should like to have it to remember, if I 

could." ■

There was something wistful in her 

voice, too, and the last words were spoken 

very tentatively and humbly. Dr. Meredith 

made a sudden movement that nearly ■

jerked pipes, pipe<rack, and all off the 

mantelpiece. ■

"Helped mel" he said. "Why, of 

course you have ! You know you have. 

You've taken half the wprk on your 

shoulders! And you needn't think that 

any one else will do it so well, because 

they won't! What I should have done, 

where I should have been without you, 

Thea, these last two days, to say nothing of 

anything else " ■

A curious kind of spasm passed across 

Althea's face, and she inUurmpted him 

quickly. ■

" Don'tl " she said. " I didn't want you 

to say that. You know I'm very glad if I 

could — if I was — any help." ■

Again she stopped, and again there was 

a pause. Dr. Meredith was silent, the 

tender consideration of which his face 

was full seeming to make it difficult to him 

to find words. It was Althea who spoke 

at last ■

"I don't know quite how to make it 

clear," she said, " and I do so want it to 

be clear. I want you to understand this,^ 

Jim." ■

There was a quite different tone in her 

voice. It was steady and very dignified. 

There was no trace of hesitation or 

doubtfulness about it. ■

" I don't blame you or reproach you in 

the very least," she went on. "I never 

shall blame you. I shall know always — I 

know now — that it was all my fault I 

said that Sunday that it was your doing ; 

but now I know it was mine, and I choose 

it to be mine, and you are absolutely free, 

Jim — ^as free as if we had never seen each 

other." ■

Dr. Meredith gave a little start, and a 

shadow of troubled perplexity flitted across 

his face. ■

" Free, Thea 1 " he said. " That Sunday t 

That Sunday is nothing, nothing at all! 

I behaved like a brute, I know that. But 

if you could make some allowance for the 

fact that I was most tremendously taken 

aback, and if you could forgive me " ■

He stopped abruptly, his eyes fixed 

on the white, set face she bad slowly lifted 

to him. ■

"Thea!" he exclaimed, "you're not 

going to hold to what we said that day ; 

you're not thinking of that ) " ■

"Yes!" she said steadily. "Yes, of 

course I am. How can you ask itl'^ ■

"But, Thea ! " he cried, with a great con- 

sternation dawning in his eyes. "Surely 

you know I wasn't in earnest! Surely ■
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j6u know I didn't mean it I Thea, Thea, 

what have I done ! '' ■

He tobk t#o swift etrideis towards her, 

bnt she motioned him baek with a quick 

little gesture. ■

" You^ve done nothing/' she said. " If a 

all perfectly natural Tou are very generous, 

Jim, and honourable, and I know you don't 

like the thought of going back from your 

word« But I go back from mine ! Don't 

you understand f It's I who go back from 

mine!" ■

The shadow of perplexity on Dr. Mere^ 

dith's face developed into a black look of 

utter bewildehneUt and dismay. ■

" But why, Thea % " he cried. ** Why t '' ■

"Why?" she repeated. *» Don't you 

understand f Perhaps Fd better tell you, 

then ; but, Jim, I didn't think you would 

have made me say it. Don't you see, I 

know — I have known for ever so long — 

that there's some one else you care for 

more than you care for me." ■

The bewilderment and dismay developed 

into a look of alarmed and hopeless incom- 

prehension. ■

"Some one else?" he said slowly, in 

a dull, blank voice. " What can you mean, 

Thea ) Some one else ! But who ) • ' ■

Quite suddenly^-so suddenly that Dr. 

Meredith started — Althea rose from the 

chair in which she had been sitting all 

this time — rose with a swift, impetuous 

gesture, and stood facing him. Her white, 

set face was all changed and working with 

intense emotion ; her grey eyes were flash- 

ing, and her lips' trembling with passionate 

excitement. ■

" Who ! " she said. " Who ! Who should 

it be, Jim, but Rose Swinton) Hasn't 

your whole mind dwelt on her incessantly ? 

Hasn't she been your one thought for days ? 

Haven't you been ready to sacrifice any- 

thing and everything if only she might live ) 

Do you think I'm blind, Jim, or a fool 1 " 

she put in in scornful parenthesis. ■

Dr. Meredith was gazing at her with 

wide, amazed eyes and a pale face. ■

" Thea ! " he said rather faintly, as she 

paused for breath. " Thea " ■

But Althea took not the least heed to his 

faltering words. Presumably she did not 

even hear them. ■

" Isn't it obvious," she went on excitedly, 

" obvious to every one — not only to mcr— 

how you care for hert Every one in Mary 

Combe Will tell you the same thing. Every 

one looks upon your attention to her, 

and your anxiety about her, as the natural 

thing. Every one knows 1 Every one ■

understands ! It was only I who was in 

the dark. But I understand too, now I " ■

Thus far she had not moved ; but as dhe 

spoke the last words, she leaned her hand 

on the mantelshelf, evidently for some e^>rt 

of support, and her manner changed 

abruptly. 1% was not excited, but it was 

defiant — ^a defiance that showed itself in 

the gesture with which she stopped Dr. 

Meredith when he tried again to s^eak; ■

" No, Jim I " she said. " Hear me ont 

first. I'm going back to that Sunday. I 

thought then, as you yourself said just now, 

that it was, well^-^-nothing. I thought it ■

would bd all right. And " she brbke ■

off and stopped for an instant, "though I 

wasn't very happy, Jim,*' she said rather, 

falteringly^ " I went on thinking so until 

the day when you first asked me to go to 

Stoke Vere for you. I don't quite faiow 

what suggested all the truth to me then ; 

your manner, I think, and the fact that you 

had never spoken of her to me— natutally 

enough, I see now ! " ■

She stopped, breathless. ■

'^If you would listen to me; if you'd 

only listen for one moment," cried Dr. 

Meredith, "Thea, I eould explain it— 

everything!"^ ■

" Wait I " was all «he said. ■

And Dr. Meredith, his eyes fixed in a 

sort of horror on her face, his own growing 

paler and paler, had no choice but to 

obey. ■

'•Then, when I saw her, it grew clearer, 

of course. And it has scarcely needed your 

intense anxiety about her now to make me 

undetstand what is absolutely natural and 

simple. Oh, yea ! " she repeated bitterly, 

" quite simple. When I was mad enough 

to come hete, to try and help you, you 

hated me for my mad freak — I see that 

now ; and it was quite reasonable that you 

should. And perfectly reasonable that you 

should turn to some one else ; some one who 

would be more congenial to you than I — 

who Would never distress you by such — by 

such unwomanly ways. Oh ! " ■

She broke off with a sort of cry and 

glanced down at her dress, while a burning 

colour dyed her neck and the very roots of 

her hair. ■

" 1 detest myself I I detest myself ! " ■

Dr. Meredith caught at her outstretched 

arm with a sudden, imploring gesture, but 

she shook his hand off as if it burnt her. ■

"There's some more," she said slowly. 

" I'll tell you it all, but it's diffioult to have 

to make you hate me more than you do 

already." ■
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She paused, and" tHen went on stiU 

more slowly, and with hesitating breaks 

between ber. words. ■

"You know now," she sai4, "that it 

hasn't been easy for me, to — to help you 

with — ^her. And, last night, last nigbt, 

when — she — ^was at the lowest of all, it 

flashed into my mind that I'd only got to 

let her go and it woijld all be over,' a^d she 

could never take my place, Bu^ Jim, I 

didn't act upon it." ■

She lifted her eyes as she spoke to his 

face, now nearly, as white as her own. ■

"I didn't b^gin to act upon itl But I 

did think of it; and yoti ought to fctiow it. 

That's all, I ttiinb," she added heavily. 

"Mind, I shall never, never blame you. 

It is all my own doing : but if you could 

forgive me for coming nere I should h6 

grateful. That's aU."* . . ■

She took her h^d from the mantelpiece 

and turned as if to move away. But a 

heavy, tremulous hand fell op her shoulder, 

and a strong grip tumed her back. ■

"Thea!" ■

Dr. Meredith's voice was hparse and 

choked with agitation, ■

" Thea, it is my, turn now, aijui before ^ I 

say anything else, I swear to you that I 

bve no other woman in this world, but 

you; and that I love you at ttis moment 

more than I ever did before." , ■

He broke off, and his hold on her shoulder 

tightened convulsively. ■

Althea suddenly raised her miserable 

grey eyes to his. They grew larger and 

wider, wildly, and great iirpgular dashes 

of coloar- showed spasmodically ou her 

white faca ■

" Jim ! " she said in a far-away, weak 

voice ; *• Jim ! Yoi;i mean, that you-^ — " ■

"I don't know hOw to put it most 

strongly, Thea, but you hav^ made the 

greatest mistake you ever made in your 

life. I have never given — I swear it to 

you on my honour — one single thought to 

Rose Swinton — to any one but you." ■

"Jim ! you don't — you don't love me 

BtiU?" ■

The words were vei^ brokenly spoken, 

and then, without waiting for an answer^ 

Althea wrenched herself from his graep, 

buried her face on his shoidder, and broke 

into convulsive, choking sobs. ■

Dr. Meredith looked down on the slight 

shaking shoulders with his own face work- 

ing oddly. But he did not speak ; and, 

indeed, it would not have been of much 

use. The revulsion of feeling and the 

strain she had just passed through were ■

too much for Althea, and she sobbed' 

absolutely upcontrollably. Dr. Meredith, 

waite4 patie^tly^ and with a great tender-, 

ness on his face, until the jSrst break came, 

and Althea drew a ^ong, weary breath. 

Then he said, \ery gently : ' ■

" Thea, if you could, I wish you would 

let me tell you how I hate myself for 

having been a fool and a brute. I must 

have peen so inconceivably stupid to have 

given you th^ slightest foundation for such 

an awful mistake. But X never dreamed 

of. such a thii^g^-neyer ! I was just 

simply very «^nxioua|, for my own credit's 

sake,, and for her, poor old f^either's, to pull 

Boae Swinton through, and I thought — 

well; I took for granted that you would 

understand, and would help me. I was a 

hopeless idiot ! " ■

There was a quick catch in Althea's 

breath. ■

"No, you were noti!" came in a low, 

smothered voice from her. ■

"Yes, I was/' he responded quickly.. 

" Perhaps if I'd been clearer-heiwied I should 

have understood it all, and understood you 

quicker. But, Thea "-r-he paused for one 

moment, and then went on in a rather 

low^r tone-^" if you've been unhappy, I 

haven't been very, happy either. I haven't 

eiy'oyed the terms we've been on ; u it 

likely 1 And I didn't know what on earth 

to do to alter things. I've been horribly 

distressed and perplexed. Perhaps," he 

said appealingly, " if you think of that, you 

could foTgive me for all the misery I've 

brought to you." ■

He paused*, Althea vei^ slowly lifted 

her bead, from its rj^rtjng-place, and lifted, 

with an evident effort^ her heavy eyes to 

him, only to let them fall again directly. ■

"Can you forgive me for coming here, Jim 1 

For all the uphappiness I've been to you 1 " ■

The sobs had not yet gone out of Althea's 

voice, and her. imploring little speech was 

more than once broken by them. ■

Dr. Meredith raised her tear-stained face 

very tenderly, and tumed it to his own, 

which was full of grave and yet passionate 

feeling. ■

"Thea," he said slowly, "Thea, my 

darling, though we've both been so un- 

happy, I wouldn't have missed this month 

out of our experience for anything. We 

shall know each other betted all our lives for 

it, and I shall, if I can," he added, " love 

you better than I did for having had you 

for my assistant." ■

A week later Lady Carruthers received a ■
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letter from her niece dated from the house 

in Bloomsbury. This was somewhat of a 

surprise to her, for as i^e had lately told 

several friends, quoting in so doing Althea's 

own description of her whereabouts, she 

had believed her niece to be staying ** some- 

where in the country with a friend." ■

The letter was in itself an unusual occur- 

rence, for the aunt and niece never corre- 

sponded ; and its contents were of a nature 

calculated rather to impress the occurrence 

upon the recipient. ■

"Dr. Meredith," so the letter ran, **has 

decided to sell his practice in the country 

as soon as possible, and to take one close 

to London. If this arrangement should be 

carried out, we hope to be married early in 

the autumn." ■

On this Lady Carruthers rose in her 

dignity, and issued something between a 

mandate and an invitation to her niece to 

come to her for at leastthree months previous 

to her wedding, that her clothes might be 

'' seen after sensibly." And Althea obeyed 

with a most unwonted meekness — a meek- 

ness which characterised her throughout 

the whole of the three months. Towards 

the end of the time it had grown so marked, 

indeed, as to evoke a most unusual course 

of comment from Lady Carruthers. ■

'* Beally, Althea," she said one September 

day, when the aunt and niece were driv- 

ing home along Piccadilly after one of ■

the last of their shopping expeditions ; 

" really, I may say that it is a great satis- 

faction to, me to feel that your engagement 

has been so unexceptionably carried through. 

I dtnnot say how thankful I am that your 

own conduct has been throughout so com- 

mendable, and never once characterised by 

any of that terrible unconventionality which 

is, or, I should say, was, your marked trait. 

It would have been so like you, you know, 

to have conducted yourself in some ridicu- 

lously unheard-of way or other ! But I see 

thaty thanks to my very careful upbringing, 

you have not forgotten what is due to me 

and yourself." ■

A vivid blush suffused Althea's cheek. 

Lady Carruthers took it, and the rather 

confused disclaimer that followed it, for 

modesty. ■

Fortunately for ^er, the mental picture 

that was at that mbment blotting out the 

trees in the Green Park from Althea's eyes, 

and making them at the same time sparkle 

with covert, half-regretful humour, was for 

ever undreamed of by Lady Carruthers, as it 

would be for ever by all Althea's world be- 

side, save her husband. Althea saw herself 

buying in the Mary Combe shop a large 

offering of sweets to assuage the grief that 

had been evinced by Thomas Benjamin 

Allen, and a group of his friends, at her 

departure from Mary Combe as Dr. Mere- 

dith's assistant ■
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" Well, really it is most sad and most 

extraordinary," said Mrs. Bethnne to Adela. 

"Philip Gillbanks has come from that 'wild 

black conntry only to be lost in a fog. 

How very strange I Here is the account of 

it in the * Morning Post.' It has quite 

upset Dora, she isn't the same girl, and as 

to dear Forster^ he ought not to go back. 

It is fortunate that be is obliged to stay in 

bed with a return of that fever, for I really 

believe he would already have gone back to 

those' poor Winskells. There was always 

somethiDg odd about that marriage, wasn't 

there f And &is end seems even stranger. 

I mean, of course, it is natural, but one does 

wish it was more like an' ordmary bereave- 

ment." ■

^ Oh, mother ! It is dreadful ; but Dora 

won't be comforted at all. I wish she had 

never gone, it weighs on her mind. Mr. 

De Lucy looks quite puzzled because Dora 

has not once contradicted him 1 He is 

leally vety sympathetic, and I notice he 

won't mention anything which reminds 

Dora of it As to Forster, he was so well, 

Dora says^ before this happened." ■

" When: people take such odd titles you 

can't expect them to htive things happeh to 

them quite in the same way as ordinary 

mortals." ■

*' I wish we had never met them, if this 

is to be the result.. I hardly dare go into 

Forster's room, he always asks if there is a 

letter for him, and Dora won't say a word 

about it alL" ■

" It's very extraordinary I A mysterious 

disappearance never seems quite proper, 

does it?" ■

" No, people will think poor Philip has 

been murdered, or decoyed away, or I don't 

know what else ! It is quite wonderful 

what stories fly round £rom extremely 

ordinary misfortunes." ■

"They all think he fell into the 

Sothery/' sighed Mrs. Bethune. " I'm sure 

it sounds quite natural ; just what I should 

do in a fog, and I dare say on a clear day 

too, dear. What a comfort Dora has come 

back safe and sound. I have got a drawer 

full of letters for her to sort, but she 

seemed so unlike herself that I haven't 

shown them to her. She says the house 

— ^the Palace, those! strange people call it — 

is beautiful now, all except one turret 

which the King — my dear, isn't it comical, 

all these names ) Well, the old man, who 

is quite crazy, it appears, won't have his 

burrow touched, so it remains in a decayed 

condition." ■

*' But the oddest part of the story is his 

finding the hidden treasure. I never 

thought such things existed outside boys' 

books, did you, mother f " ■

" It isn't common, but nothing about our 

beautiful Princess was common. Imagine 

her a widow, poor thing, poor thing ! The 

Sookwoods will want to hear idl about 

everything. I'm glad they are eotning to- 

day, though poor Forster looked quite 

pained when I told him. He does not 

want to see anybody. He was so very 

fond of his poor dear friend, wasn'jt he t" ■

" Philip Gillbanks was the nicest man I 

have ever met," said Adela smddenly. ■

** Except Forster, dear Adeia^ you 

forget." ■

"Of course, but Forster was so much 

accustomed to being master and ordering ■

VOL. XQ.— THIBI) aiBIESr ■
2SK> ■
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people, that he hardly knew how wbnd6tful 

his friend was. It isn't so very easy to bo 

always obeying." ■

"Oh, but dear Forster takes the lead 

better tlum any one else." ■

** TSben I'm sure Philip Gillbanks took l^e 

other position better than any one else I 

knc?s^.*' ■

"9311 he married ! He wa» quite in- 

fatuated about our Princess, and she 

seemed so little fitted to be the wife of a;^ 

an ordinary man.*' ...>., ■

"There's Jack ! " exclaimed Adek, " and 

where is Dora? She must leave oflf moping." ■

To Dora the whole household seemed so 

bright and cheerful, that she felt all th^ 

more deeply the contrast to that other 

home. The Secret, which in spite of 

herself she had discovered, weighed her 

down and seemed to darken even the 

sunshine, but it could not dini the 

atmosphere of truth and goodness that 

pervaded her own home. She could not, 

however, shake off the misery of it, nor 

could she feel that 6he would ever be the 

same happy Dora as of old. ■

Her life was changed by one touch of 

the wand of evil. To her young imagination 

there was no difference iu the degrees of 

evil. She interpreted the Gospel words 

literally, so to heu this unholy love, this 

sin, meant an angel's falL ■

And all this knowledge Dcffa must keep 

to herself I For Forster's sake she must 

neither speak to him of it nor to any one else, 

and she must live her daily life without 

seeming to know H^: ■

Sfa«, tod, heard the Kookwoods drive up 

to iAm ddov) amd she made, an effort to go 

downtannet tliem^ . ■

They were already in the drawing-room, 

aad lady Bookwood was deep in con-) 

venation. ■

*^0h, yes, ^o heard ft in'town^ It is 

in all the society papers. You see, the' 

wedding of your strange Princess surprised 

a good many persons. Oh 1 here ib Dora. 

^^Ji you must know all ahovt it" ■

" How did it happen 1" said Lord Rook- 

wood. *^ To be lost in a fog i^eema odd. He 

was not going on a Ibng journey, was he ? '* ■

" I only know it's true,'^ said Dora, ■

** Yes, but the fellow wasn't * a fool. 

Was there no trace found anywhere 1" ■

" Please don't ask anything more sHbout 

it. Cousin Jack. It was all so — so dread- 

fuJ," said Dora. ■

Lord Eookwood at once turned the 

conversation, and then he soon suggested 

going upstairs to see Forster. ■

"That fever is a beastly thing. I told 

Forster he would repent going off on such a 

fool's errand. That settlement will prove 

more than he barguned for." ■

" I wish you would persuade him that he's 

done enough for pther neo^e," chimed in 

Mrs. Bethune: "he i^ally might try and 

get some em^aoyment at home. It is so 

hard to explain J'orster's work when people 

ask what my son is doing." ■

" Poor aunt I In future you must say 

that he is a fasbionablephilanthropist." ■

' " Fonlter would - indeed be shocked I 

You know he hates fashions. But do come 

and see him; he's better to-day, only the 

doctor won't let him go out of his toGm. 

It is that anxiety that brought the fever back, 

and that long journey home. He thought 

it was all so Dad for jbpfa— g(>lt wsi.*' ■

This last sentence was s^d i^ the passage 

as Mrs. Bethime led the way upstairs. ■

" I met some friends of the . Princess 

yesterday. They are much excited about 

the news of her widowhood. They take a 

great interest in a rich widow."' ■

"Jack, dear, how shocking 1 1 It is only 

stich a short time since that poor ^ulip 

.was'bst. How can people say such things 1 

Poor dearS) I don't suppose they mean it, 

but they shouldn't^ the^ really shouldn't 

How angry Forster wpuld be if he knew 

it 1 Don't say anything like that to him." ■

*^ Don't be afraid, aunt, I've only oome 

ubout the settlement, which means that I 

pay up for Forster's little amusements in 

Africa," • . ; ■

" Do be thankful that you can help the 

poor dear people I I wish I coiild, but 

Forster says you are the pio^ person to 

squeeze." ■

^'Does he? Well, he won't do much 

more in that line. It only ruins his own 

healldi, iand brings Idiat'nide fellow Jhoine to 

lose his wits in a fog." ■

Forster was sitting by a flro^ though at 

Bethune Castle the latq Septeqibei stin 

was still warm, and there was no suoh 

chilliness as that exp^enced in the 

Rothery vfilley during even the summer 

months of the year. Forster's handsome 

face was so strangely altered, that on seeing 

him Loxd Bookwood exclaimed : ■

" Good heavens, Fbrster ! "What have you 

done to yourself)" ■

" Yes, dear boy, he has ruined his health 

for all kinds of poor dear people." • ■

"Ifonsense, mother. I say, Jack, don't 

bother about me." ■

Mrs. Bethune w^t out and left them 

alone. ■
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*^ Whafs all this strange business about 

Philip)'' said Loid Book wood, sitting 

down and looking at Forster with undis* 

gcdsed astonishmenl. '* It's been a^«-a blow 

to you, I see. Aunt said you had got all 

nght again of tiiat African fever, but you 

look anything but all right;'' ■

"* No, I'm all wrong, ererything is wrong. 

Jack. I — I wish I had never come back, 

and then Philip would have stayed there 

too." ■

'' It is no use going back on tiliings like 

Aat. Ifs too complicated ; besides, if he 

was to-— to be lost in a fog, a fog would have 

come on out there, if tiiiere are such things." ■

" No, such things are not all mapped out 

like that, ind^>enden1^jr of one's actions. I 

was a bas6 coward to fdnake the post. I 

say, Jack, H ot^e you no end of *r-of apologies. 

You gave us the money, Imd J wasn't fit to 

use it." ■

" Oh f I say, if you are in a penitent 

mood ft)r nothing, I sh^ll have to stump up 

some more tin, and I really didn't mean to« 

Hang the tin! You know I've got lots, 

and if yoti wdht m^ to go l)ankTupt for 

the Eookery, why^ 1 must.'' Jack tned to 

laugh. " And look here, look at this report 

of a fell6w who went to the settlement." ■

He drew out a newspaper cutting from 

an iimer pocket. It gave a glowing 

description of the colony, comparing it 

favourably with all ithe other undertakings 

of the same kind, but it added: ^^The 

result of thia is owikig to the personal 

eflforts and extraordinary exertions of that 

leader among men, Forster Betbi^e, cousin 

of the noljle: lord whose generous gift' of 

money has made the enter^^e possible." ■

'' That ought to dieer you, Forster ! You 

really made il go on idl fours, and yoti 

should hear how people plague me with 

congratulations^ and treat me like a modern 

philaJnthTopic Jc^ggenkaut I dalren'i say 

that 1 had it AH taken from ^me at tiie 

bayonet point by your silver tongue." ■

"But^ Jack, it wasn't you nor I^ it was 

Philip that made it a success. I shall 

never forget all that he did. I went- out 

with half a h^art, and he waa so afraid 

that people should say I had failed, that 

ha put his whole being, his whole heart 

into the work^ and made it what it is." ■

' But whi^ the deuce does he >nieaii by 

coming home and disappearing in tihis 

idiotic fashion 1" ■

** Meanl • C^y it is the judgement of 

Heaven on me,". and FosBter groaned; ■

"Oh, nonsense; that is a good phrase, 

you know, for your East iJSnd^irs, but it ■

doesn't go down in society ! What had you 

todbwithitl" ■

"I— I — I don't know, but I can neve* 

forgive mysell I saw him-«-end I did nob 

follow him or wam him of that dangerous 

river bank and " ■

Forster' was putting a strong cuirb over 

his inclination to make Jack his con*' 

f fcssor. For ieverybody's sake, for the sake 

of Philip's memory, it was .especially 

important that the truth should never ledk 

out. ■

"^.Well, you saw him in that glen. It 

was foggy and he never came home again. 

Htimph ! But his body has not been 

found." ■

"No, and it maj never be recovered. 

Those rivers pierce the rocky bed at 

times and run underground, or else flow 

through such deep^ narrow channels that 

it is impossible to follow their course." ■

" It seems odd ! By the way, Forster, 

thete^ is no suspicion of treachery; I 

supposel" ■

Forster started from his chair. ■

"Treachery J i Whkt makes you think 

so?" ■

'* Nothing, of course^ I don't know the 

place or the people, but you onlce said Shflip 

would never bd w^ll received up there.'" ■

"But he waf her husband, legallj^ 

married, you know;" ■

" I never supposed it otherwise.* ■

" But^ his money rebuilt tiie whole place, 

it saved the family from ruin." ' :' ^ -^ ■

"Her royal highness wa s ■ " ■

" Hush, Jack, M us respect rtxilip'ti 

memory* I hm going back there as ^oon 

as possible; as long as his body is not found 

there may be lu^^— but I have non^.' I 

know Phiiip is dead, and-— and I shall 

nevftr forgive myeelf^^ '■ ' ■

*^.¥ott' are w^tchedl^ "weak. Youand 

Bora seem qiHita changed creatures." ■

" DoKu—poor child I" I'* ■

"Blue devils have possession of you, 

but I lufuir to drive .them out. Igm so 

awfully matter-of-fact, and to say the truth 

Fm tf being Kving on such utterly false 

pretences, that I want to peirform som6 

good Wrk to compensate for the feeling." ■

^* False pretences I Not you, Jack t If 

you don't mind getting' rid of your good 

opinion of me, I Eihall feel better." ■

"But I can't! . HuUoa! 'here's pdra. 

Ill go and see unclei I've brought MiA a 

rare edition (^something. Her ladyship 

looked into it ; I didn'l. She pietends- to 

be litelary; We all of us live on pretence, 

you see." i . ■
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•^ ■

"Yea." ■

Then Dora entered and shot the door. 

She came towards the fireplace, and knelt 

down by her brother. The look of dejection 

in one formerly so light-hearted was pitiful 

to see. ■

Suddenly Forster's face flashed, for Bora 

drew a letter out of her pocket. ■

" Forster— this has come for you." It 

was addressed in Penelope's handwriting. 

Dora misunderstood the flush, for her secret 

weighed heavily on her. ■

"Forster, Forster, don't read it It is 

from Penelope." ■

** Not read it I It may be about—" ■

" Oh, no, no ; he is dead. I know he is. 

Don't let Philip see — people do see those 

they love when they are dead, I am sure 

they do. Don't let him see that." ■

"See what?" said Forster hoarsely. 

The girl's words were like sharp-edged 

knives. ■

" You know — ^you know. Don't let him 

see how much you and Penzie love each 

other;" ■

Dora herself looked like the culprit, 

as she hid her face in the arm-chair. ■

** Dora, how can you ? " ■

" I know I ought not to say it. The 

Princess said for your sake I must not, but 

I love you so much — oh, so much. You 

know that you have been my hero ever since 

I was a baby. I know I dcmt understand 

such things, only it is wrong, it must be 

wrong." ■

"You need not fear, Dora. My life 

must be lived on other lines." ■

He broke open the seal and read the one 

line the letter contained : ■

** Come at once if you can." ■

He showed it in silence to Dora. ■

" Oh, don't go— don't go, Forster. It is 

an evil place ; don't go. What does ^Xead 

us not into temptation ' mean t Don't go." ■

" Hush, little Dora ; I must go." ■

CHAPTER XLVin. DESOLAIS DAT£t. ■

SoMSTiiiES it happens that^ in the north, 

winter steps into the month of October and 

places her chilly feet on summer's last 

carpet of flowers, making the blossoms 

shiver at her cold touch. ■

In the Bothery valley there had come 

this sudden spell of winter weather. ■

Often and often had the King of Rothery, 

with his son and Oldcom, spent nights in 

wandering on the fcdls; but now the old 

man's life seemed more than evei; paralysed, 

and more than ever his strange madness ■

increased. Money had been .his mania all 

his life, and now that he had conveyed the 

treasure to his room at the old farm, he 

watched it as a dog guards his favourite bone. ■

Even Oldcom, with well-seasoned nerves, 

now Mi a strange creepiness when he noted 

the expression of his master's face ; for the 

old man would sit for hours in a kind of 

torpid contemplation of his treasure, then, 

if roused, he would fly into a terrible passion 

which made one's blood run cold. He seemed 

to be returning slowly towards the type of 

the brute creation from whence, as we are 

told, man has originally sprung, and this 

was shown more especially in his night 

wanderings. ■

Since Philip's disappearance no one 

except Oldcfom had paid great attention to 

him. Penelope experienced a strange 

horror of her fathei^s i^resenee, and the 

Duke was so taken up with business that 

only once or twice had he tried to persuade 

his brother to give up his treasure. He had 

been able to assure himself that it was no 

mare's nest — the treasure was a fact, and 

needed to be judiciously dealt with — but the 

blow which had fallen on the Palace had 

swallowed up all other matters. ■

Everything that could be done had been 

done, but in vain, and now no one enter- 

tained a hope that Penelope's husband was 

still alive. Only two persons, however, 

knew the probable cause of his dis- 

appearance, and the lips of those two were 

sealed. To others it appeared that Philip 

had been lost in the fog, that he had 

accideutally missed his footing and that 

the cruel Eothery bad swept him away into 

the bowds of the earth; but for those two, 

Philip, in deep anguish, had rushed away 

from the treachery of a friend and the cold- 

ness of a woman, and blinded by despair, 

had flung prudence to the winds. The 

sadness hiLd been increased tenfold by 

the arrival of Mr. Gillbanka and his 

daughter Clytie. ■

In one tldng Penelope was firm. She 

would not see them^ she shut herself up in 

hex room, and refused to come out or to let 

the visitors see her. Hie Duke accounted 

for it by the fa<4 of her grief; she was 

utterly changed, he said, and said truly, as 

he begged ^e two to respect her wifliies ; 

for the terrible shock aiKL the long tdi- 

certainty she had endured had quite un- 

nerved her. ■

The Palace seemed to the busy mer- 

chant a place of the dead. His grief for 

his son was deep but silent The rugged 

nature that had made the man what he was. ■
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one of the riphest merchants of Manchester, 

was not one to show any outward sign of 

grief; in that respect he and the proud aristo- 

oats met on the same ground, hut here the 

sympathy ended. Mr. Gillbanks recoiled 

hefore the studied politeness of the Duke, 

and was moreover deeply hurt at Penelope's 

refusal to see him. He had hated the 

mazriagei and Clytie had openly said it was 

cmly a money afiiedry hut she liked the 

reflected glory acquired from her brother's 

maniage. lliere had never been much in 

common between the brother and sister. 

FhiUp was of a nature naturally so refined, 

so pure and elevated, that Clytie's purse- 

proud vulgarity and love of show had 

recoiled from contact with a being whose 

actions^ in her eyes, were the result of 

incipient insanity. To have no wish to 

make the most of yourself, no desire to 

shine by wealth, no worldly ambition^ and, 

above aU, not to be ashamed of his hero- 

worship, for a poor aristocrat, who was 

himself but half sane, all this was beyond 

her understanding. ■

The loss of her brother was therefore to 

Clytie not a personal loss in the true sense 

of the word, but of course she was properly 

shocked and horrified, and she was not a 

little indignant that by Philip's will, duly 

attested by her father, a very large portion 

of the Gillbanks wealth passed to Penelope. 

However, though large, it was not so large 

as would have been the case had Philip 

lived, and the consequence was that Clytie 

Gillbanks would in future be an heiress. ■

Clytie looked forward to a good time, for 

witti hex it would be a case of diamond cut 

diamond ; so, as she smothered herself in the 

most expensive crape which she could buy, 

she did not sorrow as one who had no hope 

in the future — in this world, that is to say. 

Happily her father's state of health was a 

sufficient excuse to cut the visit as short as 

possible, and indeed what could they do ? 

Everytlung that could be done had been 

done. Even now, ten days after the 

event, searchers were still kept tramping 

for miles round the dales, and still there 

were watchers stationed by the banks of 

the Rothery . ■

A great stillness had fallen over the 

place. There was no laughter heard, the 

servants moved about the Palace more than 

ever as if they were soulless machines, and 

Penelope herself was never seen except 

when twilight fell over the land ; then she 

would walk out enveloped in black from 

h^ to foot, and walk swiftly up the glen 

path till she reached the small gate. She ■

never varied her walk. Every day she 

went there, and the rest of the time she 

spent in her own sitting-room, working at 

the old embroidery frame, which had been 

put away since the day when she and the 

Duke had started for London. ■

All this time, however, her inner life was 

one of strange excitement. The needle 

flew swiftly backward and forward^ and her 

new thoi^hts were worked into the delicate 

silk flowers. ■

She was free — ^free I How ardently she 

had longed for this moment, and now that 

it had come she could not realise it She 

felt a great blank around her, as if she 

were alone in a desert, and as if some one 

had drawn a magic cirde round her, bidding 

no one approach her on pain of death. ■

On pain of death ! She shivered a little 

at the sentence. What was death t Her 

mother was dead, that was almost natural ; 

but Philip was dead, and that she could not 

yet understand. Had she wished for his 

death 1 In words, never, but in something 

more powerful than words, she had called for 

a freedom that nothing but death could give. ■

And now she was free 1 ■

Sometimes at this juncture of her thoughts 

she would push her work away and pace 

up and down the room. Then she would 

look out of the window repeating over and 

over again : " I am free ! I am free 1 " ■

But these words did not impress her 

with the fact, words and ideas having no 

connecting link. Perhaps, she argued, the 

news had come too suddenly upon her, 

perhaps by-and-by she would realise it. 

Now she could only say it : *' I am free ! " ■

Even in the ordinary sense of the word she 

could not feel it, for over and over again 

she caught herself listening for Philip's 

footsteps, as she had often done before, 

with a feeling of dread and shrinking. 

Was this because Philip had had no funeral 

service read over him, because no one had 

closed his eyes, no one had heard Ids last 

words 1 ■

When it came to this thought a terrible 

eeriness took possession of her, and her 

loneliness and freedom so frightened her 

that she was always forced to ring the bell 

violently. Betty invariably answered the 

summons, for no one else was allowed to 

come into Penelope's room. But when Betty 

entered with her quiet ways and her 

question as to what the Princess needed, 

Penelope quickly made up some excuse, or 

invented some need. Usually she said : ■

"Tell the Duke to come and see me 

when he is not busy." ■
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TbA Dnke was seldom too busy to oome 

to his niece; bttt heie tigain th^re was 

disappointment. A great shadow seemed to 

lie between them; They eonld not talk 

about' Philip ; instead, therefore, the Duke 

plunged into business matters. When a 

certain time had elapsed she wouM be 

mistress of a very large income, but her 

father mnsfc be persuaded to use his new- 

found treasure in repaying the cost of the 

repairs, or else he must give up his right to 

all inteitoence. Lawyers made many 

dif&eultie» and must^ be satisfied. One day 

the Duke added : ■

*^That north turret, for instance, is 

really barely safe. The architect said so 

when we first began work ; but your father 

is most persistent against its being repaired. 

I kied again yestorday, and I — I really was 

afraid of his fury. But as things are, what 

^san one do t He is not too irresponsible to 

manage many things, and as long as possible 

we must keep him with us. Besides, doctors 

are queer fish, and we don't want the faculty 

prying into our affairs. Lawyers are bad 

enough. Wa. Gillbanks's man of business is 

really a fellow one can hardly ask to sit 

down."" ■

" What can you expect of such people t *' 

said Penelope scornfully. ■

**^ However, whatever happens, you, my 

Penade,. axe safe and independent of all the 

changes and chances of the house of Wins- 

kell. Your future can be nothing but 

brilliant." ■

" Oh,, uncle ! " die said, standing up and 

catching her breath a little. ''Don't say 

that I am a true Winskell, you know I 

would rather fall with its old name, I — I — 

but now, anyhow, I am free to——" she 

broke off quickly — what was she saying! ■

The Duke did not appear to have noticed 

her words, and continued : ■

** It was for the house of Winskell you 

and I worked so hard. We have succeeded 

on every side, for really to depend on your 

father is to lean on a very poor support." ■

** He is the King," she said, sittog down 

again to her work, and the words seemed to 

do her good, for she could realise them. One 

could not be free of all burdens; perhaps, 

after all, t^ere was some advantage in 

accepting a few. In this case it was the 

honour ef the old name that was bound up 

in it ; her father was the King. ■

There was a long pause between them ; 

both felt the strange something that was 

wanting to their happiness, in spite of 

their success. On the Duke's side, as 

long as the King was the head of the ■

family, even nominally, how could the 

glory of the house be increased t And for 

Penelope, she knew that she had ytt to 

face her position. All the cdurage of the 

Winskells would be wanted to mitke h^r 

really free to carry out her desi^. ■

The days went slowly, very slowly by, 

for she lived in a torpid stete. The future, 

to which she had offered so mnch in the 

old days, had not fulfilled its part, it had 

yet to give her happiness. In that old com- 

pact she had forgotten to ask for it; believing : 

that joy was every^^ere ) but she hiid found 

out her mistake, and now, With ^ the 

strength of her strong iiatute, she called 

out that the future must add happiness to 

the wealth it had already supplied. She 

had tried wealth without happiness, and 

she had found it to be wanting, woefully 

wanting. ■

One day she spent all the cold, gloomy 

afternoon in deep thought ; she did not even 

ply her needle^ but sat near the old open 

hearth where the great logs rested on the 

shining andirons. Nero found his way up 

to her, and stretched himself at her feet 

She did not notice him till suddenly isHe 

rose and laughed softly. ■

" They call me Philip's widow," she said 

aloud; "but I want to be — ^to be a wife, 

his wife.'' Then she wrote one line on a 

sheet of paper and sent it that evening. 

The envelope was directed to Forster. ■

OFF BEATEN TRACKS IN THE 

LAKE DISTKICT. ■

I BBGAN by walking right off to Trout- 

beck in the cool of the evening, with just 

a night kit in a cartridge case, a macintosh 

on one arm and a stick in the other hand. 

A man wants no more than this, plus fair 

endowment in the matter of lungs and legs. 

Then, given a patient spirit and rather 

more than an average appreciation of 

Nature's excellences, he ought to have 

some halcyon hours among the Lakes. ■

They seemed to compassionate me on the 

coach that scrambled up towards Winder- 

mere on the Patterdale road. I returned 

them their pity threefold. A pack of people * 

squeezed together so that rib ran into rib, 

some holding umbrellas betwixt them and 

the exquisite summer sun on its wane, and all 

patently perspiring and matted with dust ; 

newly-wedded couples, ill-assorted folk 

from two or three continents, and the 

tramp of horses' feet and the jingle of their 

harness dulling their ears against the carol ■
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of blftckbirds knd linnets^ — in the name of 

joj vrhttebi fey their superiority ? I was 

free as air, could breal&e — and perspire if 

necessaiy — at my ease^ whistle and swing 

my stidk, fitop where I ehose to look at 

"nnndermere's diver, gleaming beyond the 

tiee-tops, and take my fill of the dark 

moontains that frame the lake's head. 

Half-way I sat on a stile, and bared my 

hair to a shower. The clover smelt the 

sweeter for the moistnre, and ' the birds 

piped more ardently, as if they had* just 

received from heaven the boon their throats 

most craved. ■

That night and the next I slept at the 

"Mortal Man,'' in Troutb6ck. My land- 

lady, who did all the waiting on me, was a 

hearty, skimpy, nut-brown person of the 

middle age, with wonderful teeth and a 

trick ot never addressing me as '' sir." She 

had no guest but myself. I could thus sit 

untroubled at the great tow window of her 

imi, which gazed down Troutbeck's green at 

a section of Windermere's middle reach, 

smoke my pipe, think and dream at my 

pleasure. That aiicient wrestler. Walker, 

of Troutbeck, catne hither to drink ale 

and talk. Ther^ were two or three 

more inih him. They live under idyllic 

conditions in Troutbeck, ailiong meadows 

and mountains and remote from the 

railway's screech. That, however, does not 

jMpevent them from being very fond of ale. 

My landlady was new to the place, having 

lately come from another dale. She told 

of the anxiety the Troutbeck revellers 

caused her at first, but she flattered herself 

she had now taken their measure and 

measured herself with them — satisfactorily. ■

Yeaie back the ** Mortal Man " bore a 

signboard inscribed as follows : ■

O mortal man that liv'st on })read. 

How comes tby nose to be so red ? 

Thon silly ass, thut look'st so pale, 

It comes of SaUy Birkett's ale. ■

My skimpy, nut-brown landlady was Sally 

Birkett's successor. ■

England has many admirable lanes, but 

none, to my mitid, more admirable than 

Troutbeck's, where these run towards the 

wilds at the head of its glen. You have 

mountains on either hand; the beck, of 

course, more or less, by your side ; flowery 

meadows sloping this way and that ; and 

such a tangle of honeysuckle and hawthorn 

for hedges as the eye loves to behold. 

Amid the hawthorn are wild raspberries — 

with a fine enduring flavour — and here and 

there white and pink foxgloves and ferns 

innumerable. A little church tinkles itis ■

bell in a hollow where several of these 

seducing byways agree to meet. ■

There 1$ a remarkable academic warning 

on a stile in the neighboi;rhood^ where the 

bough of a tree threatens damage) to the 

explorer. The words " Mens tuum caput " 

are as good in their way as one glass — or two 

— of Sally Birkett's ale doubtless used to be. ■

From the " Mortal Man " I hied me on 

the third day to Mardale by Haweswater, 

My landlady said the weather looked bad. 

It did-*-there could be no cjuestion about 

it, Windermere, down the valley, was 

three parts lost in rain. It remained so 

lost while I breakfasted on the freshly- 

picked strawberries and the new-laid eggs 

of my land^Vs demesne.'. Yet all the 

while Troutbeck was imder glorious sun- 

shine, and the mountains I had to face were 

clear to their summits. The Troutbeck 

bees seemed to have no doubt that it would 

be good weather for them ; their excitement 

among the honeyed flowers was confusing. 

Yet even had it rained hard on us I should 

not have tarried. The man who fears a 

soaking must not <?ome to Westmoreland. 

He should first of all take to his heart, the 

subtle description of the Lake District 

contriv6d-^if the papers are to be believed 

— ^by the proverbial School Board boy : 

"The English lakes are supposed to be very 

beautiful ; they are very wet.'* ■

I started impetuously, resolved to reach 

Mardale before the rain. It is about a ten- 

mile walk. But the walk is a climb or a 

descent the whole way, and includes the 

summit of High Street as its crowning point. 

High Street is two thousand six hundred 

and sixty-three feet above the sea level. I 

also went over Dl Bell and Froswick — bold 

little peaks with nasty rocks to the east. 

The sun, when it was not veiled. Was 

fearful. And ever, it seemed, I was . likely 

to be absorbed in the mist that drifted with 

the rain up Troutbeck's vale — soon far 

beneath me — with a menacing air. It 

might have been bad to be caught on 

these fells, and assuredly I should have 

had an anxious hour ere getting down the 

rocks of Kough Crag towards Mardale. As 

it was, I nearly flipped into Blea Water, 

eight hundred feet down. Few things in 

the Lake District are better worth seeing 

than the dark, knotted crags of High Street 

over Blea Water, and the black precipices of 

Harter Fell to the south. These objects 

enclose the head of Mardale and Haweswater, 

and the world knows not of their glory. ■

Time was when the North- Western 

Bailway threatened Mardale with intrusion. ■
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Look on the map, and you may under- 

stand it. The line was to lun from Pen- 

nth by Haweswt^tery and through the 

mountains to Kendal The gods be praised 

that £ s. d. stood in the way. It would 

have cost a fortune to tunnel under Barter 

Fell, and all Mardale's peace would have 

been spoiled. ■

As it is, the "Dun Bull Inn"— I de- 

dine to call it an hotel— ^the parsonage, 

the church. Chapel Hill, and a farm- 

stead or two constitute the village, which 

stretches divinely up two green glades 

towards the mountains. Ice-cold springs 

and lonely waterfalls feed the becks in 

these two sequesjiered dales, and the bleat- 

ing of sheep mingles wiUi the bark of 

eoUie dogsT and the voice of the waters in 

the shadowed solitudes. Lower down you 

see the blue length of Haweswater, with 

the green oak-wood of Naddle Forest on 

the steeps of one side, and the bare high- 

liuidB, some two thousand feet in elevation, 

which separate Haweswater from XJllswater 

on the other side. ■

I found the *'Dun Bull" emptier even 

than the " Mortal Man." £ven the landlord 

and his lady had gone ofif to Penrith for the 

day. But I was taken in hand by a suave 

old man, with thick, straight^ white hair — 

a man for a poet to rhyme about — and 

with his aid I broke my fast in a cool room. 

I shall long remember this old man. He was 

better than a directory at local records, and 

possessed a most engaging gift of gossip. 

And when I had lunched under his vener- 

able care, I strolled to the churchyard and 

lay among the tombs on a pile of new-cut 

grass, alone with my reflections and a cigar. ■

Mardale church must rank with the 

other ecclesiastical curiosities of the Lake 

District. It has a sweet situation and sweet 

soROundings, and its nave is just eight 

paces long. Its average congregation is ten 

or twelve, though its twelve curt pews will 

hold about three persons each, ^e oaken 

beams of its roof show the axe marks of 

theii smoothing. From itswindows you may, 

during the sermon, feast your eyes on the 

cascades which perennially tumble from the 

diflfs Swindale way. ■

What a cure for a clergyman to hold 1 

His ministrations may well run risk of 

drifting into a quite peculiarly parochial 

groove. As he stands in his pulpit, he 

inight, with a wand, touch all his congrega- 

tion on the head — if they would tolerate 

the familiarity. Of a man in such a situa- 

tion some unconventionality may almost be 

daimed as a duty. He must either grow to ■

be loved with an uncommon affection, (». 

degenerate into an unamiable eccentric, the 

mock and butt of his few parishioners. ■

There is a quaint epitaph to a lad of 

fifteen in this Mardale churchyard. " He 

was," we are told, " always grave and decent 

in devotion, very dutiful to his parents, 

amiable and pleasant to his brothers and 

sisters, courteous and gentle in his de- 

meanour, ingenious and active, and of a 

mild disposition, beloved of every one. 

His death lamented by many." ■

Yet he was one of a stout stock for all 

his virtuousness. The Holmeses of Mardale 

— he being a slip of them — ^have lived here 

since the time of John. Only in the last 

decade have the family failed of male heirs. 

Later in the evening I spent an hour or tVo 

in the gloaming with Uie present male re* 

presentative of the dan, who was that by 

marriage. He diowed me the ''Luck of 

Mardale" — a pale brown beaker of delft 

with the words "Hugh De M." upon it 

The vessel lacks one handle, but it is other- 

wise hale. It holds about a pint, and the 

mind may see a rare vision of its vicissitudes 

in. accepting the common tradition that it 

came to Mardale when the first of the 

family accepted the valley in tenure from 

King John. One of the collie dogs of its 

present holder nearly gripped me at the calf 

as I ^returned in the dark to *the "Dun 

Bull " with some such thoughts' in my head. 

These northern sheep dogs are wonderful 

brutes. But I never get on the fells among 

the sheep without wishing that their sagacity 

went a Uttle farther. They ought really to 

be able to distinguish between a harmless 

pedestrian and a designing tramp. The 

problem, however, is one they never take 

time to face. ■

Haweswater is as charming as little Mar- 

dale. It is very lonely, and after sunset 

its fish leap at the moths with exquisite 

enthusiasm. On my second afternoon by 

its shores I lay for long under the shade of 

a gnarled hawthorn on a promontory of the 

Naddle woods, and marvelled at the lake's 

neglect by the tourist world. It is out of 

the way, to be sure ; but that ought to be 

only an additional incentive to tiie visitor. 

Ko craft broke the line of its two and a 

hdf imles of length. And the noble am- 

phitheatre of its southern end was a sight 

for the gods. There are no trim villas 

here, and no lodging-houses. The "Dun 

Bull " rules supreme in the district. Trol- 

lope's Thomthwaite Hall at the other end 

of the lake is a famous old white manor 

house, with a host of milking cows in its ■
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stalls. In the three miles betwixt the Hall 

and the ^'Don Ball" theire is but one 

hoose^ saving the parsonage, of more pre- 

tension than the common farmstead. ■

By the way, there is an intimation 

stYonring of the feudal times set up near 

Haweswater. "Notice is hereby given," it 

mns, " that any person presuming to unfix 

or use a Boat for any purpose whatever 

on this lake without permission from 

— will be prosecuted." The tourist 

feels small when he encounters such swelling 

manifestoes. Perchance, too, he asks him- 

self what in the world he would do if some- 

how he saw some one drowning in the lake. 

Would he dare, in the face of such large 

words, to unfix a boat, or would he forbear f 

The notice, however, is but another proof 

of the privacy of Haweswater and little 

Maidale. ■

My second night at Mardale closed in 

ominously. The mountains early put on 

their vestments of cloud, the wind sighed, 

and the glass sank steadily. I was not 

therefore desperately disappointed to awake 

in the morning with the storm orchestra in 

my ears. Bain was falling in serried lines, 

and the knoll of pines opposite my window 

was but dimly visible through the shafts. 

iTnder an eave of the *' Dun Bull," which 

I could have reached with my hand, a 

starling had a nest, and a young family in 

the nest. The methodical bird was going to 

and fro in the turmoil, feeding her children. 

She looked very dismal in her wet plumage, 

and the very worms she brought to her 

babes dripped moisture from their wriggling 

extremities. ■

To be or not to bet I put the question 

to the "Dun Bull" household and received 

no encouragement to depart. It did seem 

a bit rash to face the fells " while rocking 

winds were piping" so very loud, and 

dampness so manifestly ruled the roost. 

Nevertheless, after breakfast,, having seen 

to my flask, I paid my bill, endued myself 

in my macintosh, and faced the elements. 

There is pleasure in serene skies and the 

breath of warm dry zephyrs. There is 

also pleasure, though of a d^erent kind, in 

battling with the hurricane— even in being, 

for once in a way, thoroughly soaked. ■

Again and again I stopped for breath 

under the steep shelter of the crags by 

way of which I fought to the uplands 

of High Raise. The clouds which whirled 

about me parted once in a half-hour or so. 

Uaidale glowed like an emerald far down, 

and was then all obliterated again. So it 

continued until I was on the watershed, ■

fighting tooth and nail with the tempest 

But for the intermittent rifts of sunlight I 

might have gone gravely astray. As it was^ 

these and my compass sufficed. The sheep 

seemed amazed to observe a tourist under 

such weather conditions, and their lambs 

made much ado about nothing. Here, too, as 

elsewhere, I came upon dead " muttons^" 

tainting ihe air and showing how the ravens 

had explored them. But the rest of the 

herd do not appear to mind these skeletons 

at their feasts. They graze pacifically by 

the decomposed remains. ■

There is a Boman road on these heights 

running nearly due north — at leasts so my 

guide book indicated. But I traversed it 

without knowing it. What in the world 

could the Romans want with a thoroughfare 

two thousand five hundred feet above 

common ground? Even as an eyrie they 

might have chosen better. ■

At length I was rewarded for my per- 

severance, obstinacy, idiocy, or whatever yoa 

like to term it. The green hollow of 

Bampsgill gleamed beneath me during one 

of the weather's kindly moments, and the 

bold tump of the Nab rock on the other 

side told me I had not trusted my compass 

in vain. UUswater, too, was visible at the 

end of another glen. It looked like a pool 

of lead. Beyond, everywhere, were the 

lower parts of the mountains, their heads 

all in angry clouds. Helvellyn was -oon- 

jecturable only by the inordinate inkiness 

of the heavens in its quarter. ■

The slope of the mountains towards 

Fusedale, which lets upon Ullswater at 

Howtown, is something prodigious. It is 

a declivity to be tackled with beam ends. 

But I quite declined to adopt this humilia- 

ting mode of descent. Besides, really the 

grass was too wet for anything. ■

Now, if ever a man m&it^ pneumonia 

or some equally obnoxious lung affection, 

surely I did. I ran with rain. Yet I 

lunched at Howtown with an abounding 

appetite, and afterwards took steamer to 

Patterdale, all dripping as I was. There 

were two or three young couples on the 

boat, enjoying the bliss of the honeymoon 

under umbrellas. The man at the wheel 

cast a fish-like eye of wonder at them what 

time he was not shaking the rain from his 

nose. '* There's days," he said, in a moment 

of confidence, '' when the boat's full of 'em. 

Astonishing what a difference there is in 

their conduc', sir I " His commentary may 

seem uncalled for, but it was not For 

while the damsel under one umbrella might 

be seen furtively stroking her husband's ■
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wet cheeks and smoothing bis bedraggled 

whiskers, under another umbrella man and 

wife sat as nearly as possible back to back. 

Wet I vas, and wet I stayed till bedtime. 

I yearned to make acquaintance with 

Striding Edge in storm, and would have 

attempted it there and then had not the 

rain assumed an appearance of stubborn 

cruelty hard to credit. There was no look- 

ing at it. ■

But the next day at seven o'clock I was 

afoot, blithe and determined. The portents 

were not hopeful. To a palm's breadth of 

blije there was an empyrean of gloom, and 

the clouds raced from the old rainy quarter. 

This latter feature argued wild doings on 

Helvellyn's height j and the thunder of 

the Grisedale beck tossing its white 

Vave6 over the rocks in its deep-wooded 

bed told of the moisture draining from the 

uplands to^Hrdd the lake. I soon saw 

more of it. The heavens darkened, and an 

hour before I had come through the 

bratckeny slopes to the beginning of the Edge, 

the black mountains were glorious under 

the white lace of their cascades. Was I 

crazy to think of groping through the upper 

mist and rain in a wind some thirty miles 

an hour strong ? I'm sure I don't know ; I 

know only that I liked the bufifeting — ^up 

to a certain point. But I had to behave 

like a ship in a storm. It was impossible 

to stand the pressure upon a bellied macin- 

tosh: I therefore reefed all sail, and took 

my buffeting and drenching as a matter of 

course. ■

Worse came upon me when I was nearing 

the apex of the Edge. I had never yet been 

iso maltreated by Dame Nature. The gusts 

were staggering. Once and only once the 

mist blew aside for a welcome bul 

delusive instant to show me Red Tarn far 

down to the right. I would almost rather 

have foregone the spectacle. It was not 

pleasant to think of being caught in the 

claws of the wind, lifted, toyed with for a 

while in the furious upper air, and then 

dropped like a shot into that ink-coloured 

pool of desolation. ■

At length I gave it up. The thing 

iseetned impossible, nor do I care if more 

accomplished cragsmen smile at me com- 

passionately. I turned tail, and in a rage 

fought my way down Helvellyn'a slopes to 

Grisedale, with a surge of mist and rain at 

my back. By the melancholy tarn I 

rested, and then I scrambled round by 

Dolly Waggon towards Wythbum, taking 

the huge mountain in flank. Once, for 

sustenance and comfort, I lit a cigarette, ■

but a moment afterwards the wind hissed 

the little luxury from my mouth kad 

swept it I could not tell whither. It was 

thriee o'clock ere I had stumbled through 

my destined number of bogs and descendedy 

ill-humoured and hungry, to the little 

** Nag's Head Inn," where I remembered ten 

years back having eaten an excellent cherry 

pie. I flattered myself i^t, though beaten^ 

1 was not disgraced. ■

The " Nag's Head " visitors' book and 

the "Nag's Head" larder w^re both in- 

vigorating. They seemed even to have an 

effect on the weather. I had not done with 

the cold beef eve the sun shone on me and 

set me steaming. ■

This visitors' book beats most sudi 

literary records. Amid mu6h that was 

readable and commonplace, I came upon a 

devout remark and a profane one that may 

bear passing on. An Appreciative and 

rapturous tourist writes : ■

The earth is the Lord's, atd the fulness thereof. ■

(**Who said it wa^'t ?" demands an inquisi- 

tive successor.) ■

The profane entity may excite more 

interest : ■

I found the beer Rood. . ■

w. B. GLAUSToim. ■

The Wythbum church over against 

the "Nag's Hiead,^' and on the very ankle 

of great Helvellyn, is good to see, it is 

so neat and ^nug. hartley Coleridge should 

behold it now. ■

Humble it is and.meek an^ very low, 

And speaks its purpose by a single bell. ■

But its humility was doubtless, in Cole- 

ridge's time, not disassociated from a certain 

amount of dirt and neglect There is none 

such in 1894. A pigmy in size, it is a 

very martinet for its onderliness. ;. ■

So bright an afternoon sent me and my 

cartridge case afoot again at four o'clock. 

Thirlmere was a tongue of silvery surface 

as I climbed the fells west Of it for £os- 

thwaite. The air was fresh and exhilarating, 

but the bogs were execrable. The miry 

plateau I had to cross was trackless, though 

with the Borrowdale mountains written 

plainly against the western sky. My guide 

book counselled me to make for a certain 

cairn in a certain direction. I did so, 

as I fancied; but when I got within a 

stone's throw of it^ my cairn walked ofif-^ 

'twas a sheep. So easily are poor mortals 

misguided in this vale of tears ! ■

Ajion, however, I descended afamptly 

upon the little hamlet of Watendlath by 

its shining tarn. Here. I drank milk in ■
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a sober eottage. The first person I chanced 

upon in the boose was an idiot man, 

tossing bis bare legs on an unsightly bed- 

stead. Dear old Wordsworth would have 

moralised in blank verse upon bis sad mum- 

blings and the spectacle be cut. As for 

me, I wished him "good evening," drank 

my milk, and climbed m to Sosthwaite. ■

There was a divine sunset at Eosthwaite. 

All the peaks of Bonrowdale, from the Sea 

Fell mass at one end to Eagle Crag at Uie 

other, were transfigured by the pearly even* 

ing light, and above them the heavem 

remained till bed-time scored with crimson 

and purple, and sa£Eron and gold . Schopen- 

hauer has rather laboriously told up why 

a beautiful view so tranquillises andsatisfiesw 

"It is," he says, " the only one among the 

complicated brain-phenomena which is 

always absolu^tely regular, blamel'ess, and 

perfect." People mdke a wearing mistake 

by gadding about on the Continent among 

&mous buildings and picture galleries. If 

tiiey want a holiday, they should tell Mother 

Nature so at first hand. Mr. Euskin and 

Schopenhauer are at one on this point. ■

By noon the next day I was lying on 

my back on Great Gable's summit, staring 

at Sea Fell, the Pike, and lingmell over the 

way. It was Queen's weather at last. I 

felt the beginning of blisters at the nape 

of my neck. ■

I had enjoyed some glorious toil to get 

to my perch. Oh, the sweltering of Sty 

Head Pass ! Ifat there was compensation 

in the cold water that gushes so lavishly 

and beautifully from the moss into the 

tarn at its head. I knew of these matchless 

spnngs. Though I streamed with moisture 

and was parched with thirst, I postponed 

the pleasure of slaking the latter till I 

reached them, even as the epicure who is 

aware that a Heliogabalian feast is preparing 

for him does not very much mind being 

told it will not be ready for another half- 

hour. I lunched on a quart of this icy 

water and a cigarette. It may seem a poor 

sort of banquet, but then I had the moun- 

tains about me for an oitr^ei and as the 

great Napoleon used to isay at dinner-time, 

" On vit par des entries." ■

There is, a vertical pike of rook below 

Great Gable's summit which the crazy love 

to climb. It affords them just, a chance—^ 

little more— of breakmg their nec^s. It ia 

bracketed with the Pi^ar E^ck as **an 

achievement." I gazed at both these little 

difficulties ^d yeaxned not to tackle them. 

While I lay on Great Gable a Uack dot, 

which I take to have been a man, stood at ■

the base of the Pillar Eock-^pparently 

making an estimate of it. I left him 

weighing his life against the adventure. If 

he were a married man with a family, he 

should have taken his wife to the rock 

and had her opinion ere attempting tiie 

clamber. ■

Whenever I feel an itch to freshen my 

idto of Sea Fell and his neighbours, I shaU 

scale Ghreat Gable. It is one of the most 

impressive vantage spots in the kingdomJ ■

. But it is not nice descending thence to 

the dihiple betwixt it and Kirkf elL Eolf 

Ganger— *well known to most of us — waa 

so called, they tell us, because he was so 

big that, because no horse could be found 

to carry him, he was always obliged to 

walk. Eolf Ganger would, in getting down 

where I got down, have set hdf Great 

Gable sliding at his heels. Even I was 

nearly overwhelmed. ■

. More ups and downs and other springs 

in the mountain sides — a succession of such 

incidents at length brought me to the head 

of the Buttermere glen. And here I must 

needs choose an unconventional descent I 

loathe exaggeration, yet I fancy the crags 

down which I let myself gingerly a foot and 

a hand at a time were scarcely five degrees 

out of the perpendicular. Once or twice 

mortal anxiety seized me for her own. 

But I evaded the awful lady's keeping in 

time, and so came whole and hungry into 

Buttermere village, long past the luncheop 

hour. They were cutting bracken on the 

hot hillsides by the roadway. Its perfume 

was luscious as that of a pine^ple. ■

After luncheon I lay on the grass in th^ 

sun and dried. I smoked and reflected on 

Nature and man, and forgot my reflections 

one after the other, and so on until the 

maids came to call the kine to be milked. 

One of the maids used her leg rather than 

her voice as an incentive. She came my 

way, and I asked h^r about poor Mary of 

Buttermere. She took no pains to conceal 

her belief that poor Mary was only a plain 

young woman when she was alivCi and not 

Worth making a fuss about. ■

I had one more morning for my pleasure. 

It opened with overwhelming heat, so that 

eady in the day I longed to be able to walk 

in my bones. At eight o'clock bees and 

butterflies were coquetting about the same 

fiawere in the furious gladness of the 

midsummer, and the kine stood chest-deep 

in the lake to cheat the flies. ■

This, my last walk, was from Buttermere 

along the shores of Crummock, and thence by 

Coledale Pass to Keswick. Coledale Pass ■
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is not common ground. It is the narrowest 

thing in passes in the district I thought 

there would not be the breadth of a man 

at its summit. But there was, and beyond 

it one of the finest waterfalls Cumberland 

can show. Force Crag blocks the way to 

the east, and its face is embroidered with 

cascades. ■

Ere two o'clock I was in the metropolis 

of the Lakes. The shopkeepers were 

doing a laige business in lead pencils 

and mugs marked '^A Present from 

Keswick." Though I took ice with my 

liquor, this could not for coolness compare 

with the sparkling water of the hillsides, 

fresh from Nature's cellar. ■

POPPIES. ■

All above the sunsbine daziled, aU below the poppies ■

blazed, 

Pink and white and glowing q^imson ; crumbled, like ■

the hands that raised. 

The grey columns stood among them, each a record, ■

stem and dumb, 

Of the varied past behind them, waiting for the times ■

to come. ■

AU above the sunshine dazzled, all below the poppies 

gleamed, ■

And the soft south wind among them murmured like 

a soul that dreamed ; ■

Dreamed of sweeter, rarer flowers, dreamed of sun- 

shine fiercCT far. ■

Dreamed of aU that it had slept on, far beyond its own 

fair star. ■

AU above the sunshine dazzled, aU below the poppies ■

shone. 

And one stood 'mid blooms and breezes, dreaming of ■

the days long gone, 

Where the long-green English meadows, bathed in ■

glory from the west. 

Heard a whisper, saw a meeting ; and tears blotted ■

out the rest. ■

AU above the sunshine dazzled, aU below the poppies ■

swayed, 

As the light airs from the ocean with their fair, frail ■

Detals played ; 

She aashed aside the dew that dared to dim her proud ■

eyes' steady light. 

Choosing out the gayest poppies, ''They shaU catch ■

his gUnce to-night" ■

THE MILL OF MINNONY. ■

A OOHPLSTB STOBT. ■

Thb Millof Minnony existed only inname. 

It once had done work, and characteristic 

traces were left. The old wheel at the 

comer stood half dilapidated and wholly 

picturesque. On windy nights it creaked 

and moved fearfully round, but for the 

most part it realised that its part was played. 

The milllade that led to it was rotten, and 

the millppond that fed the stream was 

drained, and grew weeds, and flowers, and 

roshes instead of providing water for the 

mill ■

The banks at each side were a tangle ■

of honeysuckle, and the meadowsvreet and 

the buttercups alternated and succeeded 

each other every season. The Mill House 

was a house of angles, red-tiled, and appa- 

rently thrown against the mill-wheel. On 

the top a rusty weathercock creaked and 

groaned. Bats ran over the tumbled-in 

granary floor with an hereditary instinct of 

the fitness of things. ■

Behind the house was a steep brae. It 

was a brae of early primroses, straggly briar 

trees, and long trails of bramble. It was 

frin^ by weeping birches, and the river 

ran below it and skirted the old mill-dam. ■

At the top of the hill stretched a line of 

Scotch firs. The evening glowNihone through 

the trees, sometimes yellow, sometimes red. 

The fir-trees stood dark and straight, even 

when the mist rose off the water merging 

everything into a hazy general ^ value " of 

grey atmosphere. ■

Joan MacLeod stood at the little window 

of the mill kitchen on one of these evenings. 

A crescent moon was in the sky. It appeared 

to hang in the grey mist She turned a 

penny in her pocket, as she looked mecha- 

nically out^ and thought of a wish. ■

" Dinna ye, lass," said her mother sharply 

from the fireside. " Things gang wrang o' 

themsePs wi'oot fairly temp'in' Providence 

yon wye.** ■

*' Which wye ) " said the girl, still staring 

out of the window. ■

*' Yon's the new meen, and ye are looking 

at her thro' glass," said the old woman 

severely. " Ye winna get your wush| and 

ill may happen o' it." ■

The girl laughed. ■

" It disna mak'," she said. *' It wisna 

muckle o' a wush, ony wye." ■

"Had it to do wi' George 1* ■

The old woman asked it sharply. She 

was a withered old woman, with sharp 

features and bright eyes. Her grey hair 

was tucked away under a white cap. A 

shawl was pinned across her shoulders. She 

wore a sti]dQf apron over her short woollen 

skirt ■

"Ye mark my words," she repeated 

impressively. "Ill wull come o' it I 

wouldna trust ony man." ■

Joan smiled in reply. She was used to 

the pessimistic utterances of her mother. 

'' Ye are aye hintin' at that, mither," said 

Joan lightly. "And if onything is gaun 

to happen, it 'U come wi'oot sic nonsense." ■

"I wouldna promise," said the old 

woman obstinately. '<I hae a notion o' 

making things siccar, and nae deleeberately 

trying to upset them. life is gey chancey." ■
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She shook her head, and added: "And 

George is but a man." ■

Joan turned from the window and sat 

opposite her mother on the oak settle by 

the fire. She knitted placidly. The old 

woman rambled on. ■

'* Your feyther often tell't me if it hadna 

been for me he wud niver have thocht o' 

me. I pit the notion into his* heed, and 

syne I keepit it there. Noo, it's this and 

it's that^ and I tell ye it disna dee. I 

dinna hand wi' notions o^ that sort, and it's 

time ye tell't George to sattle things." ■

The girl looked tip. ■

" I winna/' she said. Her tone had the 

sharp, indsiye ring of determination. It 

cowed the old woman for a moment ■

" Weel, Joan, gang your ain gait. Mony 

hae deen that afore you, and found them- 

selves left. I hope it winna be too late, or 

that rU hae the satisfaction o' seein' my 

words proven." ■

There was silence after that Old Mrs. 

MacLeod deftly wove coloured scraps of 

material into a mat Grey double dahlias 

and magenta roses grew out of the remnants 

of flannel and stuffe, surrounded by lesser 

flowers of nondescript hues. ■

" It's gey lonely here," she said, with a 

sigh. ■

" If ye wad stir yersel', Joan, it wad be 

better." ■

Joan looked up from her knitting 

placidly. ■

" It's nae different to general/' she said, 

and went back to her stoclong. Her mother 

snorted. ■

" And ye are as happy there, and wad be, 

if ye were gaun to sit there and knit' a' 

your life. It niver seems to strike ye that 

we twa lonesome bodies here might be 

murdered in oor beds ony nicht, and nae- 

body ken for days. It wad be different if 

there waa a man aboot It wad be mair 

shortsome, and the mull micht be set a-going 

again. In your feyther's time there was 

aye caiits o^ com coming, and the mull aye 

grinding,^rinding, and the watter splashing. 

Yon was living." ■

It was a time-worn complaint Joan had 

grown callous to it The past glories of the 

mill did not appeal to her. She was 

perfectly happy with her life as it was. 

This was a particular grievance of her 

mother's. Another was Joan's plainness. 

Joan was a tall woman, with strong, 

vigorous features and limbs. She had a 

low brow, with black hair which grew off it ; 

steadfast brown eyes, a straight nose, and a 

large mouth. She was absolutely colourless. ■

The neighbours agreed with Mrs. MacLeod 

that her daughter was regrettably plain. 

Joan was singularly free from vanity. She 

never troubled to consider her looks. ■

" I ken thinkin' on't winna add or tak" a 

cubit from oor stature." ■

Mrs. MacLeod was wont to say im- 

pressively : ■

*' But it wad dee a lot to mend matters. 

It's only a weel-faured face can dee wi'oot 

thinking. And a new hat dis wurk 

wonders." ■

It had been a great surprise to Mrs. 

MacLeod to find that Joan had found 

favour in any man's sight The fact of her 

engagement to George Alexander had given 

Joan's mother endless subject matt^ to 

reflect on. Greorge was a sort of connexion of 

their own. He had knocked about in 

Australia several years, and had come back 

at twenty-eight with an affectation of in- 

difference towards hisnative land — ^the result 

of thirsting for it every day of his absence. 

He had returned in late summer when the 

barley harvest was in full swing. George 

had sauntered into the field. Joan was 

among the gatherers. Her hair waa 

gathered up into a big knot tightly twisted 

up behind. Her sun-bonnet had fallen otL 

Her sleeves were turned up ; she looked a 

strong, capable woman. She stood apart» 

resting for a moment The sun shone in 

its full force ; the heavy " swish " of the 

ripe yellow barley as it fell, formed a 

framework to her as she stood there. 

George stood idly looking at the reapers ; 

they threw jests to him, and laughed aa 

they moved down the fi^d. Joan alone 

said nothing. She smiled at him aa she 

passed Her smile set him thinking. He 

still stood there, for a momentary glimpse 

of an ideal had come to him. It was one 

of those moments that come at least once 

in a man's life. It was the touch of the 

home atmosphere, the simple labour, the sun- 

shine, and a woman's smile that prompted 

it. It did not last long, but out of it grew 

an idea that dominated three lives. ■

"They're gey ahin' the times heite," was 

what he said, and he sauntered off the field. ■

The result of the idea was that several 

weeks after George had aaked Joan to 

marry Imn. She had said ''yes" quite 

simply, and matters had remained like this 

for ab6ut eighteen months. George and 

Joan both showed a philosophical calm 

about their engagement. Old Mrs. Mac- 

Leod was the only one who agitated over 

the matter at all. She began to be afraid that 

left to themselves they would drift apart^ ■
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and that Joan would do nothiog to pre- 

vent it. ■

One evening George came in after Joan 

had lieen peculiarly aggravating on the 

subject of their marriage. ■

'* It's a fine nicht," he said, as he sat 

down and looked iM^ the fire. ■

Joan nodded. Mrs. MacLeod tossed her 

head and coughed. It did not occ^r to 

either of the others that a reply was 

necessaipy, so this passed unnoticed. Mrs. 

MacLeod coughed again a little louder. ■

<*It's nae wonner ye hae a cauld/' said 

George affably, ".wi' a climate like this." ■

This was too mudi for Mrs. MacLeod. ■

" Cauld, indeed ; I nivver was better in 

jpoj life. Fat I meant was if a ' fine nicht ' 

wis. a' ye had to say, there wisna muckle 

^es o' ye coming to say it." ■

George stared. Joan looked up quickly. ■

"Ayi I mean it, and. I hae meant it 

some time," continued Mrs. MacLeod. 

She had made her start, and she was de- 

termined to have her siay. . " I hae nae 

wush to meddle, and ye needna heed me ; 

but I wad like, George, to ken if ye mean 

to marry my dother Joan ? " ■

The old woman shut her mouth and looked 

at the young man. It was an oppprtuni,ty 

she had been thirsting for, and she meant to 

carry it to the end. George and Joan both 

looked at her ; thej were both too astonished 

to say anything. ■

^ ** JDiv ye, George Alexander ? " asked Mrs* 

MacLeod. Her voice rose shrUly^ ■

" I had tl^ocht o't," said George slowly, ■

"Had thojcht o't!" j;epeated Mrs. Mac- 

Leod. Thi^ timo^she fairly shrieked. ''And 

ye sit there and say that to my face 1 " ■

"I didna say I wisna still thinking o't^" 

retorted Greorge. The idea that it was 

possible, to break his word struck him, 

tangibly for the first time. He repeated 

more firmly, " Na, I'll stick to my word," ■

"Hoot?," said old Mrs. MacLeod, in a 

more modified key. "Then mebbe ye 

I wad like to gie a little proof. Words are 

fine enough, but they winna marry Jpm; 

and if s nae likely she'U ever hae i^ither 

chance." ■

George laughed. ■

" I'm nae a man to gang back f rae my 

word," he said loftily. He began to feel 

I>leased with the .sacrifice he was making 

as he glanced at Joan, who was sitting up 

with a face as deterQiined and set as her 

mother's. She certainly looked rather a 

^ forbidding woman. Her hands w^re clenched, 

her lips compressed, her eyes were hard. ■

" *x our mither is richt^" said George. He ■

spoke cheerfully, for he felt distinctly 

pleased with himself. ■

Joan had siat silent, and there was a 

moment's pause after George stopped speak- 

ing Suddenly she rose. She had guessed 

the fact with a woman's intuition. Her 

knowledge of life came to her through her 

lover's careless tones. She grasped the 

truth at once, as only a strong type of 

woman can. ■

"There's nae need for ye to keep your 

wprd, George," she said. There was a 

defiant ring in her voice^ otherwise it was 

hard and expressionless. " I dinna want it." ■

"Lord's sake, dinna be sich a fule," 

gasped her mother. "Ye shouldna play 

wi' men. They are aye kittle, tod ye 

niwer ken." ■

George stared good-humouredly ; then he 

laughed. The idea seemed to him pre- 

posterous^ ■

"Weel, weel, Joan, we winna quarrel: 

we'll fix the day instpad." ■

"I'm no seeking to quarrel," replied 

Joan doggedly, " an* I'm nae joking." ■

" Mercy ! " lH:eathed Mrs. MacLeod. 

She looked anxiously at her daughter, and 

repeated in a loud whisper, " Dinna, I tell 

ye. He'll tak' ye at your word, maybe." ■

Joan sat down. Her features had relaxed, 

but iher^ was still an air of determination 

about her. George fidgeted uneasily. The 

old woman kept up a steady murmur of 

remonstrance. ■

" There's nae need to say mair," said 

Joan sharply. A' body mak'e mistaks at 

times. George and I hae made eem I hae 

m;Bude up my mind noo, and Greorge is free." ■

" And if he heeds a silly lass like you," 

put in her mother hastily, "he's a puir 

thiDg." ■

Then she began to cry, for George was- 

silent. ■

" Mebbe ye dinna want her," she said 

suddenly, her tears vanishing. " Mebbe ye'd 

rather hae somebody else younger and 

bonnier? There's Janet McLaren; she'll 

be glad eneagh to tak' ye." ■

She spoke at George, but she glared at 

Joan. She felt rightly enough this was 

her biggest obstacle. ■

" If Joan's nae willin', I'm nae gaun to 

force her to it," he began slowly. ■

" It's a' ower," said Joan. " There hisna 

been much, noo there's naething ava'." ■

Joan got her way. To George, it was 

partly a r^ef . Joan found it made more 

difference in her life than she had imagined. 

She had thought she would go back to l^e old 

placid life, and resume her normal condition. ■
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bat she discovered that this was not possible. 

Broken ends of life are not easily joinedi 

and it began to dawn on her that there was a 

gap in her life. . There was a restlessness 

and a nameless longing for something, an 

imdefinable feeling that she had loved 

GeoigOy and had not known it till she lost 

him. It began to haunt her when she 

heard that George had taken her mother's 

chance advice about Janet McLaren. So 

every one said, at least, and Joan knew that^ 

if it was true, life lay dreary before her. - ■

"Deed, it's nae wunner he should be 

ta'en," said Mrs. MacLeod. " It's no that 

diie^s bonny. That aleen disna dee it^ but 

she lats him see she thinks a hantle o' him. 

Noo it's a new goon, and syne it's a hat, 

and it's a' for him, and he kez» it. Sicfa 

wicked extravagant folly. 1 wush, Joan, 

ye'd stir yoursel' and dee mair that wye. 

Ye micht get him back. The Qiull is 

worth his while. That wad aye coont agenst 

yon lass' chances." ■

Joan heeded none of it. She outwardly 

pursued her placid way. Inwardly she was 

consumed by a fire of jealousy. No one 

knew, and the days went on. The tale, of 

the broken engagement w&s an old story, 

and the new one, though not (^enly an- 

nounced, was accepted as a tacit fact by 

Joan and her mother. Janet McLaren 

admitted that Geoi^gQ had not said anythii^ 

about the wedding day. ■

"But I'm nae earin'," she^jsaid gaily. 

** Pm no prood to come after you, Joan, 

and I'll hae mair sense to keep him." ■

" There's nae body blamin' you for that," 

said Mrs. MacLeod. ■

She admired success. ■

" There's nae body could hae less sense 

than Joan, unless mebbe it's George," she 

added, to keep the balance even. ■

Joan sat through, these . conversations 

quietly. Once she broke through her 

reserve. ■

" Has George tell't you in words helo'es 

you % " she asked Janet. ■

Janet blushed and frowned. ■

**I dinna ken," yhe aaid..j "But he's 

aye comin' and comin', and he kenB fat. ^ 

folk are sayin'," ; . ■

Joan sighed. At the same time she ielt 

that she would rather die than change. thie 

course of events by a single word or action. 

There are things in this world that have to 

be, that must exist^ and we know it^ and 

though we know it is in our power to change 

the sprface. of these things tf e dare not. ■

The nights turned frosty as the winter 

closed in. It seeinea to her that the wind ■

rose at night and moaned as it had never 

done before. The old weathercock » creaked 

more fitfully, taxd the rats sqampered abput 

at nights. She heard above th^d 90und9 

the rush of the little river, swollen by the 

rains and the mielting of the snow up in 

thQ distant hills where it took ita si^e. ■

She looked out one. night as Qhe was 

gpiog" to bed; She shiy^r^ aaia g^t «ivept 

round the house. Then a silenoe >oaBie« ■

*(It's '& fearfu' n^t^" she said haitily. 

" I hope nae one is pot in the i^rm.'f ■

She was, shutting the door when a sotmd 

struck her ear. It seemed ft waiL She 

stood still to listen, but it did not come 

f^gain. " Joai^<! *^ it had seemed to, her to 

come floating through the storm. For a 

long time she stood waiting apprehensively. 

Her heart beat at the unexplained feeling 

of suspense and f^cur. ■

"If it wis a human voice it 'U cry 

again/' she said, to still h^ own fears. ■

Kothing came. The wind -swept round 

the gables with shrill moans and cries. ■

"It was the wind," she said, and she 

shut the door. ■

In the night she woke. The same 

sense of apprehension seized her, and a 

feeling of dull reality came to her. " Joan J " 

the voice seemed to wiail. It had a hipnan 

ring about it, to her excited mind. ■

" God forgie me if it was a voice," she 

murmured, "for noo it's a spirit's voice 

that's crying. I couldna hear, ony one in 

this storm." ■

She got up and dressed. H^ room w^ 

upstairs, her mother slept in the box-bed 

built into the wall in the little kitchen. 

Softly and quietly she groped her way 

down, aAd got the lanthom. She opened 

the door softly and stepped out. Her 

teeth chattered and her heart sank. ■

" I'm too late," she kept saying. ■

Still she kept on. The conviction was 

forced upoj^ her tl\at she had not been 

dreaming that some one. had nought her 

aid. She tramped up and down the p^th ; 

the win^ metr h^. and nearly, whirled h^ 

off h^ feet. Th&j^ we^ no sign, of anything. ■

" The bridge has gone," she said suddenly^ 

as a gleam qf light showed her a dari^ mass 

pf. woodwork which had floateid down the 

river. "They aye said it wad the last 

five or ^ax winte|»,and.noo it's fairly gone," 

She lifted her voice and shouted. , No 

answer came. Gradually her feai^s sub- 

sided.^ She eyen laughed at her own 

exaggerated fears. " I win^a tell ony soul 

fat I hae deen this nicht," she said as she 

shi^t the door, and crept back to her room,, ■
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She woke in the morning with a strange 

feeling of dread. By degrees the night's 

oecurrence came back to her. Outside all 

was still and bright. She felt the same 

instinctive feeling that a tragedy had 

happened, which she had had it in her 

power to avert. She went about all day 

with a foreboding at her heart. ■

That afternoon she realised the truth. 

There was a tramp of feet past the window. ■

''Fat's yon)" asked Mrs. MacLeod 

eagerly. '' Rin oot and see, Joan." ■

Joan sat still and fixed. Her breath 

came in short little gasps. ■

" I canna, mither. Bide a wee." ■

The old woman hobbled to the door and 

opened it. ■

''Fat's the stirl" she called shrilly. ■

George Alexander left the little group 

that were passing the "gale" end of the 

cottage. ■

"There's been an accident," he said 

solemnly. " Last nicht, after gloaming, 

Janet McLaren was coming hame frae her 

sister'^ She was drooned in the river. 

The path's aye slippy, and, beside, the auld 

bridge has gone." ■

He passed on, and the thud of the foot- 

steps died away. ■

Mrs. MacLeod stood silenced in the 

presence of Death. Over her shoulders 

Joan gazed. ■

" Joan ! Joan ! Joan ! " the air seemed 

full of her own name. " Joan, save me ! " ■

She had let it pass unheeded. Her 

rival was dead, drowned in the thirsty 

river beside the old mill-dam. ■

Neither woman spoke all that evening. 

Later on, her mother said simply: ■

" I'm glad ye didna try and win him 

back. Lass, it's a heavy hairt ye'd have 

had this nicht if ye'd done so." ■

" Eh, mither," said Joan, " it's heavier 

than ye ken." ■

She put her arms on the table, and laid 

her heaid on them. ■

The days passed somehow. Joan carried 

the weight with her. She felt as if her life 

would never end. It seemed to her that 

the grass was scarcely green on Janet's grave 

when Greoige Alexander asked her a second 

time to be his wife. It came about un- 

expectedly, and in the matter-of-fact way 

in which crises in people's lives usually do 

come. ■

Joan was seated in the fir- wood, looking ■

down on the hollow beneatti, where the mill ■

stood. A big heron sailed slowly down the ■

valley ; the bees hummed in the heather at ■

«her feet; a dragon-fly flitted about The ■

bracken had already begun to be tinted with 

yellow, though the summer was not yet over. ■

"Weel, Joan," said George Alexander. 

She started suddenly. "I was in yon 

field, and I watched you up the brae ; I 

came after you." ■

The past months had told upon Joan. 

She had grey hairs, and there were little 

lines round her eyes. Her mouth had taken 

a little tremulous droop. Altogether there 

was more womanliness about her looks. ■

"We niver seem to meet noo," said 

George Alexander. ■

He was looking at her, curiously .re- 

minded of the day he had first seen her 

in the harvest field, ■

"I hae lang wished to see you," said 

Joan simply ; " I hae something to tell ye 

— and I canna ! " she almost wailed. ■

An inspiration seized George. He leaned 

forward. ■

" Are ye seeking to tell me ye liked me 

better than ye kenned)" he asked, smiling^ ■

Joan drew back hastily. ■

" Na, na," she said, " onything but that. 

Lat her hae it a' still, George, for she's deid." ■

"Fat div ye mean)" asked George 

stupidly. ■

" It's Janet," said Joan simply. " I hae 

deen her enough haimu I lat her dee." ■

George still stared. Joan repeated the 

episode of that terrible night. Her face 

was set and stem. ■

"Pair thing!" said George pityingly. 

"Pair thing!" ■

This time he took one of Joan's cold, un- 

resisting hands. ■

"Ye couldna ken, Joan. And things 

are ta'en oot o' oor hands files." ■

It was George's first attempt at philosophy, 

and it did not soothe Joan. ■

" And sae I hear her crying on me a' the 

time," she said simply, as if it was an 

ordinary fact she was stating. ■

" And ye hiv borne the weary weight a' 

the time, Joan, and tell't naebody ? " ■

"Naebody," said Joan briefly. "I hae 

wushed to teU you, but I was feared ye'd 

cast it at me, and I oouldna bear that^ 

George." ■

" I hae nae richt to cast it at you, Joan," 

said George solemnly. ■

" She was your sweethairt," said Joan. ■

She put her head down and moaned. ■

"Na," said Greorge solemnly, "I niver 

had ane. Nane, except yersel', Joan." ■

" Folk said you were hers," said Joan, 

lifting her head, " and ye were aye there." ■

Somehow a little of the weaiy burden 

seemed lifted. ■
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' " Aye,"' said Geoige. ■

Then he gave a nervous sort of Uxx^ ■

'*I wisna gaun to be peetied by a' 

body/. ■

*' Then she had nane 0' your love," said 

Joan solemnly. ■

'<Ye My it a', Joan, tho- I didna ken 

afore." ■

Joan put np her hand. ■

*' Greorge, dinna say that." ■

''Bat I maun; I love ye, Joan. Will 

ye be my wife 1 " ■

<*Niyer, niver, George Alexander/' she 

answered at length. "Icouldna; I should 

hear her voice crying ' Joan,' and I wad feel 

I had stolen you frae her." ■

''Thafs nonsense," said the man sharply. 

** I niver lo'ed her," ■

** Then it's a' the worse," said Joan with 

tme woman's logic. ■

She felt that somehow reparation mnst 

be paid to the dead — at whatever cost and 

sacrifice to the living. In vain Geocge 

reasoned, Joan kept to her point. ■

'* I conldna be happy, George. It wonld- 

na be richt." ■

He lost his temper at last ■

"Weel, there's nae mair to be said." ■

They rose up out of the heather. The 

8Ui had begun to go down behind the fir- 

tiees. Joan gave a litle shiver. ■

It was not many^weeks after this that 

George and she met again. ■

Tm aff to Australia, Joan," he said 

snllenly. ^ ■

Nothing had happened in the interval to 

shake the moral force of Joan's arguments. 

She started. ■

''Must ye gang, Geoiget" sbe asked 

softly. ■

Croorge was still angry with her foolish 

wcmian's insistence, but his wrath suddenly 

melted. He looked at her downcast eyes 

and trembling mouth. ■

** Not if ye bid me stay, Joan.'^ ■

The river still flowed on in its old 

course. The fir-trees stood straight and 

dadc at the top of the 1»ae. But the brae 

was ploughed up and grew golden com, 

and the old null - dam was fiUed with 

water instead of the tangle oi reeds and 

flowers. And all day the mill-i^heel 

splashed cheerily round. The gbost of 

Joan's past was laid, merged into the 

happiness of her life. ■

''I aye said things were in the Lord's 

hands," said Mrs. MacLeod piously. 

"And noo the mull is stairted aince mair 

Ikenit" ■

THEFKEELAND COLONY SCHEME. ■

Onb does not look for Utopift in 

Africa, but there are many persons san- 

guine enough to think that out of the 

Dark Continent may be extracted a new 

social and economic h^hi Who knowsl 

The Laputan philosophers thought to 

extract sunbeams from cucumbers, and it 

may be that out of the land of darkness 

and dark races future generations may 

receive light and leading. Still, we have 

our doubts of the pmctical rescdts of the 

grand scheme for founding a socialistic 

colony of Europeans in the heart of Africa. 

Meanwhile let us see how the Freeland 

Cobny Scheme originated, and what it 

designs. ■

Some two or^three years ago. Dr. Theodor 

Hertzka, an Austrian economist, submitted 

to a hagd public meeting in Vienna a 

proposal for an attempt to solve the social 

problem. The groundwork of the plan 

was the establishment of a community, 

somewhere or other, on the basis of perfect 

liberty and economic justice, in whidx each 

individual member should have the unquali- 

fied right to control his own actions, and each 

worker should enjoy the fruits of his own 

labour. ■

It sounds vague, but it was not the 

vagueness that the Socialists objected to, it 

was that to turn skilled artisans into delvers 

and ditchers in a strange land would be to 

lower, not to raise, the level of civilisation. 

So Dr. Hertzka and his scheme were 

politely dismissed by the Socialists. ■

But the Doctor went ahead and elabo- 

rated his design in a book called "Freeland ; 

a Social Anticipation," which found a large 

circulation and eager readers. A number 

of kindred spirits clustered around him, 

and laid their heads together, with the 

result that about the beginning of the 

present year it was announced that the 

time had arrived to make a practical at- 

tempt to carry out Dr. Hertzka's plan for 

the solution of the social problem. So a 

circidar, or manifesto, was issued in the 

following terms : ■

" It is proposed to establish a community 

on the bisis of periect economic freedom 

and justice, a community which shall 

preserve the independence of its members, 

and shall secure to every w(»ker the full 

and undiminished enjoyment of that which 

he produces. For the site of the new 

community a suitable area will be selected 

on the recently-discovered and still un- ■
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occupied highlands sarrounding Mount 

Kema, in the interior of E^^^^^^ Ahriea. 

According to the unftnimous accounts of 

trustworthy explorers, these higldands arelre- 

markably well adapted for eblonifiieition lyf 

Europeans; the climate is excellent, the tern- 

peraturethroughoutthe year beingveiy fiiudh 

like that of spring-time in Europe, and the 

land is extraofdinarily fertile and rich in 

mineral products. Great Britain, ^within 

whose sphere of influence the district lies, has 

promised her protection, as well as complete 

freedom in the matter of intemal economic 

arrangements. The Freelafiders are already 

sufficiency numerous, and ^command the 

neceiBsary capital to commeiice^ operations, 

and their preparations are now complete.'^ ■

It was announced that certain members 

had been actively engaged for some time at 

Zanzibar and Lamu, Bsxd thai; a first party of 

selected pioneers would start about the end 

of February, to be followed a few weeks 

later by the remainder* A shallow-dtftught 

steamer Nwas purchased and sent out^ in 

which the expedition proposed to make the 

ascent of the River Tana for a distance of 

about three hundred and fifty miles. 'When 

they could get up no further, they would land 

and form a sort of p^manent eeimp, while 

selected pioneers pushed on to Mount 

Kenia to select and prepare the place of 

settlement for the general body. ^ ■

The first, or at all events an indispen- 

sable, qualification for a Freeland colonist 

was that he should be able to odniribute 

fifty pounds towards the oommoa fund. 

This sum was necessary to pay the passage 

of each from Hamburg to Lamu, in Norti^- 

Jlast Africa, and to provide miointenanoe for 

at least six months, as well as the needful 

implements. Dr. Hertzka sought for re- 

cruits among the Socialist working men 

of Auetria,^ who, however industrious and 

however ardent as social reformers, could 

hardly be exp^oted to have accumfdated 

wealth to' tl^' extent of fifty pounds. 

Therefore public and private subscriptions 

in aid of the enterprise were needed, said 

these were forthcoming. ■

Early inMaroh the first batch of colonists 

was despatched from Hamburg, and four of 

them were Britoi^. Dr. Hertzka thus 

really and seriously began his attempt to 

give a modem practieal application to old 

doctrinea of political economy. As an 

Austrian, he was handicapped by tike i$K^ 

that Austria^ has no new and unoccupied 

territory for experiment; but he boldly 

threw himself under the shelter of the 

British flag, without, perhaps, count»g up ■

what that shelter is worth ib the Kenia 

region. ■

' He could have carried out h^'ex^ri* 

ment in Europe but for the high priee 

of land here, and therefore he turned his 

attention to Equatorial Africa, where land 

is -presumably obtainable without money 

and without price. At all events we do not 

remember that any mention of purchase was 

made in the proposal of the Freelandets to 

stake out and occupy knd in Kenia. The 

colony is to be planted there, apparently, on 

the assumption that incUviducd rights in 

land do not exist in Central Africa. ■

Cheap land, it is said, means c^ap 

bread, and land can hardly be got cheaper 

tbaji for nothing. ^ But land is useless 

without labour, and the proWdm to 'be 

solved is how the labour which is b^ing 

diverted to this particular land can be made 

remunerative. ■

It should be mentioned that while tiie 

l^^elahd Association originated in and 

has its centre in Aust^iaj it is international 

in character, and has branches in England, 

Germany, Ajnerica, Holland, Sweden, and 

Switzerland. From all these countries re- 

cruits have been drawn for the new colony, 

and yet it is only in Vienna that the Asso- 

ciation has been formisdly legalised sb a 

corporate body. Curiously enough, this 

democratic idea has met with more favour 

in Imperial and autocratic Austria than 

anywhere else. It "caught on " in Viennese 

society, and is patronised by the Austrian 

Government, who presented the pioneers 

with a lot of old breech-loaders wherewith 

to arm a native bodyguard. Moreover, the 

Government granted subsidies for scientific 

purposes and for the collection of objects fot 

the Katural History Museum, and the 

Militupy Geographical Institute of Vittina 

undertook to supply the instruments neceB- 

sary for the expedition. ■

The pioneers took with them a perfect 

battery of rifles, sporting guns, and re- 

volvers, and this has by many been deemed 

« serious initial error, as it will give to the 

party the appearance of an armed expedition, 

calcTdated to atouse the fears and hostility 

of the natives. ■

It was upon this point that Mr. H. M. ' 

Stanley uttered some words of warning 

just as the party were leaving Hamburg. 

It> iff worth while recalling the o()inion of 

one so experienced in African traveL ■

** I doubt greatly,** he said, " the wisdom 

of permitting a body of armed whites to 

obtain a settlement in British African 

territory, unless aU necessary guarantees ■
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have been tfifken that tliese new-comers will 

lespect native life and property, and that 

all negotiaiions with the natives respecting 

territory shall be conducted through the 

intermediary of tiie British Administrator. 

There are many other points on which I 

should ^e to be satisfied befoi^ I could 

view with favour this rather preitiatutei 

invasion of East AMca by an irresponsible • 

community of whites. I should like t6| 

know Whether they are free to roam over ' 

the cotmtry if they are dissatisfied' with ' 

their first settlement, the limits and terms 

of their concession, and the nature' of the 

privileges ceded to them. I should like to 

know also what precautions have been 

taken against several possible occurrences, 

which I foresee, by the directors of the 

East Africa Company. If the directors 

are satisfied that whatever may be the 

result of the enterprise, the natives will 

suffi^r no harm, and that under no pretext 

will they be permitted to embroil them 

politically, the movelnents of the ad- 

ventnrers will not be devoid of interest, 

though personally I have no faith in a 

community with such limited resources 

being able to achieve anything successfully. 

I have not heard that they are provided 

with return tickets, which, in my opinion, 

they are likely to need before many 

months." ■

From this it will be seen that Mr. 

Stanley does not regard the project with 

hope or favour. He says nothhig about 

the country proposed to be occupied, for 

that is a region which lies outside his 

various spheres of operation- We must 

look elsewhere, therefore, for inform&ition 

on that point. ■

Captain Lugard, whose name is so closely 

associated with Uganda and the Imperial 

British East Africa Company — and previous 

to that with the pilnishment of the slave- 

raiders on Lake Nyassa — ^has pointed out 

some of the political dangers ahead. The 

want of guairantee of cohesion between the 

various nationalities represented in Free- 

land, and of tosurance that the high aims 

and aspirations Of the founder will not be 

used as a cloak for the particular schemes 

of any one of these ndtionalitiesi is one 

difficulty. Another is the extent to which 

Great Britain is pledged to protect the 

natives from attack' or injury, and tl^e 

uncertainty as to the attitude which this 

mixed community will assume towards the 

aborigines. ■

If the Freelanders select a well-populated 

country for their experiment, they will have ■

either to buy out or drive ott the rightful 

owners, and ;n the latter case somebody 

will have to interfere in the interests of 

justice and humanity. The somebody in 

such cases is usually poor^ overburdened 

John Bull. Hen, if the new colony is 

going to assume the functions of a state 

within a region supposed to be under British 

influence, awkward complications xhav easHy 

arise. ■

" "As regards the treatment of natives," 

says Captain Lugard, "the original intention 

of the expedition was to taks with them a 

Maxim gun, and though this has been vetoed, 

they still take a quantity of spare breech- 

loading arms with which to arm somB of 

the natives. This does not wholly tally 

with the peaceful and phUanthropic viewa 

propounded by Dr, Hertzka under the 

declaration fumisiied by the Austrian 

Government to the expedition. , , , The 

scheme is at present subject to the auto- 

cratic rule of Dr. nf?rtzkaj and ao long as it 

remains thus under a responsible head we 

have less fear that the community may offer 

any opposition to the constituted authorities 

and laws and regulations in British East 

Africa. But it remains to be seen what 

guarantees to this efifect will b6 given when 

the community becomes autonomous. More- 

over, since its components are of various 

nationalities, speaking different languages, 

it is open to speculation whether the views 

oi the Various groups will be identical in 

these matters, and whether the cohesion and 

brotherhood which are anticipated hy their 

founder will continue to pervad'e the whole 

colony." ■

This is one asp6ct of the enterprise— and 

an important one, it must be acknowledged 

— ^presented by a competent critic. In this 

consideration it is assumed that the country 

in vielv has all the attributes which Dr. 

Hertzka desires and supposes for his . experi- 

ment Although deemed a Socialistic one, 

it is repudiated by the Social-Democrats of 

the country of its inception, and perhaps it 

might be more accurately described as a co- 

operative enterprise. The meihbers of the 

colony are to work at a common task, and 

all are to share in the common profit. The 

cultivators of the land are to pay no rent. 

Tet there is to be no private ownership in 

property. ■

It is proposed to make extensive use of 

machinery in Order to replace individual 

labotir as far as possible, and thereby 

increase the gross returns, but it is tiot very 

clear how the machinery is to be supplied, 

and to whom it will belong. How it is ■
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to be conveyed through pathless regions into 

the heart of Africa is a problem of which 

we have seen no proposed solution. ■

But is the country what Dr. Hertzka 

supposes and expects 1 According to the 

experiences of the unfortunate Chanler 

expedition it is the very reverse— a region 

of absolute sterility, except on the slopes of 

Mount Kenia^ between which and the 

Tana Biver is an intervening tract of sandy, 

waterless wastes. Dr. Hertzka believes in 

a high, fertile, uninhabited plateau on 

Mount Kenia. Lieutenant von Hohnel posi- 

tively asserts that no such plateau exists. ■

frow,thisisinteresting,becauseLieutenant 

yon Hohnel^ after his memorable journey 

with Count Teleki, when the new lakes 

\Budolf and Stefanie were discovered, has 

recently returned from a two years' wander- 

ing in ^s very region. He was, indeed, with 

the Chanler expedition, which proved such 

a failure. And Yon Hohnel says : ■

''There are densely populated and fertile 

slopes on Mount Kenia, but no uninhabited 

plateau; and then the long, wide, barren, and 

waterless plain underneath, extending to- 

wards the also densely populated slopes of 

the Djambeni range on the north-west" ■

Dr. Hertzka's picture of a kingdom of 

nature's products, with an excellent climate, 

eternal spring, and extraordinary fertility, 

in the uninhabited highlands of Kenia, is 

characterised as ** a dream — only a theorist's 

hallucination." Then the Tana Biver, up 

which the Freelanders are to push their 

way by steamer for three hundred and 

fifty nules, is now represented as a broad 

shallow stream, full of sandbanks and 

trees lying athwart the current, and 

without sufficient depth for a steamer of 

even shallow draught. ■

The river, in short, is not now navigable, 

according to Yon Hohnel, and even if the 

plateau did exist at Kenia, the intervening 

route is impossible of transport, for it was 

there that the Chanler expedition utterly 

broke down. And Yon Hohnel, it must be 

remembered, is no novice in travel. He did 

not attempt this expedition until he had 

made that journey with Teleki which proved 

his ability to overcome obstacles of the most 

stupendous character. ■

But assuming that the Freelanders do suc- 

ceed where Chanler and Yon Hohnel failed, 

and make their way without nushap by the 

route they have chosen to Mount Kenia — 

what thent This, according to the latest 

visitor : " Every square yard of this part of 

Korth-East Africa is densely populated 

wherever the land is productive and ■

watered. The Djambeni range is thirty 

miles long a^d possesses twenty thousand 

inhabitants. The slopes of Mount Kenia 

have a large population, including the war- 

like tribes of the Kadseri and K^yu. If 

the Freeland colonists wish to settle on the 

base of Mount Kenia, then they must fight 

for the district they seize, and live after- 

wards within stockades and on the look- 

out" ■

And supposing they do succeed in settling 

under such very uncomfortable and ha- 

zardous circumstances, what are their busi- 

ness prospects ? ■

According to Yon Hohnel : "There can 

be no business future at all. The young 

fellows must live like peasants, living 

a healthy life as vegetarians. They may 

shoot big game at first, but rhinos and the 

like will soon leave the district, frightened 

by the white man. The idea of starting 

manufactures is a dream. Where are hhe 

means of transport, either to or from Mount 

Kenia and the sea-coast? Profit in North- 

East Africa 'lies in gold and wool, and so 

far as Count Teleki, Mr. Chanler, and 

myself could ascertain — ^unless, perhaps, in 

the Turkana district, south of Lake Eudolf 

— neither is to be found." ■

The soil, too, is said to be not really 

fertile, in the sense of the fertility of 

Borneo or Java, and it yields only one crop 

yearly of Indism com, which is the staple 

food of the people. And to reach this 

dubious region it has been calculated that 

the first batch of pioneers will have to 

expend about five thousand pounds on 

porters and beasts of burden, and not less 

than four months of toil and struggle 

through the barren waste. At the end of 

June last news was received from the 

pioneer camp at Lamu, which up to the 

beginning of May had not received the 

promised pecuniary and other support from 

Europe. But for the energy and influence 

of Dr. Wilhelm, the leader, it is said, the 

initial expedition would have collapsed 

altogether. Three or four of the party 

were to be despatched from Lamu at the 

end of June in order to explore Mount 

Kenia up to the summit ■

Such, then, is the grand scheme of the 

Freeland colony, and such are the opinions 

of it of those who are qualified to speak. 

The rest of us must be content to wait and 

Watch for the results. The experiment is 

certainly a most interesting one, if it can 

only be earned out But the probabilitiea 

are against it in every way ; and one can 

sympathise with the blunt declaration of ■
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the Vienna Socialists — ^that there is no 

necessity to go and begin life again, like so 

many Riobinaon Crosoes, in a desert African 

Freeland. ■

THE STORY OF A POSTCARD. ■

IN THREE OHAPTSBS. CHAPTER It ■

Patsy, and Dolly, and Dick had applied 

privately to old Nurse Murdoch for in- 

formation on the subject of governesses. 

They demanded to know what they were 

like. Nurse Murdoch had enlightened 

them with a gloomy shake of the head. 

She was not at all pleased at having her 

precious charges taken from her. She 

explained that all their good times were 

over ; that they would have to sit upright 

at meal times, and not speak a word ; ti^at 

tiiey would have to wear their best clothes 

every afternoon and betray no desire to romp 

in tiie hayfield ; that they would have 

lessons and scales from morning till night. ■

Patsy, who was the eldest, and under- 

stood the horror of the picture that Nurse 

Murdoch had drawn more fully than any of 

the others, had burst into a storm of tears, 

and required to be comforted with some 

mysterious sweets known as "humbugs," 

which Nurse Murdoch kept always secreted 

about her person, ready for similar occasions. 

Many were the ''humbugs" that were 

required before Miss Raymond came. ■

But Angela had now been at Thesiger 

Manor a week, and no such awful changes 

had occurred as the jealous old servant had 

foretold. Indeed, all her complainings 

were now turned ^e other way. ■

It had been difficult to keep Patsy and 

Dolly cool and clean and frilled before, but 

it was impossible now. Five pinafores 

a day. Nurse Murdoch said indignantly, 

would not keep them tidy. What witti 

mushrooming in the morning, and black- 

berrying in the aftenioon, and strawberrying 

at night, she should like to know the person 

as could keep them in frocks. And as for 

lessons, the new you^g lady might be 

pleasant spoke enough, but it seemed to her 

it was nothing but play from morning till 

night. Murdoch did not understand the 

kindergarten system, and it seemed to her 

that teaching geography by means of sewing 

green wool round maps of England^ and 

arithmetic by counting how many straw- 

berries you could eat at (mice, was a poor 

way of educating. ■

The children adored Angela, and openly 

and flagrantly neglected the faithful Mur- 

doch for their new friend* It was only ■

■

Thesiger, of all the household, who never 

caught a glimpse of Angela as her true self. 

To him she was invariably reserved and 

silent. She avoided him when it was 

possil4(9, ceased to speak if he entered 

a room, had no smiles or conversjation for 

him. Thesiger, the soul of sociable good 

nature, was annoyed at this silent an- 

tagonism. He bdgan to wonder if this girl, 

with the blackest of eyes and sweetest of 

voices, hated lum. He determined to And 

out. ■

Accordingly when he came across her 

taking one of her usual morning strolls, 

with Patsy hanging on to one arm and 

Dolly on the other, and Dick walking 

backwards before her in order not to lose a 

word of her conversation, he opened the 

campaign. ■

" I am glad to see you are giving the 

chicks a holiday this lovely morning," he 

said pleasantly. ■

" We are not having a holiday. We are 

having lessons," explained Patsy with a 

chuckle of delight. ■

" Lessons ? " said Thesiger, with a some- 

what puzzled glance at Angela's demure 

face. " What kind of a lesson 1 " ■

''We guess how many apples she has 

in her basket^ and then she tells us how 

many there really are, and then we add 

them together — and then we eat them," 

said Patsy. ■

" I wish I had been taught in that way 

when I was young," said Thesiger, smiling. ■

But Angela did not respond to his 

advances. She preserved a discreet silence, 

and had assumed a sedate air which she 

certainly had not worn before. ■

Thesiger despatched the children on in 

front to gather flowers, and then turned to 

Angela. ■

" I wonder why you are always so very 

stiff to me, Miss . Raymond ) " he began, 

going strai^t to the heart of the subject 

according to his invariable custom. "I 

don't, thmk yon have spoken to me of your 

own accord since you came." - ■

<' I am very stupid at making conversa- 

tion," said Angela calmly. ■

'* I don't want you to make conversation," 

said Thesiger in rather a vexed voice. ''I 

only want you to treat um as an ordinary 

human being." ■

«I hav,en't anything to talk about" ■

*' You talk fast enough to the children," 

said Thesiger. ■

"Toomuchi" ■

''Of course not. What m absurd 

idea!" ■
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" I am only anxious to give satisfaction," 

sa^d Angela prilnly. ■

**I am deKghted with the progress tiie 

cjiildren have made," said Thesiger; "but 

is there any reason why you should not 

treat their father as a friend 1 ** ■

"None at all. Only I know that 

governesses ought to keep in the back- 

ground, and I mean to do it. Theodosia 

impressed that fact well inib my mind 

before I came. This is the first time I 

have tried my hand at this sort of thing, 

you know, so 1 have to be carefuL What 

made you have me; by the way 1 ** ■

" Because I liked your postcard," said 

Thesiger ptotnpHj. *• There was something 

original about ij;---and mischievou9. But I 

haven't seen your real self since you came.^ ■

"Governesses ought to sink their 

identity in that of their charges," said 

Angela. ^ Theodosia told me so.** ■

"Do you think this ixfimense sense of 

duty will prevent you fcoia accompanying 

Patsy to the 'drawing-ro<)ln in the evening, 

and favouring me with some of your de- 

lightful music ? " ■

Angela ;reflected. ■

" I don't know," she replied dubiously. 

"What do you think t" ■

" I think it is qiiite consistent with your 

dignity i<^ do so," said Thesiger lightly. ■

" You really do f 111 come, then. It is 

rather dull in the schoolroom when Dick 

and Dolly are gone to bed. Patsy and I 

will come in to-night in oui^ best frodks." ■

Thesiger glanced at the blooming face 

at his side. He wondered for a moment if 

he were putting himself into danger by 

allowing this girl's life to con^e any nearer 

to his dwli, but he finally decided that he 

^as too old to fall in love again, and that 

4here was no reason why he should lead a 

lonelier life than was necessary. ■

Angela and Patsy came in that night after 

"dinner. Thd former went straight to the 

j)iano and played it from the moment sh^ 

•entered the room to the moment she left it. 

Thesiger had not a word with her. Patsy, 

very dean, and starched and friUed, chatisred 

.away to her heart's content Thesiger 

esipected her to burst into tears wh^ she 

was bbme'off to bed : btit she went Uko a 

lamb at Nurse Murdodh's call^ and Angela 

followed her at once. ■

A week later Angela took tiie children 

for a picnic. The weather was glorious, the 

sky cloudless, the air warm. . Thesiger met 

her in the hall with an enormous ba^t on 

her arm, and asked her'where shd was going. ■

" I am going for a picnic," said Angela, ■

in her most child-like manner. ^ It is my 

birthday." - ■

" Many happy returns of it, then. May I 

come too 1 " ■

" I don't think you would enjoy it,** said 

Mies Baymond doubtfujly*. *f We don't 

mind spiders and earwigs in pur teaj but I 

should fanc^ that you would object.*' ■

"Not at all They le^d a most delicate 

flavour- '* ■

"And you would have to carry heavy 

baskets, and wash up in the stream," pur- 

sued Angela, heedless of the flippant inter- 

ruption, " and I don't believe we have 

chough for you to eat." ■

" Do let me come. I have a most faiiy- 

like appetite.*' ■

"Would you inake a fire for us t" said 

Angela, pondering. ■

" Anything yoii like to order me to del 

will. It is years since X "^as at a picnic" ■

"Then you may come," said Angela^ 

transferring her .basket from her own arm 

to his, "and' if y6u come home hot, and 

tired, and cross, it will not be my fault." ■

" I shall not be either. I mean to e^joy 

it." ■

And enjoy it he certainly did. ■

What did it matter if the buns were 

sugary and hot, or that the butter hafi 

melted in the sun f What did it matter 

that it took half an hour to collect the sticks 

for the fire, while Angela sat cool and smiling 

under the shade of her white parasol watch- 

ing him at work) What did anything 

matter when the sky was so blue, the trees 

so green, the air so fresh — an,d the giil 

before him so beautiful) Thesiger never 

Enjoyed a picnic so much its h^ enjoyed 

this one. ■

He threw himself on the ground at last 

with an exhausted air, and drew out his 

cigarcaae. Patsy, and Dick, and Dolly 

scamperbd off into the wood. Thesiger 

and Angela were left alpne. ■

" You must wiash up now," said Angelay 

wfth a glance at the recumbent figure. ■

" What a slave-driver you are. Miss Ray- 

mond. May I not have a few moments of 

repose?" ■

" I will all'dw yotl ten minutes," said 

Angela with a glance at her watch, " and 

then you must begin. T^at is what I let 

you come for. I hate washing up^ and it is 

not compatible with my ideis of conscience 

to allow the children to smash your china." ■

Thesiger rolled over on to his bdck, and 

gazed yp into the Hue sky. 

* "Don't you find life very dull beret'* 

he demanded after a pause. ■
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** No. I am absorbed in the children,'* 

said Miss Raymond with an elderly air. ■

*' But in the evemngs-H-when the children 

don't abscwb you. Im*t it dull th^i 1 " ■

" I study, and improve my mind." ■

Theslger was silent for awhile. Then he 

demanded: < ' ■

"When did you meet GeriyT' ■

•^Gertyl" ■

" My sister, Lady Devereux. She and 

you are great friends, I believe.'' ■

*• Yes. We used to see a good deal of 

each other at one time. I often stayed 

with Lady Devereux," said Angela slowly. ■

Thesigra turned his head to look at her. 

He wanted to know if her face was changed 

as well as her voice. The voice had been cold 

and hard ; the face was cold and* hard too. ■

" Do you liever stay with G«rty now 1 " ■

" No, never." ■

"Why not?" ■

"It is always a mistake to go back to 

places where one has ohbe been very happy/' ■

Her tone was almost bitter. Thesiger 

glanoed at her again in surprise. ■

" Are you happy no longer 1" he asked. ■

"Oh, yes, in a vegetable sort of way," 

said Angela, shaking off her unusual mood 

and making an effort to regain her ordinary 

manner ; " but I was actively happy there, 

and that makes all the difference." ■

"NaturaUy." ■

He could think of nothing else to say. 

She went on : ■

" You see, that was five years ago, and 

that makes a great deal of difference too. 

I have settled down now. I hadn't then." ■

" Don't you ever mean to mf^iry/' said 

Thesiger, with what he flattered himself 

was entirely impersonal curiosity. . ■

"No," said Angela firmly. "1 da not. 

I tried being engaged and I didn't like it, 

so I broke it off." ■

" Poor wretch f Wa^r hegocid-lookfng 1 ^ 

asked her companion with a jealousy that 

he again mistook for curiosity. ■

" He had a cast in his eye, and he was very 

warm-hearted — ti^ things that I detest." ■

Thesiger wondered whether he wa^.top 

warm-hearted or not. ■

"How are yougping tpend):" he asked* ■

" I don't knQW,".8aid Angela gravely, "but 

I have always haichA rancy "for klinshouses, ; 

I should like to live in one with white 

shells round the porch and geraniums in the 

window. I shall probably take snuff." ■

"Of course all that .is nonsense," fisid. 

Thesiger ; " you are certain to marry." ■

" Well, I dare say you know best/' said 

Miss Raymond, with a slight yawn. , , ^ ■

Thesiger coloured. ■

" I suppose you think I am very impet- 

tinetft. But I can't help thinking that tl^e 

true Prince Chirming hasn't arrived yet." ■

" It is time for you to take the tea-cups 

down to the stream," announced Angela in 

her most business-like tone. '*Be sure 

you are careful with the spoons. Nurse 

Murdoch impressed upon me that if I came 

home with one short I should probably be 

turned out of the house.^ ■

Lyon Thesiger laughed, but he obeyed 

her meekly endugh,- and went off with his 

load to the stream. Angela leiahed btick 

against a tree and watched Mm. ■

What had made him so suddenly refer 

to her friendship with Lady Devereux) 

How much did he know? What d^A he 

suspect 1 How foolish she had been tb 

allow him to suppose that there was any- 

thing to suspect ! But she had been unabl^ 

to keep the bitterness wholly out of hei 

tone and manner. Thesiger. had Inade th^ 

dry bones rattle. How well she remembered 

the time that she had spoken of — ^the 

happy time before her fiather had lost his 

money, when the world wfts delightful, 

and the future stretched brightly before 

her. If any one had then told her that 

she wotald ever become governess to the 

children of Gettrude Devereux's brother, 

how she would have laughed them to scorn. ■

She had departed for that visit th^ 

happiest^ most light-hearted girl in th^ 

world ; she returned a changed being. 

Not that outwardly there was much 

difference — Theodosia, for instance, had 

never ,l)een, nble to detect any — but her 

light-heartedness had become cynical, her 

convexsa^on flippant, hec ireal happimss 

gone, and only a mask in its sla^^. And 

yet there was nothing for the world to take 

hold of and make a i^ry out^f. ■

If Sh Robeit Devereux's^brother had 

paid her marked attention, had not other 

men paid her marked attention also 1 Was 

not every one in the l^ouse vt her feet ? If 

he gave her flowers, bou^it b^ -^umga, 

whispered words of praise in her ears, so 

did half-a-dozen others. But there was 

just this difference with him. The half- 

dozen others did not matter — they might 

have been so many flies "buzzing round her 

for all she cared — ^but he, and he alone, had 

power to move her. His voice could bring 

the blood to her cheek, the light ta her 

eye. His glance oould make her heart beat 

fast. In short, she loved him. 

I Everybody had prophesied that it would 

be a match. Angela herself thought so. ■
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His eyery word, every look told her that she 

was all the world to him. ■

Gertrude had been diapleaaed at the idea 

of the marriage — she knew that, and had 

laughed at it. She felt secure in her lover. 

He had almost gone to the point of telling 

her that she was his idoL ■

Then, suddenly, without reason, all was 

changed. His attentions cooled, his glance 

rested indifferently on her, his words were 

no longer in the veiled language of love. 

He came down one morning and announced 

that he was going away, and said good-bye 

to An^pla before them all with an unfalter- 

ing voice. She had borne herself bravely, 

bat she felt as though she had been publicly 

jilted. Too proud to seek for an explanation 

from a man who was not openly engaged to 

her, Angela played her part so well that no 

one suspected the real truth. The general 

opinion was that she had refused Bernard 

Devereuz, and that he had gone off <m 

account of this disappointment. ■

Only Gertrude Devereux knew differently. ■

She hung about Angela in a somewhat 

guilty fashion after her brother-in-law's 

departure. She tried to find out if the 

wound were deep, but Angela fenced so 

well and talked so gaily, that she decided, 

with a sigh of relief, that there had not 

been so much harm done after alL She 

would have been sorry for Angela to be 

unhappy, but, after all, Bernard was the 

future baronet, as she had no children of 

her owui and she wished him to do better 

than marry Angela Raymond. She would ■

have been both surprised and grieved if she 

had known that Angela Raymond was 

thiiiking about him etilL ■

Hd wais very . vividly before Angela's 

mind as she sat there watching Thesiger's 

efforts to fish tea-cups out of the stream. 

The very tone of his voice, the touch of his 

hand, the look of his eyes' were acutely 

present to her. She had tried to forget him ; 

she had tried to marry another man ; she 

had scolded herself severely for still cariog 

for a man who could treat her so heartlessly. 

But it was of no avaO. Alone with herself 

she could maintain her attitude of dignity 

no longer. Despise herself she did pro- 

foundly, but she knew that to the end of 

her days she should still retain her early 

fancy for Bernard Devereux. ■

The voices of Patsy, and Dick, and 

Dolly aroused her from her reverie. They 

had come to "help poor papa," they 

announced, and a violent altercation was 

arising between themselves and their 

honoured parent on the subject of teaspoons. 

Thesiger had carefully washed them and 

laid them aside. Dick had dropped them 

in the stream again because he said they 

were sticky. Thesiger felt the imputation 

cast on his character as a washer-up keenly. 

Besides, the stream was deep, ^md the 

spoons sank naturally to the bottom. ■

Angela came smiling to the rescue. As 

she tucked up her sleeve to fish them up 

again, Thesiger noticed that she had a 

very lovely arm. ■

He went home in a thoughtful mood. ■
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Penelope hated the black crape which 

they made her wear. Every day she found 

it more diffictdt to put it on. She would 

not wear a widow's cap. No one saw 

her but her uncle and the servaoits, so no 

one was shocked. For a few days she 

struggled against the feeling, but one 

monong she crept down to breakfast with 

her unde. It was the first time since that 

great shock had occurred in their daily 

Hves that &he had left her room. ■

" Welcome, my child," he said, coming 

to meet her with something sweeter — or so 

it seemed to her — added to his old love, 

" welcome. Princess." ■

The Duke, spoke thus, not only because 

of hislovefor her — after his fashion that love 

bad never failed — but because the girl was 

suddenly transformed into a new being, and 

he saw it. She reminded him of that good 

time they had enjoyed in London. He 

fancied tJiat he was watching her enter the 

drawing- rooms of the great people, who 

prided themselves on their rank and on 

their perfect ** savoir faire," a gift Penelope 

had by nature, having no need to learn it. ■

To-day she looked regal, and as she came 

towards the breakfast-table her eyes fell on 

a letter. It was for her, and she knew the 

handwriting. She opened it slowly and read 

the few words it contained, then she said : ■

^ Uncle, Forster ^Bethune is coming 

back. He will be here to-day. You must 

send the carriage to meet him." ■

" Poor fellow ! " said the Duke. ■

Then he paused. Penelope had a strange 

power over people's words. She compelled 

them to respect her wishes, even her un- 

spoken wishes. ■

" He does not bring Dora t " ■

"Dora! Oh, no." ■

Then Penelope sat down, and Nero 

walked in and fawned upon her. Something 

joyous was in the room, invisible though it 

might be. ■

*' Tell them to have his old room ready, 

uncle," she said, when breakfast was over. ■

He was going to answer : '' You can see 

to that," but stopped short He remem- 

bered certain signs he had seen, and certain 

floating ideas tiiat had crossed his brain, 

and he was silent, ■

" I forget the child is a widow. Ah i 

well, it might be a very suitable way out 

of many difficulties, now that money is of 

no consequence." ■

Sorrow seldom visited him, and he obeyed 

the injunctions of the Princess widi a new 

feeling of pleasure. Penelope, however^ 

went about with even a lighter step than 

his, and she had a smile on her lips which 

she forced back before the servants. But 

she did not visit the glen this after- 

noon ; only when it was getting dusk, and 

it was time for the carriage to return, she 

went upstairs, and taking down her new 

black dress, she deliberately cut the threads 

which held the crape and wrenched it oK ■

"There! It is a hateful mockery," 

she said, and, putting on the dress, she 

went downstairs. ■

Forster would not notice this omission, 

but it would comfort her to know the 

crape was not there. ■

Then she went down to the hall, where 

she had ordered a great fire to be lighted. 

She insisted on quite an illumination, for 

she wanted to drive away the gloom ■

VOL. XII.— -THIRD SSfilSS. ■
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which persistently hang over the Palace. 

When all was quiet she opened a small 

casement in the haU, and stood listening in 

the twilight for the sound of wheels. Her 

heart beat fast» but no outward sign of 

excitement was visible. ■

The Duke was in his study, and only 

ITero kept close to her, growling in a 

low voice when he heard faint, distant 

noises. ■

At last the sound was audible, but it was 

still some way off. The carriage was 

coming back, and Forster would be in it. 

She closed the window and went to the 

drawing-room. ■

Here all the windows were curtained, 

and everything looked comfortable ; beauty 

and luxury were visible, and added to them 

was the sweet aroma of a ]^oman's life, an 

atmosphere which is felt but which cannot 

be described, and which emanates from the 

spirit of a woman who loves. ■

Penelope looked round, and saw that all 

was perfect ; then she glanced at a mirror, 

and saw that she was herself beautiful. 

The girl whom Philip had seen here, in 

this very room, on the first occasion of his 

arrival, was not then aware that she was in 

any way unusual, but since then she had 

learnt many things, and she had le^umt that 

she was beautiful. ■

The wheels stopped, she heard her uncle's 

voice, and she heard Forster answering him. 

She could not go out to him, something 

prevented her, but, stooping, she lifted a 

pine log and threw it on the fire. The 

flames leapt up, and as the door opened 

Forster, coming as he did from the gloomy 

twilight, beheld her surrounded with a 

great golden lights weird but exceedingly 

beautiful. She raised herself and held out 

her hand, but her lips refused to speak. 

Happily the Duke was there. ■

" So glad to see you, Bethune, so very 

glad, but you look wretchedly ill again \ 

You must remain here till you are strong. 

This air worked wonders for you before, if 

I am not mistaken." ■

"I have had another touch of African 

fever. I — I shall get well, I am better. 

One must fight against these attacks." ■

•* You Will get well here," echoed Pene- 

lope, because she knew she must say some- 

thing. ■

** I have only come to — to " ■

The Duke left the room, and Forster sank 

into a chair, for the IPrincess was already 

seated by the tea-table. She was bending 

over the quaint old silver tea-pot, which he 

and Dora had one day so much admired. ■

The whole scene was familiar and soothing, 

but, as he saw the Duke depart, he repeated : ■

*• I have only come to answer your note." ■

" I wanted you to come." ■

**I thought, I thought— but WUHams 

has told me that there is nothing new." ■

Penelope did not answer. She rose 

and brought him his tea, and all around 

her w$s wafted a strong inexplicable per- 

sonality, but Forster, fiiough he noticed 

it, was strong enough to repel its influence. ■

He took his tea from her in silence, 

though he could not help noticing a new 

graciousness in her movements, an uncon- 

scious freedom from restraint which she did 

not before possess. ■

She sat down in the carved chair, and 

looked at the dancing flame. * Something 

was dancing in her. heairt^ Fonrt^er was 

here, he was in the same room as herself, 

all else was swept away. It had been 

buried during those long hours passed alone 

since he had left her. Silence contented 

her ; he was here, and she had torn off that 

hateful crape. ■

" I have come," he said when the silence 

had lasted some time — ^neither of them 

could have said how long — " I have come to 

see how I could help you, for — for his sake." ■

Penelopb moved her foot impatiently. ■

'* I wanted you to come," she repeated, 

and there was another silence. ■

When Forster spoke again he stood up, 

and moved away from the easy arm-ohair< 

He was stronger, more himself in this 

attitude. He had not come to enjoy silence 

but to speak, otherwise he would not have 

left Dora's cry unheeded — this was what 

he said to himself. ■

" When I left you, you know it was to 

take away Dora. I did not want her to be 

here, this was not the place for that child ; 

but I said then that I was coming back. I 

meant to come back at once to help you, 

and to help you to hope tiH^till hope was 

impossible— but we are not masters of our 

actions. I fell iU ; Adela wrote and told 

you so." ■

"Yes." ■

'<I had much time for thought then, 

Penelope, and I resolved upon many things. 

I tried to — ^to shape my life again." ■

'' Yes, one must shape one's life again." ■

^'The other had aU been a mistake, a 

great mistake." ■

" Yes, a great mistake.** ■

" And we must face it. It is cowardly 

of me to have thought that you could face 

it alone. It was my duty to come back so 

that we may face it together." ■
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'<Ohy yeB," answered Penelope, starting 

up, and foi the fiist time throwing off the 

strong restraint die had put upon herself, 

'' That is also what I wanted ; I wanted you 

to Qom» 80 that we might ^e it together. 

Forster, we must, we may now," ■

She spoke aUnost xmder her breath, and 

the sudden softness unnerved him. ■

«' What do you mean 1 " ■

" Why dp you ask ? Have I ever been 

false, or hidden anything) I never was 

to him. B^ow that we cannot undo the 

past we must look forward. Life need 

not be a shipwreck. Oh ! Forster, you 

blame yourself — and I think you blame 

me, but you need not do so; you know 

all my story. I was ignorant till I saw 

you, I did not know what life meant, I 

was not alive. I did not know what love 

meant." ■

She had made the plunge now, and the 

souid of the word gave her strength. ■

"I^either did you,'' she added after a 

slight pause. ■

"Good heavens, no,'* said Forster, ''and 

I^I cast myself into a burning volcano." ■

"Oh, no, no, one caii't help it. I did 

not know it till it came — now I know all. 

I can see how foolish I was, how wrong 

my uncle was. But, Forster, don't think 

luurdly of him ; there was some excuse for 

Mm I don't believe, no, I am sure of it, 

I don't believe he has ever loved any one 

but me, and — even before me — the honour 

of our house. I^ok how he has been tried 

in his tenderest {eelings,, r^nember how 

we sank till — :-" ■

"^Nonsense," said Forster sternly, the 

sophistiy of the whole argument coming 

painfully upon him. " You have believed 

all this— this rubbish so long that you 

iancj it is. true. What family honour was 

wortfi that! Ohl Penelope, Philip was 

worth more than all the honour of the 

WinskellB, Don't I know it t Haven't we 

a^pent di^s^ months, together in one woi^k, 

sharing the same interests, thinking the 

same thoughts } A^d now ! J^p, I have not 

come here to face life together as you 

think, but to tell you that we must face 

it apart I loved you. Yes, I know it, 

I confess ii I betrayed my friend, and 

now that the way is free^ do yoi; want me 

to step in and take advantage of that ? 

Don't you understand what I feel, I, who 

did love PhiKp?" ■

His anger was roused, and he looked 

very handsome standing there with his 

arms folded upon the top of a chair, leaning 

forward a little ii^ his excitement. He ■

was once again the master, the leader of 

others — not because he was imperious, but 

because of his mysterious influence over 

them. ■

Penelope was proud of him now. Here 

was the man she loved, stronger and more 

powerful than herself or than any Winskell. ■

"Yes, I understand," she said, without 

seeming to notice his anger ; '* but, Forster, 

you — you loved me too, you showed it. 

You — you said so as plainly as a man 

may say it. Why should you blot out 

the pasti Haven't I any regrets) Are 

the dead to conquer everything] Are 

mistakes to have no righting because, 

because " ■

She came and stood close beside him. ■

"You have been ill, Forster, but so 

have I, not outwardly, but I have gone 

through a valley of death. I am not the 

old Penelope, but I — I cannot be left alone. 

I can't. You thought of it .when to the 

world we must have seemed as traitors; 

now, now — there will be no one to blame 

us, no one. Oh I That has helped me to 

be brave. You will not suffer tlurough *me 

now, you, so good and brave, no stone will 

be thrown at you now because of me." ■

All at once Forster saw what must be 

seen once, if not many times, by fallen 

human beings, that sin and the sinner 

never stand alone.^ If man could fall and 

rise alone, then the fall and the rising 

would be far easier. The law of con- 

sequences is the law that has made men 

who are strong, strong even in tbei? re- 

ligious belie:!^ fall very low — ^the law that 

has wrecked as many as it has saved, the 

law that uses our sweet sympathy to bring 

about our ruin, and with it the ruin of 

those we love. ■

What Penelope said was true. He had 

consented when all was against him; had 

he the right now, when the woman he loved 

would not suffer in the sight of men, ^d 

when he himself would bring no disgrace 

upon others — had he the jright to ea$e his 

own ooiiscience by a self-sacrifice that would 

save his own soul, but which might ruin her 

whole life 1 ■

This was the question .which at this 

moment flashed itself with awf ^l clearness 

upon hie brain. The flames round the pine 

logs once more ^ared up as they licked the 

dry wood, forcing the resin from its cells by 

the power of their fierce embrace. ■

Forster saw his position, a;id suddenly he 

straightened himself as if he had been 

turned to stone. Where was his right to 

please himself 1 Who had given it to him 1 ■
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Had he not resigned it when he had clasped 

the soft hands of a woman, and looked at 

the beautiful eyes with a covetous desire 1 ■

A Yoice seemed clearly to mock him with 

the answer : *' You have not the right ; you 

belong to her. She is the master now, you 

have but to obey." ■

If Penelope had moved one inch nearer 

to him, if she had placed one light hand 

upon his arm, his fierce anger might have 

burst forth again, but she stood close 

beside him without moving, almost without 

breathing. She, the proud Princess, who 

had once scorned all men, was there, 

beautiful as ever — nay, far more beautiful 

because more human, more passionate, more 

loving — but she stood beside him as a slave 

might do, the personification of woman's 

weakness, that weakness which is her 

strongest daim upon man's great sympathy. 

It was this which conquered him : not her 

love, not her pride, not her passion, but 

that strong, new, rare virtue in her, her 

humility. ■

There followed a long pause, a long 

silence, an eternity of nothingness to one 

of them; then, slowly, very slowly, Forster's 

arm was stretched out and he drew her 

towards himself. ■

•* You are right," he said, in a voice from 

whence all hope had fled. "I am bound 

to you, Penelope. J thought otherwise, 

but— but " ■

She gently laid her head on his shoulder. ■

''Ohy Forster, we are bound to each 

other." ■

The Duke's step was heard. Penelope 

slowly released herself, but Forster still 

stood there motionless. ■

OHAPTBR L. ▲ CALL TO FOLLOW. ■

Thb wind came sweeping down the 

valley with that peculiarly long, sobbing 

wail which seldom fails to call forth a 

feeling of sadness in those whose finer 

natures sympathise with earth's many voices. 

To them it seems as if the curse had fallen 

on the winds of heaven when earth received 

its doom from its Creator, bidding it bring 

forth in sorrow. ■

In the lonely Rothery glen all sounds 

seemed to live and to have a separate 

existence, and not merely to be the result 

of known laws. ■

The moon was at the full, and as dark 

clouds were driven across her hard, unsym- 

pathetic face, the lights and shadows varied 

in strange succession. ■

To-night it seemed as if some mysterious ■

influence was abroad, and that the spirit of 

evil was seeking for souls. Forster was 

not dreaming of going to bed. Weary and 

spent as he was, he could not rest. He 

looked round the place and noted, as men 

often do note, even when most disti^bed in 

spirit, the signs of wealth and comfort 

about his bedroom. He even noticed the 

unmistakable signs of a woman's hand, and 

he knew it was Penelope who had thought 

of all his wants. ■

He still felt stunned, though his brain 

was on fire ; the horror of the whole episode 

was still upon him. Would it ever wear 

offi He doubted' it. ■

He seemed to be acting in a scene which 

had already taken place in the past. 

Surely he had passed through all this 

before, and this second time he had been 

conquered and had fallen in the fight. Not 

wDlingly, but because circumstances had 

been too powerful for him, who had never 

before paused if the wrong had to be 

righted or if oppression had to be forcibly 

put down. ■

But to-night he had fallen, not from the 

height of virtue,tbut from the lowest foot- 

hold of principle, to which he had clung 

with the desperation of a man who feek 

himself falling down a preci^Hce. ■

And now he still felt numbed, and all 

the noblest part of his nature seemed dead. 

In his own estimation he had reached the 

lowest depth, he could neither fall lower 

nor rise again. He would marry the woman 

he had coveted, he would be her master. 

He had conquered her proud spirit, and in 

the future there would be no more struggle, 

she was his willing slave. She, '' a Princess 

king-descended," was his. He had thought 

of her as of an ideal woman, and he had 

found that the ideal woman had oroshed his 

noblest nature. He was both o(Hiquer(»r 

and conquered ; all that was best of him 

now discerned that he was bound to her, 

that, coward as he was, he would be a 

craven to forsake her. She had forged 

chains of iron strength with gossamer 

threads. ■

As he paced his room his vision seemed 

to become clearer and dearer. He saw 

himself outside himself, and turned the full 

light of his dear knoTdedge upon the 

Foxtoter who had fallen. He recogmsed 

fully all the great and noble possibilities 

that had been; that were still, in i^ way, his. 

He knew that his aim had been higher than 

the aims of other men, and that his purity 

was more worthy that title than that of 

thousands of his fellow-creaturesi It was ■
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from no vanity nor pride that this was so 

plain to his mental vision, but Irom the 

knowledge that he had always interpreted 

the great battle-cry of Christianity in its 

fullest and most literal sense. ■

It is not the sin which invariably makes 

men sad or sorry, it is the knowledge of it, 

and Forster had realised this. ■

He went to the window and looked out, 

striving to oiatoh comfort from without, 

but there was none. ■

He remained there, gazing at the fitful 

lights and shades, wondering if one Could 

ever snatch back lost purity just as moon- 

light will again flood a shadowed comer. ■

Then the name of GhxL came to his lips, 

and he repeated it in a whisper. ■

(jod — what did that word imply) 

Something above him, something too awful 

to invoke when sin is near. ■

In his happy days Forster had believed 

in the union of man's soul with his Creator. 

He had talked of the love that had made 

man and God as it were one, but now that 

doctrine seemed to mock him, for how 

could he claim so dose a relationship with 

One who had formed him for holiness t ■

"Gknl!" he repeated, and the word seemed 

empty of all meaning. ■

The owls hooted in the near trees, and a 

night bird flew heavily across the plane of 

the moon's light. ■

"The evil one," he whispered, gazing 

across the courtyard, fascinated by the sight 

of a dark figure moving slowly and stealtluly 

dose along the walL ■

Suddenly Forster laughed a little low 

laugh. ■

'* It is the King," he thought. '* Not a 

bad type of him, tibiat other evil one. That 

at least is true, there is a spirit of eviL He 

is real, very reied, he lies in wait for us — ^he 

is very real; but is God stronger — God — so 

far above us — so immeasurably divided 

from us, from me 1 Which of the two is 

the conqueror, God or the devil ? " ■

And again one of those moments of horror 

unspeakable took possession of him, and he 

remained still as death whilst the fierce 

battle raged within his soul. ■

An hour, two hours passed, he knew not 

which. Even those who have engaged in 

dose eonflict with evil, and who with the 

sword of a Michael have victorioudy 

driven the dragon from the vantage 

ground of their powerful holiness which he 

sought to occupy in their soul, have been 

loth to reveal the particulars of that fierce 

fight; but tiiose who have been overtaken in 

deep and have had to rise with no armour ■

an,d with but a broken sword to fight the 

archfiend, have never dared to reveal 

whether the result has been victory or 

abject defeat. Terrible is that stn^gle. 

Good angels can never know the nature of 

it, for the weight of sin is a burden peculiar 

to man. ■

In l^e fiercest part of the conflict, a 

sudden ray of moonlight pierced the chamber 

and flooded it with unearthly brightness. 

Then, stretching out his arms, Forster fell 

on his knees and cried : ■

"0 Christ, hear me." ■

The God-man, He must understand and 

He must stretch out His hand to hdp the 

sinner overwhelmed by his sin; if not, 

Forster Bethune f dt thait he must perish. ■

He felt that the evil one was conquering, 

he knew that no certainty of new strength 

had come to him, but rather that it was 

ebbing fast away. He knew that he should 

stay here in this house of luxury, and that 

she, his evil star, would bind him to herself, 

and love him to his elemal shame. He 

knew it, it must be so unless some divine 

hand were stretched to him. ■

" Christ, save me, I am sinking," he 

cried aloud, and the old walls seemed very, 

very faintly to answer '' He is sinking." But 

to his inner consciousness there came no 

answer from Christ, only a mocking fiend 

answered: ■

'' Why cry aloud for help 1 There is no 

hdp. Your own noble manhood ties you 

down to her; you are bound to her, and she 

is bound to you." ■

" If that is so," answered Forster, dnking 

down, "if that is so, if I have doomed 

myself — for I did it myself — ^then, then my 

struggles are useless, I am mocking God." ■

** Mocking Grod," said the soundless echo. ■

"Then if I can do nothing of myself O 

Christ, have pity on a lost souL" ■

" A lost soul," repeated the echo. ■

All the horror, the anguish of this 

struggle, added to the weakness of his 

bodUy frame, fell on the soul of Forster 

Bethune at this moment He tried to 

struggle to his feet, for again* his eyes caught 

sight of a moving figure returning by the 

way it had come, but this time it was not 

alone. As Forstefs strained eyeballs gazed 

before him he saw another figure, a tall 

woman's form wrapped in a black doak, 

and a very beautifid face was turned to- 

wards him. At this moment it seemed that 

she was in the power of the evil one, and 

that both were beckoning to him to foUow 

them. Was this the only answer to his 

prayer I Was all the help he would recdve ■
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to come from the evil one, was his desti- 

nation a hell to which a beautiful woman 

beckoned him, a hell whose path was paved 

with all the good intentions of his former 

life? ■

He opened his lips for one more call for 

help, but no word came from them. The 

struggk had been to fierce that it was 

followed by a state of unconsciousness. ■

When he came to himself the fire had 

burnt low, and he felt chilled to the bone. 

His mind remained for some few moments 

a blank. Th^ suddenly, thought flew 

back to its accustomed haunts, and the 

machinery of the tired mind began slowly 

to revolve. But the power of suffering 

seemed gone. He was as one who, after 

suffering acute pain, is suddenly eased and 

hardly understands the reason of his relief. 

He rose slowly and went towards the fire, 

tlurew on a log of wood, and watched it 

slowly ignite. Me looked at his watch and 

saw that it was three o'clock. A chill, 

dreary look was over all the glen, and a 

kind of dull feeling of nothingness came 

over him, till all at once the image of Bora 

flashed upon his memory, and once more he 

heard her pathetic entreaty to him to stay. ■

•* 'Lead us not into temptation,'" he re- 

peated. ''Ah, that was my last chance, and 

I put it away from me. I alone am the 

author of my own undoing ; there is no such 

thing as fate — man is the worker-out of his 

own final destiny?' ■

Not in uttered words but as a mental 

picture these thoughts presented themselves, 

and he knew they were true ; but what 

surprised him was, that the fearful struggle 

he had gone through, though still present 

to him, had lost its bitterness. Some 

strange power, and he could not explain it, 

had soothed his brain and calmed lus over- 

wrought nerves. He was now like a 

condemned man, who, at last calmly ac- 

cepting his fate and knowing that he must 

die^ yet feels that death may not be the end 

of all things, but rather the door which an 

invisible hand has very slightly opened, 

allowing a bright beam of light to shine 

through it, assuring him that there is light 

beyond. He must not be ill here,liowever, 

so he had better try to go to bed and rest a 

little. He m«8t not give up all hope, for 

life was still his own, and on life Qod had 

set the seal of hope, otherwise man could 

not exist for an hour. ■

He rose slowly and stood against the 

mantelpiece, in the same strange, listless 

mood which now seemed to possess hinu ■

All at once he heard the distant sound 

of a footstep down the long passage; it 

was a woman's footstep, and the recollection 

of the ghost came over him, but he ex- 

perienced not the slightest fear, barely any 

curiosity, though the sound wa^ so dis- 

tinct ■

He listened, however, very attentively, 

then he heard ihe steps pass his door and 

go on a little way. Again, the sound 

stopped for a few second^ and the foot- 

steps returned and once more passed his' 

door. This time he heard the soft, sweeping 

sound of a woman's skirts. On and on 

they went — again the pause, and again the 

return journey. He'drew nearer now to the 

door and listened, fox the footsteps were 

beginning to irritate his worn nerves. 

Who was it 1 Was it a supernatural being, 

or, was it — was it ■? ■

If they came i^in he would open the 

door and look otit, but a strange disin- 

clination to do this kept him motionless. ■

The pause this time was longer than 

before, and he almost fcmcied the steps 

were gone and would not return ; but no, 

still they were slowly coming on, and to his 

excited imagination there was something 

supernatural in them. At some iaoments 

he fancied they were Penelope's footsteps, 

but at others they seemed a quicker, more 

excited tread than hers ever were. ■

At last he could bear it no longer. He 

walked firmly to the door, and placed his 

hand upon the handle. He listened again, 

but the steps had stopped suddenly, they 

must have stopped just opposite his door- 

way. For one moment Forster thought, 

''Am I so utterly unmanned that I am 

afraid to open?" Then, angry at the very 

idea, he turned the handle ^and flung open 

the door. ■

Opposite to him was a tall figure en- 

veloped in a long black cloak. The 

passage was darker than his room, and for 

the first moment he could see only the 

form. Then the light from his own 

candle steadied itself, for the draught had 

wafted it backward and forward, and it feU 

on the utterly white face of Penelope* 

But was it shel Or was it the proud 

great -aunt come back to upbraid hijn? 

Was this motionless person, whose bloodless 

face and startled eyes horrified him, was 

this Penelope, the woman who only last 

evening had laid a warm, blushing face 

upon his shoulder 1 No, it was not 

possible. ■

"What, what— — 1" he began, but 

stopped short. ■
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T-c^* Yott swsaj »|i<»ii4; yQ« aj» ftwajte,?' said 

the ghost of i Penelopcf ; "I am very 

thankful." ■

"Penelope^ is it you, really youl" he 

said sternly* "What are you doing here 1 

You must not jtsome here. Don't you fear 

som e . % For Heaven's sake go back to 

your own room ! " ■

She raised herself to her full height as if 

scorning his fears, and he, seeing the look, 

regretted his words. ■

"We must remember what people will 

think," he added. ■

" If you are afraid," she said in a strange, 

scomfid voice, " come but in the glen. No 

one will see us there ; no one will hear us. 

Come now. I must speak to you at once, 

and once for all." ■

Again Forster fdlt that he must obey 

her, and, as she turned and walked silently 

down the wide oak staircase, he followed 

her. ■

DOWN AT THE SALT WATER. ■

A COMPLETE STORY. ■

A HIGH rocky point on the wooded bluff 

bordering the wide St. Lawrence, and two 

figures seated thereon, facing the sunset 

which had painted sky and river with the 

most gorgeous colours in its palette. ■

" It grows chilly already in the evenings," 

remarked the young lady, and her com- 

panion handed over to her the scarlet shawl 

he had been carrying. Then, regardless of 

his spotless white flannels, he stretched 

himself out upon the pine needles at her 

feet and looked at her instead of the sunset, 

a different style of picture but not a less 

attractive one. She, too, was in white 

flannel, and wore a little cap of the same 

above the fluffy mass of short black hair 

which gave the needed breadth to her some- 

what narro^ face. The browii eyes, which 

gazed so steadily acros? at the deepening 

shades pf sky and river, were not quite 

happy in their expression, nor was the 

small, mouth with its downward curve at 

the comers. Her complexion was naturally 

80 dark th^t the sun had bad little effect 

upon it, but the youth at her feet, who had 

evidently once been fair, was burned a 

handsome brown, his face a shade darker 

than the fair hair showing beneath liis 

tennia c^p. ■

** I could hardly believe iny luck when I 

8>w you arrive the other day," he said. 

**you se0, 1 didn't know your sistefs name, 

and the news that Mrs. Sheyn from Ottawa ■

and her sister were expected at the hotel, 

meant nothing to me." ■

" I suppose you thought * There will be 

two more for me to wait upon.' You seem 

to make yourself pretty generally useful." ■

"Whafs a fellow to do with himself 

down here if he doesn't! The ladies are 

so much in the majority, it is w^ to keep 

on the right side of them." ■

" I'd be very sorry to bo dependent on 

the good graces of any one of tbem. They 

take as a matter of course all the attention 

the men pay them, and criticise them be- 

hind their backs." ■

" Well, let them ! " laughed the young 

man. " Two can play at that game. We 

often have a little gossip ourselves over our 

cigars on the back gallery." ■

''I think this was a dreadful place to 

come to. I wonder how ever my sister hap- 

pened to flx u|)on it. I suppose she thought 

it fashionable, but it isn't even that." ■

" You like the north ahore better? " ■

" It is prettier certainly, more wild and 

romantic. I love the mountains at Murray 

Bay. This south side is as flat as it can 

be, except just here next the river." ■

*' You don't get sunsets like that on the 

north shore." ■

''They are the best thing about the south 

shore. This place is neither gay enough to 

be lively, nor quiet enough to be rustic. 

There's no freedom." ■

*' Why, it seems to me one can do pretty 

much as one pleases." . ■

"Perhaps, if you're a man. You don't 

realise the amount of pettiness and snobbery 

there is among the women though. I've 

not been much in society, as you know, and 

this place seems insufferable to me." ■

" You are too severe. Miss Laura. I am 

sure you will like it better when you have 

been here a little longer." ■

Her glance fell from the distant horizon 

to the level of his face, and a shadow of 

injured feeling in his blue eyes brought the 

lacking bit of colour to her cheek. ■

" Perhaps I shall," she said softly. ■

"Laura!" exclaimed a commanding 

voice from behind, and the youth sprang to 

his feet. ■

" I am surprised at your sitting on the 

rocks in the evening.^' ■

The girl's face turned a deeper red. ■

" Allow me to introduce Mr. Armstrong 

from Montreal," she said. ■

The tall, stout brunette, in whose face 

Laura's slightly aquiline nose was intensified 

into a very decided Roman, and Laura's ■
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pensive mouth into a determined-looking 

feature upheld by a substantial chin, bowed 

in a condescending manner, and remarked : ■

'' My sbter does not take long to make 

acquaintances." ■

" I am hardly a new one, Mrs. Sheyn. I 

met Miss Somerville in town last winter." ■

" Oh, indeed ! Then you know her old 

school friends the Wardlaws?" ■

"No, I do not. In fact, our introduction 

was quite informal," he went on, in spite 

of a warning look from Laura. "I had 

the good fortune to save your sister from 

an accident on the Montreal Slide, and we 

met afterwards at a ball at the Windsor." ■

"Don't you think it is time we were 

going home?" said Laura. ■

"Quite time," replied the elder sister 

emphatically. "Good evening, Mr. Arm- 

strong." ■

The young gentleman took a short cut 

down from the point, and when he was 

beyond ear-shot, Mrs. Sheyn, with broad, 

black brows meeting in a frown on her 

forehead, turned on her sidter, who was 

silently following her down the narrow 

path bordered by scrubby bushes that made 

Lidian file imperative. ■

"What do you know about this young 

man with whom I find you so very thick 1 " ■

" I only know that he is a gentleman." ■

"What does he do, and who are his 

people in Montreal ) " ■

"How should I knowl" replied the 

young girl pettishly. "You can get all 

the information you want, and more, too, 

from the ladies at the hotel." ■

"Going lo gather balsam for a pine 

pillow. Miss Laura? Let me come too and 

help you." And, throwing down his racket. 

Jack Armstrong leapt the tennis net and 

forthwith appvopriated the young lady and 

her basket. Strange to say, on the return 

after a long morning in the woods, they 

had gathered less than some of the young 

people who had worked single-handed. 

Their geological researches did not appear to 

have been much more fruitful, though very 

fatiguing, and the excuse for long rests in 

sunny sheltered nooks of the rocks along 

shore. A flicker of Laura's scarlet shawl 

would often indicate to Mrs. Sheyn the 

whereabouts of the pair, and for a while 

she made it her sisterly duty to break up 

the t^te-^tdtes. ■

She was a very imposing lady, Mrs. 

Sheyn, and a few carofuUy-worded re- 

marks sown in good soil concerning her 

invitations to Bideau Hall, her father ■

who had been in the Service, and her 

husband, a broker, "so tied to business," 

had brought forth a speedy harvest in her 

admission to the most exclusive circle of 

matrons at the hotel. Finding that they 

all held Mr. Armstrong in the highest 

esteem, her aristocratic anxiety was lijlled, 

and she contentedly exchanged her beach 

rambles for crochet work on one of the 

gallery rocking-chairs. ■

The salt air was doing wonders for 

Laura, so bright had she grown, her face 

almost rosy. Jack's buoyancy seemed to 

have infected her, and now, instead of 

resenting it, she rejoiced in his popularity, 

in the way he was implored to sing, and 

the reputation he had for being the best 

canoeist, swimmer, and crickets at the 

hotel. Old Mr. Hatch, president of the 

Colonial Bank, was one of the many who 

took a fancy to him, enjoying nothing more 

than a walk along the road, or a game of 

bowls with " the young man called John," 

as he had christened hun. ■

The whole hotel went a-picnicking to 

Mount Misery — not a cheerful name, but 

the company belied it. Such a singing of 

college songs, a rattling of pans, a blowing 

of tin horns, a waving of green branches 

stuck through the side bars of the two- 

wheeled hay-carts, never was heard or seen. 

The elderly and the dignified people went 

on ahead in one-horse vehicles with springs, 

but the young and frivolous needed none. 

They jolled idong in the carts, the Cana- 

dian horses rattling at full speed down each 

long hill to gain impetus to carry them half- 

way up the next slope. ■

" Are you not coming, Mr. Armstrong 1 " 

called out Laura Somerville from the 

middle of one of the last hay-carts, which 

stood at the hotel door waiting for the 

tardiest passengers to embark. ■

" There's no room in this cart|* said the 

young lady next to her. ■

"Nor in this !" "Nor in this ! " came 

from two of the other vehicles as the horses 

set off at a good pace to catch up to those 

in front. A hay-cart had always been known 

to hold "just one more," at least, when 

Jack Armstrong was the one in question. ■

" Perhaps I can get on here," he said, 

going round to the j^nt of that in which 

Laura was seated. ■

"That is Mr. Willoughby's plaee. We're 

waiting for him," said l^e pert miss whose 

feet were hanging over the other side^ and 

all Jack's sunburn could not hide his 

heightened colour. ■
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" Oh, then, TU walk," he said, drawing 

back. ■

"And I think I shall, too, if you don't 

mind helping me out, Mr. Armstrong. I 

am squeezed half to death here." ■

Miss Laura managed to wriggle, not un- 

gracefully, off the back of the cart, and 

tramped briskly down the dusty road with 

her companion, not quickly enough, how- 

ever, to escape hearing the b^inning of a 

remark behind : ■

"Well, if that isn't the most bare- 

faced " ■

" How far is it t " she asked him when 

they slackened their pace at the first hilL ■

** Three miles." ■

"Is that alii I can do that distance 

without any trouble. I was afraid it was 

further." ■

'* We can make it shorter still going by 

the beach." ■

"Let us, then. Anyway, we'll not arrive 

till they've got idl the wood and water they 

need. They'll not have the chance to make 

you a man of all work as usuaL" ■

"No one can complain of my having 

made myself too generally useful this last 

week or two." ■

" You've been specially useful, which is 

much more to the purpose," said Laura, 

beaming upon him so cheerfully that his 

naturally good spirits began to rise again. ■

"Perhaps you think you can see the 

north shore of the river to-day," he said as 

they reached the sands. ■

" Why, so I do ! I was always sure it 

must be visible from this side, but you told 

me it wasn't What funny gaps there are 

between the mountains, though, just as if 

bits of them had been rubbed out here and 

there." ■

''Look again after we get on a bit 

farther." ■

He called her attention to some curious 

bits of seaweed, or oddly-shaped shells, for 

the tide was far out, and they walked on 

the strips of sand and rocks it had left bare, 

springing sometimes from one flat stone to 

another to avoid a pool, or stepping carefully 

through a shallow freshwater stream from 

the land. ■

They made digressions, too, up to the 

bushy bank for the scarlet pigeon berries, 

that with their triplets of glossy leaves 

added an artistic finish to Leiura's broad 

sun-hat She trimmed Mr. Armstrong's, 

too, and when she returned it to him he 

said: ■

" See your mountains now, Miss Somer- 

ville!" ■

'* Dear me 1 The blank spots don't seem 

to be in the same places. I suppose that is 

because we've been moving on." ■

''Not a bit of it ! Next time you look 

you won't see anything at all maybe. The 

whole thing's a mirage. It reminds me of 

woman's friendship." ■

" But there must be a solid foundation of 

mountains over there somewhere, or we 

wouldn't see their reflection. Don't look so 

tragic, please. It is quite out of place in 

' the young man called John.' " ■

Laura's laugh was as rare as it was de- 

lightful, and no one within reach of the 

sound of it could mope for long. ■

By the time, they reached Mount Misery 

the tablecloth was laid on the grass and the 

company assembled. ■

"Laura, come here," said Mrs. Sheyn 

sternly, and with some uneasiness her sister 

took her place beside her. It seemed that 

there always had to be a reaction after a 

particularly good time. ■

" Underatand, you are to drive home in 

one of the carriages with me," was her 

sister's fiat, delivered in an impressive 

undertone. ■

Around the spread there were some of 

the new arrivals at the hotel — Montreal 

people — and that was perhaps the reason 

the young ladies did not so speedily as 

usual make room for Mr. Armstrong. ■

" Come over here beside me, John," said 

Mr. Hatch cordially ; but the young fellow 

felt himself out in the cold, from what 

cause he could not divine. He watched his 

chance, and contrived to get Laura off for a 

scramble up the steep, rocky path to view 

the sunset from the top of the Mount. She 

had never refused to go anywhere with him, 

because she had found, as girls speedily do, 

that he was not one of those young men 

who persist in helping a lady too much. 

Where it was necessary, he gave his assis- 

tance without making any fuss about it; 

and where it was not he proceeded on that 

good comrade principle so thoroughly ap- 

proved of by every girl of independent 

spirit — and Canada is full of them. ■

Mount Misery was made for lovers. 

There were plenty of cosy corners with 

rocks for the back, rocks to sit upon, rocks 

for footstools, and bushes enough to serve 

as screens without obstructing the prospect 

Jack and Laura sat still awhile, watching 

the last of the sunlight upon the sail of a 

solitary fishing-boat A heron flew past^ 

going home, and the advancing tide held a 

whispered conversation with the rocks far 

below. Suddenly louder voices broke upon ■
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the quietness, one of them with that ultra 

English accent which betrays the Quebecker. 

Two ladies, who had evidently climbed up 

by another path, paused for a minute or 

two, out of sight, but within hearing. ■

** My dear, I assure you it's quite true. I've 

seen him often behind the counter, and IVe 

had dealings with his mother, who is the 

head milliner." ■

•* How perfectly dreadful ! " ■

•' Yes, that's the worst of these sea-side 

places. You never know what sort of people 

you're going to be thrown with." ■

*' And he seems such a gentleman, too, 

though I must say I always thought him a 

little officious ; something shoppy about his 

manner." ■

" Oh, yes, one can generally tell. Tliat 

is why I was so surprised to find him quite 

in your set when I arrived yesterday. 

Quebec people get the name of being very 

particular about that sort of thing. I 

thought at first it must be some other Arm- 

strong, but I knew him the minute I saw 

him, though, of course^ the flannel suit is a 

great improvement." ■

"Mrs. Sheyn will be furious when she 

thinks of the way she has allowed that 

young sister of hers to go about with him. 

She is very well connected, I believe." ■

"Oh, yes — Civil Service — husband a 

broker. She will pass muster anywhere in 

Canada ; but really we have to draw the 

line somewhere." And so the voices moved 

on out of hearing. ■

The pair left behind sat silently for a 

moment, and then Jack rose. There was 

an unusual sneer upon his lip, and a touch 

of cynicism in his tone as he said, gazing 

out over the river : ■

" Perhaps we had better go now, Miss 

Somerville. ListeneTs never hear any good 

of themselves. One would think I was a 

defaulting cashier,, or something of that 

sort." ■

Laura did not move. Her dark face was 

glowing, and her eyes full of tears. ■

" Your sister will wonder where you are," 

he said, still looking away from her. ■

" Jack ! " she cried, and then he turned 

and sat down at her feet while she put her 

two hands on his shoulders, as if to shield 

him from all the world. ■

" I am sorry that your feelings have been 

hurt by this news about me," he said, stirring 

uneasily beneath her hold. " I should have 

told you myself, only I never thought of it 

When I am off on a holiday I don't think 

of business." ■

''It was no news to me. Miss Wardlaw ■

told me last winter that you were a clerk in 

a retail store. What hurts me is the idea 

that you should care what such people say." ■

Then he fidgeted no more but rested his 

head against her, and taking her hands into 

his: ■

** I care for nothing in the world, Laura, 

except for you." ■

A bright moonlight evening down on the 

beach, with the tide almost f idl> and coming 

in so quietly that it scarcely broke upon the 

sands. A number of jiadies from the hotel 

sat perched tier above tier upon the flat- 

topped rocks, their faces lit up by the blaze 

of a huge bonfire which light-stepping young 

men in picturesque summer garb kept a- 

roaring. Mrs. Sheyn, enthroned aloft, looked 

majestic, but seemed to share in th^ pro- 

verbial uneasiness of crowned heads, for she 

peered anxiously into the outskirts of the 

party. ■

" Have you seen Laura anywhere lately 1" 

she asked her nearest neighbour. ■

" Why, there she is ! " was the reply, as a 

canoe crossed the glassy track of the moon 

on the water. Some one in a scarlet shawl 

was snugly seated in the bow, while kneeling, 

facing her, was a figure in white, handling 

the paddle with a grace peculiar to one 

young man. The darkness from under the 

trees gathered on Mrs. Sheyn's brows as the 

two landed a little way alqng the shore and 

came up to the edge of the hotel group. 

Jack was not as heretofore asked to lead off 

in the choruses, it having been recently 

discovered that he sang shockingly out of 

tune, but he seemed content to stretch 

himself out on the sand beside Laura, who 

sat somewhat apart from the brightest glare 

with tiny bonfires in her eyes. He spoke to 

her in a low voice. ■

" Do you see Mr. Hatch sitting beside 

your sister now?" ■

"Yes. She seems in a better humour 

now than she was a few minutes ago." ■

" I can wager I know the cause of the 

change." ■

"Do tell me then." ■

^ He is informing her that he has offered 

a good position in his bank to the obnoxious 

counter-jumper in whom her sister has the 

bad taste to be interested." ■

" Jack I You don't mean it ! " ■

"Yes, I do. I did not intend to say 

anything about it to you to-night, but now 

Mrs. Sheyn will surely tell you." ■

" What answer did you give 1 " said the 

young girl, her eyes leaving the fire and 

turning to his. ■
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"None, as yet. What I say depends on 

\?hat you say," ■

She said nothing. ■

"It seems he has noticed that I have 

been rather sent to Coventry this last week, 

and gaessed the reason. He's an English- 

znaD, yon know, and is rather amused at 

onr colonial distinctions hetween banks and 

shops ; bat he says I'll have to change my 

calling if I want to hold my own with my 

aristocratic sister-in-law." ■

Laura smiled a little, but still held her 

peace. ■

"I t(dd him I wanted to get married 

right away, and could afford to do it if I 

stayed whpre I was." ■

The girl's cheeks flamed, but she spoke 

not ■

" It is a good post he has offered me, over 

the heads of lots of fellows who have taken 

years to work up to where they are." ■

Still Miss Somerville made no remark, 

and he went on. ■

" If I were a bank clerk, however poor, I 

conld hold my head as high as that ninny 

of a Willougl^by, and your sister would 

quite approve of me." ■

" But I should not ! " exclaimed Laura. 

"I'd despise you if you took a place you had 

not earned. You've told me how proud 

you are of having risen to be head of your 

department. You will surely not throw 

away the work of all these years, and strike 

out in a new line at twenty-five? What 

would your mother say if you turned into 

a dude, were tempted to live beyond your 

salary, and got to be ashamed of her ? " ■

"Faith, and I'd have to live on her !" 

laughed young Armstrong. " I knew you 

would look at it just as I do, Laura, at 

least I hoped you would, for I'd have 

given in if you really preferred to be the 

wife of a bank clerk ; but giving in to Mrs. 

Sheyn is quite another matter." ■

The brightness died out of the girl's face^ 

and she shivered slightly. ■

" You're afraid of her, I really believe ! " 

Miss Somerville's smile was weak and wan, 

very nnlike the whole-hearted beam of a 

minute ago. ■

" I know I ought not to be, but I've been 

browbeaten by her ever since I wa^ a bit of 

a girl, and old habits are hard to break." ■

"Well, I'll break this one, qt it shall 

break me," said young Armstrong, " Don't 

discuss the subject with her at sUl to-night, 

and we'll talk it over again when we have 

our final paddle before breakfast to-morrow. 

Ah me ! To think that we have only one 

more day." ■

Slowly the fire died down, and by twos 

and threes the people betook themselves up 

to the hotel. Jack was pirivileged to escort 

MrSk Sheyn, vrhile Mr. Hatch followed with 

Laura, ■

The suD^mer hotels on the Lower St 

Lawrence are but wooden shells, guiltless of 

lath or plaster, and every sound is heard 

from one room to another. Young Arm- 

strong did not sleep well that night, and 

before daybreak he was startled at hearing 

stealthy footsteps in the passage. ■

" Too early for any of the servants to be 

up," he thought, and thereupon rising he 

looked cautiously out of his door. By the 

last of the moonlight he saw a man trying 

the door-handle of tiie room which Laura 

shared with her sister. Quick as a flash 

the young fellow flew down the corridor, 

dragged the intruder into bis own room 

and shut the door. ■

"Now! Perhaps you'll tell me what 

you're after," he said, keeping tight hold of 

his collar, "and don't talk out so as to 

alarm the whole house." ■

He was a small, seedy-looking individual, 

and he fairly shook in the grasp of the 

athletic Montrealer. ■

" If you plaze, eor, I was lookin' for me 

woife's room. They tould me down the 

shtair it was number seventy-f oive." ■

" And who is your wife, pray 1 " ■

"Mrs. Sheehan, Mrs. Patrick Sheehan, 

jex honour. Ough i Let me go ! " ■

" There's no such person staying at this 

hotel," said Jack, and he shook the small 

n^an to elicit further information, which 

was not long in coming. ^ ■

" She was here the other day, thin, and 

she tould me to wait for her in Montreal, 

but I thought I'd jest come on. The thrain 

was late, and niver a bit of a Canude could 

I get to dhrive me from the dep6t, so I 

had to walk, an' I losht me way, and it's 

only now I'm here. An' if ye'Ujest tell 

me woife or her sister Larra Somerville " ■

''What?" ■

" Shure, it's the thruth I'm teUin' ye, an' 

ye. naden't look so fierce. I'm an honest 

man in the pawnbrokin' business in Ottawa, 

an' me woife's father iverybody knew. He 

used to be missinger in wan o' the depart- 

ments." ■

Here the captor broke into a reassuring 

laugh. ■

"Civil Service, sure enough I Excuse 

me, Mr. Sheehan," he said. **But your 

wife's name has not been spelt nor pro- 

nounced es^&ctly Uke you;r3 down here, and ■
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that's how I didn't recognise it at once. 

You're welcome to sleep on my sofa the 

rest of the night." ■

''The yonng man called John" saw no 

reason why the arrival of this nneipected 

visitor should prevent the morning paddle 

with Laura. Rising early and leaving him 

still asleep, he ran down the steep rooky 

path to the beach to get the canoe ready 

for his ladylove. By the time it was 

afloat Laura hurried down in her white 

dress, but ere she had embarked who should 

arrive upon the scene but Mrs. Sheyn^ all 

smiles. ■

'Tve so often wanted to explore Bull 

Bock, Mr. Armstrong," she said, with a 

stately wave of her htmd towards the high, 

bare island less than a mile from the shore ; 

" and this is the very last chance I shall 

have to see it. Would you greatly object 

to taking me there ) " ■

" Wants to ask my intentions," thought 

Jack, ''before she lets Laura go any 

further. Well, she cannot make too much 

of a row in a canoe ! " ■

Before Laura fully grasped the situation, 

her sister, instead of herself, was seated in 

the boat, and Jack, with a regretful smile 

to the girl he left behind him, had turned 

the canoe with a couple of swift strokes, 

and now it was gliding through the glisten- 

ing water towards Bull Rock. The morning 

air did not seem quite so delicious as usual 

to the girl as she retraced her steps. A 

solitary figure on the back gallery arrested 

her attention. ■

"Why, Pat!" she cried cheerfully, 

" who'd have dreamed of seeing you here ! " 

and she shook hands heartily with her 

brother-in-law, who, dressed in his best, 

presented a better appearance than he had 

done the night before, but he was still 

utterly unlike the ordinary summer hotel 

lounger. ■

"Sshl Where is she)" said the small ■

"Gkme iox a paddle with Mr. Armstrong. 

Time you were looking her up," and Laura 

smiled again. "She'll be v^ry angry at 

you, though, for coming here, I'm a^d." ■

"Me, too!" was the doleful reply. 

"An' wasn't I nearly took up for a burglar 

last night Ye see, she tould me she was 

goin' to hurry you off somewhere's else on 

account of some young man ye'd taken up 

wid, an' I thought \i I didn't come right 

on I wouldn't mabbe see you at all, at all." ■

" I'm afraid she's got us both under her 

thumb," sighed Laura. "But if I were 

you, I'd keep out <^ her way till we're at ■

the station. We go to-day by the after- 

noon train. Now copie to breakfast, and 

you shall sit in her seat ! " ■

With all the dignity of her sister did 

she introduce the common-looking little 

man to her neighbours at table as her 

brother-in-law, and she loyally did her best 

to cover up his deficiencies in manners and 

conversation. ■

Besides Mrs. Sheyn and her sister, a 

number of visitors were leaving the hotel 

that day. Seats had been reserved in one 

of the vehicles for the two Ottawa ladies, 

but when it was time to start on the six- 

mile drive to the station, only Miss 

Somerville turned up, breathless and rather 

anxious-looking, while Jack Armstrong 

took the vacant place beside her on the 

back board. ■

For a wonder, the up train was punctual, 

and at the station every one was too busy 

looking after baggage to make special 

enquiries for Mrs. Sheyn. At the last 

moment, however, a very hot, very shabby 

little man rushed up and seized young 

Armstrong, just as he was boarding the car 

in which he had already seated Miss 

Somerville. ■

" What have you done wid me woife ? " ■

"Didn't you get the note I left for 

youl" ■

" What's the good o' that whin I can't 

rade )" Mr. Armstrong tried to free himself 

from the irate Irishman, but he dung to 

him tightly, and the noisy train was already 

in motion when Jack roared into his ear : ■

" I took her out to Bull Bock in the 

canoe, and she wouldn't come back in it 

with me. I said I'd send you to fetch her. 

She'll be glad to see you by this time. 

Tell her that Laura and I are to be married 

at Rivifere du Loup ! " ■

With an agile movement the youth freed 

himself and swung up on the last platform 

of the train, leaving Mr. Sheehan speech- 

less, with his mouth open I ■

AN ABCTIC MAY -DAY. ■

It is England's merry month ; the month 

of May— -but out here, with a boundless 

ice-line, a rough Boreas tugging at our 

beards, and a white drift driving on 

board, how little is there to remind us of 

the first of May, the Maypole, and the 

merry gatherers ! ■

The outlook is cold and cheerless. My 

goatisJdn cap is well over my ears, and I ■
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have not appeared without my mittens. I 

step np and down the poop several times 

clapping my hands. ■

The fact is, we are fast to a giant floe. 

If yon step forward yon will see the wire 

cahles passing from the ship, and the ice- 

anchors fixed in the floe. The captain is 

helow reading " Temple Bar." The second is 

down in the hold weighing oat provisions 

with the steward; and only three men of 

the watch are at the peak, the rest enjoying 

the comfort of a pipe before the galley 

fire. ■

The shutter of the engine-room is closed, 

but, pushing back the top, I see that the 

engineer is below, and descend. The chief 

and fireman are having a clean-up, so I 

content myself for a time with watching 

them; but this grows stale after a time, 

and I am soon on my way forward to the 

half-deck for a variety. ■

Just below the main-hatch the sail-maker 

is busily engaged weaving a hemp mat for 

the captain. He is making it from un- 

twined whale-line. The operation is in- 

teresting, but I cannot describe it. ■

He grumbles somewhat over the business, 

and this sets me in a good humour, inas- 

much as I feel that I ought to be so much 

the happier of the two in having nothing 

to do. ■

I pass on, and at the forepart of the half- 

deck I find the carpenter very busy indeed, 

swearing and gruiAbling in a dull monotone 

while piecing together the component parts 

of a child's wheelbarrow, also for the 

captain. ■

He is a sour, unwholesome-looking man, 

with a face like a dried pear. Having a 

grudge against him, for accusing me of 

spoiling a saw of his in severing a bear's 

jaw, I take a malicious delight in pressing 

home the infra-digness of a flip's carpenter 

being set to miJce baby's wheelbarrows. 

This is quite his opinion, and, besides, the 

very knowledge that the captain is making 

use of him at all is enough to enrage the 

best sailor in existence. ■

This is, of course, ^cactly^ what the 

captain is doing; and when he tells me 

there are two more barrows in request, I 

sit down on the bench and condole with 

him at length, to my own satisfaction, if 

not to his. I go so far as to even advocate 

a dose of salts before he starts the second, 

by way of keeping him up to the mark. ■

The galley is full of men. And just by 

the f ordiatch some members of the watch 

on deck are playing dominoes. They ask 

me to join them, and-^why, surely, I have ■

no objection, and am soon busy "#ith the 

chalk summing up on the lid of a sea- 

chest. ■

From this they wish to proceed ta catch- 

the-ten; but, even if I did not object to 

gambling on principle, nothing would 

tempt me to play with the filthy objects 

presented to the company by Elrick under 

the name of sards. No! notMng would 

tempt me. And so, with a passing peep in 

at the cook and his conf r&res, who greet me 

noisily, and another into the ^' house," 

inhabited by the spectioneer, harpooners, 

sailmaker, and carpenter, I return once 

more to the embrace of the north wind and 

the snow. ■

But I am wrong ; there is no snow. The 

atmosphere has quite changed. The burly 

breeze has suuk into a fine air; and — 

glory ! is not that the sun pushing- through 

over the mizen-top 1 ■

Assuredly it is. And in ten minutes we 

are revelling in a buret of sunshine. ■

I think this a good opportunity to take 

a walk on dry land — if I may ^pply this 

term to an ice-floe — so I step along the 

port chains, seize the bow ladder hanging 

from the sprit, and so on to the snow. ■

There is no Act of Parliament preventing 

you from going where you like ; but there 

are also no warning finger-posts, and you 

may step into a dnft or ice-crack, or slip 

into a fresh- water hole— an unpleasant and 

by no means uncommon accompaniment of 

constitutionals. ■

I take mine, however, and manage to 

avoid these dangers. I see, also, the track 

of a bear, or " The Laird," as the sailors call 

it, and communicate this fact to the crew 

on my return. The discovery in itself is 

not an important one, as the prints are not 

fresh; but, nevertheless, I enlarge upon 

it ■

The water we are in, from its colour, 

shows the possible presence of a food-bank, 

and therefore a most likely spot for the 

whales we are in search ol The weather 

having cleared, a sharp look-out is kept by 

the watch at the f orepeak, and the second 

is in the crow's-nest searching the numerous 

bights between adjacent seances with the 

long glass. ■

I walk the poop, enjoying the May sun- 

shine that now pours from a blue, cloudless 

dome. Glancing carelessly through the 

cabin-top, I see that the captain has re- 

nounced "Temple Bar" for "Blackwood." 

I comment inwardly on the fact. Whatever 

the cravings for cuUure, he does notdiow 

much in himself either externally or ■
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internally, to a companion. His association 

with this literature does not increase ray 

appreciation of the same, which, of coarse, 

is \most unfair way of judging things. 

Ana I admit it. ■

The engineer has ccmie up from helow 

and is biuiging bqt of the engine-room 

window. I sit down beside him, and we 

disGu^ ship's gossip. We have not con- 

verse lozig, however, when the second 

descends the main ratlines behind us, and 

pops down the companion hastily. ■

"W^," says Mr. Brown, ** what's up 

now 1 Brucie^ got a big speed on 1 " ■

"Blest if I know!" say I; "but it 

strikes me he's seen something." ■

^' TeiTL to one it's a bear, then," replies the 

chiel ■

Our curiosity and anxiety are not of long 

duration. The captain comes up the stairs 

hoching loudly, and the second follows. 

We hear mention of "unicorns " (narwhals), 

and Bruce points away over the starboard 

quarter. Then the captain mounts to the 

crowy^iiul the second seats himself beside 

UB ; whereupon we gain the full trutii. ■

Soon tiie order comes to lower away for 

uniconis on the starboard quarter. The 

watch is summoned on deck ; the men are 

as eager as schoolboys; down drops the 

boat from the davits ; the crew crowd over 

the aide, I with them. Splash ] A fellow 

has missed his grip and fsdlen in. ■

We laugh heartily as he is dragged into 

the boat like a young bear, and bundled on 

deck again. The mora so, as he seems so 

sorry for himself, and vows vengeance in 

strictly nautical language on the man who 

trod on his fingers, and caused him to quit 

the rung of the ladder. ■

This does not delay us long. And we 

are now makipg good progress with the 

paddles, which in narwhal fishing take the 

place of oars. Speed is not called for, as in 

whalings and they have a much less alarm- 

ing effect. ■

We pass round a comer of ice and enter 

a smaller bay. Bruce points out the spot 

where the fish were seen, so we lie by at the 

edge of the floe in readiness fo« their 

appearance. ■

The fioe here towers up into an irregular 

chain of hiUa The average is about twenty 

feet, but goes up to fifty. It makes a 

very pretty bight, and I quite lii;e the 

appearance of my first unicorn hunt. ■

For the past few days I have noticed 

a atraiip absence of bird life. I put it 

down t£at we are too far into the field. 

Thexa is an occasional boatswain bird, a ■

kittiwake, and an ivory gull or two. 

Sometimea a sea-swallow passes overhead. 

But not a single mollie, or burgie^ or looni, 

orroohie,ordovedcie. I like toy bird friends, 

and regret their absence. ■

We have been lying by for ten minutes 

on 1(he tip^toe of excitement, and the first 

thing that appears to us is an impertinent 

floe-rat. It receives a curse from the crew, 

and disappears with immodest haste. ■

These floe-rats seem to be wherever you 

go. They torment you much as the cheeky 

redbreast does, when you are stationed 

in a wood with every nerve on the alert 

for a sound or shadow. ■

Suddenly we hear a soft, soughing sound 

like the alow expiration of a deep breath. 

It is a unicorn risen from beneath the floe 

astern of us. Turning, we see the dark 

mai;^ of its body lined above the surface 

some forty yards off. ■

The steersman sweeps the boat round 

gently, by means of lus long oar. Then 

the paddles dip softly in the waters— care 

being taken to not break the surface^-and 

the boat .begins to glide forward without 

a ripple. ■

The fish seems unconscious of our ap* 

proach, and oontinues to blow quietly. ■

I say blow, but strictly spefdsing a nar- 

whal cannot be said to do so, as no jet 

of water accompanies the breath. ■

Nearer and nearer we appcoaeh^ The 

second is standing at the bow with the 

handle of the. gun grasped in his hand. 

We cease paddling at the spreading of 

his palm. He glai^ces along the. bfurrel. 

Bang ! The unicorn is stouok, and a spout 

of mingled blood and water rises into the 

air. ■

" Hurrah 1" we about. There is an 

answering echo from the ship. And now 

the line begins to ru^ over the bow. ■

But it is a short affair with a. narwhal 

on a whale^ine, and in five minutea it 

is floating lifeless on the surface. ■

It is not a great success we have achieved. 

But it is a unicorn, which is always some- 

thing towards the filling up ; and we paddle 

towards the ship in great good-humour, 

towing our prize. ■

Those on deck set up a tackle and haul 

it on board. And then^ having recoiled 

our line, we start out afresh. ■

It is evidently a good bank we are oyer. 

Narwhals are quite numerous, and we hare 

no difficulty in obtaining another, with 

a horn this time that alone waa really 

worth getting. ■

I sp^ of hpm, as it is commonly apokon ■
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of thus ; few people knowing — and certainly 

not these sailors — ^that it has nothing of 

the nature of a horn in it, but is really 

an extraordinary developement of one of 

the upper canine teeth. ■

Another watch now mans the boat, and, 

as I keep my position against all comers, I 

have the jdeasure of seeing Davidson tiie 

spectioneer in command. ■

Hiere is a warm softness in the sun's 

rays, and the sport is such that the laziest 

man in existence would be charmed with 

it. And I do not mean to imply that it is 

any the less keenly exciting on account of 

the inconveniences surrounding so many 

other sports being absent here. On the 

ooBtrary, it has a charm of its own, and 

comparisons are odious. ■

Let us look around us. The sea is green, 

with a tint of brown and yellow in it 

showing the presence of innumerable 

animalculai. The sky is blue, like the up* 

tamed petal of a cornflower ; and the floe 

and the seances white and reflective as the 

top of my own Lochnagar in the clear frost 

and sunsMne of a winter's day. ■

This is not a varied colouring for a 

seene ; still, it too has a charm of its own 

that must be seen to be appreciated, and 

will not admit of justice being done to it by 

my humble pen, however w3ling I am to 

do my best for the country that has left 

its imprint on me for ever. ■

As we progress, dipping our paddles 

deep, we cross the " water " of several fish^ 

but nothing rises before us. We lie by, 

and for so long that we begin to think the 

nnicoms have shifted, and we are to be 

singolarly unsuccessful. ■

"Some one's shouting tram the ship," 

says one c^ the men to the spectioneer. ■

"Yes," says another, "I heard him." 

And on turning round, we see the captain 

in the nest directing us, as it seems, into a 

bight beyond, whither we proceed in ke^i 

hopefulness. ■

Ko sooner have we rounded a long, semi* 

circular point than the soft soughing again 

eatdiss our ears. We do not see them at 

once, but shortly count ten, lying within 

the slight shadow of the floe-edge. ■

Here is a stroke ! There is no doubt 

of being right this time* And we are all 

alive at the thought of good sport. ■

As we near the flrst one, tmexpected 

nusfortune besets us. The man next the 

stoke 18 overcome by a sneeze ; and 

whether this is the cause or not, I can't 

tall, but the nearest two just raise their 

eyes above the surface for a ' moment, and ■

disappear with the slow, soft motion of 

a feather falling through the air. ■

The man, a Shetlander, is oppressed with 

shame; but his comrades, with no sym* 

pathy, are fiercely outspoken in their 

indignation. I feel for ^e poot fellow^ 

for have I not felt the same remorseless 

sneeze in boyhood, upon occasions of great 

gravity? ■

Alas i luck seems quite against us* For 

no conceivable reason another unicorn 

sinks, with the same stately indolence, as 

we approach. ■

But, now, ahead of us are three — one 

young thing, and two old ones — ^to all 

appearances a family party. ■

** Could ye manage to string them, Jake, 

think ye ) " says Smith, the boat-steerer, to 

Davidson. ■

" Think we'll have a good try, lad, any- 

way. Bring her round a bit, and get them 

two old uns in a bee's -* line. Steady ! 

There, as ye are. And now, boys, keep 

yer paddles deep, and no sneeching, mind.'' ■

We obey orders, and the boat glides on, 

swiftly but silently. ■

With narwhals " stringing ** is a most 

favourite trick, and tried by the harpooners 

when at all possible. It is intended that 

the harpoon should pass clean through the 

flrst, skip over the surface of the water, 

and so into the second. It is necessary 

that the boat should be much nearer than 

in the case of harpooning one, :and a 

considerable distance between the animals 

may be allowed, provided always that the 

line is a direct one. ■

This, then, is what we are about to 

attempt. ■

We have been paddling with breathless 

care, and scarce twenty yards now separates 

us. Davidson sights steadily, and suddenly 

there is a loud report, causing a piece of 

loose snow to break off horn the floe and 

tumble into the sea. At the same moment 

two unicorns spring into the air, and fall 

back with a single splash« ■

The stringing is a success^ Up goes a 

ringing cheer that skips over the sea, and 

flings itself fr<mi point to point of the ice- 

floe in waves of sounds Away flies the 

Hue over the bow; but next minute the 

strain ceases, and tiiiey oome to the surface 

dead. ■

I am a littfe disappointed at the quick 

termination. But^ no mattery we have 

something to take to the. ship, and the 

mercenary spirit 'rises up to comfort the 

sporting. ■

When I am once more on deck, I And ■
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that a fellow has cut his finger with a 

flinching knife. I apply to the medicine 

chest for remedies, and, by the time it is 

dressed, the steward announces tea. ■

It is a welcome announcement, I assure 

you, so I step down at once. ■

I see that May-Day has not made any 

change in our fare. I did not really 

expect that it would, but had a slight 

hope, neyertheless, that the steward might 

have been trying his hand at a few jam- 

tarts again. However, as he has not, I 

must needs satisfy myself with hard tack 

and butter. No, nonsense 1 Here comes 

the steward with a dish of Finnan had- 

docks, and a new atmosphere surrounds the 

table. ■

As we rise, the captain addresses the 

engineer : ■

*' Get up steam, Mr. Brown ; we're going 

to run on a bit to the westward." And 

then to the first mate: ''Have the boat 

hauled up, Duncan. And keep the watch 

ready to take in the anchors." ■

'* Yes, sir," says Duncan below me, and 

I hear Ms footsteps coming up the stairs. ■

*' Forward, here," cries he to the watch, 

'*and haul up this boat ! " ■

There is a clatter of sea-boots on the 

deck. ■

"Lend a hand, will you, doctor t" ■

''All right," say I; and we are aR>on 

lying on the rope to a " ho-hoy-e-oy-e ! " 

from the first, which is quite his patent 

chorus. ■

The boat is up, and the captain on the 

bridge. ■

"Overboard, there, and haul in those 

ice-anchors ! " ■

"Ay, ay, sir!" and two men scramble 

along the chains and drop <m to the floe. 

They unhook the anchors, which are then 

hauled aboard. ■

In a few minutes the captain calls down 

to the engineer : " Half -speed astern when 

you're ready." And almost at once, with a 

slow, pausing motion the screw begins to 

turn, and the ship glides softly back from 

the great floe. ■

And now the engines are half-speed 

ahead. The sprit is westward, and once 

more we are threading through the mazy 

field of ice ia quest of tiie mighty leviathan 

whose home is the snow*clad deep. And, 

though many of you, perhaps, have joined 

bands around the maypole this day in 

merry England, yet I do not envy you, for 

I carry with me, as we westward ho ! many 

pleasant pictures of an Arctic May*Day at 

the floe-edge. ■

ON SOME ADVANTAGES OF 

STANDING ARMIES. ■

A GREAT stir is being made about the, 

apparently, continually increasing arma- 

ments of the Continental Powers. The 

world is being told that this persistent 

aggrandisement of the " big battalions " is 

a source of danger rather to the members 

of their own households, than to the pos- 

sible foes across the border. Wise men 

have arisen who are pointing out to us that 

the German army bids fair to work more 

mischief to Germany than to France ; that 

the French army promises to produce Gallic 

demoralisation ; while there is every pro- 

spect that the Italian army will land its own 

country in the quagmires of national bank- 

ruptcy. That there is a great deal to be 

said against any and every standing army, 

it does not need a sage to tell us. We in 

England have been familiar with the 

"evils of war" from our youth upwards. 

We have some of us only too much reason 

to be aware that to a laige number of well- 

meaning Englishmen any allusion to war, 

even to war in self-defence, is like a red 

rag to a bull. It is, perhaps, because we 

are thus intimately acquainted with the 

arguments which may be urged upon the 

one side that we are apt at times to forget that 

this question, like all other questions, has 

two sides, that there is something to be 

said even for those modem monsters^ 

standing armies. ■

There is, for instance, something surely to 

be said from the Socialistic point of view. 

If one understands the teachings of a certain 

school of Socialists, they would seem to 

assert that it is the duty of a State to 

support its citizens. WeU, in France, and 

Germany, and Russia, at some period of 

their lives, all the male citizens are sup- 

ported by the State. More than ten per 

cent, of the entire population of France is 

being wholly or partly supported by drafts 

on national resources — ^Uiough the indi- 

viduals change, the percentage continually 

remains. Something like eight per cent, of 

the population of Germany is in the same 

position. On what ground can a Socialist^ 

who carries his gospel to its logical ex- 

tremity, object to such a state of things as 

this ? These men do work for the State, 

for which they are paid by the State^ their 

fellow-citizens of eoune being taxed for 

their support In the ideal State of the 

Socialist, the common earnings will go into 

a common fund in order that all men shall ■
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be fed, and clothed, and kept alive. It is 

trae that in France and in Germany only a 

share of the common earniDgs gce» into a 

common fond, and that, therefore, hy 

means of the common fund only a large 

number oi men, and not the entire popu- 

lation, can be fed, and clothed, and kept 

alive. But since a step forward is a step 

gained, smely the Socialists cannot complain 

of this. Fiance and Germany are pro- 

gressing. Indeed, they are progressing as 

fast as they reaUy can. If they continue to 

advance in the same ratio, it is not impos- 

sible that the Socialist's dream will still in 

some sort he realised, and that the entire 

population will he supported by the State. ■

But, say the Socialists, and with them a 

great many other people too, these men are 

not being supported by the State in a proper 

manner. First of all, their service, such as 

it 18^ is not voluntary, it is involuntary ; 

and secondly, while drawing everything 

from the common fund, they contribute 

nothing to it. In this secondly we have 

touched upon the never-failing stock argu- 

ment which is being urged against the 

huge armaments of to-day. All sorts and 

coitions of people are assuring us that 

soldiers are not producers ; that, so far from 

bemg legitimate wage-earners, and therefore 

deserving of being kept alive, they are mere 

parasites upon the body politic, and are 

socking it dry. Let us suppose, for the 

sake of argument, that in this time of theo- 

retically perfect peace, four hundred thou- 

sand men are in Germany being completely 

supported by the State — ^in other words, are 

being manufactured into soldiers. ■

THien confronted by such a statement, 

surely one reflection occurs to us at once. 

Competition in Germany is peculiarly keen ; 

in no country in the world is it keener. 

The struggle for existence is getting harder 

and harder. Men work, and are glad to 

work, for wages which m England we 

should scorn. In industrial matters, Ger- 

many is, beyond all others, the land of the 

sweater, ^e standard of living is lower 

than it is with us. But low though it is, 

men find it hard to reach it. The demand, 

e?en for starvation wages, is far greater 

than the supply. Hence the stream of 

emigration which is continually flowing 

from Gorman ports to all tiie countries of 

the world. Suppose the four hundred thou- 

sand men who, at an unduly low estimate, 

maybe considered to form the permanent 

peace footing of the German army, were to 

he added to ^e already over-large number 

of the wage-earning class, would the result, ■

either in the present or the future, be 

certain to tend towards an improvement in 

the position of that class) That the 

answer is obviously an affirmatire one, one 

fails to see. ■

In Great Britain we have always with 

us something like a million paupers — that 

is, a million persons who are being supported 

by the State. In little England alone we 

can lay claim to seven hundred and thirty- 

four thousand odd. It costs us as much, if 

it does not cost us more, to keep body and 

soul together in a pauper as it costs the 

Germans to keep body and soul together 

in a soldier. And it must }k remembered 

that while the paupers do practically nothing 

at all for their native land, the soldiers 

do a great deal for theirs, and that quite 

apart from all questions of fighting. For 

one thing, they are responsible for the 

condition of the public roads. In France, 

especially, the national highways, for which 

the military authorities are entirely re- 

sponsible, and on which all work is done 

gratuitously, are as near perfection as they 

very well could be. Compared to them, 

our high-roads are a scandal and a shame. It 

would be almost worth our while to increase 

the size of our standing army if only for 

the sake of having our roads kept in proper 

order. ■

Suppose those four hundred thousand 

German soldiers were at once disbanded, 

considering the already congested state of 

the country, is it not possible, to say the 

least of it, IJiat a considerable proportion of 

them would drift into pauperism 9 Or, what 

is as bad, that the increased pressipre of 

competition would drive a number of 

struggling folk, who are already on the 

verge of pauperism, clean over the edget 

Is a pauper better than a soldier 1 One may 

be one of a long line of peace-at-any-price 

civilians, and yet may be justified in doubting 

it A soldier is at least a man; nothing 

could be much less like a man than the 

average so-called " able-bodied " pauper. ■

It is by no means certain that a great deal 

of nonsense is not talked about the injury 

which id done to a nation by compelling 

*' the bone and sinew " of a country to serve 

in the ranks. One sometimies sees it stated 

that there is no worse school of training for 

a man than the army. A statement of this 

kind can only be characterised as a lie 

unvarnished. It is not true of the English 

army, which is not exactly a model of its 

class; it is the reverse of true of some of the 

Continental armies. I make bold to say that 

^re could be no finer training school than ■
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the. German; army. It woqld not be to every- 

body's taste; for instance, it would very 

probably .4ot be to the taste of some of our 

keepers o| what is coming to be called the 

"nonconformist conscience." It is much 

too hard ihifohot^and the kaining is mu^h 

too genuine. But, beyond doubt, the average 

man who goes through the various courses 

required from himf by the German miUtary 

authorities, and issues from them with 

credit, is a better man at the end than he 

wafif at the beginning. A better man, both 

physically and morally. He has learnt how 

to obey and how to command; how to 

control hinuielf and others. He is able to 

appreciate the part which a good citizen 

should play in the commonweal. That this 

is so, few who have any intimate acquaintance 

with Germany and the Germans will deny. 

" The fatherland " is a land of soldiers, its 

sons are making great forward strides in the 

world ; and, whether we like it or not, the 

fact is indubitable that this is, to some 

exteiLt, owing to the system of militarism 

which prevails. ■

I have seen it stated, on what ought to 

have been good authority, that compulsory 

military servioe incapacitates a man for 

civilian lif ^ Although the authority ought 

to have been good, actually it could nqt 

have been worse — the thing is a patent 

absurdity. In Germany every man is a 

soldier ; he is not wholly quit of mjUiitary 

service till he is forty-two. Are there 

better citizens than the Germans I better 

husbands and fathers 1 better men of busi- 

ness) of letters) of affairs) If, talking 

them as a whole, other nations do excel 

them in these respects, one would like to 

know which those nations are. We in 

England have had it dinned into our ears 

so persistently that under all possible cir- 

cumstances a great standing army is an 

accursed thing, that, in spite of the most 

obvious facts to the contrary, we have, 

some of us^ cosme to believe that in favour 

of such an institution there U nothing to be 

said, but that it is a sort of Upas tree, which 

inevitably and invariably desolates the 

country in which it is found. Th$ truth 

is that nowadays politics in England are 

parochial politics. We are in the hands of 

the faddists. ,With us public opinion is 

apt to be voiced by vestrymen rather ihan 

by statesmen. ■

The greatest of the charges which, k 

wont tq be hurled against a standing army 

is its cost. We are told, for instance — to 

take a glaring example — that the cost of 

her armaments is hurrying Italy into ■

national bankruptcy. It only: needs a 

cursory knowledge of modem Ita^y,'and of 

modern methods of Italian finance, to cause 

one to seriously doubt if^ in* this casey at 

any rate^ the charge pan be su^tantiaied, 

Italy to-day is a monumental example of 

national mismanagement *-r nay, more, of 

national dishonesty. She has been, and 

she still is, outrunning the constable in 

every direction. The extravagance o£ her 

armaments is but one extravagance out of 

many. Out of every pound which ia set 

down as being the cost of those aripaments, 

it is nott impossible that fifteen shillings is 

stolen on the way. In the hands of her 

present breed of politicians, Italy would, 

sooner or later, be in dire straits, tl^ough 

she had not a single ship nor a single 

soldier. ■

It is certain that France, Germany, and 

Russia have not been ruined by • their 

armaments ; while Portugal, Spain, Turkey, 

and Greece, which to all intuits and pur- 

poses are soldierless and sailorless, have 

been brought as near to ruin as they con- 

veniently could be. France has kept her 

army on a nominal war footing o£ something 

like four million men for over twenty years; 

has spent colossal sums upon her navy ; has 

paid the largest sum, by way of war 

indemnity, which the world has heard of; 

and yet to-day she is richer than she ever 

was. What evidence is there to show that, 

if she had not had to bear the expense of 

her armaments, her financial position would 

have been better than it is) The war of 

70 placed Franco in a peculiar position. 

The obloquy of her situation braced the 

nation's nerves. She rose to the occasion ; 

her efforts were equal to her necessities; 

the compulsion which was put upon her to 

use a giant's strength has enabled her to 

discover for herself, and to prove to the 

world, that her strength is indeed gigantic. 

It is at least within the range of possibility 

that some day France's necessiliy may be 

our own ; that dire disast^ will compel us, 

as a nation, to awake from slumber. On 

that day, without doubt, we also shall prove 

that a giant's strei^gth is purs ; and we in 

our turn shall give to the world an object 

lesson in the truth that great armaments do 

not necessarily mean anything approaching 

to financial ruin^ ■

It should always be remembered— «ome 

of us seem apt to forget it — thai the mopaey 

spent on armies and navies goes u^^to some- 

body's pocket*: In no sense can it be said 

to be wasted. If armies and navios were to 

vanish off the face of the earth to-morrow ■
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every industry would suffer. Many of them 

would be utterly deetpoyed. The destruc- 

tion of any one branch of iiidustary means, 

to begin with, that a certain number of 

persons are rendered insolvent, and that 

then, to save themselves from starvation, 

they are forced to turn to some other branch 

which already, in all probability, is over- 

crowded. If, as some of the \dse would 

have it, the nations, with one common con* 

sent, were to agree to disarm, how many 

millions of men and women would be 

throwii out of employment V The imtigin^ 

tion shudders at the horrors such a prospect 

would suggest. In partidu^lar, vast hosts of 

the artisan class all the t^c^rld ovev would 

be driven to despair. For them, practically, 

nothing would be left but deai^. ■

Probably the most advanced teetotal 

fanatic would hesitate to give practical effect 

to his doctrines if he were eonfrotited by 

the necessity of giving lucrative occupation 

to the myriads whom the world-wide adop- 

tion of the principles of total abstinence 

from alcoholic liquors would leave with 

nothing to do, and with nothing to tivs on. 

If the teetotalers had their way, and all the 

breweries, and distilleries, amd wine-presses 

were to cease to exist, think of the dimen- 

sions which the question of the unemployed 

would assume ! If what, with all its innumer^ 

able ramifications, is infinitely the greatest 

industry in the world, were to be utterly 

destroyed root and branch, as the teetotalers 

would have it, there would not be merely 

national, there would be imiversal bank- 

ruptcy. In every village and in every 

town from pole to pole there would be ruin 

and despair. ■

Fortunately, teetotalers never will have 

their own way. When it comes to practice, 

as apart from theory, sanity is still likely 

to continue predominant in the councils of 

the world. Equally f ortunatelyj the peace- 

at-any-price fraternity are as little likely to 

have theirs. If they did, they would work 

even more mischief, were it possible, than 

their abstaining friends. Universal din- 

annament, that is^ disarmament in all the 

countries of the globe— as the peace-at-any- 

price folk would have it*— instead of des- 

troying one great industry, would destroy 

numbers. In other words, peaoe» as peace, 

would work more havoc than war ! Where 

war had slain its tens, peiace would slay its 

thousands. A short period of peace of that 

sort would inevitably result in something 

approaching to universal war — a general 

conflict. .... ■

Nothing in this world has one aspect ■

only. Nothing is an unmixiad evil, nothing 

is an unmixed blessing. Strange lihough it 

may seem, it ia just as well t&at it is so. 

Our blessings would be little esteemed if 

they were not liberally diluted with the 

other kind of thing. "Toujours perdrix" is 

good neither for common men nor cardinals. 

Nor are general principles necessarily appli- 

cable to particular cases. You cannot fit 

copybook headings to all the situations 

which occur in actual life. Huge arma- 

ments are not unmitigated bldssfngs, ihere 

cannot be a doubt of it. Nor are spendthrifts 

always persons to be commended. But 

as things are, one cannot see how the world 

would get on without either. If we had 

'been without them from the beginnina, it 

would be different ; but we have not. We 

have come to look upon them as fulfilling 

certain functions, and as those are functions 

which must be fulfilled, if they cease to 

fulfil them, it is diflScult to perceive where 

we should be able to find at a moment's 

notice — because at a moment's notice they 

would haye to be found— efl&cient substi- 

tutes. ■

If one looks closely into the matter, one 

perceives that, from the point of view of a 

particular kind of abstract morality, few 

sources of expenditure can be called legiti- 

mate. If we are to accept as gospel the 

teachings of the doctrinaires who assert 

that **a penny saved is always a penny 

gained," and that to spend money on aught 

but necessaries, on what some folks call 

"wanton luxury," is necessarily waste, 

then the whole machine of existing civilisa- 

tion will have to stop. It is only ex- 

travagance, in that sense, which keeps it 

going. If every one, nations as well as 

individuals, were to look at every penny 

before spending it, the world would be a 

good deal poorer than it is, Profuse ex- 

penditure in some direction there must be ; 

the particular direction which should be 

chosen is, possibly, a matter of taste. One 

would venture to suggest that it is, at 

most, a question of opinion whether the 

money which is spent on a great system of 

national defence is more wasted than that 

which is lavished on the visionary projects 

which, in England, are so popular — such, 

say, as the conversion of the Jews or of 

the inhabitants of the Chinese Empire. ■

Might one venture, without offence, to 

say one thing further with reference to the 

fuss which certain enthusiasts are making 

about Continental armaments, and to put 

that thing in the form of an enquiry 1 

How is it that so many of us English find ■
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it iiard to keep our fingers out of other 

people's piest There lies before me, in a 

well-knofwn periodieal, a sensational article, 

under a sensational title, m which the 

writer caUs upon the Continental Powers to 

what he calls *' Halt ! " There is a quantity 

of such literature about just now. One 

comes upon it everywhere. Interference of 

that kindy in the afifairs of our neighbours, 

has a colourable resemblance to impertinence. 

Ko wonder ifc is resented, as it undoubtedly 

is. If the Germans or the French choose 

to have four or forty million soldiers, who 

are we that we should presume to lecture 

them I . If they choose to apend their last 

penny on their armaments, what concern is 

it of ouis t Are we incapable of realising 

that they may understand their own busi- 

ness better than we, by any possibility, can 

do t Let us be careful to see that our own 

house is set in order, leaving other people 

to attend to theirs. ■

Criticism of the kind alluded to can do 

no possible good, for these critics are 

altogether wrong in supposing, as they 

constantly seem to suppose^ that these 

mighty armaments continue to exist merely 

to serve 'certain political purposes of the 

various Continental Covemments. Nothing 

could be farther from the truth. The 

German Emperor is popular with his sub- 

jects, first and foremost^ because he is every 

inch of him a soldier. At this moment the 

German national heart is a soldier's hearty 

as, when the drums of war begin to sound, 

the world will quickly learn. The man 

who, sooner or later, will attain to the 

foremost place in the confidence of France 

will be the man who brings her armaments 

to a condition of the greatest perfection; the 

French are with their army, practically, to 

a man. On its behalf, in the most literal 

sense, are ceaselessly offered up the nation's 

prayers; all political parties combine to make 

it the head and front of their hopes and 

dreams. Something to the same effect may 

probably also be said of Bussia. English 

philanthropic theorists may find it hard to 

believe that the military instinct can per- 

meate an entire nation, but the thing is so. ■

It is not at all impossible that the very 

mightiness of European armaments has been 

the determining cause of the continued 

preservation of the general peace. War 

used to be an incident Nations plunged 

into war with light hearts, and withdrew 

from it: sometimes, almost as light-heartedly. 

It is ve^y different now. The mere act of 

putting a modem army into the field is a 

severe tax upon national resources. No nation ■

I ■

in existence can afford to keep it there for any 

very considerable length of time. Financial 

considerations render it indispensable that 

a great war should be begun and finished in 

a single campaign, ox at most in two. The 

consciousness of this fact weighs heavily on 

the minds of the masters of the big 

battalions. They are aware of what it costs 

to keep them, as it were, up to concert 

pitch. They know, too, that when the die 

is thrown they will stand to lose everything 

upon its fall, for from the next great 

internecine strife it is certain that the loser 

will emerge stripped even of his skin, and 

but a torso, while it is quite within the 

range of probability that the victor's gain 

will actuidly be represented by a minus 

quantity. And it is because these con- 

siderations have pressed so continually upon 

them that the die still remains unthrown. ■

Surely it may be accounted an argument 

in favour of a huge standing army, if the 

very fact of its hugeness prevents the un- 

loosing of the dogs of war. If the presence 

of a large force of police acts as a preventive 

of riot, while the presence of a small force 

acts as an incentive, what lover of order 

would not be an advocate of the former, 

even though its cost be much the greater) If 

the French had been aware of the condition 

of excellent organisation to which the 

Germans had brought their forces, there 

might have been no war in 1870. It is be- 

cause they know it now that they hesitate to 

fight again. And it is because the Germans 

are acquainted with the immense forward 

strides which the French have taken in 

military matters that they still stand, and 

wait, and watch. Whatever sentimentalists 

or theorists may have to say upon the subject, 

there can be but little doubt that that 

nation whose naval and military organisation 

is inferior will have to suffer for it, as a 

nation, in the end, however far off that end 

may be. This is not a world in which 

platitudes hold sway, and it never has 

been. It is a world which is ruled by the 

strong hand, and it always will be. We 

may not like the truth — one, per^nally, 

very often finds it an excessively disagree- 

able thing — ^but truth is truth for all that. ■

THE STOBY OF A POSTOAED. ■

IN THBBB OHAFTSBS. OHAFTBB III. ■

It is said that in life it is the unexpected 

that always happens. Aristotle started the 

saying; George Eliot quoted it more than 

once; society at large has accepted the 

theory as a fact ■

^ ■
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Certainly, when Angela Raymond came 

into the drawing-room the next night in 

her cool white gown, followed by Fatey 

bearing a roll of mnsic, the last person 

she expected to see there was Bernard 

Deverenz. Possibly also she was the last ■

K-Bon, in the world whom Bernard 

yereox expected to «ee. ■

Thesiger, who had risen from his chair 

as she entered the room, glanced at the 

two rather curiously before he performed 

the introduction. It was not usual for 

absolnte strangers to exhibit such extreme 

nervousness on meeting one another for ^e 

first time. ■

"I — ^I— think I have had the pleasure 

of meeting Miss Raymond before,", B$id 

Bernard Devereux in great confusion. 

"Surely we spent some time together at 

Devereux Hall t" ■

"I believe we did," said Angela care- 

lessly, " but it is such an immense time ago 

that I have almost forgotten the incident." ■

She had recovered her outward self- 

pofisession, but her hands were trembling 

and her pulses tiirobbing wildly. She 

hardly dared to look at the man who had 

managed to win her heart unasked so many 

years ago. ■

She sat down to the piano and played 

softly - and slowly, while Thesiger and 

Patsy romped by the open window, and 

Bernard Devereux stood by the mantel- 

piece watching them with an absent ^r. ■

Presently Patsy demanded to be taken 

on to the terrace to see the great harvest 

moon 4hat hung like a red .lamp in a 

purple sky. Thesiger picked her up and 

put her out of the vdndow, and then 

jumped out himseli Devereux and Angela 

were left alone. ■

She looked up at the sound of Patsy's 

shrill little voice outside, and suddenly 

realised that she and the siletit man by the 

mantelpiece were the only occupants 6i 

the room. She stopped playing and shut 

the piano in a sudden access of nervous 

agitation. She hated herself for not being 

able to check all signs of emotion. ■

" Don't go yet," said Bernard Devereux, 

in a low voice, as she walked past him with 

a slight inclination of the head. '' I want 

80 much to' talk to you." ■

He hardly knew what he was saying. 

He had be^ suddenly confronted by the 

girl whom, in old days, he had hoped to 

make his wife. What was she doing in 

Thesiger's house 1 Why had he never 

mentioned herl Above all, why had the 

Fates aUowed him to cross her path again ■

— ^this woman to whom he had made 

undisguised love and then left without a 

word ? What had possessed him to come 

to Thesiger Manor to consult Lyon on. 

some financaal business about which another 

man could have advised him just as well) 

It looked like the finger of Fate. He must 

have some explanation. ■

"It is so long since we met^ Mr. 

Devereux," said Angela, in answer to his 

halting speech, '* that I do not think we 

have anything in commpn to talk about." ■

" We once had," said Bernard, his eyes 

fixed on her face. ■

She had improved in these fiv« years, he 

decided ^s he looked at her. She. had been 

a pretty gurl before ; she was now a beauti- 

ful woman. The peach-like bloom on her 

cheeks, the strange light in her big dark 

eyes, suddenly made him realise that he had 

never forgotten her. Before he had seen 

her he had fancied he was cured. ■

" I don't remember that we ' once ' had," 

said Angela defiantly. ■

"Don't you) Don't you remember the 

day I gave you the red rose t " he asked her 

meaningly. ■

Indignation lent a glorious colour to her 

cheeks. ■

"Are you bent <^ reminding me of a 

girlish f oUy 1 " she asked bitterly. " It is 

humiliation enough to me now to think 

that I ever allowed you to call yourself my 

friend." ■

" That is rather severe on me^ considering 

the way you led me on," said Devereux, 

the bitterness in his tone rivalling hers. ■

" Led you on t I don't understand you." ■

"Perhaps you call it by a different 

name," said Devereux shortly. ■

She did not reply. Patsy's voice outside 

the window came nearer. He w^t on 

hurriedly. ■

" I must see you to-morrow and try and 

get some explanation of this — this—extra- 

ordinary meeting. I want to know why 

you are here, and if— if " ■

"I am governess to Mr. Theeiger's 

children," said Angela, walking out of the 

room with her head held a little higher than 

usuaL She did not say good-night to him 

nor offer him her hand. ■

Later in the evening he interrogated 

Thesiger on the subject. ■

" Miss Raymond tells me she is governess 

here," he said, as he strolled up and down 

the terrace, cigar in mouth. " I was never 

more astonished in my life. When I used 

to meet her st Grerty's, I little thought she 

would ever come to thds." ■
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" S^e seems xety fairly contented with 

her life,= and the children adore her," said 

Tbesiger rather sharply. «*Why should 

y&a pity her so nmeh t '* ■

*< When X knew her she was rich and 

handsome, and had the world at her feet," 

saiid Bernard. ■

''She is still handsome^ if no longer 

rich." ■

**0h, tindonbtedly." ■

" And I dare say she does not regret the 

world so much af&r alL I fancy she has 

been through some episode that has rather 

embittered her," said Thesiger slowly. ■

He glanced at his companion in the 

moonlight, but Detereu^c had )»egained 

hiii self-possession and sustained the glance 

unmoved. ■

" A pretty girl often has ' episodes,' " he 

said carelessly. ''I have no doubt Miss 

Raymond had scores of them. When her 

father was known to be shaky about money 

affairs it was wonderful to see how soon aU 

her admirers dropped off." ■

tThes^r wondered if the man before 

him had been one of them. ■

'* I certainly never expected to find her 

still Miss Baymond," went on Devereux. 

<' She was engaged to a man named 'Seymour 

before I left for India. Gerty told me so, 

bat I believe the affair was considered a 

secret," ■

" Oh,** said Thesiger uninterestedly. " I 

dare say she has had many exciting ex* 

periences.** ■

He flung away the stump of his cigar 

as he said this, and told hk companion 

abruptly that he was going to turn in, as 

he felt sleel)y. But in spite of his drowsi- 

ness Thesiger did not sleep much that 

night ■

He told himself thtft he was not in love 

with Angela Baymond, but he admitted 

that he hltd meant to ask her to become 

stepmother to his children. He tried to 

persuade himself that it was solely in the 

interests of Patsy, and Dolly, and Didk| 

that he wanted Angela for his ^fd. The 

argument was hardly satisfactory even to 

himself; but he fancied he had stopped 

in time. He was not in love yet; he 

was only very near it. He might go over 

the precipice at any time, he thought with 

a grim smile. ■

The appearance of Bernard Devereux 

on the scene had checked hia plans. He 

would wait and see how matters turned 

out. Thinking thus he fell into a troubled 

sleep. ■

Devereux met Angela alone the next ■

morning, and asked humbly enough if she 

would mind his walking with her. She 

was on her way to the village, having left 

Patsy, and Dolly, and Dick in the charge 

of Nurse Murdoch. She replied to Mr. 

Devereux's request by a brief : ■

''Oh, by all mecois, oome to the village 

if you care about it. I had no ktea you 

were so fond of shopping." ■

"I would do anything to get you by 

yourself," said Devereux boldly., ■

He was beginning it again, then, thought 

Angela. She stiffened perceptibly; not 

twice in her life did she mean to be treated 

like that. ■

"Angela," said Devereux after a short 

pause, calling her by her Christian name 

for the first time, " what made you treat me 

in the way you did 1 " ■

"I was not aware that I treated yon 

in any particular way 1 " ■

"Do you mean to deny that yon let 

me make love to yout" ■

She faced him with Uazing eyes. ■

" And you dare to remind me of it ? you ! 

you! Oh, I have no words to tell you 

how I hate you ! " ■

"Indeed," said Devereux, indignant in 

his turn. "I think that the cause for 

offence is on my side, not on yours. What 

do you suppose drove me off to India like 

thati" ■

" I presume you were tired of me, and 

wished to show me that you were^'' said 

Angela with a curl of her lip. ■

He opened his lips to speak, but closed 

them again. Thesiger had come up behind 

thems. ■

He did not get another word again with 

Angela that day. She kept out of his way, 

and did not even appear in the drawing- 

room that night as usual. She sent word 

by Parker th^ she had a headache. ■

"Thesiger," said Bernard abn^»tly as 

they paced the terrace again that idght^ 

" do you happen to know if Miss Baymond 

is engaged 1" ■

"She was," said Thesiger slowly, holding 

a match steadily to his pipe, "but she 

broke it off, I believe, before she came 

here." ■

" What was his name 1 " ■

" Marsden— Gerald Marsden."* ■

Devereux started slightiy. ■

"What, another one?" he exdaimed 

iHtterly. " I Wonder how many of us that 

girl has fooled)" ■

" You think she is a flirti" ■

" I do— emphatically I do.*' ■

"And I think her the most honesti ■
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straightforward woman that ever lived/* 

said Theeiger deliberately. 

Bernard Peveieut looked at him. 

"Then I suppose that yon are the last 

nan she bas &voured,^' l;ie add fiaroastically. 

'' She generally makes any one who is in 

love with her beliete that rshe would not 

even flirt with a curate ! " ■

" You are mistaken," said Thesiger stiffly. 

'' Miss Raymond lOid I are not engaged. I 

presxune it is possible for a man to esteem 

and admire a woman without being in love 

with her." ■

" It is unusual," said Bernard cynically. 

**Ah, that depends upon the kind of 

woman one meets," said Thesiger, with a 

half-smile. '' Tou, see, you have lived in 

India." ■

" Yes, I have lived !n India,* said 

Bernard moodily, "and it certainly do^snt 

tend to give one the best ideas of. the 

sex." ■

There was silence for a short time, and 

then Devereux said : ■

"Are you going to propose to Miss Bay- 

mend t I should like to know if the eoast 

is clear." 

"Do ypu want the coast to be clear 1 * 

"Yes." ■

"Then yoti had better propose yourself 

as soon as jou Uke. You shall hava the 

first try. I don't kiow how you've treated 

her in the past, Devereux ; but I hope you 

mean to treat her well in the future." ■

Bernard did not reply. Perhaps his 

heart was too full to speak. ■

Angela was presidmg OYet the school- 

room tea the nex^ day when he walked.into 

the room. The children, very s|jc^y and. 

jammy, were clamouring loudly for a romp 

in the hay-field afterwards, r Deyereux 

settled the question for them. ■

"Yes, be off," he said authoritatively, 

" and play as long as you like. Miss Ray- 

mond will com(E> in a little wiiile*". ■

" I am going now," said Angela, standing 

up determinedly in order to follow hej 

shrieking charges. ■

"I beg your pardon, you are going to 

do notlyng of the kind." He shut the 

door, and stood with his back againjBt it. 

"Fate has given me the chance of having 

an explanation with you, and I mean tjo 

have it." r ■

She looked up at him rather helplessly. 

His tone, his look reminded her so vividly 

of the old far-off days when she had lov^d* 

him dearly. Was it possible that she could 

be weak enough to love him still 1 

" I want to know," said Devereux, look- ■

ing down at h^, ^ why you broke off your 

ecDgagomeht with AlfnMl Seymour 1 " ■

"Alfred Seymoufft" Angela put her 

hand to her head for a moment. "I do 

dot-ewn know whom you mean," (^e said 

steadily. ■

" Oh, you women ! " He controlled an 

irrepressible movement oi impatienee. 

"Who do I meant Why, I mean the 

man to whom you were eugaged when you 

were staying at Devereux Hi^.** ■

" I remember now — a tall, fair man, was 

he noti Bat I was never engaged to 

him." ■

He looked at her helplessly. ' ■

" That night^^you remembe* % you 

must remember it, I am sure^-^that we 

walked together on the balcony, I siade tip 

my mind to ask you to be my Wife. Well, 

Gertrude was a friend of youis. I confided 

i^ her, and asked her if she thought I had 

any chance. I knew i^e disliked the idea 

of the marriage for some reason or other, 

but I trusted her completely. She laughed, 

and told me that you had been only making 

a fool of me — ^that everybody knew it. She 

told me distinctly that you were engaged' to 

this other man. Can you wondet fiiat f 

left the next day, almost without Wdding 

you good-bye 1 ** ■

Angela's face was white now. ■

"Gertrude told you that 1" die said 

slowly. ■

"She did." ■

Angela hid her face in her hands. ■

" It was a lie — a cruel, wicked lie ! " she 

paid passionately. " How could you think 

that I — ^that l-rwould ha^e let you go on 

a9 3^)udkl if I had bean engageA tojamother 

maul" ■

He SEai^ed a little sadly. ■

"Women have done that sort of thing 

befoie uqw, 4^gela ! It is not a unique 

experience for a man to go through. I 

thou^t it best to cut mine^short, and leave 

without demanding any ex^anaM^.- "i see 

110^ that I was a fool." ■

She did not reply. ■

" I thought you loved me in those days," 

he went on. "^ I could have swo«n4hat you 

did. And when. I remembered everything 

and thought that all the time you were 

only laughing at me — ^well, I thought the 

only tbiag to be xione was to ^t away 

befOTe you had quite 'broken my heart" ■

"You never thought that you might 

have broken mine I " said Angela dully. ■

" How could I ? You seemed so bright 

and gay — and I believed Gertrude. There 

was no reason why I should not." ■
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wanted yon to marry her sister. 

Every one but yon knew that," said Angela ; 

" but it doesnft matter now, it is all so long 

ago/^ ' ■

She sat looking ont of the window, and 

her eyes were wet with tears. ■

'* Angela," said Devereux, "you were 

engaged before jrou came here 1 ^ ■

** Tee, I was. We needn't Ulk about it. 

I did it in a moment of despair." ■

" You did not love him ? " jealously. ■

"No." ■

"AndThesigerl" ■

" What about Mr. llesiger 1 " ■

" Is he nothiug to you either ? " ■

"Less than nothing," said Angela with 

base ingratitude. ■

For the first time during the interview 

Devereux moved close to her. ■

" Angela," he said in a low voice, " will 

you forgive me all those years of doubt and 

unhappinesst Will you believe that I have 

never ceased to think of you— and love you t 

Will you be my wife ? " ■

She looked up at him without speaking. 

Gently he stooped and kissed her. ■

" Does that mean that I am accepted t " 

he asked her. "Fate meant us for each 

other, Angela, I am sure, or we should not 

have come together again like this." ■

She laid her head against his shoulder. ■

"I have never forgotten you — ^never 

once," she said. " I was so wretched and 

lonely without you. I longed to see you ■

or to hear from you. Oh, it was a cruel 

time I" ■

"Gertrude separated us— but she has 

unwittingly brought us together again," he 

said, fondly stroking the silky curls. '' I 

think we can forgive even her." ■

" Gertrude did not bring us together, it 

was my postcard that did it," said Angela^ 

snuling. ■

And she told him all about it. ■

Ten minutes later Thesiger, passing the 

half-open door, looked in and saw them 

together. They were too wrapped up in 

one another to notice him. He went 

softly away to his study, and began to pace 

up and down as was his wont when he 

was excited or distressed. ■

"Patsy will have to do without a 

stepmother now," he said to himself. " I 

sludl never ask any other woman to be my 

wife. Still, I am not in love with her. 

It is a good thing I stopped in time." ■

He went to the window and stood 

looking out. Presently he drew back. 

Angela and Devereux were passing along 

the terrace. There was no mistaking the 

look on their faces. He remained gazing 

afte^ them lost in thought Then he 

roused himself. ■

"Tes, it is a. good thing I stopped in 

time," he said aloud, "a very good thing. 

As it ip, I am all right." ■

But the tone was not quite as assured as 

it might have been. ■
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HOME NOTES. ■

HOME NOTES ■

AND ■

ANSWERS TO CORRESPONDENTS. ■

Bottling Fruit. — ^Many people do not 

take the trouble to preserve fruit without 

sugar for use in pies and tarts in winter, but 

in gardens where there is an abundance of 

fruit, it is a matter of economy to preserve 

a good supply for winter use. The follow- 

ing method is most successful, and preserves 

both the flavour and colour of the fruit. 

First, the bottles must be perfectly clean 

and dry ; next, the fruit should be freshly 

gathered. Carefully pick off the stalks, 

and remove any bird-pecked, bruised, or 

blemished fruit. Take each bottle separately 

and reverse it over a pinch of burning 

flower of sulphur until it is well filled with 

the smoke of the sulphur ; allow it to stand 

in this way a minute or two, to effectually 

destroy any germ of insect life, or of mould 

or fungus that may cling to the bottle, and 

then at once fill it closely with fruit, shaking 

it down from time to time until full to the 

brim. Proceed in this way with each bottle, 

then wrap each in a fold or two of dean 

cotton or linen cloth, cover with a piece of 

tile or pan to keep out dust, and pack the 

bottles carefully in a large vessel of cold 

water, the bottom of which is lined with a 

little sweet hay, or three or four folds of 

linen cloth. Set the vessel over the fire, 

let it come gradually to boiling point, and 

let it boil fast until the fruit breaks and 

falls down well into its juice ; as the water 

evaporates replenish it with more boiling 

water. Have ready clean prepared bladders, 

take each bottle, and cover with double 

bladders (the rough sides of the two folds of 

bladder should be laid next each other), 

tightly stretched and tied on with string, 

tied several times round the neck of the 

bottle. Allow the cloth to remain on the 

bottles till next day, that they may cool 

gradually. When the bladders are quite 

dry, store the bottles in a cool, dry cup- 

board. This process answers well with 

green gooseberries, red currants, raspberries, 

cherries, plums, damsons, etc. Black currants 

are nicer if sugar is added in the proportion 

of six to eight ounces to the pound of fruit. ■

To Clean Furniturb. — There is nothing 

80 good to clean furniture as a woollen rag 

damped in spirits of turpentine. This takes 

all the dust and doud from carvings and 

panels. When they have been thoroughly 

deaned with the turpentine go over the 

surface again with a flannel dipped in 

linseed oil, rubbing it well into the wood. ■

Graoib. — Yes. Grape is coming very 

much more into fashion now for mourning 

dresses, and I expect «oon to see a grei^ 

deal of it worn. At the best West End 

houses you will see many pretty styles for 

widows' and other gown& As you remark, 

Paris is already using crape to a very large 

extent, and the fashion papers have many 

drawings of dresses trimmed with it In 

buying it is always cheapest in the end to 

have the best quality, as it does not wear 

out nearly so qidckly as the inferior ones. ■

Lbarnino to Walk. — ^Infants should not 

be allowed to walk until they make volun- 

tary efforts to do so, for when the musdes 

are strong enough, nature prompts them to 

imitate the movements they see in others ; 

but after natural walking and running 

about has been practised during the first 

few years of life, and sedentary occupations 

begin to take the place of the active life of 

the young child, it is desirable that children 

should be taught to practise walking, and 

dancing lessons may be given. Children 

who learn to walk with grace and dignity 

while they are very young, will retain a 

good carriage in later years. Children 

should always be taught to walk in an 

upright position, with the head up and the 

chest thrown out. If in young children 

the chest does not expand properly, the 

bones grow in length but not in thickness, 

and bow legs and knock knees may follow, 

while curvature of the spine, or what is 

popularly known as growing out of the 

shoulder, is the frequent result ■

To Prbvbnt Sunburn, it is a good 

plan to wipe over the face before going 

out, and on returning, with a mixture 

of one teaspoonful of simple tincture of 

benzoin in a pint of rosewater. The chemist 

should be specially asked for the simple 

tincture, as he generally has to prepare 

this. The compound tincture is kept in 

stock, and wiU therefore be handed to his 

customer unless he is specially asked for 

the other ; it, however, contains ingredients 

which instead of being benefidid to the 

complexion, are injurious to it A little of 

this lotion wiped over the face after washing 

has a healing effect on the skin, and helps 

to cure roughness as well as redness. ■

Pbrmanbnt Disgolourations of the skin 

are sometimes produced by the use of a 

mustard poultice or plaster, hence these 

should not be applied to the face or the 

upper part of the chest of young ladies, as 

the discolouration caused by them is by no 

means a trifling matter. Even if removed by 

various means the marks are apt to return* ■
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i!^Kr<HLhxs)jMD Knives nny be wliiteiitd 

Cdii8idcnably, and kept so, il they «re 

oocMioaaUy soaked in ahnn water. The 

eStuoL ^B^er nmcit boil first, and tlien cool 

before Hbt knives ate placed in it. Let the 

knives resnain in ^le water an houT, then 

remove, and brush wiAh a nail or tool^ 

brush ; take m clean linen towel, wet with 

oold wiater, wring it as dry as possible, 

wrap idle knife handles in this and let tiiem 

dry slowly ; if they are allowed to dry too 

quickly from the alum water they wiU not 

be sattslactory, but if these directions are 

oaief<ally followed they will be nice and 

white. ■

To OLBaysB Silk F<A6nics.*--For every 

quart of water needed^ pare, wash, and 

gsate one large potato. Put the potatoes 

into oold water, and let them stand two 

days without stirring then carefully pour 

off the clear liquor into a vessel of a con- 

venient Size m wluch to wash the silk. 

The washing is done by dipping the silk 

up and down in the water; if there are 

spots draw the silk smoothly through the 

f^gers, but do not rub it or allow it to 

wrinkle. Hang the silk over a line wnd 

let it drip nearly dry ; then ^y it flsit on 

the table, and with « doth wipe it &ast on 

one side and then on the other. If it must 

be pressed, pkcfe it between flannel and use 

a moderately hot iron. JKil^^on «an be 

nioeljr smoothed hsy winding it round « 

large found roller of mnooth wood •covered 

witii seveval thicknesses of cloth. If you 

have new dress silk that is not to be made 

up £or months, by *U means get b large 

smoc^h piece of «ound wood to roll it on. 

Straight breadUis of old silk are kept best 

if roUed in this ws^r. ■

BoiLBS Knucklb q9 Teal and Pabsubt 

SAn<iaB.-^Take n small knuckle of veal and 

cut off the shank bone^ boil it very slowly 

untfl tender. This is a very good dish if 

boiled so long that the ^gristle becomes like 

jelly^ but if ^ane is not allowed for Uiis, 

the joint is hasd, and almost uneatable. 

Serve, liberally covered with parsley sauce, 

whkh ioonsists (A a rieh melted butter^ into 

which is stirred a good sup{^ of chopped 

parsley. KB. — Parsley is very easily 

chopped if it is first washed and then 

thoro^gl^y dried by being squeesed in the 

corner of a cloth. J^ot only does it chop 

better, but it crumbles over a dish much 

more freely. ■

Old Powls make good eating if they are 

slowly boiled an hour ior each year of their 

lives, then stuffed and baked, basting them 

with the liquor in which they were boiled. ■

Bhubarb JOfo SsoB Podding. — Butter 

ia pie dish, and into it put a shallow layer 

of scalded ^uibarb cut into sh^t lengths. 

Sprinkle sugar over it, and, if you have it, 

a little gtttted lemon peel^ then a thick 

layer of boikd rise, now another layer ct 

rhubarb, rice^ «lc Scatter breadcmmbs 

over the top, with a little butter on them, 

and bake in « moderate oven, allowing 

sufficient time for the rhubarb to cook. ■

BLOAfBR PASiaE is far cheaper made at 

home than bot^ht in small pots, and to 

my mind very superior in flavour. Procure 

three fre^y -cured Yarmouth bloaters or 

kipp^»d herrings, and immerse th»n in 

boAling Water to J^emove the skin and take 

oitt the backbone. Place the meat in a pan 

with three ounces of clarified butter, a bit 

oi mace, a teaspoonful of anchovy sauce, 

aaad a pinch of cayenne pepper. Simm^ 

all together over a slow fire for about ten 

minutes, then pound in a mortar, and rub 

throu^ a coaise hair sieve. Fill pots with 

this preparation, pressing it down firmly. 

QoYer wUh melted lard, and keep in a cool 

place lor use. ■

Savoury fioiiiNY.-^Soak two large table^ 

fl^onfuls of hominy all night in hddt a pint 

dt warm water on the stove. Place it in a 

saucepan wMi the water in which it has 

soaksd, with hali a pint of milk, and let it 

simmer nearly «n hour. Stir constantly, 

then add an ounce of grated cheese, and a 

seasoning of made mustard, pepper, and 

salt. €^Sease « pie dish, and if you have 

any paste by you, line the dish with i^ 

pour the mixture in, add another ounce of 

grated eheese, a few breadcrumbs, and o\er 

aM scatter a iew bits of dripping. Place in 

the oven till the top is browned over. ■

SxBWBD AFPLBS.-^Peel and core seven 

or eight small apj^es, place them in syrup, 

and stew gently till soft, turning occasionally 

so they are eoc^ed l^roi^h. The oyrup 

should be made of half a pound of castor 

sugai^ the juice of two lemons, enough 

lemon rind to flavour, and simmer till 

thick. Serve the apples cold on a glass 

dish with the syrup poured round. ■

Wbitb Soup. — Stew any veal bonss you 

have by you with some scraps of ham. 

Throw in a turnip, a carrot, and a bunch of 

herbs. Season &e stock with a blade of 

mace and a little lemon peel. Boil for 

several hours, then strain Uirough a iMck 

cloth or a colander. When cold remove 

the fat. Add one pint of milk to eveiiy two 

quaits of aiook^ imd thicken it with flour 

rubbed into butter. Boil up, and helore 

servings tfaiow in a little vermicelli. ■
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MKNT OP O^ESitrt.-^Our oorpdieni xeaders 

will be glad to karn bow to po^tiiv^ely lose 

two fitoue in about a montb^ with the 

gnatost |>QS6ible bexwfit in health, strength, 

and mtiscle, by a compaoa;tiyely &ew isystem. 

It is a singmlar paradox that the patknt^ 

retunuQg qmickly to a healthy state, with 

increased activity ol Inraiin, digestive and 

oth^ o^ansi natarally required more food 

than hitherto, yet, aotwithstandisg this^ he 

absoltitely loses in weight 'oae or two 

pounds daily, as the weighing-machine will 

^oYe. Thus theire is no suggestion of 

sttf vatm. It is an undoubted success, and 

the auUior, who has devoted years of study 

to the subject, guarantees a noticeable re- 

daction within twenty-louar hours of com- 

mencing the treatment. This is different 

with oti^er diseasesi for the patient, in some 

eases, may go for weeks without being able 

to test whether the physician has rightly 

tieated him, and may have derived no real 

or apparent improvement in health. Here, 

we repeat^ the author guarantees it in 

twenty-loiu houts^ the scale to be the un- 

eiring recorder. The treatment aims at the 

actual root of obesity, so that the super- 

fluous fat does not return when discon- 

tinmBg the treatment* It is perfectly 

harmless. We advise our readers to c^ 

ihe attention ol stout friends to this, because^ 

sincerely, we think they ought to know. 

For their infoimation we may say that on 

soiding cost of postage (sixpence), a reprint 

of Press notices frcmi some hundreds of 

medical and other joum&l8--^ritish and 

foreign— and other interesting partiouhurs, 

including the book containing the " recipe," 

can be had ixom a Mr. F» C. BusseU, 

Wobum House, Store Stre^ Bedford 

Square, Londoi^ W.CX— '' Belfast Kew# 

Letter;" ■

How TO BiCOOMB ThIN AND WbLL.— * ■

Mr. F. CecQ Eusgeil, of 57, Store Street, 

Bedford Square;, Lond(m, has issued a very 

useful book (two hundred uid fifty-six 

pages) on this subject. It deals with the 

origin of fat, shows the dangers of an excess 

of lat, and discusses the numerous remedies 

hitherto adopted for reducing fat. The 

book, which is well worth reading, contains 

a large number of testimonials from persons 

who have benefited by Mr. Bussell's process. 

It is now in the press for the seventeenth 

edition. Its cost is only ^x penny stamps. 

It is most extraordinary how he has quite 

exploded the theories of the medical pro- 

fession. He claims that as a person becomes 

more healthy under his treatment he re« ■

qoires m&th <food, yet his ^weight is being 

reduced sometimes «t the>rate of ten |>ouBd8 

a week on botanical pre^rations only. Our 

great Continental therapeutical " Ug wigs " 

will have to look to tbek laurels in earnest. 

—"Salisbury Times." ■

Do SffoUT PflOPLB Live Lon(» ?^-This is 

a question which has occupied the attention 

of medical auithorities from time im- 

memorial. Some argue that the lean kind 

take longer to shufSe off the mortal coil 

than their stottt brethren. The statistics 

naturally favour this argument, and no 

doubt are correct to a great extent, because 

sufferers from obesity are more susceptible 

to disease in consequence of the debilitated 

state of the syst^n when clogged with 

abnormid adipose tissue; but a curious 

fact has been overlooked, viz., that corpu- 

lence generally commences about the age of 

thirty-five to fif ty» after which time it seems 

to decrease; therefore, before the proverbial 

''three score and ten" is reached, the 

whilom fat man is, by a natural process, 

again redu^ to what may only be called 

moderate ^umpness, and thus cheats the 

statistician. Stout persons can now^ thanks 

to science, reduce their weight in a most 

extraordinarily rapid manner, without the 

slightest iigury to their constitutions^ oi 

without resoarting to those drastic remedies 

which only operate tot a time, or by t^ 

continuance of the use c^ toxical drugs 

extending over sa<^ a p^od that renders 

it baneful to the loi^-suffering patient. An 

eminent Continental thers^utist recom- 

mends the victim to obesity to eat fat meat, 

while an equaliiy eminent American pre<» 

scribes lean ditto, and the stomach is to 

risk an accumulation of serious disorders 

by. swallowing a pint of hc^ water xlaily, a 

most nauseous remedy weahoold think, and 

not unattended with danger. The past- 

master in the cure of corpul^ice is Mr. F. 

C. Russell, <d Wobum House, Store Street, 

London^ W.C^ whose book (two hiuidred 

and ^iy-six pages), entitled " C(»pulency 

and the Cure^" ^ice only six stamps, seems 

to impress us considemhilj, for he reduces 

more weight by his aystem than the Conti- 

nental and Amierioan pl^icians^ without 

any ol the iibsurd restrictions wMch would 

make life scarcely worth living. He uses 

simple herb% the properties of which he 

seems to possess a more than usual know- 

ledge of, and he makes but little secret of 

his m^od, so re&eshing alter the mystery 

made of most chemical and herbal concoc- 

tions for various compls^tB. — "Wetherby 

News." ■
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The Curb of Consumption. — ^The reports 

as to tihe success of Dr. Alabone's treatment 

continue to be of a most encouraging 

character, and there can be but little doubt 

but that he is justified in taking the stand 

he does. Consumption, he says, can be 

cured. Let the patient combine with the 

doctor, let his remedial treatment be con- 

scientiously applied and adopted, and with 

time and patience no result is too good to 

be true. Up to this time, even the remote 

chance of alleviating this terribly insidious 

and almost invariably fatal disease has 

sufficed to engross all the energies of the 

ablest doctors. Koch tried, indeed, to 

effect a cure ; we all know how he failed. 

Inoculation, certainly, was not to be the 

one true and only remedy to which con- 

sumptive people must look with their 

longing eyes for help. Consumption is sup- 

posed to be incurable after a specified stage 

has been reached in the progress of the 

disease. Not so, says Dr. Alabone — and 

we pause^ astonished, expectant. The theory 

of the causes engendering consumption has 

been up to this time a field for gigantic 

research. The ultimate results of the ravages 

of this most insidious and terrible disease 

are, unfortunately, only too clear. But 

though we see cause and effect, and we say, 

"It is consumption, and the end is — Death," 

we have remained for the most part ignorant, 

terribly ignorant, of any remedial possibility 

to arrest the fatal progress of this most 

horrible foe of our national life and civilisa- 

tion. Amongst so much conjecture, so 

much futile striving, it has remained for 

Dr. Alabone, of Lynton House, Highbury 

Quadrant, to find a clue to this riddle. To 

find it, and to follow it hopefully, per- 

sistently. We are pleased to &id his treat- 

ment is now being successfully adopted by 

many members of the profession; so that 

he has succeeded in establishing his un- 

doubted right to the title of a great pioneer. 

As a most successful specialist in cases of 

consumption, his position in the world of 

medicine is absolutely unique. That tiie 

result of his method of curative treatment 

is phenomenal in its results there can be no 

two opinions. Cases can be multiplied to 

almost any extent, and authoritatively 

vouched for, which have been actually cured, 

even when in an advanced stage of the 

disease. Dr. Alabone does not^ of course, 

contend for an instant that such cases are 

always curable where much lung tissue is 

lost, but he does say, most strongly and 

convincingly, that even then many cases 

have been cured. The nature of the treat- ■

ment which he advocates is set forth ably 

and concisely in a most interesting wor^ 

''The Cure of Consumption, Asthma, and 

Chronic Bronchitis," by Edwin W. Alabone, 

M.D., Phil., U.S. A, ex.M.R.C.S. by exam., 

1870, Price 2s. 6d. ; post free of Author, 

Lynton House, Highbury Quadrant, High- 

bury, London, N. The fact that the work 

is now in its 25th edition (133rd thousand) 

speaks for itself as to the interest which 

has been awakened by its publication. The 

enormous number of responsibly authenti- 

cated cases of actual cure which have re- 

sulted from Dr. Alabone's method of 

treating phthisical disease is, in itself , not 

the least interesting portion of the volume, 

constituting, as it does, a record of success 

which there is no disputing. The volume, 

which is written in a clear, concise style, 

and in simple, untechnioal language, is full 

of practical suggestion, good sense, and 

thorough comprehension. It contains a 

mass of information of vital importance to 

those suffering from chest complaints. To 

such as are unable, whether from distance 

or what not, to consult Dr. Alabone per- 

sonally, we would strongly commend its 

perusal Such sufferers have now, however, 

the inestimable comfort of the knowledge 

that their cases can be treated by means of 

written directions, without the necessity of 

a personal interview when this is difficult 

or impossible. That Dr. Alabone has pene- 

trated far, far beyond the futile and half- 

hearted measures for resisting the insidious 

advances of this national demon, Con- 

sumption, and which have been up to this 

time the only known means of repelling it, 

there can be no doubt. With one voice, 

thousands of his fellow-creatures, sometimes 

his patients, but now his faithful friends, 

have already risen up and cried aloud their 

gratitude. It but remains for the nation at 

large to show practical proof of its confi- 

dence. Disco verersi in all ages, have received 

too scant recognition. The discoveries of 

science, but, above all, of medicine, the 

least known of all sciences, should at least 

be valued at their proper worth. For 

ourselves, we wish Dr. Alabone the 

success that he deserves, and the recog- 

nition which will infallibly be his in the 

end. ■

"Any sceptic who believes Dr. Alabone 

to be other than he represents himself, 

should do him the justice to send for this 

book and read it. It can be obtained 

for 2s. 6d. of the author, Lynton House, 

Highbury Quadrant, London.*'— ''Christian 

World." ■
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It had been a dull, damp October day. 

The hours had worn one into another 

heayily and drearily, weighted, as it were, 

with the moisture, intangible but all per- 

vading, which seemed to shut out alike 

healthy air, invigorating light, and that 

elasticity which these bring to the spirit of 

mankind. The day was dying now — though 

it was only four o'clock in the afternoon — 

and as the light waned ; fading as something 

incongruous and incompatible with the raw, 

sad atmosphere ; along the little river which 

ran through the small cathedral town up 

from the flat, grey-looking coimtry, crept a 

cold white mist. The river ran through the 

poorest part of the town, and the mist 

crawled first through slums, passing in at 

open doors and broken windows, casting a 

deadly damp where was already the deadly 

chill of poverty, killing struggling little 

fires, searching tlm)ugh and through scanty 

garments to shivering frames. Up from 

the slums it passed, spreading and growing 

steadily and imperceptibly, into the busy 

thoroughfares, chilliug the hope and the 

vigour out of the workers, hushing and 

blighting as it moved. On through the 

town to where the shops gave place to 

houses, little villa residences, through the 

thin walls and ill-fitting doors and windows 

of which it penetrated^ insidious and all 

pervading. Out here, where there was little 

human warmth and little light to temper it, 

it gathered force and volume, as though the 

genius of the long brooding day had taken ■

form at last and risen in resistless power. 

Oa up the hill it swept, shrouding and 

blotting out the better houses it encountered, 

until it reached the summit. ■

On the brow of the hill, just where the 

road turned, a green palisade ran along by 

the pavement enclosing a garden, and some 

two or three hundred yards further on, a 

house, which loomed out in the dusk, square 

and white. Noiselessly and imperceptibly 

the palisade was blotted out Up the 

garden the mist st<^, slowly, very slowly, 

rolling itself out now like some impalpable 

winding-sheet; creeping on and on untU the 

square white house rose up grey and gloomy 

from its very midst. Here on the top of 

the hill the impulse which had roUed it up 

from the river ceased. It spread no further, 

except as it grew thinner in the distance 

and dispersed. It seemed to stop at the 

white house, round which it hung heavy 

and clinging. There was the slightest 

possible stir in the air up here — all in- 

sufficient to be called a breeze, all insufficient 

to break up the mist. But it was enough 

to stir it sUghtly, to produce a hardly per- 

ceptible fluctuation in its density, to give it 

a strange effect of stealthy, creeping move- 

ment. Bound and round the house it 

seemed to steal, to and fro ; pressing itself 

against the wsdls; crawling up and along 

windows and doors; with a haunting sug- 

gestion in its shadoWy restlessness as of 

some weird, half palpable presence that 

sought an entrance. ■

A few bricks, a pane or so of glass. On 

the other side of this slight barrier was 

a picture of placid, commonplace comfort; 

which, in the very sharpness of the contrast 

it presented, emphasized into that grotesque- 

ness which is never without a touch of 

the terrible, the grim suggestion shut out 

by warm curtains and bright lights. It ■

VOL. Zn.-THIBD SEBIES. ■
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was a square room, fairly large. It was 

furnished as a drawing-room ; not as the 

idea obtains in fashionable London, but 

according to the canons of country town 

taste and conscience. The bulk of the 

furniture was such as might have been 

bought about thirty years earlier — a large 

oval rosewood table, heavy upholstered 

sofa and chairs, a laige pier-glass. Super- 

imposed on this foundation was a mis- 

cellaneous selection of objects evidently 

of more recent introduction, and products 

of that artistic developement on which 

the latter end of the nineteenth century 

particularly prides itself; there were 

sundry bamboo-chairs, a little oak table, 

a " Liberty '* silk fire-screen, and so forth. 

And these articles were disposed about 

the room with an absolute absence of taste, 

which proclaimed that they had been 

selected on some other principle .^ihan that 

of artistic merit, and that the artistic faculty 

in their arranger was probably non- 

existent. The wall-paper was of the 

much-gilded floral order ; the pictures were 

water-colours, which startled alternately by 

their unprecedented feebleness and their 

unnecessary violence. The cottage piano 

more nearly resembled a nicknack table 

than a musical instrument; apparently its 

presence required justification. ■

But the incongruous ugliness of the room 

was not its most salient feature. It was 

dominated and thrown into abeyance by 

a certain air of solid comfort which per- 

vaded it ; an air which obviously owed its 

origin — and suggested the fact with un- 

mistakeable distinctness — to well-directed 

housewifely care and common sense. The 

comfort in question was that commonplace 

animal comfort which is entirely independent 

of beauty or refinement, needing only substan- 

tial ministration to that physical warmth and 

ease which constitute it. And it spoke 

as eloquently in every fold of the ugly red 

velvet curtains, in every yard of thick, well- 

swept, barbaric carpet ; above all, in every 

matter-of-fact detail in the arrangement 

of the whole ; as in the strong illumination 

given by the large lamp and the bright 

fire on the spotless hearth. ■

But the point of the background — as of 

all arrangements of inanimate things — ^lay 

in the humanity for which it formed a 

setting, and which gave the final touch of 

life and reality to aU its suggestions. The 

room had only one occupant — a woman. ■

She was sitting at some distance from the 

fire near the table, and well within the circle 

of lamplight, with some grey knitting in her ■

hands ; and every line of 'her figure, at once 

Composed and energetic, every decisive 

movement of her hands, or of her head, 

as she turned it now and again to look at 

the clock, proclaimed, beyond all possibility 

of doubt, that here was not only the mistress, 

but the mind to which the room owed its 

character ; the personality in which all that 

it shadowed forth touched the supreme 

expression. ■

She was a tall, rather large • boned 

woman, presumably some fifty years old« 

well developed and matronly-looking. She 

wore a brown dress, rather plainly cut 

after that translation of the fashion of two 

years ba<i which would be likely to com- 

mend itself to a country town dressmaker, 

and made of a stuff which had evidently 

been selected with the same keen common 

sense as to durability, and the same absence 

of taste, as that, evinced in the room in 

which she sat. It was quite unworn, and 

conveyed an impression of solid value and 

suitability ; the former characteristic being 

further borne out by the handsome gold 

brooch which fastened her collar and. the 

watchrchain visible in the front of her 

dress. She wore no cap. Her rather coarse 

black hair was brushed back from her 

forehead, and arranged in a series of neat 

and compact plaits at the back ; and, except 

at the temples, where it was considerably 

worn away, it was very plentiful. ■

Her face— rand when once, that was no- 

ticed, the hard deftness of her hands also — 

very subtly reduced the impression of com- 

fort conveyed by her surroundings to an 

affair of Ime and rule, the outcome of a 

vigorous and rigorous sense of fitness, and a 

determination that things and people alike 

should be kept up to the mark. It had 

probably been conspicuously good-looking 

in its girlish days in a bold, highly-coloured 

style. The strongly-maiked features and 

the large black eyes were still there; but 

under the hardening hand of time, all that 

had rendered them attractive had dis- 

appeared. There were few wrinkles; but 

two deep, perpendicular lines in the fore- 

head and the vigorous set of the rather 

thin lips gave the whole face a somewhat 

sharp determination. The eyes, also, were 

keen and hard, with no beauty, either of 

depth or sympathy. A lack of sympathy, 

in fact, a something which, without being 

coarse in its outward expressioui suggested 

a certain coarseness or bluntness witMn, was 

one of the most marked characteristics of 

the face. ■

She sat there, never elackening the ■
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meebanical energy of her fingers even 

when she glanced round, as has been said, 

at the dook. Even this slight manifestation 

of lestieesnes^ <^ expeetaney seemed a little 

XHit of keeping with her personality. By- 

«nd% she rose and poked the fire ; strictly 

for its good and not at all as a satisfaction 

to herself . She was returning to her seat 

'mth a brisk and^ rather heavy step wheni 

the door opened. ■

''Tea, myde^) It is almost — indeed, 

I may say-^ it is past five o'clock, is it 

nott" ■

The newrcomer: who spoke these words 

was A man. He was an elderly man ; his 

htir, indeed, was nearly white; he was; 

ahort. in stature and spare in figare ; and 

the most remarkable point about him at the 

iBoment was the contrast between his 

general bearing and expression and the 

toQe iix which he spoke. His small pro- 

portions'were drawn up^ evidently habitually, 

to their fullest extent ; uid. there was that 

in the slight inflation of his chest, in the 

poee of his head, and ul his step as he 

walked across the room, which revealed' the 

Uti that here was a man who was accus- 

tomed to regard himself, and, indeed, to 

he regarded, as a person of the utmost 

importance. The lines, about the rather 

wavenng pale brown eyies, innumerable fine 

wrinkles^ spoke of perfect self-complacency. 

The^ somewhat loose lips, distinctly uncer- 

tain in expression for the moment, alone 

seemed to harmonise with the manner of 

hijs speech ; the shape of the chin, which 

might possibly have borne out the impres- 

aoft conveyed by the. mouth, being hidden 

by a small white beard. His tone pre- 

sented the singular combination of pom- 

posity, peevishness, and tentativeness, the 

fimt-Jiamed qualities being conspicuously in 

tihe xoinority. . His small and elderly tenor 

v<Hce seemed to become weaker as he spoke 

ftnd as he drew nearer to thd fire. ■

He held an open letter in his hand, and 

^ ho finished speaking, he returned it to 

its envelope. It was addressed to ''Dr. 

Vallotson, The Chestnuts.'' ■

"Are you thinking of waiting?" he 

added submissively. ■

ffiswife glanced from the tea equipage 

hi the conxer, wanting only the tea-pot for 

perfect completeness, to the clock. ■

"She ought to be here by this time," she 

said. " Yes, we will wait for her." ■

^et voice bore out the suggestion of her 

face. It was hard and decisive. And Dr. 

Vallotson subsided into a luxurious easy- 

chair, in which he established himself with ■

I ■

peculiar care for his personal ease^ before he 

spoke again. When he finally broke the 

silence, he appeared to be unconsciously in- 

demnifying himself fothis enforced patience 

by the contemplation of himself in a more 

dignified position. ■

" It has been a very expensive businessj" 

he said, fixing his eyes on the fire, and 

letting his finger4ips rest lightly together 

as he solemnly pursed up his mouth. 

"Very expensive, this Girton affair; and 

as to this foreign travelling — well, I hope 

Constance knows what a fortunate girl sne 

is." ■

Mrs. Vallotson glanced at him for a 

moment with a certain half-contemptuous 

curve about her lips as of a listener who 

knows considerably more both of his ex- 

penses and his income than does the speaker 

himself. Then she said composedly : ■

'' It is a good thing for a girl to travel ; 

and I don't suppose Girton did her any 

harm, either I " ■

There was a moment's silence, and then 

Dr. Vallotson fidgeted irritably. The desire 

for his tea was evidently growing upon 

him, and peremptorily demanded • some 

kind of outlet. Being as peremptorily for- 

bidden direct expression, it obviously 

sought relief through some other channel ; 

and in a few minutes he began to speak 

with almost undisguised peevishness. ■

" I really cannot see, Adelaide," he said, 

''what necessity there was for sending 

Korth to meet Constance. I feel sure she 

could have come with perfect safety alone, 

or a suitable escort could have been found 

for her by her friends. And I have been 

exceedingly inconvenienced by his absence." ■

A moment's silence followed this ex- 

pression of Dr. Vallotson's opinion. His 

wife had met his little furtive movements 

of impatience with absolute calm. The 

tones of his irritable voice as he began his 

last speech had left her absolutely unmoved; 

but during the course of that same speech 

her face had changed suddenly. For an 

instant, and only for an instant, everything 

about it that was hard and unwomanly was 

intensified until it was almost repellent. 

Then the tension of the muscles which 

must have produced this strange effect 

seemed to relax, leaving her face rather 

set. ■

" I do not approve of young girls tra- ■

. veiling alone. I do not choose my daughter ■

to do it 1 " she said drily and mechanically. ■

" But you do not seem to consider " ■

Dr. Vallotson was interrupted. A very 

neat servant had come noiselessly into ■
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the room, and was now standing by his 

chair. ■

** If you please, sir,** she said, " there's a 

message from the Dean's to ask when Dr. 

Branston will be back." ■

•'From the Dean's!" repeated Dr. 

Yallotson fussily, lifting himself at the 

same time with evident reluctance from his 

easy-chair. " Say I will come down to the 

Deanery at once, Sarah. Dear! dear!" 

In the final ejaculations were blent the 

accents of considerable self-importance and 

elation, and the regret of a naturally lazy 

man for ease which must be abandoned. ■

Bat as he prepared to rise the servant 

spoke again. ■

" They don't want any one at once, sir," 

she said. ''The message is only to say 

will Dr. Branston step down as soon as 

convenient after he gets back, and to ask 

when *' ■

Quite suddenly, and almost as though 

the reiterated question were more than 

she could bear, Mrs. Yallotson interposed 

harshly. ■

''You have been told once to-day, 

Sarah,'' she said, " Dr. Branston is expected 

home every moment, as you must know 

perfectly well! Say that he will call at 

the Deanery this evening ! " ■

There was a ring in her mistress's voice, 

and a flash in her mistress's eyes, before 

which Sarah departed precipitately. And 

Dr. Yallotson, apparently vaguely conscious 

of something in his wife's tone which seemed 

to him in harmony with his own feelings, 

turned to her with a movement full of 

vindictive annoyance. ■

" This is the kind of thing that has been 

going on all day," he said petulantly. " If 

I hdve been asked once in the course of this 

day when North will be back, I have been 

asked . fifty times. It is exceedingly 

annoying." ■

He paused, but Mrs. Yallotson made no 

comment. She was knitting rapidly, with 

her attention apparently concentrated on 

her work, and her face singularly forbidding. 

Receiving no verbal sympathy, but not 

apparently feeling himself checked, Dr. 

Yallotson proceeded to elaborate his ex- 

pression of irritation. ■

"That I should be anxious for his re- 

turn," he said, " is natural enough. I am 

really beginning to feel the strain of the 

heavy work, which this holiday of his has 

thrown upon me, very severely. But it is 

a matter that cannot possibly affect any 

one else. I shall make a point of speaking 

to North on the subject to-morrow." ■

The somewhat peculiar chain of reasoning 

which expressed itself in the last words, 

spoken with much pompous irascibility, 

passed as unnoticed by Mrs. Yallotson as 

had the denunciatory tone of her husband's 

previous observations. As though she, in 

her turn, were seeking some outlet for a 

feeling not to be directly expressed, she 

lifted her eyes sudd^y to the clock and 

said harshly : ■

" It is getting very late ! I hope North 

has made no mistakes about the trains." ■

Dr. Yallotson gave a lordly but rather 

unheeding wave of his hand, as though to 

intimate that there was every possibility 

that such was the case. He pursued Ms 

own train of thought without a break. ■

"He has been exceedingly remiss, too, 

with his correspondence during his absence," 

he said angrily. '* Exceedingly remiss! 

To my additional inconvenience ! You 

remember, Adelaide, my mentioning the 

new Cottage Hospital at Hatherleigh to 

youl They are anxious for some reason 

or another that North should be at its 

head." ■

" Hasn't he answered 1 " said Mrs. Yallot- 

son, looking up sharply. ■

" Not a word ! " returned her husband. 

" I forwarded the letter of the committee a 

week ago — directly after he started, you 

know — and he has made them no reply. I 

have been perfectly pestered for the last two 

days with enquiries as to whether I think 

he will undertake it. Here is a note which 

has just come from Archdeacon French, 

most anxious about it." ■

Mrs. Yallotson's lips took their most 

determined line. ■

"Of course he will undertake it ! " she 

said shortly. " There's no question about 

it. But it is extremely wrong of him ** ■

She stopped short. The front-door bell 

was pealing through the house, and as she 

heard it Mrs. Yallotson rose, not hurriedly 

but instantly, and laid down ht^ work. 

The darkness passed from her face as though 

the feeling that brought it there were 

suddenly and absolutely displaced ; and 

she went out of the room with quick, firm 

steps. ■

Dr. Yallotson looked after her and settled 

himself comfortably in his chair. ■

"Dear child," he murmured pompously. 

" Dear little Constance ! I wonder whether 

she has grown 1 " ■

A moment or two later voices and foot- 

steps made themselves audible in the 

passage outside, and he turned towards the 

door as it was pushed open by Mrs. Yallotson, ■
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who was saying, evidentiy as a copdusion 

to a speech unheard : ■

"And you must be hungry, too, I'm 

snre^ child! Gome and have some tea 

directly." ■

Nodiing, evidently, could make Mrs. 

Yallotson's voice soft, or her face tender ; 

but there was something about her alert 

decision as she re-entered the room — a 

satisfaction, a kind of pleased excitement 

— which changed her very strangely. She 

did not touch the girl who was following 

her, nor did she glance round at her as she 

hastened across the room to the tea-table. 

But in every line of her face, in every tone 

of her voice, as she issued quick, terse 

orders to the servant who was bringing in 

the tea-pot, there was an intense conscious- 

ness of her presence. ■

The new arrival was a small, thin girl 

with Mrs. Yallotson's large black eyes ; a 

smooth forehead surmounted, under her tra- 

velling hat, by soft, fluffy brown haur ; a little 

nose rather inclined to turn up at the tip ; 

and a brown complexion. She would have 

been a very pretty girl but for the excessive 

prominence of a chin that seemed too large 

for her face. She was a little pale now, as 

though with fatigue; but her expression 

and bearing were sin^arly composed, and 

sbgularly self-assured. ■

She received the embrace with which 

Dr. Yallotson greeted her with great calm- 

ness, kissing him lightly on the cheek in 

letum. ■

"Thanks, yes, a very good journey on 

the whole!" she said, in answer to his 

enquiry. *' Oh, no, I'm not tired, thank 

you, father. The distance from Paris is 

nothing, you know." ■

The high-pitched girlish voice was a 

litUe self-satisfied, and more than a little 

supercilious. It harmonised unmistakeably 

with the curve, evidently habitual, of the 

rather pretty lips, and the glance of the eyes. 

But the expression and the manner alike 

modified — with curious unconsciousness 

of the fact on the part of their owner — as 

Mrs. Yallotson spoke from the other side 

of the room, and the girl turned towards 

her. ■

"Here's your tea, Connie," said Mrs. 

Yallotson. '* Take it and sit down there by 

the fire. That's right 1 Are you coldl 

How is it you're so late ) " ■

"What time did you leave London 1" 

added Dr. Yallotson condescendingly. ■

"The train was late, mother," returned 

the girl with much less self-assertion in her 

voice — ^though here again the modification ■

was evidently quite unconscious. " Nearly 

half an hour late. Dear me, it is nice to 

be at home again ! " ■

She was looking at her mother, as she 

spoke, with a little smile in her eyes*which 

made her face far prettier than did their 

ordinary critical expression. But Mrs. Yallot- 

son only replied by a brief nod of appro- 

bation, though the lines about her mouth 

were wonderfully relaxed as she turned her 

attention to the condition of the tea-pot. 

It was Dr. Yallotson who said : ■

** Of course ! of course ! Quite right, my 

dear 1 quite right ! Let me see, now; how 

long is it since you were at home) Six 

months 1 " ■

" Ten months," said his wife decisively. 

" Connie didn't leave Cambridge at Easter, 

and she went abroad directly the summer 

holidays began. I think you've grown, 

Connie." ■

Connie drew herself up with some 

dignity. ■

"I don't think so, mother!" she said 

rather quickly. ''One doesn't generally 

grow at my age, does onet North 

said " ■

Mrs.Yallotson turned to wardsherabruptly, 

a quick contraction as of sudden recol- 

lection making the lines in her forehead 

show deep and clear cut. But the verbal 

interruption came from her husband. ■

"North!" he said testily. "Yes, by- 

the-bye, of course 1 Where is North ) '' ■

"He has come, I suppose)" said Mrs. 

Yallotson. Her voice rang in harsh con- 

trast with the tone oi her last observation, 

and Constance answered her mother. ■

"Oh, yes," she said indifi'erently, "of 

course. A man met him at the station 

— one of the men out of Garrett's stores, I 

think he said — and asked him to go and 

see his son as soon as he could ; and North 

went with him at once. He asked me to 

say that he should not be long." ■

Mrs. Yallotson made no comment. She 

poured out a second cup of tea for her 

husband with no softening of the contrac- 

tion of her brows. But Dr. Yallotson 

amply compensated Connie for her silence. ■

" A most preposterous thing to do ! " he 

declared. " Most preposterous ! and really 

almost insulting in North, as though the 

practice needed his services so urgently 

that he could not even go through the 

town without finding work ! The practice 

has done very well without him, as I can 

assure him, though I have been worked to 

death! He should most certainly have 

come home first, and received his instruc- ■
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tions from me. A man from Garrett's 

stores, did you aayl" Dr. Vallotson's 

cheeks flushed a faint, angry pink as he 

spoke. **Why, that must be the person 

who sent for me late last night— all down 

to Hobart's Court — and evidently a slight 

case ! Of course, I did not think of going. 

I sent the man on to Smith. If North had 

had the common courtesy to consult me on 

the subject, I could have told him so I " ■

Mrs. Yallotson's eyes were turned upon 

her husband as he spoke, and. their gaze 

seem^ somewhat to discompose him, 

though she did not s^eak. He was beating 

his foot upon the carpet with an uneasy 

assertion of righteously offended dignity, 

when Constance, who had been contem- 

plating him with some disapprobation in 

her eyes, turned her head suddenly. ■

<' Wasn't that the front 4oor t '' she said. 

" I expect that is North." ■

With a movement that was very sudden 

and almost violent, Mrs. Vallotson rose, and 

turned away to place her knitting in a 

basket on a side^table. As will sometimes 

happen in moments of even trivial ex- 

pectancy, no one spoke. Dr. Vallotson 

continued to beat his foot upon the carpet 

with a pronounced accentuation of his air 

of lofty indignation. Constance drank her 

tea in composed indifference. AfHd it was 

in the midst of the same silence that Mrs. 

Vallotson, with her lips so tightly set as to 

be even slightly paled, came badic into the 

lamplight as the doot opened, and a tall, 

dark young man came into the room. He 

paused for an instant on the threshold as he 

became aware of the family group awaiting 

him, and a constraint which might have 

been a faint reflection of the rigidity in the 

dark woman's face turned towards him, 

seemed to strengthen about him. Then he 

crossed the room to Mrs. Vallotson. ■

'* How are you, Adelaide 1 " he said, in a 

strong and full, but rather formal, tone. 

" I am sorry to have been delayed/' ■

And then, as she mechanically lifted her 

cheek to him, he stooped and just touched 

it with his lips. ■

FUTTEHPOR-SIKRL ■

Innumbrablb mosques, forts, and palaces 

scattered over the length and breadth of 

north-western India immortalise the glorious 

reign of the Emperor Akbar, the galaxy of 

monuments culminating round the city of 

Agra, the pearl of the Imperial crown, and 

the climax of historical interest. The just ■

and tolerant Akbar became the consolidator 

of the mighty Mogul monarchy, which 

under his enlightened sway first attained 

coherent form and organic unity. The 

various races and conflicting creeds of 

Hlndostan rendered the work of amalgama- 

tion exceptionally difficult, but the walls of 

separation between tribes and castes were 

gradually lowered, and the inflexible rigidity 

of thought which cramps the conservative 

Oriental mind with the grip of an iron vice 

was moulded into comparative plasticity by 

the Great Mogul, who has been facetiously 

termed "a broad churchman, bom out of 

Greenwich time." Akbar waaan enthusiastic 

student of abstract religion, and though 

Mohammedan by race, education, and pro- 

fession,* he endeavoured to solve all theo- 

logical problems by collecting germs of truth 

from every creed for the developement of a 

system in accordance with that universal 

toleration which shrank from destroying 

any channel cleft by the stream of faith. 

The evening of Friday, the Moslem Sabbath, 

was set apart for this attempted reconcilia- 

tion of varying theory and practice, the 

ooi^plicated ta^ being regarded by tiie 

Emperor as a sacred duty of paramount im- 

portance. The half-century of Akbar's reign 

which terminated in^D. 1600, was the golden 

age of Mogul India, and the memory of the 

merciful monarch is enshrined in the hearts 

of the Hindu people, as well as in the 

stately piles of stone and marble which he 

raised for the glory of God and the honour 

of the empire. Countless traditions have 

been handed down from this epoch of 

meridian splendour, and pilgrknfs still flock 

to the mighty sepulchre of Sekundra to 

breathe a prayer for the soul of Akbar, and 

to lay theirgarlands of purple Bougainvillea, 

the sacred " grave-flowar" of Northern India, 

upon the Rc^al tomb. ■

The deserted city of Futtehpor- Sikri, 

twenty-flve miles from Agra, and almost 

untouched by the lapse of three hundred 

years, is a marvellous architectural memorial 

of Akbar's reign. The long drive thither 

is simplified by the expedient known as 

>* laying a d4k," a change of horses being 

provided at intervals of five miles along the 

route, and, though signs of human habitation 

are seldom visiUe, the new steeds invariably 

await us at the roadside, tethered to a tree 

or cropping the rank herbage until the 

native horse-keeper wakes up from a siesta 

in the shade to act as charioteer for the 

next stage of the journey. The dews of 

dawn stiU sparkle on the drooping branches 

of neem-tree and tamarind, and a pink flush ■
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stains the blue traiisparency of the morning 

sky as we enter the continuous avenues 

which ezt^id horn Agra to the forsaken 

capital An occasional }}ieak in the line of 

trees reveals a verdant glade framed in 

sombre jungle, and giftcef ^ antelopes gaze 

at us with sturtled eyes as we «kirt the 

flowery pasture from which they bound 

lightly away to vanish in the woodland 

shadows. The little brown "guruli/* a 

hybrid of lizard and squirrel, darts across 

the road, and green parrots chatter sleepily 

from the boughs overhead, where they 

roost f^mong the rustling leaves, feathers 

and foliage being indistinguishable from 

each other save where a scarlet crest peeps 

out bom a sheltering wing. ■

At length the dazzling sunshine blazes 

fiercely upon a crimson mass of palaces, 

walls, and minarets, crowning a perpen- 

dicular rock of identical colouring which 

rises abruptly from the fertile plain, and 

the stupendous ramparts of Akbar*s deserted 

capital glow like blocks of jasper and ruby 

in the golden radiance of the Indian morn- 

ing. Futtehpox-Sikri, the Windsor of Agra, 

and the favourite residence of the Great 

Mogul, was abandoned in compliance with 

the request of the anchorite whose reputed 

sanctity and prophetic in^ht first attracted 

the Emperor to the isolated ctag which 

contained the hermit's cell. ■

Akbar possessed every Messing that 

Heaven could give, with one exception, and 

this, though the dearest wish of his heart, 

was withheld. All his children had died 

in iofancy, and no heir remained to the 

throne of the Mogul Empire, now at the 

zenith of power and fame. The monarch 

at length resolved to court the favour of 

Allah by undertaking a pilgrimage on foot 

to the distant shrme of Mounedeen, a 

Moelem saint buried in the city of Ajtaiere, 

three hundred mile$ from Agra. The 

Sultana, by virtue of her position as "first 

among the Queens," accompanied her Im- 

perial spouse, and the whole length of the 

road was covered with costly prayer-carpets, 

and screened with embroidered " purdahs " 

of gKttering "kincob," in preparation for 

the Begum's penitential journey. Lofty 

towers were erected nf, distfemces of six 

miles apart^ as halting-places for the night, 

, where the Royal pilgrims yrexe receivisd 

with the honour due to their exalted rank, 

and every device of Oriental luxury was 

called into requisition to smooth the rugged 

way, and to turn the thorns of penance 

into the tosefi of peace. When the Imperial 

pair arrived at the goal of their journey, ■

the marble dome of Mounedeen's shrine , 

gleamed with mystic beauty through the 

moonlight which bathed the sleeping city 

in a silver flood, and in the hush of night 

which brooded over the sacred spot, Akbar, 

wearied with travel, and exhausted by the 

fervour of his devotions, fell into a deep 

slumber as he lay prostrate in prayer before 

the tomb. The saint whose aid he had 

invoked appeared to him in a dreani, and 

commanded him to retrace his steps to the 

rock of Sikri, where Sheik Salem Chisti, a 

holy fakir, would plead the Imperial cause 

with Allah. ■

Akbar obeyed the mysterious counsel, 

and the Begum took up her abode in a 

gorgeous pavilion erected on the rock, 

until the birth of the promised heir. ■

In due time she became the mother of 

Jehangir, the future Emperor, and Akbar, 

in the warmth of the gratitude which filled 

Ms generous heart, determined to build a 

splendid palace on the cliff as a memorial 

of his granted prayer. A superb edifice of 

red sandstone veined with marble arabesques 

soon arose on the terraced hill ; the Prime 

Minister and courtiers followed the example 

of their sovereign, and a noble grqup of 

mansions environed the Imperial palace, 

dominated by the clustering domes of the 

Royal mosque, which formed the climax of 

the impressive picture. ■

An artificial lake cooled the heated 

atmosphere of the sun-scorched precipices, 

and the new city was enclosed within a 

circuit of six miles by a frowning rampart 

of battlemented walls. The solitude of the 

fakir's retreat was rudely disturbed, and 

the lonely rock to which no sound ascended 

from the plains below now echoed to the 

clang of martial music, the rattle of arms, 

and" the heavy tread of the Royal elephants, 

as the splendid retinues of the Imperial 

Court filled the summei capital with 

glittering pageantry. Veiled ladies were 

borne along the streets in curtained litters 

by attendant slaves; Ministers of State 

held earnest converse in the marble arcades 

which flanked the great quadrangles of the 

Royal palace ; merchants hom the Persian 

and Caucasian frontiers of the Mogul 

Empire flocked into Futtehpor-Sikri with 

strings of camels laden with all the 

treasures of the mystic East ; and the great 

Khan near the central gate was thronged 

with guests from every port of India, 

attracted by the fame of the wonderful city 

which appeared like the sudden creation of 

an enchanter's wand upon the solitary rock. 

The heart of the old hermit whose mecUa- ■
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tioQ had led to this unforeseen result was 

filled with dismay; prayer and penance 

failed to bring their wonted solace to his 

troubled soul, and his meditations were 

distracted by the crowds which visited his 

cave in order to behold the benefactor 

whose intercession with Heaven had pro- 

cured an heir to the throne. The increasing 

stir and tumult of the city's life as it 

revolved round the brilliant court of the 

great Mogul distressed and bewildered the 

saintly ascetic, destined to know by bitter 

experience " the curse of granted prayers." 

In despair he demanded an interview with 

Akbar, who was accessible even to the 

meanest of his subjects, and willing to 

b'stow unlimited favours on the holy re- 

cluse to whom he owed such a heavy debt 

of undj ing gratitude. ■

This sacred obligation was severely 

tested when the venerable fakir declared 

with unrelenting firmness that either he or 

the Emperor must depart, the necessity 

for this momentous decision having been 

disclosed by the special revelation of 

Allah. Akbar, whose reverence for the 

anchorite was equalled by that submission 

to the Divine will which is the religious 

aspect of Mohammedan fatalism, at once 

consented to remove his court rather than 

to turn the blessing of Heaven into a curse 

by driving away the saint whose presence 

sanctified the rock. An unexpected 

difficulty in the water supply of Futtehpor- 

Sikri may possibly have simplified this 

immediate determination, and the countless 

thousands of slaves at the Imperial disposal 

rendered the erection or desertion of a city 

a matter of little importance, especially in 

these palmy days of Akbar's reign, when 

the wealth of the Mogul Empire was 

practically inexhaustible. ■

The absolute power of a despotic 

monarchy was- exemplified in the building 

of Agra, a task accomplished with 

miraculous rapidity, and when the white 

domes and tapering minarets of this 

dreamlike city of Arabian Kights soared 

above the darkness of the encircling woods, 

Akbar removed zenana and Court to the 

future metropolis of his empire, and 

Futtehpor-Sikri was abandoned for ever. ■

A mass of crumbling ruins lies at the 

foot of the rock ; rank vegetation pushes 

through the stones of dislodged foundations, 

and loosens the domes and pillars of friable 

sandstone at the side of the road as we pass 

through the vaulted gateway built in the 

thickness of the frowning walls. The high- 

way winds through this outer quarter, which ■

contains the decaying Khan, with its vast 

range of camel stables and numerous 

bazaars, to the magnificent sandstone portal 

of the city proper. The marble tracery of 

the massive crimson arch bears the following 

inscription in Persian characters — the sacred 

language of Islam — "Jesus has said the 

world is but a bridge over which thou canst 

pass, but whereon thou mayest not linger to 

build thy dwelling." ■

This legend is said to have been imparted 

to Akbar by his Christian wife, Mariam 

Begum, a Portuguese captive brought by 

him from a conquered city of Western 

India, and so greatly beloved by the 

Emperor that he ordered her tomb to be 

placed close to his own among the cypress 

avenues of Sekundra, where the sepulchres 

of the Mogul Queens surround the stately 

mausoleum of Akbar. The Christian motto 

bears a double significance on the threshold 

of the forsiken city, which was erected 

with incredible speed, inhabited for twelve 

years, and then deserted for ever. ■

To the left of the gate stands Akbar*s 

office, a solid-looking building in perfect 

preservation, where the State business of 

the Empire was transacted, and to which 

emissaries from the different provinces 

resorted daily with their sealed despatches 

for the Imperial consideration. The office 

was erected dose to the gate in order to 

prevent even a momentary delay in the 

delivery of a missive or the return of a 

messenger, and the building is now used as 

a rest house for visitors to Futtehpor-Sikri. 

A native "khansamah" ministers to the 

wants of the strangers, and deftly unpacks 

our basket of provisions for breakfast — a 

necessary preliminary to any exploration of 

the city after the lo^g drive in the keen 

morning air. A spacious quadrangle ex- 

tends between the arched gateway and the 

" Dewan-i- Am," or Hall of Fublic Audience, 

a noble sandstone structure with a vaulted 

roof supported by clustering columns. The 

superb central pillar expands above the 

capital like a spreading palm-tree, and 

suggests the upholding column of a cathe- 

dral chapter house. The broad ledge formed 

by the capital, and encircled by a balustrade 

of perforated stone, was the lofty judgement- 

seat of the Emperor, where the gorgeous 

divan was placed when the Great Mogul 

occupied tUs exalted position above the 

heads of the surging crowd which filled the 

hall beneath with a glittering mass of 

motley colour. This great audience chamber 

was open to high and low, rich and poor, 

of every nation, tribe, and caste within the ■

^ ■
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wide area of the Mogul Empire ; and four 

red slabs on the marble pavement, indicating 

the different points of the compass, signified 

the Imperial desire to administer justice 

with absolute impartiality to every sup- 

pliant from north or south, east or west. ■

Exquisite marble sculpture adorns the 

smaller " Dewan-i-Khas," or Hall of Private 

Audience, and the adjacent palace of the 

Prime Minister is so encrusted with carving 

that scarcely an inch of the stone remains 

undecoratecL The abode of his only 

daughter is still more elaborate, and the 

skilful execution of the intricate design, 

which resembles a filmy fabric woven by 

Oriental looms, renders this bijou dwelling 

an artistic poem in stone. • ■

The Imperial palace contains a labyrinth 

of lofty halls and sculptured galleries be- 

yond the guard-rooms and sleeping chambers 

which face the outer court. One wing of 

the vast edifice is closed to the public, but 

we wander at will through the maze of 

State apartments, unutterably dreary in 

their dusky and decaying splendour. ■

In the Koyal '' hidl of repose " Akbar^s 

colossal bedstead of red sandstone with 

sculptured pillars still occupies its accus- 

tomed place. Like David of old, the great 

Mogul climbed up into his bed, a broad 

flight of stone steps assisting him in this 

gymnastic feat, though a final leap was 

required to land him safely in the gigantic 

four-poster. External stairs ascend to the red 

arcades and fantastic kiosks of the level 

roof, where shadowy cloisters offer cool 

retreats from the burning sun and ex- 

tensive views of the surrounding country. 

Indigo, poppy, jute, and tobacco alternate 

with the pale green of springing com, and 

the vivid emerald of waving rice. The 

metallic tints of castor-oil plants glisten 

against the black belts of jungle, and in 

numerable tombs dot the wide expanse of 

rolling plain with grey domes and pillared 

porticoes ; for Northern India, like ancient 

Egypt) is thickly strewn with memorials of 

depicted greatness. The blue waters of 

the Jumna flow in a shrunken current 

through a waste of sand, and the scene, 

though destitute of actual beauty, suggests 

the impressive idea of infinity which is 

only conveyed by a level landscape viewed 

from a lofty height. When the ci^iopy 

of heaven glows with the rose of dawn, 

the gold of sunset, or the spiritual radiance 

of the moonlit Indian night, these boundless 

horizons are transfigured into unearthly 

loveliness, and the sensitive mind of Akbar, 

responsive to every high and holy influence, ■

found unfailing refreshment in the peaceful 

contemplation of Nature when released 

from the overwhelming, anxieties of State. ■

In the pavilion which was used for the 

transaction of private business concerning 

the Imperial household, the delicate tracery 

of lancet windows excluded heat and glare ; 

and the enamelled walls, inlaid with repre- 

sentations of blossoms, birds, and fruit in 

lifelike beauty of form and colour, show 

that the Emperor's mind was practically 

unrestrained by the letter of the law of 

Islam, which forbade the artist to reproduce 

by brush or chisel the exact similitude of 

any created object In obedience to this 

stringent command, even the floral ara- 

besques which constitute a distinctive 

feature of Mohammedan architecture are 

conventionalised on mosque and shrine, to 

suggest the spirit rather than the reality of 

flower or foliage. ■

The Royal Mosqueof FuttehporSikrifaces 

a cloistered quadrangle with massive colon- 

nades supporting a broad red sandstone 

roof, protected by a perforated parapet, and 

surmounted by a host of tiny cupolas. 

The barbed battlements of the outer wall 

suggest the former presence of those neces- 

sary defences which rendered every Eastern 

mosque and palace a possible fortress. The 

vermilion vault of the colossal archway, 

which, is wreathed with texts from l£e 

Koran inscribed on scrolls of snowy marble, 

resembles a lofty tower, and the majestic 

dome, lightly poised as though a touch 

would send it floating away into space, soars 

into the cobalt blue of the Indian sky with 

those aerial curves of Mogul architecture 

which idealise every ponderous mountain of 

marble into a mystic sphere of silvery cloud, 

like '* the unsubstantial fabric of a dream." 

Bats flap dusky wings in cavernous arches; 

swallows build their nests in the niches of 

akbaster, mihrab, and crumbling wall The 

sound of footsteps on the broken pavement 

echoes mournfully through the haunted 

silence of the deserted mosque, and the 

shadowy twilight teems with ghosts and 

memories. The slight traces of decay 

render the idea of ruin wholly inapplicable 

to this forsaken sanctuary, and the entire 

city of Futtehpor-Sikri conveys such a 

strong impression of recent occupation, that 

the mind of the spectator involuntarily 

pictures a vague possibility of beholding 

the tide of time flow back as by a miracle, 

to fill the lonely scene with pristine life 

and movement. ■

Near the fountain used for the ablutions 

of the worshippers before they entered the ■
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mosque^ the alabaster shrine of Sheik Salem 

Chisti stands out in white relief against 

the crimson stone of portico and peristyle. 

Motherof-peari arabeisqxies ether^dise the 

fairy fretwork of the fakii^s monument into 

tiie opalescence of moonlight shimmering 

OB fragile wreaths of driven snow, and 

screens of perforated marble enclose this 

gem of Mogul. art with white veils of filmy 

lace. Silken embroideries curtain the 

interior and drape the turbaned tomb, romid 

which fanatical looking Dervishes chaM un- 

ceasing prayers from jewelled service-books 

provided by Akbar, who erected this ex- 

qiiisite* memorial of the saint whose counsels 

he revered as heavenly inspirations. ■

The death of the fakir occurred four years 

after the evacuation of the city by the 

Mogul Court, and though the desertion of 

Futtehpor-Sikri was permanent, the hermit's 

tomb became a place of perpetual pOgrimage. ■

The shadows lengthen across the noble 

quadrangle^ and the deep red pHes of sand^ 

stone from the inexhaustible quarries of 

Sikri glow with a lurid light, which bathes 

the mosque in a sea of fire and flushes the 

fairness of the snowy shrine. The dark 

foliage of an ancient banyan-tree near the 

crimson fa9ade accentuates the wealth of 

colour, and we can imagine the glory of the 

living picture which Was ruthlessly torn 

from this gorgeous frame by a fanatical 

caprice obeyed as a divine <:ommand. ■

The ordinary restrictions of an Imperial 

zenana were relaxed at the summer capital, 

and i^e Great Mogul permitted.his Queens to 

occupy separate mansions, which they were 

at liberty to decorate as they chose. These 

supplementary palaces grouped round the 

Imperial residence indicate by their diver- 

sity of ardiitecture and embellishment the 

nationality and creed of every occupant. 

The turreted house of the Hindu Begum, 

with frieze and cornice of tutelary deities 

carved in high relief against the elaborate 

floral decoration of the red walls, illustrates 

the sensuous Hindu style, void of aspiration 

and overladen with ornament. ■

The sculptural divinities which adorn this 

miniature palace were mutilated by Jehangir, 

the iconoclastic son of the tolerant Akbar, 

whose fanatical suooesscxr deliberately 

wrought this ravage by going, hammer in 

hand, through the city, to deface all carven 

imagery which represented created life in 

natmralform. ■

The palace of the Turkish Queen stands in 

friendly proximity to that of W dusky rival, 

and the chastened beauty of a pur«r architec- 

tural style contrasts favourably with the ■

riot6ue ltis:utianoe of native aft. The abode 

of the Persian Beguria; with intbrwoven 

scrolls twisting ' through the fldral ein- 

broidery of the blood-red stone, Exemplifies 

the dostitopolitan sympathieBi of Akbar, 

whose impartiality conceded to the fair 

Zoroastriam the privilege of plrodainiing her 

faith on lintel and door-pdsts b^ nuttierotis 

texts from the' 'Zei^vesta, the sa<nred 

scripture of the andient Persians. ■

The Dervishes who officiate at Sheik 

Salem's shrine have located themitolves ih the 

Persian Palace, where they hold a ptimitive 

school for the inculcation of that wonderful 

oral teaching, Whiish, by a process ^f ecm^ 

stant repetiticm, impresses the precepts of 

the Koran so indelibly oil mind ahd memor^^ 

that the maxims of the Pro{ihet, Whether 

for good or evil, imlpregnate the character 

of the scholar.: To this laborious btt success^ 

ful system of teligiouii edi^ation,^ WMch 

moulds and formulates idea, thought, and 

speech, history attribtlted the living power 

of Mam. ' ■

Extreme simplicity m&rks tile palace oi 

Akbar's Christian wife, Mariam Begum, but 

a fading fresco of the Annunciation on the 

external wall shows^that the beautiful Portu- 

guese captive retained her early faith even 

amid the incongruous environment of her 

anomalous positicm in the Imperial zenana. 

The lily in the angel's hand is still visible 

amcmg the blurred outlines of the peeling 

plaster, and symbolises the traditionid 

character of the Christian Queen, torn from 

home and kindred by the fortunes of war, 

but retaining " the white flower of a blame* 

less life" in her compulsory exile to a 

luxurious Oriental Court. ■

A touching story is told of Mamm's 

intercession with Akbar for the life of his 

Egyptian Queen, captured by the negro 

guards of the zenana as she quitted the 

Palace of Agra at nightfall in a wild' 

attempt to escape with a former lover. 

The gentle influence of the Christian wife, 

who braved the extreme penalty of the 

law which forbade question or comment on 

any Imperial decree, prevailed ov^r the 

wrath of the outraged monarch, Tdio 

yielded to the tears and prayers of Mariam, ' 

a concession hitherto unheard of in the 

annals of despotic power. The house of 

this favourite wife now serves as ^e- 

bungalow of the Govemln^t Archsdologist, 

engaged with his little band of pupils in an 

exhaustive survey of Euttehpor-Sikri. As 

we wander through the vaulted chambers 

or rest on the stone sill of the latticed' 

balcony from whence Mariam, like a caged ■
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\xtdf beheld Ihd^ golden glarf of the Weetem 

eky which oveihung hei childhood^s home 

at Goa/Uie l)Oiid'of human 8ym|)atbymiite8 

past: and' preseikit with Hnks imreoog&ised in 

the dw^Umgs whkh recall the Queens of 

alien raee and adverse eieed. The story of 

Maiiam invests the forsaken oity widi 

pathetic interesti and the memory of 

Akbair's' Ohristian bride lingers round the 

scenes of her captivity, though' the pev- 

sonal records of the Oriental ^Begums lie 

buried and forgotten beneath the dust of ■

The group of domestic architecture 

terminates with the Hide-and-Seek -Palace; 

a labyrinthine iedifice built for the familiar 

pastfioie known in India as '* Luka-luki," 

Slid played by the Qreat Mogul and his 

seuana with the ^zest exhibited by children 

of Hn English, home at Christmas time. 

The principal' future which distinguished 

the Indian version of hide-and-seek^ when 

the fun waxed fast and furious, was the 

gradual' disrobing of the fair players until 

they were despoiled of the flowing i veiils 

aad embroidered • shawls which impeded 

their activity in the game. ■

History Mis to record whether the 

sacred person of the Great Mogul was 

exempt from the unceremonious treaianent 

bestowed upon the Queens, and the pro- 

blem remains unsolved When the dignities 

of State were laid aside for the boisterous 

frohc of the 'Hide-and-Seek Palace, Akbar's 

innate sense of justice may < have suffered 

the bevy of Boyal ladies to confiscate scarlet 

mantle and jewelled turban in return for 

the spoils of fihny muslin and gorgeous 

eashmere which he flung about the hall, 

rolled into balls, or twisted into nooses 

wherewith to entangle flying feet, while 

vaulted roof and echoing corridor rang with 

shouts of merriment. ^ ■

A court paved with black and white 

marble in the fashion of a gigantic ch^ss^ 

board was used for the gande of Pachesij 

another! favourite recreation: of' the Great 

Mogul/ who witnessed the mimic combat 

fsom Ahe red throna of a stone plaitf^rm^, 

whtfe^the Ministers of State gathered in a 

brilHant crowd .round tdieir Imperial master. 

The game was played with living pieces, 

and each player was accompanied by sixteen 

beautiful slaves^ every set of four being 

attired .in a ^contrasting colour. The ridi 

robes of red, yeilow,^ white, and blue trans^ 

foimed the great court into a/ shifting 

kaleidoscope of .dazsMng hues^ and Uie con- 

test was decided when four pieces were 

successfully manoeuvred into the centre 'of ■

the board, the thirty-two fair maidens then 

becoming the victor's lawful prize. ■

Beyond the Imperial Mint, strong as a 

castle keep in the impregnable solidity of 

massive msfscnry, lies a maze of red buildings 

interspersied with baths, tanks, fountains, 

and tombs. The uncompromising outlines 

of the noUe architecture emphasized by the 

vivid light, and unsoftened by clinging ivy 

or waving f Mm, project the bygone years of 

Akbar's reign into the present time with an 

al^upt distinctness unknown amidst the 

crumbling ruins of Western lands, where 

the dim vista of buried centuries seen 

through broken arch • or hoary aisle, and 

veiled in the haze of an idealised dreanland, 

forms an absolute contrast to the startling 

realism ^ this Indian past. ■

From the towering Elephant Gtite, an 

integral part of every Boyal city Under 

Mogul sway, a broad road paved with 

many-coloured pebbles in an intricate 

design' leads to the mighty Elephant 

Tower, a unique feature of Euttehpor- 

Sikri. This colossal monument is the 

tomb of Akbar's favourite elephant, and 

the massive crimson tower bristles from 

base to summit with imitation elephant 

tusks of white chunam. The upper rows 

are said to be real, but not even the 

boundless wealth of the Mogul Empire 

could sanction the lavish waste of costly 

ivoiy involved in covering the entire 

surface of the huge btiilding. The Elephant 

Tower is a magnificent relic of barbaric 

dominion, and under the weird shadow of 

the jutting tusks stone inscriptions mark 

the burial-places of numerous elephants, 

lEind the humble graves of mahouts and 

attendants on the Koyal animals, always 

regarded by their keepers with superstitious 

veneration. Imposing tombs of courtiers 

and State officials, surrounded by the grave- 

stones of slaves who died in the service of 

the households,' rise on rocky plateaux, or 

docupy green enclosures planted with 

cypress or banyan, and the wide extent 

6f the forsaken city seems the^vast sepulchre 

of a living p«ist. ■

The wild beasts of the jungle, when 

driyen from their forest lairs by tempestuous 

rains, seek shelter in these desolate halls, 

and peacocks flashing through the air on 

rainbow wings, draw their lustrous green 

and golden trains along the red terraces 

and marble balustrades of Akbar's palace, 

still frequented by these Boyal birds of 

Mogul India as in the bygone days of 

ImpOTial power and pride. When the sun 

sinks below the horizon and the shadows ■
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of the short Indian twilight, known as the 

" Dum-i-Gurg," ** the grey wolfs tail," veil 

earth and sky, the wild cry of the jackal 

echoes through the deepening gloom of the 

mysterious city, and a chorus of frenzied 

slurieks from the pack in the forest re- 

sponds to the unearthly voice which gives 

the keynote of the weird concert. As we 

descend the rugged clifEs in the swift- 

falling night a waning moon gleams above 

the visionary dome of the Royal Mosque, 

and then sinks below the horizon like the 

glory of that long-past day when the 

green banner of conquering Islam waved 

triumphantly above the red towers of the 

forsaken city which still crowns the lonely 

rock of consecrated SikrL ■

DIVINATION BY OLD BOOTS. ■

A FEW weeks ago the "Pall Mall Gazette" 

told us that ** a French savant, jealous of 

the success of palmistry, had invented a 

new science which he calls ' Scaphology,' by 

which he is able to decipher the characters 

of people by the manner in which they 

wear out their boots." The definition is not 

as correct as could be wished, for the new 

science is called, not Scaphology, but Scar- 

pology, and its inventor is not a French- 

man. Indeed, it is just possible, and not 

improbable, that he is a myth, and that both 

he and his new method of divination have no 

existence except in the vivid imagination of 

some Parisian journalist, who wanted a new 

sensation for his Sunday's "Chronique." ■

At all events, it is from French papers, 

and those not of the most serious cast, that 

we are able to gather all we know about 

Scarpology. On their authority we learn 

that Scarpology was invented by a Dr. 

Gkirr^, of Basle, He is a Swiss savant who, 

many years ago, found himself in want of a 

hobby. Postage stamps stirred no respon- 

sive emotion in his bosom; nor was he 

drawn towards first editions, old china, 

mezzotint engravings, snuffboxes, book 

plates, or any of the ordinary forms of 

"collector's mania." He might — like the 

book agent's uncle in one of Mark Twain's 

stories — have collected repeating echoes ; 

but echoes, in a country which is nearly all 

mountains, are a drug in the market 

Possibly, as a good B&lois, he might have 

felt a desire to '* Grangerise " the Life of 

Erasmus, or collect the drawings of Holbein 

the younger; but those hobbies have not 

the merit of being original, and have the 

disadvantage of being very expensive. ■

At last the happy thought flashed across 

his mind — " Old Boots." Of course, there 

had been collectors of boots and shoes, but, 

even at the best, they had been but mere 

spiritless drudges content to gather together 

so much fashioned leather or other materials, 

and when they had labelled their acquisitions 

— "Cothurnus of a Roman actor: temp. 

Nero ; very rare " ; or, " Slippers believed 

to have been worn by Mary Stewart at 

Fotheringhay Castle "— their moderate am- 

bition was satisfied. It was for him, a 

modest Swiss Doctor, to prove himself the 

Prophet of Old Boots, and show that there 

was a soul in them, though there might be 

very little sole to them. In short, it was 

Dr. Garry's opinion that every man's boots 

would bear the impress given to them by 

thQ wearer. If that wearer climbed the steep 

and thorny way to heaven, or if, recking 

not his own rede, he trod the primrose path 

of dalliance, the nature of his joumeyings 

left its mark upon the coverings of his 

extremities. It seems not unlikely that the 

first inkling of the new science may have 

come to the Doctor as he. wended his way 

some morning down the long corridors of 

one of the big hotels of his native land, and 

noticed the different types of boots and 

shoes placed at the doors of the chambers 

of the yet slumbering guests. At all events, 

the seed, however dropped, had fallen on 

fertile ground. ■

Dr. Garry's first care was to procure from 

each of his friends and relatives, male and 

female, a pair of half-worn boots or shoes. 

These he supplemented with others that had 

belonged to well-known personages, or to 

prominent citizens of Basle who had paid 

the debt of nature, and whose effects had 

been brought to the hammer. Gradually 

he amassed the finest collection of *' chaos- 

sures " ever known. They were all neatly 

catalogued, and in most cases some particulars 

as to the character of the original wearer 

were known to the collector. When his 

shelves were quite full, the Doctor set to 

work to classify his acquisitions. He sorted 

out those that were worn evenly, those that 

were worn en the inner edge, those that 

were worn on the outer edge, and those that 

were down at heel By arguing from the 

known to the imknown; by comparing, 

deducing, and contrasting, he at last thought 

himself able to lay down the broad lines of 

a science. He passed long hours amidst his 

old boots, amplifying and extending the 

rules he had discovered, inventing fresh 

ones, and accounting for contradictions. ■

He has called his new science Scarpology, ■
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possibly from the Italian word Scarpaccia, 

an old shoe, the diminutive of Scarpa. He 

claims for it that it is quite as " exact " as 

phrenology or cheiromancy. Broadly stated, 

the canons of the art seem to be somewhat 

as follows. If the soles and heels are worn 

down evenly, and there is no undue ten- 

dency to thinness in any part. Dr. Garr6 

is able to assert that the wearer was a steady, 

respectable, methodical business man, of 

regular habits — ^a man of even temper, 

seldom or never stirred by passions. If it 

is a bottine that is thus evenly worn, it 

belonged to some chaste and unexpressive 

she of simple tastes and constant mind; 

one who is content to never wander from 

her own dean-swept hearth, and who would 

betray no emotion if an earthquake brought 

her dioicest Worcester tea-set rattling from 

its shelves. ■

So far it may be said that Scarpology 

teaches us nothing that an averagely acute 

observer could not presuppose for himself, 

without the unpleasant task of critically 

examining some hundreds of pairs of 

dilapidated foot-gear. It is, however, in 

those far more frequent cases in which the 

sole on one side is worn to a wafer whilst 

on the other it preserves its normal thick- 

ness, and the heel is sliced o£f to a wedge, 

that the methods of Dr. Garr^ come in with 

the most telling efifect. " Some is born with 

bow-legs from the first," and, naturally, those 

persons will tread on the outside edge of 

their shoes. Such persons, says Dr. Garr^, 

are obstinate and headstrong. They are 

ambitious, and ready to undertake any 

scheme in which they believe there is a 

chance of profit In fact, if the sole and 

heel are much worn along the entire length 

of the foot^ the wearer of the boots or 

shoes is hardly to be di£ferentiated from an 

adventurer. This seems rather rough on 

sailors, who are often bow-legged, and who 

can only be termed adventurers in the 

strictly reputable sense of the word. In 

the case of landsmen the theory has some 

foundation. Were not Mr. Quilp, Bumpel- 

stiltskin, and the Yellow Dwarf all bandy- 

legged t So must have been Way land 

the son of Wate, the sinews of whose feet 

were cut by King Nidung. Dr. Garry's 

theory is confirmed to some extent by 

the axiom of another observer, who says 

that you should never trust a bandy- 

legged man who is deaf in the left ear. 

The women who tread on the outside edge 

of their feet have the same character as 

the men, says the Basle Doctor, but in a 

minor degree. ■

Naturally the converse of these pro- 

positions holds good in the case of knock- 

kneed people who tread on the "inside 

edge." They are weak and irresolute, and 

fall an easy prey to their bow-legged brethren. 

If the men are but a feeble folk, however, 

the women are modest and sweet-tempered, 

which is perhaps a set-off against the 

inability to play "principal boy" in a 

burlesque. There are of course gradations 

between the two extremes of the full edges 

which the scarpologist can account for to 

his own satisfaction, but which would take 

too much space to describe here. Turned-up 

toes, like tumed-up finger-tips, mean im- 

providence or extravagance, and even 

"uppers" have a story to tell In one 

point, however, we think the Doctor has 

allowed his scientific zeal to outran his 

worldly wisdom. Jealous husbands, who 

think that their wives' *' tootsicums " have 

strayed from the paths of wifely duty, can 

have, it is said, their worst suspicions con- 

firmed or dissipated by simply showing 

the scarpologist a pair of the suspected 

matron's bottines. If there be any analogy 

— beyond that of mere spelling — ^between 

Balmorals and bad morals, the Doctor would 

do well to keep his information to himself. 

Even scarpologists are but fallible, and a 

hasty judgement on a worn-out sole might 

cause some Bdlois Othello to smother some 

innocent Helvetian Desdemona, when per- 

haps the fault was due to some defective 

bit of leather. Even if they did not lead 

to tragedy, the verdicts of the vaticinator 

would "breed fruitful hot water for all 

parties," and we should be rejoiced to hear 

that the Doctor had never practised, or had 

abandoned a branch of his art that was 

fraught with so much danger. In other 

respects the so-called science is an innocent 

form of tomfoolery. It is not likely to 

attract many followers — outside the in- 

ventor's native city, at least — ^and will, in a 

few weeks or months, be, like many another 

gaud from the booths of Vanity Fair, 

relegated to the dim and vast domai^ of 

Forgotten Trivialities. ■

THE FLAG. 

(a fact.) ■

A WILD street fray in the Cuban town, where each ■

fought for his own right hand, 

When the cruel yoke of the "martial law" lay heavily ■

on the land ; 

A clash and a clang of meeting swords, a stab and a ■

dying groan, 

A scatter of crowds from a rescue nigh, and an ■

Englishman left alone. ■
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An Engliahman who soorned'to fly, wb^n pity bade ■

him; stay, . : . ^ • ■

To strive to staunch the blood thajt drained the ■

victim's life away ; ( ^ ' ■

But the angry soldiera hakd hini' hence. , . The larking ■

murder^ said , , 

He had seefi the stranger strike the "blow, i^re he ■

feigned to raise th& d6ad. " ■

Short is the" judgement, swijfl the doom, where the ■

sword is lord of life J "^ f r = i ■

^' Delphi" said the ' General',' er« he rode to another ■

scene of strife. 

"Death, at to-moif6w'8 noon," and scarce rich bribe ■

' of £n^ish gold* . . ^ . , ■

Won, that the Gous^ oi England's Queen u}f. her i 

, subjiBct's plight were told. ■

Well '' Gsawford ? cead the perilous^ time, well knew ■

the. desperate need. 

Something he hid in his breast away, and he bade his ■

people speed;: 

'^ith c^ss, and modal,^ and uniform, aU that he had ■

of state, , 

He went to Isnatch his countryman, an he could, from ■

coming &t0.f ■

He stood, the innocent ^gli^hman, bound hands and ■

bandaged eyes, 

Waiting the shot that -would kneU his death to. Cuba's ■

pitiless skies. 

When Crawford reined his panting horse close to iH^ ■

judgement place, . , 

And grayed in- eager, . stately words, of the grim ■

tnbunal, grace. ■

Couiteoudy spoke the Captiua there, murmiired ■

restful speech ; . 

The chief was gone, the sentence passed, short slirift ■

would serve for «ach. 

If Don Leon's verdict wa^ not wrought out to the ■

bitter end. . 

** At least permit,*^ the Consul said, " my fatewell to ■

myfriend?" ■

'* Haste thee,** reluctantly was said, and hand in ■

breast he strodey 

Where the doomed man waited quietly to yield his ■

soul to God ; 

Drew forth ' and ' flung the Union Jack over the ■

captive's head, 

" Now, shoot at England, he who dares," proudly her ■

servant said. ■

Aud no one dared ; too lar and free the "njeteor flag" ■

has flown, « ■

Its ^mple presence was enough to claim and save its ■

own ! 

And fair, and Aree, and fearlessly, still may our bazmer ■

stand, 

To rally roimd it all the best and bravest of our ■

land. ■

THE BEAU'S STKATA6EM. ■

A OOHPLBTB BTORT« ■

Mt friends, of coarse, declare that I 

simply got my deserts and was fittingly 

punished for my duplicity. I heg to differ 

from my friends, la the first place, it was 

not duplicity, but only diplomacy ; in the 

second, all's fair in love, and my little 

stratagem was a very innocent one, after 

all. It is true that I do not really relish 

the society of children, whose diyersions 

are too boisterous to suit the spick-and-span 

neatness of costume on which I pride ■

myself, ' biit what* of thatt I'^ was. ready 

tor 'do or isay anyt^iing that mig^help me \ 

t(^ gaixi Miss • Merton's go^ opttiion. 

Coriseqtrently whdlft sh^ asked ifn I Mked 

children/ I replied withoist heditafticm in 

the' affi!rmative,Bimply' because I thought 

thai was the ainrwer most likely to please 

het ; and ' I venture to affirm thttt if these 

samfe moral friends of mine had b^n in my 

f^ce— '* aH in a garden fair " with the girl 

I loved, on a beautiful evening in early 

stimtner-^they would have done as I did. 

A lover is a iicensed liar, and, therefore, it 

waft without « scruple that I uttered a 

prompt, enthusiastic "Tes," and waited 

for my reward in the shape of a amile or a 

few approving words. But somehow my 

muiner failed to convince Miss Mertc«i,'for 

she looked at me somewhat incredulously. ■

" Really 1 " she enquired dubiously. ■

'^Really and trtily," I Replied, sticking 

stoutly to my guns. "Does it seem so 

strange to you 1 " ■

"Well, it does,*^ she admitted frankly. 

**I bad; an idea young men didn't care 

much for children, as a rule." ■

^' Then I must be an exception, for I am 

passionately fond of them,'' I said com- 

placently, with an air of conscious superiority 

to the ordinary young man. ■

'*I'm glad to hear it," she answered^ 

smiling slightly; "for we'll be able to 

gratify your taste very soon.^ ■

"Oh, indeed] How is that!" I askfed, 

in what was, I hope, a t<me of pleased 

surprise. ■

"Dick and Floss— my little brother and 

mster, you know^^come home to-mwrow. 

They have been staying with their aunt in 

London while we w^e grap^ng witii all 

the terrors of 'moving'; but now that 

we've quite settled down, of course they're 

coming home. They are really nice little 

things, and, if you honestly do li^e children, 

I think you'll soon become fond of them." ■

" I'll adore them, I feel sure," I answered, 

striving to look as if I believed myself and 

to speak with easy confidence; but her 

eyes still seemed to hint of doubt, and I 

floundered on in some etmfusion. ''Ton 

know I' — I've always been — a — ^fond of 

animals.''' ■

. Luckily Mr. Merton and Jack Dalby, 

who had been enjoying their cigars at the 

other end of the garden, sauntered up at 

that moment, so that our conversation was 

cut short before I could commit myself 

fur^er; and shortly afterwards Jack «nd 

I said <* good night " and took our departure 

together. ■
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The Mertons had oiily reoenUy xemoTed 

from London to Canninsiter, where they had 

matiy firietndr, Mra. Morton having heen a 

Carmiiister girl^mnd whefe they hi^ always 

iotetided^ to settle down when Mr. Merton 

retiiiBd from' business. Barely six weeks 

bad elapsed since the first detachment of 

the household had taken possession of their 

handsome villa, a mile or two from the 

town ; but in that space of time, short as it 

wasy Edil^ Morton easily sueoeeded in 

establishing her. sovereignty over the young 

men of Carminster and its environs. Sb^ 

was very pretty and fosoinating, of course ; 

a year or sa ago I. should hare d^ighted 

ta describe and dwell upon her clwrms, 

but^ as things ihave turned out, I have no 

heut for the woric. It will, however, be 

understood at once that she was more than 

ordinaiily fair when I repeat that all the 

young men of rCarminster admired her^ for 

we of Carminster are notoriously f astidioua 

and our standard is a high one. Even I, 

with ail' iny experience of woman and the 

world — I was twenty-one last birthday-^ 

had to admit that I had never seen a mcHre 

diarmkig girl^ and was speedily enrolled 

among her admirers. ■

We were a numerous body, altogether 

too numerous to suit my taste, indeed ; and 

I nrast confess that I could gladly have 

dispensed with, the majority of my com- 

rades, scmie ol whom were really daugerbus 

rivals, m^ whomiSny girl might have been 

glad to marry. Such^ for example^ were 

Ayres, who had absolutely the finest mouB« 

tadie in the county.; Barham,^ our livdiest 

man-about-town, whose taste in neokties and 

waistcoatsisdazadingly perfect; andHorseley, 

who is the only man in our set who can 

drive four-in-hand. These were formidable 

rivals^ and it is not surprising that I some- 

times ielt my spirits sink when I saw how 

desperately in earnest they all three were. 

For although I >liave been told that I am 

not altogether devoid of the qualities likely 

to please a lady — any friends call me ''Beau " 

liaddick, aaiame which speaks ioi itself-^ 

yet, unlike the men of mark I have alluded 

to, I possess no speciallv brilliant accom- 

plishments standing boldly out from all ihe 

rest, and thus challenging attention^ though 

I flatter myself: that I repay investigation 

when I have once managed to attract it; 

How I was to do so in the present instance 

waa a question I was always asking mys^, 

but as yet I had completely failed to find a 

satisfactoi^ answw. ■

I was thinking oi all this as Jaok'Dalby 

and I walked home together thitt pleasuit ■

May evening, and pondering how todis^ 

tinguish myself from the common herd of* 

Edith's suitors, whea suddenly a brilliant 

and giga&tie thought' flashed om me 'like an 

insphwtiott, causing' me to wave my widkixig- 

stick wildly in i the air and to ejaculate : ■

'^rvegotit!" ■

•'Got what?" asked Jack, 'who was 

fumbling in his pockets ; " a match, I hope, 

for Pm out of ^em and I want to light my 

pipe.'' ' ■

" Nothing spoils the shape of one's po^ets 

so much as carrying odds aiid ends about in 

them,'* I said severely. " I've told you so 

; a thousand times. No ! of course I haven't 

gota mtftch. It was an ideal " ■

'^ Ko wonder you make sueh a fuss about 

lit," he answered drily. "I'm sure I con- 

gratulate you on your firstborn, and hope 

he'll i prove a 'healthy child; StiU, I think 

a match would have been more useful — 

unless, indeedi your idea happens to be a 

luminous one." ■

" Indeed it is 1 " I cried enthusiastically. 

'^ Thanks toi it» I see my way cleariy now." ■

**Tpot out the little wonder, then ; let's 

hear it by all means. Beau," he said, fitriking 

the attitude of stage attenticn. '' Proceed, 

your story interests me." • ^ ■

"I dare say," I retorted scornfully. *' No, 

no, Jack. I may be a beau, but Fm not 

to be drawn ! " and chuckling' heartily at 

my repartee, I bade him" good night," for 

we had arrived at Uie head of my street. ■

Tell him, indeed ! Make my invention 

.public before I had secured the profits of it ( 

I was not quite such a fool. Not that I 

feared Jack Balby «s a rivaL I had never 

thought of him in that connection for a 

moment, for Jack clothed rather than 

dressed himself, was certainly not what I 

call good-looking, always seemed ill at ease 

and out of place in a drawing-room, and 

altogether was anything but a ladies' man. 

It is true that since the arrival ol the Mertons 

he had visited them frequently, but then his 

family had known them for many years, 

so that he was quite an old friend ; brides, 

he and Mr. Mertcm had the same political 

convictions, and delighted in abusing for 

hours all those who had not. No ! Had 

Jack been my sole rival my mind would 

have been at ease ; but the fellow is such a 

talker that I knew I might as well roar my 

secret out at the Cross on the first market- 

day, as impart it to him in strict confi- 

dencei And my plan was one which 

publicity would have ruined, for, once pointed 

out, anybody could practise it^ although in 

justice to myself I must add that it certainly ■
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required brains to think of it. It was 

Columbos and the egg oyer again. ■

But the time when secrecy was necessary 

is now past, and so I will at once state that 

my idea was simply to ingratiate myself 

with the children, to become their friend 

and playmate, and thus to show how 

domestic I was in my habits, and how 

affectionate was my disposition. A man so 

fond of children, Miss Merton might be 

expected to argue, must make a good hus- 

band, and in any case I should secure two 

little partisans whose infant voices would 

ever be hymning my praises in my absence, 

until in time their baby hands, so to speak, 

placed hers in mine ! At least, that was 

my theory ; let us see how it work^ out in 

practice. ■

At first nothing could have been better. 

I summoned to my aid the good fairy 

Chocolate — a Brownie, with great power 

over juvenile minds — and, thanks to her 

potent spells, had soon secured a firm place 

in Floss's youthful affections ; while, within 

a week of our first meeting, I overheard 

Dick delaring emphatically that I was 

" such a jolly beast ! " This was praise 

indeed! But popularity such as that is 

always bound to bring penalties in its 

train, and my case was no exception to the 

rule. Dick, a sturdy, fair-haired imp of 

eight, and Floss, a pretty little thing, some 

two years younger, with long golden curls 

and deep blue eyes, were nice enough 

children to look at, and would have made a 

capital coloured *' plate '* to be given away 

with a Christmas Number ; but they were 

terrible romp?, and any one whom they 

delighted to honour had to take a prominent 

part in their amusements, which were all of 

an unpleasantly vigorous description. ■

In these diversions they soon allowed me 

to participate, and as I was unwilling to 

hazard my newly -won popularity by a 

refusal, I entered into their games with 

great seeming spirit and enthusiasm. From 

that time forward they always hailed my 

arrival at the villa with shrieks of welcome, 

and speedily carried me off to the garden to 

play — at leasts it was play to them, but it 

was very little short of death to me. No 

amusement had a chance of being adopted 

by them unless one could get hot and dirty 

at it; and as I was always expected to 

distinguish myself especially by my vigour, 

at the end of our gambols I was always the 

hottest and dirtiest of the three, so that I 

often felt almost ashamed of myself when I 

entered the drawing-room, where I usually 

found Edith placidly conversing with Jack ■

Dalby, who frequently came to the villa to 

talk politics with Mr. Merton. ■

Like most old men who talk politics after 

dinner, however, Mr. Merton invariably fell 

asleep in his chair sooner or later, and as 

Mrs. Merton, like most old ladies whose 

husbands talk politics after dinner, generally 

did likewise even more promptly, poor Edith 

frequently had to entertain that dull dog 

Jack in the drawing-room while I was 

entertaining the children in the garden. I 

felt for her — and for myself. Still, I could 

see that my stratagem was proving fairly 

successful Miss Merton was more friendly 

with mo than she had ever been before, and 

Messrs. Ayres, Barham, and Horseley had 

to '* take bEusk seats,*' as the latter remarked 

disconsolately. So I determined to per- 

severe with my plan till a favourable oppor- 

tunity presented itself and I became an 

accepted suitor; after which happy event, 

I mentally decided, Dick and Floss would 

have to amuse themselves ! ■

But time went on without bringing me 

the much-desired opportunity, though no 

fewer than three most promising ones had 

been nipped in the bud by the sudden 

irruption of the children, who had heard of 

my arrival and hastened to seize their prey. 

I was fast becoming desperate, for my 

passion for Edith waxed stronger daily, as 

did my disgust for hide-and-seek and all 

its kindred; but my fate was still un- 

decided when one day in the last week of 

June, I found myself one of a party pic- 

nicking in some well-known woods, twelve 

mUes from Carminster. The party was 

chiefly for children, but there was a fair 

sprinkling of what they call " grown-ups," 

among whom were Edith, Jack, and myself ; 

and I had determined to put an end to my 

suspense and to ask the all-important 

question that very day, if I could only get 

a chance. ■

At first fortune seemed to favour me. 

After luncheon — a dreadful meal of the 

usual scrambling description — I observed 

Miss Merton wandering off into the woods 

alone, and, quickly following her, overtook 

her by a rustic seat under a gnarled old 

oak. Evidently she was surprised to see 

me, for she changed colour visibly ; but she 

greeted me with some commonplace about 

the weather, to which I replied with some- 

thing equally bright and original In this 

strain we chatted disjointedly for a few 

minutes ; but all the time I was gathering 

courage, and framing the words of my pro- 

posal, until at last I felt emboldened to 

make a start ■

L ■
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" Miss MertoD," I began, gazing earnestly 

at her with a look which was meant to 

express hopeless yearning, though I tried it 

afterwards in my looking-glass and am 

bound to confess it resembled nothing so 

much as helpless intoxication ; but this is 

by the way. ** Miss Merton, I am so glad 

to find you here alone. If you only 

knew " ■

" Mis-ter Haddock I Mister Haddock I " ■

The voices came from some distance, but 

I knew those sounds of dreadful import ; I 

recognised the "cry of the cluldren." 

Haddock, I may state, is their ingenious 

— but unpleasant — perversion of my name. ■

"I do beUeve," said Edith, "that's Dick 

and Floss ! ? ■

" Fm sure of it," I groaned ; " but if we 

keep quiet perhaps they'll pass us by." ■

"Aie you tired of them already!" she 

asked in tones of reproachful surprise. 

"Ah! I thought " ■

"No, no," I interrupted mendaciously; 

"but I do think, like Grosvenor in 

* Patience/ that they might at least give me 

the usual half-holiday. They are charming 

chOdren, charming ! but one likes a change 

occasionally." ■

" Don't let them hear you say that," she 

replied, laughing nervously. " They've set 

you up on quite a pedestal " ■

"From which," I broke in, determined 

not to throw away my chance, " I descend 

to throw myself at the feet of one 

who " ■

" I found him first 1 " yelled a little fiend, 

grabbing me by the leg. " Told you I would. 

Floss. So there, now !" ■

" Ye-yeth ! " gasped a flying body, pre- 

cipitating itself at my ooat-taUs; "but it 

was me that saw him turn into the wood, 

Dick, and I told oo. So there ! " ■

" Well, it doesn't much matter anyhow," 

said Dick. " At all events, we've got him." ■

Yes ! they'd got me ! There was no help 

for it. I could only put as good a face on 

the matter as possible. ■

"And now you've got me," I asked, 

trying to smile, " what do you want me to 

do for youl" ■

" Come and be a bear," said Dick. " We 

want somebody to be a bear." ■

"Yeth, tum and be a bear," lisped 

Floss. ■

" You want me to be a bear," I replied, 

with a mournful laugh. " Oh, yes I I quite 

understand. You should see me, Miss 

Merton," I went on, with an effort to 

appear quite in my element; "I really 

make a very dreadful bear ! " ■

"A dreadful boar indeed I" she murmured 

absently. ■

" Not boar," I corrected, " but bear — the 

bear of little folk-lore. ' And a great, big 

bear came and gobbled him all up,' you 

know." ■

"I beg your pardon," she answered in 

great confusion and with a charming blush. 

" I really did not know what I was saying. 

I — I was thinking of something else at the 

moment." ■

" Do you care to come with us 1 " I con- 

tinued persuasively. "I assure you I'll 

roar as gently as any sucking-dove." ■

" Thank you," she replied ; " I think I 

prefer to sit in the shade, and watch you. 

But here is Mr. Dalby," she added, as *fack 

lounged up; "no doubt he'll be glad to 

help you to amuse the children." ■

" No, no ! " I cried hastily, for I wished 

to keep to myself all the credit that was to 

be got out of the children. I had fought the 

battle unaided too long to be willing to 

share the honours at the close. "We'll 

get on capitally without him. I know he 

does not care for this kind of thing. He's 

not like me," I went on with dismal merri- 

ment " There's nothing I enjoy so much 

— ^ha ! ha !~as a regular romp. But Jack's 

too solemn ioft that, and besides, he has not 

my — ^my love for little people. Come along, 

Dick ; come on. Floss 1 " and I hurried off 

with my tormentors, though not before Jack, 

greatly to my surprise, had seized me by the 

hand and wrung it warmly, whispering in 

accents of fervent gratitude, " Thanks, old 

boy ! I'll do as much for you some day." 

Why on earth should Jack thank mel 

Did he imagine for a moment that I had 

declined his aid because I wished to save 

him trouble ? How little he knew me ! ■

"Well, Dick," I said, as we joined a 

group of children who were busily engaged 

in tying their handkerchiefs into huge, luird 

knots, " so you want me to be a bear and 

chase you all, eh ) " ■

"Oh, no!" he replied, "that's a silly 

game. We want to play basting the bear." ■

" Yes, yes 1 basting Uie bear I " shrieked 

the juvenile chorua ■

l^eir hearts seemed set upon it, so I 

consented, though without enthusiasm. It 

is a delightfully simple game, the chief aim 

of the players being to hit the bear with 

their tightly-knotted handkerchiefs as hard 

and as often as possible, while the unhappy 

animal rushes madly about, striving to catdi 

one of his nimble assailants. It is a lively 

and amusing game, but from the bear's 

point of view — well, it hurts 1 However, ■
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my young friends — or, rather, fiends — kept 

me hard at it until I contrived to capture 

one of them, when they suddenly discovered 

that they were tired of it, and proposed a 

change. We' played a good' many games 

after that. We played horses, I was the 

horse ; hide - and - seek, I sought ; blind 

man's buflP, I was blind man; and Tom 

Tiddler*ti ground, I was Tom Tiddler; in 

short, we went systematically through the 

whole loathsome list of boys' games with 

such spirit and energy that I wte Outwardly 

perspiring, and inwardly fuming, long ber- 

fore the bell called the childr^ back to the 

carriages for tea. As for my appearance, it 

was simply pitiable. My clothes were 

covered with dust ; my collar was a limp 

mg; my tie was under my ear; and my 

hat, which had twice been trodden under 

foot and once sat upon, would have been 

scorned by a self-respecting tramp. No 

wonder I looked rather sheepish as I 

walked up to the rest of the company, or 

that I kept myself as much as possible in 

the background during tea. I am afraid 

I was in a very bad temper, for it is not 

pleasant to know that you are looking 

like a guy, especially when, like me, you 

pride yourself upon your neatness of attire ; 

and my natural irritation was much in- 

creased when I spied Dalby seated next 

Miss Merton, and talking to her a great 

deal more than I thought at all necessary. 

Had it been anybody but Jack I should 

have felt dreadfully jealous ; as it was, I 

thought he might have paid more attention 

to the plain girls, who get so small a share 

of the joys of this world. But I fear Jack 

has not my generosity and kind heart He 

has no thought for others. ■

But even picnics must have an end, and 

at last we started on our homeward journey, 

though my temper was not improved when 

I found myself relegated to a carriage full 

of clamorous children, on the strength of 

my supposed fondness for their society, 

while Jack again succeeded in securing the 

seat next £dith. And yet I did not 

dare to remonstrate. I had to walk into 

Pandemonium, and pretend that I liked it. 

Assuredly, strategy" has its drawbacks. ■

Oh, what a tangled web we weave 

Wben first we practise to deceive ! ■

Nor did my troubles end when we reached 

the towni for Jack and I dined informally 

i with the Mertons after our return, when 

Jack's extraordinary behaviour gave me 

renewed cause for dissatisfaction. Not only 

did he practically monopolise Miss Merton's ■

society, but he conver^d with her chiefly 

in undertones, thereby giving his communi- 

cations an unduly confidential appearance. 

In short, he acted as though he were 

a favoured lover, monstrous as such a 

supposition seemed to be ; and as th^t was a 

piece of presumption I could not tolerate, I 

resolved to speak to him very seriously on 

our way home, and to demand a clear 

declaration of his real object. But somehow, 

when I found myself walking down the 

avenue with him an hour or two later, I 

hardly knew liow to frame my expostula- 

tions; for, after all, it was a delicate 

subject, and perhaps he might resent my 

interference! So I hesitated, for his temiper 

was hasty and his boots were heavy, but he 

seemed in siich a good humour as he marched 

gaily along, whistling loudly and swinging 

his stick in the air, that at last I determined 

to risk it^ and prepared to open fire. But 

he anticipated me, stopping short, just as 

we reached the' high-road, and addressing 

me in the following extraordinary manner : ■

" Wish me joy, old chap ! " he shouted, 

slapping me hard on the back just where 

the »* basting" had been most successful 

"I've done it at last." 

' "Don't do it again, then," I growled, 

ruefully rubbing my shoulders. "Why 

can't you keep your paws to yourself ? " ■

" What a fool I was to hesitate so long!" 

he continued, ignoring my interruption. 

**^Whiat says the poetl^ *He either fears 

his fate too much, or his deserts are 

smatt — -'" ■

"I don't know how much dessert you 

took," I snarled, dodging his uplifted hand, 

which was threatening a repetition of the 

slapping process, " but it's pretty easy .to 

see you took too much wine after it Tou 

must be drunk." ■

" Ha, ha. Beau, you're on the wrong 

track,*' he answered gaily ; " this isn't wine, 

it's joy 1" ■

"I'm glad you told me," I sneered; 

"but the difi'srence^ isn't visible to the 

naked eye. The sooner you're at home the 

better, I think. People might make a 

mistake." ■

"Nonsehse, my boy I No more* mis- 

takes ! That's all over now. Tve done it, 

I tell you. I've funked the jump for ever 

so long, but to-day I plucked up courage, 

made a rush, and— I'm over I Yes, I'm 

over -Beau." ■

•'So I see," I muttered; "half .seas 

over." ' ■

" And'to think I owe it all to you ! " he 

cried, clutching my hand and wooing it ■
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up and down like a pump-handle; "I 

always did say. you were rather a decent 

sort." ■

"* Approbation from Sir Hubprt/'* I re- 

tomed sarcastically, freeing my fingers from 

his grasp. *'I am much flattered by the 

handsome terms in which you have spoken 

of me, but I must confess I do not know 

what I have done to deserve such en- 

thusiastic praise." ■

"Ha, hal*^ he .roared again, *' playing 

'hamble Allen,' eh? 'Do good by stealth 

and blush to £nd it fame,' and all that 

kind of thing. But it won't do ; I must 

thank you, so you needn't try to evade 

me. I can tell you I never felt so grateful 

to ^j one in my life before. It was so 

thoughtful of you to take the children 

away to«Klay, and ^ve me the very chance 

I wanted. Ah, it's a great thing to have 

a true friend. I'll never forget you, my 

boy. Of course I profited by your kindness. 

You hadn't got a hundred yards away 

before I'd proposed to Miss Merton and 

been, accepted." ■

"Accepted I" I yelled. "You don't 

mean to tell me Miss Merton accepted — 

you!" ■

"I knew you'd be delighted to hear 

it. Yes, it's true, and we owe our happi- 

ness to you. By Jove, though, I don't 

thinl: I could do for any one what you 

have done for me. I ^ow quite well 

you don't really care for children, and yet 

you ndade a perfect martyr of yourself, 

night after night dragging them away with 

you and leaving us practically alone to- 

gether. Ifs not as if you only did it 

once, you did it always I And all out 

of friendship, tool Upon my word, it's 

the kindest thing I ever heard of." ■

I could not speak; rage choked me. 

Thkt Edith Merton should actually prefer 

a man who smoked pipes and wore turn- 

down collttfs to me, was bad enough ; but 

that r, poor, blind wretch, should have 

helped on my rival's suit by assisting him 

to interviews , with the girl I mysefi was 

striving to win, that I should have under- 

gone some two months of martyrdom to 

help Jack Dalby in his wooing, and that, 

finally, I should have presented him with 

the last thing needful, a good opportunity for 

proposing—^ this was simplf maddening. ■

On I walked^ grinding my teeth in my 

blind rage andf seeing nothing; nor was 

it until Jade addressed a question to me 

for the third time that I recovered suffi- 

ciently td reply. ■

<<;E^tj of course youll be the best man ■

at the wedding you have laboured so hard 

to bring about f " he said. ■

" Best man ! Weddmg ! No ! " I howled, 

" a thousand times no 1 " ■

"What's wrong with you, mani" he 

asked in some surprise. " Why, Beau, you're 

— ^ha ! ha ! — you're unstrung." ■

" Don't call me Beau 1 " I snapped fiercely. 

I was in no mood to bear such barbarities. 

Unstrung, indeed 1 ■

"Mustn't say Bo to a goose, I suppose," 

he chuckled. **A11 right, then. But^ 

joking apart," he went on obtusely — * for, 

of course, you're only joking—you'll act 

as my best man, won't yout After all 

you liave done for us — ^" ■

" I am sorry," I said, . trjring to speak 

with some composure, though scarcely 

knowing what I said, " but I shall not 

be in Carminster when your wedding takes 

place. I have urgent private affiiirs at — 

at — ^the North Pole. They demand my 

immediate attention, and are likely to detain 

me some time, so I — good night 1 " and fairly 

taking to my heels at the conclusion of this 

lucid statement, I rushed down the street 

away from him. ■

I need hardly say that I do not intend 

to officiate in any capacity at their wedding, 

which takes place in Sisptember. I may 

state, however, that I have abandoned 

diplomacy for ever. The copy-books tell 

us that " Honesty is the best policy," and, 

from my experience of stratbgem, I am 

inclined to. d^uce that the «opy-books 

are right. ■
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Why had Penelope come for himi 

When she had retired to her room a great 

happiness filled her heart, a happiness which 

seemed all the greater because the previous 

time had been so hopeless, and she had 

rebelled so much. Now Forster had come 

back to her, and he was hera, and she 

might love him without the crushing 

feeling of some invisible Nemesis always 

confronting her. ■

He had wanted to leave her ; that was 

for Philip's sake, and on his side it was 

natural, but the future belonged to the 

living, not to the dead, and the future was 

theirs. ■
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It was a strange joy she felt, a joy which 

she had never before experienced, and which 

she cotild not analyse. Forster and she 

must have been made for each other; 

nothing had kept them apart. The union 

had not been effected altogether as she had 

once imagined it. The first spontaneous 

joyousness of young love was gone, for 

their love had ripened in gloom, but it was 

perfected now. He was worthy of all that 

a Winskell could give him, and all that he 

did was right ; even this last holding back 

from her was in accordance with his charac- 

ter. He had loved Philip deeply, and he 

was true. ■

As she sank down in a chair with a 

smile on her lips, she, too, gazed out of the 

window and over the glen, and wondered 

how it was that she had lived through the 

last weeks of her life. Pride had helped to 

support her ; pride and the strong inherited 

will of the Winskells. ■

Then thought lost its hold upon connected 

words, and her mind seemed to lie sunning 

itself in a sea of happiness. She had asked 

for the one love, she had craved for it, and 

now it was given to her. ■

Had any woman ever loved before as she 

did now ? Some could be wooed so easily, 

so lightly, but she was not one of them. 

Some could be satisfied with a husband 

who was but a poor travesty of manhoodi 

but she could not. ■

"Forster! Forster!'' she called aloud, 

trying to realise her joy. "Forster, 

Forster, I am yours, and — and you belong 

to me at last, at last ! " ■

She started, for some voice seemed to 

answer her and to call her by name. ■

"Penelope!" ■

She was startled and looked round ; then 

she fancied the sound had come from 

outside, so going hastily to the window she 

threw it open. ■

The moonlight seemed to rush in as if it 

had been waiting for this opportunity. It 

shone round her head and fell across her 

bosom, making her neck and hands white 

as snow. ■

** Penelope ! " ■

This time the Princess knew the call and 

she shivered a little. Below, her father was 

leaning against the wall, but his face was in 

shadow and she could not see its expression. ■

" Penelope ! Come down, girl," he 

called ; " come, I want you." ■

" It is very late, father," she said. 

" Why do you want me now 1 If you have 

found another hoard I do not want to see 

it. It matters nothing to me." ■

" Ah, so that's now your tune, girl The 

bird sang another song before. You have 

had nothing to say to me since then. Make 

haste, I want you, or I must come to you." ■

Penelope would have scorned herself if 

this evening of all evenings she had been 

a coward. Forster's future wife must be 

subject to no mean fear. ■

" I will come," she said quickly, " but it 

is a strange time to disturb any one. It is 

the merest chance that I am not asleep.** ■

**I saw your light and his light too. 

Ay, you can do without me now. I am 

to have no gratitude. You forget that I 

am still the King of Rothery." ■

Penelope did not hear all her father's 

angry mutterings. She threw on her long 

black cloak, funed within to keep out the 

cold of the valley, and hastily passed out 

of her room. It was unlikely that she 

would sleep to-night, her brain was too 

active, so she might as well see what hei 

father wanted as stay in her room waiting 

for the day to come. ■

She stepped through the hall and passed 

down the ghost's passage leading to hei 

father's turret. No ghostly steps followed 

her. Strange that they had ceased ; to hei 

the passage seemed more lonesome without 

them, for she had been accustomed for so 

long to the mysterious echo. ■

She slipped out into the moonlight and 

shivered at the cold. It was some moments 

before she could see where her father was 

standing, and when she came up to him she 

realised how foolish she had been to obey 

him. ■

"What do you want with me, father 1" 

she said impatiently. ■

" Come to the farm, don't stay here ; I 

have a fire burning out there, it's always 

burning." ■

" Why should I come 1 It is very late, 

and I ought to be in bed." ■

"He is awake too," said the old man, 

jerking his head towards Forster's room 

window. ■

Penelope did not answer, but the King 

turned into the courtyard, and, creeping 

along the wall, he led his daughter into the 

glen, and from thence he hobbled down the 

hill leading to the farm in the wood. ■

Penelope did not seem to heed the way ; 

her mind was full of Forster, and all wee 

seemed to matter very little. At last they 

reached the wood and took the path to 

the farm. The King lifted the latch and 

walked in. As he had said, * ^^^ *^ 

fire was burning brightly on the l^rt*^ 

In one comer a heap of wood was piled up- ■
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The old man sat down and warmed his 

hands at the flame, whilst Penelope stood 

dose to him, waiting till he should speak. ■

When he had wanned himself he rose and 

went to an iron chest full of the recovered 

treasure, from which he took a bag of coin 

and placed it on the table. ■

"There," he said, "there, look at that, ■

" What do I care 1 " she said scornfully. 

"You can keep your gold now. If you 

had " ■

" Ho I that's it, is it 1 Well, so you 

have enough money now, eh t " ■

'* Yes, I have enough." ■

"And whose gold is it, prayl" ■

•* My own — legally mine." ■

" Eh ! legally yours ; then keep it and 

marry your lover ! " ■

Then came the evil, mad look into his 

face, and Penelope recoiled from her own 

intended deed when she heard it thus 

spoken of by her father. Then, ashamed of 

her cowardice, she added : ■

" That is what I shall do." ■

"You are mighty independent, girl. 

You don't think of thanking me for having 

given you your wish." ■

" You ! You never gave me anything 

except my existence, and what did you 

care what became of it ? " ■

She walked* up and down between the 

hearth and the window with the old 

rebellious feeling in her heart. Had not 

her life been ruined by her own father, and 

only now, when she had taken the law into 

her own hands, was she able to shape her 

own happiness. . ■

The old King, crouching over the fire, 

chuckled. ■

"You and Grey barrow never took me 

into account, and after all I've done every- 

thing. I've saved the house, and given you 

a husband worthy of the family honour. 

You and Greybarrow chose a poor sort of a 

husband, a tradesman, nothing more, a man 

whose father was " ■

" Hush ! " said Penelope, stopping short 

in front of her father, and looking grand in 

the mean room where only the firelight 

spoke of comfort. "Hush! Philip Gill 

banks was a better man than any that our 

family has produced." ■

" You speak like that now> but you sang 

to another tune before." ■

" Why should I justify myself to you ? " 

she said, her sense of past injustice making 

her suddenly revolt against her father's 

tyranny. "Why have you brought me 

herel" ■

"Your devilish pride is all very well, 

but go along with you, go and do as I tell 

you, not as Greybarrow plans. You owe 

it to me, to me; I put him out of your 

way. Eh ! Penelope, it's not many that 

would dare to be master when I am alive. 

I'm the master here, and he, he found it 

out." ■

The old man looked round furtively and 

lowered his voice, whilst, as if a thunder- 

bolt had fallen at her feet, a sudden horror 

and astonishment took possession of his 

daughter. ■

, "What are you talking about 1 What 

do you meant" she said, coming a few 

steps nearer, so that the sullen flames fell 

on her hands and dress, dyeing them, as 

it seemed, a blood red colour. ■

There was a pause, and the silence was 

broken ¥y a cry of the chained fox, and 

the weird answer of his prowling brethren 

far away in the woods. ■

"What I say. What happened to the 

interloper, eh, girl 1 " ■

" He was lost in the fog, and he must 

have fallen into the Rothery. It may be 

that the torrent will never give up its — 

its dead." ■

Penelope repeated this as if it were a 

lesson she had learnt by heart. ■

The King laughed a wild, mad laugh. ■

" And who, then, could lead a stranger to 

his destruction better than myself, the ^ 

King here, the man who has saved the 

estate and who has chos^i your husband 1 

He was not your husband, fooL Do you 

think you could marry without my consent) 

You .and Greybarrow were mistaken. Get 

along with you and marry your lover. I — ■

I Stoop, girl, and listen ; I put ■

Philip away, never fear. I'm old and 

feeble since my .boy died, but I could do 

that, and no tongues can blab here. There, 

get along with you, and thank your father 

for it." ■

But Penelope never moved. In her 

wildest moments the idea that Philip had 

been murdered, and that by the hand of 

her father, had never occurred to her. The 

very idea now paralysed her brain and even 

her limbs. She did not move, nor for 

some moments did she speak, but she stared 

at the old man before her and noted how 

his sudden energy and passion had died 

down, so that now he hardly seemed to notice 

her, except as something in his way, for 

he kept muttering his previous words 

mingled with oaths. ■

" Get along with you, go to your lover." ■

Suddenly she woke up to some kind ■
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of realisation of the meaning of hie 

revelation. ■

"I won't, go, I won't go tiU you tell me. 

Did you-^id yon"— she could not say 

murder^*" did you lure Philip to. his, 

death!" ■

" Ah ! there you are. You didn't think 

I would do it. You wanted him to go,. but 

I did it, IcUd it — for you, Penelope, mind, 

it was for you." ■

f* For me ! for me ! " she said scomfally. 

** You did it out of your own evil mind. 

You are mad, you must be. What have 

you done 1 You have ruined my life onoe 

more. You have made me guilty, me — 

a murderer's daughter. How shall I face 

him again, how shall 11" ■

She felt that she could no longer bear the 

presence of this man^ this embodiment of 

the evil which had surrounded her whole 

life. Filled with inexpressible horror she 

hurried to the door and rushed out, she 

knew not where. ■

** Philip was dead ; " that fact had not 

deeply affected her, but that Philip had 

been murdered, and murdered by her own 

father, crushed her. Now it seemed to her 

that she was guilty, through him, guilty of 

—of murder ! ■

The words fastened themselves on her as 

if some hideous monster had sprung on her 

and was gripping her by the throat. This 

, was the answer to the mystery of Philip's 

disappearance, and how easy this thing had 

been! There was no difficulty in it. In 

that dense fog one push was enough, if the 

spot were well chosen, to send a living 

being to a nameless and undiscoverable grave 

in the deep caverns of the Rothery. ■

On she went. She had taken the path 

through the wood, regardless of the thorns 

and branches that caught in her hair, and 

at every step tore her doak. If only they 

could tear that monster from off her, if 

only they could make him release her 

throat, out of which only the word 

" murder " could come forth ! ■

"What was she to do I Philip had been 

murdered by her own father. Then it was 

not Heaven that had interposed in her 

favour, it was not that her path had been 

made clear and that love had been given to 

her in answer to her call for it; but the 

truth was that Philip had been put away, 

murdered by her own father, who had now 

owned his guilt. ■

What was she to do) To her clear, 

reasoning mind, already humbled by suffer- 

ing, the truth was revealed as if all the 

world had heard her father's announcement. ■

To marry Forster when her fieither had 

murderefd his friend was an impossibk 

thing. What would he say if he knew it! 

But must he be told % ■

'^Have I ever deceived himV she 

thought ■

Deceit was no part of her niiture. To 

deceive Philip, according to her ideas of 

deceit, had been impossible to her; to deceive 

Forster, the man she loved, the man who 

had conquered her pride, was far, far BK)re 

impossible. ■

She must tell him, but how ) The horror 

of the deed seemed swallowed up in the 

horror of having to tell him. If she paused 

she knew tiiat her courage would faU ; she 

must go and do it at once. ■

She begem to look about her and fotmd 

that she was close to the spot where the 

gold had been discovered. It was that 

which had brought all her sorrow upon her, 

the hateful gold. Gradually her power of 

connected thought returned, and, painfully 

retracing her steps, she followed the path 

leading from the wood. ■

Everything about her seemed to say, 

" Philip ia^-murdered." The very trees ap- 

peared to stretch out their arms to her and 

whisper the same horrible message, ** Philip 

is murdered." His face rose before her 

mind's eye with a look of reproach on the 

fair, kindly features. Now he was dead, the 

fact had not touched her till she realised 

that he had been murdered by the King, her 

fairer, and that the place which his gold 

had saved from being sold publicly was to 

be his grave. ■

She fled out of the wood horror-struck. 

Philip seemed to be close to her, behind 

her, in front of her. Her excited brain 

conjured up all the horror ho might have 

suffered when he found himself fialling 

down into the treacherous water, with no 

hand held out to save him, and no voice to 

warn him. ■

Penelope felt that she had done the deed. 

Her pride revolted against this thought, 

but it forced itself upon her again and 

again. When she reached the Palace she 

went round to the Courtyard, and saw 

that there was still a light burning in 

Forster's room. He was, then, not gone to 

bed, he was waking still. She was losing 

all power of feeling now, (mly the words 

rang in her ears, "Philip is dead, he is 

murdered," and everything about her 

seemed to echo them, " Philip is murdered." ■

When she reached Forster's door she 

paused, for she could not yet make up her 

mind to knock. For a little while longer ■
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he mnat think her, the woman who was 

going to be his bride, innocent, but 

then she paced the passage, slowly and 

always to the same tune of death, wondering 

how to end the hesitation of her whole 

nature. ■

f * Would he bdieve her, would he 1 *' ■

Suddenly,, before she could realise how 

loDg she had been in the passage, she 

heard the sound of his footsteps, and 

Forster opened the door. ■

CHAPTElt UI. PAETED. ■

Pbnblopb never paused till she reached 

the garden gate leading into the gleh. The 

night was perfectly still; the wind had 

sunk with a tired sigh, and the cold moon- 

light reigned supreme* ■

Forster followed her as if in a dream. 

He could not imagine what she could want, 

or what it all meant, but he remained calm, 

feeling that he could no longer fight against 

his &te. Events were too powerful for 

him. He was like a wild animal, who, 

caught in a trap, has struggled till he can 

struggle no longer, and now merely looks 

apathetically at his prison bars. ■

Now, when the woman who had called 

forth the first great passion of his life stood 

hefore him, he was recalled to some sort of 

reasoning power. How pale she was ! Dark 

rings were round her eye&, and her cloak 

was torn. He could not help believing 

that some powerful reason, had made the 

Princess seek him out. ■

" Why have you brought me here 1 " he 

said, as she leant against the gate without 

uttering a word, even without looking at 

him. ■

Still she did not answer, and Forster's 

heart was touched. He came one step 

nearer to her and took her cold, listless 

hands in his. ■

"Dearest, you said it last night. It 

seems long, long ago, but it was true. We 

are bound to each other. Tell me what is 

distressing you. How can I comfort yout'^ ■

A sob was heard, a low sob coming from 

the depth of a strong, unt&med nature. ■

" Oh, Forster, kiss me once, only once ; 

it isn't wrong." ■

He did not understand her; he only 

knew that he was hedged in by circum- 

stance, and that there seemed to be no 

way out of it. He could turn neither 

to Ihe right hand nor to the left Now, 

^ith the despair that he knew would 

always be his, he put his arm round her 

and lifted her pale face towards his with a ■

gentle hand. He could not kiss her lips, 

the lips that had been false to Philip, but 

he kissed her cold white forehead ; he knew 

it now— they were bound to each other. ■

Again there was a silence, as those two 

stood there, close to each other, but with 

that terrible story parting them. ■

To Penelope it was the first perfect 

moment of her life, her first glimpse of 

heaven. She knew that it was the last 

kiss she must have, but for this once, oh ! 

before he knew the miserable truth she 

must feel, she must know all that she was 

resigning. The bitterness of death was 

nothing, she thought, when compared with 

this, for if the renunciation of that which 

she had hardly realised w^ so terrible, how 

wonderful must the reality be. ■

But she had loved, she loved. She 

knew the meaning of it now, and the 

whole fabric of her former pride of 

birth was swept away. Had Forster been 

of low origin it would have mattered 

nothing to her, he would have taken 

possession of her soul and of her whole 

being. These few seconds were like a 

thousand years. Time and place were not, 

she knew now the mystery of the world 

and the mystery of love. ■

She tried to live her life in these few 

seconds, and she tried also to kill her love 

for him. She must; she loved him so 

much that she must kill what was dearest 

to her, becauEe — because — of ! ■

The horror came back, and of her own 

free will she suddenly started back and hid 

her face in her hands. As she stepped 

back the moonlight was mercifully inter- 

cepted by the shadow of a tree. ■

"Forster, Forster!" she said in a low 

voice of agony, " you must go away ; you 

must never come back here again, never 1 *' ■

"What do you meanl" he said, still 

weak and powerless to fathom what was 

taking place. ■

" There is a curse on this house, and on 

me ! " ■

All his chivalry asserted itself. He 

could not help being noble, and at once he 

was by her side again, but she would not 

let him touch her. ■

"No, no ; hush ! I must tell you, and 

you must swear to be silent. Only go, go 

before another day has passed, and forget 

us all, forget me, I must live my life 

here, and alone." ■

" Penelope, dearest, what are you saying? 

What has changed you 1 Last night " ■

" Last night I did not know ; now I have 

seen my father." ■
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** Why notice the words of a crazy old 

man ) What has he said, what has he a 

right to say 1 " ■

There was a wooden seat close by, and 

Penelope sank down on it ; she could not 

stand ; strong as she was, her strength now 

seemed to forsake her. ■

" He is my father — and — Forster, have 

pity, have pity." ■

He knelt down beside her and tried to 

draw her hands away from her face, but 

she shook her head. ■

*' Don't touch me. I am — I am — how 

shall I tell you, Forster 1 I am a mur- 

derer's daughter ! " ■

"A murderer's daughter] Are we all 

going mad here ? " ■

"No, no, not mad, but I think we are 

God-forsaken, and you — you who are so 

good, so noble — Forster, don't question, only 

believe me. As if I would say this, as if I 

would ruin my own life if I did not know 

it. It was my father who murdered 

Philip. He lured him into the Rothery." ■

*'He murdered Philip!" said Forster, 

starting to his feet, " and why, why 1 No, 

it is impossible. It is too horrible — 

monstrous 1 " ■

"He murdered Philip — that I might 

marry you." ■

Penelope spoke very slowly, she seemed 

to have lost the power of feeling any more 

now, but she was tasting a draught from 

the cup of despair. ■

"Isit true— is it true?" ■

" It is true." ■

There was a long, long pause, or so it 

seemed to them both. An owl flew slowly 

overhead, and his ** hoot^ hoot," added new 

terror to the moment. There was a flutter 

in the trees close at hand as if some bird 

had fallen from his perch, and from across 

the wood came the yelps of the captive 

fox. ■

" Good Heaven ! Penelope," Forster 

burst out at last, " say it is not true. You 

are trying me ; say you are." Then looking 

at her, and seeing the unearthly paleness of 

her face and the look of horror in her eyes, 

he stopped short. "What shall we dol" 

he added. ■

"Forster, if you love me, if you have 

loved me, go away and — say nothing, do ■

nothing. The dead are not without their 

avengers, and Philip is already avenged." ■

" Leave you 1 Penelope, how can 11" ■

" How can we do anything else 1 " ■

" He is a crazy old man, he — ^he did not 

know " ■

For one moment Penelope was filled 

with a new hope. She started up and 

came one step nearer to him, but then an 

awful thing happened to her. She saw 

Forster step back — one step, only one, and 

then he stood still — but she knew, and felt 

that she had always known, that that was 

impossible. Forster could not, could not 

be allied to Philip's murderer. ■

Penelope was proud and she was 

courageous. At that moment, unnoticed 

by human eyes, she was heroic. She did 

not show by one word, by one movement, 

by one look, that her heart was pierced ; 

she hardly acknowledged it to herself, for 

had she not fully determined beforehand 

that this could not be 1 — but the certainty 

that the decision, if it were hers alone in 

spoken words, was also that of Forster's 

inmost soul, crushed her. His murdered 

friend stood between them, and must stand 

between them always, to all eternity. ■

" He is not too crazy to know. Forster, 

you must go. We must never, never meet 

again. I have loved once. I, who thought 

myself some one — a Princess — I have loved 

once, and now I am, I am— I must live 

under the shadow of this crime always, 

always." ■

She paused, and clenched her hands till 

her nails pierced her palms. She was still 

a Princess, and she was still brave. ■

"Good-bye, Forster. G^, go early to- 

morrow before I can see you again — and oh ! 

don't come near me now, don't touch me, 

but in your heart — you who are so good — 

in your heart pity me and forgive me." ■

Forster was human, and this was the 

only woman he had ever loved. He made 

a step towards her. Only a short time 

since her head had rested against him, his 

lips had kissed her, and now, once, if once 

only, he must feel her against him, he must. ■

"Penelope," he held out his arms, but 

she was gone ; she had fled up the glen — 

the glen where Philip had been miudered 

— and he did not follow her. ■
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CHAPTER II. ■

The little cathedral city of Alnchester ; 

lying snugly ensconced beneath its long 

range of Weltering, if insignificant hills; 

seemed to have missed, in spite of its 

antiquity, that vaguely attractive quality 

called venerableness. The few old houses 

left had little character of their own, and 

no beauty. Even the cathedral was an 

uninteresting grey pile. The market-place 

and all the older part of the town lay 

directly at the bottom of the hills and near 

the river. The newer parts had grown up 

on the other side of the market-place, and 

had spread up a steep rise in the ground ; 

and it was from these newer parts that the 

town derived such negative colour as it 

possessed. To the commonplace was wedded 

an air of unimpeachable respectability ; neat, 

well kept, monotonous. ■

Whether the character of their city 

influenced the tone of the inhabitants, or 

whether the tone of the inhabitants was 

responsible for the character of the city, it 

is not possible to say. The fact remains 

that the people of Alnchester were in perfect 

harmony with their surroundings. ■

The ideas of Alnchester were bounded 

by Alnchester thought. Messages from the 

world beyond, in the shape of books or 

newspapers, were received on approval, so 

to speak ; but unless the matter they con- 

tained was susceptible of transmutation by 

the Alnchester mind into something that 

the Alnchester public could understand and 

accept, they were loftily ignored, or still ■

more loftily condemned. The wheels of 

daily life ran in grooves which time had 

modified, inevitably, to some extent, but 

which had been modified as inevitably to 

the Alnchester pattern. Innovations of all 

kinds were regarded with a disapproving 

superiority, which only melted into ap- 

proval and admiration when the progress of 

time and the touch of necessity had made 

them apparently indigenous to Alnchester 

soil. / ■

The society of Alnchester was divided 

sharply into two divisions: the cathedral 

people and the townspeople. The two 

parties never mixed — the thing would have 

seemed to them inconceivable — but they 

existed side by side in perfect amity. The 

cathedral people, the aristocrats of Aln- 

chester, looked down with serene tolerance 

upon their inferiors. The townspeople 

were not without a certain pride in the 

precincts, and were never weary of striving 

for the impossible — a footing in the " cathe- 

dral set." Each sphere had its own in- 

iterests complete within itself; its own 

topics of gossip. But either sphere being 

somewhat limited as a field for human 

energies, and Alnchester affairs being of 

course' better worth attention than any 

other, it did happen now and again that 

a conspicuous event in one sphere would 

attract the notice of the other, and serve 

as food for discussion in both. ■

Such an event had taken place, towards 

the end of the 'sixties, in the establicdmient 

in Alnchester of a new doctor. The cir- 

cumstance had not at first sight seemed 

one likely to focus the attention of town 

and precincts for any length of time. The 

practice which death had rendered vacant 

was not an important one. But the tran- 

sitory interest which was all that his fellow- 

townsmen had been prepared to bestow ■
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upon the new-comer had found itself, almost 

without consciousness, certainly without 

volition, on their part, arrested and hel<}. 

The new doctor turned out to be a newly- 

married man. Before very long it began 

to be whispered about that young Mrs. 

Vallotdon was ^rather an acquisition; so 

capable, and so sensible." ^d at the 

same time Dr. Vallotson, who was linder- 

stood to be ten years her senior, and who 

was referred to at first in somewhat non- 

committal terms as ''a nice, qui^t little 

man," was discovered to be very clever in 

his profession. The practice began to grow. 

There was a certain feature about the 

YaUotson household which afforded un- 

limited material for discussion in Aln- 

chester; and thus helped, other circum- 

statuses being so favourable, to keep it 

before the public eye(. And this was the 

prto^ce therein df'a dark, taciturn little 

boy of four years old. ' He was introduced 

to Alnchester as Mrs. Vallot^nlr half- 

; brother, by na'me North Branston: ■

So great a disparity of agid between a 

half*brother and sister, ' argued a faiidily 

history of some interest ; it also stiggested 

the pleasing probability of exceedingly 

charming rela^kxis of a tomi^atemal 

character between the said- bxbtliet and 

sist^. As to th^ first of thesb iwk> points 

Almdiester was enlightened on its intro- 

duction to the boy in a few miatter-of-f act 

sentences, wbich account^ for his existence 

in the simplest fashion, andf de|jrived it of 

any possible halo of rdfnance. On th^ 

second point; also, Alnchester wito doomed 

to a partial disappointofent. As far as his 

material well*being was concerned, no son 

of the> 'hmiiEfei^oiild hate been b^^ cared 

for tfa«nw«i little Nortb Branston.' But 

' every oiie who saw the woma^n and the 

i child together was struck, not only by 

' the total absence of any picturesque senti- 

ment in their relations to one another, but 

' by the presence of something ' which 

Alnchester found hard to .define. No* sign 

of mutual tendernecfs or sympathy evinced 

itself, eVen to the most lynx-eyed observer. 

The woman wae always cold and hard ; the 

chiki was always tilentknd reserved. A chill 

and inexplicable barrier seemed to separatte 

these two who Were so closely and pecu- 

^ liariy bound together. The fact, but for Uie 

' scrapuloas care Which the child received, 

wodd faavo Weighed rather * heavily against 

' Mf0. Yi&k^tson in the balance of public 

' favour. In consideration! however, of this 

' cairei' so unremitting and so untender, sundry 

> sentimental ladiee decided that there must ■

be "something'' in connection with the 

.death of his parents that had alienated Mrs. 

V'allptson's affection, and a few judicious 

g^kieltions were put^ to her husband on the 

sulgect. Dr. Yfijllotson was perfectly wflliug 

to answer any questions at any l^gth, 

provided that the was physically at ease 

during t^e process. He was mote than 

willing to detaii the circumstances under 

which he had met his wife, a daily governess 

in London, making a home for the child by 

her exertions^ - But hia&rther information, 

when sifted, amounts to nothing more or 

less than the bare statements which had 

been made in the first instance by his wife. ■

In the meantime, however, the practice 

continued to grow, and Dr. und Mrs. 

Vallotson's popularity and usefulness grew 

likewise. North Branstqn, on the other 

hand, grew upon no' one.' He was sullen, 

people said ; Or stupid ; ' or ill-tetti|>ered. 

Aliichester gradually ceased to find ahy- 

thing singular in Mrs. Vallotson's want of 

affection for him ; began to pity her in that 

fate had burdened lier with jfhe care of him ; 

atatd to admire the precision ^fth w1)i(^ she 

did her duty by him. * ■

At six Jears old tbe b(ff*was s*t to a 

boarding school Ii^. Vallotson was the 

object of much interest to the^female sebtion 

■of society at the time, and though only two 

years hs^d passed Atce t^e hottsehoU was first 

estiibliished at Aliichester,^ there was no one 

fotind to say or think thflt he was but a little 

fellow to IbaVe home;' It w^ well known by 

this tiihe tliat h^ wad iabsolutely dependent 

up6n Dr. Valiotsbn^ botinty ; and tlw popu- 

lar sentiment wad olie of admiration at the 

thoroughly ' first - class, and donseqnently 

expensive, Uaiture of the school selected. 

It was so good 6f Dr. Vadlotsoh, everybody 

said ; and when a few months later a little 

girl wias added tb'the Valloteon house- 

hold, everybody amplified this applicative 

dictum/ It was particullEtrly good <tf him 

now that he had a family of his own, 

Alnehestei said. "- ■

From 'that time Onward, for over twenty 

years, that note of admiration for the way 

in which "young Branston" was treated 

remained a fundamentieil note in the chord of 

pbpular opihion as to the Yallotsons;' It was 

ui^erstobd that the boy Was to be educated 

for the medical ph)feecii6tf ; he was put 

steadily through sill the most approved 

stages of such a course. And duKng the 

years they occupied^ Alnchester knew him 

only in hiisi vacations. Undei^ these circum- 

stances he soon ceased to be an object of 

fmy personal interest Ooncftancdiyallotson, ■

I ■
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who remained Df. and Mrs.' Vallotaon's 

only child, belonged by birth to Alnchesl^er; 

she gr<6wtlp to that place which her parents 

had gradually acqmred in the town; and 

was i^e familiar object of the interest and 

regard of her fellow citizens. North Bran- 

ston, on bis occasipnal appearances, was con- 

sidered solely as t member* of the Yallotson 

household. In this capacity he was criti- 

cised, commented upon, and found distinctly 

wanting. It was an accepted fact that he 

remained an inharmonious element. And 

in the lively sense of the difficult temper 

which was thence imputed to him, the fact^ 

rather vaguely reajised in Alnchester, that 

he was passing through' his school and 

college career with distinction, was relegated 

to the remotest background. ■

•There was one fe«ufe of the attitude of 

Alnchester, where North Branston was con- 

cerned, which was very significant of the 

attitude of Alnchester to the Vallotsons in 

every relation of life. It came about as 

time passed th^t when the subject was 

discussed, the wife'd name supplcmted the 

husband's. People began to talk of Mrs. 

VaUotson's goodiess and generosity rather 

than the doctor's. And it was Mrs. VaUot- 

son's name which was more often in the 

public moutii in* every connection. As the 

years rolled on a^d the vigorous young wife 

who had come to the town developed into 

a vigorous middle-aged woman, there were 

those who alluded to Mrs. Yallotson as 

"managing" or "masterful," and even 

hinted thkt her husband had neither 

opinions nor will of his own. But before 

such sentiments formulated' themselves, 

the Vallotsons^ position had become unas- 

sailabK By the time North Br^nston's 

medical course waai finished. Dr. Yallotson 

was one of the tw6 leading doctors in Aln- 

chester. When North Branston, having 

taken his degree, returned to the town to 

become Dr. Yallotaon*s partner, Alnchester 

sagely wagged its head and hoped that he 

properly appreciated his good' fortune; 

hoped, {urt^eir^ tibat he might improve uppn 

acquaintance^ krid justify his acceptance for 

the sake of his ccmnections. ■

Since {Ken foui^ years had passed. Four 

years during which the only event in the 

Yallotson bousefhp^ patent to the Alnches- 

ter eye had been Constance Yallbtson's' 

three, years* sojourn at Girton — an event 

which was considered |»ther electrifying 

alike in togvn and nrecincts — and her sub- 

sequent departure fOT a four months' stay 

with some friends vAo were travelling at 

their leisure on the Continent.' It was on ■

the termination of these travels at Berlin 

that North Branston had been comihissioned 

to bring her home ; and it was the journey 

thence whi6h had ended in Alnchester on 

that misty October afternoon. ■

OHAFTER IIL , , ■

It was about nine o'clock in the evening 

three days after North Branston and Con- 

stance Yallotson had reached home, and the 

Yallotsons' home was very quiet. There 

was a little room at the back on the ground 

floor, which was known to the servants as 

"Dr. Branston's room." It was not a 

cheerful-looking room at any time ; its bare 

appointments suggested an absence of 

interest in its owner in anything but the 

actual necessities of his life; and in the 

gloomy half-light cast by thi^ ^oncen^ated 

rays of the green*shaded redding-lamp on' 

the writing-table it was particulajply cheer- 

less. Seated at the writing-tabje, writing 

intently in a well-worn case bopk, w^s 

North Branston, . ' ' ■

Long ago, when the tide of public favoSir 

first set against him in Alnche&rte^, it hk^ 

been one of the indictments against North 

Branston that he was ''such a very ugly 

little boy" ; and it was generally held that 

he had fulfilled the promise df hid boyhood 

by becoming a " most unattractive-looking, 

man." Except in' a g6iieral darkness! of 

colouring, he bore np resemblance to Mrs., 

Yallotson. His features "were irregular, the. 

outline of his cbiri aid jaw betrig i'efy' 

finely cut, if Somewhat" square, while hii5 

nose was distinctly' Ido broad. His eyes 

'—very deeply set — ^were grey ;' cynical^ 

sarcastic eyds, they were, with i keen,, 

glance. He had i gbo3 square forehead,' 

too much and too deeply lin^d f or his years: ^ 

He wore a short moustache, dar^ like his* 

hair, which did not hide the fact that his 

mouth was large, ' (lelidately cut; and Vferjjf 

firm; or that its resolution was df a Con- 

temptuous order. The whole face 'was full 

pf po^er,.l?ut itvas gonver at its hardest 

arid most ' unlovely, quite' uiitouched " "by 

human sympathy. .'^ ■

And yet, as he sat there, his forehead 

propped on his clenched hand^ forcing ];iim- 

self, as every tense iiiie Of his figure 

showed, to omit no iota of . the work iii 

^land, there was that about him which gave 

a' strange and inconsistent touch of pathos 

to his solitary figure, pe was evidently 

desperately tired. His eyes 'were sunken 

even beyond their wont^ knd there were 

dark shadows about them. For the last ■
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three days a press of work — which did not 

extend to Dr. Yallotson, and which that 

gentleman characterised testily as *^ quite 

extraordinary " — ^had deprived Dr. Branston 

of proper food and proper rest. He had 

only come in half an hour ago to take a 

hasty and solitary meal, and he had set to 

work immediately to enter his notes for the 

day. ■

He worked steadily for twenty minutes, 

blotted the page, and placed the book in a 

drawer. Then he seemed to let all his 

strained muscles relax. He leaned back in 

his chair, one hand resting nerveless on the 

blotting pad before him, and gazed straight 

into space with eyes which spoke -of nothing 

but the consciousness of exhaustion. ■

A quarter of an hour passed, and still he 

did not move. But as though he were too 

strong a man, in body as well as in mind, to 

be long dominated by fatigue, his expression 

gradually changed. Thought gradually 

came back to it ; incisive, keenly personal 

thought. Determination came back to it^ 

cold and clear-cut. At last he rose with 

the braced and intent expression of a 

man who feels that work has only been 

cleared out of the way to have the field clear 

for yet other and pre-eminently important 

work. He crossed the room to the door 

and went down the passage to the drawing- 

room. The drawing-room door was shut. 

He opened it and went in. ■

Mrs. Vallotson was sitting there alone. 

In the afternoon Dr. VaUotson had given 

forth his intention of helping North 

through his press of work by driving into 

the country — it was a lovely autumn day — 

to visit a patient who su^ered Irom old 

age, and who had to be seen occasionally, 

nie relations of the said patient were old 

friends of the Vallotsons, rich people, with 

a large country house ; and Dr. Yallotson's 

professional calls always, and as an under- 

stood thingi extended into a friendly visit. 

On this occasion he had taken Ck)nstance 

with him, and the father and daughter were 

not to be expected back for another half- 

hour, at least. Of these facts North was 

of course aware. ■

Mrs. VaUotson looked up sharply as the 

door opened, and her brows contracted. ■

*'Have you had supper!" she said 

tersely. ■

He bent his head with a slight affirmative 

gesture, shut the door deliberately behind 

him, and came across the room to the 

fireplace. He did not sit down. He 

leaned 6ne elbow on the mantelpiece and 

faced Mrs. Vallotson* ■

" Adelaide," he said, " I want to speak to 

you." ■

His voice was rather deep, and a cold 

reserved tone was habitual to it. But it 

seemed to be even unusually distinct and 

full of purpose now, and there was a 

harder ring about it than was customary. ■

Mrs, VaUotson, who had turned her 

attention to her knitting, stiU with that 

contraction of her brows, looked up again 

suddenly. She looked at him for a 

moment) the shadowy antagonism which 

had dawned in her face as he entered the 

room growing swiftly. Then she said 

harshly : ■

"WeUI What is it 1" ■

North Branston was not looking at her, 

though he faced her. With the instant 

that brought him into her presence all the 

most disagreeable characteristics of his face 

had accentuated in a very marked degree, 

and the eyes which he fixed on the basket 

at her hand were less prepossessing than 

ever. ■

"I don't want to put the thing more 

unpleasantly than is necessary," he said in 

the same incisive tones. *^ You'll recoUect, 

no doubt, without my going into details, 

that when I came here to enter into part- 

nership with Dr. Vallotson I did so against 

my own convictions." ■

A curious flash passed across Mrs. 

Vallotson's face ; a flash which was at once 

a realisation of a suddenly and totally 

unlooked-for caU to battle, and an instanta- 

neous acceptance of the call« Her thin lips 

took an ugly line. ■

" You can .use any fine words you like 

about it, of course I *' she said, " I re- 

member that you came against your own 

wishes," ■

The gesture with which he answered was 

one of sardonicaUy indifferent acquiescence. ■

" Very weU," he said, *' as you like ! I 

was a young feUow then, and I was fool 

enough to have ambition, I was fool 

enough, too, I dare say, to believe the men 

who said I might do something if I stopped 

in London, One grows out of that kind of 

thing, however, and I've got through the 

process. But, putting my private fancies 

out of the question, perhaps you remember 

that I said Uiat the thing would never work) 

That is four years ago. It lias had a fair 

trial, and the time has come to acknow- 

ledge aU round that it has not worked." ■

"Who says sol" ■

Mrs, Vallotson had laid down her 

knitting and was sitting very erect, her face 

a Httle Uf ted« ■

, ■
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" I say 80 ! All Alnchester would say 

so ! " — this with a eontemptuous infleGtion. 

<'Di. Yallotson would say so if he chose to 

take the tronhle ! You would say so^ 

Adelaide, if you chose to speak the truth." ■

With a sudden violent gesture Mrs. 

Yallotson broke into an angry exclamation, 

but l^orth interposed. He did not raise his 

voice ; his gesture was the slightest possible 

moYement ; but it was a curious fact that 

the wrathful/ determined woman obeyed it 

and let him continue. ■

"I don't want to go into details," he 

said. ''We shall get at nothing by a 

quarrd. What I have to say is this. I 

have been offered an appointment in London 

—a very decent appointment, though that 

ia beside the mark — and I propose to accept 

it." ■

" You will not accept it." ■

"Whynotl" ■

Short, fierce, ringing with determination 

on either side, the two speeches had followed 

instantly one upon the other. North had 

tamed his eyes at last, and the man and 

woman were looking full into one another's 

faces; each so strongs each as sharply 

contrasted in the nature of their strength 

as they were sharply opposed in their set 

resolution. There was a moment's silence, 

and then Mrs. Yallotson spoke. It was a 

significant and noticeable fact that as her 

passion flamed suddenly into play, that 

suggestion of something coarse-grained in 

her nature, which was hardly perceptible 

about her, usually, except by inference, 

stepped out of ambush, as it were, and re- 

vealed itself in every line of her face. She 

spoke slowly, but her emphatic voice had 

lost all refinement of modulation. ■

*' Why not ? " she said. " If you're not 

ashamed to hear, I'll tell you. Because you 

are under obligations which you can't throw 

off so easily ! Because you were educated 

for nearly twenty years at Dr. Yallotson's 

expense ; you were dependent upon him for 

everything. And such retunu as lies in 

your power you are bound to make him." ■

A dull, red flush had mounted to North's 

forehead, and the muscles round his mouth 

stood out with unnatural distinctness. But 

his eyes never wavered. He bent his 

head. ■

*' Quite true," he said, and his low voice 

giated slightly. '' I am not likely to forget. 

But what return do I make him by remain- 

ing herel The money part of the buiSiness 

has been balanced between us, I should say, 

in the course of the last four years. You 

don't allude to that, I suppose 1 And you ■

can hardly assert that my personal piresence 

is any satisfaction to Dr. Yallotson. Let 

him take a partner in the regular way, a 

good, commonplace all-round man — ^the 

practice can well afford it — and he will be 

far better pleased than he is at present." ■

There was the suggestion of a sneer in 

his voice, but the doctor's wife took no 

heed of it. ■

"I don't know that youi personal 

presence is ever likely to be much satis- 

faction to any one," she said bitingly. 

" You don't go the way to make it so, at 

any rate. But that is not the point. Dr. 

Yallotson is not so young as he was. You 

are looked to to help him^ and no stranger 

could take your place. It is your duty to 

stay." ■

" I don't agree with you," was the grim 

response. " And I am going to take the 

liberty of acting on my own lights on the 

subject. The present state of things is not 

such a pleasant one, as it seems to me, that 

you need be annoyed at its breaking up I " ■

Mrs. Yallotson laid her hand heavily on 

the table. ■

" Once and for all. North," she said, "it 

shall not be ! You have been brought up 

to fin your present position. That you fiU 

it ill is your fault. Fill it you shall." ■

Quite suddenly the cold reserve in 

which North Branston seemed to have 

encased himself gave way; his very lips 

lost their colour; his eyes flashed. He 

took up her words in a voice which thrilled 

and broke with something desperate and 

appealing. ■

" Why 1 " he cried. " For heaven's sake, 

Adelaide, why t What am I in this house 

but a nuisance, an outsider ? What have I 

been to you for as long as I can remember 

but a thorn in the flesh ? To Dr. Yallotson 

my presence is a continual rub ;* everything 

I do, and say, and am, chafes and annoys 

him ; he has disliked me, and resented my 

existence — no blame to him fqr it — ever 

since I was a child. And for yourself, 

Adelaide — look at the truth if it's only for 

a moment ! Heaven knows I don't forget 

what I owe to you ! It's to you I owe every- 

thing — ^not to Yallotson — I know that. You 

and I stood alone in the world together 

when I was a little chap, and you kept the 

life in me — I don't forget. But when has 

there been any love betweieii us ) Heaven 

knows why it should be so, but we are 

opposed to one another in every fibre. 

Why do you keep us together!" ■

With every vehement word — as though 

the feeling which was finding vent at last ■
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1 dektyecl eatpveesion — his 'emtem^t hiad 

I ^(omi iikd he stood now oonfronth!^ her, 

I his ejesf: 1^0 wing, h& whitei<iiice workitig. 

i Bxit lift'm sbcmg emotion Hu'lABiaxi^Mtk 

strange to it, the face of' the Woman who 

; listened to him had changed no less. 

: ' As thoi^ hk words, sweeping aWsy all 

, that was superficial about the q^uestion at 

issue, and striking )bo the tool^of the matter, 

had swept away also all that Was superficial j 

, and temoomry about' her aiiger aiid reso' 

I lution, all the fierce and alei^ ^terinina-' 

I tion of .her face was gon^. ' She had risen 

. to her feet slowly. Ken eyes revealed 

depths only in that moment suggested ; 

. and from those depths welled up hard 

and unmistakeable that which Alnchester 

J had faintly felt between the pair when 

i the man who met it now had been '. a 

little child; that which, as< it stood forth, 

unveiled and terrible, revealed itself as lurk- 

ing always behind the cold antagonism of 

, their mature relation ; repulsion ; repulsion 

iner^Miieable, an instmct oi Hie woman's Very 

. nature ; repulsion only the more • terrible 

for the slow, still hcnrop with which it was 

mingled* Gradually thei passion of apjpeal 

which glowed in Korth^s e|yes faded, to be 

. as gradually replaced by a ghastly reflection 

of ' the look in the woman's eyes which met 

; them. Then with a groan he let his face 

f all^oii his arm as he i^ested it upon the 

mantelpiece. ' ■

■ Mrs. Vallotson did not move. Gradually 

i the lines into which het' face was set be^n 

jto relax. Something of the woman of 

J eyriy day began to Reassert kseW upon her 

features Her eves seemed tb become more 

alive. At last nic spoke. Her voice was 

rather thin and strained, but itd inflections 

i wexe those habitual to her. ■

•**You are a fool. North!" she said ■

harshly. ^^Ifs of no use to talk heroics. ■

i If you think a moment youll isee thiati my ■

; reason for wishing you <to stay is perfectly ■

plain and simple, and has nothing to do ■

wiih sentiment ^rf ' aby kind. That's not ■

' my Way. Dr. Vallotson and a stranger ■

• would never get on iogether-^ybu know ■

I that as Well as I do. If lie had a partner ■

iwho was good for J amy thing the practice ■

woitld drift into 't^. partner's hands before ■

I a^ year was oat If he Was not good for ■

.anything it wonld dkfift somewhere else. ■

1 That's all Yon don't want me to lonplify, ■

'Isuppoaol" ' • ' ■

I There was a pause. Mrs. Yallotspn ■

j stood e^rect, one hand resting heavily bn ■

. the. table, her eyes fixed upon the motion- ■

l&iB figure before her. At last Nqith 

jBfetoston moved. He lifted huihead 

jslbwly, acnd stood, gripping the ed^ of t^e 

jmantkpiec^, gasing down to the! fire; As 

Jthough "his movement had b^en some kind 

[of answer to her w6rds, Mrs. Vailotfiou 

|Continned, speaMng in k voice ik&t was 

stronger and more assured. ■

" You must do as you choose, of course. 

I can't keep you here by force. If you go 

it's for your own advantage, I suppose, apd 

it's no use for you to make speeches about 

not caring and having no ambition. You 

don't deceive even yourself, I imagine! 

You can do it, as I say, but understand 

that you are wanted here, and if you go 

away you turn your Back upon the people 

who have done everything for you; you 

turn your back upon your obligations. You 

can do it, if you care to, but don't say 

you're doing anything different 1 " ■

She stopped; the determined face was 

turned upon him, lynx-eyed ; and North 

moved again ^d lifted his eyes, not turn- 

ing to her, but looking strai^t hefote 

him. The singular and unusual excitement 

by which he had been so suddenly caught 

and shaken had died out of lus face; 

the reaction which had followed had evi- 

dently penetrated him through and through. 

His features, on which the tracesi of 

physical exhaustion were once more dis- 

tinctly visible, were set into a cynicism and 

a depth of self-contempt which was almost 

apathetic ■

'* I don't care to ! " he said. His voice 

was low, toneless, and almost expressionless. 

" I don't care one way or the other ! Why 

should 1 1 As you like, Adelaide ! " ■

FAMOUS JEWELS. ■

Thb favour in which we moderns hold 

our diamonds above all other precious stones' 

is perhaps hardly creditable to our taste. 

There is something cold and barbaric about 

the glitter of diamonds, theb'beauty }s inde- 

pendent of any artistic work |n theur setting, 

and the distintstion thej^ confer upon the 

wearer is sinaply to aflfeir of J6 it d. The 

Greeks, -wh6 4oved jewflls rather lor the 

artistic work about tl^em than for their brute 

value; If they were acquainted with the 

diamond, heid^it in no account^ and Roman 

d*mes who squandered fortunes over pearls 

^^ould- hate turned up their noses, if Roman 

noses could be turned up, at the notion ot 

wearing diamond earrings. And yet where 

is the sparkling diamond better placed than ■
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ilk Ihe ear df ^ a preibty woksap:?! for thdve it 

spaaddes with a {fiquaiiey tliat». varies ifith 

&my moimtiiaaA^ setolUilg Pope's Bolinda 

asd her atiMiait'lsylitkfiie « . ( ■

!ft. tli6iiMnd\rfiigJ bjr 'ttiM1)lei(r hacklier hkir, 

Andthrioe ih^y^iwitelikd.thd dmmtndrin lier eflr.l ■

Th6tigtf ihe \ Pfitehi^ns frotn/tlieir 

euly bommeree -viKth India mii(it haVe bee'n 

well ac^UAinted ^th" the diamond, they 

pbobaWy found 116 n^irkef toit it in Europe, 

nor 10 it elaased wilh tile rich eqiiipmel^ts or 

ihe period:, , , * . . ■

tdonian numt^es ric]^ with pnrple fold, , 
jlts hoased wreh pearls, rpb^s ^stilf with' gems and 

gold, ^ /.* / ■

And breastplates ^hinii^ gree^^ yit)i ^mdralds 'bright, 

And helmets 'xich ^h^ijecio^i sapphires dight. ,, . ■

V Tat the Jewa inust Jhav;e been aequainteid 

vith the diamond) for it appears in the 

In^astplalie «f lodgemtfit ia Exodus as one 

of th^ ti^elvefj^wda, of inystio ngni&lanee, 

that is if '/the S^btew, word : be rightly 

translated. But ijb is ^so signifioatit that 

it does not ap]|)ear among, the itwelVe 

precious stones that ' lorm thef foundations 

oi the Now Jetusalem in Bevelations. ■

The first diamond mecklacs tha^ appears 

in hlistory is onef ginrto fby GfaSarles the 

Eighth of Fiance to Agnes Sorel; -who 

it is said bitterly complained of ih6 weight 

and sharpness of the orkiament^ latheir an 

instromenA of t6rture than a jeweL Charles 

replied by a phralsa whioh ifjnot.then 

proverbial has become so since: **Jl faat 

Bouffiiir |)oar 6tre belie*" I ■

Witb the i»pening.of the route to India 

by the Cape, diamonds eame into fashion. 

There was nor Uu>u^t then that an inex* 

hanstiUe supply would be found at the 

half-way: house; The Tudors loved 

diamonds a« wdl 'as }ew^ of all kinds ; and 

Henry the E^^htti, as 1» vied with the 

splendour ol Fra;hoLS, thJb French King, on 

the Fielddf.tiM Cloth of; Oold, wbrea'pour- 

point oo^red ^ith dtanionds and ittbies^ a 

collac of loortoBn rubies, th& least as big as 

an egg, ^d a darbuncle the sb» of a goose's 

eg^ Ana Boley^. was there and danced 

one night, masked, with King Fhmcis, also 

masked. The gdllailt King netxt morning 

sent his fair' partner a beautiful diamond 

in the ahf^Mi of a tear, and < worth fifteen 

thousand erowns. Heniy looted that, no 

doubt, wheii^ he ^iit off poor Ann's head. 

Francis behaved more shabbily to his future 

daughter-in-law, Catherine de' Medici, for 

the diamond he seni her sodn after was 

only worth some five hundred etowns. 

Bat Catherine Uras ill*favoared^ and she 

was only a merchant's daughter after lUl-^as ■

Iher d4ughter-in*law, thd^beautlfifi ^Mttry 

Stuart,, did not fail to • vemiid « her;! HoW' 

lever; '^^e ^ others "mbrchnn1^<4a^hter,^'' 

jSUsabet^/ disposed «f po6T 'M^i^ Stitart, 

audi Cafiierine ^waidied thd'tiag^ from ' 

lafar, grimly and without sympathy for its ■

An episoder in^tfads trag^y isof some 

jinterest from' thtt jeweller'a pcjlnt^^f view. 

iMarv Stuarfs pearls^ ca^rttfrred by Ihe Earl 

of Morton in 156?^ were sfecretly brought 

to L6ndoii and offet^ for a^rioe to Qaeen 

;EiTzabeth« These pearls had formed part 

of Catheriiie's bridal parure;' ' Sb0 kaii given 

th^tn 'to h^ so^ FiBii6is,oauRl ifer tophi's 

lyoiing and beautift:d' bride/ 0«tlleritt^^a6 > 

anxious td regain herp^^yUfriP tb^ Ff4uch 

•Ambassador in Load<m moved in thematter, 

bitt Elizabeth, who, like het father, was 

greedy of jewels, bought thim for twelve 

thousand crowns, and we* may ba^' sure that 

she ke^t them. Tet although th^' virgin 

Queen loved jewels, she sometimes gave 

them away to her favourites. The famous 

ring which she gaive to Essex, and which 

was shown at the Tudor Exhibition a few^ 

years ago, was indeed more remarkable^ lor 

beauty of workmanship than intrinsie value. 

But she dismissed her princely suitors with 

rich gif ks dl jewels, and ihe sent a val^aible 

emerald to Henry the Fourth of Fraft^e, 

with the reminder that "it breaks'{no^ ^W 

faith is broken." This legendary property 

of the emerald, which should Tesiaer it in 

demand for engagement rings, for which it 

is in many other ways appropriate, has its 

counterpart in^ many other precious st6ne8. 

The opal is said to show, in its diminished 

lustre and fir^ the approaching illness or 

death of its wearer. And this imaginary 

property has had the effect of causing this 

beautiful gem to be unduly neglected, 

especially sitice Sir Walter Scdtt diffused 

the notion in his novel, ''Anne of Geieratein." 

tDhe emerald, by the way, is good against 

poisons, and against venomous rejitiles of 

all kinds: ■

Blmded like sernents when they gaze ' 

. Upon the emenyd's virgin blaze* ■

The most splendid opal ever known in 

ihe wiorld of jewek Was formerly in the 

possession of the Empress Josephine. It 

wasoalled the " Burning of Troy," from the 

wonderful play and briiliance of its fiery 

lustre. That might be held to justify the 

current superstition as to opals, as «Tos3- 

phine's divorce speedily followed its 

acquisition. But ''that was nbt the worst 

misfortune that ftiij^ht have 4iappened to 

her, and h^r ' lot was liappkiess indeed ■
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compared with that of the poor Queen 

whose diamond pendants Josephine used 

sometimes to wear. And Marie Antoinette's 

passion, as everybody knows who has read 

the story of the Necklace^ was for dia- 

monds. ■

The story of the Diamond Necklace has 

been too often told to bear repetition. But 

the history of the other beautiful diamonds 

of the Crown, with which the unhappy 

Queen in the days of her greatness shone 

radiant on occasions of state, is not without 

interest. Chief of these was the Sancy 

diamond, an historic gem to which all kinds 

of legends were attached. It was the 

identical stone^ said some, that was lost by 

Charles the Bold at Granson or Morat A 

soldier had picked it up and sold it for a 

few groschen to a priest, who, guessing its 

value, disposed of it to the Fuggers of 

Amsterdam, who had in turn sold it to 

Henry the Eighth of England. Henry's 

daughter Mary gave it as a love-gift to 

Philip of Spain, and thence it had come 

round in some unexplained way to Monsieur 

de Sancy, the friend and financial agent of 

Henry the Fourth of France. It had often 

been pledged to help Henry in his 

struggle for the crown, and once had 

been nearly lost, a faithful servant to whom 

it was confided having been attacked and 

killed by robbers. But he had contrived 

to swallow the stone in his last moments, 

and De Sancy, sure of his man, found the 

jewel by cutting open the corpse. All this 

is more or less legendary, and the authentic 

history of the Sancy diamond begins with 

its purchase by James the Firsts and its 

subsequent fate illustrates an interesting 

period in our annals. ■

The splendid collection of Royal jewels 

inherited by Charles were dispersed 

in the Civil Wars. Some fell into the 

hands of the Parliament and were sold, 

but the bulk of the most valuable were 

carried abroad by the Queen, and sold or 

pawned by her, to supply arms and am- 

munition for the Boyal troops. Among 

other jewels, the Sancy diamond, and 

another called " The Mirror of Portugal," 

had been pledged by Henrietta with the 

Dae d'Epernon to secure a large sum ad- 

vanced. As the fortunes of the Koyal cause 

in England declined, the Due became un- 

easy about his money, and one day the 

poor Queen found a '* sergent k verge," or 

what we should call a sheriffs officer, in 

possession of her apartments at the Palais 

Boyal, with a demand fox money owing, 

and orders to wait till it was paid. The ■

unlucky Queen, who had come to be often 

in want of a dinner, and who had some- 

times to stay in bed to save firing, could 

only weep and protest her inability to pay* 

The matter was arranged by Cardinal 

Mazarin, who was at the bottom of the 

affair, and who took the diamonds and paid 

off D'Epemon. The Cardinal bequeathed 

the jewels with others to Louis the Four- 

teenth, and with the Crown jewels of 

France the *' Sancy'' remained till the 

Eevolution. ■

The subsequent fate of the " Sancy " was 

connected with that of the famous blue 

diamond, perhaps the rarest and most 

beautiful* jewel in the world. It was 

brought from India by Tavemier, with 

ol^er splendid stones, and he sold it to 

the '< Boi Soleil," who was the only monarch 

rich enough to purchase sudi a gem. At 

the Bevolution, and after she sack of the 

Tuileries, the Crown jewels were removed 

to the (jarde Meuble, and thence chey were 

stolen, in what is generally recognised as a 

"put-up job," the authors of which were 

probably weU known at the Jacobins Club. 

The best part of the jewels were immediately 

restored, but the blue diamond and the 

"Sancy" were missing, and were never 

recovered. Either of them was worth a 

King's ransom, but in this case it seems 

probable that they formed the ransom of a 

nation, and accomplished the destruction of 

a ELing. ■

There is little doubt that the real in- 

stigator of the robbery was Danton, then 

the master spirit of the Bevolution. The 

moment was one of supreme peril for 

France and her defenders. The army of 

the confederate monarchs who had under- 

taken to crush the Bevolution and reinstate 

the monarchy was already quartered in a 

French province. The Duke of Brunswick, 

trained in the school of the great F*rederick, 

was in command ; his troops were the finest 

in the world, and with them served nearly all 

the best officers of the old Boyal Army of 

France. To oppose them, there were only 

disorganised regiments And tumultuous 

levies, more formidable to their chiefs than 

to the enemy, and ready to cry " Treason ! " 

and disband at the firat cannon shot. As 

far as the military situation was concerned, 

the campaign was lost to the French, and 

Brunswick might have marched on and 

laid Paris in ruins, if he would. 

' But the Duke, it was well known, was 

averse to the part that had been assigned 

him : that of desolating and destroying un- 

happy France in the interests of a dynasty. ■
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The King of Prusda, too, who was with the 

annj, recoiled from the horrors of the 

impending straggle, with no glory to be 

won and no profit for the Prussian 

monarchy. Danton, the tribune, and 

Dumouriez, the general-in-chief, who had 

no illusions as to the position, were anxious 

lather to negotiate than fight. The chief 

point insisted on by King and Duke was 

the safety of the Eoyal Family. Danton 

and Damouriez, who seemed to hold France 

in their hands, gave the most solemn 

pledges in that behall And as a pledge, 

rather than a bribe, there was the famous 

blue diamond. ■

The Duke retreated. France was saved. 

She only wanted time to organise her 

resistance, and it was gained by the blue 

diamond. But the Boyal house was 

doomed to destruction. Ah 1 they are 

treacherous things, these diamonds. ■

From that moment the fate of the jewel 

remains obscure. If the Duke of Bruns- 

wick had it we may conjecture that he gave 

it to his daughter, the unlucky Caroline, 

the disowned consort of George the Fourth. 

And if so, she probably sold it in the 

course of her struggles for vindication. 

Anyhow, connoisseurs are generally agreed 

that the blue diamond in the Hope 

collection of jewels is the same gem recut, 

and it is also probable that the "blue drop," 

which the late Duke of Brunswick possessed, 

was a chip broken off in the cutting. ■

The late and last Duke of Brunswick 

was indeed a model for collectors of jewels. 

His life was devoted to their acquisition 

and care. His home in Paris or Geneva 

was defended like a prison — ^but to keep 

people out — with lofty walls, chevaux-de- 

fiise, iron shutters hung with bells to give 

warning of the burglar's touch. The 

choicest of his jewels were kept in a safe 

let into the wall, and the Duke's Spartan 

couch was spread before it. '' Bather my 

life than my jewels ! " the Duke would 

have said — ^yet how could he feel himself 

safe from his own valet-de-chambre t And 

when the Duke retired to rest, he carefully 

set the four spring guns that threatened 

death to the incautious intruder. The one 

sniaU window of his bed-chamber was care- 

fully shuttered and barred; impregnable 

locks secured him against the furtive thief, 

and twelve loaded revolvers lay ready to 

his hand. Yet, with all this, sometimes he 

did not sleep well* The Duke bequeathed 

his jewels and most of his other wealth to 

the city of Geneva, and the history of this 

splendid collection has yet to be written. ■

Short, but strange, too, is the history of 

another beautiful diamond — the Pigott, 

brought from India by some nabob of that 

name. As purchasers of big diamonds are 

scarce, the owners offered it in 1801 as a 

prize in a lottery, and valued it at thirty 

thousand pounds. The winner sold it to a 

jeweller for six thousand pounds, who 

found a customer for it in Ali Pacha, of 

Janina^ a famous Turkish satrap, whose 

rebellion against the Porte was a stirring 

incident in the peaceful piping times of the 

'thirties, but chiefly remembered now for its 

connection with the romantic plot of 

"Monte Cristo.*^ The Pasha, vanquished 

and mortally wounded, but still, like a 

dying lion, formidable to those about him, 

determined that his conqueror should not 

come to possess the two things he valued 

most in the world, his diamond and his 

beautiful wife Yasilika. He ordered 

Vasilika to be strangled, and the diamond 

to be crushed on an anviL The diamond 

was crushed, so they say, but the woman 

somehow escaped. Perhaps, after all, 

somebody had presence of mind enough 

to substitute a bit of glass, and to make 

his escape with a fine fortune concealed up 

his sleeve. ■

The portability of wealth in the form of 

jewels, the ease with which they may be 

hidden, or stolen and conveyed away, 

the risks attending their possession, all no 

doubt add to the interest and lustre which 

surround them. They supply an excellent 

subject for the writer of fiction, and there 

are few story-tellers, probably, who have not 

been more or less indebted to them in the 

concoction of a telling plot. ■

But it was in sober earnest, and with 

some prescience of approaching dangers, 

that a once famous beauty of the Court 

of Louis the Fifteenth had turned a 

great part of her wealth into jewels. 

Madame Du Barry had long been the 

reigning mistress of the late King; she 

had given her name to a porcelain of 

Sevres; the wealth of France had been 

poured into her lap. She had a special 

taste for yellow diamonds, but took all that 

came in her way. Her jewels, it was said, 

might vie in magnificence with the hereditary 

jewels of the CrowiL At the King's death 

she had retired to her splendid villa at 

Luciennes, and she was buxom still, and 

only middle-aged, when the revolutionary 

storm broke out. ■

After the sack of the Tuileries Madame 

Du Barry escaped to England, but she had 

previously buried with her own hands^ ■
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iided by the venerable Diic de Brissac, her 

best and pldest friend, wl^o wielded the. 

spade, all her treasure of jewela at the foot 

Df a tree in the Dap's adjoining park. Safe 

in England, she heard with horror of the 

ieath of the King on the scaffpld, and sub- 

jequently of the massacre at Versailles in 

\yhick De Brissac perished. ~She was now. 

the sole depositary of the secret of her. 

buried treasure, and in despair of regaining! 

it in any other manner, she xesolyed to 

return secretly to France, to dig up her 

diamonds, and bring them back to London.; 

England and France were then nominally 

at peace, and Madame Du Barry had noi 

difficulty in obtaining papers to substantiate 

her assumed character. ■

T^e one person in all the world to whom' 

Id;a4ame Du Barry, had shown the most 

tenderness was a negro named Zamorre, 

whom she had brought up from a child as 

page and plaything, but with all the care 

and solicitude of a mother. On him she 

was sure that she could jely. To him she 

had confided the care of her French domains, 

and he had proved a faithful steward. Oh ! 

she was as sure of him as of herself, and^ 

seeking the shelter of her own home, she 

trusted herself to his care. But Zamorre 

had recently ,beeji affiliated to the revolu- 

tionary centre of the district ; he had! 

imbibed some of the revolutionary fervour. 

Anyhow, he knew that death was the 

reward for harbouring an ^migr^. He de- 

nounced his mistress to the authorities, who 

seized her and her treasure together. The 

"femme Du Barry" was pro^iantly trundled, 

shrieking, to. the guillotine, the only, one, 

perhaps, of all the Eoyalist . victims ^f the 

Bevolutipn who did not accept f^toj^^ifith 

dignity. Her jewels helped to furnish toMx 

the armies of the Bepublic. . . :. : ■

Madame Da Barry's jewels wer*^ npt 

alone in the part they played in therrevolur 

tionary wars. The shrine of Saint Denis, the 

burial -place of the Capets, was rich with all 

kinds of gema and jewebp and these were 

swept into the revolutionary chest. ; And in 

1707, as in ISOO, the French -cavalry was 

mounted on horaea procured by pledging 

thy Crown jewels, A curious windfall 

for the Republic was a box full of gems con- 

taining the Crown jewek of Sardinia, which 

the King had pawned with a-, banker of 

Amsterdam, and which the Revolutionary 

Government aeized in 1 7U3 when the French 

occupied the city. ■

Oi: the Crown jewels of the present day 

tha stock mjiy h& said to be limited, nor are 

they in the way of being increased. Imagine ■

the face that would ber; made to a latter-day ; 

Chancellor of the £xchequw who proposed ^ 

to put on a penUy >io/ the Income Tax to 

ho^ a beautiful diamond for the jewel, 

house ! And our BngHsh regalia have 

never recovered hdm the lossbs x>f t^e Civil : 

Wars. Perhaps the 4>nljr stone of greats bja- ; 

toric intereet among the Crown ^ jewels is a; 

ruby which forms ^e Osnice of the Maltei^- 

crosa on . the Rojra) crown ; and which, 

was gi vein by Pedco of Qastille to the Bla<^' 

Prince, and Henry the Fifth wiore it om his j 

helm at the battle (ji Agihoduct^ The jewel ) 

th^jt eclipaes aU tbejresbiia theiKoh4-'ii6oi', , 

the history of which is also ^ liUle varied ; 

and romantic. ' .f ' V / » ■

The Arabs, we know^ etainsidef the most ' 

precious of' all stones is the world to be the ! 

bl^ck meteoric Inmp calbad: the Kaaba,. 

which is the virtual direct of thai pilgrimage I 

to Meccah. It fell froi^i heaVen, they say, i 

and with «very appearance of truth; but 

then, they add, it iWais a. beautiful white i 

hyacinth, and it is. the sins of mankind | 

that have turned it black. No one pretends - 

that the Koh-i-noor fell from heaven, and,* 

indeed, its repute is of rather a sinister 

oharacter, and would indicate ah origin in 

another direction, for legends connect itj 

with remote ages of Hindoo history, whwre 

its influence ^was always . more or less; 

malignant^ - * In the fifteentii century the > 

jewel came into the possession of the Great 

Mogul, aud formed the centre of the 

wonderful Peacock Throne. It was then< 

the biggest diamond in the world, and ; 

weighed more than six hundred carats^* 

Since then it has been ciit and almost * 

ruined, under the Moguls, and recut with, 

considerable waste at the jewel house, so 

that it is far from being the premier dia- ' 

^Iond of the age: ■

Certainly the Koh-i-noor brought no luck j 

to the Moguls. And the fame of it, and of j 

the oihsr wondrous riches of Delhi, brought t 

on the scourge of iNadir Shah's invasion 

from Persia, who carried off the big diamcmd 

and the Peacoek Throbe to his own haunts t 

But Nadir was soon aifter assassinated in 

his temt, and id the confusion that ensued, 

an. Afghau. chief, one Ahmed, seized the 

precious spoil and decamped with it. The ( 

credit its possession brought him enabled 

him to, set up a dynasty of his own at 

Qandahar. Short and full of trouble are 

the annals of the. Afghan Khans, and one 

of Ahmed's doscendantia, deposed by a 

brother, escaped with the precious J0wel| 

and took refuge with Bunjeet Singh, the 

Li^iB pf Lahore. . By dint of threats andja ■
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short cottise of starvation, Banje^ in- 

duced hia gaest to give up the diamond-^ 

aa it were to pay for his board. On his 

deatliUbedy Eanjeet was purged- to present^ 

the atone, ao precious bat so malign, to the 

great image of Juggernaut, as ha is popu- 

lady called, to form an eye for the renowned 

idoL Ronjeet consented, but his heirs 

preferred to risk the ill luck and keep the 

diamond. The ill luck came, with the 

English fighting and dispersing the Sikh 

chivalry, and taking possession of Lahore^ 

Then the guardians of the stone were pre- 

vailed up6n to give up the stone to John 

Company, and/' may its luck go with it " was 

doubtless their secret prayer. Anyhow, 

John Company did not thrive much after 

then, although they soon presented the 

jewBl to the Queen ; which may be presumed 

to have broken the charm. ■

Anyhow, the Maharajiah Duleep Singli, 

EunjeeVs descendant, whom it was en- 

deavoured to tame into a kind of model 

English squire, would have beeii very glad 

to take the jewel back again, and, it is said, 

bitterly resented its possession by the 

Crown, although, after all, his title, like the 

rest, was founded on the ** good old rule, 

the simple plan.** ■

The story of the great Russian treasure, 

the Orloff . diamond, is . even more of an 

" Arabian Nights' " and romantic character. 

The stone was . stolen by Nadir Shah 

from the Moguls, and with many other 

jewels was lost sight of. in the confusion 

attending the Shah's assassination. Some 

time afterwards a wretched-lo6king Afghan, 

so the story goes, made his appearance at 

Bussorah, where the Shafra^ three Ar- 

menian Inrothers, kept a store. The Afghan 

opened his beggar's wallet before them. 

Their eyes were dazzled with the beauty 

and ligiUjiance of the jewels disclosed. There 

was th9t Moon of Mountains, a magnificent 

diamond; t a sapphire, called the Eye of 

Allah ; and a ruby and emerald of immense 

value. The merchants concealed their 

emotion9i tuQied over the t gems slightingly, 

and bade tbe man call again. Bat the 

Afghan mistrusted his Mends and came 

no more. With infinite pains and trouble 

the brothers toaoked : him step by step, 

and at la$t ran Jiim to earth at Baghdad. 

There they discovered that he had sold 

his treasures, for what he could get, to 

a Jew dealer. All the' blandishments of 

the brothers i were of no avail; the Jew 

knew the value of his pni^e, and the wealth 

that was within his grasp. Bat he com-^ 

mitted th^ indiscretion of taking a fdendly ■

meal with the brothers, at which the Afghan ■

was also a guest. The meats were poisoned, ■

and Jew and Afghan fell dead from the ■

table, and their bodies were hurled into ■

the river. The Shafras overhauled the; ■

store of the Jew, carri^ off the precious' ■

stones, and made their Way in all haste. ■

towards Constantinople. But, with all ■

their expedition, the elder contrived to^ ■

poison the two younger brothers on the! ■

way, and arrived at Stamboul the sole; ■

possessor of the jewek. He did not, however, ■

think it prudent to dispose of his t>rke' ■

there, and made for St Petersbirrg, where ■

Catherine ruled, the Semiramis of the North. < ■

And here eventually he sold the diamond ■

called the Moon of Mountains to Count ■

Orlolf, who presented it to his Boyal mistress, ■

and as the Orloff diamond it now figures ■

among the Imperial jewels. ■

Another famous diamond in the Russian ■

collection is the Regent, acquired at the ■

sale of the French Crown jewels in 1887. ■

This also has had its little adventures. ■

Pope allades to its history in the lines : ■

Asleep and naked as an Indian lay, 

An honest factor stole a gem away. ■

But the generally received version is 

that the diamond was found by a slave 

working in the mines, say of Golcouda, 

who secreted it and made his escape to the 

coast, where he had the luck to be picked 

up by an English ship. He showed his 

prize to the master, and proposed to share 

its proceeds. But the honest skipper had 

no faith in shares, and simplified matters 

by throwing the poor slave overboard. Reach- 

ing Madras the skipper sold the diamond for a 

thousand pounds, spent the money in drink 

and debauchery, and hanged himself at the 

finish. Governor Pitt^ of Madras, heard of 

the stone, and bought it of the dealer for 

some ten thousand pounda Recognising its; 

value he sent hoiiie his son Robert with it, • 

who sailed in the "Loyal Cook** from 

Madras in 1702, and presently succeeded in 

selling it to the Regent of France for one , 

hundred thousand pounds. The Pitts rose^ 

to some distinction after this, and the great i 

Earl of Chatham and his even more famous < 

son owed something to the naked Indian. The 

diamond remained among the Crown jewels 

of France ; was stolen at the Revolution in 

the robbery of the Garde Meable, but 

restored by the thieves. Napoleon wore it. 

in his sword-hilt as Fin* Consul— it was not; 

knovm as the Pitt diamond then, we may 

gaess — and it figured in state pageants till 

the collapse of the Second Empire^ Finally^ 

it was Bold to Rcissia, as already stated. ' ■
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Splendid as are the Russian jewels, there 

is a diamond hard to beat in the treasure 

house of Vienna. It is as titular Grand 

Duke of Tuscany that the Austrian 

Emperor possesses the Florentine, a magni- 

ficent yellow diamond of one hundred and 

thirty-three carats. Some say that this 

and not the Sancy is the identical stone 

lost by Charles the Bold. And the Crown 

of Portugal possesses an enormous stone, 

which if really a diamond would eclipse 

all others, as it weighs some sixteen 

hundred and eighty carats. Munich boasts 

its pink diamonds, and Dresden can show 

a unique green one which it owes to 

Augustus, the strong, the fat^ the dissolute, 

commemorated by Carljle in his " Frederick 

the Great." ■

It is a curious fact that Indian 

diamonds are gradually disappearing from 

the West, and finding their way back to 

their mother country. When any great 

collection is broken up, the agents of some 

native Indian potentate will be found 

buying up the best Indian stones. No 

er can we say : ■

This casket India's glowing gems unlocks. ■

Belinda's diamonds are now either from 

Brazilian mines, undiscovered when Pope 

penned his lines, or from the still more 

prolific mines of South Africa. But, though 

these may be as fine, they have not the halo 

of mystery and romance about them that 

distinguished the historic jewel ^* of the old 

mine." ■

IDLERS BOTH. ■

A COiirLBTB STORY. ■

To the few who have unwittingly 

chanced upon the place in their coast- 

wanderings, Gorebay ever remains a 

synonym for dulness of the deadliest, most 

soul-wearying kind. It boasts no pier, no 

band, no niggers, no promenade worth the 

name, no hotels, no anything that makes 

life endurable to the thousands who yearly 

seek the seaside "only for their health's 

benefit" True, there is a low wooden 

jetty, three feet wide, which is supposed to 

afford dry-shod access to the boats, but un- 

fortunately it ends prematurely thirty yards 

aboye the water's edge when the tide is at 

ebb — as the tide generally is when one 

wants to hire a boiat; then again, even if 

the village has no hotel it possesses a 

particularly cosy-looking inn — midway 

down the wriggling street which is Gore- 

bay— whose limited acoommodi^on is often ■

put to stress in "the season.'* For, notwith- 

standing its drawbacks, Gorebay has a season, 

when the same elderly ladies and the same 

gentlemen — fogeys fossilised — ^may be seen 

year after year loitering along the beach or 

sitting, book in lap, among &e rocks under 

the gaunt white cliffs. Besponsible fathers 

of families, too, find Gorebay excellent in 

many ways — for their wives and offspring ; 

the sand-dunes being delightful places for 

the youngsters, whQe lodgings are very 

clean and reasonable. ■

Yet» although Mark Burgess was neither 

a lady, an old fogey, nor a paterfamilias, he 

seemed in no hurry to turn his back upon 

Gorebay. ■

For the last two years he had represented 

his father's firm at Georgetown, whence, 

after a fierce bout with the fever, he had 

been sent home to recruit. His London 

doctor advised him to pick up his strength 

at some restful seaside place. ^ ■

" Try Gorebay, Mark," recommended his 

uncle. **It*s a nice, quiet spot — good 

bathing—splendid ozone. You couldn't do 

better than Gorebay." ■

And Mark was trying Gorebay. To all 

appearances it suited him admirably. His 

sunken cheeks filled out, his eyes lost their 

dimness, the wan hue of his face was ousted 

in favour of a healthy bronze. Still he 

made no move homeward. The reason 

therefor : he was in love. ■

He had passed her a score of times in the 

cobble-paved road abutting on the shingle. 

Often she had an old lady for companion — 

Mark used to think it was her mother till 

he came to know that the "grim dragon " 

was her aunt; sometimes she was alone. 

Tall and shapely was she, her pretty face 

ever abeam with merriment, her eyes with 

life and youthful roguishness — a sweet 

witch in cream crepon. From the instant 

Mark set gaze upon her, his was a parlous 

case. Yet he did not attempt to free him- 

self ; to him the shackles were of roses. 

Somehow he learned her name — Nora 

Stafford — and that she and her relative 

were staying at Wood's Farm, just outside 

the town. As there seemed little chance of 

obtaining a formal introduction, Mark was 

glad of the informal, if somewhat ludicrous, 

one that happened his way. It befell in 

this wise. ■

The stiff land breeze was hardly felt in 

the sheltered nook among the rocks where 

Nora and her aunt were sitting. In that 

spot it tempered not at all the hot glare of 

the noonday sun, to screen herself from 

which — ^in other words, to escape freckles ■
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and an unbecoming gipsy tint of skin — 

Koia had hoisted her sunshade. A dainty 

thing of pink it was, covered with torchon 

lace ; Mark could distinguish it unerringly 

half a mile o£^ Suddenly an impish gust 

burst round the comer, whisked the parasol 

from her grasp, and trundled it away, hoop 

fashion, jerkily over the sands into the sea. 

Handle upwards, there it wobbled on ^e 

outgoing tide, like a ruddraless Dutch hoy 

under bare poles. While her aunt vainly 

tried to hook the runaway with her um- 

brella, Nora stood helplessly looking on as 

wind and wave drifted it further and further 

away. ■

lliere are a few crises in which a man 

is clearly at advantage. Here was one. 

Hastening forward, Mark Burgess swashed 

knee-deep into tiie sea and brought the 

would-be voyager back to land. As 

tiioroughly as he could he shook the brine 

out of it, and passed it over to its owner 

with his best bow. She smiled and thanked 

him graciously — the thanks being for the 

recovery of her property, and the smile, as 

Mark half fancied, being at the grotesque 

figure he cut in saturated flannels tight- 

glued to his shrunken shanks. These were 

not the conditions under which he would 

have chosen, had choice been open, to 

appear before any lady whose esteem he 

was anxious to gain. He could not wonder 

at her laughing at him — he laughed at 

himself. ■

After this,„he did not see her for several 

days. Towards the end of the week, how- 

ever, as he was returning from his morning's 

dip by way of the inland path, he came 

across her in the hollow between the hills ; 

where the Gushet Beck chatters noisily, 

Hke a little dog with a big bark, down to 

the sea. She was seated on the bank, 

sketch-block on knee, limning the grey 

Hchen grown mill, witii its black over-shot 

wheel and the series of yeasty cascades 

beyond. Mark took heart at her gay ^ good 

morning"; it seemed so like a direct in- 

vitation to linger. At all events, reading 

that meaning inta it, he never budged from 

her side tiH she was about to return to the 

farm. Morning after morning they met in 

this dingle, with scant benefit to the 

drawing. . ■

Mark never cared to mquire too curiously 

respecting Nora's aunt. At the outset Nora 

had told him that " dear Aunt Helen found 

it such a pull over the hills," and Mark was 

quite content that it should be so. True, 

he often met her with her niece in the 

village, but on these occasions Nora merely ■

nodded her recognition and passed on. If 

anything of oddness struck Mark in her 

bearing, he comforted himself with the 

confident assurance that she had sound and 

sufficient reason for it ; as for the rest^ he 

was willing to abide her good time for an 

introduction to '*dear Aunt Helen." ■

One morning, three weeks after they had 

first foregathe^ there, Nora did not ap- 

pear at the trysting-place, and for the 

whole of that day Mark was on tenterhooks. 

His mind .teemed with despondent ques- 

tionings. Was she ill) Had she been 

suddenly recalled home 1 Would he never 

see her again 1 and so forth. He cursed 

his idiocy iti not making his confession 

earlier-^f or he had fully determined to make 

it. Of course he was aware that sncha 

proceeding would be considered injudicious, 

precipitate. He knew next to nothing 

of the girl herself, or of her parents, her 

friends, her upbringing. He had heard of 

men doing the like beforfe— fellows whom 

he had straightway voted fools. ■

Howbeit, he had small warrant for 

anxiety, since next day saw Nora in her 

customary iKoss-stuffed seat by the Beck, 

engrossed in the same sketch. Mark's face 

brightened. ■

"No, I couldn't come yesterday," she 

said, answering his first words. '^Aunt 

had one of her dreadful nerve attacks, and 

of course I could not leave her. Oh^ yes, 

she is much better to-day, thank you, or I 

should not be here now." ■

''And I should have been deprived 

of " ■

«* By-the-bye," interrupted Nora, "she 

can't understand how it is I am so long 

finishing this one little drawing; and 

really, I have been an unconscionable time 

over it." ■

" I am afraid the blame must be laid to 

my score," Mark put in tentatively. " In 

interrupting your work as I have done, Tvo 

be^n inconsiderate and selfish." ■

"Oh, no, Mr. Burgess; I don't mean 

that I've had a lazy fit on, that is alL" 

Then with a laugh, and an arch uplifting 

of her eyes, she added : " If your self- 

reproach were deserved, you. don't suppose 

I should be rude enough to say bo 9 " ■

"And if you did say it," Mark went on, 

" I should plead, in all seriousness, my utter 

inability to help myselt I have been 

drawn here by— ^" ■

" No, don't be serious," exclaimed Nora, 

her colour heightened; "I don't like 

serious people. It is ever so much nicer to 

be merely frivolous." ■
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'.^ "JBat there aie snbjeots on which a man' 

maat be serioas^-^r-oB whieh a woman would 

jiD3tl]r resent any at>ptoaQh to banter as an 

anpardoaable insidt. : Nora, yon oinnot' 

bnt know what I woold ^ay." j ■

fiesttetin^iov ^ metaait, but not 4n ex-! 

pectationiof ilrapiy^ he Jodbed down at her* 

as she' "sat there, lier hdnds tight-claspedi 

aboot her knees, her crimsoned face the! 

battle-ground of embarrassment and dis-l ■

.may* Suddenly she -sprang upright, hev 

«yes rounded with a new dread. JB'rom thej 

point' where the i upward patk pierced thd 

tree«belt. Aunt Helen was laboriously piok-| ■

. ingher way down the slope towards them. ! 

^ Oh, dear, what shall I dol " cried Nora, 

aghast *'What shall I do? Pray, go 

•now. Oh, Mc Burgess, please go now.". ■

, 1, An inauspicious disposdtion to mutiny ■

vleapt into Mack's breast, :bat. on second ■

1 thoughts he judged it wiiser to obey. ■

.fitirididg up the hill ke raised his hat as he ■

cpassed the old lady*: She stood stock-still 

in the path aHid Stared fiercely At him 

through her uplifted eye-glasses; if erer ■

.glance .was meant to blast and wither, ■

,cle4irly tiiat one Was. Although her lips 

seemed jbursting with the angry speech 

behind them, she made no other return to his ■

radift?, and Mao^, looking^^ stcaroe lessf 

sheepish .than- he felt, topped the broir o| 

the .Mil and so down into Gorebay. ■

That e VBuinghe received a letter, the first ■

.and. last haeveir had from Miss Stafford. 

Here is a sample of it : ■

■ .*^5^1feref:is no need for pretence nowj 

Yes, I can guess what you were going* to 

say; and I am deeply grieved if my -manner, 

or anyldiin^ I may have said, led: you to ■

. atqppose thab I regarded you in any othei ■

'light than that ol a new and congenial 

friend. In humdrum Gorebay one is ■

. grateful whenever the pro^>ect of a cheery 

chlit opens out before one^ and until you ■

'^arkrived' I must confess; the dulnoss of the 

place weighed me down. If my gratitude 

was so exeeasive as to be.iiable to miscon-* 

struetiom, I diame my^ell by acknowledging 

it and I ask your forgiveneto. At the same 

time I trust thai I shaU not lose a friend 

because I cl»nnot accept a lover.'' ■

More of it there was in a like strain, but 

we will pry no fttrtheu. ■

After reading it^ Marki iabstraetedly 

dangled thel letter betiween thumb and fore^ 

finger. He had not expected this; for a 

time he could not realise it • Oohstemation 

smote in upon him till it numbed his brain ; 

he waa a thing helpless, caMoua, inoapabU 

of idea. Then, like ^. xiver/in spate^ prid6 ■

-came to aid, flooding ithe sluggish current ; 

of his thought, breakii^ idipulsiTety ' 

through his l^rriefs of. sadness, burying 

his torments, bearing Mi despair awuy to* 

oblivion, surging, bubbling in angec Aj^r, 

too, against hims^t Bqe^d I And by . 

whom 1 Forsooth, by the fijippant daugjiter 

of. some shop-keeper or farmer, of thei 

Midlands— ^&om whieh elMs and quaHer the 

Gorebay di^nt^e was almost wholly drawn. 1 

Faugh! He had demeaned himself-^was , 

still further demeamng himself hy allowing ' 

his mind to dwell ilpOn the paltry aubter-, 

liigfis contained, in the letter. He would 

forget both it and her. In that resolve,! 

Mark da vigelyi crashed the scribble in hisj 

fiat and tossed it iQt<» the fire-blaze. 

, '^I've been ia Infatuated fool," he 

muttered hoarsely. ^'Fit sport for the; 

6apripe of a heartiest woman.!' ■

:Ih the inorning hb quitted Gorebay for; 

good. The keal itr^in went no further' 

than Woldto Junction, where Matk put. 

himself fretfullj^tof pacing tile, narrofv plat-, 

iorm till the London expi^BsS was due.' 

before he had doubled the.sfoticm's len^h 

he xeceived a hearty thwack between the' 

shoulder-blades. . : -" : ■

" Burgess?— for a bov^," and a dapper 

young foUov thrust Out his hand. . *'I 

thought I couldn't mistake that nOble form, 

aithottgh it's years since I last oaat eyes en 

it. Giang up to town^ eh? Wish I was^^ 

too. But. duty calls me the othoc way — i 

to a little, poking^ 'gloonJy hole iwentjr 

miles off csdled GOrebay.'^ i . ■

" Duty, Haydon— and at (Srarebay 1 " aaid 

Mark enquiringly. ■

**Ye8, my fiancee is stajing there with? 

some relatives," replied Hiydon* ** You 

perhaps didn't know that I am to be marritd 

in October r? ■

''Under thosd ciiQumstances, of eourae, 

G<>rebay wont be diiU to' you." ■

" Well, I'd rftthear be in London. Thi« 

journey has beetn forced upon, me, as it. 

were, l^ora-^that's Miss Stafford's name — 

wrote to me y(9ste]fday« saying that some 

fellow or other would persist in pestering; 

her with his attentlone-^there are eads of 

that sort, you know— ^nd asking bm to 

come down and xid her of the annoysuieeM 

It's a deuced unpleasant job," and litftl^ 

Haydonfingered hismouetaoheeompkoently^ 

*' but I suppose I shall have to punch tha 

fellow's head if he doesn't dear offl" '• ■

As he looked down at his companion, 

the faintest smUe hovered about the oomers 

of Mark's mouth, but it left his faoe palec 

and more sternly cut. ^ ■
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" I hope it won't c(»Be to the punehiog 

oiheadB," he said quietly, t, . ■ . ■

"People of that kidney tinderstand no 

oth^ khid of aigumait," responded Hay^ 

don. **Bj the way, I hear you are not 

going back to th^i benighted legiori wher^ 

yon haT« been hidden for the ksi year oi 

two, bnl are to be stationed permanently in 

Londcm. If that is so, I ahall Ihave the 

pleasure of making li'ora known; to you." ■

'' Your . informant was in erxot" said 

Mark quickly. " I am going back. . There 

are friendships and associations connected 

with Geoigetown that I would not willingly 

lose." ■

''Even at the risk of a second dose of 

feyerf" queried Haydon, arching his eye-. 

brows. "Well, there's no accounting for 

tastes. But here tomes my train. Good; 

morning^ old chap, good morning. No 

doubt I diall see you Again before you leavei 

England." ■

Mark turned away with firm^-fixed lips. 

. " Perhaps you will," he muttered, "but 

I think it^ hardly likely." . ■

' ■ ' . ' — •" — I ■ ' ' r-^ ■

AVIGNON. ■

IN TWO PARTS. PART I. ■

FmsT impressions of places and people 

are far from trustworthy. Otherwise I 

should have condemned this famous, old 

city of the Popes out of hand on a couplet 

of hours' acquaintance. ■

I travelled to it from Marseilles late in^ 

the day, in fact by a returning market, 

kain. The plump, russet-cheeked peasantry 

who packed themselves and their baskets 

about me so that I was fain to gasp fori 

breath, chattered as such people do after &' 

day's visit to a eapitaL lliey also smoked, 

— at least the men. did. It was a 

peetahntial and tumultuous experience. 

Even fbe poultry^^alive — in the baskets! 

upon my nei^bours' h^ did not oaie^orl 

it . Zhey added, to the Babel by crowing! 

Ja .«' half^aBp^yxiated manner, and by 

perittdical fundus attempts to burst their^ 

bonda -n ; ■

. Ittwiui-aiwild sort of evening^^for the 

SDutbyi very wild. . Whenever the train 

fitc^pedf fthe xoac.of the wind outvoicedl 

even these hearty tongues of Provence. | 

At times, tGN>,>il^rain» dashed against^ the i 

windows as if it meant to get at us. I 

Through the dimmed glass I could se^the^ 

Innezeal eypreases of the land nodding and 

scraping before the storm. They plant, 

these sombre objects along the railway for 

miles. . They act ak a. barrier . between^ ,^e ■

rolling stock and t^e terriUe north wind. ' 

It is quite conceivable that but for the 

cypresses the force of this north wind, or. 

mistral, would bodily overturn a train, now [ 

and then. > . ■

A loquacious old person with a stomach 

much too large for an ordinary railway I 

carriage — and especially a Fr^ch^ one,j 

which leaves less passage room ihafn ours^- . 

sOon coaxed me into conversation. f ■

*' Monsieur does very wrong," he had Uie 

goodness to say at the lop of hi9 v6ice, "inj 

thinking to pMs the night, at Avignon.. 

There is nothmg in Avignon to • attract 

monsieur. The : hotels are horribly pro- : 

vinciaL If monsieur will be advised by 

me, he will leave the train at^ Aries. L] 

myself live at Aries, and so I have the, 

honour to know." ■

As politely as possible, I told the old 

fellpw that I did not so very much mind if . 

the: hotels were provincial. I wished toj 

trifle with historical and romantic Avignon, ; 

not with the jiotel larder. But my oounsellor 

was obdurate. i ■

: Indeed, when at length we stopped at; 

his native place he took it for granted th&t } 

I had yielded to his persuasions. » ■

**1 myself," he said, with a noble bow, i 

" shall have the honour to conduct you to i 

the best hotel in Aries, t am t known to \ 

the proprietor, and a word from me— ^you | 

understand." ; ■

He -was exceedingly obstinate, in short, j 

I told him my ticket was for Avignon, and i 

ithat both my luggage and I meant to: 

proceed thither. He. said that was only a j 

d^ail, and without delay called an official ; 

to (Confirm him in his beUef t^at my ticket - 

would be availaUe for continuing the, 

journey the next day. ; ■

I lieally esqpeoted that bcltween them, 

these two impetuous persons of Provence — 

ioc the official was as consideAite of me as ' 

rthe> other-^-^ould take me by the leg and 

carnr me off as a trophy to the "best hotel 

in Aries.** ■

Bat they lost patience «t length*— a thing 

I had done long liefore. ■

"Monsieur must, I suppose, do as he 

desires," the old gentleman said with a 

shrugas the train wlnstled ; "but it isa 

pity, for the hotel in Avignon, as I have 

said- — '^ ■

• I wished him *'good night," and sat 

down at my ease again. ■

An hour lat^r I passed under Avignon's- 

inediseval walls — ^in pouring rain — and 

.entered the H4teL Crillon. The walls ex- 

cited my estetoi in s^te oi the rain. I ■
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did not regret having persisted in my 

obstinacy. ■

The old fellow was right, however, about 

the hotels, if that of Crillon is a fair 

sample of Avignon's accommodation for 

travellers. It was {acturesquely grimy, 

and the waiter did not even apologise for 

the miserable pretence at a sapper which 

he pat before me. ■

Afterwards I crossed the road to the 

most assuming of the adjacent caf^a to 

enjoy a cigar. I enjoyed a surprising 

spectacle of juvenile idiocy as welL There 

were a dozen lads in the room trying who 

could get tipsy the soonest They drank 

glass idfter glass of ale and smoked large 

cigars. The proprietor of the place stood 

with his hands on his paunch, laughing till 

he cried at their proceedings. But the 

youngsters soon passed from the noisy to 

the incapable stage. Half of them dropped 

their heads into their hands. Two or three 

lurched off, the proprietor kindly holding 

the door for them and patting them on the 

backs. ■

This same excellent person came after- 

wards to me with the genial remark : ■

"That's life for you!" ■

He did not, however, seem well j^eased 

when I replied without circumlocution : ■

" Yes ; the life of a pig." ■

It was still raining with fiendish energy 

when I recrossed the road, and withdrew 

up the ill-smelling stairs of my hotel to my 

catafalque of a b^ ■

So far Avignon had not made a bright 

mark on my mind, though I had learnt 

that a cup of coffee and a liqueur glass of 

fine cognac costs in it but thirty cents, or 

threepence. I anticipated the morrow 

somewhat keenly. ■

Bat alas 1 the morning opened in the 

maddest of moods, with a rattling mistral 

and rain. I was clearly doomed to see 

Avignon at its worst as far as the weather 

was concerned. And when it behoved 

me to face the wind in the Rue de la 

R^publique— which runs due north and 

south — I needed no commentary on the 

vigour of this notorious infliction. Very 

early in Avignon's history, the Emperor 

Augustus is said to have erected here a 

temple to the wind. One may be excused 

for wondering what sort of worship the 

priests of this queer cult tendered to so 

brutal a divinity. ■

Still, having resigned myself to my un- 

fortunate weather experiences, I tried my 

best to forget the raging storm, the rolling 

black cloudB low overhec^ and the furious ■

rain which descended as if it meant to 

expunge the weaker parts of this old city of 

the Popes. ■

There is much to see in Avighon. A 

conscientious tourist may run through the 

gamut of its leading sights in half a week 

— with a proper regard for them — ^but I had 

only two days at my disposal It seemed 

to me that I could afford therefore to be 

reckless, and take things as they came, 

rather than attempt to inspect the oily 

categorically. ■

Accordingly, having walked up Republic 

Street's entire length, and found myself 

near the cathedral, I entered it, I had 

paused for a moment or two by '* Brave 

Crillon's " statue. Crillon was one of Henry 

of Navarre's valorous warriors. The King 

thought well of him. " Brave Cnllcm," his 

Majesty once wrote to him, " you know bow 

I loved you when I was King of Navane ; 

how I esteemed and valued you. Now that 

I am Kiag (of France) I think no less of 

you, and honour you as much as any gentle- 

man in my realm, and entreat you to believe 

it. Wherefore, brave Crillon, God have 

you in His holy keeping. — Henry." That 

is a letter any man might have been proud 

to receive from such a monarch; and 

Avignon is naturally proud of the honour 

thus done to one of her children. ■

I expected great things from a church 

whence seven Popes in succession sent 

forth blessings and excommunications 

to have effect throughout the whole 

of the Catholic world. If not a rival 

of St. Peter's of Rome, it ought, I fancied, 

to come a good second to it in magnificence 

and general impressiveness. ■

What an illusion, to be sure 1 ■

Its fagade is barely striking, and its 

interior is dark and gloomy as a tomb. 

There were names scrawled about its exterior 

walls, on the statuary, and elsewhere ; and 

for a moment or two ere pushing its portal 

I tarried in shelter with two little school- 

boys in blue smock frocks, who hummed a 

profane air— here, in one of the spots of the 

most august memories in Christen dom , 

Workmen were hammering and singpng up 

above on the tower, which bean a mammoth 

figure of the Virgin for a finial, in the teeth 

of the wind and the rain. And the Calyaiy 

in front of the porch dripped water from all 

its angles most dismally. ■

But though it was thus forlorn outside, it 

was worse within. A couple of clergy were 

mumbling a mass. There was no oon- 

gregation save an old woman, over whoae 

1^ I stumbled in the darimess. Nor ■
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was even she a volontary attendant. 

She was the prop of one of the clergy — an 

aged eanon, weak and blind. I have seen 

few moie affecting sights than the one which 

Ayignon's cathedral — ^a church said to have 

beeii conseciated in Anno Domini 799 by 

the Tiaible hand of Jesus Christ — afforded 

me 'when this morning mass was ended. 

The old canon sat in his chair and turned 

his blind eyes this way and that expectantly. 

Then the woman approached him, and 

slowly led him across the nave — he bowed 

his old bead mechanically to the altar — and 

out by a little door. It was as pathetic a 

spectacle, m its way, as that of the white 

marUe throne on which five hundred years 

ago the Popes sat and felt their dignity. ■

Until Uie mass was over, I leaned 

against the wall by a chapel, and gazed 

£ndj at a stained glass window. On this 

window the figures of a Pope and a Queen 

were represented, face to face : the former 

with a bag of money in his hand, the latter 

with a deed of conveyance. The super^ 

seription was as follows: ''His Holiness, 

Clement the Sixth, buys from the Queen 

Jeanne of Provence the town of Avignon." 

What a fiction it is ! The real history of 

the transaction is quite different. Her 

Majesty Jeanne — a mere girl of twenty — 

diftlilring her husband, had him assassinated. 

She loved Louis of Tarentum, her accom- 

j^ice in this murder, and wished to marry 

him. To gain her ends she visited Avignon. 

Eight Cardinals met her and escorted her 

muier a canopy of cloth of gold through the 

town. In due course the Pope absolved her 

from her crime, and gave her the necessary 

dispensation to marry a man under such a 

Imd. And in exchange Avignon became a 

Papal property. True, a sum of eighty 

thousand florins was mentioned as a matter 

of form, but it was never paid. ■

The church is more like a crypt than any- 

thing else. The faint light winch stole from 

its lantern windows showed the spoiled 

frescoes there and elsewhere. I felt rather 

than realised that I was among tombs 

gpbre. Crillon lies here. "Keaider, his- 

toiy will tell you more of him," says his 

ejntaph in conclusion. Of the hundred and 

fifty Cardinals and Prelates buried in the 

ehmrch, one does not crave any particular 

mformation. ■

The sacristan, who took me in hand when 

the ecclesiastics had departed, had an easy 

ttsk. ■

" The darkness is a feature 1 " he said. 

Hid would fain have had me stand in the 

auddle of the nave and exclaim about it. ■

Then he showed me the two tombs of 

John the Twenty-second and Benedict the 

Twelfth; both interesting specimens of 

Gothic work, though in their present state 

and situation scarcely so convincing as they 

are commonly thought to be. The ruffians 

of the Bevolution have shorn them of much 

of their glory, and initialists have for a 

century or so paid their full homage to the 

marble of the twenty-second John. ■

Originally both Uiese monuments were 

elsewhere. The one annoyed the canons 

and the other incommoded the members of 

a brotherhood of tailors. The will of the 

canons and the tailors was powerful enough 

to alter the work of the Popes. ■

My sacristan did not offer to interpret 

for me the dying frescoes. He gesticulated 

to imply that grief for the inevitable is 

futile, and mentioned the vestments. These 

stiff and gorgeous objects of silk and gold and 

silver embroidery he lifted out of their 

presses for me one by one. I had, however, 

seen finer work in meaner jdaces than 

Avignon. It was not to be expected that 

wh§n the Popes returned to Some they 

would leave many of their portable treasures 

behind them. ■

Ere departing from the cathedral — which 

by the way is said to have been founded by 

Saint Martha in honour of " the still-living 

Virgin " — 1 climbed the tower of the belfry. 

The place was ajar with the echoing and 

reverberation of hammers and the shouts of 

gay-hearted artisans. It was also extremely 

dusty, thanks to the disturbed masonry. 

View I had next to none. The mistral still 

raged. Inky clouds ruled over Provence, 

and the Ehone looked like a black score 

across a melancholy landscape. The few 

citizens of Avignon to be seen in the square 

below were cloaked to the eyebrows. ■

I had thought, in my ignorance, to have 

seen some memorial of Petrarch and Laura 

de Sade in Avignon's cathedral. But 

Petrarch's place is nothere^ where his heart 

was not) except while Laura lived. In his 

<< Epistle to Posterity," he tells us only too 

plainly why he liked not the town. " We 

dwelt in a town called Avignon, where the 

Roman Pontiff holds the Church of Jqsus 

Christ in shameful exUe. It was here, on 

the banks of a river exposed to the most 

impetuous of winds, that I spent my child- 

hood with my parents, and afterwa^s my 

youth, devoted to the foolish errors of that 

time of life." But it was here also that on 

the Monday in Holy Week, 1327, at six 

o'clock in the morning, he saw Laura's face 

for the first time. He has made that face ■
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as deatM6to< as the memdry of his distaste 

for Avi^on apart from her. ■

Petmrehlies in Borne, As for Laum, 

' her bo^es are now' one knows not where. 

^When Arttiur Young travelled in France 

before the Bevolution, he saw her resting- 

place in the Chnreh of the Cordeliers. It 

was^ he' teib us, ** nothing hut a stone in 

the pavement, with a figure engraven on it, 

partly effaced, surrounded by an inscription 

;in Gothic letters, and another in the wall 

adjoining, lirith the armorial of the family 

of Sad^:" Whatever it was, it has now 

disappeared, with the church itself. They 

had not much respect for such sentimental 

trifles during the last decade of the eigh- 

teenth century, when a Temple of Beason 

was established here in Avignon as Well as 

;in Paris. ■

By the way, what Would not one of 6ui« 

)latter-day journalists hate given to have 

!b6en with Francis the First of France when 

Ihe' paid his tribute of regard < to Laura's 

rmemory t This monarch was not content to 

isoe her tombstone. He had her e^&umed, and 

Contemplated her very bones. With htst 

jbody they found a leaden casket, contain- 

ing some of Petrarch's verses; and it is 

said' that the cultured monarch had the 

impudence to tack some lines of his own to 

^hose of Petrarch. It surely was impudence, 

«Yen though the s^timent of the Boyal 

tPrince was^f its kind both good and true. 

i From the cathedral I proceeded to the 

iadjbining rock, which was thci site of the 

iearliest settlement here, and for dwhfle 

Sheltered under the noble stOne pines,' which 

brow so magftifioently even on So elevat^ed 

bnd exposed a site. According to certain 

professors in derivations^ this rook- glv^s 

Avignon its name: from the Greek 

^' Aouenion," lord of the waters. One ^an 

well understand it; - ■

i Even on this most coinfortless of dayd 

t tasted scmiething of the far-extt^nding 

banoratna of land and water to be had ^nhu 

the rock. The Rhone flows at ite - base ; 

beyond is the Durance. No ^mote con- 

venient perch could have beentfound in all 

Bhone's course for levymg tribute on passing 

boats. AcfAss the river is Yilleneuve, a 

mass of mediddval towers. Between the 

t;w<o fortresses navigators might expect a 

#orry time of it^ unless they had conciliated 

ihe lords- of the land. ■

. It is a superb standpoint* One may 

dabble in historicid reverie all the day on 

such a spot. - ■

The Bridge of St. B^n^zet below is a 

reBe such as we have few of in England. ■

There are but three lull arches left to it^ 

With the cbapel of St iNleolasstill Stainding 

\>n the fitsi buttress ftom the land^ -It 

gates' from th^ twelfth eentuty, and is the 

Work of one^dE'ihose bridfle-btdlding con- 

fraternities abbut which M. Jussetand, in 

his <^ English Wayfaring Me indie Hiddle 

Ages," has toM us so much. The name 

B^n^zet perpetuates Uiehead of thebfoth^p- 

hood. - > . . ■

However, the more romantic p6{>ulaee 

prefer not to accept this rational account of 

the origin of the famous bridge. They have 

designed a legend which has superior points 

in it. Acccxrding to the legend, Ben^et 

was a young shepherd, who one day, whale 

tending his i^eep, heard the divine voice 

thrice bidding him go to Avignon and 

build A bridge over the Bhone. '^ What 

will bec6me of my Hock in that cs^b&V* hb 

^nqmred. ''*It shall be looked after," 

replied the voice, '^ and as for you, ^hat 

you shall do will be' told you and mcmey 

shall not' be wanting.^ From his sheep 

young B4n^zet went boldly into Avignon, 

and there found the Bishop preaching a 

sermon to his congregation. He did not 

he^tate. He stepped into their midst — 

doubtless to the Bishop^s dissatisfaction — 

and exclaimed: "Listen, «11 of you. My 

Lord Jesus Christ sebds me to make a 

bridge over the Bhone.^ As an analogous 

caHe, one may suppose a simple young 

collier nowadays forcing his way* into 

Parliament, while the House of Commons 

is sitting, and crying out that he has a 

divine commission to bridge the English 

Channel. Naturally,' the Bishop resented 

the lad's interference with his sermon. In 

fact poor BeHiSzet was condemned there and 

then to be chastised. But he repeated to 

his Custodian the words he had cried in 

church. '* What ! you ! % mere shepherd I " 

retorted tho other. "When no King, not 

even great Charlemagne himself has dared 

to attempt it 1 'Well, you shall have a trial 

before being punished* Do yoii seer this 

stone 1 If you can lift it I will believe 

that God semis you here." The lad was to be 

put to the proof before the Bishop* and the 

peoplck It seemed 'a hopeless business, 

howevto, as the stone was thirte^ feet long, 

seven Inoad, "and proportic^ably thick. But 

B6n^zet shouldered it as if it had been a 

besom, and, followed by the astonished 

Bishop, the civil authorities, and M the 

people, he carried it to the riverside, and set 

it down with the remark : •* It will do for 

the foundation." No wonder that money 

enough was now speedily forthcoming, ihkt ■
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the bridge was, built, mi that she ahephe|(l 

lad wae eventually eanpausecL ■

'^^^(dieyer ac(K)unt of AvignonVJhridgc^'a 

0DgiA[ we accept it, k impostiblei tt^j to 

admirMbe bridge itself aa it ivae centuriea. 

agow 1 Ttie miasing jtfohea masr r^dil|rb$i 

fiuf^Uedf by the imagination, And tibia 

whole carried aeiped the itver--->4nore tban^ 

half acfotte uiileng(ji. ■

The3^o»e bus 4QBe damage enough to 

Avignon at one time and an6ther. It haa 

wrecked the bridge utterly. Bat one mny 

"be gzat«i(al[to it tbat it has ,ap9^ed; tbe 

fragment of it that remains. ■

Th0r0(Ue^u( of course no lo;)ger ^high- 

way. ltb» Bridge o^ St. B^n^zet haa been 

superseded. But pious Avignon rismembers 

the founded on.fm annual Ut» day in July. 

Ben^t^s ]jemaip8-^-or at least, ^. part /of 

th^n-^bave . be«n transferred, from the 

Httle chapel against whose base Bbono'a 

waters are etetn^Uy chafing .with a^song of 

menace more or less loud, to the . church 

of St Didiet^in theheart of thQ town. . ■

HARRIED TO OttD&R. ■

A ROMAHCB of liiODBIlM DiAYS. 

Br SSMfi STUABT; ■

Iff CfreifsiiMt" ttc*t etc. ■

GHAPTQB UII. BBOKBN-HBARTSD. , ■

It was a long drive to, Meretown from 

the Bothery Valley^ The .lake must be 

headed, then tho ground slowly ascended 

till a emaller sheet of water was reached, in 

which steep hills bathed, their feet, while 

above them eagles sailed slowly* When 

the road at last reached the summit of the 

pass the view was vety glorious, and one 

could look back and catch sight of .the 

trees in. the valley, and take a last look at 

the^tteistog waters ol tlw lake. ■

The tray^de inn offered rest and, refresh- 

menti «uch as it^^, tpt man and beast, 

before traveller^ started^ on: the long drive 

down into Meretown. l . . ■

• fji "m^r^Umi Okbcom; and xiot one of th^ 

,new^r<][om9,: who bad received v,ery early 

orders -to bring round the trap for Mn 

Bethi^e so that be might catch the morn- 

,ing kiUQ^ Eorsterfs biggage confflsted of one 

,sq^ portmanteau, and as he came out of 

the Palace hastily carrying it himself and 

fiwkf^ it. in the trap, Jim Oldoom noticed 

;hew ill the gentleman looked ; further, he 

saw that wh^n he took his place beside him 

no Qiie.]Qame out to bid him goodrbye, and 

that he himself said not a woM.; ■

Oldcom was not ^ab .^ bi^^k the silenoe 

easily, so hm .ii^a ..ivisAei Iftw^.^ibfit bo 

^oted tha^ Mr. Bethun^ onlji ipnto . looked : 

back at the Bakme, and .thai > Wait not till 

he reached the^inn (it the iop of tho pass., ^ 

^e stood then on the ridge and, tef i^nuEig iS0 1> 

go indoors, r^ainedi{^tioiA98s in the ii:atw 

morning air, .|;azing eastward to where, 

tjhe sun wf« slowly irising fcomjai.b^nkof 

grey clouds. . . . >i ■

Forster^s face was so mtu^b changed, in : 

lihe few hours that had elapsed since .Ms j. 

intcirview. with Fenelop^,. that his fiietids 

would hardly have recognised {himfe> Be 

looked at things, around him as if. he /did 

not see them. He was only eonsdi)oi:tij:<of. 

one ' things Philip's faqe, and he fttUy 

ui;Lderstood only thro9 words, ^^ Philip was 

murdered.'' Then he realised that be was 

tied and bound to this scf^ret for the. rest of 

hia life. The old manWM mad,jof course. 

1^0 one could convict bim» Pud, il life were 

known, he would merely be^ pUced in a, 

madhouse ; but how oould rhe, iForatea: 

Bethune, procbim this thitgt Peki^lope 

had told him, «nd the man who had doiie 

it was her father. He could only .fly^ fly' 

far aw%y from the Eo^hery glen, but even < 

$ight could not kill memory« Who was in 

truth Philip's murderer if not himself t 

Who should be giv^ up to justice if not 

he, who bad brought this about, indirect^^ 

perhaps, but not less surely 1 Why had he . 

ever fled from his duty to come back; to 

England, to this fatal valley of the Botheiy, 

and to-1- — ^ ■

.He was Philip's murderer, and yet he, 

might not proclaim it. ■

He; auddenly roused himself eiiough to 

know that he was looking out toW)ards the 

Bothery trees, and it aeemed^^though it 

really was impossible — that he^sould, from 

^^here he stood, hear i^e roar of the hateful . 

stream, whiddi was the only dirge Philip . 

would ever have sung^ over him. ■

As Forster (^K)od there with folded anns 

all the history of the past two years 

unrolled itself dowly before, his eyes. 

Where were ' his great aims^ tfwhat* had 

become of his nobla ambition 1 Where 

was the Forster who could proclaim peace 

^nd goodwill ^to 'hi^ hsethren, and tell 

them there • was iH noble life to be lived 

even in thia world? Where was the 

enthusiasm and the joy in, his belief? 

Was it gone? Had his sin blotted it all . 

out? . ■

Here, however, Jim Oldcom broke in 

upon his thoughts. ■

"It'a Jenny Mason as haa^been tellin' ■
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a varra quear ghoast tale. Last night it 

cum farder and fa^der doon the road, and 

Jenny's hair grew stiffer an' stiffer, and her 

tang drier an' drier. She was fairly flaysum^ 

and her knees wer* rattlin' tagiddar like a 

mill hopper." ■

** A ghost — whose ghost 1 " asked Forster, 

as if he believed in appciritions. ■

** She didn't ken what ta duat nor whose 

ghoast it wer*. Sumtimes it appear't an' 

smntimes yanish't ; his face was as white as 

a doot." ■

*' Foolish tales, Jim; the spirits of the 

departed can be near without being seen." ■

" Wall — if ye was to see one, sir, it wud 

knock the life out of ye as wid live 

herrings ; we aw laff till our toime comes." ■

" We must hurry forward," said Forster, 

getting into the trap. ■

*'Yes, sir, sartin sure. I told Jeanie 

there not to be fiaysum aboot ghoasts. 

Women be fearful creatures, so aw told her, 

and says I, 'Jeanie, ah doot thoo'U be 

takkin ta the heels if thoo even sees a 

fla-cro' in a field i' tatie time." ■

Then the two relapsed into silence, and 

the only sounds heard w^e those of the 

wheels and the horse's hoofs upon the road. ■

Very slowly Forster was resolving that 

he could not go home. He could not face 

all those dear ones, who believed in him 

and who loved him — so unworthy to be 

loved. No, he would go straight to the 

settlement, and there he would try to 

expiate his crime. There he might lead 

the life of an anchorite of old, not in 

literal solitude, but in the solitude which 

to him would be worse — the solitude of the 

soul which has fallen from its high estate. ■

He must go to London, and there he 

could find out all particulars and get a few 

necessary things, and then he would say 

good-bye to all that made life beautiful: 

the love of home, and the society and 

friendship of his equals. ■

This was the resolve that shaped itself in 

his mind as the carriage drove over those 

long, dreary miles with only the wild hills 

aroimd, seeming to reproach the man who 

was flying ftom himself and from his own 

treachery. ■

At last^ after what seemed to him long 

ages, the station came in sights a little 

mountain station which tourists enlivened 

in summer weather, but which was now 

deserted and sad. ■

"Ye'U be cumin' back soon, sir," said 

Jim Oldcom with a smile. '*The poor 

young master wud be for ye to stop rayder 

langer with us if he wur alive ; hooiver he ■

died he wur a good man. It's noah use 

mooming fur the dead, it's mooming fur the 

heedstrong, loike our King, as we shud be ; 

he's gud for nowt at aw, but he was oalas a 

one to hoald his own. Gud day, sir, 

and aw's sartin sure ye'll cum agin. The 

Princess will nivver see neahboddy like 

yursel' that will be suitin' of her." ■

" Good-bye, Jim Oldcom. I shall never 

come back. You must tell the Princess 

that— that " ■

The train was coming, there was no 

more time, and forster could only just end 

his sentence. ■

"TeU her, Oldcom, that I said, 'God 

bless her, and good-bye,' for I shall never 

see her again." ■

"Ah'U tell her iveiything. Ah'll keep 

nowt back," said Oldcom, and then he 

shook his head, and as he turned the horse's 

head he thought to himself : ■

" He looks as if he wur keepit sum'at 

to hissel'." ■

Then with one more shake of his head, 

Jim Oldcom began his return journey, 

pondering upon many things. ■

Dora Bethune had once more begun her 

life of active occupation for the good of 

others. It was expected of her, and habit 

is powerful So she helped her mother to 

answer notes, and she looked out references 

which her father needed. She went on 

errands to the village and she helped Adela 

with her classes. It was all very prosaic, 

but also very soothing to her troubled 

mind. Mr. De Lucy and his sister were 

still at the vicarage, and it was curious how 

often she met him and how constantly they 

came up to the Castle. Dora was too much 

preoccupied to quarrel, and she was now so 

meek that there was no ** getting a rise out 

of her," as De Lucy expressed it. Evi- 

dently something was very much the matter 

with her, and he wondered what it was 

that had so suddenly changed the merry 

girl into a thoughtful woman. ■

Mr. De Lucy was soon going to leave the 

vicarage for his usual winter tramp on the 

Continent, but this year he was reluctant 

to start. He had begun to realise too 

clearly that his sister invariably echoed 

his sentiments. She was very unlike Dora 

Bethune, who always gave him new ideaa 

What could be the matter with her ) ■

In the meanwhile he gave her silent 

sympathy. He was the only one who 

could see that she was suffering ; the others 

only laughed if he hinted that Dora 

out of spirits. ■
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She had heen, they said, rather over- tired 

witii niining Forster, and the long journey 

hid wearied her, that was all ; certainly 

she was as active as ever, and it was such 

a comfort to have her at home again. ■

He was walking down the village street 

one day, hoping Uiat he might meet her, 

n^en he was agreeably surprised by seeing 

the flutter of her dress down a copse walk. 

The postman had just gone by towards the 

Castle, otherwise the road was solitary. ■

He also turned into the copse and followed 

Dora, pretending to himself that this was 

the road he had always intended to take. 

Suddenly he saw the girl seated on a fallen 

tnmk. Her lithe figure was bent forward 

and she was sobbing as if her heart would 

break. ■

De Lucy was utterly taken off his guard. 

To see Dora in tears was a sight too strange 

to be borne with equanimity. ■

''Miss Dora — Miss Dora," he said, 

approaching her and sitting down close 

beside her, *'what is the matter 1 I see 

you have a letter. Is anything the 

matter with your brother 1 Is he ill) 

Please tell me. Don't you know I — I am 

much distressed to see you cry." ■

Dora was far too wretched to mind at all 

what Mr. De Lucy felt, but nevertheless 

die was grateful for his sympathy. ■

She lifted her tear-stained face. ■

"Don't say anything about it, I mean 

don't say that you saw me crying. Yes, it 

is about Forster. Something dreadful has 

happened. He — he — oh ! he tells me not 

to tell any one till to-morrow evening, but I 

must — I must." ■

"Tell me, I'm as good as no one." ■

" Yes — ^but you must promise not to say 

anything about it." ■

"Of course I won't, I'm not a " ■

"Forgive me, but you don't know what 

it is to feel very, very miserable, and not to 

be able to show it. Forster says that^— that 

he is going to Africa." ■

"I thought he always intended to do 

»." ■

"Yes, he meant to go some day, but he 

18 going to-morrow, and — and without 

eoming home first. Oh, Forster — Forster 1" ■

" Perhaps it is because some of his scamps 

have got into trouble that he must go at 

once. It does not take long, Miss Dora, in 

these days to get to the Cape." ■

Dota stood up and looked at her com- 

panion. She did not seem to notice him, 

hot appeared to be gazing at something 

before her which horrified- her. There was 

an expression on her face which made De ■

Lucy feel sure that she was not making too 

much of an imaginary evil. ■

" I know that one can get back eamly — 

I know it. But— *but Forster says that he 

will never come back, never." ■

" But why— why 1 " said De Lucy, uttwly 

puzzled. ■

"I don't know — quite exactly, no — I 

don't know. I think that the death of 

Philip Winskell has Oh ! it is dreadful." ■

" Tomorrow I and you are not to tell ! " ■

" No, but I must see him. Oh, you can 

help me if you will, Mr. De Lucy." ■

"Of course I wUL" ■

*'Then ask me to stay at the vicarage, 

and I can go to Southampton to see him 

just once more." ■

*' Of course I will, but " ■

Poor De Lucy felt utterly nonplussed. 

What about propriety and a chaperon 9 Of 

course the Bethunes would not allow it. 

Then he rose to the occasion. ■

" Oh, I know ; there's Mrs. Grant, our 

great-aunt, who is coming for the day, she 

can stay the night. She is a lady of seventy, 

but a wonderful musician, at least she used 

to be, and you axe fond of music. I'll 

telegraph ; let me go and arrange everything, 

and let me see, you must take the eight 

o'clock train to-morrow. Everybody will be 

in bed ; you can go alone, and I'll meet you 

to-morrow and take you home. Wait here 

till I come back if you are not cold." ■

''Oh! you are good," she said, and sat 

down to read her lettOT over and over again. 

It was short, and told her little, but between 

the lines she read very much. ■

The little tender was just going to start 

to take the friends and passengers to the 

"Teuton," now lying some waiy down 

the river in the Southampton Water. It 

was her last trip, and it would bring back 

the Mends of the travellers who had not 

yet left the deck. Dora had only come 

just in time, and she hurried forward, 

explaining her errand to the officials. ■

" All rights miss ; make haste, just o£f." 

Dora stood on the little puffing steamer, 

but her eyes could take in none of the 

beauty of the scene. She had only one 

thought^ one idea — that she must see Forster, 

and must know that— * She could not end 

the sentence. ■

No one greeted Dora, as she hurried 

on board' bewildered by the busy scene. 

Her eye sought her brother everywhere. 

Oh! she had so little time; where' could 

he be ) She asked one official, who politely 

told her to look round for heradf, the ■
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gentleman waa sore to' be on deck. Dora 

looked round and hurried backward and 

f orwlod, blit bhiB could not see him. Was 

it all a myth 1 Was his letter the result 

of fever 1 Then she went bekw. Here 

th^re were Very lew people, and passing 

along the narrow passage by the cabins 

she tttarehed everywhere. Suddenly she 

saw Forstisr leaning over the side of the 

ship away from all the bustle and excite- 

ment His back was turned to her, but 

with <me cry of " Forster I " she was by 

his side, her arms were round his neck, 

and her tears were falling on him. ■

"Oh, FoHlter, I have found you. Come 

away, come back home. I have so: few 

minutes. I thought I hild missed you 

altogether. T^ltme, what does it all mean ? 

You will break my heart" ■

Thd tall, strong man was entirely over- 

come by this unexpected meeting. ■

"My little Dora, my Jittle sister, you 

here! You-:-you— -<di, child! you were 

right, you said— — '' ■

"But, Forster, nevet mind the past, come 

back home." ■

" Hush ! listen, Dora ; you know that 

ypu all believed in me^ you all loved me ; 

that must be all over, but I. can't tell them 

so. Some day, perhaps, I shall write and 

explain, but not yet You must say noUiing. 

This is our last meeting, .DoiBi I will tell 

my mother that I have .nij^ent business. 

Child, your brotiier is, is^^^^^-r I caiised 

Philip's death. I di4 it indirectly, bnt*^ 

it was my laylt, I did it» and I am going 

to learn — to learn— ^**-" ■

He broke off, his own agony was not 

t6.bi» easily ntaster^d, but Dkm could not— 

would not understand. ■

" You/l Oh, no, Forster ! not you 1" ■

" Ytm remembear*— it was you, Dora, who 

said> ' Load: tia not into temptation.' I 

went straight into it I was not Ood* 

forsaken, : but in saving me He showkl 

n;ie what my, sin was. Therp is nothing 

but lifelong penance possible for me, and 

I jam going to— to— see if God will for- 

give me, a, sinner." ■

I There was a whiistle heard; it was the ■

tender announdng its departure. ■

. " ForstiNr, Forster, you must not go. Yoii ■

I -f-your'i — " But he gently released him- ■

: self and almost carried her to the tender. . ■

j ^^Gk>od-^bye, my MttleBoia, my comforter. ■

Pray &r.me« Grod will hear youi," ■

CHAPTEB LIV. B£UI^8ATI0N. ■

Ome morning Penelope Winskell awoke 

to a naw exietenoe, Sinoe .Forstmr'a de- ■

parture she had not been able to lAeaSure 

time. Life had seemed to be like cornet 

v^t, dreary desert, devoid of Jatd-maAjt,- 

in which she was, forced to walk on and gH 

without any conscioils aim or hope.: ■

Gradually her. sensationis became less 

vague^ She began to leel that there were 

some resting-places ait which she might 

halt She at lastbecune oonscioua that 

she was weighed down by an bv^whelming 

oppression-— the oppression of a crime. 

The unholy thing was ev^ near to her, 

grasping heo with its burjaing hand and 

repeating:. ■

"Philip Gillbanks haa-been murdered by 

the people he saved from ruin." ■

At first she could only. realise thtit his 

death had for ever separated her from 

Forster. ■

For her, Forster was dead. Love him as 

she might, nothing could recall ihe past; 

nothing coilld make his love live again in 

any form save that of remorse. Penelope 

had been allowed to look into a great, if an 

erring, mian's hearty and lElhe now knew that 

holiness. and sin cannot live und^r the same 

roof without waging a war in which one 

inust be the conqueror. Forster's love had 

Wought about his ndn and Philip'a death, 

and she had stood, by and had .n^ore than 

consented.. Then, from the contemplation 

|of Forster's mind, she tried to loi^ into lier 

own. AU had been vanity And sonpw; 

and nowhere was there any :hope^ nowhere 

wy true joy. Wasr thisihe.happy li&, was 

this the expectation' she had ^^tartM upon 

so joyfully 1 There wa& no hope anywhere, 

and no joy. Forster had gone, and she finaUy 

realised that in;1^e his life would reassert 

itself. She knew that permanent deiq>on- 

dency was utterly foreign to his nature, even 

if remorse wete never conquered. His life 

would be lived for others, and his own 

happiness would be merj^ in theirs. For 

Philip's sake he would persevere. ■

Philip ! Now that he was dead, some- 

times she wonld sit brooding long hours 

upon the thought of him and on Forster's 

loiYe for him. This was perhaps the first 

thing ahe began fully, to realise. Philip 

had been noble, otherwise Forster could not 

haye loved him. U her joy had been so 

small, his had not been greater. She had 

amj^ time to, retrace the past, and to re- 

member — now.that it could no longer anger 

her — his look of yearning, expectant iu>pe. 

She could even recall the manly courage 

with which he had borne his disappoint- 

ments, his determination to leave her free, 

and to let time bring her nearer to him. ■
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Kow that she was alone, doubly alone, 

she craved for sympathy; but where could 

she find it? ■

To aek her uncle idr it was iinpossible. 

She must not blame him for having brought 

her up with only one object • in view, 

Penelope was too noble to do this, though 

during this time her soid cried outfrbm its 

depth of loneliness, longing for some one to 

take pity on her. ■

The servants made a drcle of silence 

round her^ wondering at the silent grief 

which was apparent oil the face of tlie 

beautiful young widow. ' ■

She would not go out, fbr she dreaded 

remembrance, alid shd prefenred her own 

chamber, where day after ^ day she sat in 

front of the old embroideTy' frame. Except 

for an occasional stitch when her uncle came 

in, however, she did nothing. Her mefels 

were brought to her in the adjoining room, 

and mechanically she ate them, refusing 

h» uncle's ccnnpany aliid never asking any 

questioni^. ■

Sometimes Betty would try to rou?e 

her, and would tell her that she must 

go out br she would be ill, but Penelope 

did not seem to hear ^ber ; she was in 

truth living another life. ■

Philip had been' murdered T)J^ h^r own 

jfathcr. • ' ■

That was the refrain she heard ^11 day. 

She had hardly dared to^ look out of hfer 

window lest she shotdd see the' King creep- 

ing along the wai^ and that he should - 

once more beckon her to coin^ to him. ■

One day the Duke told her that he 

was trying to persuade her father to trust 

him with his treasure-trove, but at present 

unsuccessfully. ■

*' For your sake, Penzie, I must accom- 

plish this. Suppose you sho\dd ever matry 

again, it might '! ■

** Oh ! " she said almost under her breath, 

rising from her seat and for ihp fin|t l^m^ 

rousing herself. ** Oh, uncle,* you must 

not tdk like iha4 ^We 9|Kre so puch^^ 

the memory pf fhUilKi^Ub^iiks." / ' 

; "Of course, of course, my dear, imd 

your grief is most fittmj^ but widows are > 

rather lonely beings. If anything were to 

happen to me, I should like to^fe^ that yoi| 

had a protector. As for your father—" ■

Penelope shuddered la little*. . ■

*'He IB madi He ir not answerable 

ior his actions." ■

''Well^ some might tl^nk so. but at 

* times I believe that his madness has some 

verj ^^l-reasoned me^od m it He hugs 

this treasute-trove because ha .faneies' it ■

gives' him powei?. You would be surprised 

to see how strahge hi^ conduct has of late 

Womei We cj^nnot persuade him to come 

and sleep here ' in, the Palace at night, 

though he w^l come in by day, and now 

not eveu 014^om is allowed to enter his 

burrow. He keeps it^ locked and double 

locked because he has placed half his hoard 

in the turret room. ?ut strange tp say 

Jim declares that his mind is as clear 

as ever about all the business of the property. 

Sometmies I think it would be 9, good 

thing, Penelope, if you were tp try and 

make hitn give up that fatnl room. ^ He 

really listens to you at ti]no&" 

. **Tome, tomel" '" ■

Then it came into her niind that it was ' 

her father yrho had discovered her loye 

for Forster, and perhaps it ^as because 

of that — ^that Philip had be^n murdered. ■

She burst into tears-rtne first tears. tte 

Duk^had ever* se<$n her sh^,, sbe, the 

proud lE*rinces8 ! ./ : ^ ■

,The realisation of this horrible thing, w^s 

too gxfeat a strain upon her. ' ' ■

" Bo you understand about Philip, ttncle 1 

He wis-^he was-^what 'atm I. feaying 1 " ■

*' Comp,. pome," s^d the Duke, taking 

iifs' sriu!f4>oi out pf his pockej;. "Of course 

it^ is all, very sac(, btit Mter 4,t&ne — I don't 

$iy .yet, i not this year ,or.n^t year — but 

aftei? h time you must take your place 

in society again." ■

; "Do you think that would drown ^he 

thought of Philip, lyicle ^ •» • ^ ' ■

jPenelppe had turned her bisick tipon the 

I)uke, and, for the first time since Eorster's 

departure, she stood gazing out of the 

window and over the' glen, ,It, was ft 

beautiful day. The sunVa^ shining over ; 

the landscape. \. ■

The Duke, looking at his niec^, thought : ■

*'It is stratnge^ verj^ strange, certainly. 

Penzie was not so much taken up with 

l^\A\ip ^hil^t ^e lived. Indeed, I should ■

hjive said " ■

\£^l0ud he amrwered : / / ■* *: y- \ ■

?^ Of «P«r^,»my dearg^tl»e/WQrli igrft^vtCr* 

useful institution — one knows by experience 

that what at first seemed im|R)^sible, after 

a time can become agreeable. You must 

try and rouse, yourself, and, pardon me for 

saying so, Penelope, but I should advise you 

to take a lighter vi&tr 6f jy6|i^ grief. The 

human mind is not l^med fw sditode,^ Bor 

for the too careful cberishing of sorrow." ■

Penelope turned round and facad her 

uncloj^ the man she had so long adored.^ 

"^hall i ML him," she thought; '' what 

would he fi»yt" Then the temptfttion. ■
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strong as it was, was resistecL " No — no, I 

most bear it alone. Uncle does not, never 

has understood, he cannot. Only Forster 

knew, and he, he— Ob| I wounded him. 

I seem made to hurt all those who love me ; 

I will not spoil another life— I will not." ■

** I will do as you wish, uncle," she said, 

and she laid her head on his shoulder and 

cried softly. The Duke, however, preferred 

to see her proud and brave, for he hated tears. ■

"That's right. Eestrain your sorrow, 

child, and lead a more natural life. By- 

andby I will take you to town ; change of 

scenery and of occupation will do much for 

you." ■

** But, uncle, don't you see that I must be 

true to Philip? You know that he loved me." ■

*' Of course he did." ■

*'Even for a crime he would not have 

forsaken i^eJ* ■

"For a crimet" ■

"He loved me in spite of — of do ■

you think that, after all, it is possible that a 

man may be bom noble 1 " ■

" There are a few accidents in nature. I 

quite believe Philip was one of them. I 

never saw him other than a gentleman and 

most generous." ■

" He was bom a gentleman* If he were 

alive he might despise me." ■

"My dear child, all such metaphysical 

questions should be left to those who enjoy 

them. The true philosophy of life is how 

to make the best of it. You have health, 

wealth, beauty; there is but one thing 

against you — against us." ■

" One, one — ^but that is a dreadful one," ■

" Well, an unfortunate circumstance has 

deprived your father of that right judge- 

ment which is very necessary for man's 

happiness, and still more for the happiness 

of those who live with him. You alone 

may persuade him to give up his manias ■

and to — to waive his right to direct his 

temporal affaii^e." ■

" Uncle, he hates me." ■

" Strong language is unbefitting^ One 

can act without it." ■

" Uncle ! Unde, look," she said, seizing 

the Duke's arm,, "there he is ; I can't go to 

him. I — I — I think I have lost my nerve," 

she said, actually trembling a little. ■

The Duke hated emotion, but he took 

Penzie's hand gently in his as he looked out 

of the window. ■

" Yes, your father is going to the turret. 

He carries his hoards there, and I begin to 

fear that some accident may befall them or 

him. You must go to him, and try to " ■

" Must If" Penzie hid her face in her 

hands. "Uncle, don't you know, don't 

you know)" She felt that she must tell 

him all the truth, for the secret was too 

heavy for her to bear alone. ■

*^ Know what?" ■

Then she calmed herself ; her will was 

shaken but it was still strong. She would 

spare him. His was a nature which refused 

to be saddened, and instinctively sought 

happiness. He had given her so much 

that for his sake she would bear this awf al 

secret alone. ■

" I am very weak," she answered, raising 

her head ; " forgive me. You used to tell 

me women's tears were foolish. I will go 

to my father and ^" ■

" You must not mope any longer, child. 

You certainly must not. Could Philip know 

he would be the last to wish it." ■

" Philip ! " she repeated to herself as the 

Dake left. her. Then taking down her 

cloak, she thought : ■

" I will go to my father. He must tell 

me more^ I must know everything. The 

dead are stronger than the living — oh» yes, 

much stronger.' ■
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CHAPTER IV. ■

Constakce Vallotson stood in the 

middle of a little room which had once 

been her schoolroom. She had been at 

home, now, four days, and she had de- 

voted the morning of the present day to 

the completion of the arrangement of her 

poasessions in what was to be for the future 

her own room. The room had been done 

np for her reception with a conspicuously 

cheerful-looking paint and paper. The 

girl's eyes rested on the furniture which 

had come from her room at Girton, and 

whieh was of the severest artistic-collegiate 

type ; they rested on the pictures on the 

walk, also her {»ivate property, and con- 

sisting for the most part of grim repro- 

ductions of old German pictures of the 

most awe-inspiring nature. Thence they 

wandered to the background afforded by 

the paint and paper, and an air of grave 

disapproval expressed itself in every loftily 

critical line of her face as she shook her 

head sadly. ■

At that moment a clock struck the half- 

hour. It was half-past three, and Constance 

started. She went across to a second door 

in the room which led into a bedroom, 

and began to make rapid preparations for 

going out. The clothes she took from her 

ward^be were smart and pretty; and, 

though she dressed herself* very quickly, 

she put on her things with a certain care 

and deftness which were doubtless, arguing 

from the expression of her face, mere con- 

cessions to the weakness of society. She ■

had just fastened her hat at a particularly 

becoming angle when she heard the door of 

the outer room open ; and, catching up her 

gloves and muff, she went quickly out. ■

"I hope Vm not late, mother !" she said. 

" I haven't kept you, have I ? Have you 

come to look at my roomt" she added 

dubiously. •* How do you like it 1 " ■

Her mother had paused just within the 

doorway, and was looking about her with 

an air of tolerant neutrality. She brought 

her survey to a close with the girlish figure 

opposite her, and the neutrality faded into 

something which was very like indulgence. ■

** I've no doubt it's beautiful, child," she 

said tersely. •• Anyhow, you can have your 

own way up here, as I told you. It's a 

nice bright paper ! " ■

Mrs. Vallotson was very handsomely 

dressed for walking, in a solidly dignified 

style which did not rely for its effect on 

any adherence to the fashion of the moment ; 

there was a presence and a stir about her 

which obviously arose from a sense of 

importance. There was to be a drawing- 

room meeting thistt afternoon in connection 

with one of the two or three non-local 

philanthropic enterprises which Alnchester 

honoured with its approbation and support. 

The particular enterprise in question was 

conspicuously popular in Alnchester, and 

Mrs. Vallotson was one of its principal 

promoters — the local secretary, indeed — so 

that her position at the forthcoming meeting 

would necessarily be a prominent one. 

Moreover, the function, which took place 

only once a year, was by no means limited 

to its business character. Business being 

disposed of, it became one of the chief 

social gatherings of the Alnchester year; 

just the occasion, in fact, on which to re- 

introduce a young woman to her fellow 

townspeople; and Mrs. Vallotson looked ■
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[Conducted by ■

,her daughter over/ now, from hfeftd to foot 

i with critically approving eyes. ■

"You look very well, Connie!'* sfej 

ssdd shortly. "Where did yon get that^ 

hat and j«&ett Itt London? ^uiey a^ 

very nice ! Come, we shall he late if W« 

wait j*Qr longer/* ■

Tifeir destinatipn lay at no great distance 

from^ieir own house, and it was TatHer as 

a tribute to the ceremonial nature of the 

occasion than from any necessity of the case 

that they went thither in Dr. Vallotson's 

brougham. It was, a large house standing 

in a considerable garden. Its owner was a 

native of Alnchester who had made a large 

fortune by means, which his fellow citizens 

seldom specified, connected with trade ; and 

who had retbed after a hard-working and 

successful career, to occupy his prosperous 

leisure and that of his comfortable and 

kind-hearted wife with benevolence and 

good works, both public and private. ■

It was about ten minutes to lour — four 

o'clock being the hour named for the 

meeting — when Mrs, Vallotson and Con- 

stance entered the drawing-room ; the room 

was filled as closely as possible with rows 

of chairs, by far the greater numb^ k>i 

which were already occupied, considerably 

more than half these occupants being ladies. 

At the extreme end of the room, facing this 

audience, was placed a small table, behind 

which sat a tall, nervous-looking man — the 

deputation from the parent society, for 

whose fitting reception the assembly was 

convened. Grouped about this table, and 

also facing the room, were other chairs, 

evidently intended for a select few. Only 

three or four of these were as yet occupied ; 

and the air of dignified reserve of tho^e who 

sat in them, together with the singularly 

conservative nature of tb^ir garments, 

proclaimed them to be of the precincts. ■

As Mrs* YaUotsont tall, commanding, and 

with the air of a woman who is well aware 

of her own value and of the effect she is 

likely to produce, advanced into the room, 

followed by her daughter, there was an 

instant's partial hush in the buzz of con- 

versation — which rose lagain into a very 

clatter of tongues as though the brief pause 

were something to. be concealed — as the 

mistress of the house hastened to. receive 

the new-comer. ! ■

" Here you are, dear Mrs. Yallotson I " 

she said, in a comfort£^le^ but rather 

agitated voice, " So very glad I Not 

that it's late — oh, no, of course not ! Only 

one is always gla^ when you hav^ arrived. 

You have such i^ head, you know. A^d ■

, 1 ■

Connie, ioSl ' Dear «i^, my love, this is 

very pleasant ! I heard you had come 

honw!" ■

"It will be a good meeting!" said 

Mrs. Vallotson decidedly, as she glanced 

about the room. "-Connie, you had better 

go and sit ther'e by Mrs. N*orton — look, she 

is nodding to you. Go along ! *' ■

And as her daughter obeyed her, Mrs. 

Vallotson turned and followed her hostess 

up lio the table. ■

" Very well she looks, to be sure ! " said 

worthy Mrs. Grey. " And sweetly pretty, 

too ! You must be glad to have her back, 

I know ! Ah I Mr. Kennedy " — this to the 

deputation as they reached the end of the 

room — " let me have the pleasure of 

presenting you to Mrs. Vallotson, our 

secretary — our moving spirit, I may say I" ■

The ValIot«)ns belonged to the town; 

the magic line which separated the town 

from the precincts had never been crossed 

by them ; on neutral ground only was 

there any communication. But if it had 

been otherwise, Mrs. Vallotson could hardly 

have experienced the vigorous satisfactidn 

which pervaded her face at that moment as 

she took her place among the cathedral 

people at the table, before the whole town 

as it werei by right of the prominence of her 

position. ■

To judge of the proceedings that followed 

— when a continuous stroaih of arrivals had 

packed the room, and when the select circle 

of (Chairs about the table had received 

sufi^iantly eminent occupants — from the 

face which Constance Vallotson turned upon 

them, would have been to conclude that 

they represented the mole-like efforts of a 

race of bei^igs absolutely difiBarent in kind 

from the girlish personidity which was re- 

garding them with impartial eye& Except 

when her mother made a brief and docialye 

statement of a business character, when her 

critical air melted into respect, Constance 

sat through the meeting with a little 

wrinkle in her forehead which was as 

supercilious in its way as was the set of her 

lips. And it was^ with a sigh of un- 

mistakeable relief that she rose in the 

general movement that ensued on the 

termination of fha probeedings, and looked 

about her. ' !' ■

Her attention w!a& instanUy claimed in 

evfcry direction. The position occupied in 

the place by her lathed and mother could 

hardly have been more olesitfly demonstrated 

than by the fact' t^iat' almost every one 

within reach was anxious to shake bands 

with her, while many people in diffiwent parts ■
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of the Toom were nodding friendly greetings. 

Constance was responding to the demands 

thus made upon her with calm self-assurance 

and self-possession, when a look and gesture 

from her mother, who was still standing at 

the upp^r end of the room responding to 

greetings and answering questions referred 

to her on all sides, summoned her to her 

side. She had obeyed the summons and 

had drifted witii aU the aristocracy of 

Alnchester into the tea-room, when a quick, 

rather boyish voice behind her said : ■

"I say, you've not forgotten me, have 

you, Constance 1" ■

Constance was practically alone for the 

moment She turned quickly. By her 

side, with eagerly outstretched hand, stood 

a slight, fair young man, with a pleasant 

&ce and a jovial twinkle in his blue eyes ; 

and, as ^e saw him, a flash of genuine 

girlish pleasure displaced for an instant the 

superior indifference on Constance's face. ■

"Bryan!" she exclaimed. "I didn't 

know you were here. How do you do 1 " ■

** I've had my eye on you for ever so 

lon^" he returned cheerily. ** Somebody 

told me you had come home, and I hoped 

you were sure to be here this afternoon. 

Tm afraid you've been rather bored, haven't 

youl" ■

His eyes were fixed upon her face, to 

which its normal expression had now 

returned, with a humorous twinkle in them 

which did not prevent their being slightly 

disturbed. ■

Constance responded with a condescend- 

ing gesture at once of negation and scorn. ■

" Tm never bored," she said loftily. " I 

consider it weak-minded. But it has 

certainly been rather an exhibition. I 

should have thought that a man who was 

not obliged to come might have found 

something better to do with his time." ■

She was looking at him as she spoke 

with a severe expression on her features, 

but apparently the young man was some- 

what impervious to severity, for he laughed. ■

** Oh, as to that," he said, " it's a good 

object, poor little beggars." The society 

had to do with the rescue of destitute 

children. "And as to an exhibition — 

well, isn't that coming it rather strong, 

Connie 1" ■

The movement of the crowd had pushed 

them away from the centre of the room 

where they had met, and they had drifted 

until they now found themselves at the end 

of the room. He leaned back against the 

wall, crossing his legs and turning his face 

towards her with a certain dubious surprise ■

dawning in them, and she returned his look 

with a critical glance strongly tinged with 

a lofty pity. ■

The familiarity with which they had met 

was founded on an intimate acquaintance 

which was as old as the consciousness of 

either. Bryan Armitage was the son of people 

who had been Dr. and Mrs, Vallotson's next- 

door neighbours for twenty years ; and the 

intimacy between the families had been 

of that close nature which is the alternative 

in such cases to a dignified aloofness on 

either side, or war to the knife^ Bryan 

was an only child. He had not been sent 

away from home until he was fourteen ; by 

which time the strongest alliance, founded 

on much quarrelling, much frank speaking, 

and much mutual dependence for amuse- 

ment, existed between the boy and his girl 

neighbour. The alliance had withstood the 

trial of absence, and renewed itself with 

every holiday time. Bryan did not go to 

college. At eighteen he went into a large 

bank, one of the features of Alnchester, 

the senior partner in which was a connection 

of his mother's. And when, a year later, 

both his parents died, the young man 

remained where circumstances had placed 

him, exchanging his home for lodgings in 

the town. ■

Constance answered him now without 

an instant's pause. Her opinions were 

evidently of the most distinct and un- 

compromising order. ■

'* It depends upon how you see it ! " she , 

said, with decision. "It was an exhibition 

to me. Look at the way in which the 

business was done 1 No woman of the 

last generation understands business, and 

it's really pitiful to see them undertake it." ■

Bryan Armitage wrinkled up his fore- 

head. ■

"I say! Pile it upl'* he ejaculated 

audaciously. " What about Mrs. Vallotson, 

then, Constance t She's the exception that 

pioves the rule, I suppose." ■

Connie's cheeks were just a little flushed, 

and her chin was elevated at a stately 

angle. She was not accustomed, evidently, 

to have her remarks received with laughter. ■

"My mother is a very exceptional 

Woman," she said, with much majesty, 

" She is nqt to be classed with the ordinary 

women of her generation." ■

She paused a moment that the process of 

annihilation might complete itself, and then 

continued in a tone of condescending regret : ■

" But even mother, you see, is not quite 

exempt from the narrow prejudices which 

characterise the women of the past^ or she ■
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couldn't possibly give her mind to such 

trivialities as a society like this." ■

"What society, now, would you re- 

commend as a sphere for a really large- 

minded and unprejudiced woman ? " ■

Bryan Armitage's tone was gravity itself, 

^ and there was not the faintest vestige of a 

smile about his usually jovial face. Only 

in his eyes there was a suspicious twinkle. 

Constance did not see the twinkle ; his 

tone was perfectly natural and satisfactory 

to her. ■

She sighed heavily. ■

"That is quite one of the questions of 

the day," she said solemnly. " And really 

it is rather difficult to answer it on any 

abstract lines. But of course with reference 

to Alnchester, it's easy enough ; there is 

nothing ! That ia what finally determined 

me to come homa'' ■

He regarded her for a moment with an 

unmoved countenance, but still with that 

twinkle in his eyes. And then he said 

seriously : ■

"Pm afraid I'm very stupid-shaving 

lived in Alnchester all my life, of course I 

should be. But surely such a grave de- 

ficiency in the place would be rather a 

reason for deciding to go — somewhere else 1 

It makes it just the last place in the world 

for you ! " ■

She smiled graciously. ■

" Well, of course it is very nice of you to 

feel that," she said, ''and it would be 

ridiculous of me to pretend that it is not 

true. But you see, superior women as a 

rule have too strong a tendency to attach 

themselves to spheres where the ground, is 

already broken — where the work is obvious. 

Consequently I have determined to make 

an ^ception. I am going to create a sphere 

for myself. I am going to show what 

may be effected by one woman in a place 

like Alnchester." ■

The statement, uttered in a tone of lofty 

self-abnegation, and coming as it did from 

so small and so distinctly child-like a 

figure, was too much for Bryan Armitage's 

self-control. The future creator of a "sphere" 

was gazing majestically — metaphorically 

speaking, since nature's niggardliness in 

the matter of inches did not allow of her 

actual performance of the feat— over the 

heads of the inferior crowd to be thus 

benignly influenced, when she was . startled 

back to the present by a most unseemly 

sound at her very elbow. Bryan Armitage 

was choking with suppressed laughter. 

She turned upon him, he caught her eye^ 

and his laughter was suppressed no longer. ■

"Txd awfully sorry, Connie !" he gasped in 

, another ii^stant. "I say, I beg your pardon 

most tremendously. But it's so awfully 

funny to hear you talk like that! It's 

something so new ! Look here," he added 

quickly and earnestly, " don't be angry with 

me, I'm so sorry ! " ■

But Connie*s dignity was not to be 

wounded with impunity. She faced him 

for a moment in speechless indignation, 

the little, brown face scarlet, and her eyes 

flashing with a passion which seemed a trifle 

inconsistent wiUi her usual superior calm. ■

" I consider you beneath contempt," she 

said . briefly. And therewith . she moved 

forward into the crowd, erect as a dart, and 

left him. ■

Half an hour later Constance, still with a 

slightly flushed face and with her chin 

somewhat aggressively raised, was walking 

down the drive away from the house at her 

mother's side. She had not deigned to 

bestow another word upon Bryan Armitage, 

though he had presented himself, protected 

by her mother's presence, to take leave. 

And it was evident that society at large was 

expiating his offence under, the ban of her 

lofty disapproval ■

But whatever annoyance the afternoon had 

bi^ought to Constance, to her mother it had 

evidently been fraught with unalloyed 

content. All the characteristics which had 

marked Mrs. , Yallotson's demeanour in 

Constance's room earlier in the afternoon; 

the assurance, the sense of importance, the 

anticipation of success ; were accep!tuated, 

now that the afternoon lay behind her, ten- 

fold ; accentuated into an almost unreasoning 

9nd all-permeating dominance which is only 

possible, perhaps, when the mind contains 

some private source of satisfaction by which 

all external triumphs, as, they blend with it, 

are enhanced, and through which in some 

mysterious way they become more keenly 

pleasing. ■

The seven o'clock dinner, which was a 

tradition in the Yallotson household, was 

not usually a conspicuously cheerful meaL 

To-night^ however, Mrs, Vallotson came 

into the dining-room, where her husband 

and daughter, only, were waiting for her, 

with that glow of triumph still upon her 

face, and glanced towards the empty place 

which should have been filled by North 

Branston without that contraction of the 

brows which the sight usually evoked. ■

"A very good meeting!" she declared 

in answer to Dr. Yallotson's question, at 

once fussily and tentatively put. "Better 

than last year's, even. You ought to have ■
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been there, Robert You would have 

enjoyed it ! " ■

Dr. Yallotson waved his hand pompously. ■

" No doubt ! no doubt ! " he said. " Un- 

fortanately a busy man has to deny himself 

many such enjoyments." The area of Dr. 

Vallotson's business for that afternoon had 

been circumscribed by his study arubchair. 

"Ton mentioned, of course, how much plea- 

sure it would have given me to be present ? *' ■

The gesture with which Mrs. Vallotson 

replied put it beyond the possibility of doubt 

that everything demanded of her had been 

done and said by her in the course of the 

afternoon. She glanced across the table at 

Connie, and continued : ■

"Every one thought that Connie was 

looking well; and people were quite 

pleased to see her back. You had a pleasant 

afternoon, Fm sure, child ! " ■

The air of supercilious toleration of the 

world at large, which had succeeded the 

haughty contempt for her fellow-creatures 

induced by Bryan Armitage's conduct, 

slipped away from Constance as she answered 

her mother, ■

"People were very kind, mother. I 

enjoyed it very much." ■

The last part of Constance's speech 

passed unheeded. As she spoke the door 

was opened with a quick, finn touch, and 

Mrs. Vallotson turned her head sharply as 

North Branston entered. ■

"I am late!" he said. "I am sorry, 

Adekide." ■

The ajpology, so curt as to be hardly 

worthy the name, was uttered in a dry, 

indifferent tone; he passed on to his seat 

without another word, and Mrs. Vallotson 

followed him with her eyea The air 

of dominance before alluded to became 

accentuated as the triumph in her eyes be- 

came a trifle more apparent and aggressive. ■

Twenty-four hours had elapsed since 

the interview which had taken place in the 

drawing-room during the absence of Dr. 

YaUotson and his daughter, and the two 

who had held that interview had hardly 

me^ as it happened — and that only for a 

moment in passing — since it took place. ■

" I thought you expected to be in time 

to-night, North," said Mrs. Vallotson ; her 

tone^ masterful and rebuking, - carried out 

the suggestion of her face. "It can't 

always be helped, I suppose, but when it's 

only a question of ten minutes you might 

manage to be more punctual, I think." ■

North Branston was dining now with 

uninterested rapidity. He was looking, as 

he had looked on the previous evening. ■

fagged and tired ; but more definite than 

the weariness of his face was the expression 

of hard indifference which seemed to have 

grown upon him in the last twenty-four 

hours, until it might have stood between 

himself and the world in which he moved 

— or between two sides of his own being — 

like a wall. The only sign which showed 

that he had heard Mrs. Vallotson's speech 

was a slight movement of his eyebrows. ■

** Where have you come from 1 " ■

The question came from Dr. Vallotson ; 

it was shortly and testily put, as if, though 

his professional instinct prevented his 

enforcing the matter of his wife's rebuke, 

he was more than willing to subscribe to 

the feeling behind it. ■

" MillePs Lane," returned North briefly. ■

" Miller's Lane !" repeated Mrs. Vallotson. 

" Oh, have you seen that child I told you 

of— Mrs. Pearson's child?" Then as 

North made a slight gesture of negation, 

she went on angrily : " Really I think you 

might have managed a little thing like 

that!" ■

"I saw it yesterday — there was no 

need to see it to-day." ■

"You are ready enough to m^ke work 

for yourself as a rule ! " said Mrs. Vallotson, 

with a sneer. "And that reminds me," she 

went on — the indulgence of her mood seemed 

to have strengthened it, and her voice was 

sharper and more directly commanding — 

"have you sent in your acceptance to 

the cottage hospital committee 1 I've been 

asked a dozen times this afternoon what 

you are going to do about it. It's quite 

time the acceptance was sent i " ■

She paused, demanding an answer, and 

as though ho felt the gaze of her hard, 

dark eyes. North looked up and met them, ■

" I sent it to-day," he said grimly. ■

For a moment the two pair of eyes, 

one so full of triumph, the other so full 

of contempt, met and held one another 

in silence. Then the pause was broken 

in an eager, fussy tone of voice by Dr. 

Vallotson. ■

"The cottage hospital!" he said, "dear 

me, yes ! The cottage hospital at Hather- 

leigh. And that reminds me — Hatherleigh 

reminds me, to speak more correctly — that 

I had a letter this afternoon — I meant to 

tell you of it, my dear. A very pleasant 

circumstance," ■

Mrs. Vallotson turned from North Bran- 

ston with a smile — a rare thing with her — 

just touching her lips. She stretched out 

her hand carelessly as her husband spoke^ 

and drew a dish of pears towards her. ■
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; "What ifl itl" she said, "Constance, ■

why don't you have a pear 1" ■

'. "It seems," continued Dr. Vallotson ■

importantly, "that Hatherleigh Grange is ■

taken at last." ■

j " So I was told several times this after- ■

toon," observed Connie. "But no one ad heard who had taken it," 

I "You've heard, I suppose, Robert 1" 

^aid Mrs. Vallotson. " Are they desirable 

people? Give i{ie a steel knife, Connia 

I can't peel a pear with this." ■

"My letter," continued Dr. Vallotson, 

evidently intending to make the most of 

his communication, "is from an old friend 

of mine in London — really a man who 

might have been supposed to have for- 

gotten my existence, so many years it is 

since we met. It was extremely gratifying 

to. me to hear from him, I can assure you ! " ■

" And wliat doei^ he . say ? " demanded 

Mrs. Vallotson. \ ■

"It seems, my dear, that the new 

tenant of Hatherleigh Grapge, Sir William 

Karslake " ■

There seemed to be no particular reason 

why Dr. Vallotson's pompous, well-pleased 

tones should have stopped. Ko one had 

spoken. The firm, deliberate movements 

with which his wife was peeling her pear 

had ceased suddenly; ceased with a hargh 

grating sound as of the knife upon the 

plate, and she was looking straight across 

the table at him. But that was all. Dr. 

Vallotson was vaguely surprised at himself. ■

" That Sir William Karslake, as I said," 

he continued emphatically and sell- 

assertively, "is a patient of my friend 

Carson's. He is something of an invalid, 

and in settling in the neighbourhood 

applied to Carson for information as to the 

medical men here. Carson, of course, 

mentioned me. Of course in my position 

he could do nothing else. But he has 

written me a very pleasant letter on the 

subject, and he adds that Lady Karslake is 

a connection of his and that she hopes to 

make our acquaintance — your acquaintance, 

my dear, pf course 1 Very fiiendly of 

Carson it is, very proper indeed. They 

will be quite an acquisition. Sir William 

Karslake you know, my dear ; he has been 

a great man in India. His father was 

Sir Stephen Karslake, who was celebrated 

in connection with the Mutiny." 

J "And is Sir William Karslake the new 

tenant of Hatherleigh Grange ? " ■

The words came from Mrs. Vallotson 

after a moment's dead silence in a voic^ so 

bard as to be hardly audible. As she ■

spoke her hands began to move again, 

mechanically as it seemed, and she cut her 

pear into small pieces. . ■

" Yes, my dear, that is ejtactly ^" ■

But Dr. Vallotson's pompous tones were 

interrupted. Korth Branston had been 

leaning back in his chair, taking no part 

— leaking no interest evidently — ^in the con- 

versatio^i. His gloomily downcast eyes 

were fixed, ' as it happened, on Mi's. 

Vallotson's plate, and as .Dr. Vallotson 

spoke they quickened suddenly as though 

their inattentive vision had been attracted. 

He leaned a little forward, evidently hardly 

realising, owing to his previous inattention, 

that he was interrupting. ■

"Take care, Adelaide," he said coldly. 

" You've cut yourself." ■

A drop or two of bright red was staining 

Mrs. Vallotson's knife, though the move- 

ment of her fingers continued mechanically. 

At the sound of ITorth Branston's voice, 

quiet as it was, she started; started so 

violently and uncontrollably that the knife, 

tightly gripped and wielded with a strange 

pressure, slipped suddenly, and the next 

instant the blood was pouring from a 

ghastly wound in her hand. ■

Before their horrified exclamations could 

break from Constance and Dr. Vallotson, 

Korth, with the readiness of his profession, 

had reached Mrs. Vallotson's side. Her 

face was ashen and drawn, and only her 

eyes seemed to stand out from the stupor 

which had crept with incredible swiftness 

over every feature. They stared up into 

North Branston's face, and she lifted her 

uninjured hand and pushed him feebly 

from her. Then her head fell back, and 

she fainted. ■

WOMEN'S RIGHTS. ■

Surely the most curious quarrel in this 

age of quarrels is that which the women 

are picking with the men. It is rather 

difficult, amidst the storm and the stress, 

to make out what is their chief cause of 

quarrel — they have so many causes I 

Through the centuries they have suflfered 

wrong, and only wrong. It is, however, only 

to-day that they are beginning to find out 

that they have been ill-treated. The air 

is full of women's voices ; their owners are 

in the forefront everywhere. Among at 

least the English-speaking races, it is rapidly 

becoming the question of the hour whether 

the world is to be masculine or feminine. ■

One notices in too many things which ■
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women do, the touch of hysteria. Take the 

more or less neurotic novels which certain 

ladies haVe recently issued from English 

presses ; in every one of them one finds a 

suggestion of the hysterical inclination which 

is an inevitable accompaniment of certain 

forms of anaemia. I know nothing ^of 

their authors, but I should be disposed to 

wager, from the evidences which peep out 

from between the lines, thstt the large 

majority of them are childless women. Go 

where you please, among the women who 

are shrieking out for this or for that, and 

you will find that seventy-five per cent, of 

them are, in some way or other, the victims 

of their sex. From the point of view of 

modem femininity it is woman's right to 

he a man. If they would only be frank, it 

is nature they quarrel with — -they envy man ! ■

There, to a certain extent, I, a mere 

man, am with them. It must be hard to 

be a woman. There are so many things 

which a man can do and ^ woman cannot, 

not because of any social ordinances, or of 

Mrs. Grundy, but because of her physical 

conformation. Within tolerably wide limits 

a man can be as vicious as he pleases, and 

nothing, physically, will happen to him. 

A woman begins to be vicious, and some- 

thing, physically, happens to her at once. 

She has a curious, and it would seem, from 

the modem point of view, a cruel con- 

stitution. She was constructed to bear 

children. We are now being told that to 

"doom" her to bear children is to **doom " 

her to a life of slavery, and worse. If 

this view of the matter is a correct one, 

then, in endowing her with such a con- 

stitution, nature inflicted on her a cruel 

wrong; therefore, as has been said, her 

quarrel should be with nature, not with 

man. One thing is sure: she was bom 

to pursue certain functions; if she fails 

to pursue them she will suffer, and those 

who come after her will suffer still more. ■

The cry of the women is for jgreater 

freedom. I, for one, do not see why they 

should not have it, if they choose to pay' 

the price. Unfortunately, that is precisely 

what they do not choose to do. They 

want to have their cake, and they want to 

eat it Either they must be treated as 

women, or they must be treated as men. 

It would appear that they want to be 

treated as both. That is absurd. If a 

woman tells me that she intends to fight 

me, at my own game, with my own 

weapons, then, being compelled to do so, 

I am prepared to fight her ; but the com- 

pulsion coming from her, she must expect ■

me to treat her as I would any other 

antagonist, and to take my gloves off. 

Either there must be a distinction between 

the sexes, or there must be none. Is one 

sex to claim the rights and appurtenances of 

both ? In that case we certe^nly are getting 

on. ■

It is noticeable that the m6re belligerent 

a wotnan is, the more apt she is to insist on 

being treated with what she calls courtesy 

— that is, with such courtesy as shall give 

her a distinct advantage, The stories 

which reach us of the raiding by women 

of what are called " liquor saloons " in the 

United States, are remarkable for one extra- 

ordinary fact, among many. The pro- 

prietors of the saloons never seem to dare 

to show any signs of resenting the efforts of 

the women to effect their ruin. Why not 1 

If the women were men, would not the 

proprietots endeavour to protect their 

property with tooth and with nail, with 

sword and with gun? Is a woman to 

claim the right to make of herself an ob- 

noxious nuisance, while she denies that 

right to a man? It would seem so.^ 

There was an instance of a claim to some- 

thing of the kind only the other day. A 

public meeting was being held under the 

auspices of a body of women who preach 

intemperate temperance. The licensing 

sessions were drawing near, and the avowed 

purpose of the meeting was to prevent the 

renewal of certain specified licenses. Some 

of the speakers complained very bitterly of 

the discourtesy of one of the publicans who 

was particularly interested. The man was 

present at the meetii^ — ^the thing, though 

sport to them, was death to him — and he 

actually dared to protest against their at- 

tempts to what he called " take away his 

living,*' No wonder the women object to 

the way in which they are treated. ■

For my part, when I read, as I am often 

compelled to read, " the cry of the eternal 

feminine," I ask myself what it is the 

women- really want, and how they think it 

will benefit them when they bave it. A 

section of them seem to be doing their best 

to destroy the institution of marriage — on 

severely moral groimds, it is true. The 

loftiest morality appears to be at the back 

of every cry just now. If marriage were 

abolished, or if divorce were made easier, 

or if the marriage tie — as a tie — were 

weakened, in any sort of way, probably the 

only person who would benefit would be 

the vicious man. Future generations cer- 

tainly would suffer. The argument seems 

to be that because certain women have made ■
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unhappy marriages, allliaye. M. Zola has 

been using the same ^sort of argument in 

France. He has been giving us certain 

vicious types of men and women, and only 

vicious types, and inferentially he would 

have us believe that there are no others. 

M. Zola is about as logical as some of our 

latter-day lady novelists. . ■

Women want to be independent. Let 

them be. In a wide and a liberal sense 

independence should \)q regarded as the 

birthright of every m?ui, and of every 

woman. But when some women speak of 

independence, they are construing that 

word after a fashion of their own. They 

want to put from them the things which 

we have come to regard as eminently 

womanly, and to take to themselves the 

things which we have supposed peculiarly 

appertain to men. Home duties, we are 

being told, are unworthy the attention of 

independent women. Their place is on 

the platform, and in print; in the work- 

shops ; in the hives of commerce; wherever 

money is to be made, and fame, or its 

modern equivalent, notoriety. Home duties 

are drudgery, a weary, ceaseless grind. For 

a woman to be ''cribbed, cabined, and 

confined" within the four walls of her 

home is a hardship not to be endured. It 

may be so. All duties, patiently, per- 

sistently performed, become in time of the 

nature of drudgery. That is where these 

restless feminine spirits make so serious an 

error. They are apt to suppose that only 

one sort of work is drudgery. As a matter 

of fact, all sorts are. The Queen on her 

throne finds her work drudgery, just as 

much as Dick, the ploughman, finds his. 

As for the continual confinement of the 

home, of which we have heard so much, 

how many men who work for their daily 

bread are unconfined ) Is the confinement 

of an office so much preferable to the 

confinement of a home ? ■

If this feeling that women are meant for 

something better, nobler than home duties, 

increases, by whom, then, shall those duties 

be performed t Is our whole social state to 

be revolutionised 1 Are we English-speaking 

peoples to cease to have a home ? Or, ^ 

we still are to have a home, what sort of 

home will it bel Are the successors of 

the lady who was interested in Borrioboola 

Gl^a to cover all the land? What an 

exquisite example of a happy home Mrs. 

Jeilaby's was ! ■

Too many women, alas I have to work 

if they wish to live, I doubt if any 

woman ought to work — for wages — out- ■

. ■

side the sphere of her own home, unless 

she is compelled. It is certainly more th»i 

doubtful if the present prevalent idea that 

young women, for instance, should, if they 

can, earn pocket money for themselves, is 

not a radically bad one. That way sweat- 

ing lies 1 Such women can afford to work 

for less than their sisters who have to work 

to live, and they do. The result is that, 

because of them, the women who have to 

work to live starve. The present pre- 

posterously low prices which are^ paid» for 

women's work are, in a great measure, 

owing to the fact that many of the women 

who take them need not work at all. 

Take one branch of industry alone — type- 

writing. When typewriting was first 

introduced, experts could make a decent 

living. Women who were in search of a 

little pocket money began to typewrite. 

Prices fell. I see advertisements regularly 

appear in which offers are made to copy 

MSS. at the rate of ninepence and tenpence 

a thousand. The other day I was told of a 

girl who, finding her dress allowance of ten 

pounds a year insufficient, was willing to do 

typewriting for me at the rate of sixpence 

per thousand words. As she put it, she 

could easily double her allowance that way 

anyhow. She is^ an exponent, it seems to 

me, of that sort of women's rights which 

insists on the rights of women to cut each 

other's throats. ■

Wherever women appear in the labour 

market, prices inevitably fall. A flourish 

of trumpets, every now and then, announces 

another triumph for the sex. Messrs. 

Cute and Sharp, the eminent bankers, we 

are told, intend, for the future, to employ 

none but women, but we are not told that 

they propose to pay them at least twenty- 

five per cent less than they have been in 

the habit of paying men. Surely such 

triumphs are worse than disasters ! Even 

yet the worst is not told. It is practically . 

certain that eight out of every ten of 

Messrs. Cute and Sharp's new employees 

have no absolute necessity to work at all, 

while every one of the men they have 

supplanted has to work to live. ■

The reasoning which would try to 

persuade us that it is an advantage to any 

one when a woman supplants a man in 

any field of labour whatever, I am at a 

loss to understand. Do not average men 

work at least as much for women as for 

themselves — husbands, and fathers, and 

brothers 1 How does a woman propose to 

gain by doing her best to render it im- 

possible for a man to work for her ? Is it^ ■
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in the future, to be each for each; the man 

for himself, and the woman for herself; 

aud for the children — who ? Or are 

there to be no children in the good time 

coming t ■

It is a misfortune that any woman should 

be compelled to work for wages, a mis- 

fortune for herself ; but many women are 

so compelled. Possibly, one day, women 

themselves will come to understand that it 

is something approaching to a crime for 

women to work for wages who -are not com- 

pelled, a crime towards their struggling 

sisters. Ey all means let our girls learn how 

to do something to earn their living ; but do 

not let them put their knowledge to practical 

use till there is a reasonable prospect of the 

pressure of necessity. A woman's workshop 

ought to be her home ; she ought, first of 

all, to labour for those who work for her. 

She ought not to go needlessly out into the 

world to measure her strength— unfairly — 

with her homeless sisters. ■

The contests which take place between 

capital and labour are sufficiently bitter ones. 

How much more bitter would the contests 

be which would take place among men and 

women. If any large number of men were to 

come to look upon women— as some already 

look upon capital — as their natural eneinies ! 

And yet, if women persist on entering into 

unfair competition with men, the thing is 

not so unlikely as it may seem. Already 

ominous mtirmurs have been heard. Men 

ousted by women who are willuag to accept 

lower wages for the same work, are not 

likely to be thankful. As it is, there is 

not work enough for all the workers. A 

Uving wage is sometimes hard to earn. If 

women continue to render it impossible — 

as they have done now in more trades than 

one — there will be bad blood ere long. 

Then we shall not hear so much of women's 

rights as of men's wrongs. ■

Of the women who figure upon varicius 

sorts of public platforms, this much 

may be said — one may suppose that they 

sometimes mean well. If they often get 

beyond the meaning one may venture 

to doubt. I have had some experience 

of the public platform type of women. I 

regret that I have had no experience of any 

good which they have done. One is not 

acquainted with much good which has been 

done by the public platform type of man. 

Who are women that they should hope to 

Buceeed where men have failed! ■

Probably the women who figure on plat- 

forms do so for one of three reasons — from 

a craving for notoriety ; because they have ■

nothing else to do ; or because their own 

lives, as women, have been failures. The 

first reason, the craving for notoriety, 

accounts, possibly, for niost of them. So 

many men have a desire for notoriety for 

notoriety's sake, that it is perhaps only 

natural that many wdmen should have it 

too. Yet the anxiety which so many 

women betray to make themselves con- 

spicuous at any cost, is not one of the 

pleasantest features of the time. If it is 

bad for a man to strain evety nerve in 

an unceasing search for self-advertisement, 

surely for a woman it is worse. The man 

may remain manly ; the woman is compelled 

to put what we understand by womanli- 

ness altogether behind her. ■

But not impossibly almost as many 

women enter public, or semi-public life, for 

the second reason as for the first. It is 

astonishing how many women have, or 

imagine they have, nothing to do. lliese 

women's lives have been failures, so it may 

be that the third reason should be conjoined 

with the second. Surely the life of no 

woman who has nothing to do can be 

called successful. It means either that 

she is a friendless spinster, or a childless 

or an unhappy wife. No happy wife and 

mother, in whatever station of life she may 

be, need ever have idle hours ; she never 

need enter public life for sheer want of 

Something to do. ■

Think of the various enterprises, phi- 

lanthropic, religious, moral, social, which 

have been and are promoted and engineered 

by the public platform type of women, and 

name to yourself, if you can, one which 

has done real, permanent good — that is, 

something which shall be acknowledged to 

be real, permanent good by any but the 

ladies' own personal friends and admirers. 

I have a list of such enterprises lying in 

front of me. For my part I cannot put my 

finger upon one. No, not from the numerous 

Anti-Something Societies to the Zenana 

Mission. What is more, there is not one 

as to the good of whose aims, not to speak 

of results, there is likely to be anything 

approaching to general agreement. When 

even women get hold of a promising idea» 

as, for instance, the Girls' Friendly Society, 

they spoil ^it in the handling. Their 

friendliness is so apt to degenerate into 

impertinence. I remember hearing a Hindoo 

gentleman express his indignation at the 

impertinent interference of members of 

the Zenana Mission with his domestic 

arrangements. I wondered what members 

of that mission would say if the Hindoos ■
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were to send emissaries--all in the cause of 

religion— to interfere with them. Should 

we liot soon be told how " discourteous " 

and " intolerant " the *' natives " were. ■

There is one aspect of the a^itude 

which women are taking up which is 

generally treated humorously, but which 

also has its serious side — it is being rendered 

impossible for men to get away from them. 

Until recently there were certain things 

.which a man could do, and which a woman 

could not ; there were certain places which 

men frequented, and which women stayed 

away from. Now, whatever a man does, a 

woman does as a matter of course — ^she 

shoots, and cycles in breeches, and plays 

billiards all day long with a cigarette in 

her mouth. She goes everywhere ; as for 

places of public amusement, the more risky 

the entertainment, the more she flocks to 

see it. Not only does she read everything, 

choosing preferentially the most suggestive 

fiction, she provides the public with the 

greater part of it hersell ■

I am not saying that women should or 

should not do these things. So far as I am 

concerned, I say frankly they may ** go as 

they please." In common with other mto, 

they have succeeded in banishing from my 

mind any " high falutin' " notions I enter- 

tained upon the suligect of themselves. 

When they tell n^e that, in all respects, 

they are the equals of men — only, if any- 

thing, a trifle, more so — I am prepared to 

admit it. Indeed, I am ready and willing 

to believe anything they may choose to say. 

It is the funny side of the situation which 

appeals to me. These "independent" 

women, these " detached '* . wives, these 

" progressive " spinsters, speak and write 

sometimes pf men as if th^y were beings of 

an inferior order of creation. Yet wherever 

men are, they would, and they do, press in. 

They cannot leave the men alone. That 

war-cry of theirs, " Whatever a man can do 

a woman can," is pregnant with meaning of 

which they themselves appear to be uncon- 

scious. Whatever a man does they do — 

chiefly because a man is doing it. If a man 

did not do it, they would not do it either. 

They crowd the risky entertainments because 

the men are there. They read and write 

the suggestive books because their first and 

foremost theme i3 invariably the relations 

of the sexes. They play masculine games 

merely because they are masculine. In 

this connection I would venture on some- 

thing of the nature of a prophetic utter- 

ance. It is tnis. tf every man were to 

leave off playing golf to-morrow, there ■

would not be a female golf- player left in 

England in a month. Heaven knows that 

there are a good manybf them ju^t nowl 

Where the men lead the^ women follow. 

The ''dear creatures," as the old time 

" bucks" used to have it, always did run after 

the men ; it seems that just now they are 

running after them a little harder than ever 

they did. That, from the social point of 

view, is the Alpha and Omega of the cry of 

the " independent " women ; . that is not 

seldom the meaning of ^' Women's Bights." 

It is the right of a woman not to be far 

away from a man. ■

When you come to the religious, political, 

and moral side of the question, you will 

find the thing is still the same. I havo 

again been looking down the list of t^e 

women's " societies." In the constitution of 

every one of them peeps out somewhere 

the cloven hoof of a man. Even whei^ 

women ostentatiously announce that they 

are going to keep themselves to themselves, 

they cannot wholly do without him. How 

curiously well men can get on without 

women i There is this to be said : that 

the more men are mixed up with the 

women's societies, the better managed they 

are, and the better they seem to thrive. 

One "temperance society," which is sup- 

posed to consist entirely of women, and 

which arrogatea to itself a grandiloquent 

title — which in itself smacks Of femininity 

•—does try to do without men as much as 

it can. I have followed the proceeding^ 

of that society, during the last few years, 

with considerable interest. Very amusing 

I have occasionally found them. If one 

were not so anxious to avoid personalities, 

one might give a true and a faithful account 

of them^ which some people might mistake 

for an attempt at the humorous. ■

No doubt women have suffered wrong. 

No doubt the law, as it applied to them, 

has required mending, and, in some par- 

ticulars^ does require it still. No doubt 

women have endured things at the hands 

of men against which it was righteous 

and seemly to xebeL No . doubt men have 

stood idly looking on at women suffering 

afliictions from which they should have 

stretched out their hands to help to free 

them. But the thing cuts both ways. If 

women have endured hardships, so have 

men. There is a passionate desire abiosd 

in the world, a desire which grows and 

increases day by day, to remove all the 

hardships which press heavily upon our 

common humanity. Men are striving, all 

the world over, to alleviate the lot of men. ■
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women, and childreii — of young and old. 

The standpoint of the women ie, too often, 

a selfish one; they fight for their own 

hand — or they thiii they do — and their 

own hand only. Instead of helping it on, 

they are apt to obstruct the adrance of 

general social progress. This is a day in 

wl^ich plain speaking, on certain subjects, 

is at a discount ; to an extent, we have also 

to thank the women for that. But when 

we look out upon the signs of the times, 

and see the violent efforts which cettain 

women are making to unsex then^selves, 

in the most literal sense of the term, there 

^onld be no mincing of words. This is no 

question of ethics, it is a question of facts. 

Either, a woman is a woman, and proves 

it by fulfilling the fnn(Rtian» which she was 

''sent into the world to fulfil, or she is what ) 

-;-a nameless thing, a freak of nature. 

' We may be thankful that the women 

' who are making so much hubbub ; who are 

prating of what they call the "new 

morality," which is so much more hideous 

than the old; who are shrieking from 

public platforms ; who are trying to hustle 

their way into contemporary politics — are, 

after all, a small minority. Though al- 

ready they would seem to be making their 

mark on current history. It would almost 

appear ; ias if Great Britain were becoming 

more emasculate year by year. Is that 

because these hybrid femaies, who are 

struggling to rule over us, are associated 

wi^ emasculated men ) ■

Still — one likes to repeat it — as yet, 

women of this kidney are in a small 

minority. Th6re still are helpmates meet for 

men; woih^ who go with us through 

laborious day s^ to a restful night, and are 

content to do it. Women who are willing 

to shate with us such measure of good and 

01, ias may be meted out to us ; who are 

wil&iig to share our sorrows and our joys, 

our struggles and our triumphs. God be 

thanl^ed for it ! ■

Men are not faultless, beaven forbid that 

they should be. Afaultless being isamonster. 

But some.of the women who make themselves 

so iffudible examine men's faults through 

microscopes of such high powers that^ in 

their eyes^ they become exaggerations even 

of^fi^abulous. Women are not faultless 

either J we have cause to be grateful that it 

is so. It is bad enough that they should 

think themselves faultless, as apparently 

some of them do do. Possibly not a little 

of the pother arises because neither side 

will consent to be a little blind to the faults 

of the other side. A previous statement ■

may be reiterated, that when a woman is 

happy with a man, she cares nothing about 

" women's rights." It is when a woman is 

without her man, or is not happy with the 

man she has, that the trouble begins. Happy 

wives and motheni know — with sure and 

certain reasons for their knowledge — that 

men are the best and truest friends women 

can have. It is women who, for any cause 

whatever, are without men, who are against 

men, and those women only. Whenever I 

read one of the novels of a certain sort, 

written by married women, which just now 

are " in demand at all the libr^vnes," I ask 

myself what the trouble has been with the 

woman who wrote it. There has been 

trouble, you may be sure, matrimonial 

trouble, in which there have been faults 

upon both sides. These women are not 

the martyred paragons, of sound mind and 

of sound body, which they would have us 

suppose. It must be remembered that 

there can scarcely be a sound mind without 

a sound body. Anaemic women, for in- 

stance, not seldom are unfitted, both men- 

tally and physically, to be either wives 

or mothers. When they discover the fact, 

too late, they are apt, in their bitterness, 

to lay the blame upon their husbands — 

who are, in truth, themselves the victims 

— and to raise a hue and cry. ■

The misfortune is that there are not 

enough men to go round; of good men, 

there are very far indeed from being enough. 

All jesting apart, the lot of the average 

unmarried woman, as things are, is not 

likely to be a happy one. It is not good 

for a man to live and die a bachelor, 

especially as age creeps on to him, and the 

rising generation begins to push him into 

comers, where he is out of the way. With 

the woman who lives and dies unmarried it 

is only too likely to be worse. It is 

probable that she is not greatly endowed 

either with riches or with beauty, or the 

chances are that she would change her 

state. For a woman to be poor, and plain, 

and single — do not the words suggest a 

tragedy) The tragedy which they suggest 

is too often enacted in real life. Is it 

strange that such women cry, with the 

blind leaders of the blind, with no clearer 

comprehension of what it is they really 

want than their leaders have, for ** in- 

dependence," for " equality of the sexes," 

for " women's rights " ? ■

For my part, when I hear of a woman 

pushing herself into a prominent place on 

public platforms of any sort or kind, or 

asserting herself upon questions of her sex ■
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in priot, I ask myself, I wonder where the 

shoe is pinching her f Thftt it is pinching 

her, on one of her piurticular private corns, 

I am sore. I wonder what has become of 

her share of masculinity, or if she is without 

a share? For while in Trance they hare 

a proverb, ''in all times of trouble/' 

'' Gherchez la femme,^ in England, when you 

come across a troubled : oi^ for the matter 

of that^ a troublesome : woman — seek the 

man. ■

RHYMING WORDS. . ■

Wb have about a thousand known re- 

duplicated words in the English language, 

many of which are to be found in the 

works of our great writers; and this — 

albeit there seem a lack of dignity in playing 

upon syllables — ^is no matter for wonder 

considering the power and force of such 

words. Urquahart's •* Rabelais " is full of 

them ; over a hundred are included in 

Booth's *' Analytical Dictionary," published 

in 1835; scores are scattered through- 

out the various provincial glossaries; 

and the Philological Society's Transactions 

for 1866 show « lengthy collection by 

Wheatley. Amongst those are counted 

"rhyming words," which, strange to say, 

are comparatively few. However, certain 

examples find place in love, lore, and law, 

and are worthy of attention; particularly 

the rarer forms restricted to the provinces, 

and such as have literary associations. ■

" Tirralirra " has a prominent place in 

letters. It is a well known burden, joyous 

and free. "The lark that tirra-lirra 

chaunts," sings Autolycus ; and, it may be 

remembered, the gentle pieman of the "Bab 

Ballads " — when he was not humming tra ! 

la ! la !-:^was singing tirer-lirer; only, being a 

true cockney, he makes it rhyme with dearer. 

But it recalls one piteous episode* When 

Lancelot of the I^e, blazoned, jewelled, 

and beautiful, flashed into the, mirror of the 

Lady of Shalott, her heart stirred with a 

new passion ; but — when " Tirra-lirra by 

the river sang Sir Lancelot " — utterly for- 

getting the curse, she left her place to gaze 

upon him ; and we have read of her sorrow- 

ful ending in the Laureate's noble poem, 

from the cracking of the mirror to the 6t<^ 

ping of the barge at Camelot^ where Lance- 

lot, knowing nothing of the doom his 

carolling had brought about, said " She has a 

lovely face," and besought grace for her. 

. There is but one step to the ridiculous. It 

. was a rhymed word that completed the ■

captivation of Betsy Gray's admirer, and ■

left him enthralled long after he was jilted ■

for the chap that drove the ''nuggerly ■

donkey-cart" In the suflferer's own words: ■

For she said I was a regalar 

<*' Bandy-daody " — sort of a chap in my w«y, 

She broke my heart, I knew she woaI<( 

Did Saucy Betsy Gray. ■

Another rhyming word is said to be 

borrowed from a bird's song. According to 

D'Urfey,in his "Pills to Purge Melancholy," ■

Whilst in eternal day ; " terry-rerry," rerry, rerry, 

Hey, terry-rerry, slugs the blackbird. 

Ah! what a world have they I ■

" Hurdum-durdum " signifies tumultuous 

merriment. There is a tradition that Brath- 

wait, the author of (drunken) '' Bamabee's 

Journal," standing upon Higbgate Hill, said: ■

Fare thee well, Loudon, thpu'rt good for nonffht elM 

Bat hurdura, and durdum, and ringing of beUs. ■

" Eazzle-dazzle " within the present year 

has given title to a music-hall song ; and 

appropriately expresses what Dick Swiveller 

meant when he remarked that on a previous 

evening he had had '* the sun very strong 

in his eyes." In ** Household Words," 

:N"o. 183, "On the ran-tan" is said to 

mean drunk ; but in Gloucestershire, ^* ran- 

tan" denotes beating, thrashing. This 

seems to be the more correct form, for when 

parties of men go stang-riding — ^i.e., gather 

round one mounted on a pole, and proceed 

to the house of a notorious wife-beater, they 

invariably commence or end their doggerel 

rhymes with this phrase, or a variation of it : ■

With a ran-tan-tan 

This man has been licking his good woman. ■

We pass from this, by an easy transition, ■

to " hickup snickup," which forms part of ■

a charm for the hiccough. Sir Toby Belch ■

once exclaimed " Sneckup," a phrase which ■

seems to have bothered annotators. As a ■

past master in fuddling ceremonies^ he ■

probably referred to this charm, which nina : ■

Hickup, snickun, stand an, straight np, 

One drop, two drops, gooa for the hickap. ■

In the south they have a very expressive 

phrase for one inditferently well — " FroWy- 

mobly"; and to be in " mubble-f ubble " 

signifies low spirits. In Leeds when a 

person is overpowered with astonishment 

he is said to be "muck-struck," a phrase 

forcible but scarcely polite. " Huck^maek ** 

is an expression of like character, meaning 

foul, miry ; and in Devonshire a bedraggled, 

besmirched person is said to be ** muckaon 

up to the hucksou." In Gloucesteiahiie a 

wavering, unstable, or worthless man is 

called a " meckle-keckle fellow " ; and it is 

worthy of remark that in Derbyshire poor ■
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ore is called " keckle-meckle." An awkward, 

simpleton is called a " hauvey-gauvey " in 

the neighbourhood of Leeds ; in Warwick- 

shire they style such a ope a " hob-gob," 

which may be a corruption of '' hobgoblin/' 

or else it is from "hob/* a lout, and "gob," 

a lump, "Gobbinshire'' is the abode — 

"that never was writ in the traveller's 

chart" — of uncouth folk. They say of a 

slovenly loafer in South Cheshire : ■

Gobbinshire, Gobbinshire, of GtobbinsbiTe Oreen, 

The ronkest owd beggor as ever was seen. ■

A "Flibber-gibber" is a lying knave or 

sycophant ; so, in Latimer's Sermons, foL 39, 

we get : " And when these flatterers and 

flibber-gibbes. another day shall come and 

claw you by the back. Your grace may 

answer them thus," etc. A secondary 

meaning of the word seems to be: a 

vexatious, tormenting spirit. Bishop 

Harsnet, in his account of the Spanish 

invasion, tells of forty fiends cast out by 

the Jesuits, among them Flibbertigibbet 

—doubtless another form of the original 

word. So the Fool in " King Lear " : " This 

is the foul fiend Flibbertigibbet; he begins 

at curfew, and walks till the first cock; 

he gives the. web and the pin, squints the 

eye and makes the hare-lip ; mildews the 

white wheat, and hurts the poor creature 

of earth." ■

In Yarmouth, a woman in grotesque and 

hideous attire is said to be a Kitty Witch, 

or " Kitch-Witch " ; and a row amongst 

viragoes is termed a "Kitty witch row." The 

origin of this word is now forgotten, even 

in the place. According to Forby, in his 

"Vocabulary of East Anglia," it was custom- 

ary many years ago for women of the lowest 

Older to go in troops from house to house. to 

levy contributions at some seasons of' the 

year ; and on some pretence which nobody 

now seems to recollect, having men's shirts 

over their own apparel, and : their faces 

smeared with blood. ■

The streets, too, give us " Hurdy-gurdy," 

the too well-known musical instrument. 

Some think this word an example of change- 

ringing on the Italian " ghironda " ; but it is 

more likely derived from the simple English 

word " gird " and the root of " Hurdum," 

noise, a word previously noticed. A word 

of pure literary origin is " namby-pamby," 

signifying babyfied. It was applied by 

Pope and his supporters to the work 

of Ambrose Phillips, who addressed cer- 

tain yerses to Lord Carteret's children. 

"Namby" is generally believed to be a 

corruption of Ambrose, and "pamby" a 

reduplication of the. former. " Niminy- ■

piminy," meaning affected simplicity, a word 

beloved of the aesthetic Bunthome, seems to 

have been put to the same use as prunes or 

prism was in Mrs. General's day. Lady Emily 

in the " Heiress " tells Miss Alscrip the 

way to acquire the Paphian Mimp is to 

stand before a glass pronouncing " iiimini- 

pimini." ■

The well-known game of choosing one 

of two shut fists, in the hope of obtaining 

a marble, cherry, or such trifle, gives us 

a rhyming word, " Handy-dandy," which is 

as old as the hills. " Handy-dandy, which 

hand will he have ? " occurs in Ben Jonson's 

" Bartholomew Fair," and is alluded to in 

"King Lear" and "Piers Plowman." 

Another well-known name gives us " Hen- 

pen." When boys attempt to dislodge, 

with their ducks or stones, a companion's 

drake or stone placed in a hole, or on an 

elevation, they say, "Hen-pen, duck and 

mallard, amen." It must be remarked that 

" hen-pen " in some parts means not only a 

house for fowls, but the dung of fowls, and 

also the herb yellow-rattle. In the North 

of England, children call certain black, 

greasy-looking veined pebbles, " ocker- 

dockers," or lucky stones, and religiously 

preserve them as charms. ■

"Pagrag" is the day when servants ■

change their places. Thompson, in his ■

" History and Antiquities of Boston," says ■

it is either Mayday or Martinmas. In ■

HoUoway's "Provincial Dictionary" it is ■

said to be old Michaelmas Day. . It seems ■

to be merely a corruption of pack-ragj i.e., ■

a gathering together of working garments for ■

new service ; witness the old village rhyme : ■

Mayday, pay day, 

Pack rags, and go away. ■

" Hitty-titty " seems to mean " touchy," ■

and on this account may have been used as ■

a peg on which to hang the ancient riddle — ■

the nettle : ■

Hitty-titty indoors, Hitty-titty out, 

If you touch Hitty-titty, 

Hitty-titty will bite you. ■

Then there is " Hodge-podge," a mixture* 

and its other form " Hotch-pot " or " Hotch- 

potch," which has got into legal matters. 

Blackstone, on the authority of Littleton, 

lyrites : " It seemeth that the word hotch- 

pot is in English a pudding ; for in a 

pudding is not commonly put one thing 

alone, but one thing with other things 

together " > and adds, " By this housewifely 

metaphor our ancestors meant to inform us 

that the lands, both those given in frank- 

marriage, and those descending in fee simple, 

should be mixed and blended together, and ■
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then divided into equal, portions among all 

. the daughters . ,. • denoted bringing the 

lands into ' hotohpof ' ■

"Kagmjig'? or ^*Cegmeg" is, in the 

Midlands, meat of poor and even bad 

quality ; one almost seofifo in pronouncing 

it. *«Faxwax," ''packwack," "paxwax,'* 

"baxwax," '' peasewease/' all refer to the 

tough, elastic ligament running along each 

side of the neck of laige quadrupeds. The 

conjurer's " Hocus-pocus " is said by some 

to be a. perversion of the words *' Hoc est 

Corpud," said by the priest when he 

consecrates the elements in the Eucharist. 

Others ^ay there was a celebrated Italian 

magician, Ochus Bochus, whom his followers 

invoke^ In Hudibras we get : ■

Bnt I have sent him for a token 

To your low country, Hogen Mogen. ■

This refers to Holland or the Netherlands, 

and is said to be derived from " Hooge en 

Mogende" — high and mighty — the Dutch 

style of addressing the States-Greneral. 

And now this article may be appropriately 

concluded in the words of "Caleb 

Quotem " : ■

With a-men, gaymen, rum qitotem, factotum, 

Rhimery-chi mery, liquorice-stickorice, 

Chizzle tomb, frizzle comb. ■

"WILL YOU WALK OUT WIOJH ■

ME^ MISS r" ■

a complstb story« ■

*• Mr. Walton.* ■

"Madam." ■

"What is your honest opinion about 

love?" ■

"About lovel Why — ^but you are not 

thinking of proposing, are you 1" ■

"Not yet" ■

Then they both burst into laughter ; for 

•4^6 young man, as he inade that reference 

to proposing, shifted his position away from 

his companion with an air of alarm; the 

result beiug that the little table on which 

he was seated toppled over, and he unex- 

pectedly found a seat on the grass instead. ■

"Miss MulgrovQ," said he, when their 

mirth had subsided, and he was beginning 

to gather up the materials out of which he 

had been constructing a toy yacht for her 

small brother, "you observe that chance 

has supplied an appropriate answer: the 

very mention of love upsets me." ■

" But it has brought you to your knees 

as well." ■

" I beg your pardon ; it is duty that has 

brought me to my knees, not love. I have 

promised Tommy that his boat shall be ■

iin»hed this morning, and How I can't find 

the rudder — bother the thing I " ■

" There it is !" exdaimed Tommy's sister, 

darting from her seat, and picking the miss- 

ing article from out a long tuft of grass. ■

Whm» order was restored once more, and 

they had resumed their tasks— -he working 

at the little vessel with all a sailor^lB cunning, 

^e making for it the sails that he hid 

planned — there was silence between them< 

for some minutes. ■

At last Walton spoke in meditative 

fashion, showing that his mind had been 

pondering her unexpected question : ■

" I am inclined to think that love, now- 

adays, is too often unreal ; it has lost it&^ 

simplicity and spontaneousness, because sO' 

much is made of it in fiction." ■

"That is exactly what I have felt my- 

self," said Marina Mulgrove quickly. "And 

I think we women are chiefly to blame. 

We all know, in our hearts, Uiat modem 

civilisation doesn't admit of much romance 

in real life, and yet we are not a bit satis- 

fied unless men make love to us in a highly 

sentimental way. It is delightful if papa 

and mamma object, we get an opportunity 

to pose like the heroine of three volumes ; 

and it is del^htf ul, too^ if the dear man who 

offers his heart and wants ours, seems in 

a fearful state of agony while we are think- 

ing whether the exchange is worth making; 

and the worst of all is, there is no honour- 

able retreat for either of the engaged ones, 

even if they find, on better acquaintance, 

that they don't like each other well enough 

to get married. No ; the novelist has de- 

cided that true love is eternal, and there- 

fore the poor wretches submit to their &te. 

The girl especially is afraid to return her 

engagement ring, because she has read so 

much about the frightful effect of jilting 

a man. He was the pink of perfection 

yesterday ; to-morrow, if she says she has 

changed her mind, and does not care to get 

married, he begins life anew as a scoundral, 

or is a hopeless drunkard in six months' 

time." ■

"When, instead of anything of the sort 

happening, the poor fellow would jump for 

joy to get his discharge," said Walton. 

"But that novelist has decided for him 

that the girl must necessarily break her heart, 

or end her days as a miserable spinster ; so 

he also is afraid to speak his mind." ■

"And so they get married, and kad a 

cat and dog life," said Marina pensively. ■

" But how is this state of things to be 

altered. Miss Mulgrove t You have thought 

so much about the problems of modem ■
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socie^. Is there any way of making mar- 

liage a safer transaction for both parties 1 

J0n see, we can't, i^bolish love, but the 

calamity of marriage might be — might 

be " ■

"AToidedl" enquired Marina calmly. ■

There was a mocking gleam in tiiose 

thoughtful grey eyes of hers as she spoke. ■

'' No ; we must recognise the inevitable, 

I fear; but something might be done, 

surely, to moderate its e?il8.'' ■

"Well, what should you say to a seven 

or ten years' lease instead of the present 

lifelong contract 1 " ■

" Let me see, how would that work)" said 

the young sailor musingly. " I marry you 

— don't be alarmed; the case is purely 

hypothetical — ^and at the end of seven 

years you have had enough of me. But 

although you may then be glad of joxir 

liberty, your chances in the matrimonial 

market cannot be, seven years hence, as 

good as they are now. That is a diffi- 

culty, isn't it 1" ■

"Yes, sir; and allow me to say that 

your chances will not be any better than 

mine, if I can help it." ■

" Miss Mulgrove, you are f eminine^ and 

not philosophic," interrupted Walton, 'with 

severity. ■

"Pardon me; I am merely practical. 

At the end of those seven years you will 

certainly try to marry again; and the next 

lady c^ your choice will naturally come to 

me for references." ■

" Um — ^that will be awkward. A genuine 

widower is snapped up by the sex without 

enquiries — out of sheer sympathy-T-but this 

widowei! by arrangement must needs be 

armed with first class testimonials from his 

previous partner." ■

" Of course/' said she with a mischievous 

smila ■

" Stip, there is this to be said ; couples 

will have all the more reason for renewing 

the lease with each other, because of these 

mipleasant c<msequences we have been 

discussing. In fact^ in the majority of 

eases it seems probable that the partnership 

would be &f lifelong one, just as it is now." ■

" Only they would, to make that certain, 

^ways be c^litged to be nice to each otdier," 

said the young lady mockingly. ■

" How dreadful 1" ■

" However, there would be an entirely 

new thetoe f(^ tea-table gossip. That 

would be at least one advantage of the new 

matiimonial method. ' Mr. and Mrs. So- 

and-So's lease wiU shortly expire. I 

wonder if , ^^j jntepd to . leue w ? Neither ■

of them has said a word yet. How are they 

behaving 1 ' " ■

Evidently there were elements of strongi 

mindedness in Miss Mulgrove^ character. 

But she possessed beauty and grace of 

behaviour to neutralise these. She passed 

as an " odd girl '' among her female friends 

— ^none of them ever said worse than this. 

With men she was distinctly popular. Her 

personal charms no doubt partly accounted 

for the fact ; still it was, I think, chiefly 

due to her ready comprehension of the 

masculine temperament. As her own 

brother said — he was a naval officer 

and Walton's intimate friend — ^^' Marina 

makes fun enough of us poor wretches ; but 

at the same time we are not such a blind 

puzzle to her as to most girls. She seems 

to understand by instinct what a man's 

notions are like, and to accpmmodate her- 

self to them in what she says." ■

It must not be supposed, however, that 

Miss Mulgrove was« in the habit of con- 

versing with all her male acquaintance£j 

with just' as much freedom as she dijd with 

Eichard Walton. Him she hacl knowni 

for many years. He and the, brother 

referred to began tiieir naval career tf^ether^ 

When onshore, they, as lads, we^e^ in thej 

habit of spending part of their holidays 

together. And although now both of them 

lieutenants, and serving on different ships, 

it. was an understood thing that fiiend&^ip 

with their respective friends should bej 

maintained. On the present occasion Lieu-' 

tenant Walton's visit had been somewhat 

longer than usual ; for unfortunately he had 

been invidid,ed home from the Gold, Coast. \ ■

But his month's stay at the Pai^sona^^— ; 

Marina's father was jcector of a small parishj 

in a remote part of Essex, near the Laidonj 

Hills -r- his month's holiday wa3. justj 

coming to an end. In another three days! 

he would have to report himself to thej 

Admiralty. ; . | ■

And yet I am afraid he had only, recovered: 

from one malady to become the victim of. 

another* Qold Coast fever had been 

succeeded by the. fever of love, leaders 

who are skilled in the diagnosis of the, 

complaint, will already have discovered 

in his talk about love and marriage indica- 

tions of his true state, a state of mild 

delirium, when the tongue is chaiTged with 

bitterness for that and for those commonly 

held most dear. ■

Another confirmatory symptom, as it 

seems to me, was that the young man still 

clung to the theme which his companion 

had so oddly started; for after another ■
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interval of silence he remarked rather 

soberly : ■

'^I cannot help thinking after all the 

lifelong arrangement is the best one. The 

true difficulty lies in finding a satiBfactory 

method of courtship." ■

" Can you suggest any rules and regula- 

tions 1 " enquired Marina, still in that calm 

and- slightly sarcastic tone which gave 

no clue to her real sentiments. ■

**No, sailors are proverbially unskilful 

in navigating the ocean of love." ■

" Very prettily said, Mr. Walton. You 

certainlymust be the ship's poet when at sea." ■

The young officer blushed. He had 

occasionally ventured into verse, and was 

wondering whether that wretched brother 

of hers had ever played the false friend by 

revealing the fact. ■

Possibly Miss Mulgrove observed his 

confusion, and sought to make atonement 

for causing it by being merciful to his 

ignorance about courtship, for she said, 

with a gracious smile : ■

" I will tell you what seems to me abso- 

lutely the best method of making love, on 

one condition." ■

•* What is the condition 1" ■

" Why, that both of us — as soon as I 

have enlightened you — keep absolutely 

silent until Tommy's boat is finished. You 

promised to have it ready for him by 

eleven, and it is now a quarter past ten." ■

" Agreed ! Your condition is harsh but 

practical," said Walton, applying himself 

with fresh energy to his task of rigging a 

mainmast for the said vessel. ■

"WeU, I got my ideal of love-making 

through Mrs. Simpson.'* ■

"Who is Mrs. " ■

** Hush ! you are not to speak, remember. 

Mrs. Simpson is the grocer's wife down in 

the village ; she used to be our nurse years 

ago before dear mamma died, and she and 

I have always been great friends. One day 

in a frolicsome mood I enquired if Mr. 

Simpson was very, very nervous when he 

asked her to marry him— he is a dreadfully 

timid man, I may say. She laughed and 

said: ■

" ' I don't think he ever did ask me to 

marry him, Miss Marina. It isn't our way. 

He used to tease me and I used to tease 

him for a long time when he came to the 

Parsonage for orders. Then one morning he 

said quite serious like : " Will you walk out 

with me, miss?" — it was ** Polly " at other 

times. I said I didn't mind ; so we walked 

out together for nearly a twelvemonth, and 

then began to talk about furnishing.' ■

*" But supposing in the meantime you had 

changed your minds 1' ■

'* * Weil, we should have had « tiff most 

likely, and shoiddn't have walked out 

together any more, that's all.' ■

"Now, I think," continued Miss Mul- 

grove, " that the unsentimental courtship of 

people like Mr. and Mrs. Simpson, who are 

a thoroughly happy pair, is vastly superior 

to the article supplied by the novelist. 

People in their station don t commit them- 

selves too deeply before they are matried, 

and they are generally happier afterwards " ■

There was a slight tremor in her voice as 

she concluded. Walton for his part looked 

grave. He had bound himself not to speak, 

but he was evidently dissatisfied. ■

It was a relief to both of them when at 

the end of half an hour a bright, fair- 

haired boy of about nine years came leaping 

down the steps of the terrace, under the 

shelter of which they were sitting. This 

lad was Tommy Mulgrove, commonly called 

by his sister Marina, " that precious mite." ■

" Done yet ? " cried he, making a tempes- 

tuous rush at his sister, and planting 

himself unceremoniously by her side. ■

" Nearly. And what about the verb 1 " ■

" Eo, is, it, imus, itis, eunt," sang out the 

youngster in a confident tone, clasping 

Marina's arm and swinging it to the rhythm 

of his recital. ■

"Hush— h— h!" ■

Then Tommy gave his attention to the 

ship-building. The little schooner-rigged 

craft which was soon to be all his own, 

was now completed save in one respect — 

a name. The outline of this Lieutenant 

Walton was at that moment carving. As 

he finished^ he said: ■

"That must do for to-day, Thomas. 

Letters of gold to-morrow, after the trial 

trip," ■

" Oh, but I say ! that isn't fair," ex- 

claimed the lad, in a disappointed tone, as 

he spelt out the name that had been 

carved. "Look, sis! Fancy calling my 

yacht 'Miss Mulgrove MI thought it was 

going to be 'Richard and Marina^' for 

you've both helped to make it for me^ 

haven't you now?" • ■

The situation was a trying one for the 

young people. On the previous day Tommy 

had, in the emphatic style of small boys^ 

declared that the yacht, then only just 

begun, must be called "Elchard and 

Marina," and no objection was raised at 

the time. Since, however, there had been 

indications that Richard contemplated 

suggesting a much more important com- ■
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bination of the two names. It was^ to 

prevent his designs from reaching practical 

shape — ^in plain words, to avoid a proposal 

— that Marina had started that conversation 

about love and marriage, with which the 

reader is already familiar. Her free-and- 

easy treatment of the subject made an 

earnest appeal such as he had determined 

npon quite impossible. And her last little 

speech contained, aa he understood it, a 

very significant hint of her reply should he 

persist in disregarding the warnings of her 

previous romarks. ■

It is easy enough to say, '* faint heart 

never won fair lady." For all that, I 

believe Richard Walton was acting under 

an impulse of manly courage in accepting 

his fate. He loved truly enough to see her 

duties as she saw them. She had the care 

of four motherless children, besides those 

numberless responsibilities of parish work 

which had fallen on her shoulders when 

the mother died eight years ago. And her 

father had i^ever been himself since the 

shock of that dread parting. Realising all 

this, the young officer had, with somewhat 

of tiie hopeless loyalty of knights of old, 

sought in a delicate way to indicate his 

submission, when he carved the prosaic 

words "Miss Mulgrove" instead of those 

previously decided upon. ■

But he had quite forgotten, alas ! that 

renunciation is not usually part of the 

creed of the British boy. Master Thomas 

Mulgrove had, according to his own notion, 

indited in quite enough self-sacrifice 

already for one morning by committing to 

memory part of an irregular Latin verb, 

while the boat-building was going on. To 

his sturdy intellect, changing the yacht's 

name was simply a breach of contract ; he 

bad no feeling whatever for the sentiment 

conveyed thereby. ■

His sister had, however, and she blushed 

tremendously as she divined its import. ■

**I say, Marina," pursued that wretched 

youngster, ''what are you colouring up 

for? Didn't you want it to be called 

•Miss Mulgrove,' then 1" ■

Marina had never yet boxed the ears of 

that " precious mite." It would have been 

a relief to have done so at that moment ; 

it would have been still more a relief if she 

waid have rushed away somewhere and had 

a good cry. ■

Walton, on his part, felt equally miserable. 

He wanted to 'say something that would 

ease the situation, but words utterly failed 

him. In iJie presence of that young imp, 

what, indeed, could the poor fellow say 1 ■

Then, suddenly, help came to these luck- 

less victims. . ■

" Oh I there's papa, and the lot of 'em," 

cried Tommy, as he caught sight of his 

father, his twin sisters, Ethel and Janet, 

and his bigger brother Jack emerging frpm 

the garden a^t the end of the lawn. Then 

he scampered away to meet them. ■

Marina and Richard exchanged glances 

for an instant. Then as by a common im- 

pulse their eyes fell. But I fear they had 

sealed their fates by looking into each other's 

eyes just then. ■

Richard took his knife, and without 

further ado began to scratch out those words 

from the stem of the little vessel ■

" Sailors have superstitions about altering 

a ship's name after she is launched," said 

he with remarkable coolness, " so it is just 

as well to be on the safe side." ■

The " Richard and Marina " was launched 

that afternoon on Burnstead Lake, just half 

a mile from the Parsonage. Her behaviour 

on this trying occasion was magnificent. 

Tommy, as owner, was the most important 

personage present. More by luck than 

judgement he said nothing more to tempt 

his sister to box his ears. Why should he 

have done so, however) He had had his 

own way re " Richard and Marina." ■

These victims of circumstances felt 

rather happy as they walked home together. 

Richard had received a letter by the mid- 

day post. It was from his father — Rear- 

Adniiral Walton, counselling him to accept 

the offer of a captaincy in the coast-guard 

service for the next five years which was 

placed at his disposal. Thereby further 

risk to his health on that fatal Gold Coast 

could be avoided, while promotion would 

not be hindered, Richard having an excellent 

record. ■

like a sensible fellow the young officer 

showed this letter to the lady of his heart. 

As she handed it back to hiin he remarked 

gently : ■

" Will you walk out with me, miss 1 " ■

" Yes, Dick." ■

AVIGNON. ■

IN TWO PARTS. PART II. ■

The walls of Avignon are as interesting 

as any part of the town. They completely 

girdle the place, and are practically as good 

as ever they were. Time has given them 

a certain beauty . of colouring, and yet 

nothing is more astonishing than the grace 

with which they bear their age. ■
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It was Innocent the SiKth, the fifth of 

the Avignon Popes, who began to fortify 

the place. He had good cause for the 

work, and — ^if we may credit the statement 

that Benedict the Tv^elfth, his predecessor 

but one, left a treasure of fourteen millions 

— plenty of capital also. France was in a 

bad way in the fourteenth century. Those 

famous bandits, known as ** The White 

Company," were very much abroad. Clerics 

or the laity, it was all one whom they 

mulcted. They presented themselves, in 

fact, before Avignon, and his Holiness 

Innocent the Sixth only got rid of them 

by absolving them from all their sins, and 

giving them sixty thousand florins. It 

was a fine achievement for the rogues : 

they both ate their cake and had it. . ■

Innocent's successor. Urban the Fifth, 

was stimulated to hurry on the wall building 

by a new troop of extortionists, the ** Pil- 

grims of God," thirty thousand strong, under 

the leadership of the great Bertrand du 

Guesclin. These worthies demanded two 

hundred thousand florins from the Pope. ■

" Tarry," said his Holiness, " and I will 

raise the sum from the citizens and the 

people." ■

This gave Du Guesclin a famous op- 

portunity to show what stuff his human 

nature was made of. ■

" Now do I see," he cried, " how full of 

covetousness and disloyalty is your Chris- 

tianity. Avarice and pride and vanity and 

cruelty of all kinds abide in Holy Church, . . 

But by the faith I owe to the Holy Trinity, 

I will not take a single penny of the money 

except the Pope pays it out of his own store." ■

Urban the Fifth groaned, and got quit of 

the " pilgrims " for one hundred thousand 

florins out of his private treasury. Again, 

too, formal absolution was included in the 

levy. ■

It was clearly most essential that Avignon 

should have walls. The building of them, 

therefore, was pushed on, and we now see 

the result. Where they have been restored 

under Viollet-le-Duc's able control they 

look startlingly modem. But they are nob 

like this in all their extent. ■

Avignon's walls are one of the sights of 

France. But they serve a useful as well as 

esa antiquarian purpose. The civic customs 

officers have a unique cordon for their 

work. None but the most audacious of 

ciountrymen will attempt to force a passage 

into the town with his basket of eggs or 

butter by way of escalade — to avoid paying 

the tax. They are also a protection 

aigainst the Rhone, which now and again ■

floods the land, turning the old city of the 

Popes into an island. ■

From Avignon's wall, the transition is 

easy to the grdat Papal Palace— a unique 

building. These were times in which 

persons of high rank could not enjoy their 

dignity in houses less than ten or twelve 

feet thick in their exterior presentment, 

with narrow-barred windows, and parapeted 

roofs, with machicolations, and a variety of 

devices for annoying undesirable callers. 

Even the heads of the Catholic Church 

were not above being influenced by these 

temporal trifles. Hence the monstrous 

mass of prison-like building, with its spots 

of windows to it3 acres of sombre for- 

bidding facade, and the towers and battle- 

ments which command the town. ■

Like St. Peter's of Rome, this Papal 

Palace of Avignon does not at first fitly 

hold the mind. One looks at it and looks 

away rather disappointed. But one looks 

again and again, strolls round about it and 

examines its parts, and ends by confessing 

that it fascinates. This, too, quite without 

thinking of its historical associations. ■

But the visitor does not nowadays see 

much of the Palace interior. Since the 

Revolution the Pope has had nothing to do 

with Avignon, and France has shown its 

disesteem for Popes in the abstract by turn- 

ing the huge residence into a barrack. 

. I had to present myself at the Town 

Hall for an order to view such of the Palace 

as is still on view. Two worthy corporals 

represented the local '' Commandant," and 

between them discovered the necessary 

permit. And then I passed through the 

portal of the Palace amid a crowd of the 

red-legged military, laughing and smoking 

cigarettes as they do all over France — even 

on the Rhine frontier — and was taken in 

hand by a woman. ■

She was not an ideal cicerone, this lady. 

I imagine she wished to get back to her 

room and finish her dinner preparations. 

She hurried me on when I would fain have 

paused awhile, and seemed more eager to 

crack jokes with the soldiers than rummage 

her mind for such details as the accom- 

plished guide is stuffed with. ■

The soldiers were standing at' the foot of 

the staircases, peeling potatoes, in groups 

of twenty or thirty. The atmosphere was 

as different as possible from what it was 

five centuries ago. The coarse chatter of 

these rustics, with the clinking of their 

bayonets, where soft-tongued Cardinals and 

courtiers trained. in all the subtleties of 

Italian life were wont to rustle to 4nd fro ■
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musically or glide with tbe movement of 

serpents i Fragments of "Le Petit Journal" 

on the ground ! And now and Uien the 

passage of a fellow in a white smock with 

a red joint in his arms ! Singing, too, of a 

subdued kind ; the words of Uie song more 

ribald than proper Papal ears would have 

approved I ■

However, it could not be helped ; and in 

a way it was piquant enough to see the 

large chambers with their ninety-six beds 

apiece, and the disengaged youngsters lolling 

on their dark-coloured blankets, some read- 

ing their love-letters, and some rubbing at 

theb buttons. ■

The place is transformed. Inside it has 

nothing suggestive of its old glory save a 

few lii^ering frescoes. I mounted ladders 

to look closely at the faces of the frescoed 

personages in the oratories— one the private 

chapel of his Holiness the Pope regnant. 

Bat there was time to do little more than 

recognise the hand of Florentine artists in 

the work. ■

There are dungeons and towers enough 

in the Palace precincts. The tower " La 

Glaci^ ** saw more bloodshed during the 

Terror of 1791 than ever before. The tower 

Trouillas held Rienzi in chains for five 

yeara Hence this notable son of a Koman 

publican went back to Home, at the bidding 

of Innocent the .Sixth, to play a new part 

in the city which had earlier admired jiim 

briefly as Tribune. Lord Lytton may be 

read for the rest of his history. ■

Surfeited with sightseeing, from the 

Palace I went in the wind to dine. They 

dine at noon in Avignon. The clocks 

were striking the hour — though there was 

bat little of that old melody of bell-music 

which made Babelais call Avignon " L'isle 

sonnante" at a time when there were 

three hundred church bells within the city 

waUs. ■

I proposed to nurse the medieval mood 

that had come upon me, and so I dined at 

the " Hdtel du Louvre," in a hall that four 

hundred years ago was a chapel. Pointed 

windows, groined and lofty ceiling, stained 

glass, and a religious calm — these were the 

characteristics of as impressive a meal as I 

have ever enjoyed. The waiters were 

tranquil men, past their prime, and with an 

old time civility. They whispered their 

communications to the dozen or so of us 

"who sat at table ; but echo seized upon 

their voices, and so we ate in the midst 

of a dying mnrmur of sound, as if the 

ghosts of the priests who ministered here 

in the time of Henry the Fourth were still ■

chanting a ghostly mass. A portrait of 

Napoleon occupied the high west wall of 

the chamber. It seemed a little out of 

place, but it is not for a stranger to judge 

in such matters. As for the dinner, it was 

excellent, though it did include among its 

courses such doubtful luxuries as cockles in 

their shells. I liked nothing about it better 

than the soft harmonious voices of the 

waiters. They had the tongues of men 

of Provence — who clip their words cruelly 

yet with grace. As, for example, when I 

asked at what hour was the table d'hdte : ■

** A Tor qu' vo' voy*, m'sieur," came the 

reply. It was a melodious riddle at first, 

but the meaning trilled itself home to me. ■

Dinner over, I smoked my cigar in 

another caf6, while I gazed upon Avignon's 

modem civic and other buildings and the 

statues that have come upon the town since 

it passed from the Popes to France. There 

is a monstrous marble group in the Town 

Hall Square, commemorating those of the 

district who died in the Franco^-Qerman 

War, The theatre, too, commands attention 

alongside the grandiose Town Hall, with 

its portico steeped in classicality. ■

Then I rambled between the showers 

into some of Avignon's back streets, noting 

on the way the "Salon Petrarque," for 

hair-cutting and "schampooing Americaine." 

I do not like these back streets of Avignon. 

They contain disestablished palaces enough 

— they would be called palaces in Italy — 

and some rather nice old curiosity shops 

crowded with dusty articles of the time of 

Bienzi; and they give one some strong 

contrasts, as, for example, where the bush 

of a wine shop swings below the statue of a 

Virgin and Child. But they are cobbled to 

distraction, and after rain the cobbles are 

glacial in their slipperiness, and they smell- 

like the meanest quarters in the dirtiest city 

of the dirtiest part of Europe. Once, too, 

a lady emptied a basin into the street from 

above, the fourth floor, just when I was 

conveniently placed for the infliction ; and, 

moreover, though the town is not a large 

one, these slums ramify astonishingly, I 

lost my way in them and proved more bad 

smells in half an hour — so soon after dinner, 

too 1 — ^than ever, I think, before. ■

But at the Place Pie I got a due for 

my salvation. That, at any rate, was done 

large on my map, however impossible it was 

to identify the various alleys and passages 

and streetlets which brought me to it. I 

came upon it through Avignon's market, 

where a host of old ladies in snow-white 

caps — which went well with t^eir chestnut- ■
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coloured complexions — ^were sittiDg- in state 

among gory sheep's heads and the like 

edible decorations. Signs of Avignon's old 

ecclesiastical greatness abound hereabouts: 

church' porches leading into warehouses 

instead of incensed naves, and with the noise 

of handicraftsmen where in Petrarch's time 

mass was sung daily with conventional pomp. ■

The Place Pie gives us another morsel 

of Avignon's romance. Here, more than 

three hundred years ago, lived one Perrinet 

Parpaille, president of the town's university. 

The poor man had the personal misfortune 

to be bitten by the mania for Protestantism. 

He became a thoroughpaced reformer in 

religion, headed the Calvinists of Provence, 

plundersd the churches of the town of 

Orange, and prepared for a tooth-and-nail 

struggle against Catholicism. But he came 

to grief in due time, and, having first been 

, exposed in a wooden cage for several days, 

the populace jeering him, he had his head 

cut off in one of the Palace courts. His 

house was then razed to the ground, and 

the Place Pie reigns in its stead. ■

Among Avignon's disestablished churches 

that of St. Antony, now an iron ware- 

house, deserves to be mentioned for the 

sake of Mary of Scotland's gracious treat- 

ment of a certain Archdeacon of Paris, 

named Chartier, who was buried here. His 

reverence was extremely ugly, but also a 

marvellous poet, orator, and rhetorician. 

One day Queen Mary passed him when he 

was asleep and kissed his lips, "for the 

sake of the fine things," she said, " which 

his mouth was wont to utter." ■

A continuance of the rain of this dismal 

day drove me for shelter into the church 

of St. Agricole — the edifice which in 1793 

was turned into Avignon's Temple of 

Reason. I was just in time for the fimeral 

of an artisan. The mortuary car rattled up 

to the porch, there was a stampede of the 

mourners with their dripping umbrellas — 

which they immediately exchanged for 

lighted candles — and the priest began to 

cense us one and all. It was not a very 

edifying service ; the poor fellow who was 

dead inspired no tears. His followers 

chatted, and smiled, and held their tapers 

awry so that the grease dropped on to the 

pavement, and the common coffin of white 

unpolished wood looked as bleak and de- 

pressing as the threadbare pall which had 

been Iwd on one side by the undertaker. 

Flowers there were none for the dead in 

this land of flowers, though some of tissue 

paper were to be seen on the church's altar. 

It was a relief when the priest gave the ■

benediction, and blew his nose in a business- 

like manner, as if publicly to advertise his 

gladness in the end of the ceremony. " My 

friend the corpse " was then trotted off to 

the hearse, and so to the cemetery, whither 

the mourners declined to follow it. ■

These chinfches of Avignon scarcely do 

themselves justice. They mostly date from 

a notable epoch in the history of Gothic 

architecture, but subsequent generations 

have played havoc with their original 

beauty. They are either built round closely 

with mean shops or residences, or the 

marbles and pictures of their interior are 

lost sight of in the more tawdry additions 

of modern times. ■

Talking of pictures, there was anciently 

one here in Avignon, in the Convent 

of the C61estins, which surely ** licked 

creation " in the matter of ghastliness. It 

was the work of King Ren^ of Anjou and 

Provence, and its subject was his dead 

mistress. He had loved this woman ex- 

ceedingly, and he chose to have her grave 

opened several days after her burial that he 

might once again feast his eyes upon her. 

The sight he then saw seems to have turned 

him suddenly melancholy-mad. At any 

rate, he determined to paint the dead 

woman, and paint her he did; the coffin 

resting, opened, against a graveyard cross, 

the corpse half shrouded, and teeming with 

worms, and veiled in part by spiders* webs. 

This precious work of art existed in the 

eighteenth century. We may rejoice that 

it has not come down to our time to be 

photographed and sold in copies at half- 

a-franc throughout the length and breadth 

of France. ■

But enough of Avignon's churches. The 

old town has more than it knows what to do 

with, in the present dwindled state of its 

population. ■

Towards evening I wearied of sightseeing, 

and, having supped, went to the theati^. 

It may be heresy to say it, but I prefer 

Avignon's theatre to all its churches put 

together. This at any rate pulses with 

modem life, which is, after all, the kind of 

life that best befits us modems. ■

The odious mistral abated somewhat 

towards midnight, and the moon broke 

through the clouds, which, however, still 

ran dark and fast before the upper breezes. ■

" I fear monsieur deceives himself ! " a 

courteous native of the town replied to me 

when I ventured in conversation to express 

my joy that the wind had fallen. ** It is 

the rule for the mistral to have a three days' 

spelL Afterwards it will be fine weather." ■
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Good heayens ! what ^a prospect, me- 

thought! Bat aUur! when I awoke the 

next momiiig/aiid drew aside the dingy, 

enmson curtt^ of my funereal bed, it was 

to see a lainblorred window, and no shred 

of blae sky anywhere. The old sights 

repeated themselves : bending trees, close- 

cloaked citizens^ umbrellas, a glistening 

thoronghfare, and gutters looking as if they 

would fain emulate the Rhone herself. ■

My hotel waiter confirmed the words of 

the other native of Avignon. He hadn't a 

doubt it would be as cheerful a day as its 

piedeeessor. ■

I have seldom suffered so d^ressing a 

disappointment as this weather treatment 

in a place where I had confidently looked 

for blue skies. Baudot's picture of Avignon, 

as his vigorous imagination recomposed it, 

is the very antithesis of Avignon as I saw 

it "Streets carpeted with flowers" indeed, 

hanners flying before the breeze^ tapestried 

windows, soldders singing Latin songs, red^ 

capped cardinals going hither and thither 

in brilliant processions, the sweet medley 

of lutes and mandolines and musical church 

bells, and a populace dancing to the sound of 

fifes and tambourines on Beuezet's admirable 

bridge— this is the Avignon the novelist 

describes in his "Letters from my Mill." ■

My Avignon, on the other hand,has already 

been limned as a flat, stale, and — historical 

associations apart — unprofitable country 

town, where they ape Parisian manners and 

esjoy as serials to their journals such 

literary food as " The Nights of Paris 1 " ■

I am truly sorry I have been forced to 

cany away with me such an impression as 

I have of Avignon. It was bad enough to 

go from palace to ehureh, and from bridge 

to convent, buffeted by the wind and the 

nin. Bat it seemed even worse that I 

should have to pay my respects to Yauduse 

itself in the midst of a downpour that 

threatened to float my vehicle on the 

Vanduse highway ere I could get back to 

Afignon's protecting walls. However, the 

^ey has wings, and can now and then 

dose the flood-gates of reality upon its 

^nma of the past. And so, in spite of the 

nustn], I understood something of Petrarch's 

pleasure in this sequestered spot. But I 

letomed to Avignon very damp, and sighed 

for the charms of the weather in old 

Snghnd. ■

And so the next morning I rose at the 

di^eadlal hour of five— the mistral still on — 

•nd entered the express for Paris. ■

I had suggested to my landlord at the 

Hdtel Crillon that a cup of coffee before ■

leaving him would be an appreciated kind- 

ness. Bat the honest man evaded the 

suggestion. ■

" In the weather that is, monsieur, only 

the porter will have arisen at the hour 

necessary for monsieur. He -will be unable 

to prepare coffee, but he shall attend to 

monsieur's luggage.'' ■

Some time I must revisit this city of the 

Popes. I owe it to Avignon itself to 

expunge the dolorous memory of it which 

I, at present, have perforce to entertain. ■

HARRIED TO ORDER. ■

A ROMANCB OF MODERN DAYS. 

By ESMB STUART. * ■

AutJior (tf "Joan VeUaoot,*' **A Woman o/ Forty," "KaUll 

of Grtyitone," ete., «(o. ■

1» . ■ ■

CHAPTER LV. FIRB AND SUOXB. ■

Whbrb was her father) She had cer- 

tainly seen him coming towards the Palace, 

perhaps she would find him there fingering 

his gold. Her uncle wanted her to get it 

away from him, but as for herself, she now 

only longed — ^by a strange perversity of 

human nature — ^to know more about Philip's 

death. She felt she must talk about it 

to some one, and she could only talk to 

the man who had done the deed. The 

secret was too heavy, too dreadful for her 

to carry alone. ■

After Forster's departure she had waited 

and longed intensely for a word from him. 

He would surely relent and send her a 

line, wherein she would find his love 

hidden. But nothing had ccmie, not one 

line, not one message, and now she realised 

that she would never again see him or 

hear from him. That was all over, that 

one love of her life ; that one strange episode 

was dead, and it had died surrounded by 

horror and sin. ■

After that awakening, the thought of 

Philip had more and more intruded itself 

upon her. He would never have left her, 

she was sure of it ; but then all Uiought 

ended in this terrible fact — Philip had been 

murdered here, in the Bothery glen, where 

he had first come to crave for hospitality. ■

Sometimes she felt that the could not 

bear the thought, so she would pace up 

and down the room trying to forget it. 

At these times Philip's voice seemed to 

sound close to her, pleading for her love, or 

at least for her kindness. ■

*'If he were here, if he were here, I — 

I— would try to live my life differently," 

she thought, '< but he is not here." ■
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The last conversation with the Duke 

had at length roused her into aetion* She 

would go to her father and compel him 

to listen to her. She would try to show 

him how his evil had wrought, and that — 

but then she mentally shrankfrom his coarse 

wordsy ''Go to jowt lover," though now 

they were no longer applicable. ■

Shd opened her door and listened to 

the silence. Silence frightened her now 

as it had never frightened her before. 

Her nerves must be giving way, she thought. ■

Her father must be in the turret-room, 

for though he would not sleep there, he 

often sat in the lower room when it was 

dark, so Jim Oldcom «aid» This would 

be the firsts time she had seen him since 

his annpuncement at the farm, and the 

thought of him brought back all her misery. 

Still the exertion did her good, and she 

determined to proceed. She would hear 

it again, she would know aU there was 

to know about Philip. ■

She went down the stairs, now silent 

and deserted, into the halL The servants, 

left so much to their own devices, neglected 

their duties, and there was no light in 

the great central hall, nothing but gloom 

and silence. A smell of damp had crept 

in from tto outside, and everytiiing was 

now suggestive of death and decay. ■

Penelope paused again and again. Her 

heart beat fast. She was afraid — actually 

afraid, and her fear sdemed to take shape in 

a dread of seeing Philip. Were there such 

things as visible ghosts! Would Philip's 

sad spirit come to reproach herf If there 

were any truth in apparitions— ^and the 

ghost of her ancestress was an undisputed 

belief in the family — ^then surely his spirit 

might wdl wish to reproach her. She 

must go on, however, so she turned down 

the passage leading to the dilapidated turret 

It seemed tx> her long ago since Philip had 

followed her ddwn this same place, and 

since she had showed him the old family 

treasures — the locket and chain which was 

supposed to bring sorrow if it w^re given 

away, and the swoxd of David WinskelL 

As she walked slowly on, suddenly she 

heard the old sound of footsteps behind 

her. They had oeased for some time, and 

the fact of hearing them again gave bar 

a start of pleasure. ■

More bravely now she oontinued her 

journey. She knew her way too well to 

need light, but, as she approached the 

heavy door whi^ 'separated the turret fdom 

I the main buildings, she wondered how she 

would be able to make her father yndewtwrid ■

that she must see^hinu The swing door 

was fortunately not bolted from the' inside, 

as was often the oase^and as she let it 

close behind her she shivered a little. 

Damp and decay were only too visible here, 

and everything spoke of ruin. It was even 

dangerous, she had heard her uncle say, and 

even a casual observer could see the truth 

of this. She noticed that the beam above 

the heavy door of her father's room was 

barely sate. There might soon be a sudden 

fall of masonry, for an ominous crack ran 

upwards into the gloom. ■

She listened in some trepidation. A 

faint light came from under the door, and 

she heard a movement within as she re- 

peated her knocks. ■

" Let me in," she said as firmly as she 

could. ■

There was no answer, and Penelope 

waited some time before she repeated, her 

request. Some muttered curses was l^e 

only response she could distinguish, but 

still she stood her ground. ■

** I must come in, father." ■

Presently she heard him approach the 

door, and in another moment he drew back 

a heavy bolt ■

They were too much accustomed to the 

strange contrast they presented to be struck 

by it, but Penelope for the first time felt 

a strong loathing towards this man who 

had brought so much evil upon her. ■

" My uncle sent me," she said, entering 

the room, which was in a filthy condition, 

the King having lately allowed no one to 

enter it. A large fire was burning on the 

hearth, lighting up, all too well, the 

comfortless state of the room. ■

<< What does Grey barrow want I He has 

plagued me enough I won't let him have 

my money. Let him find aonBie lor himr 

self ; and hemay go to the devil if it pleases 

him!" ■

Penelope interposed. ■

"However much you may value your 

hoarded gold, you are not the owner of this 

place. It would have been sold aver 

our heads but for-^for-^the man you<-« 

you " ■

A gleam of fierce, mad hatred transformed 

the King's face into something diabolical. ■

" You need not fear," continued Penelope, 

"I have said nothing but to one pesaon* 

The man whose life you have ruined." ■

<'Me 1 me! and what i^bout you, girll 

Where is the lover, eht Why doesn't he 

stay and " ■

" Hash 1 he is gone for ever. You have 

ruined all our lives." ■
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The King laughed; a kugh that was 

painf 111 to hear. ■

"So the King of Rothery can do some- 

thing, chy girl? Get aloDg with you. 

Go. No, stay a moment. Look, Princess, 

do you see this panel ? The gold is here now. 

I have moved it here to-day. If Greybarrow 

wants it^ don't let him have it I liiM pay 

it back pound for pound to— to- " ■

" You cannot^ you cannot do it now. Why 

was I ever bom ? Why was this wretched 

pride fostered, only to end in^— in murder 1 " ■

The King burst into one of his uncon- 

trollable fits of laughter, and PeneHope^ too 

angry to answer, moved away. ■

" Stop ! " he cried, *' stop, girl ; don't tell 

GreybaiTOW, or he would seize it, he would 

gan^le it away. The devil take " ■

But Penelope had already closed the 

door, and behind her she seemed io hear 

the mad laughter of her father following 

her down the haunted passage. She even 

heard him draw the bolt again as his 

laughter mingled with his cry of ''The 

devil take you ! " ■

When Penelope found herself once more 

in her room, she felt quite overcome with 

fear and misery. Betty was waiting for 

her, wondering where she had gone, but 

even to Betty the Princess could not re- 

veal her father's condition. Most likely 

she kuew it from Jim Oldcom, but tha 

family pride was too great to ask for 

sympathy, even from an old retainer. ■

"Yon must eat. Miss Penelope,'* urged 

Betty; ''you do look like a ghosts that^s 

Burc." ■

*' Tell tiid Duke I will not come down^ 

stairs this evening. I will go to bed. I 

don't wijh to see any one. Dob't ask me 

any questions, Betty." ■

•'Poor love I Poor love !: This has all 

come of going to London, Miss Penelope. 

It is all along of that. Didn't I say there 

would no good come of it ? It's a wicked 

place, and Jim Oldcom says hell never 

set foot there not as long as he lives." ■

"I should like to be there now, any- 

where, anywhere away from here," said 

Penelope wearily. ■

'*Good Lord, Miss Penelope, how the 

times is changed, you speaking against the 

Eothery valley ! Well, to be sure, times is 

changed." ■

Then Penelope, weary and hopelesp, 

retired early to bed, and for the first time 

since Forster's departure she fell into a 

sound sleep. It was a disturbed sleep, 

certainly, and for some time she was 

tioubled with wild dreams, in which she ■

seemed to hear her father's mad laughter. 

But after a time these dreams changed, and 

she saw before her the form of Philip, but 

so changed, so sad, that she cried out in 

fear. Her very soul seemed frozen with 

the agony of the sight, and with the look of 

reproach in his eyes. Indeed, so vivid was 

this dream, that at last the strength of her 

fear awakened her, and she started up with 

a cry on her lips : " Philip ! Philip ! " ■

In a second she began to realise that she 

had only been dreaming, but even then the 

dream seemed more like a vision which 

must be true, than a mere picture of the 

imagination. ■

She stretched out her arms, as if she 

could by so doing thrust aside the impres- 

sion which had so much pained her. It 

was there close to her. Philip was there 

with hia kind, reproachful face, gazing so 

inexpressibly sadly at her, that though now 

fully awake, she called out aloud : ■

" Oh, go away 1 Go away 1 " ■

The moonlight came slowly flickering 

round about, and she saw that it was her 

own garments on a great arm-chair which 

had taken the shape of the dead man. It 

had all been imaginary, a phantom of the 

mind, but as sh« hastily threw on her 

dressing - gown her hands still trembled 

from the fear she had experienced* Surely 

spirit had called to spirit, for never before 

had she felt like this ; it was a dream that 

had the force of a vision, and which thrilled 

her with dread. ■

Ther» seemed to be no air in the room, 

though every now and then she could hear 

a gust of wind sweeping across the courtyard 

on its way to the lake, where it would 

gather strength round the base of the lonely 

hills and raise the water into miniature 

waves. ■

But the spiritual presenee was still there, 

and, hurrying across to the window, she 

hastily open^ it. The fresh cold air re- 

vived her, and for one moment she felt that 

she could breathe more freely. Then, lifting 

her.eyes towards the cloud-swept . heavens, 

she wondered how she would in future 

escape from such mom^its. She could not 

bear them J if they returned often a new 

misery woidd be added to her life, a new 

torture of which she had no previous 

experience. She leant he^ heafl against the 

casement, and wearily closed her eyes. When 

she opened them ^ain she was roused by 

seeing a strange thin cloud of blackness 

sweeping across the yard. It seemed as 

if the clouds she had lately seen traversing 

the path of the moon had descended upon ■
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earth, but tbe next moment Penelope's 

heart seemed to stand still, for, looking 

sideways to where the sky was shut out by 

tbe high turret, she saw whence came tbe 

cloud. It was smoke, and the turret must 

be on fire. Some of the smoke silently 

ascended in thin wreaths ; some, wind-blown, 

was carried past her windows to journey on 

no one knew whither. The truth was at 

once clear for her. ■

Fire! The turret was on fire, and she 

had left her father there. ■

The Winskells were brave by nature, and 

danger had a specially bracing effect upon 

their nerves. A moment before the Princess 

had felt crushed and weak,»now she did not 

hesitate for a moment. She hurried on her 

clothes with incredible speed, and then, 

wrapping her black fur cloak around her, 

she opened the door and ran down stairs. ■

Her uncle's room was some way distant ; 

should she go first to him or first to the 

turret 1 For an instant she hesitated, then 

a terrible fear swept over her. Her father 

had bolted the door after her. Suppose he 

himself had stayed in the room^ and suppose 

he were unable to get out ! She must go 

first to him ; so on she ran, down the steps 

and into the great haU, too anxious to call 

out, and with but one idea in her mind : 

the turret was on fire, and her father was 

there. As she passed down the passage she 

remembered that there was a bell close by, 

and she pulled it violently ; then on she 

flew, and pushing open the great swing 

door, she suddenly found herself enveloped 

in smoke. It was true; the fire must be 

within the room where her father had so 

lately been seen. She rushed across the 

smoke-filled passage, and seized the door- 

handle. The door resisted; it was still 

bolted from within. ■

Now she called out - aloud : '* Father, ■

father ! " She placed her eye to the lock, 

fancjring she heard the King's voice, bat 

she could not be sure of this, so without 

pausing another moment she rushed away, 

calling out with all her strength : ■

"Fire! fire!" ■

Before she got to the end of the passage 

she met the butler, then Betty, and soon 

after the Duke himself hastened towards 

her. He had smelt the smoke and had also 

been roused by the bell. ■

" Come, help ; fetch some tools. The door 

of the turret is bolted. He — the King— 

was there last night ; he must be there stUl." ■

" Impossible ! He never sleeps there," 

said the Duke. '' Where is Oldcom 1 Send 

some one for him." ^ ■

The smoke drove them back several 

times. Then there came a sudden change 

of the wind, and the black pillar rolled off 

in another direction, so that it was just 

possible for the men to begin the work of 

battering in the door. That was the only 

way possible, and the heavy blows fell 

thick and fast, rousing strange hollow 

echoes along the stone passages. When 

Oldcom and some more of the shepherds 

came running up, the less stalwart made 

room for them. ■

" Look ! look ! " cried Betty, opening the 

small door which led into the courtyard, 

" the fire has run up to the second floor ; 

certain sure it will reach the roof of the 

turret." ■

"From whence it may run across to the 

new buildiDg," • said the Duke, horror- 

struck. " Come, my men, make baste ; we 

must force an entiance. Williams, ring the 

great b^l which calls up the village folk ; 

they will make a chain to the Rothe];y. If 

this turret alone is doomed, there will be no 

great harm done ; but it will be a race with 

the fire." ■
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CHAPTER V. ■

" One can't have everything, I suppose I 

We feel a little dubious on certain points, 

but if the case had been different we should 

(olyhave felt a little dubious on certain 

other points, I take it." ■

"Whether the points in question now 

are not rather important — eh, Masters ? 

Seems so to me, you know I " ■

The two speeches ; the one slow and pon- 

derous, as of a. man who feels his words to 

cany weight, the other nervous and tentative, 

as of a meek man ; possessed, for all their 

difference, one characteristic in common — a 

species of ruminating dissatisfaction. And, 

as the last speaker paused, he glanced round 

him, as though vaguely conscious that the 

sense of the meeting was with him. ■

The meeting consisted of a group of men 

which would have struck awe into the 

bieast of any average inhabitant of Aln- 

diester, though it could hardly be said to 

be intrinsically awe-inspiring in appearance. 

It was composed of about a dozen of the 

most prominent men, alike of the precincts 

and the town, who sat shoulder to shoulder, 

oUivious of the yawning gulf between 

them. The first speaker : a large, slow man 

with sandy hair and beard : Mr. Masters, 

the Mayor of Alnchester, sat at one end of 

the table ; and the man who had answered 

him was one of the principal tradesmen of 

the town — a very wealtiiy grocer. At 

the other end oi the table, acting as chair- 

maoy was the Dean. The rest of the 

meeting consisted of several of the canons ; ■

young Mr. Eliot, the bankei'^s son; the 

leading solicitor of the place ; and old Dr. 

Kivers, who was Dr. Vallotson's friendly 

rival. There was an empty place next 

Dr. Rivers which Dr. Vallotson should 

have filled, and there was also an empty 

chair at the chairman's right hand. ■

The room was one in the town hall used 

for committee meetings and so forth, and 

the group assembled represented the com- 

mittee formed for the establishment of a 

cottage hospital for children; it was, for 

the moment, Alnchester's special hobby, 

and was to be located at Hatherleigh, a 

village about three miles from the town. 

The business of the meeting had not, how- 

ever, begun as yet. It was evidently 

waiting the arrival of something or some 

one ; and as evidently the members of the 

committee were occupied in tentatively 

carping and disparaging comment. ■

*^ A rather more sympathetic man would 

have been better, no doubt ! " observed one 

of the canons regretfully, in response to 

the last speaker's tacit appeal. '* But Dr. 

Branston's skill is very valuable." ■

" Oh, there's no doubt about his brains ! 

He's a clever fellow enough — if only he 

didn't take such care to let you know it ! " ■

The words came from young Mr. Eliot, 

and the disparaging testimony to North 

Branston's powers was uttered with a 

rather bitter sneer. The word was taken 

up by Mr. Masters. ■

"The long and short of it is," he ob- 

served sententiously, "that we had no 

choice, and we must just make the best of 

things as they are. We cannot approve 

entirely of Dr. Branston, and that is the 

fact. We don't like free-thinking in Aln- 

chester, and a man who is never seen inside a 

place of worship mustn't look to stand well 

among us. But failing Dr. Eivers and Dr. ■
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Vallotson, Dr. Branston is evidently the 

man for this particular post, and no doubt 

in many "ways he*ll fill it very well" ■

" I endorse that sentiment very heartily, 

Mr. Masters. I consider that we are 

fortunate-*- exceptionally fortunate, I may 

say— in having so valuable a brain as 

!N"orth Branston's at our service. And for 

the rest — well, gentlemen, as we are talking 

quite informally, perhaps it will not be taken 

amiss if I suggest that the subject of our 

discussion is hardly justly appreciated." ■

The speaker was a tall, thin, grey-haired 

man who sat at the Dean's left hand — 

Archdeacon French by name, one of the 

canons of Alnchester. His face, lined and 

worn into a suggestion of considerably 

greater age than was implied in the colour 

of his hair, was veiy delicately and strongly 

cut, and was conspicuously noticeable for a 

certain expression of quiet observance which 

characterised it. His voice was at once 

firm and gentle, and the tone of his last 

wordi?, which was that of delicate sugges- 

tion rather than of assertion or reproof, was 

particularly attractive. He was listened to 

with a deference which showed that ^e 

was a personage in Alnchester. But the 

deference was tinged in almost every face 

with dissent more or less open, and his 

words were succeeded by a silence. ■

The silence was broken by a quick step 

in the passage outside * the door opened, 

and North Branstoli came in. ■

" I am isifraid I am behind time, gentle- 

men," he said. " I beg to apologise." ■

The faces of the committee, one and all 

of which had turned towards the door as it 

opened, were rather a curious study. Each 

had changed slightly ; each had developed, 

in place of the previous more or less 

pronounced dis8atisfa(^tion, a certain reserve ; 

a reserve which was in some cases merely 

non-committal, while in others it accentuated 

itself into suspicion or distrust, or even 

positive dislike. Obviously, Alnchester 

had not bestowed upon North Branston, as 

a resident, that goodwill which it had 

withheld from him as an occasional visitor. ■

Nor was the fact wholly surprising, if 

taken in conjunction with North's expression 

and demeanour at the present moment ; 

though perhaps cause and eifect were capable 

of transposition. He had spoken briefly, and 

now, as he walked up the room in response 

to the Dean's invitation to the chair at his 

right hand, there was an indifferent compo- 

sure about him which wte neither concilia- 

tory nor deferential. His deep-set eyes 

were more^ contemptuous than usual as he ■

surveyed the meeting, and the cynical set 

of his lips more pronounced. ■

" My first and most pleasant duty," began 

the Dean, after having formally opened the 

meeting, "is to express our great pleasure. 

Dr. Branston, at your acceptance <lf the 

post of visiting physician to the proposed 

hospital. I feel that I am expressing the 

feeling of the oemmittee when I say that 

we are highly sensible of the sacrifice 

involved to so busy a man as yourself, and 

that we are fully conscious that the position 

could not be more adequately filled." ■

The formal speech was spoken with 

stately propriety ; the words expressed no 

more than the Dean's honest opinion on the 

matter; but there were reserves in his 

mind with reference to North Branston, 

and there wfis no geniality about the tone. 

His words Wete' followed by a murmur of 

assent, civil b^t Hot hearty. Only Arch- 

deacon Fretich's " Quite so ! Quite so ! " 

rang out pleasantly. ■

" You are very good 1 " said North. *' I 

consider myself honoured by the appoint- 

ment!" His dry voice took a slightly 

ironical tone, and young Mr. Eliot leaned 

suddenly back in his chair. ** As my 

time is, as you say, somewhat limited, 

may I suggest that the necessary business 

should be transacted without delay 1 " ■

It was not precisely a harmonious hour 

that followed, though the disturbing 

element never rose to tibie surflu^e. Between 

the tendencfy of the committee to car^ 

openly or covertly at Dr. Branston's state- 

ments and proposals ;' and Dr. Branston's 

dry and scathing disposal of unfeasible 

alternatives and irrelevant discussion; 

between the necessity for dealing judi- 

ciously alike with the grocer's sour dis- 

trust of the new-comer, the disposition of 

some of the canons to maunder benevo- 

lently on the subject of sick children in the 

abstract, and the unconcealed hostility to 

North which young Mr. Eliot took leiss and 

less pains to control ; the Dean's position as 

chairman was far from a sinecure. By the 

time the hoiir was over. North Branston's 

face was darker and more grim than usual ; 

and when the meeting was finally adjourned, 

he parted from his colleagues with a curt and 

comprehensive =** Good day, gentlemen !** ■

He was stri(ftng towards the door alone^ 

leaving the committee in confidential groups 

about the rooili, when Archdeacon ]^nc^ 

who had ably seconded the Dean in thb 

steering of his difficult course, disengaged 

himself from the group to which he be- 

longed, and followed him to the door. ■
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** Good-bye, Branston ! " he said, holding 

oat a cordial hand and looking pleasantly into 

tiie younger man's face. "By-the-bye, can 

yon eome and dine with me one night this 

week — just ourselves, you know 1 The day 

after to-morrow, shall we say 1 Grood ! " ■

He shook hands heartily, and North went 

on his way. ■

It was nearly one o'clock, and his way 

lay homeward. His face 'had not relaxed 

from the set ^i^ch it had brought from the 

committee room, when as he had cleared 

the town and was beginning to breast the 

hill, he heard quick steps behind him, and 

a voice calling his name : ■

" Branston ! I say, what a pace ! ** ■

It was Bryan Armitage, and as he 

reached North's side he went on cheerily : ■

" I've been dashing after you all through 

the town. I'm going up your way — 

supposing you were going home — ^and I 

thought we might as well walk up together. 

It'll train me a bit ! " he added, with a 

laugh. ■

" All right ! " was the terse assent. And 

North Branston resumed a modii^ed edition 

of his long stride. ■

Bryan Armitage glanced up at his face 

with a quick look of perception in his blue 

eyes. ■

•* You've been to the hospital committee 

meeting, haven't you \ " he said. " I say, 

North, can you tell me how it is that when 

all our Alndiester bosses are such first-rate 

fellows if you take them individually, they 

should become such a lot of funny old 

potterers when you get 'em in committee 1 "* ■

He paused; looking up with his eyes 

twinkling; and NorUi, compelled to an 

answer apparently by his silence, shook his 

head. ■

" I can't tell you," he said grimly. ■

"Bat you're not prepared to deny the 

fact, anyhow 1 I say, North, having just 

seen them at it ! No, I thought not ! " 

He laughed jollily, and then stopped rather 

suddenly. " It's an awfully fine thing that 

you've taken the business up. North," he 

said, and the face which he turned to 

North was eloquent in every line with 

boyish admiration. " Fm no end glad ! " ■

The tribute was accepted with a gesture 

only, but Bryan Armitage appeared un- 

conscious of any ungraciousness. ■

" I hope no end it will work," he went 

on. "IfU be a jolly time for the little 

kids, won't it I" ■

This very simple edition of the elaborate 

platitudes delivered by sundry members of 

the committee was not snubbed by North ■

Branston. They had come to a ioik in the 

road, and Bryan had stopped, indicating 

that his way was no longer North's^ In the 

boy's face was an enthusiastic hero-worship ; 

i^ the n^an^s an odd tolerance and a half- 

forced envy. ■

" I hope the kids will appreciate it," he 

said, with a smile. "Good-bye ! " ■

" Good-bye," returned \kB other. " Oh, 

I say, North, by-the-bye, how's Connie? " ■

North paused as if the question came 

upon hi^l as rather irrelevant. ■

"She's all right, I believe/' he said. 

"You've seen her since she came home, 

haven't you 1 " ■

" Oh, yes," was the rapid and rather airy 

answer. " I've seeii her all right. A week 

ago, at the meeting. She's rather altered, 

isn't she?" ■

He did not wait for an answer, but 

walked off rapidly with a wave of his hand. ■

Another five minutes brought North to 

Dr. Vallotson's house. He opened the door 

and was walking quickly towards his own 

room, when the drawing-room door opened 

and Constance came towards him. ■

*^Wait a moment, North," she said. 

Constance had never been taught to address 

North Branston as "uncle." "Mother's 

hand is very painful. She has not said so, 

of course, but one can see that she is in 

pain. It ought to be seen to, I'm sure." ■

"Is Dr. Vallotson out]" demanded 

North. " He looked at it this mormng) I 

suppose 1" ■

" I don't know when he will be in," re- 

turned the girl loftily, looking at him with 

hard, condemning yoimg eyes, " or I should 

not have asked you to see to it. But I'm 

sure ^e bandages are too tight or some* 

thing." ■

"Where is shel" - - ■

"In the drawing-room, writing letters/' 

And without' deigning to express her s^nse 

of his reluctance by another word, Constance 

passed him and went upstairs. ■

With an extra fold in his forehead aftid 

compressed lipa North Branston strode on 

and went into the drawing-room. ■

" Constance tells me your hand is woiSe, 

Adelaide," he said abruptly. ' ■

Mrs. Vallotson was sitting at her writing- 

table with her back to the door. In spite 

of Constance's words, howeveJf, she was not 

writing at the moment; her pen lay idle 

on the blotting-paper, and she^ was «ittitig 

almost rigidly erect, looking straight before 

her. Pifesumably she was pausing for cdn- 

sideration between two letters. Presumably 

also her thoughts had been somewhat in- ■
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tent, and had prevented her hearing the 

door open, for at the first sound of North 

Branston's voice she started violently, 

almost convulsively, but without turning 

round. A second or two elapsed, during 

which he waited for an answer, and then 

she moved her head slowly and looked 

towards him. ■

The wound in Mrs. Vallotson's hand, 

though it was unpleasant enough, had 

not at first seemed to her husband likely 

to be a long affair in healing, takjng into 

consideration her robust frame. But the 

week that had since elapsed had falsified 

these first impressions. Not only had 

the shock and the loss of blood told 

on her extraordinarily, unhinging her 

nerves and producing a strange state of 

fever, but the wound itself had inflamed, 

and even now showed little sign of healiug. 

The face she turned to North Branston 

now bore eloquent testimony to the suffer- 

ing it had caused her; suffering which 

in so strong a woman seemed out of all 

proportion to the cause. It was the face 

of a woman who had not slept for nights, 

and whose every nerve was tense with 

pain. Her cheeks were haggard, and her 

Ups were pale. The lines into which 

her mouth was compressed were cut deep. 

Her eyes were sunken and burning, and 

there was an indefinable kind of fierceness 

in them. ■

They gazed across the room at North 

Branston, and apparently her physical 

distress stood between her and the irritability 

which he usually created in her. She 

looked at him as though she saw him 

a long way off. The next instant, as 

if by an unconscious effort of will, a film 

passed across the singular wildnesa of 

her eyes, and she turned them hurriedly 

away from him. ■

''Constance is mistaken!" she said. 

Her voice was as unlike itself as was 

her face. It was loud and strained. ■

Nortli, who had been observing her with 

unmoved professional eyes, drew a step 

or two nearer to her. ■

''You are in great pain, Adelaide !" he 

said coldly. '' You had better let me see 

what I can do for you." With a movement 

which in a person of her physique was 

extraordinarily nervous, she shrank back 

as he approached, and he stopped instantly, 

with a slight contraction of the muscles 

of his mouw. ■

"Nol not" she said. "It's nothing! 

It's no worse than it has been. You couldn't 

do anything." ■

Her eyes wandered restlessly and pain- 

fully about the room as she spoke, as though 

dreading to rest upon his figure, and her 

usually abrupt decision of speech was totally 

absent. Her words hurried out one after 

another as though one statement alone were 

insufficient — insufficient, strange as it 

seemed and eloquently as it testified to the 

state of her nerves, to defend her from him. ■

North Branston shrugged lus shoulders 

and waited a moment. Then he said 

abruptly : ■

" Where is Dr. Vallotson ? " ■

There was a moment's dead pause. 

Apparently Mrs. Vallotson had realised her 

own want of self-control, and the silence 

was due to her determination to master 

herself before she spoke again. Her face 

was set like marble, and her voice was almost 

toneless in its composure. ■

" He was called to Hatherleigh Grange," 

she said. " The new people arrived two 

days ago, it seems." ■

"What time did he go 1" ■

"At about eleven.*' ■

"Then he will be back before long," 

said North, turning on his heel. "If you 

prefer to wait for him it is as you choose, of 

course, Adelaide ! " ■

She made no answer, and he crossed the 

room to the door. His hand was bn the latch, 

and he was going out without glancing at her 

again, when Mrs. Vallotson stopped him. ■

*' North ! " she said. ■

"Weill" ■

"Have you refused that appointments 

* North Branston did not answer for a 

moment, nor did he turn to her. ■

"Do you mean the London appoint- 

ment 1" ■

"Yes!" ■

"I have refused it!" he said grimly. 

" If you have decided that you would like to 

get rid of me, Adelaide, it is too late." ■

He left the room without another word, 

and she turned mechanically to her writing- 

table. ■

There was no written letter upon it, 

however, a quarter of an hour later, when 

ttie luncheon-bell rang and she rose slowly 

and heavily. North and Constance were 

waiting for her in the dining-room, and the 

three sat down to lunch in nlence. ■

The meal was nearly over, and the silence, 

as far as Mrs. Vallotson was concerned, ^ 

unbroken, when the front door opened 

under a rather irritable touch, and Df. 

Vallotson's voice was heard speaking to his 

groom. His words were lost in a sudden 

I exclamation from Constance. ■
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" Mother," she said, " how you started ! 

Fm quite sure you feel worse than you say." 

Mrs. VaUotson, her face a singular grey 

colour from the throb of her nerves which 

had called forth the girl's words, turned 

upon her with glittering eyes. ■

'* Don't talk nonsense, Constance ! " she 

said. « I don't like it." ■

Her tone was one which the girl had 

never heard before. With a quick move- 

ment, half wonder, half resentment, Con- 

stance drew back, biting her lip as her 

father came into the room. ■

There was a mixture of testiness and 

satisfaction in Dr. Vallotson's face, and his 

first words spoke to the former feeling. ■

"Tut, tut!" he said fretfully, as he 

moved round the room to his chair. " I'm 

tired to death. Such roads ! Upon my 

word, the state of the country is a disgrace. 

What have you got there, my dear 1 " — this 

to his wife in a slightly modified tone. 

"Cutlets? VeryweU." ■

Having received his lunch with some 

disfavour, expressed in a variety of more or 

less inandible grunts and groans, the more 

satisfactory point of view appeared gradually 

to assert itself. He turned to North with 

an unusually tolerant expression. ■

« Well," he said, « I couldn't get to the 

committee meeting, after all. I hope you 

explained that I had intended to be there ; 

fully intended it, as you know. A call 

from Hatherleigh Grange — that was what 

prevented me." ■

He paused and applied himself with 

increased relish to his lunch, a benign air 

of self-importance dawning on his features. 

His speech received no verbal reply. North 

Branston responding with a gesture, and he 

went on with growing satisfaction and self- 

congratulation. ■

" I've paid a very pleasant call," he said, 

" very pleasant indeed ! Dear me ! what a 

fine place it is to be sure." ■

The observation was received with in- 

different silence by North. Mrs. Vallotson, 

judging from the set of her face, was hardly 

attending. The pain in her hand was evi- 

dently making heavy demands upon her 

endurance. So Constance said, with rather 

supercilious interest : 

«* Hatherleigh Grange, father ? " 

"Yes, my dear; yes. Hatherleigh 

Grange. I don't fancy you've ever been 

there. But you'll go before long, of course. 

Very pleasant people," he continued, 

malung the announcement to his wife. 

"Very pleasant indeed. Sir William was 

most cordial in the way of showing me ■

over the place — ^improvements, and so on, 

you know. Dear me 1 what a lot of money 

they must have spent over it. He expressed 

himself in a most friendly way as to Lady 

Karslake's anxiety to make your acquaint- 

ance, my dear. I did not have the pleasure 

of meeting her ladyship, I regret to say, 

but I have no doubt that you will find her 

an acquisition— quite an inquisition." ■

All Dr. Vallotson's irritability had dis- 

appeared ; he was in a state of irrepressible 

elation. He paused a moment, and then 

continued with pompous expansiveness : ■

"You'll want the carriage to take you 

out to Hatherleigh, of course ! Now, when 

would you thiii of calling, Adelaide my 

lovel" ■

For the first time since her husband's 

communicative vein developed itself, Mrs. 

Vallotson moved. She had been sitting 

erect with one clenched hand resting on 

the table. Now she leaned back in her 

chair looking straight before her. ■

" I don't intend to call ! " she said. ■

Her voice was almost strident in its de- 

termination, and even North Branston's 

eyebrows moved slightly as Constance 

turned quickly towards her. For a moment 

no one spoke. Then Dr. Vallotson, to 

whose forehead a faint pink flush had 

mounted, cleared his throat. ■

"I — I hardly think I understand you, 

my dear," he said. " You don't intend to 

call on Lady Karslake % " ■

"No!" ■

" My dear I " Dr. Vallotson's voice had 

risen several notes in the course of his 

previous speech, and he took up the word 

now on a higher note still, and in a tone 

which he very seldom ventured upon with 

his wife. The pink upon his forehead 

had deepened perceptibly ; the irascibility 

which pervaded him on his first entrance 

was evidently stronger in character, and 

nearer the surface than usual. ** I — I 

think you hardly understand the position. 

Lady Karslake expects it ! " ■

Mrs. Vallotson did not move. A singular 

little spasmodic smile touched the icy com- 

posure of her face. ■

" I am hardly prepared to be dictated to 

by Lady Karslake's expectation ! " she said. ■

A kind of choke came from her husband 

— ^an inarticulate sound expressive of bound- 

less incredulity and indignation which 

habit hardly permitted him to express. 

He pushed back his plate and sat drum- 

ming on the table with his napkin-ring, 

facing Mrs. Vallotson with a weak and 

angry self-assertion dawning pn his face. ■
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*^The circumstances 61 the casOi'' he 

began loftily ; " I — I mean-^the demands 

of eommon civility -^taking into eonsidera- 

tibnthat the preliminary steps have already 

been taken—" Hi* voice was rising 

higher and higher nrhen his wile ihtenrupted 

hm. ' ■

** If you had taken the trouble to ascer- 

tain my yiews on the subject, the pre- 

liminary steps would not have been taken/' 

she said. " The^ Grange is a county placa 

I do not care for the position involved in 

a calling acquaintance there ! I ishall not 

call!" ■

The harsh decision with which she spoke 

was even an accentuation of a tone which, 

as a usual thing, reduced Dr. Vallotson to 

silMice. North Branston, who had sat 

with folded arms, a frowning, but otherwise 

indifferent, listener to \h.e discussion, pushed 

back his chair and rose as assuming that the 

conversation was concluded. But Dr. Yal- 

lotson's temper was evidently not in its 

normal condition. The flush upon his fore- 

head had spread all over his face, and had 

changed from pink to crimson. The little, 

spare figure seemed to inflate itself with 

angry pomposity. His position in oppos- 

ing his wife was so rare as to be desperate ; 

and his consciousness of the fact hurled him 

to extremes and clothed his daring with 

violence. ■

"There may be two opinions on that 

point ! '•' he said, in a high-pitched voice. 

** I consider that your refusal to do so is an 

insult to my friends — an insult which I 

will not permit — will not permit, I say! 

That people like Sir William and Lady 

Karslake, county people, and people well 

known to the world, should be good enough 

to wish for our acquaintance^ and that they 

should be treated as — as you propose, would 

be— would be — scandalous! Scandalous, 

and nothing else 1 " ■

Mrs.' Vallotson rose abruptly. ■

" Eobert," she said, " you are forgetting 

yourself ! " She glanced quickly round to 

where Constance, with her cheeks indig- 

nantly flushed, sat gazing loftily into space. 

" Go away, child ! " she said. But Dr. 

Yallotson's emotion had passed beyond his 

control. ■

^ J* Understand me ! " he continued, empha- 

sizing his words with a hand that shook 

with anger. •*! insist! I say that I 

insist!" ■

He had risen excitedly to his feet as he 

spoke, and the last word was emphasized 

by a violent stamp of his fool The move- 

ment was hardly nrnde when his pompous ■

little figure, quivering with passion, collapsed 

suddenly into the chair behind him with 

an inarticulate groan of self-pity. ■

*' Confound it!" he said. "I had a 

twinge last night. Gout, of course. Oh I " 

with another groan. '* Oh, confound it I 

Plligue take it! Pm in for a sharp 

attack ! " ■

Half an hour later Dr. Vallotson, with 

Ms foot swathed in the regulation fashion, 

was established in his study, a victim to the 

severest pangs of gout. He was querulous 

and irritable to the world at large ; but to 

his wife, who had superintended the 

arrangements for his comfort in grim 

silence, he was meekness itself. In his 

present predicament nothing unconnected 

with his personal discomfort was of the 

slightest consequence to him. ■

A SUNNY COENER OF EUROPE. ■

I WAS told that Lausanne was one of the 

dullest and least attractive places in the 

world. But as my informant was a prize- 

fighter in ill health, staying at the same 

hotels I did not quitQ credit his criticism. ■

Certainly the day of my arrival was one 

calculated to depress. The city and its 

surroundings — ^including the atmosphere — 

were embraced by a grey mist with a touch 

of dampness in it I could not, indeed, see 

the lake untU I got close to it. Mont 

Blanc was of course a mere myth at a time 

when only two or three hundred yards of 

water were visible from the lake's very 

shores. For several minutes I stood above 

the lake side^ staring at a black object that 

seemed to be an apparition in the unlovely 

empyrean. In fact, however, it was only 

a boat with a pair of oars, as far out as 

the eye could carry. It suggested a large 

centipede bereft of ninety-eight of its legs 

more than aught else. ■

To kill part of the afternoon, I strolled 

along the bard high-road in the direction 

of Morges, and was greatly struck by the 

abundant opportunity a man has in this 

part of Europe of incurring a fine. It ia 

four francs for going round a comer at a 

trot, if you are a horse and cart ; six francs 

for soiling the pump water ; five francs for 

washing clothes in the public fountains 

without a license, or at an improper tiaie ; 

and four or six francs for invading private 

roads. One of these four-franc teespasses 

was almost irresistible. The road tiended 

from the thoroughfare towards a little knoll 

above, yet close to the lake. Here were ■
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seats fLiA a slim tree or two. The outlook 

nAtS enchanting— at least, it milst he in 

clear "weather,' I imagine the proprietor, 

being a just man, has connived at a mere 

four-franc fine in this case because of the 

exceptional allittements of his little property. 

Had it been n nice day I would have 

broken the law and paid my three and 

fourpence cheerfully. ■

Of course the roads here are hedgeless. 

We Britons, in our matchless self-conceit, are 

prone to flatter ourselves about the beauty 

of our hedges. Now a hedge, especially if 

well tangled and tall, is a beautiful object, 

and may be endured if there is nothing 

more beautiful in sight which it conceals. 

Else it wants uprooting. In Switzerland, 

fop example, and notably by Geneva's 

shores, hedges would be provocative of 

raving. Moreover, they seem to check the 

air's agitations— an undesirable thing when 

the day is warm and breezes are hungered 

for. Not that it mattered much on this 

day. I walked for the sake of walking. 

Sight-seeing was out of the question. ■

-Anon, howeter, being weary, I deviated 

to the sequestered small village of S. Sulpice, 

where I made a most unrighteous stir 

amoDg the white-capped old dames who 

were sitting at their windows sighing for 

an unfamiliar spectacle. Here I took 

coffee at the Cafe du Chasseur, whose sign- 

board depicted an extremely jaunty and 

self-possessed young man with a pointed 

beard, a gun, the inevitable game bag, and 

a dog. It was not a day for vivacious con- 

versation, but, for all that, my hostess and I 

talked for about twenty minutes, French 

is the language for a fluency that signifleth 

nothing — or next to nothing. No literary 

Englishman, for example, could' possibly 

have written as much as Rousseau without 

saying about ten times as much. When I 

left S. Sulpice to tetum to Lausanne, all 

that my twenty minutes' talk had told me 

was that the village sends its milk into the 

dty every morning and fetches its cans 

thence every evening. The lady, however, 

wished me " bon voyrfge " as if I were going 

right off to the Antipodes, instead of doing 

merely what the village milk-cans do twice 

daily. ■

S. Sulpice buries its dead in an opeb 

enclosure in the middle of a field outside 

the village, A more rude and Unlovely 

site in itself cannot be iiliagined. I doubt 

not, however, that when the sun shines the 

graves look upon a prospect of some 

beauty. ■

Bat what a chanfgathe night wrought in ■

the weather ! When I woke in the morn- 

ing it was to see the snow-clad summits of 

the mountains on Geneva's southern shore 

glistening in the sunshine, and the lake 

itself a pool of gold. The frost in the air 

did not detract from the glorious spectacle. ' ■

I saw enough, too, of Lausanne's populace 

to convince me that the above-mentioned 

pugilist was jaundiced. How could it be 

otherwise when it is notorious that the 

city abounds in young ladies' schools t 

I met the young ladies themselves, in end- 

less troops, chattering in the brightness, 

attended by equally loquacious governesses, 

and all with cheeks beautifully touched by 

Jack Frost's enviable hand. Thfey were of 

several nationalities. At - oiie moment a' 

musical babble of French flitted by ; then 

it was German, and then English. The 

other tongues I do not attempt to identify. ■

I suppose a professional pugilist's idea of 

a face is based upon his estimate of its 

" punchable " qualities — ^if I may be excused 

this expressive but otherwise most barbarous 

word. To him a city full of mere school 

girls would naturally seem unbearably in- 

sipid. ■

Ere I left Lausanne I learnt more about 

my poor pugilist. Though he had gained 

belts and stakes of hundreds of pounds in 

two or three continents, he had failed to 

keep his wife's love or esteem, or whatever 

it is that most aids the married life. They' 

were, in fact, a separated couple. Yet there 

was a sparkle of romance — call it maudlin 

romance if you will — in the matter. The 

lady — a girl of one or two-and-twenty — 

resided in Lausanne, in a villa of her 

husband's renting, while her spouse lived 

the hotel life. They exchanged ' letters 

daily. There was also a kind feminine 

intermediary who was trying to bridge the 

chasm that sundered them. After dinner* 

the poor pugilist more than once shed tears 

over his wife's epistles, and was then wont to 

extract from his breast-pocket a photograph, 

taken during the honeymoon, and pass it 

round for inspection. ■

Lausanne is not exactly a winter resort. 

The *' bise" can get it, and the " bise " is a 

demon at times. Nevertheless, though dull 

in a gentlemanly way, it pleases. Its 

pensions are quite grandiose : stately white 

palaces in their own gardens, with fascinating 

bowers and balustrades, perched one abore 

the other in their struggle to obtain as 

many windows as possible ** en plein midi," 

These and the number of " instituts des 

demoiselles " give the tone to the place. ■

There is a cathedral, high up, accesftifole ■

MfahMMrHHMiH*afii.fia^a^^£ia»MiM ■
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by a^ long staircase half imder wooden 

roofing, and worth climbing to. Kot for 

its interior ornaments, however. The Pro- 

testants of the sixteenth century or so 

settled all its pride in this particular. The 

few monuments that remain are broken- 

nosed and scrawled with initials in a way 

that would have satisfied the most zealous 

of our own Puritan iconoclasts. But the 

symmetry of the nave is unaltered, even 

though the present-day altar is a mere slab 

of marble, naked as that of a fishmonger's 

shop before the arrival of the day's provision 

from Billingsgate. ■

They are a strong-minded, amiable people 

— ^these Switzers of Lausanne. When the 

sun shines, contentment glows on their 

brown faces, and their attitudes and speech 

rejoice the Northerner here for a change. 

Yet these qualities in them cannot in 

justice be held as so very remarkable. 

Nature, as they see her envisaged in the 

radiant lake, set with graceful sails, and 

with the soothing, majestic beauty of the 

serrated and cone-diaped snow-crests of the 

Alps beyond, is the great tranquilliser. If 

they and we could change climates and 

landscapes for a decade, the effect upon 

national character would be extraordinary. 

For my part, I believe that in such a case 

we should astonish the world by our 

amiability as well as our genius. Perhaps, 

however, our constitution would suffer. ■

At litusanne, in the Cathedral Close, 

there was a foot of snow, and they did not 

put water in the jugs overnight lest the 

ice should break them. At Montreux, 

about an hour's ride eastwards, by the lake, 

there was no snow and the sun burned the 

skin. It is the ''bise" that makes the 

difference. The mountains block this en- 

gaging comer of the lake agakist the hated 

intruder from the north. ■

Hence, too, the added luxuriance of 

vegetation. Montreux way there are palms 

and orange-trees as on the Eiviera. Save 

on exceptionally clear days, you do not here 

see much of the great lake. The western 

and middle reaches of it are mist — nothing 

else. That does not signify, however. It 

is more snug as it is. The mind willingly 

accepts the deceit which makes it appear 

that the twenty or five-and-twenty square 

miles of dazzling water visible are all the 

lake. Sparkling Alps embrace these parts 

of the horizon, and the sun seems concen- 

trated upon the pool they bind. ■

One sees the mildness of the climate in 

the quality of its patrons. If you have 

had a good time elsewhere in the world for ■

say sixty or seventy years, and wish to be 

let down gently through the rest of youi 

term^ you cannot possibly do better than 

come hither. For the phthisical, too^ this 

seems an ideal spot. ■

I was more impressed by the veterans 

here than by the invalids. Such hale 

white-haired gentlemen and resolute white- 

haired ladies ! The latter struck me as the 

more practical in their methods of taking 

the air. They seemed devoted to boots 

very thick in the soles, whereas their 

coevals of the other sex went in rather for 

such fashionable fripperies as brown boots, 

and spats. It was especially exhilarating 

to see them of a morning clumping along 

the glorious lake promenade, with sticks 

like alpenstocks, casting bright if faded 

glances about them, which as much as 

enquired : " Are we not fine specimens for 

our agel" Answering at a venture, they 

certainly were that. ■

Their masculine contemporaries, on the 

other hand, looked rather bored, as if they 

doubted now and then whether they mi^t 

not do wisely to have another year or two 

of life in a metropolis ere striking root 

finally here. But their tanned faces, their 

agile though measured movements, and the 

cigars they smoked, all indicated them in 

possession of as much of the "corpus sanum" 

as they had the right to expect, even under 

the best of conditions. ■

There is a Kursaal at Montreux, with the 

usual comforts of such establishments and 

the added thrill of a little vice. This vice 

takes the form of a " Salon de ricr^tion," 

which is almost totally absorbed by a 

machine or circular racecourse of' green 

baize, for the sportive movements of a 

number of little metal horses. The gamble 

thus provided for the Kursaal's members is^ 

like tiie local climate, of the mildest. The 

maximum stake is one franc. Financial 

ruin is therefore all but an impossibility here. ■

The concerts given in the Kursaal after 

dinner are pleasant enough in their way, 

though of course not up to the Monte Carlo 

standard. One gets an idea of the vale- 

tudinarian tone of Montreux society in the 

scant patronage accorded to these concerta. 

The old gentlemen and old ladies who look 

so vigorous at ten o'clock in the morning 

do not turn out after dark ; and of course 

the more accredited invalids of the oom« 

munity do not One evening two ladies 

and myself had the music all to our- 

selves. This was so dismal that I aoon 

withdrew to the smoking-room a^jacent^ 

where things were only a little more lively. ■
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The Montreux hotels are admirable. 

Their exteriors suggest bills of alarming 

ma^tade ; but these need not be forth- 

coming. Here, as at Lausanne, it is the 

thing to go "en pension." I was received 

in this way, and given a south -room with 

two windows on the lake, for seven francs 

a day. It was a ridiculous price considering 

that a young moon was in the heavens. 

Its silvery sheen on the lake was a sight to 

rave about. Nor was this alL I dressed 

of a morning with my eyes much less 

concerned with my toilet than with the 

superb spectacle of the Dent du Midi's 

snows and rocks bossed against the blue sky. 

Electric light runs rampant on these shores. 

The road towards Vevey and Chillon is lit 

with it, and so are the hotels. It was worth 

seven francs a day to see the white marble 

lady in my hotel garden holding her egg- 

shaped electric lamp for our guidance 

through the exotic foliage about her. ■

Creneral conversation here is not exciting. 

It is even melancholy. I learnt this at the 

outset. There were two pallid Frenchmen 

opposite me at table. ■

"Well, my friend," said the one to the 

other when he had bowed, "have you 

coughed to-day 1 " ■

"Ma foi, no," was the brisk reply, in 

a hoarse tone of thanksgiving ; " not yet." ■

The next moment he coughed. The 

lady who was his neighbour lifted her 

pencilled eyebrows, and either sighed or 

pretended to sigh. Elsewhere, on the same 

occasion, another lady and a handsome 

young man were conspicuously without 

appetite; and the former periodically 

touched her eyes with her handkerchief. 

Her son, the young man's brother, hadj it 

appeared, just been sent off to join them 

from England, and was then lying ill with 

pneumonia in Paris. Ere the meal was 

over these two had initiated an attack upon 

medical men as a whole for their murderous 

indiscretion which met with much support 

from other English - speaking per^ns 

present ■

As a diversion from such dolorous themes, 

there were several pretty girl faces among 

us: vivacious and healthy. They seemed 

td seek somewhat pathetically for a re- 

sponsive smile of the kind more suited to 

^eir time of life and aspirations. ■

In coming to these chores, I had meant 

to try and realise Rousseau as he fancied 

he realised himself. I read his "Con- 

fessions" and "The New H^oise," and 

grew somnolent over the one and a little 

shocked with the other. But it is hard to ■

tf^ke thecompassionable gentleman seriously. 

He seems much too plaintive in his con- 

fidences. The pleasures life afforded him 

were certainly not of a robust kind — save 

those he derived from his walking tours — 

but they were also a myriad times more 

abundant than many men have meted out 

to them. Of all subjective prigs he appears 

the archtype. There is a wine-shop or 

something of the kind by Clarens — between 

Vevey and Montreux — consecrated to " Le 

Bosquet de Julie." I believe I ought here 

to have felt a sympathetic quiver for the 

sweety misguided, yet most verbose innocent 

who is the heroine of " The New H^Ioise." 

But I felt no such thing. I had an in- 

clination to laugh, and I laughed. ■

There was an English parson at my 

hotel in Montreux, a white-bearded, hearty 

man who smoked his pipe in the corridor 

after meals and liked to discuss Alpine 

ascents. I mentioned Jean Jacques to him. ■

" Oh, that man ! " he exclaimed im- 

patiently, throwing back his shoulders. 

"What a f ellow T Fdmcy a man coming 

to Vevey, shedding tears of sensibility — 

he'd call 'em that — ^into the lake, and then 

writing about it 1 " ■

Rousseau never disguised his distaste for 

us Britons. Instinct — it was not know- 

ledge — for once did not play him a scurvy 

trick. He was not made out of the mould 

that serves for us. ■

Vevey reminds one of another man as 

well as Rousseau: Edmund Ludlow, to 

wit. On his tombstone in St. Martin's 

Church here — a red-brick building with a 

tower, like many an English village church 

— he is termed "Hybernorum Domitor" 

and much else. The homely preamble, 

"Siste gradum et respice," invites the 

pilgrim to read his somewhat lengthy 

epitaph. But it is hardly worth while 

to do that. The marble just gives us the 

husk of the man. It is a deal more 

interesting to think of his sober, sunny 

life in Vevey for more than a score of 

years, with the snowy Alps and the 

lustrous lake with its lateen sails before 

him. There was a fair amoimt of shade 

to it, besides. The Vevey magistracy were 

more than civil to the illustrious regicide. 

They gave him a guard, assured him of 

their especial esteem, and arranged that he 

might sound the loud alarm bell of the 

little place if anything happened. But he 

had to be extremely circumspect in his 

movements, and for weeks at a time he 

did not leave his house by the lake. 

Guizot tells us more about the man in a ■
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iew words than the epitaph in many : '^ He 

lired at Vevey henceforward, obscure yet 

not at ease, forgotten by nearly every one, 

except the assassins." ■

A pretty touch, in truth i 

"St. Martin's Church has a commanding 

situation. It is approached by a ligeag 

road', and has a terrace much affected by 

invalids and others who love to bask m 

the winter sunshine. An artist would find 

ehdless material for studies in human 

grouping here. Bich vine lands, their soil 

as brown and warm-looking as a sealskin 

jacket, slope to the north from the build- 

ingj with blue^bloused workers spudding] 

among the plants. The grey rocks' spring 

above the vineyards; and their snow-clad 

vsummits, shaded by ink-black pines, take 

fantastic shapes against the heavens' blue. 

Beneath the church the golden dome of a 

Kussian chapel holds the eye for a moment 

.ttmong th^ multitude of villas, pensions; 

-and hotels. The effulgent lake glitters 

close beyond, One^ can fancy the cloaked 

regicide enjoying something of this prospect, 

with the hj^ - booted Switzer soldiers 

cracking their jokes «t a distance, while 

keeping a vigilant outlook for obtrusive 

gun-bamls and strange faces. An electric 

lamp now hnngs in the porch of the church, 

and %every five minutes of the day and 

evening an electric tramcar jingles its way 

along the high-road to Clarens, Montreux, 

and Chillon. ■

Ghillon must not be overlooked. Places 

and things so glamorously immortalised are 

wont to affront expectation ; but this castle 

does not do so. Byron tells poetically how ■

There are seven pillars of Gothic mould. 

In Chillon's dungeons deep and old ; 

• There are seven columns, mossy and grey, 

Dim with a dull imprison'd ray, 

A sunbeam which hath lost its way. ■

..But nowadays the poor vagrant sunbeam is ■

..entitled to no particular regard in' the 

dungeons. These may be as dark as ■

1 Tartarus w)iien your cicerone opens Hie 

portaL She touches a key, holvirever, and 

an electric lamp straightway beams softly ■

..upon the stones. ■

It is a strong and noble pile, finely set 

in the shallows of the lake, and the ivy 

and shrubs which deck its walls and 

landward side do not make it gloomy. It! 

is just a spot of shadow between the whitq 

A^ps and the azure skies and the crystal* 

clear water. There is not too much of 

it, else it would be sombre ; nor is it sol 

small that it can be termed puny. ■

. Byron may be read for an untruthful ■

yet engrossing account of some of its 

vicissitudes. Your guide does her best to 

make your flesh creep and your hair rise i 

like physical notes of ejaculation as she 

leads you from dungeon to dungeon and 

torture chamber. But even thumbscrews, 

racks, and rusty rings in^the living rock 

can't stand against Uie plUge of ^me, and 

we have long since swept^these things into 

the limbo of ^e obsoldt^ An influenza — 

Eussian — ^is not more' itksome than the 

effort to satisfy an exacting cicerone by a 

pretence of horror-strickefn interest in these 

monotoVK>us relics of that comfortable 

medit^valism some of ud afi^t to admire. ■

The Duohesis's boudoiri upstairs, was 

infinitely more cheerful and absorbing. 

Some iof her travelling-trunks were by the 

wall : huge iron-clamped boxes that no rail- 

way porter would touch in these days. Her 

door was designed to stand a siege, even 

though all the rest of Uie castle had 

surrendered. And from thd window she 

could drop undesirable lovers and otber 

inconvenient visitors plumb into the 

turquoise- tinted water a few score feet 

below. If she were a romantic duchess, 

she could not be better suited than with 

an apartment that showed her Jupiter 

and the yoiimg mooii coquetting over the 

lake in the indigo-hued canopy of night. ■

We were a party of five to be led through 

the castle, requiring infbrmation in time 

different languages. You ' should have 

seen the guide's face whea she understood 

how her brain was to be taxed. But her 

endeavours were of the heroic kind, and 

no dne moved a muscle at her giammatioal 

errors. I was fortunate enough, however, 

to be last out of one of the dungeons and 

to hear her moan, *' How it is fatiguing ! " 

as she coaxed her forehead with the palm 

of one hand. ■

Best of all, the castle kitteii was of the 

procession — a volatile young tiling with a 

stiff taiL It was a royal antidote to grief 

or dolorous musing to see the little creature 

start at its own shadow in the torture 

chamber, and leap high like a hooked trout, 

with ears set back, when Bonnivard's fetter 

was clanked against the rock. Upstairs, 

in the banqueting cumber, it purred and 

Ucked its legs with a most ladylike 

complacence. I never saw better acting, 

nor better judged. Of all the sights of 

Chilian, its kitten pleased me most. ■

To get these old-time cobwebs out of my 

head, I climbed from ChiUOn towards the 

Bochers de Kaye. I was soon out of the 

zone of caressing zephyrs. The wind blew ■
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keen a thousand feet oVer Montreux, and 

pearly icicles draped the hillsides. ■

Ydb the sun contiDued to shine brightly, 

and blackhirds tripped to eLniisoBJO^mg 

the brambles and scrub, with lively raaftliag. 

Hialf the people I passed were English !bdy8 

smd girls, rosy and gay, chattering, as if 

Switzeiikind had be^i ordated/ fo£ them. 

What a tonic was this air, to' be sure ! 

The eye, too, reVelled in its environment 

Genevai's lake a veiled . silver pkque, for 

there was a nether mist; the southern 

Alps showing only their majestic heads, 

cameoed upon the blue;, near at hand the 

long, olive-colonred,. pine^decked slopes of 

the lavine that runs from Montreux towards 

tiie Col de Jaman ; and, above, the black 

rock teetb of Jaman and Kaye streaked 

sad elotted with snow 1 ■

If nature could give us Northerners half 

as much pleasure in winter as she gives 

these Switzers by Montreux, we should all, 

I believe, become pure Pantheists. • . ■

THE STOBY OF A LITTLE CHILD. ■

A COMPLETE STORY. ■

Jamie Gordon was only a day labourer 

on a Highland estate, with a weekly wage 

and no high ambitions ; his mental horizon 

had narrow boundaries, his life had the 

calm tenor of recurrent monotonous duties. 

But into such liv^ there enter emotions as 

vivid, and tragedies as profound, as into the 

lives of the world's higher orders of men. 

And perhaps because of the colourlessness 

of those everyday prosaic existences, and 

the stir unwonted circumstance and passion 

makes in them, the fang of suffering goes 

all the deeper when it strikes suddenly.. ■

Gordon had one of those somewhat melan- 

cholic temperaments allied to a poetic nature, 

which are not uncommon among the Scotch 

peasantry. Bis thoughts came slowly and 

were difficult of translation into language, 

but his imaginings, though vague, were 

pure and a source of pleasure to himself in 

his lonely hours of toU. He had an innate 

reverence for good, a keen love of nature as 

he knew it in the woods and hills around 

his native valley, a tender affection' for 

flowers and animals and birds, a passionate 

love of country and of home, and a tenacity 

ol attachment which had in it large capa- 

bilities of pain.' ■

He had experienced already, thou^ he 

was little over thirty^ keen joy and bitter 

grief; for the girl for whom, like Jacob, he 

had waited and served long, and who had 

been his happy and well-loved wife for two ■

short year^, had died after a^few days 

iUnelss, leaving him with ta year-old babji 

girL At the tin^e of his great loss he did 

hoi think his brdken life would ever piece 

together agtdn, but the tender tou6h oj 

Ut^e Elsie's hands had healed the wound sc 

far' that he could bear to face ikt futun 

with its far^stretching unrelieved loneliness 

And now the blue-eyed, 8unny*haired child 

was four years old, full of life, and fun, and 

glee, and he lived but for her. All the 

love which had been his young wife's wai 

concentrated on this baby who had hei 

eyes, and hair, and dimples. ■

He left her zeluctantly in the morning 

with the old woman who came to lool 

after child and house when he became i 

widower, and grudged the lagging hours a 

his daily labour when he must be absen 

from her ; this' one thought alone helping 

him --that it was the feeduig and clothing a 

his child which made absence a necessity 

The goal of all his thoughts during the da] 

was the hour when, reaching the bend of th< 

road, he neared his cottage door and coulc 

i^ee the tiny figure run out to greet bim ; o 

she would sometimes venture on the high 

road, hide behind a bush, and rush ou 

with a gleeful " Daddy !" as he passed. Oi 

summer evenings they would wander han( 

in hand to the river's bank, or sit in t^i 

woods while he told her the names of th 

different bircLs and noted their several songs 

On Sundays he took her to the countr 

church near, and invariably the sunny hea< 

drooped on his shoulder, and while th 

child slept the father's prayers were non 

the worse said that his lips rested on th 

bright waving hair. The darket evening 

were spent indoors, the child on his kne( 

her small hands tight clasped round hi 

neck or playing with his hair, her tonga 

loosed, telling him how she and dolly ha 

passed the day. This doll^ her inseparab^ 

companion, was a hideous, cheap woode 

toy he had. brought her as " fairin' " from 

market in the nei^bourii:^ village, wit 

roughly-hewn features, smudges of paint o 

its high cheek-bones, tufts of coarse haj 

sticking out from either side of its heac 

arms and legs stiff-jointed and angular, bu 

beloved by EUie above everything else sh ■

Each evening plans were laid as to whs 

she and ** dolly " would do when she wa 

big. She would bury her face in her father 

neck and whisper, " We'll live alane, dej 

daddy, you and me, we'll no need Bett 

then ; I'll cook and wash for ye, jist you ai 

me oorselSb" He was actually jealous of th ■
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old woman who had the child all day while 

he was absent, and he insisted on doing 

eveiything for her when he was at home. 

His clumsy fingers untied the strings and 

fumbled awkwardly with the hooks and 

buttons of her litUe frocks as he undressed 

her for the night ; it was at his knee her 

^ guid words " were said ; he laid her in her 

little cot, and sat holding her hand or knelt 

with his cheek against hers until she fell 

into her rosy, happy sleep. Then he got up 

to forecast the day when lovers would come 

wooing, and her heart would go out to some 

one else, and " Daddy " would no longer 

hold the first place. There are some men 

on whose joy there always lies a shadow. 

Each morning he left her with regret, and 

an earnest prayer to Heaven to keep her 

safe till his return. ■

One evening he asked : ".What hae you 

and dolly been doin' the day, my lammie 1 " ■

"We've been playing at fun'rals," she 

said lightly. " I pit dolly i* the cairtie, an' 

hurled her doon to the san'- heap, and I 

diggit a hole and pit her in, bit her airm 

stickit oot an' she wadna lie strecht, so I 

tuik her oot an' I med the hole bigger, an' 

dolly pit me in, bit ye ken, daddy, she 

cudna cover me up. It was Betty tellt me 

aboot Sandy Mcintosh's mither, that she 

wis deed, an' they put her intil a black 

hole." ■

" That's no a bonnie playock, my doo," 

said the man shuddering, as he folded her 

closer to his breast. "I wadna play at 

that agen. Ise tell ye what'll be better : the 

verra neist time I gang to the toon, I'll buy 

you a wee spaidie an' a rake, an' we'll mak' 

a bit gairden, an' I'll get a puckle seeds, an' 

you an' dolly can bury them gin ye like, 

an' sune the wee floories'll come up." ■

" O, daddy, winna that be fine I an' we'll 

hae floors o' our ain 1 What day will ye 

gang f Will ye gang on Saturday 1 I wiss 

it wis the mom," said the little coaxing 

voice, as Elsie rubbed her soft cheek 

against her father's arm. ■

"We'll no jist promise for Setturday, 

but we'll see." ■

"What's deein', daddy t Betty said 

Sandy's mither wadna cum back, an' she 

sed my mither was deid too. Ye'U no be 

deein', daddy, will ye 1 " ■

" Na, na, baunie, Betty sudna speik sic 

havers," he said gruffly; then turning to her 

with a smile he asked : " Wis dolly bad 

the day, did ye gie her her licks ?" ■

"Ay did I, she wis gey thrawn, an' her 

hair wadna lie strecht though I tuik the 

blackin' brush till 't, bit I love dolly neist ■

best to you, daddy, better than Betty, 

though I like Betty ^q tae." ■

Ai^r the child was asleep in bed Jamie 

went slowly " ben " to the kitchen where 

the old woman sat knitting in the fire-light ■

" Betty, what's this the litlun's gotten in 

her heid aboot deein' and foon^ralst I 

didna like iliat kind of talk frae a bairn o' 

her years." ■

" Losh me ! Jamie Gordon, what's 

gotten ye noo?" replied the old woman, 

gazing at him through her " glasses." " Yir 

fair dementit aboot that lassie o' yours. Ye 

ken fine we maun a' dee, an' she beet to 

ken't tae some day. Ye surely wadna hae 

her brocht up like a haythen Turk % " ■

" She'll learn to sup sorrow sune eneuch, 

I trow," he answered sadly. " I wad hae 

her to be as licht-hairted as she can, an' as 

lang as she can." ■

"WeU, I'm sure," said the affronted 

Betty. *' It dings me sometimes to hear 

the clavers you an' she baud over that dall 

o' hers, as if it wis a real livin' crater in- 

stead o' a bit o' wud, an' a mortial ugly hit 

at that. Ae nicht I actooally heard her 

saying, * Gude bless dollie.' " ■

"The wee lammie," said the man, a 

sweet smile breaking over his sad face ; '*an' 

what hairm wis there 1 " ■

" Weel, Jamie Gordon, I niver did think 

ye had muckle common sense, bit I think 

the less o' you the noo. It wad set ye better 

to be leamin' her the cattichis than sittin' 

idle a' the fore nichts haverin' aboot that 

dall!" ■

One day the following week Betty was 

busy with her weekly baking, and Elsie, 

wrapped in a little warm cloak her &ther 

had got her lately, put her doll into the 

cart and went out to play. It took some 

time to arrange the wooden figure to her 

satisfaction, as it would slip off the seat^ 

and the refractory arms had a trick of 

suddenly jerking up in the air instead of 

decorously remaining in her lap, but never 

did mother rejoice more proudly in the 

beauty of her daughter than did Elsie in 

the blotchy painted cheeks of her insepar- 

able companion. ■

An hour passed. Betty had finished her 

baking, laid aside board and roller, tidied 

her kitchen, and noticing the unwonted 

silence — for the child was never long absent 

— she went to the door to look for her. 

She was not playing in the little square of 

grass which passed for a garden ; she called, 

but got no reply ; wondering, but not yet 

alarmed, she went a few paces round to the 

back of the cottage, muttering : ■
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" Whaur's the little cutty gaen to noot " 

and again called, " Elsie, Elsie." ■

There was a disused mill-dam, a mere 

^shallow pool, not more than a foot deep 

and never more than half-filled with water, 

about a hundred yards from the house, and 

Betty, looking in this direction, saw some- 

thing which froze the blood in her yeins 

and deprived her for a moment of the 

power to move or speak. ■

What she saw w^ a little figure in a red 

doak lying face downwards in the pool, 

and beside it — the cord still clasped in the 

tiny hand — ^was a half-submerged cart, and 

inside, the staring goggle-eyed doll with its 

tufts of coarse black hair. In a moment 

she had seized the child and the cart, and 

clasping them in her arms fled to the house, 

callmg loudly on a little boy who was at 

the moment passing on the high-road. ■

''Ein, laddie, for yir life to Maister 

Macdonal's an' speir him gin he'll lat's gig 

gang to the village for the doctor, for I 

doot Elsie's drooned ; an' gif ye meet Jamie 

Gordon, sen' him hame as fast 'ye can." ■

In a moment she had stripped the 

clothes off the little cold body, rolled her 

in a warm blanket, moaning and praying 

audibly as she went to and fro. Mean- 

while the boy ran as fast as he could up 

the hill to the house of the grieve who 

possessed the gig, found Mr. Macdonald at 

home, who lost no time in harnessing his 

horse and starting himself to fetch the 

doctor. At the cross-roads on the way 

back, the boy saw Jamie Grordon coming 

home at his usual brisk pace, his face bright 

with anticipation of the long evening with 

his child. ■

" Whaur hae ye been, my baimie, to get 

sic a reid facet Ye luik as if ye'd been 

rinnin' a race," said- the man, with his 

usual kindly address to any young 

creature. ■

" Sae I wis — ^rinnin' to fess the doctor," 

said the boy ; '* an' Betty tell't me to tell ye 

gin I saw ye tae hurry hame as fast ye cud, 

for I doot yer litlun " ■

Jamie stopped to hear no more ; he flew 

like the wind down the hill till he gained 

his own door, and the piteous sight met his 

eye : his Elsie, his one little lamb, his all 

in life, her sunny hair all bedraggled, her 

white face mud-stained, her rounded limbs 

stiff and cold, on Betty's lap. He knelt 

down and took the tiny form from the 

weeping woman. ■

"Eax me yon bulk frae the shelf," he 

said, and while he folded the little roUed- 

up body in one arm, he turned over the ■

leaves of the book, till he came to one 

page containing a few simple instructions 

for the recovery of the drowned. Years 

ago, feeling that he must be father and 

mother boUi to his little one, he had gone 

to the lady at the ''big house," the wife of 

his employer, and asked her to tell him of 

a book of simple cures for children's ail- 

ments. Here he hoped to find something 

for the present trouble. ■

Minutely, with careful womanish pre- 

cision, he followed the directions of the 

book, gently raising the little arms to 

promote respiration, and using other simple 

measures. Once he got up from the 

hearth, a white despair on his face, and 

cried aloud : '* He couldna do't. He could- 

na tak' her frae me 1 " Then finding his 

efforts at resuscitation unavailing, he opened 

his coat and waistcoat, and pressing the 

little creature to his breast, so that ilie 

heat from his body might impart some 

warmth to hers, waited with what patience 

he might for the coming of the doctor. 

By-and-by he came, and placing the child 

in his arms he said in a choking voice : 

*• Bring her back to me, doctor, an' there's 

nothing i' this world 'at I wadna dae to 

serve you." ■

"Well do what we can, Gordon, you 

may be sure," he said cheerily; but a glance 

told him there was nothing he could do. 

However, he did not desist his attempts 

at restoration for over an hour, each move- 

ment followed in anguished torture in 

Jamie Gordon's heart ; then he said gently : 

"It's no use, Jamie; she was dead, poor 

little lasaie, before they found her," ■

" Gie her to me," said the father, stretch- 

ing out his arms, "an* thank ye kindly, 

sir." ■

Betty had broken out into noisy, un- 

restrained weeping: "O what gart me lat 

her oot o' my sichtl waly, waly, the 

puir wean ! " ■

"Whisht," said the man, "naebody's 

thinkin' o* blamin' you ; I ken ye loved 

her weeL God ! my bairn, my bairn ! " ■

Neighbours came to the door full of well- 

meant advice and loud-voiced sympathy. 

A death-bed is a time of thorough enjoy- 

ment to some of those honest souls ; they 

love to condole or be condoled with; to 

discuss most impartially the virtues and 

failings of the deceased; but one look at 

the stricken father's face, full of a love 

they could not fathom, made them shrink 

away, and fro^e the glib words of comfort 

on their lips. With an almost fierce dignity 

he moved with his burden into the f luther ■
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loom i^d locked the door. I^o hand save 

his own should touch his darling. He had 

dressed her often in life, she laughing 

merrily over his awkwardness ; now, with 

his heart dead as a stone within him^ and 

hands which kemhled, he l^^ushed the 

i^hining cuiis^ put the little nightgown on the 

unresisting form, and laid her on her hed. ■

Mr. Fraser, the minister, w^th whom 

Gordon was a great favourite, having heard 

of the sad accident, came late in the evening 

to offer his sympathy. Texts suitable to 

the .occasion rose to his memory as he 

entered — texts of comfort — texts which, 

thank God, have comforted many a be- 

reaved spul, but looking on this man he 

could not utter them. He could only take 

hi) hand in a warm human clasp, and look- 

ing on the smiling, placid face of the little 

dead child, mingle his tears with his. But 

as he rose to go he remembered his mission 

was to preach, to comfort, to exhort, and 

forced, as it seemed to himself, to fulfil the 

promptings of his calling, he said : ■

"Jamie, we will pray together for the 

strength to bear. You remember when Job 

was sorely afflicted, he was still enabled to 

say, * The Lo^d gave, and the Lord hath 

taken away; blessed be the name ^ of the 

Lord.'" ■

"Ay, sir/'; replied Jamie, with a smile 

which was moire 8p(4 than any groan, "but 

he hed his . wife left till him, an' tho* at 

times she may hae been an ill-tongued 

woman, still she wis there, and she wis his 

wife* I am alane. Elsie wis a' I hed, 

a' I hed in the haill warP ! " ■

The next day was Saturday, and as 

Jamie entered the village to order a coffin 

for his child and choose the spot where she 

would be laid, it struck him with a sudden 

stab that it was the very day he had 

promised to buy the spade for her garden. 

He could feel the coaxing arms round his 

neck las she wished " Saturday was come," 

•and what a different errand the day had 

brought for him 1 The days before the 

f^eral passed he knew not how. Stunned 

and dazed from the magnitude of the blow, 

ydt feeling his loss acutely in every nerve^ 

avoiding compimionship, wandering from 

the house to the fatal mill-pond, spendii^; 

hours beside the tiny coffin, wiping ihe 

piud-marks from the poor battered doll 

Elsie had loved, and reverently plaoing 

it and Uie little cart on the eupboard shelf 

— the four days were a lifetime of suflEering. ■

Then he resumed his work, a j^ilent. 

Broken man ; the hours of leisure were no 

longer fondly ^ticipated nor hailed with ■

delight ; rather he lingered at hia labour so 

that he might not have to pass so many 

hours of lonely misery in his eottage, look- 

ing intq the fire and brooding, broodingon his 

loss. Mr. Eraser threw liimself in. his way 

constantly, either when going to or return- 

ing from his work, engaging him in what 

conversation he could, trying ^ edge in a 

word of consolation Mid cheer. ■

" It*s nae use, sir," said Jamie respectfully 

one day^ " Ye mean well, nae doot, bit ye 

dinna ken what raal sorra is, or ye wadna 

spaak . aboot it that wye. Haw could ye 

ken 1 Ye hae yir wife, yir fewer bairns an' 

a happy hame. Gin ye lost a' that, d'ye 

think ye wad care for me comin' and 

tellin' you to cheer up an' be glad 1 ** ■

Still the minister persevered in his weekly 

meetings and talks wiUi Jamie, until he 

began to look out for him, and to be dis- 

appointed when he did not appear. Once 

when they had walked together a good way 

in silent companionship, Jamie suddenly 

broke out : ■

" Dinna think, Mr. Eraser, that I'm aye 

rebellin'. I am tryin' to thole, bit it's fell 

hard, it's fell hard." ■

" You are a young man yet, Jamie^" said 

the minister, thinking of his own happy 

domestic lot ; " you will, I hope, in time 

form other ties. Indeed, I may almost say 

it is your duty to do so ; no man should in- 

dulge in morbid griei" ■

"Dinna say mair, sir," replied the man. 

" I've had ower muckle o* the lowsenin' o' 

ties on this airth to care aboot making ony 

mair ; sic a thocht niver entered my head 

forbye." ■

Week by week Jamie Gordon seemed to 

grow thinner, and though patient and un- 

murmuring outwardly, deep lines formed 

themselves round his mouth, and dark 

shadows underneath them made his mourn- 

ful eyes look bigger. ■

About this time Mr. Eraser left the 

parish for hb annual three weeks' 

holiday, and the first news he heard on his 

return was that Jamie Gordon was lying 

seriously ill« having got a chill in consequence 

of a thoroi^h wetting in a sudden storm. ■

"He's.jist dwinin' awa'/* said his in- 

formant ; " there's nae tribble 'at ye can gie 

a name tU't, it's jist decline an' grief the- 

gither." ■

And so Mr. Eraser found when he went 

to see him* He was shocked at the ravages 

three short weeks had made ; the sunken 

cheeks, bright eolour, and wasted form told 

the tale of rapid consumption. One morn- 

ing, seeing how weak he looked, Mr. Eraser ■
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took his Bible from his pocket and read : 

•* And Grod shall wipe away all tears from 

their eyes, and there shall be no more death, 

neither sorrow nor crying, neither shall thei^e 

be any more pain." • ■

"Ay, sir, it's a beautiful chapter, an' 

th^s a heap o' comfort in % bit there's 

anither word V that same buik that sum- 

thaes fleys me. It ses among ithel^ bad f owk 

'afs to be shut oot frae heeven, idolaters 

etia hae nae place. Noo, I idolised my wee 

Elsie, an' Gude help me, gin «he were back 

the day, I fear me I should jist be. duin' 

the yarra same thing agen." ■

He paused, and while a faints flush over- 

spread his pale face, he added deprecatingly : 

' *^Mr, Fra^er, mebbof y^e'll think it wrang, 

bit ye're been a guid fifien' to me a' ths^i 

time o' dool, an' I hae naebody else to dae 

(Onything for me. I wad like weel to hae her 

b^ tii^tie atween my haUn's in my doffiri/' ■

He turned down the coverlet as he 

'spoke, and there on his breast teas .Elsie's 

little red cloak; and beside him lay the 

lude wooden cart, and the broad, smiling, 

meaningless face of Obe battered doll. ■

'* Aa' gin there wis room, I wad like the 

dairt an' the dollie beeried wi' me. Ye see 

if I bed them i' my ban's I dinna think He 

wad }i$ie the hert to turn ma awa^ frae the 

gate, an' there's On^ wha tuik bairns that 

wauma sib till Him, on's knee, an' pat His 

haun's on their heidis— ^that I think wad let 

me in, idolatry or no." ^ ■

Wihich was very imorthodosr, doubtless, 

but it was very* human. The minister's 

class instincts prompted him to a gentle 

coirection of these erroneous imaginings, 

but his man's heart only made him answer 

the dying man by a warm clasp in token of 

assents He bent his ear to catch some 

murmuring words from Grordon's lips, which 

iwere parted with a smile. The words were : 

''She'd be main' glad to see hex dollie 

agen." A sudden moisture dimmed the 

minister's eyeglasses, and when he again 

turned to the bed, Jamie Gordon knew more 

of the mystery of pain and parting, of the 

" why " and *' wherefore "of life, than all 

tile theologians of all the* schools ^x>uld tell 

him, and a peace which was not of eiarth 

was smoothing out the lines in the sad, 

pathetic face. ■

SOME REGATTAS. . ■

: It is a sensible arrangem^t that tempers 

ihe tropical heat of ther dog days with 

regattas. Sometimes, indeed, the heat is ■

wanting, and a series of damp regattas 

under weeping fdeies . are of a m^ndioly 

sufficient to tempt people to suicide. But 

when we «re fably in for a broil, when the 

City pavements are almost red hot, and 

people pauK over ices and cooling drinks; 

when the Blobk Exchange winks at flannels 

atid white bk)U8eS^ and Queen's Counsel are 

seen Aiaking for their chiuubers in strawthats ; 

when the air in the scorched streets is like 

the breath of the simoon^ then is the time to 

be np the river and assisting at the local 

regatta, preferably a good way/ off and 

hitched to the roc^ of some spreading tree, 

where the ripple of the rivbi^ the rustle of 

leaves overhead, ^d the deeper murmur of 

the flags and wa^dng bulrushes mingle with 

ihe distant strains of music, and the shouts 

that encoumge contending crews. ■

All along the river there is a rolling 

fire of regattas. Henley opens the ball 

with the finest water show in the world, 

one of the sights of the century, which 

seems only to gain in brightness as that 

respectable epoch approaches its end. Yet 

the century was well advanced before people 

heard tnudi about Henley. And when the 

late Charles Reade opened his fine romance 

of /'Hard Cash" with a description of 

Henley Eegatta, it was hardly more than a 

provincial function, in which mere boat- 

races formed the most important feature ; 

races which local people witnessed comfort- 

ably from their carriages or camp-stools as 

the case might be, without any trouble or 

expense. Vast is the change since those 

dull and decorous days, and now the scene 

seems peopled as if with a swarm of bright- 

wiuged summer flies, myriad-hued and 

glittering, full of colour and movement. ■

The flsish from Henley seems to fire a 

wh6le train of regattias. All the pretty 

places up the river duly celebrate th^ 

function, and the knights errant of the 

pliant oar may cruise from one to another 

and test their prowess in a succession of 

water' tournaments. And the smart and 

trim regattas of the higher river are 

followed by the more popular festivals of 

the tidal waters. Places almost forgotten 

as riverside resorts — given up to workmen's 

dwellings, factories, soap and candle works — 

on some one day of the year commemorate 

a former dtate ^f existence when the river 

was their main thoroughfare, and watermen 

hung- about the* stairs to which people 

resorted as to eab-stands now. ■

The regatta originated in those palmy 

days for watermen. Of water pageants on 

the river there had never been any lack. ■
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from the earliest recorded days. Nor of ■

boat-races and water tournaments, as one ■

may learn from any ancient book of sports. ■

Doggett's coat and badge, the race for ■

which still excites a warm interest along ■

the riverside, commemorates the accession ■

of the House of Hanover, and is still rowed ■

on the day, August the first, on which the ■

first of the Georges succeeded to the throne. ■

But the regatta, as we know it now, had a ■

more recent origin; and we maj find in ■

the " Annual Register " of the period ■

" some Account of the new entertainment ■

called a Regatta introduced from Venice ■

into England" in the course of the year ■

1775. It was on Friday, the twenty-third ■

of June, that the first of the series was ■

inaugurated, when " the whole river from ■

London Bridge to the Ship, Milbank, was ■

covered with vessels of pleasure. Above ■

one thousand two hundred flags were flying ■

before four o'clock in the afternoon, and ■

such was the public impatience that scores ■

of barges were already filled. Everywhere ■

scaffolds were raised, one even on the top ■

of Westminster Hall, and before five o'clock ■

Westminster Bridge was crowded with ■

spectators." There were no other bridges ■

then or iron girders to intercept the view ■

of that noble stretch of water ■

Where two fair cities bend 

Their ample bow. ■

And the expectant crowd were en- 

tertained by concerts imder the arches, with 

drums, fifes, horns, trumpets, et cetera, and at 

intervals could be heard the merry peals of 

the bells of St. Margaret's and St. Martin's, 

while wandering minstrels sang appropriate 

ballads in which regatta was made to 

rhyme with Ranelagh. The avenues to 

the bridges were covered with gaming- 

tables, and on both sides of the water the 

scene was like that of a fair. The Duke of 

Richmond fired off guns from his mansion, 

His Grace of Montague returned the salute 

from his garden terrace. There were 

splendid companies at all the grand houses 

of Whitehall ; and the pageant culminated 

in the appearance of the Lord Mayor in 

his state barge under a salute of twenty-one 

guns, when the wager boats started on 

their course, and as soon as the race was 

determined, the whole flotilla — Royal Dukes 

in their barges with the Royal standard 

flying, the City companies with their gilded 

barks, and the general crowd of boats, moved 

upwards towards Ranelagh a veritable float- 

ing town. ■

do but think 

You stand upon the rivaee, and behold 

A city on the inconstant billows dancing. ■

A few weeks later the Duke of New- 

castle gave a magnificent regatta at his 

seat of Oatlands Park, when the young 

Prince of Wales and the jolly, masculine 

sporting Princess Amelia, his great-aunt, 

were of the party. And next year there 

was a grand regatta on the river between 

Kew and Richmond, when the King and 

Queen with the whole Royal family weie 

on the water. ■

With such a good start the regatta has 

gone on flourishing and increasing to the 

present day. The crowds of pleasure-boats 

have, indeed, abandoned the tidal waters, 

and now spread themselves all the summer 

long over the pleasant upper reaches, from 

Richmond, even to Oxford. But there are 

still good regattas lower down, although some 

of the charm of them is gone for old stagen 

with the pleasant people who once lived in 

the jolly rod-brick houses by the river, 

where a hospitable tradition was long pre- 

served at regatta time. But Barnes and 

Putney are still there. And you may be 

acquainted with Brentf ord-on-Thames, where 

the canal barges resort, and tugs in clusters 

await the turn of the tide ; or with Strand- 

on-the-Green, one of the pleasantest nooks 

of the old-fashioned, bargey, breezy, malty 

riverside ; and all these and xna^y more 

have their regattas in due season. ■

Lower still the regatta breaks out here 

and there in unexpected places. Is it 

Wapping Old Stairs Regatta, or Cherry 

(warden Wharf? Anyhow, banks and 

wharves are lined with spectators. The 

old riverside public-house swarms with 

guests, launches hover about the scene with 

much hooting, while the brimming tide 

lapping among old barges and black tarry 

piles bears to and fro a fleet of plea- 

sure-boats of every imaginable shape and 

rig, and the shores resound with excited 

shouts. Anything wanting in scenic effect 

is compensated by the enthusiasm of those 

concerned. Each waterman has his cliqne 

who cheer him with words of advice and 

comfort. But when it is a question be- 

tween Bill of the lead-mills and Joe of the 

soap-works, the whole assemblage takes sides, 

and excitement reaches its highest pitch. ■

All the way down the river, as it grows 

wider, rougher, and more sea-going in 

character, the regatta flourishes under 

changed conditions, the fragile craft of the 

upper river giving place to stout wherries 

ships' gig?, and yachts of appreciable 

tonni^e. And when the Crow Stone ie 

passed and the towns by the river become 

fairlyentitled to call themselves "on Sea,"oiir ■
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legatta assumes a curioxisly hybrid character. 

We have races for shiimp-boats, for whelk- 

cobbles, for saiiing-bargeSy for river craft of 

all kinds. The local yadbt club turns out its 

fleets all spinnakers and balloon topsails. 

The canyas is crowded perhaps, figuratively 

as well as literally, for there is no time to 

spare. If we are grandly sea at noon — 

with real waves dashing against the shore, 

and white sails gleaming everywhere — by 

night we are all river again, a mere smear 

of liver traced through a desert of sand, and 

our gay craft are gasping on the banks 

like fishes out of water. But while it lasts 

our regatta of the estuary is intense in its 

way. Our bit of esplanade is fairly crammed 

with people, in the narrow slip of beach 

below there is standing room only. As well 

as the brass band, that can play scarcely 

anything but bars of the "Conquering 

Hero,'' so thickly are the victors crowding 

in, we have pianos, harmoniums, con- 

certinas without number, singers by the 

score, and as everybody knows the choruses 

and repeats them with great gusto, the 

general effect is a little bewildering. A 

fair, too, rages in the background, with 

stetun-organs and horses that gyrate, fright- 

some whistles, swing-boats that simulate the 

pitch and roll of the deep sea, and many other 

distractions, distractingenough in good sooth. 

And thus we may pursue the regatta, or 

be pursued by it, all round the British 

coast. It is an incident in most people's 

seaside holidays, and affords a welcome 

diversion in that usually uneventful period. 

Bat the regular sea-going regatta is naturally 

a much more dignified affair than the popular 

celebration just described. Smart yachts 

come in, smart people come ashore, every- 

body's talk is embroidered with nautical allu- 

sions. Over-night the smoking-rooms of the 

hotels are crowded with yachtsmen, who 

discuss the merits of rig and build with great 

fervour. And the moonlight brings every- 

body out on parade or pier, when as many 

soft words are whispered and as many vows 

exchanged as would freight a fairy fleet of 

cockle-diells. As for the veteran Ben Bolt, 

perhaps he thinks of sweet AHce and the 

balcyqn regattas of other days. There was 

that one at Deal, for instance, when the 

tide ebbed and flowed almost without a 

lipple, lapping against the pebbles like the 

waters of some sylvan lake, and what flocks 

of pretty girls there were, and Alice the 

Wiest of them all 1 Can that be Alice— 

the stout matronly woman with the elderly 

gnzzLed husbimd and tall handsome 

daughters, who are having their turn now ■

under the moonlight and by the soft sea 

waves 1 ■

Nowhere, perhaps, is the regatta more 

enjoyable than along the Channel coast, 

where the sea seems to dance in at your 

very windows, and the white sails and 

white cliffs, with the nooks of verdure that 

lie between, are all as bright and fresh 

as they can be. And there is always the 

chance of the Fleet condng along, which 

affords a more impressive regatta than 

anything else. Indeed, the whole naval 

manoeuvres may be looked upon as a pro- 

longed regatta, with more effects in the 

way of search-lights, rockets, the firing of 

guns, and the hurrying to and fro of 

squadrons, than private enterprise can in 

any way come near. And if there is no 

naval engagement to be seen after all, there 

is always the excitement of rumour and 

expectation to keep you alive. ■

Then, as a sight to be seen, the finest 

of its kind on salt water so undisputedly, 

as Henley bears the bell among river shows, 

comes Cowes Begatta and the general con- 

gress of yachts in the Solent. And so 

from point to point along the coast the 

white wings cluster, and the bold seamen 

and hardy fishermen of the grand Devon- 

shire shore, and the rough pilchard fishers 

of Cornwall, take their share in the aquatic 

tournaments. ■

And you may remember, perhaps, a 

Welsh regatta in that pleasant Uttle bay 

set among the massive hills of wild Wales. 

What a confusion of tongues upon the 

narrow quay where the committee held 

its sittings, surrounded by an eager crowd 

which freely joined in its discussions ! 

There was Captain Jones, in the capacious 

white waistcoat, the master of the one 

stout trading brig that sailed from the 

Uttle port; and little Squire Evans, whose 

chief estate was a boat imd a gun; and 

the rosy-faced innkeeper, and half-a-dozen 

more; while the grey-headed schoolmaster 

acted as secretary, and tried to harmonise 

matters by agreeing with everybody, how- 

ever discordant their views. The fervid 

language of the Cymry lends itself to 

excited argument. You might think that 

such a war of words must end in a general 

scrimmage. But no; suddenly the whole 

affair is settled ; the fishermen fly to their 

boats ; the yachtsmen take their stations ; 

a gun fires, and the whole fleet are away, 

and soon their sails are dotting the 

blue waters of the bay. Then the bulk 

of the spectators go quietly home to their 

midday meal, and wait for the cool of the ■
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eyening to bring back victois and vim- 

quislied to the haven under the hill. ■

And there was the ball, the Regatta ball, 

which dosed the exciting day, when gr^- 

bearded eld gentlemen stood up for the 

quadrilles ; and where their knees were too 

stiff for dancing, gracefully waved their hands 

in time to the music. Meanwhile their pretty 

daughters or nieces waltzed gaily round with 

the ruddy young squireens of the district, 

the heroes of the sailing match, or with the 

quiet young Oxonians of the reading party 

quartered neat, or with young Smith of the 

Waste-Paper Office, who was taking his 

holidays down there. And the general 

public sat upon the window-sills and 

crowded the doorways, and freely criticised 

the performance, while the harpist played 

his best, and the fiddlers plied their elbows 

vigorously, their powers sustained by 

generous draughts of champagne. The only 

interruption to the harmony was when " the 

Collector," growing uproarious in the bar, 

insisted on joining the festivities in his 

shirt-sleeves, and in dancing a " pas seul " 

down the middle of the well- waxed floor. ■

Cruising along, the regatta flourishes 

famously all by the crowded watering- 

places of the Lancashire coast, and brings 

its thousands to Morecambe Bay, all fresh 

from the sweltering regions of the great in- 

dustries. The Isle of Man, too, has its great 

popular water festivals; and the Clyde, with 

its wide reaches, sheltered bays, and far- 

stretching sea lochs, is just the favoured 

home of yacht-racing. Lideed, all the 

western coast and isles of Scotland in 

favourable summer weather assume the 

appearance of a vast regatta. ■

Perhaps the high north latitudes are too 

seriously engaged in boating to care much 

about regattas, and for gaiety and show of 

bunting, of smart costumes and bright 

aquatic trim, there is Scarborough in the van, 

although its exposed position militates 

against any assemblage of sea-going yachts. 

But Yarmouth has a good roadstead, and 

Lowestoft a convenient harbour, and for 

fresh-water sailors there are the charming 

broads where the spirit of the regatta rules 

all the summer long. ■

As the white or whitey-brown cliffs 

of the French coast come in sight, it is 

evident that the regatta has caught on there 

as well, with the attractions addS, probably, 

of a regular rural f 6te, and plenty of duck- 

ing and diving, and tumbling off well- 

greased spars into the water, for the amuse- 

ment of the general public. And coming 

to the mouth of the Seine we shall find ■

Havre perhaps in full excitement over its 

sailing matches, and higher up the rivet 

among \i^hite chalk eU£&, and forests, and 

green prairies, eich little riverside town will 

have its "day of regattas," at one of 'vfhichMre 

may assist some pleasant Sunday afternoon. ■

The tide is everything on our river. It 

comes with a roar and a wall of foaming 

waters at high springs, but just now there 

is only a rush and a gentle upheaval, and 

everybody is ready to Start with the very 

first of the flood. Our especial craft is a 

stout sailing barge that on ordinary days 

carries huge boulders of chalk for the em- 

bankment. Our skipper hoists his sail, and 

away we go before wind and tide. Any- 

body may steer who will — luckily the 

apothecary is on board, who has served in 

the marine — he takes the tiller, and 

the mahogany-coloured skipper retires to 

his own darksome little den, at the door of 

which he sits with a fat brown jar of cider 

between his knees. "Twenty passengers 

at a franc ! Good, I am rich ; now shaU I 

drink to each one of them." And he sings 

and clatters his heels in pure delight at his 

good fortune. But in the meantime our 

apothecary has just missed crushing a big 

black-hulled steamer from Cardiff, that is 

charged with a thousand tons or so of coal 

for Bouen, and we all shake our fists at the 

coaly faces that regard us wonderingly 

over the taffrail. "Sacr^s carbonniers," 

is the cry, and we agree that our pilot was 

in his full right in blocking the way for the 

big Englishman. ■

Rounding a turn of the river we come 

in sight of the little port, and of a 

flotilla lying there all gaily bedecked with 

streamers, with a background of soft green 

hills. A stately balustraded terrace looks 

down on the river, suggesting a courtly group 

from Versailles as invisible spectators of 

the scene ; but the white balustrade masks 

only a great field of yellow colza, and salt 

has been sown on the foundations of the 

grand old chdteau. ■

But at this point our apothecary shows 

signe of nervousness. He is accustomed to 

the "grande navigation," and not to 

manoeuvring among a cloud of little coasting 

vessels, and ha would gladly resign hia 

charge, but the skipper, overcome by the 

heat of the day, by the strength of the 

cider, and by the fatigue of continual 

choruses, is too fast asleep to be aroused ; 

and so we drive in among the boats, just 

shaving the barge of the "directors'^ of 

the show, and bearing down on a litt^^ 

steam yacht anchored just below. ■
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**N*j€z pas peur" we all shout, as 

we see the yachtsman in f aU nautical cois- 

tTime,with his wife charmingly dressed, and 

two children to cbrrespond, taking the air 

on the deck, and suddenly alarmed at our 

headlong approach. But except for the 

fright and the loss of a streak of painty the 

yacht and her crew are nothing the worse 

for the rude contact, and next moment we 

are brought up by the solid wall of the 

quay — ^in an abrupt way that sends the 

passengers pirouetting about, and giveis an 

opportunity for all the polite pleases at 

one's command. ■

On the quay is a grand stand draped 

with bunting, where the band sits and the 

magnates of the district, but one sees just as 

well from one of the great heaps of firewood, 

from the forest, that are piled h4re for the 

supply of the bakers* ovens of the whole 

department. The regatta has commenced, 

the starting gun has been fired, and as all 

the sailing races start at the same moment, 

a varied spread of canvas is displayed upon 

the broad and shining river. There are 

fruit-boats with their scoop-shaped bows, 

fishing-boats with red sails, barges and 

river craft of various kinds, and smart 

yawls belonging to the sailing-club of the 

district ; but with a fresh breeze and good 

tide these are soon out of sight, and the course 

is left clear for the amateur four-oared race. 

There are four competing boats, and their 

coxswains are holding on to the rope ; the 

men look pale but determined, stout 

fellows, but a little too stout perhaps, and 

their coxswains seem to have been chosen 

on the principle that he who is too fat to 

row can at least steer. A gun is fired. 

Each coxswain shouts and expands his arms 

as if to fly, the oars daish wildly to and fro ; 

next moment the boats are all mixed 

together, with o^rs interlocked in a general 

entangled fouL What cries arise, what 

^outs of anger and remonstrance, as the 

tangled mass floats slowly upwards with the 

tide! But your Frenchman, if quick in 

getting into a scrape, is alert in getting out 

of it, and in leiss time than it takes to tell 

the knot is loosened, and the boats 'strike 

out in different direiiitions. ■

And now that the naval business has 

been despatched, everybody turns to the 

real enjoyments of the day : the promenade 

wi^ its cheerful chatter and constant 

recognitions^ the amuiiements that are 

provided by the administration, the " m&t 

de cocagne," or greasy pole, and the more 

mod^n diversions^ in which involuntary 

shower-baths, electric shocks, Mid un- ■

pleasant surprises of a scientific or mechani- 

cal character, pitoduce much hilarity and 

delight among the spectators of their neigh* 

hour's discomfiture. ■

Then there is a cry, the boats are 

returning ! And here they are, sure . 

enough, one of them many lengths ahead, 

and the one that has the fattest coxswain 

of them all, a man in white flannels and in 

a white heat with toil and excitement. 

The course was a severe one, round a boat 

moored a couple of miles up the river, and 

back again. But the goal is now in sight, 

and the light of victory glows in that 

coxswain's eye, as he springs to his feet to 

pass the flag boat with more ^lat. But 

at that moment there is a shout ; another 

boat, unobserved, had crept along favoured 

by a strong eddy on the other side of the 

river, and now shooting across with full 

force of tide and current, sweeps round 

and passes the flag boat in the contrary 

direction. Bang goes the gun for the 

winner, the band strikes up with martial 

clangour. The white coxswain who sees 

victory snatched from his grasp in this 

treacherous manner is almost beside himself 

with rage; he jumps upon the thwart, he 

shouts, he gesticulates, he protests, till his 

foot slips and he tumbles to the bottom of 

the boat, saluted with roars of laughter from 

all around. ■

There is still plenty of regatta to come 

as the sailing-boats drift back, at long 

intervals, deserted by the wind ; and there 

is the distribution of prizes to follow, with 

fireworks later on, a torchlight processioii 

by the Sapeurs Pompiers of the district, 

and dancing under the trees in the avenue 

of the old park, and feasting at the " Hdtel 

des Pilotes," where the victors treat the 

vanquished to unlimited choppes, and where 

the stout coxswain and his treacherous 

rival are at last persuaded to embrace. 

And how pleasant after all this is the 

moonlight walk through shaded lanes, and 

to see the lights of home shining across the 

river, where the ferryman waits to row across 

the last batch of pilgrims from the regatta ! ■

MARRIED TO ORDER. ■

iL ROMANCB OF MODERN DAYS. ■

Bt 2SM2 STUART. ■

Author ^ "Joan Vellacot;' "A Woman qf Fwiy," *'£tttea ■

of Grtyttme" etc., «tc. ■

CHAPTER LVI. DISOOVBRBD. ■

With a hideous crash one of the panels 

of the door gave way, but the rescuing 

party were forced back for a few moments ■
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by the thick smoke which immediately 

rolled oat upon them. The passage and 

the doorway of the small door leading into 

the courtyard were blocked with men, and 

now, beyond them again, a line of shepherds 

and miners, who had hastened to the 

Palace, were seen in a compact mass, drawn 

there by the mysterious call of **fire" 

which spreads as quickly as that element 

itself. In this crush Penelope, still en- 

veloped in her black cloak, kept her stand. 

One idea filled her brain. She had last seen 

her father in that room, and she knew how 

tenaciously he would cling to his treasure. 

Just before the crash came she found her- 

self near the Duke. He stooped down 

towards her. ■

"Penzie, was the King's treasure here? 

If so — you had better try to save it. When 

we can get in, follow me. Most likely your 

father will have retreated up the stairs, if 

he could not reach the door. I think the 

origin of the fire must be close by." ■

There came the call for water, and the 

first bucketful was passed up to the door 

when, the first moment of suffocation being 

over, the men resumed the work of battering 

down another panel. No one thought of 

Penelope, save the Duke, and such was the 

temper of the Winskells that the idea of 

danger for her was the last to present itself 

to his mind. ■

"I must save him," thought Penelope. 

" I must. He is the King." ■

The thought of all the sorrow he bad 

brought upon her was swept away, the old 

feudsd feeling reasserted itself with the 

strong power which those devoid of it 

cannot understand. To her he was no 

longer her father — the man who had ne- 

glected her in her youth and scorned her in 

her maidenhood, the mad egotist who had 

called forth the evil passion and the ignoble 

scorn in her nature — but the King of 

Rothery, the descendant of David Winskell, 

who, by extraordinary courage, had saved the 

valley from the inroads of the border men. ■

Ko one had ever found fault with the 

courage of the race, and no dalesmen on this 

night would have wondered at it. To be a 

Winskell was to be brave. ■

" Theear, now, cum on," shouted Oldcom, 

and three or four of the foremost men rushed 

in, whilst the others with wild haste handed 

the buckets of water. ■

"Noo, my men, we mun battit and thrast 

at the lire. The door is cummin' down; 

hodden't it up a lal bit ; no stannin' and 

sbootin', but wark. The beem is givin' way 

ayder side." ■

Penelope never knew how she managed 

to get in, but presently she found herself in 

the large, bare room where so short a time 

before she had seen her father crouching 

over the hearth. ■

"Where is hel Where is heV ■

But all the energies of the men were 

given to putting out the blazing beams. 

She looked round, but smoke filled her 

eyes, and only in one comer was there some 

lund of clear space; but it was not the 

comer where she had seen the gold secreted. 

It was there that the fire was raging. The 

Duke was removing burning wood from the 

hearth when Penelope joined him. ■

"Not here, not here, child; but you 

must take care. Where is the gold 1 He 

will be near it." ■

" Behind you, uncle ; but — ^but if he is 

not there he may have gone above." ■

" Ah ! go up there, but I will stay here. ■

I hope that — that go, child, you may ■

be hurt." ■

Without further thought Penelope has- 

tened to the further end of the great room 

into which the stairs descended. No one 

followed her, for all were engaged in trying 

to bring the fire nnder. The first flight of 

narrow stairs was, strangely enough, mode- 

rately free from smoke. On this landing 

there were three smaller rooms, each lighted 

by a latticed window. Pausing to gain a little 

breath, Penelope rushed to one of them and 

threw it open. She leant out to get some 

air, feeling that in another moment she would 

have been stifled, then, without waiting 

further she looked round the room. There 

was nothing visible but a few old wooden 

boxes and oak chests. The great glare from 

outside illuminated the dark comers, but 

no King of Rothery lurked in it^ so she 

hurried to the next room. It was smaller, 

more empty, and it was away from the fire ; 

only the moonlight calmly played its silent 

games in it. As she stepped over the 

threshold, however, she trod upon some- 

thing, and stooping down she picked up a 

canvas bag. ■

Her heart beat fast. Was this a sign 

that her father had been this way, or was 

it merely some treasure he had dropped 

upon some former occasion t The vile gold, 

the hateful gold 1 In the third room, which 

was a mere closet, there was nothing to be 

seen, but there was one more storey, and 

this was a likely place for a miser. There 

was one large room among the rafters with 

a mere skylight high up, and opening from 

a tiny chamber where apples were usuaUy 

stored. ■
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Penelope determined to make sure ; she 

most be eertain that her father had not 

gone to seek shelter in that topmost 

chamber. Her foot was on the ladder-like 

stairs, when a black smoke pillar rolled 

slowly up from below, from whence came 

also a dull cry of astonishment. The flames 

must have leapt upon some other rafters 

unnoticed by the crowd, and this was the 

lesolt. ■

For a moment the thought came to 

Penelope that she had better retreat whilst 

there was yet time, then the old Winskell 

spirit swept over her. None of the family 

had ever retreated when a follow-creature 

could be rescued, and she would not be the 

first to do it She covered her face with 

her eloak, and stumbled up one more storey 

to these two rooms among the rafters. On 

the landing it was dark and stifling. The 

smoke was st^l rolling up, and only pain> 

fully finding an exit. Still she pressed 

forward with difl&culty. In their childhood, 

she and her brother had often been up in 

these old attics to play hide and seek, or to 

fill their pockets with apples to eat during 

their walks. She knew every step of the 

way, but the smoke was choking and blind- 

ing her. She knew that only the small 

room was lighted by a window, and that 

the other one was shut off by a stout door. 

Her father must be in the former if he were 

here at all, but she must see^ she must make 

sure, and then she would go down again. ■

At tho moment when her foot was on 

the topmost step, she heard a great shout 

from below, and in the midst of it she 

recognised her ancle's voice. ■

"Penelope, Penelope ! Come down. You 

must come — ^the stairs have caught fire. 

Cknne, come at once." ■

But she was possessed with the idea that 

her father must be here. The gold she had 

picked up pointed to his having ascended 

the stairs, at least as far as the &»t storey, 

and since he was not there, he must be up 

higher. ■

" I will come in one moment," she tried to 

say, but the wall of rising smoke seemed to 

wrap her words up as if in cotton- wool, and 

to send them back to her. She reached the 

small room where some apples were lying 

on the fioor ; the window was shut, but the 

room was empty. She fiung open the 

window, and could now breathe more 

freely. She must hasten back now that this 

room was empty. Her father could not 

have gone into the dark inner room, so why 

waste her precious time in looking for him t 

Bat a longing for certainty made her rush ■

to the door and draw the wooden bolts 

aside. She looked into the great dark 

(Chamber, but at first she could see nothing. 

Then she called out, '' Father ! father ! are 

ypu there 1" She suddenly remembered 

how once she had hidden herself there under 

a heavy sloping beam, in order to frighten 

her brother, long, long ago when they were 

children. She felt as if time had gone 

backward. She was a child again, and she 

had come to look here for her brother, and 

must make sure if he -were there or not. 

Why could she not be really a child again, 

and blot out all this terrible history ? Any- 

how, she would not let the old man die for 

want of a little courage. ■

" Father ! father ! " she called again, as 

she resolutely groped her way in. ■

The smoke had hardly found its way 

here; the dark garret with its mighty 

sloping beam was comparatively clear. All 

at once &he stopped short, and a feeling of 

real terror swept over her. Her call of 

" Father " was answered by a strange, un- 

earthly groan. Then her heart leapt up 

in joy. She had found the King, and 

had saved him from certain death. ■

" Here I am, father ; where — where are 

yoa?" ■

Oh for a light to see into this far comer, 

for the light from the skylight was too 

feeble to show her clearly from whence 

came the groan. She must save him, she 

must drag him out if necessary, for he must 

not stay here. There might be only jast 

time to save him, but some one must come 

and help her. First, however, he must be 

taken to the other room, where there was 

air to be breathed. How glad she was that 

her instinct had drawn her here ! ■

She stumbled onwards, stooping to get 

under a low beam. He must be lying on 

the fioor, for her foot came against a soft 

mattress or something like it placed on the 

floor. She stretched out her arm to feel 

for him, for he must have fainted. ■

" Father, rouse yourself. Yoa must come 

at once. They will save us, but come." ■

At this instant a flash of firelight seemed 

to inundate the room. The tiny skylight 

was surrounded with red fiame, and in that 

moment the dark comer was illuminated. 

Penelope was looking, trying to pierce the 

darkness when the light came, and her arms 

were stretched to help ; but suddenly she 

started up uttering a piercing shriek. The 

light had illumined, not the features of her 

father, but the deathly pale face of Philip. ■

Another flash of light followed. The 

fire must suddenly have ran up on this side ■
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of the turret, 4liid bad now reached the 

woodwork. That was the reason they had 

called out to her to come down. After that 

first shriek of horror and surprise Penelope 

never stopped to think. She did not know, 

and she never could remember afterwards, 

how she managed to drag the mattress along 

the floor, nor how she was able at last, by this 

means^ to convey what she thought was a 

dead or dying form into the smaller room, 

shutting the door behind her so as to keep 

off the fire a little longer. Here there was 

smoke, but also «ome air to breathe, and 

the draught in moments partially cleared 

the room. ■

When the deed was accomplished she 

paused to recover breath and to think. 

Philip was here, he was not dead, nor had 

he been murdered by one rash act; but 

Penelope shuddered at the strange, gaunt 

face of the man before her, a man who must 

be at death's door. The truth was not 

difficult to discover. It was to a slow death 

by starvation that her father had doomed 

this man, and his mad cunning had been 

almost able to accomplish the deed. ■

She knelt beside him and called him. 

His eyes were closed, and he was certainly 

unconscious, for only a strange, low groan 

was now and then audible. ■

'* Philip! Philip! do you hear me! 

Answer me ! " she called out, in an agony 

of fear; but then the present dtuiger 

suddenly drowned all other thoughts. She 

ran to the head of the stairs and called 

loudly, but she saw cmly too plainly that 

help from that side was an impossibility. ■

" Help, help 1 Gome and h^p me ! " ■

From below came louder calls, but the 

words were deadened by the smoke. She 

ran dpwn th^ first flight and shouted again : ■

" Help, help. We shaU die." ■

Again a shout. She thought she could 

diatingoish her uncle's voice : ■

" Ladders. Go up, right up. Outside." ■

Then she knew for a certainty that her 

escape was cut off, and that her salvation 

must come fxam outside. A feeling almost 

of peace fell upon her. There was no way 

of esdipe now, either for her or for Philip, 

unless indeed help could reach them very 

soon. If they died they would die together. 

A great weight seemed suddenly lifted from 

her mind ; now at last she could expiate her 

crime. ■

C^APTBB LVU. SAVBD AS BT FIBB. ■

Teq^b was nothing more she could do 

now. Her whole mind seemed filled with 

one idea: Philip was alive. All the ■

strange events which had brought this 

about were swallowed up in the reality 

of this fact : Philip was idive, or rather he 

was not dead. She knelt down beside 

him, and her terror returned. If he were 

not dead^ he must be on the very threshold 

of death. Were it not for his fair curly 

hair she could barely have recognised him, 

he was so much changed. ■

Then suddenly a new womanhood seemed 

to be bom in hex. She fried to lift his 

head upon her lap, looking hopelessly round 

for water, but there was none. There was 

nothing here but the stored apples, which 

seemed to be of no use now. She took his 

poor, thin hands in hers, and for the first 

time there came into her heart a feeling so 

new, so strange, that she wondered at it : 

the feeling of possession with regard to this 

man. It was not love, not the passion she 

had felt for Forster, but a feeling of intense 

pity, such a feeling as a mother often has 

for some outcast child she ha? found, and 

which prompts her to take it home, and to 

bring it up as her own. ■

For a few moments her arm was round 

him and his head rested upon her shoulder, 

then a fresh stifling cloud of smoke rolled 

in upon her, and she started up to thrust 

her head out of the small window. She 

heard the touting now, and she could see 

the crowd gathering below. The ladder 

was being placed against the wall, hut first 

they were lashing it to another. She took 

her handkerchief and waved it. There 

was nothing she could do to help th« 

rescuers. The window was flush with the 

wall, but some way below and on one side 

there was a portion of flat roof belonging to 

the main building. She saw at once that it 

was ftom thence the rescue must be effected. ■

But would they come in time 1 Would 

she be able to save him, or must they perish 

together 1 Only yestei^iay life had seemed 

a thing of no vidue, but noVir it suddenly 

leapt into importance* She must save Philip, 

and then the awful weight of murder would 

be lifted from her heart. • ■

Poor Philip 1 Oh I if he could speak, if 

—if — Philip had loved her, as die realised 

with a new feeling of gmtitude, now that 

he seemed beyond the reach of love or 

hatred. If he were conscious he would 

like to know that she was by his side, 

holding him against her, willing, so willing* 

to save his life at the expense of her own. 

How strange it was that life had changed 

so much for her ; how strange that at this 

moment her one joy was that Philip still 

Uved, whilst befor e 1 ■
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Bat the beat was becoming intense ; bow 

soon would it all be overl Was deatb 

coming now that she shrank from it 1 She 

was sfill very . young to die. She wanted 

to livef perhaps it was cbiefiy to be able 

to tell Forster that she; bad' not killed 

Philip. Ko, the past was past ; she wanted 

to Hire also for Philip's sake. Suppose she 

had carried out her longing to go with 

Foisterl She suddenly realised what ibis 

would have been. She had been preserved 

from that, and Forster ad well as herself 

had been saved from a doom more terrible 

than death. Suppose that, the deed 

accomplished, Philip had come back into 

their joint lives. She shuddered as 'she 

supported the unconscious man. No, God 

had, at all events, preserved them from that. ■

"Philip, Philip, if I cannot love you, I 

— I can make amends/' she whispered in 

her agony of self-reproach. " Philip, can 

you hear me 1 " ■

She started up again, for voices were 

drawing near. She could hear Oldcom's 

shout. She looked out and saw that 

several men had reached the ledge below 

her, which stood out from the main build- 

ing. It was from this place that they were 

trjiDg to plant the ladder, but the difficulty 

was that it would only be placed in a side Way 

position. Penelope dragged an old wooden 

chest close to the window, and standing on 

it she leant out of the window as far as she 

could, watching, the efforts of the men. 

They were on the lead roof now ; would 

they be able to place it near to her before 

the fire reached her? The night was 

happily still, and only a very gentle breeze 

was Uowing the flames away ip>ia her 

side^ jbi^.thin wreaths of smoke came 

througff'^the floor and twisted themselves 

into fantastic spiral shapes, trying Jjo escape 

above the rafters. The floor began to feel 

hot to the feet, and Penelope entreated 

them to make haste. ■

Then the ladder was balanced and it 

quivered in mid-air. This was followed by 

a shout of delight as it was seen that the 

ladder would just reach to the window, 

Penelope seized it as it was gently steadied 

in position. She looked round for some- 

thing with which to secure it; her mi^d wais 

full of Philip. How could he be got out 

except a secure foothold was provided for 

those who must lift him out ) ■

Then she saw that her uncle himself had 

reached the ledge and was directing the 

men what to do. A feeling of hope filled 

her heart. He seemed to be so capable, so 

calm. Slipping off her long skirt she ■

managed to twist it round the first rung, 

and thus to secure the ladder to a low beam 

just below the window. ■

*' Well done ! " called out her uncle, and 

at the same moment Oldcom nimbly ran Up 

the ladder, which was now hold firmly by 

two men below. ■

But from behind her a long, cruel tongue 

of fire shot forth, darting savagely at the 

old beams. ■

"Now, Princess," shouted Oldcom, 

thrusting his head up, ^' the fire's varra nar, 

it's not easy to keep oot the smoke. Mak 

haste, in case the roof happen ta faw 1' t' 

meentoime." * * ■

" Never mind about me, Oldcom ; here is 

your master, you must save him. Hush ! 

dont say anything, make haste ; you must 

cotiie inand lift him; he is very ill, but you 

are so strong, you can do it, and I will help 

you. Call up another man, don't lose a 

minute." ■

Oldcom was so much surprised that he 

could only murdiur a string of strange 

words before he shouted back for help: ■

** Lor-a-mussy ! How's the poor man to 

be prop't? To think aw's here in this 

torrabei big hull and neah body to guess it ; 

but we must hoisen him up, an' if we cud 

f assen him clean up till a beem on ayder side ; 

but aw's sure and sartin he's taken for death." ■

All this time Oldcom had been working 

bard, the perspiration pouring down his 

brow, for the heat was becoming unbearable. 

Tenderly as a woman, the old retainer lifted 

the emaciated form of PhiUp in his arms, 

and with Penelope's help he was placed on 

the top of the wooden chest. ■

" There is no time to lose, Oldeocn ; stake 

haste. Oh, the heat ! But don't think of 

me, ^ave him. Here is Dodd. N'ow can 

he hold him up whilst you get omt ) Quick ! 

Oh, the flames!" ■

" This cussin' heat ! " muttered Oldcom, 

but he certainly wasted no time, for now 

that another man had appeared he was able 

to lift Philip gently out of the window, 

and together they bore him down amidst 

the shouts of surprise and horror of those 

below on the leads. ■

Penelope was left alone. She knew that 

01dc(»ii would come back as soon as 

possible, and she even got on the chest to 

see if it were feasible for her to get out 

without help, but she soon saw that it was 

not. It was impossible to stand unsup- 

ported on the ledge, for the ladder being 

placed sideways the difficulty was increased 

tenfold. Then she looked round and noticed 

another tongue of fire barsting forth from ■
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the partition. Had Philip stayed in that 

garret, by this time death would have re- 

leased lum from all suffering. She had 

saved him, she, Penelope, his wife. If only 

Forster could know that his friend was not 

dead, but saved from a terrible death by 

her. But it was she who had brought him 

to this borderland of death ; she had been 

the instrument of his mental and bodUy 

torture. At this awful moment, the whole 

history flashed back upon her with extra- 

ordinary vividness ; her low ideal mocked 

her, and the vulgar pride of ancestry stood 

naked before her, burnt out of her for ever ! 

What had she to show of nobility compared 

with Philip's noble soul? She even re- 

membered that Forster had said that Philip 

had saved the settlement, not for his own am- 

bition, but to protect his friend's reputation. 

But thought stopped. There was a 

crash, and part of the woodwork gave way, 

as several sharp tongues of fire seemingly 

endued with life darted towards Penelope. 

Her limbs trembled as she crouched closer 

to the window. The air was stifling, and 

the smoke began slowly to envelope her. 

In another minute the flame might reach 

her, but then she noticed through this 

blinding veil that the Are had stretched 

itself upwards, seizing first upon the rafters. 

She must do something. She lifted herself 

up on the window-sill, and getting her 

doak dose round her, she tried to turn, 

but there was nothing for her hands to 

grasp, and the heat made her feel faint. ■

There was a shout ; Oldcom was coming. 

In a moment more she would be safe, but 

before that moment came, the beam above 

her was wrapped with flame, and she felt 

a scorching breath dose to her head. She 

put her hand up ; her hair was on fire. A 

suppressed cry burst from her lips, but she 

was still brave, still able to struggle for life. 

She tore off her cloak and wrapped her 

head in it, hardly feeling Hsb pain of the 

fire on one side of her face as the words 

flashed upon her memory, "saved as by 

fire." ■

At that moment Oldcom seized her and 

lifted her bodily off the ledge. Her weight 

was ' nothing to him, but the fire was 

stretching out its fiery fingers towards them 

both. He angrily crushed out the flame 

that had seized his shirt-sleeve, and then 

very carefully holding the ladder with one 

hand and pressing the Princess against him 

with the other arm, he descended to safety. 

Here other hands were ready to help, and 

the Duke, pale as death, stretched out his 

arms for the niece he had loved as his own 

child. ■

Penelope's one moment of fear had 

paralysed her, and when the Duke laid her 

on the lead she was unconscious. ■

<< There is not an instant to lose," said 

the Duke, '* Bring them down at once. 

Look, the tower will fall here. Good 

Heavens, I fear the whole Palace is 

doomed. Penzie, Penzie, are you hurt)" ■

But the Princess could not answer. ■
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Absolutely insignificant trifles will 

sometimeB intexfere seriously with really 

important works. To a superior woman, 

with a mission for the creation of a sphere, 

the existence of a father suffering from the 

gout may prove, for the moment, an actual 

bindnnce. ■

In the slight demoralisation of the house- 

hold bahits involved in Dr. Yallotson's 

iUnesfl^ Constance found herself so drawn 

into the stream of household duties that she 

had scarcely an hour in the day which she 

eonld call her awn. ■

The demand on her services came hy no 

means exclusively from her father. Dr. 

Vallotson, though he submitted to have 

the paper read to him by his daughter, 

and expressed a modified satisfaction in 

her society, was by no means clamorous 

for ii But since Dr. Vallotson's illness 

her mother seemed to have become pos- 

sessed by an insatiable desire for the girVs 

society and assistance. The desire was 

expressed — or rather demonstrated, for it 

never was put into words — in a hard, 

matter-of-fact fashion, which concealed the 

lact that some touch of feverish weak- 

ness lay at the bottom of it ; perhaps a 

sense of helplessness arising from the con- 

tinned uselessness of her left hand; 

perhaps a more general sense of physical 

incapacity, induced by the strain of 

attending to her husband at a time when 

her accident had left her slightly unstrung, 

hmumerable httle domestic offices were ■

assigned to Constance, which kept her 

always about the house and in touch with 

her mother. When Mrs. VaUotson was 

with her husband, Constance was always 

summoned to sit with him also. When 

Mrs. Yallotson was alone, Constance must 

perforce keep her company. ■

Constance Yallotson had belonged, at 

Girton, to a set of young women whose 

ages ranged between eighteen and three- 

and-twenty years, and who had mapped 

out life with great satisfactoriness and 

completeness in a series of theories. One 

of these theories held that it was beneath 

the dignity of a truly superior woman to 

allow herself to be disturbed or annoyed 

by anything that might befall her. Con- 

sequently it is obvious that the expression 

which developed upon Constance's face, and 

the angle which became habitual to her 

chin during the days of Dr. Yallotson's 

martyrdom, can have had nothing to do 

with such inferior emotions as impatience 

and irritability. ■

And yet, as she pushed open the door 

of her own room on the fourth afternoon, 

it might have been said by a superficial 

observer that Constance Yallotson looked 

distinctly cross. She had just retseated, 

lunch being over, with a haste and secrecy 

which were not compatible with dignity, 

and her consciousness of the fact was ruffling. 

She had spent the whole morning looking 

over household linen with her mother ; and 

she had in her pocket a long, earnest letter 

from a Girton friend, full of lofty views 

and intellectual depths, and burning with 

anxiety as to the effect already produced 

on Alnchester by the presence of '*an 

enlightened mind. ■

To answer this letter, to expatiate on the 

field before her, and to theorise loftily on 

the momentary hindrances about her, would ■
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be a task — as Constance felt — calculated to 

restore her to the enjoyment of that lofty 

disdain "which was her normal attitude of 

mind. She shut the door of her room, sat 

down at her writing-table, and prepared to 

refresh herself accordingly. ■

She had finished the third closely-written 

sheet, and a lofty calm was settling upon 

her features, when the door behind her 

opened abruptly. The calm disappeared as 

if by magic before a frank, unrestrained, 

girlish irritability, and Constance turned, 

absolutely petulantly. The intruder was 

Mrs. YaJlotson, and as the girl became 

aware of the fact her expression changed 

again. Her temper, like her supercilious 

self-assurance, was dominated by her 

mother's personality, ■

"There you are, child," said Mrs. 

Vallotson briefly. "Your father wants 

! you to read to him." 

I " Has North been to him yet, mother 1 " 

j Dr. Vallotson exacted of North Branston 

a midday professional visit and report as to 

the practice, at which Constance's presence 

was not desired. He had not as yet come 

in from his morning's round, and Constance's 

question contained the possibility of a 

reprieve for her. ■

Almost as she finished speaking, Mrs. 

Vallotson, who had been standing with her 

hand on the door, pushed it open and stood 

for a moment listening intently to sounds 

in the hall below. ■

'*No," she said harshly and hurriedly ; 

"there he is now. Come down in about 

half an hour, Constance." ■

Before the girl could answer, Mrs. 

Vallotson had shut the door upon her and 

was going swiftly downstairs. Her face 

had lost nothing of its new haggardness in 

the course of the last three or four days. 

On the contrary, that drawn set of her 

features seemed to be sharpened by an air 

of intense, restless vitality which seemed to 

pervade her. As she passed, quick and 

resolute, along the passage to Dr. Vallotson's 

study, her lips were parted with a curious 

suggestion of breathlessness, and there was 

a slight grey shade about them. She 

seemed to make a strange point of being 

present during North's visits to her husband. 

The fact had been noticeable during each 

of the preceding days. And now, as she 

opened the door of Dr. Vallotson's study 

and gli^iced round the room, though only 

a minute or two had elapsed since she 

heard North Branston enter the house, she 

said quickly : ■

"Has North been in?" ■

Dr. Vallotson, the solitary occupant of 

l^e room, looked up with his face puckered 

into a suppressed testiness. ■

"No," he said. "No, he has not 

Has he come in ? It's getting very late." ■

"He's having lunch, I suppose," said 

Mrs. Vallotson. " He came in just now." ■

She crossed the room as she spoke and 

began, with hei uninjured hand, to sort 

and put tidy a miscellaneous collection of 

books and newspapers which lay on a table. 

Her movements were very quick and tense. ■

" He is very late," repeated Dr. Vallotson 

fussily. "I cannot think what should 

have kept him. Let me see, now, what has 

he for this afternoon? There's old Bronaon 

— ^he must certainly be seen — and Mrs. 

Jones. I think that's aU." ■

North Branston's day's work, as far as 

Dr. Vallotson's ' consideration of it was 

concerned, consisted solely of those half- 

dozen cases which, had his health permitted, 

the latter gentleman would have taken 

himself; cases, for the most part, consisting 

of old inhabitants of Alnchester who 

suffered principally horn hypochondria, and 

who enjoyed a gossip with a doctor. Neither 

of the cases to which Dr. Vallotson had 

alluded by name was of a more serious 

nature, and there was nothing whatever to 

disturb him in connection with them. 

And yet as Dr. Vallotson said the last 

words he fidgeted, moved his gouty foot 

testily, and groaned. Then he leaned back 

in his chair and drummed hesitatingly on its 

arm. ■

" There's Hatherieigh ! " he said. " Now, 

I wonder — I wonder whether Sir William 

Karslake will be expecting me 1 " ■

He seemed to be half thinking aloud, 

half putting out a feeler — after the manner 

of weak men— towards some help in coming 

to a decision on a question he was reluctant 

to answer. Mrs. Vallotson was doing her 

work steadily and neatly, in spite of her 

crippled condition, but it evidently exacted 

all her attention, for she did not turn 

round or answer on the instant, and Dr. 

Vallotson continued. The almost un- 

precedented discussion with bis wife on the 

subject of the Karslakes was practically 

forgotten by him. That is to say, the 

question which he had argued with temper 

due to oncoming gout had become a matter 

of indifference to him, since it affected his 

comfort of the moment not at all ; and he 

was considerably exercised by the question 

which was disturbing his mind at this 

moment, and needed tibe relief of words. 

" Four days it is, isn't it, since I was ■
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tlieiel'* he said, cogitating with evident 

reluctance. ** Well, I don't know — perhaps 

North had better — and yet I don't feel 

sore that Sir William would like it. 

What — ^now, what should you advise, my 

dear!'* ■

His tone was eloquent of desire that Sir 

William should not like it He was 

evidently torn between the desire of keeping 

the new patient to himself, and the fear 

lest Sir WiUiam Karslake should feel him- 

self neglected. Against the tentative 

•weakness and jealousy of his self-important 

tones, his wife's voice, as she answered 

him, seemed to ring with extraordinarily 

harsh decision. ■

" You will be able to go yourself in a 

day or two," she said. " North has quite 

patients enough." ■

The words implied no consideration for 

North Branston's time; they rather an- 

swered to the note of jealousy in Dr. 

Yallotson's tone. And as she finished 

speaking, North himself entered the 

room. ■

As though his wife's tone had been by 

no means without effect upon him, Dr. 

Yallotson received the younger man rather 

cavalierly. A sharp cross-examination en- 

sued as to the morning's work — in which 

all North's own patients were ignored — to 

which North Branston submitted with dry 

indifference. ■

The morning being disposed of, and a 

momentary pause following. North turned 

to Mrs. Vallotson. She stood by the win- 

dow with her back to the two men, silent 

and still. ■

" Adelaide," he said, " I Had better look 

at your hand now." ■

The condition of Mrs. Yallotson's 

wounded hand had improved gradually 

during the last' few days, but it still re- 

quired medical attention. Dr. Yallotson 

found that his own suffering did not allow 

him to look to it properly, so that North 

had to supply his place. ■

He had spoken in a cold, business- 

like tone, and for an instant she took 

no notice; then she turned slowly, and 

held ou'. her hand, still without turning 

her eyes towards him as he came to- 

wards her. A more reluctant doctor and 

patient it would have been impossible to 

imagine. ■

He unrolM the bandages in silence with 

deft fingers, and then, as though the con- 

straint of the position affected him in spite of 

himself, he glanced round to Dr. Yallotson 

and said: ■

"Where can I go for you this after- 

noon 1" ■

The needs of old Mr. Bronson and of 

Mrs. Jones were laid before him with 

pompous minuteness, and as Dr. Y^otson 

mushed his instructions North said 

briefly : ■

<'What about Hatherleigh Granger' 

He paused and glanced up at Mrs. Yallot- 

son. " Did I hurt you, Adelaide 1 " Then, 

as she made no answer, he continued : " Is 

there any need to go ^ere 1 " ■

Dr. Yallotson's answer was sharp-toned 

and decisive in proportion to his previous 

uncertainty. ■

" Certamly not ! '* he said. " I shall go 

there myself in a day or two ! You'll have 

quite enough to do to get through your 

afternoon's work, as it is." ■

North made the slighte9t possible 

gesture of acquiescence. ■

"As you like!" he said. "That's 

finished, Adelaide. There's nothing more, 

then?" ■

And a moment later he had left the 

room. ■

Dr. Yallotson's words as to North 

Branston's afternoon's work, little as their 

speaker realised the facts of the case, were 

perfectly true. Old Mr. Bronson and Mrs. 

Jones found themselves disposed of in about 

seven minutes each ; and their subsequent 

strictures to their respective families on 

Dr. Branston and all his ways and works 

were far from complimentary. Neverthe- 

less, four hours, and four very hard-working 

hours, had elapsed before North Branston 

reached his home again. ■

A day's work such as North had accom- 

plished is calculated to produce fatigue 

enough to temper the geniality of the most 

genial of men. It was the night of his din- 

ner engagement with Archdeacon French, 

and North Branston's face as he entered 

the Archdeacon's drawing-room, tired as it 

was, was also at its most cynical and im- 

passive. ■

Archdeacon French was a childless man. 

His family consisted of his wife, a delicate 

little woman, who looked older than he did. 

If Mrs. French was inclined to share the 

popular view of North Branston, rather 

than that held by her husband, the fact 

evinced itself only in a slight touch of 

stately elaboration, in the charming manner 

with which she invariably welcomed her 

guests ; and her manner chimed absolutely 

harmoniously with her husband's greeting. 

Archdeacon French was not a demonstrative 

host. He received North with a tacit ■
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assurance of pleasure which carried more 

weight than many words, and with a hand- 

clasp such as the young man had not met 

all day — often as his hand had heen 

touched and shaken. ■

"Only ourselves, as I told you, Bran- 

ston ! " he said, as the gong sounded. 

" Take in my wife, will you V^ ■

The conversation that ensued during 

dinner would have seemed to Alnchester, 

could it have heen overheard, almost 

scandalising. Kone of the affairs of local 

importance; none of those topics of the 

moment which should naturally have come 

under discussion hetween three good 

citizens; neither the Bishop's bronchitis, 

the conduct of the Dean's eldest son, nor 

the imperfect lighting of the High Street, 

was so much as mentioned. The talk, led 

by the host, started with a question of 

European importance, and passed thence 

to a recent discovery which was exercising 

the scientific world. Archdeacon Erench 

was a good talker, and during the early 

part of dinner — after one shrewd glance at 

the grim fatigue written on his guest's face 

— ^he practically sustained the conversation. 

But by degrees his remarks became less 

complete and more suggestive ; and before 

dinner was over, North Branston was 

commenting, answering, questioning, with 

an interest wholly at variance with his 

usually indifferent demeanour. ■

"We'll go into the library," said the 

Archdeacon, coffee and cigars being finished. 

" My wife is not good for much to-night, 

and I told her we would not disturb 

her." ■

The arrangement was a familiar one to 

Archdeacon French's guests. North fol- 

lowed him into a comfortable book-lined 

room at the back of the house, and in 

response to an invitation to establish him- 

self comfortably, flung himself into an easy- 

chair. His face had altered marvellously 

since his entrance into the house ; its stern 

passivity had left it, and it was full of keen 

life and thought ; even the cynicism about 

the mouth and eyes was no longer indifferent 

but keenly sentient, as though its resources 

had been called into play. Archdeacon 

French established himself in an arm-chair 

facing him, and continued the discussion 

which their move had broken off. ■

" I don't agree with you, Branston," he 

said ; " and I should like to convince you ! 

The question itself is no great matter, and 

we are not called upon to decide ^it, in any 

case. But there seem to me to be'principles 

behind I" ■

" So far we are quite at one," responded 

North Branston quickly, and though his 

tone was a little sardonic it was by no 

means hard. "But when we get to the 

principles themselves " ■

"We part company?" said the elder 

man. ■

He was looking thoughtfully into the 

fire, and there was a touch of sadness in his 

voice. ■

" Have you no faith in the perfectibility 

of the race, Branston 1 " ■

There was a moment's pause, and then 

North Branston raised his hand and let it 

fall heavily upon the arm of his chair. ■

" None ! " he said. " I see tendency in 

that direction, I see no means by which it 

may be brought about." ■

The words were spoken deliberately and 

heavily. They were a curiously direct 

confession of faith, and the manner of their 

utterance testified strikingly to the nature 

of the talk which had preceded them. 

Some men may talk for hours on intimate 

personal matters, and never for an instant 

get into touch each with the other ; never 

reveal themselves as they are. Between 

othei?s, on the contrary, a discussion of 

the most abstract subject will establish 

lines of communication by which the 

reality in each of the disputants is con- 

veyed to the other insensibly, involun- 

tarily. North Branston and his host had 

been discussing an educational question ; 

nothing personal ,had been said on either 

side; but into the conversation from the 

first, emanating originally from Archdeacon 

French, and responded to in absolute un- 

consciousness ^y North, there had crept 

that subtle something which is most 

inadequately described as sympathy; and 

the final issue as contained in North's 

final words seemed neith.er strange nor 

unexpected. ■

North Branston's words were succeeded 

by a silence. The speaker sat gazing into 

the fire, his eyes full of sombre thought ; he 

looked as though, with that acceptance of a 

stern fact to which his words had witnessed, 

the smaller spirit of contempt was merged for 

the moment in something greater. Arch- 

deacon French was also looking at the fire ; 

there was a deep pity in his eyes and there 

was a question in them, too. It was he 

who broke the silence. He changed his 

position, like a man who introduces a fresh 

topic of conversation, and glanced up at 

North Branston's face with a kindly obse^ 

vance, as he said : ■

"I heard of you, Branston, the other day ■
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from a brother-in-law of mine in London ; 

Slade-Fenton, you know 1 " ■

Korih moved and shook off something of 

his gravity in deference to the Archdeacon's 

change of tone, as he made a ready gesture 

of acquiescence. ■

"I knew Dr. Slade-Fenton was a con- 

nexion of yours ) " he said. He paused, and 

that wider and deeper expression which 

lingered in his face gradually subsided. 

'* What had Dr. Slade-Fenton to say about 

me, may I ask ? " he said. ■

Archdeacon French crossed his legs and 

looked back again at the fire. ■

'*He has a voice in the appointments at 

your old hospital," he said. " You had not 

heard of that, perhaps 1 It's a new thing 1 

And he wrote to me of his regret that you 

had refused an offer made you in connection 

with the hospital a week or so ago ! " ■

Archdeacon French did not look at his 

goest Apparently a shrewd delicacy of 

taefe prevented it. Bat he was keenly 

conscious of the change in North Branston's 

face during the moment's pause that followed, 

aad the tone in which his answer came was 

no smprise to him. ■

"Dr. Slade-Fenton has always been my 

good fdend!" ■

The words were formal, almost curt, and 

North's voice as he spoke them had a 

hitterly sardonic ring. Archdeacon French 

ignored alike the tone of the words and the 

pause that had preceded them. ■

"Yes," he said. "He has the highest 

lespect for your powers, if I may tell 

you so. Some part of his regret was selfish, 

masmuch as, identifying himself with the 

place, he felt it would have been very 

greatly to his advantage that you should 

have accepted. But he regretted it also 

on your account. It was a very important 

appomtment, he tells me." ■

There was a very delicate and sympathetic 

inTitation about the words, and about 

the tact which still refrained from looking 

at the young man. Bat there was a ring 

of hard reserve about North's voice as 

he answered briefly : ■

-Yes.'' ■

Archdeacon French moved. He turned 

towards North and let his eyes rest on 

the younger man's face. ■

"And the refusal was quite inevitable 1" 

he said. ■

North made a gesture of cynical in- 

difference. ■

" I suppose so," he said. ■

For a moment longer Archdeacon French 

looked at him. Then, as if recognising ■

the barrier which tiie other had deliberately 

raised in place of the sympathetic com- 

munion of a little while before, he turned 

away with a slight gesture — involuntary as 

it seemed — of tacit sympathy and regret^ 

and began to speak of something else. ■

He began to speak, but his first words 

were interrupted. A servant entered the 

room and came up to North Branston. ■

"A note for you, if you please, sir. 

And there's a dog-cart waiting." ■

With a quick word of apology North 

opened and read the note, and then turned 

to his host. ■

" I musk go, unfortunately ! " he said. 

"The note is sent on by Dr. Vallotson, 

and it is urgent. Good night and many 

thanks." ■

" Good night," returned the Archdeacon; 

he held out his hand cordially as he 

spoke. ** I am the loser ! You've not a 

long drive before you, I hope 1 ** ■

"Three miles," answered North care- 

lessly. "It is to Hatherleigh Grange — 

the new man there, Sir William Karslake. 

Do you know him 1 " ■

They were at the hall-door by this 

time, and a moment later North Branston 

had swung himself into the dog-cart and 

was being driven rapidly through the town. 

He took out the note he had received 

and read it through again with a keen 

professional face ; read also the notes with 

which Dr. Vallotson had supplemented it. ■

Then he spoke to the groom who was 

driving him. ■

" Stop at Dr. Vallotson's as you pass," 

he said. " Here it is ! " ■

The man touched his hat and obeyed, 

and North jumped down and went quickly 

into the house, along the passage, and into 

his own room. He chose out the drugs 

he had come to seek, and left the room 

again. ■

He had just shut the door of the room 

behind him when the door of the drawing- 

room opened suddenly, and Mrs, Vallotson 

came out. She saw him on the instant; 

they were indeed almost face to face ; and 

she stopped short. ■

She had been moving abruptly, almost 

violently, and the absolute dead stillness 

to which her movements gave place 

produced, in its extraordinary contrast, a 

very strange effect. For a moment, in- 

fluenced by it in spite of himself, North 

also stood motionless confronting her. 

The light of the hall lamp shone full on 

him, while she stood in shadow ; he could 

only dimly see her face, but it struck him ■
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gradually that it was quite white. She 

did not move, but stood there with her 

eyes fixed upon him. ■

" Is anything the matter, Adelaide 1 ** ■

The words came from him almost in* 

Yoluntarily, and they were followed by an 

instant's dead panse. Then to his great 

surprise Mrs. Yallotson, still with her eyes 

fixed on him, broke into a low, harsh 

laugh. ■

" So" she said, in an odd, hoarse voice. 

"No, of course not You are going to 

Hathetleigh Grange, are you noti Why 

don't you go 1 " ■

"I thought you wanted me," he said 

curtly. " Good night" ■

There was no answer. He strode down 

the passage and out of the house without 

looking back. ■

CHICAGO m ITS INFANCY. ■

I. INOIDBNTS AND FOREBODINGS. ■

Thb City of Chicago has figured promi- 

nently in American history during the last 

eighty years. When some of us were 

children it was a mere trading-post, haying 

few inhabitants. It is now one of the 

largest cities in ^the United States. It is 

finely situated on the south-west shore of 

Lake Michigan, being divided into three 

parts by the two mouths of the river from 

which it takes its name. It is in many 

respects a great city. It is a great railway 

centre ; it has a vast commerce, both by 

sea and land; it has immense granaries, 

prodigious manufactories, and the docks for 

shipping extend for miles. It has been 

the scene of great disasters; and, whUe 

we write, is the scene of insane strikes and 

riots which are a disgrace to civilisation. 

Notwithstanding these things, however, the 

city contains many noble institutions, many 

thousands of loyal and highly respectable 

citizens, among whom are men and women 

of the highest attainments in literature, 

science, and all that is noble and good. ■

One of the many disasters which have 

befallen the place took place as far back 

as 1812. Chicago-p-or, as it was oftener 

called. Fort Dearborn — was then a remote 

outpost on the western limit of civilisati6n. 

It could not ]be called a settlement, 

for the only inhabitants, outside the 

garrison, were a few Canadians and the 

family of a gen|jieman, Mr. Kinzie, engaged 

in the fur trade. He was a great favourite 

among the Indians, who call^l him Shavr- 

ne-au-kee, and the " Silverman," on account ■

of his furnishing them with rings, brooches, 

and other silver ornaments. ■

The fort at Chicago was constructed with 

two block-houses on the southern side, and 

a subterranean passage to the river was 

intended as a means of supplying the 

garrison with water during a siege, or to 

serve as a sallyport. The garrison con- 

sisted of seventy-five men, not all avail- 

able for service, officered by young men, 

all being under the command of Captain 

Heald. ■

Mrs. Sebecea Heald was a daughter of 

Colonel Wells, and her early years were 

spent with her uncle, Captain William 

Wells, who was Indian agent at Fort 

Wayne. Captain Wells had a romantic 

history. When quite young he was taken 

captive by the Miami Indians ; adopted hy 

the chief, tittle Turtle; and trained to 

be a "wrarrior. He subsequently left them 

and joined the Americans, but afterwards 

returned to the Indians, and finally filled 

the post mentioned above. It was at Fort 

Wayne that Captain Heald made the 

acquaintance of Miss Wells; and upon 

their marriage, her home was at Fort Dear- 

bom, Chicago. ■

The garrison at Fort Dearborn maintained 

a constaiit and friendly intercourse with tiie 

Indians in the neighbourhood; and, as the 

principal chiefs seemed to be on amicahle 

terms with the Americans, no danger was 

apprehended from them. The peninsula 

now forming the State of Michigan was 

then a wilderness, peopled only by savages; 

and intercourse between Chicago, Fort 

Wayne, and Detroit, was carried on by 

hardy travellers, who traversed the two 

hundred and seventy-eight miles of country 

amid many hardships and dangers. ■

It was now on the eve of the war be- 

tween Great Britain and America, and a 

feeling of alarm and apprehension pervaded 

the settlers and others on the western and 

Canadian frontiers. The garrison at Dea^ 

bom, however, did not share these feais, 

tmsti^g in the manifest friendliness of the 

Indians. But theii confidence was mis- 

placed, though some remained true to 

them. ■

The first alarm was given on the evening 

of the seventh of April, 1812. ■

Near the junction of the Chicago river 

with Lake Michigan, and directly opposite 

the fort, from which it was separated by 

the river and a few rods of sloping green 

turf, stood the dwelling-house and trading 

establishment of Mr. Kinrie. This gentle- 

man was at home, playing the violin for ■
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ihe amusement of his children, who were 

dancing merrily around him. Mrs, Kinzie 

had gone a short distance up the river to 

visit a sick ' neighhour named Burns, and 

she was expected to return shortly. Sud- 

denly the door was thrown open, and Mrs. 

Einzie rushed in. ■

" The Indians ! the Indians ! " she cried. 

*'They are up at Lee's place killing and 

scalping,** ■

"Lee's place " was a farm intersected by 

the river about four miles up. As soon as • 

Mis. Kinzie recovered sufficiently, she in- 

formed her husband that while she was at 

Bums's Place a man and a boy were seen 

nmningon the opposite side of the river. 

They called across to Burns to save himself 

and lus family, as the Indians were at Lee's 

placsyfrom which they had just escaped, 

and wercunaking their way to the fort ■

All was consternation now, but not to' 

the exclusion of remedial measures. Bums 

and. his family were hurried into two old 

panoes and paddled across the river to the 

lort, whither the man — a discharged soldier 

—and the boy had already come, and had 

told their story. ^ ■

They related that, in the afternoon, a 

party of ten or twelve Indians, dressed and 

painted, had arrived at the house, and, 

accojrding to the custom with the savages, 

had entered and seated themselves without 

ceremony. Something in their appearance 

had excited the suspicion of one of the 

family — a Frenchman — who observed : " I 

do not like the looks of these Indians; 

they are none of our folks. I know by 

their dress and paint that they are not 

Pottowattamies." ■

The soldier then bade the boy follow 

him, and they walked leisurely towards 

two canoes tied near the bank. SomQ of 

the Indians demanded where they were 

going. They pointed to the cattle standing 

among the haystacks on the opposite bank, 

and made signs that they must go and 

fodder them. When they had gained the 

other side of the river they pxiUed some 

hay for the cattle, and made a show of 

collecting them, when they gradually made 

a circuit, took to the woods, and so made 

for the fort. They had run about a quarter 

of a mile when they heard two guns fired ; 

they then warned Bums's people, as we 

have related, and they were rescued by a 

party of six soldiers sent from the fort, 

Mrs. Bums and her infant, who was little 

more than a day old, being carried on their 

bad to the boat and conveyed with the 

rest to the fort. ■

The same afternoon a corporal and six 

soldiers had gone up t^ie tiver to fish. 

Fearing they might encounter the savages, 

Captain Heald ordered a cannon, to be 

fired to warn them of danger. On hearing 

the signal they put out uieir torphes and 

dropped down the river in silence. When 

they reached " Lee's place " they stopped 

to put the inmates on their guard. All 

was still around the house, and as they 

groped their way through the darkness, and 

the corporal leaped the fence, they came 

upon the dead body of a man who had 

been scalped. His faithful dog stood 

guarding the lifeless remains. The soldiers , 

at once made their way to the fort. The 

next nioming an examination of the 

premises revealed two dead bodies. The 

perpetrators of these murders, it was after- 

wards ascertained, were a party of Winni- 

bagoes, who had come with the deter- 

mination to kiU every white man, but 

had retreated on 'hearing the report of the 

cannon. ■

The inhabitants of the place included, 

besides those mentioned, a few discharged 

soldiers and some families of half-breeds. 

These now entrenched themselves in the 

''Agency House," a log building standiog 

near the fort. The piazzas front and back 

were planked up, and port-holes cut, whece '. 

sentinels were posted at night. ■

The above occurrences kept the inmates 

of the fort in a state of apprehension for 

some time, but weeks passed without any 

further incident. ■

In the aftemoon of the seventh of 

August following, a Pottowattamie chief 

arrived at the fort with despatches from 

General Hull at Detroit, announcing the 

declaration of war between the United 

States and Great Britain, and that the 

island of Mackinaw had fallen into the 

hands of the British. Captain Heald was 

ordered to evacuate the post, if practicable, 

and in that event to distribute all the 

United States property at the Factory or 

Agency, and also the provisions and ammu- 

nition stored in the fort, among the Indians ' 

in the neighbourhood. ■

After delivering his despatches, the chief, 

Winnimeg, requested a private interview 

with Mr. Kinzie, who had talken up his 

abode at the garrison. He ftated that he 

was acquainted with the purport of the 

despatches, and eamestly advised that the 

fort should not be evacuated, as the garrison 

was well supplied with ammunition and 

provisions for six months. He said it 

would be better to remain until reinforce- ■
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ments could be sent to their assistance. In 

case, however, Captain Heald should decide 

on leaving the fort, it should be done im- 

mediately, as the Pottowattamies, through 

whose country they must pass, were ignorant 

of the object of his mission, and a forced 

march might be made before the hostile 

Indians were prepared to intercept them. ■

This sensible and friendly advice Captain 

Heald was not willing to act upon. He 

thought it was his duty to obey strictly 

the orders sent him. He said he should 

collect all the Indians in the neighbour- 

hood, and make an equitable distribution 

of the stores and other property. Win 

nimeg urged that, if he must evacuate the 

post, it would be better to march out and 

leave everything standing; since, while 

the Indians were dividing the spoils, the 

troops might possibly effect their retreat in 

safety. ■

This counsel, also, though seconded by 

the subordinate officers, was not approved 

by the Commander, and he issued his 

orders for the evacuation of the fort. 

Once more the officers waited on him, and 

urged that they should remain and fortify 

themselves as strongly as possible, in hopes 

that reinforcements would reach them be- 

fore they could be attacked by the British 

from Mackinaw. But Captain Heald per- 

sisted in his plan, alleging that the distri- 

bution of the valuable property would 

conciliate the Indians, and induce them, 

upon the promise of a further reward, to 

escort them to Fort Wayne. The project 

was manifestly an unwise, if not a mad 

one, and great dissatisfaction prevailed 

among the officers and soldiers. ■

Meanwhile the Indians became every day 

more unruly, entering the fort in defiance 

of the sentinels, and often making their 

way to the officers' quarters. One of them 

had the audacity to take up a rifle and 

discharge it in the parlour of the Com- 

mandant's wife. This was thought to be 

a signal for a general attack, as there was 

vehement agitation among the Indians; 

but the storm had not yet fully gathered. ■

On the twelfth of August^ the Indians 

from the neighbouring villages being as- 

sembled, a council was held with them, 

Captain Heald alone attending on the part 

of the military, as his officers refused to 

accompany him. Information had been 

brought to them secretly that it was the 

intention of the young chiefs to fall upon 

and murder them while in council. Cap- 

I tain Heald could not be persuaded of the 

truth of this, and therefore ventured alone, ■

while the officers who remained took com- 

mand of the block-houses, which overlooked 

the esplanade on which the council was 

held, opening the port-holes and pointing 

the cannon so as to command the whole 

assembly. ■

In the council Captain Heald informed 

the Indians that it was his intention to 

distribute among them^ the next day, all 

the goods, provisions, and ammunition 

which the Agency and garrison contained. 

He then requested of the Pottowattamies 

an escort to Fort Wayne, with the promise 

of a liberal reward. With many pro- 

fessions of friendship and goodwill they 

assented to all he proposed, and promised 

aU he required. ■

After the council Mr. Kinzie, who unde^ 

stood the Indian character and the feeling 

prevalent among them, represented to the 

Commandant the gross impolicy of furnish- 

ing the Indians with arms and ammunition, 

which would surely be used against them 

or the defenceless settlers. Struck with 

the force of this reasoning, Captain Heald 

determined to destroy all the ammunition 

not necessary for his own men. ■

On the thirteenth the goods, consisting of 

blankets, broadcloth, calicoes, prints, etc., 

were distributed according to promise ; but 

in the evening the ammunition was carried 

into the sally-port and thrown into a well, 

together with bags of shot, flints, gim- 

screws, and the muskets not needed for 

the march. All the barrels of liquor, 

too, had their heads knocked in, and the 

contents poured into the river. ■

The next day Captain Wells arrived with 

fifteen friendly Miami Indians. He had 

heard at Fort Wayne of the order for 

evacuating Fort Dearborn, and knowing 

the hostUe determination of the Pottowat- 

tamies, had made a rapid march across the 

coiintry to prevent the exposure of Captain 

Heald and the garrison to certain de- 

struction. But it was too late. The am- 

munition had been destroyed and the 

provisions given to the Indians. ■

Among the Indian chiefs were several 

who, while they shared the general hostile 

feeling of their tribes towards the Americans, 

retained a personal regard for the troops 

and the few white citizens at Fort Dear- 

bom, or Chicago. These exerted all their 

influence to allay the revengeful feelings 

of the younger men, and to avert their 

sanguinary designs, but without effect. ■

No doubt, speaking generally, the Indians 

had received great provocation from the 

Americans, whom they regarded as robbers. ■
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wresting from them their hunting-grounds ; 

and in not a few cases great cruelties had 

been inflicted on them ; but, on the other 

hand, many of the settlers had been kind 

to them, and even some of the military had 

laid ihem under obligations by their 

generosity. The recipients of these favours 

were not insensible to feelings of gratitude, 

and some of them had a fine sense of 

honour not always found among people 

0/ a higher civilisation. One case in point 

may be given. ■

Oh the evening succeeding the last 

council, a conspicuous chief, Black Par 

tridge by name, entered the quarters of the 

commanding officer. ■

"Father," said he, "I come to deliver 

up to you the medal I wear. It was given 

me by the Americans, and I have long 

worn it in token of our mutual friendship. 

But our young men are resolved to imbrue 

their hands in the blood of the whites. I 

cannot restrain them, and I will not wear 

a token of peace while I am compelled to 

act as an enemy." ■

This circumstance should have been 

suflQcient to fully open the eyes of Captain 

Heald, and to prove to him the folly of his 

confidence in the Indians. But it was too 

late to retrace his steps. ■

IL THB MASSAOBB. ■

Thi morning of the fifteenth arrived. All 

things were in readiness, and nine o'clock 

was the hour fixed for starting. Mr. 

Kinzie had volunteered to accompany the 

troops on their march, and had confided his 

famUy to the care of some friendly Indians, 

who had promised to convey them in a 

boat round the head of Lake Michigan to 

a point on the St. Joseph's river, now 

called Bertrand; there to join the troops, 

should they be permitted to continue their 

march. ■

Early in the morning Mr. Kinzie re- 

ceived a message from a friendly chief, 

informing him that mischief was intended 

by the Pottowattamies who had engaged to 

^rt the garrison, and urging him to 

relinquish his design of accompanying the 

troops by land, promising that the boat 

which should contain himself and family 

should be permitted to pass in safety to St. 

Jweph's. Mr. Kinzie declined to accept 

this proposal, believing that his presence 

might operate as a restraint on the fury of 

the savages, as he knew the greater part of 

them were warmly attached to himself and 

his family. ■

The party in the boat consisted of Mrs. 

Kinzie and her four children, a clerk, two 

servants, and the boatmen, besides the two 

Indians who acted as their protectors. The 

boat had scarcely reached the mouth of the 

river when another messenger from the 

chief arrived to detain them. ■

As the troops left the fort the band 

struck up the "Dead March." They 

passed on in military order, Captain Wells 

at the head of his Httle bamd of Miamies 

taking the lead, his face blackened with 

wetted powder, partly in defiance of the 

Indians, and psLrtly in token of the fate 

which he believed awaited him. They 

took their route along the shore of the 

lake ; but when they reached the point 

where commences the range of sand-hills 

between the prairie and the beach, the 

escort of Pottowattamies, in number about 

five hundred, kept the level of the prairie 

instead of continuing along the beach with 

the Americans and Miamies. They had 

not marched more than a mile and a half 

When Captain Wells, who was somewhat in 

advance with Ji$ Miamies, came back, 

riding furiously. ■

"They are abdjSjIf to attack us," shouted 

he; *^form instl^tly, and charge upon 

them." ■

Scarcely were the words uttered when a 

volley was showered from among the sand- 

hills. The troops were hastily brought 

into line, and charged up the banL One 

man, a veteran of seventy years, fell as 

they ascended. The troops charged man- 

fully, but what hope was there for them, as 

the Indians were at least ten to one 1 The 

conflict was a terrible one. But it will be 

best given in the words of an eye-witness — 

Mrs. Helm, the wife of Lieutenant HekUj 

a stepdaughtcft of Mr. Kinzie. ■

" After we had left the shore and gained 

the prairie, the action became general. The 

Miamies fied at the outset. Their chief 

rode up to the Pottowattamies, and said: 

* You have deceived the Americans and us ; 

you have done a bad action, and,' brandish- 

ing . his tomahawk, ' I will be the first to 

head a party of Americans, and return to 

punish your treachery.' So saying, he 

galloped after his companions, who were 

now scouring across the prairies. ■

"The troops behaved most gallantly. 

They were but a handful, but they resolved 

to sell their lives as dearly as possible. Our 

horses pranced and boundec^ and could 

hardly be restrained, as the balls whistled 

among them. I drew oflf a little, and gazed 

upon my husband and father, who were yet ■
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unharmed. I felt that my hour was come, 

and endeavoured to forget those I loved, 

and prepare myself for my approaching 

fate. ■

" While I was l^us engaged the surgeon 

came up. JBEe.was badly wounded. His 

horse had been shot ^nder hjim, and he had 

received a ball iQ lus leg. . Svery muscle or 

his countenance was quivering with the 

agony of terror. He said to me, 'So you 

think they will take our lives ) I am badly 

wounded, but t think not mortally. Per- 

haps we might purchase our lives, by 

promising them a large reward. Do you 

think there is aiiy chance 1 ' ■

"'Doctor,' said I, *do not let us 

waste the few moments that y^t remain 

to us in such vain hopes. Our fate is 

inevitable. In a few moments we must 

appear before the bar of Heaven. Lotus 

endeavour to make what preparation is yet 

in our power.' I pointed to Ensign Bonan, 

who, though mortally wounded and nearly 

(down, was still fighting with desperation 

upon one knee. ■

'* ' Look at that man,' said I ; ' he at least 

dies like a soldier ! ' ■

" * Yes,' replied the unfortunate man, 

with a convulsive gasp, 'but he has no 

terrors for the future — ^he is an unbeliever ! ' ■

" At this moment a young Indian raised 

his tomahawk at me. By springing aside I 

avoided the blow, which was intended for 

my skull, but which alighted on my 

shoulder. I seized him round the neck, 

and while exerting my utmost efforts to 

get possession of his scalping-knife, which 

hung in a scabbard over his breast, I was 

dragged fron^ his grasp by an older Indian, 

who bore me, struggling and resisting 

towaiMis the lake. Notwithstanding the 

!rapidity with which I was hurried along, I 

recognised, as I passed them, the lifeless 

remains of the unfortunate surgeon. Some 

murderous tomahawk had stretched him 

upon the very spot where I had last seen 

him. ■

"I was immediately plunged into the 

water and held there with a forcible hand, 

notwithstanding my resistance. I soon 

perceived, however, that the object of my 

captor was not to drown me, as he held me 

firmly in such a position as to keep my 

head above the water. This reassur<vl me, 

and regarding him attentively, I Foon 

recognised, in spite of the paint with which 

, he was disguised, the Black Partridge. ■

"When the firing bad somewluit 8ul> ■

, sided, my preserver bore me from the water ■

and conducted me up the sandbanks. It ■

was a burning August momii^g, and walking 

through the sand in my drenched condition 

was inexpressibly painful and fatiguing. I 

stooped and took off my shoes to free them 

from the sand with which they were 

nearly filled, when a squaw seized and 

carried them off, and I was obliged to 

proceed without them. When we had 

gained the prairie, I was met by my father, 

who told me that my husband was 

safe, and but slightly wounded. They led 

me gently back towards the Chicago river, 

along the southern bank of which was the 

Potto wattamie encampment. At one time 

I was placed on a horse without a saddle^ 

but soon finding the motion unsupportable, 

I sprang off. Supported partly by my 

kind conductor, and partly by another 

Indian, who held dangling in his hand the | 

scalp of Captain Wells, I dragged my 

fainting steps to one of the wigwams. ■

"The wife of a chief from the Illinois river 

was standing near, and seeing my exhausted 

condition, she seized a kettle, dipped up 

some water from a little stream that flowed 

near, threw into it some maple sugar, and 

stirring it up with her hand, gave it me to 

drink. ' This act of kindness, in the midst 

of so many atrocities, touched me most 

sensibly. But my attention was soon 

diverted to other objects." An old squaw, 

infuriated by the loss of f riencls, or excited 

by the sanguinary scenes around her, 

seemed posjsessed with a demoniaeal fary. 

She seized a stable-fork, and assaulted one 

miserable victim who lay groaning and 

writhing in great agony from his wounds^ 

aggravated by the scorching beams ot the 

sun. But with a delicacy of feeling hardly 

to be expected amid such surroundings^ 

" Black Partridge " sketched a mat aoron 

two poles between Mrs. Helm and this 

dreadful scene. The following night five 

more of the wounded were tomahawked. ■

The heroic resolution of the wife of one 

of the soldiers deserves to be recorded. 

She had from the first expressed a deterw 

mination never to fall alive into the hands 

of the savages, believing that their prisoneis 

were subjected to a torture worse than 

death. When tiierefoie a party came upon 

her to take her prisoner^ die fought with 

desperation, refusing to surrender, altHon^ 

assured of safe treatment^ and sufftred he^ 

self to be eut to pieces rather than beoome 

their captive. ■

The horse ridden by Mrs. Heald was 

a fine animal, and the IndiMis sought to 

possess themselves of it uninjured. They 

therefore aimed their shots so as to disable ■
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the- rider, without wotmding her steed. 

This they at length accomplished, and her 

captor was in the act of removing her hat 

from her head, in order to scalp her, when 

a half-breed from St. Joseph's, named Chan- 

donnai, ran np and offered a mole ho had 

just taken for her ransom, adding a promise 

of t^i bottles of whisky when he reached 

his village). Hie latter was a strong 

temptation. ■

"But," said the Indian, "she is badly 

wounded — she will die. Will you give me 

the whisky at all events ) " 

- Ghandonnai promised that he would, and 

the bargain was concluded. Mrs. Heald 

was placed in the boat with Mrs. Kinzie 

and her children^ covered with a buffalo 

robe, and enjoined silence as she valued her 

life. In thk situation she remained, with- 

out u^ring a sound that could betray her 

to the savages, who repeatedly came to the 

boat in search of prisoners, but who always 

retiied peaceably when told that it contained 

only the family of Shaw-ne-au-kee (Mr. 

Einzie). ■

From the Pottowattamie encampment 

the family of Mr. Kinzie were conveyed 

across the river to their own house, where 

they were closely guarded by their Indian 

friends. The rest of the prisoners remained 

in the wigwams of their captors. ■

The following morning, when the work 

of plunder had been completed, the Indians 

set fire to the fort. They had previously 

distributed among themselves the shawls, 

ribbons, feathers, and such finery as they 

could lay their hands oil One young 

Indian had arrayed himself in a muslin 

dress and the bonnet of Captain Heald's 

lady. ■

At Mr. Kinzie's house Black Partridge 

and Wau-ban-see, with three others, estab- 

lished themselves in the porch as sentinels, 

to protect the family and other inmates. ■

Very soon a party of Indians from the 

Wabash made their appearance. They 

were the most hostSte and implacable of all 

the bands of the Pottowattamies, and knew 

less of the kindness of Mr. Kinzie than 

those ^^'ho lived nearer.. They were annoyed 

wheh they learned that the battle was over, 

and the scalps all taken. ■

Oh 'Hieir arrival at Chicago, they 

blackened their faees^ and proceeded 

towards the residence of Mr. Kinzie. 

From his station on the piazza, Black 

Partridge had watched their approach, and 

his fears were awakened f6r the safety of 

Mrs. Hehn, who was personally unknown 

to these Indians. By his advice she ■

assumed the ordinary dress of a French- 

woman of the country — ^a short gown and 

petticoat, with a blue cotton handkerchief 

wrapped around her bead — ^and in ibis 

disguise he conducted her to the house of a 

Frenchman named Ouilmette, who, with 

his half-breed wife, formed part of the 

establishment of Mr. Kinzie, and lived 

near him. It happened that the Indians 

came first to Omlmette's house in search 

of prisoners. As they approached, the in* 

mates, fearful that the fair complexion and 

general appearance of Mrs. Helm might 

betray her for an American, raised the 

large feather bed and placed her under the 

edge of it, with her face towards the walL 

Mrs. Bisson, the sister of Ouilmette's wife, 

then seated herself with her sewing upon 

the front of the bed. It was a hot day, 

and the feverish excitement of fear and 

agitation, together with her position, whi^ 

was nearly suffocating, were so painful, that 

Mrs. Helm atlength entreated to be released 

and given up to the Indians. ■

"I can but die," said she; 'let them 

put an end to my miseries at once." ■

Mrs. Bisson replied : ■

** Your death would be the signal for the 

destruction of us all, for Black Partridge is 

resolved that if but one drop of the blood 

of your family is spilled, he will take the 

lives of all that are concerned in it, even 

his nearest friends ; and if once the wods. 

of murder commences, there will be no ^nd 

to it, so long as there remains one white 

person or hafi-breed in the country." ■

This expostulation nerved Mrs. Helm 

with fresh resolution. The Indians 

entered, and inspected every part of ilie 

room where she was concealed, when, 

apparently satisfied that no one was there, 

they left the house. All the time of their 

search Mrs. Bisson kept her seat upon the 

side of the bed, arranging the patchwork of 

the quilt on which she was engaged, 

although she kneW not but that the next 

moment she might receive a tomahawk in 

her brain. Unquestionably, the self-com- 

mand of this woman saved the lives of all 

present. ■

From Ouilmette's house the Indians pro- ; 

ceeded to M». Kinzie's. They entered the j 

parlour in which the family were assembled 

with their faithful protectors, and seated 

themselves upon the floor in profound 

silence. Black Partridge perceived firom 

their moody and revengeful looks what was 

passing in their minds, but dared not 

remonstrate with them. He only observed 

in a low tone to Wau-ban-see : ■
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"We have endeavoured to save our 

friends, but it is in vain ; nothing will save 

them now." ■

At that moment' a friendly whoop was 

heard from a party of new-comers on the 

opposite bank of the river. Black Par- 

tridge sprang to meet the leader, and bade 

them make adl speed to the house. It was 

"Billy Caldwell." a friend of Black 

Partridge, and his following. Entering the 

parlour with a firm step, and without a 

trace of agitation in his manner, he delibe- 

rately took off his accoutrements, and placed 

them with his rifie behind the door, then 

saluted the hostile savages. ■

** How now, my friends ! a good day to 

you. I was told there were enemies here, 

but I am glad to find only friends. Why 

have you blackened your faces 1 Is it that 

you are mourning for the friends you have 

lost in the battle ¥ Or is it that you are fast- 

ing 1 If so, ask our friend here, and he will 

give you to eat. He is the Indians' friend, 

and never yet refused them what they had 

need of.'' ■

Thus taken by surprise, the savages were 

ashamed to acknowledge their bloody 

purpose ; they therefore said modestly that 

they came to beg of their friends some 

cotton, in which to wrap their dead before 

interring them. This was given them, with 

other presents, and they took their departure 

quite peaceably. ■

Little remains to be told of this terrible 

tragedy. On the third day after the 

battle, the family of Mr. Kinzie, with 

the clerks of his establishment, were con- 

veyed to St. Joseph's, where they remained 

until November, when they were carried 

to Detroit, under the escort of Chandonnai 

and a trusty Indian friend, and together 

with their negro servants surrendered as 

prisoners of war to the British commanding 

officer, in .accordance with the surrender 

of Detroit by General HulL Mr. Kinzie 

afterwards followed them. ■

Captain and Mrs. Heald had been sent 

across the lake to St. Joseph's the day 

after the battle. The Captain had received 

two wounds, and Mrs. Heald seven, the 

ball from one of which was cut out of 

her arm with a penknife by Mr. Kinzie. 

Captain Heald had been taken prisoner 

by an Indian who had a strong personal 

regard for him, and who, when h6 saw 

the wounded and enfeebled state of Mrs. 

Heald, released his prisoner that he might 

accompany his wife to St. Joseph's. They 

were afterwards sent to the island of 

Mackinaw, and delivered up to the British. ■

Lieutenant Helm, who was likewise 

wounded, was carried by some friendly 

Indians to their village, and thence to 

St. Louis, where he was liberated at the 

intercession of a trader named Forsyth. 

Mrs. Helm accompanied her father to 

Detroit. ■

The surviving soldiers with their wiTBi 

and children were dispersed among the 

different villages of the Pottowattamies, 

upon the Illinois, Rock River, Wabisb, 

and Milwaukie, until the following spring, 

when they were for the most part carried 

to Detroit and ransomed. Some were 

detained in captivity another year, during 

which period they experienced more kind- 

ness than could have been expected from 

enemies in most cases so merciless. ■

And so ends our story of the Massaeie 

at Chicago eighty-two years ago. The 

narrative has its lessons, which our readen 

will not be slow to learn. • ■

THE GEM OF THE OCEAN. ■

It had been intensely hot since breakfast 

At eight o'clock my watch on deck had 

commenced, and it was now seven bella 

There was little to be done, except that 

some men were putting a few finiahing 

touches to the bulwark stanchions, which 

some of the running lines had chafed. ■

I was lazy. The draught air from the 

bellying foot of the mainsail just caught my 

forehead, gently and soothingly, and I fslt 

no inclination to finish the splice in the lee 

clue-line of the maintop-gaUantsail, which 

had been allotted to me as a pastime till 

eight bells. ■

There was a gentle list to the ship ; vA, 

sitting on a spare spar with my back against 

the bulwarks, it was almost as easy as an arm- 

chair. In front of me I could just catch * 

glimpse of the sea to windward, between 

the quarter-deck rail and the weather doe 

of the mainsail : it was intensely blue, and 

here and there a little cap of foam wonld 

sparkle it, like lilies scattered on a broad 

slab of lapis-lazuli. But it was only for * 

moment; for the slight roll of the ship to 

leeward hid all but the quivering ^^^J^ 

the sail and the varnished teak-wood 

railing of the bulwarks. ■

Yes; I was lazy, but I felt I must see 

something more than the deck, the hen- 

coops, and the main hatch. The chief 

was talking to the captain's wife on the 

poop, over which an awning had been 

spread. It would be ea«y to take » ■
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Stroll on the forecastle without being 

observed. My splice could easily be com- 

pleted by eight bells ; for the clock on the 

saloon stairs, I could see from my station, 

was only at twenty minutes to twelve. ■

So— the decks were scorching, and the 

pitch stuck viciously to my sea-sUppers. A 

whiff of good things greeted me as I passed 

the galley, and the cook's cheery chaff as he 

bustled about and dished the dhmer for the 

watch below. ■

The next step found me at the latter, and 

with two bounds I was on the focsle head. ■

" I say, quartermaster," as the next wheel 

relief, an old bronzed sailor with short 

bandy legs clothed in wide ducks, and an 

enormous pair of shoulders, saluted me ; 

'*I say, when do you think we shall 

sight Mauritius 1" ■

" Hum ! I dunno, sir 1 " and he stepped 

to the lee side and discharged an enormous 

column of tobacco juice into the sea. *^ She 

be slipping along pretty tidy like, and there 

be no swell to speak on." The captain, I 

remarked, said we were two hundred miles 

off at sights yesterday. *' If that be*s the 

reckonin', young genelman, youll be seeing 

of the Peter Botte this blessed afternoon. 

If that warn't a cloud out there,'* pointing 

with his tarry finger to a dark haze over the 

bowsprit end, "Tm blowed if I wouldn't 

have thought it war the skysailof the Hisle 

o' France. But it's war than a skysail to 

get up to, sir, the stick's that well greased, 

ha! ha! Well, bust my spanker, what 

were my lights a-doing 1 " And shading his 

eyes with his hand, he scrutinised the 

suspicious haze which seemed to be breaking, 

but yet becoming darker every moment, till 

at last through it^ and above it all, the 

bold outlines of the Peter Botte stood 

clearly visible. ■

I was so surprised that my voice forsook 

me. Not so the did salt; his stentorian 

lungs soon brought all hands rushing up the 

focsle ladder. Even the captain, wakened 

by the uproar, was to be seen racing along 

the quarter-deck, long glass in hand, and 

the mate behind him, still carrying the 

sextant, now useless, which in his excitement 

he had forgotten to lay aside. ■

The wind held fair, and we made 

good progr^s. By four bells in the 

afternoon we had drawn the island well 

out of the water, and the huge mass of the 

Peter Botte, two thousand six hundred 

feet, frowned like a mighty giant out of 

the blue southern sea, flanked by its sister 

of Long Mountain Bluff, from which it is 

said the wonderful Frenchmen could dis- ■

tinguish ships many days before any glass 

on the island could discern them. ■

By the first " dog watch " we had fallen 

off a point or so, and were running parallel 

with the coast. ^ We were now taking in 

saiL From aloft the scene was very fine. 

Beneath our feet ihQ blue water stretched 

right up to the deeply-indented shore of 

the island, and beyond it the green 

wooded slopes gathered themselves to the 

water's edge in a succession of undulating 

billows. But between the two, the white 

shining beach and sterile rocks were set 

as if Nature's buffer between her two great 

dependencies. ■

Here a huge rock would jut out far into 

the water, cutting it like a knife ; while its 

bold side stemmed the free sweep of the 

waves and formed a placid bay, with 

stretch of sparkling pebbles and coral sand, 

from which the gnarled roots of a few 

palms would spring, bearing their frond- 

like foliage which shook and shivered in 

the sea wind. ■

Then a sheet of water, green and foam- 

less, ran inwards, hedged with dense jungle, 

till it swept round an intervening bluff, 

feathered' with enormous palms, mimosse, 

and draped with the beautiful flowering 

creepers indigenous to tropical forests. Ah 

yes ! from the sea it was like a fairy 

enchantment,- too exquisite for words to 

express. And over it all the tall summits 

of the island looked black against the 

southern sky, mellowing by the gold tinge 

cast over it from the west. ■

Nestling beneath them were white and 

glistening bungalows, shaded by umbrageous 

chenars or Indian planes. And when the 

eye, weary with beholding all the loveli- 

ness of it, turned to our own immediate 

surroundings, there were the cheery faces 

of the men who were busily rolling up the 

white canvas of the topsails, and beyond 

them the blue wave sparkling beneath our 

fore-foot, and flashing up out of its deicpness 

the wonders of coral and sea shells. ■

But we have no time to revel longer. 

All is bustle and preparation. We are 

rounding the lightship; and the "health 

boat" is almost alongside. That potent 

power before which seamen tremble can, 

however, have little to say to us. We show 

a clean bill of health, and the lingering 

tortures of Flat Island are not for us. This 

small islet is the quarantine station of 

Mauritius. Cholera often breaks out on 

board the coolie emigrant ships, and here all 

suspected arrivals are anchored till danger 

of infection is passed. ■
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But now as it should be, one of the 

officers of health springs up the rope ladder 

and is on deck in a ji£fy. He is a pale- 

faced but withal merry-eyed man^ con- 

sideraUy stouter than his agility would 

have su^ested. ■

''How do, captain 1" jerking out the 

words as if he were shooting peas out of a 

pea-shooter. " Hope bill clear. No nasty 

passenger, eh ? " ■

'* Quite clear, doctor, glad to say ! Come 

down and have sooiethingy and you can 

s^ the papers." ■

"Right Very good — ^business before 

pleasure — aright, very — eh 1 " ■

"Yes," said the captain, laughing; "but 

we'll have the two together. But> by-the- 

bye, doctor, wouldn't it be better to signal 

all dean first?" ■

"Hum — yes! Let you in quicker — as 

you wish, captain, as you wish ! " ■

" Run up the signal," said the captain 

quickly. ■

"Ay, ay, sir!" I answered; "they're 

bent on." ■

"Up, then!" ■

And out they flew like a many-coloured 

ribbon. ■

"Smartly done, sirl" said the little 

doctor, as he watched admiringly the 

expedition we made. " I heard them say," 

turning to the captain, " as I was pushing 

off from the wharf, that this craft of yours 

carried very smart signalmen. Now I 

believe it; the loafers ashore have quick 

eyes for such things." ■

I blushed at this unexpected compliment, 

and I verily believe I would have shown 

my pleasure in some act unbecoming to the 

dignity of a signal midshipman, if the 

captain hadn't ordered me to run forward 

and tell the chief officer to see all deav for 

mooring. ■

As it was, I couldn't help springing doini 

the poop ladder at a bound, which, on any 

other occasion, would have brought down 

merited chastLaement on my guUty head. 

On turning . away to carry out the order, 

however, I just overheard the captain 

answering the compliment by conferring a 

still more ^leudid one. Really Mauritius 

seemed to be full of compKments. I woiidd 

enjoy myself, thai was certain. I would 

ask the captain to increase my allowance 

the very next day; the old cap. praising 

us like that — whoop ! But bottling up my 

spirits, I gave the mate his order with aU 

becoming gravity. Under our lower topsaik 

we forged slowly ahead. The lightship was 

behind us ; before, the wide harbour crowded ■

with shipping. Slowly and yet more slowly. 

"Clue up the main -topsail!" roared the 

voice of the pilot who had just come 

aboard, an angular man with side whiskeis 

and small brown eyes besmudgfd with 

red. ■

Away flew the dues, xattle, rattle ; creak, 

creak went the iron sheets in the sheet 

blocks, and the cheery cries of the men as 

they manned the clue-lines and buntnlines 

made harsh but pleasing music. ■

A couple of short turns on the poop, an 

order to the man at the wheel, a stare over 

the taffirail with his hands thxust deep mto 

the pockets of his jacket, and then came the 

quick command to "haul up the foie-top- 

sail and stand by to moor 1 " Sharply it was 

done. And the next minute we weze 

swinging snugly from a buoy surrounded hy 

a hundred boats of all wares, and eei^naded 

by a most unintelligible jabber. Afl^ong 

it I caught the oft-repeated apped of 

"Sahib! Sahib! Me good boat! Me no 

cheatie ! " ■

And this was Mauritius, the Gem of the 

Ocean. At last we had arrived, and heie 

round about us were its people ; here was 

its fort^ its city — and ay,^ to the right oi 

me even were its graves ! ■

Port Louis is the only town in the 

island. It lies on the north-west^ in a 

valley, sheltered behind by basaltic ranges, 

which culminate in the Peter Botte Moun- 

tain and Long Mountain Bluff; while in 

front it looks out over the* .blue Indian 

Ocean to the far-off coast of Madagascar. ■

On either side of the town a Icmg neek 

of land runs out, enclosiug between them 

the harbour. That on the right is the 

higher and bolder of the two, meets the 

sea bluffly at its apex, and is surmounted 

by the fort. The other, flat and grassy, i^ 

covered by half-ruined tcnubs^ palms, and 

other tropical vegetation. ■

The harbour is commodious^ and divided 

into an inner and outer road^ead. It has 

an average depth of fourteen feet, and is 

approached by a channel in the coral reefs, 

marked by buoy&. There are also two 

lights for tlie guidance of shipping, one 

placed on Flat Island and the otbor on the 

lightship. ■

Thus guarded, it is a nure accident to 

run ashore when making the port even in 

the heaviest weathei. There are timej 

however, when even this well-shdtered 

roadstead is the terror of mariners. Eon 

the cyclone of 1863 raged iU fiercest. SUpB 

were torn from their anchors and dsahea 

to pieces against each other or cast ashore. ■

L ■
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The town itself was wrecked. Hundreds 

polished, and property was destroyed to 

the value of many thousands. ■

19'ot long ago a similai? catastrophe befell 

the island* A cyclone, passed over it, its 

eeotre being aiz miles to the westward of 

the pork Almost every wooden. hQUse was 

levelled, and the, streets were strewn with 

&B dead and dyingA Tlie public buildings 

were tcuoaed jnto hospitals, imd the town 

had the aspect of having undergone a pro- 

tracted bombardment.,-^ ■

The shipping suffered hi proportion. 

Two laige British India ^taamejrs were 

ashore, and one saUing ship was found 

inland beside a large brick building to the 

ri|^t of the landing, while numbeip. of 

eoasters and cargo boats were destroyed o;r 

W(|shed inshore among the houses. ■

Happily such scenes of suffering and 

devastation are of rare occurrence, else this 

paiadise of the sea would be uninhabitable. 

Bot on this beautiful evening there were 

no signs of such terrors. The skies were 

gsiomed with myriads of stars ; i and the 

white, shining city in front — skirted by the 

dark emerald of its plane-trees, its graceful 

palms and waving acacias — looked calmly 

out over the broad waters of the harbour, 

flecked by the silver radiance of the 

Southern Cross. Here and there the lines 

of light were momentarily darkened by the 

passage of a boat, bearing shore wards some 

merry-hearted tars for an evening outing ; 

and their cheery voices would waken the 

dim stillness of the .harbour and mingle 

pleasmgly with the murmur of the distant 

d^. And then — ^but having, drunk my 

fill of it all, for even a tropicdi night will 

not keep tired nature awake, I went below, 

and was soon stretched in that repose, 

which only hard labour and sea air can 

give. . ■

I was roused by son^e one yelling in my 

ear like the screech pf a fog signal, and a 

swaying motion of my body which made 

me thin^ of cyclones. I spr^g up tp find 

4^ steward in my berth. ■

"Time to get ^e market ^boat :[^ady, qIk. 

It's five o'clock." ■

"Oh, jJJ right I I'm with you in- 

Btanter." And I was. ■

The numung air was cool and deliciously 

fiweet ; the land fa^eze had died off, and. the 

9ea wiis smootb 9ba pond. We soon reached 

the inner harbour^, where the coasters were * 

y^g in groc^ne? and other stuffis fqpr the 

oiitlying tallages. Otjiers were discharging 

sagar, great heaps of whioh lay on the 

Voo4eii. wiaI^ye»; ,«nd numbers of cpolies ■

were shovelling it into mat bags and deftly 

sewing them up ready for transit to Europe. 

These mats are imported from India, and 

are very handy for stowing. ■

We ran straight to tibe head of the 

harbour and landed at a fiight of stone 

steps. Mounting these we found ourselves 

in a large square, which was Qon^posed 

of public buildings, shipbrokeis' stores, and 

hotels, and through which, strange to say, 

ran the railway. Indeed, at the moment 

an engine came puffing alpng, qnite heedless 

of the little black duldren who played on 

the line and rolled off in bcHsterous glee, in 

some cases narrowly escaping its wheels. ■

From the sea Port jjoxus has a picturesque 

and Oriental ^pept, but the, streets are less 

so than one at firpt. imagines; they are 

wide, and resemble those of Cape Town. 

JN^umeroua European shops alsfo line their 

fronts. ■

Lying behind the toy^ is the Champ de 

Mars. It is used as a place of amusement, 

and opening into it are the streeta of 

Borbon and Corderie, while to the left of 

th^ qui^a is the .bazaar or market-place. It 

is surrounded by an iron railing and has 

several gates leading to the principal, streets, 

and is divided into two equal parts by 

Farquar Street. A broad avenue also 

traverses its entire length, lined on either 

side by;Coyer^d sheds, where the wares are 

exposed. Fruit stalls occupy the upper 

end, and here is exhibited a marvellous 

vi^ety — a cpUection that would make the 

fruit-sellers of the. West .mad with enyy. 

Plantains in great yeUow heaps are side by ; 

side with custard apples, alligator pecurs, man- 

goes, pineapples^ and others too numerous 

to mention. Mangoes are the n^ost esteemed 

by Europeans.^ The lower market contains 

tbe butchers' shops, where fowl, fish, and 

kid are conspicuous ■

9Qre then we took our way, and having 

availed ourselves of the services of a native 

porter, crowds of whom wait at the gate 

witb large round baskets on their heads, we 

proceeded to shop vigorously. ■

At six o'clock the market present^ a busy 

and interesting scene. Here cpme all the 

ladies and housekeepers of Port Louis; 

and the broad peaked straw hat, blue 

linen garments, and well-gi^eased pigtail of 

John Chinaman present ^ curious contrast 

to the fashionable dresses of the European 

ladies,whichare scareelyjless jnhi^^ini^ously, 

although more picturesquely, mingled with 

the red-shirted Lascar and , t^e blazing 

colours pf the negro wopien. Fresh 

from the salt sea breezes, and precluded ■
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for many weeks from indulging in my 

favourite fruits, I strolled off to the upper 

market^ and left the steward to transact 

business as best lie could. While en- 

joying a delicious plantain, I spied that 

functionary puffing and blowing in the 

crowd, mopping his rotund features with 

his blue spotted handkerchief, and looking 

the picture of vexation and anxiety. ■

I took him by the coat-tails to stop his 

progress, for he was standing by me under 

all sail " Oh, sir I " he said spasmodically. 

" Oh, sir ! — there you are I Puff — ^puff ; the ■

place is " and he looked round to see ■

that his porter was safe by his side. Then 

in my eax — "don't feel safe with these 

black chaps," chucking his thumb over his 

right shoulder in the direction of his negro 

escort, who, with a huge basket on his 

woolly head, was staring stolidly at the 

steward's back — "don't look straight" — I 

thought he did at the moment, remarkably 

so — " they all steal." ■

** Me no stealin', sar ! Dat am one lie ! " 

and the negro flashed down a ferocious look 

on the fat steward, who had turned round in 

surprise. ■

He started back a bit^ quite frightened 

like. ■

"Oh, no! you look quite honest, oh, 

yes 1 " he said quickly, " But bless me, 

why didn't you tell me you spoke 

EngHsh 1 " ■

"Why, sir, Tve been making signs to 

him the whole time, and hard to make him 

understand them it was. Well, these black 

fellows beat me, I'm blowed if they don't. 

But, sir, you've finished that plantain, and 

it's " — pulling out a huge silver watch — " it's 

half-past seven, and breakfast's at eight, 

dear me ! and the captain 'ill be that angry. 

Oh, sir, come away ! " ■

And 80 ended my first shopping in 

Mauritius. However, we were not late, 

and the captain was not angry. ■

Before leaving the island, I had the 

pleasure of visiting the Gardens for which 

it is justly celebrated. The botanical 

gardens of Fomplemoussus were founded 

in the year 1768, by a French gentleman. 

They are composed of wide shady avenues, 

bordered by magnificent trees — conspicuous 

among which are camphors, huge Mauritius 

palms, and the slender-stemmed areca nut 

trees. ■

A little way down the walk which leads 

inwards from the entrance, guarded by an 

ornamental gateway, is an obelisk which 

was erected to the memory of those who, 

in some way or other, have benefited the ■

colony. More especially does it com- 

memorate those who have introduced useful 

plants and animals into the island. It is 

encircled by enormous palms, bearing fronds 

eight to nine feet long. The walks are 

bordered by beautiful flowers ; indeed, the 

grounds are kept in perfect order. And 

scattered here and there among the trees 

are gay pavilions which heighten the 

Eastern character of the Gardens, till the 

visitor almost feels that he is intruding 

on the sacred precincts of some Oriental 

Mogul or Haroun-al-Baschid^ reserved 

peculiarly for such beauties of the harem 

as Zobeide, or she who sleeps beneath the 

white domes of the Taj Mahal ■

Little streams of pure sparkling water 

run through the grounds, crossed by 

wooden bridges, and overhung so thickly 

in some places by the traveller's tree as to 

be impenetrable to the^sun. ■

Near a grove of mango-trees there is a 

large pond filled with tame fish, and close 

beside it the grave of Paul and Virginia, 

the hero and heroine of Bernardin de Si 

Pierre's beautiful romanca It is a sqoaie 

monument, built of bricks and white- 

washed, but somewhat dilapidated. It is 

overhung by feathery bamboos and several 

of the beautiful Mauritius palms. ■

Naturally enough Mauritius lends itself 

to the pleasures of the yachtsman, and trips 

may even be made to the neighbouring 

island of Bourbon. ■

The coasters are beautiful vessels, and it 

is a pretty sight to see them gliding out 

of the harbour in the glorious tropical 

evenings before the land breeze. They 

look like the whitest of white clouds sailing 

over the star radiances. ■

Many happy days indeed did we spend 

in this lovely spot. But, like all other 

pleasures they, too, came to an end. And 

one starlight nighty before even the purple 

tinge had melted on the western sea, we 

slipped our moorings and stood away erer 

northward and eastward. ■

At midnight the moon stood over the 

shining cliffs of the Peter Botte Mountain, 

sheeting the sea in rippling silver, and 

guiding our prow through the waters as on 

a pathway of light. The lower heights of 

the island were thrown into bolder relief. 

It looked like a huge black cloud resting 

on the sea. The moon sank slowly behind 

the darkening cliffs, resting on them, eie 

it finally disappeared, as it were for an 

instant like the aureola on the forehead 

of a saint And then, as we looked, the 

night mists gaUiered themselves from the ■
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sea, at first in long white strands that 

stretched from valley to yalley and joined 

peak to peak, but deeper and ever whiter, 

till, like the shroud over the dead, it hid 

the Crem of the Ocean from all yision. ■

SOME TRADITIONS OF THE 

ELDERS. ■

Probably the bibulous Babbi Ben Israel 

of the Golden Legend may not be a very 

reputable authority, generally speaking, but 

there is little doubt that when he sings : ■

Hie Kabala and Talmud hoar 

Than all the pix^hets prize I more, 

For water is all ^Bible lore, 

Bat Mishna is strong wine, ■

he expresses a view at one time very 

generally held. A kindred phrase has it 

that the text of " Scripture is but as pepper 

while the Talmud is aromatics," and we 

may freely admit that a good deal of the 

latter is somewhat spicy and highly seasoned, 

and with other Eastern legends on the same 

subjects makes up an anthology as curious 

as interesting. ■

To go back to the beginning, it may be 

fairly said that a volume of respectable size 

eonld be filled with Adamite legend and 

tradition. In the seventeenth century the 

accounts which had been up to then 

recognised, received an addition. The 

Abl^ Isaac de la Peyrire wrote a book, 

in which he attempted to prove, on 

"orthodox" lines, the existence of a race 

of human beings before the Adam of 

the Bible. Taking as his text a rather 

ohscore passage in the Epistle to the 

Bomans, the Abb^ proceeded to argue that 

the creation in the first chapter of Genesis 

was the creation of the Gentiles, while that 

of the second was of the progenitor of the 

Jews. He called attention to the difference 

in the method of creation, insisted that the 

Gentiles were invariably referred to as 

''sons of men," while' the Adamites are 

''sons of the man," and claimed that the 

pre-Adamites are specifically referred to in 

Bomans viii. 20 as the " creature that was 

made subject to vanity." Great stress is 

laid on the expression that when Adam was 

created there was not found a helpmeet for 

him, a phrase which may imply that none of 

the females of the first creation were good 

enough for the new 'Uord and master of 

earth"; and the Abb6 marshals in strong 

array the arguments which he conceives are 

to be drawn from the differing descriptions 

of the creation, from the familiar difficulty ■

of Cain's fear of meeting people, from his 

building a city — even from the Divine 

warning, "Sin lieth at the door" — which 

he construes to mean "judgement shall be 

given at the gates." ■

But the Abba's book was condemned by 

the authorities, despite its ingenious efforts 

after orthodoxy, and, after all, his deductions 

lacked the picturesque extravagance of some 

of the earlier traditions. ■

The mention of Ada9i's helpmeet calls to 

mind the legend of lilith — ^his first wife, 

according to the Rabbis. Whether she 

was one of the female creation of Chapter I., 

or a demon, or something between the two, 

she was, considered matrimonially, a com- 

plete failure. She was expelled after 

living with Adam for a hundred and thirty 

years, and subsequently became the wife of 

Satan, by whom she was the mother of the 

Jinns, so familiar in Persian fairy lore. The 

emphatic remark of Adam when he first 

saw Eve, ''This is now bone of my bones 

and flesh of my flesh," makes, it is suggested, 

a comparison between Eve and the beauti- 

ful but fiend-like Lilith, not complimentary 

to the latter ; while the reference, on the 

birth of Seth, to him as Adam's son "in his 

own likeness^ after his image," conveys a 

painful hint of the uncanny ofispring bom 

to Adam and Lilith.'^ Perhaps in revenge 

for this, Lilith — the name occurs translated 

" night monster " in Isaiah xxxiv. — became 

the sworn foe of little children, whom she 

was wont to strangle with one of her glorious 

golden hairs, unless the watchfulness of 

their mothers drove her away. It has, 

indeed, been gravely suggested by an 

etymologist greatly daring that our word 

lullaby is simply a corruption of " Lilla abi." 

Lilith, avaunt ! which mothers and nurses 

would croon over the cradles, or write on 

the door-post. ■

It would be interesting to know some- 

thing about Adam and Eve's appearance. 

Unfortunately, though there is no lack of 

descriptions, there is a complete lack of 

harmony amongst thenL Some authorities 

hold that Adam and Eve were created on 

the same day, which they say was Friday, 

and either at three o'clock or at the last 

hour ; others, as we have seen, make Adam 

precede Eve by a hundred and thirty years. 

Those who hold to the former opinion say 

that the apparent age of both was twenty 

years, whUe some of the adherents of the ■

* Abel was then dead, and Cain differentiated 

by his ** mark." Some of the commentators, indeed, 

hold that Cain was not Adam's sou but the offspring 

of Satan. ■
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latter say that Eve was at first quite young 

and reached maturity gradually, quoting — 

with what relevancy it is hard to see — ' 

Ezeki^ xvL 8. The general view is that 

they were extremely beautiful, but other 

theories are propounded which scarcely fit 

in with our present sesthetic tastes. For 

instance, on the strength of Psalm czxxiz. 5, 

it is conjectured that they were made 

back to back; — ^Adam being the supposed 

author of the psalm. Others, with a sort of 

premonition of some recent theori^, equip 

them with tails ; others again declare that 

Adam was blind, that while he was in 

the Garden he was pachydermatous, but 

that at the Fall his body became soft 

with the exception of the nails. With 

regard to stature, the Talmudists run riot. 

A comparatively modest estimate gives 

Adam's height as that of a palm-tree; 

another says that while his foot, seventy 

cubits long, rested on the top of a mountain 

in Ceylon, the other leg was in the sea ; 

while a third triumphantly calculates that 

it would take five hundred years to walk up 

him, and five years to walk round him — 

from which we are compelled to realise 

that the patriarch was somewhat slender 

for his height. In the face of these dimen- 

sions we read without surprise that the 

Angels respectfully remonstrated, with the 

result that Adam's height was reduced to a 

thousand cubits. The* details respecting 

Eve's stature are less circumstantial. The 

Mohammedans, however, have a tradition 

that when her head rested on a hill near 

Mecca, her knees were supported on two 

mounds in an adjoining plain, distant from 

each other two musket-shots. ■

As might be expected, the Scriptural 

account of the Fall is greatly amplified. 

Satan (or Samael) tried for long to enter 

within the Garden, which it would s^em 

he was unable to do without assistance. 

He besought all animals in turn but was 

refused by all except the serpent, or, 

according to other authorities, the peacock. 

The serpent was then a beautiful animal, 

with an upright instead of a crawling 

movement, and the Fiend entered Paradise 

riding on it as upon a cameL All animals 

had the gift of speech, a power which 

seems to have been possessed by the Tree 

of Knowledge, for we are told that, when 

Satan led Eve towards it, a voice came 

therefrom, speaking the words subsequently 

embodied in a psalm: "Let not the foot 

of pride come against me." It is said that 

this power of speech remained with the 

lower animals till after the Fall; and a ■

rather pretty anecdote is told of the reason 

of its being taken away. Adam was one 

day severely beating the ox with which he 

was ploughing, and the animal asked, 

almost in the words of Balaam's ass : 

"Wherefore hast thou smitten me?" 

"Because," replied Adam, "thou didst 

not draw the plough aright." "Adam," 

said the ox reproachfully, "when thou 

wast rebellious did God smite thee thust" 

And then the patriarch prayed in his 

anguish : " God, is every beast to re- 

proach me 'and bring my sin to remem- 

brance 1" And from that day, in pity to 

man, the power of speech was taken from 

the brute creation. ■

Many are the attempts to identify the 

forbidden fruit. Some say it was the fig, 

others the grape, others, again, the pome- 

granate ; but the most "Axabiwi Nightish" 

description paints it as an ear of wheat, 

which looked like a ruby and was as big 

as an ostrich egg, and which grew on a 

tree whose trunk was like gold^ its branches 

silver, and ita leaves emerald. ■

Our first parents were expelled about 

three o'clock of the afternoon of Friday, 

the tenth of May, having resided in Edea 

seven years^ two months, two weeks, and 

three days. Adam was banished to Ceylon 

and Eve to Mecca, and they remained 

apart for two hundred years. Adam, ac- 

cording to some accounts, spent half this 

time weeping with his face to the earth; 

others, less charitably, aver that his 

.^olitude was cheered by Lilith, who re- 

sumed her former relations with hisL 

When he repented, Axid rejoined Eve, he 

begged that something might be given him 

from the happy garden of innocence which 

he had forfeited, and lo ! in answer to his 

prayer, the three mighty Archangelg were 

sent to him, Michael bringing gold, Grabriel 

f^a^kin(cense, and Raphael myrrh — mystic 

gifts, in after years associated with the 

offering of the Magi, whom early Christian 

tradition identified with EnochiMelchisedek, 

and Elias. ■

Adam died on the anniversary of the 

day on which he had sinned; around his 

death-bed were gattiered his descendants, 

represented by fifteen thousand males and 

females innumerable. He was buried in 

the cave at Macpelah, which was also the 

sepulchre of Eve. But another and fairer 

tradition says that Adam's body was given 

to the pious care of the saintly Melohisedek, 

who buried it at Jerusalem, " the centre of 

the earth," in aspot which to after generations 

became awful and holy as the " Place of a ■
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Skall." There, centuries after, was reared 

another Tree of life,* and from the sacred 

wounds of the Sufferet, the promised Seed 

of the Woman, there fell upon the dead, dry 

bones of the first Adam t^e Blood which 

redeemed the world ; and the infant Church 

loved to believe that at that wondrous 

anointing Adam became once again sinless 

as when, in the vanished Eden of the early 

world, he walked and talked with God ■

Amongst the relics of Adam of which 

tradition or legend speaks, were his staff, 

his coat, a book on husbandry, and two 

psalms, tiie hundred and fourth and hundred 

: and thirty-ninth. We may perhaps make 

mention of the staff and coat in some ac- 

counts of the legends connected with some 

other of the '' dfders," in which they play 

many a grotesque r61e. But one traditional 

legacy remains with us to this day in the 

sliape of ■

the spicy breezes 

That blow soft on Ceylon's isle, ■

for whence come they but from the aromatic 

trees and shrubs which sprang, long ages 

back, from the " fig-leaves " wluch fell from 

Adam when he was cast on to the Isle of 

Serendib tf ■

HARRIED TO ORDER. ■

A ROMANCB OP MODBRl^ DAYS. ■

By ESME STUABT. ■

iiuttor <ir "Jam VdUutot,'* "A Wwrnmo/F^y," **Ke8tai ■

qf Qrtyttom^" efo., €te, ■

♦ ■

OHAPTBR LVIII. WISHINO FOB DEATH. ■

Though water was not wanting, the 

means of using it were deficient at Botheiy. 

A fire-engine was not to be procured under 

many hours' time^ and as is frequently the 

case, the means at hand failed when most 

needed. All night long the flames raged, 

seizing portion i^ter portion of the beautiful 

Palace with fiendish eagerness and rapidity. 

The comparatively large crowd of dale f oUc 

did their utmost to save it^ and now and 

again success iseemed to crown the efforts ; 

but the success was but short-lived, the fire 

demons seemed bent on destruction, and as 

the day dawned every one present knew 

that the Palace of the old Kings of Bothery 

was doomed to utter destruction* ■

* Accor^g to a well-known tradition the wood of 

the Cross was from a tree sprung from three seeds of 

the Tree of Life placed in Adam^ mouth. In some old 

pictures of the Crucifizion the Cross seems to have its 

roots, so to speak, in the skull depicted at its foot. ■

fThis is according to the Mohammedan view, 

which places Paradise in the seventh heaven and not 

upon earth. The casting out, therefore, was a serious 

matter. ■

As for the Dako, he had enough on his 

hands now without looking after the burn- 

ing Palace. His one thought was about 

his niece and the poor, gaunt skeleton 

brought out of the burning turret. ■

Leaving the Palace to the dale folk, he had 

the two unconscious beings conveyed on 

quickly extemporised stretchers, and wrapped 

up in blankets, to the farm in the wood. 

The living needed all his attention, for now 

it was known that thedead had already given 

up his account to his Maker. When the 

fire, in the unaccountable fashion peculiar 

to that element, had suddenly forsaken the 

comer of the turret to shoot upwards to the 

second storey, Oldcom discovered the Bong's 

body, chaned and almost unrecognisable, 

clinging dose to the wall where, though no 

one knew it but. Penelope, his Measure had 

been hidden. They carried all that 

remained of the last King of Bothery 

to a woodman's shed close by in the 

glen, and then returned to the work of 

rescue. Many were the comments ex- 

changed and passed on by Uie more 

loquacious dale folk as to the cause of this 

night's misfortune. Philip's reappearance 

when all had believed him to be dead was 

much discussed, but no one doubted the 

author of the strange history. The King 

could not abide strangers, and he never 

had brooked the idea of a rivaL His crazy 

brain had projected and carried out unaided 

the treachery which had placed Philip in a 

lonely room in the turret, a place where no 

one came, and from which no calls for help 

could be heard. The old man had not 

killed his enemy in fiair fight, but he had 

cleverly managed to entrap the man whose 

very name he hated. ■

All this much was easily divined, but 

when Oldcom returned from the farm he 

was besieged with questions. Was the 

Princess hurt^ was she herself again) and 

the poor stranger, had he passed away, for 

the word had gone round that his life was 

ebbing fast) The feeling uppermost in 

the minds of the dale folk, however, was 

admiration for the courage of theii^ Princess. 

No other woman could have done what she 

had done, no other would have waited with- 

out a word escaping her lips in that bum- 

ing chamber. Oldcom had seen the flame 

stretch out its cmel &ngs towards her, and 

he had not reached her one minute too 

soon. ■

Oldcom further reported that she had 

come to herself, but tiiat she was terribly 

burnt on one side of her face and neck. A 

mighty shame, he thought it^ but the doctor ■
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was coining as he left, and further news had 

to be mere conjecture. Betty and some of 

the grand servants were there, being in his 

opinion of ** varry lal good " in a case like 

this, and the feelmg of intense superiority 

to any southerner helped the brave folk to 

renewed eflEbrts. ■

But the news spread with rapidity, and 

was at once firmly believed, that it was the 

Eang himself that had set fire to the turret, 

not by mishap but with intention ; that he 

meant to bum down all trace of the 

foreigner who had come to interfere with 

his rights. So they said, but the exact 

truth would never be known. ■

" The oald King was t' best blood, aw 

cudn't do with no stranger aboot him." ■

"He shud a gone a lal bit ago till t' 

silem." ■

"Ah was shure t* pooar man was far 

eneuf gean when the Prince died." ■

"Aye, but he war sensible till t' last 

minnet^ one cud see that, he kent nowt o' 

strangers ; with t' Kings o' Rothery it wur 

a law in ther natur." ■

" This King wur rayder queear ; if yaw 

happen't ta offend him he wur shure to caw 

for a settlement or t' akount." ■

" He did it, shure and sartin, and Mister 

Philip has gaun ta pay the bill." ■

*• He'll gaun in a crack, I tak it.*' ■

"The Princess, she conquer't the King 

and pay't him what she had a mind, 

becos she hed t' hank in her own hand.'' ■

These were some of the remarks that were 

exchanged, and it must be owned that on the 

whole the King was more admired than 

blamed for his share in the misfortune. The 

poor, daft old man had in truth outwitted 

them all, and the shepherds recounted how 

they had spent hours and days in searching 

for Philip, when all the time the King must 

have been laughing in his sleeve at them. 

The dale folk had a true respect for the 

man who had sat silent when " they were 

trap'sin up and doon t' country." ■

Betty had eome to the front now, and 

she was one of those dependents who can 

rise to the occasion. She was secretly glad 

to lord it over " the gran' " maids that were 

more fit to stand in a row than to be of use, 

and Oldcorn had to obey Betty when she 

spoke firmly, sending him to the burning 

Palace for many necessaries before she was 

satisfied with the arrangements at the farm. ■

The large room below was hastily turned 

into a dwelling-room for the Duke, but 

upstairs the two best rooms were made 

fit to receive the patients. Before help 

eould arrive Betty had done wonders, and ■

the Princess, who soon recovered con- 

sciousness, was bidden sternly to stay where 

she was till the doctor should see her. 

Betty had not waited for him to dress 

Penelope's terrible bums, and her -" tender 

hands had in her own estimation more 

skill to soothe pain than any belonging to 

the medical profession. ■

Penelope was for the moment content to 

be still, she felt weak and powerless after 

the awful strain she had gone through, so 

without comment she watched the labours of 

Betty, till at last she murmured : ■

"(io to him, Betty, go to — to your 

master. The pain is easier now." ■

Penelope felt that for her life offered 

nothing more, but she wanted Philip to 

live. She had an intense wish for his life, 

the life she had saved. ■

When at last the doctor came she was 

roused by his coming first in her room. ■

" Go to him," she said in her old im- 

perious manner. " I am only burnt ; Betty 

has done all that can be done for me.'' ■

The doctor obeyed, but it was a very 

long time before he returned, and when 

he did he found the Princess sitting up 

on her extemporised bed. ■

" How is he. Dr. Potter ? Is he " ■

"Of course it's a serious case, a very 

serious case, but we must do the best ve 

can. The Duke has sent a man to tele- 

graph for Dalton from Carlisle ; don't worry 

yourself at all Now what about youl 

I have heard of your heroic courage." ■

The village doctor was proud of being on 

the spot and of having a share in these 

strange and marvellous events. Never 

before had he been called in for the 

Princess, whose health had been always 

perfect. Now he was grieved to see the 

ravages of the fire. Her beautiful hair and 

one side of her face and neck was burnt ; 

all her life she would bear the marks of 

the accident. The shock to the nervous 

system, too, must be great, and he pro- 

ceeded to order perfect rest. ^ ■

In the room below the Duke was walking 

up and down in a strange state of agitation, 

waiting for the verdict. ■

"Well, doctor, what do you say 1 we 

must have the best advice, no means must 

be left untried to save Mr. Gillbanks- 

WinskelL It has been a terrible night" ■

The Duke looked years older; he had gone 

through more than he cared to realise, but 

outwardly he was calm and courteous. His 

beautiful manner would never forsake him. ■

" He is in high fever— I should say from 

the effects of starvation," said the doctor. ■
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The Duke made a deprecating movement 

irith his hand. ■

"Doctor, the man who comes here must 

keep his own counsel The King is dead, 

his mind was unhinged ; we must make as 

light of. this sad work as we can. For the 

sake of the rest of the family and for the 

sake of Philip Gillbanks himself, yon must 

keep your own counsel." ■

The Duke was going through a bitter 

moment To make conditions with a 

coimtry doctor was a lesson in humility 

which he had neyer thought to learn. 

Happily Dr. Potter was the son of a dale 

&meT. He understood the character of 

the man before him, and he stretched out 

bis hand to show his submission. ■

''I thank, sir, you will not find me 

-wanting in reticence. As to the present, 

we must keep the Princess quiet. I must 

keep her for a little while under opiates ; I 

see she has suffered a terrible shock. She 

mxist not be allowed to think. Good Lord, 

how that light comes in ! I fear there is no 

hope for the Palace." ■

When the Duke was alone he murmured : ■

"The old saying was true after alL The 

doom would . come when the Palace was 

held up with i^on bands. I helped to bring 

about the realisation of the prophecy, I, and 

the child I trained." ■

He sat. down by the old table and leant 

his head on. his hands. The labourer had 

not been found worthy of his hire. ■

"Fate is stronger tJban the will of man, ■

and now — and now still, Penelope ■

is saved ; but that bum will disfigure her, 

my poor child, my pretty Penzie." ■

He roused himself and walked slowly 

and sadly upstairs. He wanted to see her 

before they gave her opiates, his brave 

PnncessL Betty let him in cautiously. ■

** She is a bit easier now, sir, poor lamb." ■

The Dake knelt down by the bedside 

and took Penzie's hand. Her eyes were 

closed now, but her lips were pressed firmly 

together, showing that she was braving pain 

with the heroism of a true Winskell. ■

'^Penzie," whispered the Di^e, and a 

new depth of softness was in his tone, " my 

poor child, my poor child, you are suffering." ■

"It is nothing. I mean^ it is of no 

eonsequoice. Tell me about him, uncle, 

and— whilst I remember, send Oldcom to 

t^egraph to Dora Bethune about — ^about 

Phifip." ■

" Yes, yes ; make your mind easy." ■

"Tell me about father — was he ? " ■

"The King died guarding his treasure. 

He would not save himself, or else he could ■

not; but the gold* is lost, the papers and 

everything were burnt. I doubt if we shall 

recover much." ■

Penzie closed her eyes. ■

"I am glad," she said. "Tell me what 

the doctor says about Philip." ■

" We mean to pull him through, though 

he is very ill." ■

Penzie started up. ■

" Uncle, he must live, he must be saved, 

you understand. I can't tell you what the 

thought was to me that perhaps I had 

caused " ■

"Hush!" And then Betty ran up and 

showed her displeasure by driving away the 

Duke, and once more reigned supreme by 

Penzie's bedside ; but the Princess had fallen 

back exhausted, suffering renewed agony 

from the burns. ■

" Betty, I want to die," she said ; " let me 

die." ■

CHAPTER LIX. A NEW BEGINNING. ■

The next afternoon Dora Bethune was 

sitting with her mother in the drawing-room 

of the Castle, and near her was a pile of notes 

and letters which she had conscientiously 

written during the last two hours. Now she 

was trying to write to Forster whilst her 

mother talked about many things. ■

'*Tell dear Forster that he. must really 

eome back soon. Your father did not like 

his sudden departure. I know, of course, 

it was all for the sake of those poor dear 

men, but his own family should count for 

something. What does it say, Dora dear, 

in the Bible, about being worse than an 

infidell I don't mean that, of course, 

Forster is so good ; but still those of your 

own household, you know, might be con- 

sidered. And then I did so hope he would 

marry this year." ■

"Oh, no, mother; Forster will never 

marry." ■

'' But why not, dear 1 I hope marriage is 

honourable to all. If I had never married, 

Forster could Aot have been the apostle of 

the poor as he is now. We ought to be 

much obliged to Saint Peter for marrying, 

because one may point to him ; only it is a 

pity they connect Saint Peter with Rome, ■

where priests don't marry, I mean where ■

Oh dear, there is Mr. De Lucy coming up 

|ihe drive. It is his last week here. He is 

walking with the telegraph boy." ■

Dora put down her pen with a sigh. Mr. 

De Lucy came in at the same time as the 

servant who brought the telegram. ■

" Fm so glad to see you, Mr. De Lucy. 

Dora is quite tired with writing my notes. ■
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She is wonderful. A tetegram for you, dear. 

What is it about i" ■

Dora shook hands with De Lucy, but be 

saw that her eyes had still the far-away 

look he had seen in them ever since that 

day at Southampton. He stood beside her 

for a moment He liked to watch her. 

All his ideas about the uselessness of women 

and their frivolity had vanished. He knew 

now that he loved this girl who hsd a strong, 

innocent look in her face. He was jealous 

of the love she gave her brother so 

bountifully. But the idea of love had not 

ever entered Dora's mind, and he laiew it ■

Suddenly Dora uttered a little cry of joy, 

and her first look was towards him. The 

glance was so full of happiness that it 

warmed De Lucy's heart. ■

" What is it r' he said. ■

She handed him the telegram, and then 

went quickly towards her mother. ■

"Mother! isn't it wonderful) Philip 

Gillbanks is not dead ! Oh, mother 1 " ■

"Not dead, dear! Penelope isn't a 

widow! How extraordinary ! Then he must 

be mad, poor dear man. That is far worse." ■

De Lucy came near and read out the words : ■

"P. sends word Philip is alive. Fire at 

the Palace, she saved him from certain 

death. Both ill, but we hope for the best 

I will write, — Grbybarrow." ■

Dora went to the writing-table and seized 

a telegraph form. She copied the above 

words exacl^y, and addressed it to Forster. ■

" Mother, I must send it to Forster." ■

" Oh, yes, dear, of course, but it's rather 

expensive to send a long message to Africa, 

isn't it 1" ■

" A mere nothing," said De Lucy, and he 

returned to Dora's side. This news had 

brought back the girl's youth. ■

Mrs. Bethune rose. ■

** I must go and tell your father. It is 

extraordinary, but that dear Princess never 

did act like other people. Fancy losing 

your husband for all those weeks and his 

turning up again ! Where is Adela t " ■

Dora did not answer. She was writing 

her telegram as her mother shut the door. 

Then suddenly, regardless of De Lucy, she 

laid her head on the table and sobbed for joy. ■

" Forster ! Forster ! Oh, Mr. De Lucy, 

I can't help it^ I am so glad." ■

De Lucy was on his knees by her side^ 

calling her by her Christian name. ■

"Dora, Dora — I am so glad for your 

gladness." ■

"Oh!** said Dora, starting up. The 

surprise was great Her eyes were opened, 

and she knew his secret now. ■

"Don't," he said, "don't look so sur- 

prised. Couldn't you guess t Tou have left 

off contradicting me, so don't begin again." ■

He laughed a little to reassure her, tiiou^ 

he was deeply in earnest ■

" My telegram I " she stammered. ■

"Give it to me— I will see it is all right 

I will ride over to the post-office myseli 

That little woman will never spell the 

address without my help. Tell me that I 

may send it to — my brother 1 " ■

"Ohl" said Dora again. "You helped 

me, you were good to me, but I never 

thought of that" ■

"No, you never did. I don't wonder 

you never thought of me, darling, you are 

infinitely too good for me* I've been an 

ass all my life, but " ■

Then she laughed. She was youngs and 

now she was happy. Philip was not dead. ■

"Don't say such funny tilings or I most 

contradict you." ■

" You had better say * no.' I've done 

nothing for anybody ill my life, myself 

except^ You and Forster — ^all of you axe 

so different" ■

"There's mother. My telegram most 

go. Don't say anything now,, please." ■

" Then I'll take that telegram at onee, 

and send another to the Dnke^ No, you 

had better write." ■

He was gone before Mrs. Bethune could 

stop him. She turned to Dora. ■

" Sit down, dear, and telegraph to Jack 

Book wood. It is esdbraordinary ; and now do 

write to the Princess and ask her all about it" ■

" The Princess is ill, you see ; I won't 

write yet, but Mr. De Lucy has taken the 

telegram, and he wants ^* ■

"What else, dear?'* ■

" Oh, mother, he says he wants to take 

me ! — when Forster comes home — but ^ ■

When Penelope woke up to full con- 

sciousness, it seemed to her that weeks, 

months, years had gone by, for she remem- 

bered strange intervals of terrible visions^ 

haunting dreams, and awful struggles with 

evil spirits. Then at other times she had 

rehearsed again the terrible fire scene. It 

had seemed to her that hideous demooB 

stretched out their arms to her, in order 

to draw her into the roaring fiames, then 

Betty's form and the doctor's voice recalled 

her to reality, till the next hideous night- 

mare again overtook her. ■

For her, time had vanished ; it was not 

But with a new feeling of life she woke up 

one evening in bright moonlight, and saw 

that the faithful Betty was sleeping quietly.. ■
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She was conseious of a peace to which 

she had long heen a etrang^r, and of an 

unusual deamess of memory. Sheieheamed 

with great distinctness all. the events of 

that awful night, till she at last reached 

the moment when the flash of light had 

ahown her PhiHp's face. ■

But that was long ago, very long ago. 

Where was Philip nowl Was he dead) 

Had she gone through all that for nothing t 

He must he dead; nobody had mentioned 

him to her during all those days of fearful 

dreams. There he had appeared to her 

always with a terrible expression on his 

face. Was he dead? She raised herself 

up and listened. She felt much better now ; 

her head she felt wasi still bound up, but 

the pain was no longer acute. Her. last 

conscious recollecMon had been of intense 

agony; now all was changed, all around her 

there was peace and rest, almost the rest, she 

thought^ which the dead must experience. ■

The dead — ^was Philips dead ! She must 

know. : An intense longing for .certainty 

one way or the other took possession of her. 

She looked across the room, but faittif ul, 

tired Betty was sleeping soundly. Evi- 

dently they no longer feared for hex well- 

doing, but what ci Philip I ■

$)[ie felt strong again to act She rose 

softly and wrapped herself uj), but she 

noticed that she was not.sO str^g as she 

bad been ; still she could walk easily f^cross 

the room and across the passageu Philip^ 

room was close at hand, she would go and 

see for herself. ■

Very gently she opened the door, and 

stood in the passage listenihg for a few 

seconds in tBepidatian«> - ^^ ■

All was silent. [ * ^ .^ ■

She crossed the passage to the door of 

the room where she knew iibat Philip had 

been carried. She turned the handle, and 

the moonlight from the opposite window 

played all about her. There was a long 

path of bright light in front of her, and for 

a few steps she walked in it. ■

'^There shall be light," were the words thai, 

came into her mind, *' light at evening time.'^ ■

She felt very weary now, Af tei? all she 

was not the strong, proud woman of old, 

but some one different^ some one who 

could be glad that she had saved Philip. ■

Her heart beat fast as she noticed that 

part of the room was hidden by a great 

screen. She went round it| and walking 

very softly she stood where she could see 

everything. A great joy filled her heart. 

Philip was alive. He was lying there near 

the further window, and all the strong ■

moonlight was over him. Some way from 

him a strange nurse was resting on a 

mattress upon the floor, and her regular 

breathing showed . that she was sleeping 

soundly, but Penelope saw she was not 

undressed, so she was only dozing. She 

looked again. Philip was there, partially 

propped up, with his head turned towards 

the window. His pale face was like that 

in some picture she had seen of a celestial 

being, some saint drawn by IVa Angelico. 

His eyes were open and his thin hands 

were dosed. She had walked so softly 

that it was. not wonderful he had not heard 

her, so she stood motionless, holding her 

breath and looking at him. He was alive, 

Philip was alive 1 The haunting fear that 

he was dead was gon^ but — ^what would 

he say to hert Perhaps he did not know 

she had saved him. Should she speak 

softly, and let him turn and see herl 

Perhaps that would startle him too much. 

She made a step nearer and tried to make 

her f oot&ill au^ble. ■

She was successful, for Philip turned 

his head towards her, but not a sound, not 

a word escuped him. He only looked at 

her with widd-open eyes, but said nothing. ■

Then Penelope knew that she had 

murdered his love, and the realisation of 

this fact was so awful, so overwhelming, 

that she stood quite motionless where she 

was, without uttering a word, almost with- 

out breathing. . ■

How long they looked at each other 

quite silently and quite-motionless, Penelope 

could Jiot tell. The story of her whole 

past life seemed to be flashed out before 

h^, and her sin hung jover it like a black 

pall.. ^ The love ishe had despised and which 

she had scorned and spumed was gone, it 

was hers no longer. ■

It was dead, as dead as she had thought 

Philip had been, and she had killed that 

strong, wonderful power of loving in him, 

whid^ bftd once or twice nearly conquered 

her ^^»at pride, till falling lower^ she had 

dragged down another in her fall. ■

Her knees trembled, her strength seemed 

to be giving way, but gathering up her 

remaining courage she took one step nearer 

to him, before sinking down beside his bed. 

3he could not bearthat silent look any longer. ■

" Nurse^" said Philip's voice very softly, 

but the voice was strangely altered, 

Penelope thought ■

" He calls to her to protect himself from 

me. He will not even notice me. I have 

kiUed the old PhiHp." ■

" Oh, Philip 1 " she said under her breath. ■
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for the nurse was sleeping so soundly that 

she did not hear his soft call. ■

Still there was silence. Then she hid 

her face in her hands, and this action 

reminded her that she, too, must he much 

changed. She looked up suddenly at him 

to see if , perhaps, he had taken her for 

some one else. But her husband's face 

was still turned towards her, his eyes still 

looked full at her, and the light still fell on 

his pale features. Then very slowly he 

stretched out his hands a little way. ■

" Who is there t " he asked in a whisper. ■

"Philip! don't you know mel" she 

answerld. ■

Her voice was hardly recognisable, so 

much did she tremble. His hands fell 

down upon his counterpane. ■

*' It is Penelope," he said, with a weary 

^h. ■

•*Yes, yes, Philip ; didn't they tell you 

that I saved you from the fire? Didn't 

they tell you that I have been ill, or I would 

have been here to nurse you back to life ? 

Oh, I thought just now that — ^that " ■

She could not finish the sentence. ■

"I am better, Penelope. When I am 

well I will go away. I have been thinking 

it all over since I have been able to think. 

Thank you for coming to — ^to look after me." ■

The tone was very quiet, very simple ; 

like that of a tired sick child who is weary 

of its life. ■

" Philip, Philip, don't say all that. Hush, 

don't hurt me; it does hurt me. Don't think ■

I have not suffered. Don't turn your head 

away. Philip, pity me ; look at me." ■

But he did not turn his head towards her 

as he answered : ■

'' Hush ! don't wake the nurse. She is 

tired. It is useless now." ■

"Ko, no, don't say so ; pity me. Look 

at me, and see — r~" ■

" I cannot see you, Penelope ; I am blind. 

But I will not be a burden upon you. I wiU 

go away when they will let me. There is 

no cure for this blindness. It was the sad- 

den No — hush, don't say any more. ■

My poor nurse has had a long watching." ■

But alow cry of pain was heard in the room. ■

"BUnd, blind! Oh, PhUipl" ■

She had gathered him to her arms once 

more, as she had done upon that awful night, 

and again she laid his head upon her breast. 

Perhaps the reason of it was not love nor 

passion, but the whole giving up of her life to 

him, the whole dedication of the remainder of 

her poor, deluded existence, as she sobbed : ■

** Oh, Philip, I will be your eyes ; I will 

work for you always — always. Forgive me, 

forgive me, if you can, and pity me a little." ■

He closed his sightless eyes, and for a 

moment a pale flush of joy overspread his 

face,* as he allowed his head to rest upon 

her breast. Then, almost immediately, he 

disengaged himself. ■

*' No, no ; I must not deceive myself 

again. Thank you, Penelope, thank you 

for being sorry; but, no, it is impossible. 

I must not be a lifelong burden to you." ■
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HOME NOTES. ■

HOME NOTES ■

AND ■

ANSWERS TO CORRESPONDENTS. ■

Should Clothes Hang or be Folded 1 — 

They last longer if carefully folded and put 

away. If dresses of elaborate make are 

lequired, plenty of thin paper should be 

laid between the folds, and the sleeves and 

bodice stuffed with paper to prevent creas- 

ing. If there is no accommodation for 

folding clothes away, hang skirts on two 

nails — ^the front part of the band on one 

nail and the back on another, so that the 

garment will hang straight out. ■

Macaroni k la Milanese. — Boil two 

oonces of macaroni, and drain away the 

water. Blend in a saucepan an ounce of 

butter with half an ounce of flour^ then add 

an ounce of grated cheese, half a teaspoonful 

of made mustard, salt and cayenne to taste. 

Stii these together, and add the yolk of 

two e^s, beaten with a tablespoonful of 

milk. Pour this into a saucepan, and then 

add a gill of light stock. Stir till it thickens, 

and then pour over the macaroni. Dust 

cheese over the top, and serve. ■

Lemons Should be Kept in Every 

House, and if bought in quantities they 

may be kept by being tied on to a string and 

hung up, no two being allowed to touch 

each other. Another method is to wrap 

each lemon in paper, and keep them in 

well-closed tins. ■

Yorkshire Steak. — ^Take one or one and 

a half pounds of beefsteak. Dip it into a 

mixture of flour, pepper, and salt, and then 

lay it at the bottom of a Yorkshire pie-dish. 

SUee two onions, and lay them over the 

bee^ cover with flour and water paste, or a 

piece of greased paper, and let it bake for 

half an hour. Mix a teaspoonful of curry 

powder and two teaspoonfuls of vinegar in 

» cup of hot stock. Pour it over the beef, 

cover again, and let it bake gently for an 

hour and a half. Place the meat on a dish 

with the onions on the top. Thicken and 

flavour the gravy, and pour round. ■

Bacon Krombskies. — Cut so'ne very thin 

slices of bacon, about one ana a half inches 

broad by two inches long.^ Xay the slices 

flat, and place a little minced meat, well 

seasoned, on each. Boll up the bacon 

tightly, taking care that the mince does 

not escape, and put aside in a cool place. 

To serve, dip each into batter, and fry a 

golden brown, and garnish with fried 

parsley. I believe this dish originates in 

Italy, wh^re it is served with pieces of 

celeiy, dipped in batter and Med too. ■

EiFEL Cream. — Procure a sponge cake 

which has been baked in a mould, and 

which is two or three days old, cut off the 

top, and scoop' out the inside of the cake, 

leaving a wall of about an inch or an inch 

and a half in thickness all round. Soak 

half an ounce of gelatine in cold water, 

then place it over a saucepan of boiliog 

water to dissolve, adding an ounce of sugar, 

and a dessertspoonful of lemon juice, whip 

half a pint of cream to a froth, and then 

stir in the gelatine and sugar, pour the 

cream into the cake, placing in it pieces of 

preserved pineapple, strawberries, or any 

kind of fruit that is liked. Beplace the 

top of the cake, and ornament it with heaps 

of the cream. ■

Bunions may be treated by making the 

following application with a camel's hair 

pencil every day : Carbolic acid, tincture 

of iodine, glycerine, of each two drachms. 

Mix. If this causes too much irritation of 

the skin, oleate of copper applied in the 

form of a plaster may be substituted. ■

A Useful Toilet-Powder for those who 

suffer from excessive perspiration : Pow- 

dered calamine, two drachms; flnely- 

powdered orris root> one ounce ; powdered 

starch, three ounces. ■

To Bemove Wine Stains prom Table 

Linen. — Put an ounce of- chloride of lime 

in a stone jar, and add gradually two pints 

and a half of cold water. Shake it well 

every day for a week, then let it settle. 

After about ten days pour off the clear 

portion into a clean bottle through muslm 

to strain it, and keep for use. When 

required, it may be used in the proportion 

of three tablespoonfuls of the mixture to 

six of cold water. The stains must be firs^ 

wetted with cold water and then placed in 

the liquid, when they will disappear. ■

Tips on Laving Linoleum. — While it is 

difficult to follow a system in fitting oil- 

cloth and linoleum, a few cardinal rules 

must be observed, and I venture to suggest 

them. In cutting linoleum from a diagram, 

allow an inch at the ends. If it is not to 

be laid at once allow also a fraction on the 

width, for shrinkage is probable both ways. 

Gret the diagram correct to the fraction of 

an inch, so that if cutting must be done for 

centre pieces or register holes, it can be 

done before the cloth is laid on the floor. 

Smooth the floor by planing the planks. 

Do not try to make it even by laying strips 

of paper lining over unevenness in the 

floor. The future service of the cloth will 

depend upon the floor being perfectly 

smooth. ■
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Fish and Macaroni go well together, 

and the following recipe I find popular: 

Batter a pie-dish, and cover it with boiled 

macaroni cut into short lengths, then add 

a layer of cold cooked fish, continue the 

alternate layers till the dish is fulL For 

about a quart of this mixture prepare a 

breakf astcupful of sauce as follows : Fry a 

little chopped onion in butter, add a large 

^ tablespoonful of flour and three or four 

' stewed tomatoes. Season with pepper and 

salt, and strain over the fish. Cover over 

the diah with a layer of bread-crumbs, and 

bake about twenty minutes or half an 

hour. N.B. — ^Those who do not like to- 

mato sauce with fish should substitute 

anchovy sauce, and they will have an 

equally good dish. ■

Clbansino Grebn Yegbtablbs thoroughly 

in spring and summer, is by no means 

the simple thing that so many people 

imagine it to be. The common idea is 

that by soaking either cauliflower or 

cabbage in salted water all the insects are 

drawn out ; I have found that salt, though 

it kills insects, does not draw them out, 

and consequently they are often hidden in 

the vegetables, and are very often boiled, 

and sometimes even served with it! To 

avoid this catastrophe, it is best whilst 

cleansing vegetables to use two bowls. One 

should contain lukewarm water in which 

there is a little vinegar, and the other plain 

cold water. Divide your cabbage into 

three pieces, instead of the usual four 

quarters, and wash each piece separately in 

the warm water. Shake thoroughly, and 

then place in the cold water for five 

minutes, which brings up the crispness. 

Cauliflowers should be placed head down- 

wards, and left to soak for at least half an 

hour in the cold water. If my suggestion 

is followed, the objectionable green insects 

will never be found lurking within the 

leaves of dressed greens. The same vinegar 

water may be used twice if a little hot 

water be added to it ■

Irish Moss Jelly. — The necessary ingre- 

dients are a good handful of moss, juice of 

two lemons, one quart of boiling water, a 

glass of wine, quarter of a teaspoonf ul of 

cinnamon, and sugar to taste. The moss to 

be satisfactory requires washing in five 

waters, then soak it for an hour in as little 

water as possible. Pour the remainder of 

the boiling water on it, and simmer gently 

till thoroughly dissolved. Sweeten to taste, 

add the wine, lemon juice, and cinnamon. 

Strain into a mould, or several small cups, 

and set aside till cold. ■

A TRAVBLLBB in South Africa tells of a 

singular combat he witnessed. He was 

musing one morning with his eyes on the 

ground when he noticed a caterpillar 

crawling along at a rapid pace. Pursuing 

him was a host of smaU ants. Being 

quicker in their movements the ants would 

catch up with the caterpillar, and one 

would mount his back and bite him. 

Pausing, the caterpillar would turn his 

head and bite and kill his tormentors. 

After slaughtering a dozen or more of his 

persecutors tiie caterpillar showed signs of 

fatigue. The ants made a combined attack. 

Betaking himself to a stalk of grass, the 

caterpillar climbed up tail first, followed by 

the ants. As one approached he seized it 

in his jaws and threw it off the stalk. The 

ants, seeing that the caterpillar had too 

strong a position for them to overcome, 

resorted to strategy. They began sawing 

through the grass stalk. la a few minutes 

the stelk fell, and hundreds of ants pounced 

upon the caterpillar. He was killed at 

once, and the victors marched off in 

triumph, leaving the foe's body upon the 

field. ■

SwBETBRBADS. — Sweetbrcads require to 

be very carefully prepared before being 

cooked in any way. First soak them in 

lukewarm water to which a teaspoonful of 

vinegar has been added, changing the water 

two or three times, for an hour and a half. 

Then throw the sweetbreads into boiling 

water, and gently simmer for about seven 

minutes. After this cooking the fiesh should 

be firm and round, but not hard. Then 

throw them into cold water for a quarter of 

an hour, wipe dry, and set aside till p6^ 

fectly cold. After having been treated 

thus, sweetbreads may be cooked in a 

variety of ways for an invalid, as cut into 

slices and warmed in a well-flavoured white 

sauce. Another way is aft^r cutting into 

slices to lightly fry the sweetbread, and 

then stew it very slowly in a thick brown 

gravy. ■

Chiokbn Broth should be made, if pos- 

sible, from an old bird, as it contains so 

much more nourishment, and all the 

necessaries for making good broUL Take a 

fowl, skin it, cut it up and lay in a jar with 

one blade of mace, half an onion, and a 

few peppercorns, cover it with cold water, 

tie a piece of greased paper over, and set in 

a pan of boiling water. Let it sinuner for 

five hours, skimming well Then strain, 

set aside till cold. Bemove the fat, warn 

up, add salt; thicken with anowroot and 

serve. ■
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How TO CuBB CoBPULBNOY. — ^The main 

feature of fat in the animal body has been 

made the subject of much spiritjBd dis- 

cussion ; on the one hand, it was contended 

thiit satisfactory evidence exists of the con- 

version of starch and saccharine substances 

into faty by separation of carbon and oxygen, 

the change somewhat resembling that of 

the vinous fermentation ; it was urged, per 

contra, that oily or fatty matter is in- 

yariably present in the food supplied to the 

domestic animals, and that this fat is 

merely absorbed and deposited in the body 

in a slightly modified state. The question 

has now been decided in favour of the first 

of these views, which was enunciated by 

Professor Liebig, the very chemist who 

formerly advocated the second opinion. By 

a series of very beautiful experiments, 

MM. Dumas and Milne Edwards proved 

that bees feeding exclusively upon sugar 

were still capable of producing wax. Dr. 

Ebstein advocates the use of fat in cases of 

corpulency, while other doctors, as high up 

the ladder of medical fame, recommend 

lean meats, while others worry the unhappy 

victims of obesity by insisting upon ad- 

ministering copious draughts of hot water, 

fasting, a most pernicious practice, we be- 

lieve. Although so much has been written 

on this subject by the learned foreigners of 

the medical faculty, we can approve of no 

theory so effectucd in the reduction of 

corpulency as the one advanced by Mr. F. 

C. Bussell, the author of "Corpulency 

and the Cure" (two hundred and fifty- 

aix ,pages), an interesting little brochure 

which can be bought for six stamps, 

from the publishers, at Woburn House, 

Store Street, London, W.C. He goes 

in for facts and not fancies, and prac- 

tically says, first ascertain your correct 

weight; then drink three doses of a 

vegetable compound, perfectly harmless, 

of a most agreeable flavour ; then step upon 

a weighing-machine in twenty-four hours, 

and see if you have not lost two pounds 

or more of unhealthy fat. The book is 

w^ worth reading. — *' Birmingham Daily 

Gazette." ■

A PosiTiVB Rbmbdy fob Cobpulbnob.— 

Ajlj remedy that can be suggested as a cure 

or alleviation for stoutness will be heartily 

welcomed. We have recently received a 

well-written book, the author of which 

seems to know what he is talking about. 

It is entitled, '' Corpulency and the Cure ** 

^two hundred and fifty-six pages), and 

is a cheap issue (only sixpence), published 

by Mr. F. C. Bussell, of Woburn House, ■

Store Street, Bedford Square, London, W.C. 

Our space will not do justice to this book ; 

send for it yourself. It appears that Mr. 

Bussell has submitted all kinds of proofs to 

the English Press. The editor of the 

" Tablet," the Catholic organ, writes : " Mr. 

Bussell does not give us &e slightest loop- 

hole for a doubt as to the value of his cure, 

for in the most straightforward and matter- 

of-fact manner he submitted some hundreds 

of original and unsolicited testimonial letters 

for our perusal, and offered us plenty more 

if required. To assist him to make this 

remedy known, we think we cannot do 

better than publish quotations from some 

of the letters submitted. The first one, a 

Marchioness, writes from Madrid : * My ■

son, Count , has reduced his weight in ■

twenty-two days sixteen kilos — ie., thirty- 

four pounds.' Another writes : ' So far (six 

weeks from the commencement of following 

your system) I have lost fully two stone in 

weight.' The next (a lady) writes : ' I am 

just half the size.' A fourth : ' I find it is 

successful in my case. I have lost eight 

pounds in weight since I commenced (two 

weeks).' Another writes : ' A reduction of 

eighteen pounds in a month is a great 

success.' A lady from Bournemouth writes : 

• I feel much better, have less difficulty in 

breathing, and can walk about.' Again, a 

lady says: 'It reduced me considerably, 

not only in the body, but all over.' " The 

author is very positive. He says : " Step 

on a weighing-machine on Monday morning 

and again on Tuesday, and I guarantee 

that you have lost two pounds in weight 

without the slightest hBim, and vast im- 

provement in health through ridding the 

system of unhealthy accumulations." — 

« Cork Herald." ■

How TO Bbducb Obbsitt. — The corpu- 

lent will be glad to learn how to lose two 

stone in about a month with benefit to 

health, strength, and muscle by a com- 

paratively new systenL It is a singular 

fact that the patient, returning quickly to 

a healthy state, with increased activity of 

brain, digestive and other organs, naturally 

requires more food than hitherto ; yet, not- 

withstanding this, he absolutely loses in 

weight one or two pounds daily, as the 

weighing-machine will prove. The ''recipe" 

contained in the book "Corpulency and 

the Cure" (two hundred and fifty-six 

pages), can be had gratis from Mr. F. C. 

Bussell, Woburn House, Store Street, Bed- 

ford Square, London, W.C, by sending 

cost of postage, sixpence. — "Penny Illus- 

trated Paper." ■
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Lqndon is at the present moment in the 

bands of a huge crowd of our American 

cousins. Whether you " walk to the right, 

or walk to the left, or walk in the middle 

of the road," as the song hath it^ the soft 

musical twang of the educated American 

falls pleasantly on the ear, and this is what 

brings me to the point of my remarks. 

This friendly invasion of Brother Jonathan 

and his relations is not new ; we have be- 

come accustomed to look for it, and to 

welcome it at this period of the year. 

Hotels "on the American plan** have 

sprung up, and epicurean tastes are turning 

in the direction of buckwheat cakes, ice- 

water, clam chowder, and canvas-back 

ducks ; but never, never since America in 

London at seasontide has become one of 

the institutions of the country, have our 

American visitors of the male gender had a 

real "Ammurican" barber saloon — a ton- 

sorial parlour, where they can get " a dandy 

haircut and other dude fixings" — at their 

command. It has remained to Messrs. H. 

P. Truefitt (Limited), of Old Bond Street, 

to supply this void in our civilisation, and 

after the usual manner and custom of the 

celebrated firm, they have done it right 

weU, I can't describe it better, perhaps^ 

than to say it is an American Shaving 

Parlour, in every sense of the term, and of 

course, of the very best class. That elegant 

run of bevelled mirrors, with the artistically 

carved pediments and ornaments in black 

walnut ; the cases with the nickel fittings ; 

and those massive and truly handsome 

Columbian revolving and reclining shaving 

chairs, upholstered in rich red Morocco 

leather, is all native work — made in 

America, of American materials. The 

spacious cup case, a distinguishing feature 

of American saloons, is here, also manu- 

factured of rich American walnut "en 

suite," and its many compartments are al- 

ready beginning to be filled by the special 

shaving materials, sacred to the owner's use. 

<' Compactness and completeness** would 

seem to have been Mr. Truefitt's instructions 

to Messrs. Osborne, Garrett, & Co., when 

placing the onus of turning out this " real 

Ammurican s'loon " in their hands. Space 

in London, especially that part of London 

known as Old Bond Street, is a commodity 

of the order of preciousness, and so it was 

no palatial hall that Mr. Truefitt had at 

command ; but it was an admirable apart- 

ment in many another way — it was shapely, 

lofty, and rejoiced in a magnificent top 

light. And so the work was commenced, 

and to-day every one is complimenting Mr. ■

Truefitt on the perfectn^^ of the saccess 

with which it has been brought to a com- 

pletion. All good Americans, when they 

die, are said to go to Paris ; but all good 

Americans come to London firsts and Fm 

sure all good Americans who come to 

London will go to Messrs. H. P. Truefitfc's 

(Limited) new saloon, there to luxuriate 

in tonsorial attentions by real American 

operators, under real American — and they 

are world-renowned — conditions. ■

Marking Lixbn. — The daughter of the 

late John Bond is justly celebrated for the 

marking ink which is manufactured in her 

name. It is most essential to get a good 

and well-known ink for markjng linen, or 

probably all the trouble taken will be wasted, 

under the rigid course of washing adopted 

by laundresses. By sending for a bottle of 

this ink you will be compensated in two 

ways : Firstly, by getting the correct thing; 

and secondly, by a coupon which entitles 

the purchaser to their monogram or name 

rubber stamp. These stamps will last a 

lifetime, and are a marvel of cheapness and 

durability. The trade mark of this ink is 

" Crystal Palace,** so do not get any other. ■

A VBRT attractively designed Toilet 

Bracket has been lately placed before the 

public by a Birmingham firm, Messrs. 

Rippingille Brothers, of Samson Street 

Works. The size of the bracket is sixteen 

inches by ten inches, and being made in 

bronze it has a very neat appearance, is 

fitted with a rdl of toilet paper with adjust- 

able clip for refilling; a box for matches 

with striker ; a bracket with socket for 

lamp or candle ; a mirror, a receptacle for 

tobacco ash, et cetera, and a towel hook. 

The article with all its accessories is alto- 

gether very convenient and very complete, 

and bids fair to displace the somewhat 

dumsy articles of this kind which hare 

hitherto been placed on the market ■

For Potato Croqdbttbs take butter 

the size of an egg^ beat it to a cream ; add 

to it gradually two eggs, one teaspoonf ol of 

flour, one saltspoonful of salt, and six 

heaped tablespoonfuls of mashed potatoes 

which have been boiled and then peeled. 

Form this mass into sausage-shaped cro- 

quettes; dip them into beaten eggs, then 

in fine breadcrumbs, and fry in plenty of 

hot lard till a golden colour. ■

Apple Rolly Poly, — Make a suet crust, 

roll it out thinly, place slices of apple over 

it, sift sugar and grated lemon peel over 

the apple, roll up, pinch the ends very 

securely. Boil in a cloth, plunged into 

boiling water, and boil for two hours. ■
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CHAPTER VII. ■

The groom who bad been sent from 

Hatberleigb Grange to fetcb Dr. Vallotson 

had evidently been told to hasten. The dog- 

cart bowled rapidly along, and in a few 

miniites it was clear of the town and sur- 

Toxmded by open country. ■

It was a perfectly cloudless October night. 

The moon was full, and in the cold radiance 

of her light every feature of the surrounding 

landscape stood out clear and distinct. 

There was a touch of frost in the air ; and, 

in the wintry clearness of atn^osphere thus 

eieated, white light and bjack shadow 

Bemned to lie side by side sharply outlined. 

The stars were visible in myria^ds, twinkling 

and gleaming with that vivid, far-away 

hadlliance which gives so much of it^ 

Qgnificance to a winter night ; and in the 

'auonoet leafless trees the bleak wind made a 

'Sun, toneless rustling. The cold, far- 

•dietching expanse of earth ; the cold, un- 

JithomaUei depth of sky ; seemed alike to 

ladiate the chill beauty of inexorable power 

— « beauty almost alien to man, untouched 

eittiear by tenderness or sympathy. ■

JSTorth Branston lesmed back in his seat 

iritb lolled arms, glancing neither to the 

^a^t noK the left. He had hardly moved 

sifted the dqg-cart left the town. ■

tCbeie is nothing which so stirs and 

simdexi^ poignant the sense of trouble or 

_ as that recognition of its presence 

led in offered syi^pathy. There is 

ig 80 emHttering as the act of reject- 

ing sympathy. And yet there are times ■

when such rejection is inevitable. There are 

times when the current of f eeling-i-whether 

of resentment, suffering, or endurance — 

stirred by the sympathetic word, runs so 

much deeper than is conceived of by the 

speaker of that word, delicate and kindly 

though it may be, thfit communion between 

the two is almost impossible. ■

Korth Branston's refusal of the appoint- 

ment offered him in London had been the 

bitterest task that had fallen to his lot for 

several years. It had galled him to the 

quick in the doing; it had galled every 

hour of his life since, and must continue to 

do so until time in its passing should have 

softened to some extent the keen edge of 

his feeling on the subject. Upon the un- 

speakable soreness of his Spirit even Arch- 

deacon French's sympathy had fallen as 

something trivial and inadequate. Its 

bitterness was not the attribute solely of 

the actual deed. It had its roots far back 

in the past; it was the growth of many 

years, and every thought and consciousness 

of his life had gone to its envenoming. ■

Of all the mysteries among which man 

moves in more or less petulant and un- 

acknowledged ignorance, perhaps there is 

none more deeply shrouded in darkness 

than the laws which govern human sym- 

pathy and antipathy; those strange twin 

forces by which men and women are held 

asunder, or hurled together, as by a power 

other than their own wills. Sympathy is 

with us a household word ; discoursed on, 

played with, abused. Antipathy is a less 

lamiUar plaything. The shadow of a weird 

and imknown power lies about it, and ike 

thing suggested is not without its influence 

of awe. It i^ when this shadow lies be- 

tween two people bound together by close 

ties of kindred that the terrible substance 

becomes evident for what it is ; when to ■
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the ties of blood life adds the ties of 

circumstance, the moral atmosphere created 

by that inexorable presence is the most 

poisonous a man can breathe. ■

In such an atmosphere ITorth Branston 

had existed since his first childish conscious- 

ness had stirred in him. That nameless 

something which Alnchester had recognised 

in the relation between the woman and the 

child of years ago; which had stimulated 

interest and quickened curiosity ; had been 

to the little taciturn boy as the very breath 

of his life. He knew it, with the unreason- 

ing intuition of childhood, for what it was. 

He knew' its source. The word sister was 

with him a synonym for a power against 

which there was no appeal ; which worked 

perfunctorily for his good; spontaneously 

only when he was to be chidden, repulsed^ 

ignored ; an adverse power, in fact. Little 

JN'orth Branston repaid that power not with 

fear, but with an answering antipathy ; a 

chill, childish repugnance which nothing 

seemed to move, until, as childhood passed 

away, it developed into the active antagonism 

of quick-witted, dogmatic youth. ■

Before this second stage was reached the 

changes and chances of life had so operated 

as to loosen, as it seemed, the bonds of 

circumstance which held the two together. 

They were no longer alone together. 

Marriage had given to the one new con- 

nections, wider and different interests ; the 

other was sent out into the world of 

strangers where he might have found 

sympathy and given affection. But the 

changes and chances of life proved power- 

less before the mysterious laws of anti- 

pathy. The married woman with husband, 

child, household cares, social interests; 

the schoolboy with ell his schoolboy's 

duties, pleasures, friends; seemed to be 

drawn each out of the world in which they 

might have lived apart and at peace ; and 

to be held together in an isolating chain of 

opposition which neither might break. 

I^orth Branston's youth was one blind, 

fierce, unspoken struggle to accomplish the 

impossible; to break the chain that held 

him, and to escape into a purer air. He 

was at war with his world. Mrs. Yal- 

lotson's household took its tone from its 

mistress, and I^orth was an alien and a scape 

goat to every member of it ; a thorn in the 

flesh to the master of the house ; a charitable 

investment from whom, as he was never 

allowed to forget, heavy returns would be 

exalted. His holidays were one long rankling 

feud. He carried his bitterness of spirit back 

to school, and was morose and unpopular. ■

His constant triumphs in his school work 

were for himself alone. Failure would 

have been visited upon him, but his success 

was of interest to no one. ■

Boyhood passed and left him, as it had 

found him, bound and powerless. The 

bitter tide of rebellion which had surged 

up in him during those boyish years, sank 

gradually into a dead level of acceptance 

which was infinitely more bitter in its 

changeless gloom, and as entirely blind and 

unconscious. Nobody traced the course of 

that subsidence. JSTobody considered what 

it implied, or the passage from boyhood to 

manhood that it involved. If it was 

vaguely realised in Dr. Vallotson's house- 

hold that ITorth Branston was less 

aggressively disagreeable as he grew 'older, it 

produced no other effect. No one was 

interested to discover upon what manner of 

personality that poisoned air had acted, 

what manner of man it had developed. 

That North Branston was hard, cynical, 

and indifferent, was a fact patent to all 

who knew him; but it was a fact that 

suggested nothing beyond. ■

The influence that had shadowed his 

childhood and soured his youth closed 

inexorably about his manhood, and he 

subscribed grimly to its decree as to the 

inevitable. It was Mrs. Vallotson's will 

that North Branston should repay her 

husband by entering into partnership with 

him. At seven-and-twenty he turned his 

back deliberately on the promise of an 

exceptionally brilliant career, to bury him- 

self in a little country town. He turned 

his back, also, on the hope of freedom, 

drawn and compelled unconsciously and 

involuntarily by the mysterious power 

which dominated him ; and the two so 

strangely held together — whom no absence, 

no diversity of interests had severed — were 

brought once more into the contact of 

that everyday life which goes on without 

change or respite month after month, year 

in, year out. ■

What the four years that followed had 

been to North Branston is to be inferred 

from his reception of the offer of that 

London appointment to which Archdeacon 

French had alluded. A fierce acknowledge- 

ment of the futility of the life he led, of its 

hopeless failure from every point of view, 

of its unnecessary misery, rose in him and 

became a resolution to end it, to accept the 

chance offered him and to go away. When 

he went to Mrs. Vallotson on the evening 

following his return with Constance, he 

went, little as he realised it, braced to face ■
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the eyil influence of his life, to break it 

and throw it aside for ever. ■

His resolution had broken in his hands, 

his determination had slipped from him 

unheeded, withered and killed by a breath 

which seemed to blow up through his life 

from the remotest days of his childhood, 

gathering as it came that before which 

nothing could liva And in the atmosphere 

it brought about him he ceased to be of 

Tslue even to himself. ■

He refused the appointment, and the 

actual refusal was as a drop in the ocean of 

his bitterness. The grinding sense of 

failure, the pitile&s reaction from conqueror 

to conquered, above all the. scorching, 

blighting touch of that poisonous breath, 

had scored his every nerve. ■

The dog-cart bowled along through the 

frosty air, the ring of the horse's hoofs on 

the dry road sounding out hard and 

distinct ; it turned sharply round a comer, 

through an open lodge gate, and stopped 

before the entrance to a large house of the 

Tudor style of architecture; in the all- 

revealing moonlight every outline and every 

mullion stood out sharp 'and distinct, and 

eTery pane of glass reflected back the weird, 

white h'ght. The drive swept round in a 

wide semicircle, and beyond stretched the 

open country, well wooded here, and with 

the river winding its way among the 

tiees. ■

In another moment the door was opened. ■

" I am Dr, Branston," said North. •* Dr. 

Yallotson's partner." ■

The circumstances of Sir William 

Karslake's introduction to Dr. Yallotson 

had created no interest in his present 

patient in North Branston's mind. It was 

simply a " case " of Dr. Yallotson's that he 

had come to see ; a case yielded to him 

with a reluctance which had, by the law of 

contraries, invested it for him with a certain 

contemptibility ; a case, according to Dr. 

Yallotson's diagnosis, entirely uninteresting 

from a professional point of view, and 

largely attended with valetudinarianism. He 

followed the footman through the fine old 

hall; up the wide, softly-carpeted staircase ; 

and across a landing, without a glance at 

bis surroundings, though the decoration 

about him was both rich enough and in 

sufficiently admirable taste to attract atten- 

tion. His guide stopped and knocked 

rather nervously at a closely shut door; after 

a moment's uncertain pause he opened it, 

and announced in a subdued and tentative 

voice: ■

"Dr. Branstonl" ■

It was a large bedroom into which 

Kort& Branston advanced. On the dainty 

dressing-table were sundry woman's trifles, 

and its appointments were those of a lady's 

toilet. At the farther end of the room a 

second doorway led, as it seemed, into a 

dressing-room; the door was only partly 

opened, and tlurough the aperture a woman's 

figure was vaguely discernible. The only 

occupant of the room itself was a figure of 

which North could see only one long, thin 

hand, which rested on the arm of the high- 

backed, wide-winged arm-chair by which 

the rest of the person <was concealed. 

Towards this arm-chair, drawn up before a 

blazing wood fire. North advanced. ■

" Dr, Branston 1 Who the deuce is Dr. 

Branston? Where's Vallotson 1 Why the 

dickens *' ■

North Branston came round in j&ont of 

the arm-chair, and the voice stopped sud- 

denly. At the same instant North also 

came to a standstill. A curious flash of 

keen professional expression leapt in his 

deep-set eyes. There was an instant's 

unconscious pause while the doctor and 

patient surveyed one another. ■

The figure in the chair was that^ judging 

from his length of limb, of a tall, spare 

man who was lying rather than sitting 

propped up by many cushions in a singu- 

larly collapsed attitude. He was wrapped 

in the ample folds of a loose dressing- 

gown^ and from its dark colouring, and 

against the dull red of the chair .behind, 

his face and head stood out with start- 

ling distinctness. His straight, clear-cut 

features — the features, in their normal 

condition, as North's quick eyes told him, 

of a remarkably handsome man of fifty-five 

or thereabouts — were pinched and drawn; 

great drops as of exhaustion or pain stood 

on his forehead, and the disordered grey 

hair hung damp and heavy; about hia 

mouth and eyes were faint, blue -grey 

shadows; and his blue eyes had a misty, 

unseeing look. ■

The pause, so brief as to be hardly per- 

ceptible, was broken by North Branston. ■

*' I am Dr. Yallotson's partner," he said 

quietly. ''Dr. Vallotson is unfortunately 

laid up, and I am here in his place." ■

Sir William Karslake moved slightly and 

feebly, as with a courteous acknowledge- 

ment. ■

**You are very good," he SMd. His 

voice was painfully strained, but no irri- 

tability appeared in it; nothing but the 

courtesy of a very polished gentleman. 

^ May I ask you to find yourself a chair] " ■
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He spoke slowly and with considerable 

difficulty, and as be paused a slight sound 

behind him made North turn his head 

quickly and involuntarily. An indefinite 

recollection of the woman's figure of which 

he had caught sight in the room beyond, 

and an equally indefinite impression of a 

womanly presence conveyed by the ap- 

pointments of the bedroom, created in him 

a vague expectancy, and he waited, with 

his hand on the chair on which he had 

proposed to seat himself. ■

The woman who emerged from the 

dressing-room, however, was evidently a 

superior servant ; a staid, elderly woman. ■

" I ought to apologise," his patient went 

on, as JSPorth seated himself, '* for bringing 

you so far at such an hour. But — I have 

been — in some distress." ■

The dignified tones were growing yet 

weaker and more difficult, and North, with 

a quick gesture which put the ap(Jogy by, 

leaned forward, his keen eyes scanning the 

other man's face, his lips parted to speak. 

Before the words were uttered, the face on 

which his eyes were fixed chataged slowly. 

Its drawn lines became convulsed; the 

grey shadows about the mouth and eyes 

stole gradually over the whole face; the 

limp, inert figure became tense and rigid ; 

and Sir William Karslake's very conscious- 

ness seemed to be cru^ed out in the grip 

of a spasm of mortal agony. ■

A word from North brought the woman 

in the background to hid side. ■

"How often has this happened?" he 

said brusquely. ■

" Never so bad as to-night, sir," was the 

prompt answer. The woman was rather 

pale, but quite composed. ** Sir William is 

subject to little attacks, but I've never seen 

him as he's been to-night, and I always 

wait on him when he is unwell, sir." ■

An hour later North stood with his halid 

on the latch of the bedroom door, glancing 

back into the room. He paused a moment, 

listening to the slow, faint breathing which 

came from the bed on which his patient 

lay; then with a gesture of assurance to 

the woman, who was sitting by the bedside, 

he opened the door and went out on to the 

landing, closing the door quietly behind him. ■

He hesitated a moment, and looked about 

him rather uncertainly. He was just 

moving in the direction of the staircase 

when another door opened, and a adlGit 

lady's-maid came quickly towards him. ■

"My lady wished me to say that ^e 

would be glad to see you belore you go, 

sir," she said. ■

" I was going to enquire for Lady 

Karslake," returned North. "I should 

like to see her at once." ■

The girl turned quickly and led the way 

downstairs and across the hall. She opened 

a door and announced : ■

" The doctor, if you please, my lady." ■

There was a sudden soft rustle, and as 

North Branston came round the screen by 

which the room was protected from the 

door, he became aware that a tall, slight 

woman's figure was facing him from the 

hearthrug on the other side of the room. 

North was too well accustomed to en- 

countering the unexpected in the exercise 

of his profession to experience more than 

a passing sense of surprise as he became 

aware in the same instant t^at Lady 

Karslake was a young woman ; and he had 

realised little further when ^e received 

him with a quick, careless little bend of 

her head. ■

" My husband is better ? " she said. " I 

am a^id he has been very ill!" She 

spoke in an eager, impulsive fashion, to 

which a touch of^ gracious dignity which 

pervaded it gave^ an indefinable charm ; 

and her voice was singularly swedt and 

fresh. North Branston answered her with 

grave composure. ■

" He is better," he said, ** for the time 

being. But I am sorry to have to tell you 

that he is still very ill. If you will kindly 

give ^e necessary orders, I should like to 

send a prescription in to Alnchester with as 

little delay as possible." ■

She turned very pale, and looked at him 

for a moment in wide-eyed silence. Then 

she turned with quick, graceful movements ; 

and rang the bell sharply, passing on across 

the room to a writing-table. She took 

out paper and envelopes and said : ■

"Will you write here 1" adding to the 

servant who had answered her summons : 

" Let one of the grooms be' ready at once 

to ride to Alnchester. Come back for the 

note as soon as you have let them know." ■

The man disappeared, and she walked to 

the fireplace, standing there with one hand 

resting on the high mantelpiece, her back to 

North J^anston as he wrote. ■

She was dressed in somd sort of soft 

pinkish stuff made in the fashion of a tea- 

gown, and the delicate draperies, moving as 

she moved, and falling now in dainty folds 

about heiCi seemed to suit h» and to express 

her as no harder outlines isould have done. 

From the crown of her head to t^ sole of 

her shoe she was essentially feminine; 

feminine in her graceful, impuktve move- ■
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ments^ feminine in her graceful, self- 

possessed repose, feminine in every change 

that passed across her mobile face and in 

every cadence of her musical voice. The 

charmingly-appointed little room in which 

she stood, with all its dainty tokens of 

comfort and refinement pervaded with that 

indefinable air of common use, was a fitting 

setting and no more for the vague charm 

which hung about her. In figure she was 

tall and slight, as has been said. The head 

vas rather small, and its poise upon her 

shoulders was one which people called proud 

or spirited, according to the mood of its 

owner. She had quantities of waving 

fair hair bound round the back of her 

head, now, in a vague and picturesque 

fashion which harmonised with ker gown, 

and litUe soft tendrils curled over her fore- 

head. It was a broad forehead, delicately 

white and smooth, and the beautifully- 

pencilled eyebrows were several shades 

darker than her hair. Her features them- 

selves were by no means striking, yet there 

were many people who described Lady 

Karslake as " lovely " ; again, the adjective 

was a question of mood ; she had unques* 

tionably beautiful eyes, which were some- 

times grey, sometimes black, sometimes a 

dark, deep blue. Her expression changed, 

it sometimes seemed, with every passing 

thought; but its sensitiveness seemed to 

be rather tiaat of a quick temperament than 

of strong feelings. ■

The servant re-entered the room, North 

rose horn the writing-table, and she moved 

and spoke over her shoulder to the latter. ■

" Please give your own orders," she said. ■

She spoke with the careless, gracious 

authority natural to womanhood which has 

always been deferred to. She waited while 

North gave the man his instructions in a 

few brief and concise words, and then, as 

the door closed upon the servant, she 

turned. ■

" My husband has never been so ill as 

this before," she said. '*Is it — something 

fresh 1 Will it soon pass oflf]" ■

She was looking straight at North with 

her delicate eyebrows slightly contracted 

and her eyes very dark ; and North advanced 

to her with a certain approving response in 

his own eyes which made them a shade 

less indifferent than usual. He knew that 

not many women would have acted first and 

asked questions afterwards. ■

"There appears to be a complication 

which I had not been led to expect," he said. 

"The condition involved is one which 

is not likely to yield immediately to ■

treatment. The attack of to-night is a 

symptom only of serious illness." ■

She lifted her head with a quick gesture of 

distress which was rather pity and regret 

than acute personal grief. ■

" Ah 1 " she said, in a low, impulsive 

tone. " Poor thing ! That is dreadful ! " 

She paused a moment and then said 

hurriedly, and only just above her breath, 

her eyes dilating: "He has had fright- 

ful pain, hasn't hel" Then as North 

assented rather grimly, '* Ah ! " she said 

again, with a little shuddering breath almost 

of repulsion. " Poor dear thing ! " ■

She turned away sharply, and there 

was a moment's silence. North Branston, 

as he watched her, seemed to be study- 

ing the specimen of womanhood before him. 

Then she said suddenly and solicitously : ■

"You find Pike a good nurse 1 

takes care of him properly ] " ■

North Branston looked at her for a 

moment, and a little contemptuous smile 

touched his lips. The expression of his 

eyes indicated that his response was dictated 

by experimental instincts. ■

"She seems to be a most competent 

person," he said composedly. **But if 

you would prefer to take her place by- 

and-by " ■

She turned swiftly and confronted him, 

repudiation and distaste which was almost 

horror in every line of her face. ■

" Oh, no ! " she exclaimed breathlessly. 

" I couldn't I I don't know anything about 

nursing, I — " She met his eyes and 

stopped suddenly. A quick flash of com- 

prehension leapt up in her own, and the 

dismay in her face melted into a laugh — 

the half-deprecating, half -wilful laugh of a 

woman who has never been found fault with. ■

"That was too bad of ■

you,^ ■

she said. ■

" I see you quite understand what a hope- 

less nurse I should make ! I can't help 

feeling it is fortunate for my husband 

that he does not like to have me in his 

room when he is ill." ■

She laughed slightly and very musically, 

and then glanced round at the clock on 

the mantelpiece. ■

"You said he was asleep, I think]" 

she said, just a touch of concern returning 

to the half negligence, half dignity of 

her tone. "You will wait, perhaps, for 

the medicine from Alnchestei before you 

go back to him 1 ** ■

" Thank you," returned North Branston. 

"Yes. It will be better not to run the 

risk of disturbing him before the man 

comes back." ■
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He spoke rather mechanically, and a 

certain distinctly nonplussed expression pro- 

duced hy her reception of his covert sarcasm 

remained unchanged. She pointed him to 

a chair with a careless gesture, and sat 

down in the low, wide arm-chair from 

which she had risen on his entrance. ■

North Branston seated himself in silence. ■

There was a pause. Lady Karslake 

leaned back, her hands clasped tightly 

together on her knee, looking contempla- 

tively before her. North Branston was 

adjustmg his ideas. The process, presum- 

ably, was hardly completed when his 

hostess turned her head in hid direction, 

and said suddenly : ■

" Are you a native of Alnchester 1 " ■

North moved abruptly, and brought his 

deep-set eyes to bear, as circumstances 

demanded, on her face. He answered the 

characteristically direct question as con- 

cisely as it was asked. ■

" No ! *' he said. "But I have lived there 

since I was five years old." ■

She looked at him ioi a moment, her 

grey eyes very critical and full of an easy 

penetration. ■

" Ah I " she ejaculated. " Now what 

advantages you men have ! If you had been 

a girl, what an unspeakable destiny those 

words would convey ! " ■

She laughed, looking at him with a tacit 

claim on his comprehension, a tacit assurance 

that he must agree with her ; and almost, in 

spite of himself North Branston smiled 

sardonically. ■

** Male advantages have their limits, un- 

fortunately," he returned. ■

Her eyebrows moved quickly, and she 

paused a moment. ■

" You are a much-to-be-pitied section of 

society, you men," she said, with a light, 

half-mocking note in her voice. In the 

perfect security of that womanliness which 

invested her without effort, with a dignity 

which seemed as inalienable a part of her 

as her speech or her gesture, she was as 

careless in her graciousness as only un- 

assailable dominion can be. "But con- 

sider ! A girl in your position would 

probably not only have lived in Alnchester ; 

she would have grown there ! She would 

have developed there — save the mark ! 

She would have gone on little visits now 

and then, I suppose, or she would have 

gone to a little school, perhaps. And she 

would have come back to Alnchester as to ■

the centre of the universe. Now you " ■

she glanced at him again, " you — have not 

grown in Alnchester, I presume 1 " ■

" No 1 " he answered ; his tone was 

grimly responsive. ** I have not had that 

proud privilege ! I*m afraid you don't 

think much of Alnchester T' ■

She laughed lightly and waved her hand 

expressively. ■

"On the contrary," she said, *'I think 

a great deal of it ! I have never seen a 

place the society of which gave me so much 

to ponder. I have been trying to decide 

whether there is any one essential quality 

necessary for social intercourse, and if so, 

what it is 1 I used to think that mutual 

amusement was the idea, but I know now 

that that is a fallacy. The Alnchester people 

don't amuse one another ; they don't appear 

to wish to amuse one another ; they don't 

appear to^ wish to be amused 1 Why do 

they ever meet 1 " ■

"To discuss one another,"suggested North, 

as a man humours something too confident 

and, though he may not acknowledge the 

fact, too charming to be repressed. ■

" Have you never seen a cathedral town 

before. Lady Karslake ] " ■

Lady Karslake shook her head. ■

"Never," she said. "I've lived in 

London and Paris, and I know something 

of Vienna, but I've never made the 

acquaintance of an Alnchester until now." ■

" I am afraid you will find Hatherleigh 

rather dull," said North ; he was watching 

her face now with a look on his face in 

marked contrast to its usual indifference, 

and with a little satirical twist about his 

mouth. ■

Her eyes flashed with a smile. ■

"No," she said easily. "I've never 

been dull-^not even on a yacht. It must 

be a dreadful state of things. Something 

or some one always amuses me — or I amuse 

myself. Do you find Alnchester dull ? " ■

She was looking at him with a smile, but 

her eyes held a certain comprehension which 

had grown in them as they talked. And 

North Branston, meeting them, answered 

almost without knowing it. ■

" Perhaps I do," he said. " A Uttle." ■

THE CITY OF THE NIZAM. ■

The yellow minarets of Hyderabad soar 

above the grey wastes of the stony Deccan, 

and prick the hot blue sky which canopies 

the windswept tableland. This barbaric 

city of the wilderness possesses a unique 

interest as the capital of the Nizam, greatest 

of Indian Princes, and England's most im- 

portant native ally. The salient features ■
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of Hyderabad retain their original sharpness 

of outline and freshness of colonr, unmodi- 

fied by the levelling influences of the 

Western world, hitherto untempted by civil 

or commercial enterprise to encroach upon 

the rocky territory of the Kizam's do- 

minion. ■

Eained forts crown frowning cliffs of 

granite and syenite, which vary the mourn- 

ful monotony of tumbled crags stretching 

away on every side to the azure rim of a 

limitless horizon. The weird chaos suggests 

the wreck of a prehistoric world ; and rude 

circles of upright slabs, surrounded by 

hundreds of rockingstones, cromlechs, and 

druidical-looking altars, point to the vast 

sepulchre of some forgotten creed, buried 

bcoieath the dust of ages beyond hope or 

possibility of excavatioa Through the 

glassy transparency of the shadowless 

atmosphere, the purple precipice of distant 

Golconda stands out in bold relief, and the 

eye ranges over a wide tract of desolate 

country, every detail being defined with 

microscopic distinctness, as ^ough revealed 

through a magic mirror. Brown huts, 

thatched with plaited palm-leaves, nestle 

beneath sheltering heights wherever a 

shallow stream fertilises a green oasis in the 

rock-strewn desert; the bamboo - fringed 

banks of the stony watercourse are bordered 

bylines of rose-red millet ; there are trenches 

of pale green rice and bashes white with 

flufy pods of ripening cotton, each precious 

crop protected by a brown boy, who raises a 

dei^ening clatter from his stone "macham," 

a platform erected for the scaring of 

marauding kites and crows. When the 

brilliant moonbeams chequer the desolate 

wilderness into alternate breadths of inky 

shadow and mellow light, the spiritual 

beauty of the radiant night invests the wild 

scene with the mystic charm realised by the 

Hindu lover, who uses the term, '* fragment 

of the moon/' as the supreme expression of 

endearment addressed to his dusky "dil- 

koosh." The brooding hush of the slum- 

bering world, though riven ever and anon 

by the wild laugh of the hyena and the 

sobbing shriek of the jackal, closes in again 

with deepened intensity as their gaunt 

shadows flit across the flood of moonlight, 

which turns the thorny spikes of jagged 

cactus and swordiike aloe into glistening 

bars of purest silver. At length a rosy 

flush suffuses the opalescent pallor of the 

eastern sky, and the icy chill of the " Dam- 

i-sttbh" — "the breath of dawn" — steals 

across the waking earth. Human habita- 

tions become more frequent, and the scanty ■

fields of native villages contain life-sizel 

groups of those sculptured horses which 

represent the materialistic pantheism of 

popular religion in Southern India. These 

steeds of carven stone, dedicated to Aruna — 

the dawn — suggest a possible identity with 

the traditional horses of Apollo, and indicate 

the derivation of the classical sun-myth 

from an Indian source. Sometimes a soli- 

tary shape looms out in gigantic proportions 

from a background of dark foliage, and 

represents Uchasrava, the fabulous steed of 

Hindu mythology, hypothetically created at 

the beginning of the world. ■

A blue lake reflects the glowing sky, and 

gilded crescents above dome and minaret 

sparkle in the early sunshine as we approach 

the Nizam's picturesque capital. ■

A heterogeneous crowd fills the railway 

station, for although Hyderabad remains a 

Moslem stronghold, every Indian race and 

creed may be found amidst the cosmopolitan 

population of. the Nizam's territory. The 

strong British outpost of Secunderabad, 

chosen from prudential considerations as 

our own head-quarters, occupies the opposite 

shore of a magnificent tank many miles in 

circumference. This noble sheet of water 

was an artificial contrivance by which a 

Prince of olden times beautified his capital 

and cooled the burning air of the elevated 

plateau exposed to the blinding blaze of the 

scorching Indian sun. Seven thousand 

British troops defend the complicated 

interests of our Indian Empire on the edge 

of this debateable land, and also protect the 

life and property of the Nizam, which are 

perpetually endangered by the plots and 

cabals which render Hyderabad a teeming 

hotbed of subtle political intrigue. ■

In the perfect winter climate of the 

Deccan the sun-steeped air of a December 

morning seems an elixir of life as we drive 

into Hyderabad, passing the battlemented 

walls of the palatial Chudderghat, occupied 

by Her Majesty's representative at the 

Court of the Nizam. The Kesident's re- 

sponsible position demands perpetual 

vigilance and special qualifications of judge- 

ment and discretion, inaddition to a thorough 

comprehension of native life and character, 

conditions amply fulfilled by the present 

nominee of the British Government. ■

Diverging tracts dotted with gaily-clad 

foot-passengers, mounted soldiers, and 

strings of camels traverse the stony up- 

lands and lead to the city gates. Elephants 

are bathing in a shallow river, squirting 

the water from their curving trunks, and 

startling our horses with their unwieldy ■
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gambols, until the ramsliackle carriage is in 

imminent danger of being upset by the 

erratic team. Decorated boats skim over 

the broad blue lake, and embark a freight of 

white-veiled ladies at the marble steps of a 

waterside palace belonging to the Royal 

Zenana. His Highness the Nizam has 

been breakfasting with the fair inmates, 

his gilded carriage and outriders waiting 

for him at the gate which faces the road. 

The suspicious atmosphere of Eastern cities 

constrains native rulers to avoid public 

notice, and a barbaric-looking troop armed 

with the huge muskets known as 'Mine- 

sweepers" orders every loitering group to 

move on, so that when the Roysd cavalcade 

sweeps past in a cloud of dast, the 

momentary glimpse of a dark face under 

a glittering turban conveys no distinct 

impression of the tributary Prince, whose 

anomalous position renders his f ature des- 

tiny at the hands of England an almost 

insoluble problem. The apparently un- 

productive wastes of the Deccan are so 

heavily taxed that the lot of the peasants 

resembles that of the Egyptian fellaheen 

under Turkish administration; and the 

native agriculturist frequently \50mpares the 

condition of the Nizam's dominion with 

that of the states under British sway, 

greatly to the advantage of the latter. The 

native Prince proved his loyalty Jbo England 

by a substantial contribution of sixty lacs 

of rupees from his vast revenues for the 

protection of the Indian frontier in the 

campaign of 1887, but the abuses of a 

Mohammedan Government are painfully 

apparent, and the unbridled luxury of 

Oriental life, with the uncontrolled exercise 

of almost irresponsible power, write indelible 

traces on mind and character. The youDg 

Nizam, though under thirty years of age, 

looks as though he had left life's meridian 

far behind, for rapidity of physi<5al develope- 

ment in an Indian climate possesses the 

melancholy antithesis of premature decay. 

English ii^uence has reduced the members 

of the Royal Zenana to a third of the 

original number ; pressure having been 

applied by the Imperial power in conse 

quence of the time required for the 

adjustment of disputes among the rival 

beauties, and the necessity of the Nizam's 

closer attention to affurs of State. ■

The . untameable character of the Mo- 

hammedan conquerors stamped a distinct 

seal of individuality upon Hyderabad. 

When the tide of invasion swept across the 

Indian peninsula, the flower of the army 

was borne on the crest of the wave which ■

inundated these southern plains, and almost 

effaced the weaker personality of the 

aboriginal inhabitants. The dominant 

position achieved by the fierce northern 

pioneers is retained by their modem de- 

scendants, superior a» they are in mental 

and physical force to- the races which their 

forefathers overcame. ■

Within the white arches of a colossal 

gateway the Saracenic colonnades of the 

crowded city frame a surging sea of dazzling 

colour surmounted by the yellow domes of 

towering mosques. Green plumes of palm 

rise from fountain-filled palace quadrangles 

guarded by turbaned Arabs with shininj^ 

spears, and Boiigainvillea throws a mantle 

of royal purple over dusky arch and 

crumbling wall. The gilded and painted 

arcades of the many-coloured streets flash 

with stores of gold and silver embroidery 

or gleaming tinsel on a surface of orange or 

scarlet ; and inscriptions in Persian, Arabic, 

and Hindustani over the low white shops 

denote the presence of the mingled races 

which contribute to the pictorial effect of 

the Oriental capital. The cen^ of the 

converging streets is known as the '' Char 

Minar" — the "Four Minarets "—and consists 

of a superb vaulted gateway of saflron- 

tinted stone, the summit surrounded by a 

fretted arcade, and the sides pierced with 

tiers of graceful lancets. Four tapering 

minarets flank the massive structure, and 

the pale yellow shafts cleaving the burning 

blue of the Indian sky form a noble archi- 

tectural climax to the picturesque city. 

The Char Minar commemcoates a Peihsian 

princess, loved and lost by th^^ Moslem 

monarch who erected the monumental 

gateway in the midst of the capital, so that 

all who passed beneath the ishadow of the 

lofty minarets might breathe a prayer for 

the departed soul. ■

In the densely - thronged streets the 

scantily-dad negro, with a scarlet ''tar- 

boosh " perched on his woolly looks, jostles 

the dignified Mohammedan, true lord of the 

soil, in snowy turban and flowing robds; 

the long-haired, eagle - featured Afghan 

strides alongside of the fanatical Hadji, 

whose green headgear shows that he has 

accomplished the sacred pilgrimage to 

distant Mecca; and martial Rajputs dash 

past on fiery chargers, dispersing a gossip- 

ing group of Sidis leaning like ebony 

statues against the marUe basin of the 

great fountain which faces the Char 

Minar. A devout son of the Prophet laves 

his face in the silver spray before spreading 

out his prayer-carpet for the noonday : ■
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orisons, as the turbaned head of the 

Maezzin appears on the gallery of every 

minaret, and the cry •* La Allah-il- Allah " 

rings across the city, A Rohilla chieftain 

with a jewelled dagger thrust through a 

dark-blue caftan, swings the heavy blunder- 

bass described in native parlance as *' the 

tiger's child," and pushes aside a barbaric- 

looking Pathan with a leathern shield, 

apparently sported as the insigoia of full 

dress, like a sword in a ball-room. Olive- 

skmned Hindus glide stealthily through 

the crowd, as though shrinking from contact 

with the motley assemblage. Solemn Turks 

sit cross-legged beside their coffee stalls, 

and keen-faced Parsees with sloping oil- 

skin hats are ^igrossed with the arith- 

metical calculations so successfully mastered 

by the^ astute descendants of the ancient 

Persians, in their modem character of 

"the Jews of India.*' A few Parsee ladies 

with silken " sdris " of cherry colour, lilac, 

or apple-green, thrown back from white 

headbands inscribed with sacred texts, 

drive through the bazaars, but the absence 

of women from the crowded thoroughfares 

results from the cloistered seclusion of the 

" purdah," which imprisons the majority of 

the fair sex The few female pedestrians 

consist of low-caste Hindus or Mohammedan 

servants thickly veiled, and though a white 

Land pushes aside the brocaded curtains of 

a passing litter, a glance into the cushioned 

interior is only rewarded by the sight of a 

shapeless bundle swathed in volununous 

folds of snowy muslin. ■

The flashing eyes, bearded faces, and 

wariike bearing of the Nizam's Moslem 

subjects show the identity of , this alien 

race with the vast hordes which poured 

across the mountains of Cabul; and the 

peculiar formation of the mouth, with full 

red lips parted over proqiinent rows of 

glistening teeth, betokens Isarbaric origin, 

and gives a savage expression to the 

strongly-marked features. Almost every 

one is armed to the teeth ; ^d the spears, 

sabres, daggers, and pistols, which gleam 

amid the white and crimson robes, or 

bristle in sash and turban, convert the 

entire city into a formidable armoury. 

Bazaars flUed with deadly weapons brighten 

dim alley and mouldering arcade with the 

polished steel and burnished brass of a 

hundred unfamiliar native instruments of 

attack a^d defence. Sheaves of sleoder 

Per^aiii rapiers are held in place by the 

sharp sickles of murderous, double-edged 

scimitars ; and swards with watered blades 

of fabulous value fence off a jagged heap of ■

pointed "serotis** and crooked "talwars." 

A strong handle of twisted camel sinew 

guides the yielding blade of the subtle 

"jambia," narrowing to a vicious-looking 

hook ; and the turbaned armourer leaves his 

anvil to show us the needle-like "karoli," 

minute enough to be concealed in the palm 

of the hand, and used by distraught lovers 

to inflict the wounds provoked by jealousy 

or disappointment. Spiky "marus" of 

sharpened black buckshorn, and piercing 

blades known as"bichwas," or ''scorpions," 

flU a brazen tray ; and a bundle of elephant- 

goads, inlaid with ebony and silver, leans 

against a stack of shining spears. Daggers 

curved and straight, . rough and smooth, 

jagged and pointed, show endless 

possibilities of inflicting every degree of 

punishment, from a death - blow to a 

scratch, from the severing of an artery to 

a puncture deep and deadly, but small 

enough to defy detection. The ' muslin 

turbaiis of the passing multitudes are 

thickly set with iidaid daggers and glitter- 

ing blades. The merchant who smokes his 

narghileh among green and purple bales 

of costly embroidery carries a sharp stiletto 

behind his ear, and pricks off a list of goods 

with this warlike implement. A haughty- 

looking nobleona richly caparisoned elephant 

examines the temper of a huge sword which 

he draws from a jewelled scabbard as he, 

rides on his way; and a money-lender, 

chinking the heavy native rupees into a 

silver bowl, looks up as a curtained palan- 

quin darkens his doorway, and offers the 

caller a parchment scroll on the shaft of a 

long knife without rising from his seat. ■

Unfortunately for Hyderabad, the bristling 

fence of daggers and flrearms in belt and 

turban is neither a merely ornamental 

adjunct to native costume, nor an Indian ex- 

pression of the modern motto, "defence not 

defiance." The mental tempers^ure stands 

ever at fever-heat, and the city smoulders 

on the edge of perpetual insurrection, the 

inextinguishable fires of anarchy and 

fanaticism continually blazing out with 

devastating fury. The yellow flag of the 

Nizam, which waves above his stately 

palaces, bears the homely device of a white 

" chupatty," or native loaf. One of these 

unleavened cakes was offered by a saintly 

Dervish to a former monarch as a pledge 

of success on the eve of battle, and the 

victory won was ascribed to the sacred 

"chupatty" thenceforth adopted as the 

Rpyal badge of Hyderabad, The interior of 

the palaces is forbidden ground, now that 

His Highness is in residence, for the ■
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caprices of this spoilt child of fortune create 

constant uncertainty as to which of the 

magnificent piles of stone and marble will 

be honoured by the Koyal presence at any 

given hour, and the rapidity with which 

the Prince's commands are obeyed ensures 

the possibility of several palaces being 

visited in the course of a single day. The 

Royal stables — with their splendid stud of 

Arab, English, and Turkish horses, in 

addition to mules, camels, and elephants — 

are thrown open to the public. The four 

hundred horses alone represent an outlay 

of enormous wealth, and the barbaric array 

of gorgeous howdahs, lofty camel-carriages, 

and gilded State equipages, with their rich 

trappings of red and gold, is sobered by the 

subdued colouring of luxurious English 

broughams and barouches. ■

English grooms and coachmen mingle 

with the turbaned crowd of native servants, 

for the Nizam prides himself upon the 

superficial acquaintance of English manners 

and customs which now gives the finishing 

touch to the hybrid education of an Indian 

Prince. Through the Royal gardens, with 

their crowding palms and marble tanks full 

of alligators, a broad avenue leads to the 

noble racecourse outside the city. The 

massive grand-stand and gay kiosks com- 

mand extensive views of the breezy Deccan, 

J with the suburban palaces of the Nizam 

and his nobles rising above blue lake and 

rugged hilL The stately castle of Palin- 

knoma, built of pure white marble, crowns 

a grey cliff with a diadem of shining towers, 

and the gilded spires of the Prime Minister's 

palace gleam above a thicket of feathery 

palms. This princely mansion — lined with 

plate-glass, and decorated with furniture of 

crystal — resembles some enchanted hall of 

fairyland, or a palace of the *' Arabian 

Nights, " when filled with the splendid pagean- 

try of an Oriental court. The banquets of 

Hyderabad present a scene of unparalleled 

magnificence, with their superb gold plate 

and glowing flowers, the thousands of 

twinkling lights paled by the fire of the 

jewels which blaze on robes of State and 

silken turbans, as the Nizam and his satel- 

lites pass between ranks of gleaming spears 

to the sound of the martial music which 

heralds the Royal entrance. Beyond the 

extensive Zoological Gardens, a specialty 

of Indian cities under native rule, lies the 

picturesque Begum Bazaar, glowing with 

colour and palpitating with tibe passionate 

life of the barbaric capital. Brightly-coloured 

groups laugh, talk, and quarrel round the 

gaudy shops and quaint stalls, sheltered ■

from the sun by scarlet and green umbrellas 

or yellow fronds of dried palm. Furious 

brawls are of frequent occurrence, and the 

knives and daggers of the populace flash in 

and out of sheath and sash with dangerous 

readiness, as shrieks of rage and threatening 

gestures turn the arcaded streets of the 

great bazaar into a pandemonium of uproar 

and excitement. A second great tank, 

known as the lake of Meer Alim, shows the 

black smoke of a steamer staining the azure 

purity of sky and water, and bringing the 

prosaic reality of "Western commercial life 

into the living romance of the shining East 

Although Hyderabad remains at present 

unshorn of the brilliant accessories which 

transport the spectator into the scenes of 

Oriental fable, the leaven of European in- 

fluence must eventually produce the in- 

variable Tesult of toning down the vivid 

tints and projecting angles of native life 

and character into the dead level of mono- 

tonous uniformity, which already blights 

the beauty of more than half the world. ■

An expedition to (Jolconda is **de rigueur" 

with every visitor to Hyderabad. The 

great fortress captured by the Moslem 

hordes is now commanded by Afsur Jung, 

the Nizam's aide-de-camp, upon whom the 

British Government has bestowed the un- 

usual honour of a commission as Major in 

the English army. The accomplished com- 

mandant of Golconda has risen to his bril- 

liant military and social position from the 

obscure rank of a Sepoy, and was promoted 

in the flrst instance for his marvellous horse- 

manship. A courteous permission to see 

the interior of the fort is given in perfect 

English, with the offer of a Royal carriage 

for the excursion, and armed with Major 

Afsur Jung's visiting card we start for the 

fortress-crowned height beyond the grey 

domes of the pyramidal tombs. The pale 

pink flush, termed in Hindu poetry "the 

bloom of the East," suffuses the morning 

sky, and the tinkling of distant bells vibrates 

through the crystalline atmosphere, as a 

laden camel on the edge of a granite ridge 

is defined in sharp silhouette against the 

horizon. ■

A drive of ten miles across the rocky 

wUdemess brings us to the colossal 

monuments of the Nizams, commonly called 

"the Tombs of the Kings." Ancient 

cypresses shadow the broad stone platform 

which surrounds each -mighty sepulchre^ 

approached by moss-grown steps worn by 

thousands of passing feet. Our own foot- 

steps echo mournfully through the sileuce 

of every vast interior, where sword and ■
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turban, carved upon a granite slab beneath 

the dome, mark the resting-place of a 

departed Prince. Sometimes the graves of 

wives and children encircle the Royal tomb, 

and the nasal chant of a Dervish prostrate 

in the sculptured niche which faces Mecca 

shows that the monument is still a place of 

prayer. These majestic memorials of the 

Boyal dead are gradually crumbling into 

ruin, and are left in the state of neglect 

and decay which frequently characterises a 

Mohammedan burial-ground, for the stem 

creed of Islam, unmodified here by the 

softening influences which prevailed in 

Korthem India, fails to inculcate that 

human tenderness which guards the grave 

of a loved one. Exposed to wind and sun 

on the bleak hillside, and swept by the fierce 

burst of the wild monsoon, the stately tombs 

of Golconda are rapidly losing the chiselled 

deamess of outline and sharpness of detail 

generally associated with the chastened 

beauty of Mogul architecture. ■

The shallow depression in the rocks 

forms the glen of Grolconda familiarised to 

the world by the pages of the " Arabian 

Nights," for this is the identical Valley of 

Diamonds into which Sindbad the Sailor 

threw joints of meat to the hovering 

vultures attracted hither by the sparkling 

jewels which strewed the ground. When 

the nests were discovered by this hero of 

our childhood, who tracked the birds as 

they flew homeward on leaden wings after 

their feast, myriads of diamonds em- 

bedded in the moss and twigs dazzled 

his wondering eyes. The fantastic fable 

rests on a foundation of fact, for the jewels 

of Grolconda were proverbial in the re- 

motest ages of Iktstem antiquity, and 

modern deductions of mining engineering 

science infer the probability of their 

continued existence beneath the domed 

sepulchres which almost monopolise the 

famous site of this natural laboratory. 

Almost all the great diamonds of the world 

were found in this enchanted spot^ the 

whilom birthplace of the Kohinoor, still 

the supreme *' Mountain of Light," though 

reduced by unskilful cutting when in the 

possession of the Emperor Aurungzebe from 

the original weight of . seven hundred and 

ninety-three carats to one hundred and 

eighty-six carats only. Another famous 

diamond of triangular form, weighing ninety 

carats, and known as the " Kassak/' was 

seized by the Marquis of Hastings at the 

conquest of the Deccan. The last Gol- 

conda diamond of extraordinary size and 

value was " the Ifl'izam," which glitters in ■

the Crown of Hyderabad. This superb 

stone, picked up by a native shepherd at the 

entrance of a deserted mine, and worth 

one hundred and fifty thousand pounds, 

though only in a fragmentary state, was 

split by the discoverer, whose vague at- 

tempt to ascertain the worth of his treasure- 

trove resembled that of the child who 

digs up a plant to see whether it is growing. 

Vast sums are expended by the J^izam in 

the purchase of precious stones, and the 

native Regalia surpasses all the Crown 

Jewels of Europe in splendour. The risk 

of loss or theft precludes the public ex- 

hibition of this Koyal treasury, and only a 

favoured few are permitted to behold the 

priceless collection. ■

The hoarding of gold and jewels is a 

noteworthy trait of the Indian races. In 

every caate and class savings from all 

sources are invested in this portable 

property, and buried beneath the flooring of 

houses or hidden in disused wells and 

deserted tombs. Jewels are considered the 

most staple form of wealth, and fortunes 

are never counted without reckoning the 

stock of gems, for which the market is 

never closed or depressed. The jewel- 

casket forms the chief factor in matrimonial 

alliances, and the lowliest bride possesses 

her " stridhan," or dowry of jewels, generally 

equivalent to five years' income on the part 

of the bridegroom No tribute is levied on 

jewels, and even if valued at a lac of 

rupees — ^forty thousand pounds — no income 

tax is paid. A recent computation estimates 

the value of the treasure hoarded throughout 

British India at two hundred and fifty 

millions sterling. This tendency of the 

native populdtion virtually prohibits the 

introduction of gold as current coinage, for 

the precious metal would invariably be 

added to the accumulated treasure, and 

immediately put out of circulation. ■

Whentheslendercypies68hadowslengthen 

across the green enclosure of the central 

tomb, we drive to the fortress-crowned hill 

above a gloomy tarn, where native women 

are washing their garments and drying 

them on the pebbly beach. A turbaned 

soldier admits us at the fortified barbican, 

and we follow him through a vaulted 

gallery bristling with guns, to crumbling 

flights of moss-grown steps which alternately 

climb the cliff and descend into crypt-like 

corridors hewn in the solid rock, their 

oozing walls loopholed for arrows and 

defended by cannon on rocky ledges which 

command the plain. The granite bastions, 

strengthened with massive masonry where ■
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the formation of the rock necessitates 

artificial defence, overlook the wide wastes 

of the Deccan from the hoary domes of the 

Royal tombs to the yellow minarets of 

Hyderabad. On the crest of the hill a 

stone chair surmounts a double flight of 

granite steps, and from this airy height the 

Nizam, on his birthday, surveys his 

territory and receives the homage of his 

soldiers after the feast which celebrates 

the occasion. As the sentries on guard 

appear somewhat perturbed by even a 

temporary English occupation of their 

monarch's al fresco throne, we descend to 

the ramparts. A soft breeze rustles in the 

clinging ivy, and a radiant sunset throws 

an orange glow over the ashen grey of the 

rocky wilderness, transmuting even the 

clouds of dust into a golden haze by 

Nature's mystic alchemy. A herd of black 

buflPaloes, driven by a turbaned boy, 

drink thirstily from the shallow lake; a 

white cow stumbles down the steps of the 

fort after a meal on the waving grasses in 

crevice and cranny ; and girls in red siris 

go forth with brass lotahs on their heads to 

draw water. Carriages of native and foreign 

magnates roll across the shadowy plain in 

the cool twilight; the dark face and 

soldierly form of Afsur Jung are conspicuous 

in a Royal equipage drawn by prancing 

Arabs. An imperious-looking boy of ten 

who sits a superb white charger to per- 

fection is pointed -out as the son of the 

Prime Minister, and a barouche filled with 

veiled Mohammedan ladies shows a glimpse 

of dark eyes and lovely faces through misty 

folds of diaphanous muslin. The violet 

dusk throbs with a thousand scintillating, 

stars before we reach our destination, and 

the curtain of night descends for a brief 

spell of peace and silence upon the 

tumultuous life and conflicting interests 

which weave a many-coloured web of 

visionary enchantment round the historic 

city of the Nizam. ■

AT THE END OF THE WORLD. ■

A COMPLETE STORY. ■

When Polly Dutton realised that her 

father was dead, that the game was over 

and that she was on the losing side, she set 

herself seriously to think what she should 

do. They had all hoped that, after his 

death, there would be peace in the family ; 

there had never been any before. Often 

when dissensions had been hotter than 

usual, some one of them had said, <'It ■

would be better if he were dead," and even 

Polly had not said no. Yet she was his 

favourite child. Her brothers had grown 

up and run away from home as soon as 

they were big enough, and her sister had 

gone on a visit to Brighton and sent iMtck 

word that she was married ; they were on 

their mother's side. But Polly was her 

father's ally. She called him by his first 

name and gave him advice about his 

affairs, and assumed rights before strangera 

that she would have been doubtful about 

his granting in private. And he never 

gainsaid her. She was virtually mistress of 

the house. Her brothers and her sister 

were gone, her mother was engrossed in 

ministering to her own bodily and spiritual 

well-being in prolonged conferences with 

her physician and her ghostly adviser; so 

it was Polly who kept the accounts, and 

directed the household and entertained at 

her pleasure. And when a girl of twenty- 

one has been mistress of an establishment 

since the time when first her frocks were 

lengthened, she is inclined to think With 

the Irish peasant that fixity of tenure is 

the only possible arrangement which can 

give lasting satisfaction. ■

The Duttons soon found that peace did 

not follow their father's death. There had 

always been a hostile party, and there was 

one still Its head had fallen and, there- 

fore, enjoyed immunity from further 

recrimination; but Polly, who had sided 

with her father and defended him with her 

sharp tongue, remained still a vexatious 

factor. She had had too much power. 

She had had the whip-hand much too long 

for the youngest member of the family. 

This power they proceeded to take away by 

discreet advice poured into their mother's 

ear. She found herself shut out from the 

family councils, ignored where she had once 

been considered, a superfluous dependent 

where she had once ruled. That she felt 

aggrieved was undoubtedly the result of 

her father's favour, which had put her in 

the place vacated by her mother when she 

coaxed herself into invalidism, but it was 

none the less difficult to bear. Polly was a 

young woman of spirit, and after she had 

worn herself ill with grief for her loss iu 

her own passionate, wilful way and hB.d 

lived through an attack of fever, she 

resolved to make a change. ■

"Either America or South Africa," Bhe 

said to her mother. " And it doesn't make 

the least difference to me which." ■

"My dear chUd," cried Mrs. Dutton, 

" how can you think of such a thing ? " ■
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**I have always understood the climate 

of Canada to be unusually healthful," said 

her brother John. ■

He was one of the executors. ■

"Very well, then, Canada let it be. 

Give me my portion and let me go." ■

"I don't quite see, myself, what you're 

going to do with your portion after you get 

it," said John. " You'll have barely 

enough to live on. Here you have a home 

in addition to your income. It's well to 

consider these things now, to avoid future 

misunderstandings." ■

** And your clothes, Polly," said Mrs. 

Dutton mournfully. ''How will you get 

your clothes ? "WTien wh^t you have now 

are all worn out, what will you do to get 

moret" ■

"Do I" Polly gave a short, scornful 

laugh. ^ril be housekeeper for a 

widower, or found a young ladies' school, 

or keep books in an office, or act as 

special correspondent to 'The Times.' 

People do everything out there." ■

" Oh no, my dear, I really do not think 

it would do. People would think it 

looked 80 strange to see you going off there 

alone." ■

But Polly saw that her mother was 

looking on the plan with favour, and there 

was a sting in her heart on account of it. 

She would have liked better to meet with 

opposition, and carry her plan in the face 

of it. ■

In spite of all, it was with a light heart 

that she made ready to sail across what 

Mrs. Dutton referred to as "the wintry 

sea." She understood that English girls 

were valued in Canada. She had even 

heard of prosperous young gentlemen 

farmers or ranchers going West who sat on 

convenient posts of vantage and watched 

the ocean liners as they came in, in order 

to secure suitable helpmeets in the wilder- 

ness. These, she felt, would be quite out 

of the question. Neither did she intend to 

permit any proposal of marriage in a rail- 

way carriage, as she understood was the 

custom of the co^untry ; but in the event of 

an American millionaire presenting himself 

—say a lumber king or a railroad magnate 

^— she had made up her mind to give his 

case careful consideration. Mrs. Cowles, 

the old lady with whom her people had 

arranged she should go out, said such cases 

were quite common in the Colonies, and 

though Mrs. Cowles had never visited the 

Colonies, and had no more reliable authority 

than her own imagination for her assertion, 

Polly believed her with enthusiasm. Her ■

brother John, when they parted at Liver- 

pool, begged her to remember that they had 

a cousin in America whose name was Harry 

Dutton, and that he was ranching some- 

where near Medicine Hat. ■

" He will be just the person to show you 

the sights over there," said John, in the 

evident belief that the New World might 

be seen in a week at least, provided one 

pursued one's purpose industriously. ■

So one of Polly's first acts on arriving in 

Montreal, where she found the people 

speaking only rather bad French and worse 

English, and no Blackfeet or Cree at all, 

was to write to Harry Dutton '' of her 

arrival The third week after brought a 

letter from him, written in a slashing hand, 

saying he had not seen the face of a relative 

for five years; that he was a bit circum- 

scribed as far as house-room went; but 

that, if she and Mrs. Cowles were coming 

West, and could put up with bachelor 

hospitality, he would think it one of the 

greatest pleasures in life to drive them over 

the prairie. He urged especially that they 

should let him know just when they were 

coming. ■

" He wants to have things looking their 

best when we get there/' Polly said, 

laughing and running her fingers through 

her short blonde curls. "These bachelors 

are always proud of their housekeeping, 

though they pretend to be so humble. I 

wonder what he looks like nowt Five 

years. I must have been sixteen when he 

left England." ■

She examined herself critically in a 

mirror, and wondered if her cousin Harry 

was a difficult man to please. She had felt 

a little downcast of late because some one 

at the Windsor Hotel had mistaken her for 

a Connecticut Yankee. ■

Mrs. Cowles was absorbed in a C. P. B. 

guide. ■

" Yes, we can go without change of cars 

from here to Winnipeg," she was saying. 

'* And we'll certainly be safe there, because 

we can appeal to the Hudson's Bay Com- 

pany." ■

Polly jumped to her feet. ■

**I say, Mrs. Cowles, let us start out 

clandestinely, and on the spur of the 

moment^ and surprise Mr. Harry in the 

slough of his bachelorhood. What do you 

sayl Suppose we go at once, and catch 

him on the fly, as that baseball young man 

said the other day." ■

So it came about that on a day in the 

early fall. Miss Polly and her elderly friend 

found themselves speeding along the C. P. K. ■
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line west of Winnipeg, filled with the 

delicious fluttering trepidation born of not 

quite knowing where they were going, or 

who would take them in after they got 

there. At least, Polly was in this state. 

Mrs. Cowles, having found law and order 

prevailing in the city of Winnipeg, and no 

occasion having arisen on which it was 

necessary to seek the protection of the 

Hudson's Bay Company, had resolutely 

declined to flatter over subsequent events. 

She was reposing now in a chair at the 

rear of the car, where she could close her 

eyes and meditate without afterwards feeling 

the necessity of explaining to her travelling 

companion that she had not been asleep. 

Polly was in her own chair, midway between 

the two doors, done up very tight and trim 

in her dark blue serge and mannish collar 

and tie. Her straw hat was in the rack 

overhead, and she had a blue cloth cap 

crushed down over her curls. Those curls, 

the result of her fever, caused her some 

discomfort. She was afraid they looked 

too irresponsible. Otherwise she was an 

Englishwoman from the tips of her dogskin 

gloves to the broad heels and thick soles of 

such boots as never were made in the 

Western hemisphere. Besides, Americans 

do not hold themselves so erectly as 

Englishwomen do. ■

There were only two other travellers in 

their car. One of these was standing out- 

side on the platform looking out over the 

level, flying country with an air of good- 

humoured familiarity, as if he and it were 

on very good terms indeed. Polly concluded 

that he was a native of the country and a 

tiller of the soil, though why she thought so 

she could not have told. He was dressed 

in a suit of dark tweeds, with no other evi- 

dence of his nationality and pursuits than 

might be extracted from a wide-brimmed 

hat and a sunburned complexion ; and even 

these are not always infallible guides. ■

The other passenger was a little dapper 

man, with light curly hair, and blue eyes, 

and a diamond in his necktie. He had 

changed his seat so that he faced Polly, 

and as her eye fell on him in its circuit 

about the car, he got up and deferentially 

offered her a newspaper. ■

"Care to look at the Toronto 'Globe,* 

miss 1 " he said. *' Latest European news.'* ■

There was something in the little man's 

manner that displeased Polly, and she 

accepted the sheet with as frigid a bow as 

she could command. For a moment she 

was undecided whether to offer him a 

nickel for his trouble or not, but concluded ■

she had better not. The flying panorama 

of the prairie soon claimed her whole 

attention. The long brown grass was 

spotted with yellow, brown-hearted flowers, 

except where occasionally a settler had 

broken the sod and left lengths of black 

furrows behind him. She put her head 

out of the car window, and watched the 

two lines of the track running away into 

the western sun. Now and again they 

halted at some mournful - looking new 

village, where the moaning of the air-brakes, 

she was fanciful enough to think, was like 

the loneliness of the few white faces that 

waited for them and watched ihem go. 

Now and again the tepees of an Indian 

camp showed their dirty white patches 

against the sky-line. ■

"Handsome country, ain't iti" said a 

voice at her elbow. ■

She turned with a start to find that the 

little man had established himself beside 

her, blocking out all way of escape, and 

prepared to beguile the time with con- 

versation. ■

" Travellin' alone, miss 1 " he said, with 

an insinuating smile. "I s'pose, now, 

you're goin' out to teach school the other 

side the Rockies. Lots of young ladies on 

that lay goin' out this time o' year. I'm 

up and down this line considerable mysell 

Hardware goods — actin' for Smith and 

Hendry, Toronto." He took out a card 

and laid it on the seat beside her. ** We 

might have the pleasure of knowin' each 

other's names, I think," he said. ■

Polly was dumb with indignation. She 

turned her head to speak to Mrs. Cowles ; 

but that lady's resonant breathing was 

audible above the rattle of the train, and 

she knew it would be useless. The little 

man was edging himself closer to her. ■

" I guess you're finding it pretty hot in 

this here car," he went on. " Let me fan 

you." ■

She struggled to her feet, all the blood 

in her body tingling in her face. ■

" How dare yon I Go away. Go away 

at once!" was all she could think of to 

say. ■

*' Oh, say now," he answered, giving his 

hat a jovial tilt backwards, "you don't 

mean it, I know. No need to play that 

little game with me, my dear." ■

For one awful moment she thought she 

would fight her way to freedom if it weM 

over his dead body. She looked in despe- 

ration at the bell-cord. 8he could reach it 

only by passing him. Then she heard the 

door open, and saw to her great relief the ■
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big sTmbuined fellow she had noticed hoais 

before on the platform. ■

" Oh, take him away, take him away ! " 

she cried hysterically. ■

The big man walked np to them, looked 

at the little squirming fellow an instant, 

then bent over, and winding his huge arm 

around the pigmy's waist, carried him kick- 

ing out of the car. ■

The noise which this occasioned roused 

Mrs. Cowles, and she opened her eyes and 

asked Polly in a tragic voice if they had 

been telescoped. She was astounded, and 

indignant, and grateful when she heard 

what had happened. ■

"Let me see that hero, Polly, and 

commend him personally for his bravery," 

she said. ■

But the hero did not return, and when 

they had stopped at another station and the 

conductor passed through, Mrs. Cowles 

learned by discreet enquiry that " the small 

gen'leman which had been in that car was 

getting off there, and the large gen'leman 

was in the smoker now." ■

Then Mrs. Cowles sent a note on a leaf 

torn from Polly's commonplace book, beg- 

ging "the large gen'leman" to come and 

let her thank him in person, and after the 

train had begun to rock once more on its 

onward way he came. ■

He was a good-looking young fellow, 

with a crop of chestnut hair and a bright 

smile ; and he was modest, too. ■

" Why, it wasn't the least trouble, I 

assure you," he said, in answer to Mrs. 

Cowles's fervent thanks. "The fellow 

wasn't a bit heavy, and we left him 

making faces and brushing the dust off his 

tioasers at the last station." ■

"But your opportune arrival!" sighed 

Mrs. Cowles, looking at him earnestly 

through her pince-nez. "I shall never 

forget your opportune arrival, when my 

friend was in danger and I was — ah — 

meditating by myself. You see, we had 

received such courtesy all the way out to 

Winnipeg, and nothing happened to us, and 

people were so polite, that I was quite 

unprepared for anything of the kind. And 

now I'm sure I don't know what to do. I 

have almost a mind to stop at the next 

station to make enquiries. Miss Putton'e 

cousin lives somewhere in the vicinity of 

Medicine Hat, but I suppose it's a large 

vicinity. And he doesn't know in the 

least that we're coming. It would be too 

terrible to arrive there and find no house of 

entertainment for travellers, and perhaps be 

at the mercy of the natives." ■

" Well, that would be too bad," he said 

with a smile. "But is it possible that 

Miss Button is aboard this train, going to 

visit her cousin at Medicine Hat 1 " ■

" Yes," said Mrs. Cowles. ■

« Miss Polly Button, England 1 " ■

"Yes," cried Polly. ■

" Well, this is turning out like a play, 

isn't it r ■

Mrs. Cowles looked at him in perplexity. 

" Then I suppose you're Polly's cousin," 

she said. ■

The young man rose excitedly, and made 

two reverent little bows. " Mrs. Cowles, 

Miss Button," he said, " we've been looking 

forward to your coming as the mariner looks 

for the sunrise after a stormy night. No, 

I'm not Harry Button. He's an older and 

a better- looking man. I'm only Frank 

Reeves, his partner, and the one who has 

to do all the cooking for the establishment." ■

"This is indeed opportune," said Mrs. 

Cowles. ■

" I should think it was," Frank Reeves 

replied. " I've been to Winnipeg to order 

some machinery, and Harry is to meet me 

to-night at Medicine Hat with a democrat- 

waggon. Hell be paralysed with delight. 

Only " — and he looked ruefully at the two 

ladies — " we won't be fixed up for company. 

Harry hasn't the first instinct of a house- 

keeper, and he pulls things about awfully 

when Tm away." ■

Polly was relieved to find on their 

arrival that, though her cousin Harry was 

delighted beyond measure to see them, he 

escaped paralysis. He was waiting with a 

team of spirited little bronchos before a 

two-seated spring-waggon. Frank Reeves 

stowed Mrs. Cowles away in the back seat 

because it had a cushioned back and was 

more comfortable, and then helped Miss 

Polly into the front. ■

" I'll drive back, old fellow. Turn about's 

fair play, you know," he said, and then 

sprang in beside her. ■

The bottom of the waggon was packed 

full of supplies — groceries, and binder-twine, 

and a section of a mowing-machine knife 

that bounded and rattled against the springs. 

The road they took was the old Hudson 

Bay trail, that wound back and forth like 

a brown ribbon over the prairie. Once 

they passed an Indian riding on a stubby 

pony so short that the brave's feet might 

almost have touched the ground. Once 

they met a whole Indian family on the 

move, the lord of the tepee in advance 

with a pipe in his mouth and serenity 

on his brow, while the other members ■
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Staggered on behind with the personal 

property distributed among them according 

to size and strength. By-and-by the red 

harvest moon rose slowly above the waves 

of prairie grass, and followed them as 

they went. Polly was absoibed in watch- 

ing the strong brown hands that held the 

reins. The prairie wind, sweet with the 

scent of the grasses, blew against her face. 

She thought she had never known what 

it was to be free before. ■

"But it isn't always like this," Frank 

Reeves said. " When the rainy weather 

comes, a man carries his homestead around 

on his boots. And you don't live here 

away from your own kind for half-a-dozen 

years without being pretty badly off for 

a sight of one of the old faces. You're 

bound to praise the bridge that carries 

you safe over, you know, but I'm often 

tempted to cut it aU, and go to Victoria 

or Montreal and live a civilised life once 

more." He flicked the bronchos' ears. 

"Provided, of course, I could persuade 

somebody to share my lot with me. Are 

you going to stay over long, Miss 

Button r' ■

"No," said PoUy decidedly. "I did- 

think of staying here for ever, but I've 

made up my mind that I can't live in 

a country that hasn't adopted free trade 

as one of the principles of its national 

policy." ■

" Yes,, it is a pity," he said mournfully. 

"But then" — brightening — "we're going 

to have a change of Government soon. 

Would you think of it then 1 " ■

But Polly was too much interested just 

then in a red fox that showed himself 

on the road in front of them^ and then 

sneaked off into the tall grass, to reply. 

And soon after they reached what Harry 

called "the shack." ■

"There seem to be only two rooms, 

my dear," whispered Mrs. Cowles when 

they had been left to take off their hats, 

while the two men were making frantic 

preparations for supper. "They're out 

of doors doing the cooking now." ■

But Han*y came in and reassured them. 

"We've gone in for a summer-kitchen," 

he said. " Folks around thought us^ quite 

extravagant. Can't use it in winter 'cause 

it's too cold, and the snow drifts in the 

cracks. We've got the cooking-stove out 

there. Reeves is cooking on it now." ■

He pulled out a table from the wall and 

began to put more leaves on it ■

"Sorry we haven't got a better table- 

cloth, but most of the fellows round haven't ■

any at alL We only use ours in case of 

company." ■

He began to put some cups and saucers 

on the table in a desultory way. ■

"Do you know," said Polly to Mrs. 

Cowles, when he had gone into the summer- 

kitchen to And out what part of the supper 

was burning, " I am going to lay that table 

myself." ■

She peeped into the cupboard and found 

pipes and tobacco on one shelf^ and butter 

and cheese on another. ■

'* What does this mean ? " she said, point- 

ing sternly to the combination when Hany 

reappeared. ■

" Don't usually put pur pipes away after 

we've used 'em, that's a fact," he said, 

and then, quite unabashed, went on to 

explain the antiseptic properties of the 

weed. ■

She went into the summer-kitchen and 

found her champion, with a very red face, 

bending over a pot of hot lard that stood 

on the stove. He had a long fork in his 

hand, and was turning over some irregular, 

golden brown balls, that were sizzling in the 

fat. A "Home Cook Book" was lying 

open on the table. ■

" They're flitters," he said. " Four eggs, 

three cups of milk, two teaspoonfuls of 

Elevator baking-powder, a pinch of salt, 

and enough flour to make a stiff batter. To 

be eaten hot with maple syrup." ■

"Oh!" saidPoUy... ■

" Yes/' he replied, growing enthusiastic 

as he went on, " and perhaps you wouldn't 

object to keeping an eye on them while I 

scramble some eggs in this frying-pan." ■

Reeves used to say afterwards, when he 

was a married man and had gone back to 

the Old Country, that if the little god witii 

wings and a quiver wanted to regain his 

lost estate, the thing for him to do was to 

go to the wilderness and make regolaj; 

assaults on the kitchens. Companionship 

in labour makes us wondrous kind. Reeves 

scrambled the eggs, and Polly kept her eye 

on the flitters. She burned her hand with 

the hot lard, and he, in the absence of 

anything better, bound it up with a clean 

tea-towel. They were old friends by the 

time that Mrs. Cowles ^nd Harry, tired with 

waiting, came out to know why supper 

wasn't forthcoming, ^d found the tea 

boiling merrily on the stove, and the flitters 

stone-cold on the table. ■

After supper Reeves sang a song. He 

was indebted to Mr. Kipling for the words, 

he said, but the music and the artistic in- 

terpretation, they would please be kind ■
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enough to remember, were his own — all 

rights reserved. ■

The wild hawlc to the wind-blown slcy, ■

The deer to the wholesome wold, 

And the heart of a man to the heart of a maid, ■

As it was in days of old. ■

The he&rt of a man to the heart of a maid. ■

Light of my tents be fleet ! 

Morning lies at the end of the world, ■

And the world is all at our feet. ■

Then they wandered out into the subdued 

Kght which on the prairie stands for night, 

and while Harry showed Mrs. Cowles the 

extent of his wheat-fields, Polly and Frank 

Beeves again discussed the protective tariff 

of British North America. ■

Polly always swears that she did not say 

yes that night. However that may be, it 

occurred some three pionth^s later at Winni- 

peg, with the Eeverend Fothergill Thome 

officiating, and " The Voice that breathed 

o*er Eden " audible above the admiration of 

the onlookers. And Polly's people at home 

said it was a blessing, and Frank Reeves 

concurred. ■

ULSTER SINGING SCHOOLS. ■

Until very recent days Church mu3ic 

was almost completely neglected among the 

Presbyterians of Ireland, especially in 

Ulster. Nor was this much to be wondered 

at, considering the disturbed state of that 

"most disthressful country." When the 

"planters" were never safe except under 

the walls ot their castles aUd "bawns"; 

when the dispossessed Kelts hung about in 

bands among the mountains, ever ready for 

a raid; and when the reaper carried his 

sword to the field as well as his scythe, the 

times were not propitious for the cultivation 

of the arts of peace. But after the Union, 

when people could sleep quietly in their 

beds without the fear of being dragged out 

and *' carded," they began to think more of 

the amenities of life; and, among other 

things, music received a good deal of 

attention. ■

Still i^e Ulster Presbyterians were 

tenacious of their Scottish characteristics. 

Like their progenitors and kinsmen in " the 

Land o' Ciies," they would not " pray by 

Act o' Parlymintj" neither would they 

suffer " a kist o' whustles " — alias, an organ 

—to be used in public worship. Church 

praise was-^and in most cases is yet— con- 

ducted by a precentor, whose qualifications 

are not idways of the highest order. ■

In country congregations the perform- 

ances, if not most musical, were certainly ■

most melancholy. A strange minister, 

preaching in a church not far from 

Goleraine, gate out a long measure psalm. 

The precentor, with great vigour, started it 

to " David's," a common measure tune, and 

was gteatly perplexed to find he had a 

couple of surplus syllables at the end of the 

second line. Looking up at the minister, 

he exclaimed in a reproachful tone : ■

"It won't sing, sir!". ■

W Hereupon the pastor, looking down at 

him, said solemnly : " You nnust make it 

sing, sir ! " ■

Fortunately a member of the congregation 

came to the rescue, and the service pro- 

ceeded without further interruption. ■

The present writer has heard a good deal 

of curious singing in the Presbyterian 

churches of Donegal and Tyrone. In one, 

not far from the historic shores of Lough 

Swilly, the precentor, a worthy man who 

was trying to impart more animation to the 

psalmody, used to come in at the end of 

a verse fully a beat ahead of the choir. The 

choir, in its turn, was half a bar ahead of 

the genetal congregation. Two ot three 

old-fashioned folk, with high quavering 

voices, brought up the rear after everybody 

else had finished. Upon a stranger, ac- 

customed only to English church services, 

the effect was electrical, to borrow a 

suggestive newspaper phrase. ■

During the first quarter of the present 

century, "Singing Schools" were started 

in ruial districts for the purpose of im- 

proving the musical taste and attainments 

of country congregations. These " Singing 

Schools ^' soon became highly popular, and 

none need wonder thereat; for, like the 

weekly paper of to-day, they presented a 

delightful combination of instruction and 

amusement. The Presbyterians during 

their sojourn in the Green Isle had lost 

some of their Scottish staidness, while they 

had unconsciously gained a little vivacity 

by contact with their sprightly neighbours. 

Accordingly, they were nothing loth to join 

in an enterprise that, under the name of 

religious instruction, offered excellent 

opportunities for fun and " divarshion." ■

The " School " usually met in a farmer's 

parlour or bam, where dancing could be 

carried on after the singing was over. 

But about 1832 the ministers awoke to the 

incongruity between dancing and psalm- 

singing, and denounced the saltatory 

performances with great vigour. Not that 

there was anything disreputable about the 

meetings. On the contrary, they were 

very respectable, and conducted with strict ■
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propriety. Those who attended were the 

sons and daughters of farmers and village 

shopkeepers, with the schoolmaster, and a 

sprmkling of the better class artisans. The 

girls were generally escorted by their 

brothers, and frequently a father ac- 

companied his daughters to the meeting, 

especiaUy on moonlight nights when footing 

was more secure. ■

Dancing is such a favourite pastime that 

it was not given up without a long struggle, 

though eventually the ministers prevailed. 

However, the young people were determined 

not to be altogether defrauded of their 

amusement ; so they introduced games of a 

more or less boisterous character, in which 

" wads *' — or forfeits — kissing, hugging, 

and courting were prominent and pleasing 

features. Whether the ministers were 

satisfied with such a Pyrrhic victory this 

deponent saith not. ■

But undoubtedly the subject of widest 

and most permanent interest at these 

'• Schools " was the composing and giving 

out of ''the lines." All who were able 

tried to compose original verses to be sung 

to the psalm tunes that were being practised. 

Many of these '' lines " were coarse and in 

execrable taste. Most were, of course, 

personal or local in their application. But 

a fair proportion of them were really 

vigorous and witty; the country people 

still remember verses of sixty or seventy 

years ago, which struck the chord of 

popularity at the time, and survived the 

decay of many a nobler effusion. ■

Most of the following specimens have 

been dictated by an old gentleman who 

was a regular attender at the ''Singing 

Schools " for several winters. He lived in 

the part of Donegal, near Lough Swilly, 

called "the Laggan," which is peopled 

chiefly by the descendants of James the 

First's Scottish planters. The land is 

comparatively fertile, and the inhabitants 

are among the most thriving and prosperous 

to be found amid the picturesque valleys 

of that great county which extends from 

Malin Head to Slieve League. ■

At one meeting it was broadly hinted 

that a poetical youth had been prompted 

by the schoolmaster, who stood immediately 

behind him. In a few minutes the young 

fellow gave out these lines, which were 

considered a capital retort : ■

No monarch of the grey goose qtiill, ■

No captain of the switch, 

E'er did my strolling muse inspire^ ■

I claim no aid m>m such I ■

From an agricultural gentleman's "lines*' ■

we catch a glimpse of the Arcadian sim- 

plicity of rural life in those days : ■

Gk)rtree it is a purty place, ■

And purty girls therein ; 

They wash their dishes in the bum. ■

And dry them in the sun. ■

As might be expected. Scriptural subjects 

were frequently chosen. To that fine old 

tune, " St. David's," a farmer appropriately 

gave out : ■

When David was a little boy, ■

Herdin' his father's sheep, 

There came a wolf and stole a lamb ■

While he was fast asleep. ■

David, indeed, was a great favourite, but 

Paul and Job had also many admirers. 

One budding laureate, being hard pressed 

for a rhyme, overcame the difficulty by a 

magnificent effort, thus : ■

There was a man lived in the East, ■

His name was J— o — ^b ; 

And he was perfect and upright. ■

And loved his Gr— o — d. ■

Another bucolic gentleman, thirsting for 

curious Biblical information, propounded 

this query : ■

The question that I put to yon. ■

Come, answer me in full — 

The calf that Aaron for them made, ■

Was it a quey or bull ? ■

An answer to this question was speedily 

given ; but the stanza, though one of the 

wittiest) is unprintable in this polite age. ■

A notoriously idle fellow was offered 

some very good practical advice to the tone 

of " ITewtown." Perhaps the same hints are 

not entirely inapplicable to "the finest 

pisanthry in the worl' " even at the present ■

day: ■

Dirty, clatty, footy Watty, ■

Wnase pigs are hokin' heret 

YovL labour ill on Bimey Hill, 

Which maks yer land sae dear. ■

Irishmen have always been singularly 

susceptible to feminine influence ; and even 

Scoto-Irishmen are touched with the same 

amiable weakness. Perhaps there is some- 

thing seductive in the air. At all events, 

our impromptu versifiers frequently sang 

the virtues and attractions of their fair 

neighbours ; so it was not surprising when 

one amatory youth announced : ■

There is a wee lass in this hoose, ■

She's nixt me a' but three ; 

An' if the maister gi'es me leave ■

111 tak' her on my knee ! ■

The simple directness of the foUowmg 

quatrain is worthy of Bloomfield ; and it Ib 

to be always remembered that these gems 

were produced on the spur of the momenti 

not manufactured the week before as some 

of the best impromptus of dining-out wits ■
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are said to be, and as Sheridan's ceirtainly ■

were: ■

As I cam' tae the Schule this nicht, ■

A party sicht I saw — 

A wee bit lassie an' her lad 

Were coortin' in the snaw. ■

Sometimes, however, the allusions to the 

ladies were the reverse of flattering. Even 

Irishmen are not exempt from the common 

weakness of girding at elderly spinsters. 

An emigrant to the United States, who 

had returned empty-handed, announced to 

the tmie of " Dublin " : ■

I was at Amerikay an' back again ; ■

I'fb sailed the Riyer Foyle ; 

Fm like an oold maid that's coorted out, ■

Tve nothing for my toil 1 ■

The first two lines of the above effort are 

aa excellent illustration of the anti-climax. 

Indeed, most of the " Singing School " poets 

I shared that natural taste for bathos which 

Matthew Arnold attributes to the English 

people. ■

A rustic philosopher of an inquiring 

mind and a reflective disposition, thirsted 

for abstruse information. He sang : ■

The razon why this tune's called York ■

I niver yit conld know ; 

They might as weU have called it Cork, ■

St. Johnston, or Baphoe. ■

Local peculiarities were often hit off very 

happily. A farmer on being pressed to 

give out lines for "Savoy" — ^now called 

"Old Hundredth" — at length produced 

these: ■

I wasn't bom where poets grow ; 

I don't know much — ^but this I know : 

Wherever the Divil spends the d&j, 

He spends the night m KiUygoray. ■

The fact that Killygoray had an evil 

reputation as the haunt of young mischief- 

makers and rough characters lent its point 

to the farmer's clever impromptu. ■

After all^ however, the most vigorous and 

pointed of the "Singing School" verses 

were purely personal, and therefore have 

now lost much of their interest except to a 

few of the oldest inhabitants. A couple of 

examples will suffice. Jamie Neely, nick- 

named " the Cock of Tully ** from his com- 

bative proclivities, was faiown to be, like 

Marlborough and many another valiant 

warrior, afraid of nothing earthly save his 

wife's tongue. Judge of his feelings, then, 

when these lines were given out : ■

0, Jamie, cock, you're here, I see, 

Clipped out and spurred to conquer me ; 

In Buskey Glen you got your hen— 

I doubt she pecks you now and then ! ■

At another meeting a person named 

Mackinlay contrived without much effort to 

make himself exceedingly disagreeable. 

Besides his ill temper, he was chiefly re- ■

markable for the enormous length of his 

proboscis; and his astonishment may be 

imagined when he heard the following 

quatrain given out : ■

When Satan entered into swine ■

Their race for to destroy, 

He left one long-nosed boar behind—* ■

Mackinlay, you're the boy 1 ■

This stanza sung to the solemn strains of 

" French," the author at the same time point- 

ing to Mr. Mackinlay, produced an effect 

altogether indescribable, and it was with 

difficulty that a bout at fisticuff was 

avoided. ■

Prior to 1832 the following tunes only 

were used in the Ulster country churches : 

French, York, London, Dublin, Dundee, 

Elgin, David's, Mary's, Newtown, Martyrs, 

Abbey, and Savoy or Old Hundredth. 

These are still called " the twelve old tunes " 

by elderly country folk. Burns mentions 

three of them in the "Cotter's Saturday 

Night": ■

Perhaps " Dundee's " wild-warbling measures rise, 

Or plaintive '* Martjrrs," worthy of the name ; 

Or noble ** Elgin " beets the sacred flame, ■

The sweetest far of Scotia's holy lays ; 

Compared with these, Italian trills are tame. ■

When it was proposed to supplement 

** the twelve old tunes " by several others 

of more or less fame, the forces of conser- 

vatism rose up against all innovation. 

After a long struggle, however, it was 

eventually decided that the Devil should 

not be allowed to have the best of the 

music for himself and his disciples. XJx)on 

this wise decision being arrived at, a new 

music book was published containing a con- 

siderable number of fresh tunes, which gave 

more variety to the service of praise j and 

the •^ Singing Schools," with their dancing, 

and their games, and their **lines," gradually 

died out, leaving good store of pleasant 

memories to those who had known them in 

their palmiest days. ■

Since then a considerable advance has 

been made in musical culture, especially in 

the larger towns, such as Belfast and 

Londonderry. Some years ago the great 

Organ Question threatened to rend in twain 

the Iris^ Presbyterian Church. Generally 

speaking, the townspeople were in favour 

of using instruments ; the countryfolk clung 

to the old ways. Ultimately a compromise 

was effected, by which each congregation is 

practically left to settle the matter for itself. ■

At present the psalmody of the urban 

churches is, as a rule, good ; but in some of 

the rural congregations the singing is still 

fearful and wonderful If there is a choir, ■
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it may contain — ^in addition to a body of 

sopranos — two or three bass singers, a 

contralto or "second," and a couple of 

tenors; but the '* musicianers " are almost 

invariably drowned by the congregation, 

who — man, woman, and child — sing the air 

at the top of their voices. Each man sticks 

to his own tune and time with the charac- 

teristic self-reliance of that sturdy race who 

turned the woods and swamps of Ulster 

into fields of com and flax ; but the results 

of their independent singing are not so 

gratifying to the ear as the yellow corn and 

blue-blossomed flax are to the eye. ■

A young country minister who, unfortu- 

nately for his comfort, happened to have an 

exquisite taste for music, called upon an 

elderly member of his congregation to ask 

her to moderate her peculiarly shrill voice, 

which she used most lustily. ■

"Ah, but, meenister," exclaimed the 

dame — who was " weel acquent wi' Scrip- 

ture " — " Dawvid, ye ken, tells us to sing 

wi' a loud noise." ■

"So he does," answered the pastor; 

" but then he adds * skilfully.' David liked 

harmony, and I don't mind the loud noise 

so much if it is harmonious." ■

But the lady, like many another excellent 

wife, loved exceedingly the sound of her 

own voice, and still continued to make a 

** loud noise," to the annoyance of the choir 

and the agony of the pastor. ■

"D'ye see that hoosel" remarked a 

worthy old precentor to the writer, as they 

walked along a delightful country road, not 

far from the pleasant little town on the 

Roe where the immortal Peg of Limavaddy 

first dawned on Thackeray in all her native 

grace. ■

The house to which the precentor pointed 

was a decent, two-storey, slated dwelling, 

with a neat garden in front ■

"Well," he continued, "I biggit that 

hoose wi* the win* o' ma mooth ! " ■

This was his quaint way of saying that 

he had saved his salary as precentor — five 

pounds a year, no less! — and built his 

house with the savings. Though the " win' 

o' his mooth " might not be very musical, 

he had done his work faithfully. For 

thirty years he had " raised the psalm " in 

the sober-looking old meeting-house, and 

never missed a Sabbath. ■

After all, however, the very old-fashioned 

precentor and the very old-fashioned style 

of singing can now be found only in con- 

gregations "far in the wilds remote from 

public view." It is only just to say that in 

the spread of refinement which has marked ■

the latter half of the nineteenth century, 

Ulster has participated; and even in the rural 

Presbyterian Churches there is a growing 

desire to make congregational singing a 

more artistic and enjoyable vehicle of praise. ■

BEWITCHED. ■

A STORY IN EIQHT PARTS. ■

PART I. ■

" Oh ! aunt, what is the use of bothering 

when it is only for three weeks 1 " ■

"There's many a slip between the cup 

and the lip. If I were a superstitious per- 

son, Alice, I should simply shudder at the 

confident way in which you count upon the 

future. How do you know what may 

happen between to-day and the twenty- 

second) Nothing is more easily put off 

than a wedding, especially under such 

circumstances." ■

" Aunt Kobina," said the girl, laughing 

but looking a little vexed, "if I had the 

slightest spark of superstition in me, I 

should simply tear my hair and go mad at 

your prophecies of evil What should stop 

our wedding? We are both extremely 

well. There are no epidemics about 

Except yourself — forgive me saying such a 

thing, but it is as civil as anything you 

keep saying to me — we neither of us have 

a relation near enough to stop matters by 

inconveniently dying, and you are in pe^ 

f ectly good health, sound in wind and limb." ■

" AHce, you certainly will not die of a 

broken heart. You have none to break," 

said Aunt Kobina resentfully. "I only 

think it my duty to remind you that to 

count with such certainty even upon to- 

morrow is a tempting of Providence." ■

"To say that," said Alice gravely, 

" means really that Providence keeps con- 

stantly on the look-out to do us a bad 

turn, and is frequently tempted to do it 

just to spite us for being happy and trustf oL 

I don't believe in that religion." ■

"The less we say about religion the 

better," said her aunt grimly. ■

Alice bit her lip, but held her peace. 

It was, of course, wrong of Arthur Enollys 

to paint at home on Sunday mornings 

instead of going to church, but marriage 

would change all that. A wife's influence 

should, of course, be much stronger than 

a girl's. And she certainly had a very 

great deal of influence over him. He 

had been an out-and-out pagan of the 

very latest school till he fell in love with ■
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her last spring, when dhe went up to 

town to stay with het father's cousin, Mrs* 

Kinnaird. He had followed her down to 

this remote I^ort^umherland village, far 

away from the rush and stir he loved ; and 

he had declared many hundred tim^ that 

he never knew how heautiful N«titl:e was 

unldl she showed him those Sdld moors and 

wilder coast, or the real joy of living, or 

troth, or goodness^ un^ he knew and loved 

her, and knew that he had won her love. 

Was it not a very triumph -of woman's 

power that she sho^d have taught him all 

this; that he who had' travelled over half 

the World, who had lived among Alps and 

deserts, who had sailed on the .^ean 

Sea, and had explored the terrors of 

Krakatoa, should find his^ ideal of earthly 

loveliness realised in those wild sweeps of 

level moorland, that rugged, lonely shore ? 

Was it not still more wonderful that he, a 

much-talked-of though not as yet much- 

paid young painter, petted and lionised hy 

smart wolnen and heautiful girls, should 

have lived for three whole months at a 

primitive and roughly provisioned inn in 

an out-of-the-world but not at all outof- 

the-commonplace village, without being 

bored for one minute 9 And was it not the 

most wonderful thing of aU that Alice k 

Court, a comely, fresh-looking girl^ not at 

all clever, and educated by an old-fashioned 

governess, should have won ihe admiration 

of a man whose whole tMrty years of life 

had been given to the enjoyment of beauty, 

and who was used to girls who could 

chatter in four or five languages, play the 

violin, and write in weekly papers 1 What 

wonders, then, were not left for her in- 

fluence to work 1 ■

She was a girl with a strong will, or she 

could never have carried her engagement 

through in the teeth ef her aunt's op- 

position. There was perhaps not much 

reality in that opposition, for Miss Downing 

was greatly if secretly proud of her niece's 

early success. Though the conquest had 

been made under the wing of Mrs. Kin- 

naird, a lady whom Miss Downing heartily 

disliked, chiefly for being on the k Court 

side of the family, was it not really to be 

at^buted to the excelleoit way in which 

Alice had been equipped for the frayl 

Mrs. Kinnaird's daughtei^, Elinor, was four 

years older than Alioe, and not yet engaged, 

though she had had the , advanitage of six 

London seasons and -much home and 

foieign travel. Mrs. Kinnaird might plre- 

tend to des|»se Aunt Eolnna and her msUc 

sunoundingS) but she-could no longer set ■

EliAor up for a nrodel of beau^ and train- 

ing, and sneer in that offensive way of hers 

fit Alice's rusticity ; since Alice had carried 

off the prize, which was not exactly Arthur 

Knollys in the concrete, of whom Miss 

Downing did not think very much, but the 

prize of matrimony in l^e abstract, of 

which Miss Downing, like all old maids, 

thought very highly indeed. ■

The annoying part of it was that it should 

be Arthur KnolLys, a poot painter, who was 

the condition of this prize-winning, and not 

Dick Freeland, who was so rich and so 

thoroughly respectable. Dick Freeland was 

a small squire, resident at Terrivale Hall, 

close to Turlemoul^. It was not a very 

splendid place, hardly more than a large 

farmhouse; but it was his own, and had 

belonged to his forefathers for four genera- 

tions, which gaVe Dick a very exalted 

standing in the neighbourhood. He could 

not have managed to live upon the rents 

of the fanns attached, but his mother had 

made a large fortune, and he was considered 

to be a very good match indeed. It was 

said that Violet Sandys, who was quite of 

the county, would have married him had he 

not so openly preferred Alice h, Court. But 

as Miss Downing's friends told her fre- 

quently before Alice's^ engagement, Dick 

was such a flirt ; he had been talked of so 

often. He knew his own value too well, 

and had no idea of settling down for many 

years to come. ■

After Alice became engaged to Arthur 

Knollys, they ate their words, and coMoled 

with Miss Downing when they were expected 

to congratulate. • Such a risk to marry a 

young man she picked up in London, whom 

no one knew anything about; and Mrs. 

Kinnaird was flighty, and knew so many 

strange people. And painting was such 

a very precarious means of making an 

income. Alice must have done it out of 

pique to punish Mr. Freeland, who certainly 

would have been a much more respectable 

match if he were to be had. ■

It was a rich September morning, all 

changeful brilliant lights and shifting 

shadows, wealth of colour, and fresh, whole- 

some earth-smells. Alice was clipping off 

withered leaves m th^ pots'round the sitting- 

room window, bright and wholesome as the 

morning, in spite of her old faded gown, 

lamentably in want of renovating touches. 

Alice had to make her gowns last a very long 

time, and now, when every p^iny available 

had gone t6 her trousseau, she was obliged 

to hugger-mugger in holes and oomersi as 

she caUed it^'ia any old rag to save her one ■
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tidy morning dress for walking in with 

Arthur in the light of day. Miss Downing 

was very much annoyed that Mrs. Waterton, 

the Rector's wife, should just have called and 

caught Alice in her old hrown holland, 

whose tight sleeves and limp washed-outness 

gave her such a wretched appearance of 

draggled poverty. As if an old cotton in 

autumn did not always look deplorable, 

while tight sleeves in these much-sleeved 

days represent the last shrinkage of des- 

titution ! ■

''You might make yourself fit to be 

seen/' grumbled Miss Downing, "and 

remember there are some people in the 

world with eyes besides Arthur. It would 

serve you right if he were to catch you in 

that untidy dress. A nice slatternly wife he 

would think he had got." ■

*' No fear," laughed Alice. " He is shut 

up with Bonnie Kilmeny, safe for all the 

morning. She has to be finished and off 

his mind before he can go comfortably to 

church on the twenty-second." ■

** For my part," said Aunt Robina em- 

phatically, '*I should not think it quite 

proper that a man I expected to marry in 

three weeks' time should shut himself up a 

whole morning with a flighty girl like Rose 

Dobson." ■

" No more should I," said Alice quickly, 

'' and he doesn't. Rose sat to him always 

in the open air when I was with him. She 

was of very little use to him really ; only 

for the figure, and hair, and dress. I sat 

to him for the face, hands, and feet. It 

would be too absurd if I were to be jealous 

of my husband's models. They are no 

more to him than lay figures ; like patients 

to a doctor, who are only * cases.' " ■

She spoke with the colourless firmness of 

one who recites a lesson ; but a lesson she 

thoroughly accepted for fact. ■

" What a very distinguished-looking girl 

that was with Mrs. Waterton ! " said Miss 

Downing, apparently changing the subject. 

'* How elegant her dress was ! She made 

you look so shockingly shabby and insignifi- 

cant. It was well Arthur did not see you 

together, since he considers your figure such 

a weak point." ■

Alice ought to have laughed at her 

aunt's ill temper, but constant dropping 

will wear away a stone, and these perennial 

droppings of malicious insinuationB had long 

ago worn away Alice's patience, and much of 

her large commonsense. She bcjgan irritably: ■

" You understand nothing about painting 

and Bonnie Kilmeny's figure, and I don't 

think Arthur would have admired 'Mi^s^ ■

Boyd. She is so very plain and hopelessly 

uninteresting. Arthur likes expression." ■

*' But it's just expression he can't get," 

said a masculine voice, and its possessor 

appeared round the comer of the verandah 

— a tall, fair young man, to whom Ahce 

turned with joyful relief, regardless of the 

old holland frock he was never to have seen. ■

"Have you finished Kilmeny already 1" 

she asked, walking across the lawn with him. ■

" No, and 1 never shall," said the artist 

despondently. "If there had been afiie 

in the room I would have cut her into 

strips and burnt her." ■

" Arthur 1 and*she is so beautiful I " ■

"But she is not Kilmeny. She is a 

milkmaid, who never saw anything less 

substantial than a cow. I have painted 

her eyes out and in all the morning, and 

I cannot get a glimmer of meaning into 

them. It makes one despair." ■

"I am so sorry," said the original owner of 

the meaningless eyes. "I tried all I oould, yoa 

know, to look as if I had seen fairies. I 

suppose it is difficult to look the right way 

if you have the wrong sort of ideas what 

fairies are like. My idea will remain as it 

was originally formed by pantomimes. I 

can't help thinking of fairies as pretty girls 

in gorgeous ballet dresses, not at aU awe- 

inspiring." ■

"You read the poem, you knew that 

Kilmeny had not come from a pantomime," 

said Arthur impatiently. He was an 

artist, which means that his nerves were all 

outside, and that the ideal after which he 

sought was worth for the moment infinitely 

more than any reality, however dear and 

sweety who might be standing near. Alios 

had often been told of this characteristic of 

the artist nature, and heard it with reverent 

interest, but she was not an imaginative 

person herseli She had no ideals that she 

knew of. And she was shocked and pained 

that Arthur should for any reason speak 

impatiently to her and accuse her of incapa- 

city for grasping at his lofty meaning. ■

" Shall I try again 1 " she asked. " Look 

here— I will fetch the Kilmeny book and 

you shall read it to me here under the fiw. 

The smell of them and the dying fern 

makes one think of glens and fairies. It 

will impress me mudi more having you 

to read it to me than reading it alone." ■

She darted off to fetch the book, re- 

gardless of his expostulatory murmur, ^ I 

shall have to read it to you while you are 

sitting, to catch the expression the moment 

it comes and put it on the canvas;" rogard- 

lesa ot everything but the need of eaving ■
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time, lest the picture shotild not be fioished 

so as to let the painter be married on the 

twenty-second. ■

She ran over the lawn and darted into 

the drawing-room by the open French 

window. Hogg's poems were in the book- 

case there. She was pulled np short upon 

the threshold, seeing a strange lady stand- 

mg between her and the bookcase, a tall, 

finely-built woman dressed in blue serge, 

with a plain, pallid face, light-grey eyes, 

and a dull, rather sullen countenance. ■

" Oh, I beg your pardon, Miss Boyd," 

said Alice, recognising the stranger with too 

manifest annoyance. ■

"Mrs. Waterton left her sunshade. I 

came to fetch it," said Miss Boyd abruptly. ■

Her manner was certainly repelling, and 

yet Mrs. "Waterton had said she was such 

a delightful person, and so very clever and 

80 fascinating. ■

Alice looked round to find the sunshade, 

and to her surprise beheld Arthur standing 

in the window, staring at Miss Boyd. She 

did not know he had followed her. She 

glanced at Miss Boyd to perform the 

necessary introduction, and behold, the 

stupidly sullen countenance had lighted 

up and she was looking at Arthur with 

eager interest. ■

" She is one of those ugly women who 

keep all their talents and energies for 

trying to attract men," Alice thought con- 

temptuously. Then all at once she remem- 

bered her shabby old dress, and thought 

how poorly she must show beside the well- 

appointed Miss Boyd. ' "Though Arthur 

cares nothing for dress," she told herself, 

''except as drapery, and cannot possibly 

admire her. I am not beautiful, but I 

shouldn't like to be quite so plain as that." ■

Yet Ajrthur seemed to have forgotten all 

about Kilmeny, and was quite deeply 

interested in Miss Boyd. Aunt Bobina 

was fortunately engaged in the kitchen 

legion, or she might have made herself 

quite extra disagreeable had she beheld. 

She would have at once seen proof of her 

assertion that Alice, in her old gown, would 

be nowhere beside Miss Boyd in her new one, 

even in the eyes of Alice's own artistic lover. ■

"And I thoi^ht artists disliked new- 

fashioned clothes," Alice mused ruefully, 

in spite of her vaunted confidence. " They 

should like rags and faded silks and dis- 

coloured woollens." ■

The conversation was commonplace to a 

degree. Mr. Knollys asked Miss Boyd if 

she liked Pyncholkl If she intended to 

pay a long visiti If she bad been in town ■

last seasoil 1 What did she think of the 

galleries ? and so on, and so on. ■

Miss Boyd had been in town last season, 

but she had been a good deal engaged, and had 

not had much time to bestow on art and 

amusement. She did not seem to know 

much about pictures. Indeed, she knew 

very little about London. She had lived 

chiefly in India. Her father had been a 

college friend of Mr. Waterton's, and hence 

this invitation to the Rectory. Alice 

wondered how she had been occupied. She 

looked too well-off to have been working 

for her living, unless she were a flourishing 

novelist, and she looked too stupid for that. 

Alice had met journalists and very minor 

novelists at Mrs. Kinnaird's, and they none 

of them looked so prosperous as Miss Boyd. 

She was not in mourning, but she might 

have been nursing a sick relative who had 

recovered. ■

It was very satisfactory that Arthur 

should look disappointed at her want of 

interest in art. Alice had never been 

jealous in her life before, and would never 

have thought of being so now, within three 

weeks of her marriage, with a three months' 

tested lover. It was only because of her 

shabby dress that she was depressed, and 

Aunt Bobina had been very nasty, and 

Arthur had been cross for the first time. ■

"It is as if some evil spirit had come 

amongst us and disturbed the peace," she 

thought uneasily, watching Arthur's assiduity 

in recommending himself to Miss Boyd's 

good graces. ■

He actually persisted in talking pictures 

to her, though she not only had disclaimed 

any knowledge of art, but had not pretended 

to any interest in his profession. He told 

her about Bonnie Kilmeny, and his diffi- 

culties with that young woman of uncanny 

experiences. Alice was angry. It seemed 

as if Arthur were complaining to a stranger 

of her own shortcomings. ■

*' I should think time will hang rather 

heavy on your hands here. Miss Boyd," said 

Arthur. ■

" I shall not be here long," she answered 

ungraciously. " I suppose it is a rest. One 

needs rest." ■

" Ah, yes, indeed ; , and I was just going 

to ask a great favour of you." ■

Alice started, and wondered if Arthur 

were not going rather too far by way of 

expressing his dissatisfaction with her eyes 

and her old dress. ■

He added thoughtfully : ■

"Yet it would not trouble you very 

much. It would only be for a few minutes, ■
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perhaps, and might even amuse you — break 

the monotony of the place.'* ■

She looked at him with quickened 

interest. ■

'• What do you want me to do for you 1 " 

she asked. ■

Alice was indignant. What could this 

stranger possibly do for Arthur 1 And she 

looked as if she were expecting some very 

large order indeed. Her eyes, pale of 

colour as they were, darkened and gleamed 

with eager anticipation, and his met them 

as eagerly. They two were for the moment 

held together by a common mental bond, 

and Alice was shut out like the merest 

stranger. ■

" I wonder if you would be so kind as to 

sit to me for hcdf an hour 1 " said Arthur, 

his eyes alight. ■

Sit to him ! That ugly, uninteresting 

woman ! And he had declared Kilmeny 

must be finished before he could be 

married, and it would take up a 

tremendous amount of time to do it. 

And here he contemplated a new picture, 

which also, no doubt, would have to take 

precedence of lus marriage, and would 

swallow up all the time already grudged to 

love-making. ■

But Miss Boyd did not look in the least 

flattered. She was vividly disappointed. 

What could she have expected Arthur to 

want of her 1 ■

"I cannot do that," she said shortly, 

rising to leave. ■

** Oh, pray don't say so ! " Arthur 

besought her, as if he would fain fall on 

his knees to implore. " My whole future 

is in your hands — I mean, of course, my 

artistic future," he added hurriedly, for 

even his absurd preoccupation was disturbed 

by Alice's angry eyes and Miss Boyd's 

puzzled stare. " I am finishing a picture, 

and I am stuck fast for want of a models- ■

you have the very face I have been 

dreaming of " ■

Miss Boyd hesitated between accepting 

such flattering unction to lay to her soul, and 

wondering whether the artist mi^t not be 

a little crazy ; but she was a woman, sod 

naturally f oimd it easy to believe a 

compliment. She did not see her face ai 

Alice saw it, featureless, spiritless; aod 

readily supposed herself to have underrated 

her charms in having believed her figureher 

strongest point and rather given herself up 

as a beauty. It was no doubt immensely 

flattering to be asked to sit to a painteL 

She knew nothing of art, and did not 

understand that models are sometiineB 

prized for unique ugliness; nor did the 

astounded Alice remember that fact She 

only remembered that Miss Boyd and not 

she possessed the face Arthur had been 

dreaming of. ■

'' I shall be very glad if 1 can be of any 

use," said Miss Boyd, trying to conceal a 

gratified smirk under a veil of polite 

patronage. ■

** Thanks, thanks ! " cried Arthur rap- 

turously. "When may I ask you— can 

you now 1 " ■

" Oh, not quite just now," she demurred, 

"Wouldn't tiiis id^moondot And how 

do you wish to take me, in fancy dress or 

as I ami" ■

"Any dress, that does not matter. I 

only want your eyes — and daylight, please." ■

Miss Boyd started slightly, something 

after the manner of Prince Arthur befoiB 

Hubert. Alice looked more astomshed 

than ever. " They are like boiled goose- 

berries/' she thought ■

"Come at three, then. It won't take 

long." ■

Then Miss Boyd shook hands absently 

with Alice and departed, Arthur of neces- 

sity escorting her to the garden gate. ■
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CHAPTER VIII, ■

"Tell him to come up at once — at once, 

Adelaide 1 I don't understand it at all ! 

See that he comes directly, if yon please ! " ■

The words were uttered by Dr, Vallotson 

from his bed; uttered with the utmost 

fussiness and self-importance, and with all 

the irritability of an invah'd whose placidity 

has been disturbed at too early an hour. 

It was eight o'clock in the morning. Three 

minutes earlier the sound of a dog-cart 

stopping at the garden gate had elicited an 

interested and cogitatory exclamation from 

Dr. Vallotson, who was not suflficiently 

recovered to leave his bed before the after- 

noon; almost before that ejaculation had 

passed his lips his wife had stepped 

brusquely to the window, and raised the 

blind. No word had come from her, 

however, until a tentative enquiry was 

attered by her husband. Then she had 

announced briefly that the arrival was 

I^orth Branston. The news, coupled with 

the fact that North Branston had not 

returned from Hatherleigh Grange by 

twelve o'clock on the previous night, 

immediately led Dr. Vallotson to the con- 

elusion that his substitute had passed the 

night with his patient ; and the idea had 

thrown him into a state of testy excite- 

ment^ the outcome of which was the above 

peremptory summons to his partner. ■

Mrs. Vallotson was still standing by the 

window. She had dropped the blind, but 

she was standing with her eyes fixed as 

though she could still see out. She did not ■

move even when Dr. Vallotson finished 

speaking J* a second or two passed, and he 

was beginning to fidget restlessly, when she 

turned and walked across the room. Eight 

o'clock was the breakfast hour in the 

Vallotson household, and^ she was ready to 

go downstairs. Though Dr. Vallotson 

could not see it, her lips moved as if she 

answered him; but no sound came. He 

took her departure for assent, and she left 

the room in silence. She went downstairs 

almost mechanically, and at the foot of the 

stairs she stopped abruptly. For a moment 

she stood there, one hand gripping the 

balusters, and then she went on into the 

dining-room. Constance was there, alone. ■

*' Good morning, mother," the girl began. 

Then, as she came close to her njother, she 

stopped involuntarily. " I'm afraid you've 

had a bad night 1 " she asked. ■

Mrs. Vallotson kissed the soft round 

cheek presented to her hurriedly, barely 

touching it with her lips. ■

"No," she said,; "nothing of the kind, 

child." Her voice was hoarse and rough, 

and she paused a moment as though its 

tones struck harshly even on her own ears. 

" Go and tell North that your father wants 

him at once," she said. " Tell him to go 

straight up." ■

And as Constance obeyed, her mother sat 

down, heavily and as if perforce, in the 

chair by which she stood at the head of 

the table. ■

Constance's inference as to her mother's 

night was by no means unnatural. Mrs. 

Vallotson's hard red colouring was blurred 

and patchy, her lips were white and 

cracked. Her eyes were hollow; they 

were surrounded by reddened circles and 

shaded by heavy eyelids such as only 

total want of sleep produces; and their 

keenness was dull and strained. She sat in ■
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her place, staring straight before her with- 

out a movement of any kind, until the door 

opened to admit' Constance. Then she 

stirred suddenly, and began to make the tea. ■

"North has been out aQ night, hasn't 

he ? " said Constance, rather resentfully, as 

she seated herself. " He looks very tired, 

certainly, but he need not be so exceedingly 

taciturn, I do think, mother ! " ■

There was no answer ; and Constance, 

glancing at her mother, decided that some 

annoyance or other connected with North 

lay at the bottom of her demeanour. She 

came to this conclusion without surprise 

and with some unconscious satisfaction. 

It seemed so entirely the right thing that 

a person who remained so oblivious of her 

superior qualities as did North, should be 

in the wrong in every direction. She 

digested her dignified reflections for a few 

moments in silence, and then she began to 

make conversation. Constance always made 

conversation ; she considered silence a sign 

of intellectual poverty. ■

But on this occasion she found it almost 

impossible to get her conversation under 

way. As a rule, in her duologues with 

her mother she found herself encouraged — 

if not assisted — by a series of comments 

and responses which, even if she considered 

them not always worthy of her remarks, 

were a token of interest which she in- 

voluntarily respected. This n^oming such 

comments were altogether lacking. Breiak- 

fast went on, and still the mother and 

daughter were alone together. North did 

not appear, and by-and-by, in spite of 

Constance's efforts, silences began to occur ; 

silences which made her feel strangely un- 

comfortable. It was in the midst of one 

of ihese silences that Mrs. Yallotson 

started suddenly to her feet. ■

"It is quite time your father had his 

breakfast," she said. " Give me his tray, 

Constance I " ■

Before she had finished speaking she had 

moved round the table, and with her one 

available hand was rapidly collecting the 

necessary items. ■

*< Toast, Constance 1" she said impatiently. 

"That's right! Now open the door for 

me ! Be quick, child ! " ■

" But won't you let me take it, mother? 

Or let me ring for Mary, as usual You 

can't manage " ■

A peremptory gesture from Mrs. Vallotson 

silenced the girl. Constance opened the 

door, and Mrs. Vallotson went out 61 the 

room. ■

Mrs. Vallotson went upstairs, but she ■

opened a door which led, not into the 

bedroom, but into the dressing-room ad- 

joining it. ■

"I won't tolerate it, I tell you I It's a 

piece of confounded impertinence, such as 

only — only — a jackanapes could perpetrate ! 

Once and for all, I will not tolerate it ! " ■

The words, evidently the conclusion of a 

lengthy tirade, * came to Mrs. Vallotson's 

ears through the opening that led into the 

bedroom, even as she closed the door softly 

behind her ; the voice was Dr. Vallotson's, 

but it was so high and tremulous with 

incontrollable passion as to be hardly 

recognisable. Mrs. Vallotson stood motion- 

less, drawn back against the wall, so that 

her figure was invisible from the room 

beyond — into which she for her part could 

not see— holding her tray mechanically; 

the patches of colour in her face standing 

out against their livid background, her ^yes 

strained and eager. ■

A moment's pause followed Dr. Vallot- 

son's words; then North Branston's voice 

reached the dressing-room. It was hard 

with immoveable self-control. ■

" The point at issue is not one that can 

be paltered with," he said. "The man's 

life is at stake. Treated on your original 

diagnosis the actual disease would run its 

course unhindered, and we should lose the 

case in twelve hours. I have told you 

what I have detected, and the treatment I 

intend to adopt." ■

Mrs. Vallotson's clutch upon tlie tray 

tightened ; her bloodless lips moved slightly 

as though she tried to moisten them. But 

for those signs of life she might have been 

a marble statue of Attention rather than a 

woman. ■

"What you have detected 1" broke out 

Dr. Vallotson's voice, almost choked with 

wrath. "What you chose to assert, sir — 

that's what it is ! Anything to set yourself up 

above your elders ! Anything to feed your 

own confounded arrogance and conceit! 

Anything — ^^ ■

" Anything to procure myself the pleasure 

of an interview like this ! If the case were 

not an exceedingly interesting one, I diould 

have greatly preferred to let it go ! " 

' There was a dangerous note of rising 

contempt iti the young man's voice, and it 

seemed to touch Dr. Vallotson's wrath- 

founded, as it seemed, on wounded self- 

importance — into yet greater extremea ■

•* Interesting ! " he ejaculated. " Interest- 

ing! Do you imagine for one moment^ 

sir, that if things were as you assert them to 

be, you could puU the man through f Does ■
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your conceit induce you to believe that you 

will succeed where better men than you fail 

ninety-nine times out of a hundred t I ask 

you, do you believe it I " ■

" I propose to try r' ■

The retort came sharp and short, ringing 

with defiance, strength, and resolution. 

Mrs, Vallotson moved suddenly. A 

wholly indescribable flash of expression 

leaped up in her eyes; she crossed the 

dressing-room with swift steps, and entered 

the bedroom. ■

Dr. Vallotson was lying — or rather 

almost sitting up — in bed, his face pink 

with passion, and his hands trembling. 

Facing him, but standing at some little 

distance, was North Branston. Not even 

the intense purpose of its set could soften 

the bitter lines which stood out about his 

moutli. He had been up all night with 

Sir William Karslake, and his eyes were ■

As Mrs. Vallotson entered, both men 

turned involuntarily towards her. A brief, 

conventional greeting came mechanically 

frooi North Branston, but she did not 

even glance in his direction. She passed 

him, and went up to her husband, who 

had received her with an inarticulate 

ejaculation which seemed to demand 

recognition for, and participation in, his 

indignation. ■

"It is time you had your breakfast, 

Robert," she said. "The things can't be 

kept hot all the morning.'* ■

She placed the tray by his side as she 

spoke, and he waved it away with a gesture 

as grandiloquent as his recumbent position 

would allow. ■

" I cannot take any breakfast, Adelaide," 

he said, with choking dignity. "I have 

been too seriously annoyed — I may say 

insulted. It may be long before I can 

recover myself." ■

'* I am the offender, of course, Adelaide," 

said North Branston. The previous scene 

had evidently shaken his self-control, for 

his sardonic tones were rather reckless. 

**I have had the misfortune to differ 

materially from Dr. Vallotson on a 

professional matter, and to be obliged to 

tell him so— a less common occurrence ! 

Don't keep any lunch for me ; I shall have 

a busy day." ■

Mrs. Vallotson had not looked at him as 

he spoke ; had never paused, indeed, in the 

arrangements she was making on Dr. 

Vallotson's breakfast tray. But, as he 

finished, she turned and faced him. She 

looked at him for an instant with an ■

accentuation of an expression which had 

lurked in her eyes more than once, as they 

rested on him, during the last few days ; — 

as though she saw him from a vast 

distance which dwarfed into insignificance 

the ordinary antagonism of their relations. ■

"Sir William Karslake is very illV^ she 

said. ■

"Yes," answered North curtly. And 

he turned on his heel and left the room. ■

To all those members of his household 

who came in contact with Dr. Vallotson, 

and whose teirper or spirits were capable 

of being affected by his mental condition, 

the day that followed was a day of trial. 

As far as could be judged, it seemed more 

than likely jbhat his prophetic utterance 

would be justified, and that it would be 

long indeed before he recovered himself. 

Dr. Vallotson had received hard treatment 

at the hands X)f fate. To have to relinquish 

to North Branston a patient of such social 

standing as Sir William Karslake, was in 

itself a trial. But the result ensuing on 

that relinquishment was hardly to be borne. 

North Branston had told him briefly that 

his diagnosis of the case was mistaken ; and 

that the man in whom he had detected 

no organic disease was lying at the point of 

death. The younger man had further given 

him a concise sketch of the treatment he 

proposed to adopt, without consultation 

with himself, and in direct opposition to 

his methods; and had proved impervious 

alike to denunciation and invective. Dr. 

Vallotson's self-love smarted . and writhed 

in every nerve; impotent indignation 

stretched him on the rack. ■

Alone with his wife, his sufferings ex- 

pressed themselves in an incessant recapitu- 

lation of the circumstances of the case, 

involving an unending vituperation of North. 

•With other members of his household 

who could not be thus confided in, he 

relieved himself by such an exhibition 

of irritability and pompous self-assertion 

as made his very neighbourhood a terror 

to the servants, and sent his daught^ 

out of his room twice in the course of 

the morningwith wrinkled forehead, elevated 

chin, and temper which did slight credit 

to her philosophy. ■

But Constance, as the morning passed into 

afternoon, became vaguely conscious that 

the gloom which hung about the house ; the 

gloom which was producing in her a state of 

irritable depression such as she had hardly 

ever known before ; emanated, not from her 

father's condition, but from her mother. 

Mrs. Vallotson had gone about her household ■
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duties as usual ; she had ordered, supervised, 

and attended to Dr. Vallotsoa's comfort, 

precisely after her usual fashion. But 

it seemed to Constance that she had not 

uttered one unnecessary word. There was 

a concentration about her, an intense 

absorption, from which the girl held herself 

instinctively aloof. ■

The afternoon was not half over, and 

Constance s spirits and temper had reached 

a point much nearer to a state of collapse 

than she would have believed possible. 

It was wet and cold, and a constitutional 

being out of the question, Mrs. Yallotson 

had supplied her with some needlework ; 

Mrs. Vallotson herself was reading aloud 

a book of travels in a mechanical, monoto- 

nous voice ; and her husband, thus denied 

the relief of speech, was fidgeting irritably, 

when the , front-door bell rang. Mrs. 

Yallotson read on unheeding, until a mo- 

ment or two later the door was opened 

by a servant. The trio were sitting in 

Dr. Vallotson's study. ■

" Mr. Armitage is in the drawing-room, 

if you please, ma'am ! '* ■

"Mr. Armitage," echoed Dr. Vallotson 

testily. " Bryan Armitage ! What the 

deuce does he wanti These boys have 

too many holidays. Suppose you send 

him word you are engaged with mo, 

my dear 1 Or let Constance go and amuse 

him I Yes, yes, that will be the best 

way I Let Constance go I " ■

Constance was already folding up her 

work. ■

" He won't stay long, mother," she said, 

with matter-of-fact composure. "I'll tell 

him you're busy." ■

Mrs. Yallotson signed assent, her eyes 

returning to her book, and Constance went 

out of the room. ■

Her head was held distinctly higher 

than usual as she went along the passage 

to the drawing-room, and her nose was 

aggressively tilted. She had by no means 

forgotten the circumstance under which she 

had last parted from Bryan Armitage. But 

for three days Constance had spoken to no 

one outside her own home circle, and tlie 

vivacity in her eyes seemed to suggest that 

with true philosophic tolerance she was 

prepared to find even an encounter with an 

offender better than no communion with 

her kind at alL ■

Bryan Armitage rose precipitately as she 

opened the door, and came eagerly towards 

her. ■

"How are you, Connie 1" he said. "I 

hope I'm not an awful nuisance for calling. ■

but I — I wanted to know how Dr. Yallotson 

is?" ■

Constance shook hands with lofty 

dignity. ■

"He is better, thank you," she said, 

" My own impression is that if he would 

only try to control his temper he would be 

a great deal better." ■

This revelation of feeling — for such it 

was, in spite of the majestic deliberation 

with which it was uttered — seemed to en- 

courage Bryan. He followed her example 

and sat down, saying cheerily : ■

" Oh, well, you know he's got the gout, 

and we all know what that means. I 

expect to have it some day myself; it's 

in the family." ■

He paused, and glanced at her with an 

enquiring flash in his blue eyes. Constance 

was sitting contemplating the fire with an 

air of the deepest and most intelligent 

interest ; her small person was very erect^ 

and her very consciousness of her visitor's 

presence seemed to be an act of distant 

politeness. The severity of her demeanour 

seemed to invite or even to demand apology, 

and in so doing to suggest a possible 

placability behind. Bryan Armitage had 

arrived at a fortunate moment. ■

"Dr. Yallotson's illness has kept you 

at home a great deal," he began ; " you and 

Mrs. Yallotson. I've looked out for you 

everywhere, Connie." ■

"Yesi" she said. She spoke with the 

absent civility of one whose soul is filled 

with higher matters. ■

*• I've wanted to see you, you know, 

awfully. That's really what I've come for 

to-day. Con. I say, I'll apologise anyhow 

you like ! It's really beastly of me to have 

offended you; I'm no end cut up about 

it!" ■

Constance turned her head and regarded 

him as though he^were a very small boy, 

and she the personification of the dignity 

and wisdom of age. ■

" You've not offended me ! " she said. 

" You evidently don't understand my 

mind, Bryan ! It is a sign of inferiority to 

be what you call ' offended.' But I. must 

say that it has pained me much to see how 

exceedingly narrow you have allowed your 

intelligence to become, and how hopelessly 

out of date are your ideaa" ■

Bryan crossed his legs and settled himself 

comfortably in his chair, resting his head 

so that his shrewd, twinkling eyes could 

watch her face. ■

" That's a bad look-out ! " he said cheer- 

fully. "My ideas about spheres, for ■
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instance, I suppose you meani I'm not 

chaffing,'* he added hastily, as Constance's 

chin lifted itself ominously, and a flush 

appeared upon her cheeks. "Upon my 

word I'm not, Connie. I really do want to 

get at what you mean." ■

She paused a moment, looking at him 

dubiously. Then apparently convinced by 

the sincerity of his eyes, into which a shade 

of genuine anxiety had crept, she said 

authoritatively : ■

** It's extremely simple 1 If you had 

kept in the least abreast of the times, you 

would know without being told. However, 

I will do my best to explain myself." She 

paused, a little contemplative frown 

wrinkling her forehead. She was evidently 

considering how the subject in hand could 

best be brought within the limits of his 

comprehension. " I suppose, Bryan," she 

began, ** that even you are not so densely 

ignorant as not to know that to-day belongs 

to woman ? " ■

The last word, as she pronounced it, was 

spelt with a capital letter of only 

slightly more colossal proportions than those 

of the first letter of the previous substantive. 

She paused for a reply, bat only an inarti- 

culate murmur came from Bryan Armitage. 

His face was an odd mixture of gravity and 

apprehension, just touched with an irrepres- 

sible sense of humour. Constance, whose 

question had been a mere matter of form 

admitting of no denial, continued. " Of 

course it follows," she said, "that with 

woman, as a matter of fact, rests the 

solution of all the problems of the day. 

Now, I dare say you may have heard — 

in fact, you must have done so, whether 

you know it or not, because it's in the air 

—that the great problem of the day is the 

social problem. Oh dear, no, Bryan, not 

socialism " — this in a tone of impatient dis- 

dain, in answer to a murmur from her 

listener. "Socialism is only part of the 

labour question. It's a mere phase. No, 

the social problem — the relations between 

the sexes, and all that they involve." ■

The words had come from her lips as 

calmly and as glibly as though they were a 

phrase of ordinary everyday life, and she 

looked at him as she spoke with the dog- 

matic, supercilious self-assurance of the 

clever schoolgirl who lays down the law 

as to the present condition, of the perfect 

man. They brought Bryan Armitage up 

fiom his reclining attitude with a scarlet 

visage of horror, and an ejaculation which, 

though again inarticulate, was by no means 

murmured. ■

Constance looked at him with eyes of 

pitying disdain. ■

" You are dreadfully out of date, Bryan!" 

she said. "My dear boy, the time has 

come when these things must be faced 

boldly by men and women side by side. 

The time has come when men and women 

must work together for a new era." ■

" But you don't intend to talk like this 

— you don't mean, Connie — Good Heavens, 

you don't propose to be the inauguration 

of a new era in Alnchester ? " ■

" Yes, I do ! " returned Constance 

calmly ; sbe had met the horrified incredu- 

lity of his incoherent speech with a smile. 

" By a new era, I mean an era of intelligent 

comprehension. Don't distress yourself, 

Bryan. Of course I shall do nothing 

violently or in a hurry — nothing that would 

startle or annoy my mother, for instance. 

I have a very great respect for my mother, 

though of course she belongs to the old 

order. She is one of those women who 

were brought up to think it improper to 

know anything. I shall just prepare the 

ground and feel my way, and do what is 

possible by the force of personal influence 

and example until I have become a 

power ! " ■

" Oh, good Lord ! " groaned Bryan, rump- 

ling his hair with an agonised gesture. 

" Oh, Connie ! " ■

"I have a plan which I mean to put 

in motion," she continued, "as soon as 

ever I am a little better known and have 

grown popular. And I think you may 

perhaps be useful to me, Bryan. I intend 

to establish a dub for both sexes — a club 

where they can meet in a rational way, 

and see the literature of the day — of course 

we shall have to select it at flrst — and 

talk things over. • I intend " ■

But Constance's further intentions were 

not destined to verbal developement at 

that particular moment. Her words were 

cut short by the opening of the door, 

and Bryan Armitage, with the bewildered 

dismay about him of a man who is only 

half awakened from a nightmare, stumbled 

to his feet as Mrs. Yallotson entered the 

room. ■

"How do you dol" he said. "I'm 

very sorry — I mean I'm delighted to hear 

that Dr. Yallotson is better. What delight- 

ful weather ! " ■

The afternoon was closing in torrents 

of rain, but Mrs. Yallotson did not seem 

to notice anything confused about the 

young man's speech. ■

"He is much better, thank you," she ■
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said. ''Constance, ring the bell. He is 

coming in here to have tea.". ■

" I'm no fend sorry I can't stay I " said 

Bryan, with unabated confusion. " I really 

must go. Good-bye I " ■

Mrs. Yallbtson made no effort to detain 

him. ■

He shook hands with Constahoe in a 

great hutry, ahd disappeared. 

. Whether the little interlude had quicken ed 

her senile of contrast^ or whether the gloom 

that fell upon the house with his departure 

was teally heavier than that which had 

preceded it, Constance did not ask herself. 

She only realised, as she poured out tea 

for her querulous father and her taciturn 

mother, that there was something in the 

atmosphere, metaphorically speaking, which 

was hardly to be endured. She had plenty 

of time to analyse that something-r-^though 

analysis failed utterly to reduce it to its 

elements. Afternoon passed into evening, 

and still she and her parents were ^one 

togetl^er. North did not come in. ■

Dinner-time arrived/ and still he did 

not return. ■

The dinher was passed by Dr. Vallotson 

•ft-who rejoined, his family in the dining- 

room for the first time — in one long and 

vituperative colloquy with. himself as to 

how and where the young man could 

possibly be occupied ; a colloquy the ever- 

recurring burden of which was a surmise to 

the effect that North was engaged in 

" making a fool of himself " at Hatherleigh 

Grange, and that Sir William Karslake was 

fulfilling his— ^Dr. Vallotson'S'— prediction 

by dying incontinently in his doctor's hands. 

From the beginning of the meal to the end 

Mrs. Vallotson sat in absolute silence. ■

It was not until the trio had been re- 

established in the drawing-room for nearly 

half an hour, that the opening of the front- 

door was heiard. ■

On a peremptory word from her father, 

Constance rose and went to the drawing- 

room door. ■

"North," she called, "father wants 

you." ■

She came back to her chair, and a moment 

later North Branston stood in the doorway. ■

Dr. Vallotson wheeled round his chair 

with a movement which provoked from him 

a groan of pain. ■

** Where the deuce have you been, sir 1 " 

he demanded angrily. "You've not been 

in since nine o'clock this morning ! " ■

" So I am very well aware," said North 

drily. " I have just come from Hather- 

leigh." ■

" And hdw's your patient, may I ask, sir! 

Deadi" ■

"No," was the brief answer. "He is 

still alive I" ■

MILITARY AND OTHER MEDALS. ■

As a record of contemporary events, the 

striking of medals has gone rather out of 

fashion. T?ime was when every public cele- 

bration brought a crop of medaki. Was it 

^ great exhibition, a coronation, a victory, a 

popular struggle, a big fire or calamitous ship- 

wreck, the medallist would find his account 

in ity and good citizens would purchase his 

productions, and take them home to their 

families. Had there been in those days 

an affair of a great statesman retiring from 

public life, his effigy would have circulated 

in medals throughout the land. The illus- 

trated papers now answer the same purpose, 

and fugitive photographs have ^ taken the 

place of the enduring medal. The change 

is not altogether to the advantage of pos- 

terity, anyhow, for there is nothing more 

perishable than paper and print, while ■

The medal, faithful to its charge of fame, 

Through climes and ages bears each form and name. ■

The medal seems to have taken its origin 

under the Roman Empire. The Greeks 

may now and then have struck commemo- 

rative coins; but the medal proper, as a 

piece of no fixed value, and designed to 

perpetuate the memory of some person or 

event, begins with the Emperors of Rome, 

whose features are thus preserved in a 

tolerably complete series down to the veiy 

fall of Constantinople. The art of engraving 

medals, which had fallen very low in the 

Byzantine period, came to a brilliant levival 

in Italy during the fifteenth and sixteenth 

celituries, and was also taken up and con? 

tinned by a succession of French artists— 

the schools of Francis the First, Henry th# 

Fourth, Louis the Fourteenth, and Napoleon 

being especially remarkable. ■

The great Louis was also a virtuoso in 

ancient coins and medals, and that he was 

well served by those who collected for him 

is evident from the following anecdote. ■

Yaillant, the King's antiquary, had made 

a voyage to Italy at the request of Colbert 

to collect medals and antiquities for the 

King's cabinet. He had obtained some 

valuable pieces, but on his return was 

captured by corsairs from Algiers, who 

carried off the vessel and her crew, and sold 

them to the beat advantage. The Dey, 

however, conscious of the power of the ■
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great French King, eventually released his 

officer, and restored his medals. Vaillant 

took passage again in a trading ship for 

Marseilles, and all went well till one rough 

day a Salee rover swooped down on the 

unlucky trader, and ordered her to bring to. 

These rovers owned no authority but that 

of their own chiefs, and were at war with 

all the rest of mankind; and their prisoners 

were certain to be stripped of everything of 

value they possessed. The antiquary, des- 

pairing of other means of saving his treasures, 

swallowed the most precious part of his 

collection, twenty gold pieces, in all weigh- 

ing between five and six ounces. And 

tlMn, b^ore the pirates could come on 

board, the wind rose to a violent gale, the 

ships were separated, and after barely es- 

caping shipwreck, the savant was safely 

landed on his native soil. As it happened, 

all aided well, and the medals, after all 

their perils, were safely deposited in the 

Royal cabinet. ■

But without going so far afield or 

running such rbks in the pursuit of medals, 

there is no lack of interest in the varieties 

of oar English productions, and especially 

of those connected with military and naval 

exploits. . The English series begins practi- 

cally with the reign of Henry the Eighth, 

ivhen the wealth and taste of the English 

monarch attracted artists of all kinds to 

our shores. A fine silver medal shows a 

bast of the King, a gallant, soldier-like 

figure such as Holbein might have drawn ; 

and a lat^ one shows him scowling and 

rugged, "fidei defensor" as the wolf 

drfends thte flock, and " caput suprenmm " 

of holy Church. And a gloomy, terrible 

ci^mt it is in its flat, jewelled bonnet ; but 

a fine medal, adorned with the rose and 

portcullis as Tudor emblems, the fleur-de-lis 

for France, and the harp for Ireland. The 

reverse is occupied by an iiiscription in 

Greek and Hebrew, so that thb world in 

general might be acquainted with our new 

departure in ecclesiastical government. ■

The next noticeable medal is a not un- 

common one of the reign of Elizabeth, and 

perhaps the first instance of such a piece 

awarded as a naval or military distinction. 

It bears on the reverse the well-known 

emblem of the "Ark in Flood," and seems 

to have been awarded to naval commanders, 

before and at the time of the Spanish 

Armada. But the fate of the Spanish fleet 

was the occasion of many commemorative 

medals with gratulatory or pious inscriptions 

such as "It came, it saw, it fled," "He 

blew with his wind and they were scattered.'' ■

It was a custom also with servants of the 

Qujeen to carry her effigy in the form of 

a medal, worn either round the neck or 

sometimes in the hat. In the latter case it 

might be taken as a challenge to Spaniard 

or leaguer to " take it out of you " if he 

could. ■

A medal struck on the accession of 

James the First is interesting for the in- 

scription, which styles him Imperator or 

Emperor of the whole isle of Britain, as 

well as King of France and Ireland. A» 

might be expected, Gunpowder Plot is 

" not forgot " in the medallio record. But 

it was the Civil War between Charles 

the First and the Parliament that first 

brought the medals into notice as distinctly 

a military decoration. Charles himself, in 

1643, ordered a medal to be struck, as a 

reward for those fighting for him who 

had ventured on "forlorn hopes." At the 

battle > of Edgehill one . Robert Walsh, 

having distinguished himself by rescuing 

the standard of the King's own regiment 

from the enemy, was knighted and re- 

warded with a gold medal, "to be worn 

on the breast." And as this perhaps is 

the last instance of a knighthood bestowed 

for personal bravery, so it is i^lso the first 

of a medal worn in the manner now so 

familiar to our soldiers. ■

On the Parliamentary side, the crowning 

victory of Naseby was commemorated by a 

medal of silver gilt^ with a ring for sus- 

pension, bearing the head of Fairfax, the 

General-in-Chief, the famous "black Tom" 

of the Civil Wars, whose profile is hardly 

inferior in ugliness to that of the "Re 

galantuomo " of modem times. This medal 

was probably designed only for superior 

officers. But after the " crowning mercy " 

of Dunbar the Parliament ordered a medal 

to be struck, and awarded to every man 

present at the fight. This is a fine piece, 

and should take the first rank in every 

collection of English war medals — for, as 

it was the first issued to soldiers generally, 

so it is the highest in: artistic merit. ■

A fine medal, to be worn as a badge, is 

that commemorating the naval victoty over 

the Dutch in 1653, ending in the death of 

the gallant Dutch admiral. Van Tromp, who 

but the year, before had hoisted a broom at 

the masthead, as a sign that he would sweep 

the English from the seas. For this medal 

Parliament voted two thousand pounds, but 

it was awarded only to officers. But as in 

the course of one of the actions Blake's flag- 

ship, the "Triumph," took fire, and was 

deserted by a portion of her crew, those ■
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who stuck to the ship, subdued the fire, 

and brought her out of actios, were re- 

warded with a special medal — every man 

and boy— known as the " Triumph." The 

reverse shows a naval battle and the 

obverse a very happy and appropriate 

design, in which the badges of the three 

kingdoms are seen hanging upon an anchor, 

the cable of which is twined about the 

whole. ■

The Restoration brought in improved 

mechanical methods, which facilitated the 

production of medals as well as of coins. 

Previously the best pieces had been modelled 

in wax and cast, the impressions after- 

wards being touched up by the artist. 

Now it became possible to strike medals 

in high relief from steel dies, and the 

medallist, whose art had formerly been 

allied to sculpture, now ranks with the 

engraver. There are good naval medals 

of this period, in which the Duke of York 

figures as the conqueror of the Dutch, the 

reverse of which shows a fleet of fine wall- 

eided old warships, the anchor-flag of the 

Lord High Admiral flying at the peak of 

the nearest. ■

The next naval medal on our list com- 

memorates the victory of La Hogue, 1692, 

a sea-fight which the exiled King James 

is said to have witnessed from the heights 

of the rugged cape on the Norman coast. 

The medal was struck by the order of 

his daughter. Queen Mary, who thus 

commemorated the destruction of her 

father's hopes. The military medal struck 

in honour of the victory of the Boyne, 

1690, shows King William the Third on 

horseback, fording the river and leading on 

his troops. In Anna's wars, the victories 

of Marlborough are singularly barren of 

medals ; and Pope's verses, " occasioned 

by Mr. Addison's dialogue on medals," 

seem to emphasize the deficiency : ■

Oh, when shall Britain, conscious of her claim, 

Stand emulous of Greek and Roman fame, 

In living medals see her wars enroU'd, 

And vanquished realms supply recording gold ! ■

Li the latter couplet the poet, with pro- 

phetic finger, points to the soldiers' war 

medals of the future, and is not responsible 

for the delay in their issue; but they 

certainly hung fire a long time. ■

A Dettingen medal, indeed, shows pep- 

pery but valiant little George in feathered 

hat showing his grenadiers the way — and 

records the last appearance of an English 

monarch on the field of battle. There are 

also some interesting Jacobite medals of 

the period, James the Third and Queen ■

Clementina on one, the latter a charming 

head, of which the features are reproduced in 

her son, bonny Prince Charlie, whose eflSgy 

appears onamedal of 1745, with Britannia on 

the reverse, looking out for the ships that 

are bringing him to claim his own again. ■

The next is a war medal of 1758, re- 

cording Clive's victory at Plassy, with 

Victory seated on an elephant^ and on the 

other side Ciive bestowing a sceptre on 

a typical Hindoo — not taking it away, 

as might naturally be supposed. From 

this period Indian war medals are for a 

long time the only records of the victories 

of the British arms, and these distributed 

only to native regiments, the Royal 

troops which frequently bore the brunt of 

the battle being left without Of these 

there is an interesting series, beginning with 

the Mysore and Mahratta Wars down to a 

Burmese War medal of 1826. The earlier 

of these do not acknowledge ** Anno 

Domini " at all, but date from the H^ira, 

and the inscriptions are in Persian. They 

were worn by the good old Sepoys, attached 

to the neck by a yellow cord. Even the 

native West ludian troops got medals for 

the Carib Wars of 1773 and 1795. But the 

British red-coat got nothing at all. ■

Jack Tar was rather more thought of. 

Not, indeed, by the Grovemment. Howe's 

victory of the first of June, 1794, brought 

gold medals to Admirals and Captains, 

worn by a " white and blue ribbon from the 

third to the fourth button-hole." But there 

was nothing at all for the sailors in general 

And when ISTelson and the Nile came along, 

it was not by Royal favour but by the 

good-will of one Mr. Davison, Lord Nelson's 

prize agent, that leave was obtained to issue 

medals to every officer and man engaged. 

The Trafalgar medal was presented by 

Boulton, of Soho. ■

It may be noted, however, that medals 

for individual acts of bravery had long been 

customarily bestowed in the navy. One, 

mentioned by Pepys as *' the King for the 

Fyre ships," seems to have been reserved 

for those hardy seamen who ran fireships 

among a hostile fle^t, and there is a warrant 

extant to Sir Isaac Newton, as Master of 

the Mint, directing the issue of medals and 

gold chains for the master and boatswain 

of the " Torbay " which caught fire when 

the Spanish treasure fleet was sunk in 

Vigo Bay, 1702. The last example is one 

to Captain Woolridge, for burning French 

warships in 1 809— alJ, like the "Triumph" 

medal, connected with fire, and suggesting 

whether in our days some special dis- ■
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tinction should not be reserved for firemen 

and stokers, who run the most fearful risks 

of any, both in peace and war. ■

And now, coming to the great European 

wars of the Revolutionary period, we might 

expect a great crop of medals for our brave 

soldiers. But no, there are gold medals for 

superior officers, but for the die-hards of 

the Peninsular War, who often, by sheer 

hard fighting, redeemed the blunders of their 

commanders, absolutely nothing. As for 

the Generals, Wellington complained that 

they were too thickly hung with medals. 

There is a splendid gold medal for Maida, 

the very finest of all our military medals, 

of which only seventeen were issued. 

Talavera was acknowledged in gold medals 

to commanding officers. And Wellington 

suggests that only one medal should be 

issued to an officer, and that future actions 

should be engraved upon it. When four 

actions had been scored, the medal should 

be replaced by a cross to be worn at the 

button-hole; decorations worn round the 

neck are " awkward to ride in," says the 

matter-of-fact commander. Frederick of 

York carried out the suggestion with a 

characteristic difference. The gold cross — 

Maltese,, with lion statant in the centre, 

and suspended by a gold laurel wreath — 

was issued to be worn by General officers 

round the neck ; others at the button-hole. ■

It is literally true that from Dunbar 

to Waterloo no "soldiers'" medal was 

issued. But the latter great battle did 

bring a medal to all concerned — a respect 

able piece designed by Pistrucci, with 

the head of the Prince Regent on one side, 

and on the other a winged figure of Victory 

seated. It was not till the present reign, 

when the century was half over and 

the old Peninsular heroes were getting 

scarce, that the survivors got their medal. 

This is but a poor affair in itself, a variety 

of the Victorian half-crown as to its 

obverse, and on the reverse a weak repre- 

sentation of the old Duke kneeling to 

receive a laurel crown from Her Majesty. 

Although generally known as the Peninsular 

medal, it is in reality a general service 

medal for actions fought during the great 

war. Each separate action is recorded on 

a bar or clasp affixed to the suspending 

ribbon of crimson with dark blue edge, and 

. there are twenty-seven of these bars in all, 

some for actions as little known as Ch^teau- 

guay in 1812, and Chrystler's Farm in 

1813. Two medals were issued with as 

many as fifteen bars, but seven or eight is a 

good score^ and if representing such actions ■

or sieges as Basaco, Fuentes d'Onor, 

Ciudad Rodrigo, Badajoz, Salamanca, Vit- 

toria, Pyrenees, leave little to be desired in 

the way of honour. ■

The navy, also, had its medal, like the 

" Peninsular " one, only with Britannia on a 

sea-horse as reverse, and for this there were 

two hundred bars for as many gallant 

actions, the highest score not recorded. 

Soon after was issued the general Indian 

medal for twenty-one actions fought between 

1799 and 1826. ■

Then there is a Kaffir medal for wars of 

1834 to 1853, with design of the British 

lion taking a drink under a bush ; and a 

China War medal of 1842, which is the first 

to bear the head of Victoria. The Crimean 

medal of 1854 is well known, the Bala- 

clava clasp being most prized. The Indian 

Mutiny has its special medal, with five bars, 

that for Lucknow valued most. Some little 

Wars in New Zealand in 1 845-7 ,'and again in 

1860 and 1866, are represented by a special 

medal, while .more recent wars in South 

Africa are signalised by the old Kaffir em- 

blem. The medal for the Abyssinian War 

is of novel design, attributed to Princess 

Louise of Lome ; and an Ashantee medal of 

1874 bears a design by E. J. Poynter, R.A. 

But the art of the painter and the medallist 

are very wide apart. The Afghan War of 

1878-80 has its appropriate record, with a 

column on the march represented on the 

reverse; but Roberts's famous march has its 

own peculiar distinction — an effective star 

of five points, and the inscription, simple 

but sufficient : " Kabul — Kandahar." ■

The last Egyptian War of 1882 shows 

the familiar half-crown type, with the 

" Sphinx " on the reverse ; and the subse- 

quent campaigns in the Soudan and up the 

Nile are represented by bars over the same 

medal, nine in alL RiePs rebellion of 

1885, in Canada, is represented by a medal 

with a bar for Saskatchewan. ■

Various Indian wars not otherwise speci- 

fied are commemorated by bars over a 

general Indian Service medal, first issued 

in 1854, while the earlier Indian battles, 

1799-1826, were first tardily recognised by 

a medal in 1851. ■

As well as the medal awarded to all con- 

cerned in a campaign, there are special 

medals even more prized, as they carry with 

them a claim for some gratification or 

annual allowance — that is, to the original 

possessors. There is the '* Meritorious 

Service ** medal, instituted in 1845 ; also a 

" Distinguished Conduct," for soldiers, from 

1854; and a "Conspicuous Gallantry,'* for ■
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the navy, instituted in 1855. The long 

service medal for both services dates from 

1830 and 183L ■

Most prized of all is the Victoria Cross, 

instituted on the twenty-ninth of June, 

1856, a distinction open to all, from the 

drummer-boy to the General, and valued 

above any stars, crosses, or ribbons, of how- 

ever exalted orders. A specimen is highly 

valued by collectors, for it rarely comes into 

the market, but forged examples are not 

uncommon. ■

To bring the list up to date, we must 

mention the badge granted to Volunteer 

officers of a certain length of service, and 

the as yet unissued decoration to be 

awarded to the rank and file. The Volun- 

teers of the early part of the century were 

often presented with medals on disband- 

ment, either by commanding officers or by 

grateful fellow-citizens ; and there are also 

in existence many regimental medals, issued 

by commanding officers in recognition of 

merit or gallantry, dating before the issue of 

war medals had been officially established. 

So that altogether the field for the collector 

of war medals of all kinds is immense, and 

he is never likely to complain of having no 

more worlds to conquer. ■

MEMORIES OF A CHESHIRE MOOR. ■

"Within a few miles of Cottonopolis the 

forward movement of civilisation has just 

destroyed what was perhaps one of the 

most interesting bits of Cheshire — Carring- 

ton Moss. Hundreds, nay, I may safely 

say thousands, of people living within a 

radius of a few miles hardly knew of its 

existence, and certainly did not consider it 

worth a visit. To us as schoolboys it was 

a paradise; and the dread of the keeper's 

stick, and an occasional drop into a bog-hole, 

perhaps only made us more anxious to visit 

it on every possible occasion. ■

Here, little more than half-a-dozen miles 

from Manchester, the red grouse flourished ; 

a well-stocked grouse moor within a walk 

of that great city and half a million souls. ■

How free we always felt there 1 the soft 

oozy turf shaking under our feet as we 

raced after the heath-moths or meadow 

browns. Nature se^ed so unconstrained ; 

we could imagine we were back in the 

Middle Ages, before the Cotton Kings had 

begun their reign, and when our great cities 

were yet in their infancy. ■

A merciful accident had carried the 

railway through a cutting at the edge of the ■

Moss, 80 that nothing could be seen but the 

smoke of passing trains, and the scarcity of 

houses in sight detracted from the idea of 

any considerable population. ■

Up sprang the grouse at our feet with a 

whirr that made us jump, and our guilty 

consciences revert to keepers. Away went 

her mate after her, dropping a hundred 

yar(is away in the heather, giving us his 

warning cry of " go back, go back, go back" 

But not if we knew it I ■

How many of those who knock the grouse 

over from behind the butts, or who smack 

their lips over him at three-and-six the 

brace, fully appreciate this sturdy fellow I 

How many know that he is our only exclu- 

sively British birdi There are no red 

grouse outside our tight little island. He 

is a true Briton ; as his scientific name, 

Scoticus, denotes.' ■

And the egg — ^in the cabinet^ — ^it is a 

beautiful and very conspicuous object, with 

its rich red-brown mottles and markings; 

and the casual observer points it out^ and 

says : '* That's a very pretty egg. What is 

it 1 " "A red grouse,'' you answer. ** Oh I 

it looks red," he or she remarks, and passes 

on to another. But why is it redl Why 

those lovely markings) Had the mother 

grouse any ilea of art) Did she think 

some one would come and take her eigg 

to display her genius to posterity 1 If 

you had been with us as we turned to 

the spot from which she sprang up, you 

would soon understand the reason of those 

markings. ■

Beauty is not the object ; it is protection, 

protective colouring. If you are not careful 

it is easy to tread on ^e nest without 

noticing these seemingly brilliant egga 

among the heather and brown turf. ■

Swish! Away went the hare, dodging 

in and out of the clumps of heather, and 

throwiug up a shower of spray behind her 

as she ran over the wet ground. Her form 

was close by in the top of a dry clump of 

heath, still warm where the pressure of her 

body had almost worn a mould of her 

crouching shape. A little bird fluttered in 

front of us with, apparently, a broken wing. 

Away it struggled, chirping plaintively, now 

tripping on its drooping wing, now turnmg 

a somersault in its terrified hurry. ^® 

stood and watched it ; we had seen that 

performance before, and were not to be 

taken in. The little bird stopped, finding 

it " no go," and stood anxiously tweeting 

on a sprig of heather. It was all a farce to 

lure us from the nest, artfully concealed 

under the cotton-grass; and the meadow ■
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pipifs eggs, as sombre in colour as the bird 

herself, harmonised wonderfully with the 

surroundings. ■

Far above us the skylark was singing : 

and, gazing upwards, we v^atched the little 

speck in the azure that was filling all the 

country round with its glad notes. Lower 

and lower it came — circling round, still 

singing, till suddenly a suicidal mania 

seemed to seize it, and half shutting its 

wings it 'dropped like a stone towards th6 

earUi; but Baldwin's pai-achute could not 

have checked its flight as easily as the 

suddenly outspread wings, only a few 

feet from the ground, and it alighted like 

a feather. In winter they become more 

sociable, and those that remain with us join 

together in flocks, and harry the fields in 

search of a livelihood. It is then that they 

are snared and shot to be eaten as dainties. 

It is amusing to notice the variety of small 

birds that are hung up in the poulterers' 

shops to be sold as larks ; to wit, starlings, 

linnets, and, oftener still, sparrows. ■

A little yellow-billed bird used to in- 

habit the Moss, but I fear it has gone with 

the grouse, for the twite, or mountain linnet, 

can no longer find the downy cotton-grass 

to line its beautiful little nest. The twite, 

curlew, and red grouse were regular moor- 

land birds, and Manchester refuse has driven 

them away to more congenial haunts ; for 

alas, the Moss is now little more than a 

huge sewage farm far the city. ■

The curlew used to visit the moor ; I well 

remember flushing one in the very middle of 

the breeding season; its plaintive whistle 

seeming out of place without the accom- 

paniment of the surf or the low moan of 

the tide on the mud-flats. What a stately 

bird the curlew looks as she stalks about 

the moor, where it is wettest and most 

treacherous, her head erect and long curved 

bill stretching out in front 1 She reminds 

one of the pictures of the sacred ibis 

worshipped by the Egyptians. She is 

dreadfully shy, and no amount of caution 

will enable you to surprise her on the nest. 

Her mate on the sh'ghtest sign of danger 

flies off with a very decisive cry of alarm, 

and she runs for some distance before 

taking wing, thus hiding the exact locality 

of the nest, trusting to the mottled eggs 

or the protective down of the youngsters to 

keep them in safety. ■

^Diere were a few stunted birch bushes 

on the Moss, and one of these was generally 

ornamented with two or three dead hawks 

or owls. Close by a pole about six feet 

high was stuck in the ground ; and on the ■

top an unbaited tooth trap, attached to the 

pole by a chain, kept its hungry jaws 

ready for all comers. This was a hawk 

trap. The poor kestrel or sparrow-hawk, 

weary of beating to and fro, would alight 

on this innocent-looking post for a rest, 

and when the keeper came his rounds, a 

blow on the head would extend that rest 

indefinitely. They were terribly cruel 

instruments, these tooth traps ; the broken 

bones and lacerated limbs of the poor dead 

" vermin " showed what a grim fight they 

had made for liberty, hanging by their 

torn legs, released only from their agonies 

when the keeper chose to make his rounds. 

Many a poor innocent creature suffered on 

these living gibbets, kestrels, owls, cuckoos — 

and even thrushes and smaller birds some- 

times. Would that man had more sense 

and mercy ! Were God's creatures meant 

to be tortured and done to death that man 

might preserve one or two species for his 

own sport i The keeper would tell you it 

was well they were caught, for all were alike 

robbers of game or eggs. All were classed 

as vermin ; what were they to him so long 

as his game turned out well on the opening 

day, and the tips came in all right 1 ■

To us the " vermin " of the Moss were 

perhaps of greatest interest. First and 

foremost was the carrion crow, a cruel, 

ruthless fellow that perhaps it is no sin to 

destroy. Yet I like this black brigand on 

account of his rarity, and there are one or 

two nests that the keepers will not be told 

of by me. He is a cunning fellow, and 

does not often get into a trap, and he knows 

the sight of a gun too well to get within 

shot. Of all the birds of prey perhaps he 

is the most voracious; young grouse, 

leverets, mice, carrion, and garbage of all 

kinds suits him. He will turn vegetarian 

if necessary. I believe he would eat brick- 

bats rather than starve. Sometimes he 

feeds with the rooks in the fallows ; but he 

is easily distinguished from them, for his 

beak is shorter and stouter, and he retains 

the bristly feathers round the nostrils that 

fall off as the rook grows, and give it the 

appearance of possessing white wattles. ■

Perhaps the fierce little merlin was the 

next dangerous of the flesh-eating birds. 

He is a lover of the wilds, and sometimes 

used to visit Carrington. The sparrow- 

hawk can do some damage, too, amongst 

the game. She beats the hedgerows, flying 

low ; striking her unsuspecting victim, per- 

haps, as it sits singing on a twig, darting 

down on it with an impetuous rush that 

often carries her far beyond her quarry. ■
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There is some excuse for the keeper to slay 

her if she has a hrood of clamouring 

juveniles in the neighbouring fir plantation. ■

But why destroy the kestrell- That 

beautiful little red falcon, which glides so 

gracefully over the fields, now skimming 

onwards, now poising himself in the air, 

with swiftly vibrating wings and tail de- 

pressed, his keen eyes searching the ground 

below him for the unwary little field-mouse, 

then dropping like a stone, and rising again 

with the squeaking victim in his claws. He 

is the farmer's friend, and seldom if ever 

touches a young bird of any description. Mice 

are his staple article of diet, and it is wonder- 

ful the number he can get through in one 

day's foray. Yet the kestrel is most cruelly 

harried whenever he makes his appearance, 

because he is a hawk. ■

The cuckoo, as innocent of blood as a 

robin, because he has the misfortune to look 

like a hawk, often falls to the gun and trap. 

Still, the keeper may be excused his error, 

for even the small birds seem to think he is 

dangerous, and mob him most persistently. 

I have seen a single titlark chase a cuckoo 

out of sight, though perhaps it may have 

thought she had intentions of utilising her 

home, for the cuckoo is a lazy bird and puts 

her nursing out. She does not trouble to 

build a nest for herself, but deposits her 

egg in that of some small bird, and leaves it 

for her to hatch and bring up. And when 

the little cuckoo comes out of the egg, blind 

and apparently helpless, its instincts tell it 

that it can keep the parent birds occupied 

in supplying its needs alone, and straight- 

way bracing itself against its fellow nestlings, 

it hitches them out of the nest. There it 

stays, always hungry, soon growing bigger 

than its foster parents^ opening a cavernous 

mouth when they approach^ almost wide 

enough to swallow them as well as the 

juicy caterpillar they are bringing. The 

cuckoo has, unfortunately for itself, the 

habit of settling on any post or bare tree 

and giving utterance to its familiar cry, and 

thus it often falls a victim to the pole trap. ■

The owls, too, settle on the post to rest 

in the evening, and are hung up next 

morning on the nearest tree. Poor owls, 

why should they suffer 1 The majority of 

keepers seem only too anxious to extermi- 

nate these best friends of the farmer. The 

barn and tawny owls feed almost exclusively 

on mice and small birds, and will even 

destroy beetles and other large insects. 

Yet the beautiful owls are entered in the 

black-book as vermin, and must be done to 

death on every possible occasion. ■

What an interesting bird the barn-owl is! 

Hiding all day in some bam or church 

rafters, and not turning out till it is getting 

dark, he is commoner among us than most 

people imagine. And when the noiseless 

shadow reels past us in the evening, most 

persons pass it by as an unconsidered trifle, 

or do not notice it at all. I say reels, for 

the owl has a peculiarly unsteady flighty 

rolling from side to side as if hopelessly 

inebriated. Bat careless as he Appears, he 

is hard at work, straining those poweifal 

eyes and ever-ready ears for the least sign 

of his prey; every now and then giving 

vent to a prolonged snore or shrill scream, 

possibly to frighten the feeding mice into 

movement so that he may detect their 

presence. ■

He is doing his share to keep in balance 

the great scheme of JSTature, The flight 

itself is as soft and noiseless as possible; 

there is no swish of wings as when the lap- 

wing passes over ; no clatter of stiff feathers 

like the wood-pigeon*s bustle ; no whirr of 

rapid wings as when we flush the grouse or 

partridge. The texture of his feathers is so 

soft and fine that the beat upon the air 

makes no sound, and we are startled by the 

suddenness with which he comes into sight 

and disappears again. ■

He is a funny fellow, too. Unlike most 

birds he seems to have no real fear of man, 

but has a very cool way of either ignoring 

his presence altogether, or getting out of his 

way with very evident gestures of dis- 

pleasure at being disturbed by such an 

inferior creature. His attitudes of alarm or 

defiance are very ludicrous : spreading out 

his wings, lowering his head and shaking it 

like a bull, puffing out the feathers of his 

back, smacking his mandibles together, and 

stamping with his feet. Probably all this 

exhibition is intended to frighten his adver- 

sary away, for, from my experience, I gather 

that the owl is not very fond of fighting when 

it comes to the actual scratch. He shines at 

the "you hit me first" part of a tussle. ■

The barn-owl must not be confounded 

with the tawny or wood- owl. It is this 

latter that hoots, not the barn-owl, whose 

note is far more of a screech than a hoot. 

The hoot of the tawny is a beautiful sound, 

though many people consider it weird aud 

horrible. ■

In the Lake District— on dark, still spring 

nights, when there was just sufficient frost 

to make the air feel crisp and fresh, and no 

light save the sheen on the water— I ^'f 

listened for hours to the ,owls calling to each 

other from the distant fir-wood9. ■
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There is a wonderful stilluess on such a 

Dight ; the waterfall, a mile away, sounds 

distinctly, though in the daytime we cannot 

bear it ; the slightest puff of wind seems to 

cause quite an niproar in the larches. All 

the birds are silent save for the occasional 

quack of a mallard, or a dissipated thrush 

that has not had time during the hours of 

light to get through all its singing. Then 

from the silence, with a startling suddenness, 

come three short notes and a long drawn- 

out **hoo-o-o," and away over the water 

floats an answer to the musical challenge, 

and the mountains throw the echoes back 

till the notea die in the frosty air. In my 

opinion, there are few bird-notes so musical 

and yet so weird, or so much in harmony 

with the surroundings. The old-fashioned 

" tu-whit, tu-whitj tu-whoo " gives no idea 

of the sound. ■

There are four-legged poachers, too ; per- 

haps one of the worst of these is our 

harmless necessary cat. She looks so innocent 

and quiet as she sits purring by the fire 

with her claws all in their sheaths, and her 

toes tucked away under her breast. There 

is nothing but peace and innocence written 

on that placid countenance; there is no 

guilt, no blood there. ■

But what makes her so sleepy all day, 

and why is it she would not touch her milk 

or cat's-meat this morning 1 Oh, pussy ! 

had we seen you a few hours ago, we should 

have seen more of the tiger than the cat. 

Sneaking up behind the bushes, never 

sharpshooter made more use of tuft of grass 

or mound of earth to cover his attack. 

Kever assassin glided over the groimd more 

silently. Now slinking along on her 

stomach, her heiid low, ears back, every 

muscle twitching, every hair bristling with 

expectancy. Then stopping behind a clump 

of leaves, her head and shoulders steady, save 

that the under jawis chatteringwith anxiety; 

her hind-quarters swaying rapidly to and 

fro, as if to work herself up for the spring. 

Then with a leap, like a flash she is upon a 

young partridge or leveret, and those savage, 

fierce claws are buried in the neck of the 

victim. ■

Was she hungry t Had she not had a 

big meal that very day, and perhaps left 

half of iti Had the poor little bird or 

beast done her an injury, that she wished 

to punish it) Ko, we must look further 

back for the explanation of these midnight 

forays. Why do cats kill rats and seldom 

eat the bodies? Why do they make for 

every fly they can t The great law of 

hereditary instinct has left in quiet pussy ■

the love of sport. All the carnivorous 

animals delight to kill far more than they 

require for food, and the cat has not lost 

the very English desire " to go out and kill 

something." ■

Her distant wild ancestors did most of 

their hunting in the night, her wild rela- 

tions do now, and when she gets the chance 

she takes it. ■

I know of a barn where there are nailed 

up a range of tails, all telling their own 

tales of the reward of evil-doing. Long 

tails, short tails, thin tails, thick taUs, black, 

white, yellow, tabby, all sorts and conditions 

of tails, from that of the poor wee kitten to 

that of the hoary old sinner of twelve or 

fifteen summers. How many a farmer's 

wife round has wondered '* why Tom was 

not by the fire this morning," when perhaps 

Tom was making his last grim fight, tooth 

and nail, with the keeper's retriever — a 

hopeless task, as one poor lacerated leg is 

fast in the trap, and he cannot get fair play 

with the other three I Ere noon another tail 

is hanging on the bam, and Tom's carcase 

is breeding gentles for the young pheasants 

— providing food for those he tried to feed 

upon. Oh, the irony of fate ! ■

Dogs, too, make sad poachers, but may 

be weaned of the habit, while a cat that 

once begins generally ends by deserting its 

home and, taking to the woods, becomes a 

regular Ishmaelite, till sooner or later retri- 

bution comes upon it. ■

Stoats and weasels are common in the 

country surrounding the Moss, though we 

never actually met with them on the moor 

itself. Our excursions there were princi- 

pally of an entomological nature, and we 

used to pick up many common specimens 

and not a few rarities. The little striped 

heath moths were most abundant; the 

species with the finer wavy lines being much 

sought for. ■

The caterpillars of the larger moths were 

our principal quarry. We used to bring 

home our handkerchiefs full of the big 

hairy grub of the fox and drinker moths, 

only to lose them in the house, where they 

wandered about aimlessly, turning up weeks 

after in unexpected places. ■

Sometimes a hungry-looking grub would 

meander from under a fender, vainly look- 

ing for food on the carpet ; or a coil of silk 

in the cornice showed where some poor 

half- starved wretch had given up its useless 

search, and done its best to turn into a 

chrysalis. ■

A little green caterpillar was diligently 

searched for — no easy task among the young ■
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shoots of heather — and when taken home 

and fed up he became a gorgeous fellow 

indeed; bright green with two rows of 

brilliant golden spots. And such a big 

fellow, too, till all our lady acquaintances 

were afraid of him, and shuddered at the 

sight of the nasty grub. When it had &t 

last reached about three inches in length, a 

change came over it, and instead of growing 

bigger, it became shorter and thicker, till 

it was small enough to spin a cocoon one- 

third its original length, and to turn into a 

pupa ; in time to emerge a lovely Emperor 

moth, with four beautiful eyes on its wings. 

The cocoon of the Emperor is a very wonder- 

ful contrivance; an insignificant - looking 

blob on the heather, but most wonderfully 

constructed. It is bottle-shaped, with an 

opening at one end; inside the neck of 

this opening, a stiff array of bristles project 

forwards, meeting so as to close the entrance, 

easily pushed open by the emerging moth, 

but preventing any ichneumon fly or 

marauding ant from entering. Yet when 

the fly has come out^ the ants sometimes use 

the empty cocoon as a house, building their 

cells inside. They are a lovely couple, the 

male and female, the lady much bigger than 

her mate, or mates I should say, but duller 

in colour — a very frequent rule in animal 

life, with the exception of the human race. 

There are many more males than females, 

consequently there is a great deal of com- 

petition ; for the ladies naturally preferring 

the best-looking, the brightest-coloured males 

stand the best chance, and by the laws of 

sexual selection the males become more beau- 

tiful and stronger flyers. The female, not 

requiring to ms^e herself look nice, remains 

a good plain colour ; though probably pro- 

tection from her many enemies may be a 

much more necessary agent in this matter. ■

Then we used to catch the little lizards 

and search for vipers, though we seldom 

foun^ them, often, however, coming across 

their cast skins. The viviparous lizard 

was very common on bright sunny days; 

one we found was on the top of a stump, 

and one in an empty cartridge-case. Some- 

times when we caught them by the tail, 

the owner of it would gracefully retire; 

and in our hands would remain a violently 

wriggling caudal appendage. The lizard 

did not seem to object nearly so much as the 

tail ; and one which I timed moved violently 

for five minutes, and an hour and a quarter 

afterwards movement was slightly per- 

ceptible. Yet the lizard gets on well with- 

out it, and sometimes grows another, and 

on rare occasions two. ■

But Carrington Moss is gone now; 

grouse and curlew, twite and merlin have 

sought the higher moors. We must go 

further afield to find the viper and lizard, 

the Emperor moth, and smallr heath butterfly. ■

Manchester refuse has covered the cotton- 

grass and sundew. Locomotives whistle 

and labourers work where the butts were 

set up, and the keeper made his rounds. 

Smoke, grime, and filth have taken the 

place of the bright bloom of the heather 

and ling, and the sweet smell of the fresh^- 

cut turf, and one of the most beautiful and 

interesting spots in Cheshire is now nothing 

but a name and a memory. ■

Since writing this article, a friend of the 

writer's visited the Moss, and put up a 

number of grouse out of a cabbage field— 

a striking instance of the reluctance of 

birds to leave their favourite haunts. ■

AFTEB BAIN. ■

Clbab shining after rain ; the great grey seas 

Sleep, scarcely ruffled b^ the wooing oreexe, 

That, heather-laden from the purple dowB, 

Sweeps o'er the red roofs of the fishing town, 

Moving the brown sails of the flitting ski£D^, 

Dying in the deep shadow of the clifiDS. ■

Clear shining after rain ; the August skies, 

All glowing m the sunset's rosy dyes, 

Lend a soft radiance firom the golden west, 

To spread a pathway over ocean*s breast. 

That heaves and murmurs, making music low, 

To the still splendours of the afterglow. ■

So, with the shade and shine of April past, 

And summer's passionate moments lulled.at last, 

The autumn's tranquil magic claims its hour. 

The firuit, sometimes, is sweeter than the flower; 

When the hot heart and eager baffled will, 

In the clear shining after rain, lie still. ■

"ALL'S WELL.*^ ■

A COMPLBTB STORY. CHAPTER I. ■

"All's well!" ■

"Airs well!" ■

The musical cry floated down from the 

two black figures that stood, vaguely outlined 

through the mist, high above the vessel's 

deck. ■

It floated down, in ever-widening ripples^ 

round the great black hull and over the 

tossing waters. It was caught by the 

waves as they dashed from the vessels 

prow, and raced past her tall sides, and 

foamed, and splashed, and eddied in her 

wake. It was caught up and thrown back, 

and carried on again, and swept out into 

the night. Out into the night, and m 

shrouding mist, and the rolling waste of tjw 

Atlantic. And there the ripples of i» 

sound quivered for the last time and died 

away. ■

J ■
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It floated down, already muffled by the 

mist, over the long, wet decks, to the ears 

of a man who paced to and fro in the after 

part of the vessel.; It floated down and 

struck upon his ears, and vibrated in them 

like the ringing of a bell. ■

And the man turned in his restless walk 

and paced back again, with the cry still 

echoing in his ears : "All's well 1" ■

He even repeated it to himself, softly, 

slowly, like one trying to reassure himself 

of some good news, too good to be as yet 

believed. He murmured it to himself with 

half-closed lips each time that he paused in 

that mon(4onou3 pacing to and fro. His 

footsteps fell upon the deck and beat out 

the rhythm of the same two words. And 

each time that he murmured them, each 

time that his listening brain caught that 

sound in the rushing of the wind^ or the 

whistling of the ropes, or the steady tramp 

of his own footfalls, there was a smile upon 

his face that was not good to see. ■

His fellow passengers on board the ship 

knew him as the Silent Man. Ko doubt 

be had some other name; no doubt the 

Captain knew it, and the ship's books held 

it written down in full; but to all the 

passengers who kifew him he vfaa known 

only 83 the Silent Man. And there were 

few on board who knew him not ; few who 

had not noticed the tall, gaunt figure that 

strode . incessantly to and fro and up and 

down upon the deck; few who had not 

shrank insensibly from that haggard f ace^ 

and the lips that murmured for ever to 

themselves, but could hardly be brought to 

frame an answer to another ; few who had 

not wondered who this man was, with his 

murmuring lips and his taciturnity, and 

his ceaseless tramp on the ship's deck — who 

had not speculated on the business that 

brought him on that voyage of the 

** Amsterdam " across the broad Atlantic. ■

Once more the bell sounded^ and the 

voices rang out through the darkness. And 

the Silent Man still paced, with bowed 

head and folded arms, up and down, to and 

fro in the gathering mist. ■

Once again the bell was almost due to 

sound — ^but the cry that broke then from 

one of the two motionless figures on the 

look-out bridge was not the same. A cry 

of sudden fear, of wild alarm — with waving 

arms and frantic gestures, and hands 

pointing out into the darkness. Pointing 

into the darkness no longer now ; pointing 

at something yast and shapeless, like a 

cloud rising from the water. Something 

that came swiftly, noiselessly, loomingly ■

out of the fog, ever nearer and nearer, 

towering high above the vessel's masts, 

lit with a strange glimjnering light. Some- 

thing that a moment later, with a noise of 

crackling ice; with a horrible, rending, 

grinding jar; with a blow that made the 

great ship quiver like a oompass-needle ; 

crashed into the bows of the '* Amsterdam.'* ■

For an instant she remained reared up 

against the iceberg, held fast in the jagged 

cleft that her prow had cut — then slowly, 

with a rushing swirl of water, slid back 

into the waves. ■

She was sinking in mid-Atlantic ! ■

One of the first boats that was launched 

contained the Silent Man. He had taken his 

place quietly, almost mechanically. He was 

rowing now ; and the beat of his oar in the 

rowlock seemed to him, as he gazed back at 

the misty outline of the sinking ship, to be 

still grimly, darkly, ominously echoing 

those words: '^AU's well!" ■

All that night they rowed, menaced in- 

cessantly by masses of detached ice, by 

floating wreckage, by foam-topped surf 

that broke over the open boat. AU that 

nighty and the nezt day, and for many daya 

after. ■

Who can tell the horror of those days t ■

Of days when the shrouding mist robbed 

them of all hope of rescue ; when the sun 

beat down through the damp-laden atmos- 

phere for hour after hour on Uieir uncovered 

heads ; when no cloud in the sky came to 

screen them for an instant from its scorching, 

dazzling rays ; when they drifted they 

knew scarcely whither, and heard afar off 

the fog-signals of vessels that passed them 

unheeded in the mist ; when arms ached, 

and strength was failing, and hunger and 

thirst were doing their fell work, and 

courage and hope together were well nigh 

spent. ■

Of nights when the rising breeze blew 

through their saturated clothes and chilled 

the very life within them; when other 

boats, the companions of their fate, were 

missed and lost sight of; when the great 

rolling swell threatened in the darkness to 

overwhelm them, and each giant T^ave, as 

it passed, seemed only to delay the death 

that the next must surely bring ; when the 

misery, and anguish, and despair were made 

deeper, and blacker, and more intolerable 

by the darkness. ■

Of days and nights later on, when the 

heat^ and thirst, and weakness had done 

their work, and men began to rave, and sing 

aloud, and say wild, .unmeaning thingsj 

when fever and death came among'it them ; ■
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when it was no longer a strange sight to see 

dead men — their bodies stripped, that their 

clothing might afford protection to the 

living — cast over into the grey waves with- 

out a prayer, almost without a thought; 

when the number of the living souls on 

board that little boat shrank awfully from 

day to day. ■

When there were at last but six alive — 

but five — and then, one dim, grey morning, 

only three 1 ■

The Silent Man still lived. Through all 

those days he lived — silent, unmoved, un- 

complaining, working at his oar like a tire- 

less machine, possessed, as it were, with a 

very greed for life. Through all those days 

he lived — untouched by hunger or thirst, 

by heat or chill, by fatigue, or exposure, or 

despair. Through all those days — un- 

heeding everything around him, living in a 

sort of dream. ■

He had dreamt the same waking dream 

that night when he paced to and fro on the 

deck of the "Amsterdam." He had dreamt 

the same dream, but not quite all of it; 

had seen the same dream-figures, sleeping 

and waking, for twelve months past ; but 

now — in his weakness and the horror of his 

daily life, with madness, and delirium, and 

death all around him — the dream-figures 

gathered colour, and vividness, and sub- 

stantiality ; they became to his disordered 

brain as living comrades, living and moving 

with him in a different world. ■

The scenes of the vision always recurred 

in the same order. ■

A cottage lying at the end of a long, 

sh^ed garden. The sun shining on the 

red\iled roof, and the white muslin cur- 

tains in the little windows, and the rustic 

porch of trellis-work, on which a rose-tree 

climbs stragglingly. The garden, bright 

with flowering lilac, and drooping arbours 

of laburnum, and all the uncultured pro- 

fusion of English country flowers. The air 

around filled with the fragrance of the 

blossoms and the spring-song of counties 

birds. And over all a sense of brightness, 

and happiness, and home. ■

A little two-year-old child, toddling with 

open arms and laughing eyes down the 

gravel path. ■

A fair-haired young mother, that runs 

and catches up the litle girl, and bears her 

with merry laughter, held aloft in her arms, 

down the path to meet the dreaming man. ■

A moment of exquisite happiness, of 

mutual love, of joy so boundlees that it 

seems to fill the soul, and brim over. A 

time of happy rest, of unimpaired content, ■

when those two sit in the rose -twined 

porch, with the child playing at their feet^ 

and watch the sun as he sinks to his rest, ■

A shadow that falls like a knife between 

the dreaming man and his wife. ■

A shadow, at first thin and grey, that 

seems, for all it is so slight, to rob the sun- 

shine suddenly of all its warmth and 

brightness, and leave the evening cold and 

cheerless. A shadow that grows quickly 

broader, and blacker, and icier, until it 

blots out the figures of the ^ife and child, 

and darkens the little porch ; that steals up 

swiftly, like a cloud of deadly vapour, 

round the red tiles of the cottage roof, and 

wraps all the picture at last in an impene- 

trable shroud. ■

A shadow that somehow gathers itself 

gradually into the form of a man's face- 

coarse, thick-lipped, sensuous, with gloating 

eyes and a false smile. A face that might, 

for all its coarseness, be made attractive by 

that luring smile, yet in itself cruel, and 

dissolute, and evil-looking. ■

Slowly the face emerges from behind 

that shadowy curtain. Slowly the features 

cQme dimly forth, as one by one they recur 

to the tortured mind of the man in his 

waking dream. Slowly the eyes of the 

dream-face turn and gaze down upon him 

mockingly. ■

Then a great surge of blood-red light 

floods over the gibing face, and hides it 

from view, and there is only the grey 

shadow left. ■

So far, the vision had always been the 

same ; but lately, since the Silent Man had 

taken his passage on board the "Amster- 

dam," there had been something more which 

followed it — another ending to the never- 

ending dream. ■

An ending in which he sees a scrap of 

paper, traced over with trembling characters. 

A letter dated four weeks before from 

number twenty-six, Omaha Avenue, Lum- 

berville, U.S.A. ■

The characters range themselves ane^ 

ringly before his mind : ■

*' I have sinned, and God knows I have 

repented I do not ask to be forgiven. 

That cannot be. But for our child's sake, 

for little Goldie's sake, come quickly. She 

who was once " Your Wipb." ■

The Silent Man's hand steals into the 

breast of his coat, and touches something 

there — something hard and cold, made of 

metal ; something that he touches softly 

and caressingly, looking at his fingers afte^ ■
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wards, to make sure that the sea-water 

has not reached it ; something that in the 

darkness of the night, as he lies crouching 

in the hows of the tossing hoat, he takes 

from his breast and examines and weighs 

in his hand. ■

And he listens to the washing of the 

waTos as they splash on the boat*s side, and 

laughs softly to himself as they, too, seem 

to bear the same message — " All's well 1 " ■

All was yet well — for what he had to do. ■

The morning dawned at last, when there 

were hut two living souls besides himself 

on hoard the boat — dawned with a glorious 

uprising of the sun, to show that the 

deathly fog had rolled away, that all was 

clear as far as the horizon-line, that a sailing- 

ship was standing down towards them. ■

They were saved ! ■

Who shall say what those men feltl 

Who shall describe the weeping and 

laughter intermixed, the incoherent cries 

of joy, the frantic waving of the emaciated 

arms, the wild ejaculations of confused 

thanksgiving and imprecation that burst 

from their blackened lips? Who shall 

wonder that, but for their failing strength, 

they would have cast themselves into the 

waves, and struggled to gain the boat that 

was lowered to rescue them ; that in the 

moment of their preservation from a death 

but few hours distant their minds became 

distraught 1 ■

All save the Silent Man. ■

He alone was calm. To him alone their 

rescue seemed not unexpected. To him 

alone it was not a miracle like to the raising 

from the dead. To him alone it was but 

the fulfilment of an omen. ■

The sailing-ship that picked them up 

was hound for Rio; but the Silent Man 

was destined to dream that strange dream 

many a time yet before land was reached. 

For several weeks they beat about on the 

Atlantic. They were delayed by head- 

winds, thrown out of their course by con- 

stantly recurring gales, becalmed for three 

whole days on the equator. It was close 

upon two months from that glorious dawn 

when the little boat had been espied 

drifting on the waste of tossing waters, 

that they first saw the coast of Brazil- 

like a streak of bluish cloud rising behind 

the sea-line — 6pening out before them. 

Their voyage was nearly at an end. 

The bluish cloud resolved itself into ■

dark-green masses of vegetation growing ■

down to the water's edge; the vegetation ■

became dotted and broken by the white ■

foofs of buildings ; the buildings collected ■

themselves together, tier beyond tier, and 

blocked out the vegetation; a great con- 

course of masts and spars rose before the 

buildings : they were entering Bio Harbour. ■

It was long yet before the Silent Man 

resumed his journey. There were enquiries 

to be made^-enquiries wherein the object 

of that journey was sought for, but not 

revealed; the story of the loss of the 

" Amsterdam,'' and of the awful days that 

followed it, had to be told and told again ; 

a sum of money was raised and paid to him. ■

At last he was embarked for New York. ■

Then followed more days of dazzling 

heat, and glittering water, and the rising 

and falling of the ship'is deck ; days in 

which he lay inactive, watching the feathery 

clouds that floated across the sky, tracing 

the ship's wake as it wound over the glassy 

surface of the sea; nights in which he 

saw again the chill shadow creep up the 

cottage wall, and the face fashion itself 

out of the shadow, and the flash of blood 

that ended it all. And then his hand 

would seek the thing that he carried in 

his breast, and he would look at it 

stealthily in the moonlight and laugh 

exultingly to himself. ■

Once more he was on land, in the 

crowded streets of New York. He wanted 

to get to Lumberville ; it is a long distance, 

almost half-way across the continent. But 

he had got plenty of time to do that which 

he had come to do. ■

His money would not suffice to carry 

him the whole way. For two days he 

travelled by the railroad, fancying in the 

motion of the cars that he was still at 

sea; expecting almost, as he looked from 

the windows of the car, to see the leaden- 

coloured waves, and the grey mist, and the 

tangles of floating sea-weed. Then his 

money was gone, and he must walk. ^ ■

Rough, loosely-made roads, thick with 

sand and grit. Long day's tramps under 

the broiling sun, when the little hillock 

or the stunted tree, that looked so close 

at hand across the unbroken level of the 

prairie, was only reached after half an 

hour's weary walking. Starlit nights, when 

he cast himself down on the long, coarse 

grass, to sleep the deathlike sleep of 

exhaustion, to dream once more that never- 

changing dream. Homesteads of hewn 

timber, where he was made welcome in 

a rough, yet kindly fashion, where he 

was allowed to sleep, perhaps, on a bed 

of straw in the empty barn , where round- 

eyed children brought him milk and 

hunches of bread, and stayed behind to ■
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staxe at the silent, ancouth man. Cities 

of six moBths' gtowth, proud in their 

uprising buildings, "^hich never would be 

finished and their mighty streets, which 

never wotild be built. Cities iii which he 

was received with cold suspicion, as another 

competitor in that struggling throng of 

hungered humanity, whence he was watched 

on his departure with unconcealed relief. ■

More homesteads, more aspiring cities, 

more of the rolling boundlessness of the 

prairies. ■

And then^LumberviUe. ■

OHAPTEB n. ■

It was half-past three in the afternoon 

when, the limping figure — ^his clothes torn 

and grimed with dust, his face and hands 

scorched and seamed and blackened by ex- 

posure — slouched up under the shade of the 

eucalyptus-trees that skirted Omaha Avenue. ■

His right hand was hidden in his breast. 

His hungry, bloodshot eyes sicanned the 

houses furtively as he passed. ■

Number twenty*six. ■

The inaxi faltered. His hand trembled 

— even twitched once ox twice convulsively 

-^benieath his eoat His eyes turned— in- 

voluntarily, as it were— towards the house, 

and met the eyes of a woman who was 

sitting in the porch. ■

A middle-aged woman with a pleasant, 

comely face, who lay back in her chair, 

fanning herself and rocking gently to 

and iro in the shadow of the verandah. 

As the eyes of the Silent Man met hers, in 

a vacant, wild-looking stare, she ceased 

rocking and smiled, but. not unkindly. ■

" Well, you're a pretty figurs, anyhow/ 

she said« ■

There was a pause. The Silent Man 

still looked at her. His hand still fumbled 

beneath his coat. ■

** Seems to nie as you've been doin' a bit, 

of walking,'' continued the woman, still 

smiling. "And by Appearances, it's been 

pretty rough. Are ye hungry 1" she en- 

quired suddenly with a jerk. ■

The Silent Man said nothing. The 

woman recommenced her rocking, and 

went on talking in her quiet, even voice : ■

'^ If so be, I s'pof e I could give ye a bite 

and a dro]^ of ice water, and not hurt 

myself." ■

The man wetted his lips with his tongue, 

and spoke all at once, hoarsely, in a curious, 

gabbling whisper^ ■

«' Is there a man living here — Spencer! " 

he said. ■

The woman looked at him keenly. ■

** What has thatgot to do with you, any- 

how t Are ye a friend of Mr. Spenoes's t ** ■

He started, and a sudden light eaine into 

his filmy, bloodshot eyes. ■

'*Then he does live herel I att^-a 

friend of his." '■ ■

What is that hand doing tiia* worin 

nervously to and fro beneath his eoatf 

That seems to be clutching something in its 

grasp; yet never comes from his breast I ■

The woman does not see it. She is 

looking across the road at a patch of goldea 

sunflowers that grow in a hedge o^^osite. 

When she turns again to the Silent Man 

the hand id still. ■

" Well, Mh Spencer don't live here now, 

so you're just wrong," she answered with 

some asperity, rocking herself a trifle more 

energetically. •* And not mubh loss, either. 

And if you're a friend of his, I doli't wivyyon, 

notmuch. A man who could go and leave 

his wife — or who was a wife to him, any- 

way, whatever she wasr^witii a sick child 

and nary a dollar in the house, leave her 

and go clean off, he's what I'd call a skunk. 

See there!" , ■

The man had to liioisten hid lips again 

before he could speak. ■

•* And she ! " he muttered. ■

*< She 1 D'ye mean Mrs. Spencer ! Well, 

she's dead, poor soul." ■

♦* Dead 1 " ■

He would have fallen but for the st^n of 

the euca}3rptu8-tree. He leant against it 

shivering. . His eyes gased dieamiljr nt the 

sunshine in the road-^-at the sunshine and 

the dump of nodding sunflowers, and the 

white pinafore of a little girl who was 

playing round their tall stalks. - He even 

followed with his eyes the flight of a scarkt 

butterfly, as it fluttered quiveringly ffom 

flower to flower. It seemed as if his brain 

were numbed and unable to think. Try w 

he would, he could not think. ■

The woman looked at him eoxi^ 

passionately. ■

*<rm sorry if Tve skeered you," she 

said more gently. '* I just didn't know as 

you were acquainted with Mrs. Spencer, or 

I wouldn't have bluffed it out like that 

But it's the truth, anyway ; so it 'ud have 

had to come out all the same, one word or 

one thousand. Maybe ye'd like a drink of 

ice water," she added quickly, as she rose 

from her chair. ' ■

The man motioned to her with hit hiod. 

It had fallen from his breast now. ■

"No,' no," he whispered. "Tell 

how it was." ■
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The thoughts were coining back to' him now 

— ^black^ evil thoughts, that h6 shuddered 

Vaguely to Temetiiber ; thoughts of what he 

had come there for ; thoughts of how it had 

ail ended with thkt woman's word, • Dead I" ■

" You'd best have something, for you do 

look real bad,** the woman persisted. 

"But, there, if ■ you won't, I s*pose jwu 

won't. Well,^' she continued, settling 

herself once more in' the chair and folding 

her ample arms, ** I've said this yer Mr. 

Spencer v^ a skunk, and a skunk he was 

to her ! And she was frit of him, down- 

right frit — couldn't abear of him, far's I 

could see, and yet daren^t speak to him 

hardly, she was that frit. Well, sir, I told 

you that they had a ehild" — she was 

getting loquacious now, it her placid, 

droning manner, and rocking herself with 

a steady swing that seemed to stimulate 

her conversation — "atiyway^ there was a 

child with them, though T never could 

onderstand exactly whose 'twa?, and he 

was more of a skunk to that child than it's 

in the natur of man to be to his own, 

and the child was took sick with the 

diphthery. That was when he bolted. 

Sick as sick the child was, poor little 

mortal I And then Mrs, Spencer come Out 

— conie out pretty strong, toa I hadn't 

had mtich of a notion of her while the man 

was with her — I don' mind confessin'— 

with her dolly face and fool ways and no 

more spir't than a chipmunk , but when 

she come out as she did come out, I 

kinder changed my ideas of her. Yes, sir I 

The way she nursed that child, and sat up 

with her, day and night, and Sundays and 

work days, and never took no food, so's she 

could buy medicines for the child, and got 

sick herself, and didn't care, but went on 

nursin' just the same— well, it was pretty 

strong J And I — you'd just as well change 

your mind and have something," the 

woman interposed earnestly, " you're lookin* 

that skeered." ■

The man shook his head irritably. ■

"Goon." ■

"Well, there ain't much more to tell. 

She took the diphthery then, as I said, and 

took it bad. And there was no one to 

nurse her — 'cept what I did, and that 

wasn't much — and she'd sorter taken the 

grit out of herself with all the nursin' and 

watchin' and fitarvin' herself, and she 

couldn't seem ter stand out against it. 

And so— she died. That's all." ■

There was a long pause. The woman was 

very quiet There was a gleam in her eyes, 

as she looked away across the sunny fields, ■

as though tears were standing there. The 

man still leant against the stem of the euca- 

lyptus-tree, twisting in his handfii, a fallen 

leaf that he had caught as it fluttered down. ■

" And the child ] " he said at last. " Did 

she die 1" ■

" No, sir ! " the woman answered,' stillVdry 

quietly, "she didn't die. I guess the nursin' 

saved her. When she come round," she con- 

tinued presently, " there was no oiie left to 

take care of her, if you ondefMand; so me 

and my husban', considerinHhelonesomeneso 

of the poor little critter, kinder 'doptdd her, 

not having any children our own. Atid 

she's settled down with us just wonderful. 

It's real good to have her. Goldie," she 

cried, " come here, dearie 1 " ■

The man turned quickly, shaking with a 

strange spasmodic tremor. ■

*^ Goldie ' " she celled again isoftly— 

" Goldie 1" ■

The little girl who was playing in the 

hedge by the patch of sunflowers rose and 

turned towards them. For an instant she 

hesitated, shyly, wonderindy; then suddenly 

she stretched out her little airm's and bdgan 

to run across the road. ■

" Daddy ! " she cried. ■

'The last tinge of golden light was fading 

from the crests of the waves. The last 

faint flush of the sunset was fading from 

the western sky. A tail, grizzled ];nan, and 

a golden-haired girl, ripening into woman- 

hood, were standing on the hurricane-deck 

of the ocean steamer, watching the flush as 

it paled and died away. ■

He was a rich man from but West, every- 

body knew. Had been mayor of Lumbfer- 

ville,some said, and had made k great fortune 

in live stock and grain. A self-made man, 

who had risen from nothing, but deserved 

his success by straightforwardness and hard 

work. And the girl was his daughter. ■

The flush faded from the violet sunoner 

sky. The stars came out, one by one, 

shining brightly in its clear- depths. The 

man and girl turned from where they stood 

in the vessel's stern, and began to walk 

slowly T)ack — in the direction where the 

sun, when it rose on the morrow morn, 

would rise on the rocky headlands and 

rugged clifiPs that the man had last seen 

from the deck of the " Amsterdam," as 

they faded into the blueness of the sky, 

close on fourteen years before.^ ■

And as they turned, the clear voices rang 

out once more over the silent' waters : ■

"All's well!" .: ■' ■

"All's well I" ■

■
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BEWITCHED. ■

A STORY IN EIQHT PARTS. ■

PART II. ■

"My dear Alice, do you seet There's 

your lover off .with Miss Boyd already, and 

you in that disgraceful dress. I knew how 

it would be." ■

" It is nothing of the sort," cried Alice, 

coining out of her bewilderment. " She is 

going to sit to him." ■

" Oh ! — another model 1 ^ A significant 

drawing together of lips between the words 

that said far more than many sentences. ■

"Don't be so tiresome, aunt," the girl 

said impatiently. " He has only gone to 

the gate with her. He couldn't well let 

her go alone. But I will change my dress 

before he is back. Tell him I shan't be a 

minute," and she ran to her room. ■

She accomplished the change in ten 

minutes, and came back breathless into the 

drawing-room, dainty and fresh in a green 

frock that Arthur admired immensely, her 

cheeks flushed beyond their normal healthy 

pink by hurry. But though it could not 

have taken three minutes to walk to and 

open the gate, bow out Miss Boyd and 

return, the drawing-room was empty save 

of Miss Downing. ■

^*I suppose Arthur Is m the garden," 

said Alice impatiently. It was too bad of 

her aunt to obstruct them by holding the 

drawing-room. ■

"No, he b not He has gone to the 

Rectory to lunch." ■

"He cannot. He wasn't asked. He never 

said good-bye," said Alice, confounded. ■

" He must be asked by now," said Aunt 

Robina, " for the gong sounded just as Mrs. 

Waterton came out upon their lawn to meet 

them, and she couldii't help asking him to 

stay, with the gong in their ears, and I 

suppose the smell of lunch in their nosea 

Anyway, he went in. I saw them the 

whole way." ■

Alice forced a smile. " He is so eager 

about his picture, he wants to lose no time. 

Miss Boyd imagined she was required for a 

whole' picture, but he just wanted to sketch 

some little thing that struck him as useful. 

It was really very obliging of her. He may 

have to stay for tea, too." ■

This was her way of discomfiting fate by 

being prepared for its worst. She did not 

in the least expect that Arthur would stay 

to tea at the Rectory. He had promised 

to walk with her to Holywell Mill that ■

afternoon. If he had forgotten it in the 

imperious necessities of art, he would 

remember as soon as his small business at 

the Rectory was finished. She would be 

ready for him, but ready also for her aunt's 

sneers in case he should prove recreant ■

Miss Downing might feel it to be at once 

hex duty and her pleasure to snub her niece 

and embitter her innocent happiness and 

confidence, but she would have been as 

angry in her way as Alice herself if any 

real danger to the future were to present 

itself. " That woman looks a regular bad 

lot," she said. " I cannot understand the 

Watertons having her in their house. She 

is well-dressed and all that, but I don't like 

her eyes." (" Arthur does," thought Alice.) 

"She looks up to any villainy. I must 

ask Mrs. Waterton where she picked her 

up. I don't care to have * her here while 

you are at home, a woman one knows 

nothing about. Not that she can doyoa 

much harm in three weeks." ■

" No, she can't do much harm in three 

weeks," said Alice distinctly, half to herself. 

"To be sure, you seemed to think there 

was little chance of my being married in 

three weeks." ■

"Heaven forbid you shouldn't," cried 

Miss Downing i "and my grey silk just 

home from Boazman's. You don't think, 

Alice ^but I'll go over to Mrs. Water- 

ton's, and ask her " ■

"Ask her whati" interrupted Alice, 

with burning cheeks and fierce eyes. 

"Don't be so absurd, aunt. What can 

Mrs. Waterton know about it 1 ' ■

" I suppose she knows who Miss Boyd is." ■

" But what can Miss Boyd possibly have 

to do with my wedding being put off 1" the 

girl demanded, in passionate fear. '^ It is 

all nonsense. You began it yourself, 

prophesying evil, and I was repeating it for 

a joke. It is quite a joke — quite. How 

can it be anything else? Why do you 

make such a fuss about Arthur speaking to 

a perfect stranger, and walking across to 

the Rectory with her 1 And what on earth 

has it to do with your grey silk dress t 

You will be able to exhibit it at the 

St ranges' on Thursday week." ■

" As if I should think of wearing i* 

before your wedding I And I suppose you 

will go in that old pink thing, and Miss 

Boyd will appear in somethbg splendid, 

and cut you out again." ■

"No doubt," said Alice, shrugging her 

shoulders. " It can't be helped. I have 

nothing else." ■

" In my time girls kept away from balls ■
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altogether so close upon their marriage. It 

wasn't considered nice to appear in public 

under such circumstances. Besides, it 

wasn't worth while." ■

" I'm glad I was not bom in your time," 

returned Alice. " I want to get all the fun 

I can out of life before I am a married 

woman. It is always quite worth my while 

to dance with Arthur. I have only danced 

with him once in all my life — at one ball, I 

mean : when I met him. If the pink isn't 

decent enough, I can wear one of my new 

dresses." ■

"One of your trousseau dresses! You 

cannot ! It would be most unlucky." ■

"I don't believe in bad luck. I will 

wear the white muslin just to show my 

disbelief ; and then you'd better wear your 

grey, for, of course, wearing my white will 

put oflf the wedding for altogether, so you 

need not hoard it up." ■

" You are a silly girl, Alice," said Miss 

Downing mechanically. ■

She was busy pondering how to extract 

from Mrs. Waterton all possible information 

concerning Miss Boyd , then to look back 

at such information as had been already 

given, and examine it. It was only two 

days since Mrs. Waterton had said she 

expected a visitor. "Lydia Boyd, the 

daughter of an old friend of Henry's, from 

India, but now living in Curzon Street, 

Mayfair, such a very good address — sug- 

gestive of lacs of rupees. Henry wonders 

how she does it, for George Boyd held a 

very small Civil Service appointment, and 

his wife — he cbuld not remember whom he 

had married^ but she, perhaps, had money. 

We had not heard she was in England till 

she asked if she might come to see us." 

Then an aside that morning : ** Very clever, 

though she doesn't look it. Heaps of 

money. Jane unpacked her things, and 

says they are fit for a duchess: silver- 

backed brushes, silk underclothing, all her 

gowns from Redfem and Kate Beilly. 

Dick Freeland dined with us last night, 

and called her a most fascinating person. 

She was in black lace, and simply blazed 

with diamonds. I can't see it myself. I 

suppose she is a gentleman's beauty." ■

"Mr. Freeland probably scented the silver- 

backed brushes and lacs of rupees/' said Miss 

Downing stiffly, resenting such disloyalty to 

Alice, for whom he ought to be decked in 

willow. Perhaps Arthur had heard of those 

treasures now. They were all alike, all eager 

for money. Miss Downing was convinced 

that the smallness of Alice's dowry was to 

be blamed for the loss of Dick Freeland. ■

Miss Downing and Alice lunched alone. 

That over, the question was how to act so 

that, should Arthur not turn up in time for 

the walk, she should lose no dignity by 

having waited in vain. It was next to 

certain that he would not turn up. He was 

sure to take the sitting he had asked for, or 

why had he gone into the house? He 

would then return to his picture. So Alice 

said ! ■

"If Arthur should finish his picture 

sooner than he expects, please tell him I 

shall be back in time for tea. I will go 

to see Violet Sandys, as I have this afternoon 

free, and that will save to-morrow." ■

Violet Sandys lived quite two miles 

away. She was at home, and very pleased 

to see Alice ; very much interested in her 

approaching wedding and the preparations 

and plans. She was a very practical person 

indeed j the subjects of trousseau and tour 

had not half the charms for her that were 

provided by servants and furniture, that 

special branch of furniture which is the 

feature of to-day — the numerous inventions 

for the saving of trouble and space. Violet 

had them all at her finger-ends. According 

to her, Alice might dispense with servants 

altogether, and have her house cleaned and 

her food cooked solely by pulling electric 

buttons and putting pennies in slots. ■

** I do so envy you living in a dear little 

flat," she said. " It is no use attempting 

all those delightful things here. The 

servants won't have them, and mamma will 

have the servants. It is absurd nowadays, 

when we are all so poor, to live in a place 

like this," looking disparagingly round at 

the big Tudor house and its wide parks and 

gardens. " It is my dream to live in a flat," 

she went on, " where one can get at every- 

thing one wants without moving out of 

one's chair." ■

It cheered Alice up immensely to talk of 

pots and pans, carpets and carpet-sweepers. 

It made marriage seem such a real thing, 

far too substantial and too near to vanish at 

the glance of a pair of hateful grey eyes. 

She almost ran home — she was so afraid 

of keeping Arthur waiting, of losing one 

moment of his dear society. ■

It was a shock to hear he had not come, 

but she would not be silly and fanciful. 

Of course, now he had found the missing 

ingredient for his picture, he would work at 

it with redoubled vigour and get it finished 

all the sooner. ■

At seven o'clock Alice said : " He will 

not come now till after dinner." She and 

her aunt had their usual small repast, and ■
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then Alice awaited her lover in the drawing- 

room with tea and cakes. ■

He came at eight, hut he had not dined. 

He looked pale and worn, and was rather 

absent, as he was given to being after some 

hours' hard work, buried in his picture. 

For nearly two hours there had been no 

light for paintiog, yet he had had no time 

to dine, he said. Alice gave him tea. He 

protested at first; then took the proffered 

cup. The hot stimulant cleared his brain 

and he fell upon the cakes ravenously. ■

**Ts Kilmeny finished 1 " asked Alice. ■

" Kilmeny ! " For a moment he looked 

as if he had never heard of such a person. 

" No, of course not. I have had no time to 

go near it, I have been too busy." ■

" Busy, doing what 1 ** suspiciously. ■

'' Making sketches; sketches for great 

pictures, really great ones. Pictures that 

will mean fame — glory. Why can't one 

go on working, working, till the work is 

finished) — but night comes when no man 

can work." ■

He talked very strangely. Alice was not 

a person naturally given to fearfulness, and 

she flouted superstition as she would have 

flouted jealousy yesterday, but her flesh 

crept as she listened. Was Arthur going 

out of his mind from overwork ! ■

She came to his side and put her arm 

round him, as if she would thtts bring his 

mind back to realities and substance. ■

" You work too much, dear," she said in 

her calin, steady voice. *'You need far 

more rest than you take. Gome and look 

through these lists with me. I have been 

seeing Yiolet Sandys this afternoon, and she 

showed me some circulars they had just 

had from Maple. There is a dear little 

cupboard, only sixteen-and-six " ■

He looked down at her absently for 

a moment, then admiringly, then most 

tenderly. She looked very fair and sweet 

in her light-blue evening dress, her soft 

brown hair and her pretty neck and arms 

all shining in the lamplight below the 

shade as she bent over the furniture lists. 

" You are a dear girl," he whispered fondly, 

and did his best to attend to qualities 

and prices ; and Alice's heart beat joyously, 

for it was not now any alien attraction 

which struggled with his attention, but the 

superior delights of making love to her. ■

When he left at half past ten, according 

to Mies Downing's rigorous canon of pro- 

priety, she asked him — not because of any 

doubt, but lest she should wake up in 

the early morning and be misersuble : 

troubles and doubts always look so big ■

and black in those chilly, hungry little hours 

before tea comes in to cheer — "How did 

you like Miss Boyd on farther acquaintancel" ■

The hall was very brightly lighted. 

The slightest flush or change of counte- 

nance must have been discernible to those 

searching eyes. He did not flinch in the 

least. His eyes did not swerve ever so 

slightly from looking into hers. ■

" Miss Boyd 1 The Watertons' visitor 1 * 

he answered, neither hesitatingly nor too 

readily. "I didn't like her particularly. 

She is very plain, and not very pleasant, 

and she has very little to say for herself. 

Are you much interested in her 1 " ■

" But you asked her to sit to you ? " ■

"Yes, only for the eyes. She has a 

queer look in them, as if she were a person 

who 'saw things,' as they say of creepy 

people whom ghosts visit. It struck me 

as the very thing I wanted for Kilmeny's 

eyes; what is missing in your sweet, 

innocent ones," kissing them each in turn. ■

" And have you painted it into my face t 

How shall I look with Miss Boyd's eyes 1 

Am I improved 1 " ■

" Sweet, you must learn to efiRace you^ 

self in the cause of art. The face will be 

neither your face nor Miss Boyd's, but 

Kilmeny's, The eyes will make all the 

difference. I did not want to paint a 

pretty girl who had never knovrn anything 

but what was good and pure." ■

" Would you mind letting me see 1 " ■

He drew a sketch-book from his pocket 

and turned over the leaves. He looked 

puzzled; then uneasy. Then he hastily 

attempted to pull the book back in his 

pocket, but Alice snatched at it and opened 

it ; watched epquiringly, but unchecked. ■

It was full of strange figures, more or 

less complete ; some draped, some costumed, 

some mere hasty confusions of lines, but all 

had the same face unmistakeably suggested 

— Lydia Boyd's. ■

She gave the book back to him with an 

unnatural little laugh. ■

"You have been very Industrious, and 

Miss Boyd has been very obliging. Did 

you make all these studies from reality or 

from memory 1 " ■

" I forget ; partly one and partly the 

other, I think. I had no idea I had made 

so many. She struck me as an excellent 

type for several subjects." ■

" She ought to be flattered," ■

" Well, I don't know. I am afraid she 

may think I have taken rather a liberty if 

she ever recognises herself, but of course 

she won't, for somebody else wUl have to sit ■
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for the rest of the pictures. However 

villainous one's subject, she must be beau 

tiful to please the public who buys." ■

" Do you think Miss Boyd is villainous 1 '* 

Alice asked, startled. ■

" Oh ! good gracious, no 1 I hope I 

implied nothing of the sort. She only 

struck me, I suppose," glancing through 

the narrow pages, " as a possible Circe — or 

Lucrezia Borgia — or old witch — with a con- 

siderable amount of beauty worked in.** ■

Pyncholk was a very, quiet place com- 

pared with London and Simla, but Mrs. 

Waterton exerted herself strenuously to 

entertain her guest with such material as 

was within reach. The Be'ctor's means did 

not admit of any brilliance, but as it 

happened, they were giving a dinner- 

party that very night. It had been 

arranged a fortnight ago, before Miss Boyd 

appeared on the scene, even as represented 

by her letter of introduction, but Mrs. 

Waterton had fixed the date of her 

arrival so as to take in that unwonted 

chance of festivity. The guests were six 

elderly and dignified persons, exclusive of 

a curate thrown in to balance Miss Boyd. 

On the next evening but one, there was 

one of those small and early evenings 

beloved still in some old-fashioned' country 

neighbouriioods, where the entertainment 

consists of high tea, games, and '^ trays " ; 

specially convenient for the eating'-up of the 

baked meats of a more stately dinner. To 

bid Miss Downing and Alice to this feast had 

been Miss Waterton's early errand two days 

before. Arthur KnoUys, too, was bidden, as 

was seemly, to accompany his betrothed. ■

Arthur excused Jiimself from tea on plea 

of work, but promised to turn up later. 

Mrs. Watertonloudly" lamented his absence. 

They were such a dull set of pe^ople; a 

London man brought so much life to such 

parties. He would have known all sorts of 

new games and other devices for making 

the evening go oflf well. She was afraid 

Miss Boyd was tired of cards. ■

The curate, Mr. Lee, who was of course 

of the party — where men are scarce they 

are compelled to play many parts — respited 

this imputation upon the resources of 

Pyncholk. MiBS Boyd must not suppose 

that their games were not up to date. They 

could turn tables, raise spirits, tell fortunes 

by palmistry and characters by many divers 

methods,, at Pyncholk as elsewhere. He 

proposed they should hide a pin, or set 

somebody to guess the number of a five- 

pound note — Miss Boyd could do that, he 

was positive. ■

Miss Boyd, to Mrs. Waterton's surprise, 

looked startled and annoyed. ■

"I can do nothing of the sort," she 

answered brusquely. " Such games are the 

stupidest things in the world." ■

" Yet you must have seen very strange 

things in India,'' said the curate, anxious in 

his turn to display his extensive and 

profound reading. ■

"Not so strange, perhaps, as they seem," 

she answered impatiently. "I 'hope you 

don't mean to put drawing-room telepathy 

on a plane with Indian juggling ? " ■

" If you do," said Dick Freeknd drily, 

" I should hardly think it a proper amuse- 

ment for good Christian folks, to say nothing 

of parsons." ■

" It is mere skill, like whist or ches?," 

said Mr. Lee. " There is nothing occult in 

it. When it isn't skill it is fraud." ■

"Then you didn't mean to play fairl" 

said Dick. ■

" Mr. Lee means to show ua his skill," 

said Miss Boyd, who was certainly out of 

temper. She was dressed in grey, and 

looked plainer than usual, but she wore 

handsome opals on a band round her throat, 

and looked as usual like a very rich woman, 

and a stately one. ■

Mr. Lee was put on his mettle at once, 

impelled by even a stronger force than 

vanity. Was he not an unmarried curate 

and Miss Boyd a rich woman? He wished 

to stand well with her. ■

" Let me bandage your eyes," he begged, 

" and I will undertake to make you do in 

ten minutes whatever Mr. Freeland and. 

Miss k Court choose." ■

She submitted with a scornful smile. 

Dick and Alice bent their heads over a strip 

of paper, pencilled it, and handed it to Mr. 

Lee. ■

" To creep along the piano top,** he read, 

and nodded approvingly. ■

He placed his finger-tips on the back of 

Miss Boyd's neck, and there was a breath- 

less pause. She did not move. The curate 

waited patiently, then suddenly dropped 

his hands and muttered: "It is no use 

with such a subject." He was very pale 

indeed. ■

"You've soon given in," scoffed Dick 

Freeland. ■

"Try. me," said Arthur Knollys, who 

had come in quietly while Miss Boyd was 

being bandaged. ■

" No, don't, Arthur," cried Alice, with an 

uncalled-for amount of apprehension, seeing 

how Mr. Lee's *occult powers had just 

been discredited. Miss Boyd's parted lips ■
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betrayed intent attention, though she could 

not see that Arthur was withdrawing his 

offer in a reassuring glance at Alice. ■

" Yes, do," she said. " Let us give Mr. 

Lee a chance." ■

She undid her bandage, and handed it to 

him. He put it round his own eyes at once. 

But it was Mr, Lee who drew back now. ■

** It's all rmbbish," he said, " I will have 

nothing to do with it ; and I have a sick 

call to make." ■

"The charlatan exposed," said Dick 

rudely, as Mr. Lee hurriedly bade adieu to 

his hostess. ■

He heard perfectly well; indeed, Dick 

had no intention of conceding what was 

really a joke. He only smiled a sickly 

smile and took his departure, leaving his 

reputation as a thaumaturgist dead for ever 

behind him. ■

"Who would have thought the little 

chap was so sensitive on the subject ) " said 

Dick contritely. ■

"How could you vex him so, Dickl" 

asked Alice reproachfully. " He never said 

good bye to me." ■

" Or to me, for that matter," said another 

girl, "He looked so awfully ashamed of 

himself." ■

"Please knot this thing for me, somebody," 

said Arthur, fumbling with the bandage. 

" Come, isn't anybody going to perform on 

me 1 I'm a first-rate subject, they tell me." ■

" You * will ' him to do something, Alice," 

said Mrs. Waterton. ■

Miss Boyd, who was nearest, knotted the 

handkerchief ends behind his head. Alice 

was hurt. She had asked him "not to 

play," and he had chosen to obey Miss 

Boyd's wish in preference. ■

" I cannot," she said. *• I don't believe 

in it. Mr. Lee couldn't do it." ■

" Because he was resisted by a stronger 

intelligence,'' said Arthur thoughtfully, in 

a very low voice. ■

Miss Boyd snatched the bandage she had 

just tied from Arthur's eyes. ■

"Why did you say thatl" she asked, 

with astonishing asperity. ■

"Say whati" asked Arthur, looking 

bewildered. " Did I speak aloud 1 I beg 

your pardon if I complained. You did 

pull a little tight." ■

" Well, it is a very stupid and disagreeable 

amusement," said Mrs. Waterton. "It 

doesn't seem to amuse anybody — quite the 

reverse — so I propose we make up a rubber, 

and the young people sit down to a round ■

Miss Boyd joined the Rector and his wife 

with Miss Downing at the former diversion, 

and the rest set to work shuffling cards and 

dividing counters, ■

" Is she cross, then 1 " Arthur whispered 

to Alice as they bent their heads together 

over the heap of red and white ivory. " la 

it because I was so late 1 Really and truly 

I could come no sooner." ■

" Why did you say that B. woman " — the 

expression was only used to guard against 

ears peculiarly sensitive to the suppressed 

surname — " was so intelligent when it was 

all her stupidity]" ■

" I didn't say it, she said it," said Arthur. ■

"Why, I heard youl" cried Alice 

disdainfully. ■

"You must have heard her. I heard 

her close behind me as she fumbled at my 

head. I never spoke ; if. I did I couldn't 

have said that. She is as dense as a log." ■

Now Ready, ■
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CHAPTER IX. ■

Sib William Karslake was still alive ; 

but death stood at his bedside, and with 

that grim power North Branston closed in 

a hand-to-hand struggle. Day after day 

rose to find the object of the combat still 

hovering on that borderland which lies so 

close to, and yet so infinitely remote from, 

the life of every day. Day after day 

passed ; and the advantage was now with 

one, now with the other, of the combatants. 

The shadow of a great suspense lay over 

Hatherleigh Grange. All the afternoon 

long, carriages stopped at the lodge gates 

with polite enquiries and condolences from 

every direction. But Lady Karslake saw 

nobody ; the only visitor from the outside 

world who crossed the threshold in those 

days was North Branston. ■

North Branston grew haggard and worn ; 

the case was a somewhat rare crisis, upon 

the obscurity of which modem medical 

science had only recently thrown light. In 

modem methods — so modern, indeed, as to 

retain something of the nature of experiment 

—lay his only chance of success, and his 

professional enthusiasm was strung up to 

its intensest pitch. And not only were his 

mental faculties kept constantly at full 

stretch. To fit a six mile drive into his 

round of work twice or even three times in 

the twenty-four hours ; to spend sometimes 

an hour, sometimes considerably more, in 

one visit to a single patient, involved a 

concentration of his other work which told 

heavily on his physical forces. Leisure and ■

rest became empty words for him. His 

meals were uncertain in everything except 

the haste with which they were eaten ; and 

the quantity of sleep he achieved he himself 

best knew. ■

It was generally understood in Dr. 

Vallotson*s household that Sir William 

Karslake's critical condition created a con- 

siderable amount of extra work. But — 

because constant oral statements make 

more impression upon the unobservant than 

unannounced fact^an impression prevailed 

that it was upon Dr. Vallotson's own 

shoulders that this extra work fell. ■

After North Branston's attendance at 

Hatherleigh had been going on for three 

days. Dr. Yallotson announced that it was 

imperatively necessary that he himself 

should put his own sufferings on one side 

and attend to the practice. ■

"Somebody must attend to it, my dear," 

he assured his wife pompously; "old Mr. 

Bronson and Mrs. Jones have not been seen 

for a week. I must go out to-morrow." ■

The words were spoken in a tone of heroic 

self-immolation, but the reasons against his 

going out on the morrow existed solely in 

his own imagination. He was perfectly 

restored to health. His gouty foot had 

regained its normal proportions, though he 

still elected to clothe it in a boot of por- 

tentous size. During the days which 

followed. Dr. Vallotson seemed little less in- 

cessantly employed than was North Branston 

himself. He was in and out of the house a 

dozen times a day ; the family hours had to 

be incessantly rearranged that, he might 

" fit in his work ;" and North Branston was 

kept in a constant state of irritation by the 

difficulty of securing horses for his own 

use. ■

"Do you expect me to do my work on 

foot, sir," demanded Dr. Yallotson, his ■

VOL. XO.— THIRD SBBIBS. ■
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small figure dilating with indignant self- 

importance when North, with the angry 

urgency of over-pressure, pointed out the 

difiBculties thus thrown in the way, **with 

my foot in its present condition 1 Wb^re 

would you be, I should like to know, if I 

should have to lie up again 1 You must 

arrange your engagements to fit in with 

mine ; that's all I can say/' ■

TJhe current of vigorous movement which 

was stirring the men of the household had 

apparently touched Mrs. Vallotson and 

Constance also. It was as though the 

cloud which had hung about the house 

during Dr. Vallotson'a illness had broken 

up into strong electrical disturbances, and 

by the force of reaction the stillness and 

monotony of these days had given place to 

an activity which was their very antithesis. ■

No longer confined to the house by 

her husband's demands on her attention, 

Mrs. Vallotson had thrown herself with 

Inmost restless energy into the task of re- 

introducing Constance to her friends. Day 

after day she went about with Constance, 

paying calls, giving and accepting invita- 

tions, fulfilling all the engagements that 

the social life of Alnohester could provide. 

Day after day saw her with never an unoc- 

cupied moment, never a solitary half-hour. ■

To Constance the change came just 

at the psychological moment. A few days 

more of unrelieved domesticity, and erup- 

tions of a more or less natural and un- 

philosophic character must have ensued. 

She threw herself into the movement which 

obviated this disastrous contingency with 

the vigour of one who sees the first steps 

to a great end plainly before her. To 

** go about " was the necessary preliminary 

to populanty, and popularity was the 

necessary pi^eiiminary to the inauguration 

of a new era for Alnohester. ■

That popularity might linger; that she 

might go about without exciting any con- 

spicuous interest in the Alnchedter breast ; 

n^as a contingency that had not occurred 

to Alncheat^'s would-be regenerator. To 

be received everywhere with a few kindly 

but absent-minded words, and then to 

find herself relegated to a subordinate 

position before one all-absorbing topic of 

public interest, was by no means what 

she was prepared for. Graver forebodings 

as to the nature of the Alnchester intellect 

than she had hitherto allowed herself to 

indulge began to fill her mind. Appre- 

hensions that she had hitherto put aside 

from her as altogether too degrading to 

the human race began to give her gloomy ■

moments. And the iBontempt with which 

she regarded the topic which thus pre- 

occupied Alnchester knew no bounds. 

Some slight expression, of her feelings 

became at last imperative to her. ■

" I suppose it's quite impossible," she said, 

''for any one in Alnchester to take an 

interest in more than one subject at a 

time. But it.jmakes conversation rather 

monotonous, mother, don't you think? 

We've paid three calls this afternoon, and 

we'v^ talked about nothing but Sir William 

Karslake and his illnesa" ■

Ten days had passed ; it was about four 

o'clock in the afternoon, and Constance and 

her mol^er were on their way to pay their 

fourth imd final call for 4he afternoon. It 

was growing dusk, and Constance could 

not see her moth6!Ps face as Mrs. YallotBon 

replied: ■

** You will probably talk of nothing else 

at the Bennetts', either ; so you'd better 

make up your mind to it, Constance. 

Everybody is very much interested in Sir 

William Karslake." ■

The statement accurately represented the 

condition of affairs. Hatherleigh Grange 

was one of the great places of the neighbour- 

hood, and it had stood empty for nearly a 

year. " New people " at the Grange would 

in any case have excited a considerable 

amount of curiosity. That Sir William 

Karslake's name was one known in a larger 

world than that of Alnchester rendered it 

of no moment whatever, so long as he 

remained at a distance. But when he 

became Alnchester property, so to speak, 

the fact quickened attention as adding 

lustre to the city. By falling ill with the 

eyes of the world thus fixed upon him, Sir 

William Karslake had reached the apex of 

public interest. ■

It was with a little impatient sigh that 

Constance followed her mother into Mrs. 

Bennett's drawing-room -^ Mrs. Bennett 

was the wife of a clerical neighbour — 

and even as they were received by thei^ 

hostess, the girl heard the name that was 

becoming so obnoxious to her, proceeding 

from a comer of the room where two ladies 

sat together in suck earnest conclave that 

t^ey could hardly break it off to shake 

hands with Mrs. Yallotson and her daughter. 

The conventional greeting -v^as hardly 

uttered when the younger of these two 

ladies, a sharp, sallow-faced womlm, turned 

from Constance to Mrs. Vallotson and said 

eagerly : ■

** Now I dare say you can tell us, Mrs. 

Yallotson ; your husband was an old friend ■
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of Sir William Karslake's, I UDderstand, and 

he would know, of course. Did he — Sir 

William Karslake, I mean — go oat to India 

in sixty or sixty- two ? '* ■

Mrs. Yallotson seated herself deliberately, 

and unloosed her mantle at the throat. ■

'*You seem to have been misinformed, 

Mi^s Goode/' she said composedly. *'My 

husband ouly met Sir William Karslake in 

the course of the last thr^e weeks, and that 

only in a professional capacity." ■

Miss Qoode's face fell. ■

" You don't say so I " she said. " Well, 

really now, that's very odd. How things do 

get about, to be sure I I do assure you that ■

Dr. Yallotson himself now, who was ■

it told me that Dr. Yallotson had told 

them — what was it they said he'd said t ' ■

Miss Goode became temporarily lost in 

the mazes of her memory, which was, 

indeed, somewhat overstored with sayings 

which had been repeated to her. And the 

word was taken up by Mrs. Bennett, a 

round, comfortable person, the salt of who^e 

life was gossip. ■

" But you know of him, Mrs. Yallotson 1 " 

she said cheerily. " I dare say you know 

of him, though you haven't known him 

personally. They say he was a great anxiety 

to his father in his young days. Sadly wil(^ 

I've heard." ■

"Indeed!" said Mrs. Yallotson. She 

spoke with a dry indifference, which made 

Constance mentally congratulate herself on 

having a mother so superior to the other 

mothers of Alnohester. And since topics of 

conversation were more or less subject to 

the dictation of the doctor's wife, a slight 

pause ensued. Mrs. Bennett produced a 

little commonplace from the Alnchester 

stock, which Mrs. Yallotson received with 

hard civility. But as far as the other two 

ladies were concerned, it fell flat. Mrs. 

Bennett herself was but half-hearted in her 

support of it, and after a few minutes of 

lame conversation another pause ensued. 

It was broken this time by the lady who 

had been discussing the subject of the hour 

with Miss Goode when Mrs. Yallotson and 

hQr daughter appeared upon the scene. She 

was a lunp lady, with a large and helpless 

eountenanccL ■

*' Perhaps Mn. Yallotson can tell us, at 

least," she suggested feebly, " how the poor 

maa is to-day — Sir William Karslake, you 

know. I was told that they expected a 

crisis of some sort to-day. I was told that 

somebody said he would be either dead or 

out of danger before to-night." ■

" A doctor's wife is the last person in ■

the world who can give any information as 

to the condition of his patients," said Mrs. 

Yallotson. ■

She rose as she spoke to take leave. ■

*' I assure you, Mrs. Elliott^ I know no 

more on the subject than you do." ■

A passing wonder crossed Constance's 

mind, as to how it was that her mother 

knew even so much of Sir William 

Karslake's condition as her words seemed 

to imply. Some testy words of Dr. 

Yallotson's had put Constance herself into 

possession of the fact which Mrs. Elliott had 

stated with so much melancholy satisfaction 

and foreboding. And it had annoyed the 

girl more than once during the afternoon, 

to feel that she herself was not wholly 

untouched by the prevailing epidemic, 

inasmuch as she found herself dwelling 

now and again on the thought of the crisis 

that was coming and going, while the 

man who was passing through it was being 

gossiped about and discussed. But she 

knew that her mother had not heard Dr. 

Yallotson's words; she knew that she 

never enquired after any of the patients. 

And she had supposed that her mother 

knew nothing of what the day held for the 

inmates of Hatherleigh Grange. ■

It was late when they left Mrs, Bennett's 

house, but to-night Mrs. Yallotson seemed 

to be in no hurry to get home. She 

walked slowly, and when they had nearly 

reached their own house, a small piece of 

shopping that she wanted to do occurred 

to her, and she went back to the town — 

making Constance accompany her — r to 

accomplish it. It added half an hour's 

walk to an afternoon that had already 

contained a good deal of exercise; and 

when they finally turned into their own 

road again for the second time, Constance 

was tired out. Her mother must be very 

strong, she thought to herself, to show no 

sign whatever of fatigue. Mrs. Yallotson 

was walking slowly, it was true, but it was 

with the dilatoriqess of a woman who is in 

no haste to reach home and rest. To 

Constance, upon whose nerves the idea of Sir 

William Karslake and the crisis which she 

knew must now be over, either for good or 

ill, had rather fastened, the very tardiness 

of her mother's step was an addei weari- 

ness, ^orth would be back from Hather- 

leigh by this time, the girl said to herself, 

and she really would like to know — though 

it was very foolish of her, she told herself — 

whether the stupid man were alive or dead. ■

She followed her mother quickly into 

the hall ■
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" It's late, Constance," said her mother. 

" Gk) and get ready quickly, or you'll be late 

for dinner." ■

Constance hesitated for an instant. 

There was a ring of command in Mrs. 

Vallotson's voice, and habit prevailed over 

desire. After all, she could hardly have 

explained her wish to see North Branston, 

which was, indeed, shrivelling into nothing 

ness i!ow that it was possible to gratify it. ■

" Very well, mother," she said, and she 

turoed and went away up the stairs. ■

Mrs. Vallotson stood at the foot, and 

watched her out of sight. Then she, too, 

.turned and went down the passage towards 

North Branston's consulting-room. The 

door was ajar; and as she drew nearer 

North Branston's voice became audible — 

North Branston's voice, confident, satisfied, 

elated, as it had never sounded in that 

house before. ■

"He'll do," he said. "There's no fear 

now. It couldn't have gone be'tter. But, 

by Jove ! Vallotson, six hours ago I 

thought I was beaten." ■

Mrs. Vallotson had stopped suddenly. 

She put out one hand towards the wall of 

the passage as if to steady herself. Then 

she turned, and retraced her steps. She 

went up the stairs to her own room, and 

shut the door. ■

CHAPTER X ■

" Where is my mother, Sarah 1 " ■

It was about ten o'clock on a bright, 

frosty .November morning three weeks later. 

Constance had come leisurely out of her 

room, dressed for walking, and had ad- 

dressed the question to the housemaid. ■

"Mistress is in the store-room, miss," 

was the answer. ■

With that air of unhurried serenity per- 

vading her small person, which is the result 

of a consciously judicious portioning out of 

time to philosophic ends, Constance pursued 

her way downstairs. She went on to the 

back premises, and pushed open a half- 

closed door. ■

" I'm going now, mother," she said. ■

It was a large room, lighted only by 

one small and heavily barred window ; and 

in spite of the scrupulous cleanliness and 

neatness of all its arrangements, it struck 

chill and gloomy by comparison with the 

brightness of the passage, along which the 

winter sunshine lay in ruddy bars. Occu- 

pied with the contents of one of the cup- 

boards, stood Mrs. Vallotson, alone. She 

turned her head slowly as Constance 

gpoke. ■

" Very well," she said. •' To the Bryan- 

stones' is it 1 " ■

There was a subtle suggestion about Mrs. 

Vallotson's voice which is only to be de- 

scribed as a suggestion of disuse ; it was like 

a voice influenced by long intervals of total 

silence. Its tone, however, was not one cal- 

culated to arrest the attention of the inangu- 

rator of a new era. ■

Constance did not come into the room. 

She stood in the doorway, her girlish, 

daintily dressed figure, as it caught some of 

the sunshine behind her, contrasting sharply 

with the sombre stillness of the room 

before hiar. ■

" No, mother," she said ; "to the Eliots'. 

I'm going for a walk with Kitty, and then 

we are going to read together. I'm going 

to tea with the Bryanstones this afternoon, 

I told you of the engagement two days 

ago." ■

There was a strong touch of the con- 

descension of the instructor in the clear 

young voice, as Constance uttered her 

explanation ; her last words were, further, 

just tinged with a certain lofty consciousness 

of her mother's forgetf ulness ; and the 

deference which would have subdued the 

whole, three weeks before, was only very 

faintly represented. The tone was the 

outcome of the independence to which the 

girl's words witnessed. ■

That independence was a developement 

of the past three weeks, which had seemed 

to the future regenerator of Alnchester so 

perfectly desirable and natural, that it never 

occurred to her to consider that it had come 

about with rather untrustworthy rapidity. ■

Mrs. Vallotson had apparently fulfilled 

all the social duties demanded of her for 

the present, and her energy in that direction 

seemed to have been followed by a reaction 

in which she was even disinclined for 

society ; but she had placed no obstacles 

in the way of any visits to her contem- 

poraries, which Constance liked to pay by 

herself. She seemed, on the contrary, 

desirous that the girl should go out. Con- 

stance went out accordingly with assiduity, 

preparing her ground over afternoon teas, 

country walks, and German readings ; and 

winning a half - im willing, half -admiring 

recognition from the girls, who thought her 

" dreadfully clever." ■

There was a moment's pause now before 

Mrs. Vallotson answered her. Then she 

said briefly, " Very well 1 " and turoed back 

to her cupboard. ■

" Oood - bye, mother," said the girl 

brightly. ■
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"Good-bye, child." ■

Mrs. Vallotson did not tarn round. She 

was counting table-Hnen, and she continued 

her work in the same mechanically concen- 

trated manner after her daughter had gone. 

Another hour had passed when she came 

out of the store-room, locking the door 

behind her, and went into the dining-room. 

She was looking cold and numb, but she 

seemed to be hardly cooscious of the fact, 

for she did not approach the fire. She 

seated herself by the table, and took some 

needlework from a basket. ■

It had been remarked on more than one 

occasion lately — remarked with some un- 

conscious satisfaction by those female 

friends who had been wont secretly to 

consider that the well set-up and well- 

preserved doctor's wife looked too young 

for her years — that Mrs. Vallotson was 

ageing. She seemed, indeed, to have taken 

one of those strides forward by which some 

women advance in life. She^had become 

very thin ; her tall figure had lost its mature 

substantiality, and had become gaunt; 

wrinkles had developed about her eyes, 

and her eyes themselves had a sunken 

appearance; her hair, hitherto untouched 

by the hand of time, was growing grey 

about the temples — ^growing grey and greyer, 

as it seemed, from day to day. Sitting 

there now in the quiet, dull dining-room, 

with the winter daylight full on her face, 

the pinched, blue look of cold about her 

seemed to accentuate all these signs of age, 

and she looked in her sombre stillness like 

a woman twenty years her senior. ■

Nearly two hours had gone by, and 

except for the mechanical movement of her 

fingers she had hardly stirred, when the 

door opened. She glanced up instinctively. 

The new-comer was North Branston, and 

as her eyes fell upon him, an added shade 

of stillness fell upon her face. She looked 

back at her work in silence. ■

North Branston was looking rather pre- 

occupied, and all the more disagreeable 

characterii^tics of his ordinary expression 

seemed to be in abeyance for the time 

being. He walked up to the fireplace, and 

stood with his back to it, looking down 

thoughtfully at the carpet, Mrs. Vallotson 

worked on without a word. ■

** Adelaide ! " he began. He spoke ab- 

ruptly,but it was the abruptness of constraint 

rather than antagonism. ** You came to a de- 

cision a few weeks ago rather prematurely." ■

Mrs. Vallotson's fingers continued to 

move slowly bat unceasingly, and there was 

a perceptible pause before she said : ■

" What do you mean 1 " ■

North Branston changed his position. 

He folded his arms and leaned his shoulder 

against a comer of the mantelpiece. ■

"As to calling on the Karslake?," he 

said. ** I dare say your principle as to the 

country people is all right in itself. I don't 

profess to understand these things. But I 

don't see the necessity for going out of your 

way to be uncivil." ■

He paused, but Mrs. Vallotson did not 

speak, and after a minute he resumed in a 

voice touched — ^involuntarily, apparently — 

with its customary dry antagonism : ■

" I suppose it is considered uncivil when 

one woman expresses a wish to make the 

acquaintance of another woman, and that 

other woman — there being nothing against 

it but her own will — declines to take the 

necessary step ! At any rate, Adelaide, I 

think it right that you should know that 

Lady Karslake has more than once expressed 

a hope that you will call upon her." ■

He made this simple masculine deduction 

and uttered his bold statement, with a man's 

total absence of comprehension of the social 

compulsion they contained. They had 

evidently been for him rather a declaration 

than an argument. ■

"Is Sir WiDiam Karslake quite well 

again 1" ■

The words came from Mrs. Vallotson 

abruptly, and she looked up for the first 

time. ■

"He has quite recovered from his late 

attack." ■

" Does he go out 1 " ■

"He will go out if the weather keeps 

dry — yes." ■

North's replies had been uttered drDy and 

grimly. He paused a moment after uttering 

his last sentence, his brow darkening. 

Then he said abruptly : ■

" Of course there is no more that I can 

say on the subject* I shan't attempt 

to argue the point, I've told you how 

the facts stand, and it's for you to decide 

upon your course of action. I shan't be 

in until dinner-time." ■

He strode across the room as he spoke, 

and disappeared. ■

When Mrs. Vallotson sat down to lunch 

with her husband and daughter, the numbed 

look of cold had passed away from her 

face, and with it there seemed to have 

gone something of that set repression which 

had settled upon her features so gradually 

as to be unnoticeable. Her colouring was 

deeper than it had been for days. She 

spoke little throughout the meal, but that ■
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little was sharp, and to the point. Luncheon 

was nearly over when she said abruptly : ■

"Where is North this aftemoon; Koberti" ■

" Where is If prth ? '* returned Dr. Vallot- 

Bon. " He has gone out to Arlcpte. He is 

going to take Royston and Petershill on his 

way back. If he had listeined to me, he would 

have gone to Hatherleigh. Very inattentive, 

I consider him I Very inattentive. Did you 

want the carriage, may I ask, my love 1 " ■

"Yes!" said Mrs. Vallotsoi^ slowly, 

"Can I have it r' ■

Dr. Yallotson pursed up his lips and 

pondered importantly. ■

" Well," he said,: "I really hardly know 

what to say I It isn't-^-I must own that 

it's rather inconvenient this — where did 

you — n)w where were you thinking of 

going, my dear V* ■

' '*! want to go to Hatherleigh, to call 

on Lady Karslake." ■

Dr. Yallotson drew himself back in his 

chair with a movement which was almost 

a jump of delight, and the pompous un- 

certainty of his expression melted in an 

instant into a boundless satisfaction. ■

" To Hatherleigh ? " he said, '* My love, 

to be sure ! At what time, now — at what 

time shall I tell James to be ready 1 To 

call on Lady Karalake 1 Quite so. Quite 

so. And Connie is going with you^ of 

course. Quite so." ■

He uttered the last words in a tone of 

radiant and condescending comprehensicm 

as o! a man who sees and dei^s to recognise 

a scheme perfect at all points. As he spoke 

them Constance looked up quickly, but 

before she could speak Mrs. Yallotson said 

decidedly, and rather harshly : ■

**Noy Constance is not going." She 

stopped, and then added, addressing the 

girl but not looking at her : " You've got 

something to do this afternoon, haven't 

you, child 1 " ■

<' I'm going to tea with the Bryanstones, 

mother." ■

*' The Bryanstones 1 " began Dr. Yallotson 

fussily. *' Surely the Bryanstones caa be put 

off, my dear. Surely you had better " ■

^* There is no reason why they should be 

put off." Mrs. Yallotson had risen, and 

her tone was conclusive. " Tell James to 

be ready at half-past three, Robert." ■

THE BRITISH STANDING ARMY. ■

It is to be feared that we, as a people, 

are too much given to take things for 

gianted ; to accept our national institutions ■

as they stand without enquiring as to how 

they arose, grew, and became what they 

are. We have ou^ form of government, 

our navy, our army, our police, but we find 

them what they are, and are too often 

content to make that the end of our infor- 

mation about them, and do not take the 

trouble ourselves to seek out their origin 

and growth. Perhaps it is owing to this 

fact that until nowr— late in the nineteenth 

centuiy^ — ^has b^^en left the publication of 

the first volume of the first consecutive and 

exhaustive history of our Standing Army.* ■

The volume, which only carries the history 

up to the year 1700, falls naturally into 

three divisions: the rise of the Standing 

Army and it? progress until 1688 ; the wars 

in Ireland and Flanders ; and lastly, chapters 

on Arms and Accoutrements, Clothing and 

Equipment, Drills and Exercises, Punish- 

ments, and other matters relating to the 

internal direction of a military force. ■

It was oa the fourteenth of February, 

1661, that the seeds of the British Army— 

to the number of one hundred and seventy 

troopers, and between nine hundred and 

a thousand infantry— were collected on 

Tower Hill. These soldiers wera part 

of the army which, under General Monck, 

had played so important a part in the 

Restoration to the throne of King Charles 

the Second. As they were there assembled, 

four Commissioners drove up to them, 

informed them that they were commissioned . 

to thank them for their past services, to 

promise them their arrears of pay, and to 

enlist them into the King's own service. 

The troops were thereupon disbanded, and 

immediately afterwards re-enlisted, and be- 

came the " Lord GeneraFs Regiment of Foot 

Guards," and the " Lord General's Troop of 

Guards" — the Lord General being added 

by way of compliment to Monck. The 

regiment of foot was the foundation of the 

Coldstream Guards— Monck's army, in his 

march from Scotland, having halted at the 

border town of Coldstream, and having 

from this received the nickname of *' Cold- 

streamers." ■

Although the " Coldstreamers "* were thus 

the first regiment really enlisted into the 

Standing Army, there was a regiment already 

existing which had undoubted rights to 

priority. Xhis was formed of Englishmen who 

had followed the Stuarts into exile, and who 

had been formed into six corps when Charles ■

♦ The " History of the British Standing Array," 

by Colonel Cllflford Walton, C.B., Assistant A4|at«nt- 

General. (Harrison & Sons.) ■
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and his brother James were fighting for 

Franeeagainst the Spanish. After the Resto- 

ration these six corps were amalgamated and 

sent to Donquerque under Lord Wentworth, 

and a second battalion formed in England. 

The two battalions were further amalgamated 

in 1665, and as the King's Own Guards, or 

First Foot Guards, this regiment took pre- 

cedence, as it still does, of the Lord Gene- 

ral's or Coldstream Regiment. In the same 

way the Lord General's Troop of Guards 

had to give way to a number of Royalist 

gentlemen, who had served as a body- 

goard to the King during the civil war ; had 

followed him abroad ; and at the Restoration 

beeame the King's Own or First Troop, and 

the Duke of York's or Second Troop, of the 

regiment still famous as the Life Guards. 

Afterwards Monck's became the Second, 

and the Duke of York's the Third Troop. 

The Royal* Horse Guards were, really, the 

survival of another Puritan regiment, 

Colonel Unton Cook's, which was dis- 

banded in December, 1660, and re-estab- 

lished on the sixteenth of February, 1661, 

under the title of the Royal Regiment of 

Horse; and it still takes precedence next to 

the Life Guards as the Royal Horse Guards 

Blue. ■

To return to the infantry. At the Res- 

toration a regiment of Scottish mercenaries 

was in French employ, and Charles, using 

as a pretext a rising of religious fanatics, 

demanded that this regiment should return 

to the service of its own sovereign. The 

regiment, three thousand strong, was brought 

to England, and although it again returned to 

France, and served the French King for six- 

teen years, it ** takes rank in the British army 

from the year 1661, as the First or Royal 

Regiment of Foot." Charles, having started 

his army, was not content with what he 

had but was on the outlook for adding more 

regiments, and when Tangier was ceded to 

England by Portugal, he brought forward 

the need of additional troops for a garrison 

as an excuse. A regiment of foot and a 

troop of horse were accordingly raised by 

the Earl of Peterborough, and shipped off to 

Tangier. The infantry, on returning from 

Tangier in 1684, was termed "Our Most 

Bear Consort the Queen's Regiment of 

Foot," and is known at the present day as 

the Second or Queen's Regiment of Foot. 

The troop of horse raised at the same time, 

together with three more raised later for 

the same purpose, became the King's Own 

or Royal Regiment of Dragoons, and still 

appears in the Army List as the First 

^yal Dragoons. ■

The next chance for a new regiment ap- 

peared in 1665, when war broke out with 

the Dutch. In the Dutch service was a 

regiment of Englishmen, and Charles, per- 

ceiving the advantage of obtaining a. com- 

pact body of veterans, demanded their return 

home. On their return they were naturally 

termed the Holland Regiment, but became 

in time the Third Foot, or the Buffs. By 

this time Charles had an army as strong as 

that of the United States of America pre- 

vious to the civil war, and in addition to 

the three regiments of cavalry and five of 1 

infantry there were many independent com- 

panies and troops. ■

Dragoons were the next be aised-^ 

the term dragoon being most probably 

derived from a weapon, a dragon, which 

was a large-bore flint-lock carbine, very 

short in the barrel — the dragoons originally 

being simply mounted foot-soldiers, able^^ 

act either as cavalry or infantry. The 

regiment which was raised for Tanjs^ier, 

aid which afterwards became the First 

Dragoons, was not converted into dragoons 

until 1684; so that a regiment of Scots 

Dragoons, now known as the Scots Greys, 

was the first dragoon regiment in the 

English army, although the Tangier 

regiment takes precedence of them. ■

In the meantime at Tangier British 

soldiers were defending the British fortress 

against the Moors, who were striving their 

utmost to drive them out of the place. The 

'* defences consisted of a series of outworks, 

so placed to to form a complete outer line 

of forts within musquet shot of each other, 

and they were connected by ditches, and in 

some places by palisadoes, the whole being 

three miles in compass on the land ^ide." 

Around the fort the fight wiiged furiously — 

attacks and sallies, mines and counter- 

mines, and hand-to-hand encounters. Of 

the defence of one small redoubt and fort 

we have an account which reads like some 

deed of heroism of the Mutiny days. In 

the fort were twenty-eight men and a 

sergeant, in the redoubt twelve men and a 

sergeant, and against them the whole fury 

of the Moors was concentrated. In the fort 

the English, defended themselves until the 

roof gave way, then they retreated to the 

tower and blew up the rest of the house 

with the men upon it. For another hour 

the little party defended itself, and then 

man after man dropped; hope of relief 

from the Lines gave place to certainty 

of death ; yet still did the sergeant en- 

courage his men, still did the soldiers 

stand by their sergeant. Seven men only, ■
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besides the sergeant, -were left when a 

comer of the bailding gave way, and the 

tired Englishmen saw themselves exposed 

to the open attacks of those whom they 

had so long defied. They resolved to take 

no quarter, and they made a rush for their 

lives. One or two escaped, but the gallant 

sergeant did not live to tell the tale of his 

own doings." ■

The redoubt was defended with equal 

bravery, and when all hope was gone the 

remnant of the little party determined to 

try and fight their way to the Lines. The 

sergeant remained behind, prepared a train, 

and blew up the redoubt and some forty of 

his foes. These and other actions of a like 

kind inspired the Moors with a lively sense 

of English courage, and after a new regi- 

ment had been raised— the Fourth Regiment 

of Foot — a truce was arranged, in the midst 

of which the Government determined to 

abandon Tangier, and in 1684 the troops 

returned home. ■

When James the Second came to the 

throne, he set to work to remedy a fault in 

his army which had been severely felt at 

Tangier — the want of sufficient cavalry — 

and in the first year of his reign six regi- 

ments of horse were Taised, which now 

exist as the First to the Sixth Dragoon 

Guards. Of these the First and Second 

were jaised in London, the Fourth — it does 

not appear whence the Third came — in 

the Midland Counties, and the Fifth on 

the borders of Wales. The Sixth was 

composed of various independent troops 

which were raised against Monmouth, 

formed into the '* Queen Dowager's Horse." 

This regiment is now known as the Cara- 

bineers. This name was not given it until 

William the Third made a Carabineer 

regiment of it — the troopers being armed 

with rifled carabines instead of smooth- 

bore musquetoons. At the same time two 

regiments of Dragoons were raised — the 

Queen's, recruited in Middlesex, which 

now bears the title of the Third, or King's 

Own, Dragoons ; and the Princess Anne of 

Denmark's Regiment, recruited in Somerset- 

shire and the West Country, now ranking 

as the Fourth Dragoons. In 1685 were 

added also nine regiments of infantry. 

Amongst these was one which had the 

peculiarity, for those days, of numbering 

in its ranks no pikemen, all the men being 

armed with fusils, which gave to the 

regiment the name of Fusiliers. This 

regiment exists at present as the Seventh 

Royal Fusiliers. The remaining regi- 

ments now rank from the Eighth to the ■

Fifteenth of the line; the Midland Counties 

supplying the Eighth and Tenth; Glou- 

cestershire the Ninth ; North Devonshire 

the Eleventh; East Suffolk the Twelfth; 

the Thirteenth was recruited in Bucking- 

hamshire; the Fourteenth in Kent, and 

the Fifteenth in Nottinghamshire; while 

in the following year the Scots Foot Guards 

were added to the English establishment. 

At the same time Camps of Instruction 

were formed ; Brigades and Divisions 

formed ; a drill book was issued ; and the 

"Articles of War were rendered more 

distinct and more comprehensive." And 

in the last year of King James's reign 

two more regiments were added — the Six- 

teenth and the Seventeenth, both of which 

were raised in Middlesex. ■

Of the Fecond part of Colonel Walton's 

book, which deals with the wars in Ireland 

and Flanders, we need not say much, for as 

wars they are to be found described in any 

English history, but inasmuch as new regi- 

ments were added from time to time, they are 

to the point. Amongst these new regiments 

were thelnniskilling Dragoons, and the Fifth 

Royal Irish Dragoons. The Inniskillingeis, 

to whom William was indebted for keeping 

the enemy in check while an army was 

being raised in England, also raised a 

regiment of infantry, which is now the 

Twenty-seventh Regiment. These Irish 

troops soon showed themselves, as they 

have done ever since, amongst the best 

troops in the British Army. Other foot 

regiments were the Royal Regiment of Ire- 

land, now the Eighteenth Royal Irish ; the 

Twentieth, Twenty-second, Twenty-third, 

and Twenty-fourth; and the Nineteenth, 

which had been formed by volunteers who 

had joined the Prince's standard on his 

landing. The Seventh Dragoon Guards 

were formed in like fashion. ■

The story of the death of General Schom- 

berg, which took place at the Battle of the 

Bo.yne, is very curious. ■

On the Boyne was a small hamlet, Old- 

bridge, which had been abandoned by the 

villagers at the first sign of a battle; the 

men, all but one poor deformed, lame man, 

or " bokkha," having joined James's army. ■

'*This bokkha refused to quit the place; 

he had over his turf-hearth an old duck- 

gun, and, damning the heretics who were 

coming to lay waste his home, he swow 

that he would not budge until he had had 

a shot with his family gun at the bloody- 

minded Prince of Orange. On the morning 

of the battle, when the Protestent foww 

bf gan to move, the bokkha concealed hiD*" ■

J ■
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self in a double ditch close to the Old- 

bridge ford, 80 as to be covered from the 

shot of both friend and foe. Looking 

sharply about from his hiding-place, he 

soon made out the principal personages in 

the enemy's army, and resolved to reserve 

his fire until these big game came within 

range. Thus biding his time, he at leugth 

viewed the charge of Hamilton's and 

Parker's Horse, the wavering of the French 

refugees, the fall of Caillemote— -and he 

perceived with joy a horseman ride fast 

down to the river wearing a coat richly 

laced, an embroidered sword-belt^ a sash of 

golden network, and many plumes in his 

hai This was the very man he had so 

long waited for ; surely this must be the 

Prince, and he was about to ride close by 

his hiding-place. The determined bokkha 

kept his eyes steadfastly on this officer, and 

when he saw him point the soldiers towards 

his now empty, ruined home, he decided 

that this man, even if he were not the 

Prince — and he seemed too old to be so — 

would at all events be a worthy sacrifice 

to his outraged Penates. He examined the 

priming of his duck-gun and made ready. 

Chance favoured him, for at this moment 

the officer turned in his saddle to speak to 

the soldiers, and his horse, availing himself 

of the distraction, tugged at the reins and 

stooped for a good long drink. Before the 

rider could drag his horse's head up again, 

the bokkha found time for a deliberate aim : 

the duck-gun was discharged, and the great 

General Schomberg fell to speak no more." ■

In Flanders, among the regiments which 

made their first appearantse was the Twenty- 

first Foot, better known as the Scots 

Fusiliers, and the Twenty-sixth Cameronian, 

which regiment derived its name from the 

religious sect from which it was originally 

recruited. About the same time several 

independent Scotch companies were em- 

bodied into a regiment, and they became 

many years later the Ninety-fourth Regi- 

ment. ■

Leaving the history of this rise of the 

army and the enlistment of the various 

regiments, we come to the last division of 

the book — that dealing with the armament, 

equipment, and iniiernal arrangements of 

the army, which is perhaps the most in- 

teresting part of the narrative. Amongst 

the arms now obsolete, which formed a 

large part of the infantry equipment in the 

days when the army was started, was the 

pike, which was in the form of a spear, 

with a flat and pointed head, mounted on a 

staff from thirteen to eighteen feet long. ■

The firearm in general use at the time was 

the matchlock. What would a Sergeant- 

Major of the present day, with his men 

armed with the Magazine Rifle, think of 

such a weapon as this : '^ Attached to the 

lock of this musquet was a pan, also a cock 

the hammer of which was somewhat in the 

form of a bird's, serpent's, or dog's head ; 

this head was split, and a screw compressed 

or eased the slits. The piece being loaded 

first with powder and then with ball, some 

powder was poured into the pan ; the pan 

was then shut to keep this * priming ' from 

dropping out, and to keep it dry. When 

the soldier wished to fire, he fastened his 

burning match into the slit of the cock, 

opened the pan, looked to his priming, 

presented, and pulled the trigger; the 

match, falling into the powder in the pan, 

fired it. Between the pan and the breech 

of the barrel communication was estab- 

lished by means of a -small hole ; when the 

piece was being loaded, the grains of powder 

were naturally rammed and shaken down 

close to this hole, and when priming, the 

soldier took care to perfect the communica- 

tion of the powder in the pan with that in 

the barrel ; thus the explosion in the pan 

caused the ignition of the charge." ■

These musquets were gradually superseded 

by the fusil, in which a flint and steel took 

the place of the match. The fusil was also 

provided — as are modern rifles — with a 

sling. Carbines also — surprising though it 

may seem to find rifled weapons in use so 

early — were used in the cavalry ; carbine 

meaning a gun that is rifleJ, being derived 

from the French carabine; carabiner, the 

verb, meaning to rifle, spoken of a gun- 

barreL Of course, these antiquated guns 

were constantly being improved — even as* 

are the finished weapons of the present day 

— and cartridges in the course of time came 

into use. The first cartridge was '^ a ready- 

made charge. A piece of stiff paper being 

rolled on a roller into a cylinder of the size 

of the calibre of the musquet, a separation 

was made with a wad in the middle ; the 

larger part was then filled with powder, the 

other held the bullet; and the two ends 

were firmly closed up. When loading, the 

soldier bit off the end of the powder par- 

tition, 80 as to permit of the communication 

of the powder in the breech with the 

priming." Hand grenades were another 

offensive weapon of the period. They 

were *^ small shells of iron of from one to 

two inches in diameter, filled with powder, 

and having a touch hole into which was 

inserted a wooden tube filled with a fuse ■
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compounded of fine powder tempered with 

charcoal dust. The grenadier having quic- 

kened the fuse from his lighted match, 

threw the grenade with the hand; such 

missiles falling thickly, and bursting 

amongst knots of the enemy, caused not 

only wounds but possibly a confusion 

that might be turned to advantage by the 

attacking party." Sometimes grenades were 

mad^ of pastebcrard, wood, or tin, and in 

this cape they were intended to set fire to 

workSj or to throw light on the enemy. ■

As to the uniform of the army, the 

Eoyal Livery or Uniform of England had 

always been red, and the Koyal bodyguard, 

even in the time of Henry the Eighth; was 

clothed in scarlet cloth. Infantry soldiers 

in the time of Elizabeth " had overcoats or 

cassocks of some motley or other sad green 

colour, or russet,*' but under this they wore a 

doublet which most often was red. Of course 

in the Commonwealth army dull colours 

were the general wear, but scarlet reappeared 

at the Restoration. Almost all the new 

regiments took the national colour for their 

uniform, for, being permanent troops and 

forming part of the Royal' Standing 

Army, they had, as such, a right to the 

Royal Livery; but a few line regiments 

— amongst them the Sixteenth, Twenty- 

third, and Twenty-fourth — wore blue coats. 

The changes in shape and cut of coats, hats, 

boots, and other military equipment, are 

too many to be enumerated here, but one 

point worthy of comment is the mode of 

the supply of clothing to the troops; which, 

objectionable though it was, continued to 

quite a recent date. *^ A certain portion of 

the daily pay of a soldier was set apart for 

subsistence. The remainder Over and 

above the subsistence was termed the ofi*- 

reckonings. Out of the off-reckonings was 

deducted one shilling in the pound on the 

whole pay, besides one day's pay per an- 

num, for Chekea Hospital and other pur- 

poses. , . . The net off-reckonings were 

passed over to the Colonels, and out of them 

the Colonel was to clothe his regiment.*' Now 

though tViese net offreckonings were but 

barely sufl&cient to cover the cost of clothing, 

a very considerable income — from two hun- 

dred to six hundred pounds a year — was 

screwed out of them by the Colonel?. 

" Some Colonels were not satijified with 

misappropriating the off-reckorings, but 

even trenched largely on the soldiers' sub- 

sistence money," the Colonels having the 

power of appointing the regimental agent 

through whose hands all the cash transactions 

passed, and of making all the contracts. ■

" Sometimes the contractors would offer a 

Colonel a direct bribe of a lamp sum, 

reaching even to as much as six hundred 

pounds for the year. . . . Sometimes the bribe 

took the form of a percentage m the 

contract. Sometimes the fraud was per 

petrated by the simple plan of accepting a 

contract with nominal prices higher than 

the! actual prices to be paid." ■

What is termed the Regimental Economy 

was much the same from 1660 to 1700 

as at the present time, though some ranks 

and duties were difierent. The Colonel was 

the chief of a regiment, and he was 

responsible for the whole discipline and 

economy of the corps under his command. 

The Major of the period had to perform 

duties which were a combination of those 

now performed by both Major and Serjeant- ' 

Major. '*He was the medium of com- 

munication betwixt the Colonel and the 

regiment ; he received and- distributed into 

their proper channel all orders, detached 

parties and guards, and visited and inspected 

the latter ; he was to drill and exercise the 

regiment, to correct errors or disorder on 

parade ot on the march, and to see that the 

men had their quarters in due order and 

were properly treated." The Major and the 

Colonel, in addition to those ranks, also 

generally commanded a company, and drew, 

in addition to their pay as Colonel and Major, 

pay as Captains. Captains and Subalterns 

existed as at this day, while a rank which 

has ceased to exist was that of Captain- 

Lieutenant which, when the Colonel held 

a company, was the title of the senior 

Lieutenant who acted for him as Captain 

of it. In the same way the Lieiltenant- 

Colonel and the' Major, when they held 

companies, were represented by the two 

next senior Lieutenants. Cornets and 

Ensigns, together with a sub -grade of ' 

Cornet, a Guidon, which existed in the 

Life Guards alone, have disappeared. 

Although the theory was that promotion 

was by selection guided by merit, purchase 

played a large part in it. Amongst the 

prices paid were in 1681, five thousand 

one hundred pounds for a colonelcy in 

the Foot Guards; 1684, one thousand six 

hundred pounds for th» captaincy of a troop 

of Horse ; while betlveen 1680 and 1685 as 

much as six thousand pounds was paid for 

a Captain's commission, and two thousand 

one hundred pounds for a Cometcy. Ex- 

changes of officers from one corps to another 

were permitted in the seventeenth century. ■

The Standing Army has from its earliest 

days been recruited by voluntary enlist* ■
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ment, and the recruiting party with its 

gay ribbons and drammers and fifers was 

the stock method of recruiting practised. 

"It was termed recruiting by the * Beat of 

Dram,* and the Warrant authorising any 

one to recruit in this manner was styled 

' Beating OrdewL' " This voluntary enlist- 

ment served very weU for some time, but 

it failed at length, and in Scotland, when 

four years 6i war had drained her of her 

surplus population, in 1694 resort was had 

for a period to conscription and pressing. 

Pressing for the army in England was 

illegal, and this is how it was done : *• A 

man named Tooley was found to be keeping 

a house in Holbom, apparently legalised as 

a sort of house of detention for sailors 

suspected of intended desertion, but which 

was used far more for a regular trade in 

recruits for the Army. It must be pre- 

mised . . . that Captains of Troops and 

Companies could draw no pay for men 

whose places in the ranks were vacant on 

the days of muster, and that while they had 

a great pecuniary interest in vacancies 

between the periods of muster, they had 

thus an even greater interest in completing 

their quota against these periods." He could 

afford to pay as much as one or two pounds 

a head to crimps, and thus Tooley 

flourished. "Every reader has doubtless 

heard of the 'King's Shilling.' This 

shilling was one day's pay, the acceptance 

of which by a soldier was necessary to 

substantiate in the eye of the law any 

charge of desertion ; for the best proof of a 

man's enlistment was to be found in the 

fact of his having drawn pay. The great 

object then of either recruiting sergeant or 

crimp was to get a man to accept a shilling 

• • . and in a moment the free citizen had 

rendered himself amenable to the necessarily 

harshest of penal codes, martial law. 

Mr. Tooley and his servants were adepts 

at this game of passing the shilling. 

Sometimes a shilling was slipped into 

a man's pocket without his knowledge. Mr. 

Tooley's agent then got into conversatidh 

with him at an alehouse, or other place of 

public resort, and by-and-by declared him 

to be enlisted ; the victim might assert that 

he could easily prove that the story of his 

taking the shilling was false, for that he 

Dad only a few pence in his pocket ; a 

constable was called and bis pockets were 

Marched, and of course the shilling pro- 

duced therefrom to his unutterable con- 

fusion and discredit, and off he went to 

Mr. Tooley's in Holbom, Giving a man 

the shilling while drunk, and suffering him ■

to get sober at Mr. Tooley's, was a common 

thing. Occasionally, when Mr. Tooley's 

agents were quite sure of the lookers on, if 

the victim made too much fuss over taking 

his shilling, he was simply held down, 

gagged, and tied, and then the money being 

forcdd into his pocket, he was carried off tS 

Holbom." At first there was Ho limit of 

service in our army^ and no rule of age for 

recraits. ■

The Drill 6f the period intist have been 

cumbersome and slow to learti. In the 

" Posture or Exercise for the Pike" there are 

no fewer than thirty-fivo words of command', 

while in the "Posture or EieAjise for the 

Musquet " the words of command run up, 

in the ease of the matchlock, to thirty ^si^, 

amongst them being the quaint ones of 

" Handle your match,'' " Blow your match," 

"Cock and try your match," "Take the 

wad from your hats.'* ■

Perhaps the greatest differences between 

our days and the early days of the army, 

are the punishments meted out to our soldiers, 

which were in the olden times harsh in the 

extreme. It wias imperative " that punish- 

ments should be deterrent in their severity, 

and that the faintest symptom of insubordi- 

nation should be visited with penalties 

apparently disproportionate to offences trivial 

in themselves but weighty in the possible 

sequel." It was also necessary that they 

should be prompt in execution. Soon 

after the establishment of the Standing 

Army all offenders were tried by regimental 

Courte-martial, from which an appeal lay to 

the General Court-martial. As at present 

the junior officer of the Court gave his 

opinion first, and the senior officer last. 

The sentence was carried by the majority 

of votes, the President having the casting 

vote. A later modification was that in 

death sentences the majority was not to.be 

less than nine out of thirteen. After the 

Revolution it was customary for all death 

sentences to be sent up for approval by the 

General Comnianding-in-Chief, and later 

on it was laid down that all such sentences 

required the approval of the sovereign 

before being carried into effect. Shooting 

was the ordinary manner of carrying out 

the death penalty, but in baser crimes 

hanging was resorted to. Burning with 

fire at the stake was the most ignominious 

mode of military sentence of death, and 

two instances of this occurred in Flanders 

in King William's reign. The lash in 

various forms was, of course, the principal 

mode of punishment. Mutilation and 

branding were also in voguo at this period^ ■
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and finally we come to the only military 

punishments which survive, namely, im- 

prisonment and punishment drill. The 

Stocks and the Wooden Horse were also 

common punishments in the early days of 

the army. The crimes which* were punish- 

ahle in the early days of the army were no 

fewer than fifty in number, beginning with 

mutiny and ending with uneleanliness of 

accoutrements. ■

Space does not admit of telling of the 

Military Honours and Rewards during this 

period; nor of the Staff and Field Ad- 

ministration of the army, together with the 

Medical and Religious Administration, but 

enough is here set forth to show that the 

volume treats exhaustively of its ^subject, 

and will well repay perusal by those who 

take an interest in one of our foremost 

institutions — our Standing Army. ■

MOON MYTHS. ■

The moon has been worshipped among 

nearly all the nations of the world from 

time immemorial ; indeed, her cult has 

been asserted to be much older-established 

than sun-worship. Samoyedes and the 

people of Borneo adore her yet, and the 

Caribs come from their homes at new moon, 

and raise a great cry in her honour. Swart 

Nubians rejoiced in the new moon's rising 

just as did the cultured Greeks, who pic- 

tured her as a wild huntress, more girl than 

woman, with a cold breast unsunned by 

love for any man, mortal or demigod, and 

sweet, cold lips that have never kissed any 

mouth but Endymion's, asleep on the moun- 

tains. Moslems* clap their hands at the 

sight of the new moon ; the Finnish girl, 

Christian though she be, drops a curtsey 

and a word of greeting to Kun, as his silver 

mask shines whitely over her; the Peruvian 

peasant hurries home out of the cold moon- 

shine, afraid of the stem eyes of Mama 

QuiUa; and the Egyptian fellah lounges 

across the sands where the Sphinx's shadow 

lies black at his feet with a prayer on his 

lips or in his heart to Tboth — ^Thoth, the 

Master of Wisdom, the Lord of the Ibis, in 

whose absence the fair land of Khem has 

been brought down very low. Swabian 

girls still refuse to spin by moonlight, *4est 

they should anger Her," they say vaguely ; 

and in Germany children firmly believe in 

Horsel or Holda, whose boat is the moon, 

whose flower is the flax, and whose delight 

it is to reward industrious little maidens. 

Dante makes the man in the moon Cain ; ■

in Egypt he is Horus, held to the breast of 

Isis, his mother and the moon ; in France 

he is Judas ; and in some parts of England 

the fancy obtains that he is a man who 

bro^e the Sabbath by gathering sticks from 

a neighbour's forest-land. In Rantnm the 

man in the moon is a giant, who, at flowing 

tide, stoops to pour water on the earth, and 

at ebb-tide stands upright, in order that the 

waters may subside. Devonshire folk say 

that the figure to be seen in the moon is 

that of a dog. Other people say that it is 

Endymion, or Isaac bearing on his back a 

burden of wood for his own sacrifice on 

Mount Moriah. Danes fancied that the 

moon is a cheese made from the milk that 

has run out from the Milky Way. Pearls 

and all other white stones, except diamonds, 

are in sympathy with the moon, according 

to the Rosicrucians, and should be worn on 

Mondays. A curious Eastern fancy is that 

the figure in the moon is that of the pattern 

wife, Ina, who weaves the clouds into white 

cloth; and who, after the lapse of many 

years, sent her mortal husband back to earth 

by the rainbow bridge in order that death 

might not defile her heavenly home. The 

cat and the panther are both connected with 

the moon in some vague and occult fashion; 

indeed, in Australia, the moon is repre- 

sented as a native cat, and also in Egypt. 

In China the Celestials say that there is a 

frog in the moon, a metamorphosed beauty, 

called Chango, who drank the liquor of 

immortality, and was caught up to the 

moon, where she was changed into her 

present form. ■

"THE LIFE OF THE PARTY." ■

A COMPLETE STORY. ■

"I CALL it too bad of the manager!" 

said Mrs. Trefusis with warmth. "He 

knew I particularly wished to sit next the 

Vernons at the table d'h6te, and now he 

has changed their places to the other 

table ! " ■

• '* What has he done that for 1 " asked 

Mrs. Lambert languidly. ■

" To make himself disagreeable, I should 

think," responded the irate lady. "He 

muttered somethiug about 'new arrivals,' 

and * arranging the tables.' New arrivals, 

indeed ! Why should he want to put them 

next to me 9 And one never knows whom 

one may meet in these Riviera places." ■

"That is true," murmured Miss Sparks 

beneath her breath. " One is forced to pat 

up with decidedly second-rate people very 

often." ■
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'* I dare say they will be gamblers from 

Monte Carlo, or something of that sort/' 

continued Mrs. Trefusis. ** Well, anyhow, 

I don't mean to have anything to do with 

them. One isn't obliged to be pleasant to 

people one doesn't, like." ■

"Certainly not," said Miss Sparks 

sweetly. ■

We were all sitting in the hall of the 

"Hdtel Bean Kivage" at St. Antoine, waiting 

for dinner. The " Bean Bivage '^ is a small 

and— we flatter ourselves — a particularly 

select hotel, patronised almost exclusively 

by our own countrymen ; or rather, I should 

perhaps say, our own countrywomen, for the 

sterner sex were, as a rule, conspicuous by 

their absence. Also, as a rule, we had 

arrived at a time of life when we liked to 

be comfortable, and were by no means 

unduly set upon excursions, or such-like 

festivities. A gentle stroll in the mornings 

when our respective apartments were in the 

hands of the chambermaids ; a retirement 

to the said apartments after lunch ''to 

write letters"; then another stroll, or a 

lounge in the garden to listen to the band ; 

dinner, and "early to bed;" was a pro- 

gramme that suited a good many of our 

party admirably. I don't, say the younger 

members may not have found it a little 

dull; but, dear me ! we didn't think it 

necessary to lay ourselves out for their 

amusement. They must do as their elders 

did. The manager made us very comfort- 

able, and only young and ardent spirits, 

like pretty Mrs. Trefusis, rebelled against 

his autocratic rule. ■

Bat I am wandering from the party 

gathered in the halL The grievance was 

discussed with mu<^h animation. Most of 

us sympathised with the victim of the 

manager's misdirected zeal; but I am 

bound to say that the absent autocrat 

would have had many supporters, had 

not his cause been championed by that 

unpopular spinster, Miss Sparks. ■

*' I do pity Miss Long for being com- 

panion to that crabbed old thing," whispered 

a pretty girl to her bosom friend. " She 

has been confiding her woes to me. It is 

80 funny ; because, when we were here last 

winter, Miss Sparks had quite a different 

young lady with her, who told us just the 

same sort of things." ■

" Yes, my dear " — the voice is the voice 

of Mrs. Macdonald of Glendrummond, 

and the dear old lady is making an effort to 

change the subject, for the air is becoming 

charged with electricity — "yes, my dear. 

I always wear them in the evening, wher- ■

ever I am. Laura said to me before I left 

home, ' Why don't you take your diamonds 

to the bank, mother, and then they will be 

safe while you are awayl' But I said, 

'My dear Laura, whatever is the use of 

having pretty things, and keeping them 

locked up at the bank V So I always bring 

my solitaires and a brooch with me, for I 

like to look as nice at an hotel as I do at 

home ; in fact, there are more people to see 

one abroad." ■

"And quite right too, Mrs. Macdonald," 

responded Mrs. Lambert's slow, pathetic 

voice, "and I'm sure in a respectable hotel 

like this, things are quite safe. That's what 

I'm always telling Henry when he says I 

oughtn't to keep so many bank notes in 

my box. But money is so puzzling, I never 

can understand circular notes, so I have to* 

make Henry send me good Bank of England 

notes when I want money. He sends 

me the first halves, and when I have 

acknowledged them the others follow. I 

know where I am with bank notes, and 

Herr Engel is always willing to change 

them for me." ■

"Ah, glad enough to get them, I dare 

say," said Major Roberts. ■

But here the welcome sound of the 

dinner bell put an end to conversation, and 

we all trooped into the " salle-^-manger." ■

I sat opposite Mrs. Trefusis, and looked 

with some interest at the new arrivals. 

They were two young Englishmen, one 

looking the picture of health and good 

temper — it was he who was next to Mrs. 

Trefusis — while the other, I imagined, must 

be rather an invalid, for he scarcely ate 

anything, although his neighbour did his 

best to coax him td try the various dishes 

as they came round. Mrs. Trefusis main- 

tained a dignified demeanour, and only 

responded in the most distant manner to 

the young fellow's advances. I suppose he 

saw the lady was not disposed to be 

friendly, for he made very few attempts at 

conversation, and contented himself with 

such unobtrusive attentions as passing the 

salt. ■

Now Mrs. Trefusis is by nature of a 

companionable disposition, and I felt sure 

she would not long hold to her resolution. ■

"You ought to try this sauce, Mrs. 

Blake. You really are making a great 

mistake in passing it. You can put it on 

the side of your plate, and then, if you 

don't like it, you are not obliged to eat it," 

remarked Mrs. Macdonald in a very audible 

voice to her " vis-k-vis." ■

I saw the cheerful young Englishman ■
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begin to quiver all x)"«er, and then, somehow, 

Mrs. Trefusis smiled, and behold ! the foes 

were friends. ■

^'Dear old lady! she is always giving 

elementary instruction,** said she who had 

sworn to hold no communication with the 

new arrivals. **No one but a born idiot 

would be the better for her advice^ but we 

all accept it gratefully. I suppose because 

we don't exactly know how to help our* 

selves. We can't so much as eat an orange 

without beiDg told that our way of peeling 

it is wrong ! " ■

The ice was broken, and after this the 

two got on famously. Mrs. Tref usis posted 

her neighbour up in all matters relating to 

tbe hotel ; and he, in turn, gave her much 

information about himself and his friend. ■

*'So the youDg gambler from Monte 

Carlo proved agreeable company after all," 

said Miss Sparks, as she passed Mrs. 

Trefu^s on her way to her evening game of 

bezique with the long-suffering companion. ■

"Very superior to some of the visitors I" 

replied Mrs. Trefusis promptly, and then 

she turned to me. "I really am very 

sorry I talked so stupidly. They are a 

couple of as nice young feilows as I have 

ever seen. Mr. Benson is here to look 

after his friend, Mr. Harley, whose health 

has broken down from overwork. He is a 

famous public singer, and has been ordered 

to give his voice complete rest for three 

months. It is most unfortunate for him, 

because he has had the offer of several good 

professional engagements in London, which 

he has been obliged to refuse." ■

"Harley, Harley," murmured Miss 

Spwrks, "I don't remember ever having 

heard of any distinguished singer of that 

name." « ■

** Of course he has a stage name," replied 

Mrs. Trefusis loftily. **I will ask Mr. 

Benson what it is." ■

At that moment tbe gentleman spoken of 

entered the saloon, and advanced to the 

only lady whose acquaintance he had yet 

made. ■

''What do you generally do in the 

evenings r* he asked genially. *' Nothing 1 

Good gracious, that is very dull ! Surely 

we can have some music. Don't you sing, 

Mrs. Trefusis 1 A little 1 Oh, that's all 

right; and I'm sure there must be others 

who can do likewipe. I only wish Harley 

were strong enough to stay downstairs and 

give us a song or two, but he has got to go 

up and lie down for an hour after dinner. 

However, as he gets stronger we may hope 

for a little help from him, and till that time ■

comes we must do the^be^t we can. I can 

strum on the banjo a little myself. I 

wouldn't do it if Jack were here to jeer at 

my feeble efforts ; but if you won't tell, I 

will accompany any young lady who will 

give us a song, provided it isn't very 

classical." ■

After this our evenings became quite 

festive ; and we all — with the possible 

exception of Miss Sparks, who resolutely 

played bezique with Miss Long^^— declared 

that Mr. Bob Benson was the life of the 

party. He turned out to be a very fair 

musician, and got up concerts and entertain- 

ments of various sorts every evening. " What^ 

running away, Mrs. Maedonald 1 " we 

would hear him saying reproachfuUy. **Non- 

sen^e, we can't spare you from the audience ; 

you always applaud so kindly. Don't 

you know we are going to act some 

charade?, and you really must patronise usi 

Letters ? Oh, come now, Mrs. Maedonald, 

you know you write letters all the after- 

noon, and you can't want to write 

them all the evening too 1 Besides, Jack 

is feeling so much better that he hopes to 

come down when he has had a little rest, 

and I really don't think it will hurt him to 

give us one song. Do you know he is ever 

so much better for his stay at St. Antoine. 

It is a great pity we can't stay much longer, 

but Jack's mother is going to Mentone in 

a week or two, and then we shall have to 

move on and join her. I'm sure I shall 

be sorry enough to leave this place, you 

have all been so good to me. Look here ! 

Let's organise a little excursion in honour of 

Jack's recovery. It is positively disgraceful : 

we are none of us seeing any of the li<nis of 

the neighbourhood. I vote we all go to 

the Islands one day. We just go to Cannes 

by train, you know, and the boat service 

across is very good. I'm sure Herr Engel 

will pack us up a good lunch, and we 

will get back in time to write the usual 

letters before dinner. What do you say, 

Miss Sparks ? Don't you think we could 

manage it 1 " ■

I fancy Miss Sparks struggled between a 

desire to say ** no " and a wish to see the 

Islands, with some one else to have the 

trouble of arranging the excursion. In the 

end the latter feeling triumphed, and she 

said '*she should be happy to join the 

party," and that " Miss Long could attend 

to such correspondence as was absolutely 

needful that afternoon." I don't know how 

Mr. Benson managed, but he somehow con* 

trived that no one should be left out of any 

amusement that he planned, and it soon ■
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got to be upderstood that MIbs LQog ^as 

Dot to be left at ho^ie. , . ■

The charades were a great success, ^d 

}h, Harley actually spent a short time in 

the salon that evening. I{owever, we didn't 

^et the promised song, though the invalid 

really seemed very fairly well and strong, 

md entered heartily intp the idea of a 

^iait to the Islands, which was fixed for 

the next <iay . but . one. Mr. Benson proved 

i capital cicerone.} ffe w/eo,t to the station, 

md got the officials i^ i;eserve carriages for 

)ur party. He att^nd^d ; ^ref ully to the 

X)mmis8ariat depfurt^tent— including the 

Tansport service -r- and^ when Thursday 

»me, with perfect : W;eather, even John 

jilpm's " Bi3^ prepiauB ; souls " were not 

nore *' agog " fo? th^ir Jftnnt than we were 

:or ours. Only om con^etemps theatened 

» mar our enjoyment- ■

" I must rush upstairs and stir up that 

jaaj Jack," said Mr. Benson, after we had 

svaited a few mii^utes for his friend. Up 

16 went, wl^istling gaily, but soon returned 

wiih. a serious look on his usually cheerful 

ioantenauQe. ■

**I don't know what to do," he said. 

'Jack felt awfully faint just as he was 

getting ready, and it is quite impossible he 

jan go, though he is feeling better now. I 

ion't like to leave him. Do you think you 

san manage without me? " ■

"Certainly not,'* replied Miss Sparks 

^ith decision. "Yom have made all the 

inangements, Mr. Benson, and none of us 

lave even tried to understand them, not 

ixpectipg it to be necie^sary. Surely Mr. 

Barley cannot be ^o selfish ** ■

"You don't know. Jack, Miss Sparks, 

1 that is what you think of him ! On 

;he contrary, , he insists upon the • pro- 

gramme l^eing carried out. It is only 

iiat I don*t feel comfortable at the idea 

){ his being alo^e. However, he is 

setter, aAd h^ promised to send for the 

loctor if ^e has another attack ; and, after 

ill, wQ ^ball be back by five, so I think 

['Jl risk it." ■

Soj)^ If e^ went at l^st ; and, once clear of 

'he l^itel, Mr. Benson seemed to dismiss 

ihe subject of his friend's illness from his 

iiind, ai^ . was^ as usual, the life of the 

party, -, Sometimes, it is true, there was an 

ibse^t jHcptefsion on his face, but he did 

not 8jif(9rt^is anxieties to spoil our pleasure. 

We 8$ro}led about the pretty island ; had a 

lively al-fresco lunch ; read up in our guide- 

books the , story of the imprisonment of 

lihe £j#a in the Iron Mask, and Marshal 

Ba^aine's esQape ; and unanimously offered ■

a Yote of thanks to the originator and 

organiser of the expedition. ■

" It seems quite a pity to return to St. 

Antoane ^ soon,*' said Mrs. Trefusis. 

" Couldn't we wait for the next train, Mr. 

Benson t" ■

** Certainly," replied that gentleman 

courteously, **if you will kindly excuse 

my leaving. Tou see. Jack is on my 

mind " ■

But we would not hear of parting with 

oar guide, do the programme was faithfully 

carried out to the end. ■

As wirentered the hotel, the manager ad- 

vanced and put a note into Mr. Benson's hand. ■

" The other gentleman has gone ; but he 

said the writing would explain," said he 

politely, ■

" Gone. "What on earth do you mean 1 " 

gasped our young friend, looking too be- 

wildered to open the letter. ■

*' The writing will explain," repeated the 

manager. ■

"If you will read the note, there might 

be some chance of understanding thermatter," 

suggested Miss Sparks. ■

Mr. Benson tore the letter open, and 

read it aloud : ■

" Dear old Boy, — After you left, I had 

a telegram from my mother, saying she had 

reached Mentone, and asking me to join 

her at once ; so I packed up immediately — 

your things as well as mine — paid the bill, 

and was off by half-past three. I know 

you mean to be back by five o'clock, so you 

will have time to catch the five-twenty 

and. join us to-night. Please say good-bye 

for me to all our kind friends, and explain 

matters to thenu" ■

Xoud were - our lamentations when we 

xealised that the life of the party was 

taking his departure thus abruptly. In a 

few minutes the leave-taking was over, 

and the companion to whom we owed so 

much pleasure had vanished from our 

midst. We all stayed in the hall bewailing 

our hard fate, and congratulating ourselves 

that we had at least accomplished our 

excursion before the blow fell, until we 

had only a few minutes left in which to 

make ourselves tidy for dinner. The bell 

sounded, and we gradually reassembled, but 

not with our usual punctuality. ■

"What has become of Mrs. Macdonaldl" 

asked Mrs. Lambert. ■

As she spoke the old lady came hastily in. ■

" There have been thieves in the hotel," 

she exclaimed ; "my diamonds are gone ! " ■
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There was a horrified silence. Then : ■

'* I never did like that young man," said 

Miss Sparks grimly. ■

"Whatever do you meani" exclaimed 

Mrs. Tref usis. " You surely don't suggest 

that Mr. Benson is the thief ! Why, he 

was with us all day, as much as you were 

yourself." ■

" Kept us all out of the way while his 

confederate ransacked our drawers and 

boxes. Oh, what fools we have been I " ■

Well, we wouldn't believe it at first; 

but when we found that the bill of " the 

life of the party" bad actually bfeen paid 

with one of Mrs. Lambert's bank notes 

and that the obliging manager had kindly 

changed the others into gold for Mr Harley 

we were obliged to relinquish our faith. ■

Yes; that charming Mr. Benson had 

kept us all entertained downstairs in the 

evenings, while Mr. Harley fitted keys to 

our locks ; and when all was ready for the 

" coup," he succeeded in carrying us ofif for 

the day, leaving a clear stage (as was be- 

comingJK for the famous public singer. 

When the performance was over, he, too, 

took his departure, whither I know not ; 

but we were assured by the police it was 

not to Mentone. ■

AT THE BAYREUTH FESTIVAL. ■

** Why, X., what on earth brings you to 

Bayreuth?" said a musical friend to me 

as we met, on the Sunday morning after 

our arrival, in the spacious alley of the 

Hofgarten, where the band of the First 

Uhlans was discoursing excellent sweet 

music to an appreciative concourse of all 

nations. The question had, or seemed to 

have, its justification in the fact that, in 

the technical sense of the word, I am 

not in the least degree musical, and students 

or connoisseurs of music are prone to assume 

tiiat for uncultivated ears such as mine 

the Wagnerian opera can be naught but 

vanity and vexation of spirit Indeed, 

I am inclined to think that, had they 

but the power, they would exclude us 

altogether from their holy ground, as persons 

unworthy to share the high mysteries of 

their cult, " Procul o procul este profani," 

are the words which the true Wagnerian 

would fain have inscribed on all the 

approaches to his shrine. ■

And yet, though I should make but a 

sorry show in a musical examination, the 

Bayreuth week is, and will always be to 

me, one of my most delightful memories, ■

and I venture to hope that a short account 

of it from my unmusical point of view may 

not be without its encouragement for others 

as ignorant as myself. ■

In the first place, let me remind my 

readers that though music is the dominant 

instrument of the Wagnerian drama, it 

is by no means so dominant as to exclude 

others from a position ot very high im- 

portance. The appeal of Italian opera 

is solely to the ear, and through the ear 

to the emotions — ^the appeal of the Wag- 

nerian drama is to the whole man; to 

the sight no less than to the hearing; 

to the sense of strong poetic diction 

no less than to the sense for intricate 

musical phrasing; to the intellectual and 

ethical, no less than to the aesthetic faculties. 

It is the attempt to combine and weave 

into one glowing and palpitating whole 

the strongest impulses and the subtlest 

suggestions of music, and all the sweetness 

and power of lyric and heroic speech; 

to clothe the soul thus called into being 

with all exquisite harmonies of form and 

colour ; to present it with all the melody 

of graceful and gracious gesture, amid the 

mighty ebb and flow of rhythmically mov- 

ing masses ; and to set the whole against 

a background of nature as we see it in 

its light and shade, in its repose and move- 

ment, at those supreme moments when ideal 

truth and beauty meet, and all the world 

is pulsating in its utmost arteries to the 

heartbeats of our own emotion. ■

In a word, the Wagnerian drama is the 

attempt to utter the mysteries of life, and 

not human life alone, but the life of all the 

animate and inanimate world, in the highest 

spiritual language known to man — the lan- 

guage of complex orchestral harmony. It 

is an attempt to achieve something fw 

greater than the ordinary drama alone, or 

the ordinary opera alone, even pretends to 

aim at; and just because of this many- 

sidedness, even the most musically ignorant, 

if only he bring with him some trae seiwe 

of poetic feeling, is thrilled and permeated 

by the mighty effect of the whole— nsTi 

finds that while for the musically learned 

the music interprets the living, moving V^^ 

tures of the stage, for him the perfectness 

of the stage pictures opens the, ear totiw 

understanding of the music, and gives ^ 

a new sense of that mystic tongue to whicn 

hitherto, perchance, he has been as one wO^ 

deaf. ■

The themes of " Lohengrin " and " 'im' 

hauser," our first two plays at Bayieuw, •» 

too well known to the mcgority at lew» * ■
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Jiose who are interested in the Wagnerian 

iiama to justify me in reproducing them. 

Bat however often we may have heard 

hem elsewhere, they come to ns here with 

jntirely new solemnity and power. From 

he moment when the last trumpet-peal 

)roclaims the closing of the theatre doors, 

ind the deep " Bayreuth hush " falls upon 

he vast throng which rises tier upon tier in 

he darkness of the mighty hall, a sense of 

iwe and mystery creeps into our hearts, 

rhe feeling deepens as from the invisible 

)rchestra the first notes of the overture 

ioat upwards like some spiritual exhala- 

don, some voice from the innermost heart 

)f things speaking to us in tones which 

ange from the first low lilt of half-awakened 

birds in the early dawn, to the thunder and 

irash and reverberant echoes of storm amid 

:he Alpine heights. The invisible music 

seems indeed as the utterance of our own 

jouls as they pass through 'all the varied 

jcale of feeling to the- moment of confused 

md agitated expectation when the great 

lurtain parts, and our own agitation and 

expectancy seem mirrored for us on the 

stage in the swaying throng of nobles 

gathered to meet Henry the Fowler beneath 

the oak of justice in the meadows of fair 

Brabant. To the musically unlearned I am 

inclined to think that the greatest wonder 

md delight of Wagner's orchestration is the 

strange and subtle manner in which it gives 

rhythmic voice not only to the passion and 

feeling of the individual soul, but to the 

feelings and impulses and even to the 

physical movements of great masses of men. 

In ordinary opera the physical movement 

and orchestration seem to me but acci- 

dentally combined. Here I feel them to be 

the two sides of an organic whole. All 

through the trying scene of Friedrich of 

Telramund'a accusation, and Elsa's appeal 

to her unknown champion, there is not 

a movement of the crowd which fills all the 

middle distance of the stage— and it is a 

living, feeling crowd of real men and women 

that we have before us, not a mere waiting 

mass of chorus singers — there is not a 

movement, a stir, a wave of feeling which 

passes through this crowd, even down to 

the half-articulate sigh which breaks from 

it when the third trumpet-blast dies away 

and no champion appears, which is not 

taken up and etherealised and consecrated 

by the invisible music, and set for ever in 

its right place in the glorious jewel-spangled 

robe of art which the poet-musician is 

weaving as it were before our eyes. And 

when at last, amid the outburst of strong, ■

jubilant harmony, intoxicating as wine, the 

great mass sweeps forward as an irresistible 

wave, and, circling round the victorious 

Lohengrin and his rescued bride, bears 

them aloft on upraised shields, and the 

curtain falls on tiie tumult of their joy, 

we feel as if we had assisted not at some 

counterfeit presentment of a tale, but at the 

unfolding and upgrowing of an actual piece 

of quivering, palpitating life, interpreted 

and ennobled by the ideal voice of the 

most transcendent art. ■

In '* Tannhauser," side by side with this 

marvellous interpretation of human life 

in all the range of its emotions and the 

intricate complexity of its relations, we 

have the no less subtle interpretation of 

the myriad voices in which the Soul of 

Nature utters itself to our own. ■

As the mists of the Venusberg clear away, 

and the fair • Thuringian valley unfolds 

itself, cradled in its beech-woods of tenderest 

green, and climbing through undulations of 

smiling meadow and wooded upland to the 

towers of the distant Wartburg,' the very 

voice of Springtide gladness seems to breathe 

for us in the piping of the shepherd lad on 

the crag above the mountain path ; the very 

trees and flowers, and even the moss-grown 

rocks themselves, to whisper the accom- 

paniment to his song : ■

Der Mai, der Mai war kommen. ■

Der Mai ist da, der liebe Mai. ■

Yet it is characteristic of Wagner that 

this strain of sweet natural, almost purely 

physical joy in the warmth and the sunlight, 

and the new life breaking on the earth, is 

caught up into and inwoven with the 

deeper strain of the pilgrims' song, and that 

that too, the song of awe and mystery, and 

consciousness of fall and failure lifted out 

of itself by a larger faith and hope, is felt 

to be part of the great earth life with which 

tree and flower and rpck are in sympathy, 

and that so the two, the shepherd's song 

and the pilgrims' hymn, float into one 

another and interlace and complete each 

the other as they linger and fade and die 

away among the distant pathways of the 

hills, into the sweet silence of the woodland 

from which they came, and back to which 

they go, leaving it the richer for their 

passing. ■

As I walked next day under the great 

limes and chestnuts of the Hofgarten, as I 

passed from thence to stand by the great 

musician's grave beneath the whispering 

beeches, I felt as one in whom a new power 

had been bom of understanding the voices ■
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of the air, and of tiie su^xlight, and of the 

murmuriDg trees. All Nature seemed to be 

whispering to me her secrets in the tongue 

which none may interpret save for hinii^elf, 

and the peace an;d joy even amid all the 

tumult and suffering of life which breathed 

from that spring scene in , *' Tannhauser '' 

rested on my soul like a benediction. ■

I would fain linger over this play, fain 

tell of the wondrously natural gathering 

together of the hunting crowd in &e glade, 

of the audience on the Wartburg, so utterly 

different in its natural life and movement 

to the ordinary gathering of a stage 

crowd, so marvellously defined and accen- 

tuated by thechiarosouro of the orchestration. 

I ^ould fain attempt to paint in words the 

change that autumn has made in the Thu- 

ringian valley when the curtain parts for 

the closing act, and the almost incredibly 

true and beautiful transition from evening 

to night, and from night to the dawn of 

the bright new day. I would fain strive to 

trace the deep harmonies of this changing 

scene no less with Elisabeth's selfless cry of 

resignation than with the halleluias of the 

returning pilgrims and the great message of 

pardon and peace with which the majestic ^ 

drama closes, but these things readers in 

England can in some sort imagine for them- 

selves — and I have left myself but scant 

space to speak of Bayreuth's special privi- 

lege and pride, the ** Parsifal," which was 

the last great work of Wagner's life, and 

which may not be given elsewhere than 

amid the surroundings of the Bayreuth 

Festival ■

The story of ** Parsifal" is composed of a 

strauge weaving together of ancient legends 

— thfe legend of the Grail, the legend of the 

Holy Spear, the legend of the Bound Table, 

and the legend of the Wandering Jew. 

** Lohengrin " has already made us familiar 

with the conception of the brotherhood of 

Spotless Knights, who in the Castle of 

Monscdvat guard the sacred treasure of the 

Grail, the chalice from which the Saviour 

drank at His last Supper, the chalice which 

received His blood as He hung upon the 

cross. We have already seen Lohengrin 

himself come forth as the knight of the 

Grail to redress human wrougs, and return 

to the mystic land from whence he came. 

In " Parsifal " we are ourselves transported 

to the domain of Monsalvat, and from the 

dialogue of the old knight Gurnemanz and 

his attendants we learn that the knights of 

the Grail have fallen on evil days. Am- 

fortas, their King, has been bdguiled by 

the arts of the magician Klingsor and the ■

witchery of a woman " fearsome fair " into 

sin, which has robbed the brotherhood of 

that Holy Spear which pierced the Saviour's 

side, and has left Amfortas himself suffering 

in body from a wound which naught can 

heal, tortured in soul with unavailing shame 

and remorse. In vain his knights scour 

the world for medicine to heal his sickness ; 

in vain does Kundry, the wild woman who 

serves unbidden as the messenger of the 

brotherhood, and will take no thanks or 

praise for her service, bring balfai from 

the depths of Arabia. As Amfortas passes 

in his litter to bathe in the sacred lake, we 

realise that he bears with him the double 

wound which no balm can heal. N'aught 

can avail to restore him but the touch if 

the Holy Spear, and the spear, alas ! is in 

Klingsor's power. But one hope remains. 

A voice of comfort has come from the 

Grail itself, bidding them wait the cominur 

of " the spotless fool, through pity wise," 

who is the chosen instrument of salvation. 

Scarce are the words uttered when an angry 

body of knights and attendants enter, drag- 

ging in the boy Parsifal who has polluted the 

sacr^ land by killing a wild swan of the 

lake. Tbe boy, a wild child of nature 

reared in the woods, is too thoughtless to 

understand his crime until Gurnemanz 

appeals to his pity for the dying creature ; 

then with a passionate gesture he lings 

aside bow and arrows, and pressing his 

hand over his eyes, bursts into bitter tears. 

A thrill of bope passes through Gumemanz's 

heart and ours, that this guileless fool, 

whose heart is ready to melt in pity, may 

be the appointed deliverer : but the deliver- 

ance is not yet. In vain does Gurnemanz 

convey him through pathless ways, sym- 

bolised by the slow shifting of the scene, 

into the Hall of the Grail, and there show 

him the passionate intensity of Amfortas's 

suffering, as he, the one sinner, is compelled 

to act as the minister of the Grail, and to 

raise the chalice glowing with the light of 

heaven in benediction over his sinless 

brethren. Parsifal remains dazed and 

without understanding, and with an im- 

patient sneer at his folly, Gurnemanz 

thrusts him forth into the night. It is 

only when in Klingsor's magic gardens 

Kundry, the sinner who mocked the 

Saviour's pain, and is doomed to live till 

she meets one who can redeem her — Kundry, 

the penitent messenger of the Grail, com- 

pelled by Klingsor to assume the form of a 

woman "fearsome fair " and do his bidding- 

tempts him as she tempted Amfortas, that 

the remembrance of the King's agony co Jies ■
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to him as a revelation of pity» and iteels 

his heart against the temptjBrv Henceforth 

be has proved himself " the tpot^less fool, 

tbiough pity wise/' and though his recovery 

of the Holy Spear from Klingsor's now 

powerless h^d is not followed at once by 

the red^Djiption fit Amfortas and Kundry, 

we know that this redemption will be the 

colmioating point of the play. And so it 

proves. After long wanderings Parsifal 

finds once again the land of the Grail. 

Habited by GornemaDz in the robes of the 

order, and anointed King of the brotherhood, 

be exercises his royal priesthood by pouring 

the water of baptism on Kundry's head: — 

and then passes with Gumemanz once more 

to the Hall of the Grail, where the toudi 

of the Spear brings healing to Amfortas. 

What words can paint the beauty, the 

splendour, the awful majesty of that last 

scene in which Parsifal raises the flashing 

cop of the Grail over the prostrate mass of 

worshippers, while from the dome above 

the dove floats down in a flood of unearthly 

gbiyl What language can even dimly 

shadow forth the exaltation of the throb- 

bing harmonies that surge and swell about 

his figure until they break at last into a 

song of triumph, such as only the angels ai:e 

worthy to understand? It must be seen, 

it most be heard, or it cannot be believed. 

And once seen, once heard, it remains in 

the soul and in the memory for ever— *a 

glory, and a joy, and an inspiration ! ■

BEWITCHED. ■

A STORY IN EIGHT PARTQ. 

PART III. ■

Alicb stood before her looking-glass, and 

contemplated her reflection with a counte- 

nance puekered by dissatisfaction. " It is 

had enough here with three or four candles," 

she said. *' It will be hideous in the glare 

of the ballroom." ■

The pink evening dress was pretty and 

well-fitting, and tolerably modem, and in 

tolerable repair, and she had once decided 

it would do. No one would expect her to 

be in a new dress just before her wedding. 

Bat now it struck her altogether in a new 

light. " It is old-fashioned and dirty," she 

settled. " I look a fright. Arthur will be 

a^amed of me. I don't care what Aimt 

liobina says. I will put on the white." ■

She had not much time to eifect the 

transformation, for Miss Downing called 

presently: "Alice, make haste. The man 

baa two more houses to call at." ■

So, of course) there was no time to send 

her upstairs to /change again when she 

appeared before her horrified aunt in all the 

glory of her very best new ball-dress ; a 

lovely combination of silk, lace, and chiffon, 

all of purest white. ■

*• I really wonder you didn't put on your 

wedding-dress when you were about it," said 

Miss Downing. ■

" It has to go back. It doesn't quite fit/ 

said Alice carelessly. She was radiant with 

joy in her beauty, and hope of its triumph. 

She would not have acknowledged why she 

was so aAzious to appear very ^r to-night ; 

what conquest she had in view. She was 

not jealous ', she trusted fully in Arthur s 

love. She would have scorned any sug- 

gestion that, under any circumstances, he 

could have admired Miss Boyd more ^an 

herself. But she remembered how the 

enemy had once found her at her worst 

and weakest, and routed her; and she 

was determined on meeting her to-night 

armed at all points. In one point, indeed, 

she fell provokingly short: she had no 

flowers. Arthur had written to Govent 

Garden for a bouquet, but it had not 

arrived The flowers might have freshened 

the old dress up^ at any rate, sufi&ciently to 

win approbation from a man's eyes. Arthur 

was but a man and susceptible to feminine 

dress effects, and she was but a woman, and 

suffered from shabby and unbecoming 

clothing in spite of her youth and pretti- 

nessw As for caring about ill-luck — why, 

the only way ilMuck could be brought 

about would be by looking less pretty and 

bright than other girls. ■

The ball was given by Lady Strange in 

honour of her only daughter's coming of 

age, so it was a point of courtesy to attend 

it^ besides giving an opportunity of meeting 

Arthur. He was waiting for them when 

they arrived, looking rather worn and 

fagged, but with Alice's carnations in his 

button hole. He had been very nice these 

last ten days. He had been working hard 

at Kilmeny, but not too hard, until quite 

lately, to give many happy hours to his 

betrothed. To-day she had not seen him 

until now, as he expected by dint of 

close work to finish Kilmeny by the end of 

the week, and pack her off to the winter 

exhibition for which she was destined. ■

** I am so sorry," said Alice immediately. 

" The flowers have not come." ■

** Flowers 1 Ob, yes — I remember. I 

sent them to you," he answered, brightening 

after a puzzled pause. '*The people ad- 

dressed them to me, and I sent Thomas on ■
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with them to you, as I was desperately husy 

in the agonies of finishing." ■

<' Finishing ? Is Kilmeny finished % '' ■

" Finished and despatched — an enormous 

weight off my mind. And now I can give 

the whole of it to my dearest, and enjoy 

this evening with her, and all the next 

twelve days." ■

" Arthur, why did you send the picture 

away without telling me 1 " she asked. 

" You know how awfully I wanted to see 

her.' ■

** Darling, how awfully stupid of me ^ " 

he cried, in sincere penitence. " I never 

thought. I could think of nothing but 

the picture. A sort of divine fury possessed 

me, swallowed me up, or I could not have 

finished her so soon. It was as if my mind 

and fiugers worked on of themselves — rushed 

ahead of me. I can neither eat nor think 

when these waves of inspiration come over 

me." ■

" Is it not very bad for you, dear 1 You 

will have brain fever if you go on; you 

looked so white and harassed just now at 

the door.** ■

"It would be bad if it lasted for ever," 

he said cheerfully, "but it doesn't — only 

for occasional days or hours, and I must seize 

every moment while it lasts. Then I take 

long rests between — perfect rests. I shall 

do nothing now until after our honey- 

moon." ■

Alice looked at him admiringly, not 

anxiously. Colour had come back to his 

face, and peace to his eyes. He looked so 

handsome, so refined and highsouled in his 

rather delicate beauty, so far beyond all 

the other men in the room. How much 

grander it was to be loved by a real artist, 

visited by these divine floods of inspiration, 

than by a man who was always level- 

spirited, and of the earth earthy. She 

might be level herself, but she admired 

nothing less in men. Of course her own 

level eenso was just what Arthur required 

to keep him balanced and anchored to 

earth. It would never do if he were to be 

carried away to some third heaven and stay 

there. But she was very sorry he had for- 

gotten how much she would have liked to 

see the perfect Kilmeny, though of course it 

was delightful to know that it was off his 

mind so much sooner than he had expected, 

and that she could have his undivided atten- 

tion for these last days of loverhood. ■

It was a great old castle they had come 

to, with miles of stair and corridor, and 

acres of reception room. Miss Downing 

walked up the wide staircase before them ■

while this conversation went on. Lady 

Strange; her son. Sir Hugh; and her 

daughter, Agatha; awaited their gaests 

at a door opening upon the gallery. The 

rooms were a blaze of light, and crowded 

by gaily dressed women and men, a good 

many of whom * were in hunt dress or 

uniform. Agatha Strange was greatly dis- 

tinguished in the hunting field, and had 

requested that her ball should be a sort of 

Hunt ball, which heightened the picturesque 

effect. Dick Freeland, in the scarlet and 

black of the Pyncholk Hunt, greeted Alice 

while they were waiting until arrivals in 

front had been received by the hostess. ■

** Thank you so much for the lovely 

flowers, Mr. Knollys," said a voice close 

behind them. ■

Alice turned, astonished, from Mr. Free- 

land's courtesies. There stood Miss Boyd, 

blazing in scarlet and diamonds^ holding in 

her hands the very shower-bouquet of white 

roses which Alice had been waiting for all 

that weary afternoon : white roses mixed 

with pink carnations to match her pink 

dress, and which did not *' go " at all ^th 

scarlet satin. ■

She looked quickly at Arthur. Her 

amazement was almost nothing to his 

apparent confusion, which of course must 

be due to the inconvenient betrayal of his 

faithlessness in the presence of the rightful 

owner of the flowers and of his attentions. ■

''I — I am afraid," he stammered, but 

just then Lady Strange shook hands with 

Miss Downing, and was looking for the 

rest of her party, and Alice was compelled 

to pass on. She had dropped Arthur's arni, 

but he followed her to shake hands with 

Lady Strange. He had simply followed 

for explanation, regardless of Miss Boyd's 

feelings and opinion of his manners. ■

*'I never sent her the flowers,*' he 

muttered in Alice's ears. **They have 

been sent to her by mistake. It is awfully 

awkward. I cannot take them from her 

and give them to you." ■

"Mr. KnoUys," said the hateful voice 

again, **I hope there was no mistake 

about the flowers. They were addressed to 

you at the -Red Lion,' and readdressed, 

I supposed, by you to me. Had it been a 

verbal message, there might have been a 

mistake. Of course, I do not know you' 

handwriting. The man left them with 

your compliments, and said you were sorry 

you were too busy to bring them yourself. ■

Poor Arthur was nearly crazy between 

annoyance with the woman for making • 

scene, misery at the anger in Alice's face, ■
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and rage at the amusement in Dick Free- 

land's ; all the muddle increased by the im- 

possibility of explaining the matter in a 

way to pave everybody's feelings all round. 

** Perhaps these flowers belong to you, 

Miss i Court/* said Lydia Boyd, holding 

them out. ■

" Oh, no," and " Please keep them," said 

Alice and Arthur simultaneously, dreading 

to attract further listeners. Then Alice 

walked off with Dick Freeland, and left 

Arthur to make the best he could of the 

situation. ■

She danced with Dick almost uncon- 

sciously. She was engaged for that dance 

to Arthur, and Dick had not asked her 

They joined the dancers simply to get out 

of a disagreeable imbroglio. When it was 

over, Alice asked Dick to take her back 

to her aunt. She didn't want refreshmejit. 

She wanted to go home, if Miss Downing 

would allow it. ■

Miss Downing was sitting with Mrs. 

Waterton on a red sofa against the wall. As 

soon as Alice saw that, she shrank back and 

said : " Not there, please. The other way." 

Dick was not a very brilliant young man, 

but he could not help understanding, having 

heard the whole incident. Neither was he 

usually supposed to be blessed with tact. 

But he had a very kind heart, which does, 

as a rule, much better. ■

" Awkward business, that about the 

flowers," he said, laughing. " His servant's 

mistake, of course, and poor Knoll ys 

suffers. I don't envy him trying to flounder 

out of it. It must be uncommonly dis- 

agreeable to have to tell a girl he had never 

dreamt of sending her the flowers she is so 

pleased with. Almost as bad as stories you 

hear of a man proposing to a girl for her 

sister, and being accepted by the first girl 

by mistake." ■

Alice laughed. Of course, that must be 

the explanation. Miss Boyd should have 

read the address more carefully. She 

wished she could see Arthur to hear how 

he had got out of it. He would, no doubt, 

be seeking her for the next dance, having 

missed his own. ■

"Can you give me another dance 1" 

asked Dick. "The nextl You are engaged 

for this one, I believe." ■

Alice looked at her card. It was, of 

course, perfectly blank as yet. She had 

promised "all the waltzes and galops but 

three " to Arthur, and began to mark them 

off. Programmes in the country are not 

made entirely of round dances, so even that 

hberal promise left a good many to spare. ■

'•You can have the next Kitchen Lancers/' 

she said, " and waltz ten." ■

" May I have this waltz. Miss ^ Court V* 

asked another youth. ■

Alice was on the point of repeating that 

she was engaged, having marked that waltz 

off, when she saw Arthur and Miss Boyd 

crossing the room together. She placed her 

hand abruptly on his arm, forgetting even 

to bow dismissal to Dick, and disregarding ■

his expostulatory, "Why, you said " ■

she walked off with her new cavalier, and 

made six engagements on the way to the 

circle of dancers. ■

The last bars were hardly played out 

when Arthur touched her arm. ■

"You will dance the next with me, 

Alice. Come and have an ice." ■

"Thanks, Mr. Wynne will get me one. 

I am engaged for the next," she said coolly. ■

It was quite easy to do it with Harry 

Wynne for an audience. ■

"The one after, then?" ■

" I have nothing until nine," she said. ■

" Nine is a quadrille. Give me ten." ■

" I am engaged for ten and eleven. You 

can have twelve." ■

" I will have nine. We need not dance ■

it" ■

She wrote his name down as carefully as 

if she might forget it. A little cross did 

duty for hi6i all down the card if he had 

known, though in eight places it was 

almost obliterated by other people's names. 

Then she turned with a smile to her 

partner, and suggested that the room was 

very hot. ■

Arthur stood back in the crowd, and 

watched her silently. What could she 

mean by such conduct 1 She could not really 

believe that it was his fault that Miss Boyd 

had come by the flowers. It was prepos- 

terous that she should treat him so ; keep 

him waiting until number nine — a quad- 

rille I He was glad it would be a quadrilla 

There would be time to get things put 

straight in some sheltered nook while the 

quadrille was going on ; but it was a far cry 

to number nine. ■

He did not ask any one else to dance. 

He knew very few of the people. He 

propped himself against a doorpost, and 

absently watched the crowd while he thought 

over the foolish little quarrel. He was 

wedged into his place by the people, as they 

passed between the rooms ; truly " alone in 

a crowd," for not a creature who knew him 

was near in sight. He could muse to his 

heart's content on the vanity of life as it 

passed before his eyes. He was reaUy ■
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almost asleep on his feet. He was quite 

worn out with the labour, and confinementi 

and excitement of finishing his picture. 

He had worked almost without breathing 

space every hour of the last four days, as 

days are counted by the sun. His sleep 

had been his work done over and over 

again ; only for the waking joy of success, of 

delight in progress, of eager hope, there was 

despair. He could never finish the picture. 

Kilmeny kept evading him. The face would 

come out under his hand anybody's but 

Kilmeny's. Sometimes Miss Downing's; 

sometimes that of one of his London models ; 

sometimes a face out of somebody else's pic- 

ture . Millais*s Jersey Lily,Mrs. Hammersley, 

Watts's Hope, Ellen Terry as Lady Mac- 

beth ; very often Miss Boyd's, with strange 

differencefi ; never the ideal Kilmeny's, and 

never Alice's. So morning found him un* 

rested, but feverishly awake and eager for 

work. And now it was done, and he 

wanted to enjoy himself — and here was 

Alice spoiling all his well-earned hc^iday 

by pretending to believe he could have 

sent her flowers to Miss Boyd ^ > ■

Suddenly he was aroused from his femi- 

Bomnolence by heanng her name. ■

*' How beautiful Alice k Court looks to- 

nigh^ ; quite bridal in that lovely dress ; 

and so very happy 1 " i ■

He looked round at once to seek her» If 

she looked so happy she could not be very 

angry with him. ■

She went past at a little distfince with 

Dick Freeland. Their dance was just over. 

Chance had cleared a space beside them, and 

for the moment Arthur could see her white 

figure at full length. She was laughing at 

something Dick was saying. She looked 

radiantly beautiful. Arthur allowed none 

of it to the credit of the smartest gown she 

had ever woni ia her life. Manlike, he 

bad not the l^ast idea what her dress was, 

except that it was "something white." He 

only recognised the effect ; an4» tired as he 

was, a perfect storm of passionate longing 

seized him to snatch her from Freeland, 

horn all the world, and take her to himself 

alpnei What business was her beauty of 

any other n^n f She was his ; it was his. 

He could not bear that they should rob him 

of so much as could fill the eya ■

Another voice spoke; one that was 

familiar ; sharp and elderly : ■

" Yes, she looks very well to-night. Sh^ 

was quite bent on coming. Poor thing, she 

wanted to have one more happy night, she 

S{iid, before she settled down to marriage." ■

Arthur could have sprung forward in ■

wrath, had he been able to move a limb. 

His back being against the doorpost, theie 

was a compact mass of black-ooated huma- 

nity before him, forced back by the pressure 

of dancers passing to the refreshment room. 

He could not eveil indicate his presence to 

the speakers, who were keeping out of the 

draught behind the doorpost and looped- 

back curtain. ■

" But she is quite happy in her CDgage- 

ment i " said the other voice interrogatively. 

He did not quite recognise it at first. ■

"I suppose so, poor child," said Miss 

Downing compassionately. ''Of course I 

should have preferred Mr. Freeland for her. 

She would be much happier in a country 

life, and artists are so unreliable — ^not only 

in their means but in their temper." ■

This really Wfts very hard to bear. Truly 

listeners never hear good of themselves. 

Arthur believed himself to be such a good- 

tempered fellow. ■

" There are many things to put up with 

in the artistic temperament besides temper," 

said Mrs. Waterton. " It is well that AUce 

is so good-tempered. Many girls would 

have been very angry indeed with a lover 

who sent a bouquet to another girL" ■

" But of course that was a mistake," said 

Miss Downing with dignity, though she 

knew nothing of the matter but what she 

had half overheard on the stairs. "The 

flowers were really ordered for Alice." ■

" I saw the box come," said Mrs. WatertoD. 

"It was readdressed to Miss Boyd, or I 

should not have taken it in. I suppose he 

must have ordered two bouquets, and only 

one turned up from the florist's. It was 

tiresome, of course, and most unpleasant for 

poor Lydia." ■

♦* Why on ei^rth should he order flowers 

for Miss Boyd whom he barely knows!' ■

"I don't know about barely knowing. 

They were a whole afternoon together on 

Tuesday week, pretending to pose for 

pictures in the old schoolroom — to get a 

north light, they said, I don't know when 

he wpuld have torn himself away if I 

hadn't had to give him a hint. We had 

people coming to dinner, and I couldn't ask 

him to ^tay, as he would have thrown my 

couples wrong." ■

" It is all a matter of business with him," 

said Miss Downing frigidly. " You haven't 

told me yet how your new cook answers for 

a big dinner ? " ■

Here opportunity came to move out of 

durance. What a wicked old woman! 

Whdt a tissue of fabrications I What if 

Miss Downing, who did not want him to ■
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marry Alice, should repeat them, too, in 

hope of breaking ofif their engagements 

Alice, toD, had recently developed a qnite 

nnexpected capacity for jealousy. Well, 

he would be jealous too, and with very 

much better reason. What did she mean 

by dancing off with Freeland and all those 

other fellows, and throwing all his promised 

waltzes over ? Then, blessed sound 1 he 

heard somebody mention supper, and 

observed a distinct movement in a new 

dire^OD. Alice was engaged to go in to 

supper with him ; an engagement that took 

precedence of all otheie^ He must find her 

at once^ He aat off on ths^ quest, crossing 

the htillroom to his right. At the same 

moment. Miss Downing, behind the portiere 

on his left, rtumed to look for some chance 

squire ^ take her to supper, and beheld 

Mce standing quite alone, and looking pale 

and scared. ^She has heard T' bought 

her aunt in Qonstemation. ■

" What are you doing there 1 Why are 

yofu alone 1 " she asked sharply. ■

"Mr. Ereeland had to take a married 

lady to supper, so of course he brought me 

to you," she said nervously. ** Let us go 

home ; I am so tired." ■

^ Home already ! " cried Aunt Boblnaj 

who wanted her supper •badly. " I should 

think not Where is Arthur 1. Why are 

you not going in with him ? " ■

" I think I see him over there with 

Lydia," said Mrs. Waterton, peering through 

her long eyeglass "That is her scarlet 

dress, 1 am quite' sure." ■

It never entered Alice's head that he 

might be asking Miss Boyd if she had met 

Miss k Court anywhere. She was sure he 

must be asking her to go in to supper. 

Had he not danced with her first of all, 

besides sending her the fiowers f ■

" Miss h, Court, may I have the pleasure 

of taking you to supper — if you are not 

engaged V* ■

The hesitation was too exasperatingly 

Bignificant ■

" Oh dear, no, I am not," said Alice, stung 

into a certainty she had not really felt 

after all. ■

Miss Downing started, and Mrs. Waterton 

stared, while Alice walked off with a young 

Sandys. ■

"She does not care to give all the 

evening to Arthur," said Miss Downing 

unconvincingly. ** She will have enough 

of him soon, for the rest of her life. She 

dislikes being set on the shelf as an engaged 

giiL" ■

Alice could not eat much sapper, aU her ■

senses being strained to se^ or hear Arthur 

with Mias Boyd, but they did not come 

into the rooim. She felt as if she were in 

a dream. Nothing had been so real in life 

as her engagement, and now it seemed to 

have vanished into thin air. She had lost 

Arthur^ Lydia Boyd had stolen him from 

her. She was too much crushed by the 

stern weight of evidence to resist it. It 

made up a quite irresistible amount of 

fact. She did not think of appealing 

against it, much less to ask for explanation 

of what seemed all too plain. She could 

only think one thought . she was no longer 

the girl engaged to Arthur Knollys, and 

going to be married in three weeks* time. 

She was somebody quite different^ ■

Supper seemed to last an interminable 

time, but it did come to an end. She felt 

strange and giddy when she rose to her 

feet. Young Sandys looked at her With 

concern. ■

•'You Bie not well," he said. "You 

really should have eaten something , you 

had nothing at all. Let me give you a 

glass of wine.'' ■

" Ko, take me into the air," she gasped. ■

He made her' drink some water, and then 

took her out upon a terrace. It was too 

cold. She shivered, and said she bad 

better go home. Would he take her to the 

cloak-room, and tell her aunt) ■

He accomplished the first task, but not 

the second. Miss Downing was at supper. 

He did not find himself able to return and 

tell Alice, who had much better com© back 

to the ballroom when she was rested. He 

had engagements of his own to attend to. ■

Alice sat by the cloak-room fire very 

comfortably and peacefully, Nobody was 

•there but a maid. It was so nice and 

quiet after the crowded rooms. She lay 

back, in a deep chair, too tired to think 

actively, almost enjoying the giving up of 

herself to the utt^r weakness that follows 

severe agony. ■

She had sat there quite a Icmg time when 

a girl rushed iri to have her dress mended. ■

"Please be quick," she said breathlessly. 

** I am engaged for this — number nine." ■

Instantly Alice becatne vividly alive. 

She, too, was engaged for number nine. 

Everything became of no importance what- 

ever beside that immense fact. She must 

manage to slip back to the rooms alone. 

How should she 1 . ■

Just outside the door she met her young 

host, who asked her to dance. ■

" I am engaged," she said, " but if you 

would be so kind as take me in- " ■
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He took her in readily^ found her a seat, 

and waited by her side till her partner 

should claim her. They were quite a 

conspicuous couple, the only stationary 

people there. Every one else, reinvigorated 

by supper, was hurrying to form the 

quadrilles. Arthur was nowhere ^ to be 

seen. ■

** He must be at supper," said Sir Hugh 

Strange. ^* We might as well have danced 

it^ but it is too late now. I was engaged 

to a lady who has gone home. It is much 

nic^r sitting out, though.*' ■

^* Yes, it is too late. But it is not nice 

sitting here,'' she said. ** Cannot we go 

somewhere else 1" ■

"Oh, yes, there are plenty of places. 

Have you been through the conservatories 1 

They are very pretty just now. Do come, 

You like flowers, I know.*^ ■

She went with him through high banks 

and under groves of tropical blooms and 

foliage ; a paradise of heavy perfume, damp 

warmth, and softly shaded lamps. Fountains 

tinkled unseen under ferns and feathery 

groves, and sparkled among palms and 

brilliant dropping creepers. In the distance 

the dance music went on, a soft, measured 

hum. There were several couples besides 

themselves in the greenhouses, which were 

many and spacious. The music died away. 

Then the couples hurried out to make and 

keep other engagements. Alice was engaged 

to Dick Freeland for number ten, but she had ■

forgotten. She had no longer any lot or 

share in those joyous frivolities. She felt 

herself set apart for ever by pain from all 

that belonged to light and youth. ■

" We are left quite alone," hinted her 

companion, who wanted to dance. ■

"No. There are still some people." 

She stopped. ■

The people were in a small conservatoiy, 

a mere grove of foliage round a fountain 

and a seat. Upon the seat were two 

figures : a lady in scarlet^ and a man beside 

her, looking into her eyes as if he had 

forgotten all the world beyond them— and 

such a small thing as his engagement to 

dance number nine with the rest of it. ■

"I am afraid we are intruding," aaid 

Alice, with a harsh little laugh ; " and I am 

engaged for this dance. We must hony 

up." ■

They met Miss Downing coming from 

the supper-room. Alice dismissed her 

escort, and drew her aunt aside. ■

"I cannot stay another minute. Come 

home at once. I will tell y^u why, after. 

If you don't come now, I will run home all 

by myself in the dark." ■

Miss Downing's hard heart could not but 

be touched with dismay and compassion at 

that pleading white face, and she had had 

her supper, and was full of curiosity, ami 

terribly afraid of revelations in publia So 

she consented to be torn prematurely ftom 

the gay and festive throng. ■
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CHAPTER XI. ■

It was an unwritten canon among the 

subordinate members of Dr. Yallotson's 

household that the mistress of the house 

always looked very well " when she was 

dressed." The substantially handsome gar- 

ments which she was wont to don when she 

visited were, in particular, considered by 

her kitchen critics to "set her off" with 

conspicuous effect; and the parlour-maid, 

who bad^ of course^ considerable oppor- 

tonities of forming an opinion, and who 

was moreover a native of Alnchester, was in 

the habit of clinching her approving com- 

ments with the assertion that there was no 

lady in the town, or in the precincts either, 

who " dressed handsomer." ■

Both the parlourmaid in question and 

the coachman felt themselves established 

afresh in both these opinions as Mrs. 

Yallotson, who had come downstairs puoc- 

toally at half -past three, went out to the 

bKoogbam that afternoon. The woman saw 

at one glance that her mistr^s had " all her 

best things on." The man privately re- 

iterated his conviction that she was **a 

wonderful fine figure of a woman, with a 

precious sight more stuff in her than any 

of the young ones ! " So impressed was he 

by the characteristic in his mistress which 

he thus vaguely defined, that he could not 

refrain from an appreciative look at her as 

she stood some half an hour later before the 

door of Hatherleigh Grange. * ■

As a matter of course, the Alnchester 

shops, exclusively, were patronised by the ■

doctor's wife, and her patronage was con- 

sidered a very desirable honour. It was 

well understood that nothini; but the very 

best would do for Mrs. Vallotson; the 

term comprehending all that was most 

thoroughly genuine in material, all that was 

most substantial and imposing in cut and 

decoration, and ignoring utterly such trifles 

as taste and new fashion. Her tall figure, 

clad, now, on these liner, in what their 

vendor had characterised as "excessively 

handsome" winter garments, no longer 

showed gaunt It was drawn up to its full 

height, and there was a suggestion of force 

about its vigorous outlines which seemed to 

invest her with a singular dignity, not of 

repose or breeding, but of innate, self-con- 

scious power. Her lips were slightly com- 

pressed, and her eyes glittered. ■

" Is Lady Karslake at home 1 " ■

" Yes, madam." ■

It struck the man that the question had 

been asked with a peremptoriness which 

hardly beseemed a visitor who obviously 

possessed no footman, but he led the way 

across the hall with the impassiveness of a 

machine. ■

" What name, madam 1 " ■

The answer rang as peremptorily as her 

question had done : ■

"Mrs. YaUotson." ■

The next moment a door was flung open, 

and the name was repeated with that 

absolute inexpressiveness of which perhaps 

only a footman is capable. ■

It was a large room, warmed by two 

bright fires at opposite ends, and lighted by 

three long windows which faced the door 

and looked out over gardens and a park. It 

was one of those rooms which are so large 

that the furniture is necessarily so disposed 

that each separate arrangement of chairs, 

sofas, and tables is complete in itself ; and ■

xo. -thuu} sebdis. ■ 800 ■
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which only the most perfect taste can 

preserve from either over-crowding and 

over-decoration, or an alternative bareness. 

In this instance an absolutely harmonious 

result had been obtained. No aggressively 

distinct impression, either as to colour ot 

style, was conveyed. There were quantities 

of flowers and ferns about, but even these 

were not obtrusive, and were rather notice- 

able in the general efifect produced than in 

detail. The room had only one occupant. 

About the fireplace at the end of the room 

farthest from tiie door, there was a peculiarly 

comfortable and dainty little arrangement of 

furniture, backed by a beautiful screen. In 

a large, low chair tbus protected, leaning 

idly back with a book on her knee, was 

Lady Karslake. ■

She turned her head quickly as the 

footman spoke, and rose with a graceful 

impulsive movement, moving a few steps 

forward — a slender, delicately-dressed figure 

— ^to receive her visitor. There was a little 

smile of half-amused curiosity coming and 

^'oing in her eyes, and it changed into an 

almost mischievous flash of perception and 

anticipation as 8h^ held out her hand. ■

** 1 am delighted to make your acquaint- 

ance I " she said ; she spoke with a cordiality 

of manner which sat delightfully upon her. 

'* It is very kind of you to come and see 

me, Mrs. Vallotson I " ■

For an instant there was a very singular and 

perfectly perceptible pause. Mrs. Vallotson 

had taken the hand held out to hers, and 

she was still holding it — mechanically, as 

it seemed — as she looked straight into her 

hostess's face. There was so strange an 

expression in her eyes — could Lady Kars- 

lake have seen it in the gathering dusk — so 

full, piercing, and assured was their gaze ; 

that for that instant, even confronted with 

the easy dignity of the woman whose hand 

she held, the rough power with which the 

doctor's wife was instinct asserted itself as 

absolute haughtiness, and she and her 

hostess stood on an equality. ■

The next moment Mrs. Vallotson had 

dropped Lady Karslake's hand, and dropped 

it brusquely. ■

'' I am very happy to call," she said. ■

" You must have found it cold driving V* 

said Lady Karslake. ** Will you take this 

chair — near the fire t How bright it has 

been, though 1 " ■

** It is hardly colder than we must ex- 

pect at this time of year," responded Mrs. 

Vallotson tersely. ■

She had taken the chair indicated by 

her hostess, axid was sitting erect «xul un- ■

compromising. Her dignity was about her 

still, but compared with the manner and 

bearing of her hostess it showed now chill 

and stiff. ■

Lady It&xsli^e smiled and apcepted the 

response with a careless, courteous gesture. 

The servants were bringing in lamps, and 

she was sitting in a flood of soft pinkish 

light as she scanned her visitor's face with 

a half delighted shrewdness in her own. 

She did not pursue the subject of the 

wcAther, ■

** It is a very pretty drive from Aln^ 

Chester in the summer, they tell me," she 

observed. " You know it well, of course t 

You must be very fond of Alnchester, Mrs. 

Vallotson, I am sure." ■

** I do not know that I have ever thought 

about it It is a pleasant place to live in, 

and I am accustomed to it. That is the 

principal thing, in my opinion." ■

The friendly cordiality of Lady Karslake's 

tone had produced not the faintest per- 

ceptible effect on Mrs. Vallotson *s demeanour, 

and the tiniest flash of expression con- 

tracted her hostess's eyebrows. The foot- 

man had placed a little tea-table by her 

side, and she turned and began to pour 

out tea with quick, deft movements. ■

*'You have lived here a great many 

years, I think 1 " she said. " Dr. Branston 

— ^you will let me give you some tea 1 " ■

She had half risen with a oup in her 

hand, and Mrs. Vallotson stopped her 

abruptly. ■

" None, thank you I " she sftid decidedly. ■

Lady Karslake sat down again with a 

little laugh ; there was rather a wilful ring 

in it ■

" Nonel" she said. ** How sad ! After- 

noon tea seems to me the one thing that 

makes life in the coumtry endurlible. It 

breaks up the afternoon. I tell my husband 

that he only lives for tea-time. He always 

comes in for a cup." ■

"Indeed!'? ^ ■

The word was pdtte^ but it was icy ; and 

Lady Karslake, glancing across at her 

visitor's immoveable face, leaned back in her 

chair. ■

**I was just going to say sometiiing 

about Dr. Branston I ? she said. " I can't 

remember what it was, but I should very 

much like to tell you, if I may, how much 

my husband has appreciated his skill 4tDd 

care during his illness^ We can never 

forget how much we owe to him." ■

The words were very perfectly spoken, 

with a gracious wifely dignity irhiah made 

them indescribably charming. But not ft ■
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muscle of Mrs. Vallotson's face moved. 

Her colour seemed to have faded slightly 

as she answered, in the same inexpressive 

Yoiee : ■

"I believe he is considered clever. I 

am glid you have been satisfied." ■

With a graceful movement as of impa- 

tience or annoyance, Lady Karslake lifted 

herself from her easy attitade. Then, as 

though to cover the movement, she rose and 

said with a little laugh : ■

" They can't have told my husband. I 

will ring. It will give him great plea- 

sure " ■

She was interrupted. With a sharp 

movement, evidently as involuntary as the 

gesture with which she stretched out one 

hand as if to command silence, Mrs. 

Yallotson had turned her head. ■

"That's North's voice," she said. ■

There was a sound of voices outside as 

she stopped with a strange, breathless 

catdi in her voice — and she half rose from 

her seat ■

Lady Karslake glanced down at her with 

a flash of surprise. ■

" How quick of you ! " she said. " Yes, 

it does sound like Dr. Branston, doesn't it 1 

I suppose he has been to see my husband, 

and is coming in to have some tea." ■

The voices came nearer as she spoke, a 

touch fell on the handle of the door, and 

Mrs. Yallotson sat slowly down again on 

her chair ; slowly and stiffly like a woman 

made of stone. ■

" Have you come for a cup of tea, Dr. 

Branston 1 " said Lady Karslake as the door 

opened. She held out her hand to North 

Branston as he came across the room to her, 

with an easy cordiality of greeting which 

witnessed, as did the tone of her voice, to 

the intercourse of the past weeks. " I 

have a visitor, you sea William," she 

added, " I . want to introduce you to Mrs. 

Valloteon." ■

Sir William Karslake had followed North 

Branston into the room. Even when 

weighted by the heavy disabilities of 

weakness and pain, his conspicuous 

personal advantages and his dignity of 

manner had been by no means overlaid; 

86€n now in comparative health, he was a 

singularly striking-lookipg man. He was a 

taU man, as ha^ been said, but it was not 

from his height that his presence derived 

its dignity. There was about him that air 

of perfect breeding which is in part an 

affair of birth, in part of the circumstances 

of life ; and it was coupled with that which 

gives it a supreme charm — a suggestion of ■

mental power, and of the habit of command. 

Sir William Karslake had made a great 

success of life. He stood at the head of 

his own line in the diplomatic service, and 

he had been for many years one of the 

most courted men in the Indian Empire. 

Socially, also, the ball of life had been at 

his feet. And there were characteristics 

about his face which suggested that in the 

latter case, as in the former, his dominance 

had been the result of deliberate calculation. 

His features were admirable, and life had 

impressed upon them that charm of stateli- 

ness which makes a man handsomer in 

middle age than youth can ever be; but 

there were lines about it faintly suggestive 

of sarcastic possibilities, and his eyes were 

cold and expressionless. Neither in his 

step nor in his carriage were there any 

traces of the invalid, but his illness had 

left its mark on him nevertheless. His 

features were almost painfully sheurply 

chiselled, and there were deep hollows 

about his eyes. ■

He quickened his steps slightly, on Lady 

Karslake's words, with a courteous gesture 

of satisfaction, and came up to where Mrs. 

Yallotson sat. ■

'* May I have the .pleasure of introducing 

my husband, Mrs. Yallotson % " ■

There was the faintest touch of surprise 

in Lady Karslake's voice. Mrs. Yallotson 

had neither moved nor spoken as Sir William 

Karslake approached her. As Lady Kars- 

lake, however, spoke she rose slowly. Her 

figure was drawn up to its full height; 

her head was lifted And slightly thrown 

back ; and her eyes were almost on a 

level with those of the man before her as 

she looked full into his face and held out 

her hand. ■

*' I am veiry happy ! " she said. ■

Sir William Karslake had taken her 

hand, and bowed over it in the courtly 

manner which was habitual with him. 

Then he looked in due course into her face. 

There was no pause, even of the most 

imperceptible nature, before he spoke ; not a 

muscle of his face seemed to have moved ; 

and yet in that brief second his eyes had 

altered slightly. An intent expression had 

developed in them, as of a clear-headed man 

who finds himself suddenly disturbed .by a 

shadowy association of ideas too dim and. 

too fleeting to be either accurately defined 

or traced to any source. ■

**I am delighted to have . the oppoiv 

tunity ! " he said. " Branston "—this over 

his shoulder to North in the same suave, well- 

modulated tone, — ** why did you not tell us ■
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that we were to have the pleasure of seeing 

Mrs. Vallotson?" ■

"I am not a seer, unfortunately,'* re- 

turned North. The surprise with which he 

had acknowledged Mrs. Vallotson's presence 

had vanished, and he smiled grimly as he 

spoke. " I could not tell you what I did 

not know myself." ■

" Youll have some tea, Dr. Branston!" ■

North turned to Lady Earslake, who 

had seated herself again hy the tea-table, 

and took a low chair near her. ■

" Thanks," he said. " I will." ■

At the same moment Sir William Kara 

lake seated himself by Mrs. Yallotson. ■

" I am a great admirer of your fine old 

city, Mrs. Vallotson ! " he said courteously ; 

the words, indeed, were more courteous 

than truthful, and represented the speaker's 

sense of a conversational necessity rather 

than any actual fact. " No doubt it pre- 

sents to me, as a new-comer, picturesque 

points which are over-familiar to its in- 

habitants. But probably the balance is 

struck for the Alnchester people by 

what I may perhaps call the pride of 

ownership." ■

He smiled suavely as he finished, but the 

smile did not touch his eyes. They were 

scanning Mrs. Yallotson's profile half- 

furtively, as though almost without their 

owner's consciousness. ■

Mrs. Yallotson paused a moment, almost 

as though she felt his scrutiny and per- 

mitted it. Her own face was set like a 

rock, and her very lips were colourless. ■

•' We do not admire the old part of the 

city," she said. " But all the newer parts 

have been greatly improved during the past 

twenty years." ■

" Quite so I " was the courteous reply. ■

An absent, preoccupied tone had come 

into Sir William Karslake's voice. Mrs. 

Yallotson had not turned her face away 

again^ nor had her eyes left him ; and the 

furtive glance with which he had regarded 

her was becoming almost a stare. ■

Neither of the two turned, or even 

seemed to be aware of any movement about 

them, when Lady Karslake and North 

Branston, who had been talking easily 

together on the other side of the great fire- 

place, rose, and strolled to the other end of 

the room to look at a picture of which they 

had been speaking. ■

"Quite so I " repeated Sir William Kars- 

lake vaguely. " You — have lived in Aln- 

chester all your life, I believe 1 " ■

Bis voice was suave stil], but it was the 

suavity of habit, mechanical, constrained, ■

and rather ghastly. He was still staring 

straight into her face, and there was a 

moment's dead silence. ■

Then Mrs. Yallotson's white lips moved. 

She moistened them involuntarily as it 

seemed, and with her eyes still holding his 

she said in a low voice, the absolute calm- 

ness of which was almost horribly unnatural: ■

" You think you know me I You are 

mistaken." ■

The speech was no answer to the words 

he had spoken. His question died be- 

tween them, utterly ignored by both man 

and woman in the presence of something 

unspoken which had risen between them. ■

Slowly, as she spoke, all that was indefinite 

and suppressed in Sir William Karslake's 

expression developed ; every line of his face 

seemed to become petrified ; recognition, 

blank uncompromising recognition was 

stamped lividly on every feature, and 

stared from his eyes. He did not speak; 

the muscles about his mouth stood out 

strong and distinct. They sat there by the 

fire staring each at the other, and from the 

other end of the room came the murmur of 

the voices of Lady Karslake and North 

Branston. They were difl'ering over the 

picture. ■

Mrs. Yallotson paused as though to let 

her words sink into his consciousness. Then 

she repeated them. The two pairs of eyes 

held one another as if fascinated ; held one 

another, it might have been, in the strength 

of the terrible, slowly-growing repulsion 

common to both. ■

" You are mistaken. You do not know 

me. You understand t I am not the 

person for whom you take me ! " ■

She had spoken very slowly, uttering 

each word with deliberate emphasis, though 

her voice was low. And as slowly as she 

had spoken he answered her, endorsing her 

words as it were in a hard, strained tone : ■

** I am mistaken ! You are not— the 

person for whom I take you." ■

They faced each other for a moment more, 

and then Sir William Karslake moved ab- 

ruptly, and the rigidity of his face broke np. 

He motioned almost fiercely to where North 

stood at the other end of the room. ■

** Who— is that 1 " he said hoarsely. ■

To her face too there came a desperate 

fiaeh of expression; a sudden defiance 

stirred her every feature. ■

" My brother," she said. ■

Their eyes met once more. ■

Sir William Karslake's bands were 

trembling convulsively ; he clenched one of 

them violently round the arm of his chair. ■
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He was looking at her again, and his eyes 

were fierce and searching. ■

"You had no brother!" he said. He 

spoke, for the first time, rapidly and un- 

evenly. •' You had no -* ■

Their eyes met once more. ■

A moment later Mrs. Yallotson had 

lisen, and was moving down the room to 

Lady Karslake. ■

" I have paid you a long call/' she said, 

in a voice from which every particle of ex- 

pression was eliminated. "I must say 

good-bye." ■

''We shall meet again before long, I 

hope ? " returned Lady Karslake lightly. ■

She shook hands as she spoke, and Mrs. 

Yallotson paused. Then, without looking 

at him, she addressed North Branston. ■

** You are coming. North 1 " she said. ■

He signed assent, shook hands with 

Lady Karslake, and followed her. ■

HOLIDAY MOODS. ■

PsoPLB have very difl'erent notions about 

a holiday. I know a cut-and-<lried man of 

business, aged sixty or so, who prides him- 

self on never having been out of his birth- 

town for three successive days. He has not 

much patience with his clerks when these 

entreat for a little extra recreation. All 

the change he wants, he says, he gets by 

going from one department of his manufac- 

tory to another. He may thus be imagined 

spending a lively August in the export 

section of his works, where the air is 

certainly a little less confined than that of 

his private office, among Russia leather 

ledgers and musty invoice files. ■

It is difficiilt even yet to make our elders 

understand how the younger generation 

erave '^ fresh woods and pastures new " when 

the year is in the full glory of its verdure. 

They do not see that the conditions of 

existence nowadays are otherwise than they 

were forty or fifty years ago. ■

Here is the text of a brief interchange of 

words on this subject between an old lady 

of eighty and her grand-daughter, who, 

somewhat shyly, had mentioned to her aged 

relative her plan of a cycle tour with 

another girl. ■

"Do you ^mean, my dear," enquires 

grandmamma, with wide-open old eyes, 

^'that you 'cannot get on without this 

lortnight of hoydenish existence in the 

open air?" ■

Grand-daughter laughs gently as she 

lepHes: ■

" Of course, dear grandmother, I dare say 

I should not die all at cTnce if I gave 

it up. But I pant for it — I really do." ■

" You pant for it ! How extraordinary ! 

When your grandfather was alive, he found 

one week's visit to London enough excite- 

ment for him in seventeen years." ■

"But you don't see, dear grandmother, 

how different things are now. I ** ■

" Perhaps I don't, my dear," interposes 

the old lady, with a delightful assumption 

of severity. "I look forward to heaven 

and eternity for my holiday," ■

Shrewd grand-daughter smiles, and her 

eyes gleam with quiet satisfaction as she 

retorts : ■

" That will be a very long holiday indeed, 

dear grandmother." ■

Grandmamma hereupon frowns prettily, 

rustles her gown, and asks her young 

relative to be kind enough to ring for tea. ■

There is no doubt about it ; this fashion 

of frequent and emphatic holidays has 

become almost a passion with many of ns. 

We have, thanks to inventions of one kind 

and another, got the measure of our little 

globe so exactly, and know the possibilities 

it affords us on its several lines of latitude 

so well, so that we can, if we will, obtain 

pleasurable change every week of the fifty- 

two. Broadly, we have the south of France 

for the winter; London for the spring at its 

best; the country for the melting days of an 

old-fashioned summer — if we are blessed 

with it ; the moors and the purple Western 

Isles, with their midges and hotel bills, for 

the autumn ; and a snug Christmas at home 

somewhere brings the year to an agieeable 

close. ■

Of course, this is a pro(2:ramme only for the 

most fortunate of us. But it is one that is 

followed with fair impartiality by many. 

The minority may, if they will, sigh and 

wish it was theirs also; or they may do 

better by striving with all their might to 

bring themselves to that degree of worldly 

prosperity which shall place it in their 

power. ■

In contrast with such enviable scope for 

change we may put the single day in the 

country with which our excellent clergy and 

others indulge so many of the youngsters 

of our towns. That, if you like, is a fervid 

experience. ■

The other morning I joined a canal boat- 

load of ragged children bound for their 

annual outing. They were of ages from 

five to fifteen, and their rags were as 

picturesque as the blend of beeches, larch, 

and oaks by the waterside. Their clamour ■
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as they climbed into the boat was good to 

hear, each with his or her tin mug clattering 

an accompaniment. Their interest in the 

trivial rural sights they saw was as pathetic 

as diverting. The more lusty of the boys 

could hardly be kept from hurling them- 

selves into the water, and the more vigorous 

of the girls sang hymns one after the other, 

with bright eyes, and hands folded in their 

laps or twined about each other's necks. ■

This was the first course of their banquet 

of dehght When they were let loose in 

the spacious meadows ten miles from a 

town, they could not for a few minutes 

realise that they were free to run where 

they pleased without the repressive in- 

terference of some one with a " Hi, there, 

you little beggar, clear off that grass, or I'll 

give you something to make you I '' They 

learnt the lesson soon enough, though. 

Then, before their eager little hands, daisies 

and buttercups, meadow-sweet and fox- 

gloves fell fast. They even plucked bunches 

91 common grass, and viewed their treasure 

fondly.- ■

A field-mouse liad tlie ill luck to show 

himself near one of the boys. A chase 

ensued. The mouse was caught, hugged 

with pride, and in a trice crushed to death. ■

*^ What is it^ master 1 " asked the elated 

child, as he exposed the flattened carcase, 

surrounded by a group of youngsters as 

eager as himself. ■

And so on through the glorious avenue 

of swings, races for sweets and cakes, an 

unlimited tea at tables spread in the middle 

of the meadow — with strawberries picked 

that very afternoon — more running and 

jumping, and the final journey home in the 

old canal boat. ■

'* What is the matter? " I asked a pretty 

little maid of eight or nine who was sitting 

with clasped hands in one corner of the 

boat, nursing a little packet of fruit and 

sweets wrapped in her handkerchief. There 

were tears on her cheeks. The twilight 

glow shone on them, and the young moon 

among the crimsoned wisps of clouds 

seemed trying to do the same. ■

*' Oh, please," the little maid whispered, 

" I'm so happy I don't know what to do." ■

The words came with a fresh gush of 

tears. Upon my soul, I could, if I would, 

have cried with her. ■

We adults scarcely know or rather 

reujember — for we ought to know — the 

ea<^e with which these less fortunate little 

ones of the great family of human beings 

may be lifted, for a time at all events, 

from earth to he&ven. For the price of a ■

mutton chop you may give a slum child 

seven or eight hours of such happiness as 

you are lucky if you yourself may ever 

again hope to experience. ■

Some people are so omnivorous in their 

energy that they cannot take a holiday 

without also giving themselves a holiday 

task. I sympathise with them. There 

was a time when I also felt that way. I 

either took with me the grammar of a 

language new to me, or a stiff book, or an 

educative plan to which I proposed to 

devote all my wandering thoughts. ■

But nowadays I do no such thing. If I 

can get on to the top of a high mountain 

on a cloudless day, and there lie with my 

pipe and no thoughts in particular, shielded 

from flies by my smoke and a handkerchief, 

but with heaven's blue sky unobscured to 

stare at — this, I am almost ashamed to say, 

suffices me. The perfume of the heather 

and the murmur of the breeze gives me all 

the society I want And so I let the hours 

drift by as they will. ■

Or I get into a boat on an inland lake, 

dear Windermere from preference, and 

hold the white sail while a procession of 

green woods, motley hills, and purple 

mountains pass before me, with the 

whispering of the water at the bows for 

company. At such times I am lamentably 

vacuous and unresponsive. The passing 

bee or butterfly, or the white gull that 

skims the lake, is more to me than that 

other boat towards which, perchance, I drive 

imperceptibly while holding the tiller. And 

even the bee, or the moth, or the bird, is 

little enough to me then. ■

Yet this is my ideal of a holiday — for 

the time. ■

On the other hand, as I have said, there 

are people who do but change their skies 

and worry out a new assortment of cares. 

Either the fresh surroundings are to beget 

a new novel, or are to be considered 

microscopically as material for a magazine 

article, or as possible human material for 

social schemes and ambitions — such as the 

wedding of a daughter — or what not ■

I know a worthy lady who annually 

migrates from town to some lovely part of 

the country, and during her six weeks' 

change of air reckons to write six hundred 

pages of manuscript, two hund|[ed and fifty 

words to the page. She is jaded when she 

leaves the metropolis, and when she re- 

turns she has deepened the wrinkles which 

are already, I am sorry to say, too deeply 

graven on her earnest brow. ■

And she calls this a holiday 1 It 10 ■

I ■
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about as much a holiday as the convict's 

change of air, when be is moved with a 

chained gang of his felbwe from Portland 

to Dartmoor. ■

The Idling to do, I am convinced, is to 

keep one's workaday skin tolerably loose 

on one's body at all times, so that at a few 

hours' notice one may step forth bodily 

from it, and leave it to its own affairs safely 

locked up in the study or the counting- 

houee. The result is benefit all round. ■

It is most instructive to mark how our 

artisans take their pleasure on one of the 

few general holidays of the year. There 

are excursion trains for those who can 

afford those somewhat ambitious enter- 

prises. But the excursion trains are not in 

it as an attraction with the long, four- 

horsed brakes in which they <san journey in 

companies of thirty or forty to some sylvan 

retreat a score or so miles from their native 

place. ■

. They ; their large - bodied, beshawled 

wives ; and their voluble children, all crowd 

into the vehicles, and as soon as these have 

started, troll forth hymns for the entertain- 

ment of the circumambient air as well as 

themselves. You would almost suppose the 

horses entered into the spirit of the 

occasion-^at the outset But the poor 

quadrupeds soon realise that they are in for 

a vexatious spell of work, and bow their 

heads humbly to the responsibility set upon 

them. ■

A picnic of this kind is always contrived 

to be in the vicinity of a public-house of 

accredited fame for its beer. Thus, while 

the youngsters are tumbling about on the 

hillsides or " berrying " in the woods, the 

oldsters — not unaccompanied by their 

whes — call for one quart after another. 

Iliey smoke and drink, and search their 

minds for memories of the days when they 

were hke their children, or when, maybe, 

they did their courting on this self-same spot. 

It is not a highly sensational form of holiday, 

hat it has its charms. And in the evening 

the horses are reluctantly again backed 

into the shafts, and in the waning light 

the earlier canticles — and others — are re- 

newed. * ■

Perhaps the worst feature of these 

merry-makings is the unconscionably long 

and frequ^it halts made at each tavern on 

the way home. It were a sin against custom 

"Oi my part of the country not to become 

"meUow," at least, long ere the steaming 

&Qd footsore horses are pulled up for the 

i^igbt. The singing and shouting of the 

lads and lasses, and their decidedly open ■

manifestation of an endearing interest in 

each other, combine with the invertebrate 

condition of their elders to make up a 

picture that is not altogether humorous, but 

is very characteristic. ■

But the ways of the tripper are at any 

rate as droll as those of the ironworker 

and the collier in the holiday brake 

** Princess," " Victoria," or " The Duke of 

York." • Never was he more to thv^ront 

than now, and never perhaps was he better 

worth studying. ■

I have quite lately seen him in full 

force, day after day, on Windetmere's 

placid waters. He leaves home at mid- 

night or thereabouts of the morning > 

(pardon the bull i) when his picture is, [ 

he hopes, destined to begin. He is not so 

prone to solace himself with beer* as with 

spirituous liquors. Of these, however, he 

carries a supply that would last any ordinary 

toper on ordinary occasions a week. The/ 

comforts him through the chilly hours which 

precede the dawn ; they enable him joyously . 

to drink the sun's health if tha^t desirable 

planet elects to rise visibly ; bQ. refers to 

them when he is neitr bis destination, and 

throughout the day he makes constant calls 

upon them fqr amicable support. ■

It is a pity that liquor should play the 

enormous part it does in the holiday trips 

of the populace. I know not, however, 

how it can be helped. I have seen a s«ore 

of these soddened pleasure-seekets g^t from 

the railway cars into the midst of scenery 

sweet enough to cheer even a broken heart, 

and appear all unmindful of it., .Thefe baye 

been placards on the walls hard by telling 

them of the eternal damnation they are. 

hastening to in thus debasing, themselves. ; 

And there have been well*meaning gentle- 

men ^ith blue ribbons in their buttonholes, : 

who have had the courage 1K> accost them ; 

and try to get an improving word edgewise . 

into their clouded wits. All to no purpose^ 

however. ■

A sorry sight this of Lakeland disgraced ; 

by a horde- of blaspheming, reeling ex- 

cursionists, some of whom can with diffi- 

culty keep themselves on their legs while 

they make their way down to Windermere's 

shore. ■

They may be seen an hour or two after- 

wards zigzagging about Grasmere and Bydal 

until the dinner-hour. The less said the 

better about their return to Windermere's 

railway station, where they often have to be 

lifted into the train like so many pigs. . ■

I don't like painting such a picture, but it 

had better be done. All Lakeland's cheap ■
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day trippers are not of this kidney; nor 

anything like the majority of them. But 

there are quite enough of these tipsy souls 

among them to make even the local press 

— though interested in the money thus 

brought into the district — utter its reproofs 

and paragraphs of warning. Let the 

criminals look to it, or they will bring 

Wordsworth's country into a disrepute 

akin to that which a generation or two 

ago fell upon certain metropolitan pleasure 

resorts. ■

I like better to tell of the way in which 

a schoolboy nephew spent bis holiday at 

^my cottage in Lakeland. Not a day passed 

on which he did not bathe twice in the 

lake, reckless of the litigation in progress 

about the water's pollution from sewage. 

When he was not bathing, eating — with 

holiday appetite-~or sleeping, he was either 

rowing from bay to bay, fishing for perch, 

chasing butterflies, climbing mountains, or 

dissecting with youthful enthusiasm the 

various dead bodies he brought home for 

the purpose. ■

He had a room given up to him for his 

naturalistic pursuits. It was not always 

a pretty spectacle, I assure you, this room. 

There were bloated toads in it, some dead, 

some living, slugs and snails, ratl^ and mice, 

and the carcases of birds. Have you ever 

taken an interest in the internal economy 

of a black roadside slug) I had not 

hitherto. But this young votary of science 

taught me much while he was experi- 

mentally improving himself. He made me 

see, too, how lamentably I had wasted a 

generation or so of time, in that I too had 

not earlier pined to know how a toad lives, 

and breathes, and has its being. ■

It seems to me that one must be either 

very young or very old rightly to 

appreciate and use a holiday. In the 

middle period of life it is so difficult not 

to think of the wrong things at the wrong 

time, instead of thinking of the right 

things only or nothing at all. ■

By the way, the above - mentioned 

nephew let loose a box of five-and-twenty 

spiders — assorted — about the dinner-table 

one day. This proves that he too had 

his imperfections, as well as his amiable 

enthusiasms. ■

WHALING IN THE ANTARCTIC. ■

Hardly have the jagged peaks and grim 

grey cliffs of the Falklands lost themselves 

in the sea when the work of fitting-up on ■

board the '^Albatross" commences in earnest. 

The crow's-nest is run up to the mast-head. 

The huge coils of rope are dragged from 

below, and spliced together on the half- 

deck: five coils for each boat's line, 

giving a total length of about four hundred 

yards. ■

The operation of coiling the lines in the 

bottom of each boat is now entered upon. 

This is a work of time and art y the least 

hitch in the running gear, when a whale is 

struck, meaning certain loss and a possible 

catastrophe. ■

This task being completed by a crew, it 

is notified by a triumphant hurrah, after 

which the minor details — ^as lances, wate^ 

cask, axe, bucket^ gun, and harpoon— are 

added. ■

A great deal of blank- cartridge firing 

goes on during the cleaning of the whale 

guns, which gives a lively effect, and, 

together with the boyish eagerness and 

hilarity of the crews, tends more than any 

words to convey the fact that the sport 

we have come so far to seek is now near at 

hand. ■

Gradually the air grows colder, and now, 

on the twenty-sixth of November, we greet 

with a sounding cheer the first iceberg of 

the Antarctic. A fair breeze is blowing, 

and the great flat -topped mass comes 

pitching and rolling upon our port bow. 

It bears sb'ght resemblance to the bergs 

from Baffin's Bay, which are pinnacled as 

they pass upward. Hardly has the first 

passed our view when a large body of them 

is sighted, and for many hours we steer in 

perilous proximity to the floating giants. ■

A sharp look-out is now kept, as at any 

moment we may enter the pack ice, or come 

into collision with a wandering berg. All 

is excitement on board. Eager knots of 

seamen, on watch and off, stand on the 

forepeak, or lie over the bow, discussing the 

probabilities and improbabilities. Men 

sleep lightly, and, at the least shout or 

rush of feet across the deck, spring from 

their berths with the eagerness of school- 

boys. ■

The weather grows foul, squally, and 

misty. This gives an excuse for criticism 

on ihe part of Wallace the harpooneer, who 

is Lord High Critic for the ship's oompany, 

and he talks more loudly of the blue sky 

and the bright sun that shines eternally in 

the frozen North. ■

I must say that we hear him with re- 

gret, but we do not murmur, and our 

patience is rewarded. ■

The foul weather is a memory, and the ■
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breeze now sweeps in soft airs loaded with 

the ozone from a thousand ice-clad islands, 

and nntold miles of floating snow. On the 

port side, like a bat's wing, rises the grim 

ontHne of a sterile land, steadily lessening 

as we steam on. Around us is pack ice. 

The sun with a radiant glory beats upon 

our heads. The sea dances with a thousand 

lights, breaking in soft murmurs on the 

glittering ice-blocks. Around us the count- 

less myriads of birds circle and soar ; plume 

themselves on the snow-crowned terraces; 

and scream, and chatter, and fight, in the 

long ripples of our wake. ■

I am up in the crow. Eesting my arms 

on the rail, I let my eyes wander over the 

spreading leagues of sea and ice, and drink 

in the glories of this dazzling land — glories 

that wiU never fade till the past is all for- 

gotten. ■

A flock of lovely sheath-bills hovers over 

me in idle curiosity, but, on extending my 

hand, they sweep down the wind like a 

shower of cherry blossom in the spring. 

Great carrion gulls follow the ship and croak 

hoarsely, hanging hawk-like over the mizen- 

top. Icebergs tower on all sides. The air 

is so keen, the reflection so brilliant, and 

the whole scene so startling, yet so peaceful, 

that I fall into a dreamy reverie. ■

The days slip by, and it is now the 

fourth of December. We are in latitude 

sixty-five, longitude ninety degrees, and 

steaming leisurely amid a field of mixed 

ice. The field is open to an unexpected 

extent. Small blocks predominate, but 

here and there the sides of a vast floe or 

flat-topped iceberg rise over all. ■

Now and again we meet with a stretch 

of tighter ice, but with some masterly 

dodging, and an occasional determinred 

charge with our sturdy bows, we have small 

difficulty in effecting a passage. ■

On board an unwonted excitement pre- 

yails. The captain has discovered in his 

"food-bag,** which drags astern, unmis- 

takeable signs that the tiny animalcula on 

which the black whale feeds is present in 

great quantity. "Spoutings" have ^also 

been seen, and the oily patches of water 

which the fish leaves in its passage have 

also been perceived by a few. ■

The indefatigable captain is aloft, de- 

vouring the distance with the long glass. 

The six boats on the davits are all ready 

for instant action. The guns swing on their 

swivels ; and the broad, cruel barbed head 

of the harpoon looks grimly from the mouth 

of each. ■

The members of the watch on deck are ■

whistling, dancing, or leaning over the side 

in eager anticipation of a coming "fall" 

Suddenly the merriment ceases, for away 

on the horizon rises a deep line of cloud, 

gradually heightening and swiftly ap- 

proaching. ■

All eyes turn towards the west, and more 

than one grumbling murmur escapes from 

the stern lips, for nothing is more fatal to 

whaling than the heavy mists met with at 

the Polea It is the Arctic plague again. 

For days it will settle around the wretched 

whaler like a fallen cloud, and woe be to 

the unhappy boat that is caught in it, for 

the very sound of the siren sinks echoless 

in its dismal shroud. ■

Soon the evil curtain is upon us. The 

captain descends from his perch. The 

engines cease throbbing. The whole ship 

lies like a silent log on the impassive 

surface of the sea. ■

I smoke a pipe and play ^'checkers" 

in the engine-room. Gloomy mumblings, 

like the deep mutterings of a disturbed 

geyser, rise from the fo'c'sle ; while round 

the galley fire sits a half-circle of seasoned 

salts, smoking savagely, or listening moodily 

to the singing of their tin tea-kettles. ■

During the second dog-watch the well- 

known blast of a whale rouses the watch 

with a start. But the evil mist prevents a 

sight of the fish. ■

Shortly it blows again, and so near is it 

that the fine spray actually showers on 

deck, and sweeps our faces as we lean over 

the side. ■

It passes close beneath us. The har- 

pooneers rush frantically to the boats to get 

a shot at it^ but, phantom-like, it disappears 

in the mist. ■

Hardly have we recovered when a chorus 

of blasts echoes on all sides, and the stout 

ship trembles and quivers from stem to 

stem as a man taken with the palsy. 

Amazement writes itself on the ship's 

company. Never has the like of this 

happened to any before. Never may it 

happen again. ■

For a full hour the giant creatures make 

merry around us, scraping themselves on 

the rough bottom of their new friend, and 

half swamping us with the great waves they 

raise in their leviathan gambols. ■

But at last they leave us, and we retire 

below, away from the hateful fog, to nurse 

our own bitter feelings in the silence of 

despair. ■

Two days drag slowly past. Still the 

curtain is around us, and a settled frown 

marks the faces of all. Will it continue ■
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for ever 1 Whales have been heard blowing, 

but no boat can leave the ahip. ■

Suddenly—and may the delight live for 

ever I — a light breeze springs up, and, as if 

by magic, the hateful veil vanishes into the 

blue sky. ■

The captain is in the nest^ and now his 

head shows over the rim, and he calls down 

to the mate on the bridge : ■

" Fish on the starboard quarter ! All 

hands on deck, and see that the boats are 

ready! Up aloft, and shake out these 

saUs!" ■

** Ay, ay, sir !" comes the response, and 

thi9 watch springs to the ratlines. ■

The mate leaves the bridge, and up come 

thd sailors from the half-deck and forecastle 

like a swarm of rats, some in their shirts 

and some in their trousers, but seldom in 

both. Eagerly sixty pairs of eyes search 

the sea, and sixty tongues clatter to the 

sam6 tufne. ■

Their curiosity satisfied, they dive below 

to equip themselves for the coming hunt, 

and a confused noise rises to the deck like 

the buzz of wasps in an underground byke. ■

** There she blows !" yells the cook, who 

has perched himself on the crosstrees, as we 

notice a fine jet of spray rise on to the sky- 

line; But the warning finger of the captain 

stops him further. Soon all. are equipped 

and waiting for the order. It comes : ■

'* First mate's boat lower away there! 

Mind and keep her tail on, and take your 

time, lads." ■

" Ay, ay, sir ! " sings the mate, while the 

men give a faint cheejr, feaifful of disturbing 

their prizes. ■

In one minute the tackles are let go, the 

boat is in the water, and with great sweeps 

the rowers bend to their work. ■

The whales, thr^e in number, lie like 

black islands of marble in contrast to the 

pearly-hued ice*blocks. Tiny waves break 

over their mountainous sides, falling back- 

wards in silvery strands to their native 

depths. And at intervals there comes to 

us the deep " roust," as the glittering foun- 

tains play upward, and spread themselves 

over the shimmering surface of the sea. ■

As the boat nears the foremost one, not 

a sound breaks the silence, and every sight 

strains itself to the utmost. ■

Nearer and nearer it draws to the great 

mass lying unconscious of all danger. ■

The first mate unships his oar and 

stands by the gun. Still it approaches. 

Suddenly a white putf of smoke bursts 

from the bow, and next instant a sharp 

sound trip^ over the ocean. ■

"They're fast! They're fast!" rings 

through the ship, followed by a deafening 

cheer as the boat is seen tearing through 

the water. ■

Up goes the Jack, signalling that theyaie 

fast, and another cheer rolls over the ocean 

and resounds among the ioe-floes. ■

Faster and faster flies the boat, the line 

rushing furiously over the bow, and a wall 

of foam fitanding before her. Far, far 

down is leviathan vainly endeavouring to 

escape from his (»uel enemy in the dark, 

cold depths beneath. ■

An oar is raised as a signal for help^.and 

immediately three more boats are manned 

and lowered. Off they go to the rescue, 

the crews with their teeth set^ their nostrils 

dilated, and the stout larch oars bending 

like bows to their brawny hades. ■

They are in time. The first boat of the 

three hastily splices on to the remaining 

fathoms of rope in the first mate's boat, 

and so itself becomes the " fast '^ one. ■

So terrible is the pace, that the bar- 

pooneer stands, axe in hand, ready to cut 

shall a hitch occur in the running. ■

Soon a third boat is the fast one, and 

yet the whale has only risen onoe. ■

At last 1 ■

'* There she rises, boys," comes the glad 

shout, as an immense jet of water spouts 

into the air, and the sea is lashed into a 

white foam by the monster's tail. ■

Off go the free boats to the attack with 

harpoons and lances ready. But the whale 

does not wait for them. Away it goes 

again, heading this time for a vast loe. 

The line f urrs over the bow^ and a constant 

supply of water is required to prevent the 

wood taking fire. ■

On ; on The joyful eagidmess on board 

is turning to fear. Will it reach the floe 1 

Will they have to cut^ ■

Soon the chase is beyond our unaided 

vision. The captain's eyes are buried in 

the glass. Hours seem to pass. ■

There is a shout from the deck. The 

boats are returning. One, two, three we 

count. But wh^re is the fourth) Soiashed 

or dragged under the floe is the general 

opinion, pressed home by the cook, whose 

nature has been soured by a constant com- 

panionship with bad junk and sour pea- 

soup. ■

A deep silence falls upon the foreeastle, 

bat when the boats come alongside we find 

that the cook is wrong, and immediately 

the spirits of all rise again, so sudden and 

variable are the moods of the whaler. ■

The lost boat, it appears, is still fast tt) ■
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the fish, which is lying under the floe dead, 

but defying the united strength of the four 

boats to withdraw it. ■

Instantly the engines are det at work, 

and we proceed to the scene of action at 

full speed. When we arrive, we find the 

boat calmly lying-by at the floe edge, and 

the crew snowbalhng each other like a 

crowd of schoolboys. ■

At the command of the captain the six 

boats unite themselves in a grand effort, 

but of no avail. Dynamite is then tried. 

But the dynamite is a failure. ■

Again our spirits fall. What is to be 

done % There is a long discussion between 

the captain and the mates, and a conclusion 

is at last come to. The final chance is to 

be tried, with a whale for the venture. ■

The fast rope is secured on deck, and the 

engineer slips below. The engines revolve 

slowly, but the pace increases steadily as 

the hempen line tautens to the strain. ■

There is no movement yet, and the rope 

is singing like a fiddle-string. Will the 

harpoon hold 1 Will the rope stand f Oh, 

the anxiety that besets us as we watch ! ■

I hani; over the side and watch the 

water. There is a movement, but I will 

not swear to it. There is a shout — " We 

move ! we move ! " Then a long succession 

of hurrahs, as we discover, for a certainty, 

that we are making Way. ■

A little later the noise is truly deafening 

as the mighty monster rises from beneath 

the floe like a gigantic life-buoy. The 

sky is rent with cheers and counter-cheers, 

and the flocks of birds, daring as they 

aie, give us a wide berth till the noiBe ■

) ■

Soon the whale is alongside. Nose and 

tail tackles are rigged up, and everything 

is in readiness for the flinchers, who, with 

sharp spikes on their feet, blubber knives, 

spades, and the like, betake themselves on 

to the glossy back of the great cetacean. ■

WOMEN AS DRAMATISTS. ■

Though we can count women novelists 

by the score, the number of women dra- 

matists is extremely limited, and can easily 

be told off on the fingers. To see two plays 

written by women and produced at leading 

London theatres is a most unusual ex- 

perience. This has been the case during 

the theatrical season of 1894. ■

"An Aristocratic Alliance," adapted by 

Lady Greville for the English stage, and 

produced at the Criterion, was speedily ■

followed by Miss Fletcher's play of " Mrs, 

Lessingham," at the Garrick. ■

Though neither made a conspicuous suc- 

cess, yet their production shows that modem 

women are not without the dramatic faculty, 

and are capable of writing for the stage. In 

the last century, all literary young ladies 

tried their 'prentice hands at a tragedy. 

One of these ambitious aspirants brought 

her production to Dr. Johnson, and begged 

him to look over it. ■

He gruffly told her that she could find 

out the mistakes as well as he could. ■

"But, sir," she said, "I have no time. 

I have so many irons in the fire." ■

"Then, madam," growled the Doctor, 

"the best thing I can advise you to do 

is to put your tragedy in along with your 

irons." ■

Before Johnson's day, however, one woman 

had made a very high reputation as a 

dramatist, though her line was comedy, not 

tragedy. Susanna Centlivre wrote no fewer 

than eighteen plays, three of which, " The 

Wonder," " The Busybody," and " A Bold 

Stroke for a Wife," kept the stage for a 

hundred years, and are even now remem- 

bered as remarkable performances for a 

woman of that day. Congreve gave up 

writing plays in a fit of pique, because his 

" Way of the Worid " was totally neglected, 

while Mrs. Centlivre's " Wonder " attracted 

crowded houses. ■

Her story is a romance in itself. Bom 

about 1667 in Ireland, where her father, a 

Lincolnshire landowner, had taken refuge 

in order to escape from the persecution he 

endured as a Dissenter, Susanna was left an 

orphan at twelve years old. At fifteen she 

made her way to England, intending to go 

on foot to London and seek her fortune. 

On the way she was overcome by fatigue, 

and sat down by the roadside weeping 

bitterly. A young Cambridge student 

happened to be passing at the time, and 

was struck with pity at her forlorn con- 

dition. Along with pity was a stronger 

feeling ; he persuaded her to accompany him 

to Cambridge, dressed in men's clothes. 

Here she remained for some time, and 

picked up a smatterbg of learning and a 

few scraps of I^tin. Provided with a little 

money, she went on her way, and soon found 

an admirer in a nephew of Sir Stephen 

Fox, who married her, but died within the 

year^ leaving her a widow at eighteen. Her 

next husband was a Mr. Carroll, who was 

killed in a duel, so she was a widow for 

the second time, and tried to support herself 

by turning actress. Notwithstanding her ■
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youth, wit, and beauty, she failed to make 

her mark, and then she took to writing 

comedies. Her dialogue is easy and natural, 

and she has a remarkable fertility for 

inventing startling incidents. One of her 

characters, Marplot^ in "The Busybody," 

has become a by-word for a foolish man, 

always spoiling the schemes of the lovers. 

When Sir George Airey hides ih the 

chimney. Marplot pulls down the chimney- 

board and discovers him. In *'A Bold 

Stroke for a Wife," the hero. Colonel 

Fain well, passes himself oflP as Simon Pure 

the Quaker, which has given rise to the 

expression, the "real Simon Pure," con- 

stantly in use at the present day, though 

few are able to trace the origin of the ex- 

pression. ■

Mrs. Gentlivre's plays are coarse to a 

degree ; she partook of the coarseness of the 

age of Charles the Second, and never tried 

to rise above it. Her third husband, Mr. 

Centlivre, was principal cook to Queen 

Anne. She did not long survive her third 

marriage, and died in 1723. ■

Nearly eighty years afterwards, Joanna 

Baillie made a sensation in the literary 

world by her " Plays on the Passions." She 

worked on a plan of her own ; each of the 

great passions — anger, jealousy, love, envy, 

hatred, pride — was to be illustrated by a 

tragedy and a comedy. These plays stand 

out for their masculine strength and vigour, 

for the dignity of the blank verse, and for 

the wonderful insight into various phases of 

character. "Women," says Byron in his 

journal, "except Joanna Baillie, can't write 

tragedy. They have not seen enough of 

life." It was a remarkable exception, made 

in favour of the quiet daughter of a 

Scotch Presbyterian minister, whose life 

had been as tame and monotonous as a 

Quakers' meeting. Sir Walter Scott was 

enthusiastic about his friend Joanna Baillie, 

and even ranked her with Shakespeare. ■

" De Montford," the tragedy illustrating 

hatred, was produced at Drury Lane by 

John Kemble, in April, 1800, and ran for 

eleven nights, Mrs. Siddons taking the 

part of Jane De Montford, which had 

been expressly written for her. She liked 

the part so much that she said to Joanna 

Baillie in her grand, imperious way : " Make 

me more Jane De Montf ords 1 " ■

"Constantine Paleologus," a tragedy 

taken from Gibbon's account of the siege of 

Constantinople by the Turks, was brought 

out at the Surrey Theatre as a melodrama, 

and was also performed at Liverpool, 

Dublin, and Edinburgh. At Edinburgh, ■

in 1820, Joanna Baillie herself witnessed 

the performance. One of her most success- 

ful pieces was what she called her Highland 

play, "The Family Legend," which was 

acted at Edinburgh, under the fostering 

care of Sir Walter Scott. He wrote to his 

friend Joanna,: "You have only to imagine 

all that you could wish to give success to a 

play, and your conception will fall short of 

the complete and decided triumph of 'The 

Family Legend.' Everything that pre- 

tended to distinction, whether from rank 

or literature, was in the boxes, and in the 

pit such an aggregate mass of humanity, as 

I have seldom, if ever, witnessed in the 

same place." " The Family Legend " was 

played for fourteen nights, and after it, 

"De Montford" was revived at the 

Edinburgh Theatre with some succesa 

Two of Joanna Baillie's plays were brought 

out in London simultaneously, " The Sepa- 

ration " at Covent Garden, and " Henriquez" 

at Drury Lane. Neither of them made 

much impression. Macready used to say 

that Joanna Baillie had a want of passion; 

but there is plenty of passion in " De Mont- 

ford " and " Basil,'' it is rather a defective 

knowledge of human life. Notwithstand- 

ing her undoubted dramatic genius, Joanna 

Baillie was ignorant of stage requirement^, 

and so her plays read better than they act. 

They will, however, always remain remark- 

able achievements ; there is nothing woman- 

ish or weak about them, and passages of 

real force and fire abound. ■

Mrs. Inchbald, nine years older than 

Joanna Baillie, made her mark by comedy, 

not by tragedy. An actress herself, it was 

a long time before managers would con- 

desceml to look at her illegible MS6. The 

first was taken by Colman, who gave her 

a hundred guineas for it It was called 

*'A Mogul Tale, or the Descent of the 

Balloon," and was acted at the Haymarket 

on the sixth of July, 1784, she herself 

playing a small part in it. The hesitation 

of speech which she had conquered with 

great difficulty, appeared when she came 

to the words, "Since we left H— yde 

Pa— a — rk C — c— corner," and she very 

nearly broke down altogether. ■

"I'll Tell You What," a five-act play, 

produced on the fifth of August, 1785, 

added to her reputation as a writer for the 

stage, and was followed by " Such ThingB 

Are," brought out at Covent Garden on the 

twenty-second of May, 1787. ■

After this came a long list of farces ana 

adaptations from the French. In many of 

them we find that easy flow of dialogue and ■

^ ■
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skilful insight into character which is 

shown to a mnch greater extent in Mrs. 

Inchbald's novel of "A Simple Story." ■

Hannah More did not attempt comedy. 

Her first play was founded on Metastasio^s 

drama of " Attilio Begulo," and was called 

"The Inflexible Captive." It was brought 

out at the Bath Theatre, and when she 

asked Garrick to write an epilogue for it, 

he replied: "Write you an epilogue! 

Give you a pinch of snuflf!" He did 

write one, however, which pleased her so 

much that she set about her tragedy of 

** Percy," which was acted in London with 

great success. ■

"The reception of 'Percy/ "writes Hannah 

to her sisters, " exceeded my most sanguine 

wishes. I am just returning from the 

second night, and it was, if possible, 

received more favourably than on the first. 

One tear is worth a thousand hands, and I 

bad the satisfaction to see even the men 

shed them in abundance. ... I will only 

say as Garrick does, that I have had so much 

flattery that I might, if I would, choke 

myself in my own pap." ■

The two sisters, Sally and Patty, trundled 

up from Bristol in the coach to enjoy 

the triumph of their much-admired sister, 

who was presented with a wreath of Roman 

laurel, and hailed as the first dramatic 

author of the day. Better still, four 

thousand copies of the play were sold 

in a fortnight, and guineas flowed in 

freely. One more play, "The Fatal 

Falsehood," was performed at the Adelphi, 

but Hannah More was at that time in 

Buch grief at the death of Garrick, that 

she had not the heart even to go and see it. 

Her sister had the full pleasure of the 

niccess, and relates a story of a maidservant 

coming back with red eyes, and saying, " A 

great many respectable people cried too." 

15y and by, from religious scruples, Hannah 

More gave up writing for the stage, and 

contented her dramatic instincts by writing 

"Sacred Dramas." ■

Miss Mitford's experience as a dramatist 

was varied with strange flashes of success, 

alternated by long periods of suspense and 

disappointment. "Julian" was her first 

tragedy actually performed. It was brought 

out at Covent Garden in March, 1823, with 

Macre^dy in the principal part, and was 

taken otf at the end of the eighth night, 

though it was going brilliantly to crowded 

bouses. Miss Mitford got two hundred 

pounds for it. She closes one of her letters 

by saying : " I would rather serve in a shop, 

rather scour floors, rather nurse children ■

than undergo these tremendous and in* 

terminable disputes and this unwomanly 

publicity." ■

"Foscari," her second acted play, wa& 

tossed about for four years before she could 

write on the outside of her letter to 

"Three Mile Cross" the welcome words, 

" Good news." It was really good news r 

"There was such an immense house that 

you might have walked over the heads in 

the pit, and great numbers were turned 

away. . . , Dear, dear Mrs. TroUope, 

between joy at the success and sympathy 

with the play, cried herself half blind. 

For two acts the white handkerchief was 

going continually." ■

For the " Foscari " Miss Mitford received 

one hundred pounds on the third, the ninth, 

the fifteenth, and the twentieth nights. 

Yet who thinks of it nowl It is by 

"Our Village" — those breezy sketches 

of the country life that Miss Mitford 

knew so well — that she is always re- 

membered. Another of her plays, " Bienzi," 

was brought out at Drury Lane on the 

eleventh of October, 1828, and she wrote 

that it was "a magnificent performance; the 

triumph complete and decisive ; the houses 

crowded — you might hear a pin drop." Yet 

another play, " Inez de Castro," after being 

acted with success at Drury Lane, was brought 

out at the Pavilion The&tte under the 

title of "The Last of the Romans." ■

Since Miss Mitford, women have not 

attempted tragedy, with the exception of 

the two ladies who write under the name 

of " Michael Field." Their play, "A Ques- 

tion of Memory," was brought out this 

year at the Independent Theatre, but 

only at a matinee, as a trial performance, 

when it met with much adverse criticism. ■

THE CAPTAIN'S CONVICTION. ■

A COMPLBTB STORY. CHAPTER I. ■

Hb was a puzzle to his neighbours, was 

the Captain, though without any intention 

on his part. They couldn't understand him 

despite his transparent simplicity of cha- 

racter, or rather, perhaps, in consequence of 

it ; for it is hard for average humanity to 

realise that transparent simplicity can be 

genuine, especially when found in connection 

with grey hairs and a weatherbeaten face. ■

For the Captain was a man who had seen 

much of life, though life in a larger sense 

than that of cities; he had made many 

voyages during the thirty years of his em- 

ployment in the Merchant Service, and had ■
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visited strange lands. He knew more of men 

than of manners, and took a wide yiew of 

human nature, and his obligations to his 

neighbour ; nor did he seek to narrow his 

sympathies by any over hard-and-fast line 

of demarcation between his neighboor and 

the rest of the world. All of which things 

were naturally very perplexing to the 

commonplace inhabitants of a small pro- 

vincial town; who, for the most part, 

believed there was something behind the 

old man's seeming simplicity, or-^to state 

the matter broadly — that he was by no 

means such a fool as he chose to appear. ■

Moreover, he was a lonely man, and this 

seemed strange for one of his kindly nature. 

He had no relations; or, if he had, none 

ever visited him. He lived alone, save for 

an elderly and taciturn widow who " did " 

for him ; alone in his ugly little house, 

which was one of a row of little houses 

each uglier than the last; and every 

evening he smoked his solitary pipe in the 

dingy square of gravel and turf that he 

called his front garden, as though to 

distinguish it from that at the back, which, 

however, was but a yard, and contained 

nothing but packing-cases that had come 

from nobody knew where, nobody knew 

when, and had remained there piled up 

with extraordinary neatness ever sinco. 

The row of houses formed one side of a 

respectable, but eminently commonplace 

road; a road that had nothing in the 

world to distinguish it from half-a-dozen 

others in the little town, save that it was 

perhaps a trifle drearier than the rest. But 

the Captain apparently liked the dreariness ; 

at least, he found no fault with it, but 

stayed on contentedly enough; and the 

months grew to years, and the girl of some 

seventeen summers, who had lived nearly 

all her life on the opposite side of the road, 

could not recollect a time when there had 

heen no grey-headed, weatherbeaten old 

gentleman, with a gruff voice and a kindly 

smile, in the little house over the way. ■

Why had the Captain ever come to live in 

this dull little town t He was not a native 

of Southbridge; he had — so far as was 

known--no associations with the place in 

the past. That, having once established 

himself there, he should remain, was 

natural enough, or so his neighbours 

thought; but — why had he ever come? ■

Maisie, the girl on the opposite side of 

the road, knew more of him than anybody 

else ; she, and she alone, was privileged to 

visit him whenever she pleased, secure of a 

welcome from the old man, who — despite ■

his natural kindliness— was by uo means 

easy of access to the rest of the world. He 

had known her from a child, and she had 

made her way to his heart when — at the 

age of six — she had presented herself at his 

parlour-door one fine spring morning, laden 

with wild flowers, and looking a veritable 

Queen of the May. ■

" 1*8% been gatherin' primroses, and has 

brought you some. May I put them in 

water for you. Captain 1 ** she said, and the 

Captain gladly consented ; though he 

checked her^ kindly but firmly, when she 

was about to appropriate his tobacco jar for 

the purpose. From that hour the two had 

been sworn friends and confederates ; and 

rarely a day passed that the child did not 

run across to him, full of some highly im- 

portant little matters of her own, and ante 

of his interest and sympathy, silently though 

they might often be expressed. ■

Maisie's life, too, was a somewhat lonely 

one, for she was not related to the people 

with whom she lived, and in whose charge 

she had been placed when but a few months 

old. They cared for her conscientiously, 

but without affection ; saw that she had 

plenty to eat and drink, but starved her 

spiritually ; gave her no companionship, 

bui more than enough liberty. Her friend- 

ship with the Captain relieved them of 

a great responsibility; though — ^had that 

friendship never existed — it is probable 

that the responsibility would never have 

been recognised. ■

Thus the solitary man and the lonely 

child had much in common, and as she 

grew older the tie between this strangely 

matched pair of friends grew ever stronger. 

The Captain was no great talker, but Uiis 

mattered the less as Maisie was a bom 

chatterbox, and had few opportunities of 

airing her gifts in that way for the benefit 

of a really appreciative audience. But the 

Captain was really appreciative, and she 

knew it; and favoured him with long 

arrears of irrelevant small talk on every 

occasion when they met. 

^ And yet, though the girl talked so much, 

it was wonderful how little the Captain 

really knew about her — perhaps because she 

knew so little herself. She spoke so 

frankly on all subjects, that if she said no- 

thing about her relations it was probably 

because there was nothing to say ; and he 

took everything for granted, and never 

for a moment realised how little she had 

told him about her family, and her some- 

what anomalous position in the house over 

the road. The Captain was the least ounous ■
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of men, and troubled himself little about 

matters that did not conceit kitn ; bo that 

no questions from her old friend ever 

suggested to Maisie that she* was really 

strangely in the dark as to her own history, 

and was nearly as great a mystery to herself 

as the Captain was to the rest of the world; ■

But though the Captain asked no ques* 

tions, and never even perceived in- his single- 

minded simplicity that th^re might be ques- 

tions to ttsky Maisie herself wondered not a 

little. Mrs. Jenkins — the elderly widow in 

whose care she had grown up — to whom she 

had once applied for information, had put 

the matter aside in an ofip-hand manner that 

sufficiently discouraged further enquiry. ■

''Tour mother asked me to doioryou, 

and I've done it^" she said gruffly. " 'Ave 

you anythin' to say against th^t t Any 

complaint to make, or such like ? 'Aven't 

you enough to eat, and good schoolin' — ay, 

the best that's to be 'ad, and plenty of it ? 

Then what are you grumblin' at ? " ■

" I'm not grumbling, indeed 1 " poor 

Maisie protested, truthfully enough. " I'm 

very grateful to you, but " ■

" Oh, there's no call for gratitude neither. 

Tour mother paid me for all as I undertook 

to do, and I wouldn't 'a' cheated 'er no 

more than the dead — which she wasn't 

then, nor — and she that was my school- 

fellow in my young days, poor dear, to say 

nothin' of all she went through arterwards, 

ihongh it was all along o' 'er own folly and 

wrong.'eadedness — no, Maisie; I've done 

my duty by you if I've done no more, and 

there's no call for you to be pokin' and 

spyin' into what don't noway concern 

yott. Your mother 'ad 'er reasons for what 

she did, and it isn't for you to question 'er 

-—or me, which comes to the same thing. 

A bit of a girl like you, indeed ! " ■

And Mrs. Jenkins bustled out of the 

room, thereby effectually putting a stop to 

any further discussion on the subject on 

that occasion; nor had the girl found 

courage to resume it on any subsequent 

opportunity that had arisen. ■

For Maisie had a proud and a sensitive 

otture, and she dreaded to hear Mrs. 

Jenkins speak further of her unknown 

mother. The subject was to her a sacred 

one; imagination supplied the place of 

memory, and the lonely girl had enshrined 

the image it had created in her inmost 

heart. Poor child, she had little enough 

besides to place there ! ■

Better, far better, utter ignorance, than 

any knowledge that might be imparted to 

bet by Mrs. Jenkins's desecrating voice. ■

CHAPTER II. ■

Amono the Captain's little peculiarities, 

none hieul so greatly impressed his observant 

neighbours as the manner in which he was 

accustomed to take his walks abroad. He 

was a great walker, was the Captain ; yet 

though he would often walk for hours, he 

never seemed to go any distance. Up and 

down the quiet road where he Hved he 

paced hour after hour, never leaving it save 

to cross the street at the further end to the 

little station, where it was his daily occupa- 

tion to watch the London trains come in. ■

We say occupation advisedly, for he took 

the matter so seriously that to speak of it as 

an amusement would seem lacking in respect. 

There was a strangely alert look in his 

dreamy eyes when thus employed, an almost 

strained intmsity of expression, that was 

utterly at variance with the old man's 

manner at other times, and could not but 

excite remark. As he stood on the platform 

— himself somewhat screened from observa- 

tion behind the little bookstall — and 

watched the newly-arrived passengers pass 

out, the Captain seemed more alive than 

any one would have believed possible from 

seeing him at any other hour. But his 

animation was as brief as it was intense. No 

sooner had the last of the travellers passed 

the spot where he stood, than he turned 

away, and went back to resume the monoto- 

nous walk up and down his own road. He 

scarcely looked disappointed, those who 

watched him on these occasions usually 

averred; apparently his expectation had 

not been strong enough for that : but a dull 

listlessness seemed to fall upon him as he 

turned away, from which he made no attempt 

to rouse himself ; even when, as occasionally 

happened, some young porter, unaccustomed 

to his ways, stopped him to enquire : " Was 

you expectin' of any one, sir f " - ■

" No, no ; not now," he would reply in 

the gruff voice that so strangely belied a 

most kindly nature. '^Some other time; 

by the next train, perhaps." ■

But years had passed since this answer 

had first been given, and still no train had 

ever brought any one for the Captain ; and 

still he never failed to watch them in 

with an interest that never seemed to flag. ■

One afternoon, when he was returning 

from his usual unsuccessful quest, he saw 

Music's bright face looking eagerly out 

of his parlour window. She sprang up as 

she saw him coming, and ran to meet him. ■

" Oh, Captain, I've been longing for you 

to come in 1 " she cried joyfully, as she ■
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threw open the little gate. " There's news, 

great news, and ** ■

"She has come back?" he exclaimed. 

" I knew she would. Thank God I " ■

The listlessness had gone. It was the 

face that looked out daily at the station 

that the Captain now turned on Maisie, 

but full of a new light, a deeper emotion. ■

" Gome back 1 No ; but coming. How 

clever of you to guess ; and IVe never told 

you a word about her 1 *' ■

" Where is she, my lass 1 I must go to 

her." ■

" She is coming to-morrow, but there is 

no need for you to go for her ; though it's 

awfully good of you to think of ii If I 

may meet her here, out of Mrs. Jenkins's 

way " ■

"Meet her? Youl What are you 

talking of, child 1 What is she to you 

that " ■

" My mother. Captain. I am speaking 

of my mother. Oh, you don't understand 

after all. I thought she was dead; but 

they never told me so, and it was all a 

mistake. And she has written to-day that 

she's coming to see me, and as Mrs. 

Jenkins has friends staying with her, and 

not a quiet comer in the house from cellar 

to attic, I thought that perhaps you 

wouldn't mind—that I might ask her to 

come here instead, for — oh, I don't want 

her to come to Mrs. Jenkins's after all the 

things she's said, and I haven't told her a 

word about my letter." ■

While poor Maisie scrambled and 

stumbled through her explanation, the Gap- 

tain's face fell, and the light of anticipation 

died out of his eyes. Disappointment on 

his own account, however, did not make him 

less sympathetic with the girl's delight; 

and he told her she was welcome to make 

use of his house, promising that he would 

leave her in undisputed possession of the 

parlour till eight o'clock, if her mother 

could stay so late. ■

" And I'll tell Mrs. Webb to give you a 

cup of tea, and something to eat," he 

added hospitably. "She'll know what 

your mother will like, for she lived with 

two single ladies before she came to me. 

Make your mind easy about that, Maisie, ■

and But what's in the wind now? ■

Isn't my course to your liking f " ■

" Not at all, for I want you to meet my 

mother, not to avoid her. I want to show 

her that I have one friend in the world." 

The girl tried to speak lightly, knowing 

the Captain's manly abhorrence of a scene ; 

but her voice trembled despite all her ■

efforts to control it, and her great blue 

eyes filled with tears. ■

" She doesn't seem to have been much of 

a friend to you, my lass ; and you not 

knowing whether she was alive or dead ! " 

he said gravely ; this aspect of the question 

evidently presenting itself to him for the 

first time. " What has she been about all 

these yecrs 1 " ■

"She will tell me all when we meet — 

oh, I'm sure she had some good reason, or 

she'd never have let me grow up knowing 

nothing of her, or of my father either." ■

" And your father 1 Is he living, too 1 " ■

Something in the Captain's tone implied 

that in that case he didn't think much of 

him, and Maisie hastened to defend the 

parent who — as she had that day ascertained 

for the first time beyond the possibility of 

doubt — was no longer in a position to 

defend himself. ■

" He died before I was bom. That was 

why my mother went away." ■

"I should have thought it would have 

been another reason for her staying," the 

old man said, with unwonted severity. 

"Because you'd lost one parent seems a 

queer reason to give for taking away the 

other. But there, it isn't for me to judge 

her. It mayn't have been all plain saOing 

in those waters she was in, and the windB 

may have been contrary. Anyway, she's 

tacked now, and is coming on a straight 

course. Is she like you, lass 1 " he added 

abmptly. ■

" I don't know. There's no one I could 

ask but Mrs. Jenkins, and — I would rather 

not know than ask her ! " ■

" Is that so 1 Well, well, you'll see for 

yourself to-morrow." ■

"And so will you, Captain. Promise 

me that you'll be in. Remember you're 

the only friend I have, and — and I am a 

little bit nervous about meeting her, though 

she is my mother. I declare I feel quite 

frightened lest she should be disappointed 

in me. Of course, I wouldn't own as much 

to anybody but you." ■

"You've no call to be frightened, my 

dear. The mother 'ud be hud to please 

who was disappointed in you, even if she'd 

taken a deal more pains witii your loading 

and fitting out than yours seems to have 

done. She should be a proud and a thank- 

ful woman, say L" ■

"Then be here, and say it I" Maisie 

laughed. "I'm not to meet her at the 

station, but to wait for her at Mrs. 

Jenkins's, or any other quiet place. Think 

of calling Mrs. Jenkins's a quiet place! ■
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Why, she's always talking ; or if she isn% 

her daughters are. No, I'm going to write 

and ask her to come here ; and then when 

yoa come home from seeing the three- 

fifteen train in, you'll find us waiting for 

you.** ■

** She's not coming from London, then 1 " ■

"Not to-morrow. She is not very 

strong, she says; so she will break her 

journey at Wilminster, and come on by a 

local train." The girl was silent a moment, 

and then added regretfully : *< And when 

I told you I had news, you thought the 

friend had come whom you have expected 

eoloDgl* ■

" I thought so, maybe. But don't fret 

yourself about that, my dear. She'll come 

in her own time, and no thoughts of mine 

can make her sooner or later. I'll come in 

after the three-fifteen, then — unless^ of 

course, she comes by it." ■

'' Of course," said Bf aisle. ■

But he was not speaking of her mother, 

and she knew it. ■

OHAPTSB III. ■

" Shb " did not come by it, apparently ; 

at least, at the accustomed hour on the 

following day the Captain might have been 

seen returning from the station as usual ; 

and the Captain was alone. ■

He walked slowly^ for he felt no great 

inclination to return home, thinking he 

should make but a poor third at the 

interview between Maisie and her unknown 

mother. He would infinitely have preferred 

to pace up and down his quiet road till the 

time should come for her departure; and 

nothing but his promise to the girl could 

have overcome his natural reluctance to 

disturb her in this first hour of her renewed 

intercourse with one who must necessarily 

he so much nearer and dearer to her than 

himself. The Captain was not jealousi far 

from it ; on the contrary, he was truly and 

honestly glad that Maisie should come 

mider some other womanly influence than 

that of the estimable but unsympathetic 

Mrs. Jenkins. He was really fond of her ; 

far too fond to grudge her any good thing 

that might happen to come in her way just 

because he might himself cease to fill quite 

M large a space in her thoughts in con- 

sequence; but he did not see of what 

possible use he could be to the girl just 

now, and anticipated no pleasure from this 

meeting with a woman who — so far as he 

vas in a position to judge — ^had behaved 

very heartlessly to her child. The Captain ■

was anything but a hard man; he could 

forgive a woman much ; but there was one 

thing he could not forgive, and that was 

indifference or hardness where her children 

were concerned. ■

But there was neither indifiference nor 

hardness in the face of the woman who 

was sitting in the shabby little parlour 

whither he was reluctantly bending his 

steps. It was * singularly beautiful face 

still, though worn and haggard ; and the 

eyes were full of a passionate tenderness 

as they rested on Maisie, and met the gaze 

of those eager, upturned eyes that re- 

sembled them so closely. Not a hard 

woman certainly, or only hard to herself, 

for there were lines about the mouth that 

seemixl to tell of a will of iron and an 

invincible self-control: lines that scarcely 

harmonised with the love-light in her deep 

blue eyes, or the soft caressing tones of her 

exquisitely modulated voice. ■

And this was Maisie's mother! This 

beautiful, gracious woman, who looked like 

a queen, and spoke as Maisie had never 

heard any one speak before — as she had not 

dreamed any mere mortal like herself could 

ever speak I The girl was in an ecstasy of 

wonder and delight. She did not feel 

nervous any more ; she hieul not felt nervous 

save for one brief moment before she had 

fairly looked in her mother's face, or been 

clasped in her mother's arms. She was too 

happy to be nervous ; too instinctively 

sure of her mother's love to be troubled 

with self-conscious doubts and fears. ■

"Oh, mother, mother, how I have 

wanted you 1 " she cried. " Why have you 

left me all these years alone 1 " ■

'' I had no choice, darling. I could not 

be with you always, and it would have 

been worse than nothing to meet only to lose 

each other again. Besides, there were other ■

reasons ^I had your father's wishes to ■

consider. You must believe me, Maisie, 

when I tell you that I acted for the best." ■

'' And now you will never go away any 

morel" ■

'< No, dear ; not exactly that. But when 

I do go away I shall take you with me." ■

"Oh, delightful, mother! And when 

shall we go f And where 1 " Maisie asked 

eagerly. She had thrown herself on the 

floor at her mother's feet, and her arms 

were resting on her lap as she looked up at 

her with sparkling eyes. " Oh, I hope it 

will be ever so far away from Mrs. Jen- 

kins." ■

"Don't you like her, then ? " ■

" I detest her; and so would you if you'd ■
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lived with her as long as I have. She told 

me that you and she were schoolfellows, 

mother!*' dropping her voice to an awe- 

struck whisper. "Surely that can't have 

heen so ; there must have been some 

mistalfef" ■

*•' No, child ; she and I were girls to- 

gether, and went to the same school ; but 

6he never went to another ; I did.'* ■

*' And a very different one, too, I should 

think. Mother, how would you have felt 

if you had found me talking my native 

tongue with Mrs. Jenkins's easy familiarity 1 

Would you have been proud of your 

daughter 1" ■

*'I insisted on her sending you to the 

best school in the town, my dear, and I had 

teason to know that it was a very good one. 

She wrote me word from time to time that 

you were getting on well, and forwarded 

me your reports." ■

*' In fact, she was in constant communi- 

cation with you, while all the tinie she 

allowed me to believe you dead," the girl 

said slowly. " Oh, she never told me so in 

so many words — I don't, mean that; but 

she meant me to believe it, all the same. 

Mother, what was her motive ^ " ■

" To save herself trouble, I suppose. So 

long as you thought me dead, you wouldn't 

ask her troublesome questions ; and I had 

bound her over not to tell you about me for 

fear of unsettling you." ■

"But why 1— Oh, of course, you knew 

best ; but still — I would rather have 

known. It would have given me something 

to look forward to." , ■

" Poor child 1 Then your life has not 

been a happy one 1 " ■

" It would have been wretched but for 

the Captain. Oh, mother, you won't mind 

living within reach of Southbridge, will 

you 1 I know he would miss me if we went 

away, and nothing would ever make him 

leave the place." ■

" Yet you tell me he is quite alone here. 

What can the attraction be to a man of that 

stamp 1" her mother said thoughtfully. ■

" There is some one he expects to meet 

here some day — some old friend of whom 

he has lost sight for years. I don't know 

why, but the Captain is convinced she will 

come here, and that if he left Southbridge 

even for a day he might miss her." ■

There was a sound of footsteps on the 

little paved path in the front garden, dis- 

tinctly audible through the wide-open 

window; but though Maisie heard it in the 

pause that followed her last words, she did 

not recognise it. The Captain never walked ■

with a hesitating, undecided step like that ; 

and the Captain never lii^i^ on the 

doorstep as though afraid to enter his own 

house. ■

" He is a faithful friend, this Captain of 

yours; and what did you say his name 

was?" ■

" I don't think I told you, for nobody 

ever calls him anything but the Captain; 

but Ah, here he comes!" ■

And the Captain entered. ■

But was it indeed the Captain 1 ■

He was so changed that Maisie scarcely 

knew him as he atrode into the room, he 

looked so young, so eager, so full of life 

and resolution ; and he never saw Maisie at 

all ! He just looked past her to her mother, 

who rose to her feet, pale as death, and 

stood gazing at him with eyes full of 

wonder, and love, and something that was 

almost like fear. ^ ■

" James ! " she cried, in a strained, un- 

natural voice. " James ! Come back from 

the dead!" ■

" Marianne, my darling ! " and he 

caught her in his arms in a passionate 

embrace. "I knew you would come at 

last ! " ■

But she broke away from him, and stood 

at a little distance, her stately figure drawn 

to its full height ■

"Wait tUl you know all!" she said, 

speaking very low. " I have come back, 

yes; though without intending it. I 

thought you were dead. But now — when 

you have heard my story it will be for you 

to decide whether I remain." ■

" What's done's done. I know why you 

left me, and never blamed you overmuch. 

It was my fault too, for I should have 

borne in mind that you were but a child, 

and wanted gayer company than a weather- 

beaten old hulk like me. I've been waiting 

here to tell you so for years, for I made 

sure you'd drift back to the port you'd 

first sailed from, and " ■

"You know why I left youf" she re- 

peated. " Do you, I wonder f Or do you 

only know the charitable construction my 

friends put on my conduct!" — bitterly. 

" I left you because I was mad with temper 

and self-will, and craved for the old excite- 

ment, the old life you tfo hated, and from 

which you had thought to save me. I bad 

grown used to it, you see, and I never 

dreamed that you really oared so much; 

your sister took care of that. But I don't 

blame her — overmuch — either 1 She's 

dead now, and she was right enough in 

thinking I Wasn't worthy to be your wife. ■
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Well, I soon repented ; even before I found 

how craelly I had been slandered to yon ; 

and-^there was another reason." ■

For the first time her eyes wandered from 

her husband's face to where Maisie was 

standing, pale and bewildered, watching 

this strange interview with mingled feelings 

of wonder and dismay. Then she turned to 

the Captain again, and said passionately : ■

" I was coming back to you — then — at 

once — to tell you all; and I heard that 

your ship had gone down at sea, and every 

soul was drawned. I thought it was a 

judgement upon me, James, and it nearly 

killed me. When I went back to the stage 

again, it was for your daughter*s sake." ■

*' My daughter?" ■

The Captain's gruff voice shook, and the 

colour deepened in his weatherbeaten cheek. ■

*' Yes, your daughter. Come here, Maisie, 

my child — you need not be ashamed to 

own her, James ; she has been brought up 

far away from her mother, and all the con- 

taminations of a life like mine. I had to 

work for her, and I worked — in my own 

way. God knows it was often hard 

enough! And I denied myself the com- 

fort of seeing her, of hearing her sweet 

voice, for your sake ; as an act of reparation 

to your memory. What merely physical 

torture could equal that as a penance, 

think you ? I have tried to make amends. 

Since she was six months old I have not 

seen her till to-day. And now — now — 

James, my work is done. They tell me in 

all human probability I have only a few 

months more to live. I meant to have passed 

them with her, but now — it is for you to 

decide." ■

" I have been waiting for you all these 

years," said the Captain hoarsely, "and, 

thank God, youVe come into port at last 1 

You've had your say, my lass, but don't talk 

of putting to sea again ; for it hurts me, 

and Maisie and I don't deserve it." ■

Yes, the Captain's long waiting was over. 

His conviction had been justitied by the 

result. ■

BEWITCHED. ■

A STORY IN EIQHT PART& ■

PART IV. ■

Alice was not very communicative in the 

dark solitude of the cab. She shut her 

eyes and leant her tired young head against 

tne comer cushion. ■

'* Don't ask me questions yet," she said. 

"I am all upside down. I don't under- ■

stand things rightly, and I haven't decided 

what to do." ■

" To do I You surely don't mean to do 

anything so near your marriage 1 " shrieked 

Miss Downing above the rattling wheels. 

''It was all nonsense about those flowers. 

Arthur will explain it" ■

" If it were only the flowers I" ■

It was of no use to attempt to know 

more until they were at home. Then Alice 

would fain have slipped off to her bedroom 

unquestioned, but her aunt stopped her. 

"Be sensible, Alice. You always set up 

for strong common-sense. Don't begin to 

be jealous so late in the day. The 

flowers " ■

" Oh ! the flowers I What matter about 

the flowers 1 " cried the girl, stamping her 

foot, *' He has neglected and insulted me 

the whole night. He sent her my flowers 

— he gave her my dances " ■

" But you danced with Dick when you 

were engaged to Arthur. I daw you do 

it." ■

Alice's face changed a little. " That 

was only the first dance. He forgot to 

take me in to supper, and the dance after 

it, to sit with her in the conservatory. 

It is no rUse to make excuses for him." ■

" You will see it all quite another way 

in the morning," said Aunt Bobina con- 

fidently. "Arthur will come first thing 

to ask what happened — what brought you 

home so early." ■

"Ko, he will not," said Alice, with 

solemn certainty. ^ Good night. It is no 

use talking so late." ■

She prophesied falsely. When Miss 

Downing appeared in the breakfast-room 

next morning, at nine o'clock, Arthur 

rushed to meet her. He had been waiting 

since eight, but had requested that nobody 

should be disturbed. ■

" How is Alice ? " he cried. . " Why did 

she leave last night without telling me 1 " ■

" You know best," said Miss Downing 

shortly, for, however mad it might be of 

Alice to dream of breaking off her engage- 

ment, Arthur had behaved strangely and 

deserved reproof. ■

"Surely it was not all about those 

wretched flowers 1 " he exclaimed. " Why, 

how could she possibly believe I sent them 

to Mif s Boyd 1 " ■

" Did you not give her some reason to 

believe it 1" ■

"None whatever. I hardly spoke to 

Miss Boyd all the evening. Why do you 

look like that 1 Do you think I am telling 

liesf I danced with her when Alice had ■
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deserted me for Freeland, because I had to 

be civil after that bother about the flowers. 

I only danced that once with her all the 

night." ■

'* Alice says yon gave her all her 

dances." ■

''All her dances! Why, there were 

none to give her. Alice gave them to Dick^ 

Tom, and Harry until something after 

supper, and when I went to find her I 

found our dance was over and she had gone. 

She gave me the slip at supper-time, and I 

never beheld her after. I danced with 

nobody at all, except that first dance with 

Miss Boyd. I was dead tired all the 

evening ; in fact, I fell asleep in the con- 

servatory, and missed our dance that way ; 

unless she had left before it came on." ■

" Were you in the conservatory alone 1 ** 

Miss Downing asked sharply. ■

" Well, I did go into the conservatories 

with Miss Boyd. We went to look for 

Alice. It was hardly complimentary to 

l^iss Boyd, for I fell asleep there and 

awoke with a most awful headache, and 

very stiff and cold, and quite alone. I 

stumbled along to find you all, but nearly 

everybody was gone. Lady Strange looked 

so queer, and was so stand-offish, as if she 

thought I was drunk, though I had not 

tasted anything all night. Strange looked 

queer, too, and was uncordiaL Somebody 

— Frank Sandys, I think — said that Alice 

had gone home ill, so I hurried off thinking 

that might be why they looked so solemn, 

but it was two o'clock, and I could not 

come here to ask." ■

**I will tell Alice you are here," said 

Miss Downing, leaving the room. "She 

may not be up yet." ■

To her surprise, Alice was not only up, 

but dressed— and dressed for travelling in 

hat and cloak. A strapped dress-basket 

and a large milliner's basket stood in the 

middle of the floor. The room, so dainty 

and bright of wont, looked desolate ; stray 

scraps of packing paper, ends of string, and 

some luggage labels lay about the floor, and 

all the pretty, homely nicknacks of daily 

use were gone from the dressing-table, 

leaving it squalid in its bareness. Alice 

looked up from buttoning her boots to say : ■

"Breakfast ready) Fm going up to 

town to see this dress altered." ■

"Surely that is not necessary 1" cried 

Miss Downing, relieved that there still 

seemed to be some contemplated use for a 

white satin dress. " Arthur is downstairs." 

Alice frowned. " He is so distressed. He 

heard you were ill last night" ■

" Then please send my breakfast to me 

here." ■

"You silly child, why! Gro downstairs 

at once and make it up. Yon are quite, 

quite mistaken. He has explained every- 

thing to me. It was all your fault He 

is in the most dreadful state of grief. 

Don't be rash, Alice, and do in a moment 

what can't be undone in a lifetime." ■

" I am not going to do anything. It is 

all done," she said ; but her voice softened. 

" I don't know how he can explain things. 

I thought I would go to the Kinnairds for 

a day or two, and make my dress the 

excuse. I will send a telegram to Cousin 

Millicent They are at Colonel Einnaird's, 

in Oxford Terrace, for a week or two 

before— going to Norway." Miss Downing's 

heart sank again at the pause. The Kin- 

nairds had been going to take Pyncholk and 

the wedding on their northward way. 

" Their own house in South Kensington is 

all upside down — drains wrong. It would 

be better not to see Arthur." ■

But she spoke so uncertainly that Miss 

Downing said coaxingly: "Just run down 

to see him now, and you will find that it is 

all right" ^ ■

Reluctantly Alice went, and Miss Dow- 

ning waited. She would give them ten 

minutes. It really couldn't take longer. 

She was hungry, and ten minutes seemed 

very long indeed. ■

She went and coughed gently at the 

dining-room door before she opened it 

To her surprise, there sat Alice alone, 

composedly pouring out coffee. ■

" I didn't wait^" she said. " It is getting 

cold, and I have not much time. The train 

goes at 10.15." ■

"Where is Arthur 1" ■

"Grone to the Bectory, Mary says. I 

have not seen him." ■

If Miss Downing was astonished before, 

she was confounded now. She was a veiy 

simple-minded person, and could not be 

expected to see through a stone walL A 

broken-hearted, forsaken maiden who could 

eat her breakfast was an enigma past her 

powers of solution. Arthur was certainly 

behaving very badly indeed, and though it 

was impossible that the quarrel could con- 

tinue to the length of ending the engage- 

ment, he deserved punishment, and Alice 

had her dignity and that of her relatives 

to maintain. ■

" Please order the cab from the ' Strange 

Arms,'" said Alice, "and tell Mary to 

leave this telegram at the post-office as she 

passes, and lose no time." ■
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Miss Downing went to find Mary, and 

asked her distressfully : ■

"Why did Mr. Knollys go to the 

Rectory i Did he say anything T" ■

*' He went jnst after you left the room, 

ma'am," said Mary. "He was talking to 

himself first, for I was just coming into the 

room with the eggs, and he didn't see me. 

He jumped up, saying, 'That's it — that 

will put it all right in a jifPy.' Then he 

told me to tell you he would he hack in a 

minute. ■

** I think that telegram need not go yet," 

said Miss Downing. "You might order 

the cah. We can send it away if it isn't 

wanted." ■

But the cab came, and Arthur did not. 

Alice got in, with a fixed, white face, and 

said nothing. As she passed the Rectory 

he came flying over the lawn, hut the driver 

was looking the other way at some cattle, 

and Alice did not stop him. When her 

boxes were being lifted down at the 

station, Arthur rushed up, breathless. ■

"For Heaven's sake, Alice, where are 

yoh going 1" he panted. ■

"To town," she replied, watching the 

descent of her wedding-dress into a truck. 

" Why 1 Are you mad 1 Surely you do ■

not believe *' ■

" I have not time for explanations," she 

said coldly. «* I will write. Please don't 

make a scene.*' ■

'' Explanations 1 What is there to , ex- 

plain 1 Oh, my dearest, I have come to 

explain." 

She paused. ■

"I went to the Rectory. I asked to see 

the address on the box the flowers came in." 

"Well?" ■

Bat there was hope in her eyes, though 

her voice was constrained to hauteur. ■

*'It was certainly in my own writing, 

but I saw at once what had happened ; I 

wrote her name instead of yours in a fit of 

abstraction." 

'* How odd I" ■

The bell rang, and she moved away. He 

followed, saying : 

" Don't you understand 1 I was buried ■

in my work — my head was full of it " ■

** Please don't keep me. People are 

looking at us," she interrupted. " I must 

take my ticket." ■

She turned deliberately into the queue at 

the ticket-office, whither he certainly could 

liot follow to plead. He waited in sup- 

pwssed anguish until she emerged, last of 

the line, her ticket between her teeth while 

she fastened her purse. ■

" I can't wait," she cried indistinctly, as 

if through the ticket. ■

They were already slamming carriage 

doors. She gave him not another glance, 

but sprang into a carriage whose door was 

held open for her by a porter, and in 

another second she was out of sight. ■

He stood staring after the receding train 

like a lost soul gazing at heaven's closed ■

''The girl must be bewitched," he said 

presently, aloud. ■

"Or you are, Knollys," said a voice 

behind, recalling him to actualities. ■

He turned with a start and recognised 

Dick Freeland. ■

"I beg your pardon," said the latter, 

laughing. "You looked as if you were 

enchanted to the spot, regardless of rushing 

trucks. Your nerves are out of order, dear 

boy — too much devotion to art. I am 

running north for a few days' shooting. 

Suppose you come with me, now you're off 

duty here — picture finished, I mean," 

hastily, seeing he had put his foot into 

something. *' You look as if you wanted a 

holiday." ■

"I want nothing of the sort," cried 

Arthur angrily. "I have engagements 

here, and I am going off for a holiday 

presently, as you know." ■

•*0b, I am glad; I thought well, ■

good-bye; this is my train," as another 

rushed up from the opposite direction. ■

" What did the fellow mean 1 " pondered 

Arthur. " What does Alice mean 1 What 

do they all meani" ■

He left the station, and returned to seek 

light from Miss Downing. ■

"Has Alice thrown me over for Free- 

land 1 " he demanded. " Why are they all 

treating me as if I were played out 1 What 

have I done % " ■

Miss Downing had been turning matters 

over in her mind. Alice was extremely 

obstinate, and there was no doubt Arthur 

had behaved very badly indeed. The only 

reasonable explanation of his conduct^ even 

from his own account^ was that he had 

had too much wine, which made things 

considerably worse. He had fallen asleep 

in the conservatory, and the Stranges had 

looked coldly upon him after. Men always 

say they have " taken nothing " under those 

circumstances. He had often had a eurious 

dazed expression of late. He had accounted 

for it by overwork and irregular meals. 

Was it not too well known that artists 

kept themselves going by tobacco and spirits 

when they were too busy to eat proper ■
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meals) Alice would be well rid of such 

a husband, and Dick Freeland would 

come forward again and be a much better 

match. ■

' So he got no comfort from his intended 

aunt-in-law. She knew nothing, she de- 

clared, except that Alice had gone to* town 

to see a dressmaker. She had noticed her- 

self that they seemed to be on bad terms 

last night. It was very unpleasant about 

the flowers. He could not expect Alice to 

be pleased that his head had been so piuch 

fuller of another girl than of herself, that 

he had written her very name instead of 

Alice's. As for Mr. Freeland, he had 

always admired Alice. Arthur knew better 

than Miss Downing did what reason he 

might have for qualms. Alice would, no 

doubt, write to him. Yes, Miss Downing 

would of course give him Alice's London 

address — Fifty, Oxford Terrace, Hyde Park. 

There was no reason why he should not 

write to her ; indeed, every reason why he 

should^the sooner the better. ■

The last words Arthur took as a hint that 

Miss Downing had not time for farther 

discussion of the subject. She wrote the 

address on an envelope and gave it to him. 

He went at once to his inn to write. ■

Sheet after sheet he covered and tore up. 

He could not explain himself. Every ex- 

culpation read improbable, weak, and self- 

accusatory. He would go first for a long walk 

to clear his brain. He had nothing else to 

do, his picture being finished. ■

He walked far into the country and lost 

his way. There came a drenching storm of 

rain, and he had to wait at a little farm- 

house for two mortal hours. He did not 

reach Pyncholk until seven o'clock. The 

September day was oyer, but the rising full 

moon and the twilight made places and figures 

distinctly visible. As he passed the Bectory 

garden, he was hailed by a friendly voice : ■

''Knollys, is that you? Come in and 

dine with us. We are quite alone, and we 

hear yon are also. We will cheer you up 

for the loss of the lady. Never mind your 

clothes." ■

He was tired, and hungry, and lonely, 

and he accepted the Rector's invitation. 

Mrs. Waterton was coming downstairs as 

they^went in together, handsome and stately, 

in black velvet. She received him with a 

little atiflhess. She, too, seemed to be 

injured in the matter of those baneful 

flowers ; her guest had been placed in an 

awkward position. It did no^ occur to him 

that she was vexed with her husband for 

bringing iu a guest at liter^y the last ■

minute, when there was barely enough 

dinner to go round. ■

The dinner-gong had sounded before he 

appeared in the drawing-room, cleaned and 

brushed as far as available resources would 

permit. The Rector at once gave his arm 

to Miss Boyd, and led the way to the 

dining-room, and Arthur followed with his 

hostess, his artistic soul cheered by the 

contemplation of Miss Boyd's graceful back 

and shoulders, draped in black lace. ■

'* Lydia is going away to-morrow," said 

Mrs. Waterton in an undertone. ** I am 

so sorry." ■

* Indeed 1 " he answered, slightly in- 

terested. It was a pity she had not gone 

two days earlier. He disliked her with a 

perfect rage of dislike. Was she not at the 

bottom of all this trouble with Alice 1— 

through no fault of hers, perhaps— but she 

was there all the same. ■

He was glad that Mrs. Waterton stuck to 

the past fashion of tall table plant?. Her 

reason to-night for filling up her table with 

palms and bushy ferns was to conceal the 

scantiness of provisions. His reason ifir 

liking arboreal decoration was that he could 

see very little of Miss Boyd, who sat opposite. 

She was really ofiTensively plain. He 

addressed all his conversation to his host 

and hostess. He discoursed quite fluently 

and warmly on the Parish Councils Bill and 

its probable eff'ects upon Church interests, 

and listened with deep interest to Mrs. 

Waterton's views of somebody's " perfectly 

fiendish wickednesses." He never read 

newspapers, so was a listener perfectly ready 

to accept any views which were presented 

to him by such experts. Miss Boyd 

apparently took even less interest in 

politics, for she never spoke, and was left 

altogether out of the conversation, except 

when Mrs. Waterton said : ■

** You have been so long out of England, 

Lydia, you must get these things up ; " and 

** That very nice young Smith who was in- 

troduced to you last night is County 

Councillor for this place. If they were all 

like him!" ■

All at once Arthur found himself 

physically weary of his pains to avoid her 

eyes, and he looked straight through the 

thickly-foliaged plant between to meet 

them and defy them. He was quite morti- 

fied to find that she was not looking at 

him at all, but with smiling attention at 

Mr. Waterton, who was now discoursing of 

anarchist outrages. To his surprise she 

looked almost handsome. Her cheeks were 

a little flushed, and her eyes were large and ■
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quite dark. The pttpils coa^d contract and 

dilate like a cat's. He watched hei for 

some moments with attention and impunity. 

He believed she was avoiding his eyes m 

her tarn. She had a splendid throat and 

bust. What a pity she could not find a 

model to sit for a new face ! Why would 

she not look at himi She was offended, 

angry. It was not his fault that that never- 

exbansted mistake was made about the 

bouquet, but he should have turned the 

incident off with more tact. He should not 

have let her feel disappointed al)d humi- 

liated. That was Alice's fault, who ought 

to have seen at once how the accident had 

happened and been generous enough to 

let Miss Boyd enjoy her fictitious honours. 

If Alice had not betrayed him by her 

demonstrative anger, all woald have ended 

happily. It was very hard on Miss Boyd, 

who was really the only innocent one of 

the three. He blamed himself, of course, 

for his stupidity, but not so much as he 

blamed Alice, whose head was not muddled 

by work and worry, and who should have 

seen at once and been prompt to act grace- 

fully. He must put hinifelf right with 

Miss Boyd. He did not like to think she 

would leave Pyncholk to-morrow with such 

an uncomfortable parting impression. . . . ■

"—do you remember, Mr. Kuollys f Was 

it in ninety-two or ninety-three 1 " ■

Was what! He looked as if he had 

been caught reading Miss Boyd's letters, he 

gave such a guilty start, hearing himself 

thus pointedly referred to. Ninety-two or 

ninety. three what? ■

"Ninety-two," he said hastily. '*! 

think " ■

Then Mrs. Waterton rose, and he gathered 

his wits together in time to open the door. ■

*' Don't stay all night discussing Parish 

Councils," said Miss Boyd, smiling as she 

passed him. ■

Then she was not irremediably offended I 

It was very kind and large-minded of her 

to speak to him so. In the revulsion of 

feehng he qnite liked her. He would have 

followed her at once to the drawing-room 

had not custom, that most potent of forces, 

held him back. ■

"Why has Mr. KnoUys come to-night f " 

Miss Boyd asked of her hostess when they 

were seated by the drawing-room fire with 

seieens and footstools. ■

"Because he must always bungle and 

blunder, and do what he isn't wanted to do," 

said Mrs. Waterton inhospitably. " It was 

most provoking of Henry to ask him. I 

8&W he dared not eat lest he should clear ■

the larder. A spoonful of soup, a cutlet, and 

half a partridge. What is that for a healthy 

young mani" ■

** He did not seem in good appetite," said 

Lydia. " He wouldn't mind. Lovers who 

have been left by their sweethearts shouldn't 

want to eat. He is nervous and ill." ■

" Perhaps he came to see you," said Mrs. 

Waterton sarcastically. " He stared at you 

enough." ■

" How could he come to see me if he is 

engaged to that girl 1 " ■

" I shouldn't be surprised if that is off. 

It was a very hurried sort of thing. I 

always thought she did it to pique Dick 

Freeland into proposing to her. Perhaps 

they settled matters all round last night. 

It would be much better for her to marry a 

well-to-do man, whom we all know, than an 

obscure artist." ■

" I should prefer the artist," said Miss 

Boyd reflectively. ** Not this particular 

one, of course, so you need not look shocked. 

I know it would not be proper to say it. I 

ought to say that I infinitely prefer liberty 

to work for my own living — but I don't," ■

" But, my dear, you seem so — successful ! " 

stammered the rectoress, amazed. She did 

not like to say "so rich." Then she 

thought Miss Boyd had, perhaps, lost 

money on the Stock Exchange. Her ap- 

pearance was so very unlike that of a person 

who had as yet worked for her living. ■

*' I have made a good deal of money, but 

I find it difficult to keep going without 

taking a partner." ■

Mrs. Waterton was old-fashioned: a 

person who considered money-making by a 

woman a delicate and secret matter, to be 

pitied but not enquired into, like some 

shameful family trouble. She was very 

much astonished that Lydia Boyd should 

be concerned in business ; taking a partner 

sounded like something in the City; but 

women are so very astonishing nowadays. 

Nothing should stagger one in modern 

developement. If D ukes' sons might go into 

trade, why not women 1 One did not set 

old-world ideas more violently awry than 

the other. ■

"It is so clever of you," she said 

vaguely. ■

Misd Boyd did not answer at once. She 

was thoughtfully contemplating the hot 

heart of the fire. When she looked up to 

speak, Mrs. Waterton had fallen into her 

usual little after-dinner snooze. ■

Almost imn^edis^t^ly after, Arthur came 

in. ■

" Mr. Waterton has letters to writ* for ■
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the night mail," he said, lowering his voice 

to a whisper in honour of his hostess's 

slumbers. ■

^* I have a letter to write, too,** said Miss 

Boyd, rising softly as she spoke, " Will 

you kindly carry the small lamp for me 

into the back drawing-room ? " ■

He obeyed. As soon as he set the lamp 

down on the writing-table and saw paper 

and pens, he remembered that he^ too^ had 

a letter to write. ■

*< I am afraid I must go home/' he said 

hesitatingly. " I also have letters——" ■

He stopped. What if he had lost the 

address) He felt in his pockets. He 

pulled out two letters, then an envelope 

addressed in a thin, feminine hand. ■

"I thought I had lost it," he cried, 

looking up to Miss Boyd with laughing 

relief. ■

She looked at him steadily. The laugh 

died out of his eyes in a great awe. She 

was glorious as she stood there in the dim 

room, outside the circle of light confined 

within the radius of the thick shade ; dim 

and vague herself, her white neck and 

arms gleaming from the blackness of her 

dress, and her strange eyes shining like 

the jewels round her throat, all the faint 

outer rays of light gathered into their lucent 

depths. ■

<* Don't go yet," she said gently. Her ■

voice was sweet and vibrant as a reed. 

** Write the letter here." ■

"Any message for Wedderburn, Geor- 

ginal" asked the Rector, waking up his 

wife. ^'I am sending John to catch the 

night mail." ■

" Quick — your name — in full," said Miss 

Boyd in the back drawing-room. Then 

she appeared in the hall closing a letter. 

" This for the post, please," she said to the 

groom, giving it into his hands, and return- 

ing to the back drawing-room as she came 

by the door opening upon the hall. ■

" What has become of KnoUys 1 " asked 

the Rector, having dismissed John and 

returned to his wife. ■

**Vm sure I don't know," said Mn. 

Waterton sleepily. "I don't think he 

came up. Where is Lydiat " ■

'* She came into the hall with a letter— 

ah ! here she comes — and Xnollys, too 1 " 

as they emerged from behind the portiere, 

Arthur blinking, as if he too had been 

enjoying a post-prandial forty winks. ■

*' I believe Mr. KnoUys has been asleep 

all the time I was writing my letter in the 

morning-room," she said, laughing. '4 

found him as sound as a top. After pre- 

tending he had letters to write, too 1 " ■

^' Well, we must have some whist novr,'' 

said the Rector. ■

Now Ready, ■
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Ladt Tybbel's fancy ball promised to 

be one of tbe events of the season. It was 

fixed for the close of the Ascot week, when 

all the fine people had spread themselves 

in temporary quarters over the heaths and 

glades of Windsor Forest, and it would 

form an appropriate finish to a ver^ brilliant 

period. Sir Charles Tyrrel was not a young 

man. He disapproved of betting, and his 

principles, as the head of a great City firm, 

were known to be austere; but his wife 

always got together a distinguished party 

for the race week, for " The Woodlands " 

was a capital house, furnished with a 

regular cordon bleu in the way of a chef, 

and a cellar of the highest reputation. 

And as the house party embraced a Boyal 

Duke, and all the best people were promised 

for the ball, naturally enough the smaller 

fishes were eager enough to be included in 

the swim. The interest aroused in the 

fixture had spread as * far as the Boyal ■

Borough of Windsor, and it had caused 

debate in the mess-room of the Royal Life 

Guards who were quartered there, and who 

were invited ** en masse." The invitations 

had specified " uniform or fancy dress,'' but 

it was felt that simply to go in uniform 

would be rather flat, while if fancy dress 

were adopted, some kind of unity in 

costume and grouping should mark tLe 

detachment. ■

*' Something quiet and effective in black 

and white/' suggested an a^thetic captaiiL ■

"Why not a nigger troupe with bones 

and tambourines]" proposed rosy Lieu- 

tenant Bob, who had just joined from 

Sandhurst and Eton. ■

'• And hide your charming blushes, Bob. 

That won't do," cried a senior. " Beside?, 

none of the girls would come near us for 

fear of being blacked." ■

'* Brigands, then," said Bjb, with 

enthusiasm. ■

"You're too fat, Bob, like Tracy 

TupmaiL" ■

The discussion was adjourned ; but the 

same perplexity was disturbing many 

minds, among others that of a pretty little 

woman who, at the same moment, was ■
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breakfasting in a house-boat <m the* river, 

a charming houseboat in white and gold, 

bearing the legend "The Inconstant/' 

anchored not far from Sarley Hdl. 

Madame D'Antinwas a^ trim and dainty; 

as a Dresden shepherdess, with the sanle 

lovely complexion of rose-pink and enamel, 

and all this was so naturally suggestive of 

a costume to match, completed by a crook 

and a basket of pink roses. Bach was the 

opinion of her husband, a dark, sardonic- 

looking man, who was reading his Paris 

** Figaro " on the other side of the dainty 

breakfast service. Bat Madame did not 

care for sach an obvious arrangement. ■

>** I would ga as Titania," she said 

hesitatingly, "if you would be Oberon." ■

" Bah 1 *' replied the husband disdain- 

fully. "No, Julie, don't let us bracket 

oarsdlves in any case. You have your own 

r61e. Leave me to mine." ■

" And that means baccarat or poker,** said 

Jalie to herself as Monsieur D'Antin, light- 

ing a cigarette, buried himself in some ab- 

struse calculations in which a betting book 

and Racing Calendar were alternately con- 

sulted. Julie yawned. " You are very 

amusing, Ernest," she said peevishly. *' But 

never mind, Ciiarles Tyrrel is coming 

presently, and then I shall no longer be 

duU." ■

DAntin lojked up with an approving 

glance. , ' ■

** f hat is right, Julie, make the most pf 

the sprightly yo^ith. We shall want him 

by-and-by." ■

The slightest ' shock in the world, 40 

greater, indeed,, than the vigorous double 

knock inflicts uppn mansions founded on 

the solid earthy here gave notice that some 

visitor waff coming aboard. It was actually 

the sprightly youth who had just been in 

question, a brown, sunburnt ypung fellow 

with a frank and pleasant countenatice, 

who "^as graciously received by Madame 

D'Antin. 

' " And you come just k propos," she cried, 

" to tell me what to wear for your step- 

mother's ball ! '' ■

Young Tyrrel was a little embarrassed at. 

the responsibility thrust upon him. Madame 

D'Antin would be cl^arming in any costumet 

she might appear in. ' But he had a favour; 

to ask, and his eriibarra^sment increased in 

the asking — would Madame D'Antui be so 

angelically good as to take May Wyvem. 

with her to ihe ballt' Madame D'Antint 

ho:»itate(i, a little chilled at the request.. 

But looking towards her husband, who still 

seemed immersed in his books, he raised. ■

his eyes m a quick glanoe whic|;i8ai(f yis" 

in the plainest terms.- ^ ■

But there were dnficulties ia' the way. 

Miss Wyvem lived with her grandfather, a 

one-arified veteran, o^e^ tbe-oldlfilitary 

KnightlB of Windsor, iii. the lower iMrd of 

the {loyal Castle. A fine, old soldief was 

Major Wyvem. ■

Ill years lie seem'd, b^ ndt ii^pallf d^y yeaiii ■

But the vigour of his intellect had 

retained some equally vigorous prejudices, 

and the very name of Tyrrel was obnoxious 

to him. Sir Charles was no batter disposed 

to the old soldief. ' Some- secret cause put 

these two men, who. were. old. enough to 

have known better, in violent antagonism. 

Had they quarrelled at the parish vestry, 

or was it some unlucky speculation that 

rankled in the breast of pne or the other 1 

Charles did not know. But it was very 

unlucky, for May was the dearest creature 

in the world, and he, Charles, loved her 

most devotedly. ■

This confession, made after Monsieur 

D'Antin had left, was received by Madame 

D'Antin with slightly scornful sympathy. ■

." You are very foolish young people, for 

you are entirely dependent on your father, 

are you not? Bat your profession 1 You 

were an attach^.when we knew you in 

Paris.'' ■

" Such is my miserable, ypc^tipn," yid 

Charles cfolefully ;. " an>.ttachi, miattacied 

and unpaid — a cancelled postage stamp 

with the gum off.'^ ■

" But, my poor dAgdmm^ you may be 

employed agi^in. Stilly it is not a profession 

to live upon ; and May, she has just enough 

fortune to buy shoes and stockings, and an 

occasional frock;" ■

"And delightful shoes and chanmng 

frocks they are,,*' sighed Charles. ■

Madame D'Antin laughed half contemp- 

tuously. ■

" My poor Charles, you are indeed far 

gone. Well, you must be helped, I sup- 

pose, to your own undoing^ But there w 

another difficulty. We may elude tbe 

Major,, but how shall we evade Zamora t ' ■

Zamora was an African,, black as night, 

and May's faithful slaye and watchful 

guardian, vigilant dragon and patifent beast 

bf burden, all in one. A quiet, taciturn 

young woman in a general -^j, but » 

name of fire when aroused. She was small 

and well-made, and came direct from some 

tribe iu the far interior of a fineir mo^**^ 

and lither frame than the negroes of the 

coast, and of a' higher mental calibre. ■
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,If Zftmora disai^roved, the things would iseem^ 

.imp6s8ible. ;'^ ./ « J n ; ■

^fiu^Zftmora iaour friend!" cried Charlesj 

,*'8he is deHglited with, theiiotidii of thef 

ball) imd she only* lofngs to see it herself. 

Ooulda't you manage that, dear Mademel*' ■

'[ Wait I " said Madame D^Antin, fixing 

her eyi98 on some imaginary object. "Yes, 

1 have it," she said, after a pause. ^I Will 

go as Madame Dubarry, and Zamora will 

be my blaek page. White satin and 

diamonds, and joay fair doll's face, with 

Zamora — the page, you know-^in red 5and 

black, and a yellow turban, wreathed with 

pearls. Will not that be effectiTell I 

wiU otder the dresses at onbe." ■

'* And May 1 " asked Charles, as Madame 

D'Ahtin fl6w to: her writing-table,^ and 

bagaoi to dash off a telegram.^ ■

**0h, Tii^nKill arrange^something for her," 

said Madame D'Antin abstractedly. '* And 

now, Charlie, -paddle yoiffself ashore an4 

send off this telegram for me. And eome 

back to luncheon, for I expect May will be 

here, and we oan settle evQfything.^' ■

Havuig executed his commission at the 

poat^ffice, Charleai Tyrrel strolled laz?ily'tip 

Hill Street, looking upward -at the "hun- 

dred steps" if perchance he might catch 

a glimpse of the flowing ydbe j6f his 

charming May descending from the castled 

steep to the world below. But he saw 

notiiibg. If he had b^n Endowed with 

p^tematurally acute vision, if the high 

towers and crenellated walls had been made 

transparent for him, he would have ^seen 

his sweetheart reclining on a grassy slope 

in front of th^ quaint red-brick dwellings 

of the old Knights, engrossed in the pages 

of some novel or story, while her grand- 

father/seated on a bench just above, smoked 

his briar-root placidly and conversed with 

a visiter from town. The visitor was a 

man approaching middle age, pale, with 

Y^ght sandy whiskers, and a pleasant, 

humorous oxpression in features otherwise 

insignificant This was Cousin Perkins — 

Harry Perkins of the outer Bar, who was 

the old Major'a confidential adviser, and 

May's trustee, humble servant, and well- 

wisher 5 the lait to a degree that was only 

indifferently ?rediprocated by the young 

lady in question. *• . ■

" I don't feel quite easy,*' said the Major, 

in a low voice, "about this Madame D'Antin. 

As Julie Fouchet I knew her family very 

well, connected with the -fabrique in 

Normandy -- Protestant, precise, philan- 

fcopic, ridi — but Julie married seems a 

Wrd of another feather. " ■

:. "Eatiier a gay kind of bird, indeed,"- 

said Perkins, in the quiet undertone itfiat ; 

wka natural to himj; " but I think she's I 

all right. People laugh at her because she ; 

Is" enamoured of her husband, who does not J 

9eem flattered by her ajiteutions. And if \ 

she flirts a good deal, it is all to bring the I 

legitimate one to her feet." . j ■

"Well, that's to her credit, perhapSj**, 

said the Major indulgently. But '.what! 

was to be said about the man himself i I ■

Well, Mr. Perkins admitted that he wasj 

of honourable lineage. The Chateau B'An-^ 

tin, no^ a. tumble-down old ruin^ wasj 

still in his^possessiouj and he had inherited! 

a modest paternal fortune, which he hud! 

spent in a few years > of gaiety in Paris.! 

Then, quite ruined, he had gone to Africa; 

in the company of Braasica, the great 

explorer, and strange to say had come back 

with another fortune some years dfl6r,| 

acquired, said rumour, by traffic in ivory,' 

or perhaps slaves. Before that was:cdm-! 

ple^y gone, he had met and captivated,' 

Mademoiselle Fouchet, the rich heirelis,; 

.whose patents reluctantly consented ;td 

their< «nion. Between them they hadj 

made the money fly, and rumour had'i1| 

that not long ago the D*Antins were 

seriously embarrassed ; but since then theii; 

affairs seemed to be re-estabHshed. " But a 

iumourhas reached me," added Perkins, in 

a whisper, "an indefinite, perhaps baseless 

rumour, that Monsieur now ekes out his 

in<^ome as- a secret diplomatic agent — in 

other words, a spy." ■

^ May had not been so immersed in hei^ 

story that she had not caught a word oif 

two of the conversation from the first, and 

becoming interested in its progress, she 

had even caught the purport of Ck)usi4 

Perkins's last guarded utterance. . ■

"I think it is very mean, of you»"'!she 

interposed hotly, "to say such things; of 

my friends. Monsieiir D'Antin is. no nit)re 

a spy than you are — perhaps not so 

much 1 " ' ' ■

This was hard on Mr. Perkins, who knew 

himself suspected of having carried in*- 

foimation to the Major as to May's move- 

ments, a deed of which he Titf^as quit6 

innocent. He was really hurt, but scorned 

to make any reprisals on May, whose browii 

^es had; flashed fire upon him for $ 

numientb And after all he had rather that 

she looked at him angrily as^ now, .than 

indifferently, as was her general wont ; as if 

he were a haystack or a field of cabbages. 

But the Major put his hand on the other's 

shoulder deprecatingly. ■
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" She's but a schoolgirl, Harry, and talks 

like one ; yon mnst not mind her." ■

" On, I like her for sticking up for her 

friends," said Perkins drily. " I only wish 

she counted me among them. But what 

about the ball, Blossie " — an old pet name 

among them — " are you going 1 " ■

*' What 1 TyrrePs ball do you mean 1 " 

interposed the Major angrily. "Do you 

think she would go to the house of her 

father's enemy — the man who took away 

his reputation and, I beHeve, his life 1 " ■

" Well, I think you are mistaken there, 

said Perkins. " As a lawyer, I should say 

there is no evidence of one or the other. 

The man's character stands high, his 

sovereign rewards his successful career with 

a baronetcy. Major, you should bury the 

hatchet and offer the olive-branch." ■

"May I never meet my son in heaven 

if I do ! " said the Major fiercely, ■

Mr. Perkins might have rejoined that to 

cherish unforgiving feelings was not the 

approved way of reaching that desired 

bourne. But he refrained from any re- 

joinder, lest he should cause the Major to 

repeat the story, so long familiar to blm, of 

young Wy vern*s fate. But as all the world 

does not share his knowledge, we may 

listen for a few moments to the old Knight 

of Windsor's tale. ■

The Major's son Hugh was, it may be 

premised, a great explorer. Not one of 

those who dash through a continent like a 

thunderbolt, and hurry home to write a book 

about it ; he devoted his life to his work, 

taking the business in a leisurely way, and 

making friends with the people of the 

country wherever he went. He had married 

a wife who shared his enterjurising spirit, 

and one little girl had been bom to them in 

the African wilds where they had made 

their home. It was in a pleasant region of 

the highlands about the head waters of the 

Congo, inhabited by a friendly tribe of 

blacks, who cultivated a fertile and well- 

watered soil. The climate was genial and 

healthy; the scenery of park and forest, 

with a border of snowy peaks ; the district 

aboimded with game. The Wyvems 

thought they had found an earthly paradise, 

and raising a stockaded camp in a sheltered 

nook, they remained there several years. ■

One day Hugh was hunting in the forest 

when he came upon the track of a slave- 

hunting party that was making its way 

through the forest with a string of recently 

captured negroes. Following at a distance 

he presently heard piercing cries of terror 

and distress, and saw a young girl who had ■

evidently attempted an escape, pursued by 

a huge brown fellow of the mixed Arab and 

negro race. Hugh threw himself between 

them ; the Arab drew his long knife, they 

closed together, and a desperate struggle 

ensued. The Arab was as lithe and slippery 

as a serpent, and had already wounded his 

adversary with a stroke of his knife, and 

Hugh was fast failing from loss of blood, 

when the girl, who had watched the combat 

from a little distance, caught up the gmi 

which Hugh had dropped, and fired it fall 

into the chest of the Arab as he knelt on 

the body of his now prostrate foe. ■

There was no time to be lost, and Hugh 

led the way along secret tracks which he 

had been shown by the friendly blacks, 

through the otherwise impenetrable jungle 

that guarded the frontiers of the happy 

land. They were not pursued, and the 

black girl followed submissively to the camp, 

where she was kindly received by Mis. 

Wyvem. ■

The girl was Zamora, as she was after- 

wards named, and she devoted herself with 

grateful affection to the service of the 

Wyvems, and especially of picanini May. ■

At that time there was another white 

man in the camp, a young fellow whom 

Hugh had picked up on the coast He had 

left a wife and child in England, but he 

proved to be a very dissolute fellow, and 

discontented as well, and Hugh had often 

threatened to get rid of him. At last a 

gross insult he offered to Zamora, put Hugh 

out of patience; he turned the young 

fellow out of the camp and bade him be- 

gone. He had not intended to be taken at 

his word, but expected to be offered his 

submission, and so reinstate him ; bat the 

young man, it seemed, was of a harder 

texture than that came to, and was said to 

have joined a party of Arab traders, on 

their way to the coast. ■

As to what happened subsequently, 

Zamora was the only witness. It seemed 

that in some way or other the Arab slaTe- 

hunters had ascertained the cause of their 

comrade's violent death, and had determined 

on blood revenge. Anyhow, the camp was 

attacked by surprise, and all its inmates 

slaughtered, excepting only Zamora and little 

May, who escaped, as is evident from their 

present appearance on the scene. ■

But what had Sir Charles Tyrrel, the 

respected baronet and millionaire, to do 

with this story of rash enterprise and its 

common result? Why, only that in the 

Major's imagination he was identical with 

one Tyrrel who returned from the West ■
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Coast of Africa some fifteen years ago, 

bringiDg the news of the slaughter of the 

Wyvem party. According to his account 

Captain Wyvem had brought the attack 

on himself by outrages committed on 

native females, and that account being 

generally credited certainly checked all 

sympathy with the victims, and obviated 

the necessity of any further investigation. 

Was there nothing else 1 Why, yes, there 

was the canvas bag in which May's fortune 

had been brought home ; scrawled upon 

this as if with a finger dipped in blood — a 

dark, dull purple now — were the words: 

"Tpel X Traitor." On that red cross 

Major Wy vern had sworn a solemn oath. 

He bad wept over it too, sad, hopeless 

tears. ■

"I am too old and feeble to be an 

avenger of blood." ■

CHAPTER n. ON BOARD THB ** INCONSTANT." ■

It was very well for an old man to 

cherish thoughts of vengeance; but quite 

other sentiments actuated his grand- 

daughter, who was determined to believe 

the best of her lover and his belongings. 

She needed no love philtre to blind her to 

the claims of vengeance ; i^e had never felt 

any desire to shorten her lover's span of 

life. From the very first she had looked 

npon him with delight, and ilo one had 

warned her she was treading on forbidden 

ground. ■

It had all been the afiair of a moment. 

Each was in a punt, rounding a sharp turn 

in the river, unconscious of each other's 

existence, and she at least ■

In maiden meditation, fancy free. ■

There was a sudden shock. Two punts had 

collided, and M^y would have been thrown 

into the water but for. the dexterity of the 

other punter — why should gamblers mono- 

polise the eplthet1---who caught her, restored 

her balance, and recovered her pole. She 

rewarded him with a grateful look ; a look 

may mean anything — but this was such a 

look ! — from deep brown eyes, full and 

liquid, with long curved lashes that seemed 

to barb the glance and fix it for ever. To this 

add the charm of a low,smooth brow crowned 

with an aureole" of gold, or a golden bronze, 

finely carved nostrils, and parted lips, coral- 

red, with the gleam of pearls within, and 

complete the spell with the grace of a lithe 

and slender yet well-rounded form, and there 

was a young man's undoing ready made. 

" She's the flower of the river," said an ■

old fisherman to Charles, who lost no time 

in making his perquisitions, " and I should 

say she is the flower of the Castle too, for 

she lives up there, all among the old stattys 

and monuments." ■

And so she was ; the rose of the cloister, 

the blossom of the lower ward, the fair 

living model of all that had charmed in the 

past within that haunted circle of grey 

walls and towers. Among the war worn 

veterans who, in peaceful retirement, 

awaited the summons of the last trumpet- 

call, she appeared as a radiant figure re- 

calling all the sweetness — and with that the 

sorrow that lingers in hearts still young, 

though the outward frame may be sere and 

yellow enough— of earlier, happier days. 

Some of the veterans remembered her as a 

child when she first made her appearance, 

a wild but winning little creature, with the 

black girl who had saved her from the 

massacre in which her father and mother 

had perished, and brought her through 

innumerable perils to civilised regions. 

And the pair, although warmly welcomed 

by Major Wyvem, were yet a source of a 

good deal of embarrassment. But they did 

not come quite empty-handed. At the last 

moment, when escape for the white people 

was impossible, yoimg Wyvem had en- 

trusted to Zamora a little bag of treasure, 

diamonds, indeed, of great size and 

brilliance, which- the girl had preserved 

intact. These were sold and realised 

sufficient to provide for the education of 

the two girls ; for Zamora utterly refused 

to be parted from her dear Missie May, 

and she was received as a boarder in the 

French school to which May was sent 

Here she would learn nothing, but picked 

up a little broken French to mix with her 

broken Fnglish, her broken Arabic, and an 

unknown tongue, which she had at first 

spoken with "Missie May," but which 

soon became a dead language to that little 

lassie. ■

But all this was an old story now, and 

May's African experiences had faded from 

her mind, if they had ever made any distinct 

impression there. The supreme considera- 

tion now was the young lover who had 

appeared upon the scene at the critical 

moment How quickly the days had 

flown since then, and what charming in- 

genuity Charles •had displayed in finding 

opportunities for their meeting! Flower 

shows and regattas were neutral zones 

where these hereditary enemies could meet, 

and enjoy sweet, half -stolen interviews, and 

there were festivities sometimes . in the ■
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cloisteis where Msy wta often a giiest, to 

t^faich Charles' would contrive ^o be invited. 

And when they had waltzed each either out 

of breath, thfey wonld restotfe themselves 

in the sweet air of the eeduded terrace, 

where' the town lay sleeping l)eloT^, knd 

lights twinkled here Und there on tbei river. ■

But ' the great piece bf good fdrtune that 

awaited the young people Was the arrival 

of. the D*Atitins with their house-boat- for 

Madame D'Antin, though older than May, 

had befriended her at school, and was 

delighted to meet her again. As for 

Charles, he was an old friend and had 

known them In Pariis. But Jnli^ was not 

quite so cordial when she discovered the 

attaehment between the pair. She grudged 

them opportunities of meeting, and al- 

together had shown herself, in May's 

opinion, " rather horrid " in the liiattfef. ■

And on this especial day, although Julie 

had besought her friend to ** fly " to her, in 

time for luncheon^ yet she had added, 

" I shall be strictly alone, and have things 

fcnost important to say*'' And ' that meant 

only a scolding and no Charles.' ■

" I will stay at home and be civil to Mr. 

Perkinfi,". said' May to ..herself. 

V And then Zamora appeared from the 

town, her comely face in ebony and ivory 

lighted tip with siniles. She had a basket 

of beautiful fruit on her arm, and a lovely 

bunch of flowers* May sprang towards her, 

for she looked as if she were charged with 

pleasant news. ■

"Hush!" said Zamora softly, with a 

glance towards the Major's grizzled head. 

"Him come! Him send pre%' flowers! 

Him waiting now, bym-b^e, at de ole 

boat-house." ■

It was a blissful' little voyage that, from 

the old boat-house ; a voyage of discovery 

with the "Inconstant" as the ultimate 

goal, but Witl;i much to be arrived at in 

their leisurely progress. Beginning in the 

toss ^ and turmoil of the wide reach, all 

glittering, and dancing in the siinshine, 

with boats. shooting to and fro, Eton major 

in racing eights cutting through the water 

majestically indiflerent to the fate of any- 

thing in the way, Eton minor bucketing 

along in any description of tub that would 

float, tumbling head 6ver heels in eagerness 

to get along, but getting along all the same. 

And the Brocas clump appears, reminding 

one of palms in the desert, so bare are the 

neighbouring fields ; and Athens further on, 

with a Parthenon of spring - boards and 

a moving frieze of long-legged Etonians, ■

hopping continually into tha water, with 

acrobatic flourishes. And from etery point 

of vantage ride -gaunt figures in tattered 

garments who eageriy offer themselves aa 

ready td "tow your honour's"boat for a 

trifle. And ^e stream being strong, iEoid 

the river a trifle dull just hare, Charke 

threw out' a line to the nearest hand, and 

the boatr sped metriPyalong. And. it was 

pleai^mter ,after aU to Qit under the same 

sunshade, and talk confidentially iH* soft 

accents, than to: be half a boat's lei^th 

apart and conimilnieate ideaa in hurried 

gasps. i ■

But while they Were hurried along, as 

pleased with eadi oth^r as Antony and 

Cleopatra in their gilded barge on old 

Nile, a shout was heard from a boat 

coming rapidly down the stream: f'Why, 

it's May! Hullo, May! Lend us your gamp, 

it's so blazing hot!" It was a little ark 

full of small Eton boys who were enjoying 

their half-holiday aquatically, and the 

speaker was Pe&ins minimus, who was 

lolling in the steirn, atid alternately 

slanging his crew of chaffing other boats 

with charming vivacity. ■

" The h6rrid littld wretch ! " said May dis- 

consolately, as the ark disappeared in the 

distanee. " He is sure to give a rididtdous 

garbled account of meeting us to his uncle 

Henry." ■

" And what has his uncle Henry got \o 

do with itf ^^ asked Charles jealously. ■

" He is my cousin," replied May, "and i 

kind of gus^an. Oh, not a bit granopy, 

but very nice and kind ; very kind indecoj 

for he is constantly coming to see my 

grandfather. Oldl Oh, no, hardly middle- 

aged, and very popular in society, and 

that makes it all the kinder that he comes 

to our quiet little cottage to sit with the 

ancients." ■

"Very much so," replied Charles drily. 

"But, May, I should like to come $nd sit 

with your grandfather too, if you wen 

there, you know," ■

"Oh, you must uot think of itj" said 

May, in a frightened voice. "He has the 

most dreadful, unreasonable prejudice against 

your family." ■

" It is the Montagua and Capulets over 

again," said Charles, "but we will make 

a beUer ending of it^ May darlings will 

we noti" ■

May said she did not know, and 

she spoke truly enough, for out of tiie 

comedy of human life how often stalks 

black Tragedy, sudden and inexorable^ to 

make an end of the show 1 ■
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But5ee3Iess of any probable storms that 

, might be brewing they floated happily on, 

now lingering in the shade, anchored to the 

gnarled roots of some spreading tree, or 

paddling lazily along where the ripples 

danced in the sunbeams. True to her name 

the ''Inconstant" had left her moorings, 

and that was an excuse for lingering here 

and there — but the fragrant odour of cutlets 

levealed the lurking-place of the house- 

boat, and May, as she sprang on board at 

one, laughingly assumed the offensive by 

accusing Jiilie of a design to hide herself 

from her friends. ■

Other visitors had come on board ; and 

among them Prince Paulovski, a political 

exile, but also a man devoted to chemical re- 

search, and whose hobby was photography. 

And the latter at the moment was Madame 

D'Antin's favourite pursuit, and the Prince, 

was delighted to have such an apt and pleas- 

ing pupil, to whom he imparted the most 

recondite secrets of the art But from the mo- 

ment of May's arrival her friend could talk 

of nothing but the ball, and of the costume 

in which she was to appear. But it must be 

correct, absolutely correct, in every detail, 

and where could she get accurate drawings 

—not simply of the period, her dressmaker 

had plenty of those — ^but of the exact 

costume, such as the beautiful Madame 

Duharry may have worn at one of those 

delightful fdtes at Versailles 1 Could not 

May tell her ] asked Madame D' Antin im- 

patiently. ■

** That is not a period young ladies should 

stidy moch," said the Prince paternally. 

But he knew all about it himsell In 

Dafafon's splendid work ther^ was an exact 

representation of the royal concubine and 

her black page in " costume de bal." There 

was a copy at the Musieum library, and the 

Prince would gladly make a reproduction of 

the engraving. ■

" But that is an affair of days perhaps, 

and we have only hours 1 " cried Julie ■

" Not at all, but of a few minutes," cried 

the Prince. "Behpld my process — how 

simple, how perfect!" He showed how 

hy placing a sheet of his sensitised paper 

over an engraving, and exposing it for a few 

laomentsy he obtained what could l)e at 

once developed into a perfect reproduction 

of the originaL ■

** I shall ask you for a portfolio of your 

papers, dear Prince," said Madame D'Ajitin 

sweetly. ■

" But it is yours without asking," cried 

the Prince wmnly; *' and as for that pretty ■

coquine and her black boy, you shal^ have 

them by this time to-morrow," d i,: ^ ■

** What a charming man I " cried Madam^ 

D'Antin, turning to ^ay.. ,*' And ^ow wq 

have only to prepare Zamora for her r6je."t ■

**And what is ^ay to. be]" A^ed 

Charles^ a little impatiently. , , ■

*'Ah, I have her affair," faid Mfadam^ 

D*Antin,in an impressive, mannen . ^'A 

!B^guine — not quite a n^^, you knqw,:fo^ 

she can drop, her • crosS; an4 marry, if ^he 

has a chance, and; the nj^piQ is pretlaer^.ancj 

I have &. sweet costum^ all, ,ready. ". . ^ i ■

Time had , run , on^ sq fast that ilay was 

frightened to h^.the c^ock strike Jfour^ 

and she realised that she was now due at the 

Castle, where her grandfather wpuld be 

impatiently ^waiting his Qup of tea, and not 

to be present then would be equivalent to 

absence without le^ve. -But: just at. this 

moment Monsieur D'Antin .arrived at the 

river bank in a fly fyom Windsor, and, May 

was put into the vehicle and sent off with 

the Prince and another visitor who had tp 

catch a train. Charles made his w^y home^ 

where he had been wanted for some time, j ■

OHAFTSR III. A SEORBT MISSION. ■

LojiD Camus had arrived at the "Woodt 

lands " to spend a few hours with his 4ister> 

Lady Tyrrel. He came: with a private 

secretary, and a few despatch-boxes loaded 

with papers — and, a telegraph operajiof 

followed his movements to reinforce the 

native staff. For lip^d , Camus waa a 

personage in the diplomatic wprld. And 

at once he asked for Charles, alid there was 

hue-and-cry after that young man, tijll at 

last he turned up, smiling and unconcemed> 

while all the rest of the household was in a 

fume. ~' ., ■

"Gharlee/* said Lord Pamus abruptly^ 

motioning him to be seated, "you have 

some knowledge of Arabic, I think." , ■

"Yes, as far as patter goes," replied 

Charles; ^'I can talk to. the heggara fas^j 

enough." \ , ■

" Good conversational knowledge," W^f 

mured Lord Camus, making _a note; on a 

sheet of Batlji.post; "and has experieiice of 

African travel" j. , . ,« ■

"As far as a bit of shooting, in Barbary 

goes." • /. '. / .. i ■

"We. want a man of your stamps' <?on-: 

tinned Lord Camus, looking - v^can^y . at 

Chiirlee, "to undertake a secret paission ol 

high importance — and of considerable peril.'; ■

"There must be something nasty about 

it/' thought Charles, "or they would not ■
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offer it to me.'* But he meekly requested 

to be pat into possession of further details. ■

Briefly, the situation was this. There 

was a certain strip of territory in Africa on 

which three great Powers cast greedy eyes. 

With the chief of this country everybody 

supposed we had a treaty, conferring rights 

of sovereignty and protection which rendered 

the country useless to anybody else. But 

the existing treaty turned out to be a fraud, 

purporting to be signed by a potentate who 

had been tomahawked by a successful rival 

some years before its date. Now the object 

was to obtain a new and valid treaty from 

the ruling chief, a very truculent fellow, 

without anybody being a bit the wiser. It 

was of vital importance that the flaw in 

title should not be known till it was 

remedied. Hence the utmost secrecy must 

be observed ; Charles must depart without 

beat of drum ; no one must even know of 

his departure ; none of his own household ; 

none, however near and dear. The question 

was such a burning one that all kinds of 

wiles might be expected on the part of the 

secret diplomatic agents of other Powers, 

and he must be ready to start as soon as he 

received his instructions — within a few days 

at most. ■

"Not before Lady Tyrrel's ball, I hope," 

suggested Charles. ■

** Ah, the ball!" cried Lord Camus ; " that 

will be a good blind for them. You will 

show yourself at the ball, and slip away 

next morning by the Continental day mail. 

Not a word to a living soul ; we don't know 

who may be on the watch." ■

At this moment Lord Camus's private 

secretary put his head in, and said in a low 

voice : ■

"Here is Monsieur D'Antin; will you 

Bee him]" ■

"In a few minutes. Now, Charles, 

don't let that fellow see you here ; slip out 

by the other door. I may count upon you, 

then 1 " ■

"You may," said Charles firmly. " But as 

there is a fair chance that I may never 

return, may I not say good-bye to one dear 

and trusty— friend 1 " ■

" Not to a soul ! " cried Lord Camus 

hastily ; " your word on that, or I with- 

draw my offer." ■

"Verv well!" said Charles dolefully. 

And as he withdrew, he thought : " What 

will poor May think of me ] " ■

But her trouble would be only for a 

short time. She would soon have news of 

him ; and when he returned, his mission 

accomplished, he would be in a fair way of ■

advancement, and could negotiate with his 

father and the Major on more even terma— 

could dispense with their consent, if it came 

to that. As for failure, he did not mean 

to fail, and if he were killed, there waaan 

end of the business as far as he was 

concerned, and May would learn to love 

somebody else in time. ■

OHAPTSB IV. THE FANCY DBESS BALL ■

A FiNfil night made half the success of 

Lady Tyrrel's fancy ball For that it was 

a success was evident enough from the 

crowds of gay - people who were there. 

Round about the " Woodlands " the roads 

and lanes were blocked with carnages, 

frightening the geese on the common and 

lighting astonished, villagers to bed with 

the glare of their lamps. Here were 

carriages full of hoops and sacques and 

diamonds, pretty faces, and , powdered hair, 

for it was understood that ihe spirit of the 

eighteenth century should pervade the 

costume, and there were drags full of 

gallants in cocked hats, perruques, or pigtails, 

with silver-hilted swords, knee-breeches, 

and silk stockings. T^e Life Guards 

appeared as Marlborough's heroes, all hat 

Lieutenant Bob, who by request had 

assumed the dress of a " darling AbbA " of 

the period, and who was generally pro- 

nounced to be a "love." And a special 

train brought a crowd of people from 

London, who found a covered way pre- 

pared for them leading through the softly 

illuminated grounds to the temporary hall- 

room, which, brilliantly lit by electricity, 

glowed like a huge comet against the 

purple vauH of night Over all floated the 

music of the string band, stirring the 

pulses for the dance, an invitation to the 

ball which brought the guests crowding 

down into the ball-room, to launch them- 

selves gaily on the polished floor. ■

Everybody admired Madame Dubariy, 

and the black page was radiant with 

delight at the attention she received. And 

the B^guine was at once claimed by a 

stalwart highwayman, who proved, of 

course, to be Charles Tyrrel himself. And 

after one or two turns round the room, 

Charles suggested the pleasantness of the 

cool evening air, and they wandered away 

by a path he knew, to a little knoll wheie 

the gay scene was only visible as a lambent 

glow among the trees. In the distance a 

stretch of lonely heights jagged with dark 

pine-groves, showed against the primrose 

light that on these summer nights keeps ■
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vigil till the dawn. From the heaths and 

woods between came a soft breath of air, 

perfamed with heather and wild thyme, 

and spiced with aromatic odours from the 

pine-woodSk ■

'*You will be true to me. May," whis- 

pered Charles, as his arm stole round her 

waist onrepulsed ; '' you will be true to me 

even if appearances should be against me 1 

You will trust me in everything ] " ■

**I will trust you," replied May, leaning 

her head softly against his shoulder, ''in 

eyeiything, if you are true to me. But 

don't leave me to myself. I can bear 

anything if I have you to talk to and tell 

abont it, but it is hard to go against the 

wishes of my dear old grandfather." ■

"Bat he can't really hate me," said 

Charles ; '' we shall persuade him in time." ■

May shook her head. ■

"And thep/' she continued, ''he is so 

anxious about me, and he likes Harry 

Perkins so much, and he sighs and says 

how happy I should be with him^ and how 

safe!" ■

" Meaning that you should marry him," 

cried Charles jealously; "but, May, you 

never would '^ ■

"And I think," continued May gravely, 

'^Uiat I should have come to like him in 

time, for he is very kind and good — 

if it hadn't been for you, Charlie." ■

He felt a delicious reproach in her 

words as he folded her in his arms — 

a moment of bliss too brief, for a shadow 

fell upon them, and they started apart. ■

Meantime Madame Dubarry, beguiled by 

the music, had tucked her train over her 

arm, and danced off with a dashing Life- 

guardsman, and the page, whose polished 

ebony face and flashing eyes had shown 

off 80 effectively the fair charms of his 

mistress, finding his occupation gone, 

strolled away very well satisfied with 

his release, and began to explore the sur- 

roundings of the 9cene. He tasted the 

ices, regaled himself with coffee, filled 

his pockets with cakes, made fun with 

the female serv^ts, who called him a 

wicked boy, niade faces at the solemn 

men-servants — in fact, acted up to the 

character of a mischievous page with great 

address. But at heart it was still Zamora, 

the devoted slave of her darling May, ■

''Much splendid house," she said to 

iierself, as she marked all the evidences 

of wealth and social position, " much fine 

servants, grand carriages, lovely horses, 

all, all for my dear Missie May." ■

When she had explored the public ■

rooms, she fearlessly launched herself on 

a voyage of discovery in the other regions 

of the house. She admired the bedrooms, 

their delicate hangings and appointments; 

she fixed on the biggest and handsomest. 

" Dis for my Missie May." ■

In the course of her investigations, she 

came upon a scene that interested her 

amazingly. The room was evidently 

the special sanctum of the master of the 

house, plainly furnished with a well-filled 

bookcase, a few good pictures, a writing- 

table, and some comfortable roomy chairs. 

At the table on opposite sides sat two 

men stedfastly playing cards; the game 

was Poker, and they scored with a piece 

of chalk on the morocco-oovered table. 

Zamora watched the scene intently, her 

eyes dilating, and a red light showing in 

their pupils. The players were too intent 

on their game to notice her stealthy move* 

ments. One of the men was D'Antin, 

the other must be Sir Charles Tyrrel. 

Him, Zamora had never seen before — and 

yet there was something about the men 

and the scene that recalled something 

similar and yet with widely different sur- 

roundings in the distant past : the splendid 

mansion exchanged for a wattled hut, the 

soft strains of music for the howling of 

wild beasts, the gay company for a string 

of miserable, half- starved slaves. ■

The game was finished. ■

" That makes five hundred/' said D'Antin 

carelessly. ■

Sir Charles nodded morosely. ■

" I'll give you notes if you don't mind," 

and he rose to unlock his safe. Then his 

eyes fell upon Zamora, and the colour left 

his face, and he trembled visibly. D'Antin 

turned in the same direction and laughed. ■

" Come forth, Zamora ! " he cried, and the 

black girl stepped forward. ■

" Mass'r D'Antin," she cried significantly, 

" de ladies are looking for you ; you go and 

dance wid everybody." ■

D'Antin laughed, but moved away. ■

"I'll give you your revenge later on," he 

said, waving his hand towards Sir Charles. ■

The latter had now recovered his com- 

posure in some measure, but he kept his 

eyes still fixed on Zamora. ■

The black girl nonchalantly took the 

seat vacated by D'Antin, and returned the 

glance with one full of calm ferocity. ■

'* Well," said Sir Charles at last, his eye 

sinking under the fire of hers, " what do you 

wanti" ■

"Everything," replied Zamora, with a 

comprehensive gesture. "Houses, lands, ■
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moneys, everything ; not for me, but for my 

Missie May. Your son first of all, and he 

must bring the rest — everything, do you 

hear 1 — for my Missie May." ■

"Absurd ! " cried Sir Charles, his courage 

roused at last. " What ! do you mean 

that my son is to marry the girl ) Let him 

if he Iflces, and take his bride to the work- 

house, a set of paupers together ; and you, 

get you out of the place ! " ■

Zamora laughed bitterly as she passed 

out of the room. ■

^* 5VeU, if you will not listen to me, Obi 

shall come and talk to you." ■

Sir Charles fell back in his chair, and a 

yellow hue spread over his face. He knew 

the full significance of the threat; he bad 

seen the working of the charm, the gradual 

drying up of the sources of life in its victim, 

.the parafysis of age crawling over the form, 

however robiist, the sinews shrivelling, the 

muscles relaxing, and existence extinguished 

in a kind of dry-rot. But that was in the 

wilds of Africa. Here surely, with all the 

resources of civilisation about him, a 

telephone at his hand connected with all 

the centres of intelligence, with police, 

detectives, analytic chemists, and all-wise 

specialists at his call, here surely he could 

defy the wiles of the African demon? ■

" Obi toay go hang 1 " he cried valiantly, 

but he felt a chill at the heart all the 

same. ■

Having succeeded in frightening Sir 

Charles to her heart's content, Zamora now 

thought it was time to look after her young 

mistress. Guessing that the lovers would 

take the opportunity to wander away alone, 

she soon traced them to their trysting-place 

and witnessed their embrace. ^'That is 

verj' good," she cried, putting her black face 

between them, " but there is one thing shall 

be done before you shall kiss any more." 

She drew from her pocket a morsel of 

polished fthell, and taking May by the hand 

she made a little incision on her wrist, 

from which welled a drop of crimson blood. 

She repeated the same process with Charles, 

and with the broad end of the shell she 

rubbed upon each a minute portion of the 

other's crimson ichor. " Bone and flesh, say 

your holy books," cried Zamora, "but blood 

is better than alL Now whichever shall 

break faith, let the creature wither away 

and be consumed — even as this is con- 

sumed." She set alight as she spoke a 

handful of some vegetable fibre, that 

flamed for a moment and then left the 

scene in deeper darkness. ■

"Hullo!" said a voice close at land. ■

" Have the fireworks commenced already t" 

It was Monsieur D'Antin alone, and 

placidly smoking a cigar the perfume of 

which pleasantly floated in the night air. 

" Ah, Mr. Charles," he cried, " there ia 

weeping among deserted damsels d^mi 

below. — Pardon, Mademoiselle, I did not 

perceive you for the moment — but for 

you also seeks a rosy-cheeked little Abb^ 

who bewails a vanished partner. Zamoia," 

he continued, as the others went off to- 

gether towards the ball-room, " remain with 

me for a moment and tell me a story about 

thy native land." ■

OHAPTBB V. STOPPED ON THE HIOHWIT. ■

It was late when Zamora returned to the 

ball-room, and she found a cotillon in 

progress. May seemed to be in fall 

enjoyment, and oblivious oi time with 

first one partner, and then another, 

although her favourite cavaliers were the 

dashing highwayman, and the rosy-gilled 

Abbi But Madame Dubarry was in her 

glory ; the whole brigade of Guards were meta- 

phorically at her feet, and she felt that 

she was avenging Blenheim and Waterloo. ■

The figure now in progress was adapted 

to the display of Madame's coquettish 

charmd. She sat in a chair, her pretty feet 

in their high-heeled rosetted. shoes showing 

like Cinderella's beneath her satin petti- 

coat. In her hand was a looking-glass, and 

behind her pressed a cluster of men, who 

one by one presented their faces to the 

mirror with the most beseeching expression 

they could assume. But she wiped them 

away one after the other with her laced 

handkerchief. ** And I can only choose one I " 

she cried pityingly, "Quel dommage!" 

Then Zamora popped up his black face, 

and the Dubarry screamed and dropped the 

mirror, which was shattered in the fall 

" What a misfortune 1 " she cried, " what a 

terrible presage ! No, I have no heart to 

dance any more. Gentlemen, you must 

excuse me. Zamora, maladroit page, seek 

my carriage. Sister Marie, I attend your 

pleasure." ■

It was hard for May to be snatched 

away in the midst of her enjoyment, but 

after all they had stayed too long ft^f®*^ 

But just then Monsieur D'Antin appeared 

with disconcerting news. The "Incon- 

stant," to which the party were to hare 

returned that night, had broken away itora 

: er moorings and drifted down the stream, 

and where she was hiding herself, only 

daylight could show. As for* himself and ■
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Madame, they might get places on one of 

the diags going to town, and return to 

their rooms at the "Metropole." But 

delighted as he would be to take charge of 

Mademoiselle — would it be prudent on her 

parti ■

•*0h, no!" cried May, overwhelmed 

with dismay^ for as they had all dressed 

on hoard th^ " Inconstant,'* their everyday 

coetumes were all adrift on the river. It 

wasequally dreadful to think of masquerading 

thus in broad daylight in the streets of 

London, or of arousing the quiet precincts 

of the Castle in such a guise. ''It is a 

judgement upon me," she cried, **for 

deceiving my poor grandfather," and tears 

hegan to fall on the nun's black robe. ■

'' It is all the fault of that terrible looking- 

glass,'' cried Julie. ■

Zflonora drew herself up beside her mistress 

and looked angrily round. ■

*' It will be bad for who make my missie 

cry," she said with vehemence. ■

Bat Charles was at hand, and came with 

wends of comfort. He had already ordered 

a dog-cart to be ready, and in twenty 

minutes he would put them down, May 

and Zamora, at the Castle gate. There was 

nothing else for it, and away they went. 

At oth^ times the drive would have been 

delightful through the crisp night air, but 

to May it all passed like a bad dream. The 

postern was closed, of course, and they had 

to knock and knock, and when they gained 

admittance the sentry challenged, and 

almost dropped his firelock, startled by the 

appearance of what he took to be the 

traditional nun who walked the cloisters, 

accmnpanied by some spirit, certainly not 

of the blest. And just then the officer of 

the guard was coming round accompanied 

by a knthom, and happily he understood 

the situation in a moment. He grinned, 

and saluted. ■

**Had a pleasant evening, I hope; wish 

Td been there 1 Good night, or rather 

morning." ■

May was safe in her own room, but 

bitterly she thought of the morrow : how 

her name would be discussed among the 

prenx chevaliers of the old brigade, to 

whom she had been hitherto as the white 

flower of innocence and truth; and how 

malicious stories would circulate, and the 

dames of the cloister would look coldly 

ttpon her, and there would be ho com- 

pensation for dl this. ■

As for Charles himself, who had no notion 

of what May would have to suffer on his 

account, he drove homewards gaily enough. ■

The adventurous expedition on which he 

was about to start now fully occupied his 

mind. He had received his instructions, 

some of which were sealed and not to be 

opened till he reached a certain latitude; 

that was to prevent his blabbing on the 

way. And he had been again especially 

cautioned to depart without fuss or leave- 

taking as an ordinary traveller, bound on 

some sporting expedition. ■

The way was lonely enough ; some while 

between dark pine-woods, to enter which 

was like descending into a tomb ; and again 

the road ran across an open heath where a 

dark fir-crowned knoll, that rose above the 

sky-line, was still known as Gibbet Hill, 

and was avoided at night by credulous 

peasants. And just at this point it was 

startling enough when a figure, armed and 

masked and mounted on a coal-black steed, 

suddenly barred his way. The horse that 

Charles was driving reared and swerved, 

sending the near wheel into the ditch and 

its driver spinning into the air. ■

He came down with a thud that knocked 

the senses out of him for awhile. When he 

came to himself he was lying among the 

heather, and his horse was quietly cropping 

the grass not far away. The cart hid not 

been overturned, it seemed, and Charles, 

rising with a little difficulty, found that he 

was let off for a shaking. His watch was 

safe, his purse also, and Charles came to the 

conclusion that some one of the masqueraders 

from the ball had played a practical joke upon 

him. It was shabby qf the joker to leave 

his victim to his fate ; but perhaps he had 

been frightened at the result of the 

pleasantry. ■

Besuming the reins and his seat, Charles 

drove quietly home. He was a little dazed 

with his tumble, and at once retired to rest. 

When he awoke morning was well advanced, 

and he found he had not much time to 

spare to catch the day express for Dover. 

Then he remembered, his official papers 

which he had carried carefully about with 

him since he had received them, but in the 

confusion of his tumble he had forgotten all 

about them, and now he could not find themt 

anywhere. ■

"Here am I, a disgraceful failure at the 

very start," said Charles wildly to himself. 

There was one chance; his pocket-book 

might have dropped when he fell. Charles 

called for a horse and galloped over to the 

spot. The track where the dog-cart had left 

the road was still plainly to be seen ; and 

there, snugly lying under a tuft of heather, 

was the missing portfolio.. Charles raised ■
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it to his lips in gratitude for such an escape, 

and then his eyes clouded over in doubt, 

for, mingled with the scent of Russia 

leather, was a sh'ght perfume of chemicals. 

Could the papers have been tampered with 1 

No, that was almost impossible. Probably 

the paper used was chemically prepared for 

hot climates. That was a highly satisfactory 

explanation, and Charles an hour later was 

on his way to Dover, having just nicked the 

train at Charing Cross. ■

CHAPTER VI. THE ADVENTURER AT HOME. ■

It was high noon in the Champs Elys^es, 

and the world seemed to have grown a little 

drowsy in the summer heat. People dozed 

on the benches under the trees ; there was 

a fragrance of bouillon from the newspaper 

kiosk where the lady in charge was taking 

her refreshment; carriages rolled lazily 

along at fitful intervals, and the innumer- 

able sounds which are the audible breath of 

a great city were hushed, as it were, in a 

gentle slumber. Ouly those people whose 

** dejeuners " were yet to come showed signs 

of life ; those who had eaten theirs, and a 

numerous class who had no hopes in that 

direction^ shared alike the lethargic spirit x>f 

the hour. ■

In a charmingly decorated salle in one 

of the handsomest mansions of this pleasant 

quarter. Monsieur and Madame D'Antin 

were seated at breakfast t§te-^tdte. Every- 

thing in the service and appointments of 

the meal showed the presence of wealth 

and good taste ; the ma-tor of the house was 

in his usual placid good spirits, and seemed 

blessed with an excellent appetite ; Madame, 

on the other hand, appeared a little troubled 

and out of temper. She only trifled with 

her food, and presently called for tea, which 

was brought her, and of the strongest, by 

the "femme de chambre." ■

''Reckless Julie!" said D'Antin in a 

tone of raillery. " To eat nothing and to 

drink strong tea. Have pity on that 

charming complexion," ■

" But I have slept badly," cried Julie, 

''and I have been tormented with bad 

dreams — ah, if I had only Zamora to 

interpret them for me ! And also I have 

a letter this morning from that poor May — 

it is evident that she is sufifering — and she 

asks me so innocently, 'Is it possible 

that you have seen anything of Monsieur 

Charles in Paris T Might I not send her 

one little word to tell her where he isf" ■

" A thousand times, no ! " cried D Antin. 

" What ! after having managed everything ■

so neatly to betray ourselves by such a 

b^tise) Besides, I consider that young 

man as ^rase.'' ■

"But no harm will happen to himt*' 

cried Madame D'Antin anxiously. ■

"Ouly a few months* detention," said 

D'Antin carelessly. "But let us concern 

ourselves no more about him. We will 

find a better match for your charming 

friend. There is the Prince, now ! He 

seemed to admire her." ■

" Yes, and he enquired earnestly about 

her dot But what could he do — poor and 

proscribed, and such a firebrand 1 " ■

" But with a good fortune, don't you think 

that would tempt himl — he is tired of 

politics — and a lovely wife." ■

"Ah, with a fortune — ^but whence to 

come 1 From the poor Knight her grand- 

father, who puts shillings in a child's 

money-box — and it is to pay for his 

funerals, the poor man ! " ■

"All that might be arranged," said 

D'Antin lightly, as he lit a cigarette. 

" Conceive, now, that when we leave Paris 

we visit our chateau in Normandy. It is 

a tumbledown old place, but I have 

ordered a few rooms to be made habitable. 

Mademoiselle joins us with Zamora. What 

danger would there be for the Prince t My 

servants are devoted to me, the neighbour- 

hood is as innocent of politics as a convent 

of nuns. He assumes a false name and 

pays us a visit — poor man, after being shut 

up so long in that sacr^ little island he will 

breathe freely once more." ■

Madame D'Antin regarded her husband 

with an expression of some mistrust, 

mingled with the admiration with which 

he inspired her. ■

"And how," she asked, "do you pro- 

pose to supply the deficiency in the young 

lady's fortune?" ■

" By putting a little legitimate pressure 

upon Sir Charles Tyrrel," replied D'Antin. 

** He did her father a great injury, and owes 

her some reparation. Not that he would 

acknowledge the debt, but the poor man 

has been terrified with the vague threats of 

your friend Zamora. He is timid and 

superstitious, and believes the poor thing 

to be a sorceress. He has written to me 

that he will call upon me, and no doubt he 

seeks some arrangement." ■

Just then a servant announced that Sir 

Charles Tyrrel, passing through, and pressed 

for time, particularly desired to see Mon- 

sieur. ■

"Quite k propos," said D'Antin, smiling. 

" We will see him, of course." ■
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Sir Charles entered, looking anxious and 

careworn. His anxiety was about himself, 

it seemed, for as soon as preliminary 

greetings were over, he asked nervously : 

" How do you think I am looking 1 '* 

"Oh, my friend, "said D*An tin, laughing, 

** it is easy to see. Tuo many fancy balls, 

too much poker." ■

"I assure you," cried Sir Charles ner- 

vously, •* I have not touched a card since I 

saw you. By the way, we haven't settled 

yet," and he began to fumble for his pocket- 

book. ■

** Oh, that when you take your revenge," 

said D'Antin carelessly. '* And when shall 

that be — now) I had intended the 'races 

at Auteuil, but I will ruin myself with 

you instead." ■

" No, not at this moment, and in Madame 

D'Antin's charming society," ■

" But I have duties, too," said Madame 

D'Antin, smiling politely, but rising in 

obedience to a signal from her husband. ■

When the two were alone, Sir Charles's 

embarrassment increased. ■

"I haven't felt right," he stammered, 

"since that night when the black girl 

threatened me. It gave me such a turn, too 

— ^to be . recognised after all these years. 

Didn't you feel it, D'Antin 1 " ■

" WeU, no," said D'Antin. " I hadn't 

BQch an interest in the matter. All the 

world may know my share of the business. 

I didn't betray anybody." ■

** No 1 but you shared the plunder," said 

Sir Charles sneeringly, ■

"That was only fair," replied D'Antin 

with calmness. "Of what use to you 

would have been all that store of ivory 

without porters to carry it to the coast 1 

But do you remember how you won the 

whole from me at poker the very next 

night ) It was in the forest. I think I 

now can hear the roar of the wind among 

the tree-tops. The lanthorn flickered dis- 

mally. I looked up, and just over you I 

saw the features of a black girl ; one hand 

clutched the matting of the hut^ the other 

a knife. I sprang to my feet instinctively, 

and she vanished. That was an unlucky 

spring for me. Another moment, and I 

should have cleared the board ; for, look 

you, I should have made myself your 

executor and sole legatee." ■

^ You never told me, you never warned 

me," gasped Sir Charles. ■

"Why should 11" asked D'Antm con- 

temptuously. " We were never comrades, 

cmly accomplices. But now you are rich ; 

you turned your spoil to more advantage ■

than I could have done. Why do not you 

purchase your safety? Accept the black 

girl's terms. Marry your son to the Wy- 

vem girl, and settle a handsome fortune 

upon them." ■

"Never!" cried Sir Charles. "What! 

meet that girl at every turn, and feel every 

look she gives me as a reproach) And 

her eyes are like her mother's," added the 

baronet in an agitated whisper; "and I 

should never escape from them. And the 

girl is his daughter — the man whose very 

name I hate and loathe." ■

" All which does not concern me much," 

said D'Antin, as if tired of the subject. 

'*Well, if you won't play poker, shall I 

drive you to Auteuil 1 " ■

Sir Charles declined, but arranged to meet 

D'Antin after dinner on the boulevard, where 

they were to finish their match at poker. 

Sir Charles was a prudent gamester, and he 

mistrusted the cards he might find at his 

friend's house or his club, lest they should 

have been previously marked ; but in a 

caf^, taken haphazard, there was little risk 

of that kind of trickery. ■

D'Antin drove down to the racecourse in 

a well-appointed English-built mail phaeton, 

drawn by a pair of w^ell-matched bays. It 

was a gay little meeting, the stands were 

fluttering with charming costumes, the 

lawns were covered with groups of dis- 

tinguished people; music sounded softly, 

and over all rose the hoarse voice of the 

British bookmaker making his usual offers 

to " bar one." D'Antin moved among the 

throng, exchanging recognitions on every 

side, a popular oracle with the gilded youth, 

an amusing "flSneur" among the ladies. 

With it aU there were eyes that followed 

his movements — eager eyes from the crowd, 

gleaming eyes that glowed under shocks of 

crisp curls, in faces white and thin. " Is 

it he ) " was whispered in the crowd, while 

another said, " Not yet, it is not certain." ■

But D'Antin troubled himself little about 

what passed in the crowd; he was fully 

taken up with his bets, and with the horses 

and their owners, and with one or two 

pretty women who looked up to him as 

their guide and mentor in the affairs of the 

turf. His judgement was good, Iiis luck 

was in the ascendant, he won a little for his 

fair friends and a good deal for himself; and 

then, with his fascinating associates, rein- 

forced by some other smart people, he dined 

gaily at a fashionable restaurant, and parting 

with his friends, sallied forth on the 

boulevard, hoping to follow his vein and 

win a few thousands from the rich baronet. ■
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In this, however, he was not successful. 

Sir Charles, who was as keen and wily as him- 

self, favoured hy chance, won back all he had 

lost and a few hundreds more. That he 

had won the match seemed to give more 

pleasure to Sir Charles than the gain of the 

money. Still, it was pleasant to see with 

what nonchalance D'Antin paid over his 

losses. Sir Charles hegan to feel more 

confidence in his friend > and after all, if he 

chose, D-Antin could save him from the 

fear that now followed him like his shadow. 

His influence over Zamora was undoubted, 

but would he exert it on behalf of Sir 

Charles ] ■

"Why should 11^' asked P'Antin 

cynically. "If the girl is a sorceress, 

as you say, and can remove people silently 

from her path, she will be a very useful 

kind of friend. I doubt her powers myself, 

and in your case shall watch the experiment 

with interest." ■

Sir Charles shuddered at the cold-blooded 

way in which the other spoke. ■

" But if I pay handsomely for safety 1 " 

he asked. ■

Then D'Antin unfolded hia plan : " With 

Miss Wyvem handsomely married, and 

Zamora thus propitiated, all danger would 

cease; but to marry her handsomely she 

must have a handsome fortune, and that 

Sir Charles must provide. Twenty-Sve 

thousand pounds, not a penny less I And 

consider it," said D'Antin, '' as an act of 

expiation." ■

Sir Charles pondered over the matter as 

he sat under the awning on the gay 

boulevard, while on his ears fell unheeded 

the light chatter all around, the rattle of 

caps and glasses, the voices of the waiters 

poising their loaded trays, the cries of the 

newspaper sellers, mingled with the clatter 

of vehicles. All passed before him like 

a dream; the constant procession of 

strange faces momentarily parsing into the 

glare and lost again in the shadows under 

the trees, the pulsation of the crowd that 

followed some strange law in its very 

irregularities. D'Antin watched him with 

a certain amusement in his eyes — perhaps he 

was watched himself by eyes insensible to 

humour — he marked the contest of emotion 

in the mind of the hard-headed man of 

money, and laughed outright. ■

"To another time," he cried, hailing a 

passing voiture as he sprang to his feet ■

" Stay I " cried Sir Charles, " I cpnsent ! 

We will settle the matter now." ■

After a few words of negotiation the 

p9ir hurried across to the great dimly-lighted ■

hall, where the " Petite Bourse " was in 

full swing, and where crowds of people of 

all conditions of life were ej^erly crying 

out prices and names of stock, the whole 

place like an anthill for incessant and 

seemingly purposeless movement. And here 

Sir Charles quickly got hold of a broker be 

knew, and arranged for the purchase of 

bonds to the value of twenty-five thousand 

pounds, to be held by D*Antin as trustee, 

but registered in Sir Charles's name. At 

the same time Sir Charles signed an under- 

taking to transfer the whole of the stock to 

May Wyvem on her marriage. ■

When D'Antin arrived at home, he found 

his wife sitting up for him half asleep^ on 

the sofa, and very much dissatisfied with 

the dull evening she had spent without his 

society, D'Antin gaily flourished in the 

air a large sealed envelope. ■

"See, I have secured your friend's 

happiness. Here is the fortune which 

will enable her to marry her friend 

the Prince, Who is the sorcerer now 1 '* ■

'^ Ah ! " cried Julie, throwing her arms 

about his neck, '^when you are amiable 

like this you are divine." ■

OHAPTro Vn. AN INVITATION TO NOBMANDT. ■

Althoijgh May's forebodings were not 

altogether falsified by the event, and some 

gossiping stories as to the fancy ball 

went round among her friends, causing 

some of the more serious-minded to look 

coldly upon her, yet these things would 

not have troubled her much but for her 

grandfather's gloom and sadness. He did 

not reproach her— he seemed only to re- 

proach himself. '* I am not able to guide 

the footsteps of one growing up to woman- 

hood,'' he said to himself, ^d he could 

no longer trust Zamora, for she had shown 

herself as wild and headstrong as his grand- 

daughter. And as Perkins told him, he 

ought to put May under some good, rigid 

kind of woman — Perkins had an aunt who 

answered to the description — and separate 

her from 2iamora, who might be provided 

With some other situation. But when it 

came to the point, the old warrior had not 

the courage to break the plan to his woman- 

kind. 'He had moimted the breach at 

Mooltan, the first of the storming party, 

but that was i^othing to facing the tears 

and indignation of two young women. ■

But May's most serious trouble was the 

strange silence of her lover. He had 

parted from her with a world of tenderness, 

and yet from th^t mopiient it seemed as ix ■
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he had forgotten her very existence. His 

canoe was no longer moored under the 

wiUows, ■

Nor up the lawn nor in the wood was he. ■

Tet after all that had passed, it was 

due to her that he should make some open 

attempt to win her, and to leave her thus, 

as it were in suspense, seemed not only 

cruel but insulting. Yet she would forgive 

him all if he, would only come back to her. 

Soon there came news that the " Wood- 

lands" was shut up. Sir Charles had gone 

one way, his fashionable wife another; 

and as for young Charles, he might be with 

one or the other, or more probably with 

neither, and enjoying himself in his own 

way. The t)'Antins, too, had gone. They 

had returned no more to the ** Inconstant," 

which had damaged herself against the weir 

in her ill-timed nocturnal wanderings, and 

was now in .the boat-builders' hands. ■

And thus, with neither love nor friend- 

ship to console her, it was dead low water 

witii poor May. The ^ salt, swift tide had 

come and gone, bringing its strange sea life 

into the quiet pools, and there leaving it to 

flounder as it might. And yet outwardly 

things went on as they did before the flood. 

The clock from the old curfew tower struck 

the hours,,, wafts of music marked the 

services in the grand old chapel of the 

Knights of St. George — ^the organ rolled, 

the shrUl choir-boys chanted their loudest. 

Workmen passed to and fro, whistling and 

jolung, unsubdued by the solemnity of sur- 

roundings. And an intermittent proce^ion 

of sightseers came and stared and went 

their way Sometimes the crisp clatter of 

cavalry would come from the street below, 

and the faint sounds of cheering, and there 

was always a kind of military stir about 

the place, what with bugle-calls, and guard 

mounting, and the tramp of scarlet warriors 

in tall bearskins. There was th« rattle of 

steel scabbards on the hundred steps, and 

the clink pf spurs in the cloisters, and 

soldiers in undress hung over the battle- 

ments, and exchanged greetings with 

comrades or sweethearts in distant parts of 

the town. When the brond banner of St. 

George floated from the huge round tower 

high above, all the stir and life about the 

place 8een\ed suddenly intensified, and the 

gossip of the old Knights was of people 

distinguished in the great world- who were 

coming or going — of who was in waiting, 

and when would be the next great function. 

But when the flag was hauled down this 

morning excitement \ras over, and pipes ■

and the "Morning Post" resumed the 

ascendant. What a charm there had been 

about the place to the young girl when she 

had first spent her holidays there with her 

grandfather, and what a pleasant spot it 

had seemed when, school days over, she 

had come to live there altogether! But 

now she wearied of it all. " He cometh 

not," she said like her of the moated 

grange, and walls and turrets only reminded 

her of a prison. ■

And then one morning the postman 

brought her a letter with the familiar blxie 

French stamp, and the sun shone once more 

" o'er life's dull stream." Her friend Julie 

anyhow had not proved faithless, and as 

she read on, the colour came to her cheeks, 

the light to her eyes. An invitation for a 

month at the Chateau D'Antin was good, 

but better still was the expectation excited 

by the lines, written on a separate slip : 

" For your eyes only. We shall probably 

have among our guests one for whom I 

think you have some esteem, but who has, 

I fancy, even warmer sentiments in his 

heart which obstacles now removed have 

prevented him from declaring." Kow, this 

could mean no other than Charles, thought 

May, with happy confidence. Now all 

would be explained, and she might put 

back her lover in the niche which had been 

so wofully empty without him. ■

The old Knight hardly recognised May's 

footstep as she marched lightly in and 

placed her letter before him. Carefully 

adjusUng his spectacles, he looked it over* ■

"And you wish to gol" he asked, 

looking gravely up at her over his glasses. ■

"If I wish to go !" she exclaimed, with 

enthusiasm. '^ And Zamora, too ; you see 

she is also invited; and she worships 

Julie I" ■

On the whole tiie Major was glad of the 

proposed visit. It relieved him of the 

necessity of coming to a decision as to his 

future course. It was just possible that 

Madame D'Antin might wish to retain 

Zamora, and she to remain in her service. 

And that would be a solution of one part 

of the question. ■

In the course of the day the rattle of a 

bicycle beH announced the approach of 

another visitor. This was the Prince, with 

a " Kodak " slung round him on one side, 

while on the other was a wallet for 

botanical specimens. With his dark waving 

hair, high forehead, and soft, melancholy 

eyes, he was one of the mildest-mannered 

men who ever won the reputation of a 

firebrand. An ill-regulated desire to pro ■
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mote the happiness of his fellow- creatures 

had reduced him to a condition of almost 

indigence. From wealth he had descended 

to penury as gaily as one takes a walk 

through a garden of roses. Bat with it all 

he was always pre-eminently a gentle man, 

and even in spite of himself, very much of 

the grand seigneur. ■

To the Major he was only known from 

his political reputation, which did not 

greatly recommend him to the old soldier ; 

but the latter speedily recognised the 

genuine qualities of his guest, and the two 

soon came to be on excellent terms. The 

Prince had come to pay his respects to the 

Migor, and to enquire after the young lady 

whom he had met in the company of her 

charming friend, Madame D'Antin. Also 

he came to offer his services in the capacity 

of honorary courier, if Mademoiselle had 

determined, as Madame D'Antin had sug- 

gested, to pay a visit to Normandy. He 

would not offer to be her personal escort, as 

the Prince observed with a melancholy 

smile that his visits to the Continent were 

not exempt from a kind of risk which 

would render him an undesirable travelling 

companion. ■

"Then why go, sirl" asked the Major 

earnestly. "To risk your life when duty 

calls, or under the orders of a superior 

officer, is one thing ; but a useless risk is 

one that a brave man should abstain from." 

" Exactly," said the Piince, " when duty 

calls ; but one may not always recognise 

her voice ; but superior orders — ^yes, when 

one has once enlisted in a service there is 

nothing for it but unquestioning obedience." 

"You are right, sir," said the Major. 

" That has always been my prinoif^e ; but 

it doesn't suit the young people.*' ■

May had entered at the moment, and the 

Prince rose to receive her, and gracefully 

bowed over the hand she extended to 

him. ■

" Ah, these tyrants of the hearth 1 " said 

the Prince. " They impose their commands 

instead of receiving them." ■

He detained her hand for a moment, 

looking at her the while with an expression 

in which was expressed such a kindly 

interest and sweetness of regard, mingled 

with something that was almost like en- 

treaty, or perhaps warning, that May was 

interested in spite of herself. ■

"You are quite sure," asked the Prince 

softly, "that you are prudent in under- 

taking this journey with no other protection 

than your femme de ohambre) Would 

it not be better to wait till some escort can ■

be obtained other than myself, who can 

only watch from a distance 1 " ■

**0h, I do not fear the voyage," said 

May, smiling, " and I shall be met on the 

other side." ■

"Yes, on the other side," repeated the 

Prince dreamily. " But one is not always 

safe on the other side. I am not, any- 

how," he added, rousing himself and smiling 

cheerfully. ■

" You don't see any danger in this visit 

for May] " cried the Major, puzzled by some- 

thing in his guest's manner. ■

May looked imploringly at the Prince. 

He understood her great desire for the 

journey. ■

" I know of no danger," he said, smilbg 

— and indeed he spoke the truth. But 

he did not mention that he had found 

nailed to his desk that morning in his 

humble lodgings in Soho, a scrap of ^ paper 

on which was written : " If invited, go. 

Orders await you there." And this was 

the man whom D'Antin thought to attract 

with an imaginary dower. ■

CHAPTER VIII. AT THtt OLD CHATEAU. ■

The departure of May and Zamora for 

the Continent, though not an important 

event for those inured to the coming and 

going of the great, still caused some ex- 

citement among those immediately concerned. 

Mr. Perkins had come down purposely to 

see them off and to put them into the 

Continental train at Charing Cross. And 

his nephew, the coxswain of the "Ark," 

was at the station with one or two of 

his schoolfellows, "just to cheer them up 

a bit." And with this laudable intention 

they purchased a copy of every comic paper 

published, and threw them into the carriage 

just before starting, which comic numbers 

flying all over the seats, gave the other 

occupants an unfavourable opinion of the 

"frivolity" of their fellow passengers. 

Lieutenant Bob had also found his way 

to the station, and apologetically offered 

a bouquet of hothouse flowers, "just for 

the journey, you know," and was rewarded 

by a smile of thanks that sent a glow 

through his whole frame. The Major was 

there of course, looking a little anxious, 

and with him Captain Capricorn, R.N., 

who, though he dwelt, as a Naval Knight, 

outside the Castle ward, was interested 

in all its young people, and had brought 

a little gilt-edged book, which he premed 

into May's hand as he whispered, *^An 

antidote against Continental frivolities." ■
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May's joyous feelings were not long 

damped by ber regrets at parting from 

BO many friendly faces. And Zamora, wbo 

regretted nobody bat a certain piper of 

the Scots Guards, whose music recalled 

the primitive instrumentation of the per- 

formers of ber native land, Zamora was 

wild with delight at the prospect of new 

scenes and new faces. And with the 

charming instinct common to her race of 

telling people just what they want to hear, 

she whispered confidently to May : " Some- 

thing tell me, missie, we coming nearer 

and nearer bim you want to see.'' And 

May had the same impression. ^* 1 am sure 

I should not feel so glad," she said to 

herself, *'if be were out of sympathy with 

me.'' The mystic rite performed by Zamora 

seemed to have established a subtle link 

hetween them. It does not require a 

cartload of ceremony to establish a spiritual 

connection between souls that have ofi&nity. 

And so strong was the indefinite impression 

that influenced May that she half expected 

to see Master Charles walking the deck 

of the smart steamboat that was whistling 

impatiently for the train, and hurrying 

people along with its signals of departure. 

Needless to say, he was not there. ■

And again, when they reached Boulogne, 

among the crowds of people in airy summer 

costumes, the blue blouses and the bare- 

legged fishergirls, she looked in vain for 

the one face that would have made the 

whole scene to her as gay and " riant " as it 

was in fact. And with this disappoint- 

ment the day seemed to cloud over, and 

lolling along over the marshy fiats and 

grey, dull, sandy wastes, the train as it 

roimded the frequent curves and roared 

over low girder bridges appeared like a 

convoy of funeral cars on its way to some 

f§te of the catacombs. And at Amiens it 

seemed to have reached its destination. ■

Whether it was the darkness of a coming 

storm or the humid vapours of a manu- 

facturing city that hung over the dark and 

^irty expanse of iron and glass, anyhow, 

the station of Amiens seemed to have 

turned day into night. The black girders, 

the blacker vans, festooned with wreaths 

of steam that showed a dusky bronze in 

the jaundiced light; the hollow, echoing 

noises that were heard in the semi-darkness, 

^e cknk of hammer and axle, the rolling 

of loaded vans striking against each other 

with sharp angry shocks, the monotonous 

«iant of porters announcing the departure 

Mid destination of trains with the solemnity 

of a liturgy; sights and sounds all com- ■

bined, gave the travellers an impression of 

weird and solemn gloom. Zamora shivered 

and trembled as she stood on the draughty 

platform clutching a bundle of wraps and 

staring wildly about her. Some country- 

women in white caps and short petticoats 

who were travelling to market regarded her 

with unfeigned admiration. ■

" It is an American," said one. " They 

are all of that colour." ■

"But no," cried her companion. *'I 

have seen some that are almost as white as 

we others." ■

But May heard no more of the con- 

versation, for just then there rolled into 

the station a heavy black train, that drew 

up by the platform with much clanking 

and clashing. There was no opening of 

doors or rush of passengers — indeed, there 

were no doors to open, as each of the black, 

iron-bound vans showed only one tiny 

grated window just under its heavily- 

clamped roof. And each van bore an 

inscription, neatly lettered on its side, 

" The Director of Public Prisons." ■

May looked at the dismal train with 

curiosity mixed with feelings of com- 

passion. What kind of creatures were 

these, who were guarded with more pre 

cautions than a cageful of tigers, and 

transferred from place to place in jealous 

seclusion 1 But Zamora clasped her by the 

arm in great excitement, and pointed 

upwards to the grating of one of the prison 

vans. There a hand was visible, a sun- 

browned and well-formed masculine hand, 

loosely grasping the iron grating as if 

seeking the light and air and liberty denied 

to the owner. To people accustomed to 

study hands, they can be as easily re- 

cognised as faces. And though untaught 

in palmistry, Zamora possessed a faculty of 

keen observation in trifiing matters. ■

*' Look, missie," she cried, " there your 

lubia. See the mark that I made 1 " ■

And there sure enough on the wrist, 

whiter than the hand above it, was to be 

seen a tiny red cross, the mark of the 

incision that Zamora had made on the 

night of the ball. ■

" Oh, is it Charles 1 " cried May, stretch- 

ing up to the hand and embracing it with 

her fingers. ■

The hand grasped hers with firm, ecstatic 

pressure. A voice was heard from the 

cavernous depths of the prison . van, but 

what it said could not be distinguished, for 

the hand was sharply plucked back, while 

the sharp tinkle of a bell gave an alarm of 

some kind to the warders of the prison train. ■
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And next moment May and her com- 

panion were surrounded by a little crowd ol 

officials, gesticulating and angrily denouncing 

poor May's instinctive act as a serious 

contravention of such an article of the 

Code;, and in, a few moments a brigadier of 

gendarmes in a fierce cocked hat, his 

breast hUng with "galons" and decorated 

with,. medals, was drawing up a "procea 

herbal "with all the alacrity in the woj^^d. 

And with the indignation of the prison 

officials w:as evidently mingled somie appre- 

hension on their own account, for ])fay 

distinguished the words "mis au secret/' 

whict implied that the prisoner, like the 

" Man with the Iron Mask,'' was debarred 

from any intercourse with the outer world. 

ZdkXQOTs^f half frightened, half indignant, 

endeavoured to break through the throng 

and open a way for her mistress, but half- 

a-dozen hands thrust her Iback, and she was 

told to consider herself in the custody of 

the law. ■

But in the midst of the imbroglio, some 

one interfered on the part of the accused. 

A man in a flat cap and rough travelling 

suit accosted the brigadier, and demanded 

a few words with him. The gendarme's 

brow relaxed as the stranger spoke in a law 

aside. He nodded comprehendingly, and 

pressed the' other's hand as he concluded. ■

" Ah, if it is an affair of the heart ! " he 

whispered ; and then addressing the group 

of officials : ■

"Gentlemen," be said, "explanations 

have been given me which reduce the 

importance of this incident to a mere act 

of benevolence on the part of a young and 

feeling heart, which may well pass without 

further notice." ■

There was a general chorus of assent as 

the brigadier tore up the half-finished procfes 

and scattered its fragments on the platform. 

The warders sprang to their posts, a whistle 

sounded, and the convoy of " black Marias " 

trundled noisily onwards, and was lost to 

sight in fume and darkness. ■

The brigadier politely escorted the two 

young women, a good deal agitated by their 

recent experience, to their particular train, 

which was waiting in a siding till the Paris 

express passed out. But where was the man 

who had interposed so effectually, and whom 

May desired to thank for his good offices ) 

He was no longer to be seen, but she fancied 

from the glimpse she had obtained of his 

features he was none other than the Prince. 

Was it possible that he could solve the 

mystery attending her lover ? Was it really 

Charles whose hand she had clasped just ■

now? ^amora had no doubt as to thai. 

Had she not foretold that }^e was approach-; 

ing. And now, although they were separSfted 

for awhile,, there would soon be a happy 

reunion. In this Zaniora sppke rather as 

A friend than a prophetess, for, in seK^t, 

she no longer felt very confident aboat 

the matter. Her fetish had ji^ceiyed her 

once, keeping its promise to the ear, bat 

breaking it to the, hope. ; an^ Zsuoiora, in 

her anger, was inclined to throw it ga^ of 

the window. ;, ■

The train which was for J^ou^n did not 

hurry along at demon speed. . There w^ 

plenty of time to admire, the scenery on the, 

way, and that, when they reached the Pap 

de Bray — tne great dairy farm of the 

country — was plea^nt enougbj Little 

valleys, sparkling streams, meadows every- 

where, cows tethered m platoons, the sceiit 

of milk-pails inthe air. It is a country to 

itself, shut in with chalky cliffs and ridges 

of far-stretching downs, easily overlooked 

by a traveller in a hurry, but which has iia 

own quiet, peaceful charm. Then the train 

reaches the high chalk plateau, where now 

the harvest was everywhere cleared, and the 

wide fields lay bare, lines ox poplars marking 

out the roads, and tufted groups of elms the 

scattered farmsteads. Queer wheeled ploughs 

were at work in the fields, and teams of 

strong, powerful horses, that neighed a 

greeting of defiance to their noisy iron 

brother; but elsewhere silence and the 

sadness of autumn seemed to brood over 

the country with the haze that crept slowly 

over the undulating plain. ■

It was almost night, find, the afterglow cf 

sunset was lighting up the wooded scarps of 

the hills, ^hen Eouen was seen for a 

moment, the queen of many valleys, with 

her spires and tpwers rising from the 

mass of roofs, all grey and faded red; and 

the river all pearl and gold, winding among 

tufted islets, and. losing itself among hilU 

charged with the deep night shadows. 

Only a glimpse, and then all darkness and 

gloom as the train rattled into the hait- 

' lighted station. ■

And here Julie was waiting with a 

charming welcome. She really was de- 

lighted to see her friend, and Zamora wm 

of all. people the most desired. She took 

them to an hotel where she had secured 

rooms for the night, and on the moiw^ 

there would be a short railway joumey to 

the station, where a carriage would await 

them. As soon as May had told of thwr 

encounter at Amiens, Julie became a Uttl« 

thoughtful and uneasy. ■
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wp^fife tmf^nation,^^ she cried, rallying 

htf fcffcto with an efiTort. "What one 

isSStea^ that oniB sees 1 Chadeff is, I fancy, 

daa^g aiitendance on hi^ st^mother at 

one of those stupid German baths ; but as 

to the: Prince, there your diiscemmenlf pro- 

bably was 'not at fault. ' He is, oil his way 

to Tisit us, and :between ourselves at his 

own dedre, expressly to meet a young lady 

who is too proud to Wewr the willow long 

for a recreant loVer." ■

Madame D^'LiLutin's words had an effect 

wpoii M^y. She began to doubt tho evi- 

dence of her denses. And Zamora, anxious 

to pleikse her new friend, wlavered a little in 

her faith — or so pretended. ■

When they left the stuffy railway car- 

riage next xixoming foi^ the handsome 

phaeton that awaited the!m with its fast- 

stepping trotters, nothing was more 

pleasant than their reception by old 

Grachet the coachnmn, who had served the 

Fonohets, Julie's family, from hisj youth, 

and had recently transferred himself to the 

aereice of tii6 D'Antins. But Julie pre- 

ferred to drive herself, and with May on 

the boxlseat; Gruchet established himself 

with Zamora dnd Madame's maid in the 

seats at the back, where, judging from the 

shoats of suppressed laughter that were 

heard every now and then, he did not fail 

to prove amusing. ■

Through pleasant shady lanes, among 

ordiards, meadows, and fat pastures, the 

horses bore them: merrily. Great heaps 

of apples wer» lying under the trees, 

and the cider press was at work in the 

fartnyard^ where the fowls were assembled 

"en masse," 'while flocks of pigeons flut- 

tered joyously around. Here they inet a 

mtle-cart laden '^ith great brazen vessels 

foil of milk, and 1 a sturdy peasant* woman 

driving, who gave them a cheerful 

"bonjour." ■

Between high banks overgrown with 

ferns and briars and througk an archway 

of scattered trees that had once been a 

gTttd avenue, y6u caught sight of the old 

Chateau half buried in verdure. A ruined 

gateway opened upon a grass-grown " court 

of honour," the buildings about which had 

wen converted into granaries and cowsheds. 

A ruined bastion in! one comer showed that 

wi^ place had been once defensible, and 

even armed with artillery, and a fragment 

^till remained of a square keep built of 

buck basalt, which had gained for the 

place the name it still bore in the neigh- 

oourhood of the « chateau noir." But the 

^^^^ of the main building still towered ■

above the trees, here with a steep, slated 

roof, and there rising with a tall gabled 

tufret-;-at once iormal and fantastic, gay 

with the creepers that hung from old 

battered w;alls, and solemn as death, with ' 

ita dark and Iproken windows that looked 

out like sightless eyes. ■

"Here is plenty of work for the ; 

Prince's camera," said Madame D'Antin 

lightly. "But it is a gloomy old place 

after alL'' ; ■

But skirting the walls by a newly con- 

structed road, and crossing the moat by a 

wooden bridge, whetQ the noise of the 

car^riage disturbed a quantity of giant 

carp that ' had been sunning themselves 

among the waterweeds, they came upon 

a more cheerful scene. A pretty paviUon 

had been restored and redecorated, with 

pleasant rooms looking out upon a 

flower garden that had just been turfed, 

gravelled, and stocked witii flowers. ■

And the Prince was on the steps to 

Teceive them. He had arrived the night 

before, and h£ld made himself at home. 

Alteady he had made friends with every- 

body about the place, with the surly old 

house-dog, with the pigs even, and the 

chickens. Just now he had been romping 

with the children in the courtyard, . for 

there was a houseful of \kem belonging to 

the farmer, who^ived, encamped as it were, 

in the vast buildings. Where there is 

room the children come. He bad collected, 

too, all the legends of the neighbourhood. 

How a spirit was supposed to haunt the 

"tour noire," which at the approaching 

death of a Marquis D'Antin, flew over the 

old Chateau mournfully crying, " La mort." 

But this had not occurred since the 

Revolution, when the then Marquis had 

been guillotined with the Girondins, ■

" What happiness for us if we succeed 

in reinstating * la mort ' 1 " cried Julie 

pettishly. " Really, Prince, you might 

And something more cheerful to tell us." ■

In truth, Madame was a good deal put 

out at the absence of her husband, who 

had gone off to the races at Deauville 

without a word of an excuse. But when 

morning brought a letter from him saying 

that he had met the Count de Tessier, who 

leased the shooting of the national forest, 

and that they had arranged fori a grand 

boar hunt, and that a number of gay 

people would be of the party to witness pr 

share in the pig-killing, Madame D'Antin 

recovered her spirits at once, and was wild 

on the subject of hunting costumes from 

that moment. And there were horses to ■
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be provided, and everything to be done at 

a moment's notice. ■

"Or could one go in a palanquin? 

Suggest something, Prince ! " cried Julie. ■

CHAPTBR IX. HUNTING THE WILD BOAR. ■

For some days Monsieur D'Antin had 

been staying at the Chateau and making 

himself agreeable to his guests. He wa« 

especially attentive to May, driving her 

about to all the places that were worth 

seeing in the neighbourhood. And although 

2^mora accompanied them on these ex- 

peditions, yet they were not much liked 

by Julie, who would say to her husband : ■

" You bring my friend here to provide 

her with a good marriage — and yet do 

nothing to forward it." ■

"Ah, ma belle," D'Antin would reply, 

with an ambiguous smile, "am I not 

doing all , I can to reconcile her to her 

future lot 1" ■

But in truth, now that the Prince was 

fairly within the toils, D'Antin troubled 

himself no more about the match. More 

important matters occupied his thoughts. 

For some time h6 had felt that his position 

was becoming untenable. In society he 

felt a growing coldness towards him, which 

convinced him he was a suspected person. 

And he bad had an impression for some 

days past that he was being watched and 

followed. And the arrest of the Prince, 

which it was arranged by the police should 

take place on the day of the boar hunt, 

would increase his danger. He might 

retain his place in society by a bold front, 

and at the cost of a few duels^ perhaps; 

but could he escape the secret vengeance 

of the many Continental firebrands who 

regarded the Prince with fanatical devotion 1 

And yet he could not afford to dispense 

with his capture. ■

For D'Antin's financial position was 

becoming desperate, and the Power that 

was interested in the Prince's capture was 

a liberal and trustworthy paymaster. Yet 

after all, this blood money would go but a 

little way in satisfying his creditors. And 

why should he run these risks on their 

behalf] The money would give him a 

good start on a new career in the new 

world, and if he could add to it the 

twenty-five thousand pounds which be held 

in trust, he might hope to make a splendid 

position. But strange to say he had 

scruples in appropriating this money, partly 

due to superstitious fears, for although, in 

Sir Charles TyrrePs case, he scoffed at the ■

perils of Zamora's vengeance, yet he had 

secret fears of its being directed against 

himself. If he could do justice to May 

and secure the fortune at the same time ! ■

D'Antin's notions of doing justice were 

pectdiar. If he could persuade May to 

elope with him to America, the America of 

the south, where young republics were 

struggling to realise their immense natural 

advantages and ready to welcome a man 

like himself, with capital to exploit the 

glorious richness of the soil, and not ask 

too curiously as to bis antecedents ! Then 

was the world that was waiting for him to 

conquer. But he needed a helpmate, and 

he flattered himself that if he could cany 

off May he could soon reconcile her to hei 

lot Any scruples she might have might 

be set at rest by a hasty divorce from 

his present wife, and a subsequent formal 

marriage. Zamora, too, would be in her 

proper element in the luxuriant sub- 

tropical regions of America. Already he 

had fired her imagination with descriptions 

of the delights of a life where fogs and 

frosts were unknown. ■

As to the means of evasion I Ascending 

to the loftiest turret window of the old 

Ch&teau, looking towards the west one saw 

where luxuriant pastures merged in sandy 

dunes, and over these a strip of living 

water sometimes darkly purple with summer 

skies, or again grey and gloomy with storms. 

And lingering on ihe horizon on quiet days 

might be seen the smoke of great Atlantic 

steamers, which passed regularly between 

the port of Havre and the South American 

ports, often steaming close inshore and in 

full view of the gay crowds that throng the 

broad sands of Trouville and its sister 

watering-placea And barely four miles 

from the Chateau was a little fishing village 

with a port and creek, but surrounded by 

rocks, and left to itself by pleasure-seekers. 

Now D'Antin mistrusted Havre, with its 

Jarge foreign population permeated by secret 

societies. And nothing would be easier 

than to engage the harbour tag for » 

certain day when the Atlantic steamer was 

due to pass, and to intercept her and get 

on board. Already he had proposed a 

short sea trip to May, and she had seeiw 

to like the notion ; and once on board the 

American boat it would be too l«t« *^ 

recede. ■

Yet to all outward appearance D'Aatin 

was fully occupied with tiie amusements w 

the moment; with the village i^^ ^ 

which he handsomely subscribed ; with tW 

visit of the Orphton from the neighbounflg ■
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town, who sang glees and madrigals by 

moonlight with great effect in the court- 

yard, and were entertained afterwards in 

the great hall ; the farmer having piled all 

his sheaves at one end and the tables being 

spread at tiie other ; great diversion being 

afforded by an owl flying out through a 

broken window, scared by the noise of the 

revellers. ■

But the boar hunt was to be the great 

event of the season, and the D Antins had 

invited a large party for dinner, and there 

was to be the carr^ or cutting up of the 

game by torchlight in the courtyard, dogs 

baying, and horns sounding, all after the 

•ancient method of Venerie. But in truth 

D'Antin had no intention of being present 

.at these rejoicings. ■

"You will soon be tired of the hunt," 

he had said to May. ''The only thing 

wild about it will be the costumes of the 

hunting ^people. We will steal off, you 

and I and Zamora, and inhale the sea 

breezes, and perhaps take a little voyage 

in the public steamer." ■

"Yes, I shall enjoy that," said May 

gratefully, little suspecting any snare in 

the matter. ■

The eve of the great hunting day had 

been blusterous and stormy, and the night 

was gloomy and overcast. The wind howled 

among the heavy chimney-shafts of the old 

Chateau, and sounded like many voices 

calling from the dark recesses of its deserted 

chambers ; and when the wind was hushed 

for awhile, in the stillness could be heard a 

moaning sound of the great roaring billows 

that dashed against the rocks of the Atlantic 

shore. Evil dreams hung about the old 

Ch&teau, and descended upon restless 

sleepers; the horses plunged and reared 

in tiieir stables, terrified by sounds inaudible 

to the general. In the night May awoke 

with a feeling of terrible oppression; 

she heard the beating of wings and a 

strange, inarticulate cry. It was *^ la mort, 

la mort," repeated over and over again, with 

a tone of dreadful significance. ■

After aU, it was only a screech-owl, 

perhaps; and May slept again, to be 

awakened by bright sunshine and the 

sounds of music. The stormy winds that 

with such rudeness blew had blown them- 

selves out at last, and the morning air was 

crisp and delightful And in front of the 

window a pleasant sight was to be seen. 

On the road was the pack of great rough 

dogs, united by couples, and in the midst of 

them rode the piqueur in green and gold, 

and the " valets " were gathered round on ■

their stout, serviceable horses, each with the 

monstrous '' cor de chasse " slung round his 

shoulders. But when they put their horns 

to their lips, and sounded the reveille, all in 

unison, with that clear, stirring note that 

seems to ring out from the heart of centuries 

past, while the dogs joined in with happy 

clamour, nothing more full of the melan- 

choly joy of autumn could well be imagined. ■

May hastened down, all forebodings 

forgotten, meaning to have some talk with 

the piqueurs and the logs, but the former 

were aU at breakfast in the great kitchen of 

the farm, and the dogs, who had been 

turned ilnto the bam, set up such a ferocious 

baying at her approach that she left them 

to their surly selves ; and then she strayed 

into the old garden, where lovely pears were 

ripening against the high walls, guarded by 

an old Cerberus of a gardener who farmed 

the produce, ■

" Cinq sous la pifece," he cried, as May 

approached them lovingly. And he inti- 

mated that he required the money down. ■

In the old summer-house she saw the 

Prince, and went to speak to him, but drew 

back when she reached him, for he was like 

one beside himself with anguish, twisting 

his hands, and writhing as if in agony ; but 

presently he came out, pale, but composed, 

and greeted May with grave composure. ■

"lis anything the matter?" she asked 

kindly. " Are you suffering 1 " ■

" Only from a nervous crisis that over- 

takes me sometimes," he answered calmly. 

" But I am glad to have met you here, for 

I can say farewell to you now, and thank 

you for the many pleasant moments you 

have given me." ■

" Ah ! you have had bad news, and are 

going away," said May sadly. " I am very 

sorry for you." ■

" And that sorrow," said the Prince, " is 

the one consolation I have in departure. 

Do not cease to be sorry for me till you 

cease to remember me." ■

** Aha, my dear Prince," said D'Antin's 

cheerful voice, " a hunting morning is an 

early morning. Come in, all of you, and 

eat something before you start* for when 

the hour of dejeuner arrives, who knows 

where we shall be 1 " ■

At the last moment, Madame D*Antin 

had given up the idea of riding — saddle- 

horses not being obtainable — and the whole 

party were driven in a light wagonette to 

the forest, the men alighting to take their 

stations with guns and cartridge-belts at 

the "rond point" where all the roads and 

rides through the forest met. And here ■
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was the piqueur with his dogs, like a spider 

in the middle of his web, arrangitig his 

plan of campaign, and assigning- to each 

his station. And as the silent forest echoed, 

to the cry of dogs and blare of homs^^ and 

horsemen galloped here and there, and gay 

<i09tumes glittered among the trees, the 

whole formed a pleasant and effectivei 

spectacle from the human point of view. 

What the •^sanglier" thought of it is 

another matter. ■

For after all, the affair was more of a 

battue than a hunt, the boars often shot 

down in front of the hounds, or when 

brought to bay, quietly settled by the 

piqueur's carbine. Still there was just a 

spice of danger to season the sport, for a 

wounded sanglier is not to be disposed of 

like a fox or a hare, and when the ** mother 

of the forest** charged out upon the 

carriages, followed by a very herd of young 

sounders, there followed a stampede amoug 

the spectators that caused many a cheek to 

blanch. ■

The Prince, who in public passed siinply 

as Monsieur Paulson, had been stationed near 

theedge of the forest, where possibly the herd 

might attempt to break away. And Monsieur 

D'Antin was just visible through the trees. 

The cry of dogs and the winding of horns 

now sounded faint in the distance, and the 

Prince seated himself under a tree, and 

seemed to wait events. He amused him- 

self meanwhile by dissecting one of this 

cartridges supplied by his host, and smiled 

bitterly as he rubbed the pretended bullet 

to powder in his fingers. ■

"It only wanted that,*' he muttered, 

" and now obedience ! '* And leaving his 

gun where it lay, but loosening a knife in 

its sheath, he walked towards his victim. 

D'Antin saw the glitter of his eye^ and 

shouted to him to keep off. ■

" Take care of thyself, traitor I " cried 

the Prince, ■

D'Antin fired, and the Prince staggered, 

but rushed on more fiercely ; he evaded a 

sweeping blow from the other's clubbed 

rifle, and the two closed together and fell 

heavily to the ground. ■

Cautiously approaching from different 

parts of the forest, a number of police 

agentg, whose blue peasants' blouses con- 

cealed their short swords and revolvers, 

had gradually enclosed the space within 

'which the Prince had been stationed. They 

saw him at last sitting on the ground, 

his back resting against a tree as if fatigued. 

Stalking him cautiously, and taking advan* 

tage of every tuft and bush, some half- ■

dozen came within t^ch of the seated' 

figure and made a Irush upon it. "Youi 

are my prisoner," cried the chief, spiring; 

the Prince by the arm. But he made; 

no movement ; he was dead. ■

A little further on lay the Ijody of D*An-j 

tin, his face still contorted witn %he hate 

and fury of the death-struggle, Tiie 

brigadier of gendarmes looked from one 

to the other #ith something of admiration 

in his glance, '' Men of this stamp,*! he 

cried, " can do anything ! ** ■

CHAPTBR X. IN A SBCRBT PRISON. ■

Leaving England in the first instanee 

for Brussels, a run across the Contin^t 

to Lisbon, where he would find a quick 

boat to carry him io the African' coast, 

did not seem to be anything like a difficult 

undertaking. But at the first station the 

train stopped at over the Belgian frontier, 

the carriage door had been opened, and 

Charles invited to step out, " I have 

nothing dutiable, '*^ he said, offering the 

key of his portmanteau. But it was 

no affair of the Custom House. He saw 

with anger and indignation th^ train 

depart without him, and when he was 

at last conducted before a respectable poHce 

commissary, he did not fail to ex{»:es8 faia 

feelings freely. But that official, cahnly 

regarding him through his spectacles, pro- 

ceeded to fold a margin on the flimsy 

official paper, and began to put the usual 

questions, " Your name and Christian name, 

age, occupation,** and so on, Now, unluckily, 

Charles, for the sake of avoiding observar 

tion, had assumed thd travelling ' name 

of Charles Thompson. " Having bfegtm with 

it, better stick to it,** he said to himself. 

But his slight hesitation had not^ escaped 

the keen professional ^ar. ■

Thus launched upon a career of de- 

ception, and desirous above all things to, 

conceal his real status and destination, 

he began to flounder hopelessly in the 

mesh of official interrogatories ; and he felt 

himself that the comtnissacy had everf 

reason to regard him a6 a suspicious charao- 

ter. Then he was told thit he had' been 

denounced as a spy, and that the evidence 

against him justified his arresi And pre- 

seiltly he found himself in the condition, 

of a prisoner, stripped and searched, and 

finally locked up in an evil-smelMng cell,; 

where he was made as comfortable, however, 

as circumstances permitted. ' In the tftorti-' 

ing he was mardhed between two policeawn 

to a ibald-looking court house in the c«itee ■
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of the towB, and presently introduced to 

the investigating Judge in a rather snug 

little room almost filled with a wide table, 

on which were piled a number of objects 

he recognised as having once belonged to 

him. At the present moment he felt 

that nothing belpnged id him, and that 

he could hardly call his soul his own. ■

There^was a shirt-collar with the name 

Tyrrel marked in full, a railway map 

marked with crosses where he had been 

told there was a good ** buffet," and a guide- 

book with the usual plans. And there 

were his despatches carefully sealed as he 

had received them. ■

" Break the seals/' said the Judge curtly. ■

Charles declined with a gesture. The 

Judge broke the seal himself and spread out 

the contents. To his great relief Charles 

saw that all the despatches were in cypher. 

It was a tough job to interpret that cypher 

even when one had the key, which was a 

sentence Charles had to learn by heart. 

There were several hundred thousand permu- 

tations for each letter, and it was calculated 

that it would take years to decipher a 

syllible 'Without the key. Hence as long 

as he held his tongue the secret was safe. ■

But the Judge seemed to regard these 

secret despatches as convincing proofs bi 

the accusation of being a spy. The case 

was serious, and important revelations might 

be expected after a little pressure had been 

put upon the culprit. And this report he 

sent with all the documents to his brother 

Judge of the superior Court at the nearest 

assize town, who failing to make any more 

out of the prisoner, remanded him "au 

secret " ; and it was while being shifted from 

one prison to another that he recognised the 

voice and hand of May. ■

But if solitude were irksome, still more 

80 were the constant perquisitions of the 

examining Judge, who was untiring in his 

efforts, either hy cajolery or menace, to 

induce Charles to reveal the contents of his ■

"If they are innocent, why not reveal 

them t Your persistence denotes a guilty 

conscience I " ■

But Charles's native obstinacy prevailed, 

nothing could be got out of him ; and at 

last in despair the Judge announced that he 

should leave him for trial at the next 

assizes, when a country jnry, who detested 

spies, would be sure to find a verdict against 

him, and when outraged justice would sen- 

tence him to at least hve years' irilprisbnment. ■

Again he was one day turned out of his 

solitary cell to visit that indefatigable ■

Judge. But this time his manner was 

entirely changed ; he was courteous, com- 

plaisant^ offered a cigar and the morning 

paper. Charles suspected a snare, and 

retained a mistrustful attitude. ■

"You see," said the Judge amicably, 

" the paragraph in our foreign intelligence : 

*The disputed questions of boundary in 

our African possessions have at last been 

settled, we fear, too much to the satisfaction 

of our susceptible neighbours.' ■

**'Doe8 not that interest you 1 *• asked the 

Judge archly. " Then you, perhaps, will 

be more affected by the news that orders 

have been receive to set you at liberty 

forthwith. So now you can proceed on 

your mission, and I have only to wish you 

* bon voyage.' " ■

"One moment," cried Charles; "can't 

you tell me who put you upon my track t " ■

The Judge shrugged his shoulders. ■

** Probably you had friends about you 

interested in your movements. Another 

question in return. How did you contrive, 

in spite of all our precautions, to exchange 

signak with a young lady 1 " ■

"Ah, that young lady," cried Charles. 

" On my honour it was accidental. But 

can you tell me where she was going 1 " ■

"To the Chateau D'Antin," replied the 

Judge kindly. " You are going that way 

yourself, perhaps 1 Well,- take care not to 

get into another wasps' nest. Again ' bon 

voyage.' " ■

OHAPTEB XI. A TRUE LOVBE'S KNOT. ■

Never was arrival more opportune than 

that of Charles Tyrrel at the gate of the 

old Chateau. May had seen him coming 

from afar, scarcely at first believing in the 

evidence of her eyes, and ran to meet him 

ere the great bell had ceased clanking. 

He held out his arms yearningly, and she 

flew, to their shelter. ■

" You will take me home, Charles I " she 

cried. ■

For the Chateau was in the direst con- 

fusion. Death is a serious thing, no doubt, 

but debt is mor^serious still in the eyes of 

the paysan, and a little swarm of creditors 

surrofunded the doors whence the funeral 

convoi of the Marquis D'Antin had not 

long departed. The farmer was there who 

had advanced his savings to his landlord ; 

the innkeeper and general dealer of the 

village, red-faced and thick-voiced, who 

took his seat on the steps- and vowed that 

nothing should pass out till he was settled 

with. And th^re was an uneasy feeling ■
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about that sacr^ English spies were at the 

bottom of the whole catastrophe. May 

was hooted if she showed herself at the 

window, and Zamora in crossing the court 

was pelted with stones by the children. ■

For poor Julie, whose grief had been 

most heiartrending, there was much con- 

solation in the arrival of her grey-headed 

father, from whom she had long been 

estranged. He was secretly a little relieved 

that his son-in-law had departed from the 

world without open scandal. His home — 

a lovely mansion on the bank of the river — 

was open to receive her. Henceforth he 

would speak with prid^ of " my daughter 

la marquise." But Julie's guests were an 

embarrassment ! Hence was Charles doubly 

welcome on his arrival ■

Horses and carriages were alike unavail- 

abl<», imprisoned by a detachment of credi- 

tors, but Charles had retained the conveyance 

that brought him from the station, which 

was now waiting in the avenue. The burly 

innkeeper was at first inclined to dispute the 

passage out of May's baggage, and to claim 

a right of examination, but shamed by 

Gtuchet's exclamation : " What, open a 

lady's trunks I " he grudgingly moved aside. 

And the driver whipped his horses into a 

gallop before the little crowd had made up 

its mind to hostile demonstrations, and 

Zamora, who had been almost pale while 

this was going on, shook her fist trium- 

phantly at the gaping rustics. ■

Once more the grey towers of Windsor 

are in sight ; but here a sad piece of news 

awaits the return of the travellers. The 

good old Major is d^ad. He passed away 

peaceably in the night — the last night of 

all — and they laid the old warrior to rest in 

the quiet churchyard of the Berkshire 

village, where tablets and old monuments 

told of others of the race, and a plain marble 

slab in the chancel recorded the fate of 

Hugh Wy vern, " treacherously slain in the 

wilds of Africa." And in the freshly- 

turned mould was buried all memory of 

former wrongs, for if Zamora knows, she 

will never tell; for is not her beloved 

Missie May now still more beloved as the 

wife of Charles Tyrrel 1 ■

They were married quietly in a City 

church the day after the Major's funeral, 

for there was no longer a home for May in 

the Castle Wardy^and the quaint old house 

awaited the coming of another old warrior 

Knight. It was with terrible misgivings as 

to the future that Charles took this rash 

step. Zamora affirmed that she had married 

them quite effectually, and that the rest was ■

superfluous ; but hardly had they reached a 

little cottage by the river, which a friend 

had lent to Charles for the honeymoon, 

when May, full of curiosity, brought out a 

mysterious package which Madame D'Antin 

had thrust into her hands at parting. It 

was endorsed, "To be opened after Miss 

Wy vern s marriage," and was sealed with a 

seal that bore the Tyrrel device — a sheaf of 

arrows passant. And when opened a sheaf 

of bonds fell out, twenty-five thonsand 

pounds in value, with the authority to 

transfer them on May Wyvem's marriage, 

signed Chas. Tyrrel. ■

" My dear old father. It is his wedding 

present. He forgives us, and gives us his 

blessing." ■

And Charles folded his young wife to his 

arms ecstatically. Zamora smiled a capacious 

smile as she witnessed their delight ■

It did not so much matter now about 

Charles's diplomatic career, which Charles 

assured himself was quite ruined by his 

late fiasco. But quite otherwise. Lord 

Camus received his kinsman with effiisiye 

cordiality. ■

" You have shown, my dear boy," he said, 

'' the supreme quality of a diplomatist, the 

capacity to hold his tongue. Had you made 

a fuss and appealed to us, as too many of 

your confreres would have done, you might 

have embroiled two powerful nations whose 

best interests lie in peace and good will 

Rely upon us to push your interests." ■

The next day they were upon the river, 

autumn still lingering in the woods, and the 

foliage in all the glory of its dying leaves, 

that the first winter gale would scattei. 

How quiet and peaceable it all was; the 

round tower of Windsor just visible over the 

trees, the standard hanging motionless; the 

birds all silent, and only the hum of i 

distant threshing-machine in the air. ■

Charles was stretched at the bottom of 

the punt, which was moored to an old 

willow root ; his head in his wife's lap, who 

was weaving a chaplet of water weeda to 

crown him as a river god. Zamora was 

crouched at their feet, and busied over 

Charles's disengaged wrist with a little 

pointed shell and ivory hammer. She was 

finishing a tattooed charm about the previous 

incision which was to secure long lif^ 

prosperity, and all sorts of good things to 

the young couple. ■

" Now, master, him finished," said Zamora 

proudly. ■

'• Do you caU that a fettshi " said Charlei, 

lazily regarding the device. " I should mJ 

it was a true lover's knot." ■
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AUTUMN LEAVES. ■

WORTH A GUINEA. ■

CHAPTER I. ■

Bbrnabd Grates was tall and good- 

looking, though not handsome enough to 

be noticed in a crowd, for the casual 

observer does not pause to admire an 

expression which denotes metely a manly 

and straightforward nature. His own per- 

sonal appearance was, however, far from his 

thoughts at this moment, for he was in a 

London lodging seated by a horsehair sofa 

on which his mother, a delicate-looking 

lady, was resting, and the two were earnestly 

conversing. ■

"You had better go, my boy," Mrs. 

Graves said gently, laying her hand in that 

of the young man. " You must not think 

of me, indeed you must not. This opening 

in the Natal Mounted Police offers you 

exactly the life you would most enjoy." ■

"I'm not going to leave you, mother, so 

put that thought out of your head. I only ■

wish I bad not been so con so idle, for ■

now there seems nothing I can do here. I'm 

not even fit to be a clerk, as I never could 

add up a column of figures and make it 

come twice alike; and besides, those German 

fellows, who are as ^hort-sighted as moles, 

get first chance at the offices because they 

can spout French and write it like natives. 

There's nothing I can do in England, and 

yet I'm determined to stick to the old 

country." ■

These two had each other, so they could 

still make light of their heavy misfortunes. 

Bernard again registered a vow that nothing 

should part him from his widowed mother. 

She had but him to comfort her, and her 

life hung on a thread. ■

" Mr. Samson has been very kind, and I 

do hope he will have found something for 

me to do," continued Bernard. "He 

promised to be here by six o'clock. After 

all, mother, it isn't the first time people have 

lost all their money, and as long as we can 

rub on we will not be dependent on any 

one." ■

" Sarah," to the little lodging-house maid, 

" if Mr. Samson calls, show him up without 

leaving him on the door-mat." ■

"Please, sir, will it be his Christian 

name ) " asked Sarah. ■

Before Bernard could ease Sarah's mind 

on this point there was a sound of the 

door-bell, and so, leaving her heavy tiay ■

on the next landing, she ran down to 

answer it. ■

Mr. Samson was a lawyer. He was not 

an old family friend, but having been 

called in by Mrs. Graves to see what could 

be saved out of the general ruin, he had 

been much interested both in mother and 

son, and had done all he could to secure 

to her a small rettinant of her fortune. ■

" That is kind of you," said Mrs. Graves, 

holding out her thin white hand. " You 

are really a friend in need — and you have 

known so little of us, Mr. Samson." ■

Mr. Samson was a shy man. He depre- 

cated thanks with a motion of his hand, 

and then, after greeting Bernard, he sat 

down himself, and then tried to find a safe 

resting-place for his hat. ■

"I fear I have not been successful in 

finding anything which you would call suit- 

able, or which, in fact, you are likely to 

accept, Mr. Graves," ■

'•Indeed, I will accept anything," said 

Bernard. "I know I can't expect much, 

but I won't leave England, and I don't 

mean to starve," ■

" Ah, yes, just so, but— well, you have 

heard of Mr. Blackley " ■

Who has not heard of Mr. Blackley's 

great establishment which can provide man, 

woman, and child, from birth to death, with 

every necessary and unnecessary require- 

ment 1 But this time both mother and son 

remained silent, and Mr. Samson continued, 

in a slightly sarcastic tone : ■

" Just so. You say you would not mind 

sweeping a crossing, but to stand behind a 

counter — and yet let me assure you, Mr. 

Graves, that there are men there who 

have " ■

"Forgive me," said Bernard, "I own 

that at the first moment I wished you 

could have found something better, but I 

have said I don't care what I do, and I 

mean it." ■

" I have personally known Mr. Blackley 

some years. He is just, sometimes even 

generous. He will undertake to find you 

a post, Mr. Graves, and he will put up 

with such qualifications as you possess — 

that is, which I hope you possess." ■

"Bernard is " ■

" I mean," continued the lawyer, " punc- 

tuality, precision, unquestioning obedience, 

and an unfailing desire to oblige." ■

Bernard was once more full of fun. ■

"If he required twice this number 

of virtues I would try to cultivate them." ■

"Well spoken. Mrs. Graves, you must 

try and not discourage your son." ■
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There was a flush of disappointed pride 

on the mother's pale face, but she schooled 

herself to hide it. Bernard was her only 

child, and he had always been so good 

to her. ■

'*Yon have been more than kind, Mr. 

Samson. How can I put any hindrance 

in my boy's path 1 " ■

" Just so. Now I must leave you. Pray 

excuse a short visit. I shall see Mj. Blackley 

this evening, and he will expect to see you 

to-morrow at ten o'clock punctually.'* ■

When the door closed upon the lawyer, 

Mrs. Graves could not quite repress her 

feelings. ■

*' Oh, Bernard, you a shopkeeper ! 

No, you had better leave me." ■

**Why, mother, if I did, most likely 

I ehould keep a store at the antipodes, 

and Where's the odds 1 I should lose you 

and gain what 1 " ■

"But no one would know you out 

there " ■

"Well, that seems a poor sort of a 

reason. No, pride be hanged, mother. I 

shall come home every evening, and think 

of your sweet face awaiting me. You won't 

welcome me the less because I serve in 

a shop." ■

We may as well add that the interview 

with Mr. Blackley was satisfactory. This 

successful man was wont to be short and 

sharp with his new employ^, but Mr. 

Samson had prepared the way. He re- 

ceived the youDg man very kindly, and to 

Bernard's great satisfaction he found that 

he should not have to measure out yards of 

silk to ladies, but that he would have to be 

a species of policeman. As a shop-walker his 

duties were manifold but not disagreeable. 

He was to arrive early and to enter* the 

names of all the employes and the time of 

their arrival. He was to see that all was left 

in order in the evening, and he was to receive 

the customers and to conduct them to the 

counter where things they desired could be 

procured. Another of his duties was to 

keep a sharp look-out for light-handed 

customer?, besides other oocupations which 

time, as Mr. Blackley said, would teach him. 

It was certainly a post of tr Ast, though by 

this time he had brought himself to see no 

objection to serving behind a counter ;• but 

Mr. Blackley in a few words showed him that 

to be a good salesman needed long training, 

and that^ in fact, in that capacity, Mr. 

Bernard Graves would be useless to him. ■

"As for the post I oflTer you, I have fifty 

men anxious to take it, so I wish to speak 

plainly. Take it or leave it, but if you take ■

it I shall require .you io. sign^.these mlea. 

You see the last is that on an emergency 

you will not refuse to fill any post for 

which I require your services." • r ■

" In for a penny, in for a pound," thouglit 

Bernard, and taking up. a pen he said: 

" Thank you — I accept. Shall I sign my 

name herel" ' ' I ■

" If you please; You are^a gentleman, aafid 

I am sure I can trust your word ; bat stiH 

business is business, and sometimes— «-" ■

"111 do my best," said Bernard,- and this 

closed the interview. His salairy "s^ mow 

than he had expected, and wotdd make all 

the difference in the world to the hap^ineas 

and well-being of his mother. In this way 

Bernard earned his first gold piece,' and very 

soon he was able to feel a pride in doing hu 

best in order to give full satisfaction to his 

employer. ' ' ■

OHAFTEB n. ■

Bbrkatid had been at his . new et^loy- 

ment about a month when a slight ineident 

occurred which btought back some rf th* 

regrets he felt at the loss of his moiiey; 

regrets which he had earnestly tried to 

smother. • .; : » : ■

The London season was well adtanced 

when ond day a young lady, as i^he widked 

out of the shop, tripped bve^ a 'stand and 

dropped all her parcels on the floor, BeN 

nard, bei^g close at hand, ^pramg ito het 

assistance, ahd picking up her property le- 

turned it to her. She just glanced at him, 

not in the way^ he thought, v a young Udy 

would look at a gentleman who had done 

her a service, but rather casually, that iB» 

though she expressed her thanks very 

graciously. ■

"Thank you vety much. It was filtupid' 

of me td let' my things fall,'' she said, 

laughing softly. . i . ■

By this time Bernard had^ however, looked 

at her, and was suddenly fascinated hy 

the charming expi^ssibnoi her fade. She 

was not strikingly -pretty, but there was 

something so pleasant about her M M 

taking that he was in^medlately'oaptiVjBted. 

Her figure, too, was perfect, and she looked 

the picture of health. In spite of himseH 

Bernard found her face photographed on 

Ms memory/and- as one of the thmgjs the 

had dropped waaf a card-case which had 

flown open and showed ' its cositsnisi ji» 

managed to read the printed name : ^Ifin 

lona Sudeley." In two minutes more rti^ 

had stepped into a carriage whieh'was 

waiting at the dooPiimd Bernard ^siwhtf 

no more. I ■
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"I say, mother," he announced that 

evening, "I've seen a girl to-day who 

answers to n^y idea of perfection. She had 

a divine smile, and she walked like a 

goddess,'' ■

" Oh, Bernard ! not a — young lady in the 

flhopT ■

"Hep name is the only remembrance she 

left me, and that I discovered for myself, 

bat it is one not easily forgotten — Miss 

lona Sudeley." ■

" Sudeley 1 There was a General of that 

name who " ■

" It doesn't the least matter what he did, 

for I shall never see her again." ■

"Why not 1 Mr. Blackley will soon find 

out your worth, and he will offer you a 

partnership." ■

Bernard laughed heartily. ■

"He would perhaps offer me his blessing, 

nothing more. As to Miss lona Sudeley, 

she was gracious — you know some ladies 

who come are positively rude — but, never- 

theless, she hardly looked at me. I say, 

mother, it's beastly hot this evening, and 

you look as if you wanted country air. 

When I get my ten days' holiday I wish 

we could go to the sea." ■

"We mustn't afford it, dear; every 

guinea is of importance to us."' ■

"We must. I'm trying to make plans to 

earn a little more money." ■

Thus Bernard talked off his disappoint- 

ment, and very soon he was as bri^t as 

ever, though all that evening he could not 

forget the face of Miss lona Sudeley. ■

The next day Bernard was preparing to* 

go off duty at the dinner-hour, when he 

received a summons to Mr. Blaokley's 

private room. Unless something had gone 

wrong this was a very unusual request, 

and Bernard was somewhat concerned as he 

entered the great man's office. Mr. Blackley 

had the quick, decided manners of a very 

successful business man. He was not in 

the habit of wasting words, and now he 

merely nodded a hasty greeting. ■

" I am sorry to detain you a few minutes, 

Mr. Graves, but an oriier has come in, and 

I think that you are well fitted to' supply 

the need." ■

"Yes, sir,*' said Bernard, who had already 

lewnt that the fewest words gave the most 

satisfaction to his autocratic employer. ■

"Very well. I conclude that you have 

a diess coat and that you cAn dance 1 " ■

Bernard's looks 'exj)rdssed his astonish- 

ment. ■

' " mm " said Mr.' Blackley impatiently. 

His time was precious. ■

" Yes, sir, but I fail to see- ■

"That was not .my question, I am coming 

to that. ' Here is the order : ' Can you 

supply one or two gentlemanly dancers for 

an evening party ? Mrs. Meadowsweet's 

party will be spoilt if she cannot find a few 

more dancing men.' I have several in 

reserve, but you are the only man on the 

spot. I never give myself useless trouble, 

life is too short." ■

Bernard's face flushed to the roots of his 

hair. ■

" This hardly forms part of our agree- 

ment," he murmured. ■

Mr. Blackley immediately produced his 

printed form and showed Bernard his own 

signature. ■

"Excuse me. You agreed ^but of ■

course, I don't insist on any of our 

employes giving unwilling service. My 

time is short — yes, or no." ■

Bernard stared at his signature and then 

considered that, however strange the re- 

quest might be, he had in fact promised 

to be ready for all emergencies. Here 

was one of them, an extraordinary one 

certainly, and one which he specially dis- 

liked, but after all ■

" You will secure a guinea for an even- 

ing's pleasant exercise, Mr. Graves. Now, 

if you please, your answer V ■

" Yes," said Bernard heartily. A guinea 

would add to the store he was laying up 

for his mother's holiday. ■

Bernard '- went home looking rather 

thoughtful, and somehow he found it im- 

possible to tell his mother ; indeed, at the 

last moment he merely announced that 

he was going dut to a dance the next 

evening. ■

" Oh, Bernard, but where are you going 1 

How very nice for you ! I am extremely 

glad, as I was afraid pdople would have 

nothing more to do with us now that we 

are poor." ■

"Oh, it isn't any one I know. It's 

through some one at Blackley's," said Ber- 

nard, turning away to hide his confusion. ■

"l^ota " '^ ■

" No, no, it's all right, motheif."- ' ' ■

Mrs. Graves was rather puzzled at this 

invitation, especially when Berrifttd' Men*- 

tioned the name, Mrsi. Meadowsweet, in* 

Causton Square. ^ ' ' ■

" Well, dear boy, I hope you will enjoy 

yourself. YoU always iverfe fond -of 

dancing, and the giris -were always de- 

lighted to have you for a partner." ■

* Oh, I'm only going to oblige an 

acquaint^dcf, I shan't einjoy it." ■

J ■
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Then Bernard changed the conversation, 

and his .mother wondered why he had 

accepted this if he cared so little about it. ■

The next day Bernard found a card of 

invitation awaiting him on his desk, and 

on it was written "Please come early." 

All through the day the invitation himg 

heavy upon the young man's mind, and 

he wished many times that he had not 

promised to go, but it was too late to 

retract ■

Mrs. Meadowsweet was a lady whose 

chief ambition was to be well spoken of 

by the ^lite. If any of her parties had 

been pronounced dull, she would certainly 

have fallen ill of disappointment. She not 

only made her receptions pleasant, but she 

spared no pains to make them famous. 

She knew that fashionable folk, who are 

so very difficult to please, said that people 

really enjoyed a dance at Mrs. Meadow- 

sweet's. She never crowded the rooms, 

they said, with women — wallflowers they 

called them — whom no one could dance 

with ; besides, at her parties, the men never 

refused to dance ; they knew better than 

to give themselves airs. It was wonderful 

how she managed it, but the fact remained 

that hers was one of the few houses where 

all was not done for show but also for 

pleasure. On this special evening the 

scene was a brilliant one, for the lady's 

forethought had guarded against any 

probable dulness. Bernard had been 

received in a little downstairs sitting-room 

with these words : ■

"Ah, yes — Mr. Graves— how'd dol 

You will dance all the evening, if you 

please. I will introduce you to the right 

girls. There are some girls whom none of 

the fashionable young men will dance with. 

Thank you. Yes. I hear you are fond of 

dancing," " He almost looks like a gentle- 

man," she added to herself, as she con- 

descendingly enumerated her comihands 

and noted Bernard's shy manner. ■

He heartily wished himself away, though 

he tried to see the fun of the situation ; 

he felt much more inclined to run down- 

stairs and to escape out of the house than 

to make himself universally agreeable. 

Very soon he was in a crush. Beautiful 

dresses if not beautiful girls surrounded 

him, he heard light banter around him, 

acquaintances greeted each other with 

counterfeited cordiality, and gentlemen 

were seen eagerly securing dances from 

the prettiest girls or from the best dancers. 

Suddenly Mrs. Meadowsweet introduced 

Bernard to one plain girl, then to others ■

equally uninteresting. Mechanically he 

booked the dances and tried to make a few 

remarks, but he did not smile. However, 

his quiet gravity was apparently a re- 

commendation, for suddenly Mrs. Meadow- 

sweet was stopped by a lady with the 

request : ■

**Do introduce me to that very nice- 

looking fellow, Mrs, Meadowsweet. lona 

would like to dance with him, I am sore. 

You know she is mad about dancing, 

and every one notices how well he dances." ■

*'0h, lona gets so many partners, she 

wants no more. I never think of her, 

but " ■

Then, afraid of refusing, to Bernard's 

intense horror, Mrs. Meadowsweet in- 

troduced him to the very girl who had so 

much attracted him in the shop. If she 

had been charming in morning attire she 

was now, he thought, perfectly angelic, and 

yet no one could be more simply dressed 

than she was. Bernard was almost tongue- 

tied as he saw her looking straight up into 

his face. lona, seeing his evident shyness, 

helped him out in her soft, gentle maimer as 

she spoke in the same sweet voice he had 

already admired. ■

" My aunt knows I love dancing. Thank 

you, I have not yet many dances filled up 

as we have only just come, and Mrs. 

Meadowsweet makes all the men fill up 

their cards early. She never forgives a 

man who stands at the door and looks on. 

It is nice of her. One can enjoy oneself so 

much more if one knows other girls are 

having a good time, and are not hating you 

for dancing." ■

Bernard's power of speech returned. He 

saw that she did not recognise him ; indeed, 

how should she 1 ■

"Will you really give me a dance 1" 

he asked. " It is too kind of you." ■

lona laughed again. ■

" The favour is on your side. You don't 

look as if you cared to dance." ■

" I came on purpose,'* he said, rather 

bitterly. ■

lona was enchanted. ■

" How nice of you to say so ! Now I 

shan't feel you are doing it as a duty. 

Some of the men here treat one as a pared 

to be whirled round for ten minutes and 

then dropped with pleasure at its 

destination." ■

"Not with you," said poor Bernard. 

''They couldn't think that, I'm sure they 

couldn't." ■

"Its kmd of you to say that; but dont 

you know that the two American flisteis ■
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are here 1 Toa mast kaow them, and they 

are the lage. Look, there they are, 

covered with diamonds. The men can 

talk of nothing else. They are immensely 

rich, and their father was a shopkeepeir." ■

Bernard winced as he glanced at the 

ladies. He had not heen introduced to 

them, and he was not sorry. ■

"Ah!" ■

'' I declare yon are not one hit interested. 

Shall we say the third and the seventh 

dancer' ■

"And the ninth too," said Bernard, ''and 

then I shall nearly have filled up my 

card." ■

" You ought to keep just one in case you 

g4 the chance of dancing with one of the 

'United States,'" she said, laughing softly. ■

With trembling fingers Bernard filled 

up the numbers she mentioned, and then 

hia hostess claimed him in order to in- 

troduce him to a very stout young lady 

with imperceptible eyes. He bowed apd 

murmured something about the pleasure 

of a dance, but his mind was full of lona. ■

No need to chronicle his dances with 

others. All the time he was thinking only 

of lona, and, his partners forgave his silence 

because they found that his dancing was 

perfection. Mrs. Meadowsweet, hearing 

his praises, congratulated herself and 

silently praised her o'wn cleverness, little 

guessing that "the young man who had 

come to dance" was going through a 

strange experience, and that he had fallen 

in love at first sight. His first dance with 

lona was almost silent bliss. His second 

included supper, and in his eagerness to 

serve her he spilt a glass of champagne 

down her dress. lona did not even ex- 

claim impatiently as he apologised. ■

" I'm awfully sorry, I really am. Will 

you forgive mel" he asked, full of con- 

trition. ■

"It's of no consequence whatever; 

please don't be sorry. Let^ go into the 

ante-room, I will get a servant to wipe it 

off." ■

She put her hand on his arm, and then 

be was glad of the accident. The ante- 

room was cool and refreshing. It con- 

tained a pretty balcony full of flowers, and 

two chairs were placed there inviting them 

lo sit down. ■

"How sweet I Let's sit here a minute, 

^ you don't mind. Do you know it is 

very strange, but I seem to think that I 

bave seen you before. I can't think where, 

Mid I don't remember your name at alL" ■

Bernard felt his face flush all over. He ■

longed to say straight out, '' I was the man 

at Biackley's who picked up your parcels," 

but he dared not; for the sake of his hostess 

he must not say that, so he only murmured : ■

" I think we have met before." ■

" You are so unlike my ordinary partners 

that it is odd I can't remember the oc- 

casion." ■

*' I don't think it is odd," he muttered. 

'' I hardly ever^go out to parties ; in fact^ I 

don't think I shall ever go to another." ■

"Qh, dear, then we shall not meet 

again, unless " ■

"Not at parties," said Bernard, still 

more dejectedly. ■

"Well, perhaps at the sea. We are 

Koing to a little place called Forlock Weir. 

My uncle— -I'm an orphan— hunts there. 

Last year the stag rushed close by me and 

swam out to sea, and the horrid fishermen 

rowed out and brought it back again. Do 

you know I cried so much when they 

brought the poor thing l^ck to kill 

it on the beach. I offered them money to 

let it escape." ■

''Did youl I should never have killed 

it," said Bernard. ■

" That is nice of you. If you are near 

there you won't go out hunting] " ■

•* My mother must go to the sea, but——" ■

"There is*a delightful hotel there, and 

we have been to it^ but this time we are 

going to take a whole house to ourselves. 

Girls often go out stag-hunting, but I 

never will." ■

•• Our dance is over," said Bernard, " and 

I deprived you of it," he said regretfully. ■

" There is one more. You do dance so 

well. I see Captain Lacy is quite jealous 

of you because the two 'United States' 

noticed your dancing ^nd wanted to be in- 

troduced to you. Shall I ** ■

*'0h no, no. I'm engaged — besides, 

indeed, I'm not in society.'' ■

"But you are. Don't you call this 

society ) Mrs. Meadowsweet is very much 

sought after. I expect it was your beauti- 

fid dancing that made her ask you— or 

perhaps" — and lona laughed — "perhaps 

you are very rich." ■

" I haven't a penny, and I work for my 

living." ■

" That's just what Mr. Cecil Beed said 

to me last night. He has about five 

thousand a year, and races, you know." ■

" Cecil Eeed ! I know him by hearsay, 

but I assure you that my poverty is a 

literal fact." ■

The music was heard and they were 

forced to go, for duty called Bernard to the ■
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side of ft very plain and awkward youn^ 

; lady who had Datch blood in her veins, and 

stuttered psdnfally. • His last dance with 

lotia Sndeiey seemed to him the end of 

all things. After that the delage. • ■

"May I say — that I have enjoyed my 

danees with yon immensely?" he marmured. 

" I shall never dance again — ^never, and so 

yon will be lihe last bright spot in 'mj life." ■

'f Not danee again ! Not4f I am there) 

That will be unkind. But I don't qoite 

believe that pretty «peech i However, I 

always manage to see pec^le again if I 

want to?' ■

** Do you want to see me againi '* ■

"Yes, I do^" she said, half laughing. 

"You haveh't said one silly thin^ to-night 

except about not da'noing again,, and you do 

enjoy dancing^ without looking boted.'* ■

"I was bored in between odr dances. 

Gck)d-bye ; let me toy it now, as we shall 

never meet again.'* ■

He spoke so earnestly that lona looked 

up at hitEf ; something in that look, . some- 

thins in the expression of his face touched 

.a hidden chord, and her own sweet truthful 

eyes seemed to say that if it depended on 

h&i they should meet again. ■

CHAPTER m. ■

BsTtNARD was certainly changed, so 

thought his* mother, "and it dates," she 

said to herself, ^'from that day that he 

went to a dance." She could not make^ it 

, out He was silent, he brooded in the 

evening instead of laughing and talking 

over his day's experiences. Now and then 

he woke up and tried to be cheerful, but 

she could see that on those occasions his 

merriment was forced% What could be the 

matter with himi He must be feeling the 

strain and the irksomeness of this new 

work, and she must take him away to have 

a breath of sea air. So the fond mother 

meditated, but none of her speculations hit 

the truth. Bernard, on his side, was 

having a fierceif silent struggle. He called 

himsdf an idiot and a confounded ass, and 

other strong appellatives, for having Mien 

in love at first sight. He hated himself 

now for not having spoken the truth, and 

for not having told lona where it was that 

she had seen him. He would then have 

seen her look of surprise, perhaps added 

to a haughtineds of manner which would 

have cured him. Well, he was thoroughly 

punished. Happily he should most likely 

never meet her again, at least he hoped 

that he should not do so. ■

A wbtk fttssed, and he was still in tiiis 

frame of mind, though hitppily for him he 

had to think of so many things during 

budness hoiirs that he eould not entuely 

^ive himself up to ceaseless dreaming. As 

^t liras, hb was twice reprimanded in an 

amiable mannet by Mr. Blackley. Perhaps 

the worst moment was when the latter 

banded to him the guinea as the payment 

^or his dan^. He would willingly, had he 

dared, have returned it to him. Imagine 

being paid for dancing with lona, for (he 

sweetest moment life had ot ever yrorM 

give him ! It was terrible, unheard-of, and 

the guinea became a load upon his con- 

icience. What should he do with it t At 

last he carefully wrapped it up and put it 

in a comer of his purse, determined that 

nothing on earth should tempt him to 

use it. ■

One day,^ when the department oyer 

which Bernard presided was very full, an 

^mfloji hastened up to him« ■

" Graves^ have you got a pound in yonr 

pocket} There is a lady on Idie other side 

who wants to change a note, and I have 

it all but one pound.. Here it is; do 

you mind attending to her, as I most 

gol" ■

"Certainly/' said Bernard, and he hastened 

across to the opposite counter. ■

The lady turned suddenly, and he saw 

that lotia was facing him. For a moment 

she remained silent, whilst he felt his &ee 

fluih painfully, and the whole place seemed 

to swim round with him. Outwardly he 

retained a cold impassibility. ■

" Here is your change," he said in a verj 

low voice. ■

If he had not spoken, perhaps, lona might 

have believed that she was face to face with 

Mr.. Graves's double, but no other man 

could have the voice which had so mneh 

delighted her. She did not even like to 

think of all the little manceuvres she had 

gone through in order to find out the his* 

tory of the Mc Graves she had duiced with. 

She had called on Mrs. Meadowsweet^ and 

she had led up to the subject, but hi vain. 

She had enquired of every aoquaiDtanQ^ 

and she had been told many imaginarj 

histories of various Graves, but she had 

never met him again. ■

And now — and no w ■ She was too ■

astonished to think much, bhe only wished 

to make sure that she was not dreaming. ■

"Oh, I beg your pardon, but are you— 

you must be Mr. Graves. It is kind of 

you to trouble yourself about my ehftoga* 

Are you going on, or— t" ■
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Poor Bernard ! If only she had not 

looked^ 80 lovely, so charming, and so 

natnral } if only he had not lost his heart ■

to her so completely ; if only Further ■

deceit was intpossihle to him ; he had gohe 

Teiy near it the other night ; now, he laid 

to himself that whatever it might cost him 

he wou^d be true. He might still pretend, 

and get her out of the shop ; but no, 

why should he be ashamed of honest 

toUl ■

'* Miss Sudeley, I am on duty here. I 

am one of Mr. Blackley's employes,'' he 

said simply, though in a low voica He 

expected lona to make some polite speech 

and to hasten away, but again he was 

mistaken in her. ■

'* Do you know that it is a mere chance 

that I am here to-day 1 It w&s only because 

my aunt was tired that I promised to do 

tbds commission for her. I am glad vto 

have met you ugain.- I wanted to tell ■

you ** As if by instinct they hiid ■

turned into a small room now empty, as it 

was a repository for umbrellas and the 

weather was extrem^y fine. ■

" I have been also wishing to see you,*' 

he murmured, hardly knowing what he was 

saying. ■

"But — but — ^I don't quite understand. 

You know Mrs. Meadowsweet very well, 

I suppose. She wouldn't tell me about you 

the other day. Perhaps she thought— " 

and here lona's soft laughter made poor 

Bernard wish the floor wonld open and 

bury him in ruins of lath and plaster. ■

" No, no ; I don't know her ; in fact — 

how can I teU you?" ■

"Oh, now. I see. Why didn't you tell 

me the other evening) I said I had seen 

you before^ and now I recollect. It was 

here. You helped me to pick up all my 

bundles." ■

"Yes; I know I ought to have told ■

you ■

"Of course you ought. But— oh, Mr. 

Graves, yon didn't readly think me such 

a snob as to have minded, did you 9 " ■

"You are perfect; but don't you see 

how impossible it all is 1 You must despise 

me, but I must tell you that the other 

ni^t I was paid for coming 1 There now ; 

don't speak to me again ift you deJspise me 

too much; but I. promised Mr. Blackley 

to do all he required of me, and this was 

one of his requirements. But I can never 

do it again. You see what a false position 

it put me in, and — and — I have been too 

much punished. I thought it might help 

our slender means. My mother wants a ■

holiday. We have had great trouble and 

{great losses, and — well, of course, I'm not 

ashamed of working for her, you under- 

stand, but-i-bnt*— but for her I was going 

to endgrate." ■

He spoke quickly, for he wanted to get 

it all over. He had not let her have time 

to answer, and again he hoped that she 

would leave him; and now that his conr< 

Science was at ease he should drive all 

thoughts of her out of his head. ■

Again he was surprised at the girl's next 

words. She raised her head slightly, thus 

showing off her slight figure to full ad- 

vantage ; then there came the sweetest 

imaginable smile on her lips, not the scorn- 

ful smile he had expected to see, but one 

full of kindness, as she held out her hand 

to him. ■

"Indeed, Mr. Graves, you don't under- 

stand^ If there is anything to be ashamed 

of , Mrs. Meadowsweet is the person to feel 

thtt shame. But you may trust me ; I shall 

not reveal her secrets; and you seem to 

forget that a gentleman is one anywhere 

,and everywhere, or rather, you forget that 

we women think so, and that we know a 

true man when we meet him. Ais for the 

rest, forgive me, I can't help Jaughing. It 

was funny, wasn't it!" ■

Her graciousness had made the shop a 

sort of paradise; nothing now seemed to 

matter, he even wanted her to think other* 

[than she did ; he argued against himself as 

he said : ■

"But of course I was acting a lie. I 

was pretending that I was a man with 

money when it is just the opposite, and I 

was deceiving you, you who are a true 

woman." ■

i " Then don't do it again. I must go ; 

please tell me your mother's^ address. If 

she wants sea air, we are going to take a 

much bigger house than we need, and it 

would be a kindness if she would come and 

fiUit." ■

Bernard shook his head. ■

" We shall go into very humble lodgings. 

Bui of course mother would like to seis y6u. 

Would; you really go and see her. Miss 

Sudeley! It is much worse for her, this 

change, than it is for me." ■

" If I might ? As for this place, I wish 

my brother were here with you. The last 

time I heard from him he was a bus con- 

ductor in Brisbane, after running through a 

considerable fortune." ■

They parted, but not before, once more, 

she had looked up at him, and he had felt 

that the world contained but two women, ■
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one his mother and the other this sweetest, 

most loveable, most noble lona Sudelej. ■

" Bernard, my dear boy, now I know the 

mystery! She has been here; she has told me 

all about it, and she insists on our paying 

her a visit by the seaside." ■

Bernard remonstrated, refused, abjured, 

but in the end he gave in for his mother's 

sake, and one day found them both by the 

seaside in a lovely house overlooking wooded 

cliffs and rocky promontory. lona's uncle and 

aunt were the kindest, simplest people on the 

face of the earth. Her unworldliness, though 

not acquired, had been fostered by her 

adopted parents. The story of Bernard's 

party which she had told them, had made 

him a hero in their eyes, and as for the 

rest ■

Perhaps the ending is commonplace; the 

falling in love of these two had been l^egun 

under strange circumstances, but the end 

was not quite so extraordinary as the 

beginning. Bernard was proud and would 

not give up his work, neither would he ask 

a rich woman to be his wife, but somehow 

or other the old people put their fingers 

into that pie, and lona had to declare that 

Bernard shou\d not leave off his work for 

her, but that sne would live in London with 

him. ■

'* One thing, Bernard, you shall give me. 

I am going to have that sovereign set as a 

brooch and wear it always. You see it 

was the price of my husband! With- 

out that I should never have married 

you." ■

'' Without it I should never have known 

what a woman's love means. My sweetest! 

You shall have it if you like, though I must 

say that it was the hardest money I ever 

earned in my life." ■

lona would not let Bernard's mother live 

anywhere but with' them. Their pretty 

little London house was a place where 

there was always sunshine. Every day 

Bernard went off to his work with a happy 

look on his face. He said that now he was 

too happy, and if any one suggested his 

giving up his post, he would answer : ■

«« Why should 1 1 Mr. Blackley can't do 

without me, my salary is excellent, and as 

any lucrative situation is difficult to obtain, 

I shall not lightly put myself out of 

work." ■

Mrs. Graves sometimes complains, but 

Mr. Samson never ceases to hold Bernard 

up as an example, and it is whispered that 

he means to make Bernard Graves Ms 

heir. ■

"THE UNSEEN PRESENCK" ■

CHAPTER I. ■

His people had never quite forgiven him. 

At first Nell had fretted a little, when she 

had learned to fully appreciate the enormity 

of the offence she had committed, when 

she, the little light-comedy actress, h^ 

promised to marry Leigh Ridout, of one 

of the oldest and wealthiest families in the 

Ndtth. It was true that he was only a 

younger son, but that did not count with 

hlB family, in regard to his relations with 

other less divinely favoured people than 

themselves. But after a time, when Nell 

learned to measure the worth of her hus- 

band from a purely outside point of view 

than that of his family connexions, she 

troubled no more. ■

How she herself had ever had the 

courage or audacity to marry that taciturn, 

sad-eyed artilleryman, Major Ridout, she, 

the merriest, most pleasure-loving of a gay, 

pleasure-loving set, she scarcely knew her- 

self. She was as pretty, and winsome, and 

full of fun as a kitten. ■

Her own friends, while fully appreciating 

the worldly advantages of her marriage 

with a rich, well-bom man, one of the 

smartest officers of one of the smartest 

brandies of the service, still considered that 

she had thrown herself away. ■

Certainly, she changed a good deal after 

her marriage, though few could have de- 

fined in what the change consisted. She 

still had a laugh and a light word always 

ready, though the old careless, unthinking 

enjoyment no longer seemed to radiate from 

her like summer sunshine itself. She was 

a great favourite with her husband's brother 

officers and their wives, and in consequence 

led a gay and sociable life. Her husband 

had at one time almost entirely withdrawn 

himself from society, but he was only too 

happy to see her happy, and resignedly 

went out with her as much as she wished ; 

a great deal too much, in the opinion of 

his family. They called her silly and 

frivolous. ■

She and Ridout had been married now 

nearly two years. It was the autumn. The 

summer had been unusually hot; almost 

too hot in the seaside garrison town wheie 

her husband was stationed. After the 

brilliant sunshine, the vivid skies, the 

white glare of cliff of that long summer, this 

grey, misty autumn evening was a rest 

and refreshing to Nell's tired frame and 

wearied brain. She drew in a long breath ■
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as she came out of her house in the dusk 

of the evening twilight. It was about 

eight o'clock ; there were few people pass- 

ing. The lamps had been lit in the houses 

surrounding the square ; they shone cheer- 

fully — ^like the stars of the small worlds 

of home life which they lighted — through 

the misty air, suggesting the dear and 

familiar details of that simple everyday life 

which gathers about the hearths and homes 

of human beings. But that pale, soft 

sea-mist fell like a grey, impassable veil 

between her, as she stood on the steps of 

her own house, and those other lamp-lit 

homes, and seemed to shut her off from 

their beloved commonplaces of daily exis- 

tence as with a vague, eerie mystery. ■

She stood for a moment, the look in her 

eyes which had come there a few moments 

before — when, on entering her husband's 

study after dinner, she had found that he 

had unexpectedly left it— still darkening 

them with its anguish of fear and ques- 

tioning. No one ever saw that expres- 

sion in them ; it only came when she was 

alone. But during the past few months 

it had always been lurking there, though 

she Jiad hidden it cleverly with her smiles 

and merry chatter. To-night, as she stood 

there, that fear seemed to have taken com- 

plete possession of her. Her face paled, her 

eyes gazed out through the mist stealing, 

gentle, intangible, suffocating, up about her, 

as if she felt in it some unspeakable horror 

of peril and evil. ■

A soldier, whistling the last new music- 

hall ditty, came down the hill from the 

Castle. The brisk, regular tramp of his 

feet, the lively air, roused her. She pulled 

to the door behind her, and went out to 

search for her husband. She made her way 

down to the sea. The first Mrs. Leigh 

Ridout — her husband had been a widower 

— would never have ventured upon such a 

thing; at that hour in the evening, too. 

She never ventured upon anything where 

her husband and his family were concerned. 

She was a wife of their own choosing. 

Birth, fortune, character had been eminently 

suitable, and his own people had practically 

made up the match. She never went into 

her husband's study when he wished to be 

quiet. She never dragged him out to ride 

and drive with her when he wished to 

remain at home. She never worried him 

to accompany her from one entertainment 

to another when he looked tired and de- 

pressed. Leigh Eidout's family considered 

that the present Mrs. Bidout treated him with 

a scandalous want of respect and sympathy. ■

Nell was thinking of that first wife now ; 

she often thought of her. Her youngest 

sister-in-law, more garrulous, and with the 

need of talking freely more gracious, had 

enlightened her — rather more, perhaps, than 

she really knew — as to the ways, character, 

and habits of that favoured bride. She 

had been apparently a meek, nervous kind 

of girl, and had died about a year after her 

marriage. There had been painful circum- 

stances Attending her last illness and death, 

upon which even the garrulous sister-in-law 

kept a discreet and profound silence. But 

there was a niece — a bright, honest-eyed 

girl of sixteen, the daughter of Lady 

Gregory, the eldest sister — who, unsus- 

pected by her family, had gathered up odds 

and ends of gossip repeated thoughtlessly 

before her by her nurses when she was a 

child, and which she had rattled off care- 

lessly one day to the second Mrs. Leigh 

Ridout, on one of the few visits she had 

paid her husband's family. ■

" Aunt Annabel was frightened of Uncle 

Leigh. Are you frightened of himt I 

don't believe you are. I suppose that is 

what mother means when she says you have 

not the proper respect for your husband/ 

with a mischievous laugh. " I shan't have 

any for mine, if it means being frightened 

out of your wits at him. Aunt Annabel 

took quite a dislike to poor Uncle Leigh 

before she died, and though he does look 

so sad and stem, he was awfully good to 

her. He's a dear, and if ever I find another 

man like him I shall marry him, and in 

spite of mother and Aunt Emma, make him 

' take me round ' like you do Uncle Leigh." ■

Nell had laughed, but the laugh had 

died away rather abruptly as she suddenly 

wondered how long that gay, light-hearted, 

happy girl would have borne the burden at 

which she hinted so unconsciously. Nell 

had been as light-hearted when she had 

first resolved upon making her husband 

share her life, and not live his own apart 

from her. Now, today, the effort seelned 

to have left her tired to death. And per- 

haps, after all, he had loved his first wife 

best; she asked herself that to-night. 

Sometimes she had been filled with dread 

lest she should alienate him from her by 

her conduct; then she had crushed self 

into the background again, and gone on 

doggedly in the path she had set her feet to 

travel At all costs she would force him to 

live her life, not that dreary, isolated one 

of his own. ■

She met few people out at that hour of 

the autumn evening. As she left her house ■
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ahe had' caught a glimpse of en old wonian 

leading a child. They were walking on 

thfe other side of the way. They were 

passing nnder a street lamp when she first 

saw them, and she noticed mechanically, 

that the wonian was a mulatto, and looked 

Yetj old. She could not see the ohiM's 

&oe; ■

^ She went on, forgetting all about them, 

till just as she was crossing the street to 

reach the Parade^ ^e sa^^ them again close 

behind herl An odd, unaccountable fancy 

struck her that they were following her; 

but it passed, as at that moment she thought 

she . toiight sight of her husband on the 

Parade. . She hurried on to overtake him, 

and when she glanced back the woman and 

child h^ndisappeared into the shadows of 

the autumn evening. The Parade at that 

&ad. was deserted ; there was iio; figure 

except that of her husband^s in sight. 

i* The «ea lay still as a; deep lake of en- 

chanted water. A shaft of silvra light from 

^e' Hsing moon pierced the heavy, misty 

air like, the shining lance of some angel- 

spear, and striking the sea, touched where 

it fell the dark waters into radiance. ■

But Ridout, who had stopped and was 

looking out* to sea, saw nothing of the 

grovring jight till his wife's hand touched 

him. Then he turned; with a frowning 

start, and saw the moonlight shining on 

her face. Something dark lifted from his 

own as he recognised her. 

1 '^It was so closer and suffocating indoors," 

dbe said, '*so I came out for a walk. I 

found you had gone out, and as I knew 

you weren't going to Colonel Maple's till 

half-past nine, I thought I might find you 

h^rel" ■

, She spoke lightly, still keeping her 

hand on his arm. He looked at her « 

little queerly, but he replied in the same 

matter-of-&ct strain. Then he suggested 

they should stroll on to the end of the 

Parade. They walked on, leaving the town 

beh^d. And as they went together^ the 

mist-laden air seemed to grow lighter 

and dearer. The moon rising higher, 

shone down in fuller radiance. A faint 

breeze sprang up and stirred the sullen 

surface of the sea, which broke into little 

ripples in the moonlight. They wmlked 

nde by side, talking over some prospective 

changes that were to take place in his 

battery, and of the future arrangements 

they would have to make. But though 

she walked close to his side^ she seemed to 

feel between them always that vague, im- 

palpable shape of mystery, horrible because ■

of its very intangibleness, which had wtdked 

between her and her husband ever smce 

the day of their marriage. It seemed as if 

she had never felt it s6 strongly as she did 

to-ni^ht. ■

So keenly was she conscious of it, thai 

once for an instant she actually fancied 

that she saw it take bodily shape in the 

twilight of the autumn evening.. She 

started and swerved aside a step, as some- 

thing—a shadow, a wreath of pale, chill 

mist— floated between them. ■

*?What is it, Nelll" asked' Ridout^ 

glancing down at her. ■

She laughed, but still looked with a 

half^shrinking curiosity behind her. ■

The long Parade wi^ its lights: was* silent 

and deserted* The shrill noisy scream dl a 

steamer off the pier whistling for a jnlot 

brought a sense of positive relief, as she 

found herself once more in a world of 

material and familiar things. ■

<< It's nothing, Leigh,^' slipping her hand 

into his arm. ''I always think there is 

something ghostly about the shadows and 

effects ol autumn evenings. What a 

strange noise the sea seems to be laaking 

to*night as it breaks on the shingle I ^It's 

like whispering, threatening voices. Isn't 

it silly? I feel so fanciful to-nighi 

Perhaps there is somethmg wrong with 

me \ " with a little half hysterical laugh, 

and catching at her breath. " The long hot 

summer has tried me "— hastily — " I mean. 

I'm all right, dear, of course," as he stopped 

and scanned her face anxiously tl^oagh 

the dark. ** 1 dare say it was that book 

on fetish that I found in your study this 

afternoon. I opened it and read some of 

it, but the stories in it were so horrid that 

they made me creep!" with a hdf-XDOcl^ 

half-real shudder. •< They put all sorts of 

ugly thoughts into one's brain, even to 

thinking that evil can triumph over good I 

It is so silly — and wicked." Then, as he 

still looked at her with that strained 

intenseness, she tried to ^ak tDon 

lightly. •* It is really too ridicuhma to 

be so nonsensical 1 The stupid book must 

have taken possession of me ! " And she 

laughingly told him of . the mulatto wooa 

and the child she had seen, and of the 

absurd fancy she had had for a moment 

about her. , ■

"I wonder who she is. Somebody » 

nurse, I suppose. She seemed to take ^ 

interest in me, any way, for she lookw 

hard at me when I first caught a^ht of 

her. Perhaps she didn't guess I was an 

old married woman, and did not think it ■
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right of me to be walking out alone at this 

time of the evening," ■

She chattered on, more for the sake 

of speaking than for anything else. Any 

foolishness, any triviality, any absurdity, 

snfficed to make talk when she wished 

to rouse him from those sombre moods 

which she so dreaded. Whether she 

irritated, angered, disgusted him, she never 

cared.. She never ceased till she saw 

the doud lighten from his eyes, and she 

felt that once more she had driven back 

across the threshold of his soul that vague, 

intangible foe, whose horrible presence she 

could feel, though it took no definite shape. 

That her husband had a dark and unhappy 

secret in his life she divined. That this 

invisible shape of terror against which she 

was ever fighting was bom of that secret, 

she divined too. That was all She was 

not prepared for the effect her careless 

chatter aroused in him to-night. He 

stopped. They had reached the end of 

the Parade, and were strolling back. His 

face looked white and almost cruel in its 

set sternness. ■

"NeD, I wish you would understand, 

once for all, that I do not like you to walk 

alone after dark. It is not fit for you; it 

is not safe." ■

"Leigh," answering the look, the tone, 

rather than the words, ** I '* ■

" I will not have it, Nell. I have told 

you before I did not — like it. It isn't 

right. I hate to feel that you are walk- 

ing out alone, any time — and in the 

dark ! " ■

He broke off abruptly and walked oA. 

She did not say another word. His face 

was pale and rigid with that set resolve of 

purpose. Hers was white, too, with a 

bewilderment of pain. ■

As they entered the house, his eyes fell 

on her, and he noticed her pallor in the 

lamplight. The frozen sternness of his face 

softened, and a rush of passionate tender- 

ness swept over it. ■

"My dear! How tired you look!" he 

ezdaimed. She turned quickly aside and 

entered the drawing-room. He followed, 

suddenly realising how harsh his manner 

and wor^s must have seemed to her. 

" Good Heavens ! " he said under his 

breath. Then closing the door, he went 

up to her, as she stood slowly pulling off 

her gloves with that frightened, stricken 

look in her face. "Nell!" he began 

hoarsely. ■

She looked up at him, and saw his heart 

in his eyes. The hot blood fiamed into ■

her face, and the ugly doubt that had 

chilled her own heart was Swept away in 

the rush of thankful happiness. ■

"Leigh, I know it isn't so, but just let 

me hear it with your own lips, and I'll 

never doubt you again. I don't doubt you 

now, only it is so nice to hear you say that ■

you, Leigh It isn^t because you think ■

that it is not fitting for the wife of a 

Bidout to )Yalk about in the dark, but 

because you love me, and don't want any 

harm to happen to me, your wife ! Not 

that you are afraid I should lower the 

dignity and upset the proprieties of the 

family of Kidout ! " with a happy laugh, 

which yet had the faintest little sob in it. ■

He caught her in his arms and kissed 

her. ■

" Hang the family of Bidout ! " he said, 

with a hoarse laugh. ■

CHAPTBB n. ■

It was a fortnight later ; the hardest 

fortnight that Nell had gone through since 

she had first discovered that her husband 

was haunted. For that was how she 

whispered it to herself. Hitherto she had 

always succeeded in rousing him from one 

of those dark moods when they took 

possession of him. This time she failed. 

He was abstracted, taciturn ; he seemed 

even to go about his work mechanically ; 

he was a soldier to the backbone, and 

hitherto had taken a keen interest in his 

duties. He seemed, too, to have a positive 

dislike to her going outside the house, and 

if she went, would not allow her to go 

alone. All her efforts to drive that sombre 

look from his eyes were vain. She felt 

vaguely that her invisible foe was gaining 

ground. She struggled desperately against 

it. She was really feeling ill, and this last 

valiant effort to combat the dark spirit 

which seemed to enter into her husband, 

and still more its failure, exhausted her 

completely. ■

He saw her growing paler and more 

delicate-looking, and the misery in his own 

heart increased tenfold. ■

One evening she went up to bed early ; 

she pulled aside the blind of her window 

to look out. A brilliant lioon was shining. 

As its light flooded the square, it gave an 

unnatural silvery whiteness to the ground. 

An old woman leading a child was crossing 

the square, going down towards the sea. 

Their figures stood out clear and almost 

startlingly distinct against the surrounding 

brilliance of whiteness. Their backs were ■
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turned to ber, but sometbing in tbeir ap- 

pearance made ber tbink of tbe mulatto 

woman ai^d tbe cbild she bad noticed tbat 

evening a'^fortnigbt ago. She bad not 

seen tbem since. Sbe dropped tbe blind, 

too tired to feel any interest in tbem, or, 

indeed, anything else. Sbe fell asleep 

almost as soon as ber bead touched tbe 

pillows. She slept on in dreamless, re- 

freshing slumber for some hours. Then 

sbe began to awake. The remembrance of 

the woman and child who bad caught her 

passing attention before going to rest, re- 

turned to ber half conscious brain. They 

seemed now to pass into her dreams. They 

were standing at the foot of her bed looking 

at her. Their persistent presence began to 

worry her. It irritated her at last so much 

in her dream that she sat up to tell her 

husband to drive them away. The action 

awakened her completely, and she saw 

tbat her husband was not by her side. 

The clock at the same moment struck out 

two. She sprang out of bed, flung a 

dressing gown round ber, and hastened 

downstairs. ■

The house was dark and silent Bat from 

under the door of her husband's study 

gleamed a ray of light. He was there. 

For a second she clung to the baluster for 

support^ then hastened on. She listened 

outside the door; she fancied she caught 

a faint sound— was it a sob of a man's 

mortal anguish 1 She tried the handle of 

the door. It was locked. She called her 

husband by his name, first with an effort 

at calmness; after a pause, during which 

there was no sound or stir, as if the person 

inside the room sat arrested by the shock of 

her unexpected presence — with the whole 

arguish of her own heart and brain in the 

low cry. ■

Then ber husband came and opened to 

her. She caught at him, and after another 

of those strained pauses, when it seemed as 

if the very blood in his veins were arrested, 

and that the eternal coldness and stillness 

of death were already upon him, he took her 

in his arms and carried her over to his 

writing-table, where he sat down, still 

gathering her to his breast. ■

He bad been writing, but his work was 

finished. One or two letters lay on the 

table, one addressed to ber. She raised her 

head from his shoulder, where she had 

hidden it in the first moment, like a child 

beside itself in a paroxysm of fear, and saw 

the letter. A newspaper, hastily flung on 

tbe table as he rose to let her in, lay near 

it. With every sensea hundredfold sharpened ■

by her pain and terror, she had, while 

she waited outside the door for him to 

open to her, caught the sound of the faint, 

hurried rustling of the paper. She glanced 

from the letter to it Then, before he conld 

stop ber, sbe swept the paper asida A 

revolver lay under it, and the nameless 

foe against which sbe had fought so long on 

her husband's side took tangible, material 

shape at last. Her husband was a would* 

be suicide. Before its horror she uttered a 

low moan, and flinging her arms round his 

neck, she broke into crying, sobbing oat 

half-choked questions, entreaties, reproachea 

He sat stricken dumb before her anguish, 

but the sullen look of determination 

and suffering did not lighten from his 

eyes. ■

He held her close, and the suffering 

deepened in his face, as his heart seemed 

wrung to breaking. But he was fixed in 

his resolve. He had fought bravely, doggedly, 

even desperately all these years against the 

Nemesis, human, ghostly, devilish — ^what^ 

ever it was — that had been slowly tracking 

him down to this. He would make an end 

now. For himself he did not care. It 

was for her, his beloved, whom he was 

holding, as she sobbed out her love and her 

anguish, to his heart. The curse should not 

fall on her if his death could avert it, if 

his sacrifice could appease the fiend who tor- 

mented him. He only wondered now why 

he bad not done it - long ago. That 

wretched yellow woman's curse bad worked 

welL His best friend had turned from 

him and met a violent death ; his most 

faithful servant, the man who had since his 

boyhood followed his fortunes, bad learned 

to mistrust and hate him. The wife he had 

married — that poor little wife to whom he 

had been as kind as he knew how to be, 

though he had never loved her — had taken 

a horror of him, and bad died in an attack 

of melancholia by her own hand, and the 

child bhe had borne had faded away too. 

It may have beeti only a hideous chain of 

coincidences, but it had been. And no 

man in whose life they had taken place 

should have committed this last nnpaidon- 

able sin of all — that of taking this tender, 

loving, innocent woman, this wife whom he 

loved better than his own soul, into his 

blasted life. For the curse would fall on 

her too, " On all whom you love, on all 

whom you trust Those you love shall 

turn from you in hate and fear; those 

whom you trust shall deceive you; those 

for whom you would give your heart's life 

shall die before your eyes. And you shall ■
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know that it is the curse working, for the 

sake of the heart you have broken here." Be 

could see the old woman now, the grand- 

mother of the girl he had ruined and then 

cast off — cast off because, though she was 

beautiful as any woman of his own 

country and race, she had l^ck blood in 

her reins, and came of a stock too low to 

mingle wiUx the family of Ridout. Though 

she loved him, he had flung her aside, and 

driven her to her death, for she had killed 

herself in her despair. ■

It was years ago, but he could see the 

woman who had avenged her, now, standing 

as she stood that evening in the moonlight, 

on the verandah of the. West Indian home 

which for a year had been an earthly 

paradise to him and the girl who had 

trusted him and whom he had betrayed. And 

the woman had cursed him and gone away. 

She was dead, and tHe child was dead, and 

its mother waS; dead by her own hand. 

Without doubt it seemed. He had made 

enquiries when he found that the curse 

was actually and horribly working itself 

out in his life. He had never seen any 

of them again. But as sure as he was 

a living man he had felt the presence of 

that something; creature or fiend, who had 

haunted him to his eeaseless tormeuting 

over and over again. It, whatever it was, 

had almost 4nven him to madness, crime, 

suicide, suggesting nameless evib to his 

brain, and despair to his heart. But though 

he himself had never again seen with 

physical sight that embodied curse, others 

had ; all those whom he had best loved and 

trusted. They had learned to hate him, 

and had died. And it took always one shape, 

an old mulatto woman leading a child by the 

hand. And this — ^his heart's belovec^ his 

wife — had seen them at last too ; and her 

love would turn into hatred — and perhaps 

she would die. He could bear it no more. 

He would die in her place; perhaps then the 

curse might end too. ■

"It is what that creature — monster, 

devil, living or dead — what it is, I cannot 

say — has been goading me into doing all 

these yeara But I have held out ; I felt I 

should be a coward to yield to its tempting 

and tonnenting. And since I have been 

married to you, it has redoubled its efforts. 

Over and over again, but for you helping 

and comforting me, I should have given 

in. So long as you were safe from that 

awful influence, I could bear it. Now you 

have seen — too — and — I can bear no 

more." ■

She forced the story from him at last. ■

She uttered no word of fcondemnation. For 

explanation she had none to give. It might 

have been but a morbid fancy, bom of the 

remorse of an over-sensitive soul for a 

great crime. It might have been the mag- 

netic outside influence of a cruel, unscrupu- 

lous will on an imaginative brain and highly- 

strung nervous organisation. It might 

have been coincidence. It might h&ve 

been some malignant unknown horror of 

spiritiial evil. She did not know. She did 

not care, at this supreme moment. Only he 

must be saved. She clung to him, her tears 

wetting his cheek, her lips pressing close 

to his, her arms round his neck, her heart 

beating against his. She claimed him as 

her own. She defied any foe, living, dead, 

or devilish, to take him from her. She 

told him how she had fought all silently 

and secretly by his side. And then she 

used the last weapon in her armoury. ■

" Not for my sake only you must live, ■

not even for your own, but for ** and ■

she whispered something into his ear. ■

Something that made him utter a hoarse 

exclamation and catch her still closer to 

his breast, and then there was silence. When 

he af last raised his head, there was a new 

look in his eyes, and his cheek was wet, no 

longer with her tears alone. ■

A little later a child was bom into their 

home. ■

Now whether the sweet, wholesome in- 

fluence of that child life worked a marvel, 

as most child life does in the hearts and 

minds of mankind, or whether his wife's 

will, strong in her faithful love, strengthened 

his, or whether he had gathered up his own 

manhood, and in one mighty effoit flung off 

once for all the morbid fancy — or malignant, 

unholy spell — cannot be said. Perhaps 

they all had something to do with it. It 

was certain that the woman and child were 

never seen again by any of those whom he 

loved, and who loved him, nor was that 

baleful presence ever felt again between 

Nell and her husband. It would not be 

surprising if the living child in his home 

had the greater share in the new and whole- 

some order of things, for it worked such 

marvels in the great family of Bidout that 

it may well have performed a miracle in 

that other matter. ■

It was promptly adopted and adored by 

uncles, aunts, and cousins, and led by its tiny 

feet, drawn by its tiny hands, Nell, as its 

mother, found herself at last gathered into 

the family as one of its own flesh and blood. 

Once across the threshold, her own 

sweetness and loveableness did the rest, and ■
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the family secretly regretted haying bar- 

ricaded itself against her so long. ■

But perhaps only her husband ever 

knew the extent of the blessing she had 

brought upon the life of one member of it. ■

«^10-M0RR0W WILL BE FRIDAY." ■

PuRFOBD would be a mere, ordinary, 

^mmonplace little country town but for 

one thing ; that is the old Prioiy. People 

of' an aniiquarian turn of mind drive any 

number of miles to visit it, and as this 

naturally brings a certain amount of grist 

to the mill, Purfordites are not wanting in 

pride and proper feeling towards this noble 

relic of the Gothic style, though the fiact 

that it was originally founded by Papists 

is rather a bitter pill to some of the 

narrower-minded. ■

In spite of the ruined condition into 

which it has been' allowed to fall — so that 

only a very small portion of the wonderfully 

groined roof of the chapel remains for 

discjples of the beautiful to rave about — it 

is still possible to mentally reconstruct the 

entire fabric, and populate it with either a 

sombre, stealthy-footed, black-robed order 

of religious recluses, or a jovial,, rotund, 

shaven-pated community of ecclesiastical 

gourmands, according to taste. ■

Besides its own intrinsic merits, the 

Priory possesses the additional advantage 

of a situation in an extensive and well- 

wooded park which, encompassing it on 

three sides, forms an incomparable setting 

to the scene. An undulaiting expanse of 

green sward, broken here and there by 

magnificent chestnuts, lies between the 

i^itique gateway which opens on an un- 

frequented ofifshoot of the one wide, 

rambling, uphill street of which Porford 

consists, and the front of the old building. ■

It was about the last week in September 

that two young men — ^who are sufficiently 

designated by the names of Ted and Jack 

—tramped their way into the town. It 

was just that time in the afternoon when 

Purford seems to have the most difficulty 

in keeping its eyes open, and the pair 

having disinterred and interviewed one or 

two drowsy inhabitants on the subject of 

lodgings, were finally recommended to Ikfrs. 

Cuttle at the comdealer's, next door but 

two from the post-office. ■

Everything, terms included, having proved 

entirely satisfactory, the two friends soon 

found themselves partaking of a composite ■

meal in the apartment which boasted an 

outlook over the High Street. ■

** I think we can manage to put in a day 

or two here very comfortably," remarked 

Jack, who was big, and fair, and indolent- 

looking. ''Such a jolly, sleepy-looking 

little one-horse place! And the Prioiyl 

You're cracked on the subject of old rains, 

and I reckoned (m this keeping yott qniet 

for the next day or two." ■

The other rose at the bait. ■

So they sallied forth. Five minutes was 

sufficient to bring them to the Priory gates, 

which were closed every night at dusk. As 

they were about to enter, Ted*s attention 

was caught by a breach in the wall some 

twenty or thirty feet to the right. ■

'*No great difficulty there in making 

your way in or out after the regulation 

hours," he observed, measuring the distance 

from the ground wit^ his oye. ■

The beauty of the day was over. Oieat 

shadows lay across the Ifresh green turf, 

shadows that seemed to be ealst less by the 

Betting sun than by the spirit of solitude 

and mystery brooding over the ruin. ■

"Good old Priory!" remarked Jack 

patronisingly. ** Those oid^- monks had 

their lines cast in pleasant plaees. Shouldn't 

half have minded being a mo^ myself so 

long as there was none of the hair shirt or 

bread and water business. Hk, ha, ha i ** ■

He laughed a hearty, de^p^toned laugh 

which roused strange e<^ee8 ^'the deserted 

cloisters, as though the sound had been 

taken up and passed on by invisible lips 

until it died away am<Hig the mutilated 

columns and arches; ■

The cloisters lay to the left ; on the 

right were the sacristy and chapter^om 

These, with the refectory and the remains 

of offices and dormitories, constituted the 

main portion of the ancient ecclesiastical 

edifice. The chapel was a distinct building. 

Entering by the west, doorway the yisitow 

made their way along the nave, looking up, 

as they did, at that remnant of the ex- 

quisitely aculptured roof which time, the 

barbarian, had consented to spare. The great 

east window would have been a blank empty 

space but for the ivy which did its best to 

provide a substitute for the stained gla^ 

that had once filled it. Ivy, too, rollicked 

round what remained of the massiYe 

columns. ■

But it was already getting dusk, and, as 

they turned to go, they encountered on the 

threshold an ancient crone, in a lavendtf 

sun-bonnet, armed with a symbolic bunch 

of great rusty keys. ■
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** Askin' yer parding, sira, but time's ^p/' 

she cackled. '*'I've bin out in the little 

bit o' kitching garding at the back, %Qd 

never knowed aa there was nobody about 

till jkt this minnit^ or I'd a' come and 

showed yer round." . ■

They thanked her, but explained that 

they Imd managed very well. ■

'* Ah, but yer wanted me to. pint out a^d 

'splain tilings, and Td a' donie it willin'. 

I^wk-a-mussy/' she continued, ''it's lucky 

as I didn't go off and lock yer in unbe* 

known J , What would yer a' done then ? " ■

''Stayed here until yo^ came and let us 

out in the morning," hazarded Ted. ■

The packered, leather^like yisage leng- 

thened, and she shook her head ominously. ■

" Ah, yer be strangers," she said, looUng 

them up and down» " Strangers yer must 

be, OTyer'd. nev^r talk like that, and on a 

ExidiQr ol all days in the week/' ■

" I wonder what she means ? " asked Ted 

as th^ followed, her out. ■

"You come 'ere termorrer," she stddi 

"and 111 show yer all there is to be seen, 

and tell yer what'll make yer blood cuddle.** ■

Haying secured the entrance by the 

means ot a key containing metal enough to 

set up a dealer in old iron, she dropped a 

rheumatic curtsey and bade them " good 

day." ■

"Kow, then," said Ted, as soon as. she 

was out of sights leading the way as he 

spoke to the breach in the wall, "there's 

nobody about, and I don't know what 

you mean to do, but Fm going over here." 

^The other followed, and they skirted the 

ruins and plunged iuto the dense, dark 

recesses of the wood beyond* Threading 

their way betwe^ the truiis,they continued 

for some time until they arrived at. what 

was like a wood .within a wood — a square, 

shallow, regular depression of the ground, 

like a dry tank, in which the trees grew so , 

closely together tbat they shut out what 

was left of the daylight. ■

There was sometUng. eerie in the spat, 

something . that defied analysis, dnd de- 

scended upon the senses like a pfJL ■

"Rum sort of place," remarked Jack, 

with a shake as though to rid himself of 

the strange influence of the spot. "Just 

look at those trees with their, naked 

knotted trunks, and roots that seem to 

writhe and crawl like snakes ! " ■

Ted set his teeth hard c to ward odSf the 

fodish, shuddery kind of feeling that came 

over him. ■

" What humbug you talk 1 Judging by 

the shape and size and general appearance ■

I should say this was originally the fish- 

pond belonging to the Priwy. Nearly 

every place of the sort had its own private 

resources on which to draw for tiie regular 

ti<m fish diet that was an article of religion 

in those days." ■

Half in bravado, half for the sake of the 

reassurance t6 be gained by the sound of his 

own volte, Jack lifted his to the tune of 

"Tb-morrow will be Friday," when as a 

mere matter of fact it would be Saturday^ 

From a musical point of view, the effect 

was not good. The voice sounded harsh 

and unnatural, and seemed to rbuse queer 

murmurs and complainings among the trees, 

aathou^ the leaves were trying to whisper 

their secrets in the dull ears of the two 

mortals who had intruded on their dusky 

solitude. ■

: "Stop tiiat awful croaking," his fri^l 

hissed in his ear as he made a half»-hearted 

and wholly out of tu^e attack upon the 

chorus. "Shut up, can't* you! There's 

some one watching us over there." ■

The singer came to a sudden stop^ the 

last note strangled in his tbroal^ ■

«* Where 1 Who1"hetoked. ■

"Over yonder," indicating a .p(Hnt be^ 

tween the trees, a little to the left. ■

The branch of a tree knocked Ted's ha^ 

off at this moment. As he rose from 

groping after it his companion touched 

him on the arm. ■

" It's so beastly dark among these trees 

one can't be sure of anything," he grumbled 

in an undertone, *' but I certainly did think 

I caught the flutter of a gown or some* 

thing on ahead. Thank goodness we're 

coming to open ground at last. Th«re ! 

What did I tell you 1" ■

He pointed to a comparatively clear space 

that lay between them and the Priory, and 

over which a dark, swiftly-moving figure 

could be distinguished passing. ■

"I should just Uke.to know how she 

came here 1 " he added. ■

" She 3 " repeatedr4he other vaguely. . . ■

" Why, you !said so yourself in the -first 

place, didn't youl Besides, look at the 

gown, and the hood drawn over the head» 

What else can it be but a woman 1" ■

"Monks wore gowns," said Ted slowly 

and abstractedly, "and sometimes pulled 

their cowls over their heads^" ■

"Why — what in the name^— ^" began 

Jack, when he felt himself gripped sud- 

denly by the arm. ■

'/See, it has disappeared by the door 

leading into the cloisters! Let. us follow, 

and try and find out what it means." ■
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Borne along by the influence of the 

strongei will, the other allowed himself to 

be led in a direction totally opposed to the 

one in which his own inclinations pointed. 

To all appearances the cloisters were de- 

serted, and the silence unbroken, save 

by their own footsteps, which sounded 

hollow in their ears. They had traversed 

nearly two sides of the quadrangle, when 

something glided out from behind a 

column a few paces distant. There was 

the straight black gown with the hood con- 

cealing the face^ together with hanging 

sleeves that hid the hands. A slight 

rattling noise accompanied it. ■

The two men clutched each other and 

waited. At first it seemed to be approaching 

them, then, turning sharply off at right 

angles, it crossed the cloister and was lost 

—swallowed up. Was there a secret door 1 

Had the wall opened to receive it t Had 

their eyes deceived them all along? 

Whatever might be the explanation, neither 

was in the mood tot further investigations. ■

" Come ! " one breathed in the other's 

ear; and without any exhibition of in* 

decent haste, but still holding on to each 

other as though there was satisfaction in the 

actual contact of flesh and blood with flesh 

and blood, they left the ruin. ■

Not until they reached the breach in the 

wall did another word fall from the lips of 

either. Then : ■

*' We both saw itt" said Jack question- 

ingly. ■

An indefinite sound intended to signify 

assent answered him. ■

"And we were both sober, and wide 

awake, and in the full possesion of our 

faculties?" ■

But Ted had commenced to scale the 

wall, and was, besides, unprepared with any 

answer to the enigma. ■

" I've always looked upon such tales as 

unmitigated rot," Jack continued ; *' but I 

can't help admitting that there is something 

very unaccountable in—— Great Scott ! " ■

A sudden dislodgement of bricks, a rattle 

and a crash, and his friend was precipitated 

at his feet with an unexpectedness that 

might well account for the expletive. ■

*'Just what I said. Bet you anything 

you like you've done for yourself as far as 

your clothes are concerned." ■

The other made an attempt to rise^ but 

fell back with a sharp exclamation. ■

"I don't know how my garments may 

have fared, but I'm pretty certain I've 

sprained my ankle." ■

A nice state of affairs, truly! Here was ■

a high, albeit a half-ruined wall, and here 

was a disabled man on the wrong side of 

the same. Moreover, it was getting late, 

and darker every moment. With the aid 

of his friend, Ted made another attempt to 

surmount the difficulty ; but the result wis 

as futile as it was painful ■

"What on earth's to be done?" asked 

Jack in despairing perplexity. ■

''There is only one thing. Tou most 

hunt up the old woman, and bribe her to 

come and let me out." ■

" But I don't know where she lives." ■

"Find out. I expect the first person 

you meet will be able to tell you." ■

** Well, I suppose there's no other way. 

I say, though " — his mind, which had been 

temporarily diverted by the accident, re- 

turning to the subject of their recent 

mysterious experience^-" I don't half like 

leaving you here under the circumstances; 

and t may be gone some time." ■

"Blow the circumstances," from the 

sufferer. " My ankle's beginning to hart so 

confoundedly I don't care a rap for anything 

else." ■

So Jack departed by way of the wall, 

which he climbed with an infinite regard 

for the integrity of his own valuable limbs. ■

Before leaving he assisted his friend to 

hobble a little distance and put himself into 

a more comfortable position, with his back 

against the trunk of the nearest tree. ■

" I needn't tell you not to move," were 

his last words. ■

As predicted, he found no difficulty in 

discovering the domicile of the old care- 

taker. She rejoiced in the name of UsxihA 

Beadle, and occupied one of a row of litUe 

tumbledown cottages just off the main 

street. In fact, ten minutes would have 

been sufficient to have brought her to the 

rescue had she been at home. Unfortunately 

it appeared, on the testimony of a neigh- 

bour, that she had just " stepped out." No 

reliable evidence being forUicoming as to 

the precise direction in which she had 

stepped, there was nothing for it but to 

hang about until she should think good to 

step back. ■

The minutes fretted away, the quarters 

chimed from the church clo<^, and still she 

tarried. The situation was getting desperate 

when it occurred to the weary waiter that 

though Mrs. Beadle herself was not ^ 

home, the keys might be. She would 

hardly be likely to carry that heavy, cum- 

bersome bunch about with her. ■

Coolly unlatching the door, he entered. 

All was in darkness, but the introduciioD of ■
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i wax match upon the scene showed the 

Leys banging on a nail close at hand. He 

mhooked them, and at once " made tracks " 

or the Prioiy. ■

There was a little delay caused by his 

laying to try all the keys to find the right 

me. Then there was some diiBcolty in 

letting it to act. Either his hand shook, 

»r the key, recognising an unfamiliar grasp, 

efused to respond. But at last it gave 

?ay. ■

It was very dark inside, but he succeeded 

n making out the tree beneath which he 

lad left his friend. ■

"Ted," he cried, as he approached, ''here 

[ am at last I've been no end of a time, 

md I expect you thought I was never 

coming, but— I say, where are youl 

Wliy don't you answer t " ■

He quickened his steps almost to a run. ■

*'Ted 1" he shouted again. Still no reply. 

k sudden chill fell upon him. Patting out 

bis hand, he touched the tree. There was 

QO one there ! ■

To return to the other. ■

After his companion left him the pain in 

his ankle, at first acute, gradually lessened. ■

'' Perhaps I haven't sprained it so badly 

after all," he thought '' What a nuisance 

it is, anyhow ! Well, it's no use crying 

over spilt mUk, and as Jack may have some 

trouble in hunting up the old woman, I 

may as well make myself as comfortable as 

I can in the meanwl^le." ■

He leant his head against the gnarled old 

trunk, and closed his eyes. The darkness 

and mysterious quietude of the spot must 

have lulled him to rest At any rate, at 

the end of an indefinite interval he started 

up bewildered. ■

"Where am II What's upl Who's 

that?" ■

Some one had just passed dose by him— 

a black, dimly-outlined figure, whose move- 

ments were, as before, accompanied by a 

faint rattling soimd, like that which might 

be made by a rosary as it swung to and 

fio. The sound, slight though it was, re« 

called everything. ■

" The monk again," he whispered. " But 

for my ankle I'd follow and see—-" ■

A sudden recklessness seized him. ■

"It hardly hurts at aU now. I'll try if 

I can stand." ■

Slowly and cautiously he raised himself 

upon his feet, and steadying himself against 

the tree, tried to pierce the gloom, but could 

diBcem nothing. Stay — what was that) 

Could it be 1 — ^yes, there was a light in the ■

ruins, flickering and uncertain, but a light 

all the same. ■

" 111 find out what it means if I die for 

it," was his rash resolve. ■

So with the aid of his stick he crept 

across the thick turf, hardly ponscious of 

pain or weakness in the half fearful, wholly 

absorbing interest that lured him on. What 

was that sound, too, monotonous and regular, 

like a pick or some sharp instrument strik- 

ing upon stone ? ■

They were at work in the cloisters, at 

work by the light of torches, which threw 

their lurid, wayward gleams upon a group of 

dark monastic forms. They were hewing 

out a chamber in the wall, a chamber in 

which a man might barely statid upright ■

Blood-red reflections were thrown on 

mouldering arch and crumbling column, and 

made crimson splashes on the worn stone 

pavement. ■

An owl hooted among the ruins ; instantly 

the work ceased. ■

"Is it a dreamt" the watcher asked 

himself, as he lurked in the shadow of a 

doorway. ■

The owl hooted again, and from out the 

gloomiest recesses of the cloisters another 

group appeared ; a group composed of two 

figures leading— di^^ging — a third, this 

third being the only one of all the weird 

assembly that had the face exposed. Such 

an awful, ghastly face, with the eyes of one 

doomed, soul and body 1 ■

Arrived at the entrance of the living 

tomb, the victim gave one wild, agonised look 

round — a look which burnt itself into the 

memory of the witness. ■

The owl hooted for the third time, the 

torches flared redly for an instant, then 

flickered low and died in darkness, and 

there was only the moon shining down 

upon the desolate, deserted cloisters. The 

sound of a fall was followed by silence, 

deep and unbroken. ■

" It was a lucky thing I thought of the 

cloisters," remarked Jack next day, "and it 

was equally lucky I happened to have a 

drop of brandy in my travelling-flask. As 

it was, it gave me no end of a shock 

when I tumbled over you in the dark. 

And you haven't done your ankle any 

good either. Doctor says you may think 

yourself lucky if you're able to stand on 

it by the end of next week. A nice 

sort of flnish to our walking tour! As 

to that little tableau vivant you declare 

you were eye-witness of, I can't quite 

swallow that I fancy the pain in * your 

ankle must have affected your head, and ■
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the scone, and thelumr, and the asdbciations, 

and all the storied you'd heard about the 

{dace, juinhled themselves up together in 

your brain and produced^ the highly sen- 

sational revolt yod describe; Anyhow, I 

should think, one way and another, you're 

had about enough of the Priory." ■

•* You might a' knocked me down with a 

feather when I come back and found them 

keys gone." ■

The speaker was Mrs. Beadle, the period 

a week later, and the scene the ruined 

cloisters. ■

« I declare, if I didn't think as it must 

be the Black Prior 'isself as 'ad walked 'em 

oS.- You've I 'eared on 'imi Not Well, 

fack is it ain't generally spoke of for f eax o' 

givin' the place a bad name, though it's all 

right so long as yer don't get pokin' round 

arter dark and sprainin' yer ankle and= sioh 

like." ■

This was a dig at that one of her audience 

whose mode of progression was aided and 

abetted by a couple of sticks. ■

"'Owsomever, that's neither 'ete nor 

fchere. But about this 'ere Prioi. 'Undreds 

o' years ago he lived and died, and d'yer 

think he can, lie quiet 1 Not if he knows 

it> pertickler of a Friday." ■

" And why Friday more than any other 

day?" ■

** Well, yer see he was a reg'lar bad 'un, 

and there was another monk as he had a 

spite agen. So what's he do but comes 

be'ind 'im as he were a-settin' there by the 

pond over yond^ a-catohin' fish for 'is 

Friday's dinner, and, takin' 'im unawares 

like, tumbles 'im in 'ead over 'eels and 

drownds *im/' ■

" But the pond wasn't deep enough." ■

" I don't know nothink about that, that's 

'ow it were told me, and if you don't like 

it " ■

** Oh, go on, go on." ■

"Wdl, the other monks they finds it 

out, and what does they do ? They takes 

'im, meanin' the Prior, and builds 'im up 

alive in this very wall — as it might be 'ere," 

indicating a portion of the masonry. ■

*' But have you evet seen or heard any- 

thing!" ■

" Times attd agen I've fancied Pve 'eared 

groans when I bin passin' 'bout dusk, and 

I don^t doubt as he did groan powerful 

long at the time, and 'oiler too. As to 

seein' anythink, maybe I 'ave and maybe 

I 'aven't. Any'ow, I promised to cuddle 

yer Wood, and tain't my fault if I ain't bin 

and done it." ■

I AN AUTUMN MANOEUVRE. ■

' It is now nearly a year since the oefkh 

rence of the events which I am about to 

narrate as awatnitg to susceptible baehdon. 

May oidiers profit by my misfortond, and 

take to heart the moral which h4 who ma 

may read £n the following truthfttl reeotd 

of my dis^iikfiture ! ■

My name is Jasper Dodderley, my leri- 

dence is in ilie famous old cathedral town 

of Hilminster, and by profession I am & 

solicitor. I was always remarkable for my 

gidlantry and devotion to the fau^ sex; but 

I distributed my homage amoligst tlie&i 

with the strictest impartiality. The trutii 

is, I loved them all as k body too macb to 

forfeit my bachelor's privilege of flirting at 

large, or, in other words, I was too much of 

a ladies' man ever willingly to become a 

lady's man. ' ■

lu this way, always skirmishu^g, btit 

never allowing myself to be drawn into a 

regular engagement, when my thirty-fifth 

birthday arrived it found ine fitiU a free 

man. I forgot tJie proverb about pitchers 

which go too often to the well, and ce^ 

tainly never for a moment imagined that 

the days of my celibacy were alroady 

numbered^ Yet such was indeed the ease, 

though no foreboding of what waa in 

store for me disturbed my mind when, 

in the August of that year, I started ior 

Codlington, the well-known East Coast 

watering-place, where I had decided to 

spend my autumn holidays. ■

Now, Codlington, although it is a 

fashionable resort, is not a remarkaUy 

lively town. It is not good for man to 

be alone — especially at a watering-0ace J 

without a flirtation, life at the seaside is 

like a salad without dressing. Luddlyi 

at a watering-place, those who wish to 

flirt seldom experience much difflonljy 

in gratifying theur taste, and I V^^ 

discovered the companion I soaght in the 

person of a dashing Irish widow who was 

staying^ in the same hbtel, and sat n^ 

to me at table d'hdte. Her name iraa Iw. 

Daly, and though she was no longer ia h^ 

first youth, she was emphatkially whs* » 

termed "a fine woman"— tall, stout, m 

handsome. Then, she dressed ^^»^ 

conversation was amusing, and she sj^J 

with a slight touch of the brogue which i 

found singularly fascinating; so ^'^^^ *J2 

the first I was attracted by her, and ble»w 

the chance which had made me her nem 

hour. NaturaUy I took full advantage or ■
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my position, and we were soon on excelbnt 

tetms, whioh becatne leally cordial when, 

in the conise of oni conrersatioi^ I dis^ 

coveied that she had iriends in Hilminster, 

and that I was not unknown to her. by 

repnte. ■

From that moment we no longiar felt 

like stoangers, and I was delighted to hear 

that she, like myself, intended to stay at 

Codlingtcm until the end of September. 

It was long since I had met any one who 

had made such a fayouiable first impression 

on me, and when dinner came to an end 

and we separated, I, for one, was resdted 

to cultivate the acquaintance assiduously 

during the next six weeks. ■

Let me condense into a paragraph the 

events of the next month, which was remark- 

aUe for nothing but the rapid progress of 

our intimacy. From the first we were con- 

stantly thrown togeilier, meeting frequently 

on the promenade or in the. hotel grounds, 

and regularly every night at dinner, for 

dthou^ as other guests left, we gravitated 

steadily to the top of the table, we moved 

up tc^jether and remained neig]j^bours. 

Thus a week passed away, and then, one 

evenings Mrs* Daly invited me to take my 

coffee in her sitting-room, where, we spent 

a pleiasant hour by the open window, while 

her > companion -^ a prim, withered little 

spinster, whom Mrs. Daly called her 

'•sheep-dog," but who, by the side of her 

large patroneets, resembled nothing so much 

as a toy terrier — sat silent in the back- 

ground, working nameless monstrosities in 

wools. A few evenings later the invitation 

was repeated, and before long I got into a 

regular habit of ^' dropping in " after dinner 

tot a little conversation and music ■

By this 'time, of course, our friendship 

was established on a most familiar footing, 

and our flirtation was approaching the 

borders of a more tender feeling* For 

once my prudenee. had deserted me, and I 

was rapidly drifting into a serious entangle- 

mentj . when I suddenly awakened to a 

sense of my situation. Well do I re- 

member the moment of the discovery ! I 

was singing our favourite piece — a tender 

little love-fiong, composed by me in a 

moment of inspiration after a shilling sail, 

and fiet to music of her own by Mrs. Daly 

—■and I was rendering the first verse with 

even more than my usual feeling ; ■

'The bounding main I do not love, ■

It bounds too much for me ; 

Kor do I like the free blue waves, ■

I find them far too free ; 

Tet o'er the ocean would I fly ■

To thee, my love, to thee. ■

As I finished our eyes met^ and in hers 

I seemed to. read the question, ''Would 

yout" Like a revelation it burst upon me 

that that was just the question I shduld 

have, asked: myself long ago. Would It 

Was I prepared to embark upon the stormy 

sea of matrimony for the sake of . Mrs. 

Daly 1 If not^ had I the courage to cut 

short iny stay at Oodlington and part 

abruptly from her, possibly never to meet 

her again 1 For that was the only alterna- 

tive. At the point I had reached, to stand 

still was impossible. I must either go on 

or go back. ■

My choice was soon made. I liked Mrs. 

Daly much, but I loyed liberty more^ 

Therefore I decided to retire from God- 

lington while yet there was time. I would 

pretend that business required my presence 

at home, sacrifice Uie last fortnight, of my 

holiday, bid her a cordial farewell-*-and do- 

my best to forget that I h^ ever met her. 

But it behoved me to act Wit^ promptitude; 

in my situation every day had its dangers. 

I resolved to quit Oodlington on the follow- 

ing Monday, and throughout the three 

intervening days^it was then a Thursday 

-^to observe all circumspection and to see 

as little of her as was possible, while taking 

care not to excite her suspicions by any 

marked avoidance of her. ■

Unfortunately it is difficult to avoid 

people in a town like Oodlington, where 

the. road to everywhere lies along 'Hhe 

front," and almost the first person I met, 

as I was strolling down the promenade the 

following afternoon, was Mrs. Daly. Of 

courde I had to stop to speak to her; but 

after a few minutes I remembered my 

prudent resolutions and p];epared to pass on, 

pleading the first excuse that came to hand. ■

"It is such a beautiful afternoon," I 

said, " that I am gwng for an hour's row," ■

" Really 1 " she cried. " Oan you row, 

then, Mr, Dodderley r' ■

"Oh, yes!" I answered, not caring to 

confess that all my boating had been done 

on the sluggish waters of the Hilminster 

Oanal, and that it was years since I had 

had an oar in my hand. ■

"How strange you never told me 

before I", she gushed. "Why, there's 

nothing I like better, and yet I haven't 

been out once this year." ■

What could I do but place myself at her 

disposal then and there 1 And as she 

consented after some slight hesitation, we 

soon found ourselves stepping into a 

corpulent tub, almost as broad as she was 

long, which the boat-hirer, after glancing ■
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critically at my companion's proportions, 

decUied was ''just the thing to suit us." ■

At first we got on better than I had 

anticipated. A strong breeze was blowing 

off shore, and the tide was running out, so 

that, in spite of the clumsy oars and my 

somewhat erratic style, we made fairly 

rapid progress, and I quickly gained the 

confidence in my own powers which, I 

must admit, had been lacking at the' 

beginning. So I pulled gaily on until the 

shore was almost lost to view, listening 

with >tL complacent smile to Mrs. Daly's 

compliments on my dexterity. ■

" Pm sorry I didn't know you cared for 

this kind of thing," I remarked at last. 

" If you had only told me I'd have placed 

my humble abilities at your command long 

ago. As it is," I continued, with a sigh, 

" this first pleasant excursion must, I fear, 

also be our last." ■

'^ Do you think the fine weather is going 

to break up, then 1 ' she enquired. ■

" No, not that," I replied sadly, «*but I 

regret to say our pleasant party must break 

up soon. Most important business calls 

me back to Hilminster, and I must tear 

myself away from here by next Monday at 

the latest." ■

Mrs. Daly looked thoughtful, but she 

only answered : ■

•• Oh, indeed ! " ■

" Yes," I went on, tugging savagely at 

the oars to signify my annoyance ; " it's a 

terrible nuisance, but it can't be helped. 

Business must be attended to. I can't tell 

you how much I am upset '* ■

Even as the words left my lips, Fate 

played a most unkind jest upon me and 

upset me literally, my right oar unaccount- 

ably missing the water and flying out of 

my hand, while I tumbled heels over head 

into the bows. For nearly thirty seconds 

I lay there half -dazed, then I picked my- 

self up slowly and laughed a foolish laugh. ■

''That's what we boating men call 

catching a crab, Mrs. Daly," I explained, 

trying to look as if I had done it on 

purpose, and felt pleased to see how well 

I had succeeded. "I thought perhaps 

it might amuse you to see how it's done." ■

" It was good of you to take the trouble," 

she answered drily, " but don't you think 

it's time to turn back t" ■

Alas! that was more easily said than 

done. My right oar was already out of 

reach, and though I made heroic efforts 

with the only one lefc me, we drifted 

farther and farther away from it. And 

then I awoke to the seriousness of our ■

situation. ^With only one oar, I, who 

knew nothing about sculling, was called 

upon to propel a heavy tub— to say nothing 

of ^e heavy lady in it-*>against wind and 

tide for several miles ! Wnich was absoid, 

as Euclid has it. Bat Mrs. Daly was too 

much alarmed to listen to reason. With 

bitter reproaches and tears, she insisted on 

my labouring to extricate her from the 

position in which I had placed her by my 

clumsiness — such was her harsh expression 

— and^ changing seats with me, watched me 

like an Egyptian taskmistress wlule I plied 

my ineffectual scull at the stem. Pitilessly 

she eyed me, and whenever she detected the 

slightest sign of flagging, urged me to re- 

newed exertional until night fell, and, far, 

far away, the lights of CodUngton shone out 

By that time, despite my strenuous exer- 

tions, we had been carriel far out to sea, 

and at last even Mrs. Daly acknowledged 

that I was taxing myself in vain, and 

allowed me to rest from my bootless toO. 

But I only exchanged one form of exertion 

for another. For the rest of the night I 

had to^ct as a kind of animated foghoni, 

yelling my loudest at intervals of two 

minutes, and occasionally lighting wax 

vestas which were promptly blown out hy 

the wind, and in no case could have been 

seen by a boat more than two or three yards 

away. Bat in this line also I was doomed 

to be a failure, for I had shouted myself 

hoarse, and Mrs. Daly was beginning to 

show symptoms of hysterics, when suddenly 

the welcome sound of an answering hail 

floated over the water towards us, and 

immediately afterwards the dark outline of 

a fishing-smack loomed up close by. A 

few words sufficed to explain our pre- 

dicament, and then a hoarse voice^hnt 

oh, how sweet to us ! —bellowed the order, 

"Throw us yer painter," complying with 

which request we soon found ourselves 

towed rapidly through the water towards 

Codlington, where, however, as the wmd 

was against the smack, we did not anire 

until nearly two hours later ; so that it was 

almost morning when we knocked up the 

night porter of our hotel, and separated to 

seek the food and rest we were so much in 

need of. ■

I remained in bed all the next day, con- 

tenting myself with sending a message to 

ask how Mrs. Daly felt after the exposure; 

she also remained in bed all the next day» 

contenting herself with replying to my 

message that she was as well as could he 

expected. On the following morning; 

feeling much better, I rose about midday, ■
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and having breakfasted, proceeded to Mrs. 

Daly's sitting-room to make my enquiries in 

person, a waiter whom I had sent up to ask 

the question having brought me the intima- 

tion that she would be graciously pleased 

to receive me. Not without trepidation 

did I knock at her door, and the moment I 

entered the room I perceived that either 

she had not yet forgiven me for our recent 

misadventure, or that something else had 

seriously upse^ her. ■

" Oh, Mr. Dodderley ! shr cried dis- 

tractedly, paying no heed to my morning 

greeting, "you don't mean to say you 

haven't gone yet ? " ■

"Gone!" I repeated in some surprise. 

" Of course not. Monday was the day I 

named, and this is only Sunday." ■

" I know, I know. But I h9ped — oh, I 

did hope — that something might have 

made a still earlier departure necessary." ■

This was far from flattering, and I felt 

annoyed. Although I had deemed- it 

prudent to part from her, I had expected — 

I may say, hoped — to be regretted. Accord- 

ing to my calculations she ought to have 

been grieved to hear that circumstances had 

obliged me to curtail my holiday, yet here 

she was actually hinting that I had not 

gone soon enough 1 ■

"Madam,'* I said stiffly, "I regret if 

my presence, by reminding you of our late 

experience, offends you in any way. But 

since you seem to wish it, I can start this 

afternoon " ■

''No, no, you misunderstand me sadly. 

It is not that. I merely thought that if 

soAething had happened to call you away 

last night or early this morning, it might 

have been better for you and have saved 

much — much unpleasantness." ■

"Better for me ! how 1 " I a8ked uneasily. 

" Unpleasantness ! of what description 1 " ■

"The truth is, Mr. Dodderley," she began, 

blushing and looking down, "my brother 

arrived here unexpectedly last night, and 

somebody has given him a garbled — a 

scandalously garbled — account of our adven- 

ture on Friday night. He has worked him- 

self into a terrible passion about it, and 

when he is roused, he is really terrible." ■

I tried to look as if, when I was roused, 

I could be really terrible too, but only, I 

fear, with indifferent success. ■

" The worct of it is," she went on, " once 

be gets an idea into his head, it is absolutely 

impossible to get it out again. We might 

talk for hours, but we'd never persuade him 

that the version he has heard is a false and 

malicious libel" ■

" But surely, madam," I asked, beginning 

to feel uncomfortable, " surely your brother 

will listeu to reason 1 " ■

" You forget," she answered sadly. " My 

brother is an Irishman." ■

"Still," I persisted, though forced to 

admit that there was something in the 

objection, "I am a lawyer, as you know, 

and if I put the case plainly, tersely, and 

logically before Mr. — Mr. " ■

*^ McCracken," she said ; ** Bangor 

McCracken " ■

** Bangor McCracken ! " I repeated, with 

a shiver. A name more suggestive of 

pistols for two I had never heard. ■

« Of Ballykilbash," she added. ■

Worse and worse. The dreadful combina- 

tion quite took my breath away. I paused 

and wiped my brow. ■

" No, no ! you most not meet," said Mrs. 

Daly decidedly ; '' the consequences might 

be dreadful. If a duel resulted I'd never 

forgive myself. Twice already, I know, he 

has fought in France and once he killed 

his man." ■

**That may be," I replied hastily, "but 

in this happy England of ours a duel is 

an impossibility." ■

" That means you would not meet himi" 

she enquired gladly. "Promise me— oh, 

promise me — that you will not allow him 

to draw you into a personal encounter." ■

I gave her my promise with the greatest 

alacrity. She looked relieved. ■

'* Thank you," she said ; " you embolden 

me to make another request. Pray go from 

here at once — this very day. You are bpth 

high-spirited men, and I shudder to think 

of what may happen if you come to words." ■

So did 1 1 ■

" As for your brother, he is safe from 

me," I replied magnanimously, " For your 

sake I give up my fervent wish to meet 

this man and have an explanation with him ; 

for your sake I promise to leave this hotel 

without a moment's avoidable delay. Set 

your mind quite at rest on his account. 

I'll not lay a finger on him." ■

For a moment her face brightened ; but 

it quickly clouded over again. ■

" It's of no use," she sighed. " I was for- 

getting. He copied your address from the 

hotel visitors' book, and he'll follow you. 

Oh, you do not know how determined he 

is 1 On one occasion he followed a man 

who he fancied had insulted him, half over 

the country, and when he caught him, 

horsewhipped him within an inch of his 

life. He left the man for dead." ■

The idea of flying all over England ■
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prrrsued by a wild Irishman with a horse- 

whip was certainly far from agreeable, but 

still I strove to retain my self-possession. ■

''Perhaps," I suggested, '*if— for yonr 

sake, of course, entirely for your sake — ^I 

went abroad for a few weeks— — " ■

" It would be useless. He'd wait till you 

came back. He never forgets and never 

forgives." ■

"* Let him follow me to Hilminster if he 

likes, then," I burst out angrily. " If he 

touches me he'll find he's caught a Tartar.'* 

■ *' What would you dol" cried Mrs. Daly. ■

*'DoI Have him bound over to keep 

the peace," I returned recklessly. ■

** You might do that, of course. But then 

--*-think of the scandal that might ensue." ■

The s(^andal ! To be sure ; that had to 

be considered. No doubt the scoundrel 

McCraoken would have the impudence to 

set up a defence of justification, and I could 

see that our tmfortunate accident, innocent 

as it wa», might give a grand opportunity 

to unecrupulous counsel. I had spent most 

of my life in seeking the bubble reputation 

even from the canons' mouths, and rather 

than forfeit what I had gained I would 

almost have been ready to endure my 

horsewhipping in silence. Yet if I allowed 

myself to be publicly horsewhipped with 

impunity, my position would not be much 

better. My kind friends would go about 

shaking their heads mysteriously, and 

whispering that they always had said it 

would happen to me some day, that without 

doubt I had good reasons for my leniency, 

and that they had it on the best 

authority that, if the case had been brought 

into court, a terrible scandal must have 

come to light. In short, by the end of a 

week or two my character would be in 

shreds, and my character was the larger 

portion of my stock-in-trade. My reso- 

lution was instantly taken. ■

" You are right, Mrs. Daly," I said, after 

a pause. ** For your sake again, there must 

be no scandal." ■

** Yet I don't see how it's to be avoided," 

she answered dolefully. ""When a man 

like my brother Bangor mixes himself up 

in anything, there's almost bound to be 

a scandaL No, I can see no way out of it." ■

I myself • could only see the one : to 

propose to Mrs. Daly. After all, I hked 

her vel*y much, she seemed to be well-to-do 

— and there was just ii chance she might 

refuse me. In any case, my respectability 

was even dearer to me than my liberty. ■

*' Then for the future," I cried, taking 

the lounge «t once» ''let him have no ■

ground for interfering with your afiain. 

Give that dear charge to met Recent 

occurrences have only precipitated a de- 

claration you must long have seen trembling 

on my lips. Nora I is it possible— may I 

dare to hope^that you will consent to 

share my lot, and thereby make me the 

happiest of men t " ■

"Oh, Jasper!" she whispered. "This 

is so unexpected I But if you really wish 

it — why — yes I " ■

She was mine 1 ■

After that, as I had anticipated, we had 

no more trouble with Bangor McCraoken ; 

indeed, he was so entirely satisfied that he 

took himself off from Codlington that very 

night without so much as seeing me ; and 

even at our wedding, which took place a 

couple of months later, he failed to put in an 

appearance. ■

WANTED, A SKIPPER. ■

**Ant more skippers!" asked a deep 

voice from the private room of a shipping 

office in Fenchurch Avenue. ■

<♦ I think that one was the last, sir," 

replied a clerk, looking over the gronnd- 

glass screen. ■

Half-a-dozen seafaring men, bronzed and 

bluff, had already passed in, and had come 

out looking more or less scornful and du- 

satisfied. But there was a youug man, 

fair-haired and fresh-looking, still sitting 

in a comer, who sprang forward and 

handed in a card — ^it bore the name of 

Greorge Ernest Seymour — saying : ■

" Take my name in to the governor. Fm 

a skipper too." ■

The " governor " looked somewhat 8upe^ 

ciliously at the young man as he entered. ■

*' Not much experience, I should think I" 

taking the young man's papers and certifl- 

oates, and glancing carelessly over them. ■

"No," replied Seymour firmly; **yottn 

will be my first command and perhaps my 

last, if, as I gather, it proves * a risky job.'" ■

The shipping man looked at the other 

keenly. ■

There was plenty of dash and courage 

about the youth, evidently; and he went 

through his papers more attentively, vad 

finally nodded his head, and tamed to 

explain for what purpose the skipiper was 

wanted. ■

The " Parahyba," a fine ocean steamer, 

Clyde-built, and over four thotisaiid tons 

register, handsomely fitted foi^ pnteenger ■
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ttaffic, WAS now lying in the harbour of Bio..* 

Sbe was originally intended for a " national'' 

lineof steamers between Eio and Havre, 

an !ente[rprise tbat had been stopped by the 

breaking out of the revolution, and there 

was idanger that the ship, which was then 

nnder the Briiniian flag, would be eeiied by 

(met« other of the contending partiea Her 

owners, S^pcado and Company, of l^o, had 

accordingly sold her at a nominal price 

to an Englisli firm, and an English skipper 

war required to go out to her, hoiist the 

British flag and bring' her home, whatever 

the Dons might have to' say about it, armed 

forts on one liide,. ironclad war-ships on the 

other. f ■

So much for the risk ;. and now for the 

reward, which was on the " no cure no pay " 

principle : a thousand pounds if the 

skipper brought the ship safely into an 

English port, and the command, of her sxih- 

sequently. A free passage out would be 

provided, and a credit with Segrado and 

Company fdr the expenses 6t shipping a 

crew out there. ■

Seymour pohdered for a few minutes. No 

. due was dependent on him ; he was in no 

immediate want of money ; he was sick of 

acting as first officer, with all the work and 

scanty pay ; his seniors were wiry, seasoned 

men likely to last Well into the next 

century, t He ttgnified hia assent to the 

terms; articles were prepare and signed,* 

and within f ouc-and-twenty hours he was 

onboard a steamer bound for the Sotith 

American pokts^ with a Channel gale 

whistling in his ears as he hummed the old 

sailors' shanty : ■

To Rio Grande we're bonnd, away to Rio ; 

Thenr fare yon well, my pretty youag girlt, 

We're .bound to the Rio Grande. ■

'RsB Toyage was uneventful, and in due 

time was made out the bluff peak of the 

Sagarloaf mountain, that guards the en- 

trance to th^' harbour. Bat. here it Was 

evident ther» was something serious going 

oa The Toar of guns, the screeching of 

hvt^ shells^ could be heard for a long 

distance in the soft balmy airy and as Uiey 

approached the harbour mouth, rolling douds 

d white sulphurous smokd veiled the scene 

within. The captain of the steamer de- 

cided that he could nbt risk . entering the 

pc^ and to sheer away for Monte Video. 

Bat he' hailed a fiehing-boat, manned by 

one swarthy Brazilian^ who was quietly 

laying, out ' his line» regardless of idl the 

din; and .Pedro the .fisherman i^eed to 

pat the Engli^' sefior ashore for a smart 

< coiisidjsraiion. ' And in addition Pedro ■

bargained for a dollar for every shot that 

missed the boat, adding, with a grin, that 

he would himself pay the sefior five times 

over for any shot that struck. ■

Still Pedro took no unfair, ad vantage of 

his bargain, hanging off and on till night 

came on, and the firing almost ceased. 

Then they crept in with the tide unnoticed 

from the shore. All the lights and the 

buoys that formerly marked the channels 

had been removed, and lines of torpedoes 

substituted ; but Pedro could have found 

his way in or out blindfolded, and his boat 

glided on in safety. Oncej indeed, a gun 

flashed out at them from a fort, and a shell 

went screaming past^ ricocheting and drivihg 

up great columns of glittering spray, and 

then Pedro slapped his pocket ecstatically, 

for they were soon out of range. Then a 

white search-light suddenly gleamed upon 

them, and they were challenged peremptorily 

from a great war-ship, surrounded by tor- 

pedo nettings, where they could hear the 

dick of a machine gun being brought to 

bear upon them. But Pedro's response of 

'^ Poor fishermen " was sufficient. He and* 

his boat were well known, and allowed to' 

pass* . • ■

^And Inhere does the sefior wish to> 

landT' asked Pedro, leaning on his oars, all 

the dangers of the passage being over. ■

"On board the • Parahyba,* " cried 

Seymouri He longed to find himself in' 

tlie captain's cabin of his own ship. ■

"But, selidr, no,'* cried Pedro, crossing 

himself devoutly.- ** Not for a boatload of 

rials would I venture near that ship at 

night. And^ sefLor capittino^ she lies five 

mUes away at the other-side of the harbour. 

No, it is impossible," and he sank forward 

as if utterly exhkusted.. ■

As nothing would induce Pedro to make 

the passage, Seyinour bdde him row to the 

nearest quay. ■

*'In the' morning," sdd Pedro apolo- 

getically, as he moored his boat. •'But to- 

night, oh no 1 Bo you know, sctilLor, that 

the * Parahyba * is haunted 1 " ■

" Nonsense, Pedro I " said ' Seymour, 

jealous of the character of his new ship. 

"And you a brave man 1 I am ashamed of 

you!" . ' ' ' . i' ■

"But,i seiior," cried Pedro, laying a* 

bronzed finger on the other's jeicket^ "I 

have seen with mine own eyes. Not long^ 

ago in the moonlight I was fishing- over 

there^ and cross^ the stem^ of Uie 

^Paarahyba,^'and knowing the steveidore 

in charge of 'her, and who souietim^ had 

bought fish from me ^' what do I seef ■
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Thrust through the porthole in her side was 

a hideous face glowing with fire like a 

demon's. ' I am in torments, tell my wife ! ' 

and he disappeared." ■

" And what about the stevedore ) " asked 

Seymour, with a good deal of interest. ■

<'He has been seen no more. No one 

will go on board, but cries and groans have 

been heard. And consulting the good 

fathers we hear of a Spanish sea captain 

drowned over' there, fifty years ago, 

impenitent and unconfessed. Doubtless he 

is in purgatory. Perhaps the sefior capitano 

will pay for masses for the soul of a brother 

seaman!" ■

"Not I," said Seymour hastily, and 

perhaps unfeelingly. " He may get out as 

be got in ! " ■

Yet he was vexed at the story, which 

might hinder his getting a crew together. ■

Although the quays seemed desolate and 

deserted, there was life enough in the city, 

and things went on much as usual in spite 

of the civil war. Seymour was comfortably 

lodged at an hotel, and sallying out next 

morning he was delighted with the city,^ 

which was on a small scale a tropical Paris, 

with gay shops and lively streets, where 

people lounged under awnings, and sat 

outside the caf^, taking little heed of the 

distant reverberations of the great guns. 

Tram-cars drawn by lively mules went 

jingling along. Negro porters laughing 

and singing threaded their way through 

the crowd. Stalls of luscious fruit were at 

the disposal of the passers-by. ■

" Don't be too eager, my young friend," 

said a voice at Seymour's elbow. "Re- 

member Yellow Jack ! " ■

The young skipper turned with a basket 

of fruit in his hand. Well he knew that 

name of evil import. Comrades had told 

him of the dreaded Yellow Jack, that 

mows down men and women as the reaper 

mows down corn-stalks. But he had thought 

it a thing of the past. ■

Stilli it was hanging about the place, 

said the good-natured Englishman who had 

accosted him, and some said it had been 

very bad among the troops and on the ships 

in the harbour. Ob, yes, he could direct 

the captain to the house of Segrado and 

Company. For it was Seymour's first busi- 

ness to verify his credit with that respectable 

firm. ■

A beautiful place appeared the house of 

Segrado when one passed out of the hot 

street into its cool courtyard, where grew a 

mass of palms and tropical plants, orchids 

hanging in glorious clusters, and columns ■

and verandahs wreathed with laxamnt 

creepers. The counting-house was under the 

great porte cochire. Its only occupant at 

this moment was a dark, sinister-looking 

man in a straw hat and light suit, who sat 

in a basket-chair, smoking a huge dgar. 

He pointed with the lighted end of his 

weed to an inner door. Seymour went in 

There at a table writing sat a young and 

very lovely woman, an expression of intense 

perplexity on her beautiful face. So en- 

grossed she was in her occupation that 

Seymour continued to gaze upon her un- 

observed, unwilling to cut short the pleasing 

vision, till, throwing down her pen, she 

buried her face in her hands with an 

exclamation of despair. ■

" Madam," cried Seymour, advancing a 

step. ■

She looked up, startled, an indignant 

flash in her eyes lighting up their gloom. ■

" Your business, sir 1 " she cried peremp- 

torily. ■

Seymour placed in her hands the papers 

with which he was charged. The sefioia 

looked over them in some embarrassment ■

" So," she said at last, fixing her dad: 

eyes softly upon him, " you are the Capitano 

George Seymour, whom I expected." But 

she added in a disappointed tone: "Ton 

are very young ! " ■

George was a little nettled at this, and 

replied brusquely : ■

"Well, madam, and you are not very old." ■

A witching gleam of mir^ passed over 

Donna Segrado's face, replaced next moment 

by a wistful expression. ■

« Alas, yes ; I am young and inexpe- 

rienced. My husband is no longer yonng, 

and boasts of much experience ; but he is 

away. I know not what to do. Would 

you be so kind, sefior capitano, as to sit 

down here and tell me what all these papen 

meanl" ■

Seymour sat down beside her half 

tremblingly. Their hands met as they 

turned over the leaves of the papers. He 

felt her breath on his cheek as she leaned 

forward to listen eagerly to his explanations. ■

«' Now," she said, when he had finished, 

«« tell me what to sign, and I will do it 

But I can sign perfectly, and often do for 

my husband. See!" ■

And in and with a beautiful hand she 

wrote " Segrado et Compagnie " at the foot 

of a bill of exchange. ■

«' But, madam," expostulated the skipper* 

** you should not sign things on the adfiw 

of a stranger. Let me call in your head 

clerk, and he will tell you what to agtL ■
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" Oil, no ! no ! " cried the seilora, putting 

her hand on his arm. "I do not trust 

him. He is perfidious. They are all 

perfidious I Hush ! " ■

They both were silent, and Seymour heard 

a low, regular murmur from an inner closet. ■

"She still sleeps," cried the seliora. 

*'It is my duenna. She watches me 

continually. Let us speak low. I wonder 

if I can trust you 1 " ■

"With life or anything else," cried 

Seymour deyotedly. ■

"It is life, perhaps," said the sefiora 

softly. " Listen I My husband is away, 

I know not where. A month ago he left 

me-— for a few days. I have seen nothing, 

heard nothing of him. Oh, capitano ! you 

have not met him, you have not seen him 

in England 1 " ■

The capitano shook his head. Sincerely 

as the question was asked, he could hardly 

repress a smile. ■

"But they do not know," continued the 

sefiora rapidly. "They think he has 

returned. If they were not afraid of him 

they would seize everything for the 

Government. At times they see a man 

moving about in my apartments. They 

think it is my husband. Shall I tell you who 

it is ? '* she asked, with a quick, vivid blush. ■

"If you please, madam," said Seymour 

rather stiffly. * ■

"It is my darling brother Francisco. 

He is a naval officer ; he is in the insurgent 

fleet If they found him he would be 

shot Conceive it ! Just eighteen and as 

beautiful as an angel, and they would shoot 

him 1 And he comes at night, comes to 

comfort his poor sister I Listen I " cried 

the sefiora, in the very lowest of voices. 

"He is here now!" ■

*'The deuce he is!" said Seymour. 

For he well knew the fate that awaited 

any captured insurgents. ■

" Yes," cried the sefiora, in low, vibrant 

tones. ** The cause is lost ! The word 

has gone forth, *Sauve qui pent.' The 

poor boy has found refuge with me, but 

for how long? My God, my (Jod, they 

will take him, they will kill him ! " ■

"By Heaven," cried Seymour, cut to the 

heart at her distress, "he shall not die. 

I will save him." ■

"Did you call, sefiora 1" said a strident 

voice, and the sinister figure of the head 

clerk appeared in the doorway. ■

"Yes," cried Seymour, taking the word 

from the lady, who was speechless. " Take 

this bill ''—it was the bill the sefiora had 

signed — " go to the bank, get me cash for ■

it — gold — and bring it here at once. Do 

you hear % Quick ! " ■

The man sniffed at the bill suspiciously, 

and seemed half > inclined to dispute the order. ■

" Yes, go I " cried Donna Segrado. * * Tour 

master will be angry if it is not done at once." ■

And when the clerk had retired she 

seized the capitano's hand and kissed it. ■

" You will be our saviour I " she cried. 

" Yes, our saviour indeed I " ■

Never was a crew more quickly got 

together than the crew of the " Parahyba " 

that day, Seymour's energy carried all 

obstacles before it. The British Consul 

helped nobly, and some English skippers 

who were waiting for orders lent a hand. 

And before the day was over two boatloads 

of seamen had been shipped on board, the 

British flag was run up, and the blue Peter, 

fires were lighted ; the inanimate ship be- 

gan to breathe out smoke and steam, rigging 

and ropes were stretched and tautened, 

compasses were adjusted, and when the 

captain came aboard, the crew, as they 

mustered, gave him three ringing cheers. ■

But the naval authorities shook their 

heads. There were learned doubts as to 

whether the boat had legally acquired her 

rights as a British ship. ■

" You go out at your own risk, Captain 

Seymour," they said; which was pretty 

evident, for if he were sent to the bottom, 

no power could drag him up again. ■

And the skipper awaited the approach 

of night in much secret excitement. At 

dusk he went ashore in his own gig, 

picking out as smart a crew as he could, 

and he walked calmly up to Segrado's ; for 

he had given out that Don Segrado and his 

wife were coming on board to say good-bye. ■

The "Don" and Donna were all ready, 

the former muffled up in a great cloak, 

poor man, and a big sombrero hat, and his 

wife in shawl and mantilla. Each took an 

arm of the captain, and they marched 

down towards the shore. The head clerk 

watched them narrowly, standing in the 

shadow of the great porte cochfere. Sud- 

denly he clapped his hands together. " I 

have got it I " he cried, and started off in 

the direction of the nearest guard-house. ■

" Take it easy, Don," cried the skipper, 

the ship's boat now in sight; "remember 

the rheumatics." ■

The Don — for it was Don Francisco, 

of course, under the disguise of the old 

gentleman's coat and hat — ^laughed gaily as 

he handed his sister into the boat, and as the 

sailors tossed their oars in respect for the 

late owner. ■

I ■
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But hardly had they left the quay when 

a shout was heard, and a mounted officer 

was seen dashing along and crying out, 

" Stop them." ■

"Give way, boys,*' cried the captain, 

and the men did give way with a will. 

The officer fired his carbine, but the bullet 

went wide, and in a few moments the boat 

was out of range. ■

There was now no time to be lost, for of 

a surety the forts would be ordered to fire 

on the ** Parahyba '* if they did not look 

sharp. The senora stood trembling on the 

gangway, for a shore boat had been hailed 

to take her back. She wept on her 

brother's neck ; she gave a hand to the 

skipper, who stood by irresohite. ■

"Addio, capitano," she cried. "My 

blessings attend you." ■

She could say no more for tears. ■

" Oh, hang it I " cried the captain 

huskily. " You slian't go back to those 

scoundrels. Here, you lubbers, sheer off," 

and he threw a handful of silver among the 

shore boatmen, who laughed and wished 

him a good voyage. * ■

"What, will you take me, tool" cried 

the senora, full of joy. ■

"Ay, ay," cried the skipper, and next 

moment his voice was all over the ship, as 

the anchor came up, the cables were stowed, 

and the engines went fall speed ahead, and 

the boat stood out for the harbour mouth. ■

It was a risky business, running out on a 

dark night, all guiding lights extinguished, 

and the waters bristling with hidden 

dangers ; but the skipper knew his bearings, 

and was unexpectedly aided by events, for 

soon headlands and shores were lighted up 

by burning buildings and ships. The in- 

surrection had indeed collapsed, its officers 

were fugitives, and their ships were derelict 

or set on fire. But this was hardly known 

to the other side, and the forts thundered 

away in harmless salvoes ^hile our skipper 

ran the gauntlet almost omioticed and quite 

tinharmed. ■

By morning they were out of sight of 

land, and the skipper was thoughtfully 

pacing the quarterrdeck, while young Fran- 

cisco, who took a sailor's interest in what was 

going on, was lookiug out from the bridge. ■

"Wtll, sir," said the quartermaster, 

touching his hat — he had just come up from 

below — " we've got a passenger on board we: ■

did not reckon for. No, sir, I don't mean the 

young luf tenant. I mean * Yellow Jack !'" 

The skipper turned pale. ■

" How's that?" he cried sharply. ■

The seaman said that searching the hold, 

thinking there was something wrong, he 

discovered among the ballast the corpse of a 

man, and evidently of one who died of 

yellow fever. ■

"'Twas the caretaker, I expect," said 

the quartermaster. " I heard some of 'em 

got took." ■

But it was not the caretaker. Perhaps 

he got ashore to die. When the body was 

brought to light, Francisco, who was looking 

on, recognised it at once. Shrivelled and 

lean, the face was little altered by death 

It was a mummy rather than a corpse, hot 

it had once been Don Segrado. ■

The skipper read a prayer, and it was 

launched into the deep. And then the 

question was, whom will Jack take first 1 

But he spared them all A stiff south- 

westerly gale blew all infection out of the 

ship, and sent her staggering along on the 

homeward track. Homeward for the skipper, 

but what for the other two poor refugees? ■

However, the skipper soon solved the 

question in his straightforward manner. 

First, he gently broke to the senora the 

news of her husband's death, l^en 

he asked tremblingly, "Don't you think 

Providence intended you to be my wifel" ■

She put her hand into his, and whispered: ■

" Providence is very kind, my capitano l" ■

After all, that Don, if old and lean, wis 

not «uch a bad fellow. The quartermaster, 

fumigating and clearing up, came upon a 

folded sheet of paper which proved to be in 

Don Segrado's handwriting : ■

" Foreseeing future troubles, I placed all 

my wealth on board this ship in silver ingots, 

painted like iron. Take it all, my dear ■

wife. — S BGRADO." ■

Now although silver is cheap just now, a 

few tons of it run into money. But the 

sefiora means to stay with Seymour's people 

quietly in the country till her year of 

widowhood is expired, and then perhaps Ae 

captain and his wife will be heard of again. 

But what is her Christian name, after all t 

The skipper surely does not go on calling 

her sefiora 1 Well, that is not easy to guesl 

Her brother has some pet name for her, and 

with the i^pper she is " my darling," ■
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TABLE OF EVENTS, 1893-1894. ■

SEPTEMBER, 1893. ■

1.— In Hoase of Commons, the Irish Home Bale 

Bill oarried by majority of 84, and read 

for the first time in House of Lords. 

At Heme Hill, G. B. Osmond and J. W. 

Stocks, on a tandem safety, covered 26 

miles 156 yards in an hoar. ■

2.— Bath Boad Glab's Hundred Miles Challenge 

Gup, won by 8. F. Edge, in 6 hours 24 

min. 57 sec. ; best on record. ■

4.— Official announcement that General Sir 

Henry Norman, Governor of Queensland, 

had been appointed Viceroy of India, in 

succession to Lord Lansdowne. ■

6.— Mr. McCalmont's Isinglass, winner of Two 

Tbonsand Guineas and Derby, easily won 

the St. Leger, Bavensbury and Le Nicham 

coming in seoond and third. Seven ran. ■

7.— Tery serious colliery riots in Yorkshire and 

Derbyshire. At Featherstone and another 

place, Biot Act read and military ordered 

to fire, with the result that two men were 

shot dead and several others wounded. ■

8.— Irish Home Bnle Bill rejected by Hoase of 

Lords by 419 votes to 41, largest division 

ever taken in Upper Chamber. ■

9.— At the Oval, A. W. Harris bicycled ten miles 

iu 27 min. 23| sec. ■

ll.~Boyal Victoria Taoht Club Cup, won by 

Prince of Wales's *' Britannia," who beat 

the American yacht " Navahoe " for third 

time in succession. ■

18.— The race for the Breton Beef Cup, from 

Needles to Cherbourg and back, aboat 120 

milesjbetween " Britannia" and *' Navahoe," 

probably the closest long-distance yacht 

race ever sailed, ended in the prize being 

awarded to the American, although the 

Prince's cutter had been first declared the 

winner by 2i sec. The distance was 

accomplished in about 12 hours. ■

14,15.— Bio de Janeiro bombarded by an in- 

surgent fleet, great damage being done to 

the city and several persons killed. ■

16.— In their final contest — for the Cape May Cup 

— to Cherbourg and back, the ''Britannia" 

defeated *' Navahoe " by 86 min. ■

18.— The twenty-four hours' cycling race in 

Paris, won by Swiss champion Lesna, 

who covered 438 miles in the time. ■

21.— Official notification published that Sir H. 

Norman had withdrawn his acceptance of 

Viceroyalty of India. 

Eleven men shot dead at Boanoke, Virginia, 

in an attempt to break into the gaol to 

lynch a negro prisoner. 

Opening of Conference of Institute of Jour- 

nalists in Lincoln's Inn Hall. ■

22.— Parliament adjourned for an Autumn 

Session. 

Brilliant reception and ball to members of 

Institute of Journalists at Guildhall, over ■

three thonsand guests, including many 

foreign visitors, being present. ■

28.— Lancashire Plate won by Baebum, the 

hitherto unbeaten Isinglass being second, 

and La Fl^he third. 

At Chicago, the International billiard match 

between John Boberts, Champion of Eng- 

land, and Frank Ives, Champion of America, 

won by Ives by 788 points. 

Sculling match on the Thames between 

George Bubesr and T. Sullivan, of New 

Zealand, for Championship of Bngland, 

won by the Colonial oarsman in 22^ min. ■

26.— -Sir John Gilbert, B.A., presented with free- 

dom of City of London at Guildhall. ■

29.— Mr. Alderman Tyler elected Lord Mayor of 

London for ensuing civic year. ■

OCTOBER, X893. ■

8* — Dake of York presented with freedom of 

City of Edinburgh. ■

Mile bioycle record established at ^eme Hill 

by A. W. Harris, who covered the dis- 

tance in 2 min. 4| sec. 

5.— The Duke and Dacbess of York visited 

York, where they were most enthusiast!- 

©ally received, and the Dake presented 

with freedom of the City. ■

Sir Mortimer Durand and the other members 

of the British Mission arrived at Cabul, 

and cordially welcomed by the Ameer. ■

At New York, the oommeucing race for the 

America Cup between Lord Duoraven's 

yacht "Valkyrie" and the American 

champion yacht ** Vigilant" had to be 

abandoned owing to want of wind. 

7. — In twelve hours' cycling contest at Heme 

Hill, for which twenty-seven stai*ted, C. 

G. Wridgeway covered 240 miles 690 

yards, the greatest distance yet made. ■

The first completed race for the America 

Cap, won by ** Vigilant" by 6 min. ■

The second International billiard match, 

10,000 up, between John Boberts and 

Frank Ives, played at New York, won by 

the English champion by '1,150 points. ■

At Kempton Park, the Dake of York Stakes 

won by Avington. 

9. — In second completed race for America 

Cup, " Vigfilant " again won by 10^ min. 

11. — Lord Elgin appointed Viceroy of India. ■

Another race for the America Cup not con- 

daded owing to calm weather. ■

At Newmarket, the race for the Cesarewitoh 

ended in a dead heat between Bed Eyes 

and Cypria. Seventeen ran. 

13. — ^Arrival of a Bussian fieet at Toulon, which 

met with a most enthusiastic welcooie 

from the French, both afl^Jat and ashore. ■

The third of the finished races between the 

English and American yachts resulted in ■
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Vigilant being again Bucoessful, but by 

twelve seconds onTy, and after a splendid 

contest. By this victory the Onp ifl re- 

tained by the American holders. ■

17. — Death of Marshal MacMahon, aged 85. ■

18.— Death at St. Gload of Charles Goanod, the 

renowned Fren<^ composer, 76 years old. ■

20.— News arrived that fighting had begun be- 

tween th9 British Sonth African Company's 

forces and the Matabele, who were totally 

defeated, and that an advance upon their 

oapital had been ordered. ■

26. — Cambridgeshire won by Polly Morgan, who 

beat Eaebnrn, Prisoner, and ninetetia 

others. ■

26.— Garrick Theatre Company "arrived at Bal- 

moral, and gave a sncoessf al performance 

of '' Diplomacy " before the Qaeen and a 

large circle. ■

27.— Auocher battle between the Chartered 

Company's forces and the Matabele, who 

were put to flight with great loss, and 

their capital destroyed. ■

NOVEMBER, 1895. ■

2.*->BeasBembly of House of Gommons lor an ■

Autumn Session. 

8. — Frightful disaster at the Spanish port of 

Santander, the greater part of the town 

being destroyed, and hundreds of lives losf, 

by the explosion of an immense quautit;y 

of dynamite on board a large steamer dis- 

charging cargo at the quay. The steamer 

itself was blown to pieces, all on board 

perishing except two. 

Further severe fighting in Matabeleland, the 

natives being again decisively defeated. 

8. — Terrible Anarchist atrocity at Barcelona, 

two bombs having beeti hurled from the 

upper gallery of the Lioeo Theatre into 

the stalls, with the appalling result that 

twenty persons were killed, and many 

others seriously injured. 

9. — Fifty-second birthday of Prince of Wales. 

Lord Mayor's Day. ^ At the Guildhall ban- 

quet Lord Kimberley made the political 

speech usual on the occasion. ■

10. — Tjiverpool Cup won by La Fl^che, beating 

eleven others. ■

11.— Mr. F. H. Cowen's opera, " Signa," pro- 

duced at Milan, and met with an extremely 

good reception. ■

13. — At Balmoral, the Carl Bosa Company per- 

formed *' Fra Diavolo " before the Queen 

and Court. ■

16. — By a fire in the Old Bailey, immense de- 

struction of property was occasioned, 

Newgate Prison being for some time iu 

coDsiderable danger. 

Sir John Gorst elected Lord Rector of Glas- 

gow University, Mr. Asquith, Home Secre- 

tary, being the defeated candidate. ■

16. — Death at Montreux of Sir Robert Morier, 

British Ambassador at St. Petersburg. ■

17. — End of the great coal strike, which had 

lasted over four months, a settlemcLt 

having been arranged at a meeting be- 

tween owners and colliers held in London 

under presidency of Lord Rosebery. 

Death at Gratz of Prince Alexander of 

Battenberg, ex-Prince of Bulgaria, at the 

early age of 37 years. ■

18.— Death of Lord Ebury, aged 93. The 

deceased Peer sat iu House of Commoni 

as long as seventy-oue years ago. ■

25. — Manchester November Handicap won by 

Golden Drop, nineteen others starting. ■

DECEMBER, 1893. ■

2. — The new railway connecting Port Said with 

Ismailia, opened by Khedive of Egypt. ■

6. — Prince of Wales nominated Grand Master of 

English Freemasons for twentieth sac- 

cessive year. 

9. — Terrible Anarchist outrage perpetrated in 

French Chamber of Deputies, a bomb 

having been thrown down from one of the 

galleries and more or lees severely in- 

juring about fifty persons^—members or 

visitors — ^in the Hou8». A man named 

Yaiilfikut was arrested, and admitted the 

deed. ■

18« — ^At West Kensington, the ITnivwsity Ragby 

football match won by Oxford after a keen 

contest by a try to nothing. ■

27. — Boxing Day. Pine mild weather prevailed 

throughout the last Bank Holiday of the 

year, all places of popular resort being 

well attended, as ware theatres and mosic- 

halls in the evening. ■

29. — Mr. Gladstone's eighty-fourth birthday. ■

JANUARY, 1894. ■

1. — Manchester Ship Ganal informally opened 

for general trafBc with much rejoicing. ■

13. — International hundred miles cycling match 

at Paris between Linton, English hundred 

miles champion, and Dubois, the French 

cyclist, won by former in 4 hours 47 min. 

House of Oommons adjourned to 12th 

February. ■

22. — News arrived that the absconding Jabei 

Balfour, ex-manager of the notorioas 

Liberator Building Society, and ex-M.P. 

for Burnley, had been arrested in Argen- 

tina, at the instance of the British Vice* 

Consul, for extradition to this country. ■

25.— The long-talked.of fight between Mitchell 

and Corbett, for £4,aX) and Ohampionsbip 

of the World, took place at Jacksonville, 

U.S A., and resulted in defeat of the 

English pugilist, after a short but fieioely 

fought battle of three rounds. 

Death of Sir Gerald Portal, the young and 

distinguished diplomatist, who had re* 

oeutly returned from Uganda in Central 

Africa, aged 35 years. ■

26. — After an estrangement of over three years, 

Prince Bismarck visited German Emperor 

at Berlin, and received such a cordial and 

splendid reception, as fully proved the 

complete reconciliation between the great 

stacesman and his sovereign. ■

27. — In the return hundred miles cycling match 

at Paris, Dubois avenged his recent defeat 

by winning a rather easy victory oyw 

Linton in 4 hours 40 min. ■

FEBRUARY, 1894. ■

1.— Official denial published that Mr. Gladstone 

contemplated early retirement from public 

Ufe. ■
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3.— Of tiwo Intemation&l Ragbyf ootball matches, 

that at Blackheath between England and 

Ireland won by the Irish by a goal and a 

try to a goal j while at Newport the Welsh 

heat Scotland by a try to nothing. 

Mr. E. Barne-Jones, the distingaished 

painter, created a Baronet. 

5.— Taillant, the man who perpetrated the 

bomb ontrage in Chamber of Deputies, 

guillotined in Paris. 

12. —Reassembly of Honse of Commons. ■

Another dastardly Anarchist outrage in 

Paris, a bomb having been thrown on the 

floor of the Cafe Terminus, crowded with 

cas'omers, with the result that one man 

was killed and some twenty persons 

badly injured. The perpetrator, Bmile 

Henry, was arrested, but not before he 

had fired at and seriously wounded the 

gendarme by whom he was seized, who, 

nevertheless, clung to him until assistance 

arrived. For this plucky act the officer 

was granted the Cross of the Legion of 

Honour, and otherwise rewarded. ■

15.— News from South Africa that Lobengula, 

the Matabele King, was dead, and that 

the country was tranquil, and fighting 

entirely at an end. 

By an explosion in the engine-room of the 

large German ironclad *' Brandenburg," off 

Kiel, forty -two men were instantly killed 

and several others injured. 

In Greenwich Park, a young Frenchman 

and well-known Anarchist, named Martial 

Bourdin, sustained such terrible iu juries 

near the Observatory, just before dark, 

from the explosion of a bomb which be had 

about him, that death ensued within half 

an hour after his admission into the ad- 

jacent Seaman's Hospital. ■

19. — Return visit of German Emperor to Prince 

Bismarok at Friedrichsruhe, the Kaiser 

meeting with an enthusiastic reception on 

his arrival at the station. ■

21.— At Queen's Park, th© annual University foot- 

ball match, nnder Association rules, won 

by Cambridge by 8 goals to 1. ■

23.— Serious British disaster in the Gambia dis- 

trict. West Africa, an expedition of 220 

seamen, under command of Captain Gamble, 

of the flag-ship ** Raleigh," sent to punish 

the slave-raiding chief, Fodi Selab, having 

fallen into an ambuscade on their return to 

their boats, and sustained a loss of three 

officers and ten men killed, and five 

officers and forty-seVen men wounded, 

before they were able to re-embark. ■

24.— The new Polytechnic Institution, Battersea, 

which had cost £60,000, opened by Prince 

and Princess of Wales. 

Waterloo Cup won by Count Strogonoff'ft 

bitch Texture, Mr. Fletcher's Falconer 

being the runner-up. 

The International Rugby football match at 

Dublin, between Ireland and Scotland, 

gained by the Irish bj^ five points to 

nothing. ■

MARCH, 1894W ■

2-3.— Mr. Gladstone re&igned office, and Lord 

Rosebery appointed Prime Minister in his 

stead. ■

6. — Parliament prorogued for & week after a 

session of thirteen months. ■

10.— Fighting In West Africa brought to a 

successful conclusion, Fodi Selah'a strong- 

holds being destroyed, and he himself p:it 

to flight and captured in French territory. 

By winning their match with Wales at 

Belfast, the Irish, for first time in their 

history, became champions of Rugby 

International Football for the year. ■

12. — New Session of Parliament opened. ■

13. — ^Departure of the Queen for Florence. ■

Collapse of Brazilian insurrection, the rebel 

ships at Rio making unconditional sur- 

render, and their officers going on board 

Portuguese war-ships in the harbour. ■

16. — ^Another dynamite outrage attempted in 

Paris, the scene this time being the Church 

of the Madeleine. No damage was done, 

and the only person killed or injired was 

the would-be bomb-thrower himself, whose 

dead body, frightfully mangled, was found 

* near the entrance. Like Bourdin in 

Greenwich Park, he had been undoubtedly 

" hoist with his own petard." ■

17. — For fifth year in succession, Oxford defeated 

Cambridge in the University Boat Race, 

winning very easily by 8i lengths. 

At Edinburgh, the Scotch beat England in ■

the International Rugby football ma:ch. 

The University Athletic Sports at West 

Kensington attracted a record attendance, 

and resulted in Oxford winning six and 

Cambridge three eveot^. ■

20. — ^Death at Turin of Louis Kossuth, the 

Hungarian patriot, aged 92 years. ■

25. — ^The upsetting of a paraffia lamp in a 

room at Gierke a well caused the death 

of a man and his wife and three young 

children, an infant of fourteen days old 

beiug the only one of the unfortunate 

family saved. ■

26. — Easter Monday. Brilliant weather favoured 

holiday folks, all places of resort being 

thronged, nearly 70,000 visiting Crystal 

Palace alone. ■

27. — Lincolnshire Handicap won by Le Nicham, 

with Juvenal and Macready second and 

third. Nineteen ran. ■

80. — Liverpool Grand National gained by Why 

Not, beating Lady Ellen and twelve 

others. ■

APRIL, Z894. ■

7. — German Emperor arrived at YeDice, and 

cordially rec^ved by King of Italy. ■

10. — ^Yisit of King and Queen of Italy to Queen 

Victoria at Florence. ■

12. — Announcement in Parliament that a British 

Protectorate would be established in 

Uganda. ■

13. — German Emperor visited Emperor of Austria . 

at Vienna. ■

16. — The Chancellor of Exchequer made his- 

Budget statement, showing that the esti- 

mated revenue for 1894-5 would fall short 

of expenditure by four and a half millions, 

which he proposed to make up by largely 

increasing the death rates, by an addi- 

tional penny on incomes over £500, by an 

extra sixpence a gallon on whisky, and 

sixpence a barrel on beer. ■
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The Qaeen left Florence for Goburg to be 

present at the Royal wedding. ■

18. — The City and Sob urban won by Grey Leg, 

Xury and Le Nioham being second and 

third. Eleven ran. ■

19. — In presence of the Qaeen, German Emperor, 

Empress Frederick, Prince of Wales, 

Czare witch, and many other Boyal and 

distinguished gaests, the marriage of 

Grand Duke of Hesse to his cousin, 

Princess Victoria, second daughter of 

Duke of Saxe-Cobnrg and grand-daughter 

of the Queen, solemnised at Cobarg with 

much pomp. ■

20. — Announcement of betrothal of Czarewitch 

to Princess Aliz of Hesse. 

Memorial to Jenny Lind, the ** Swedish 

Nightingale," in Westminster Abbey nn- 

yeiled by Princess Christian. 

Terrible earthquakes at Athens and through- 

out nearly all Greece, causing great 

destruction both of life and property. 

German Emperor appointed Honorary 

Golonel of 1st Boyal Dragoons by the 

Quedn, this being the first instance of a 

foreign Sovereign being placed upon the 

roll of officers of the British Army. ■

27, 28. — More earthquake shocks in Greece, with 

additional loss of life and property, ■

28. — At Huddersfield, the Ten Miles Amatenr 

Championship race again won by Mr. Sid. 

Thomas, in 51 min. 37 sec. ■

29. — Betum of the Queen to Windsor. ■

MAY, 1894. ■

1. — Mansion Honee Fund opened in aid of ■

sufferers by the earthquakes in Greece. 

2. — New Boyal Academy of Mnsio, South 

Kensington, opened in state by Prince of 

Wales on behalf of the Queen. 

Chester Cup won by Qassaitum. 

4. — In a spot -barred billiard match at Man- 

chester, John Boberts made the magni- 

ficent break of 1,392, a record not likely 

to be broken unless by the champion 

himself. 

5. — KemptoQ Park Jubilee Stakes, for which 

twenty ran, won by Avington. 

Opening by King Leopold of the Antwerp ■

Universal Exhibition. 

Industrial Exhibition at EarVs Court in- 

augurated by the Lord Mayor. 

7. — By an explosion at the Government Cordite 

Works near Waltham Abbey, four men 

were killed and twenty injured. 

9. — ^Lord Bosebery's Ladas won the Two Then- 

sand Guinea Stakes at Newmarket, beat- 

ing Matchbox, Athlone, and five others. 

11. — The One Thousand Guineas won by Amiable, 

Lady Minting and Mecca being second and 

third. Thirteen ran. 

14. — Mr. Mundella resigned office as President of 

Board of Trade. 

Whit Monday. Magnificent weather, and 

all places of amusement crowded to 

exoess. 

Ninth annual Parade of London Cart Horse 

Society in Begent's Park. 

16. — Owing to a dispute with owners, several 

thousand London cab-drivers went out on 

strike. ■

17.— In brilliant weather the Queen visited 

Aldershot, and reviewed abott twelve 

thousand men of all arms, under command 

of Duke of Connaught. 

Manchester Cup race resulted in dead heat 

between Shancrotha and Bed Ensign, six- 

teen starting. ■

18. — By command of the Queen, Madame 

Eleonora Duse and her company performed 

** La Locandiera ** at Windsor Castle. ■

19. — Boyal Italian Opera Company visited 

Windsor and gave a performance of 

*' Faust " before the Queen. 

International bicycle race from Bordeaux 

to Paris, 866 miles, for which eighty-seven 

started, won by Swiss champion, Lesna, 

in 25 hours 11 min., three Englishmen 

taking next places. ■

21. — Emile Henry, who committed the dynamite 

outrage at the Caf^ Terminus, guillotined 

in Paris. 

In presence of enormous and enthusiastio 

crowds, the Manchester Ship Canal form- 

ally opened by the Queen — the Lord 

Mayor of Manchester and Mayor of Salford 

being knighted on the occasion. 

Six Anarchists, condemned to death for com- 

plicity in the bomb explosion at Liceo 

Theatre, shot at Barcelona. ■

24. — Seventy.fif ch birthday of the Queen. 

Newmarket Stakes easily won by Ladas. 

G. P. Mills bicycled from Edinburgh to 

London in record time of 29 hours 28 ■

JUNE, i894. ■

2. — Opening of International Congress of Toung 

Men's Christian Association at Exeter 

Hall, numerous foreign and colonial dele- 

gates being present. ■

6. — As generally anticipated, Lord Bosebery's 

Ladas had little difficulty in adding the 

Derby to his already numerous victories, 

as he easily beat Matchbox, Beminder, 

and four others — the first instance of the 

" Blue Biband" of the Turf being won by 

a Prime Minister in office. ■

7. — Matchbox, second to Ladas in Two Thou- 

sand Guineas and Derby, purchased by 

Baron Hirsch for £15,000, and £5,000 

additional should he win the Grand 

Prix. ■

8.— The Oaks won by Duke of Portland's 

Amiable, who beat Sweet Duchess, Sarana, 

and eight other fillies. ■

9. — ^Parliamentary Golf Handicap ended in the 

victory of Mr. A. J. Balfour, M.P., who 

defeated Mr. Nicholson, Clerk in House of 

Commons, in final heat. 

11. — News from Tangiers of sudden death of 

Emperor of Morocco. 

London Cab Strike settled on terms sug- 

gested by Home Secretary, acting as 

mediator between masters and men. 

14. — By capsizing of a smack at Westport, 

County Mayo, forty Irish harvesters, 

about to embark for England, were 

drowned, nearly seventy others being 

saved by shore boati and those of a 

steamer in the bay. 

Death in London of Lord Chief Justice 

Coleridge, aged 73, ■
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15. — Bill to legalise marriage with a deceased 

wife's sister again rejected by Hooee of 

Lords, the votes being 129 to 120. 

From explosions in two collieries at Trappan, 

in Silesia, 280 men perished. ■

16.-^Attempt to shoot Signer Crispi, the Italian 

Prime Minister, while driving with his 

secretary in the streets of Rome. Forta- 

natelj neither gentleman was hit, bat the 

wonld-be assassin was with diffioaltj res- 

ooed from the inf ariated people. ■

I7«*^rand Prix de Paris, regarded as a cer. 

tainty for Matchbox, won by Dolma- 

Baghtoh^, who beat the English horse by 

a necV. ■

19-22. — At Ascot, the Ascot Stakes won by 

Aboriginee; Prince of Wales's Stakes by 

Contract J Boyal Hunt Onp by Victor 

Wild; Gold Cap by La Fl^he; and the 

rich Hardwicke Stakes by Eavensbory. ■

20.— Badical Conference at Leeds, convened by 

National Liberal Federation, for the par- 

pose of calling upon Government to take 

measores for ** endiog " or " mending " the 

Honse of Lords ! ■

SSw— The Dachess of York gave birth to a son at 

White Lodge, Richmond, the infant Prince 

being the third heir in direct sacceesion to 

the Throne. 

Appalling explosion at Albion Collieiy, 

Cilfynydd, near Pontypridd, the terrible 

death-roll amounting to nearly three 

hundred. ■

24. — M. Camot, President of French Republic, 

mortally stabbed whilst driving to the 

Theatre at Lyons, dying in a few hours 

after receiving the fatal blow. The 

assassin, a young Italian Anarchist, named 

Santo, was seized red-handed, and with 

the utmost difficalty saved by the police 

from being torn to pieces by the infuriated 

crowd. The most intense indignation pre- 

vailed in France — and indeed throughout 

the civilised world — when this most de- 

plorable event became known, and the 

greatest sympathy was universally evinced. ■

20.— Mansion House Fund opened for relief of 

the nnmeroQS widows and orphans left 

destitnte in South Wales. ■

27. — M. Casimir-P^rier elected President of the 

French Republic. ■

80. — Tower Bridge opened in state by Prince of 

Wales on behalf of the Queen, the Lord 

Mayor being made a Baronet, and the 

Sheriffs and Chairman of the Bridge 

House Commitiee, Knights, in oommemo- 

ration of the event. ■

JULY, 1894. ■

1.— State funeral of M. Camot in Paris, amid 

every indication of the profound grief of 

the enormous crowds who witnessed the 

solemn procession. ■

2.— Lord Russell appointed Lord Chief Justice 

of England. ■

4. — University cricket match won by Oxford. ■

6.— In the Princess of Wales's Stakes at New- 

market, Ladas suffered his first defia^ 

only obtaining third place, Isinglass and 

Bullingdon being first and second. 

The Prince of Wales's ** Britannia" defeated 

the American champion " Vigilano " on ■

the Clyde, mid much excitement and after 

a splendid contest. A most unfortunate 

collision occurred in the race between 

**Satanita" and ** Valkyrie," by which 

Lord Dunraven's famous yacht was im- 

mediately sunk, happily without loss of 

life. 

At Heme Hill, H. B. Hill and P. Wheelock 

on a tandem safety covered a mile in 2 

mio. 2 sec., beating record for every class 

of machine. 

8.— The Italian Opera Company gave a perfor- 

mance of ** Philemon et Baucis " and *' La 

Navarraise" at Windsor Castle by com- 

mand of the Queen. 

7. — At the Oval, Players defeated Gentlemen 

by an innings and 27 runs. 

Amid gpreat enthusiasm and after a very 

close race, *' Britannia" again beat 

" Vigilant," winning by two minutes on 

time allowance. 

Prince and Princess of Wales and their two 

daDghters attended Speech Day at Harrow, 

the Princess distributing prizes. 

9. — ** Britannia" scored another victory over 

" Vigilant," winning by 9i min. 

Rioting at Chicago, and in Illinois generally, 

became so threatening that martial law 

was proclaimed throughout the State. ■

10. — ^For fourth time, '' Britannia" defeated 

'* Vigilant " by about 6 minutes. 

In return match at Lord's, Q-entlemen beat 

Players by an innings and 36 runs. ■

10, 11. — Severe earthquake shocks at Constanti- 

nople, occasioning great loss of life and 

immense destruction of property. ■

11. — ^The Queen visited Aldershot, and witnessed 

a g^and torchlight tattoo, remaining at the 

Rojal Pavilion for the night. 

In fifth race with "Britannia," the " Vigi- 

lant " suffered her worst defeat, losing by 

21} minutes. ■

12.—" Britannia " concluded her series of vic- 

tories over " Vigilant " on the Clyde by 

winning the sixth race by 2 miautes. ■

13.— Owing to energetic action of President 

Cleveland, the great American railway 

stiike, which had almost assumed the 

aspect of civil war, was concluded. ■

14. — Eton and Harrow cricket match drawn, 

owing to heavy rain on first day. 

Hurst Park Handicap won by Victor Wild. ■

10.— Christening of the infant son of Duke and 

Dachess of York at White Lodge, Rich- 

mond, in presence of the Queen, all the 

Royal Family, and many distinguished 

guests— the first two names given to the 

youthful Prince being Edward Albert. 

The International Athletic contests between 

Oxford and Yale Universities at Queen's 

Club, resulted in Oxford winning five 

events to the Americans' three—one being 

drawn. ■

le, 17.— At Belfast, " Britannia" and "Vigilant" 

met in two events, the English yacht 

winning the first and the American the 

second— who thus scored her first victory 

this side the Atlantic. ■

17. — Budget carried in House of Commons by 

283 votes to 263. 

Mansion House Fund opened for relief of 

those left destitute by the earthquakes at 

Consfcantinople. ■
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19. — In attempting to blow np a wrpck in the 

Solent a quantity of gun-cotton exploded 

in tbe boat carrying ont the operations, 

her crew of seven men being all killed. ■

20. — In Eclipse Stakes at Sandown, Isioglaes 

again defeated Ladas, who was second. ■

20, 21. — At Kingston Regatta, " Briraunia *' and 

** Vigilant ** competed in two more races, 

each winning odo as at Belfast. ■

21.— -At Bisley, the Queen's Prize of £250, with 

gold badge and medal, won by Private 

Bennie, 8rd Lanark. 

Hackney Marshes opened as a pnblio park. ■

28. — Bace for the Wingfield Sculls and Amatear 

Championship of the Thames won by Mr. 

V. Nickalls, Mr. B. Guiness being his 

only opponent. ■

2ft-25. — In a series of three races in Cork 

Harbour, *' Britannia" won the first and 

"Vigilant" the second. In third race, 

"Vigilant" did not compete, leaving the 

English yacht to sail over the course. ■

24. — News received that hostilities had begun in 

Corea between China and Japan. ■

25. — ^Liverpool Cup won by Son of a Gun. ■

28.— For third year running, P. W. Shorland 

was victorious in the twenty-fonr hours 

cycling contest at Heme Hill, covering 

record distance of 460 miles 1,296 yards. 

The long distance amateur champion swim- 

ming race at Southampton won by J. H. 

Tyers, the holder. 

At Mount's Bay, " Britannia " again beat 

" Vigilant " by over 6 min. ■

81. — Stewards* Cup at Goodwood won by 

Gangway. ■

AUGUST, 1894. ■

1>8. — At Goodwood Baces, the Stakes secured 

by Spindle Leg; Sussex Stakes by Match, 

box ; Cup by Kilsallaghan j Bous Memorial 

by Saintly; Nassau Stakes by Throstle; 

and Chichester Stakes by Glengarry. ■

1. — ^War declai-ed by Japan against China, san- 

guinary fighting, both by sea and land, 

having, however, taken place before the 

declaration. In the naval engagement a 

Chinese troop-ship was sunk with enormons 

loss of life, and in a battle on land tbe 

Japanese were decisively defeated. 

Sir W. Haroourt entertained at a banquet by 

the Liberal Members of House of Commons 

to celebrate his Budget becoming law. ■

4. — In a private match on the Solent, " Vigi- 

lant " beat *' Britannia " by 4^ min, ■

6. — ^Annual meeting of the National Artillery 

Association at Shoeburyness. ■

6.— Despite dull weather, Bank Holiday-makers 

were everywhere in evidence, all places of 

pnblio resort being well filled. 

Arrival of. German Ilmperor at Cowes. 

7. — Queen's Cup at Cowes won by Carina. 

Brighton Cup won by Avington. 

Annual meeting of British Association for 

the Advanoement of Science, opened at 

Oxford under presidency of Lord Salis- 

bury. 

9, 10.— At Cowes, " Britannia" won the Town 

Cup, beating " Vigilant " by ove» 4 

mil). She also won the Meteor Challenge 

Shield for seoond time, the German 

Emperor's prize thus becoming the abso- 

lute property of her Boyal owner. ■

12.— Linton, the English cyclist, beat world's 

record by covering fifty miles, in Paris, 

under two hours. ■

18, l4.~Vi8it of Emperor William to Aldershot, 

where he was the guest of the Duke of 

Connaught, and witnessed a grand review 

and a sham fight ; afterwards leaving on 

his return to Germany. ■

14. — Irish Evicted Tenants' Bill rejected by 

House of Lords by 249 votes to 80. 

Bomb outrage at Post Office, New Cross, a 

parcel placed in letter-box exploding and 

causing considerable damage to premises 

as well as injuring a passer-by. ■

15. —Ministerial Whitebait Dinner at " Ship," 

Greenwich, at which forty-four members 

of the Government were present. ■

16. — Caserio Santo, the assassin of President 

Carnot, executed at Lyons. ■

18. — Thousand Tards Amatenr Salt-water Swim, 

ming Championship won by J. H. Tyers, at 

Sonthport, in record time of 15 mia. 2 sec. ■

20, 21. — Announcements that the Argentine 

Federal Court had granted extradition of 

Jabez Balfour, and that he had appealed 

against decision. 

At Boyal Albert Yacht Club Begatta, " Sa- 

tanita" beat "Britannia" for the Cup; 

the subsequent match between tbe same 

yachts, however, being easily won by the 

Prince's cutter. ■

26. — Parliament prorogued by Boyal Commission. ■

26. — Great Badical demonstration in Hyde Park 

against House of Lords, calling on the 

Government to take measares to abolish 

"a mischievous and aseless hereditary < 

Chamber." ■

27. — ^Af cer a olose contest thronghont the season 

for County Cricket Championship, Surrey 

secured the coveted position with eleven 

points, Yorkshire, last year's wiunec, being 

second with ten. ■
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OBITUARY FOE 1893-1'894. ■

As the centnry mns to its oloaei eaoh reonrring 

yenr shows a melanoholj deatb-roU of those who 

have been more or less distinguished in the 

progress of the age, and who will figare in its 

annals even when forgotten by the men of the 

coming era. ■

The diplomatic world regrets the loss of Sib 

Robert Mokisr, the Ambassador at St. Peters- 

burg, not loved by the Bismaroks, but greatly 

esteemed by the Czar, who died on the 16th 

November; and Sir Gerald Portal, the vigorous 

envoy to Uganda, died of African fever on the 

25th January, 1894. And the law has lost two 

distinguished judges : Lord Hannbn on the 80th 

March, and the venerable Lord Ghibf Justice 

Coleridge on the 14th June, of the family made 

illostiious by the poet ; and with these that 

learned ex- judge, Sm Jakes Stephen, on the 

10th March, 1893. In Edward Stanhope, M.P., 

ex- Secretary for War, the country has lost an 

able administrator; he died at the age — early 

for a politician — of fifty -four, on the 26th De- 

cember. Sir Philip Cunlipfe Owen, K.C.B., 

great at exhibitions and artistic celebrations, 

expired on the 23rd March. ■

Among scientific men, a famous professor has 

departed in the person of John Ttndall, F.B.S., 

whojie lectures at the Royal Institution made 

science almost fashionable, who died on the 

4th December, 1893. And medicine is the poorer 

by the loss of the great physician, SiR Andrew 

Clark, who died, aged fifty-eight, on the 6th 

November. And biology has lost one of its most 

brilliant students by the death of Professor Geo. 

BoMAYNES, who died on the 23rd May, 1894. ■

In music the losses have been heavy. Charles 

GouNOP, the eminent French composer, may head 

the list, who died on the 18th December, 1893, 

with SiB William CusiNSf late "Master of 

musicke" to the Queen, on the 31st Sep- 

tember. That excellent organist and composer. 

Sir George Job Elvey, died on the.9th December; 

and in May the venerable J. H. B. Dando, aged 

eighty -eight years, who played the violin at the 

coronation of William the Fourth and Victoria. 

And among singers, Madame Patey, whose sudden 

death, almost in the concert room, on the 30th 

Maroh was generally deplored ; while that ex- 

cellent pianist, Hans von Bdlow, died on the 

12th February, 1894, aged sixoy-four years ; and 

shortly aftct*, in the same month, the once well- 

known violinist, B. C. Sivori, who passed away 

in his eightieth year. ■

Among authors the casualties have been nu- 

merous, although no name of pre-eminent rank 

ha8 passed away. But the loss of Professor 

Henry Morlby, that veteran literary expert, in 

hie seventy-second year, on the 14th May, will 

bo severely felt ; and the world of boys, both old 

and young, must regret the death, on the 8bh 

February, 1894, of R. M. Ballantynb, who so 

lavishly provided those tales of battle and ad- 

venture in which they delight. And the girls 

of two hemispheres may regret the loss of 

Miss Tucker, otherwise A. L. O. B», who died in ■

December, 1893; and of Alictb Kino, on the 

26th April, both favourite story-tellers for the 

young. Two poets of high local fame, Samuel 

Laycock, in the homely vernacular of Lancashire, 

on the 14th December, 1893, and Bdward Oapbrn, 

known as the Devon postman poet, on the 4th 

June, 1894, have also passed away. ■

In the more solid or academic branches of 

literature we have lost Sir William Smith, oa 

the 7th October, 1893, the learned editor of the 

"Quarterly," and editor and author of many 

valuable works of inference; and Mr. WaltBR 

Pater, the historian of the " Renaissance," died 

on the 30th July, 1894, in his fifty-fifth year. 

Professor Jowbtt, the great Master of Balliol, 

and the popular translator of Plato, died on the 

1st October in his eighty-seventh year. And on 

the last day of 1898, Pkofes&or Marshall, of 

Owen's College, was killed in climbing Scafell. ■

Of journalists are numbered with the dead, 

Edmund Yates, of " The World," who died sud- 

denly in harness on the 20th May ; and a few 

days earlier M. Johnson, of the London staff of 

the Paris "Figaro," and a well-known figure 

among ** first nighters " ; and also Mr. Thomas 

Lane Coward, the accomplished and genial 

manager of "The Morning Post," who died on 

the 27th June, 1S94. ■

Mr. Henry Vizetelly, who died on New 

Year's Day, 1894, was a publisher chiefly of what 

may be styled the " 6oo\e libre," but he has also 

written some tolerably amusing '* reminiscences." ■

Of dramatic writers, Henry Pbttitt is gone, 

and at the early age of forty -four years. He died 

on Christmas Eve, 1893. And a veferan who had 

played many parts, and written many too, was 

Edward Stirling, husband of a most gifted artist, 

who wrote some annals of Old Drury, and died on 

the 12th August, 1894, in his eighty-third year. ■

And from the stage of life has retired Ada 

SwANBORocQU, a graceful and talented performer, 

who died on the 12th December, 1893. And 

Miss E. '* Brunton," cf the talented Robertson 

family, better known, perhaps, on the provincial 

than the London stage, died in the previous 

month. Another loss has been sustained by the 

profession in the death of David James, the 

famous impersonator of Perkyn Middlewick, in 

" Our Boys," who died on the 3rd October, 1898. ■

From among artists has departed Ford Madox 

Brown, a master of his own school, whose historic 

frescoes in Manchester Town Hall are monu- 

mental works of the kind, who died on the 6th 

October, 1893, in his sixty-second year. And 

among explorers we have lost the venerable 

leader, Sir Henry Layard, of Nineveh, less 

notable in more recent years as a diplomatist, 

who died on the 6th July, in his seventy -eighth 

year. And Sir Samuel Baker is dead, the brilliant 

traveller and discoverer, whose books first opened 

the Dark Continent to general readers. He died 

on the 30th December, aged seventy-two. And 

Captain Lovett Cameron, also a great African 

traveller, was killed on the 26Dh March l^y a fall 

from his horse. ■



58 ■ ALL THE YEAE BOUND AUTUMN NUMBER loonduoted by ■

CALEITDAR FOR 1895. ■

JANUARY. ■

1 ■ T ■
Oironmoision. Maria E Igeworth born, 1767. 

Professor James Staart bom, 1843. ■
s ■ W ■

8 ■ Th ■
Doaglas Jerrold bom, 1803. 

Sir Isaac Pitman bom, 1811. ■
4 ■ . P ■

5 ■ B ■

Captain Stephen Decator bom, 1779. 

Snd Sunday after Christmas. Epiphany. 

Robert NiohoU bom, 1814. ■

6 ■

g ■7 ■

8 ■ T ■
Alma Tadema born, 1836. ■

9 ■ W ■
Napoleon III. died, 1873. ■

10 ■ Th ■
Royal Sxohaoge burnt, 1888. 

Sir John MaoDonald died, 1891. ■11 ■ F ■

11 ■ 8 ■
Lord Houghton bom, 1868. ■

IS 

14 ■ £ ■

let Sunday after Epiphany. 

Duke of Clarence Oied, 1892. ■

16 ■ T ■
B. M. Ward, R.A., died, 1879. ■

18 ■ W ■
Battle of Oomnna, 1809. ■

17 ■ Th ■
Battle of Abou Klea, 1886. ■

18 ■ P ■
German Empire proclaimed, 1871. ■

19 ■ B ■
Paris Bordone died, 1570. 

2nd Sunday after Epiphany. 

Louis XVI. executed, 1798. ■

10 

11 ■ § ■

82 ■ T ■
Capture of Mooltan, 1849. 

WilUam Pitt died, 1806. ■
88 ■ W ■

84 ■ Th ■
Charles James Pox born, 1749. ■

86 ■ P ■ Conversion of St. Paul. ■

86 ■ S ■
Dea-h of Gordon, 1855. ■

87 ■

§ ■

8rd Sunday after Epiphany. ■

88 ■
Battle of AUwal, 1846. ■

80 ■ T ■
Emanuel Swedenborg bom, 1688. ■

80 ■ W ■
Wes'land Marston bora, 1819. ■

81 ■ Th ■
Ben Jonson bom, 1674. ■

Moov's Phajsxs. ■

4tb. 

11th. 

17th. 

S5th. ■

Pirst Quarter . 

Pull Moon 

Last Quarter . 

New Moon ■

7h. 52ni. Mornings ■

6 60 Morning. ■

10 66 Aftemocm, ■

9 36 Aftemoon. ■

FEBRUARY. ■

■

P ■
John Lempri&re bom, 1824. ■

■

B ■ Purification. Candlemas. ■

■

S ■

4th Sunday after Epiphany. ■

George LOlo, dramatist, bom, 1693. ■

Sir R )bert Peel bom, 1788 ; died, 2nd July, ■

■■

T ■

■

W ■
Quoen Anne bom, 1665. [1860. ■

■

Th ■
tsharles Dickens bom, 1811 ; died, 9th June, ■

■

P ■
Q leen Mary Tudor born. 1515. (1870. ■

■

8 ■
Lord Damley murdered, 1667. ■

■

S ■

Septuagesima. ■

■

Thomas A. Edison bom, 1847. ■

■

T ■
President Abraham Lincoln bom, 1809. ■

■

W ■
Richard Wagner died, 1883. ■

■

Th ■ St. Valentine. ■

■

P ■
Sir Edward Clarke bom, 1811. ■

■

B ■
PhUip Melanothon bom, 1497. ■

■

t ■

Sexai^ima. ■

Charles La-nb bom, 1776. ■

■

T ■
N. Copernicus bom, 1478. ■

20 ■ W ■ David Garrick bom. 1716. ■

21 ■
Th ■

BatUe of Guzerat, 1849. ■

23 ■
F ■

George Washington bom, 1732. ■

23 ■ S ■
Arrest of Cato Street Conspirators, 1820. 

Qoinqnagesima. Bt Matthias. ■
24 ■

§ ■26 ■ Sir Christopher Wren died, 1733. ■

26 ■ T ■
John Philip Kemble bom, 1828. ■

27 ■ W ■
Ash Wednesday, ■

R. H. Proude died, 1836. ■
28 ■ Th ■

MARCH. ■

1 ■ P ■

2 ■ S ■

8 ■

4 ■ § ■

6 ■ T ■

6 ■ W ■

7 ■ Th ■

8 ■ P ■

9 ■ 8 ■

10 

11 ■ § ■

18 ■ T ■

18 ■ W ■

14 ■ Th ■

16 ■ P ■

16 ■ B ■

17 

18 ■ § ■

19 ■ T ■

20 ■ W ■

21 ■ Th ■

22 ■ P ■

28 ■ B ■

24 

26 ■ S ■

26 ■ T ■

27 ■ W ■

28 ■ Th ■

29 ■ P ■

80 ■ B ■

31 ■
» ■

St David's Day. ■

Horace Walpole died, 1797. ■

1st Sunday in Lent. ■

John Timbs died, 1876. ■

Covent Garden Theatse burnt, 1866. ■

Sir John Hawkwood died, 1898. ■

SS. Perpetua and Pelicitas. ■

Bittle of Aboukir, 1801. ■

William Cobbett bom, 1762. ■

2nd Sunday in Lent. ■

Torquato Tasso bom, 1544. ■

B. w. Leader, A.R.A., bom, 18SL ■

Aug. J. C. Hare bom, 1884. ■

Admiral Byng shot, 1757. ■

J. J. E. Redus bom. 1830. ■

Gustavus IIL of Bwed )n assassinated, 1798. ■

8rd Sunday in Lent. St Patrick's Day. ■

Sir Robert Walpole died, 1745. ■

Bishop Ken died, 1711. ■

Thomas Webster, R.A., bom, 1800. ■

Robert Bruce bom, 1274. ■

Rosalie Bonhenr bom, 1822. ■

Battle of Novara, 1849. ■

4th Sunday in Lent ■

Annunciation. Lady Day. ■

Sir John Tanbmgh died. 1726. ■

John Bright died, 1889. ■

Dr. Andrew Kippis bom, 1726. ■

John Keble died, 1866. ■

Tiberius Cavallo, P.R.8., bom« 1749. ■

6th Sunday in Lent ■

Moon's Phasvs. ■

i^Jh, Pirst Quarter .. OA. 40m. Afternoon. ■

11th. Pull Moon .. 8 88 Moming. ■

18th. Last Quarter .. 6 82 Mcroing. ■

26th. New Moon ..10 25 Moming. ■

APRIL. ■

Mooir's Phasis. ■

8rd. Pirst Quarter . . Oh, 16ni. Moming. ■

9th. Pull Moon .. 6 28 Aftemoon. ■

16tb. Last Quarter .. 1 9 Afternoon. ■

24tb. New Moon .. 4 44 Aftemoon. ■

1 ■ M ■

2 ■ T ■

8 ■ W ■

4 ■ Th ■

6 ■ P ■

■

8 ■

7 

8 ■ § ■

9 ■ T ■

10 ■ W ■

11 ■ Th ■

12 ■ P ■

18 ■

■

14 

16 ■ s ■

10 ■ T ■

17 ■ W ■

18 ■ Th ■

19 ■ P ■

20 ■ S ■

21 

22 ■ § ■

23 ■ T ■

24 ■ W ■

26 ■ Th ■

26 ■ P ■

27 ■ 8 ■

29 

29 ■ i ■

80 ■ Ttt ■

Prince Bismarck bom, 1816. ■

Emile Zola bora, 1840. ■

George Serbert, poet, bom, 1698. ■

St. Ambrose. ■

Thomas Hobbes bom, 1588. ■

James Mill bom, 1778. ■

Palm Sunday. ■

Ton Humboldt died, 1886. ■

AdeUna Patti bom, 1818. ■

Pizarro beheaded, 1548. ■

Charles Reads, novelist died, 1884. ■

Good Priday. ■

A. Comte died, 1887. ■

Ka9ter Sunday. ■

Bank Holiday. ■

Adolphe Thiers bom, 1797. ■

George Frederick Cooke, actor, born, 1766. ■

Geo. H. Lewis bom, 1819. ■

Primrose Day. Lord Beaconsfleld died, 1881. ■

Napoleon lit bom, 1803. ■

Low Sunday. ■

Henry Pielding bom, 1707. ■

J. M.W. Tumer,R.A.,bom. 1776. St George. ■

Anthony TroUope born, 1816. ■

St Mark. ■

David Home bom, 1711. ■

Edward Whymper born, 1840. ■

2 ad Sunday after Easter. ■

General Boulanger bom, 1887. ■

Richard Redgrave, R.A., bom, 1804. ■

Moosr's Phusb. ■

Snd. ■

9th. 

16th. 

86(h. ■

Pirst Quarter , 

Poll Moon 

LastQoarter . 

New Moon ■

9A. 88m. Aftemoon. ■

1 48 Aftemoon. ■

11 82 Afternoon. ■

1 11 Morning. ■



1 ■ T ■
Oironmoision. Maria E Igeworth born, 1767. 

Professor James Staart bom, 1843. ■
s ■ W ■

8 ■ Th ■
Doaglas Jerrold bom, 1803. 

Sir Isaac Pitman bom, 1811. ■
4 ■ . P ■

5 ■ B ■

Captain Stephen Decator bom, 1779. 

Snd Sunday after Christmas. Epiphany. 

Robert NiohoU bom, 1814. ■

6 ■

g ■7 ■

8 ■ T ■
Alma Tadema born, 1836. ■

9 ■ W ■
Napoleon III. died, 1873. ■

10 ■ Th ■
Royal Sxohaoge burnt, 1888. 

Sir John MaoDonald died, 1891. ■11 ■ F ■

11 ■ 8 ■
Lord Houghton bom, 1868. ■

IS 

14 ■ £ ■

let Sunday after Epiphany. 

Duke of Clarence Oied, 1892. ■

16 ■ T ■
B. M. Ward, R.A., died, 1879. ■

18 ■ W ■
Battle of Oomnna, 1809. ■

17 ■ Th ■
Battle of Abou Klea, 1886. ■

18 ■ P ■
German Empire proclaimed, 1871. ■

19 ■ B ■
Paris Bordone died, 1570. 

2nd Sunday after Epiphany. 

Louis XVI. executed, 1798. ■

10 

11 ■ § ■

82 ■ T ■
Capture of Mooltan, 1849. 

WilUam Pitt died, 1806. ■
88 ■ W ■

84 ■ Th ■
Charles James Pox born, 1749. ■

86 ■ P ■ Conversion of St. Paul. ■

86 ■ S ■
Dea-h of Gordon, 1855. ■

87 ■

§ ■

8rd Sunday after Epiphany. ■

88 ■
Battle of AUwal, 1846. ■

80 ■ T ■
Emanuel Swedenborg bom, 1688. ■

80 ■ W ■
Wes'land Marston bora, 1819. ■

81 ■ Th ■
Ben Jonson bom, 1674. ■



■

P ■
John Lempri&re bom, 1824. ■

■

B ■ Purification. Candlemas. ■

■

S ■

4th Sunday after Epiphany. ■

George LOlo, dramatist, bom, 1693. ■

Sir R )bert Peel bom, 1788 ; died, 2nd July, ■

■■

T ■

■

W ■
Quoen Anne bom, 1665. [1860. ■

■

Th ■
tsharles Dickens bom, 1811 ; died, 9th June, ■

■

P ■
Q leen Mary Tudor born. 1515. (1870. ■

■

8 ■
Lord Damley murdered, 1667. ■

■

S ■

Septuagesima. ■

■

Thomas A. Edison bom, 1847. ■

■

T ■
President Abraham Lincoln bom, 1809. ■

■

W ■
Richard Wagner died, 1883. ■

■

Th ■ St. Valentine. ■

■

P ■
Sir Edward Clarke bom, 1811. ■

■

B ■
PhUip Melanothon bom, 1497. ■

■

t ■

Sexai^ima. ■

Charles La-nb bom, 1776. ■

■

T ■
N. Copernicus bom, 1478. ■

20 ■ W ■ David Garrick bom. 1716. ■

21 ■
Th ■

BatUe of Guzerat, 1849. ■

23 ■
F ■

George Washington bom, 1732. ■

23 ■ S ■
Arrest of Cato Street Conspirators, 1820. 

Qoinqnagesima. Bt Matthias. ■
24 ■

§ ■26 ■ Sir Christopher Wren died, 1733. ■

26 ■ T ■
John Philip Kemble bom, 1828. ■

27 ■ W ■
Ash Wednesday, ■

R. H. Proude died, 1836. ■
28 ■ Th ■



1 ■ P ■

2 ■ S ■

8 ■

4 ■ § ■

6 ■ T ■

6 ■ W ■

7 ■ Th ■

8 ■ P ■

9 ■ 8 ■

10 

11 ■ § ■

18 ■ T ■

18 ■ W ■

14 ■ Th ■

16 ■ P ■

16 ■ B ■

17 

18 ■ § ■

19 ■ T ■

20 ■ W ■

21 ■ Th ■

22 ■ P ■

28 ■ B ■

24 

26 ■ S ■

26 ■ T ■

27 ■ W ■

28 ■ Th ■

29 ■ P ■

80 ■ B ■

31 ■
» ■



1 ■ M ■

2 ■ T ■

8 ■ W ■

4 ■ Th ■

6 ■ P ■

■

8 ■

7 

8 ■ § ■

9 ■ T ■

10 ■ W ■

11 ■ Th ■

12 ■ P ■

18 ■

■

14 

16 ■ s ■

10 ■ T ■

17 ■ W ■

18 ■ Th ■

19 ■ P ■

20 ■ S ■

21 

22 ■ § ■

23 ■ T ■

24 ■ W ■

26 ■ Th ■

26 ■ P ■

27 ■ 8 ■

29 

29 ■ i ■

80 ■ Ttt ■



Charles Diokeus.] ■ CALENDAR. ■
fi9 ■

MAT. ■

■

W ■

■

Th ■

■

F ■

■

S ■

■

» ■

■

M ■

■

T ■

■

W ■

■

Th ■

■

F ■

■

S ■

■

§ ■

■

T ■

■

W ■

■

Th ■

■

F ■

■

S ■

■

3 ■

20 ■ M ■

21 ■ T ■

22 ■ W ■

2S ■ Th ■

24 ■ F ■

26 ■ S ■

26 ■
» ■

27 ■ M ■

2S ■ T ■

29 ■ W ■

SO ■ Th ■

31 ■ F ■

SS. PhUip and James. ■

William Camden born, 1650. ■

Archbishop Sharp killed, 1679. ■

T. H. Huxley bom, 1825. ■

3rd Son^ay after Eaater. ■

Constable Bourbon killed, 1527 ■

Lord Roeebery born, 1847. ■

A. B. Le Sage bom, 1668. ■

Fouch^, Duke of Otranto. bom, 1763. ■

Indian Mutiny began, 1857. ■

Charles Maoklin, dramatist, bom, 1690. ■

4th Sunday after Baster. ■

Sir Arthur Sullivan bom. 1842. ■

Henry Grattan died, 1820. ■

Floreace Nightingale born. 1S20. ■

Felicia Hemans died, 1885. ■

Timothy M. Healy born, 1855. ■

Alphonse Daudet bom, 18 iO. ■

Rogation Sunday. ■

John Stuart ttill bora. 1806. ■

Albrecht Durer bom, 1471. ■

Alexander f^ope, poet, bom, 1688. ■

Ascension Day. ■

Queen Victoria bom, 1819. ■

Princess Christian boru, 1846. ■

Sunday after Ascension. ■

Princess Mathilde Bonaparte bora, 1820. ■

Thomas Moore bom. 17S0. ■

Empress Josephine died, 1814. ■

Joan of Arc burnt, 1431. ■

Walt Whitman born, 1819. ■

Moov's Psisifl. ■

2Qd. First Quarter , ■

8th. Fall Moon ■

Kth. Last Quarter . ■

24th. New Moon ■

Slst. First Quarter . ■

Sh. Aim, Morning. 

11 59 Afternoon. 

5 44 Afternoon. 

46 Aftern(X)n. 

8 48 Morning. ■

JtJNB. ■

1 ■ S ■
Lord Howe's naval victory, 1794. ■

2 ■

i ■

wnit Hunday. ■

3 ■
Bank Holiday. ■

4 ■ T ■
Lord Wolseley bora. 1883. ■

5 ■ W ■
Adam Smith bora, 1723. ■

6 ■ Th ■
Pierre Oomeille born, 1606. ■

7 ■ F ■
J.Renniebom. 176L ■

8 ■ S ■
J. E. Millais, E.A., bora, 1829. ■

Trinity Sunday. ■

Sir Edwin Arnold bora. 1882. ■

9 ■
» ■

10 ■ M ■

11 ■ T ■ St. Baraabaa. ■

12 ■ W ■
Rev. Charles Kingsley bora, 1819. 

Corpus ChristL Dr. Arnold bom, 1795. ■
13 ■ Th ■

14 ■ F ■
Battle of Naseby. 1645. ■

15 ■ S ■ Edward the BUck Prince bora, 1880. ■

16 ■

§ ■

1st Sunday after Trinity. 

John Wesley born« 1703. ■
17 ■

18 ■ T ■ Battle of Waterloo. 1815. ■

19 ■ W ■
Rev. 0. H. fipurgeon bora, 1884. 

Queen's Accession, 1837. 

John Skelton died, 1529. ■

20 ■ Th ■

21 ■ F ■

22 ■ S ■ MacchiaveUi died. 1527. ■

23 ■
» ■ 2nd Sunday after Trinity. ■

24 ■ M ■
St John Baptist. Qnarter Day. ■

26 ■ T ■ John Horne Tooke bora. 1786. ■

26 ■ W ■
Gteorge Morland bora, 1768. 

Charles XIL cf Sweden bora. 1082. ■27 ■ Th ■

28 ■ F ■
Coronation Day, ■

29 ■ B ■ St. Peter. ■

80 ■
» ■ 8rd Sunday after Trinity. ■

Moov's Phasib. ■

7th. Full Moon .. lU. Oia. Morning. ■

15th. Last Quarter ... 11 28 Moraing. ■

22nd. New Moon .. 9 51 Afteraoon. ■

29tb. First Quarter ..2 1 Afteraqon. ■

JULY. ■

1 ■ M ■

2 ■ T ■

3 ■ W ■

4 ■ Th ■

6 ■ F ■

6 ■ S ■

7 ■
» ■

8 ■ M ■

9 ■ T ■

10 ■ W ■

11 ■ Th ■

12 ■ F ■

13 ■ S ■

14 ■
<9 ■

16 ■ M ■

16 ■ T ■

17 ■ W ■

18 ■ Th ■

19 ■ F ■

20 ■ S ■

21 ■
^ ■

22 ■ M ■

23 ■ T ■

24 ■ W ■

25 ■ Th ■

26 ■ F ■

27 ■ S ■

28 ■
^ ■

29 ■ M ■

30 ■ T ■

31 ■ W ■

6th. 

15th. ■

28th. ■

Sir Robert Ball, astronomer, bora, 1810. ■

J. J. Rousseau died, 1778. ■

Louis X[. bora, 1423. ■

Giuseppe Garibaldi bora, 1807. ■

Sarah Siddons bora. 1755. ■

Battle of Sedgmoor, 1685. ■

4th Sunday after Trinity. ■

Battle of Pultawa, 1709. ■

Henry Hallam born, 1777. ■

John Calvin bom, 1509. ■

W. £. Forster bora. 1813. ■

Josiah Wedgwood bora, 1730. ■

Marat aseassinated, 1703. ■

5th Sunday after Trinity. ■

Cardinal Manning bom. 1808. St Swithin. ■

Sir Thomas More beheaded, 1585. ■

Dr. Isaac Watts born, 1674. ■

W. M. Thackeray bom, 1811. ■

Alfred Waterhouse, architect, bora, 1830L ■

St. Margaret. ■

6th Sunday after Trini^. ■

Charles Landseer, R.A., died, 1879. ■

William Wilbet force died. 1838. ■

Simon Bolivar bora, 1783. ■

St. James, AposUe. ■

St. Anne. ■

Thomas Campbell bora, 1777. ■

7th Sunday after Trinity. ■

Spanish Armada dispersed. 1588. ■

Thomas Gray. poet. died. 1771, ■

Paul Du Chaillu bora, 1835. ■

Hooir's Psisss. ■

Full Moon .. llh. 29m. Afteraoon. ■

Last Quarter .. 3 81 Morning. ■

New Moon .. 5 82 Moraing. ■

First Quarter .. 8 80 Afternoon. ■

ATJaUST. ■

1 ■ Th ■

2 ■ F ■

3 ■ S ■

4 ■
<9 ■

6 ■ M ■

6 ■ T ■

7 ■ W ■

8 ■ Th ■

9 ■ F ■

10 ■ S ■

11 ■

12 ■ § ■

13 ■ T ■

14 ■ W ■

15 ■ Th ■

Id ■ F ■

17 ■ S ■

18 ■ » ■

19 ■ M ■

20 ■ T ■

21 ■ W ■

22 ■ Th ■

23 ■ F ■

24 ■ S ■

26 ■ 3 ■

26 ■ M ■

27 ■ T ■

23 ■
W ■

29 ■ Th ■

30 . ■ F ■

31 ■ s ■

5tb. 

13th. 

20th. 

27th. ■

Mre. Tncbbi4lrltHefJi1821. ■

Captain Marryat died. 1S43. ■

Ohrifltiaii NilfiBOQ boro, 1S43. ■

§tb aiiT,dJiy after Triiuiy, ■

Bank Holiday* ■

Lorri Tonnj-aon born, 1S09, ■

Qii^en C&rallQi^ diad, lr2l. ■

Sir Arthor Otway borrit l^^SL ■

Ynti adileKel died* 1B29. ■

0. W. l>i;ke diert^ 1604. ■

eth aatirtay alter Trinity. ■

GroTiK: a^ootlrji? boj^im. ■

Jareiuy Taylor died » IflflT. ■

George Oilman, eld^r, dio*3, 1794. ■

Ail^Diral Robert Bluke born, 1599. ■

Bi.^n n/cnenn died, 1637. ■

MAithBW tJoulU)u. msDbitiift, died, 1809. ■

lOtU Sunday after TriHity. ■

Henry Kirka White born, 1T86. ■

Kejinv !\Itf allows died, 1H74+ ■

Frr.r".-- ■■. i.,liborn, l^DO. ■

Ricijsir 1 .... . ■ d, UtiS. ■

Sir Astley Cooper, Burgeoxi« bora, 1768. ■

St. Bartholomew. ■

11th Sunday after Trinity. ■

Prince Albert born. 1819. ■

Titian died, 1576. ■

Von Goethe born, 1749. ■

Battle of Aapromonte, 1862. ■

M. J. Chenier, poet, born, 1764. ■

Thomas Miller, novelist, born, 1808. ■

M00S*8 PHi8I8« ■

Full Moon .. lA. 61m. Afteraoon. ■

Last Quarter .. 5 19 Afteraoon. ■

New Moon .. 5$ vAfternoon. ■

First Quarter .. 5 48 MocninK. ■
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W ■

■

Th ■

■

F ■

■

S ■

■

» ■

■

M ■

■

T ■

■

W ■

■

Th ■

■

F ■

■

S ■

■

§ ■

■

T ■

■

W ■

■

Th ■

■

F ■

■

S ■

■

3 ■

20 ■ M ■

21 ■ T ■

22 ■ W ■

2S ■ Th ■

24 ■ F ■

26 ■ S ■

26 ■
» ■

27 ■ M ■

2S ■ T ■

29 ■ W ■

SO ■ Th ■

31 ■ F ■



1 ■ S ■
Lord Howe's naval victory, 1794. ■

2 ■

i ■

wnit Hunday. ■

3 ■
Bank Holiday. ■

4 ■ T ■
Lord Wolseley bora. 1883. ■

5 ■ W ■
Adam Smith bora, 1723. ■

6 ■ Th ■
Pierre Oomeille born, 1606. ■

7 ■ F ■
J.Renniebom. 176L ■

8 ■ S ■
J. E. Millais, E.A., bora, 1829. ■

Trinity Sunday. ■

Sir Edwin Arnold bora. 1882. ■

9 ■
» ■

10 ■ M ■

11 ■ T ■ St. Baraabaa. ■

12 ■ W ■
Rev. Charles Kingsley bora, 1819. 

Corpus ChristL Dr. Arnold bom, 1795. ■
13 ■ Th ■

14 ■ F ■
Battle of Naseby. 1645. ■

15 ■ S ■ Edward the BUck Prince bora, 1880. ■

16 ■

§ ■

1st Sunday after Trinity. 

John Wesley born« 1703. ■
17 ■

18 ■ T ■ Battle of Waterloo. 1815. ■

19 ■ W ■
Rev. 0. H. fipurgeon bora, 1884. 

Queen's Accession, 1837. 

John Skelton died, 1529. ■

20 ■ Th ■

21 ■ F ■

22 ■ S ■ MacchiaveUi died. 1527. ■

23 ■
» ■ 2nd Sunday after Trinity. ■

24 ■ M ■
St John Baptist. Qnarter Day. ■

26 ■ T ■ John Horne Tooke bora. 1786. ■

26 ■ W ■
Gteorge Morland bora, 1768. 

Charles XIL cf Sweden bora. 1082. ■27 ■ Th ■

28 ■ F ■
Coronation Day, ■

29 ■ B ■ St. Peter. ■

80 ■
» ■ 8rd Sunday after Trinity. ■



1 ■ M ■

2 ■ T ■

3 ■ W ■

4 ■ Th ■

6 ■ F ■

6 ■ S ■

7 ■
» ■

8 ■ M ■

9 ■ T ■

10 ■ W ■

11 ■ Th ■

12 ■ F ■

13 ■ S ■

14 ■
<9 ■

16 ■ M ■

16 ■ T ■

17 ■ W ■

18 ■ Th ■

19 ■ F ■

20 ■ S ■

21 ■
^ ■

22 ■ M ■

23 ■ T ■

24 ■ W ■

25 ■ Th ■

26 ■ F ■

27 ■ S ■

28 ■
^ ■

29 ■ M ■

30 ■ T ■

31 ■ W ■



1 ■ Th ■

2 ■ F ■

3 ■ S ■

4 ■
<9 ■

6 ■ M ■

6 ■ T ■

7 ■ W ■

8 ■ Th ■

9 ■ F ■

10 ■ S ■

11 ■

12 ■ § ■

13 ■ T ■

14 ■ W ■

15 ■ Th ■

Id ■ F ■

17 ■ S ■

18 ■ » ■

19 ■ M ■

20 ■ T ■

21 ■ W ■

22 ■ Th ■

23 ■ F ■

24 ■ S ■

26 ■ 3 ■

26 ■ M ■

27 ■ T ■

23 ■
W ■

29 ■ Th ■

30 . ■ F ■

31 ■ s ■



60 ■
ALL THE YEAE ROUND AUTUMN NUMBER. ■

SEPTliMBEB. ■

1 ■

§ ■

18th Sunday after Trinity. ■

t ■
Oapitalation of Sedan, 1870. Partridge ■

■■

Shooting begins. ■

8 ■ T ■
Eugftne de Beauhamais bom, 1781. ■

4 ■ W ■
Sir Wilfred Lawson bom, 1829. ■

5 ■ Th ■
John Dalton, chemiat, bora, 1756. 

Marquis de Lafayette bom, 1767. ■
e ■ P ■

7 ■ B ■
Hannah More died, 1888. 

18th Sandav after Trinity. 

Battle of Flodden Field, 1618. ■

8 ■

§ ■9 ■

10 ■ T ■
Mango Park bom, 1771. ■

11 ■ W ■
Lady Palmerston died, 1860. ■

IS ■ Th ■
P. P. G. GaiEOt died, 1874. ■

IS ■ ¥ ■

Andrea Mantegna died, 1606. ■

H ■ S ■
Holy Cross Dav. ■

14th Snnday after Trinity, ■
16 ■

S ■18 ■
P. S. Haden bom, 1818. ■

17 ■ T ■
Marquis de Condorcet bom, 1748. ■

18 ■ W ■
William CoUini, R.A.. born, 1788. ■

19 ■ Th ■
Henry Lord Brougham bom, 1770. ■

90 ■ P ■
Battle of the Alma, 1864. ■

21 ■ S ■ St. Matthew. ■

28 ■

§ ■

16th Sunday after Trinity. ■

23 ■

Jano Taylor, author, bora, 1788. 

Paracelsus died, 1541. ■
24 ■ T ■

85 ■ W ■
Felicia Hemans born, 1701. ■

26 ■ Th ■
Admiral CoUingwood bora, 1748. ■

27 ■ P ■
Paal P^yal bom, 1817. ■

28 ■ S ■

P. T. Palgrave born, 1824. ■

leth Sunday after Trinity. St Michael and ■
10 ■

i ■80 ■
Bishop Percy died. 1811. (All Angels. ■

Mooir's Phasis. ■

4th. Pull Moon .. 6A. 65m. Morning. ■

12th. Last Quarter .. 4 61 Horning. ■

18th. New Moon .. 8 66 Afteraoon. ■

26th. First Quarter .. 6 28 Aftemoon. ■

OOTOBBB. ■

■

T ■
Mrs. AT>nie Besant bom, 1847. ■

■

W ■

■■

Th ■
Treaty of Limerick, 1691. ■

■

F ■
Felix Pyat bora, 1810. ■

■

B ■
Horace Walpole bora, 1716. ■

■

g ■

17th Sunday after Trinity. ■

■

Battleof Lepanto, 1571. ■

■

T ■
Count Alfleri, poet, died, 1808. ■

■

W ■
Cerrantes bom, 1547. ■

10 ■ Th ■
Sir William Minto bora, 1845. ■

11 ■ P ■
Old MiohaehouM Day. 

John Zisoa died, 1424. ■
11 ■ S ■

18 ■

§ ■

18th Sunday after Trinity. ■

14 ■
Sir William Harooort bora, 1827. ■

16 ■ T ■

Alexander Tytler bora, 1747. 

Kosoinsako died, 1817. ■
16 ■ W ■

17 ■ Th ■
Isa Craig bora, 188L ■

18 ■ F ■ St. Luke. ■

19 ■ 8 ■
Charies B. Leslie. B.A., bora, 1797. ■

90 

21 ■ £ ■

19th Sunday after Trinity. 

S. T.Coleridge bora, 1772. ■

22 ■ T ■
Sara Bernhardt bora, 1844. ■

28 ■ W ■
Ann Oldfleld, actress, died, 1780. ■

24 ■ Th ■
Prince Poniatowski killed, 1818. ■

26 ■ F ■
Battle of Agincourt, 1416. 

G. J. Danton bora, 1769. 

20th Sunday after Trinity. ■

26 ■

■

27 ■

|[ ■28 ■ BS. Simon and Jnde. ■

29 ■ T ■
James Boswell bora, 174a 

Sir H. James born, 1828. 

John Keato bora, 1706. ■

80 ■ W ■

81 ■ Th ■

Mood's Pmasbs. ■

8rd. Full Moon .. 10^. 47ih. Afternoon. ■

11th. Last Quarter .. 2 84 Aftemooiu ■

18th. New Moon .. 6 10 Morning. ■

26tb. First Quarter ..11 4 Morning. ■

NOVEMBBB. ■

1 ■ P ■

8 ■ S ■

3 ■ » ■

4 ■ M ■

6 ■ T ■

6 ■ W ■

7 ■ Th ■

8 ■ P ■

9 ■ S ■

10 

11 ■ S ■

12 ■ T ■

13 ■ W ■

14 ■ Th ■

15 ■ F, ■

16 ■ S ■

17 ■ ;t^ ■

18 ■ M ■

19 ■ T ■

20 ■ W ■

21 ■ Th ■

88 ■ P ■

83 ■ S ■

84 ■
^ ■

26 ■ M ■

26 ■ T ■

27 ■ W ■

28 ■ Th ■

29 ■ F ■

80 ■ S ■

■

2nd. ■

■

0th. ■

■

16th. ■

■

84th. ■

All Saints* Day. ■

All Souls'. ■

aist Sundav after Trini^. ■

Kdmnnd Kean bora, 1787. ■

Gunpowder Plot. ■

Princess Charlotte died, 1817. ■

Sir Martin Probisher killed. 1694. ■

Ma lame Roland guillotined, 1798. ■

Prii ce of Wales bom, 1841. ■

22nd Sunday after Trinity. ■

St. Martin. Martinmas. ■

Richard Baxter bom, 1616. ■

George Pox died, 1600. ■

Loss of the Prince off Balaclava, 1854. ■

Sir William Herschell bora, 1788. ■

Francis Danbev, artist, born, 1796. ■

23rd Sunday after Trinity. ■

Earl Lytton (Owen Meredith) bom, 1881. ■

Charles I. bora^ 1600. ■

St. Bdmund, King and Martyr. ■

Bmpress Frederick of Germany born, 1840. ■

8c Cecilia. " George Bliot" born. 1819. ■

Father Ignatius bom. 1887. ■

24th Sunday after Trinity. ■

Dr. Isaac Watts died, 1748. ■

Empress Dagmar of Russia born, 1847. ■

Frank Dicksee, R. A., b ^m, 1868. ■

William Blake bom, 1767. ■

Sir Pliilip Sidney bora, 1554. ■

St. Andrew. Dean Swift bora, 1667. ■

Moos's Pxisis. ■

Full Moon .. 8A. 18m. Afternoon. 

Last Quarter .. 11 

New Moon 

First Quarter ■

7 Afternoon. ■

6 11 Afternoon. ■

7 19 ■

DBOBMBBB. ■

1 ■
» ■

2 ■ M ■

8 ■ T ■

4 ■ W ■

5 ■ Th ■

6 ■
F ■

7 ■ S ■

8 

9 ■ s ■

10 ■
T ■

11 ■
W ■

12 ■
Th ■

18 ■
F ■

14 ■
B ■

16 

16 ■
S ■

17 ■
T ■

18 ■
W ■

19 ■ Th ■

20 ■ F ■

21 ■ B ■

28 ■ ;t^ ■

88 ■ M ■

24 ■ T ■

26 ■ W ■

26 ■ Th ■

27 ■ F ■

28 ■ B ■

29 ■

80 ■ i ■

81 ■ T ■

Advent Sunday. ■

Coup d'Btat, Paris, 1861. ■

Chief Justice Lord Coleridge bora, 1820. ■

Thomas Carlyle bora, 1796. ■

Mosart died, 1792. ■

Thomas Shadwell, dramatlat, died, 1691 ■

Marshal Ney shot. 1816. ■

2nd Snnday in Advent. ■

Jobn Milton 'bora, 1608. ■

Sir Henry Ponconby born, 1828. ■

Sir David Brewster bora, 178L ■

Erasmus Datwin bora, 1721. ■

Dr. Samuel Johnson died, 1784. ■

George Washington died, 1799. ■

8rd Sunday in Advent. ■

Jane Austen bom, 1776. ■

TbonuM Woolner, R.A., bora, 1826. ■

Alexandra Cbatrain born, 1626. ■

Toulon recaptured, 1798. ■

Alfred Bunn, dramatist, died, 1860. ■

St Thomas. ■

4th Sunday in Advent. ■

Sir Martin Shee, P.R.A., bora, 1770. ■

John Morley, M.P., bora, 1888. ■

Christmas Day. ■

St. Stephen. Bank Holiday. ■

St. John, Apostle and Evangelist. ■

Innocents' Day. ■

Ist Sunday after Christmas. W. B. Gladstone ■

John Phillips, poet, bora, 1676. Lbora, 1809. ■

John WioUffe cUed, 1884. ■

MooM's Phassb. ■

2nd. 

9th. 

16th. 

24th. 

8l8t. ■

Full Moon 

Last Quarter 

New Moon 

First Qi a ter 

FnllMcoa ■

6h. 88m. Morning ■

7 9 Morning. 

6 80 Morning. 

6 21 Morning. ■

8 81 Afteraoon. ■

Golden Nnmber.. 

Bpaoi ■

XV ■

4 ■

BolarQyoIe 

Dominical" ■

28 

F ■

Roman Indiotion 

Julian Period .. ■



1 ■

§ ■

18th Sunday after Trinity. ■

t ■
Oapitalation of Sedan, 1870. Partridge ■

■■

Shooting begins. ■

8 ■ T ■
Eugftne de Beauhamais bom, 1781. ■

4 ■ W ■
Sir Wilfred Lawson bom, 1829. ■

5 ■ Th ■
John Dalton, chemiat, bora, 1756. 

Marquis de Lafayette bom, 1767. ■
e ■ P ■

7 ■ B ■
Hannah More died, 1888. 

18th Sandav after Trinity. 

Battle of Flodden Field, 1618. ■

8 ■

§ ■9 ■

10 ■ T ■
Mango Park bom, 1771. ■

11 ■ W ■
Lady Palmerston died, 1860. ■

IS ■ Th ■
P. P. G. GaiEOt died, 1874. ■

IS ■ ¥ ■

Andrea Mantegna died, 1606. ■

H ■ S ■
Holy Cross Dav. ■

14th Snnday after Trinity, ■
16 ■

S ■18 ■
P. S. Haden bom, 1818. ■

17 ■ T ■
Marquis de Condorcet bom, 1748. ■

18 ■ W ■
William CoUini, R.A.. born, 1788. ■

19 ■ Th ■
Henry Lord Brougham bom, 1770. ■

90 ■ P ■
Battle of the Alma, 1864. ■

21 ■ S ■ St. Matthew. ■

28 ■

§ ■

16th Sunday after Trinity. ■

23 ■

Jano Taylor, author, bora, 1788. 

Paracelsus died, 1541. ■
24 ■ T ■

85 ■ W ■
Felicia Hemans born, 1701. ■

26 ■ Th ■
Admiral CoUingwood bora, 1748. ■

27 ■ P ■
Paal P^yal bom, 1817. ■

28 ■ S ■

P. T. Palgrave born, 1824. ■

leth Sunday after Trinity. St Michael and ■
10 ■

i ■80 ■
Bishop Percy died. 1811. (All Angels. ■



■

T ■
Mrs. AT>nie Besant bom, 1847. ■

■

W ■

■■

Th ■
Treaty of Limerick, 1691. ■

■

F ■
Felix Pyat bora, 1810. ■

■

B ■
Horace Walpole bora, 1716. ■

■

g ■

17th Sunday after Trinity. ■

■

Battleof Lepanto, 1571. ■

■

T ■
Count Alfleri, poet, died, 1808. ■

■

W ■
Cerrantes bom, 1547. ■

10 ■ Th ■
Sir William Minto bora, 1845. ■

11 ■ P ■
Old MiohaehouM Day. 

John Zisoa died, 1424. ■
11 ■ S ■

18 ■

§ ■

18th Sunday after Trinity. ■

14 ■
Sir William Harooort bora, 1827. ■

16 ■ T ■

Alexander Tytler bora, 1747. 

Kosoinsako died, 1817. ■
16 ■ W ■

17 ■ Th ■
Isa Craig bora, 188L ■

18 ■ F ■ St. Luke. ■

19 ■ 8 ■
Charies B. Leslie. B.A., bora, 1797. ■

90 

21 ■ £ ■

19th Sunday after Trinity. 

S. T.Coleridge bora, 1772. ■

22 ■ T ■
Sara Bernhardt bora, 1844. ■

28 ■ W ■
Ann Oldfleld, actress, died, 1780. ■

24 ■ Th ■
Prince Poniatowski killed, 1818. ■

26 ■ F ■
Battle of Agincourt, 1416. 

G. J. Danton bora, 1769. 

20th Sunday after Trinity. ■

26 ■

■

27 ■

|[ ■28 ■ BS. Simon and Jnde. ■

29 ■ T ■
James Boswell bora, 174a 

Sir H. James born, 1828. 

John Keato bora, 1706. ■

80 ■ W ■

81 ■ Th ■



1 ■ P ■

8 ■ S ■

3 ■ » ■

4 ■ M ■

6 ■ T ■

6 ■ W ■

7 ■ Th ■

8 ■ P ■

9 ■ S ■

10 

11 ■ S ■

12 ■ T ■

13 ■ W ■

14 ■ Th ■

15 ■ F, ■

16 ■ S ■

17 ■ ;t^ ■

18 ■ M ■

19 ■ T ■

20 ■ W ■

21 ■ Th ■

88 ■ P ■

83 ■ S ■

84 ■
^ ■

26 ■ M ■

26 ■ T ■

27 ■ W ■

28 ■ Th ■

29 ■ F ■

80 ■ S ■

■
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■

0th. ■

■

16th. ■

■

84th. ■
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4 ■ W ■

5 ■ Th ■

6 ■
F ■

7 ■ S ■

8 

9 ■ s ■

10 ■
T ■

11 ■
W ■

12 ■
Th ■

18 ■
F ■

14 ■
B ■

16 

16 ■
S ■

17 ■
T ■

18 ■
W ■

19 ■ Th ■

20 ■ F ■

21 ■ B ■

28 ■ ;t^ ■

88 ■ M ■

24 ■ T ■

26 ■ W ■

26 ■ Th ■

27 ■ F ■

28 ■ B ■

29 ■

80 ■ i ■

81 ■ T ■



HOME NOTEa ■

HOME NOTES ■

AND ■

ANSWERS TO CORRESPONDENTS. ■

Thb Yibtues of Eggs. — ^The egg is a 

rery useful household remedy^ and as it is 

me ready to hand it should he more appre- 

ciated than it is. For hums and scalds 

[which are apt to occur in most kitchens) 

Khere is nothing more soothing for immediate 

ise than the white of an egg. It makes a 

skin over the hum, in the same way that 

collodion does, and is more soothing. In 

^ases of huming the great point is excluding 

bhe air as much as possihle, and to prevent 

inflammation. As the white of an egg is 

bhe hest remedy for this, it should he used 

it once. A fresh egg is one of the hest 

remedies for dysentery. When heaten up 

lightly and swallowed it tends to soothe 

Lhe intestines, and gradually lessens the 

inflammation of the stomach. Sick people 

will often swallow the yolk of an egg with 

ft few drops of vinegar and a little pepper, 

in the same way they would an oyster, 

when they have difficulty in taking nourish- 

ment. ^aemic patients find an egg heaten 

ap with milk very nourishing and easy to 

iigest. ■

BoLF BoLDBBWOOD, the leading author of 

Australia, lives in a delightfully rustic 

bungalow at Alhury, up-country. He is 

very careful ahout the names of his charac- 

ters and the titles of his hooks, and he 

Eigrees with B. L. Stevenson that long 

descriptions of scenery would kill any hook. 

He gets up in the morning at five o'clock 

Euid does a couple of hours' work, and after 

breakfast attends the police court in his 

capacity as magistrate. He inspects the 

prison cells in l^e afternoon, works in his 

office, and frequently has to administer 

justice at places many miles away. After 

dinner he settles down to work with his 

wife and daughter chattering around him, 

and about half-past ten he adjourns to a 

small inn and eojoys a pipe, for he makes 

it a practice never to smoke in the presence 

of his family. ■

A Ybbt Insxpbnsivb Panoaeb may be 

made by steeping, after hreakfast, a few 

pieces of waste bread. In the evening 

drain off the water, and beat well with a 

fork, adding one or two eggs and a quarter 

of a pint of milk. Dredge in a little flour 

till of the consistency of batter. Add a 

pinch of salt and carbonate of soda. Put 

a good piece of hutter in the pan, and fry 

in the usual way, dredging well with sifted 

sugar. ■

To Smoeb Fish at Homb. — Take an old 

hogshead, fill up all the crevices, and fix a 

place to put a cross-stick near the hottom, 

on which to hang the article to be smoked. 

Next, in the side near the top, cut a hole, 

to introduce an iron pan, filled with saw- 

dust and small pieces of green wood. 

Having turned the tub upside down, hang 

the articles to be smoked upon the cross- 

stick. Introduce the iron pan in the open- 

ing, and place a piece of red-hot iron in 

the pan, cover it with sawdust, and all will 

be complete. Let a large fish remain about 

twenty-four hours, and keep up a good 

smoke. ■

On Attics. — In many houses, which are 

otherwise very tidy and well regulated, 

mbbish of all sorts, from old hoots and 

shoes and hottles to furniture, is stored in 

the attic in preparation for a day of tuming 

out and a bonfire which, alas ! never comes 

off. Meanwhile, it is impossible to calcu- 

late how much dust and unwholesomeness 

drifts down into the house from this neg- 

lected spot, and the consequence is that it 

is difficult to keep the rest of the house 

free from dust. There is nothing more 

absurd really than this hoarding of trash, 

and all that is needed to disperse it is a 

long morning's work of sorting, and then 

the attic should be whitewashed and 

thoroughly cleaned. The windows of attics 

must be opened on every fine day for a 

few hours. There is an old-fashioned idea, 

and I wish it were more generally remem- 

bered, "to make a house wholesome the 

attics should be kept clean, and the cellars 

dry." I would remind my careless readers 

that a single woollen scarf or pair of stock- 

ings left lying about for a long while in an 

attic may alone bring enough moths to 

prove a plague to the whole house. ■

Applbs. — The medicinal value of apples 

is not half appreciated. To those of se- 

dentary habits whose livers are sluggish, 

the acids of the apple serve to eliminate 

from the body noxious matters, which, if 

retained, would make the hrain heavy and 

dull or bring about jaundice, skin erup- 

tions, and kindred evils. The malic acid 

of ripe apples, raw or cooked, will neutralise 

any excess of chalky matter engendered by 

eatiug too much meat. It is adso true that 

such ripe fruit as the apple, pear, and 

plum, taken without sugar, diminish acidity 

of the stomach rather than provoke it, as 

is popularly but erroneously supposed. 

These juices are converted into alka- 

line carbonates which tend to counteract 

acidity. ■



ALL THE YEAE KOUOT). ■

Salt Watbr Bathing at Home. — ^A 

sponge l)ath of salt water is extremely bene- 

ficial at all seasons of the year, although 

especially so in winter, as those accustomed 

to it are less liable to take cold. This can 

be taken by itself, or in addition to a warm 

or cold bath. Sea salt or rock salt can be 

used. Dissolve about half*a teaspoonful of 

the salt in a quart of water of the same 

temperature as the room ; with this sponge 

the body quickly, and rub briskly after it. 

All cold baths should be taken with great 

rapidity if one would have the full benefit 

of them. Ten minutes is quite sufficient to 

have the bathing and diying completed; 

and if it can be done in less time so much 

the better. Care also should be taken not 

to stand directly in a draught while the 

body is wet, to work fast, and be sure to 

be perfectly dry before putting on any 

dothing. A lack of attention to these de- 

tails sometimes brings unpleasant results, 

which leads to the belief that a cold bath 

cannot be endured^ when, in reality, it is 

only mismanagement in taking it which 

creates harmful effects. ■

Ghildben, Bbmembeb Mother ! — ^As we 

go on in life, we find more and more that 

there is no love so perfect, so unchanging 

as a mother's — the love that abides fast 

where all else wavers. But we often see 

sons and daughters who seem to be careless 

of this treasure. They fail to realise how 

precious it is. They try to "do right," to 

be kind, but they omit many little offices 

of love which would brighten the sunset 

hours of the dear mother. They love her, 

of course they do ; but the outward tokens 

are withheld. Often she sits lonely, 

missing her early friends, perhaps her hus- 

band, gone before; and her children, im- 

mersed in care or pleasure, are apparently 

oblivious of the fact that the one to whom 

they owe most, whom they love most, is 

left to desolation of spirit^ yearning for a 

word of tenderness from her own children. 

Show your mother that you love her. Let 

your affection wrap her around like a gar- 

ment. Speak the kind, reverent, cheerful 

word now ; see that she has every comfort 

now; soon it will be too late. Li the 

evening twilight sit close beside her. Clasp 

the gentle Iwnds. Touch the white hair 

gently. Betnember that soon the tender 

mother-eyes will be closed ; the dear lips 

speechless. Then the words and acts of 

affection, which are now possible, cannot 

reach her. Never more can you speak one 

syllable of love to her, or perform one act 

of kindness for your mother. ■

Creamed Fish. — One pint of cold cooked 

fish, one tablespoonful of butter, two table- 

spoonfuls of flour, one pint of milk, salt 

and pepper. Cream the butter and flour 

together; stir in the milk; add the salt 

and pepper ; pour over the fire in a sauce- 

pan, and stir until it boils. Have the fish 

free from the bones and skin, and neatly 

shredded into a shallow baking dish ; pour 

over the sauce. Sprinkle the top with fine 

sifted breadcrumbs, and place in the oven 

till of a light brown. Any fish can be 

cooked in this way ; but a whitefish, cod, 

or halibut will look best. ■

FoNDU. — This is a foreign dish made 

as follows: — Quarter pound skim cheese, 

grated, half cup of milk, three eggs, quarter 

teaspoonful of mustard, half saltdpoonful 

of white pepper, a few grains of cayenne, 

one tablespoonful of butter, and two table- 

spoonfuls of baked fiour. A grating of 

nutmeg, and bicarbonate of potash to cover 

the end of a penknife. Add the potash 

to the milk, tlien the other ingredients, 

putting the eggs in last Stir till the 

mixture is smooth, and bake in patty-pans 

or paper cases. £at immediately, very hot. ■

Ak extraordinary adventure befdi the 

Duke and Duchess d'Antuni on their wed- 

ding-day. The marriage festivities over, 

the bride and bridegroom drove from I^- 

lermo to Siarra, the Duke's property^ where 

the honeymoon was to be spent. At the 

entrance of the village a vast crowd of 

peasants came out to welcome them. Then 

the Duke was invited to alight and drink 

some wine with his tenants. While he 

was thus engaged he was startled by loud 

screams from the direction of the carnage, 

and, looking up, he saw to his horror that 

the coachman had been ousted from his 

place on the box by a young peasant, 

while another had seated himself beside 

the terrified bride, who called to her hus- 

band to rescue her, while the horses were 

lashed into a furious gallop, and she was 

rapidly driven away. Beside himself at 

this extraordinary outrage, the Duke en- 

deavoured to follow the vehicle, but was 

held back by the peasants, who explained 

that it was merely a custom in that part of 

the country, and that the bride could be 

ransomed for the price of a cask of wine. ■

Maoaroni with Cheese. — Prepare maca- 

roni with cream sauce, and pour into a 

buttered scalloped dish. Have half a cup 

of grated cheese and half a cup of bread- 

crumbs mixed, sprinkle over the macaroni, 

and place in the oven to brown; it will 

take about twenty minutes. ■



HOME NOTES. ■

Why abb wb not all CorpulbntI — 

This is a question we find answered by the 

latest specialist in corpulency, a man who, 

in our opinion, has done more to cure this 

distressing incumbrance than all the other 

so-called adipose-therapeutists put together. 

We have Mr. Kussell's new edition before 

us, entitled "Corpulency and the Cure" 

(256 pages), wherein he explains that many 

men can eat an abundance of everything 

and yet appear lean and hungry, while the 

next unfortunate cannot eat but scantily 

without building up a huge frame of un- 

wieldy bulk. Thin persons, the author 

explains, generally have a very strong liver, 

which vigorously separates from the blood 

any superfluity of its fatty constituents; 

per contra, the liver of the victim to obesity 

is constitutionally weak, hence it fails, with- 

out assistance, to throw off the carbonaceous 

and fat-forming foods. The book from which 

we derive this information is published by 

Mr. Bussell, of Wobum House, Store Street^ 

London, W.C., who has succeeded in manu- 

facturing a purely vegetable compound which 

has an ahnost magical effect in the reduction 

of unhealthy fat. Experimentally it has 

been given in large doses to those who only 

carry an amount of fat conducive to the 

proper production of heat, and the result is 

that the decoction will not have the re- 

motest effect — not the slightest reduction of 

weight takes place, while in the case of a 

superfluity of unhealthy adipose tissue the 

individual frequently loses 2 lbs., and much 

more in serious cases, in twenty-four hours. 

We should have liked to have pursued this 

matter further, for it is far more interesting 

in our opinion than experimenting upon 

bees, rats, cats, and such like, for what may 

appear startling in the results of certain 

foods given to the smaller animals may not 

be so conclusive or applicable in the case 

of human beings. We can with pleasure 

advise our readers to get this book and read 

for themselves, and moreover no one can 

complain of the price, as it only costs four 

stamps. ■

The following are extracts from other 

journals : ■

Good Nbws fob Stout Pbbsons. — It 

does not follow that a person need to be 

the size of Sir John Faktaff to show that 

he is unhealthily fat According to a 

person's height so should his weight cor- 

respond, and this standard has been pre- 

pared by Mr. F. C. Kussell, of Woburn 

House, Store Street, Bedford Square, 

London, W.C., so that any one can see at 

a glance whether ox no he is too stout. ■

People in the past have been wont to regard 

fatness as constitutional, and something to 

be laughed at rather than to be prescribed 

for seriously; but this is evidently an error, 

as persons whose mode of life has caused a 

certain excess of flesh require treating for 

the cause of that excess, not by merely 

stopping further increase, but by removing 

the cause itself. It is marvellous how this 

"Pasteur" and "Koch" of English dis- 

coverers can actually reduce as much as 

14 lbs. in seven days with a simple herbal 

remedy. His book (256 pages) only costs 

4d., and he is quite willing to afford all 

information to those sending as above. It 

is really well worth reading. — " Forget-me- 

Not" ■

EXTBAOBmNABY SUOCESS IN THB TbbAT- ■

hbntofObbsity. — Ourcorpulentreaderswill 

be glad to learn how to positively lose two stone 

in about a month, with the greatest possible 

benefit in health, strength, and muscle, by 

a comparatively new system. It is a singular 

paradox that the patient, returning quickly 

to a healthy state, with increased activity of 

brain, digestive and other organs, naturally 

requires more food than hitherto, yet, not- 

withstanding this, he absolutely loses in 

weight one or two pounds daily, as the 

weighing machine will prove. Thus there 

is no suggestion of starvation. It is an 

undoubted success, and the author, who has 

devoted years of study to the subject, 

guarantees a noticeable reduction within 

twenty-four hours of commencing the treat- 

ment. This is different with other diseases, 

for the patient, in some cases, may go for 

weeks without being able to test whether 

the physician has rightly treated him, and 

may have derived no real or apparent im- 

provement in health. Here, we repeat, the 

author guarantees it in twenty-four hours, 

the scale to be the unerring recordei. The 

treatment aims at the actual root of obesity, 

so that the superfluous fat does not return 

when discontinuing the treatment. It is 

perfectly harmless. We advise our readers 

to call the attention of stout friends to this, 

because, sincerely, we think they ought to 

know. For their information we may say 

that on sending four penny stamps, a book 

entitled " Corpulency and the Cure " (256 

pages), containing a reprint of Press notices 

from some hundreds of medical and other 

journals — ^British and foreign — and other 

interesting particulars, including the book 

containing the " recipe," can be had post- 

free from a Mr. F. C. Bussell, Woburn 

House, Store Street, Bedford Square, London, 

W.C.— "Belfast News Letter." ■



ALL THE YEAR EOUJSTD. ■

Thb Sbgrbt of Making a Good Cake, 

in most cases, lies with the oyen. When 

the cake is hrat put into the oven it should 

be hot, and be allowed to cool slowly as 

the cake gradually cooks. A simple way to 

test the heat of an oven is to hold the hand 

inside for about twenty seconds. If the 

heat can be borne for that length of time 

the oven is in the right condition for 

baking. Many people spoil their cakes by 

not flowing them sufficient time in the 

oven. Before removing from the oven in- 

sert a skewer^ and if it comes out clean the 

cake is cooked. Let the cake remain in 

the tin for ten minutes after it comes out 

of the oven, and then turn out, and leave 

it on a sieve until cold. ■

Ripe Tomato Pickle. — K you are fortu- 

nate enough to be able to grow sufficient 

tomatoes in your garden, you will make 

this pickle very easily. If not, I should 

advise your procuring some good foreign 

ones, which are to be had inexpensively at 

this time of the year. Prick the tomatoes 

with a fork, and then place a layer of them 

in a bottle, and over it sprinkle a teaspoon- 

ful of chopped onion and a little salt. 

Continue this until the jar is full, and let 

it stand for a week. The contents should 

be put in a dish to drain. Gently squeeze 

each tomato to rid it of the salt water. 

Place it in a jar, and cover with the best 

vinegar, seasoned with a chili, a little 

scraped horseradish, and some mustard- 

seeds. ■

Take an apple and make a stitch in the 

side just under the skin, drawing the thread 

carefully through ; then place the point of 

the needle into the hole from which it has 

just come and take another stitch^ con- 

tinuing this until the circle is completed, 

only make a point of bringing the thread 

in ike last instance through the hole made 

by the first insertion of the needle. Cross 

the ends of the thread, and pull gently, 

and the apple will come in half, although 

the skin will be whole. ■

All legal treatises and documents during 

the twelfth and two following centuries 

were written in a stiff, affected, and unde- 

cipherable hand called "court hand." It 

was intentionally illegible, that the know- 

ledge of the law might be effectually kept 

from the common people. The manuscripts 

of the ninth, tenth, and eleventh centuries 

seem to be all written by the same hand. 

This was due to the influence of Charle- 

magne, who selected a particular style of 

handwriting, adopted it> and ordered every 

scribe to write after that as a copy. ■

PoT-PouRRL — ^Dry weather is exceed- 

ingly favourable for making pot-pourri, and 

tlm is just the season of the year for it. 

It should be made thus: Ta^e a li|rge 

quantity of fresh rose-leaves, dry them in 

ike sun, turn about constantly, so that all 

get perfectly dry and crisp ; add sweet- 

scented geranium, lemon verbena, honey- 

suckle, lavender, et cetera, all of which must 

be thoroughly dry. After about a fortnight's 

drying, pepper the leaves with powdered 

orris-root, cinnamon, and bay salt; about 

a tableapoonful of each will be required. 

Then add twenty drops of oil of cloves, 

ditto lavender, half that quantity of oil of 

cinnamon, and as much oil of musk as yon 

feel entitled to spend on your pot-pourri 

This is the most expensive item in the 

preparation. Mix all well together, and 

place in a wide-^mouthed jar. For the first 

year or two the leaves should be stirred 

constantly. Keep your jar in a dry place, 

and each year you will be more delighted 

with its fragrant aroma. ■

Edison is a great lover of practical jokes. 

Once upon a time, when the phonograph 

was more of a novelty than it is at the 

present time, he hid one of these machines 

in a grandfather's clock, which stood in the 

guest chamber. One night as a friend was 

preparing to get into bed he suddenly 

heajrd a voice exclaim, '* Eleven o'clock, one 

hour more." He crept into bed and lay 

perfectly still, frightened out of his life and 

hardly daring to breathe. At midnight 

he heard the same weird voice exclaim, 

"Twelve o'clock, prepare to die." This 

was more than mortal flesh could stand, 

and, springing out of bed with a shriek, he 

flew out of the room into the arms of 

Edison and another friend, who had been 

sitting up awaiting his appearance. ■

Lord Bosebery tells a story in con- 

nection with the victory of Ladas that wiU 

be interesting to students of omens. The 

day before he ran the first Ladas, he, at 

the time an undergraduate at Oxford, was 

leaving a house in Park Lane when he 

noticed in tfie grass plot a dead hedgehog. 

Like a true sportsman he thought that por- 

tended something, and certainly his first 

Ladas was dead beat in the race. On the 

morning of this year's Derby, going out to 

see Ladas take hia morning gallop, the 

Premier's path was crossed by a hedgehogs 

this time particularly alive. Between the 

two Derby days, separated by twenty-fiv* 

years. Lord Bosebery had not set ejes on 

a hedgehog, and he thinks the coincidence 

is noteworthy. ■
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cellor Sir W. PAGE WOOD stated' ■

Sablidy in Court that Dr. J. GOLLIS; ROW^E was UNDOUBTEDLYthe 

INVENTOR of CHIiOROD YNEjthat 

the whole stoiy of the defendant Free-^ 
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OSIiOBODYNE in Diarrhoea and -"-^ P AIi PITATIOy. HYSTER IA, 

Dysentery.Spasms.Gramps, Neuralgia fUfPORTANT C AJJ T I O N. ~ The 

the Vomiting of Pregnancy, and as a JL IMMENSE SALE of this REMEDY 

general sedative, that have occurred; has given rise to many UNSCRUPU* 

under ourpersonal observation during, LOUS IMITATIONS. Be careful to 

liiany years. In Choleraic Diarrhoea,' " observe Trade Mark. Of allCSiemists. 

and even in the more terrible forms is. 1^., 8e. 9d., and 4s. 6d. 

of Cholera itself, we have witnessed Sole Masufactubbr, ■

its surprisingly oontrolling power. J.TJ)AV£NPORT.d8at.RusBellSt..W.ai ■

•\cwfes ■

Qnickly correct all irregularities, ■

remove all obstructions, and relieve ■

the distressing symptoms so prevalent ■

with the sex. ■

Boxes, 1/1} & 2/9 (the latter size contains three 

times the quantity), ot all Chemists, or will be 

sent anjrwhere on receipt of 16 or 31 stamps 

by the maker, E. T. TOWLE, Chemist, ■

NOTTINGHAM. 

Beitrare of-ttHitatioKS injurious and worthless ■

^i^mJr' ■

REVULCANISEO GOLD MEDAL RUBBER STAMPS. ■

Your Name, 

your Mono- 

gram, bottle 

of Endorsing 

Ink, two 

Pads, Box, ■

and Brush for WL, pjst Free ; wth Marking Ink or Pencil, \lZ 

Nickel Silver Pen and Pencil Case with iVfiiine Stamp, R^ ■

6d. Nickel Silvet Name unA Addrt^^A SEamti, 9a« K ■

Watch Case, Ig ■

beautifully ^^g^^^F^fTTT U f MAf ' / ly*^^^^^^^ 

chased, with ^^B^VSiidUUMbL^^ 

Name and Addres;^ :;?umis ls» ■ tlcuI .:vi:ry i^tL-. 

^.^ <^^ desert [rliiiji of Rubber Stjimp ■

jT^, ^^ iialf-price. Send for Lini. AgiiCi^ ■

XW^di^^..ir\^^^^' Address to ■

^Kng^ Crystal Palace (John ■

^^ ^Daughter's) Gold Medal Blarking 

Southgate Road. London. N. ■

Bond's ■

Ink Works, 75, Southgate Road, London. 

CAUTION.— The Original and Genuine Ink Label has the 

trademark. "CRYSTAL PALACE. " ■

OLD MEDAL. NEW ZEALAND. 1882. ■

SYMINGTON'S ■

WORLD REHOWNED ■

prVpVrIo c^^fe? *^ =■ '^ ■

PEA ^^ SOUP ■

FLOUR ^^*°^ MAflK FLAVOURED ■

/n Tins and I^aclceis. 

SOLD EVERYWHERE ■

ZSZFO&T AGENT ■

GOLD MB DAL, NEW ZEA LAWD, 188^. ■

SYMINGTON'S ■

EGYPTIAN ■

This valuable Food |"^X^^^^^ 

contains as much nutri- ■■ C J C J I ^ 

ment as meat. I %^ V^ Wa^ ■ ■

Used at SMEDLEY'S, MATLOCK, and aU the 

leading Hydropathic Establishments. ■

FOR INVALIDS AND DELICATE CHILDREN. ■

MOST EASILY DIGESTED. ■

Sold in Tins, is. fer lb., by all Grocers and Chemists. ■

MANUFACTORY : ■

Bowden Steam Mills» Market Harborough. 

T. MOKTOir, LONDON. ■

-^sz: ■
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Asii your Grocer for ■

Crosse & Black well's ■

FRESH FRUIT JAMS & JELLIED ■

which are made from Freshly Gathered Fruits and Refined Sugar. ■

CROSSE & BLACKWELL, LIMITED/ ■

SOHO SQUARE, LONDON. ■

SULPHOLINE PEPPER'S ■

SHILLING 

BOTTLES. ■

OUININB AND I3M#- ■

^^^^P H H ^^B 1^1 Great Mental Strength I ■ ^^| H^l ■ U ' 

■■^^^ S B ^V B-IH Great Digestive Strength I ■ ^V H V H ^PV-, ■

A Spotless Skin. A Beautiful Complexion. \ ^Nervous compiai^t^enSarD^ ■

LIEBIG "COMPANY'S" ■

■■

EXTRACT ■

l8 the finest Heat 

flavouring: Stock 

for Soups, Sauces, 

Made Dishes, 

&c. ■

The Compeuay's NEW COOKBBY BOOK sent Iree on application to 

LIEBIG'S EXTRACT OF MEAT COMPANY, LIMITED, ■

9, PenchuTch Avenue, London, B.C. ■

OF BEEF ■

Oenmne only with ■

Blue Signature ■

across the Label. . ■

Sole Manufactory: PRAY BE|7T0S» ■

SOUTH AMERICA. ■

F. U. XVAWS & CO.. LIUITED CBTSTAL PALAOE. 8.E. ■
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ADVEBTISBMENTS. ■

ANOTHER GREAT SUCCESS, ■

Direct from the largest Firm of Costume Manufacturers in the 

World, at Less than Half Ordinary Prices, 1 R /— ■

A LADY'S POPULAR SUIT for X9/" 

Made in the John Noble Cheviot Serge (Navy Blue 

or Black) ; also in Grey or Drab Homespun Hixtures, 

and in Navy or Drab Twill Drill. Each suit consists 

of fashionable Open Ck>at and improved Bell Skirt, 

both finished with special quality Silk Cord. ■

Packed in box and sent carriage i>aid for pd. extra. 

THJE JOHN NOBLE HALF-OUINXA COSTUKKS, ■

consisting of wide Bell Skirt and improved Blouse 

Bodice, well made a^d finished, trimmed Russia |^\/£^ 

Druid, are supplied in the John Noble Cheviot Serge | ^// w 

for 10/6 complete. Carriage 9d. extra. ■

KNOCKABOUT FROCKS for OIRLS. ■

I.eni;.tlis SI 24 27 30 33 36 39 4a 45 inches. ■

IViv.. 1,6 «•• 2-6 S/- 8'« 4/- 4/« 5/- ftf« each. ■

J '' o.ta^'e 4;^d. extra. Lengths stated are from top of neckband to bottom 

f.f skirt. 

Write for Patterns and Illustrated "Book of the Serge," sent Post Free by ■

JOHN NOBLE. Ltd.. ■

The Warehouse, 

ir, Piccadilly, ■ MANCHESTER. ■

BAIUrS PATENT ROBBER ■

COMPLEXION ■

BRUSH ■

AND ■

WASHING 

GLOVL ■

Priee 8s. 6d. eaeh. ■

This article is used with soap and 

water in the daily ablutions, just as 

an ordinary washing glove. It 

causes a gentle friction, and is con- 

sequently unequalled for keeping a 

firui, clear complexion Its use 

renders the skin delightfully fresh, 

soft, and smooth. It is es|)ecially 

recommended for Bathing the deh- 

cate skin cf infants and duldren. ■

CLEAN 

HANDS ■

For Every One, no matter what the occupation. ■

ivith soap and water, our Patent Rubber Brush will thoroughly 

II id whiten the hands, removing all kinds of stains, such as ink, 

t .r. ! aim. «tc., and yet will not injure in the least the most delicate skin, 

l-.very p»rfornier upon a musical instrument should use it, as in addition to 

i;i 1< itisiii]^ I'roperties it is Invaluable for strengthening and rendering 

ilcxible tiic iiiubcles of the hand, preventing undue moisture, etc. ■

Price Is. Larger Size, Price 2b. ■

We arc also the makers of BAILEYS CELEBRATED 

Rubber Bath and Flesh Brushes, price 5s. each. ■

Sold by a// Chemists and Stores. ■

Manufaoturera: DAVID M08ELEY & SONS, ■

14. ALDERMANBURY AVENUE, LONDON ■

Ardwick. Maaoheater; and 67, Miller 8tr— t, CHaagow. ■

BREAKFAST-SUPPER. ■

EPPS'S ■

GRATEFUL-OOVIFORTINa ■

COCOA ■

BOILING WATER OR MILK. ■

A BOON TO LADIES. ■

COLLINS' MARVaUHIS FEMALE REMEDY. ■

Mr. COLLINS (who was 30 years a member of the 

Royal College of Surgeons of England) will fon\*ard, 

free of Charge, full PARTICULARS of a REMEDY, 

which during an extensive practice, both at home and 

in the Colonies, he has never known to fail in the most 

OBSTINATE CASES of OBSTRUCTION and 

IRREGULARITIES. Send addressed envelope for 

full particulars, and waste no more time and money 

on useless Pills and so-called Remedies, etc, which, in 

the majority of cases, are nothing but PURGATIVES, 

and cause SICKNESS. PROSTRATION, and PAIN. 

without having the desired effect. Letters to be ad- 

dressed : ■

D. COLLINS. ■

Gothic House, 9, Erskine Street, ■

LiverpooL ■

NO HOME COMPLETE OR SAFE WITHOUT. ■

Slung in all W.C. flush cisterns. ■

THE NEW DEODORISER. ■

Scentless, harmless, universal, perfect. ■

61 " CONDITAS " U. ■

Free by Post, (A Powder.) Free by Post, ■

PURIFIES tainted air, water, fish, meat, game, butter, 

poultry, cisterns, closets, drains, sewers, utensils, plants, 

animaN, birds ; grand for bath, toilet, mouth-wash, gargle, 

and breath drink. Perfect hygiene at last for everybody all 

the year round automatically washing and purifying. ■

Of all Stationers and Ironmongers, 

163, BATTERSEA RISE. LONDON. ■

LOV ELY H AIR, ■

Dr. HORN'S ''AOESIf A" quickly ■

restores the colour to grey, faded, or ble.iched 

hair. Does not suin the skin. %% and 5/- 

{ler bottle, post free. ■

Dr. HOfiN'S ^'OEaMANIA HilS 

TONIO " for thin or falling hair. Pro- 

motes luxuriant growth. Very cleansing. 

Non-greasy. 09 and 5/-, post free. ■

Dr. HOEN'S "HAIR 80LVEHT." ■

A liquid for destroying superfluous hair. 

Leaves no mark. Better than Electrolysis. 

t 9 and 5/- per bottle, post free. ■

Dr. HORN'S SKIN FOOD for the 

OOlfPLEXION. A cure for wrinkles. 

roughuti&s, irritation, and all blemishes of the 

skin. Price J{/9, 5/-, and 10/-. post free. ■

Dr. HORN'5 **ABEATA LOTION " ■

for Bald Patches. Cases of six and ei)rht 

years' baldness successfully treated. X 9 

and .T'-, post free of Chemists and Perfumers, 

or of Sole Manufacturers. ■

CassieaCo ,49,Naw^8 8t!.Ro. ■

Read Dr. Horn's Treatise, - The Huinan 

Hair." post free, <d. ■

Hair 5 feet 2 inches 

long. ■



"•the aroRY of our lives from year ■

'ft ■

CONDUCTED BY ■

CHARLES DICKENS. ■

No. 301.— Third Sbbibs. SATUKDAY, OCTOBER 6, 1894. Price Twopence. ■

PRISONERS OF SILENCE. ■

By MARY ANGELA DICKENS. ■
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CHAPTER XII. ■

A BEiON of terror dominated high and 

low alike, and the dictator was a woman's 

temper. A fierce restlessness seemed to 

possess Mrs. Vallotson, driving her into 

an incessant, almost defiant, activity. And 

some jar or strain upon her nerves seemed 

so to operate, that all her energy, to what- 

ever end dkected, flowed in a channel 

of unending fault-finding. Hard, unyield- 

ing, and domineering as she was invariably, 

no one in Dr. Yallotson's house had ever 

expeijenced such treatment at her hands 

as they met with now. Her temper seemed 

almost beyond her control. Her asperity 

and irritability were only a shade less 

to be deprecated than the violent anger 

into which she would break on the slightest 

provocation — sometimes on no provocation 

whatever. Careful manager and houseproud 

woman as she was, her rule was too strong 

and too capable to involve, under ordinary 

circumstances, that incessant nagging pre- 

occupation which those qualities sometimes 

carry with them. But now her hand was 

heavy on the domestic arrangements from 

morning to night, and the servants were 

consumed with nervous terror. Constance 

alone was ever spared, and her mother 

encouraged her visits in the town and 

her own occupations restlessly, and almost 

harshly. For Dr. Vallotson there was 

no mercy. Kothing he did, and nothing 

he said, found favour in bis wife's eyes 

during these days. He went softly . in 

his wife's presence, compensating himself ■

by a double measure of pompous self- 

assertion and ill-temper in her absence. ■

But for Korth Branston was the hottest 

of the fire. The antipathy which haunted 

their relations seemed to stand out in bitter 

relief, and at the same time to have some- 

what changed its character ; there was 

something singularly impersonal about it. 

There were times during the fortnight 

that followed their meeting at Hatherleigh 

Grange, when her tone to him became such 

that even her husband would interpose 

feebly and timidly on the younger man's 

behalf ; times when Korth Branston would 

rise and leave the room abruptly, white 

to the very lips. ■

Nearly a fortnight had passed. A morn- 

ing during which the restless acerbity of 

Mrs. Yallotson's temper had been even 

more pronounced than usual, had worn 

itself away, and Mrs. Vallotson was alone 

in the drawing-room. Her solitude was 

of her own creating. She had peremptorily 

insisted on Constance's acceptance of a 

casual invitation to lunch in the town. 

And she was seated at her writing-table, 

adding up tradesmen's books with a fierce 

keenness of expression which was strangely 

disproportionate to her occupation. ■

The door opened, and she lifted her head 

and turned round sharply. ■

It was Dr. Vallotson who stood upon the 

threshold, and his appearance as he hesi- 

tated there, holding on to the door-handle, 

presented a mixture of uneasy deprecation 

and irrepressible self-importance. His figure 

was drawn up to rather more than his natural 

height, his face was pink with excitement ; 

but his lips were pursed up, and his eyes 

sought his wife's face with involuntary 

uncertainty. He held a letter in his hand ■

"My dear," he began ingratiatingly. 

"Adelaide, my love, I should not wish ■
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to disturb yon, but something of so really — 

really " he hesitated and coughed as ■

though unable to decide upon the word ■

" really remarkable a nature has occurred 

that I should like you to hear of it." ■

Mrs. Vallotson laid down her pen and 

turned further round in her chair, thus 

fncing her husband. ■

** What is it 1 " she said harshly^ ■

<<A groom came over from Hatherleigh 

Grange this morning — you may have seen 

the man, my dear ? " ■

"Yes!" ■

" Exactly ! He brought a letter from 

Sir William Karslake to me. I will not 

say, Adelaide, that its contents surprised 

me. After all, they point to a very natural 

feeling on Sir William's part. But they 

were wholly unexpected. He expresses his 

desire to be attended for the future by me, 

and not by Branston." ■

Dr. Vallotson was standing on the hearth- 

rug by this time, his hands behind his back, 

his every muscle absolutely stiff with pom- 

pous self-importance, and a moment's dead 

silence followed. ■

Mra^ Vallotson was staring at the carpet. ■

" To be attended for the future by you ■

and not by " She had spoken in a ■

harsh, mechanical voice, and she stopped 

abruptly. ■

" By me, my dear ! Yes ! You may 

like to see Sir William's letter, perhaps ) 

Very gracefully put, very ! I brought it 

in on purpose, thinking that you might like 

to look at it." ■

He handed her, as he spoke, the letter 

he held. His wife opened it, and read it 

in silence. ■

It was very brief, though it was worded 

with perfect courtesy, and it was very 

cold. It conveyed to Dr. Vallotson the 

writer's feeling that he would prefer to 

be attended, now that Dr, Vallotson him- 

self was happily recovered, by the senior 

partner of the firm« as being an older 

man, and in some measure his — the writer's 

— contemporary. It expressed the writer's 

sense of the skill and attention shown 

him by the junior partner. Dr. Branston, 

during his late illness ; and it was signed 

** William Archibald Karslake." ■

" Very civil, my dear, is it not t And very 

natural, of course — very natural indeed ! " ■

Dr. Vallotson had been fidgeting restlessly 

for some seconds. Time enough had elapsed 

for the mastering of the brief sentences 

several times over, and Mrs. Vallotson 

had neither moved nor spoken. Her eyes 

were still fixed upon the paper in her ■

hand. She did not lift them now a» she 

answered: ■

«Yes!" ■

*'It is not quite t&e eustomary thing 

to do — ^not in a partnership of this kind. 

I am well aware tiiat Branston is far from 

considering; himself my junior ! But you 

see. Sir William has evidently considered 

him as such — very naturally, indeed! I 

assure you, Adelaide, when I read the 

letter, my first feeling was one of annoy- 

ance — very serious annoyance indeed* I 

feared tluit Branston must have made 

some mistake in the treatment, or must 

have shown himself inattentive in some 

way to offend Sir William. And no doubt^ 

no doubt, there is some little personal dis- 

satisfaction mixed up with it. I've told 

Branston again and again how greatly 

his manner is against him, and I've pointed 

out the fact once more in this connection." ■

"Does North know 1" ■

Mrs. Vallotson lifted her head suddenly 

as she spoke. ■

"Yes, my dear, yes. He happened to 

be in my room when the note came, and 

I handed it to him at once.'* ■

"What did he say r' ■

Dr. Vallotson shrugged his shoulders 

and spread out his hands with lofty re- 

probation. ■

"A little less indifference to people's 

opinion would greatly improve Branston, 

Adelaide ! " he said pompously. '' His 

self-conceit is a most unfortunate trait 

He said nothing." ■

"Nothing?" ■

" He handed me back the note in silence 

— actually in silence. I felt it incumbent 

upon me, I need not tell you, to ask him 

if there was any explanation other than 

the reason given in the letter. And there* 

upon he said in that cold-blooded, incom- 

prehensible way of his, that no other 

explanation seemed necessary I Quite 

true, of course ! Quite true. Bat I 

cannot say he said it pleasantly. Thank 

you, my dear.** ■

Dr. Vallotson held out his hand, as he 

spoke the last words, to reclaim Sir William 

Karslake's letter. His wife gave it him 

without a word, and a rather singular litUe 

silence ensued. Dr. Vallotson evidently 

expected some comment; but none was 

forthcoming. His lips were just parting 

to present some other aspect of the subject 

when the luncheon bell rang, and Mrs. 

Vallotson rose suddenly. ■

" There is the bell," she said. ■

Mrs. Vallotson went through the after- ■
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noon that followed in a taciturn fashion, 

marked by a grim strength of self-control 

which was the very antithesis of the fierce 

restlessness on which it followed. The 

servants reported to one another in breath- 

less tones that their mistress seemed to be 

"settling down.*' And Constance, who 

spent the afternoon paying calls with her 

mother, was aware of a decidedly desirable 

change in the atmosphere. '* Elderly people 

were so often distressingly uncertain in 

their temper,^ she had told herself more 

than once lately. She also became aware — 

but very vaguely, since the smallest modicum 

of her attention alone was available for 

other than her own private and public- 

spirited plans — of a rather singular ex- 

pression upon her mother's face, which 

made her look, as the girl said to herself, 

"ridiculously defiant." ■

" Is there anything the matter, mother ) " 

she said at last. ■

The mother and daughter had just come 

upstairs together on reaching home, and 

Mrs. Yallotson turned to her daughter 

abruptly. ■

**No," she said. "Of course not 

What should be the matter, child 1 " And 

then she went on composedly to her own 

room. ■

It was perhaps an hour later when Mrs. 

Vallotson came out of her room, ready for 

dinner, and went downstairs. She went 

along the passage to North Branston's 

room, and opened the door a few inches. ■

"North," she said. "Are you there 1 

I want to speak to you." ■

There was a moment's pause, and then 

North Branston's voice answered her. ■

" Come in," it said. ■

She pushed open the door and entered 

the room. North had been in the act of 

replacing a pile of books on the shelves 

facing the door, and he stood where he was 

to receive her. He was looking harassed 

and worn, and indescribably dark and 

cynical. ■

"Well? "he said. ■

It was a trivial matter, as it appeared, 

connected with the health of one of the 

servants; a matter which she usually 

referred to her husband. Nortli Branston 

answered her questions, and having dis- 

posed of the subject he waited, evidently 

expecting her to go. ■

But Mrs. Yallotson did not go. She 

came a little further into the room, resting 

one hand on the back of a chair, and 

looked at him. ■

" What is this I hear about you and Sir ■

William Earslake t " she said. The words 

came abruptly, almost as though they were 

uttered under some sort of compulsion. ■

North Branston's face grew darker. ■

" I conclude, that you have heard that he 

has dismissed me in favour of Dr. Vallot- 

son," he said, with curt indifference. ■

" Have you any idea as to the reason ? " ■

He turned to the bookcase and began to 

put away the books he held. ■

"I have not troubled to consider the 

question." ■

Mrs. Yallotson watched him for a mo- 

ment ; her eyes were riveted on him, but 

they seemed to see not North Branston, 

but something beyond him in which his 

personality was merged. ■

** You are not surprised 1 " she said. 

"Had you any reason to expect — ^thisl 

You have seen Sir William Karslake, I 

suppose, since the afternoon when I 

called at Hatherleighl Did he give you 

any reason to think that he disliked 

youl" ■

North Branston pursued his occupation 

deliberately and without pause. ■

" I am not surprised," he said, " because 

it is not worth while to be surprised. I 

saw Sir William Karslake three days ago, 

but he did not honour me with the 

confidence you suggest." ■

He placed the last book on the shelf and 

turned towards her. His face was set into 

worse lines than had ever marred it 

before. ■

" If there is nothing more you want to 

say, Adelaide," he said, "I have some 

writing to do before dinner." ■

She looked at him a moment more, and 

then she turned away. ■

CHAPTER XIII. ■

"Oh, William, what a fluke! I call 

that really maddening of you. What am 

I to do now, I should like to know ? " ■

The billiard-room at Hatherleigh Grange 

was one of the pleasantest rooms in the 

house ; it was comfortable, it was luxurious, 

and all its decorations and appointments 

harmonised, in a certain depth of colour 

and solidity of outline, with the masculine 

idea which it implied. Lady Earslake, 

resting both hands on her cue and con- 

templating the billiard-table with a half- 

laughing, half-reflective wrinkling of her 

brows, gave an irresistibly delightful note 

of contrast to the picture presented. She 

stood for a moment musing, her grey eyes 

brightening ; then she threw herself swiftly ■
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into position, every graceful line of her 

figure thrown into relief, and extricated 

herself from her difficulties by an astonish- 

ingly daring and skilful stroke. ■

She turned to her husband with a gay 

gesture of triumph. ■

''There," she said. "I shall beat you 

after all. Wasn't that good t " ■

Sir William Earslake was looking rather 

worn, and the lines about his nose and eyes 

seemed to be more deeply graven than 

usual. He had watched her stroke with 

a rather preoccupied look in his cold 

eyes. But he transferred his attention 

to her with courteous completeness as he 

answered : ■

" Admirable ! It was a thin^ that only a 

woman would have attempted." ■

There was a little satirical twist about 

hid mouth as he spoke ; and in his eyes, as 

he looked at her, there was a touch of 

satirical speculation. She turned away to 

the table with a quick, wilful gesture of 

laughing repudiation and defiance^ and 

followed up her stroke with another as 

brilliant. ■

"My game!" she cried lightly, as she 

straightened her slender figure. "Aha, 

my friend, you see it's not so bad a thing 

to be a woman." ■

She gave him her cue, smiling derisively 

into his face as she did so, strolled up to 

the fireplace and subsided into her favourite 

chair. ■

" It hasn't tired you,^ I hope, William 1 " 

she said over her shoulder. The friendly 

indifference with which she spoke was 

curiously typical of her whole tone towards 

her husband ; a tone of easy good-fellow- 

ship which neither gave nor desired any- 

thing beyond the mutual give and take of 

everyday companionship. ■

Her husband came towards her with a 

gesture of negation. ■

" Not in the least," he said, with rather 

chill courtesy. ■

Sir William Karslake had a rooted 

dislike, which he evinced tacitly but 

unmistakeably, to any reference on his 

wife's part to the subject of his health. ■

He went up to a little table on which 

stood a tray with glasses, decanters, aud 

aerated waters, mixed some whisky and 

seltzer-water, and then seated himself in a 

chair on the other side of the hearth to 

that which his wife occupied, and drew out 

his cigarette case. ■

"Where did you call this afternoon t" 

he said. ■

Lady Karslake stretched out one little ■

pointed toe towards the fire and clasped 

her hands behind her head. She was 

looking very fresh and full of life ; rather 

as though it were the beginning than the 

end of the day. She was, indeed, a 

woman with whom — for all her dainty 

womanliness — it was impossible to associate 

any idea of physical weakness or fatigue. 

Like a finely - tempered instrument, her 

delicate organisation seemed too admirably 

proportioned for fragility. ■

"This afternoon 1" she said. "Oh, I 

went to the Howards at Sutton and the 

Howards at Sutton-Basing, and I did the 

Llanyons. And nothing of the faintest 

interest was done or said by any of those 

good people. Then I came home through 

Alnchester and did Mrs. Daintree ! " — Mrs. 

Daintree was the Dean's wife. " William " 

— a mischievous laugh had come into Lady 

Karslake's voice, and her eyes were dancing 

— ''I am so glad you took this place. 

Alnchester simply delights me I " ■

" Really 1 " responded her husband. ** 1 

am charmed to hear it." ■

"I've no doubt," she went on, with a 

laugh, "that it will pall upon me after a 

time — I don't attempt to disguise that fact 

from myself. But at present I ask nothing 

more, when I need a little winding up, 

than to be allowed to pay a call in 

Alnchester. I have met only one in- 

habitant of Alnchester who is not con- 

vinced that Alnchester is the one truly 

habitable spot upon the earth's surface; 

that all the ways and works of that spot 

are the only right ways and works for all 

reasonable human beiugs, and that he 

himself is somehow or other a cynosure 

for all eyes — outside Alnchester — as being 

that pattern being, an Alnchester man. 

And oh dear me 1 " she added, with a low 

peal of laughter, " how sorry I am for that 

solitary inhabitant I " ■

"Do I know himi" said Sir William 

absently. ■

His wife turned and looked at him 

with little smiles coming and going about 

her mouth and eyes. ■

"That is a question which shows how 

little you have seen of Alnchester ! '* she 

remarked. " Yes, you do know him. The 

miserable being is Dr. Branston. By-the- 

bye, I went round by the place they're 

turning into this Cottage Hospital every 

one talks so much about. I told him I 

should go and look at it Bather a nice 

old place." ■

She paused. Sir William Karslake took 

his cigarette rather abruptly from between ■
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his lips, laid it in his ash-tray, and leaned 

back in his chair. ■

«*I must confess," he said, "that your 

penetration surprises me. I have dis- 

covered nothing in Branston which diffe- 

rentiates him from his fellow-townsmen ! '' 

His slow, well-bred voice was very dry, 

and a trifle sarcastic. ■

His wife glanced at him with a quick 

change in her expression. Then she lifted 

her eyebrows with a little ironical movement 

and said carelessly : ■

"Then I'm afraid I can't congratulate 

you ! My dear William, the unfortunate 

man has that which would differentiate 

him from nine-tenths of his fellow-men 

anywhere — brains 1 Cxood Heavens!" her 

face changed again, and she laughed. " It's 

no wonder he is such a grim personage ! 

He might as well live on a desert island, 

for all the sympathy that exists between 

himself and the people among whom he 

lives. Indeed" — she paused reflectively — 

" I think he would rather live on a desert 

island than in Alnchester! I was sorry 

for him from the first, but since I've seen 

his sister — oh, poor wretch, I con8i4er his 

fate tragic ! William, I assure you the 

recollection of that petrifying woman some- 

times makes me laugh when I'm all by 

myself. You're being very extravagant 

with your cigarettes, William ! " ■

Regardless of the not half-smoked 

cigarette which lay at his hand, her 

husband had opened his cigarette case again 

and was slowly and deliberately lighting 

a second. He followed the direction of 

her eyes as she nodded smilingly towards 

the first, but he did not seem to see it, 

and he ignored her words. ■

" Does it 1 " he said drily. " You found 

her petrifying?" ■

" Petrifying ! You had more of her than 

I did ! What did you find her ) I con- 

cluded that it was her gorgon-like presence 

that knocked you up for the evening after. 

By-the-bye, when is Dr. Branston coming 

here again ) I was out when he came the 

other day, which was very stupid of him I " ■

Sir William Karslake did not move. 

Not even a muscle of his face stirred. 

He was holding his cigarette between his 

fingers, and he said quietly : ■

" He is not coming again." ■

His wife glanced round at him quickly. 

Then she placidly drew in the little shoe 

which was getting too hot. ■

"Ah," she said, "that means you are 

out of the doctor's hands ! Good news, 

you poor thing! But couldn't you keep ■

Dr. Branston in attendance) He is in- 

teresting. I sup]pose we could hardly ask 

him to dinner without his belongings ! " ■

" Hardly," assented her husband, with a 

certain ironical blandness of tone. He 

leaned back in his chair and crossed his 

legs. ■

" I have not quite conveyed the situation 

to you," he said, with rather elaborately 

deferential consideration. " I have written 

to Dr. Yallotson to-day to express my wish 

that he will attend me himself for the 

future. I prefer to have an older man 

than your friend Branston." ■

" You have written — William ! " ■

Lady Karslake had lifted herself from 

her idle, reclining attitude with one swift, 

supple movement, and had turned so as .to 

face her husband, one hand resting on the 

back of her chair, her eyes open to their 

fullest extent, incredulity and amazement 

written on every line of her face. He 

made a slight gesture as in corroboration, 

and a little flush as of remonstrance swept 

into her cheeks. ■

" But what — what an extraordinary 

thing! "she said impetuously. "What a 

short-sighted thing 1 Dr. Branston has 

done wonders for you, hasn't hel The 

nurses said so." ■

Sir William Karslake just shrugged his 

shoulders; he knocked the ash from the 

end of his cigarette. ■

"He is clever, yes," he said ctrily. 

Then he turned slowly and fixed his eyes 

on his wife's face. ■

A strong indignation had flashed into 

her eyes, and her colour was coming and 

going almost as she breathed. ■

"I don't understand it !" she exclaimed 

impulsively. "After all the attention he 

has given, and all his interest — it seems so 

— so horribly ungrateful!" She paused, 

her brows contracted as if over a problem 

eminently distasteful and by no means to 

be solved. "You can't mean that you 

prefer that old humbug," she said. " You 

must have some better reason than that. 

What is it, William?" ■

There was a moment's silence. Sir 

William's face was perfectly composed, 

perfectly courteous, but there was a 

singular calculation in his cold eyes, fixed 

upon her face with an indescribable little 

smile in them. He looked like a man 

who, finding himself in something of a 

predicament, becomes aware of a means of 

self-extrication which appeals to a sarcastic 

sense of humour, and to a certain cold- 

blooded delight in cruel experiment which ■
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is not unnsual in a man of Sir William 

Karslake's type. At last he spoke, still 

watching his wife. ■

" Perhaps I have considered it wiser to 

dispense with Dr. Branston's services/' he 

said. ■

"Wiser I" The exclamation was full 

of impatient incomprehension, and Lady 

Karslake's hand tapped the back of the 

chair impulsively as she uttered it. " My 

dear WiUiam, I suppose you do consider it 

wiser, or you wouldn't do such an ex- 

traordinary and ungracious thing. But 

why is it wiser ? That is what I want to 

know. Why? Why? Whyl" ■

The monosyllahle was emphasized, each 

time it was spoken, by the slender, indignant 

hand on the chair, and the smile in her 

hilsband's eyes spread to the lines about 

his nose with very unpleasant effect. ■

" There are many things in this life," he 

said suavely, "that are better left un- 

expressed. Pardon my suggesting to you 

that, if you realised the vehemence 6f your 

partisanship at this moment, you would 

hardly need to ask the question." ■

With a swift, sudden movement. Lady 

Karslake's brows contracted as though the 

drift of his words eluded her. Then, 

gradually, she seemed to understand him. ■

The hand upon the back of the chair 

clenched so fiercely that the rings must 

have cut into the delicate flesh. The 

flusked, spirited, protesting face paled to 

the lips, all play of expression dying on 

the instant into stillness, in one flash of 

indescribable amazement and measureless 

scorn. Her eyes dilated, and then con- 

tracted until they shone like two stars. ■

Fully a moment elapsed, and then Lady 

Earslake moved and spoke. She rose to 

her feet, and stood looking down upon her 

husband as he slowly lifted his cigarette to 

his lips. ■

" Jb[ow dared you ? " she said, in a low, 

vibrating voice. ■

And then she turned and left the room 

without another word. ■

THE FLIGHT OF MAN. ■

Thb longing for the wings of a dove in 

order to fly away and be — ^if not at rest, at 

all events in some other place — ^was im- 

printed in the human breast long before the 

days of the Psalmist ; and it remains there 

to explain the persistent efforts which have 

been made, from age to age and from century 

to century, to ftod the means of aerial ■

locomotion. Long before David, indeed, the 

ingenious Daedalus devised for himself and 

for his son, Icarus, a serviceable pair of winga 

At least, they were serviceable up to a certain 

point, and if Icarus came to grief with his 

pair, that was more his fault than that of 

the machinery. He was, like many people 

even unto this day, too ambitious, and 

would fly so near the sun that he singed his 

wings, and fell incontinently into the sea. 

Father Daedalus, more cautious, kept out 

of the sun-rays, and so managed to fly safely 

from Crete to Sicily. But, alas ! he omitted 

to leave for the benefit of posterity the 

specification of his invention. There were 

no Patent Offices in those days. ■

Then Iris also possessed the secret, or a 

secret, of flying, but she kept it to herself, or 

buried it within the gorgeous canopy of the 

rainbow. From Iris to Soger Bacon is a long 

jump, but Soger, it may be remembered, pre- 

dicted that the lost art of flying would be 

one day recovered, and it is recorded that in, 

or soon after, his time children were trained 

in the use of wings as in the use of the globes. 

Whether they ever attained anything more 

graceful and rapid than the skimming 

motion of half-fledged sparrows, we are not 

aware. ■

In the eighteenth century there was a 

Frenchman, named Besnier, who built for 

himself a pair of wings wherewith he could 

waft himself across the surface of broad 

rivers, without actually rising into flight. 

But he thought he could fly, as have 

thought a good many other ingenious 

mechanicians. Yet although for ages man 

has been trying to rival the bird, he has 

never successfully accomplished anything 

more remarkable in the way of aerial 

navigation than the balloon. This is an 

ingenious but a cumbrous and uncertain 

machine, and its great defect is the lack of 

the power of propulsion. Of what use to 

float in the air if you cannot wmg yourself 

to where you would go? In short, bal- 

looning is not flyiog, but flotation — which 

is a very different thing. ■

It is a good long time since old Bishc^ 

Wilkins predicted that the day would come 

when men will call as unconcernedly for 

their wings as they now do for their boots, 

but the day has not come yet. We still 

dream of the delights of that Yril-force which 

made life so enjoyable among Ly tton's Gyei, 

and still long for that wonderful Pyrogen of 

Mortimer Collins's Martian friends. By the 

way, does anybody nowadays read those 

delightful books—" The Coming Sace " and 

" Transmigration " ? ■
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Societies for the Promotion of Physical 

Flight have a more direct and practical 

appeal to our sympathies than have 

Societies for the Promotion of Psychical 

Ke8earcb. Man longs to fly and will 

continue to long until he has flown — 

either to the moon, or to a broken neck. 

To mount up into the air as the eagles 

is the irrepressible longing which lies at the 

foundation of Aeronauticad Science. ■

As to the flight of the witches of old, 

they, of course, were independent of either 

wings or gas-bags. All they wanted was 

a broomstick, and a little ointment to 

grease the air with. Some said that the 

ointment was made out of the fat of 

disinterred babes, but that is a detail. 

The point is the flying. ■

As men in sleep, though motioiiless they lie, 

Fled^d by a dream, believe they momit and fly ; 

So witches some enchanted wand bestride, 

And think they through the airy regions ride. ■

Thus the sceptical Oldham — and perhaps he 

was right. " Fledg'd by a dream," anyhow, 

is good, and has found frequent illustration 

in the efforts of artificial wing-makers. ■

In 1825, that extraordinary madcap who 

fancied himself an Adonis, and who used 

to amuse the frequenters of Yauzhall by his 

vanities and absurdities — to wit, Joseph 

Leeming, alias "The Aerial" — tried to 

increase his notoriety by flight, or rather 

by trying to fly. He advertised that he 

had hit upon a plan by which he could 

mount up into th^ air on equal terms with 

the rooks and magpies, and he proposed 

with his patent wings to fly from the cliffs 

of Dover across to Calais, and even to the 

gates of Paris, in spite of ''douaniers" and 

passports. But after inspecting the clifGs, 

" The Aerial " deemed it prudent to post- 

pone the journey " sine die." ■

Perhaps some one had meanwhile called 

his attention to a note in " The (gentleman's 

Magazine," which ran thus : " On the 

evening of Friday, the first of October, 

1736, during the performance of an 

entertainment called ' Dr. Faustus,' at 

Covent Garden Theatre, one James Todd, 

who represented the Miller's man, fell 

from the upper stage in a flying-machine 

by the breaking of the wires. He fractured 

his skull, and died miserably ; three others 

were much hurt> but recovered* Some of 

the audience swooned, and the whole were 

in great confusion upon this sad accident." ■

In theyear 1709aBrazilianpriestcalled the 

attention of the King of Portugal to a flying- 

machine which he had invented, and which 

is thus described in a newspaper of the time. ■

" Father Bartholomew Laurent says that he 

has found out an Invention by Uie help of 

which one may more speedily travel through 

the Air than any other way either by 

sea or land, so that one may go two 

hundred miles in twenty-four Hours: 

send orders and Conclusions of Councils 

to Generals in a manner as soon as they 

are determined in private Cabinets, and 

that Merchants may have their merchandise 

and send letters and packets more con- 

veniently. Places besieged may be supplied 

with necessaries and succours. Moreover 

we may transport out of such places what 

we please and the enemy cannot hinder 

it"— and so on. Then it is points out 

that many misfortunes and shipwrecks 

have happened for want of maps, but that 

by this invention the earth would now 

be accurately mapped, wherefore a patent 

and exclusive right of use and to grant 

licenses for use, are claimed by the inventor. ■

This was the specification of the inven- 

tion, attached to a very quaint drawing 

representing something like a cross be* 

tween a bird and a dish-cover, (1) Sails, 

" wherewith the air is to be divided, which 

turn as they are directed." (2) Budder, 

"to govern the ship that she may not 

run at random." (3) A concave hull or 

body, *^ which is formed at both ends 

scollopwise; in the concavity of each is 

a pair of bellows which must be blown 

when there is no wind." (4) Two wings, 

"which keep the ship upright.*' (5) A 

globe at each end, being *'the globes of 

Heaven and Earth containing in them attrac- 

tive virtues; they are of metal, and serve 

for a cover to two loadstones placed in 

them upon pedestals to draw the ship 

after them, the body of which is of thin 

iron plates, covered with straw mats for 

convenience of ten or eleven men besides 

the Artist." (6) A cover or awning of 

iron-wire, *'on which are fastened a good 

number of large amber beads, which by 

a secret operation will help to keep the 

ship afloat, and by the sun's heat the 

aforesaid mats that line the ship will 

be drawn towards the amber beads." ■

There was also an anangement of pulleys 

and ropes to work the sails, and in the 

centre of the machine — an engraving of 

which is reproduced in '*The Book of 

Days" — is represented the artist, "who 

by the help of the celestial globe, a sea map 

and compass, takes the height of the sun, 

thereby to find out the spot of land over 

which they are on the globe of the Earth." ■

Perhaps this flying-ship was like "the ■
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bird that never flew " of the armorial bear- 

ings of Glasgow, but at any rate we are 

unable to say what success attended Father 

Bartholomew Laurent's enterprise. It was 

more of a ship than a bird, however, and 

much more complicated than the device of 

the Abbot of Tungland in the reign of 

James the Fourth of Scotland, of whom 

Bishop Wesley quaintly tells: "This 

Abbott tuik in hand to flie with wingis, 

and to be in France befoir the Ambassa- 

douris; and to that effect he causet mak 

anepair of wingis of f edderis quhilkis beand 

fastenit upon him, he flew off the Castell 

wall of Stirling, but shortlie he fell to the 

ground and brak his thee-bane. But the 

wyt (blame) thairof he ascrybit to that 

thair was sum hen's fedderis in the wingis, 

quhilk yamit and covet the midding and 

not the skyes." ■

This same Abbot of Tungland, by the 

way, was an Italian, and he " causet the 

King believe that he by multiplyinge and 

uthers his inventions wold make fine golde 

of uther metall, quhilk science he callit the 

quintassence, whereupon the King maid 

greet cost but all in vaine" — from which 

we may infer that the experience of King 

James the Fourth with the Italian was very 

much like that of Sir Arthur Wardour with 

Herman Dousterswivel in "The Antiquary." ■

In " The Book of Days " it is further 

recorded that in 1777, a French convict at 

Paris made himself a whirl of feathers 

" curiously interlaced, and extending gradu- 

ally at suitable distances in a horizontal 

direction from his feet to his neck." Thus 

clad, he fluttered down from a height of 

seventy feet, and " fell on his feet uninjured 

in the presence of an immense body of 

spectators." He experienced no pain, bufc 

complained of a feeling of sea-sickness ! ■

One does not hear so much nowadays of 

the efforts at flight of the Aeronautical 

Society which a few years ago bent so 

many energies on the solution of the 

problem. It is now quite sixteen years 

since an American gentleman, Professor 

Eitchell, exhibited at Hartford, Connecticut, 

^ flying-machine which was the fruit of 

many years' study and experiment. From 

a memorandum we made at the time we 

find it thus described. " The lifting power 

is obtained from a horizontal cylinder of 

gossamer cloth — fine linen coated with 

india-rubber — twenty-five feet long by 

thirteen feet in diameter, weighing only 

sixty six pounds. A network of broad 

worsted bands encloses the cylinder, and 

is connected to a strong brass tube one ■

and a half inches in diameter and 

twenty-three feet long, to which the flying 

machine proper is attached. The latter 

consists of an arrangement of hollow brass 

rods, very light and strong, which carries 

the gearing and a four-bladed fan or screw 

propeller, which can be rotated at the rate 

of two thousand revolutions per minute. 

This propeller is twenty-four inches in 

diameter, and is worked by treadles from a 

small seat, and attached to the same gearing 

is a vertical fan twenty-two inches in 

diameter." ■

The whole machine was said to weigh 

only a hundredweight. The cylinder was 

filled with hydrogen gas, which made the 

machine so floatable that a puff would send 

it bounding in the air. On the day of 

exhibition the inventor rose with it to a 

height of two hundred and fifty feet; and 

sailed over the Connecticut River, and 

worked his way back, in a series of tacks 

against the wind, by means of the propeller. 

What became of this invention we do not 

know, as we heard no more about it after 

the reported trials, which were in June, 

1878. But after all, Professor Ritchell's 

device was only an elaboration of the 

balloon. It was not flight by the aid of 

wings. ■

Kow to float about attached to a bag of 

gas is not to realise the delicious motion of 

fleet-wiDged Ariel or of ubiquitous Puck. 

It even falls a good deal short of the 

remarkable properties of Ceorge Mac- 

donald's "Light Prinfeess" — who, to be sure, 

had some difficulty in getting down again 

when she did soar; but the Princess was 

as much troubled by the absence, as the 

balloonists are by the presence, of the force 

of gravitation. ■

The late Richard A. Proctor used to say 

that flying is, after all, a mere mechanicid 

problem which has to be solved, and which 

will be solved when once the true principles 

of flight are fully understood. He predicted 

that in time iron and steam will place it in 

man's power to outvie the swiftest of our 

winged creatures — the swallow, the pigeon, 

and the hawk. And the Duke of Ai^yll, 

who expounded "The Reign of Law" in 

the bird's wing as in other matters, says 

that there is nothing more mysterious in its 

action than in that of a man's arm. All 

you want to know is how it is done — for 

Nature is just one vast system of contri- 

vance, and "the certainty with which 

purpose can be accomplished by contrivance 

is the index and the measure of mental 

knowledge and resource." ■
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Still, it must be admitted that the pur- 

pose of contrivance would be not only to 

devise an imitation of the action of a bird's 

wing, but to find some vehicle through 

which to convey it very much lighter than 

anything which has yet been produced. In 

this Professor Eitchell did not succeed, nor 

did Mr. H. C. Linfield, who in 1883 

invented a steam-flyer, which was tried on 

the railway at West Drayton, and then dis- 

appeared from public view, like so many 

other inventions of the same kind or with 

the same end i^ view. ■

Some years ago a Belgian inventor 

brought over a flying-machine, raised by a 

gas-balloon, which he exhibited to the 

frequenters of the Cremorne Gardens. It 

went up, sure enough, but it also came 

down, and so suddenly that the poor 

inventor was killed in the presence of his 

own wife. Commenting on this case, in 

connection with Mr. Maxim's recent inven- 

tion. Sir Robert Bawlinson says; "The 

albatross and large gulls of the tropics are, 

in their flight, the most graceful things in 

creation, but in storms ti^ey are subject to 

having broken wings. And how is man to 

build up a machine to fly by mechanical 

power like an albatross or gull 1 " ■

Mr. Maxim, of gun fame, says he has 

now solved the problem. ^ He does not pro- 

pose to start from a height, as his prede- 

cessors have usually done, and thus to risk 

breaking his neck by a fall. His machine 

is built to start from the ground, on the 

very reasonable hypothesis that if it has not 

sufficient energy to rise and sustain itself, it 

certainly can never fall. If, he says, he 

had taken the flrst machine he constructed, 

during his series of experiments, up in a 

balloon, and dropped it, it would certainly 

have come down with something like a 

crash, although not severe enough, perhaps, 

to kill any one ; but instead of doing that, 

he has kept on experimenting and improving 

the efficiency of his screws and motors, so 

that now he has produced a machine which, 

he claims, can raise itself off the track on 

which it is laid, ■

Mr. Maxim's experiments, which were 

the subject of explanation and comment at 

the recent meeting of the British Associa- 

tion, have been conducted near Bexley, in 

Kent, where he laid down a track of about 

sixteen hundred feet of railroad, and on 

each side of the railroad an inverted track 

of strong timber about two feet high. This 

inverted track was to prevent the machine 

from rising more than two feet — arms pro- 

jecting from each side of the vehicle, with ■

flanged wheels, which pressed against the 

lower side of the timber. Between these two 

tracks Mr. Maxim has sailed a distance of 

five hundred feet successfully. The possi- 

bility of flight being thus demonstrated, the 

height and extent of the flight become, one 

is to suppose, only a question of elaboration 

and nerve. ■

The machine is an arrangement of aero- 

planes, and is driven by a screw. It is 

equipped with engines, boiler, fuel, and 

water, and is constructed to carry three 

persons. ■

To attempt to describe the wonderful 

mechanism of the machinery, and the 

elaborate ingenuity of the boilers, would 

involve technicalities unsuitable for these 

pages. Suffice it that Lord Kelvin, the 

President of the Royal Society, who has 

travelled on the machine, has declared that 

the modes of feeding and working the 

machinery are *' marvels of engineering 

skill," and that Lord Rayleigh, another 

eminent scientist, characterises the ex- 

periment which he witnessed as "one of 

the sensations of his life." ■

When loaded up with water and fuel, 

and a crew of three men, the machine 

weighs about eight thousand pounds. Tet 

with this weight the machine lifted itself, 

and with a pressure of three hundred and 

ten pounds per square inch of steam, the 

screws drove it along through the air— only 

the safety track preventing it from rising 

higher — at the rate of forty miles an hour. 

The idea of the safety track may strike the 

reader as being analogous to the rope 

attached to the boy who is being taught to 

swim. The fact is, we have got to learn 

not only how to make a flying-machine, but 

also how to use it when made. If we were 

all equipped with perfect sets of wings 

to-morrow, they would be of no advantage 

to us until we learned how to Tise them 

properly* ■

Apropos of the difficulty of learning how 

to fly, an American professor has in- 

geniously suggested that criminals con- 

demned to death should be employed as 

pioneers in the process of education. *' A 

man convicted of slaughtering his wife, for 

example, instead of being forced to edify a 

handful of curious onlookers with the 

ghastly spectacle of capital punishment, 

might be permitted first to receive the 

coaching of some expert in aerodromics; 

then on the day set for public exhibition, 

if both machine and aerator go to smash, 

well and good — the criminal would have to 

suffer death any way, and the builder of ■
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the machine would feel compensated hy the 

opportunity for testing his device ; while if 

the trial succeeded, the gain to the art of 

flight may be enormous, and the culprit 

will come down presumably frightened 

enough to choose a life of virtue for ever 

thereafter.'* ■

Perhaps — but probably most criminals 

would prefer the certain " drop " of Jack 

Ketch to the possible drop from the 

clouds. ■

Mr. Maxim's machine was wrecked be- 

cause the flange-wheels got loose from the 

safety track, and the thing was thrown to 

an angle which twisted the axles. It had to 

be brought to a stand by shutting off the 

steam, when it dropped quietly on to the 

turf. " The Times " report of the occurrence 

may be quoted ; " In last week's successful 

trial, Mr. Maxim started with a pressure of 

three hundred and ten pounds, which had 

risen to some three hundred and twenty 

when he had traversed some Ave hundred 

yards. To realise the full meaning of this 

result it must be remembered that these 

five hundred yards were run at the rate of 

forty-five miles an hour, the propellers 

making some five hundred revolutions a 

minute. The fuel used was gasoline. The 

total weight of the machine was about 

eight thousand pounds, while the engines 

were giving a lifting power of about ten 

thousand pounds. There was, therefore, a 

surplus flotatory power of some two thousand 

pounds, or in other words, the machine 

could have flown with something near that 

amount of extra weight above what it 

actually carried. It was, of course, this 

two thousand pounds of surplus lifting 

power that did all the mischief, by throw- 

ing on the controlling axles a strain they 

had not been designed to bear. After such 

an experiment few engineers will in future 

be found willing to deny, as some have in 

the past, the possibility of constructing an 

aerial vessel so powerful and yet so light as 

to be able to propel itself and its crew 

through the air, together with water and 

fuel sufficient for a voyage." ■

Far be it from us, at any rate, to deny 

the possibility. What we are dubious about 

is the practicability of the invention. What 

it has done has been demonstrated, and 

testified to by Lord Kelvin and other 

eminent scientists, but what it can do 

further, or rather what can be done with it, 

has yet to be seen. ■

It should be mentioned, however, that 

Mr. Maxim expressly disclaims the in- 

tention of experimenting with a view to ■

evolve a machine for carrying passengers 

and freight. It will be long, he think:*, 

before a flying-machine can be so utilised 

profitably. The navigation of the air he 

admits to be beset with many dangers — 

but so also is the manufacture of explosives 

and the firing of big guns. ■

No one has yet devised a perfectly safe 

system of either navigation or warfare. 

War, at any rate, under the most favourable 

conditions, is a very dangerous game, but 

nations are not deterred from going to war 

by thoughts of torpedoes, -torpedo-catchers, 

smokeless powder, or explosive shells. Now, 

argues Mr. Maxim, it is shown to be possible 

to make a machine that will actually fly 

at a very high velocity, and nothing re- 

mains but to learn how to manoeuvre it. 

"In view," he says, "of the decided ad- 

vantage which a flying-machine would give 

its possessor over an enemy, I do not think 

that in case of war European nations would 

hesitate to employ them even if one-half of 

the men navigating them were killed. At 

the present time no difficulty is ever found 

in getting volunteers to make a torpedo- 

boat attack upon a man-of-war, something 

which is infinitely more dangerous than 

navigating a flying-machine would be, as 

the latter might be painted black, and make 

its attack at night, or in a fog, when it 

would be quite impossible for the enemy to 

strike back." ■

And yet, after all, is it not a poor thought 

that "the first European nation which 

takes advantage of this new engine of 

destruction wiU be able to modify the map 

of Europe to its own ideas "1 Is the 

dream of centuries to end only in superiority 

in the art of manslaughter t ■

Flying-machines, we are told, will be 

always too expensive to make, and too ex- 

pensive to manage with engineering, aero- 

nautical — and possibly acrobatical— experts, 

to be available as means of popular locomotion. 

In the matter of freight-rates they will never 

be able to compete with even a monopoly- 

endowed railway or a subsidised steamboat 

line. But why, therefore, should they be 

confined to purposes of warfare? ■

Steam-yachts and electric launches may 

be expensive luxuries, but they are common 

enough, and if a flying-machine can be 

produced — ^as is said— capable of flying for 

a thousand miles at a high speed with the 

fuel it will have storage for, we must 

protest against it being utilised only for 

spying out an enemy's country, and for the 

promiscuous dropping of dynamite bombs. ■

There is an oil Scotch proverb to the ■
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€l6ect that " Fleying a bird is no' the way to 

calieh itv" which one may lay to heart, as 

weH at « new meaning to Wordsworth's 

lines 1 ■

Wings l»Te we— and as far as we can go 

we may find pleasure ; wilderness and wood, 

Blank ocean and mere sky, support that mood, ■

Which with the lofty sanatmes the low. ■

BABBINGTOirS MARRIAGE. ■

Jl COMPLBTB stobt. ■

I>iRBCTLY I got home from my winter's 

stay on the Riviera, Mrs. Danton invited 

me to a tea-party. She is very fond of 

these little excitements^ which I think the 

Vicar cordially abominates. At all events, 

he never appears unless the weather is 

suitable for the gathering to be in the 

garden; and then, if he can get a few 

kindred spirits to join him in a game of 

bowls, he is quite happy. These entertain- 

ments can hi^y be dignified by the name 

of "garden parties," for they are only 

small informal gatherings; and as we all 

know one another well, we have many 

interests in common, and compare notes 

with much zeal as to the progress of our 

various undertakings for the well-being of 

our respective villages. That we talk 

gossip, I fear ''goes without saying"; 

but on the whole, it is kindly gossip, and 

shows that we "take an interest" in one 

another — which to my mind is better than 

indifference any day. Besides, gossip is not 

necessarily scandal, and in a country life 

one is bound to accept the little diversions 

that come one's way, or stagnate hopelessly. 

Well, on this fine June afternoon we were 

sitting in the Vicarage garden on the smooth 

Aady lawn, with the beautiful view of the 

hUk straight before us. The Dantons had 

their niece. Cherry, staying with them. 

Everybody liked Cherry; in fact, we 

looked upon her almost as a native, as she 

came for a long visit every year. She was 

the eldest daughter of 1^. Danton's only 

brother, who died some years ago. Her 

mother had married again, and Mr. and 

Mrs. Danton^ who have no children of 

their own, would have liked to adopt 

Cherry, but her mother wouldn't give 

her up, though she was willing to lend 

hoi for a good time every summer. 

Chenj was never so happy as when she 

w«« staying at the Vicarage ; and, as I said 

before, she was a general favourite. 

What was she liket WeU, I am not 

good at describing people, but to me she 

always seemed the prettiest girl I had ever ■

seen.' She had big grey eyes, which had a 

way of making the person she was talking 

to think his or her conversation must )m 

really thrilling! And the interest was 

genuine. Cherry really was absorbed in 

the joys and woes of the individual 

addressing her, for she possessed in per- 

fection the gift of sympathy, and had the 

knack of making other people's feelings her 

own. Mr. Danton found her an invaluable 

assistant in the parish, for she would listen 

patiently to the old women's interminable 

stories, and never minded the gruesome 

sights so freely displayed to view. ■

But to return to the Vicarage garden. 

Pretty Cherry was devoting herself to Mrs: 

Ansley, a charming old lady with a 

wonderful flow of talk, of which, on this 

occasion, I began to feel Woefully impatient ; 

for I wanted Cherry to come and post me up 

in all that had happened in the village and 

neighbourhood during my unusually long 

absence. Mrs. Danton was presiding at the 

tea-table with Harry Ford, old Mrs. Ansley's 

grandson, as her assistant; and the Vicar 

was outwardly making himself agreeable to 

his guests, and inwardly wondering when 

he could get to his beloved bowls. Suddenly 

I was startled by an apparition. Oh, no, 

I don't mean a ghost, but something really 

quite as unexpected and unaccountable. 

Through the French window of the drawing- 

room advanced a strange young man ! ToU 

don't think that sight astonishing t Then 

you have never lived in the heart of the 

country, miles from a railway station. Of 

course, if one went to the extremity of one's 

"visiting radius"— eight miles, let us say, 

east, west, north, or south — one would 

expect to meet people from the "other 

side," and would not be surprised at the 

sight of a stranger; or, at the regular 

garden parties we all gave during the 

season, visitors at the various houses would 

impart some novelty to the gathering. But 

this was only one of Mrs. Danton's tea- 

parties ; and the young man didn't come in 

the train of any other guest, but by himself ; 

and he walked through th^ window to the 

lawn quite unannounced, just as a resident 

would do. ■

"Cherry,** I said, when lilrs. Ansley's 

attention was for a moment diverted from 

her victim by the stir caused by the new 

arrival, ''Cherry, come here &nd talk to 

me. Who on earth is the young man t " ■

Cherry laughed. ■

'* Why, Mrs. Graham, don't you know t 

It is Mr. Barrington, the new doctor. You 

must have heard, surely, that old Dr. Solly ■
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has retired. Well, Mr. Barrington boaght 

the practice, and has beeii here some months 

now." ■

" Of course. How stupid of me ! " I 

exclaimed. " Only somehow I thought the 

new doctor would be a replica of the old, 

and never imagined he would take such an 

attractive form as this. Why, he must be 

a great acquisition. Just think of having a 

reserve of a whole unattached man to draw 

on for dinner-parties ! At least, I suppose 

he is unattached, as he came alone. Don't 

tbll me there is a wife to be invited too ! '' ■

" Oh, no," said Cherry, with rather a 

heightened colour, I fancied.* *'Mr. Bar- 

rington isn't married, and, as you say, he is 

a great acquisition. He plays and sings, 

and has been in wonderful request at 

Penny Readings all round the neighbour- 

hood. Of course they are over now, 

but you can't think how much pleasanter 

and more lively they are when Mr. Barring- 

ton takes part in them." ■

At that moment the Vicar came up. ■

" Mrs. Graham," he said, ** let me intro- 

duce you to our new doctor, who will do 

his best to keep you in England next winter. 

We can't have you always behaving like the 

s^yallows, you know I " ■

"I doubt whether Mrs. Graham will 

thank me for doing that," laughed Mr. 

Barrington. "I always find 'Riviera' a 

very popular prescription with ladies. In 

fact, I shouldn't mind trying it myself." ■

" I don't think you would," I said. ** The 

life of a country doctor must be simply 

awful in the winter I The state of the 

roads makes getting about a penance even 

in the daytime; and what it must be at 

night, I shudder to think 1 " ■

** Ah, well," he rejoined, " it is summer 

now, and we needn't think of the disagree- 

ables until we are obliged. In this weather, 

visiting patients at a distance is a pleasure ; 

riding and driving are both passions with 

me. Still, I shall try and get away to a 

good town practice as soon as I can." ■

"Now, Mr. Barrington, you mustn't say 

that," struck in old Mrs. Ansley. "We 

have got used to you now and can't spare 

you. Only you really must get married! 

We do like our doctor to be married ; don't 

we, Mrs. Graham 1 There was Mr. Green, 

he wouldn't marry, and the consequence ■

was " and the old lady was nearly ■

launched on one of her flood tides of recol- 

lection, when Mr. Barrington skilfully 

stemmed the torrent. ■

" But I can't afford to marry, Mrs. 

Ansley ; I am always telling you Uiat. A ■

country practice like this isn't what one 

would call lucrative. You are all so dis- 

gracefully healthy, except the poor people. 

They give me work enough, but I feel a 

brute when the time comes for sending in 

my little bill, and it is always an even 

chance whether I get my money." ■

" But a wife would help you to get along. 

Doctor," said Mrs. Ansley, gallantly stick- 

ing to her guns. " I am sure, to have a 

housekeeper is a very extravagant method 

of housekeeping. Now, to marry a nice, 

pretty girl,^with an interest in making the 

most of things, would be an ever so much 

pleasanter plan." ■

"It sounds so, certainly," cheerfully 

assented the doctor, " but I rather believe 

in the truth of the proverb, * When Poverty 

comes in at the door, Love flies out at the 

window.' It doesn't do to disregard the 

wisdom of the ancients, does it, Mrs. 

Graham ) No, no, I am not fitted for love 

in a cottage, and I won't marry till I can 

do it comfortably." ■

" Then you will have to look out for a 

wife with money," said Mrs. Ansley. " I'm 

afraid they aren't plentiful hereabouts; 

and for my own part, I think money may 

be too dearly bought." ■

But now the Vicar could wait no longer. 

He bore down upon us. ■

" Mrs. Ansley, I know it is no use to 

ask you to play ; but you'll come, won't you, 

Mrs. Graham 1" ■

" Now, Mr. Danton," I said, " you know 

perfectly well that never in the whole 

course of my life have I been able to hit a 

ball ! Why don't you say honestly that 

you have come to fetch Mr. Barrington 9 " ■

"Well, so I have," acknowledged the 

Vicar. ■

They were soon busy arranging sides, and 

the game began. One objection I have to 

bowls is the amount of stooping required. 

You have two wooden balls portioned out 

to you, take the best aim you -can, don't 

get anywhere near the "Jack," pick the 

wretched things up, and it is da capo ad 

lib. I tried once, so I know. However, I 

noticed that in this game there was no 

picking up required from Cherry. Mr. 

Barrington and she were on the same side, 

and somehow the bowls were always in his 

hands at the end of a " round," which was 

a very pleasant arrangement for her. ■

" I declare," said I to myself, " I have 

just come home at the beginning of a 

romance. It will be most interesting to 

watch it work out ; and Cherry is just the 

ideal wife for a doctor, with the exception ■
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that she possesses no money. I wonder, 

though, if he is good enongh for her. I 

must find out more about him." ■

Just then Harry Ford bore down upon 

me with a cheerful : ■

"Have some lemonade, Mrs. Graham?" ■

" Oh, thank you, Harry. I should like 

some very much. So you aren't playing 

bowls. Mr. Dahton seems to have a good 

team this afternoon. What sort of a 

player is Mr. Barrington f " ■

"Oh, first-rate." said the boy. "You 

see, he's had a lot of practice here lately, 

and knows all the tricks of the ground 

nearly as well as the Vicar." ■

''ThiDgs have got on faster than I 

thought," was my inward comment. 

Then— ■

"He's very much Hked by everybody, 

isn't he i" I asked. ■

"Oh, yes," said Harry vaguely, 

" Barrington's a decent chap enough ; 

sings a rattling good comic song, good 

as Corney Grain, don't you knowl You 

just wait till you hear him sing the 

' Blushing Man.' It's his own composition, 

*and always brings tho house down. 

Ripping ! Oh, there ! they want me to 

cut in now." And oflF the boy went ■

Well, that was the beginning of what 

Mrs. Danton and I called, to one another, 

"Cherry's romance." That summer was 

just perfection; and besides^ the usual 

garden parties, there were numerous in- 

formal meetings for tennis, and several 

picnics to the various lions of our lovely 

neighbourhood. It got to be an under- 

stood thing that on these occasions the 

doctor should be pretty Cherry Danton's 

squire, and Mrs. Danton and I used, in 

strict confidence, to make all the arrange- 

ments for the future of the good-looking 

young couple. I revelled in the thought 

of assisting at the choice of papers, et cetera, 

in which I flatter myself I have a rather 

pretty taste. ■

At last September came, and Cherry's 

visit, which had been lengthened on 

several occasions, came to an end, Mrs. 

Danton, who saw her ofif, told me that 

Mr. Barrington "happened to be at the 

station," and that when he said "good-bye," 

he remarked that he "was going to take 

his holiday in a fortnight, and thought of 

going north " — did I say Cherry lived in 

Yorkshire 1 — " might he have the pleasure 

of calling when he was in the neighbour- 

hood?" and Cherry blushed, raised her 

lovely eyes to his, and said " Yes." ■

But the "best laid plans o' mice and ■

men gang aft agley." An outbreak of 

scarlet fever kept the doctor hard at work 

for si:e weeks ; and just as it was abating, 

he took the disease himself. When he 

was well enough to be moved, which was 

not till the New Year, he went home to 

his friends to be nursed, and we heard very 

little about him for some time. Then it 

somehow came to be understood that he 

did not mean to return to us, and presently 

we found that he had sold his practice to 

the middle-aged, very-much-married gentle- 

man who had been acting as his locum 

tenens. Next we heard vaguely that he 

had bought another practice in a fashionable 

part of London. ■

"How on earth could he aflTord iti" 

demanded the Vicar, and then some one 

suggested that Mr. Barrington was going 

to be married. ■

" Ah, discovered an heiress, I suppose," 

commented Mr. Danton. "Well, I wish 

him good luck, wherever he may be." ■

You see the Vicar, good man, had no 

notion of the romance Mrs. Danton and I 

thought so evident to the meanest capacity. 

We two retired into a secluded corner and 

discussed the engrossing subject in all its 

bearings. ■

" I'm certain," said I indignantly, " that 

he was in love with Cherry. Why, he 

never had eyes for any one else when she 

was present." ■

" Just what I thought^" agreed Cherry's 

aunt, " and, for the matter of that, I think 

so still If it hadn't been for that horrid 

scarlet fever he would have gone to York- 

shire, and everything would have come 

right. It would have been delightful to 

have the dear girl settled near us 1 " ■

" Oh, dear, I could shake the man ! " I 

wailed. "It's just an illustration of the 

force of circumstances. When he was weak 

and ill, he was naturally in a condition to 

fall a prey to a designing heiress." ■

Mrs. Danton laughed. ■

"My dear Margery," said she, "aren't 

you getting on a little too fast? Mr. 

Barrington is very nice, but hardly the 

man an heiress would be anxious to 

annex." ■

" Of course you are right, Mrs. Danton," 

I acknowledged penitently, " but I am so 

provoked, I can't take a dispassionate 

view of things. I wonder if Cherry will 

feel it much." ■

" She won't show it if she does," asserted 

Mrs. Danton. "Cherry has plenty of 

spirit, and is proud, too, in spite of her 

gentle ways. She has never said a word to ■
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lead me to suppose she cared for Mr. 

Barrington, only — Fm afraid she did, and 

Cherry isn't one to change easily. * Some 

girls fall in and out of love half-a-dozen 

times in the year, but I always thought it 

would be once for all with Cherry. And 

how could she help liking a man who did 

everything he coiUd to please her) Oh, 

why, why did he go and catch the fever? " ■

** Is she coming here soon P I asked. ■

•'I don't know what to do about it," 

sighed Mrs. Danton. '' I'm afraid it wUl 

be painful to her to come ; but, on the 

other hand, it will look so marked if she 

doesn't Besides, my husband is beginning 

to ask 'when Cherry will be here,' and he 

never will take a hint, but will keep on 

bothering until I either send the invitation 

or explain fully why I don't, and I can't 

humiliate Cherry like that." ■

"It's very odd," said I thoughtfully, 

" that it should be considered a humiliation. 

Suppose a man falls in love without any 

hope of return, he is never considered to 

have degraded himself ; in fact, he is 

applauded. Poets and novelists delight to 

do him honour, and to hold up his dis- 

interested adoration to the admiration of 

the world. Look how Dante is commended 

for his worship of Beatrice i But the 

unfortunate girl who gives away her heart 

unsought is only a subject for scorn and 

contempt. It isn't fair. Why should what 

is admirable in one sex be despicable in the 

other?" ■

*' I m sure I don't know," replied Mrs. 

Danton. "I don't know that I ever 

thought of it before, and certainly, as you 

say, it isn't fair. Only, you see, we must 

take the world as we find it. We can*t 

set ourselves against universal opinion with 

any hope of success. And in spite of your 

brave words, Margery, how would you like 

to exhibit a hopeless attachment to a man 

who didn't want you f " ■

^Heaven forbid!" I exclaimed; and 

Mrs. Danton laughed. ■

"Exactly," she remarked. "WeU, on 

the whole I think I will ask Cherry as 

usual, and then it will rest with her to 

accept or decline the invitation." ■

So the letter was despatched. Somewhat 

to my surprise Cherry accepted with every 

appearance of pleasure, and in due course 

she arrived. ■

"Just the same as usual," her aunt 

decided, with an air of relief, " so of course, 

Margery, you and I were mistaken. We 

must never let her know what we imagined." ■

Just the same as usual t Well, perhaps ■

so. Again she listened to old Mrs. Ansley's 

interminable tales ; again she played bowls, 

and laughed and chattered, and brightened 

us all up ; and yet — was she just the same 1 

Sometimes I felt inclined to cry when I 

looked at her — and I am not given to shed 

tears — and then I would try to take com- 

fort from the thought that Mrs. Danton 

believed the whole romance to be but a 

figment of the imagination, and held that 

there never had been anything between Mr. 

Barrington and Cherry. Even to this day 

I am doubtful, when I consider the matter 

dispassionately, whether my proofs would 

convince anybody ; and yet^— I know ! ■

Ob, poor little Cherry, pluckily appearing 

"just the same," when the sunshine has 

gone out of your life, the glamour de- 

parted ! ■

Matters were in this state, when one day 

I had a visit from Harry Ford. ■

"I say, Mrs. Graham," said the boy, 

^who do you think I came across in 

London the other day? Why, Barrington ! 

He's going to be married. Aren't you 

awfully surprised ? I am. Why, I thought 

he wanted Cherry Danton^ but I'm jolly 

glad to be mistaken." ■

" Why are you glad, Harry? " I asked. ■

Harry positively blushed. ■

"Did I say I was glad, Mrs. Graham? 

Oh well, you know. , . Oh, you know 

quite well. . . . No fellow could see Cherry 

without . . . But I never thought there 

was a chance for me because of Barrington. 

Do you think I should have a chance if I 

waited, Mrs. Graham? Oh, I know she 

doesn't care for me now ; she's ju3t friendly 

and all that — but perhaps she might some 

day. Only it isn't likely she'd think me 

good enough," ruefully added poor Harry, 

who had a very humble opinion of his 

own attractions. " Anyhow," he continued 

more hopefully, " Barrington*s out of the 

way. He's asked me to be his best man. 

I said ' no ' at first, but he bothered me so, 

that at last I said, 'Well, I didn't mind if 

she made such a point of it as all that. 

The girl's a cousin, with lots of tin, I 

fancy, and Barrington says he's been half 

engaged to her all his life — at leasts he says 

his family say he has. So yon see, he 

sort of couldn't get out of it! No, he 

didn't say that exactly, but that's what he 

meant She came to help nurse him when 

he was getting better, so that's how it all 

happened, don't you know ! Oh, I say, 

Mrs. Graham, what does a fellow have to 

do when he's best man?" and Harry 

launched out into an animated discussion ■
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of the duties of his exalted position, and 

finally took his leave, promising to tell me 

all about "old Barrington's turning-off" 

when it was over. ■

Bj this time it was June again, but not 

like the June of last year, when the sun 

shone, and the sky was always blue. This 

new June was cold and wet ; and on 

Barrington's wedding-day the skies rained 

as if another Deluge were beginning. ■

" It was simply beastly, Mrs. Graham,'* 

said Harry Ford. ■

"I'm sure I don't care!" said I 

morosely. ■

"Oh, come, now, Mrs. Graham, Barring- 

ton's a rattling good sort, and you ought to 

be sorry for him, instead of being down on 

him like that^" remonstrated Barrbgton's 

best man. ■

"Why should I be sorry for him?" I 

asked, with seme curionty. ■

Harry didn't answer the question, but 

plunged into Mb story. ■

" Well, it poured buckets full, and the 

bridesmaids, eight of them, stood at the 

door of the church and shivered ; and old 

Banington stood at the foot of the chancel 

steps with his back to ev(rybody, and I 

stood by him, and kept saying over what I 

had to do to myself. I knew I had to give 

a big fee to one chap, and a little one to 

another, and after all, I got mixed and 

gave them wrong. I was in a stew, I can 

tell you ! I had to go to the fellow I gave 

the big fee to and ask for it back, and he said 

he was just coming to tell me. I wish he had 

done it before I told him. Oh, well, yes, 

of course you want to know about the 

bride. She came in with her father, who 

gave her away. Ptettyl Good gracious, no 1 

Nice enough, I dare say. Did I give her a 

kiss) Why, Barrington even didn't do 

that until some one reminded him, and I 

didn't want to. Besides, I was so bothered 

with the things I had to see to, I couldn't 

take much notice of other things. Oh, 

it's all very well to laugh, Mrs. Graham, 

but you've never been best man, and don't 

know what it is. ■

"We got back to the house somehow, 

and people crumbled at the weather no end ; 

and I heard one old fellow saying, * Happy 

is the bride that the rain falls on,' and 

some one told him to shut up, as he was 

saying it all wrong. Then we went into 

the dining-room. There was a long table 

at the end, with a whacking wedding- 

cake m the middle^ weighed about a ton, 

I should think. My bridesmaid was a 

nice enough little girl, and I got her some ■

tea and things; and then she said she'd 

like an ice, so I went to get it. Just 

then there was the most awful noise you 

can imagine — a sort of crashing and rending, 

and all that. I heard an old lady say 

faintly, * Is it a bombl' Fancy any one 

wanting to blow old Barrington up ! 

You wouldn't mind, you say ? Poor old 

Barrington I ■

"Anyhow, it wasn't a bomb, though it 

did nearly as much damage. Tou see, 

the bride had just gone to cut the cake, 

and the table couldn t bear anything more 

— * last straw,* et cetera. It gave way in the 

middle, and you never saw such a sight. 

Over went the urns, and all the oakea 

and fruit and things slid down the inclined 

plane and mixed themselves up in a jolly 

heap. I picked up one urn and Barrington 

grabbed the other before the spirit-lamps 

had time to set things on fire, but the 

tea and cofifee ran into the ices, and they 

were all spoilt. One of the waiting-maids 

went off into fiysterics, and flopped scream- 

ing into a chair; and the old gentleman 

who said the proverb about the rain wrong 

dipped his handkerchief into a jug of 

lemonade on the sideboard, and mopped 

her face with it. That brought her round, 

I can tell you. Somebody said, ' What an 

omen !' and somebody else said, 'Nonsense ! ' 

Then the bride went away and changed 

her things, and she and Barrington went 

off without anybody so much as remember- 

ing the rice, or even the old slipper; and 

I went too, precious glad that it was over. 

You don't catch me being best man again 

in a hurry ! " ■

So Barrington and his bride went out 

into the storm and rain to begin a new 

life together, and poor little Cherry talked 

and laughed as usual, and kept a brave 

face to the world, with her sorrow carefully 

buried out of sight. ■

It was Harry Ford who gave me the 

only glimpse I ever had of this hidden 

grief. ■

He came to see me once, looking so 

unlike his usual cheerful self, that I had 

to ask him what was the matter. ■

"It's no use, Mrs. Graham,** he said, 

"there's nothing to stay in England for 

now. I shall go to Mashonaland or some- 

where," he added vaguely. ■

" Tell me about it, Harry," I entreated. ■

"There's nothing to teU," said Harry. 

"I always knew I wasn't good enough, 

though I'd do anything to please her if 

she'd only have me. But she won't. I 

begged and prayed, and she said, ' Oh, Hlurry, ■
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I can't' care for you like that. I would 

if I could. Surely I haven^t done anything 

to make you think I did! If it is at 

all my fault, forgive me, forgive me. I 

couldn't bear to think I had made any one 

suffer through my carelessness — that by 

my conduct I had given you cause to think 

— what isn't true.* Of course I said she 

hadn't; and then I said I knew I wasn't 

clever, like Barrington for instance, and 

I meant to go on and say that though 

I might be stupid, I had sense enough 

to love her, but she suddenly began to 

cry as if her heart would break, and 

I knew she didn't want me any longer, 

so I went." ■

" Alas, how easily things go wrong ! ** ■

THE INDUSTRIAL DEVELOPEMENT 

OF ELECTRICITY. ■

Half a century ago electricity was little 

more than an interesting scientific toy, 

from which remarkable and often startling 

results were obtained in the laboratory. 

Experimental beginnings had at that time 

been made in most of the chief directions 

in which its practical applications have 

since become so prominent a feature of our 

daily life, but the beginnings were small, 

and, except to a few far-seeing workers, 

gave no promise of the immense develope- 

ments they potentially contained. In the 

amazingly rapid advance of electricity to 

its present prominent position in industrial 

life, more ^an in any other department of 

practical knowledge, theory and practice 

have gone band in hand, science aiding 

industry, and industry stimulating science. 

The physicist, studying the marvellous 

phenomena of this mysterious force by 

experiment and by the most refined 

mathematical processes, has constantly 

come to the assistance of the mechanician, 

showing him how to overcome the 

difficulties he has met with in its practical 

application, and how best to attain the 

desired results with economy of power and 

of material, while the mechanician, per- 

fecting his constructive devices in every 

detail, has set newer and ever more 

complicated problems before the physicist 

for his solution. ■

In many lines of life the practical man 

can get on well enough without theoretical 

knowledge, in all he would be much better 

of it, but in dealing with electricity 

ignorance of theory is fatal to the practicid 

man. He need not, like the scientist^ ■

concern himself with the ultimate essential 

nature of electricity, with the yet unsolved 

problem of what it really is, but if ho 

would not have, every now and again, his 

machines wasting power, or destroying 

themselves by improper adjustment, and 

would be able on the spot to put right the 

numerous accidental derangements to which 

his complicated installations are liable, he 

must have, besides complete technical 

knowledge of his business, a much larger 

theoretical equipment than is required by, 

say, the engineer of an Atlantic liner. This 

necessity works for thoroughness all round, 

and provides a stimulus to advance which 

bids fair to hasten the day when electricity 

shall have rendered all other machines 

obsolete and useless. ■

There are abundant statistics which show 

the immense extent of electrical enterprise, 

and the enormous amount of capital already 

invested in it — ^remuneratively may well be 

supposed, for the word is everywhere " for- 

ward," and there are no signs of retrench- 

ment. The figures of one year, whether of 

miles of ocean cables or land telegraph lines, 

telephone lines, street railways, or electric 

lamps in use, are left far behind next year. 

Of ocean cables alone there are now nearly 

one hundred and forty -three thousand 

miles, which have been sunk in the 

depths of the sea at a cost of something 

like forty million pounds, and require 

about forty specially-constructed telegraph 

steamers to be constantly employed in 

keeping them in order. This is all 

practically the growth of less than forty 

years, and now there is probably no 

important city in any part of the world 

which is not within a few seconds' or 

minutes' communication with London. ■

Land telegraphic and telephonic lines 

now cover most civilised countries with a 

network of wires, and have so changed and 

improved the conditions of commercial life, 

that we can now but wonder how the 

people of a generation or so back managed 

to carry on their business at alL The 

telephone is to some extent a rival of the 

telegraph, and for certain purposes entirely 

supersedes it. Long-distance telephony 

may, indeed, ultimately succeed so far as 

to render the present method of sending 

written telegraphic despatches entirely 

obsolete, but there are indications of 

other remarkable and superior methods by 

the future developement of which ample 

employment may still be got for the older 

system. ■

Electricity is rapidly superseding horse- ■
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power as a motor for street railways, and it 

cannot be doubted tbat it will ultimately 

displace every other form of traction ; and 

though not yet much beyond the experi- 

mental stage in this direction, the electric 

motor will similarly take the place of the 

steam locomotive on all railways, long and 

short. In the United States electric cars 

are running on street railways aggregating 

six thousand mnes in length — a greater 

mileage than that of the street railways 

operated with every other kind of motive 

power. Nearly one-third of this was built 

in 1892. No other country can show any- 

thing like this advance, but in the everyday 

application of electricity the United States 

have gone ahead without displaying any of 

that cautious and timid feeling of their 

way which so eminently characterises the 

municipalities of oui conservative country ■

As recently as 1879, a Select Committee 

of the House of Commons reported that 

there were no reasipnable grounds for 

believing that the electric light would ever 

be a practical success. Their wisdom was 

not justified by the event. By 1888, 

London had one hundred thousand glow 

lamps in use, and these increased in number 

so rapidly that by the end of last year 

there were in use seven hundred thousand, 

and the various metropolitan supply associa- 

tions have two hundred and sixty miles of 

underground mains* The sixty or seventy 

provincial towns which have adopted 

electric lighting, have at least four hundred 

miles of mains for supplying the current. 

The "Electrical Engineer" states that the 

smallest electric light installation in the 

world is to be found in the little village 

of Bremen, in Thuringia. It comprises a 

single arc lamp placed in the church, which 

is lighted when required by a small dynamo 

erected in the village mill, and driven by 

the mill-wheel by the power of the mill- 

brook. ■

The great problem which awaits solution 

IS not the distribution of electricity : that 

has been practically solved, though great 

improvements in this direction may yet 

be expected; nor its application in any 

particular direction : it is pre-eminently an 

adaptable power, and it is already used in a 

best of ways, which are increasing in 

Qumber and variety day by day, and may 

be multiplied " ad infinitum " without ex-* 

iiausting its marvellous capabilities. The 

lifficulty which stands in the way of its 

ilmost universal adoption as the prime 

Dover in every industrial and domestic 

nechanical operation, is the relative dear- ■

ness of its production which is occasioned 

by the necessity, which has not yet been 

overcome, for the wasteful intervention of 

the steam-engine. Any day a process may 

be found for converting the energy stored 

up in coal into electricity directly, with but 

a fractional loss compared with that entailed 

by the present roundabout method of burn- 

ing the coals to raise steam in the boiler of 

the engine by which the dynamo is worked. 

At each stage there is a leakage, the sum- 

total being so serious that there is finally 

available as motor, heating, or lighting 

power no more than a small percentage of 

the original fund of energy in the coal. 

When this is done away with, industry will 

be revolutionised. A few baskets of coal 

will suffice to run a big liner across the 

Atlantic, and a great manufactory can be 

run for a year with a few tons. The 

fortunate discoverer will, too, solve the 

problem of our fuel supply at the same 

time, by enormously prolonging the duration 

of the coal supplies. ■

There is, however, to be taken into 

account the possibility of a considerable 

improvement being effected by the utilisa- 

tion of a great portion of the vast sum of 

energy which at present is merely running 

to waste in rapid rivers, waterfalls, and 

even the mighty tides themselves, for the 

production of electricity. Something has 

already been done in this direction. Eome 

is lighted and obtains much motive-power 

from the Tivoli Falls in the Alban Hills ; 

and the Rhine drives dynamos which send 

power to Frankfort, one hundred and twenty 

miles distant, with a loss of less than twenty 

per cent. Various similarprojects are eitherin 

operation or in progress, the most important 

so far being the works under construction 

for the partial utilisation of the enormous 

forces of the Falls of Niagara, which rank 

among the greatest engineering undertakings 

of modem times. Any considerable de- 

velopement in this direction may have the 

result — not undesirable in some respects — 

of shifting the main centres of industry to 

districts at present but sparsely populated, 

or the favourite haunts of the tourist and 

the sportsman. The roaring Alpine torrent 

or the Highland waterfall may, before long, 

be as valuable, for the purpose of gene- 

rating power, as a coal-mine in the Black 

Country. ■

With regard to methods of communica- 

tion by telegraph and telephone, ingenious in- 

ventors are always at work devising new and 

startling improvements. Edison has found 

it possible to convey messages to and from ■
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railway trains travelling at express speed, 

by utilising the inductive phenomena of 

electricity ; and similarly others have found 

that messages may be sent across narrow 

arms of the sea without the necessity of 

laying a cable. Enthusiastic scientific men 

have even gone so far as to, express their 

belief that it will be found possible, some 

time in the future, to dispense with wires and 

cables entirely -and to send and receive 

messages to any distance through the sea, 

through the air, and perhaps even through 

the ether of space to the planets and the 

stars. By the telautograph %of Professor 

Elisha Gray it is possible to reproduce in 

exact facsimile at one end of a telegraph 

line whatever the operator at the other end 

may write or sketch on paper, with a 

pencil in connection with the apparatus, 

and with the same speed at which he 

writes. One sanguine inventor claims to 

have devised an instrument by which from 

one end of a wire it will bQ possible to 

operate a typewriter at the other. Develop- 

ing the idea, it becomes imaginable that 

one operator on a typewriter keyboard may 

be able to set type or work linotype 

m&chinea simultaneously in a dozen cities 

at any distance. ■

Professor Bell is convinced that in the 

near future it will be possible to see by 

telegraph, so that a couple conversing ,by 

telephone can at the same time see each 

other's faces. Extending the idea, photo- 

graphs may yet be transmitted by electricity, 

and if photographs, why not landscape 

views) Then the stay-at-home can have 

the whole world brought before his eyes in 

a panorama without moving from his chair. 

It seems, indeed, without pushing the 

matter too far meantime, that it should not 

be so very much more difficult to convey 

impressions of light and shade by elec- 

tricity than to do the same for variations of 

sound. There is some hope of success in this 

from experimental researches on selenium, 

a non-metallic element which possesses, in 

a remarkable degree, the property of chang- 

ing its conductivity in response to variations 

in the amount of light falling on it. ■

Some peculiar instruments have been 

devised which are likely to prove of great 

service in the warfare of the future. The 

" hydrophone " of Captain McEvoy is in- 

tended to act as an automatic harbour 

watchman. Its construction is such that 

when a torpedo-boat approaches within half 

a mile, or a man-of-war within a mile, the 

vibrations of the screw-propeller are de- 

tected, and sound an alarm in the sig- ■

nalling station. The " cryptophone," in- 

vented by Lieutenant-Colonel Henry some 

years ago, has been tried both for naval and 

military purposes. It consists of a sensitive 

microphone arrangement, which is buried 

two or three feet under the road to be 

watched, and connected by wires to the 

observing station at any suitable place, 

where the passage of half-a-dozen men gives 

clear indications in the telet>hone. Modified 

for naval use, it was found that the thud 

of a vessel's screw could be plainly heard a 

mile and a quarter away, and it is believed 

that four cry ptophones would effectually warn 

a warship of the approach and course of a 

torpedo-boat. The instruments might also 

be put to practical use for communicating 

between vessels, or for preventin|j collisions 

during fogs. ■

It is in the arts of peace, however, that 

electricity may be made to render most 

efficient and manifold services. There is 

no branch of industrial life in which 

electricity does not now, or may not be 

expected at some future time, to perform 

some useful part, either as supplanting the 

older mechanical forces, or, with a peculiar 

power of its own, producing effects and 

.vieldiug results unattainable otherwise. 

Thus in the great agricultural industry it is 

being largely u^ed as a motive-power for 

operating the many different machines 

necessary, such as ploughs, threshing, chaff- 

cutting» and dairy machines, which may be 

conveniently situated at almost any distance 

from the source of energy. But besides 

this more ordinary employment, it has been 

found by many experimenters that the 

electric current, applied in various ways, 

to the seeds, to the roots, or to the growing 

plants by exposing them to the electric 

Hght at night, has a remarkably beneficial 

effect on plant growth, in many cases very 

largely increasing the crop. In the future 

there is some possibility of being able, by 

suitable plant, to control the rainfalL On 

a small scale a vigorous discharge of elec- 

tricity has been found to bring 4own the 

moisture of fog-laden air by concentrating it 

into big drops, and a French savant has 

been trying a method of '* rain-making ** 

different from the American one of explodmg 

dynamite. He sends a lightning conductor 

into the clouds by means c^ a kite, through 

which the clouds discharge their electricity 

and then condense into ram. ■

In Queensland an electric butter-making 

plant appears to have been tried vrith 

much success. The various churns and 

other appliances are driven by a small ■
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tlectric motor, and the entire absence of 

leat and smell in the source of power is an 

bdvantage which in this particular in- 

lustry must not be overlooked. ■

Some applications of electricity in other 

ndustries are deserving of brief mention. 

1 new and rather remarkable tool is the 

ilectric saw, in which a platinum wire, 

wrought to bright red heat by passing a 

strong current of electricity through it, 

leaves the hardest wood with ease. By one 

ipplication of this instrument trees may be 

:elled in about an eighth of the time it would 

;ake to saw them down. The wire is 

irawn tight against the tree and immediately 

3egins to burn its way through, and wedges 

ire inserted to prevent the rift from closing 

IS the charring proceeds. Another new 

^ool is the electric-power hammer, which in 

general design resembles the steam hammer, 

but the steam cylinder is replaced by a 

series, of coils through each of which a 

current of electricity may be passed separately. 

These act collectively or individually as 

may be required upon the piston-rod which 

answers to the core of a large electro- 

aaagnet ■

The brick-making industry has been in- 

vaded by electricity, which is to some 

Bxtent superseding the old kiln-drying 

process, the bricks being burnt by putting 

them into a covered iron mould, which 

holds about a thousand, and then turning 

on a strong current. In a very short time 

they are dried and burnt, ready to be 

turned out for sale. A recently invented 

machine, actuated by electricity, is intended 

for drilling holes in boilers, in the sides of 

iron vessels, and similar purposes. It has a 

peculiar advantage in that it holds itself on 

to the ship or boiler by simply passing a 

current through the magnets with which it 

is provided for the purpose. A new process 

for cleaning boilers tsonsists in periodically 

sending currents of electricity through their 

shells, which disintegrates the scale formed 

on the shell and tubes, and renders it easily 

removed. ■

The domestic applications of electricity 

to heating, cooking, ironing, and the like, 

are practically but a matter of yesterday, 

and have not as yet made much progress. 

The appliances, in multifarious forms, are, 

indeed, already devised and on sale, and it 

only needs a sufficient cheapening of the 

current supplied by corporations or com- 

panies for this developement of electricity 

to be very largely taken advantage of. So 

far as practical trials have already been 

made, the utilisation of electricity in the ■

household bids fair to be a perfect godsend 

to the careful housewife, from its cleanliness, 

readiness, and perfect ease of control. ■

Among the innumerable uses to which 

electricity has been put by ingenious in- 

ventors, there are many curious trifles, 

many of which show its infinite adapta- 

bility better than those of its applications 

which are on the large scale. To mention 

but a very few items of th^ daily lengthening 

list will suffice. ■

In America, in ord«r to save the postman 

the trouble oif knocking at the door when 

he puts a letter in the box, an arrangement 

is being introduced by which the^raising of 

the flap of the box closes an electric circuit 

and rings a bell. Street lamps may be 

turned out at daylight by electricity by a 

peculiar arrangement An electric wire is 

connected to all the lamp-posts in each 

district and attached to a clock in the offices 

of the responsible party. This clock is 

arranged so that a circuit is completed at 

the desired moment, and the lamps turned 

oif. A lock for the doors of hotels or 

private houses is fitted with an electricid 

connection, so that it can only be opened 

when a current is passed by pressing a knob 

in some particular part of the building«-the 

more secretly situated the better Jewellers 

and others having valuable stocks to protect 

may avail themselves of a clever appHcation 

of electricity by which the door can be 

locked without the knowledge of a suspicious 

customer by pressing a secret knob, or if 

necessary in a case of suspicious haste to 

depart, he may be brought up standing by a 

door that may be locked instantaneously^ 

whether partially or wholly closed. ■

An electrician who has made a special 

study of the subject thinks that in the not 

very distant future electrical fireworks will 

supersede the kind now used. He has 

declared that for a quite moderate outlay 

he could arrange an electrical display that 

would last for many year?, and could be 

repeated as often as desired. It would 

comprise rockets, Roman candles, wheels, 

Niagara Falls, and all the most brilliant 

spectacular efl'ects. The electric light lends 

itself admirably to the most varied and 

extraordinary decorative effects. The 

elaborate architecture of bride pakes has 

been set off by arrangements of tiny in- 

candescent lamps, and translucent jeUies 

in which some of these lamps are buried 

have beautified the dinner-tables of scientific 

hosts. ■

In India the intrusion of snakes into 

dwellings has been prevented by laying ■
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two wires before the doora and round* the 

house, which are connected with an 

induction apparatus. When a snake 

proceeds to crawl over the wires he makes 

contact, and receives a shock which either, 

kills him or effectually scares hiuL In a 

somewhat similar way delicate wire netting, 

attached to a battery, is used to ward off 

the attacks of that terror of the night in 

hot climates — the mosquito. The lion- 

tamer has pressed electricity into his 

service, and wields a wand with which 

he can administer shocks at will sufficient 

to reduce to submission the fiercest animals. 

There has also been devised an electrical 

horsewhip, and a Belgian electrician has 

suggested a contrivance for stopping run- 

away horses by administering to them a 

sufficient shock by merely pressing a knob 

when occasion arises. On an American 

racecourse recently a jockey was ruled off 

the race track for having a concealed 

battery about his person, by means of 

which he could convey, through the points 

of his spurs, an unwonted and un- 

sportsmanlike stimulus to his mount. ■

There are, as further examples of in- 

genuity, electric fans, which revolve rapidly 

on pressing a button, and generate a 

pleasant cooling current of air; walking- 

sticks provided with a glass knob handle 

containiog a small incandescent lamp, with 

storage batteries concealed in the stick ; 

electric harpoons which do away with much 

of the danger attaching to whale-fishing, as 

the weapon, when it enters the leviathan, 

administers a succession of some hundreds 

of shocks a minute, rendering the animal 

insensible and an easy prey to its captors. ■

These are but gleanings from the fields 

already occupied, and those who know 

most of the subject have expressed their 

firm Belief that the immediate future may 

bring forth discoveries in the domain of 

electricity which may render possible appli- 

cations in the daily business of life as start- 

ling and marvellous, in comparison with our 

present experiences, as the telegraph and the 

telephone were at their first inception. ■

BEWITCHED. ■

A STORY IN EIGHT PART& 

PART V. ■

The rubber that night was unusually 

prolonged; the games were won trick by 

trick, each side counting alternately. It 

was eleven o'clock before Arthur went 

home; much too tired, physically and ■

mentally, to do anything but tumble into 

bed. He slept until twelve next morn- 

ing, awaking astonished at his lateness, but 

wonderfully rested and refreshed. It was 

a radiantly sunny morning. Birds were 

singing lustily on the cherry-tree round his 

windows. The air was palpitating with 

vigorous life. He sprang from bed with 

a laugh at his laziness and plunged into his 

icy bath. ■

"What a fool I was to let myself be 

worried and irritated into making my little 

girl miserable ! " he told himself while he 

dressed, " I suppose it was the wind, or 

the barometer, or something. There is a 

weight and blindness gone out of the air 

to-day. I will write her such a letter — ^no^ 

I won't. I will go to London and fetch 

her back. I have nothing else to do." 

He looked into " Bradshaw." There would 

be a train at two o'clock. That was 

fortunate. He was rwenously hungry, and 

must have time for a good square ineal first 

Now he came to think of it, he had lived 

chiefly on tobacco for the last few days. 

" Yesterday," he reflected, " I had nothing 

to speak of until seven, and precious little 

then. I don't think I had any breakfast 

at all. I couldn't have eaten until I put 

things right with Alice, and she took all 

my appetite away. The day before, I 

believe I had nothing but grilled bone 

and eggs for breakfast I remember I 

could not eat till Kilmeny was finished, 

and then it was too late, and I counted 

upon the Stranges' supper to make up, and 

got none — and so for days back. I could 

eat a herd of oxen now." ■

He ate a considerable portion of one ox 

in steak, accompanied by several eggs, a 

mountain of toast, and a pot of strong 

coffee. Then he packed a bag, and set off 

to catch the train. ■

He was in tremendously high spirits. 

He had just time to buy an armful of 

papers, find a seat in a smoking carriage, 

and he was off. Two men he knew 

travelled all the way with him, and later 

on he had another nap. The journey 

passed quickly enough. He reached King's 

Cross at eight — in time to see Alice that 

night. ■

A porter shut him into a hansom, and 

asked what address he wished to be taken 

to. He had completely forgotten it. Ah ! 

he had it in his pocket — ^Miss Downing's 

envelope. He searched in the uncertain 

lamplight, but could not find it It must 

be in his bag. He had himself driven to 

the "Tavistock" in Covent Garden; he ■
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would search more thoroughly there, but 

time was lost. ■

He sought, but he could not find a trace 

of the envplope in any comer or crease. It 

was now nine o'clock ; too late to telegraph 

to Miss Downing, and he could not for the 

life of him remember where Alice was 

staying. He only knew that she was not 

at the Kinnairds' house in Thurloe Square. 

He would go there. The Kinnairds might 

be in town, and would know. ■

He drove at once to Thurloe Square, but 

the house was shut up, and there was a 

hoarding in front betokening the presence 

of workmen. Nothing could be done until 

morning, which would be Sunday. ■

First thing in the morning he telegraphed 

to Miss Downing: "Alice's address lost. 

Please send." ■

"Please send what?" fluttered Miss 

Downing, who was not accustomed to tele- 

grams on Sundays — or, indeed, any days — 

and Procrustean chopping of halfpenny- 

worths. " And where 1 " she thought next. 

She had no idea Arthur had gone to town. 

While she was debating, the postman came. 

The Sunday delivery was late at Pyncholk 

She would be late for church ; the bells 

were nngiog; but she must have her 

letters. There was one from Alice. ■

*• I had better read this first," she said. ■

It was not very long ; only one page : ■

"Dear Aunt, — As my engagement is 

completely broken off, I am going to 

Norway at once with Cousin Millicent and 

Elinor. It suits them better to go now, as 

there is nothing to detain them in England. 

I have plenty of things with me. Sorry to 

put you out, but it cannot be helped. — Your 

affectionate Niece, Auob." ■

"The telegraph boy says, is there any 

answer 1 " said Mary. ■

"Answer? How can I answer ? Answer 

what ? I can't stop her if she has gone — 

she says at once." ■

" The teleg^m, ma'am." ■

''I suppose I must answer that," said 

Miss Downing helplessly. So the answer 

Arthur received was : " Alice has gone to 

Norway. I do not know her address.or why." ■

Arthur accordingly dashed back to 

Pyncholk by the next possible train, which 

being of Sabbath slowness did not allow 

bim to appear in Miss Downing's drawing- 

room until ten o'clock. ■

" What does it mean ? " he cried fiercely, 

as if he suspected the demure old lady of 

compassing the abduction of his sweetheart. ■

"You know best," said Miss Downing 

severely. She had gone through a terrible 

day« First there had been the disturbance of 

Sunday calm by telegrams, to say nothing 

of their sinister import. Secondly, the 

delay they had occasioned had stopped her 

going to church. So she had nursed her 

secret all the morning, racking her brains 

how to explain such a fiasco to the 

neighbourhood, so as to silence impertinent 

questions, guesses, and rumours. A wed- 

ding broken off ten days before the 

appointed wedding day ! It was enough to 

make the world stand still. And to 

heighten the shame and confusion, she 

suddenly remembered Alice's banns were 

being read in church for the second time. 

She had never thought of sending to stop 

them. It was as well, after all, that the 

telegrams and excitement had stopped her 

going to hear theoL How could she have 

listened in silent unconcern to such a 

publication of false news ? ■

In the afternoon Mrs. Waterton had 

dropped in. ■

" I feel quite lonely without Lydia," she 

said. " I hear Alice has gone away, too, 

and Mr. Knollys. He went to town the 

same day as Lydia, by the later train. I 

hear Alice has gone abroad." ■

"Alice went to London," said Miss 

Downing evasively, " to have her wedding 

dress fitted on." ■

" Oh, indeed I " Mrs. Waterton exclaimed, 

with so much expression of genuine sur- 

prise that Miss Downing could have 

turned her out of the room. " But I felt 

sure it was all right when the banns were 

read this morning." ■

" Of course it is all right. What should 

have been wrong?" Aunt Bobina asked 

quite fiercely. ■

"I was puzzled at hearing Alice had 

gone to Norway," said the rectoress. " Your 

Mary told my Jane something of the kind, 

but one knows how servants gossip and 

mix things. It seemed so odd that he and 

Lydia should have gone to town almost 

together, and Alice to Norway so shortly 

before the wedding." * ■

"Gone with Miss Boydl" exclaimed 

Miss Downing. " What a very absurd 

idea ! " But she thought of the sittings, and 

the flowers, and Alice's misery after the 

ball, and her heart sank low indeed; ■

It rose again at the sight of Arthur that 

night, his wild face, his despair, the haste 

and energy with which he had travelled. 

She had not really a suspicion left of his 

infidelity, though he must certainly account ■
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for what was so suspicious tn his behaviour. 

He had done enough to make Alice 

miserable, if not ultimately to wreck her 

Ufe. ■

'<It means that you have slighted her 

cruelly by the way you ran after that 

horrid Miss Boyd." ■

" Miss. Boyd ! " he exclaimed, with such 

intense impatience that the name sounded 

like an expletive. " I shall do murder if I 

hear her name again. I could go over to 

the Bectory now and strangle her ; " and he 

looked so extremely like doing it, that 

Miss Downing was more alarmed than 

relieved, and did not at once remember to 

say, with marked meaning, ''You know 

she is not at the Eectory now." ■

** I neither know nor care where she is," 

he protested. " The question is, where is 

Alice 1" ■

Beassured in spite of herself by the 

sincerity of his face and manner, she gave 

him Alice's letter to read. ■

" At once ! " he exclaimed. *' Why, she 

may not have gone yet. She cannot leave 

London to-day, and I have been kicking 

my heels there for hours when I might 

have stopped her." ■

" But she says the engagement is off." 

" It is nothing of the sort. How can it 

be if I know nothing about it ? It takes 

two to play at that game. I must go back 

to-night. I may see her yet." ■

" It is too late now, and if they didn't go 

on Saturday— I don't see how they could 

go quite so soon, now I come to think of it 

— they are sure to go first thing in the 

morning. The last Sunday train has gone. 

Sleep upon it." ■

'' Sleep upon it ! It seems to me I have 

been sleeping all this time." ■

" There is nearly sure to be a letter from 

Mis. Einnaird in the morning," said Miss 

Downing. "Even she would not treat me 

with such disrespect as to carry my niece 

off to Norway without any apology or 

explanation. You can come and see it if 

you like. You cannot do anything else 

that would be of any sort of use/' 

•* I could go by the early train." 

''And be forbidden the house, or find 

them gone. I have not the slightest doubt 

that Mrs. Einnaird has persuaded and 

incited her to it. She would do anything 

to spite me. Alice has changed since she 

got to London." ■

Mrs. Einnaird was an amiable, if worldly 

woman. Her real fault in Miss Downing's 

eyes was the having been born an k Court. 

The k Courts held their heads very high, ■

and presumed to look down upon the 

Downings. Therefore, Miss Downing hated 

and tried to despise them — exclusive, of 

course, of Alice, who was half a Dawning 

by birth and wholly by education, her 

father having died before she was born, 

and her mother four years after. ■

Arthur was utterly miserable, but be 

took Miss Downing's advice. It would 

be useless to attempt seeing Alice guarded 

by malevolent Kinnairds. He went to 

his inn, and returned before post-time next 

morning. There were no letters at alL ■

" They must have left town on Saturday 

after all," said Miss Downing. ** We must 

wait to hear from Norway, or until to- 

morrow — I forgot to reckon on letters 

not leaving London on Sundays." ■

**I will go up by the ten train," said 

Arthur impetuously. ■

" It is just possible Alice wrote off in a 

huff," said Miss Downing. " I was think- 

ing it all over in bed. She wasn't in 

the least determined on breaking off with 

you when she went. The Einnairds have 

just forced her to write that letter." ■

'* Forced her! How could theyl She 

is a free agent." ■

"People can force a girl ,to do very 

silly things by playing upon her pride. 

She would wake up feeling how silly she 

had been, and come straight back home. 

I shouldn't be surprised if she turns up 

by the six train. Weddings can't be broken 

off so near the time, all for nothing. And 

it is for nothing. She was jealous of 

Miss Boyd, and now Miss Boyd has gone 

away — to London, too ! It really would 

look just as well if you didn't go to London 

just now, Arthur — Alice in Norway, 

most likely, and Miss Boyd there. It 

might be made to sound like confirmation 

of everything." ■

The very idea that Miss Boyd was in 

London filled Arthur with a repugnance 

so strong, that his desire to seek Alice 

there was as nothing compared with his 

shuddering eagerness to avoid coming within 

a four-mile radius of Miss Boyd. He 

consented to wait in Pyncholk for farther 

news. He might even misa Alice by 

leaving. ■

She did not come ; but next morning a 

letter came from Mrs. Einnaird, dated 

Sunday : ■

"Mt dbab Miss Downing, — Alice has 

told you that I am going to carry her off to 

Norway on Monday. It is all a most miser- 

able business. The only thing is to get her ■
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away, poor girl. It is most fortunate that 

she came to me, and that we were going to 

Norway sooner or later. I can never, never 

express my regret that it was partly 

through me that she hecame acquainted 

with such a sconndreL No other word ex- 

presses him. It is most extraordinary that 

a man capahle of such outrageous conduct 

could have ever passed himself off upon any- 

body for any sort of a gentleman. For- 

tunately for him, Alice has no relative as 

yet capable of using a horsewhip— for even 

in our days of emancipation, we women have 

not acquired that accomplishment. The poor 

darling bears up wonderfully. I fancy the 

blow was too sharp and terrible to be realised 

all at once. She was simply stunned by 

his brutal words. No doubt change will 

do a great deal for her, and I will soon find 

somebody to put that cad out of her head, 

now I have got dear Elinor settled. In 

this dreadful new trouble I had forgotten 

to mention that the very day Alice ai rived, 

Elinor and Percival Grey became engaged. 

They saw a good deal of each other at 

Dieppe, and he followed her to town and 

proposed. He has a thousand a year now, 

of private income, and excellent prospects 

at the bar. He accompanies us, of course, 

to Norway. I am so glad Alice has her 

nice new frocks with her. Everything 

works together for good. Percival expects 

to meet a friend at Hardanger, Mr. Glare, 

of the great firm of Clare, Sons, and Glare. 

"Who knows what may happen ? Many a 

heart is caught in the rebound.^- Yours 

sincerely, Millicbnt Kinnaibd. ■

"I told Percival about dear Alice's 

trouble. He is like a son, you know, and 

Alice's cousin: the nearest thing she has 

to a brother. He knows of a Virginie 

Vauclase, a most disreputable person; of 

course she must be the same. The de- 

scriptions answer, and the name is not 

common." ■

" Who on earth is Virginie Vaucluse ? " 

asked Miss Downing, stopping in her reading. ■

" Nobody — never heard — what of Alice ? " 

panted Arthur, who had watched the perusal 

with impatience beyond all restraint. ■

" Kead for yourself," said Miss Downing, 

perfectly rigid with outraged feeling. ■

He snatched at the letter, and devoured 

it with eager, amazed eyes. ■

"What does it all meanT' he asked. 

"Brutal words. I never said a brutal 

word to a woman in my life, much less to 

Alice. 'Virginie Vaucluse!' I swear I ■

never heard of such a person. There is 

some horrible mistake, and I might have 

set it right if I had not lost that wretehed 

address. Hullo I here's one for you at the 

end — you missed that." ■

" For me ? " ■

She took the letter, and read the end of 

the postscript which she had overlooked : ■

" ' I must say that I don't understand 

how you could lend yourself to dealing the 

child such a blow 1 ' II what did I do f " 

she asked, bewildered. "I allowed the 

CDgagement, that was all. I didn't throw 

you in the girl's way. How could I guess 

your private character if she did not t " ■

" My private character 1 Gome, it is a 

little too bad if you are to take these wild 

accusations for gospel I " he cried. " I see 

what it is " — suddenly hopeful — " this is 

somebody else's letter got into the wrong 

envelope." ■

"It begins with my name correctly 

written," said Miss Downing drily. ■

" Then I have some enemy who has in- 

vented all this — Freeland,no doubt," starting 

forward. ** I will go at once and wring the 

meaning of it out of him." ■

" He is not at home. He is shooting 

somewhere." ■

Arthur groaned. Everybody seemed to 

slip away into far distance when he tried to 

touch them. ■

** But you must see there is a mistake," 

he said more quietly. " This name, Virginie 

Vaucluse — I never heard the name before in 

my life. Who is this man who pretends to 

know it ? Grey, a barrister — I have it — I 

remember meeting him at the Kinnairds'. 

I will go to him " ■

" He has gone to Norway." ■

Arthur smothered something stronger 

than a groan. ■

" But Ghevening knows him 1 I can 

get his address from Ghevening — his club 

address, any way. I suppose his letters will 

be sent to him. By-the-bye, what address 

do the Kinnairds give ) It will be the same 

as Grey's." ■

"None. Their letters will be sent on, 

too, though, won't they] If there is 

anything left to explain, you can write to 

Alice at Thurloe Square or Oxford Terrace." ■

" Anything to explain ! There is every- 

thing." ■

" You gave her grave reason to be angry," 

said Miss Downing ; " your conduct with 

Miss Boyd was remarked by every person 

in the room." ■

"Miss Boydl Bat there is nothing 

about Miss Boyd now, it seems ; there is ■
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quite another person come into the case, 

an entirely new developement." ■

Miss Downing coloured and put her lips 

together. This show of genuine astonish- 

ment had convinced her for the moment, 

hut now it struck her that the name was 

very like an actress's, and young men were 

all alike. Arthur was, she feared, a sadly 

dissipated person. Had he not hehaved 

very strangely at the hall t It was hinted 

he had had too much wine. ■

'*The person is perhaps a model," she ■

"I don't rememher any model of the 

name--and what on earth could there he 

ahout any model to come hetween Alice apd 

me ? It is preposterous." ■

Miss Downing, for all her prim severity, 

was a woman, and it touched and convinced 

her to see Arthur's genuine hewilderment 

and grief. ■

*'l dare say he has had his fling like 

other young men," she thought indulgently, 

even sympathetically. Truly every woman 

is at heart a rake. She could forgive the 

handsome hoy who had at least forgotten 

any impression made upon his heart hefore 

he gave it to Alice, and who now flung 

himself on the sofa, huried his face in his 

hands, and sohhed. Mrs. Kinnaird was 

quite capahle of trumping up some old 

gossip ahout a model, and working upon ■

Alice's feelinsrs, already sore from the 

quarrel over Miss Boyd. ■

"I will write to Alice to-day," she said. 

'' I will ask her to tell me exactly what her 

cousin has told her ahout this Virginie. It 

will take some time to get her answer, hat 

we must just make the hest of it and he 

patient If I were you I would go and 

shoot something or other for a week. We 

cannot possihly have news sooner than that." ■

Arthur took her advice in the spirit, if 

not in the letter. He could not endure 

Pyncholk without Alice, and it was in- 

tolerahle to know how people would talk, 

and wonder, and stare. Miss Downing 

would give out that the wedding was put 

off on account of Alice's health. Nohody 

would helieve it, hut then nohody would 

have helieved the literal truth, whatever it 

had heen ; not hecause of any improhahility, 

hut hecause people like to guess such 

puzzles for themselves. Arthur did not go 

to shoot groase or partridges, hut he went 

off on a walking tour through the English 

lakes : keeping Miss Downing posted from 

day to day as to his next address, and within 

convenient reach of telegrams and trains. 

But no summons came. He extended his 

tour to a fortnight, and then returned to 

Pyncholk. He could wait no longer even 

at four hours' railway distance from a 

letter that surely must corner one day. ■

Now Ready, ■
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CHAPTER XIV. ■

The first words that Lady Karslake 

spoke the next morning contained a 

bidding to her maid to order her horse for 

ten o'clock. It was a perfect December 

morning, bright, frosty, and invigorating; 

and from Lady Karslake's face, as she came 

downstairs in her habit and hat, every trace 

of the strong feeling of the night before 

had disappeared. ■

Its expression was not altogether normal, 

however. The laughing flash of her eyes 

was more frequent and more brilliant than 

usual, as though the sensitive temperament 

behind were rather unusually delicately 

strung. ■

The situation which she should take in 

serious earnest had never yet presented itself 

to Eve Karslake ; and in her own opinion, 

and in the opinion of those who knew her 

best, it nevBr would or could so present 

itself. A sense of humour ; even when it 

is that most perfect form, the complement 

and obverse of a sense of pathos; is a 

great preservative in either sex against any 

over-deep emotion. Couple a sense of 

humour in a woman with considerable 

mental capacity, and develope the com- 

bination in an atmosphere of absolute ease 

— entirely untouched by sorrow or struggle 

of any kind, personal or vicarious — and the 

result will naturally be the merest bowing 

acquaintance with strength of feeling. ■

Some such sequence of cause and effect 

had operated with Lady Karslake. Life 

had been perfectly smooth with her ever ■

since she became conscious of life ; it was 

smooth by circumstance, and it was 

smoothed' further by the instinctive 

homage and consideration which her 

peculiar personal charm had never failed 

to win for her. She had known no family 

ties such as might have developed her 

affection. She had had innumerable offers 

of marriage before she was twenty, and a 

certain disdain for man's love, a holding 

cheap of what was thus lavished on her, 

was the inevitable result. Young men — 

the young men with whom she danced 

through her first London seasons — were the 

object of her lightest and most wholesale 

contempt. And when, during the fourth of 

these seasons. Sir William Karslake pre- 

sented himself — a man of the world, a man 

with brains, a man who satisfied all her 

fastidious taste — she calmly ignored the 

thirty years that lay between them, and 

accepted him easily, almost indifferently. 

Whether he satisfied her so completely 

after four years of married life was a point 

on which she was hardly likely to be 

explicit, even with herself. But her 

wilfulness and her impulsiveness, traits 

which might have militated against married 

happiness, were an essential part of her 

charm in her husband's eyes, and he 

fostered them idly as a connoisseur fosters 

the delicate eccentricities of colour and 

form in the orchids of which he is proud. 

The disillusion, if any disillusionment there 

were, came from some cause quite other 

than any deliberate or conscious action on 

her husband's part ; some cause which she 

would have been absolutely unable to 

define to herself, even if she had ever 

cared to take the trouble. There were 

side lights in her nature which her marriage 

had not taken into account. ■

It was thos^ aide lights of her nature that ■
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were flashing and glowing this morning ; it 

was those side lights which had heen 

touched into that vivid life with which her 

whole personality was instinct as she 

galloped her horse through the frosty air. 

Her hushand had insulted hex; insulted 

her gratuitously. North Branston's close 

attendance at Hatherleigh Grange had 

necessarily involved a certain amount of 

intercourse with Lady Karslake ; and 

Lady Karslake, influenced by an interest 

and i^ppreciation engendered by their first 

meeting, had willed, carelessly enough, to 

cultivate the young doctor's acquaintance. 

She realised his brain-power, and she too\ 

a humorous delight, just touched with 

sympathy, in his position as the cleverest 

man in Alnchester. His grimness enter- 

tained her, and she liked to talk to him. 

She had had no other companion "who was 

to her taste during her sojourn at Hather- 

leigh; her husband's illness had, indeed, 

isolated her almost entirely; she had 

indulged her proclivity for North Branston's 

society, as she had indulged any whim that 

presented itself to her throughout her life, 

with the careless serenity that never con- 

ceives the possibility of contradiction or 

arraignment. To her delicate and lofty 

pride — so perfect as to be absolutely 

unconscious — no opening for such a 

suggestion as that made by Sir William 

Karslake on the previous evening had ever 

piesented itself. That her husband, the 

man with whom she had spent four years, 

should be capable of so outraging every 

instinct of her nature, stung her to the 

quick. ■

At the moment she had realised the 

insult intensely. The intensity had died 

out of the position for her by the morning. 

Tragedy and melodrama were out of her 

lime, and the r61e of offended wife struck 

her in a purely farcical light. But every 

delicate fibre was ajar and quivering with 

indignation. Her resentment might — and 

did—laugh; but her whole consciousness 

tingled with it, nevertheless. It was 

inevitable under the circumstances that 

her indignation and resentment should 

tend involuntarily towards expression, and 

it was equally inevitable that the form 

taken by that expression should be dictated 

by the most wilful of contrary impulses. ■

She was on the brow of a slight hill 

about six miles from Hatherleigh when 

she drew rein, patUng her horse's neck 

with the easy, affectionate touch of a good 

horsewoman, and glancing right and left 

over the country round. It w«8 one of ■

the prettiest districts about Alnchester, 

and seen under its present circumstances — 

the frosted trees sparkling in the sunshine, 

the winding river reflecting back the 

wintry blue of the sky — it looked its^ery 

best and bri:^htest. And all its brightness, 

all its sparkle and light seemed to be 

reflected back into Lady Karslfike's vivid 

face, as she sat^nd looked about her, und 

waited for her groom. ■

'Is there any road to Hatherleigh in 

that direction?" she said carelessly, lifting 

her whip and pointing. *'I want to go 

back another way.*' ■

Lady Karslake was adored by her ser- 

vants, and the man's answer was as ready 

and interested as it was respectful. ■

** Yes, my lady I Those cross-roads 

there — a little to the right, my lady — 

one of those takes you to Hatherleigh, 

through Winchford. It's only about seven 

miles that way.'* ■

The grey eyes glanced swiftly over the 

country thus indicated, and came back 

to the cross-roads; they strayed a little 

further, and then a sudden electric current 

seemed to pass throuc:h their owner, and 

they fla hed into a spirited satisfaction ; her 

lips parted and curved into a defiant^ 

triumphant smile, she touched her horse 

lightly, and cantered down to the meeting 

of the roads. Then she drew rein, and 

waited for a horseman who was coming 

slowly along the road from the opposite 

direction. ■

The sound of the groom's horse as he 

slowly followed, spemed to arrest the appa- 

rently preoccupied attention of the horse- 

man as he drew nearer. He looked up 

and saw the slender figure sitting motionless 

at the cross road. Instantly he put his 

horse to a quick trot, and was passing 

her with no other sign of vecognition tiian 

that involved in a formal removal of his 

hat when Lady Karslake stopped him. 

It was North Branston. ■

** No, Dr. Branston," said Lady Karslake. 

"Not like that, if you please!^' She 

spoke in a quick, laughing tone ; but there 

was a ring in it whidi gave it an essentially 

authoritative character. ■

North Branston had brought his horse 

to a standstill, and turned towards her 

perforce on . her fimt words ; but every 

line of his figure expressed reluctance 

and constraint. His face had hardened 

as he caught sight of her into a set that 

was singularly dark and forbidding. ■

" Can I be of any service to you, Lady 

Karslake t " he said. ■
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She met his eyes, and made a little 

comprehensive gesture with her whip. ■

** I don't choose to be cut," she said 

lightly. '^Practically cut, that is to say. 

You were going at an eminently conversa- 

tional pace when I caught sight of you 

first. Take ijb again, and we'll go on 

together. It's too cold to stand still." ■

She began to walk her horse slowly in the 

direction of Hatherleigh. ■

The first interview ^between them, 

on the night of Sir William Karslake's 

sudden seizure, had set for North Bran- 

ston the keynote on which all his 

subsequent acquaintance with Lady Kars- 

lake had been developed. He had 

admired her then, without thinking^ of it ; 

and his admiration had increased without 

consciousness of its Existence on his part. 

She had exercised some kind of fascination 

over him as a specimen of womanhood such 

as he had never before encountered ; and 

the spell of that fascination had grown 

stronger. But as he had, at the first, ap- 

praised her impulses and her sensitiveness 

somewhat cynically, so in their after 

intercourse he involuntarily set her imperious 

womanly waywardness in the forefront of 

such estimate of her as he unconsciously 

made, and his vague appreciation of her 

charm went hand in hand with a mental 

process which instinctively held her cheap. 

North Branston had never learned to 

respect woman. His organ of respect was, 

indeed, almost entirely undeveloped. ■

He had fallen, however, in the course of 

the last two months, into the almost involun- 

tary habit of humouxing her, and he did so 

DOW. He put his horse in motion, and 

moved on at her side. ■

" The cut does not originate with me, 

Lady Karskke," he said. " I presume you 

know iiow matters stand ? " ■

She lifted her whip in quick token of 

issent. ■

" Yes, yes ! " she cried crisply. " I 

know, of course. My husband has taken 

I step which I^ — regret very much." A 

tind of pale fl^sh passed across her face, 

ind she looked straight before her ; but she 

?rent on lightly and authoritatively. **But 

ihat is a professional matter, and I have 

lothing. to do with you on professional 

ines, and decline to be implicated in 

professional doings." ■

She looked round at him, as she finished 

jpeaking ; but North Branston did not look 

it her. The set of his face did not relax. ■

** There is no separating the professional 

md the personal. Lady Karslake," jxe.said. ■

He spoke with a reserve which was 

eloquent of cynical bitterness. " Sir 

William Karslake has chosen to dismiss 

me fro9i professional attendance on him. 

Personal intercourse, as you will readily 

see, would be liable to moments of 

awkwardness under the circumstances." ■

Her eyes were still fixed on his, and 

quite suddenly the half-laughing, half- 

defiant excitement died out of her face. A 

flash of genuine indignation, of impulsive 

pity, sprang into her eyes and lit up every 

feature. ■

" Ah ! '* she cried, low and impetuously. 

" How angry ypu are ! What a shame, 

what a shame it is ! " ■

He turned sharply, almost checking his 

horse in the abruptness of the movement, 

and faced her with an angry flush mounting 

to his forehead. But as he met the un- 

disguised, utterly unselfconscious sympathy 

of her look, the cynical words died upon 

his lips. He turned away and brought his 

whip down upon his horse's flank with 

a movement which made the animal bound 

forward. He checked it again ; she gained 

his side in an instant, and they rode on 

together in silence. ■

After a minute or two North Branston 

spoke, in a low, still tone which told of 

strong feeling held rigorously in hand. ■

*• I'm a fool to think twice of it ! " he 

said. " A double-dyed fool to let it annoy 

me ! I didn't know — " he paused abruptly 

and then resumed, **I didn^t know that 

I had. What difference does it make 1 " ■

'* It is such ungenerous treatment. Such 

a — such a horrid thing ! " ■

The words came, from Lady Karslake 

quick and impulsive, vibrating with the 

glow of that generous womanly sympathy 

which had so suddenly carried her away. 

She was entirely oblivious of the fact 

that it was her husband of whom she 

was speaking. Her tone seemed to pene- 

trate to North Branston's consciousness. 

He turned his face towards her with a 

smile, and he spoke in a tone which, though 

it was sufficiently sardonic, was evidently 

intended to reassure her. ■

** Ungenerous treatment is only a phrase, 

after aJl," he said. "Unless one is 

sufficiently inexperienced to believe in its 

ponverse — ai;id to expect it. I have grown 

past that elementary stage of existence, and 

take things as they come." ■

She glanced at him quickly. To take 

things as they came wjeis her Qwn undefined 

theory of life, but his tone touched .her 

with a vi^e ^u{[geation of another view of ■
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that notion which was so lightly familiar to 

her. ■

" That is very philosophical of you," she 

said. " It is my philosophy, too. I hope 

you find it work well.'* ■

He made no answer; indeed, her tone 

demanded none; and they rode on in 

silence. It was one of those pauses 

brought about between two people by the 

unconscious necessity for adjusting their 

ideas to a new stage in the developement of 

their relations. ■

The silence was broken by Lady 

Karslake. ■

**Dr. Branston," she said impulsively, 

" why do you stay in Alnchester 1 " ■

North Branston started slightly at the 

sound of her voice, and turned towards her. ■

" Why do I stay in Alnchester ? " he 

repeated vaguely. ■

**Yes. Why are you not in London? 

You are not the sort of man for this place. 

You ought to go away." ■

There was a direct interest, a genuine 

good-fellowship in her tone which deprived 

her imperious words of any possible sug- 

gestion of curiosity or intrusion. North 

Branston, meeting her eyes, paused a 

moment. ■

** Here I am," he said, rather as though 

he were humouring her by carrying on the 

subject she had started. " I don't find it 

worth while to consider why I am not 

somewhere else." ■

"You ought to consider it>" she said 

imperiously. "You are very well aware 

that you are a clever man — too well aware of 

it for your good." She flashed a laughing, 

defiant smile on him. " What is the good 

of a clever man in Alnchester) What can 

he do 1 You ought to have ambitions." ■

" Ought I ? " He was flicking his horse 

deliberately with his whip, and his eyes 

rested on her face with a curious expression 

in their sombre depths. "Rather un- 

philosophical, Lady Karslake. Don't you 

think they might interfere with the practice 

of taking things as they come 1 " ■

She looked at him for a moment in 

silence. ■

"You have ambitions," she said decidedly. 

"No, don't deny it — it's waste of time. 

Then why don't you use them? Is it 

laziness 1 No, you don't lead a lazy life." ■

" Thank you," responded North Branston 

coldly. ■

"Is it indifference) If so, you ought 

to rouse yourself and make an effort. Or 

is it pessimism 1 " ■

North Branston smiled sardonically. ■

" Have you ever heard the word necessity, 

Lady Karslake ) " he said. ■

She was silent for a moment. ■

" Ah," she said slowly. " Necessity I " ■

The word was not a question, but North 

answered it as though it had been. ■

" I am in debt^" he said, in a low, grating 

voice. " Dr. Vallotson is my creditor. I 

owe him such brains as I may possess. 

They were cultivated at his expense." ■

" Ah 1 " she said impulsively, " Ah, I 

see!" ■

There was a pause, during which the 

tread of their horses rang out clearly on the 

frosty air as they cantered along. Then 

she turned to him again. ■

" Tha* is hard," she said gently. ■

The cynical lines were deep and set 

about North Branston's mouth as he 

returned her look. ■

" Your philosophy is rather skin-deep, is 

it not?" he said. "Why should you 

consider it hard ? " ■

Her face changed suddenly into wilful, 

defiant challenge. ■

"My philosophy may not be perfect^" 

she said lightly, "but yours is no better, 

I'm quite sure ! We'll argue the matter 

out another time. For tlie present, our 

roads are going to part directly." ■

In point of fact, a few yards further on 

the road forked ; one branch leading to the 

little village of Hatherleigh; the other 

being the Alnchester road. And a moment 

or two later, she pulled up her horse and 

North Branston followed her example. ■

" Shall we meet this evening 1 " she 

asked carelessly. "Are you going to the 

concert 1 " ■

He hesitated a moment, and then he 

made a gesture of assent. ■

" Yes," he said. " I think so." ■

"Good!" she responded gaily. "An 

revoir ! " ■

She nodded to him, lifting her whip in 

a gesture of fareweU, and cantered away 

towards Hatherleigh. ■

The concert to which Lady Karslake 

had referred was one given annually by 

the Alnchester choral society, and was an 

occasion of considerable importance in 

the Alnchester world. It was one of the 

occasions— eminently exciting from this 

very reason — when the unwritten law which 

separated the doings of the town from 

the doings of the precincts passed into 

abeyance. Everybody who was anybody 

in the precincts, and everybody who was 

anybody in the town — and a great many 

who were nobodies — went to the concert; ■
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and it was, moreover, one of the functions 

which were patronised by the county 

families. ■

North Branston's round that afternoon 

was a long one ; and it was late when he 

reached Dr. Vallotson's house. As he 

hurriedly opened the front door and went 

into the hall, he met Mrs. Yallotson, who 

was coming downstairs. ■

Mrs. Yallotson was dressed for the con- 

cert ; very handsomely and correctly dressed, 

according to Alnchester canons of taste^ in 

dark- red velvet, made after the Ahichester 

reading of the term evening dress. The 

sterU) defiant resolution which had at- 

tracted her daughter's attention on the 

previous day had settled so subtly into 

her expression that, though every line of 

her face was permeated by it, it was no 

longer noticeable except in the appearance 

of composed force which it gave her. And 

her whole effect was almost crudely strong 

and imposing. ■

She stopped as she saw North, her brows 

contracting involuntarily. ■

"You are not going to-night^ I suppose!" 

. she said. ■

*' Yes/' answered North briefly. '* I 

am.** , ■

She paused a moment, and the set of her 

lips tightened. ■

"You must make haste, then," she said. 

"The carriage will be round at twenty 

minutes to eight." ■

Mrs. Yallotson had always made it 

clearly understood that she liked to be at 

the Town Hall on these occasions in good 

time, but not too early. She liked to make 

her entrance and proceed to her place in 

the best part of the hall when the place 

was sufficiently well filled to admit of her 

arrival making some little sensation, and 

she also liked to have some time for 

exchanging dignified greetings with her 

friends and commenting on other arrivals. ■

On this particular occasion the right 

moment was most happily hit upon. As 

she moved slowly up the room followed by 

Constance and North — Dr. Yallotson had 

found that his hard day's work demanded 

an evening's repose — a murmur of recogni- 

tion and respect rose here and there about 

the room, which was, perhaps, three parts 

full of Alnchester in evening dress and 

suppressed excitement. And during the 

ten minutes that ensued her time was fully 

occupied in recognition and criticism. ■

The stream of arrivals had reached its 

flood and was rapidly thinning ; the 

amateur orchestra had presented itself upon ■

the platform, and had been received with 

vociferous applause ; the first vigorous, if 

somewhat uncertain, notes of the overture 

were vibrating in the air when there was a 

little stir about the door, and up the room — 

quick, graceful, and self-possessed, in a soft 

green velvet cloak with some dark brown 

fur about it — came Lady Karslake. She 

had a girl with her; a girl who was 

recognised about the room as *'Miss 

Howard of Sutton." She herself was not 

even known by sight to the majority of 

persons present, but though their own 

orchestra was thundering to them, every 

one in the room turned to look at her. 

She passed the Yallotson party with a little 

bow and a smile, and went on to her 

place further up and on the other side of 

the room. ■

And as if that charming little bow had 

exerted some magnetic influence over her, 

in Mrs. Yallotson's face, as she returned it 

stiffly, all the suppressed, controlled resolu- 

tion sprang into sudden fierce relief. The 

covert defiance thc^t lurked so strimgely in 

he^ eyes leaped up in a flash, and then 

sank down again leaving her eyes harder 

than before. ■

Lady Karslake did not look again 

directly towards the Yallotson party until 

that quarter of an hour's interval arrived, 

which was at least as dear to the heart of 

Alnchester as any of the musical elforts 

which preceded and followed it. Then she 

turned, caught Mrs. Yallotson's eyes, smiled 

with a pantomimic expression of her admi- 

ration of the performances just concluded, 

and letting her eyes wander to North 

Branston, she smiled again and deliberately 

lifted her fan with a little beckoning 

gesture. North Branston was standing up, 

surveying the scene about him cynically 

enough. He moved promptly and walked 

down the room to where she sat, ■

" Good evening," she said. " You don't 

look as though you were enjoying yourself. 

Sit down there " — pointing to a seat tem- 

porarily vacated by an enthusiast who had 

rushed to congratulate a performer — " and 

I will amuse you ! " ■

Mrs. Yallotson had necessarily seen the 

gesture with which Lady Karslake had 

summoned North, and she had watched his 

tacit response. Her conversation during 

the interval was as plentiful as the occasion 

demanded, but it did not contain one 

single word of approval of any one or 

anything, and the rigid set of her features 

never reUxed. She did not once glance 

towards the place where Lady Karslake ■

J ■
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and North sat together, bat she seemed to 

know, nevertheless, when North rose to 

return to his own seat — the last moment 

of the interval having arrived — and she 

was waiting for him, so to speak, when he 

reached her. She looked np at him 

with the repulsion in her eyes singularly 

accentuated. ■

"Under the circumstances Lady Kars- 

lake would have shown better taste if 

she had contented herself with a civil 

bow to you I " she said, in a quick, biting 

tone. ■

North Btanston sat down in silence. ■

NOCTURNAL LIGHTS, ■

Amokost the nbctumal lights are the 

luminous insects. The common glow-worm 

— Lampyris noctiluca — during the summer 

season, particularly in the month of June, 

may be seen bf ter sunset, near bushes and 

in the neighbourhood of roadsides. It 

has been called a worm simply because of its 

frequently being seen creeping oi reposing 

in the grass. During the day the creatures 

conceal themselves amongst leaves of plants. 

Both sexes are luminous, but there is less 

brilliancy in the male than the fem&le. 

The light is confined to four points, two of 

which are situated on each side of the two 

last rings of the abdomen. When in 

motion they are more luminous, and one 

would imagine the light to be the result of 

respiration. The subject has much puzzled 

scientists, but it is by no means an im- 

probability that phosphoric acid is produced 

by the union of oxygen gas with some 

portion of the blood, and by this slow 

internal combustion the beautiful light is 

emitted through the transparent bodies. 

When at rest ^ere is little light produced 

by the insects, and by contraction lumi- 

nosity is withdrawn. The light is merely 

a spark, but it is a thing of beauty. 

Greenish gold in tint, it shines with a 

brilliant lustre amongst the shadows of the 

summer foliage, and is an enchanting 

contrast to the dark foliage of the hedges 

and woods as seen by the taint illumination 

of the starlit sky. ■

The great fire-fly — elater noctilucus — is 

an inhabitant of the savannahs of most of 

the warmer parts of America and the West 

India Islands. It is said to attain a length 

of an inch and a half. In the gloom of 

night these flies are extremely luminous, and 

the effect is brilliant. The light chiefly 

proceeds from four parts — viz., from two ■

glandular spots behind the eyes, and one 

under each wing. They have the power to 

cut off the light at will, in which case the 

glandular spots become perfectly opaque. 

The light of this wonderful insect by itself 

is such that if the creature be held in the 

palm of the hand, print or manuscript is 

as easily read as by a candle. The aboriginal 

natives cage these creatures and make use 

of them, it is alleged, as lanterns. Ladies 

adorn themselves with this electric-like 

luminary. It is related of Don Domingo 

Cond6, of Columbia, that he would appear 

on the evening promenade with a large fire- | 

fly ornamenting the buckle'^ of his broad 

hat, while a band of smaller luminous 

insects surrounded it. The same Spaniard 

lighted his palace with fire-flies in silver 

cages. The display must have been en- 

chanting, for at one time the light is 

ruddy, at another the tinge^ is greenish; 

then there is a change to golden yellow. 

It is stated that when the Spaniards were 

about to, land one of their expeditions 

against Mexico, a panic was caused by 

these luminaries. The host of flitting 

lights on land was supposed to be an 

in4ication of the enemy arousing their camp ' 

to resist the attack. When the English 

w^e attacking the West India Islands, 

the fire-flies were taken to be a Spanish 

army advancing with burning matches 

against them, and the upshot was a hasty 

retreat to the ships. ■

The great lantern-fly — Falgora lantern- 

aria — ^is the most brilliant of light-imparting 

insects. It is very common in various 

parts of South America, and is described 

by Madame Merian in her superb work on 

the insects of Surinam, To travellers by 

night the great lantern-fly is greatly valued, 

for when ,they place one or more of the 

insects on their staff they are able to con- 

tinue their journeys with greater ease than 

they would do with « torch. There are 

three species of beetle of the genus elater, 

which have the property of emitting light. 

The night-shining nereis yields a brilliant 

light, and in its natural size is only a 

quarter of an inch. This animal was dis- 

covered by Vianelli They inhabit every 

sea, and may be seen on marine plants, or 

swimming on the surface of the water. At 

every season of the year they are frequent, 

especially in summer time, and are more 

luminous the more boisterous the sea. 

Myriads may be seen in a small cup of sea- 

water, and as they lodge themselves in the 

cavities of the scales of fishes, to this fact 

undoubtedly most fishes are indebted for ■
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their luminosity. When the wind is in the 

east and south-east, and in winter nights 

preceding a warm day, they are especially 

brilliant. If they be placed in warm water 

after they are dead, they will retain their 

luminosity two days, but during cold they 

lose it in the course of seven ox eight hours. ■

The beroe fulgens was discovered by 

Macartney. The cancer fulgens was dis- 

covered by Sir J. P. Banfas during his 

voyage with Captain Cook in the passage 

from Madeira to Eio de Janeiro. The 

whole of the body was illuminated and 

emitted brilliant flashes of light. The 

simulus noctilucus was discovered by 

Captain Horsburg. Many species of me- 

dusas exhibit a strong light ; the most 

splendid of these with which we are 

acquainted is the pellucens, which was 

taken from the sea, at the same time with 

the cancer fulgens, by Sir Joseph Banks. 

The medusa pellucens emits flashes of light 

during the process of contraction, and is so 

vivid as to afifect the spectator's sight. 

When the water in which these creatures 

and the cancer fulgens were contained was 

emptied out of a bucket, it was likened to 

a running stream of fire or fused gold. ■

Spallanzani discovered a medusa in the 

Straits of Messina, which he describes as 

being exceedingly luminous; he says it 

blazes like a torch and is visible thirty-five 

feet under the surface of the water. Its 

light, however, is variable; sometimes it 

continues for a quarter of an hour, and 

even longer, at others it becomes suddenly 

extinct and reappears after a considerable 

interval. He accounts for this cessation by 

supposing that it is while the animal is at 

perfect rest. We must remark that the 

above striking appearance has not been 

recorded since the time of Spallanzani. ■

The marine insects at sea make a splendid 

sight. At one time, the evening serene and 

beautiful, a pleasant breeze just filling the 

sails and the bow of the vessel just throwing 

the water to each side, as it gracefully 

parts the yielding waves, all around the 

ship, far as the eye can reach, may be 

seen innumerable bright spots of light 

rising to the surface, and again disappear- 

ing, like a host of small stars dancing and 

sparkling on the bosom of the sea. At 

another time, the night dark and lowering, 

a fresh breeze urging the ship rapidly 

onwards through her pathless track, upon 

looking over tlie stem, in addition to the 

smaller specks just now mentioned, large 

globes of living fire may be seen wheeling 

and dancing in the smooth water in the ■

wake of the rudder, now at a great depth 

shining through the water, then rising 

rapidly to the surface, they may be seen 

as they reach the top of the wave, flashing 

a bright spark of light sufficient almost to 

dazzle the eyes of the beholder ; and now, 

again^ they may be traced floating 

majestically along, till they gradually 

disappear in the darkness of the Water 

in the distance. At other times, again, 

when light rain is falling, or perhaps 

previously to the rain coming on, when a 

light nimbose cloud is overspreading the 

sky, iipon the water being agitated by the 

ship passing through it,- or curled up by a 

rope towing overboard in a bight, a beauti- 

ful general luminousness diffusing all 

around, bright enough to illuminate the 

whole ship's side, and the lower large s^ils 

which may be set at the time ; and it is no 

unusual occurrence to have this appearance 

so bright that a person, with little difficulty,^ 

and near the surface of the water, might be 

enabled to read. This magnificent spectacle 

in the ocean at night is due to the 

remarkable property of phosphorescence.. 

It may be here stated that luminous life is 

not confined to the animal kingdom. 

Many lowly plants of the fungus tribe 

find their nourishment in decaying wood. 

The luminosity belongs to the life of the 

fungus, not to the death of the wood. A 

daughter of LinniBUS, as darkness was 

approaching, observed a spark or gleam 

of light amongst yellow nasturtiums, to 

which remarkable phenom^ion she directed 

her father's notice, but the distinguished 

naturalist was totally unable to explain the 

cause. Botanists have observed the same 

luminous appearance with other flowers, 

such as marigolds. The light is momentary, 

and has not the steady gleam of insects and 

fungi. ■

There is no rational being who has, for 

the first time, lifted his eyes to the nocturnal 

sky and beheld the moon walking in bright- 

ness amidst the planetary orbs and the host of 

stars, but must have been struck with admi- 

ration and wonder at the splendid scene. 

The potency of lunar influence in worldly 

matters was at one time almost universally 

acknowledged, and even now many of the 

errors and superstitions connected with the 

moon still firmly hold their ground amongst 

many people. It is still, for instance, 

commonly supposed, as it was in the days 

of the Eoman^ that the violence of madness, 

increases with the moon, and decreases as 

the latter is waning, the worst paroxysms 

occurring when the planet is at the full. ■
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It nsed^to be thought unlucky to see the 

new moon for the first time through glass, 

and it was believed that if the new moon 

made its appearance on the Saturday, there 

would be bad weather for 8 month after, 

hence the following saying, *' A Saturday 

moon, if it comes once in seven years, comes 

once too soon." Some savages imagine 

that a fresh moon is created every month, 

and it may possibly have been a somewhat 

similar idea that had caused the new moon 

to become the subject of the numerous 

customs and superstitious fancies with 

which one frequently meets. When the 

moon is on its back, that is to say with 

the horns of the crescent pointing upwards, 

it is thought by some to indicate frost. 

Sharp horns of the new moon are supposed 

to presage wind, and when the outline of 

the entire planet could be traced, it was in 

Scotland looked upon as a sign of bad 

weather. ■

The Dakota Indians think that the 

moon at its waning is eaten by little 

mice. The Hottentots say that it wanes 

when, suffering from a headache, it puts its 

hand to its forehead and hides the latter 

from our view. The Esquimaux imagine 

that the moon, harassed by fatigue and 

hunger after finishing its journey, retires 

for a moment to take rest and food. Its 

apparent corpulence after its reappearance 

shows with what avidity it has fed. The 

Esthonians shake off by throwing it upon 

the moon every calamity which may befall 

them for a month to come, and with this 

intent they address the new moon : " Hail 

to thee, new moon ; let me be young and 

thou old, let mine eyes be clear and thine 

dim, let me be light as a bird and thou 

heavy as iron.'' There is a whole list of 

black days in their calendar. • ■

'* The Man in the Moon " is the name 

popularly given to the dark spots and lines 

upon the surface of the moon which are 

visible to the naked eye, and which, when 

examined with a powerful telescope, are 

discovered to be the shadow of mountains 

in that luminary. The best existing map 

of the moon shows thirty-two thousand 

eight hundred and fifty-six crater-shaped 

projections, according to Monsieur Wilhelm 

Meyer, and astronomers tell us that one 

hundred thousand are brought into view 

with a telescope of medium power. It is not 

probable that these so-called craters have 

all been eruptive volcanoes, for the size of 

some of them is opposed to this assumption 

no less than their great number. The 

crater Copernicus, perhaps the most beauti- ■

ful of all, is a circular wall about fifty-fom; 

miles in diameter, rising in one place almost 

perpendicularly to thirteen thousand feet. 

Its origin has not been satisfactorily ex- 

plained. On the other hand, the system of 

radiations about the crater Ty^^^» covering 

half the moon's surface, may well be re- 

garded 86 the effect of the cooling and con- 

traction of the moon from a molten state. 

It is one of the most popular, and perhaps 

one of the most ancient superstitions in the 

World, that the spots and lines on the moon 

are the figure of a man leaning on a fork, on 

which he carries a bundle of thorns or brush- 

wood, for stealing which on a Sunday he was 

confined in the moon. The Biblical account 

given in the fifteenth chapter of Numhers, 

thirty-second to thirty-seventh verses, of a 

man who was stoned to death for gathering 

sticks upon the Sabbath, is undoubtedly 

the origin of this belief. But even in the 

old times there was a glimmer of truth 

in some of the moon stories. Thus, in 

Norway there was a notion that the. marks 

represented a great giant, and that this 

giant had charge of our tides. It was said 

that when the giant bent down the water 

began to come in over the sands, and that 

when he rose up it began to flow out ; and, 

moreover, there was the idea that the giant 

was so very big that it took him some time 

to stoop down and straighten up again, the 

consequence being that he only managed to 

get through this feat twice a day, and even 

then it bad to be done very slowly. Here 

we have what we call science hidden away 

in a fairy tale. But while this tradition 

has been found in Norway, the peasants 

in the neighbouring country, Sweden, place 

a boy and girl in the moon instead of a 

giant, and they say that the moon stole the 

boy and girl when carrying water home for 

their mother, " and there the boy and girl 

are to this day," they will say, pointing to 

the moon, "carrying the paU between 

them." On the other hand, there are parts 

of Germany where the marks are supposed 

to represent a woman, and the story there is 

that the man carries a bundle of briars on 

his back, and the woman a butter-tub, 

because the one strewed thorns in the way 

of church-goers on a Sunday, and the other 

made butter on that day The natives of 

the island of Ceylon say that the figure 

in the moon is that of a hare. ■

Of all the thousands of stars that have 

been studied, astronomers know the distances 

of about twenty, and even these are known 

only approximately, being the supposed 

distances within which they cannot be, but ■
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beyond which they must be, though the 

exact limits cannot at present be determined, 

owing to the immense intervals which 

separate them from our earth. The nearest 

star is so remote that its light requires three 

and a half years to reach us, while the light 

of the polar star is forty-five years in 

arriving to us from that distant and promi- 

nent orb ; so that if the light of this star 

was suddenly extinguished to-day^ nearly 

half a century would have to elapse before 

we should be aware of the fact, and miss 

the familiar orb from its place in the 

heavens. There are some stars so remote 

that their light, though travelling with a 

velocity of one hundred and eighty-six 

thousand miles per second, cannot reach us 

in less than ten thousand years. To traverse 

the Milky Way, of which bur solar system 

forms a part, light requires fifteen thousand 

years; and to reach us from one of the 

distant nebulse, which appear like faint 

clouds and are hardly visible through the 

largest telescope, it must travel for three 

hundred times that period, or nearly five 

million years. To ordinary vision, all the 

stars appear at rest in the heavens, nor can 

the astronomer himself recognise any signs 

of motion, except by patient and long- 

continued observation, extending, in some 

instances, over a period of many years, and 

even centuries, when succeeding astronomers 

complete the work which their predecessors 

began. But every star in the firmament is 

moving through space with wonderful 

velocity. Absolute rest is unknown in the 

universe. If we look up to the sky on a 

calm, bright night when the stars shine in 

all their glory, we are usually impressed 

with the feeling that a solemn stillness 

reigns throughout those infinite regions of 

space. In reality, those amazing star depths 

above us, which appear so steadfast and 

unchangeable from year to year, are astir 

with life, energy, and activity, and there is 

a remarkable process of change taking place 

all around us. Our own earth is moving 

with us constantly and rapidly in its orbit 

eighteen miles per second, or with nearly 

every beat of the pulse. This is our velocity 

as reported by the astronomers, and while 

we sleep seven hours at night the world 

carries us four hundred and seventy thousand 

miles through space. Some stars are known 

to be approaching, and others receding 

from the earth. Amongst those found to 

be approaching is Arcturus — mentioned in 

the Bible, and the brightest star north of 

the equator — which is moving with a 

velocity of fifty-five miles evetj second. ■

Sirius, the "Dog Star," and "King of 

Suns/' so glorious oH winter evenings, and 

the brightest star in all the heavens, 

is receding from us at the rate of twenty- 

six miles a second, and yet, with these 

enormous velocities, the passage of a thousand 

years will make no perceptible difference 

iu the appearance of tbese two stars, so 

immense are the distances which separate 

them from the earth. The greatest velocity 

that has been recognised amongst the stars 

is found in the motion of a star known 

as 1830 Groombridge, or the "runaway 

star " as it is sometimes called, which is 

believed to be rushing through space at 

the rate of two hundred miles per second. 

This star appears to be moving in a 

perfectly straight line through the sky, 

and it may be visiting our star system 

for the first time, but whence it came, 

or whither it is going, no one can tell» 

and it is a great enigma to astronomers. 

Its wonderful velocity cannot be explained, 

as it is far greater than could be produced 

by the influence of all known orbs in the 

universe, and on the other hand the com- 

bined attraction of all the stars cannot 

stop this wanderer in its solitary flight 

through space until it has rushed on to 

the remoter distances, beyond which the 

largest telescopes have never penetrated. 

It has been mathematically demonstrated 

that a body approaching the centre of our 

Bystem from an infinite distance, cannot 

move with a greater velocity than twenty- 

five miles a second if influenced by the 

attraction of the masses in our universe 

alone ; but here we have been considering 

a star moving with eight times that velocity, 

and still, notwithstanding the fact that 

it has the greatest motion known among 

the stars, it would require one hundred 

and eighty-flve thousand years for this 

remarkable star to complete an entire cir- 

cuit around the heavens. One of the most 

notable examples of the constant and yet 

almost imperceptible changes taking place 

in the firmament is to be found in the 

motions of the seven bright stars forming 

the well-known " Big Dipper " in the 

constellation Ursa Major. Professor Hug- 

gins has learned that five of these stars 

are moving in the same direction through 

the heavens, which seems to indicate that 

they are associated with each other in 

Qpme mysterious way at present unknown 

to astronomers. Alter a long continued 

and careful study of the motions of all 

the stars in the "Big Dipper," Professor 

Flammarion, a distinguished French astrono- ■
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mer, has been able to represent the oat- 

lines formed by them in the past, and 

those which they will form in the distant 

future. One hundred thousand years ago, 

according to his ingenious calculations, 

the stars now forming the "Big Dipper" 

were then arranged in the outline of a 

large and irregular-shaped cross, and one 

hundred thx^usand years hence they will 

assume the outline of an elongated and 

inverted "Dipper" — very different from 

the one we now see, which stretches over 

a large extent of sky. Our entire universe 

of stars is constantly undergoing vast 

changes. The configuration of our starry 

heavens will eventually be greatly changed 

from their present appearance. Orion, so 

beautiful and attractive during the winter 

season, will then no longer hold supremacy 

over the constellations. The notions hither- 

to held concerning the stars and the fir- 

mament are destined to undergo a complete 

revolution. There are no fixed stars in 

the heavens ; each one ' of those distant 

suns, shining in the immensity of space, 

is swept along in a movement so rapid 

that the human mind can scarcely conceive 

it, and before many years have elapsed 

there will be recognised amongst the stars 

a variety of constitution and a complexity 

of arrangement strictly contrasted with 

the general uniformity of structure at 

present taught in most of our text-books 

on astronomy. ■

A NEW FOOD-MATERIAL. ■

That the coloured races live very much 

on the x2ocoa-nut is well enough knowui 

but it will doubtless be a surprise to many 

people to learn that a very much smaller 

nut — also of tropical growth — is about to 

enter largely into the food of the white races. 

At all events, if the experiments which 

are now being conducted in Germai^, and 

with highly successful results so far, turn 

out as expected, the world will have found a 

new food and a new industry of very con- 

siderable interest Peanut-meal is now being 

used in the German army and navy, and 

peanut-oil and oil-cake are already well- 

established articles of trade in Germany. ■

What, then, is the peanut) It is the 

same as what is sometimes called the earth- 

nut, and sometimes the groundnut. It 

belongs to the genus Arachis, which have 

papilionaceous flowers, and have the singular 

habit of ripening their fruit underground. 

The peanut of commerce is the seed vessel ■

and seed of Arachis hypagaea, which 

flourishes in the West Indies and Brazil, 

but most abundantly in East and West 

Africa and India. It is very rich in oil, as 

the French found out long ago, and large 

quantities are annually brought from 

Western Africa to Southern France, where 

the oil is e^cpressed and used to mix with, 

or as a substitute for, genuine olive oil. 

That the oil is nutritious and wholesome 

enough is not to be doubted, but certainly, as 

thus manipulated, it is not what it seems. ■

Many years ago the author of "The 

Chemistry 6f Common life " indicated the 

ground-nut as a probable, or actual, substi- 

tute for cocoa — or roasted, ground, and 

prepared in the same way as chocolate. 

He mentioned, that in Spain the earth- 

chestnut was even then being consumed as 

a substitute for cofifee. The quality of 

peaituts, however, varies much more than 

might be supposed. The poorest are found 

on the Madras coast, and the best in the 

region of the Senegal in West Africa, and 

it is, apparently, only siuce they began to 

develope an interest in Africa that the 

Germans have discovered the food-value of 

this humble product. ■

In 1893 upwards of twenty thousand 

tons of peanuts were imported into Germany, 

of which eight thousand five hundred tons 

came from West Africa, five thousand five 

hundred tons from East Africa, and the 

rest from the East Indies. For the manipu- 

lation of the peanut there are now twenty- 

seven factories constantly employed at 

Hambui'g, Mannheim, Heiibronn, and else- 

where. ■

The imports from West Africa tire in the 

shell, which, while making them more bulky 

and adding to the freight, has compensating 

advantages. For instance, the nut is apt 

to be crushed or injured when shipped 

without the hu$k, and also to become 

strong, if not rancid, in flavour by exposure. ■

The husks make up about twenty-five 

per cent, of the weight of a shipment, but 

are not all loss, even when their protective 

functions are over, for in Germany they are 

used in rough paper - making, and also, 

when ground up, as food for cattle. From 

West Africa and India the nuts are usually 

imported without the shells — the reason 

doubtless being to secure cheaper freight ■

When the nuts reach the factories, or oil- 

mills, the seeds are subjected to three 

successive pressings with very great force. 

At the first pressing about forty per cent 

of the oil is expressed, at the second four 

per cent, and at the third from two to ■
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three per cent The oil thus obtained is 

valued chiefly for culinary purposes, and in 

Germany is now largely consumed as salad 

oiL It is much cheaper than the best 

qualities of olive oil, ranging from three 

shillings to four shillings per gallon whole- 

sale. The East Indian nuts, however, 

yield an inferior oil, which id not used for 

the table but is sold to the soap;makers, 

and also — ^it is said — to the makers of oleo- 

margarine. ■

After as much oil as possible has, by 

cold pressure, been e'xtracted from the 

seeds, there is still a large percentage 

remaining in the oil-cake. This cake has 

been, until recently, used only for horse 

and cattle food, selling at from six pounds 

to seven pounds per ton. It has proved an 

excellent food for animals, but best adapted 

for the winter, as it is rich and heating, 

and apt to cause excessive perspiration in 

the animals in warm weather. The rich- 

ness necessarily varies with the quality of 

the nut, and the following is, approximately, 

the yield of oil of the different sorts : 

Senegambia peanuts, fifty-one per cent.; 

Congo and East African, forty -nine per 

cent. ; American, forty-two per cent. ; 

Behar, forty-four per cent. ; and Madras 

peanuts, forty-three per cent. ■

The richness of the oil-cake in nitro- 

genous matter attracted the attention of 

German scientists, and about a couple of 

years ago Professor Nordlinger of Bocken- 

heim began a series of experiments with 

peanut-meal, to test its adaptability as food, 

not only for army^and navy rations, but 

also for the relief of the poorer classes of 

the peasantry and labourers, whose usual 

diet of bread and potatoes is too deficient 

in nitrogenous elements. "What Dr. 

Nordlinger set himself to face was the 

conversion of the waste product of the 

peanut-oil factories into a nutritious, 

wholesome, and, if possible, palatable form 

of food at a lower cost than is supplied in 

any other form, measured by the equiva- 

lents in nutrition. ■

A Food Product Factory was established 

at Frankfort, and there, by processes 

devised by Dr. Nordlinger, are now being 

manufactured four different preparations of 

peanut food. There is, first, "Erdnussgriitze," 

or peanut grits, a coarse meal, dried and 

purified, intended for use in soups and 

cakes, and also cooked as pur^e. Second, 

" Erdnussmehl," or peanut flour, somewhat 

like the *' grits," only ground and made 

like ordinal y flour. Next there is peanut 

biscuit, dry and light, and said to be very ■

palatable, and lastly ar^ produced " Diabetic 

Chocolate Biscuits." ■

For more than a year past these various 

preparations have been in the market, and 

have been thoroughlv tested both by the 

public and the Faculty, They have been 

thoroughly discussed by the Berlin Medical 

Society; and, at the instance of that Society, 

Professor FUbrbringer has been subjecting 

them to prolonged and careful tests in the 

Friedenshein Public Hospital at Berlin, 

with the object of appraising the value of 

peanut food for invalids. ■

Dr. Fuhrbringer reports that he ^»used 

peanut grits and flour to be prepared 

in various forms, and supplied to one 

hundred and twenty inmates of this 

hospital — men, women, and children — 

suffering from a variety of complaints. 

This is the doctor's report concerning 

the soup made from peanut grits: "It 

resembles our ordinary oatmeal, soup, and 

is similar in taste to the same, except that 

there is a slightly bitter and astringent 

taste noticeable. At the present time we 

have dispensed six hundred portions of this 

soup to about one hundred and twenty 

men, women, and children, the plate con- 

taining about twenty-five to forty-five grains 

of the rough-ground grits, on the average 

sixteen grains of albumen, with an approxi- 

mate nourishing capacity, therefore, of 

about one hundred grains of meat, or two 

eggs, or one-third of a litre of milk. For 

weeks about half this number gladly ate 

this soup daily, and found it to agree with 

them, and it is especially noteworthy that 

amons; this category were several who were 

suffering from dyspepsia, and two cachectic 

patients, with abdominal and intestinal 

carcinoma. Nearly the other half found 

the soup tolerable, and the remainder — 

about one dozen persons in good health or 

with disorders of the stomach, being about 

one-tenth of the entire number, and chiefly 

females — found it offensive." ■

From these results it would appear that 

peanut soup does not, any more than turtle 

soup, please the palates of everybody, but 

that the proportion to whom it was dis* 

agreeable and non-nutritious, in a mixed 

company of all ages and both sexes, was 

about ten per cent. The children especially 

are said to have taken to it kindly. ■

Dr. Fuhrbringer does not pretend that 

his peanut soup is a delicacy. What has 

chiefly awakened and sustained his interest 

is the use of the preparation as a nutriment 

for the sick, especially as a food for the mass 

of people in hospitals. *'For such a purpose," ■
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he Bays, "I can with conscientiousness 

recommend the peanut soup made from the 

finer raw material — it is also to be hoped 

that even better forms will be discovered — 

as a strengthening, well assimilative, un- 

commonly cheap article of food. On the 

average it agrees with persons, and when 

partaken after intervals of interruption is 

generally liked. It is to be especially 

valued as a part of the diet of those suffer- 

ing with diabetes or corpulency. How 

acceptable to this class is any new article 

of food that may be added to theiv restricted 

menu ! For those ailing with Bright's 

disease and chronic kidney disorders, where 

the consumption of too much animal albu- 

men is questionable, it is also most wel- 

come." ■

Such are the medical aspects of peanut 

soup, but before the Berlin Medical Society 

were lately submitted peanut baking-fiour, 

made according to Dr. Nordlinger's process, 

and most palatable biscuits made from it and 

a mixture of wheat flour; as also macaroons 

made with peanut, instead of almond, pre- 

parations. It is said that these biscuits 

are finding large favour in Berlin, and that 

in many households there the peanut grits 

are being constantly used in purees, 

etc. The latest appearance of the pea- 

nut is roasted and ground as a substitute 

for coffee; the flavour is strong, but is 

liked by many people. ■

According to this comparison, peanut- 

meal is by far the most nutritious and the 

most cheap of all the articles on the list of 

food materials. A pound of peanut«meal 

costs, wholesale, in Germany about two- 

pence, and by the analysis of Professor 

Konig, it is found to contain 47*26 per 

cent, of nitrogenous elements, 19*37 per 

cent, oil matter, 19 06 per cent, non-nitro- 

genous elements, and 3,134 units of nutri- 

tion per kilogramme of bulk. It contains, 

therefore, nearly twice the amount of nutri- 

tion of pease and beans at something like 

one-third less cost^ weight for weight. ■

In conclusion, we may state that the sub- 

ject of peanut rations is being very carefully 

considered and thoroughly investigated by 

the Gernutn military authorities. In a 

number of the garrisons the men have for 

some time past been served with peanut 

soup, and the results noted in oti&cial reports 

regularly forwarded to the Ministry of War 

at Berlin for classification and comparison. 

It is announced that the first series of 

experiments have proved "quite satis- 

factory,'' and that a second series of trials 

has been ordered to make further tests of ■

certain properties of the food. The general 

belief is that peanut grits and flour will 

soon be officially added to the garrison 

rations of the German army and the diet 

of the German navy, with advantage to the 

health of the men and relief to the 

Imperial exchequer. ■

OCTOBER. ■

Thb tints you loved on the full foliaged trees. ■

That bear the crown of burgeoned branches still, ■

Sweeping from the broad summit of the hill. ■

To the cliffs' margin, high above the seas ; ■

But when, before the rushing western breeze, ■

The mighty branches sway and toss about, ■

Busset, and brown, and gold flash gleaming out : ■

October's touch is on the woods and leas. ■

The sound you loved is in the tempest's roar, ■

The scent vou loved breathes from the dying flowers. ■

The "caU^' you loved is on the hollow shore. ■

And through the silent grey autumnal hours, ■

I, cherishing each little word you said, ■

Hail the old charm they bring me, with my dead. ■

THE WIZARD'S CROSS. ■

A OOMPLBTB STORY. ■

The hroad white road sweeps downwards 

in long curves round the hillsides towards 

the valley, in which the little provincial 

town of St. Zite lies well out of the way of 

the rest of the world. On the government 

maps of the Department this road is called 

the "route de Toulouse;" but about 

Toulouse, which lies fifty long leagues to 

the southward, the inhabitants of St*. Zite 

know little and care less. To them the road 

is, and always has been, the " route de St. 

Antoine," in honour of the monastery and 

chapel which stand overlooking it from a 

rocky eminence about a mile out of the 

town. In former times the mouascery was 

of considerable importance, and the Abbot 

held his own among the magnates of the 

province; but in these degenerate days, 

which have witnessed the expulsion of 

nearly all the religious bodies from France, 

few people can remember St. Antoine as 

anything but a great deserted barrack, where 

one solitary monk lives as farmer of the 

lands which still belong to his order. ■

One of those whose memory stretches 

back the farthest is old Martin Neyrac, the 

garde champ^tre, who is also landlord of the 

inn *' Au bon St. Antoine," which stands at 

the junction of the path to the monastery 

with the high-road. The p&re Neyrac is a 

garrulous old man, and the former glories of 

St Antoine are not likely to pass from 

remembrance as long as he lives to recall 

them. A single question unlocks his hoard 

of reminiscences, and unless one wishes to ■
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be absolutely uncivil to him, one must 

compose oneself to listen until he is weary 

of talking. ■

And I had asked him a question as 

I sat in front of his inn with him, drinking 

a bottle of the best little wine of the 

country. I had mentioned a cross on the 

hillside behind the inn — a stone cross with 

du illegible inscription, at whose foot grew 

some red and white roses, ■

" Tiens ! *• cried le p^re Neyrac, " is it 

possible that monsieur does not know the 

story of the Croix du Sorcier T' ■

" No," I replied, "I did not even know 

that among your legends you had such a 

treasure as a wizard." ■

'* It is not a legend, monsieur," said the 

old man earnestly, " it is all plain fact — facts 

which happened under my very own eyes ; 

and as to his being a wizard — well, that was 

only a *fa9on de parler.' He wm no more 

a wizard than you or I, though he did 

wonderful things which made people call 

him 80. However, I had better begin at 

the beginning, for it is a story worth 

hearing." ■

Now, when the pire Neyrac decided to 

begin at the beginning, one knew that the 

end was a fairly long way off. Experience, 

however, had taught me that to listen 

patiently generally brought its own reward, 

so I filled up both our glasses, and he 

began : ■

** It happened fifty years ago, monsieur, 

and fifty years ago things were very different 

from what they are now. The monastery 

was full of monks, and the little chapel 

tip yonder was the favourite pilgrimage 

between Limoges and Toulouse. Lourdes 

and Rocamadour have put it out of fashion 

now, but I can remember the time when 

pilgrims at St. Antoine were as plentiful 

as flies in August ; and when pilgrims were 

plentiful this inn drove a rattling good trade, 

and the landlord, Francois Savariaud, was 

a well-to-do man. Savariaud's father and 

grandfather had kept the inn before him, 

as tenants of the reverend fathers ; but 

Savariaud's son was not likely to succeed 

him: he had other views, and his father 

was quite as well pleased — perhaps better 

than if young Fran9ois had been going to 

stand in his shoes one day. ■

*' Fran9ois Savariaud was about my age, 

and what bit of learning I have I got along 

with him at the school which the monks 

used to keep for the benefit of the children 

of the neighbourhood. I never took much 

to reading and writing, and as soon as I had 

made my first communion, I left school ■

and began to earn a bit of a living as odd 

boy at the inn ; while Fran9ois, who was 

the favourite pupil of the monks, kept to 

his books. He was a queer sort of lad, 

with a dreamy face, and dark eyes set far 

back in his head, and a thin, determined 

mouth which scarcely ever smiled or ut- 

tered a merry word. He did not care for 

play, and he had no friends of his own age. 

He seemed to care for nothing and no one 

but the monks, his books, and the church 

services ; so we gave him the nickname of 

the 'Abbot,' and every one felt sure he 

would either study for the priesthood or 

take the vows of a monk. His teachers 

were very proud of him, they held him up 

as a model to all the school, and in private, 

I expect, they worked on his enthusiasm 

and encouraged the bent of his mind. Any- 

how, when he was about seventeen he went 

away to Clermont to the seminary, and 

Savariaud and his wife used to tell every 

one that the Abbot had insisted on 

their son's studying to be a missionary in 

the East. No one regretted his going, for, 

as I said, he had no friends ; and his father 

and mother, who were very devout people, 

were delighted with the step he had taken. 

So the year slipped by, and he only came 

home once or twice for a few days. He 

seemed, indeed, to have passed out of our 

ken altogether. But in the last summer 

before his public profession and ordination 

the Father Superior of the seminary ordered 

him to spend the long vacation at home, 

and to rest ^because he had been studying 

so hard, and living so rigorously, that he 

was on the point of breaking down. So he 

came — though, as events turned out, it would 

have been far better for him to have 

worked himself into his grave than to have 

taken that holiday. ■

" He had not changed much during his 

five years' absence, although his face was 

paler and thinner, his eyes more sunken and 

mysterious, his lips narrower and more in- 

flexible. And he was no more genial than 

of old; he used to ramble all day on the 

hills with a book in his hand and a rosary 

hanging from his fingers. He looked more 

like a shadow than a creature of flesh and 

blood. And yet one day he surprised 

himself and every one else by the dis- 

covery that after all he was but as other 

men are, and that his human passions had 

survived all the penances and severities with 

which he had thought to destroy them. ■

" You understand, monsieur. He fell in 

love. The prot6g6 of the monks, the ascetic 

student, the invincible soldier of the Church, ■
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fell in love, as madly and as deeply as the 

most giddy-pated of us might have done — 

or lathei more madly and more deeply, 

because it was his nature to exaggerate his 

emotions, and because his nature had been 

so long perverted and repressed* ■

" Perhaps it was no wonder that he fell a 

victim to Berthe Mazi^re. Half the lads in 

the place were in love with her, without 

her seeming to raise a finger to make a 

conquest of any one ; and though she had 

not a penny of dowry, she might have 

married just whom she pleased. She made 

no choice, however, but teased all her lovers 

alike, until the unlucky day when, after I 

had persuaded him to go down to market with 

me, Fran9ois Savariaud saw her sitting 

beside a pile of melons which she had 

brought to sell. ■

«* * Who is she, Martin 1 ' he asked me 

eagerly, as I greeted her in passing. I told 

him she was my cousin Berthe Maziire, and 

soon after I saw that he had turned back and 

was buying a melon from her. What was 

he thinking of) His father's vineyard 

yielded the best melons in the neigh boul:- 

hood. Then I noticed the look on his face 

as Berthe smiled at him, and it amused me 

to think of the stem young neophyte un- 

bending for a moment to joke with my 

pretty cousin. Before long, however, we 

all knew that it was no joke, nor just a 

moment's pastime ; for, forgetting all his 

past resolutions and all the future for 

which he had been training so arduously, 

Fran9ois began to woo Berthe Mazi^re in 

serious earnest, and stranger still, Berthe, 

who had tossed her pretty head at the 

handsomest and bravest lads of St. Zite, 

listened to him and gave him every en- 

couragement. It seemed as if the very 

strangeness and unexpectedness of his 

wooing fascinated her. Fran9ois made no 

secret of his courtship. It did not seem to 

enter his mind that any one would blame 

or oppose it. He went every day to La 

Pigeonnie on the opposite side of the 

valley, where Berthe Uved with her parents ; 

and every one who chose could see him 

working with her in her father's bit of 

vineyard, or sitting beside her while she 

minded the goats on the hillside. Plain 

as it was, however, and much as people 

were talking of it, Francois's parents seemed 

to know nothing about it, until one tine 

day he came home and informed them that 

Berthe Maziire had consented to be his 

wife, and that he had given up the idea of 

being a missionary. ■

The news came on them like a thunder- ■

clap, and at first they refused to believe 

it. It was impossible, they said, after 

the monks had done so much for him 

that he would change his purpose in 

life. To that he replied that if he had 

in his inexperience mistaken his vocation, it 

was a good thing he had found it out before 

he had taken any irrevocable step. This, 

however, was but one of the objections his 

parents raised. They were very avaricious. 

Berthe had not a sou. They were devout 

Catholics, and the p^re Mazi^re was an 

avowed freethinker. But Francois had his 

answers ready. He could qualify, he said, 

as a schoolmaster, and earn sufficient to be 

independent of his parenU before he 

married; and as to the freethinking, he had 

convinced Berthe of the error of that, and 

she had been to mass regularly for weeks. ■

•* The Abbot, however, would not listen to 

reasoning of this sort. He maintained that 

an irrevocable step had been taken when 

Francois, after his first communion, had 

vowed to devote his life to the service of 

the Church, and that an alliance with 

atheists would only n^ake his apostasy the 

blacker ; and then by all the threats of all 

the punishments in his power he tried to 

bring his former pupil back to the alle* 

giance from which he had swerved. ■

'* Francois was, as I have said, no friend of 

mine, but in those days I felt truly sorry 

for him. It was dreadful to see the con- 

flict which went on in him between the 

great love which had suddenly filled his 

heart, and the fears which the Father Abbot 

soon succeeded in raising up in his con- 

science. All the while, too, he had to bear 

his parents' reproaches, who lived in dread 

that the monks would turn them out of 

the house which had been their home for 

generations. Still he would not give in — 

not even when the Abbot excommunicated 

him solemnly after mass on the Feast of 

the Assumption. If, however, his will 

held good, his body and mind were unable 

to stand the strain of the constant struggle 

in which he was engaged. Before the end 

of the long holidays he was worn to a 

shadow of his former self. He could not 

eat, or sleep, or rest, his dark eyes burnt 

like fires in his bloodless face. His strength 

broke down utterly, and he could no longer 

drag his weary limbs up to La Pigeonnie. ■

"Of course Madame Savariaud forbade 

Berthe to enter her house, so the lovers 

used to meet sometimes on the hillside, 

under the pine tree where ike Croix du 

Sorcier now stands ; at other times it fell 

to my lot to be the messenger between ■
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them, tiiough in my heart I hated the 

thoaght of my pretty cousin giving np all 

that she might have had to a love which 

could never make her truly happy. But 

her one word was that Francois was free to 

marry if he chose^ and she bore her share of 

the trouble bravely, though his failing 

health troubled her sorely. What would 

be the end of it ? Would he die ? Was 

there no remedy % She thought of many 

things, and one day, as a last resource, she 

went to bum a taper in the chapel yonder, 

and to pray that Francois might recover 

from his strange illness. It is quite im- 

possible to say what the end of her story 

would have been if she had not gone to 

bum that taper. ■

''She told me all about it afterwards; 

how she was so deeply absorbed with her 

own thoughts as she entered the chapel 

that she did not notice whether or no it 

was empty, and how she went straight to 

the tiltar, adjusted her taper, lighted it, 

and, kneeliDg down, began to pray. When 

shf had finished her first paternoster, she 

looked up, and saw that her taper had gone 

out. She rose, loosened the wick, relighted 

it^ and knelt down again ; but as she 

watched it the flame sputtered and struggled 

and went out again — it seemed as iif the 

Holy Virgin to whom she was praying 

would none of her prayers. She persevered, 

however, but always with the same ill- 

success, till at last wh^n, for the ninth 

time, her taper refused to bum, she 

dashed it on to the ground, and sank down 

weeping hysterically in front of the altar. ■

" * Do not cry so bitterly,' said a voice 

beside her, 'your candle only went out 

because it is badly made.' ■

** She looked up startled, and saw stand- 

ing beside her the man whom we afterwards 

called the wizard. He did not look in the 

least like a wizard. He was a tall, well- 

built man of about five-and-thirty, with a 

kind face and large grey eyes, which 

seemed to look you through and through. 

He explained to Berthe that he had been 

sitting by the door as ^e came in, that 

he had been watching her, and that he 

understood exactly why the candle had 

gone out. But Berthe could not accept the 

explanation. It seemed all of a piece with 

the rest of her ill-luck that the taper she 

had brought to the shrine should go out in 

that mysterious manner ; she said as much, 

and went on crying. Then the stranger, 

little by little, she could scarcely tell how, 

drew the atory of her trouble from her, and 

when he. had beard it he told her that even ■

if her taper had not burnt, her visit to the 

shrine need not be fruitless ; that he was a 

doctor from Paris, Jacques Reynaudie by 

name, that hid skill lay chiefly in dealing 

with such cases as Fran9ois's, and that he 

was staying in St. Zite long enough to 

make an attempt at least to help him. 

The end of it was that Berthe brought her 

new acquaintance down to the inn, and 

while he explained himself to the 

Savariauds, she ran round to find me in 

the stable where I was milking and to tell 

me the whole story. ' ■

*• ' Fancy, Martin,' she cried, when she 

had told it me, 'fancy, a great doctor — a 

real gentleman — coming and talking like 

that to a poor girl like me, and fancy if he 

cures Fran9ois of his fever and sleepless- 

ness, which I firmly believe he will. Oh, 

Martin, come and have a look at him, he 

is so handsome. I never saw any one so 

handsome.' ■

" My pail of milk was ready to carry to 

the house, so I went nothing loth to $ee 

this monsieur about whom she was so 

excited.' But as I reached the threshold 

of the houseplace I stood still, and so did 

Berthe ; for what we saw was quite beyond 

our experience or our comprehension. 

There sat Francois in the corner of the 

settle, leaning back in an attitude of repose, 

while the strange doctor stood in front of 

him holding his hands and gazing fixedly 

into his eyes, Le p^re Savariaud and his 

wife stood near the window with astonished 

faces. No one was moving, and the only 

sounds in the kitchen were the ticking of 

the clock and the buzzing of the flies. I 

knew but little of doctors, still I felt that 

this doctor with his calm, masterful face 

was something quite out of the common. 

The minutes slipped on ; still nothing 

moved, and no one spoke; the doctor 

never turned his eyes from those of 

Frangois. I began to feel quite uncanny. 

Then all at once I saw that an extraordinary 

change had come over Fran9ois's face. He 

had not looked so peaceful and untroubled 

for many a day. The emotion, the mental 

anguish which had tortured him so long 

seemed to have burned themselves out, the 

calm restfulness of the stranger seemed to 

be taking possession of him. He was 

leaning his head tranquilly against the 

back of the settle, every nervous movement 

stilled, while his eyelids drooped softly 

over his ejes. He raised them once or 

twice, and then— was it pos^blel He 

was asleep, asleep as a child lulled by its 

mother's cradle song. ' ■
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** Then the stranger looked round. His 

face was pale, and beads of perspiration 

stood out on his forehead. ■

'* * So far so good/ he said, smiling at 

Berthe. 'Now some one come and help 

me carry him to his bed. You need not 

be afraid of waking him ; he will sleep till 

to-morrow.* ■

" * What have you done to him 1 ' asked 

le pfere Savariaud angrily, as he obeyed. 

'It is not natural to send a man to sleep 

like that by looking into his eyes. You 

are a sorcerer.' ■

'"Don't call bad names, mon brave/ 

said the stranger, laughing, ' and keep your 

displeasure for those who deserve it,' and 

then he went on to explain to us that a 

few doctors in Paris, of whom he was one, 

had discovered a way of making a man 

sleep by influencing his will, and this, he 

said, was a very good remedy in cases of 

mental disorder, such as that of Fran9ob, 

where the brain was becoming exhausted 

for want of rest. *And now,' he added, 

' I will give a few directions which must be 

carefully obeyed. My patient must be 

allowed to sleep undisturbed till I come to 

rouse him to-morrow, and when he is 

awake all agitation must be avoided for 

him. For instance, it will be well, made- 

moiselle, that you should not see him for 

the present. I will take care that you 

have news of his progress. My cure 

requires three weeks. Will you allow me 

as long to try and effect it ? I assure you 

that besides the gain to your son, which 

you can easily see and appreciate, his cure, 

if I bring it about, will be an extremely 

important step in my career.' ■

*'So it was settled that Monsieur Rey- 

naudie should do his best by his m3rsterious 

process to restore Fran9ois to health, and 

Berthe went home, feeling very pleased 

with her afternoon's adventure. ■

"During the next three weeks Berthe 

never came near St. Antoine, nor did I 

happen to meet her when I was down in 

the town. I suppose Monsieur Reynaudie 

carried her all the news of Fran9ois, which 

was certainly very wonderful news. Every 

evening he came to the inn, and in a 

shorter time every evening he cast Fran9oi8 

into the deep, dreamless sleep which we 

had seen settle down on him that first 

afternoon ; and every morning Fran9oi8 

awoke, refreshed, and calmed in mind and 

body. His appetite returned, his nervous 

irritability almost disappeared, his step 

grew firm again, his eyes lost their wild 

I expression, and his face regained its natural ■

outline and colour. Every one was talking 

of his cure, and Monsieur Reynaudie was 

already famous in St Zite under the 

sobriquet of the sorcerer, but the Father 

Abbot denounced the cure as impious. In 

fact, Fran9ois was not likely to find his 

position less difficult as he recovered, and 

many people thought that the monks would 

carry the day after all. My own opinion 

was that Fran9ois woidd hold out. ■

"The allotted three weeks was nearly 

over, when one day at market, I found 

Berthe sitting at her fruit stall, looking 

paler and gloomier than I had ever seen 

her. ■

" ' Bon jour, Berthe,' I cried, ' what on 

earth is the matter? I thought I should 

see you radiant with happiness. Has not 

your strange doctor told you- what good his 

spells have worked for Fran9oi8 ? ' ■

" * Yes,' she replied, * he has told me ; 

besides, I have seen it for mysell Frao9ois 

has been up at La Pigeonnie." ■

" * Then why don't you look more cheer- 

ful ?'! asked. ■

" • For the best of reasons,' she rejoined. 

* Certainly, Fran9ois's visit was not calcu- 

lated to make any one cheerful.' ■

"There were tears in her eyes as she 

spoke. I wondered if Fran9ois had begun 

to weary of his strange betrothal ■

" ' Martin,' she began again^ ' has Fran- 

9ois been talking to you lately — talking 

about me 1 ' ■

" I shook my head. ■

" 'I have seen but little of him lately,' 

I said. ' He has been so occupied with his 

magical cure.' ■

" * He has been occupied with something 

else,' she replied. ' He has got rid of one 

fever and caught another. He is mad with ■

lousy.' ■

" * Jealousy ! ' I exclaimed. ' And who 

is he jealous of)' ■

" ' Ah 1 ' she replied, * that yon would 

never guess — never I ' ■

"*I shan't try,' I rejoined. Tm not 

good at guessing— besides, I know you've 

given him no reason to be jealous.' ■

" * Don't you be too sure, mon cousin, 

his eyes are sharper than yours — but 

whether or no we shall never be married 

now. I don't know why I ever promised 

to marry him. I suppose his wilc^ strange 

passion fascinated me. I thought I cared 

for him; but now it all seems false and 

unnatural— almost hideous. I feel as if I 

had come to my senses after being dizzy. I 

told him so ; I told him it must all come to 

an end. You aren't sorry, Martin, I know.' ■
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" • I'm not sorry,' I answered. * But how 

did Francois take it ? Does he consent to 

set you free 1 ' ■

*• ' I don't know,' she said. ' I scarce 

know how he took it. My heart beat so 

fast as I told him, that I felt quite faint. 

I thought at first he was going to strike me ; 

I shut my eyes and covered my face with 

my hands ; when I looked up he was 

walking away fast. He never even looked 

round. And our betrothal is over and done 

with. And now guess of whom he is 

jealous.' ■

" * I don't think I could,' I replied, as 

I thought of the number of Berthe's ad- 

mirers. ■

''She came nearer to me and lowered 

her voice. ■

* It is Monsieur Reynaudie, Martin,' she 

whispered. ' He declares that Monsieur Rey- 

naudie has been making love to me. But it is 

not true; it is a cruel lie. Monsieur Reynaudie 

only kept me from going to St. Antoine so 

that he might succeed the better with his 

cure. His one idea is to complete the cure 

and secure the credit for this strange method 

of his.' Then her voice and her face took 

an expicession I cannot possibly describe ; 

it was so wistful and so weary. * If he only 

did care for me — if he only did love me 

ever so little, how happy I should be ! Per- 

haps I ought to be ashamed to say it, but 

I*m not, I don't care if all the world knows 

that I love Monsieur Reynaudie's little 

finger more than Fran9oi8'8 soul and body 

put together.' ■

" * Berthe ! ' I cried in dismay, * my poor 

Berthe ! ' ■

" * You needn't pity me,' she said. * I 

am free to love him. I am no longer 

bound to Francois. I shall love him for 

ever — even if he never speaks to me again. 

I told Frangois so last night. That was 

when he raised his hand as if to strike me.' ■

" That evening Fran9ois came to me at 

my work. ■

" * Martin,' he said, ' I want you to take 

a message up to La Pigeonnie when you go 

home. I want Berthe to come to our 

trysting place under the pine-tree to-morrow 

evening after sunset.' I stared at him in 

amazement. * Don't you understand me ) ' 

he went on. ' To-morrow evening at dusk.' ■

" * I understand,' I said slowly, * but I 

do not think Berthe will come. I saw her 

yesterday. She told me all. I think it 

would be better for her to stay away.' ■

"'But she must come,' he replied im- 

periously, *8he caonot refuse me this. I ■

have a last word to say to her 5 I have loved 

her more than my soul, and I went away 

without a word when she had dealt me that 

terrible blow. I have thought it over ever 

since. We cannot part without any fare- 

well That would be too much to expect of 

me.' ■

" * And then,' I said, * shall you go back 

to Clermont r ■

"*To Clermont 1' he repeated, « to 

Clermont 1 How can I tell? What does 

it matter 1 ' then a bitter smile came over his 

face; 'does she think he will marry herl 

Does she think that because he has made 

a fool of her he will make her his wife 1 

No, Martin, the likes of him may trifle with 

the likes of her, but he doesn't want to 

marry her ; and if he did, he should not. I 

would take care of that 1 ' ■

" He looked so cruel and vindictive as he 

spoke that I made up my mind not to be 

far away from their tryst the next evening. 

I scarcely knew what I feared, but it seemed 

as if Berthe would not be safe with him 

alone. I turned to go, when he called me 

back. ■

•* * Stay,' he said, * here is a note for 

Monsieur Reynaudie ; there is no answer. 

I suppose,' he added, more to himself than 

to me^ * that some people might say I am 

indebted to this man, but all I can say is 

that I had far rather have died, than that 

he should have come here to cure me with 

his spells.' ■

'* I carried my messages, and the next 

evening at dusk I went down towards the 

town to meet Berthe, and we walked back 

together to St. Antoine, and then on up 

among the rocks to their trysting-place. 

Just before we came in sight of it, I sat 

down and Berthe went on alone. She had 

barely had time to reach it when her voice 

rang out in a piercing shriek, which echoed 

from hill to hill. I sprang up with 

trembling limbs. Why had I let her go 

alone? What had befallen hert Why 

did I hear no further sound? I scarce 

dare pass the last boulder which hid her 

from me. When I did I saw her standing 

with outstretched hands against the fading 

evening sky, while at her feet lay a man's 

figure motionless with uplifted face. It 

was not Francois. I could se6 that by the 

clothes. Who, then, was it 1 ■

"'Berthe!' I cried. 'Berthe, speak. 

What has happened 1 ' ■

" Then she turned and said in a voice I 

hardly recognised^ it was so full of horror 

and despair : ■

"'Fran9ois has spoken his last word ■
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to me, Martin. 8ee wDat 1 have found 

waiting for me/ and stooping over the 

prostrate figure she tenderly raised the 

head, and in the half-light I saw the face 

of Jacques Reynaudie with the pallor and 

agony of death upon it * Put your hand 

on his heart, Martin/ she whispered. ^I 

dare not.* ■

**When I obeyed her I drew it back 

hastily, dripping with blood. ■

"The trial of Fran9ois Savariaud for the 

murder of Dr. Jacques Reynaudie created a 

great sensation, not only in the neighbour- 

hood, but all over France. Great and 

learned men came to his burial, ^nd we 

learnt that one of the cleverest doctors of 

the day had been cut off at the outset of a 

most promising career. ■

" The accused made no attempt to deny 

the murder, nor did he offer any defence ; 

still he was not punished according to the 

full rigour of the law, for the doctors, after 

some demur on the part of the judges, 

pronounced him to be of unsound mind. 

He died shortly afterwards in a prison 

for criminal lunatics. The trouble and 

disgrace completely broke down the poor 

old p^re Savariaud; he gave up the inn, 

and went to end his days somewhere where 

his story was not the common talk of every 

one. ■

<' It was Berthe who put up the cross 

under the pine-tree, and who planted the 

rose-trees round it. She might have 

married later on, but she never wavered 

in her constancy to the love which had 

C03t her so much ; and, though she is now 

quite an old woman, she climbs the hill 

once a week to tend the flowers that grow 

by the Croix du Sorcier." ■

SOME POETIC ABSURDITIES. ■

There have been so many poetic ab- 

surdities that any orderly classification of 

them would be far from easy. Every age 

produces fresh varieties. Just at present 

there flourish — if the word can be used in 

this connection — the bards of decadence; 

and a melancholy, miserable, forlorn outlook 

on life and death is theirs. A hundred 

years ago the critics were laughing at the 

Delia Cruscans, a coterie, or mutual ad- 

miration society, who wrote the most 

insipid and rubbishy sentimental poetry 

and prose, and were regarded for a short 

time by foolish folk as lights of literature. 

Their pretensions were mercilessly shattered ■

by Gifford in his satires, the '* Baviad " and 

the " Mseviad." ■

Another class of poetic absurdities may 

be found in the books of those versifiers 

who, unable to attain the honours of print 

in the ordinary way, are foolish enough tc 

publish their lucubrations at their own 

expense, and then wait breathlessly for 

the applause which, in such cases, so 

seldom comes. Volumes of verse of thiff 

kind are often full of absurdities ; but they 

filnd few purchasers, and generally drop 

still-born from the press. Here is a champ- 

ing verse from a recent publication of this 

kind, whose title and author it were unkind 

to name : ■

The baralet*8 lights in the hollow. ■

And the beacons above in the sky, 

■Both unfold in anticipation ■

Of the night that is fast drawing digh. ■

But poetasters and writers of more or 

less metrical prose we have always with 

us ; and sometimes, moreover, they manage 

to make some little noise in the world. A 

Tupper may run through an imposing 

number of editions, and a Robert Mont- 

gomery may be a popular poet, until taken 

in hand and thoroughly flagellated by tbe 

pen of a Macaulay. Theirs is what Fletcher 

long ago called : ■

Unbaked poetiy, 

Snch M tha dabblers of our time contrive, 

That has no weight nor wheel fx) move the mind, 

Nor indeed nothing but an empty sound. ■

Another melancholy collection of poetic 

absurdities may be found in the birthday 

odes and other " poems " written to order 

by the laureates of past times. The regular 

manufacture of these Court poems ceased 

when Southey wore the bays ; but in the 

time of his predecessor?, Whitehead and 

Pye — could any man bearing the name of 

Pye possibly be a poetl — ^the Royal birth- 

day odes, and other barrel-organ productions 

of the courtly muse, reached their lowest 

depths. Poems specially commissioned 

or written to order rarely attain any great 

success. Even Tennyson, in his official 

welcomes to the Princess of Wales and the 

Duchess of Edinburgh, did not add to hio 

fame. An exception may be made, per- 

haps, in favour of his Ode on the death of 

the Duke of Wellington ; but this was a 

subject which might well have inspired even 

an inferior bard to strains of deathless song. ■

The late laureate wrote : ■

I do but sing becauss I must, 

And pipe but as the linnets sing ; ■

and the assertion in his case needs no justi- 

fication. But other men have professed to 

feel this compulsion, and have continued ■
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*' siDgiDg " and " singing *' year after year, 

through many volumes, without any justifi- 

cation at all; for no ears but their own 

have been able to catch the music of their 

song. A famous producer of these volumes 

of poetic absurdities was Sir Richard Black- 

more, bard and physician, who flourished in 

the days of Queen Anne. His contemporaries 

ridiculed him. but he continued to reel ptf 

epics as easily and as rapidly as a more 

genuine poet might write lyrics. Moore 

wrote of him : ■

Twas in his carriage the sablime 

Sir Richard Blackmore used to rhyme, ■

And (it* the wits don't do him wrong) 

'Twixt death and epics passed bis time. ■

Scribbling and killing all, day long. ■

His epics were "Prince Arthur,*' "The 

Crelition," " King Alfred," and others, all 

now completely forgotten. Gowper said 

that he wrote ''more absurdities in verse 

than any writer of our country '* ; and Gay, 

in some verses "to be placed under the 

picture of Sir Richard Blackmore, Eng- 

land's arch poet,'' made great fun of the 

poet and all his works. ■

But perhaps the most abundant supply of 

poetic absurdities may be found in the 

monstrous productions, miscalled poems, 

which it wa$ fashionable, two centuries and 

more ago, to write in all kinds of strange 

shapes, and in. the almost equally absurd 

anagrams, acrostics, and echo verses, which 

for a time were just as popular. With 

regard to the latter, Butler, of Hudibrastic 

fame, well described ''a small poet" as 

"tumbling through the hoop of an ana- 

gram," and "all those gambols of wit." 

Such performances might be good clowning, 

but they were not poetry. The same wit 

thus maliciously ridicules the wailings of 

Echo: ■

In small poets' s|)lay-foot rhymes, 

, That make her in their rueful stories. 

To answer int'rogatories, 

And most unconscionably depose 

'things of which she nothing Knows ; 

And when she has said all sne can say 

*Ti^ wrested to the lover's fancy. 

Quoth he, whither, wicked Bruin, 

Art thou fled to my — Echo, Buin ? ■

Echo verses were sometimes used effec- 

tively for epigrams and squibs. Thus a 

critic once wrote : ■

I'd fain praise your poem— but tell me, how is it 

When I cry out " exquisite," Echo cries *' Quiz it " ? ■

And when, in 1831, Paganini was draw- 

ing crowds to the Opera House at extrava- 

gant prices, the **Sunday Times" printed the 

following lines : ■

What are they who pay three guinea^' 

To bear a tune of Pagaiif ni's ? ■

Echo—Pack o* ninnies I ■

The shaped verses of the sixteenth and 

seventeenth centuries were incredibly 

absurd. They were written in the forms 

of bottles, eggs, axes, wings, altars, hearts, 

and similar fantastic shapes. Ben Jonson 

speaks of " a pair of scissors and a comb in 

verse." George "Wither wrote a " rhom- 

boid." Piittenham erected two poetical 

pillars in honour of Queen Elizabeth. Even 

George Herbert wrote a pair of wings I 

Nashe, whoss satirical railings must not be 

taken quite literally, declared that his 

opponent, Gabriel Harvey, " had writ verses 

in all kinds; in form of a pair of gloves, a pair 

ot spectacles, and a pair of pot-hooks." There 

was no need, however, to invent absurdities 

of this kind, for thbse actually produced were 

ridiculous enough. Such labours were 

what Dryden calls " Pangs without birth, 

and fruitless industry." ■

Many other equally fruitless devices ■

might be chronicled among the follies of ■

literature. Some ingenious scribes have ■

produced Verses in which every word of a ■

iine begins with ^e same letter, as in the ■

well-known — ■

An Austrian army awfully arrayed 

Boldly by battery besieged Belgrade, ■

and so on through the alphabet. In other 

cases equal ingenuity is devoted to the 

systematic omission of a letter, thud pro- 

ducing what are known as lipogrammatic 

verses. A poet of this kind was once told 

thai he might do still better if ^e took 

away all the letters from every word he 

had written. Then there are macaronic 

verses — a mixture of Latin and English, 

or other vulgar tongue — rhopalic verses, in 

which the first word is a monosyllable, the 

second a dissyllable, and so on ; chrono- 

grams, palindromes, leonine verses, lyon 

verges, and other more or less absurd 

devices for ingenious literary trifling. The 

ingenuity of some of these performances 

almost ab=)olves them from the charge of 

being poetic absurdities; but with regard 

to most of them^ one may say with the 

poet — ■

*Tis a folly to sweat o'er a difficult trifle. 

And for siUy devices invention to rifle. ■

BEWITCHED. ■

A STOmr IN EIQHT PARTa ■

PART VI. ■

Hb went of course to se^ Miss Downing 

direct from the station, before even ridding 

himself Of the stains of travel. He was a 

good deal annoyed to find Violet Sandys ■
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with her. There was now a very well- 

received Tumour in Pyncholk that Alice 

had broken off her engagement for the sake 

of Dick Freeland, and Miss Sandys had 

come to hear the truth of it aC the fountain- 

head. Dick had been at the Hall one 

evening lately, and — and, in fact, she had 

just begun to think he had always liked 

her best, when this tiresome rumour cropped 

up. She had practical views of life as has 

been said before. She was twenty-seven, 

and it was fully time for marriage. She 

wanted to know how Dick really stood 

with regard to Alice k Court, before 

allowing him to trifle again with her plans 

of life, not her affections, They were a 

secondary matter, though she was fond 

enough of Dick to be happy married 

to him, according to modern views of 

marriage. ■

She had not, for all her business-like 

ideas, broached the delicate subject of 

Alice's engagement when Arthur Knollys 

came in. She had been devoting herself 

to the conciliating topic of Miss Downing's 

rheumatism, which began to make itself 

felt with the advance of autumn. Mis3 

Downing fell in so eagerly with this 

manifest method of procrastination, that 

Yiolet was nearly convinced of the truth 

of that disquieting rumour when Arthur 

walked in. This did not look like a change 

of lovers, especially when, after smothering 

his visible annoyance at finding a third 

person present, and enduring a formal inter- 

change of polite observations^ he asked 

eagerly : *^ Have you heard from Alice 

vet, Miss Downing t " ■

** Not a word.** But even as she spoke, 

the afternoon postman appeared coming up 

the little gravelled drive. Arthur took 

upon himself to rush to meet the messenger 

of good and evil. The women watched 

him from the window, infected by his ex- 

citement. He waved a letter triumphantly 

over his head. He almost sprang from the 

lawn through the French window of the 

drawing-room, he was so quick. And yet 

the letter was not for him, but for Miss 

Downing, though addressed in Alice's hand, 

and bearing Norwegian stamps and post- 

mark. It was a very thick letter. ■

No man, whose conscience bore one 

speck of guilt, could have watched Aunt 

Bobina open that letter with such glad 

anticipation in his eyes. There was a 

letter and an enclosure. ■

Miss Downing stared resentfully at the 

enclosure. ■

" Why has she sent my letter back to ■

mel" she asked, laying it aside while she 

turned to the new letter. It was extremely 

short. Aithur's heart sank to zero as he 

watched the dismay in Miss Downing's 

face while she read it. ■

" The girl is crazy," she said. ** She lays 

all the blame on me, and yet I said nothing 

but what was kind and in your favour." ■

" What does she say, for heaven's sakel" 

cried Arthur, agonised with disappointment. ■

'* See for yourself," was the brief reply. 

" It is all Millicent Kinnaird's doing* She 

always tries all she can to make Alice hate 

me." ■

Arthur read the written words : so cruel, 

but nevertheless bringing so much joy to 

him, because her voice was in them. It 

was not his fault, then, but Mrs. Kin- 

naird's or Miss Downing's, and this was her 

dear handwriting, and her address was at 

the top, and he could fly thither at once, 

be it at the North Pole, and he would tell 

her she had been deceived, and that he 

loved her — only herself in all the world. ■

"Dbarest Auntib, — ^I have nothing to 

explain. I think a glance at the enclosed 

will explain everything. After receiving 

such a letter, how can I possibly change 

my mind ? — Yours, Aliob." ■

" What on earth did you sayT' Arthur 

demanded fiercely, "You promised to 

stand my friend." ■

" Read the letter for yourself," said Miss 

Downing haughtily. "You might have 

read it when I sent it if you had pleased." ■

He drew it out of the envelope -, then a 

cry broke from his lips. " This is not 

your letter," he said. •* It is one of mine." ■

" Put in the wrong envelope," suggested 

Violet. ■

** Good heavens!" shouted Arthur; " this 

is a forgery. I never wrote this. Who 

has done iti" A sudden lurid suspicion 

seized him, " It is your writing on the 

envelope. Miss Downing," he said, in a 

curious low voice. "Did you write the 

letter too ? All for our good, of course 1 " ■

**The letter 1 Which letter? I am all 

confused." ■

" This," said Arthur sternly, handing her 

the enclosure. ■

She read it, amazed and horrified : ■

*' Pyncholk, September 11th, 1893. ■

"My dear Auob, — I think you must ■

have guessed that for the last ten days my ■

feelings towards you have undergone a ■

serious change. As you also seem to have ■
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repented our ill-advised eDgagement, I 

write this to set you free — completely free. 

"We are fortunate in finding out just in 

time how ill-assorted we are. Where theire 

is no sjHritual affinity there can he no true 

marriage. I am too clever for you, too 

spiritual, too sensitive. You are dull, 

practical^ unahle to appreciate the artistic 

temperament; you are suited to a farmer, 

not to an artist. My wife must he one who 

can inspire me, work wi€h me, sympathise 

with me. I am too highly strung to he 

strong, and need a strong outside spirit to 

guide and support me. If I were to marry 

you, I should sink to the level of the 

magazine illustrator. With the woman 

who is my true twin soul I shall command 

the world. I am doing you no injury. 

There are plenty of men who would choose 

a girl like you to look after their material 

comforts. I sincerely trust that you may 

find with one of them such happiness as 

you may he capable of enjoying. Strange 

indeed that the same word should he used 

to express the mere animal content of 

certain persons in their torpid existence, 

and the high, passionate rapture which will 

he mine with Virginie Vaucluse. — Yours 

no more — only hers, ■

" Artqur Daniel D'Abth Knollys.'* ■

"Why, that is not you!" said Miss 

Downing confusedly. ■

"Of course it is not me — or I," said 

Arthur sternly. "It is like my writing, 

hut I need not say I never wrote the letter 

— never saw it hefore." ■

"It is not your name," Miss Downing 

protested. ■

"I regret to say it is; hut the queer 

thing is, how did anybody find out^ I 

have been horribly ashamed of those names 

ever since I was a little chap at a, ladies' 

school, and the other boys used to call me 

Danny Death. I have hidden away the 

names ever since like a secret crime. They 

were given to me in my baptism in honour 

of a godfather from whom my parents had 

expectations on my behalf. He who adored 

me, or should have done so, died a year 

later, and left me but the name." ■

"Does Alice know it is your namel" 

asked Violet. ■

" Yes, she does ; I felt bound to keep no 

secret from my wife. I had to prepare her, 

you see, for the startling revelation of the 

marriage register. She is not superstitious, 

but it would have given any bride a turn 

to see on her wedding morning such an 

awful word written over her name." ■

" Can Alice have written the letter her- 

self ? " said Miss Downing stupidly. ■

"Not very likely, seeing she is sane 

above the average of healthy girls. You 

addressed it," turning fiercely again upon 

Miss Downing, displaying the envelope 

inscribed in her thin handwriting. " You 

ought to know what you put inside. Why 

should Alice have sent the letter in an 

envelope at all if the envelope did not 

belong to it ! " ■

" You cannot possibly think I would do 

such a wicked thing 1" whimpered Aunt 

Bobina. ■

"Can't you think of some one more 

likely 1 " said Violet impatiently. " I didn't 

write it, nor did Miss Downing, and you 

say you didn't." ■

" I swear I didn't ! " he almost shouted. ■

" And I think the Kinnaiids are above 

suspicion." , ■

" Freeland ! " suggested Arthur, looking 

quite murderous. ■

" That is quite out of the question," said 

Violet icily. ■

" Besides, how could he know Arthur's 

names 1" asked Miss Downing. "I am 

sure I had no idea he had all those horrible 

names." ■

" And how did he get my seal 1 " Arthur 

asked, suddenly observing the flap side of 

the envelope, which had escaped earlier 

observation, the letter being torn open. 

" See, it was sealed with my own ring — a 

horse's head crest and the motto, * Toujours 

loyal.' I am positive— perfectly positive — 

the ring has not been off my finger for 

years ; never mislaid ; never out of my 

sight." ■

"Does Alice spell her name — the little 

* a * — with an acute accent 1 " asked Violet, 

glancing at the end of the letter, where 

" Miss Alice d Court" was written in business- 

like fashion after the signature. ■

" Certainly not," Miss Downing answered 

decisively. ■

" Now, that's another very funny thing," 

said Arthur, taking up the letter again. 

" I always used to write the * a ' that way, 

and she had hardly got me cured of it. I 

said it wasn't worth while to learn the 

right way when she would drop it altogether 

so soon," and he groaned. Then a new 

idea struck him. "I never write her 

name at the end of letters like that. I 

haven't the least idea why anybody ever 

does. It is so superfluous." ■

" It must be put into a detective's hands 

at once," said Violet. ■

" To find it out ourselves would be ■
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better," sDggested Miss Downing. "We 

don't want a scandal.'' ■

'* I suppose you want Alice to be happy 

and a terrible mistake put right," said 

Violet sternly. ■

Little doubts would hover about the 

confines of her intelligence. What if Miss 

Downing had forged the letter? Everyone 

knew how she wanted Dick Freeland for 

Alice, how little she had cared for the 

engagement with Arthur Knollys. Alice 

would most likely have confided to her the 

dark sec^^t of Arthur's names, and she was 

the person next to Alice most likely to 

know of his incorrect spelling, and had 

bette? opportunities than any one else of 

possessing herself for a time of his ring. 

He might so easily have left it on a 

wash-hand stand in her hou^e, and would 

not remember such a trifling incident. 

Still, it was odd that she should have 

attempted no disguise when addressing the 

envelope. ■

Violet took up the envelope. The 

detective fever had seized her. She had 

studied the methods of the late renowned 

Sherlock Holmes, and now was an oppor- 

tunity for putting them in practice. ■

"Is this one of your own envelopes?" 

she asked of Miss Downing. ** It is quite 

plain — no address upon it except the 

stationer's under the flap : Robertson and 

Brown, Wedderbum." ■

** I generally get my paper there," Miss 

Downing admitted, while Violet turned 

over the envelopes on the writing-table 

until she found the larger portion of a 

packet which exactly matched. ■

"Would you mind letting me see the 

letted, Mr. Knollys 1" she asked. "Thanks. 

Plain again, but of thick vellum, Albert 

size. Have you any Hke this) It is 

slightly perfumed — Ylang-ylang, I think; 

but of course it has passed through Alice's 

handle I do not remember her favourite 

• scents." ■

"She never uses scent at all," said 

Arthur ; " and certainly not this stufif." ■

"The envelope has nothing to do with 

the letter/' said Miss Downing. " I admit 

that is mine and the handwriting is mine, 

but I never had any note-paper like that. 

I detest that rough sort, and the size is 

mofl|t inconvenient. I wrote to Alice 

lately on my ordinary smooth paper. 

She has put the forged letter into my 

envelope." ■

"Did you writ^ to her at fifty, Oxford 

. Terrace, Hyde Park, on September the 

I ^venth 1 " aaked Violet. ■

"No— that is — no— certainly not. I 

wrote to her at Thurloe Square — and later 

than thatw The eleventh must have been 

the very day she went away. I could 

have had nothing to write about then." ■

Violet again bent her brows over the 

envelope. ■

*^ There have been some figures in 

pencil down here beside the postage 

stamp," she said. ■

She shut the envelope up in her hand 

and demanded : ■

"Where do you usually stick your 

postage stamp, Mr. Knollys 1 " ■

"In the usual place — right-hand top 

corner." ■

" And you, Miss Downing ? " ■

*^ In the usual place — at the top comer, 

of coarse. I should never think of doing 

anything else." ■

" This is in the bottom left comer," said 

Violet impressively. " A person capable of 

writing an acute accent over the * a ' of k 

Court might, of course, be capable of 

stamping hfs letters left-bandedly, but he 

would probably do it habitually if at all. 

There is, I think, something concealed 

under this stamp. We must float it off in 

water." ■

Arthur laughed derisively, but Miss 

Downing was immensely excited, and 

hastily filled a saucer with water. The 

stamped corner of the envelope was 

dipped in the water, the two women 

watching it as intently as sorceresses read* 

ing fate in a magic pool. Even Arthur 

held his breath and looked interested 

when Violet drew the envelope from its 

bath and carefully peeled off the stamp. ■

" * Pring — four bulbs,' " she read. ■

" Pring does the garden ! " cried Miss 

Downing. " Oh, the wicked old man, can 

he have done it 1 " ■

Miss Sandys was silent like her great 

model. She closely examined the damp 

envelope, the very faint figures, little more 

than marks of pencil pressure beside the 

newly ^revealed, wet black-pencilled words. ■

" It reads now/' she said, af fcer a silence 

during which two hearts beat like eight- 

day clocks: "< Pring, three shillings and 

sixpence; four bulbs, two shillings and 

sixpence/ When did you pay Pring, or 

mean to , pay Pring, three-and-siz and 

half-a-crown for bulbs 1 " ■

"Pring was doing the garden last 

week." ■

"T^e postmaric is September the 

eleventh," said Miss Sandys. " Have you 

an account book t " ■
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"The day after the ball!" groaned 

Arthur. ■

•* Here is my account book," said Aunt 

BobiDa eagerly. "I paid Pring three 

and-six on the ninth, and two-and-siz for 

bulbs ; not the eleventh." ■

"You have probably jotted it down on 

an envelope to remind yourself, on the 

eighth or ninth." ■

" But I should not use a spoilt envelope 

again." ■

"The stamp covered the words," Miss 

Sandys reminded her. "Not that I 

accuse you of the forgery." ■

" 1 should hope not," said Aunt Robina 

indignantly. ■

The sight of the envelope, denuded of 

the stamp, though still branded by post- 

mark, suddenly struck Arthur. ■

"It looks like the envelope I lost," he 

said excitedly. "The one you wrote 

Alice's address on for me." ■

" A very natural solution of one part of 

the mystery," said Violet patronisingly. 

" One would use a soiled envelope for 

writing an address." ■

"I must have dropped it somewhere, 

and the forger found it and put the letter 

in," he cried. ■

" A forger who could copy your hand- 

writing so exactly as to deceive yourself 

and Alice, and who knew your full name," 

said Violet repressively. She did not 

allow a free hand in guessing to outsiders 

now she had taken the case over. " And 

who also knows the lady mentioned" — 

colouring and hesitating — " Miss Virginie 

Vaucluse." ■

"There is no such person," cried Arthur. ■

"Mrs. Kinnaird knows all about her," 

Miss Downing reminded him. ■

" Well, it is more than I do. I never 

heard the name before," Arthur declared 

testily. ■

" And Mr. Percival Grey knows her." ■

" By-the-bye, I wrote to Chevening for 

Percival Grey's address,*' exclaimed Arthur. 

" It*s a queer thing I have never had it." ■

" You have been wandering about so," 

said Miss Downing. "It is probably 

following you about the lakes; or yours 

may be following him all over the world at 

this tiresome holiday time." ■

"Did you call at your inn for your 

letters 1" asked Violet. "There may be 

some waiting for you." ■

" I never thought of it. There may be 

any number. I will run over at once. I 

did not have them sent on in case of 

mistakes," stud Arthur ^rea^lessly. ■

He vanished like lightning, and could 

hardly frame the question when he dashed 

into the little bar. There were several 

letters awaiting him. He tossed them all 

over with trembling hands. There were 

none from Norway, as he had wildly 

thought might be possible. Then he 

examined more particularly, tearing each 

open to glance at the signatures, for he 

knew none of the handwritings. ■

Three were bills, two were gunsmiths' 

circulars. Then came four congratulatory 

notes accompanying wedding presents; he 

laughed harshly over them. The next he 

took up was in a larg^, feminine, awkward 

hand ; he opened it with a sneer of 

anticipation. Another present, of course. ■

The signature was " Lydia Boyd." ■

He scowled in a way terrible to behold. 

What business had this woman to write to 

him 7 It was she who cast the first shadow 

over his sunlit path of love. Perhaps she 

wrote to acknowledge another imaginary 

offering of flowers. He read : ■

** 102, Ciireon Street, Mayfair, 

September 16th, 1893. ■

"Dear Mb. Knollyb, — I shall.be so 

pleased if you will come and have tea with 

me at five on Thursday, if you receive this 

in time and if you are disengaged ; if not, 

come the first day you can I hear from 

Mrs. Waterton that you are in town. As 

we must be the only conversible (»«atures 

cast upon this human desert of autumnal 

London, I think we ought to cheer and 

comfort each other. — Yours ever, ■

"Lydia Botd. ■

"I am obliged to address this to the 

* Red Lion * at Pyncholk, as I have 

forgotten your town address. Of course, 

the people will send it on." ■

It was strange that his first conscious 

sentiment on reading this letter was startled 

thanksgiving for danger safely past. A 

whole fortnight had elapsed since the 

invitation was given. Wh^t business had 

that woman to ask him to tea 1 It was a 

confounded piece of impudence. ■

The last letter of all was from Mr. 

Chevening, wIk) was enjoying the leisures 

of the Long Vacation on the Upper 

Thames in a house-boat^ Grey's clubs were 

the University and the Reform. Grey 

himself was, he believed, in the land of the 

Midnight Sun. Arthur wondered how he 

had been such an idiot as not to ask 

Chevening if he had ever heard of Virginie 

Vauduse. But then he had not seen her ■
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Dame in his own handwriting when he 

asked for Grey's address, and she had not 

seemed to him so distinct a personality, 

but more probably a figment of Mrs. 

Kinnaird's brain, and a false memory of 

Grey's own. ■

He returned to Miss Downing's house 

with the barren message of Elijah's little 

boy . '* Thore is nothing. By-the-bye," he 

added, ''there was something. What do 

you think of this for impudence 1 " flinging 

Miss Boyd's note upon the table, with a 

blush for all his angry defiance. "Not 

that it has any bearing upon the case in 

point, but I thought you had better know — 

though, of course, there is nothing to 

know." ■

Miss Downing ftowned. Violet Sandys 

noted his confusion and inconsistencies with 

interest. ■

"It is the same sort of paper," said 

Miss Downing, taking it up, '* and scented^ 

too!" ■

Violet almost visibly quivered with ex- 

citement like a hound on the scent of a 

fox. ■

" Is it another forgery t " she asked. ■

"Oh, no; nothing of that sort," said 

Arthur. ■

The amateur lady detective was at a 

disadvantage. She could not ask to see a 

letter— but she did so want to examine this ■

one! Miss Downing took the law into 

her own hands. ■

" I believe that woman is at the bottom 

of it all; I always did," she exclaimed. 

"See here, Violet — yes, she must see, 

Arthur. Isn't this the same note-paper, 

or nearly 1" ■

Arthur consented by his eager eyes, and 

Violet took the letter into her hands. ■

" It is the same paper exactly, and the 

same scent Eureka ! " ■

"She did iti" cried Arthur^ questioning. ■

" Or had it done — I am not an expert 

in handwriting," said Violet, her excite- 

ment subsiding. "There seems to me no 

trace of likeness between the two letters, 

and so many people use this sort of paper 

and this scent. Had she any motive for 

writing the other letter ? Does she know 

all your names 1 And Virginie Vauclose, 

whoever she may be ? " ■

" As far as I know, it is no to all these 

questions," said Arthur ; " but at least we 

have something to go upon. I will take 

the letters up to London to-morrow to an 

expert, who will clear the matter up at last 

She may, of course, have a motive, and 

have seen my baptismal register, and know 

Virginie Vaucluse. At any rate, we have 

no better clue to work from until I hear 

from Grey, and I must do something or I 

shall go mad." ■

Now Ready, ■
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"Da Branston waa there," said Lady 

Karslake to her husband, as she sat with 

him in the billiard-room for a few moments 

on her return home that night ** He was 

surveying the scene from a particularly 

scornful altitude ! I made him come and 

talk to me during the interval, hoping to 

reduce him to a more commonplace level." ■

She had turned her head lazily as it 

lay back against her chair, so that she 

looked full at her husband. She spoke 

with the utmost nonchalance; but her 

eyes were less absolutely controlled than 

was her tongue, and there was a flash 

of proud defiance in them of which she 

was quite unconscious. Not the slightest 

reference had been made between the 

husband and wife, either in speech or 

manner, to the scene of the night before. 

Lady Karslake had appeared at luncheon — 

Sir William did not appear before midday 

— with that air of absolute oblivion of any 

possibility of discord which may be the 

supreme form of disdain. The indifference 

of her tone towards her husband was a 

trifle accentuated ; its easy friendliness was 

a trifle diminished — but that was all. ■

Sir William did not look at her as 

she spoke. The slightest suggestion of 

a cold and satirical little smile just touched 

the comers of his mouth. He had been 

lying back in hi6 chair as he sat alone, 

his chin sunk upon his breast, gazing into 

the fire like a man who has surrendered 

himself to thought or memory ; thoughts ■

or memories .gloomy and unpalatable to 

the last degree they should have been, 

judging from his face. But he had roused 

himself on his wife's entrance, and had 

given his most elaborately courteous atten- 

tion to her account of the Alnchester 

concert. There was a hardly perceptible 

pause, now, before he said politely : ■

'* I hope you succeeded ? *' ■

His wife rose impatiently, and began 

to gather up the trifles she had scattered 

— fan, gloves, and so forth. ■

" Oh, pretty well 1 " she said languidly. 

" His social education has been neglected. 

I'm not sure that it hasn't helped to give 

him character." ■

Whether or no Lady Karslake's words 

were intended to suggest to her husband an 

intention on her part of supplying the 

defect in North Branston's education to 

which she had alluded, her subsequent 

proceedings seemed to point to the active 

carrying out of some such intention. North 

-Branston seemed to have become the one 

man, in the little world in which she now 

moved, to whom it pleased her to talk, 

whose attention she condescended to exact 

Wherever she met him she was sure to 

monopolise him, for a longer or shorter 

period, in a careless, self-assured, composed 

fashion which seemed to make the fact the 

simplest matter of course. She went about 

alone a great deal in these days; Sir 

William Karslake was called recovered, 

but it was an understood thing that the 

chronic state of his health prevented his 

going into society. It was inevitable that 

in her husband's absence she should exact 

elsewhere those trivial male services with- 

out which a woman accustomed thereto can 

hardly exist ; and it was apparently equally 

inevitable that those services should be 

rendered her by North Branston. ■

VOL. XII.— THIRD SBRIBS. ■
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As a matter of fact, the cultivation of 

North Branston involved in these circum- 

stances was Lady Karslake's self -vindication 

from the insinuation by which her huthand 

had 9utraged her. It was her protest to 

herself-^and perfaape to him ako — against 

the insult to which she had been subjected. 

If sh^ had taken an idle pleasure in North 

Branston's society hitherto, it pleased her 

still better now that its enjoyment involved 

a tacit expression of that sensitive defiance 

and self-assertion with which she was 

alight. ■

It was a gratification which would, 

doubtless, have palled as the emotions 

which gave it flavour faded, had not her 

wayward impulse towards North Branston's 

society been reinforced by a certain 

stimulus it gave her — though she realised 

the fact carelessly enough — in constantly 

exercising her brains and her curiosity. 

There were times when he created in her a 

vague perplexity; a momentary sense of 

being somehow out of touch with him; 

which she had never before experienced 

with any man — and the norel sensation 

kept their intercourse always fresh to her 

and preserved her interest as nothing else 

could have done. Their verbal contact 

struck out in her all kinds of unexpected 

lines of thought; or rather of fancy and 

whim, for her ideas were seldom con- 

secutive enough to be described as thought. ■

" I want to understand about this 

philosophy of yours," she said to him 

once. " Do you know IVe not the faintest 

faith in iti I believe it's something 

quite different masquerading under a false 

name I " ■

The occasion wa=? a dinner party at a 

country place ab')ut five miles from 

Alnchester; he had. come up to her in 

the conservatory after dinner as the merest 

matter of course, and stood leaning with 

folded arms against a pillar, apparently 

preferring tq look down upon her from the 

vantage-ground which his position gave 

him. ■

"Do I ever pose as a philosopher 1" he 

said, parrying her words. ■

"Certainly," she said promptly. "I 

wish you would sit down You pose as 

a philosopher of the * take things as they 

comjB* school." ■

"Very well," he said sardonically. *• I 

don't mind owning it. The ' take things 

as they come' theory, as you call it, La^iy 

Karslake, is about the only one going that 

will wash." ■

" I know it washes ! " she said, with a ■

little whimsical gesture. "It's my own 

theory, and it washes beautifully. But 

that is ju?t where my doubt about you 

oomes in. Nowj it washes pink with me, 

a nice even piak ; and it washes dark blue 

with you. From which I naturally 

infer," she concluded, with a low laugh, 

** that there is something wrong with your 

dye!" ■

He looked at her for a moment, with a 

smile just touching his lips. ■

" Has it occurred to you," he said quietly, 

" that the medium in which it is washed 

may have something to do with the result ? " ■

"That's masculine for the soap and 

water, I suppose?" she returned gaily. 

"You shouldn't have plunged into an 

essentially feminine illustration. When 

we say a thing washes well, we mean that it 

defies the action of soap and water." She 

paused, unfurling her fan with a quick turn 

of her wri*t. Then, as she used it slowly 

and gracefully, she went on in a meditative 

tone. " Of course," she said, fixing her eyes 

on him, " if you put a dark blue thing in, 

a dark blue thing will come out ! I suppose 

that is what you do— but I don't call that 

taking things as they come." ■

" What do you call it, may I ask?" ■

"Taking things as they come," she 

pursued calmly, "involves a certain in- 

difference, of course. But it must be a placid 

indifference. Things should be equally 

satisfactory to one — not equally unsatis- 

factory." ■

"And do you think that things are 

equally unsatJisfactory to me 1 " ■

He asked the question m a low voice: 

slowly, almost dreamily, as though he were 

following her thought unconsciously, and 

without any deliberate volition. ■

"Are they not?" ■

Into her eyes as she asked the question 

there flashed one of those rare lights of 

almost magnetic sympathy, and he met them 

for a moment. ■

"Yes." ■

There was a brief silence. North Branston 

was absorbed in the stem introspect into 

which he had unconsciously drifted. Lady 

Karslake was thinking things over. At 

last her brows drew together in an un- 

wonted pucker of thought. ■

"Dissatisfaction!" she said. "That h 

what it comes to, I suppose. Dissatisfaction 

is a thing I've never been able to understand. 

If things — circumstances and so on — are 

not to one's liking, one must adapt one's 

liking to one's circumstances. It's so much 

the easiest thing to do." She paused and ■
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looked up into his face* " And — is it worth 

while to do anything elsel'' she said gently. ■

He missed her meaning, though he felt 

the subtle change in her, and he answered 

without reserve. ■

"No," he said, "that's the point. 

Nothing is worth while. The whole thing 

is rotten to the core." ■

She shrank back, looking at him with 

disturbed, perplexed eyes. ■

" Ah," she said quickly, " I don't under- 

stand that." She sh^t her fan with a 

little snap, and a fresh wave of expression 

swept across her face, obliterating all its 

deeper lines. " Why go to the core 1 " she 

said gaily. " It's not in the least^ necessary. 

Perhaps there is no core.'' ■

It was such quick changes of humour as 

this, such sudden transition from sympathy 

to jesting, that made his unreserve with her 

possible to North Branston. None of the 

stifl'ness or constraint which so often 

follows self-revelation almost unconscious 

at the time, ever touched him. Hie could 

expand under her magnetic influence, he 

could indulge almost without knowing it in 

the relief of self-expression; and then a 

laugh, or a whimsical turning of the subject, 

would put him back upon the mental 

pedestal from which he regarded her, with 

no more sense of having committed himself 

than if he had been talking to a child. 

Thair intercourse brought a new not© into 

his evetyday life — a note of interest, 

variety, of positive pleasure; a note 

which he sounded as often as might be 

with careless satisfaction. For him, as for 

Lady Karslake, circumstances had given 

a touch of extraneous stimulus to their 

intercourse. The treatment which he had 

received at the hands of the htisband gave 

the wife's friendliness a peculiar meaning 

which was grateful to his self respect — little 

as he realised it : and there was a certain 

ignoring of Sir William in their relations 

which not unpleasantly materialised his 

sentiments. ■

North Branston's life had need of any 

such satisfaction as was to be found in 

friendship, for his domestic atmosphere at 

this time was heavily overcharged with 

trivial irritation. Moreover, Sir William 

Karslake's action had given Dr. Vallotson 

a handle over his partner of which he 

availed himself incessantly, to the utmost 

straining of their professional relations. It 

was a season of the year which invariably 

produced a fruitful source of jar and strain 

in the Christmas and New Year entertain- 

ments in the precincts and in some of the ■

country houses round, to many of which 

North Branston was invited — though how 

the fact had arisen no otie could have said 

— while the Vallotsons were not. ■

North rarely seemed to see Mrs. Vallot- 

son in these days. But when they did 

meet she scarcely ever recognised his 

presence. Perhaps the only spontaneou/» 

words she spoke to him from week's end 

to week's end were comprised in the 

question, with which she would turn 

suddenly to him after any of the dinner 

parties or dances before mentioned : ■

'* Was Lady Karslake there ? " ■

Meanwhilei ignored by North Branston 

with a man's oblivion in such matters; 

ignored by Lady Karslake with the 

supreme carelessness of a wilful woman; 

the little world of Alnchester lived and- 

moved about them and had its being in 

gossip. Lady Karslake, as a new-comer; 

and as a new-comer of a manner and 

appearance utterly at variance with 

Alnchester canons; was naturally a good 

deal discussed in the little circle in which 

she visited ; and it was inevitable that in 

any description of her doings on any given 

public occasion the narrator should mention 

North Branston's name at least once. The 

fact was suddenly observed. There was a 

little whispering rustle over every tea-table 

in the precincts, and then there was a 

breathless pause of observation. The pause 

was broken by a word or two here, a little, 

meaning, matter-of-course smile there^ and 

the topic of the hour burst into full 

blossom. The precincts talked of nothing 

but Lady Karslake and "young Dr. 

Branston." ■

The subject was confined to the precincts 

at first; but after Lady Karslake had 

summoned North to her carriage window 

in the market-place on more than one 

occasion, and had kept him talking in the 

bookseller's shop, it asserted itself as one of 

those topics which united precincts and 

town in a common interest. The town 

had naturally less opportunity of observing 

the phenomena at firsthand, since Lady Kars- 

lake did not visit within its sphere. Its 

interest was, consequently, at that smoulder- 

ing, hardly articulate stage which in- 

sufficient detail involves, when, towards 

the end of January, one of those semi- 

public occasions presented itself which 

afforded a meeting ground for town, 

precincts, and county. ■

Two such occasions, indeed, presented 

themselves in intoxicating proximity to 

one another; two occasions which con- ■
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vulaed Alnchester on their own merits, 

but which, nevertheless, derived an added 

excitement from the thought which palpi- 

tated delightedly through the town, that they 

would afford opportunities for that personal 

observation of the centres of interest which 

vbuld loosen every tongue. These two 

occasions were the opening of the Cottage 

Hospital for children at Hatherleigh, and 

the annual Infirmary ball which was fixed 

for the evening of the same day. Where 

the subject was discussed at all — tentatively 

and in whispers —it was a moot point as to 

which occasion would prove the more f luitful 

to the discriminating observer : the opening, 

as it was called, or the ball. The opening, 

however, as coming first, had a certain 

advantage in the balance of excitement; 

. and Alnchester flocked out to Hatherleigh, 

the day having arrived, on the tip-toe of 

anticipation. ■

"Will you kindly tell me if anything 

extraordinary has happened to my 

bonnet?" said Lady Karslake, with a 

little laugh. ■

She was standing in the refreshment 

tent, thrown out from one of the wards 

of the new Hospital for the opening day. 

The opening ceremony was over, and 

the large tent was thronged from end to 

end with Alnchester, great and small, town 

rubbing shoulders with precincts, county 

blandly smiling on both; the whole per^ 

meated with an atmosphere of excited 

enjoyment which, considering the heat of 

the over-warmed, over-lighted, and over- 

filled place, spoke well for the general 

spirits of the majority. Lady Karslake 

was standing near the entrance from the 

hospital, a very dainty picture in soft 

brown, with a cup of tea in her hand. 

Her question was addressed to Archdeacon 

French, who was standing beside her 

holding her muff, and his eyes rested on 

her with a grave, appreciative smile as he 

answeied : ■

" I am not a judge of bonnets, I fear, 

but the condition of yours appears to me 

to be — noimaL May I enquire what has 

raised so uneasy a spirit in you ? " 

She laughed. ■

** If you were not a man/' she said gaily, 

"you would be aware that almost every 

woman in the place has favoured me with 

a more or less critical and disapproving 

inspection. If my bonnet isn't crooked, 1 

suppose it*s not the fashion in Alnchester 1 

The Alnchester fashion is very decided." ■

Archdeacon French smiled, as he was 

obviously called upon to do; but it was ■

rather an absent-minded expression of 

amusement, and his keen eyes as they 

rested on her were grave and perplexed. ■

" Suppose we go further on 1 " he said. 

"Perhaps our position, so near the en- 

trance, is rather more conspicuous than you 

care about 1 " ■

She accepted his consideration for her 

with a |;racious smile and gesture of 

negation. ■

"Thanks!" she said. "I don't think 

the criticism is very formidable — is iti — and 

I told Dr. Branston he would find me here 

when he came off duty. Those good 

people take a long time to get themselves 

off, don't they 1 " ■

The " good people " thus referred to were 

the Lord Lieutenant of the county and his 

wife, who were being attended to their 

carriage by the committee and authorities 

of the Hospital, among whom North Bran- 

ston was, of course, numbered. ■

Archdeacon French did not answer 

immediately, and when he did speak his 

words were no reply to her last sentence. ■

"I observe, Lady Karslake," he said 

pleasantly, " if you will forgive my saying 

so, that you are one of the few people who 

appreciate Branston." ■

She glanced up at him with quick, sur- 

prised eyes. ■

" Is it an appreciation we share ) " she 

said lightly. " I assure you I thought I 

stood alone ! " ■

He shook his head with a slight smile. 

"I have known him many years," he 

said. " He has a position in Alnchester of 

exceptional dif&culty ; a position which 

would be more easily rendered utterly 

untenable than improved." ■

Archdeacon French's tone had grown 

very grave as he concluded ; graver, as it 

seemed, than he had at first intended. But 

Lady Karslake did not notice it. She had 

glanced carelessly towards the entrance and 

was smiling a greeting to North Branston 

as he made his way towards them. ■

" Here you are 1 " she said, as he joined 

them. " In an unofficial capacity at last, I 

trust 1 Why a man who is at other times a 

friendly creature should invariably become 

intolerable when he is in office is a riddle 

which either of you may solve if you 

can. Now," she continued, turning to 

North, "you had better come and have 

some tea aiter your exertions ! " ■

She moved carelessly in the direction of 

the refreshment buffet. North Branston 

following her example. Archdeacon French 

paused for perhaps a second, then he ■
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too turned, and the three went down the 

tent together. ■

" Why, there's Archdeacon French having 

tea with them ! " ■

The comment had expressed itself all 

over the room in glances, covert gestures, 

and half-finished murmurs ; and the above 

definite if rather breathless exclamation was 

uttered by Mrs. Bennett. Having given 

utterance to the above startling statement, 

she added in a disappointed tone which 

strove to be thoroughly impartial : ■

" Well, that doesn't look as if the Arch- 

deacon saw anything to disapprove, now 

does it 1 " ■

The companion to whom this question 

was addressed was Miss Goode ; and Miss 

Goode shook her head shrewdly as she 

answered : ■

*' The Archdeacon is a man ! And men 

are as stupid as owls about that sort of 

thing, don't you think 1 Did you notice 

them — Lady Earslake and Dr. Branston — 

before the opening, and when the wards 

were being shown 1 He never left her side, 

my dear Mrs. Bennett — ^never once 1 I 

never saw anything more marked ! Oh, 

there's no doubt it has been going on for 

weeks. I've heard of it from several 

quarters." ■

Mrs. Bennetif nodded sagely. ■

"Of course," she said ; "so have I, my 

dear. And so has every one for that 

matter. Well, it does puzzle me! I'm 

not surprised at anything in Dr. Branston, 

I must say ; but what she can see in him — 

that's what passes me," ■

"What does he see in her, I sayl" 

returned Miss Goode emphatically. "Dr. 

Branston " ■

She stopped abruptly. There bad been 

a little sharp movement in the crowd to her 

right, and Miss Goode found herself face 

to face with Constance Vallotson, who, 

with Bryan Armitage, must have been 

almost at her elbow throughout the conver- 

sation. A rather incoherent greeting of the 

girl broke from both ladies simultaneously, 

and then sudden business claimed them on 

the other side of the room, and they moved 

away in some haste. ■

"Here's a chair, Connie," said Bryan, 

also speaking with rather incoherent haste. 

" Up in the corner. Come om ! " ■

Constance's head was extraordinarily ■

erect, and there was an immensely superior ■

scorn on her pretty little face ; but her ■

cheeks were slightly flushed, nevertheless. ■

i She followed him in silence, but when they ■

I were seated she turned to him majestically. ■

" Have you heard anything of that sort 

before, Bryan 1 " she demanded. " Anything 

about North and Lady Karslake, I mean! 

Ah, yes, I see you have I Now could 

there be a stronger argument in favour of 

what I am always trying to make you 

see 1 " ■

Constance's plan had advanced consider- 

ably — ^as far as discussion may be considered 

advancement — in the last two months. A 

large proportion of the young men and 

maidens of Alnehester had been introduced 

to such an outline of her projected club as 

might be suited to their inferior intellects, 

and the idea had been received with en- 

thusiasm. It was, indeed, in perfect work- 

ing order — on paper — and only waited a 

preliminary step the necessity of which was 

acknowledged, even while the state of 

things it indicated was deplored, by the 

president herself; namely, some conversa 

tion on the subject with the Alnehester 

elders. Bryan Armitage, however, alone 

knew the whole mind of Alnchester's future 

regenerator, and all that the club was to 

develope into. Eminently unsatisfactory as 

he had proved himself from the firsts he 

remained her sole confidant ; and much 

time, much careful thought, and much 

lucid argument had been expended by her 

in the uphill task of fitting him for his 

position. ■

He turned his face to her now, still 

flushed and indignant as Mrs. Bennett's 

words had left it, and looked at her in 

blank incomprehension which spoke but 

ill for the progress he had effected. ■

** I don't see that, Connie," he said. ■

" Because you don't reason," said Con- 

stance severely. '^ It's perfectly obvious if 

you look at it in the right way. Of course 

there's nothing between North and Lady 

Karslake. They are friends, I suppose. 

But people like the Alnehester people can't 

recognise the possibility of friendship 

between man and woman. And why not ? 

Because their ideas need to be enlarged I 

And large ideas can only be induced by the 

laTger-minded training of youth." ■

There was a lofty positivism about the last 

words which should surely have convinced 

any right minded young man ; but Bryan 

Armitage did not seem to be greatly im- 

pressed by it. He was playing absently 

with the end of her fur boa which lay on 

her knee. ■

" Do you believe in friendship between a 

man and a woman, Con ) " he said. ■

The large-eyed pity and contempt of the 

glance which she turned upon him might ■
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lijtTe withered him had he looked up, but 

he did not. ■

** My dear Bryan ! " she said. " Don't 

ask such trivial questions! You surely 

don't expect me to thresh out that time- 

honoured old argument with youT Of 

course I believe in it ! My dear boy, if 

I you will think for a moment you will see 

! that you and I exemplify it in our own 

persons ! The very fact that there can ever 

have existed a question on the subject shows 

how entirely false a conception of the 

whole subject has prevailed.*' ■

He looked up with a little sigh and a 

quick laugh. ■

•''And yet it's pretty firmly rooted — that 

conception," he said. " I dbnl beEeve it'll 

come up in a hurry." ■

*' Radical reform is never effected in a 

hurry," was* the majestic rejoinder, ** and 

radical reform is what is needed. It is the 

ridiculous constraint of the relations between 

man and woman which is it the bottom of 

everything." ■

The didactic little voice was so childish ;, 

the words uttered with such conviction 

were eo obviously a formula, that the 

irrepressible flash of merriment in the eyes 

of the young man by her side seemed to 

meet it more fittingly than his equally 

irrepressible movement of intense distaste. ■

** I say, Con," he said abruptly, " I hate 

to vex you, dear,, but I do fight shy of 

hearing you say things like that ! Look 

here, dear, I'm an awful duffer, and can't 

explain it properly, but I know there's no. 

end of a screw loose somewhere ; you take 

my word for it. Don't be angry with xne 

for saying so, that's a good girl" ■

Constance rose serenely, and regarded 

him with an air of calm pity. ■

•* No, I'm not angry with you,'' she said 

'Tt distresses me very much to see how 

very etupid you are, Bryan, but men are all 

alike, and I suppose you can't help it. 

Look, there's mother ! She wants me to 

go 1*'' She stopped suddenly, gazing across 

to where Mrs. Vallotson stood on the other 

side of the room, alone as it seemed for the 

moment, waiting for her daughter, to whom 

she had beckoned. •* Bryan," she said 

abruptly, ''doesn't mother look very oddT 

Oh, Bryan, it really is too bad ! She must 

have heard the ^ind of thing we heard. 

She has stiff little old-fashioned theories, 

you know, unfortunately, and it's the kind 

of thing that would annoy her awfully." ■

Biyan had followed the direction of her ■

' eyes, and to him also it seemed that there ■

was an odd pallor about Mrs. Vallotson's face. ■

** She looks awfully tired. Con, ' he said 

reassuringly, "but I expect that's all. 

We'll go acrosa to her. I say, Connie, which 

are my dances for to-night ? " ■

AN AUTUMIT MORNIKa ■

Thbrb is something in the, orisp air of a 

fine autumn morning that invites early 

rising. Not too early, indeed, nothing 

heroic in that, line such, as summer some- 

times suggests, when dawn is upon you 

before you are fairly in bed, and the warm 

glow of sunrise suggests all kind» of ex- 

peditions to be started before the world is 

awake. But in autumn the morning comes 

to meet you as it were, and you may 

witness the stir and bustle of reviving day 

without any exhausting experiments in eaily 

rising. Now is the opportunity for making the 

acquaintance of the milkman, otherwise but 

a wandering voice^ with his hand-cart hung 

with clinking cannakins ; there are others 

who drive fast-trotting little ponies, but the 

pony has a way of trotting off to Camptqwn — 

or is it Xempton ?— races instead of minding 

his regular rounds,, and on the whole the 

hand-cart is safer. And. if your sleep has 

been, like Rip van Winkel's, of a quarter of 

a century or rnore^ yon will i rub your eyes 

and wonder what hes become of the jolly 

old milk woman with her yoke and pails, who 

was the confidante of all the pretty young 

lasses on her round, and who took a kind 

of maternal interest in the familiea she 

served. But she haa disappeared like the 

Dodo, though still her melancholy cry 

haunts the streets and squares of London 

town. ■

But there are girls and young women 

in plenty of the present era who join in 

the general march towards work,, which 

sets in shortly before the stroke of eight. 

Laundry girls in white aprons and with 

tufted fringes of hair pass along in little 

groups. Now the factory lasses appear^ 

due at the great butter-scotch works, not 

80 smart as the others, but better shod; 

and girls for the dye-works; all keeping 

together in their classes, while, if 

remarks are interchanged between rival 

groups, they are generally of a sarcastio, 

depreciatory character. Independent young 

women walking alone or in pairs belong to 

the clerical branches All look a little 

bleached and pale as if tired to begin with, 

but the prospect of a hard day's work is 

not in itself exhilarating, and all will be in 

better spirits, perhaps, when it is over. Then ■
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there are shopmen hurrying up to get the 

shutters down; cashiers on bicycles whirl 

past. Next in front is a clerk— not a City 

clerk, pronounces a little maid by our side, 

because he has got iron heels to his 

boots. ■

Clusters of villas half^finished rising 

among fields and market- gardens show 

knots of workmen reclining on piles of 

building material, employed with cans of 

steaming coffee and hunches of bread-and- 

meat, while black-and white terriers look on 

and wag their stumps of tails. The market 

wagons are beginning to drag slowly home 

again, piled up with empty baskets ; the 

drivers, who have been up all night, more 

than half asleep among them, but the horses 

quite awake to their business and observant 

of the rules of the road. ■

*• Morning, Ike," cries a smart yx)ung 

'busman driving out of the yard, flourishing 

a new whipstock, and with a flower in his 

button-hole. ■

" You call it morning,** cries a sleepy voice 

corresponding in speed with the, broad- 

wheeled wagon from which it issues. 

'*It's 'bout arternoon with us market 

chaps." ■

Waiting for the 'bus at the corner is a 

little crowd eager to swarm up to the top, 

while there is just enough of doubt about 

the white fleecy clouds that are crowding 

overhead to till the inside of the vehicle 

with prudent people. Some ane for the 

City bound; others, girls with fiddle-cases 

or rolls of music, for early classes, for Dr. 

Blimber's academy has resumed its studies, 

even if the great schools are still in vacation. 

Country people, too,, who swarm in to fill 

up " empty " London, are early on. the road 

to see everything in a day. Anyhow^ the 

'bus is full at starting, the conductor jeiks 

the bell three time» as the sign of a perfect 

load, and others may hail it in vain, or 

chase it down the road with, negative 

results. ■

If a fine autumn morning filk the omni^ 

buses, a drizzly, foggy one sends thousands 

clattering up and down the stairs of the 

dark "Underground," our friend in need 

during foul weather days. Suburban 

stations, too, actually overflow with damp 

people and dripping umbrellas, and railway 

carriages seem to stretch elastically to take 

in more and more where there was already 

enough. And on some dark autumn morn- 

ing we shall be treated to the annual 

" block." If it comes only once a year 

it is none the more welcome on that 

account. ■

Yet for fi^ny one not in a hurry there is 

something oomical about the general indig- 

nation and resentment that is occasioned by 

a morning block on a suburban line. The 

indistinctness of the cause of delay, the 

uncertainty whether its duration will be 

five minutes or five hours, exasperate the 

nervous system of all who are delayed, and 

drive the rigidly punctual people who never 

were late for business in their lives before 

almost to the verge ol despair. Curious, 

too, is the effect of the telescoping, so to 

say, of the various layers of people who in 

ordinary times are kept apart by a margin 

of time. ■

Now glares ** the boss " on, the unfortu- 

nate cledk who ought to have been at the 

office an hour ago, and when the youth 

murmurs apologetically **block,"rejoins with 

an exclamation in which the word " block- 

head " alone can be distinctly heard. But 

the boss himself grows uneasy as minute 

after minute goes by and the signals remain 

obstinately against us. ■

Then there bursts in like a whirlwind a 

young man who flatters himself that he 

has just caught the train which he gene- 

rally misses. An ornamental youth this, of 

the legal profession, who starts with as- 

tonishment as he sees the solid managing 

clerk in an opposite corner. ■

"Hullo, Fergusson!" he cries. "You 

here 1 I n;iust be jolly early." ■

"No, sir," r^pUea Fergusson, with his 

customary gravity, " I fear it is I who am 

*jolly'late!" ■

Quite at her ease is the young lady 

clerk, with her weekly instalment of fiction, 

who does not care if ^w don't go on till 

midnight ■

" I should like to see my boss pitching 

into me because the horrid train was late 1 " 

she remarks by way o( ei^couragement to 

the young man opposite. And then when 

half the pasaengeis are on the platform, 

vowing to take oabs at the company's 

expense ; to sue for damages ; or to scarify 

the management in the newspapers, clank ! 

the signal goes down, the engine gives a 

snort, the demonstrators scramble aboard, 

and the block is a thiiig o| the past. ■

Bait we have nothing to do with railways 

this fine autumn morning. Our walk is 

in the district called Palatia, now s^ city 

of the departed. Hardly a sign of life in 

these wide streets lined with tall mansions, 

except where a housemaid, without even the 

excuse of a broom, leans against the pillar of 

a tall portico and chats amicably with a 

Guardsman. Avoiding this desolate spot, ■
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here are some pleasant, old-fashioned walks 

about which a few quaint, old-fashioned 

houses have survived the general racket 

of huge building operations. This one 

particular avenue might be called the 

Anchorites* walk ; and now is just the 

hour when all the anchorites are taking 

their walks abroad accompanied by their 

favourite dogs. Quiet, solemn paths strewed 

with the morning's harvest of dead leaves, 

suit the quiet, solemn recluses of the neigh- 

bourhood. Here is one tall being in a 

high peaked hat that suggests the Common- 

wealth, while long grey elf-locks straggling 

over his velvet collar would denote him as 

one of the old Cavaliers. And the dogs 

that gambol about him are of the same 

period, the delicate spaniels that littered in 

Royal palaces, and were nursed in the laps 

of Court beauties. ■

And what a stately figure is that of an 

old lady in black satin, who accompanies 

a bulky fox terrier on his morning walk, 

keeping carefully behind him and shepherd- 

ing him with a crook-handled stick lest he 

should fall into bad company ! And most 

dutifully does Master Grip run on in front, 

till he sees out of the comer of his eye 

that his mistress has fallen into one of her 

customary reveries. Perhaps her solitary 

walk is no longer unaccompanied ; she may 

lean on the arm of some stalwart son ; she 

may see the lover who was waiting for her, 

under the trees, half a century ago, to 

whom she never came. But whatever she 

sees with the inward eye, the outward one 

is for the moment unobservant, and Grip 

takes advantage of the opportunity. First 

he scratches a hole as big as himself, which 

he makes a pretence of filling up with a 

flourish of the hind legs. Then he sees 

another dog approaching, bristles, crouches, 

dances round in a merry chase. Grip is 

enjoying himself freely, when he hears the 

sound of a little silver whistle, and sub- 

sides at once into his former spiritless 

shufiBe. ■

And here is a groom from the Palace 

with a full convoy of pet dogs — skipper 

and spitz and basset-hound, and all kinds 

of new-fangled dogs, as well as a few old 

favourites. All the ladies of honour are 

abroad, and John, like the swineherd of 

old, collects his flock and leads them away 

to the forest. And further on big hairy 

dogs are splashing about in the pond, 

rousing the indignation of all the feathered 

tribe. ■

The broad ride is almost empty, except 

for a few dealers trying young horses, ■

and a lady rider who is also professional. 

All the world has gone away. Yet 

here are actually some who are already 

back. A flight of schoolgirls in straw hats 

and streaming curls, mounted on shaggy 

little ponies, come galloping along, the 

family coachman on a tall horse keeping up 

at a smart trot. And, happy recognition, 

here is Alice with her father, and Alice is 

a tall girl who is coming out next season, 

but still wears her hair of spun silk hang- 

ing to her waist. Then Alice joins the 

party, showing off her spirited little mare 

that plunges, and rears, and walks about on 

her hind legs, to the pride and delight of all, 

except the steady family coachman who feels 

that the weight of his responsibility entitles 

him to remonstrate. And here comes 

Simkins pulling hard at his steed, a playful 

old roadster, who is kicking up the tan in 

all directions, but who has no serious in- 

tention of running away. ■

By this tim* the roar of traffic is fairly 

started and sounds fitfully in the distance, 

while a light haze of dust from the great 

highway shows itself even above the trees. 

And there the shops also are waking up ; 

the great plate-glass windows are occupied 

by elegant young men who are building up 

the elaborate trophies of goods of all kinds 

that are to tempt the eyes of all beholders ; 

while in other windows young women 

adjust the draperies of skeleton forms in 

wood and wire, or spread artful arrange- 

ments of costly fabrics, for the undoing of 

womankind in general ■

But there are streets that keep dissipated 

hours, and are not fit to be seen till the 

day is well advanced. The Strand is 

one of these^ with a dirty, racketty look 

about it as if it had been up all night, and 

fighting and rolled in the mud. It will be 

all right when it has had a wash and 

brush-up^ and has put on its business 

air. There are plenty of travellers stirring, 

going out or coming in by early morning 

trains, with railway Hbuses piled up with 

baggage, and cabs tottering along under a 

weight of portmanteaux. And the great 

Market is dissolved into heaps of mud and 

cabbage-stalks^ and a general smear over 

all the regions round about, which a 

fireman is endeavouring to squirt away 

with a branch-pipe and hose which he 

handles like a fireman, valiantly, and never 

mind your boots I ■

In contrast how trim and proper is thtf 

City! Even Billingsgate has washed its 

face and hands, and people hastening to 

the steam wharfs, for last trips down the ■
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river, last excursions to Boulogne, and the 

rest, are greeted with no harsher sounds 

than " By your leave," or " Beg your 

pardon, miss." ■

And now that we have packed off our 

legislators, everything seems to sleep about 

Westminster and Whitehall. Downing 

Street has got the covers on, and painters 

and cleaners are all over the public offices. 

Hard-worked juniors stumble over pails 

ai\d whitewash brushes, but the higher 

flight are all away, and young De Tomkyns 

is left in charge disconsolately to receive 

deputations from expectant boot -makers 

or long-suffering tailors. And passing f-rom 

the public offices into St. James's Park, 

what a woful scene is this that meets 

the eye ! Autumn has brought to town 

from all sides a vast contingent of home- 

less and broken people, to join the already 

crowded ranks of London loafers. And 

here is spread over the sward a thick 

carpet of such homeless creatures, who 

on every fine morning as soon as the gates 

are open, throng to the place as a handy 

open-air caravanserai. Not that the slum- 

bering crowd is entirely composed of the 

destitute. Market hands and others em- 

ployed all night come here to sleep away 

the day, saving their lodging money and 

breathing a purer air than that of the 

East End doss-house. Yet absolute desti- 

tution is the prevailing feature, with nothing 

that the wayfarers can call their own but 

the rags which cover them, and these by 

only a precarious tenure. One shudders 

to think of the lot of these poor waifs 

and strays when winter is once more upon 

us with frosts, and biting winds, and driving 

snow-wreaths. ■

But a truce to the dismals, for here with 

a tow-row-row comes the band of the British 

Grenadiers, and the gleam of the marching 

column among the trees, followed by the 

little crowd that always assembles in 

honour of the guard mounting at St. James's. 

The open-air dossers hardly raise their 

heads as the martial procession passes by, 

but errand-boys, nursemaids, loafers in 

general, and a contingent of country cousins 

throng to the quadrangle of the homely old 

Palace to assist at the daily spectacle. 

And with this military stir, the opening 

of the day autumnal may be considered 

as fairly accomplished. Then hurrying away 

to Charing Cross to join the business crowd, 

we may notice the refreshment-stalls by 

Spring Gardens, and — ^not the cows, it is 

perhaps too early for London cows to be 

abroad, but tiusses of hay which seem ■

to show that they may be expected. And 

this faint smell of country hay is all that 

is left to remind us that MUk Fair is not 

entirely defimct. ■

And now the avenues of big hotels are 

all astir, and four-horse coaches that have 

persevered through the bad weather and 

over the dead season, are rewarded by good 

loads of passengers. And this fine autumn 

morning we may envy them their drive, 

for there is nothing in the world to beat 

the woodland scenes of old England when 

autumn tints the leaves with the dying 

glories of the year. ■

SOME MORE TRADITIONS OF THE 

ELDERS. ■

Of Cain and Abel there are not many 

traditions. Reference has been made to 

the doubts thrown upon the former^s 

parentage, and to the view taken by De 

la Peyr^re of the reasonableness of his fear 

when he said: "Whosoever findeth me 

shall slay me." The ill-feeling between the 

brothers bears out, according to the Rabbis, 

the truth of the cynical axiom ** Cherchez la 

femme," for Cain preferred the appointed 

bride of Abel to his own. The immediate 

cause of the quarrel was, however, a 

theological discussion in which Cain main- 

tained an atheistic position, and Abel, 

though bold and decisive "in rem," was 

gentle and forbearing ^ in personam " — 

conduct which was the more praiseworthy 

as he was physically the stronger. But the 

spirit of murder had been active in Cain's 

bosom even before the sacrifices had been 

offered, and this it was which caused his to 

be rejected. Abel must die. But death 

was ^ new thing ; how was it to be effected ? 

The unspoken query was answered by the 

Fiend, who appeared in human form and 

called Cain's attention to the ease with 

which he killed a bird by crushing its head 

between two stones. And so "righteous 

Abel " was slain ; and, filled with horror and 

dismay and bewilderment, his murderer 

carried the dead body about from place to 

place till the hideous evidences of the first 

corruption became too powerful, and he left 

it where their father must needs discover it. 

When Adam found the body he was at a 

loss how to dispose of it, till God taught him 

by showing a raven digging with its beak a 

grave for another bird which it had attacked 

and killed. Cain wandered away with his 

" mark " showing as a horn on his forehead, 

and the years went by till blind Lamech, ■
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his descendant, walked afield one day 

leaning on the shoulder of his son, young 

Tubal Cain. The lad's eye caught a move- 

ment of the thicket as of a wild beast in 

ambush, and directing his father's arrow he 

bade him shoot. The shaft flew with deadly 

precision, but the wild beast was Cain ; and 

when Lamech was told of the fatal blunder 

he smote his pa1m3 together in his anguish 

with such force as to kill the boy beside 

him.* And henoe ^rose the pitiful wail : 

'^ I have slain a man to my wounding and a 

young man to my hurt; if Cain shall be 

avenged sevenfold; surely Lameoh seventy 

apd sevenfold," ■

Setb— the gift of God, or the Appointed 

—was very beautiful when be was born ; 

and the Rabbis, who are great advocates 

of metempsychosid, assert thai he was 

animated by the soul ol Abel, which sub- 

sequently p^88e4 into Mosesj Wb^n be 

was forty years old he was taken Up to 

heaven and shown ** the Vision of the 

world, and all the Wonder that would be," 

and a fairly general consensus of opinion 

makes him to have been very learned. To 

him is attributed the origin of the Signs of 

the Zodiac ; he wrdte treatises on astronomy, 

two of which, engraved on two pillars of 

stone, survived the Flood, and were extant, 

according to jGsephus,in the fest century of 

our era; the Mohammedans say that to 

him were given fifty books of prophecy. In 

fact, so highly was he esteemed that it has 

been held, not as tradition but as sober 

history, that for a considerable space of 

time he was an actual deity amongst the 

unfaithful Israelites. t ■

Enoch — say the Talmudists—when on 

earth, pursued the craft of a shoemaker, and 

frequently devoted liimself to solitary 

meditation and prayer. A Divine call 

summoned him to woifk and benefit his 

fellow-men, and he became king of the 

world. Long and peaceful was his reign, 

and his subjects regarded him with aflfection 

mingled with awe. When the time came 

— after he had reigned some three hundred 

and fifty years — that he should be 

translated, he solemrily blessed hie people, 

and mounting hie horse rode away towards 

the place indicated. Many followed him ; 

six times he bade them leave him, and each ■

* Some say he was only severely injured and lamed 

for life, which circumstance and a plausible phonetic 

rendering of his name in connection with his recorded 

proficiency in metal -work have induced some to 

identify him with the god Vulcan. ■

t The Gnostic sect, Sethites, which sprang up in 

the second century, perpetuated this cult witli some 

modifications. ■

time some obeyed, but a few remained with 

him to the last. As these did not return, 

a party went in search of them, and on the 

spot where they had last been seen was a 

mass of snow and ice, and beneath it were 

ihe deM bodies. But Enoch's vma not 

tb&re, for a ob^riot and horses of fife had 

carried him away, and therefore,, wrote the 

inspired histpriaq, " be was not "-r-meaning 

he was not found where search was made 

for him. Af tor his tuan^lfttion , the comm^n^ 

tutors -aver th^ Enoch became a mighty 

apgel named Metatfon, Mighty indeed he 

was ! The lowest estimate of his stature is 

the highest of that givren for Adam, namelQr,. 

that it would take fiye hundred years tiv 

Wftlk from head to foot; ^mother more 

circumstantially giy^i hie height ae seven 

hundred miUion mile£i. ■

When we remember the ioFportant rd4e 

ascribed by writers of our own centory to 

the patriaroh Noah— that most, if not all, 

of the religions of antiquity were derisved 

from ti*ue or distorted traditions of the 

Flood — we need not be surprised that 

around him clusters a rich galaxy of rab- 

binical l^ends. Space, however, forbids us 

to do more than glanoe at one or two. As 

soon as he was born he gave evidence of 

his piety by praying aloud, and when in 

later life he preached and warned the 

people to repent, he made, by Divine com- 

mand, a sort of wooden bell or clapper, 

which is the origin of the service bells of 

the Church. The window of the Ark was 

one precious stops, and the men were 

separated from the women by the body of 

Adam, which Noah w&b ordered to take 

with him. The Giants, who weie then at 

the zenith of their power, laughed to scorn 

the idea of the Flood ; the waters of the 

earth, said they, would scarcely rise to theii 

middles, and the fountains of the great 

deep they would tread down with their 

feet. But the water was made boiling hot, 

and Bo they all miserably perished except 

Og, who clambered on to the top of the 

Axk, and was fed by Noah through an 

aperttire in the roof — the giant and a 

rhinoceros being the only creatures other 

than the inmates of the Ark who saved 

their lives. ^ The Ark most have been of 

marvellous buoyancy, considering that Og 

was six miles in height and broad in pro- 

portion, while the size of the rhiuooeroe 

may be imagined when we are told that 

one of a day old was as big as Mount ■

* The Rabbis quote as authority for Og's escape, 

the eleventh verse of the third chapter of Deute- 

ronomy. ■
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Ararat. Og is stated to haye lived three 

thousand years, and to have been slain in 

single combat by Moses. He seems to 

have always been inimical to the Israelitef*, 

on one occasion going so far as to take up 

a mountain three miks in circumference to 

hurl upon their oamp. £ut» say the 

Rabbis, Grod sent an army of ants which 

ate through the mountain, so that it slippeii 

over the giant's shoulders and stuck there, 

his projecting teeth rendering it impossible 

to push it back. This incident is, they 

hold, referred to in the seventh verse of 

the third Psalm, which should read, "Thou 

hast made the teeth of the ungodly to 

project." Other eatim^tes of the stature of 

his formidable iDajesty of Basan are still 

more startling, if somewhat inconsistent. 

The soles ^hiB feat w^e forty miles long ; 

one day a man chased a roe for three miles 

up a long tunnel without coming to an end. 

The tunnel proved to be Og's shinbone. He 

built sixty cities, each of which was sixty 

miles high ; his average meal was a thou- 

sand oxen, a thousand wild roes, and a 

thousand firkins of drink ; a single drop of 

his sweat weighed thirty-two pounds. ■

But to return to Noah. The immediate 

warning that he received of the imminence 

of the Flood was the welling up of boiling 

water in an oven sunk in the ground — the 

very oven, it is said, in which Eve was 

wont to bake her bread. The animals were 

miraculously brought to Noah, and his 

hands were guided, so that his right fell 

always on the male and his left on the 

female ; the patriarch's unbelieving wife* 

and son refused for the last time his en- 

treaties to seek salvation; and on Friday 

the seventeenth of October the Deluge 

commenced. The Rabbis evidently hold that 

the heat of the water remained unabated 

during the continuance of the Flood, for 

they say that from this cause it is that the 

dove's feet are pink evan until now. ■

Abraham, the Father of the Faithful, 

becomes a sort of Oriental demigod. At 

his birth a wondrous and brilliant star rose 

in the east, which absorbed or swept away 

four other stars from the . corners of the 

heavens. Magicians foretold that he should 

be the progenitor of a race which should be 

fatal to the reign of Nimrod, and the 

terrified King ordered him to be put to 

death. This cruel mandate Terah evaded 

by the familiar expedient of substituting 

the son of a slave, who was promptly slain. ■

• The Mohammedans say that Noah's wife Waila, 

or Wahela, tried to nuflify her husband's warnings by 

asserting that he was luad. ■

At the age of ten Abraham went to live 

with Noah and Shem, from whom he learnt 

the knowledge of the true God, and when 

he was*— according to some — about fifty 

yeaw old he returned to his father's howe, 

mocked and destroyed the idols of which 

Terah was chief m^ker, and as a conse- 

quence was thrown into a fiery furnace. 

When thrown in he was naked, but the 

angel Gabriel. clothed him with a garment 

of silk of paradise. As in the case of the 

Three Children, the flames proved fatal to 

the executioners, no fewer than twenty of 

whom were destroyed. Another tradition 

makes Abraham to have been a believer 

from his earliest youth — despite the second 

and fourteenth verses of th« twenty-fourth 

chapter of Joshua — and say that he was 

but a child when he was east into ^e 

furnace, and when ■

Pitying Heaven to roses turned 

The death Hamea that beneath him burodd. ■

Abraham left Ur after his deliverance 

from the fiery furnace and journeyed into 

the promised land, where, the Rabbis assert, 

he kept a school. It must not, however, 

be supposed that all the traditions about 

the patriarch are so marked by sweet ; 

reasonable ue«s. He is said to have been 

seventy-four feet high ; to have built a city 

for his children by Keturah of such 

loftiness that no sunbeams could ever , 

enter it, its only light being d^'rived from a \ 

bowl of gleaming jewels ; on one occasion j 

he is. said to have cut to pieces an eagle, a 

peacock, a raven, and a cock, to have 

pounded thfiir bodies, feathers and all, in 

a mortar, and then to have called them by 

their naokes, when part joined to part and 

the four birds flew away whole aud scath- 

less. Concerning the patriarch's visit to 

Egypt, we are told that his jealousy for 

Sarah prompted him to the expedient of 

enclosing her in a large chest. Pharaoh's 

Customs officers wished to examine it, but ! 

this Abmham would not consent to. They , 

assumed then Jthat the chest must contain I 

clothes, and demanded the duty payable on ' 

such articles. Abraham agreed so readily ! 

that their suspicions were aroused, and 

they ci^gestad that the contents must ! 

be gold. Again the patriarch declaced | 

his wiUingitess to pay on gold, and the i 

officers, still uosatisfiibd, ran up the sup- 

posititious value to silk and the most costly 

jewels. Abraham demurred to nothing; 

he would pay on anything or everythiosg 

provided they would not open the boi. 

It was all in vain ; the Egyptian ^^douaniers'* 

were obdurate ; the suspiciuufi cheot was ■
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opened, and disclosed in verity a jewel of 

worth, Sarah, in all the charm and wAchery 

of her Hebrew beauty. ■

The ass which Abraham rode on his 

journey to sacrifice Isaac is the same which 

Moses subsequently rode when returning 

from Midian, and would be used, so the 

Rabbis held, by the Son of David on His 

entry into Jerusalem. Isaac himself as- 

sisted in building the altar, and bade his 

father make sharp the knife and firm the 

cords that the sacrifice might be efifectually 

performed. The opinion, indeed, is held 

by the Mohammedans that Abraham 

actually drew his knife across the lad's 

throat, but without effect, and then it was 

that the ram was seen in the thicket — the 

very ram which Abel had sacrificed, and 

which was miraculously preserved for this 

great day. Happy though the termination 

of the episode, it was yet fatal to the sorely- 

tried mother. Sarah was told that her son ■

I had been sacrificed, and in her anguish ■

I hurried after her husband but failed to find 

him, and sorrowful and heart-broken re- 

turned home. Here she was met by the ■

' same informant, who now told her, " Thy 

son liveth." The shock and revulsion were 

too great, and when Abraham and Isaac 

arrived they were greeted by the sad tidings, 

"Sarah is dead.'' Abraham brought the 

body to the cave of Machpelah to bury it, 

and when he entered he found the bodies 

of Adam and Eve preserved from corruption, ■

I and able, indeed, to remonstrate and urge 

their own unworthiness to share the same ■

. sepulchre with the wife of so great a man.* 

In connection with the traditions respect- 

ing Abraham, mention may be made of 

Nimrod, at whose hands, as has been 

noticed, the patriarch nearly met his death. 

Much of his fame as "a mighty hunter " was 

due to the possession of Ajdam's coat, given 

him by God in Paradise, and made, some 

hold, of theskin of the Serpent. Its ownership 

had passed through Enoch and Methusaleh 

to Noah. When the Flood abated and the 

family of the patriarch left the Ark, it was 

stolen by Ham, who gave it to Cush, 

Nimrod's father. After he had reigned 

two hundred and fifteen years, Nimrod was 

met by Esau, between whom and the 

mighty King of Shinar' there existed a 

deadly rivalry. A fierce combat ensued, in 

which Esau was victorious, and the coat ■

* On A previous occasion Abraham had discovered 

the bodies. When the Three visited hita he sought to 

kill a roe for their refreshment. The animal escajied 

and took refuge in the cave where the bodies of our 

first parents were found in a deep sleep, while a soft 

light and fragrant odour pervaded the cavern. ■

became the spoil of the conqueror, who 

wore it for some time on great occasions, 

till on one of his hunting expeditions he 

lost it^ and the more fortunate Jacob 

became its possessor. Nimrod was the 

origioator of the Tower of BabeL The 

impious builders boasted great things of 

what they would do when it was completed. 

One party swore that they would place 

their own false gods in heaven; another 

declared defiance and war against the 

Almighty, whom they would dare to 

combat; another arrogantly vaunted that 

with bow and spear they would smite even 

Him. And so the huge building pro- 

gressed till, the Rabbis say, it towered to 

the height of fifty-six of our miles, and 

then God smote the builders and con- 

founded their language. Those who had 

vowed to place their gods in His place 

were transformed into apes ; they who 

dared to threaten Him with their bow and 

spear slew each other in their mad be- 

wilderment, and they who thought 

0*er Heaven's high towers to force resistless way, ■

were scattered far and wide upon the earth 

they had abused. And the mighty tower 

itself sank till a third of its huge bulk was 

buried in the ground; another third was 

consumed by fire ; but tradition holds that 

when Cyrus drew near to level the proud 

city to the dust, the remaining third, 

stupendous even in its ruin, was still 

standmg to frown on the bold invader 

before whose conquering might it was 

doomed to disappear. ■

WAR AMONG THE FAIRIES. ■

▲ OOMPLBTB STORY. OHAFTBB ' ■

This is a strange story, and as for the 

truth of it — well, it is as true as most fairy 

tales. ■

Once upon a time, long years ago, there 

lived a fisherman, named Hans, who had 

three sons. The hut in which they dwelt 

was on the very loneliest part of the sea- 

shore, and near an enchanted forest called 

the Fairy Glen, inhabited by fairies, gnomes, 

water nymphs, and a host of little uncanny 

creatures. When the fisherman's sons had 

grown up and began to roam about the 

shore, he made them promise that they 

would not enter the Fairy Glen, and they 

kept their promise, but not without being 

sorely tempted to break it^ many a time ; 

for from the forest would often issue the 

most melodious music, to which they 

listened until their senses were steeped in ■
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it, and their whole souls seemed in harmony 

with the singers. ■

The hoys had known no home but this 

hut, they could remember nothing about 

their mother, and if they chanced to ask 

their father about her^ he evaded giving an 

answer, and when they persisted he would 

take his broad sou'wester and leave the 

hut. ■

Hans told them never to speak to a 

woman, because in every one of them 

dwelt an evil spirit. This assertion did 

not trouble them while they were young, 

but when they grew older it puzzled them. ■

One night, the youngest son, Jasper, 

could not sleep. He distinctly heard his 

father, as he lay tossing about, saying : ■

" Go, I will not listen to you." ■

Jasper sprang out of bed and approached 

the window. In the clear moonlight he 

saw two figures — that of his father and a 

beautiful fairy The silvery moonbeams 

gleamed upon her snowy arms and neck, 

and kissed her flowing hair until it looked 

like burnished gold With outstretched 

arms she approached the fisherman in a 

supplicating attitude, but he roughly turned 

aside. ■

**Hear me, Hans, hear me," said the 

fairy. " You are in great peril Do not 

go upon the sea until the waning of the 

moon, or your life will be forfeited.'' ■

** And do you think I value my life I " 

scornfully asked Hans. "Is it so happy 

that I should grieve to give it up ? No ! 

I will not heed you. Leave me." ■

The fairy turned and left him. Hans 

lingered on the shore a little while, and 

Jasper crept back to bed. ■

The morning dawned clear and bright; 

the sea in its calmness looked like a sheet 

of glass. The fisherman hailed with 

delight the first peep of dawn. As soon as 

it was light enough he left the hut and 

made his way to the sea, and, unmooring 

his boat, glided softly seawards. He 

rowed vigorously for a time and then 

withdrew the oars, allowing the boat to 

drift. Slowly he disappeared out of sight. ■

Towards noon the sea became "choppy"; 

the waves lashed the shore, and the wind, 

until now so gentle, howled furiously. ■

That evening when the tide came in, the 

dancing waves laid the dead body of the 

fisherman on the beach. ■

OHAPTER II. ■

On the third evening after the funeral 

of Hans the fisherman, his three sons — 

Juhan^ Ronald, and Jasper'— had a talk ■

together about the future. The day had 

been very hot. and the atmosphere of the 

hut was suffocating, so the boys went out 

for a stroll; and unconsciously took the 

path leadiug to the Fairy Glen. ■

"I am sure," said Jasper, "if father 

had only listened to her he would not have 

been drowned.** ■

" What do you mean ? *' asked Roaald. ■

" Oh," smiled Julian, " he is alluding to 

his dream." ■

"I tell you, brothers, it was not a 

dream. I saw the beautiful fairy with my 

own eyes.*' ■

" Are you sure 1 " asked Ronald. ■

" Yes, as sure as I see you now.*' ■

" Rub Vish i " said Julian. ■

" Nay, brother," said Ronald, " I begin 

to fancy that there may be something it it ; 

you know we often hear what father said 

was fairy music." ■

"Tush!" said Julian, but he stopped 

abruptly. ■

The air was suddenly filled with ex- 

quisite music. It began with a weird, 

discordant note, and melted into melli- 

fluous song like the trilling of a sweet 

songstress. The v music seemed to come 

from the branches of a tree under which 

they stood, and the three brothers looked 

up eagerly, hoping to catch a glimpse of 

the bird, if bird it were. ■

They had reached the stile beyond 

which lay the Fairy Glen, and presently 

Jasper twitched them by the coat, and 

whispered : ■

" Look, brothers, look ! ' There is the 

fairy I spoke of." ■

The music ceased as suddenly as it had 

begun, and the two elder brothers, when 

they saw the fairy, were amazed at her 

radiant loveliness ; but Jasper was less 

bewildered. He seemed to recognise in 

her a friend. ■

" Was it not you who warned my father 

of his death 1 " he asked. ■

"I warned him, but he did not heed 

me," answered the fairy, in a sweet voice, 

" and so he died. But do not let us talk 

of him now. I am interested in his sons, 

and would fain help them to decide upon 

their future. You seem to wonder at my 

interest; but I knew and loved your 

mother. Is not that enough t " ■

This won the confidence of the boys 

immediately. ■

" Oh 1 tell us of our mother," they cried 

in chorus. ■

"I will; for the time has come when 

you should know. Your mother was a ■
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faiiy. She wqs my eister, and havbg 

fallen in love with your lather, she became 

a mortal apon certain conditions, 90 that 

she might marry him. For five years they 

lived happily, bat your father disobeyed 

one of the conditions, and that sealed his 

wife's doom. She was drowned, and her 

spirit is held captive by water-sprites." ■

While the fairy queen had been talking 

to the boys, sweet little creatures, with 

radiant faces and lovely forms, unseen by 

the brother^*, had woven a bright gossamer 

web about ibem, and the tighter they dre^ 

their silken cords, the more intense was 

the reverence with which the boys gBO&d 

into thci fairy queen's faca^ ■

"I have toll you about your mother," 

oootinned the fairy, *' to show you that I 

fiaiii would help yOu." ■

Then taming to Julian she asked: 

" "What would you like to bel" ■

Julian looked at her a moment ; a flush 

came over his face, his eyes sparkled, and 

his whole body quivered with excitement, 

as he said: ■

''Oh, I crave wealth, that I may be 

powerful. I would like to rule great men, 

subdue great minds, and, in short, be great 

among the mightiest." ■

The fairy smiled and said : " It shall be 

as you wish." ■

Then turning to Eonald sbe asked: 

** And what is your desire ) " ■

Eonald looked at her for a moment, 

and then at his brothers, and then out 

seawards, as if not knowing how to ixame 

his request. ■

"Come," said the fairy gently, "don't 

be afraid ; tell me what you wish for, above 

everyUiing else." ■

"Give me," said Ronald at last, with 

great deliberation, " happiness and content- 

ment. I desire neither wealtk nor power.'* ■

" Your wish shall be granted," said the 

fairy cheerfully, and then she turned her 

sparkling eyes upon Jasper. "And you," 

she asked, " most beloved of your mother, 

what do you desire 1 " ■

Jasper did not answer. ■

"Why are you silent I ** ■

"Because I wish neither power nor 

wealth, happiness nor contentment. My 

greatest wish at this moment is to enter 

the Fairy Glen, and to lie by a purliog 

stream with tall trees overhead, listening 

to the music of the fairies." ■

A gieat change came over the face of the 

fairy as she heard what he said. The light 

died out of her eyes, and her smile faded 

away, as in solemn tones she answered : ■

" The greatest sorrow that can come upon 

us will overtake us if you enter our Fairy 

Glen. I hope you will think better of it, 

and ask me for something else." ■

Turning to the two elder brothers she 

said: "At daybreak to-morrow, a boat, 

manned with trusty sailors, will wait for 

you both. Obey the instructions that will 

be given to you, and all will go well." ■

She-waved herlumd in iok&a of farewell, 

and vanished. ■

CHAPT&B m. ■

SiNOB the day that Julian and Bonald 

had departed from their home, autumn had 

given place to winter, and grqy old winter 

in its turn had become thawed by the genial 

glow of returnii)g spring, By-and-by, the 

trees Mid hedgerows put on their gowns of 

soft^ bright green. Ai9ong the foliage 

nestled sweet little buds, upon whidi 

trembled the early dew, sparkling in the 

sunlight like millions of diamonds, sap- 

phires, and opals. The feathered songsters 

in the forests and hedgerows anthemed 

their Joy at the gorgeous spectacle. ■

It was late in the evening of one of the 

brightest of these glorious spring days, that 

Jasper came out of the old hut and strolled 

upon the beach. The low murmur of the 

water, as it lapped the shore, was soothing 

to his ear. For a few moments he stood 

gazing at the distant horizon, where the 

sun was sinking lower and lower. The 

halo of burnished gold around it deepened 

into fieiy red, and seemed to kiss the 

waters. Jasper gave a deep sigh ; he was 

thinking of his brothers, and wondering 

where they were. He had fared badly since 

they left, having to do all the woik, and 

catching and curing fish did not agree with 

him. As he stood looking down into the 

water, the old irresistible longing came 

upon him to enter the Fairy Glen. ■

" Yes," he said to himself, " I must go 

once, no matter what happens to me after- 

wards," and he walked fearlessly towards 

the glen. When he approached the stile, he 

Eeemed to hear again the gentle voice of 

the fairy queen. His heart beat faster, 

and ior a moment he thought of retracing 

his steps, but he could not overcome the 

longing to enter the glen. He cleared the 

stile at a bound, and walked boldly forward. 

Presently he caught sight of a crystal 

stream winding in and out like a silver 

thread. Truly this was an enchanted 

f 01 est, for the further he went the lighter 

grew his spirits. On he wandered, until 

darkness fell over the place, but no fears ■
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oppressed him. The little glow-worms 

flitted abont, the grasshoppers chirped, and 

the frogs croaked. Guided by the light of 

the glow-worms he walked on until he 

came to the stream, then he sat down to 

rest at the water's edge. Just at that 

moment the moon came out from beneath 

dark clouds. Its bright rays peeped 

through the trees, and flooded the scene 

with a subdued light Shadowy forms 

flitted about the forest, and Jasper felt that 

he was not alone. On tlte stream were 

water-lilies innumerable. Presently the air 

vibrated with exquisite music. Jasper 

looked down the stream, and saw a boat 

composed of water-lily leaves coming to- 

warda him, propelled by beautiful water 

nymphs. ■

" Shall we dance a measure," said the 

Queen of the Water-lilies, " in honour of 

this daring stranger)" ■

"Yes, let us,'* said Lady Amber, and 

leaving their little craft they jumped upon 

a cluster of water-lilies ; some danced upon 

the leaves, others gambolled in and out of 

the flowers, and others sat on the top of 

huge bulrushes, and sang : ■

Bipple and sing, oh ! sparkling water^ ■

Flash in the moon's clear light ; 

We have no sorrow, 

No thought of the morrow, ■

We'll merrily dance to-night» ■

CHOBUS. ■

Merrily dancing, 

Souls entrancing, ■

We are gay and firee; 

Airily skipping, 

Daintily tripping, ■

Happy little nymphs aw we. ■

Silver and gold are not treasures we cravo ; ■

We have halls of sparkUng light, 

Where amber gleama 

In steady beams, ♦ ■

And all our world is bright. ■

Ohoras^Merrily dancing, etc. ■

Diamonds and rubies we do not seek, 

They may stay in the earth's cold bed ; ■

We have pearls so white ■

And they please us quite, 

We have corals pink and red. ■

Cnorus—Merrily dancing, etc. ■

At the shrill sound of a bugle Hbt water- 

nymphs vdnished. ■

Jasper waited a moment, and then went 

forward in the direction Of the sound. In 

an open space in the cetttre of the for«8t he 

saw a lovely sight. Queen Amaranth, his 

fairy relation, was setttod upon a magnificent 

throne of rubies and amethysts. Her gos- 

samer robe was bordered with sparkling 

jewels, hei crown glittered with the purest 

of diamonds, and in her hand she held a 

jasper wand, tipped with fire. On either ■

side of the throne, dressed in fairy court 

apparel, stood the heralds who had blown 

the trumpet, and around the throne in a 

wide circle stood beautiful fairies. ■

" My subjects all/' said Queen Amaranth, 

with great dignity, but in a aweet ringing 

voice, **the danger which I warned you 

against is with us at last. The oruel spell 

wrought by our arch-enemy, Queen Lotus, 

is working. Our fate to-night hangs upon 

a silken thread, and I beseech you to 

be careful. As you know, it was decreed 

that once in three hundred years my power 

should be withdrawn for a night, when 

if disobedience or dissension were found 

in our ranks, or if we entered into eommu- 

nioation with mortals, our lives would be 

forfeited for ages and ages. Whether we 

win or fail rests with you, my subjects. I 

cannot command you to night, I can only 

tell you that this is our night of dai^ness. 

Danger lurks on every hand. My mortal 

nephew is in the forest, and under the 

spell of the water-nymphs and the slaves 

of Queen Lotus. Love one another if ye 

ever did, and disobey mh not, when I say, 

do not speak to this stranger. Farewell, 

and, remember, I rely upon you." ■

The silence was broken by a murmur of 

voices. Queen Amaranth removed her 

crown, and handing it to one of her maids 

withdrew into her arbour, where sleep 

overcame her. When she had retired, the 

fairies felt very sorrowful, for they loved 

their Queen. ■

**What is the use of being sad and 

mournful I " said Lady Emerald. •* Let us 

be merry and mirthful, fairy sisters. Surely 

we can withstand the wiles of the stranger, 

and cease from quarrelling for a night." ■

«*What shall we doT' asked Lady 

Sardonyx. ■

•* Why, let us laugh and dance — dance 

round tire fairy oak, as we have done many 

a time before." ■

The other fairies agreed to this. And as 

they danced they sang : ■

Dancinff in a fairy ring, ■

Treaaing fairy measure : 

We have naught but joy to brings ■

Richest fairy treasure. ■

CHORUS. 

We are merry little fairies. ■

Sporting in a fairy glen, 

Dancing nightly, 

Laughing lightly, ■

what nave we but joy to teU 1 ■

When we're dancing on the moonbeams, ■

It is our delight, 

Gems to shake in silver gleams. ■

Glittering in the light. ■

Chorus— We are merry, etc ■
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Then we dance on to a flower, 

Sprinkle j^rfiime in its bell ; ■

Thns we i>ass a gplden hour, 

Hiding in its silver celL ■

For we're merry little fairies, ■

Gaily singing as we go : ■

What know we of grief or woe ? ■

Dancing nightly, 

Laughing lightly, ■

They had scarcely finished singing the 

last verse when a goome handed Jasper a 

flate, and hade him play it. Jasper rau^ed 

it to his lips, and sounds came forth 

suffusing the air. with a thrilling melody. 

The fairies listened and were spell-hound. 

Jasper, too, was quite enthralled hy the 

music. ■

*• What a sweet, well-favoured youth is 

he !'* said Lady Beryl "Do let us speak 

to him!" ■

"For shame!'' said Lady Amethyst. 

" Remember the words of our Queen." ■

" But surely," said Lady Onyx, " there 

can be no harm in speaking to so charming 

a youth I " ■

" Harm or no harm," tartly answered the 

first speaker, " I mean to speak to him.'' ■

"You shall not>" cried a chorus of 

voices. ■

" We shall," was the reply taken up by 

nearly half the group. " Who are you, 

that we are to be told we shall not ?" And 

alas ! they fell to quarrelling ; angry words 

led to blows. They divided themselves 

into two parties, and fought vigorously. ■

The war lasted until the dawning of 

twilight, when the supporters of Queen 

Amaranth were vanquished. Then only 

did the enchanted flute fall from Jasper's 

hand, and he fell asleep. After the battle, 

the Queen, stripped of all her royal apparel, 

wearing only a fleecy garment, came forth 

from her arbour, wringing her hands and 

sorrowfully weeping. ■

She went forwai^ to the fairy oak, where 

she had spent so many happy hours watch- 

ing the graceful dancing of her subjects. 

The disobedient ones would have fled at 

her approach, but a figure enveloped in 

brighli fiery red barred their way. The 

Queen placed her hand over her eyes, as if 

to shut out the awful sight, and when she 

again looked at them, all had vanished, and 

in their stead great red poppies bloomed. ■

"Oh," she aaid, " that I had power but 

for a moment, that I might make them live 

again ! " ■

She tenderly touched them, when, lo I 

under her touch, they bloomed into lovely 

spring flowers. Primroses, snowdrops, 

crocuses, and early dafl'odils, spangled the 

moss where they had fallen. ■

''Ah!" said Queen Amaranth, "be to 

mortals what you are to me, bright flashes 

of happier days ; nay, be more to them than 

you can ever be to me. Hold out to them 

a promise of summer, when sunshine shall 

bathe the woodlands in pure soft light, and 

birds shall never weary of their songs from 

morn till night." ■

As she finished speaking, the wind 

moaned through the forest trees, and made 

a slight rustle among the forest flowers. ■

" Alas ! " said the poor queen, " they 

bow to me. They still show me their 

allegiance. I cannot bear it." And she 

walked to the stream, and sat on the 

bank. ■

Slowly, very slowly, the water rose until 

it touched her feet, Queen Amaranth 

heeded not ; gradually it rose higher, and 

higher, until it reached her waist, and then 

she gave a cry of pain, for looking down 

into the water, she saw that up to the 

waist she had become a fish. Her beautiful 

limbs and feet were gone. ■

When Jasper awoke, the midday sun 

was shining; his ideas at first were a 

little confused, but seeing the flaming red 

poppies he remembered all, and in a 

dazed, sorrowful way, staggered out of the 

forest. ■

CHAPTER IV. ■

The years rolled by, and every spring- 

time a fit of great dejection came over 

Jasper, and a sense of his utter loneliness 

took possession of him. At these times he 

would wander into the Fairy Glen, and 

sitting under the old oak-tree, would in 

fancy live through the scenes of that night 

He looked down upon the pretty spring 

flowers, for they neVer failed to bloom, and 

sometimes he fancied he heard the sweet 

voice of the mermaid sighing : 

Ah 1 woe is me I ■

One day, nigh on forty years after the 

war among the fairies, Jasper was sitting in 

front of his old hut when he heard a horn 

blow^ and looking seaward saw a magnifi- 

cent yacht sailing towards the ^ore. 

The ship cast anchor, for the tide was low. 

The sailors on board lowered a small boat, 

and a party got into it Jasper was greatly 

alarmed, for no human face had he looked 

upon since his brothers had left the island. 

The party landed, and made straight for 

the hut They were his brothers, Julian 

and Ronald, and with them was a most 

beautiful young girL Astonishment at the 

changes wrought by Time was great on ■
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both sides. Jasper had become a bent, 

(vrinkled old man, although he was bat 

seventeen when they left him, and at sixty 

be looked old enough to be a hundred, 

rhey tried to persuade him to accompany 

bhem, telling him that Julian was a great 

statesman, powerful and mighty. ■

" What do I care for power and might 1 ** 

be said, and looking at Julian continued : 

" It does not seem to have agreed with you, 

brother," for Julian, too, was a gaunt, thin 

old man. ■

"The cares of state are heavy on our 

brother," said Ronald. " But will you not 

come with ms 9 I have the happiest home 

in all the world. This is my youngest 

daughter." And he fondly took the young 

girl by the hand and led her to Jasper. ■

She smiled winningly up* at his wrinkled 

face, and said : ■

" Will you not come with us. Uncle 

Jasper 1 We will try to make you happy." 

" No, my child," said Jasper, " there is 

no happiness for me if I leave this old hut 

and the memories surrounding it It is 

kinder to leave me here." ■

The young girl looked at her father with 

tear-dimmed eyes; he fondly pressed her 

hand, and was silent. ■

When Julian asked Jasper about the 

fairy queen, Jasper told the pitiful story of 

her destruction, and the part he played in it. 

^* She granted our wishes, Jasper," said 

Julian, ** and it would have been better for 

you had you chosen something also." ■

" I don't know," sharply retorted Jasper. 

" Are you quite contented, brother 1 " 

Julian was silent. ■

*' Wealth and power are not everything," 

said Ronald. *'I wished for happiness, 

and my happiness is great." ■

*' Yours was by far the wisest wish, 

brother," replied Jasper. ■

Julian and Ronald tried hard to persuade 

Jasper to leave the lonely island and go 

with them, but he refused to do so, and 

that same evening the yacht sailed away as 

it came. Jasper watched it gradually 

fading out of sight> and when it had 

completely sunk in the horizon, he covered 

his eyes with his hands and wept bitterly. 

Slowly he hobbled towards the Fairy Glen, 

and sitting on the banks of the mystic 

river, fell fast asleep. ■

"TUER LE MANDARIN." ■

Sats Mrs. Edwards in her novel called 

"Ought We to Visit Her 1 " — chapter ■

xxvii. : " Who would not sooner despatch 

an enemy by Sydney Smith's plan, ring a 

nice clean-handled little bell, which shall 

cause him to drop down dead in Japan, 

than by such disgusting open-handed 

means of destruction as a pistol or 

poison 1 " ■

More sayings and phrases, probably, 

have been erroneously fathered upon 

Sydney Smith than upon any one else; 

but it is an old story that to him that 

hath much shall more be given. When 

she wrote what has just been quoted, Mrs. 

Edwards had, of course, in her mind the 

well-known French phrase, " Tuer le 

Mandarin." But this does not owe its 

origin to Sydney Smith. Jean Jacques 

Rousseau has almost Invariably — ^invariably, 

indeed, so far as the present writer is aware 

—been credited with it by all those who 

have quoted it or used it for literary 

purposes. ■

" Have you read your Rousseau 1 " asks 

Rastignac of Bianchon in Balzac's "P&re 

Goriot." ■

" Yes." ■

" Do you remember the passage where he 

asks his reader what he would do if he had 

the opportunity of enriching himself by the 

death of some old mandarin in Chima, whom 

he could cause to die by simply formulating 

in his mind a wish to that effect^ without 

stirring from his chair in Paris t " ■

"Yes." ■

"WelH" ■

" Bah I I have already got to my thirty- 

third mandarin." ■

Monsieur Augusta Vitu, in a short story 

called " The Mandarin," goes so far even as 

to give us verbatim, between quotation 

marks, the passage in which the phrase, or 

its idea, actually occurs: ■

" Suppose, a mandarin in China, a man 

who lives three thousand miles away from 

you in a fabulous country, a man whom 

you will never see ; suppose, again, that 

the death of this mandarin, of this 

chimerical man, will result in your ac- 

quiring a fortune to be counted in millions, 

and that all you have to do to bring about 

his death is simply to raise your finger as 

you sit at home in France, so that no one 

would ever have the slightest idea of your 

share in the matter; supposing all this, 

now, tell me what you would dol" ■

Monsieur Yitu does not, indeed, actually 

mention Rousseau's name, but that Rous- 

seau is the "grand philosophe que les 

ignorants appellent un sophiste," from 

whose works the hero of the story is ■
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reading this passage, ''que je ne relis 

jamais sans terreur/' is clear from his 

reference to the conversation between 

Rsistignac and Bianchon in *' P^re Goriot." 

One would like to know the source from 

whence Monsipiir Vitu extracted these lines. 

Alexandre Dumas in his novel, ** Monte 

Cristo," makes Monte Cristo say to Madame 

de Villefort : " Indeed, madame, this is a 

scruple which could not fail to present 

itself to an honourable mind like your own, 

but it is one which a little reasoning will 

quickly dispel. The baser side of human 

nature will always be summed up in Jean 

Jacques Rousseau's paradox — you remember 

iti — the mandarin whom you may kill 

five thousand leagues away by simply 

raising the tip of your finger." — "Monte 

Cristo," edition of Michael Levy^ volume 

iii, chapter xiv., page 232. ■

" P^re Goriot " was first published in thia 

"Revue de Paris" in 1834 and 1835, and 

'* Monte Cristo '* was similarly published 

in instalmenta in 1845 and 1846. Moa- 

sieur Vitu's story was published not later 

than 1 860. These dates are not unimportant. 

No one seems to have entertained any sort 

of doubt that this phrase ''Tuerle Mandarin" 

was the invention of Rousseau. In 1873 we 

find it unequivocally asserted in Monsieur 

Larousse's " Dictionnaire Universelle du 

XlXme Sikle" that it is "a celebrat d 

paradox of Jean Jacques Rousseau. 'If 

all that were necessary,' Bays the author of 

'Emile,* *to ensure our becoming the 

wealthy heir of a man we had never seen 

and whom we had never lieard spoken of, 

a man who lived in the furthest recesses of 

China, were simply to touch a buttpn and 

so bring about his death, which of us would 

not touch that button ? * " ■

As we said in quoting from Monsieur 

Vitu, so we say again, it would be interest- 

ing to know from whence Monsieur Larousse 

drew this alleged quotation from Rousseau. 

It will be noticed that, while conveying the 

same idea, the actual words are. very 

different from those which Monsieur Vitu 

gives us as a verbatim extract. Balzac 

and Dumas simply give us the idea, with- 

out pretending to quote the exact words in 

which it was couched. ■

And now comes the odd part of the 

story. The whole of Rousseau's works have 

been very carefully searched, and not a 

trace of any such phrase or idea as this of 

** Tuer le Mandarin " can be found anywhere 

in them. And here, perhaps, it may con- 

veniently be mentioned that this fact was 

brought to the notice of Monsieur Larousse, ■

who, having satisfied himself of the accuracy 

of it, inserted a note in a supplementary 

volume of the " Dictionnaire Universelle " 

which he subsequently published, that the 

statement in the body of the work which 

attributed the authorship of the phrase 

" Tuer le Mandarin " to Rousseau was a 

mistake. ■

Rousseau died in 1778, and the present 

writer is aware of no passage in French 

literature earlier than the one in Balzic's 

'* Pi^re Goriot ** where the phrase is quoted. 

It would seem probable, then, that Balzac 

was the first to make the mistake of attri- 

buting it to Rousseau, and that the other 

writers simply followed his ex'ample. But 

where did Monsieur Vitu and the writer 

in the " Dictionnaire Universelle " get the 

text which they give as Rousseau's actual 

words? This we shall probably never 

know. Did they invent it ? Perhaps they 

"restored" it from the bare phrase, 

"Tuer le Mandarin," as Professor Owen 

used to be able to restore the whole frame 

of some antediluvian monster from a few 

bones and teeth. But then Professor Owen 

did have the bones and teeth, but where is 

the bare idea in this case ? There is not a 

trace, not a suggestion of it, in the whole 

of Rousseau's writings. But in one of the 

works of another French author, published 

not so very many years before '*P4re Goriot," 

we do get the very idea and the very words. 

Oti page two himdted and fifty -nine of the 

first volume of Chateaubriand's "Genie du 

Christianisme " occurs this passage : " 

conscience ! art thou but a phantom of the 

imagination or thefear of human punishment) 

I interrogate myself ; I put to myself this 

question : * If you could, by simply desiring 

it, bring about the death of a man in China, 

and enjoy his fortune here in Europe, 

possessing a supernatural conviction that 

no one would ever know anything of the 

matter, would you consent to form that 

desire r" ■

The *Gteie du Christianisme" was 

published in 1830, and in the passage 

which has just been quoted Chateaubriand 

writes as though his idea were entirely 

original and his own, and makes no re- 

ference to Rousseau or any other writer. 

There seems no other solution to the puzzle 

than that Balzac must have read this book 

by Chateaubriand, and, while remembering 

the general drift* of the paragraph about 

the mandarin sufficiently well for it to 

recur usefully to his mind when writing 

"P6re Goriot," not only forgot whore he 

had really seen it, but imagined, mistakenly, ■
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that he had read it in Kousseau. And it 

was his example which probably led astray 

thjB writers who followed him in attribu- 

ismg it to the author of the '* Confessions." ■

The conclusion of the matter is that 

as far as the French language and every 

other modern one, at any rate^ are concemf d, 

there is really no groi^nd for attributing 

the idea to any one bnjt Chateaubriand, 

and his claim to it seems to have beea 

here clearly enough established. ''So fac 

as the French language and evevy other 

modesQ one Me oonceraed/' we have just 

wdtten ; «id we excepted the dead tonguiea 

advisedly. Froan Chateaubriand in modem 

Paris to Cicero in ancient Eome is a fax 

9xy; and yet ik seems pretty clear that 

to the ancieAt rather than to the modem 

the germ idea of this ''calibre paradoxe,/' 

to quote the '' Pietioanaire Univeraelle '' 

again, is due. Turn to the ** De OfficiLi,*' iii 

1 9, and there you will read, Ujoi the quisstion 

of one who is fearful and doubtful of 

the answer he might return to i^ if it 

should ever be seriously propomided to 

him, but the high m(»ralisi'a ruin of life, 

sternly and unequivoeatingly laid do!wn. 

" And so," rules Cicero, '*if it should ever 

happen that a good man have tba oppor- 

tunity, just by merely snapping hie finger, 

of obtaining, for himself Uie succession to 

a wealthy inheritance, let him not avail 

himself of it, even thougjii be be quite 

sure that no one will ev^er have the least 

soapicion of the facta." ■

" Suum cuique 1 " And that must be our 

justification, if one be needed, for going 

into tiiis matter at some length; and yet 

for many, perhaps, the wandarioga and ad- 

ventureSy and final homecoming aiid rei- 

cognition, of a disinherited and stepfatheced 

quotation have an interest far beyond the 

material importanjce of the matter. And 

even now it seems as thcnigh oue must 

leave the credit of the coaception. of '< Tuer 

le Maudairin." divided, between Chateau- 

briand and Cicero. Howf much of it be- 

longs to each of them our readers can 

determine for themselves on the evidence 

before them. ■

bewitched. ■

A 8TORY IN EIGHT PARTS. ■

PART VII. ■

Violet could not propose to go up to 

town with Arthur^ or even to go instead of 

him, but neither could she lay aside her 

interest in the case. So she visited Miss ■

Downing daily, in hope of tidings. The 

first news was discouraging and bewildering. ■

" I went at once to Scotland Yard, and 

found a so-called expert at handwritings. 

The man was an idiot. He declared th^re 

was no similarity whatever between Miss 

Boyd's writing and the writing of the 

forged letter. But his opiniou is proved 

t > be worth nothing, for he insists that I, 

a^ud I only, wrote the forged letter. Of 

; course I tried another man, but he said 

the same. They are a set of idiots." ■

Next day came another It-tter. ■

'' I could not hang about London in this 

aw£ul suspense doiug nothing, and I thought 

I might find out something by going to 

loek up Mis& Boyd. Fate once more was 

against me^ She is out of town." ■

This informataoa lulled te rest a dis- 

quieting but unacknowledged suspicion; 

yety even by the time Miss Downing had 

read it,^ hex security was falsified. ■

Arthiur posted his letter at Burlington 

House, and strolled towards Hyde Park 

Comer. He. stopped at the Bond Street 

ccosaiug ta let a brougham pass. A face 

leant forward out of the darkness of the 

brougham^ white aud steel-eyed, and the 

swift, intenit gilauce rooted him to where he 

atoad for one d^ed minute. It was Miss 

Bayi ■

He walked on. towards the Park me- 

ehanically,^ bujb it was growing dusk, and 

would be rafchiet dreary, he thought. So 

ha turned up Hali-Moon Street instead of 

going on. He found hinoself in Curzon 

Street as if by accident. Why should he 

not have f^aiwit^h Miss Boydl She had 

returned to towu^and had presumably gone 

home to toa.^ It did not cross his mind 

that the way to Curzon Street by Bond 

Street was rather roundabout. However, 

it could not have mattered, for when he 

reached Miss Boyd*s door the brougham 

was just turning from it empty. She had 

gome round by Bruton and Hill Streets. ■

He was shown through au Orientally 

furnished hall, aad a heavily perfumed and 

still more Oriental ddrawing-room, into a 

second drawing-room which opened upon a 

conservatory ; all upon the ground floor. 

The rooms were all empty of inhabitants. 

The fires were newly lighted, and there 

was no sign of tea. Miss Boyd had, 

perhaps, not been expected to return so 

soon. He took a chair, a v«ry low long 

one, almost a divan, and awaited her. ■

The room was very close and dimly 

lighted. There were too many heavy- 

scented flowers, and there were Indian mgs ■
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and draperies, all redolent of the spice- 

laden East. The walls and tables were so 

crammed with carved wood and ivories, 

with embroideries, beads, and brassery, 

that the air seemed imprisoned among 

them. If Miss Boyd did not make haste, 

he would fall asleep. The lamps were 

shaded with crimson, and lighted but 

turned low. ■

He suddenly became conscious that he 

was watched, and, starting up, he saw her 

step softly forward in trailing, shadowy 

robes, pale-coloured, with a mysterious 

smile in her eyes, against a panel of 

brilliant light He rose to meet her. She 

was coming from a third and lighted room, 

whose portiere fell behind her, and she 

became palely luminous in the fainter light 

of the shaded lamps, and the draperies that 

had seemed shadowy against the shining 

doorway revealed themselves as a pink silk 

tea-gown with gleaming silver embroidery. ■

" How sweet of you to come I " she said 

softly. ■

"I called yesterday," he said. "You 

were out of town. I was so grieved. 

Now I am happy." ■

This was not at all what he had come to 

London to say, and he knew it as soon as 

the words were spoken, but it seemed so 

impossibly difficult to ask impolite questions 

of a woman who wore such a lovely gown 

in such a seductive room, and who looked 

so extremely pleased to see him. ■

She rang a little bell of singularly sweet 

tone. ■

" I am not going to give you tea," she 

said, " though one calls it tea for propriety's 

sake, I will give you what you like better 

— the best cigarettes you ever tasted, and 

Mocha coflPee." ■

He was fascinated. She talked sweetly 

and unceasingly until the coffee was 

poured out, and the servant gone, and the 

cigarettes lighted; conventional nothings 

of weather and time. When it became his 

turn to choose a subject, it was more 

impossible than ever. He could not be 

rude to a woman who provided such coffee 

and such cigarettes. ■

She made no allusion to her letter which 

had lain so long unanswered; whether 

because his silence had hurt too deep for 

words, or because she had forgotten it, he 

did not even wonder. He had forgotten it 

himself, and he had forgotten why he was 

in town, except to fling a scornful mental 

glance at the abeurd theories connecting 

her with the letters. ■

•* What a pretty room I " said Arthur, ■

laying his head back luxuriously and 

looking up at a panelled ceiling which 

would have seemed less beautiful in 

stronger light. " And so you live here, all 

by yourself 1 " ■

She sighed. ■

"It is lonely," she said. "Yon must 

come often. I am always at home on 

Tuesday and Friday evenings. You will 

come next Friday and I shall have some 

music for you." ■

" Next Friday ! " He had some ado to 

collect his thoughts. " I hardly expect to 

be in town next Friday," he said. " I am 

waiting for letters. I cannot count on 

myself." ■

" Which of us can *i " she said, laughing 

softly. "Unless, of course, we are permitted 

to read the future." ■

" And which of us can do that 1 " he said, 

with a groan. ■

" Would you like to read it — the next 

page or so— up to Friday, we will say ? " 

she asked him earnestly. ■

" Indeed I should." ■

" I will tell you your fortune," she cried, 

with a sudden change of manner and a 

light laugh. " You don't believe in it, of 

course, but I am quite lucky in foretelling 

the future. I told lots of fortunes at 

Ruthyard Castle, where I have just been 

staying." ■

It was only for fun, of course. Of 

course it was useless, nonsense, but some- 

times these things come true — and he was 

surprised and interested when she offered 

him a crystal ball to look into. He had 

expected cards, or a wheel of fortune. 

The ball was curious. He examined its 

luminous depths, full of magic kaleidoscopic 

figures. ■

How very curious 1 What was it really 1 ■

The ball grew brighter and brighter 

till it shone like a moon. The figures grew 

distinct and took shapes. The room be- 

came quite dark to him, though he never 

noticed it, and the crystal ball grew large. 

The figures were life-size, and one was Alice. ■

He gazed eagerly. She looked stem 

and cold, then averted her eyes and fixed 

them with a smile upon a man whose face 

he could not see. All at once another woman 

stood in her place. He had not seen 

Alice go, or the new figure come. He could 

not see this woman's face, but the scarlet 

dress seemed familiar, and she held a bouquet 

of white roses and carnations. Then again 

Alice was in her place. She looked sad and 

was quite alone. Then he found himself 

staring at impenetrable darkness, and heard ■
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Miss Boyd saying impatiently, '*It is a 

poor sort of trick, but rather amusing." 

The room grew lighter; she was turning 

up a lamp. He could not see what she 

had done with the balL ■

"Can you not show me morel** he 

asked eagerly. *' It is most interesting, but 

tantalising." ■

She laughed. " I could show you things 

that would make your hair stand on end, 

but I have not time now. You must come 

again — on Friday." ■

**May I not stay nowl" he entreated. 

" Friday is so far off.** ■

''No. I am going out to dinner, and 

I shan't be back till eleven, and of course 

that is far too late." ■

"Not for me," he said eagerly. **I 

will come at any time." ■

" You forget I have no chaperon." ■

He laughed harshly. " How absurd ! 

As if you care for that sort of thing ! " ■

"Somebody else may care — Miss k 

Court." ■

" What is she to me 1 " he cried wildly. 

"Haven't you shown me that she has 

forgotten me ? " ■

" You have not forgotten her I " ■

" I have — she is nothing to me— — ** ■

**And yet you are dying to come to 

see her face in a dream 9 What falsehoods 

men can tell ! ** ■

" Not to see her — to see you," he cried 

frantically. " I cannot bear to wait so long 

— ah, Lydia, stay with me now. I cannot 

live apart from you. I cannot wait all 

through those hours." ■

He paused confusedly. In spite of the 

drowsy atmosphere of the dim room, the 

intoxicating fumes of the coffee and tobacco, 

and the strange influence that emanated 

from her presence, he heard vaguely as in 

a dream that the words which had gone 

from him were not from his heart, but from 

his lips, called forth by some spirit outside of 

him or floating about his brain. A strong, 

real longing seized him to get out into the 

light, to breathe fresh air, to escape from 

— something. ■

She took his hand in hers, and looked 

into his eyes. ■

"Are you mine, or are you hersT' she 

murmured. ■

Then a loud bell clashed upon the silence. 

She started. The mystery in her eyes was 

replaced in an instant by very human 

annoyance. ■

" It is the Charltons," she said, " and I 

am not dressed. Good-bye for the present. 

Come at eleven." ■

She did not push him out of the rooms ; 

she only stood silently smiling, but it was a 

forced, anxious smile. The bell had rung 

all the mystery out of it. Yet when he 

found himself out upon the pavement, 

with dazed head and trembling knees, it 

seemed to him that he had left her presence 

by no will of his own. ■

He stood a few moments, while the 

cool night wind blew the clouds from his 

brain. There was a carriage at the dooi, 

and two feminine heads were scrutinising 

him. He became aware of them quite 

suddenly. " They think I am drunk, and 

have been chucked out," he thought. He 

pulled himself together, and walked on 

somewhat uncertainly. He felt queer and 

ill, but he remembered quite well that he 

had had nothing but coffee. "It must 

have been drugged," he thought, " or there 

was opium in the tobacco." He got into a 

cab and drove to a club in St. James's Street, 

whose hospitalities were for the time 

offered to his own club, which was under 

cleaning. ■

He pulled himself together with some 

potent tonic, and went into the dining- 

room. It was very full ; members had 

returned, and guests were crowded. One 

man sat alone, dining on a steak at a small 

table. Arthur sat down opposite, and 

ordered a chop. The man received him 

with a start, and a glance of haughty 

resentment, such as one greets a fellow- 

passenger with who comes into the railway 

carriage later than oneself. Arthur did not 

care. The man was not of the club, but a 

gitest like himself, he was sure. He thought 

he knew him, but could not for the moment 

give him a name. Some clouds still hung 

about his memory. ■

" It is KnoUys, isn't it 1 " asked the man 

coldly. ■

Arthur admitted the fact, and tried to 

look as if he had known the man all along, 

and had selected that table for the pleasure 

of enjoying his society. ■

"Town's getting full, isn't it?" he said. 

" I hear the Teetotum will be open next 

week and relieve you of our presence." ■

*'I am only just back," said the man. 

" I have been in Norway, you Imow, with 

the Kinnairds." ■

Arthur nearly jumped. Of course he 

knew him : Percival Grey. ■

" Why, I wrote to you the other day," 

he said, "at the Eeform." ■

"I have missed my letters. I came 

back sooner than I intended. Had to see 

my father on business. Pid you write ■

I ■
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about anything urgent 1 Can I answer it 

now in person t We are private enough." ■

What had he asked himt He knew 

Grey very slightly. What could he have 

had to ask himl All he wanted to ask 

him now was —what was Alice doing? 

Was she unhappy t Was she thinking of 

him? Did she love him still or hate him 1 

But it was manifestly impossible to ask 

these questions of a comparative stranger 

in a club dining-room. ■

"Are the Kinnairds quite well!" he 

inquired lamely. ** I hear, by-the-bye, that 

you are to be congratulated." ■

Grey laughed, but looked inquisitive. ■

" I suppose you didn'c write to me to ask 

that I" he said. ■

" I remember now," Arthur said hesita- 

tingly. '' It was not of much importance. 

I was told that you knew a person of the 

name of Virginie — I really forget the rest." ■

" Mrs. Kinnaird told me some story," 

Grey murmured apologetically. *'0f 

course there was nothing in ib — but if I 

can do anything towards clearing up what 

I am sure is only an unhappy misunder- 

standing, I need not say how glad I 

shall be. Pray look upon me as one of 

the family.** ■

" How can I look upon myself as one of 

the family ? *' demanded Arthur dolorously. ■

" If I may venture to offer an opinion, 

it was some story about Virginie Vaucluse." ■

" A person of whom I never even heard," 

said Arthur. ■

"I was told that you had— in short, 

thrown the other lady over for her.** ■

"I threw no lady over for anybody. 

Somebody had the impertinence to forge 

my handwriting — for a practical joke, I 

suppose.** ■

*' Virginie herself^ perhi^ra. She is 

capable of it.** ■

'^Is there any such person! Bat I 

remember — you were said to know her.*' ■

** I know her as much as most people 

know her — in the way of business,*' and he 

laughed again. *' It is not a very honest- 

dealing business, I fear. One hardly likes 

owning up to having mixed in it.** ■

•' What is it t Coining ! ** asked Arthur 

surlily. ■

** 1 suppose if she went to work on less 

magnificent lines it would be called fortune- 

telling. Ah I you do recall something,'* as 

Arthur started. ■

" No, nothing. Only something that — ^I 

was shown lately," he answered confusedly. ■

•' Virginie,** Grey went on, " set up last 

season in Bond Street as a palmist, thought- ■

reader, hypnotist} and all that sort of 

thing. She charged a guinea for her 

lowest fee, and as very smart people went 

to her, and as she doesn*t live in a cave or 

sit on a tripod, she is apparently beyond 

the reach of the law. Of course it is all 

humbug, but &he finds queer things out 

now and then.** ■

'' And you think she could find out who 

wrote ihe letter 1 ** Arthur asked, with new 

interest. ■

*^I thought she was mentioned in it^" 

said Grey. "I don't know the story 

completely, you know.** ■

They withdrew to a quiet comer of the 

smoke-room, and Grey not only heard all, 

but was shown the letter itself, which 

Arthur kept by him for exhibition to 

experts and detective^. ■

" You are sure you did not write it, I 

suppose 1 ** ■

'* Absolutely oertsinj unless I wrote it in 

my sleep.*' ■

"And that you riever heard >£ 

Virginie 1 " ■

" Never in my life.'* ■

*' Did you ever wish very much to write 

it and were you prevented ? It was 

possible to get up in your sleep to write it, 

if it had lain very heavily on your mind 

before going to bed. You say you were 

given the address for the purpose of welting 

to her, written on that very envelope.'' ■

" But I never dreamed of writing such a 

letter as that 1 " he protested. " I did 

intend to write, undoubtedly, but a letter 

all of affection— to implore het to forgive 

me, to come back.** ■

** And what prevented you— the loss of 

the address 1 ** ■

"Not exactly. I had not lost it— or 

discovered the loss. I wrote letter after 

letter, but I could not satisfy myself. My 

brain was overdone, you see. I had been 

working almost night and day. I suppose 

it made me irritable, and when the mistake 

was made about the flowers——** ■

" I did not heas the particulars of that.** ■

Arthur narrated the incident in detail. ■

" May one ask who the lady was who 

sat for the picture, whose spell was so 

potently upon you that you wrote her 

name for another ) *' ■

"As ugly a woman as you could see 

anywhere." He paused and flushed. All 

at once he remembered what had happened 

that afternoon in Guvzon Street: the 

crystal bowl, the strange fascination of 

Miss Boyd's presence. "She is a very 

strange sort of woman," he added dreamily. ■
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" Well — and you wrote letter after 

letter," suggested Percival Grey. ■

** I wanted air and exercise to clear my 

head. I set oiF for a tremendous spin. I 

meant to write to Miss k Court when I got 

back, but I was stopped. Somebody asked 

me to dinner, I remember ; the parson." ■

** Ah ! I did hear of bim^ — as the host of 

the lady who sat for Kilmeny and who 

stole the flowers." ■

." She was there of course, I had the 

address with me then, I am nearly sure. 

She might have found it — but whyl I 

don't understand why." ■

"Mrs. Kinnaird implied that you had 

given her some reason to expect to step 

into the other lady's shoes. Pray be calm. 

We must solve the riddle. WelWyou 

dined there, and I suppose returned to take 

your ease at your inn with the letter atill 

upon your mind." ■

" No ; I was too sleepy to have anything 

on my mind. They said I had fallen 

asleep in the back drawing-room at the 

Eectory after dinner." ■

*' And next morning? Wwe you able to 

write?" ■

<* Next morning I was as fit as a fiddle, 

and hadn't the patience to write; I set off 

to town to see her." He told Grey the rest 

" 1 should like to find out from Vii^ime 

if she has ever heard of you," said Grey, 

'* It seems to me that we are working in 

:he dark until we dispose of her as a factor 

n the case^ I will wire to her to-night, 

naking an appointment for to-morrow. 

5he is sure to be back in town by now. 

3ret a good sleep to-night, your nerves have 

)een badly shaken. You ought to have 

;ot rid of the eflects of such overwork and 

xcitement as you describe by now, yet 

,ny one would say you had seen a ghost 

his very day." ■

" I did see a very queer thing," said 

Irthur. " Did you ever hear of looking into 

rystal to see what the absent are doing ? " ■

" A mere matter of thought transference," ■

lid Grey contemptuously. " I have gone ■

ito all these things at times. You don't ■

36 the absent. It is only suggested to you ■

lat you do. Virginie does the crystal ■

ick among her other accomplishments. ■

he will, no doubt, be happy to phow you ■

le writer of the letter in a crystal globe." ■

*' I wish I had asked Miss B )yd to do so." ■

" Miss Boyd 1 Was it that Miss Boyd t " ■

" Yes ; but there was nothing in my ■

)ing," he said hastily. "Indeed, I saw ■

3r accidentally in the street, and I had not ■

18 least wish to speak to her till I found ■

myself shortly afterwards on her doorstep. 

Then I suppose I meant to ask her if she 

had forged the letter, and didn't like. 

Don't look like that, Grey ! I assure you 

r never once sought her society willingly. 

She is a plain, dull woman, though she can 

get herself up to look amazingly handsome 

in a dark room. Those back drawing- 

rooms in Curzon Street have no windows 

to speak of." ■

CHAPTER VIIL ■

The following noon saw Arthur Knollyp 

and Percival Grey winding their devious 

way through the smart Bond Street crowd 

to the modem witch's cavern. Certainly, 

nothing around conduced to illusion , the 

well-dressed men and women, the ranks of 

carnages, the brilliant sun of early October. 

Grey touched an electric bell beside a 

milliner's shop, and led the way up many 

stairs till' they reached a curtained door. 

It was appropriately opened by a negresa ■

They were shown into a comfortable 

sitting-TOom, supgestive of Liberty's show- 

rooms rather than occultism. The negress 

took Grey's card to an inner room. Be- 

neath his name was scribbled in pencil, 

" Mr. John Philipps," ■

" It will be something of a test of her 

powers^ as well as of her truthfulness in 

ordinary things, if she discerns you under 

that disguise," said Grey. The negress 

returned and ushered them into the sanctum 

sanctorum. ■

This apartment was more dimly lighted. 

As Arthur entered behind Grey, he saw 

only a lady dressed in black rise slowly 

from a chair. Grey saw more. He saw 

a start, a falling back ; he heard a catching 

at the breath. Then the lady rose again 

calmly, and said : " Why does Mr. Knollys 

try to hide his identity 1 I expected him." ■

" Miss Boyd 1 " exclaimed Arthur, sur- 

prised, but not at all comprehending. ■

** Miss Boyd ! " echoed Grey, astounded, 

but perfectly comprehending. ■

*^It is my *nom de famille,' " she said 

coolly. **0f course, one has to have a 

business name like other people, authors, 

milliners^ actors, and so on. Mr. Knollys 

only knew my real name. One can't confess 

oneself tv sorceress in a country rectory." ■

** 1 don't know that," said Grey gravely. 

" I am getting mixed, but he had certainly 

heard your professional name before!" ■

*' How so ?" she asked, looking uneasy. 

She was evidently " olf colour." She exer- 

cised no fascination over him whatever. ■

**We called to ask your assistance, ■
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Mademoiselle Vaucluse," said Grey ab- 

ruptly. " Where is that letter, Knollys 1 " ■

Arthur hesitated. It was au awkward 

sort of letter to show to a lady mentioned 

therein. He handed it to Grey. ■

"Did you ever see this letter before, 

Mademoiselle ? " asked Grey sternly. ■

She was ready for it, and glanced at it 

carelessly. "Never," she answered. "It 

is not addressed to me — and is, I think, in 

the handwriting of Mr. Knollys.— 'Why 1 " 

she gave a little cry. " How did that come 

there?'' pointing to the name "Virginie ■

Vaucluse." " It must have been a slip " ■

she paused, looking very much embarrassed. ■

" You meant to dictate your own name, 

did you not ? " said Grey sharply. ■

He saw it all now. ■

" Dictate my own name ! " she repeated, 

more confused than ever. " Why should I 

dictate my name to Mr. Knollys ) What 

have I to do with him ) What do these 

accusations mean 1 " ■

She was so surprised and unnerved, that 

she gave herself away on every point. ■

" Miss Boyd," said Grey very seriously, 

"if you will confess all, we will forgive 

you. If you do not — well, there is a 

powerful and intelligent police in England." ■

" Police I " she cried indignantly. " How 

dare you so insult me) I have done 

nothing wrong. He is a weak fool. Any- 

body could have done what they pleased 

with him, without any occult gift." ■

" And so you made him write the letter 

— passed the words through your iing^irs ■

from your mind to his while you had him 

in a magnetic sleep 1 " ■

"There is nothing dishonest or against 

the law in that," she said. " It is real I 

learnt those things in India. I have my 

living to make, and it was the simplest 

way. It is only putting forth real forces. 

All the doctors admit such science now." ■

" Crystal bowls and palmistry % " ■

" Well, no ; not those as yet> but it is a 

question of time. They fought against 

hypnotism and thought transference for 

centuries." ■

" Did I write the letter 1 " asked Arthur 

wonderingly, when they left her to the next 

client. She was in great request that day. ■

" Beyond all doubt. She hypnotised you 

and dictated it mentally ; told you to sign 

your full name and put it in the envelope 

your aunt had conveniently addressed." ■

" Alice will never believe it." ■

"Alice would believe more astonishing 

things than that to have you back again. 

If Virginie had had any real power to show 

you the absent, what a picture you would 

have beheld of dear little Alice as Elinor 

described her, sitting forlorn on an iceberg 

or something of the sort, weeping enougn 

to melt all the snows of the Circle. It is all 

right, except that we cannot, as the law at 

present stands, burn Virginie at the 

Reformer's Elm in the Park. Never did 

old hag of Highland waste make more 

mischief. She will find herself in HoUoway, 

though, before many months are over, if 

she disports any longer with crystal bowls." ■

Now Ready, ■
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CHAPTER XVI. ■

There is one place whither the first 

breath of gossip is certain to penetrate, and 

where it will as certainly be nourished ipto 

circumstantial evidence; namely, the 

kitchen or servants' hall, according to 

circumstances, of the subject of the gossip. 

Lady Karslake's servants knew a great 

deal more about her intercourse with North 

Branston than she knew herself, and the 

topic had been well threshed out among 

them while yet it was hardly full-blown in 

Alnchester. The subject was handled at 

Hatherleigh Grange with much enjoyment, 

but without malice. Lady Karslake, as 

has been said, was popular with her 

servants^ and Sir William was not. Con- 

sequently it was the general opinion that 

the flirtation assumed was so natural as 

hardly to be reprehensible. ■

To this opinion there was jone obstinate 

dissentient voice. Mrs. Pike, the woman 

who attended on Sir William Karslake, 

had been in his service for fifteen years ; 

and length of service, though it had 

created in her no attachment to a master 

to whom she was neither more nor less 

than a well-tried machine, had developed 

in her a certain stem sense of loyalty 

towards him. It was Mrs. Pike's con« 

sistently expressed opinion that "such 

doings " were *' scandalous.'^ ■

On the afternoon of the opening of the 

Cottage Hospital, tea in the housekeeper's 

room had been, highly seasoned with a 

detailed and vividly-eoloured report of the ■

doings of '* my lady and the doctor " at a 

certain dinner-party at the Dean's ; a report 

which had reached its present terminus 

through a parlourmaid and two footmen. 

Mrs. Pike had uplifted her protest and had 

then relapsed into condemnatory silence; 

and when the/ ringing of the library bell 

resulted in a summons to her from her 

master, she rose up from her place and 

departed with a forbidding expression ot 

countenance. Her face did not soften as 

she went on her way, and when she came 

in sight of the library door she paused 

abruptly, and her thoughts became audible. ■

** He ought to know it ! " she said half 

aloud. '* Poor gentleman, and never there 

to see for himsefi ! " ■

Then she knocked respectfully, and pre- 

sented herself before her master. ■

Sir William was walking up and down 

the room with quick, rather uneven steps, 

and the face he turned to the door was 

slightly pinched, as though with pain, ■

**Get me those drops, Pike," he said 

sharply. " The old ones. Ah ! " ■

He caught suddenly at the back of a chair, 

and then sank into it with a sound that 

was half a groan and half an imprecation. ■

The attack was a slight one, however ; 

and half an hour later he was lying on the 

sofa looking worn and pale, but little 

exhausted. Nor was there any weakness 

about his voice as he said : ■

" That will do. Pike.' You can go." ■

But Pike did not go. She stood where 

she was, her hands clasped rather nervously 

together, watching him with an undecided 

expression on her stern face. ■

*• I'm afraid. Sir William, that you won't 

feel inclined to go out this evening," she 

said, slowly. ■

"To go outi" repeated Sir William 

indifferently. ■

VOL. Zn.— THIRD SEBHSS. ■ S04 ■
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*» Yes, sir. To the Alncheeter ball " ■

Sir William had taken up a magazine, 

and ho half tamed his head towards the 

speaker as if intending to suppress unusual 

loquacity. But he did not take that 

trouble. ■

*' I had no intention of going to the ball," 

he said. ■

There was a moment's pause, and then 

the woman spoke again : - ■

** My mistress is going, I believe, sir ? ^ ■

Again Sir William moved as if to utter a 

peremptory disipissal, and again indolence 

dominated the impulse. ■

" Yes," he said. ■

" Don't you think, sir, if you'll pardon 

the liberty in an old servant, that it's — it's 

unfortunate that my lady should have to go 

about so much by herself 1" ■

The voice was hurried and uneven, and 

Mrs. Pike's fingers were locked convul- 

sively together. ■

There was a silence — the silence of ages 

it seemed to Mrs. Pike. Sir William Kars- 

lake had lifted his eyes suddenly from his 

magazine, a curious keenness coming to his 

face in one swift flash. Then he lay 

motionless. At last he said : ■

" Why ' unfortunate,' Pike ?" ■

His tone was so quiet that a certain 

measure of reassurance came to Mrs. Pike, 

and she went on with nervous eagerness. ■

" My lady is but young, sir ! " she said. 

"And ladies like her don't always think 

too much of what they do and say 1 And 

people are very quick to talk. Sir William, 

if I may take* the liberty of reminding you, 

and — and — it's that young doctor, sir, Dr. 

Branston, that ought to have a horsewhip 

took to him, in my opinion." ■

The magazine sank in Sir William's 

hands slowly, very slowly, until it lay 

beside him on the sofa. His face for one 

moment might have been carved out of 

grey stone, so livid a pallor had descended 

upon it, and so utterly expressionless was 

it. Then into his eyes there crept gradually 

an expression so strange, so cyni^ in its 

slow acceptance of the idea thus placed 

before him as to be wholly indescribable. 

There was only one thing distinct and 

definite to be stated of his face at that 

moment. It was not the face of a man 

confronted by a confirmation of any previous 

suspicion, but of a man confronted with an 

entirely new idea. ■

How long she stood there rooted to the 

ground Mrs. Pike could never have told. 

She only knew that the moment at last 

arrived when Sir William rose slowly from ■

his sofa, and motioned her towards the doo^y 

and that she left the room as fast as her 

shaking limbs could carry her. ■

It was within a few minutes of the dinner- 

hour when Lady Karslake came into the 

drawing-room that evening. She had reached 

home late, and had spent the intervening 

time in her own room. ■

** I felt lazy," she declared gaily as she 

entered the drawing-room. " I required a 

book and a little fresh air, metaphorically 

speaking, to fortify me before I take another 

large dose of Alnchester ! Have you been 

out, William, this afternoon V ■

Her tone to her husband had never re- 

covered that subtle something which it had 

lost on the night when he announced to her 

his dismissal of North Branston. Her voice 

had distinctly gained in indifference and 

lost in friendliness, and there was a rather 

chilly carelessness in her face. She came 

up to the fire, and stood with her handa 

spread out to the blaze. ■

Sir William Karslake was sitting in a 

large arm-chair a little to her right. He 

was unoccupied, but he did not move as 

his wife approached, except for the sligh^ 

turn of his head which brought her within 

his line of sight. He was lividly pale — ^far 

paler than he had been just after his 

attack of the afternoon — ^there were odd 

lines traced about his mouth, and in his 

eyes, as they rested on his wife, there was a 

cynicism which was touched by something 

like malignance. ■

He made no attempt to answer her — a dis- 

courtesy which in so punctiliously courteous 

a man was somewhat noticeable. Lady 

Karslake, however, did not observe it ■

"Alnchester, in crowds," she went on 

carelessly, "may be described as stuffy! 

From every point of view, stuffy. I'm 

not thoroughly sure that it is not beginning 

to pall upon me 1 " ■

"That is a circumstance greatly to be 

deplored." ■

Sir William Karslake uttered the words 

very slowly, and in a peculiarly dry and 

quiet tone about which there was an in- 

flection which his wife had never heard in 

it before. She paused a moment, listening 

to its echoes in her memory, and wondering 

with a quick tingling of her blood whether 

it was her fancy Hakt detected in it some- 

thing approaching to a sneer. ■

"Oh, I don't mean that it^s anything 

very serious!" she said with a laugk 

"There are people here and there who 

entertain me exquisitely. A delightful 

old canoness was introduced to me this ■
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afternoon, for inetance, with whom I could 

cheerfully spend long days." ■

** May I suggest that the narration of 

these entertaining meetings, humorous as 

they are, unfortunately share the common 

lot in becoming slightly monotonous to the 

listener?" ■

That inflection in Sir William's voice — 

intensely, unassailably polite as it was — ^had 

developed strongly, and his wife turned to 

him with a swift movement, her head 

thrown back, her cheeks flushed. She 

looked at him for a moment in a most 

eloquent silence, and then, with a spirited, 

dignified gesture, she turned away and took 

up a paper which lay upon a table. ■

There was an interval of dead silence. 

Lady Karsla^e read her paper with a flash 

in her eyes. Sir William Karslake looked 

into the fire. ■

"I believe you intend to go to the 

Alnchester ball to-night?" ■

Sir William's gaze had passed from the 

fire to his wife's figure. Lady Karslake, 

however, did not raise her head. ■

" Yes ! " she said coldly and briefly^ ■

" I conclude you are not dressed t " he 

continued, surveying the delicate tea-gown 

which she wore with the glance of a man 

in whom a cruel instinct towards fault- 

finding is gradually becoming irrepressible. 

"Will you pardon my remarking how 

greatly I dislike the fashion of your present 

gown f It is a fashion, as I observe, which 

you affect." ■

"Which renders your dislike for it 

exceedingly unfortunate." ■

The rejoinder broke from Lady Karslake 

quickly and haughtily. The gong sounding 

at that instant, she turned impulsively, and 

moved towards the door. ■

The conversation at dinner, rendered 

necessary by the presence of the servants, 

consisted mainly o£ a suave monologue by 

Sir William Karslake, from which that 

covert sneer never wholly disappeared, and 

into which his wife now and again threw a 

brief, disdainful monosyllable. She had 

paid the slightest possible regard to his 

•conversation, indeed, when dinner being 

nearly over, he said after a slight pause : ■

"At what time have you ordered the 

carriage V* ■

"At ten o'clock !" she answered carelessly. ■

He looked across at her with an un- 

pleasant smile. ■

" That is early," he said suavely. " Half 

an hour later would have served our purpose 

•quite as well. We shall only show our- 

selves, I conclude," ■

" I do not care to be late," she began, 

and then she stopped suddenly. " You don't 

intend to go yourself, William t " she said. ■

He smiled again. ■

" Yes," he said, "I do." ■

She shrugged her shoulders with a little 

gesture of amazement, but she said no more 

until the servants had left the room. Then 

she said, in a tone of quick remonstrance : ■

" Surely, William, you are being rather 

unwise. You have been warned so em- 

phatically against this kind of fatigue." ■

Sir William leaned back in his chair and 

met her eyes. ■

" I intend to go," he said quietly. ■

" But why ? " she urged, her spirit rising 

angrily under his gaze, though she could 

not have told why, and the colour coming 

to her cheeks. "You wont enjoy it, I am 

sure. And I hear that you have not been 

well, as it is, to-day. Eeally, it seems to 

me a most foolish proceeding." ■

Sir William Karslake rose deliberately. ■

" That I can quite understand," he said, 

with a polite irony that was more effective 

than any openly insolent speech could have 

been. " I regret very much to have to force 

my company upon you, but I must trouble 

you to l^t me judge for myself in the 

matter. Allow me to suggest that it is 

time you went to dress." ■

CHAPTER XVII. ■

Thb Alnchester Infirmary ball was an 

eminently punctual entertainment. The 

tickets bore upon them the words, " Nine- 

thirty to two a.m. " ; and from nine- thirty 

until ten o'clock the stream of arrivals 

flowed fast and strong. ■

It was nearly eleven o'clock when Sir 

William and Lady Karslake entered the 

room. Lady Karslake had kept her husband • 

and the horses waiting for nearly half an 

hour, and, to judge from the carriage of her 

head and the mutinous set of her mouth, she 

was far from feeling any compunction for 

that act of discourtesy. She was magnifi- 

ceutly dressed, and if the extra moments 

had been spent upon her toilet, they had 

certainly been used to advantage, for she 

was looking singularly welL Her maid, 

however, could have said that the delay had 

been wilful and deliberate, and a perceptive 

observer would have added that it was to 

no detail of dress Hh&t her appearance owed 

its effect. There was a delicate tension 

about her carriage, a vivid fire of expression 

which made her appearance even unusually 

full of verve and brilliancy. ■
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She glanced round the room with a little 

scornful curl of her lip — an expression 

which at any other time would have been a 

smile, half mocking and half amused. ■

" What a crowd," she murmured to her 

husband. '* And what excruciating music ! 

Is there any one one knows, do you imagine 1 

Ah!" ■

The monosyllable was uttered in quite 

another tone. It was low, it was rather 

pleased, and there was a sudden suggestion 

of womanly waywardness about it through 

which her temper palpitated unchecked. 

She paused as she uttered it, and sent a 

friendly, familiar bow and smile to where 

Korth Eranston stood leaning against the 

wall at a little distance. The she turned 

to her husband with a flash of malicious 

satisfaction in her eyes. ■

"There is Dr. Branston," she said 

carelessly. ■

Her husband's face was quite impassive 

— singularly so, in fact. His eyes had lost 

nothing of their strange expression, but he 

was less lividly pale than he had been earlier 

in the evening. He glanced across the room, 

and bowed politely. ■

''He does not appear to take much 

interest in us," said Lady Karslake, *' I 

don't choose to be treated like that. Ah, 

Mr. Howard, how do you do 1 " ■

She lifted her fan as she spoke, careless 

of the two or three acquaintances who had 

joined them, with a gesture that North was 

obliged to obey. He moved slowly and 

came towards her. Before he reached her 

side Sir William Karslake had drifted a 

pace or two away, and was exchanging 

greetings and comments with some of his 

county neighbours. ■

Perhaps North Branston saw the move- 

ment, and put his own construction on it, 

for there was a slight shade of defiance on 

his face as he reached Lady ELarslake. 

Perhaps Lady Karslake saw it also, for the 

little laugh with which she received him 

had a mischievous ring, touched with an 

excitement which testiiied to the unusual 

strain upon her temper and nerves. ■

*' Why were you not coming to speak to 

mel" she demanded imperiously. "Did 

you gather from my appearance that I am 

in a very bad temper ) Well, I am ! I 

feel — ^inclined to scratch — do you know? 

Shall you mind if I scratch you ? " ■

" I don't think the operation would be 

formidable," returned North witU a smile. ■

" That's because you are a man I As 

a matter of fact it would be horrid ! 

What sort of floor is this, Dr. Branston 1 " ■

North glanced at it rather dubiously. ■

"I believe it's pretty good," be said. 

" Do you want to dance. Lady Karslake 1 " ■

"Is that your form of invitation, Dr. 

Branston ? It is characteristic at least. 

Yes, I believe I do want to dance. I think 

it might do me good. Is the next a 

waltz 1 You may have it." ■

And the music bursting forth vociferously 

at the moment, she slipped her hand into 

his arm, let him lead her farther into the 

room, and in a moment more' they had 

glided away almost alone. ■

Alnchester looked on , for the moment 

almost too wide-eyed to remember its 

manners. ■

Observation at the " opening " had deve- 

loped the interest of the hour from a 

possibility to an actuality, and the night, 

with the opportunities which it was likely 

to involve for the accumulation of further 

detail, had been anticipated with consider- 

able excitement The appearance of Lady 

Karslake accompanied by her husband had 

produced an electrifying effect. Sir William 

Karslake was hardly ^own, even by sight, 

in Alnchester; one of the features of the 

situation was the fact that her husband 

never went about with its heroine, and was 

consequently in total ignorance as to her 

doings. His appearance at the ball, then, 

was fraught, for the penetrating spectator, 

with possibilities of absolutely breathless 

interest. Would Lady Karslake alter her 

demeanour towards North Branston for her 

husband's presence ? And if not, how 

would Sir William take iti ■

The answer to the first question^ implied 

in the spectacle of Lady Karslake waltzing 

with North Branston before she had been 

ten minutes in the room, was so definite as to 

produce quite a staggering effect. Town 

and precincts recovered themselves, how- 

ever, almost simultaneously, and gave 

themselves up with a rush to the 

delightful task of providing an answer 

to the second question by personal 

observation. ■

There were very few elderly female 

inhabitants of Alnchester who could not 

have told at any given moment, as the 

night wore on, where the three personages 

round whom the sensation surged were to 

be found; and on t^e countenance of Sir 

William Karslake they would one and all 

cheerfully have stood an examination, 

though the differences existing between iho 

respective readings of those courteously 

impassive features might h(\ve contributed 

to a rather incoherent result. The heroine ■
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of the hour certainly gave their watchful- 

ness the slightest possible trouble. Lady 

Karslake danced her waltz from be- 

ginning to end, and then, distributing 

careless bows and smiles to her acquaint- 

ances, commanded North Branston to take 

her somewhere where it was cool. ■

"My dear, I heard her myself 1" said 

one agitated lady to another. " Speaking 

to him quite as if there was an under- 

standing between them, and out loud, you 

know J" ■

An interlude, during which Lady Kars- 

lake strolled about the room with the Lord 

Lieutenant and chatted discursively with 

every one she knew, was looked upon as so 

obvious an attempt at throwing dust in her 

husband's eyes as to be almost an outrage ; 

and matters were felt to have assumed a 

more seemly and open complexion when 

she danced three times in succession with 

North Branston, and then went to supper 

with him. To persist in ignoring the 

position longer would have been obviously 

futila Alnchester did not attempt the 

impossible, and comments, whispered and 

audible, began to fly about like wild-fire. ■

"It's scandalous, my dear," murmured 

Mrs. Eliot, with lugubrious enjoyment, to 

Mrs. Bennett. ''It's a dreadful thing to 

say but there's no other word for it And 

so embarrassing. I assure you I've really 

been avoiding the Yallotsons. They must 

be so uncomfortable, you know." ■

Her companion grasped her arm ex- 

citedly. ■

" Look ! " she whispered breathlessly. 

" Just look 1 They've just come back from 

supper and they're meeting Sir William 

face to face. Oh, my dear Mrs. Eliot^ 

doesn't he look awful ! If we were to 

walk ju3t a few steps nearer we should 

hear what they say." ■

Mrs. Bennett's mild blue eyes must have 

been possessed of singular penetration to 

detect anything in the least awe-inspiring 

in Sir WiUiam Karslake's face as his wife, 

with her hand resting lightly on North 

Branston's arm, came gaily towards him. 

His handsome features were stamped with 

a suave, cold courtesy. ■

Lady Karslake's face was flushed and 

animated ; her temper seemed to have passed 

into a species of mischievous enjoyment. ■

" Are you ready to go, William t " she 

said lightly. "I'm dancing this, and then 

I'm ready." And she passed on with a 

little nod. ■

*' He said nothing," said Mrs. Bennett in 

an awestruck whisper to Mrs. Eliot, a ■

hurried strategic movement having brought 

thejn within five paces of Sir William's 

elbow. "Oh, my dear, there's Mrs. 

Yallotson looking at us. I know she 

thinks we're talking about it. Dear me, I 

should have thought she would have felt it 

more than she seems to, judging from her 

face. Her own brother, you know. I 

think I ought to go and speak to her and 

tell her how sorry I am." ■

Mrs. Vallotson was sitting erect and 

composed against the wall at right angles 

to that close to which Mrs. Bennett stood. 

Her eyes were fixed on the two speakers, 

and there was a rather singular expression 

in their cold, black depths. ■

Mrs. Bennett edged her way round the 

dancers, and squeezed herself rather forcibly 

into the seat by Mr^. Yallotson. ■

*' I see you've no one to talk to," she 

said comfortably, "so I thought I would 

just come and tell you how distressed I 

am 1 Such an uncomfortable evening for 

you, I'm afraid 4" ■

"Not at all, thank youP said Mrs. 

Vallotson calmly. ■

"Not — oh, I'm sure I'm very glad! 

People will talk, of course, and really — 

your brother — Lady Karslake— that is — 

the whole thing is so very pronounced." ■

" People are very ready to talk, as you 

say," was the composed answer. " I do not 

consider their talk of any great importance. 

I see that old Mrs. Ward has come back 

from supper, and I promised to go and 

talk to her a little." ■

Mrs. Vallotson rose as she spoke, and 

moved round the room. Her way led her 

directly past Sir William Karslake as he 

stood leaning against the wall watching 

the dancers, and as she reached his side 

she paused abruptly. He turned his head 

and saw her. The next instant he had 

moved with suave politeness, and was hold- 

ing out his hand to her. There was a 

little smile in his eyes, and as she met them 

Mrs. Vallotson's colour stood out in great 

patches against a livid pallor. ■

"How do you do, Mrs. Vallotson?" said 

Sir William Karslake politely. "I am 

glad to have the pleasure." ■

Mrs. Vallotson did not return his greeting. 

She laid her hand in his with a stiff 

mechanical gesture. ■

"What are you going to dol" she 

said in a low, hoarse voice. ■

The smile in his eyes deepened as he 

watched her into a cruel significance. ■

"Do)" he said also in a low tone. 

" Oh, nothing I What is there to do 1" ■
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At that instant Lady Karslake and North 

Branston disengaged themselves from among 

the dancers, and came to a standstill bedide 

them. ■

" Ah, Mrs. Vallotson 1 *' exclaimed Lady 

Karslake gaily. ''So glad to meet you! 

William, I -am tired out ; I want to go 

home.'* ■

" I am quite at your service," he returned 

blandly. "Good nighty Mrs. Vallotson; 

good night, Dr. Branston.** He turned, 

holding out his hand to the younger man ; 

and as ITorth, after an instant's hesitation, 

laid his own hand in it, Mrs. Vallotson 

turned abruptly and walked away. ■

TANJORE. ■

MiLBS of emerald rice-fields and waving 

palms surround the famous city of Tanjore, 

formerly the historic capital of an ancient 

Hindu dynasty, and for ages one of the 

principal political and lit^ary centres of 

the south. The green plains of the fertile 

Camatic sweep up to the crumbling walls 

which enclose the magnificent Pagoda of 

world-wide fame, and the gigantic pyramid 

towers above the sea of verdure, like some 

lonely mountain peak in a boundless 

wilderness. Through dusty streets of fiat- 

roofed houses, in every state of dilapida- 

tion, we make our way to the Eoyal Palace, 

followed by an eager crowd of dusky Tamils, 

chiefiy distinguished by an economical 

absence of costume, and chattering merrily 

in the musical accents of the south. The 

polished and cultivated Tamil language, 

rich in historical and sacred literature, 

shares the importance of Sanskrit as a 

medium of theological teaching, and only 

ranks second to Telugu, 'Hhe Italian of 

India," in harmonious beauty, a rare quality 

among the fifty different tongues belonging 

to the great Asiatic peninsula. The Tamil 

people originated from the Dravidian group, 

one of the tiiree great divisions of the non- 

Aryan races. This nomadic tribe pushed 

through the wild mountain passes from 

some unknown region of Central Asia, 

forcing its way in a compact phalanx until 

a permanent resting-place was secured in 

Southern Hindostan, where a high state of 

civilisation was attained before the Aryan 

invasion. The national temperament steeped 

in tropical fire appears diametrically opposed 

to that of the subtle and taciturn Hindu of 

the north, and local ideas of art and archi- 

tecture refiect the influences of other 

historic lands still further eastward, though ■

the domes and minarets scattered broadcast 

over the northern provinces have vanished 

from the face of the southern landscape. ■

The Camatic, or «* Black Country,** was 

the battle-field of Hyder Ali, who, with his 

French allies, fought against the EngHsh 

with varying success for thirty years ; but 

on the death of his colleague, Tippoo Sahib, 

slain at the siege of Seringapatam, in 1799, 

the administration of provincial affairs was 

shared by England and her staunch native 

ally, the Nizam of Mysore, whose authority 

was recognised by the tributary Rajahs of 

the adjoining states. ■

In the year 1705 a Danish missionary 

made his way to Tanjore dressed in native 

costume, and by degrees overcame the 

scruples of the Rajab, who finally sanctioned 

the establishment of the Christian mission. 

The New Testament was translated into 

Tamil, and several native congregations of 

baptized converts grew up in the kingdom 

of Tanjore. After the English conquests 

under Clive, Schwartz, an eminent army 

chaplain whose zeal for missions was 

equalled by his courage and daring in the 

exercise of his calling on the battle-field, 

was requested by the Rajah to reside at 

Tanjore, where the native Princes paid 

involuntary homage to the disinterested 

character of the European pastor. '*Let 

them send the Christian, he will not 

deceive us,*' said the Tamil chieftains, with 

reference to a proposed treaty which excited 

their suspicions. On two occasions, when 

the Fort of Tanjore was threatened with 

famine and the Rajah was powerless to 

avert the evil, the Christian missionary 

succeeded in saving the inmates from 

starvation, and was appointed by the 

Rajah on his death-bed as guardian to 

his infant son. Schwartz died in 1798, 

after half a century of labour* in the 

southern vineyard which bore him such 

abundant fruit. A wail of lamentation 

echoed through the land, and the young 

Rajah, to whom "the father of the people*' 

had in a special manner discharged the 

sacred duties of a parent, shed floods of 

tears over the body of his benefactor, and, 

kneeling before the coffin, covered it with 

a gorgeous pall of costliest cloth of gold. 

The British (jovernment provides a pension 

of one thousand two hundred pounds per 

annum to the eight widows of the last 

Rajah, as an indemnity for losses sustained 

by the transference of power. This happy 

family still occupies the Zenana of the 

Royal Palace, a barbaric pile painted in 

alternate layers of red and yellow, and ■

L ■
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adorned with weird frescoes, sacred scrolls, 

and grotesque images. Two elephants 

stand in a comer of the deserted quadrangle, 

feeding on a pile of green branches lying 

on the broken pavement, and a brown 

mahout dusts a scarlet howdah with a 

bunch of peacock's feathers, the embroidered 

trappings thrown carelessly on the marble 

steps of a long colonnade. The ground 

Ifloor of the Palace is used for Government 

offices, and in the great oourt^ formerly 

"filled on state occasions by ranks of 

elephants trained to salute the Eajah by 

elevating their trunks in prompt obedience 

to the word of command, tall weeds push 

ithrough the crevices of the crumbling 

•stones, and moss chokes the trickling 

stream which drips into the basin of a 

sculptured fountain. A colossal marble 

statue of the last Eajah stands in the 

tesselated vestibule of the Durbar Hall, 

where a huge throne of glittering tinsel 

surmounts a raised dais vrithin a gilded 

railing. Countless mirrors reflect the 

rainbow colouring, and crystal lustres, 

suspended above the shining canopy, gleam 

with prismatic hues like showers of living 

light. A splendid library of Sanskrit and 

Tamil literature maintains the prestige of 

the distant days when the Court of Tanjore 

was a seat of learning to which Brahmin 

pundits, Hindu scribes, seers, astrologers, 

and fakirs flocked in innumerable multi- 

tudes from every quarter. An arched 

corridor contains a curious collection of 

antique portraits, painted in the archaic 

style which manifests the incapability of 

native genius to find adequate expression 

in pictorial art. Mental aspiration was 

deadened by the gross materialism to which 

Southern India reduces the mysteries of 

Brahminism; and the realism of Tamil 

thought — revealed even by the more sym- 

pathetic medium of sculpture — attains a 

climax in the grotesque delineations of 

departed Eajahs and Eanees who look down 

at us across the vanished centuries from the 

walls of the ancient Palace formerly filled 

by the stately pageant of an Oriental 

Court. ■

The magnificent Pagoda of Tanjore ranks 

as one of the noblest Indian examples of 

the pyramidal temple^ which by the in- 

corporation of foreign features renders the 

sanctuary of the south the connecting link 

between the architectural styles of India 

and China. Although the Brahmin caste 

is forbidden to cross the sea, the vicinity 

of the coast gave an outlook into a wider 

world beyond the Indian peninsula, and ■

resulted in an unconscious interchange of 

ideas. The gradual moulding of thought 

into a new type of artistic expression always 

possesses an element of mystery, and the 

depths of the mental process remain for 

ever out of reach. As contrasting hues 

melt into each other through infinite 

gradations of tone, so mind acts upon mind 

until the vanguard of a race reaches forward 

across its own intellectual frontier, assimi- 

lating itself with prophetic instinct to a 

range of ideas which find their complete 

developement elsewhere. The great Pagoda 

of Tanjore was commenced on a well-defined 

and majestic plan steadfastly carried out 

with mathematical exactitude. Two mag- 

nificent courts add to the dignity of tbe 

noble pyramidal temple; the outer quad- 

rangle, originally devoted to minor shrines 

and priestly residences, was converted .into 

an arsenal by the French when they 

fortified the Pagoda in 1777, diverting it 

from the sacred use to which it has never 

been reappropriated. Kear the arched gate- 

way of the second court, five hundred feet 

long by half that width, stands the shrine 

of the bull Nandi, a colossal image of stone 

saturated with oil by some curious process 

which gives it the mellow tint and satiny 

smoothness of polished marble. The sacred 

bull dedicated to Siva occupies a stone 

platform .approached by twelve steps, and 

canopied by a sculptured cupola supported 

on granite columns. Beyond the shrine 

rises the superb temple, an oblong edifice of 

deep red sandstone, with the huge gopura 

tapering up infdurteen storeys to the height 

of two hundred feet. The apex of the 

mighty pyramid, crowned by a richly-carved 

monohth weighing eighty tons, pricks the 

hot blue sky with a diadem of crimson 

pinnacles, and a sculptured world of gods, 

goddesses, heroes, sacred birds, *animals, 

and symbolical flowers encrusts the entire 

surface of the stately fane. Passing through 

the cloisters, adorned with crude pictures of 

Indianheroes, and theochre-stained blocks of 

granite which symbolise the creative power 

of the universe, we reach the shrine of 

Soubramanya, screened by a balustrade of 

carved elephants with men in fantastic 

attitudes sitting on their backs, or falling 

from their trunks. This miniature temple 

is declared by Fergusson to be one of the 

most exquisite specimens of decorative art 

in Southern India. A smaller shrine flanks 

the Pagoda on the other side, and the rich 

colouring of vermilion pyramid and granite 

I shrine encircled by grey cloister and red 

' arcade^ and chequered with black shadow ■
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and vivid light, borrows additional beauty 

from feathery palms and clustering banyans 

rooted in the broken pavement of the 

spacious quadrangle. ■

Two frowning forts and several smaller 

pagodas in shadowy gardens show the 

former importance of Tanjore as a religious 

centre, and a citadel of native power. 

The population of one hundred thou- 

sand inhabitants indicates the present pros- 

perity of the ancient city of learning, situated 

in the midst of the luxuriant plain watered 

by the Kaveri river, which expands into a 

delta from whence a network of fertilising 

streams flows through the Camatic by a 

complete system of artificial irrigation^ 

Crowds of natives, with foreheads painted 

with the varying symbols of caste, traverse 

the palm-shaded roads which lead to the 

city. The Brahmins, traditionally sprung 

from the mouth of Brahma, are distinguished 

by the sacred cord which girds them ; the 

Kshuttries or warriors claim descent from 

the arms of the Supreme Divinity ; the 

Yaisyas, comprising the commercial, in-> 

dustrial, and agricultural classes, originated 

from his thighs; and the Sudras, or servants, 

including artisans and tillers of the soil, 

occupy their lowly positions in consequence 

of their humble birthplace at Brahma's feet. 

The four broad lines of demarcation ramify 

into numerous subdivisions, below which 

stands the nameless herd of Pariahs or out- 

casts. ■

Poverty is often allied to purity of caste, 

and Brahmin sits side by side with Pariah 

in the railway, which proves the most 

formidable antagonist of the ancient social 

system in historic India, but the mould 

which shaped the complex types of Hindu 

life and thought has hardened into an iron 

rigidity, and an occasional relaxation of the 

heavy yoke gives no assurance of any 

radical change in the universal law. ■

Tanjore possesses the distinction of being 

the original home of the Indian Nautch, 

born in the shadow of the great Pagoda, 

and still blending the religious associations 

of the mystic past with the passionate 

imagery of love, sorrow, and despair, woven 

into a thousand forms by the symbolical 

poetry of motion. The Nautch girls of 

Tanjore stand at the head of their profession, 

and no important function of the native Courts 

is considered complete without the presence 

of these ideal dancers, clad in filmy muslins 

and golden tissues clasped with jewels and 

roped with pearls, the costly tribute paid to 

their irresistible charms. The Nautch 

girls are regarded as a religious sisterhood, ■

although in their modern guise religion has 

become divorced from morality. Educated 

under «he auspices of the temple priesthood, 

and possessing the privileges of an official 

position, they were taught to read, write, 

sing, and dance, even receiving instruction 

in Sanskrit and religious literature when 

indications existed of superior mental 

capacity. The influences of religion, 

whether for good or evil, played an im- 

portant part in forming the character of the 

dusky troupe which hung about the sacred 

precincts during the impressionable years of 

girlhood, and ancient India regarded the 

Nautch dancer with the reverence due to an 

inspired sibyl or priestess. At the outset 

of her professional career she goes through 

a symbolical marriage rite with a dagger. 

This initiatory ceremony admits her into 

the corps of dancers, and represents her 

right to defend herself from the manifold 

perils which be&et her path. ■

The members of the choral band vie 

with each other in establishing the honour 

of their native sanctuary, and the Nautch 

girls of Tanjore, who in distant ages made 

wars and ruled conquerors, carried the fame 

of their great Pagoda to every Court of India, 

chanting the praises of the historic temple 

in the sacred legends which varied the 

monotony of the dreamy dance. The 

rhythmical movements and graceful pos- 

tures possess the weird fascination of 

"woven paces and waving arms" with 

which Vivien cast her mysterious spell over 

the conquered Merlin, but the languid grace 

of the Tanjore Nautch soon sweeps into a 

very whirlwind cf passion, and the audience 

hangs in brea'jhless attention on every 

gesture, as the wild love-story approaches a 

tragic climax, or the storm of excitement 

dies away into the silence of despair. The . 

serpent dance winding through a sinuous 

maze of gliding measures appears almost a 

transformation or reincarnation of the per- 

former into the cobra which she represents. 

Instincts inherited from bygone generations 

of Nautch dancers combine with close 

observation of nature to produce miraculous 

results. The Nautch girl lives to please, 

and labours for that end with the success 

which attends the unwearied pursuit of one 

absorbing object. Universal influence and 

fascination still belong to her, though in a 

narrower range than of old, and the dancer 

of Tanjore who concentrates the whole 

force of her genius upon the requirements of 

her art dififers as much from the ordinary 

Nautch girl of India as a masterpiece of 

Eaphael from the signboard which swings ■
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before a rustic inn. Erery feature of her 

mobile face reflects the passing sentiment 

of the moment in the drama delineated with 

consummate skill ; the dark eyes flash with 

fury, fill with teara, or melt with tenderness 

according to the exigencies of the varying 

situation, and in the nervous energy which 

throbs and palpitates through every vein 

and fibre of the elastic and exquisitely pro- 

portioned frame, the tide of life seems to 

glow through the veil of flesh like some 

mystic flame, burning in a crystal lamp. 

The JSTautch girls form a distinct caste, and 

jealously retain their immemorial rights and 

privileges. They exercise their own laws and 

customs, with the independence of control 

gained by a wider experience of life 

than that permitted to their Indian 

sisters. Liberty often degenerates into 

license, and a virtuous Nautch girl, at 

any rate in modem times, is almost unknown 

in this community of proverbial frailty. ■

The property of the vagrant sisterhood 

always passes through the female line, to 

show that it was accumulated by the 

mother, and not by the father of the 

child, a necessary proviso in a calling which 

frequently secures considerable wealth to 

the class recognised as an indispensable 

element in the diversions of Court and 

camp, town and country, throughout the 

Indian peninsula. When the brief hey- 

day of youth vanishes like a tale that 

is told, and the early maturity of the 

Nautch girl's beauty fades in the burning 

sun of these Eastern skies, she frequently 

returns to end her days in peace where 

the temple of her chUdhood stands un- 

changed amid the tumultuous years like 

a solid rock in a surging sea. Old associa- 

tions draw her as with a magnet to the 

spot from whence she launched forth on 

that ocean of time and change, which at 

length casts her back on the foam of 

an ebbing tide. Henceforth her simple 

wants are easily supplied, and the store 

of costly jewels, probably kept in old pickle- 

jars and sardine tins, seldom sees the light 

of day. The feverish dream of actual life 

is overi compressed into a few short years 

of luxury and vice, and nothing remains 

to her but the memory of her former 

triumphs, and the spoils of conquest hoarded 

through the dreary years of the premature 

decay which succeeds the early ripening 

of tropical womanhood. The transient 

beauty and freshness of youth fade like 

the glowing petals of some gorgeous flower 

in the heated atmosphere of passion and 

pleasure inhaled by the dancing girls of ■

Tanjore, who plunge into a vortex of dissi- 

pation on the very threshold of their erratic 

course. ■

In the musical accompaniment of the 

Indian Nautch, semitones are divided into 

demi-semitbnes by a method of notation 

unknown in Europe. The wailing melody 

of this fantastic division constitutes the 

special charm of the weird Oriental music, 

and the discordant shrillness of flageolet, 

conch-shell, and vin^ is forgotten in the 

dreamy beauty of those ancient dances 

of Taujore to which the barbaric strains 

adapt themselves with dramatic accuracy. 

Damadara, the highest authority on Indian 

music, describes the harmonic scale of seven 

natural tones as resembling the peacock's 

screech, the parrot's cry, the sheep's bleat, 

the crane's call, the koil-bird's note, the 

horse's neigh, and the elephant's trumpeting. 

The Golden Precepts of Hindu theology 

embody the musical idea as "the ladder 

of mystic sounds through which the human 

ear hears the sevenfold voice of God." 

These sacred maxims were originally en- 

graved on metal discs abave the altars 

of the great temples, and the poetical 

beauty of the phraseology testifies to the 

power of the native imagination which 

vibrated to the mystic harmonies of Nature, 

and recognised her as the chosen interpreter 

of Divinity, " the Voice of the Silence." ■

The following quotation shows the 

mysterious union which existed between 

religion and music in the early ages of 

India, and the intensity of feeling which 

realised the sacramental character of Nature. ■

" Listen to the Voice which filleth all, 

thy Master's Voice, the Sevenfold Breath 

of the One Soul, the inner sound. ■

** The first is like the nightingale's sweet 

voice chanting a song of parting to his 

mate. ■

**The second is the sound of a silver 

cymbal awakening the twinkling stars. ■

"The third breathes the melodious 

plaint of the ocean-sprite imprisoned in 

her shell. ■

•*The fourth is the chant of Vlnl ■

" The fifth shrills in thine ear like the 

melody of the bamboo flute. ■

"The sixth changes into a trumpet- 

blast. ■

"The seventh vibrates like the peal of 

a lowering thunder-cloud, swallowing up 

all other sounds, which die and are heard 

no more. ■

" Thus shalt thou climb upward by the 

mystic stair to the Power Divine, and 

merge thyself in Him." ■
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Dr. Monier Williams says that religion 

is eyen more closely interwoven with the 

affairs of daily life in the south of India 

than in the north, and though the faith of 

the people has lapsed from the comparative 

purity of worship inculcated hy the Vedic 

hymns addressed, to the great powers of 

Nature, the intricate theological system of 

modem times entwines itself with every 

fibre of the native heart. ■

On the waste of sand which borders the 

shrunken current of the Kaveri river, a 

grove of majestic Palmyra palms forms a 

long aisle of fluted columns beneath the 

green shadow of the sweeping fronds. 

Though all around looks parched and life- 

less, the Palmyra strikes a network of 

roots to the depth of forty feet, absorbs the 

moisture below the surface, and yields a 

cool draught of sap, locally known as 

"toddy," and collected in earthen goblets 

attached to the tree. The Palmyra climbers, 

whose caste belongs to the "Sudra'* 

division of the fourfold order, ascend 

thirty or forty trees seventy feet high 

every day to collect the sap for the 

manufacture of sugar. The Tamils dedicate 

the Palmyra palm to Ganesh, the elephant- 

headed god of wisdom, and designate it 

" the tree of life.'' Three quarts of sap are 

obtained daily from the full-grown palm, 

which supplies food, shelter, drink, oil, and 

fuel to the peasant, together with forage 

for cattle and implements of agriculture. 

The green plains beyond the belt of yellow 

sand show a succession of palm-fringed 

landscapes teeming with the luxuriant 

vegetation of the tropics, and enlivened by 

groups of dark figures labouring in the 

fields of rice and cotton which surround 

native villages of brown huts thatched with 

palm -leaves and walled with bamboo. 

The rustic life of Southern India retains 

the pictorial aspect of a pastoral age, and 

transports the thoughts of the spectator to 

the early days of the world's history, while 

the colossal proportions of the ancient 

temples familiarise the mind with the 

mighty dynasties of the heroic era which 

succeeded the golden age of peace and 

plenty. When the sinking sun floods 

earth and sky with amber light, the mighty 

Pagoda glows like a pillar of fire above the 

dark masses of foliage overshadowed by the 

massive bulk of the red gopura. The heavy 

scent of tropical flowers fills the air with 

magical charm, and the manifold voices of 

the buried past whisper their secrets 

through the evening breeze as it rustles in 

the thickets of sandalwood, and trembles ■

through the feathery fronds of the swaying 

palms which stand like sentinels round the 

crumbling walls dominated by the historic 

Pagoda of ancient Tanjore. ■

FOLK-LOBE OF PALESTINE ■

Thb peasantry of Palestine, like all 

Eastern peoples, are extremely superstitious, 

and some notes on the folk-lore of the 

present inhabitants of the Holy Land may 

be found of interest. Mr. P. J. Baldensperger 

has done more, perhaps, than any one to 

throw hght on this> subject, and we avail 

ourselves — with gr^itef ul acknowledgements 

—-of some of the material he has gathered 

for the Palestine Exploration Society. ■

First, we find that among all the trees the 

olive is held most sacred, because it gives 

both food and light. The man who cuts 

downan olive-tree will have no peace for ever 

afterwards, and will not receive his punish- 

ment incidentally, but direct from God. 

The lotus-tree is held sacred because it is 

supposed to be inhabited by the mysterious 

" Welys," who will work woe upon a man 

who cuts one down. On Thursday nights 

these trees may be seen lighted up, so runs 

the superstition, and the music of the 

unseen spirits may be heard among the 

branches. The tamarisk-tree is also 

believed to be haunted, and to wail out 

** Allah 1 Allah 1 " when the wind stirs its 

leaves. The palm and the cactus are 

reputed to be of the same substance as a 

human being, because they have drunk of 

the water of life. On the other hand, the 

fig, the carob, and the sycamore are 

inhabited by devils, and must not be slept 

under — children especially being enjoined 

to avoid their shelter. ■

Stories of good and evil spirits abound — 

especially evil. The J4n are underground 

spirits, who havea Sultan, a Court, andregular 

officials, and who are reputedly just in all 

their dealings. Although spirits, they must 

get their food from human creatures, but 

they can only take wheat from the threshing- 

floor, or bread from the oven, when the 

owner omits to repeat the first sentence of 

the Koran. They are supposed to keep 

guard over the food-stores, and are particu- 

larly fond of the fire, which also must not 

be extinguished without repeating the 

sacred text. ■

Nothing can keep them out of a house 

but salt strewn around it, and women 

must never sit on the threshold, because 

\he J&n live beneath. They are believed ■
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to be fond of hnman company, and it is 

even whispered that they have been known 

to many mortals. "A man in my ser- 

vice," says Mr. Baldensperger, "abont 

twenty-five years old, would never stay out 

in the fields by night, because his J&nie 

regularly visits him, and he is very much 

afraid of her. Another man in my service 

had beaten his wife ; she fell on the hearth, 

and immediately the Jin took hold of her, 

and tried to entice her to follow him to 

Egypt, as there they could live openly 

together, whilst in the Holy Land this is 

not proper." Evidently most respectable 

spirits these Jins ! We are not surprised 

to learn that they are believed to be 

Mohammedans, and under the law of the 

Prophet ■

Quite otherwise are the Kirds, who 

frighten men into becoming coi^irmed 

stammerers; and the Mareds, who are in 

evidence whenever murder is committed. 

Caves are guarded by Eassads, who assume 

various forms, and sometimes no form at all, 

but whose special mission it is to watch 

over hidden treasure. The European 

archeeologists and others who come digging 

about ruins and mounds, are believed to 

have some special charm enabling them to 

compel the Eassads to give up their hold. ■

The Karine is a female spirit who always 

attends upon women, sometimes for their 

good and sometimes to their hurt. Bad 

Karines sow discord between husband and 

wife, and effect other domestic mischief. A 

tradition runs that King Solomon once met 

a bad Karine, and besought her to give up 

her wickedness for his sake, which she 

promised to do if people would only carry 

a certain written charm round their necks 

in a leathern envelope. The terms of the 

charm are known, but of its efficacy we 

have no evidence. ■

Concerning Iblis, or the devil, they have 

many curious stories. Here is a specimen : 

One day two men were quarrelling, and one, 

using a common expression of the country, 

said, " Shame on you, Satan ! " the other 

replied, " Satan is innocent here, it is you 

who quarreL" When the disputants parted, 

Iblis appeared to the one who had defended 

him, thanked him, and invited him down 

below, where he was entertained for three 

days and nights with the best of earthly 

food. ■

Here is another. One day Iblis sent his 

son with a flintnstone to an "assembly of 

honourable people," and told him to get 

the stone woven. Entering the room, he 

said to the people, '* My father sends his ■

peace, and wishes to have this flint^tone 

woven." One of the men who had a " he- 

goat beard" replied, "Tell your father to 

have it spun, and then we'll weave it." The 

son went back with the message, which 

made Iblis very angry. He told his son 

never to attempt to get the better of a man 

with a " he^oat beard " — called a Kusa — for 

** he is more devilish than we." ■

This is curious, because among the ancient 

Christians the devil himself was believed 

to take the form of a goat, and this belief 

probably emerged from the practice under 

the Mosaic economy of using the goat as a sin- 

offering. The separation of the sheep from 

the goats at the Last Day marks the goat as 

the emblem of sin. But why the devil 

should be afraid of a man wearing a beard 

cut like that of a he-goat is not very ob- 

vious. The subject is worth the attention 

of Mr. Moncure Conway, who is learned in 

devil-lore. ■

Mr. Baldensperger describes a sacrificial 

custom after the recovery of one who has 

been sick unto death, of which he has been 

an eye-witness. The relatives and friends, all 

in their best dresses, and the men with their 

guns, go to El-Khader near Solomon's Pool, 

where is an ofifering-place for both Moham- 

medans and Christians. A sheep or goat is 

killed as a sacrifice, and while it is being 

roasted the men fire off their guns for joy, 

while the women sing and dance in a circle. 

This is an example of a song for a man : ■

The Arab chief is sleeping, 

All covered with a blanket, 

And when his sleep has sweetened, 

They tore their clothes for him. 

The Arab chief is sleepinjif, 

With his garments all loose, 

And when his sleep has sweetened, 

They tore their raiment for him. ■

And this is an example of a song for a 

woman: ■

She's coming from her father's honsc washed and ■

tucked np, 

And fears to soil her feet from the cemetery's dust ; 

She's coming from her father's house washed and ■

cleansed, 

And fears to soil her feet from the manure-heap. ■

Another custom is to vow the weight in 

silver money of a child's hair, to be given 

to the poor. The hair is allowed to grow 

for one, two, or more years, and is finally 

cut on a feast-day, when it is weighed, and 

the equivalent in silver distributeid among 

the poor present, while a sacrifice is offered 

and eaten by the family and friends at the 

shrine of some holy man. Sometimes a 

child's hair is made into a bracelet and 

bound round its leg or arm as an amulet. ■

Belief in the evil -eye is universal ■
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among the peasantry of Palestine. It is 

blamed for throwing down a horse, breaking 

a plough, sickness and death, the decay of 

plants, and every misfortune. One way 

to cure a stroke of the evil-eye is to bum a 

bit of the clothing of the possessor of it 

under the person who has been struck — the 

fumes of the burning rag carrying off the 

evil effect. Sometimes a lump of alum or 

a handful of salt will be burned in a pan 

until something cracks^ while the patient 

is taken round the fire seven times ; with 

the crack comes the relief. Mohammedan 

peasants will use a piece of tamarisk-wood^ 

and Christians a piece of palm from the 

Palm Sunday celebrations^ in the same way. 

To avert the evil-eye, blue beads are placed 

round the necks of children and animals, 

together with a lump .of alum, accompanied 

by such a benediction as, " I encompass you 

with God," or, " May no evil touch you." ■

Blue or light-coloured eyes are popularly 

supposed to most frequently carry the bale- 

ful influence, and to counteract this, blue 

beads are sometimes worn. Cases are cited 

of men able to overthrow a carriage merely 

by looking at it, to wither up a bean-field, 

and so on. ■

It is said that the belief in the evil-eye, 

among Christians, Jews, and Mohammedans, 

is stronger even than their religious beliefs. ■

The peasants try to read good and bad 

luck from the colour and growth of a horse's 

hair. This habit they seem to have got 

from the Bedouin Arabs, biit are not so 

expert in the signs. A chestnut horse, for 

good luck, must have either both hind-legs 

or else the near leg white. If only the off 

hind-leg is white that is bad luck. Then 

by the way the hair grows on the neck it is 

augured whether the owner will be killed 

by a spear or a dagger ; and if a horse 

begins to dig with its feet, that means that 

the owner is soon to be buried. ■

A practice of the Christians of Mount 

Lebanon, of lighting fires on the Feast of 

the Cross, is explained as being in com- 

memoration of the discovery of the true 

cross by the Empress Helena, who caused 

fires to bp lighted on towers all the way to 

Constantinople, in order to make known the 

glad tidings to her son there. ■

Among birds, the swift is held the most 

sacred by the Mohammedans, because it is 

believed to visit the Kaabah at Mecca 

seven times a year; therefore it is lucky 

for the swifts to nest on a house. The 

pelican also is sacred, because, according to 

the tradition, it carried water in its pouch 

for those who were building the Kaabah. ■

The turtle-dove is esteemed sacred by the 

Mohammedans because it wept when the, 

Prophet left Jerusalem for Heaven ; and by 

the Christians because it wallowed in grief 

at the foot of the Cross, and its feathers 

were stained by the blood of Christ. The 

hoopoe, say the people, used to have a 

golden crown, but was so hunted for it 

that it begged King Solomon to take it 

away, which he did, and gave a crown of 

feathers instead, wherefore the hoopoe is 

the King of Birds. ■

The raven is believed to be black 

because he was cursed by Noah for settling 

on a carcase when let out of the Ark. It 

is, therefore, the bird of mishap. The 

lapwing is also accounted unlucky in the 

morning. The hooting of a barn-owl near a 

house is a bad omen. ■

The lizard is blessed because she 

carried water in her mouth to quench the 

fire with which the AngeL Gktbriel was 

burned, but the stellio lizard is accursed, 

because at the flight of Mohammed it 

revealed his presence in a cave. The mule 

is supposed to have been stricken with 

barrenness for having carried wood for the 

enemies of the Prophet. ■

Bewitchment is firmly believed in, and 

many stories are told of the casting out of 

devils, an operation at which certain Sheikhs 

have to-day the reputation of being very 

clever. In Syria and Northern Palestine it is 

necessary for bewitched persons to pass 

over the sea in order to get rid of evil 

spirits; and in Gazal people throw bread 

into the sea as an offering to the inhabitants 

of its depths. ■

Charms are much worn. Besides the 

charm against the Karines, and the amulet 

of blue beads to avert the evil-eye already 

mentioned, there are numerous others. 

Thus the vertebra of a wolf is tied to the 

neck of a child as a protection against whoop- 

ing-cough — surely not a more foolish 

custom than that said to obtain in Stafford- 

shire, where, according to Mr. Thistleton 

Dyer, to hang an empty bottle up the 

chimney is considered an infallible cure for 

the same disease. The Jews are believed 

to be very clever in making certain charms, 

which are bought in the market, and worn 

either in a leather envelope next the body, 

or on the cap. ■

For the discovery of stolen goods, and the 

detection of criminals, they adopt methods 

not unlike what have been practised nearer 

home. Thus, in one part, the sorcerer brings 

a man, who must be named Ahmed Moham- 

med, binds a towel round his head, and ■
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makes him look into a badin of water« The 

sorcerer then produces his magical booka^ 

and bams incense, which brings the Jl^ns to- 

gether, whom he then asks, through Ahmed, 

where the stolen goods are and who put 

them there. This is, of course, simply a 

variant of the magic mirror superstition, 

and as to the virtue of names, we recall that 

in Cornwall a remedy for whooping cough 

is a piece of cake given to the patient by a 

married couple whose Christian names must 

be John and Joan. Other analogues might 

be cited. ■

Here is another ease in which we have 

the idea of the Inkpool of India, another 

variant of the magic mirror. *'0n one 

occasion in Urtas, many years ago, three 

Sheikhs from the Hebron district were 

brought, one of them with long hair, who 

seemed the leader. They gathered all the 

Urtas people together on a house-top, had 

the place well swept, and burned incense 

while reading from a book. A young girl 

was set down in the middle and some ink 

being put in the hollow of her hand, she 

had to look into this ^nd never look up 

while she was examined." ■

After a long cross-examination regarding 

what she saw, an adjournment, and a 

renewal of the process, the thief went in 

secret to the Sheikhs and offered to make 

restiti^ion if they would break the enchant- 

ment. And this, we are told, is generally 

the case, the guilty conscience making a 

coward qt the delinquent before ihe re- 

sources of magic. ■

They have books for interpreting dreams 

in Palestine — probably not greatly unlike 

those known to servant-galism at home — 

and they have processions and drum- 

beatings to produce rain, as they have in 

many primitive countries. In some 

mountain villages they ride a donkey on 

the wrong side and pour water when they 

want rain. Nevertheless, this is accounted 

sinful, and contrary to the teaching of the 

following curious legend. One day, they 

say, the Israelites complained to Moses that 

they could not have sunshine and rain as 

they liked, and they told him to ask God 

to give them the option. And God allowed 

ity so that whenever they asked for rain 

they got it, and whenever they wanted 

sunshine the sun shone. So the fields 

became beautiful with luxurious crops, and 

corn with ears a span long, but when they 

were threshed the ears were empty, and 

there was famine in the land. Whereupon 

Moses again prayed, and God told him to 

tell the people to plant gourds, and those ■

who planted many had plenty, and those 

who planted few had few. And when the 

gourds were opened, they were found to be 

filled with large grains of wheat. And 

God told the people never again to interfere 

with His works, as He knew best what He 

did. And that is why nobody should now 

pray either for rain or for fair weather. ■

A strange tale is current in Palestine 

about the Turko-Bussian War. It is to 

the effect that falcons were seen swallowing 

the bullets as they were projected from the 

Eussian guns-^the falcons being^ disguised 

Welys fighting on behalf of the Faithful. ■

North of Beit Nuba is a collection of 

flint-stones, irregularly distributed but very 

conspicuous. These are called the '' Farde," 

or wedding procession, and the way they 

came there was this. One day a wedding 

procession was passing along as a woman 

was just putting her dough into the oven 

and taking out baked loaves. Naturally 

wanting to see the show, the woman 

snatched up her child and rose to go, but 

finding the child dirty, she wiped him 

with a loaf of bread, threw the bread away 

and ran out to look. But the sacredness 

of the bread made the whole procession, 

man and beast, turn into stones where they 

were, and where they remain even unto 

this day. ■

These are but a few of the gleanings 

from a field rich in interest for, many 

besides the folk-lorist. ■

A CHAT ABOUT LAUGHTER ■

Thb people who think laughter an ill- 

bred exhibition of feeling are among the 

most laughter-provoking persons on the 

face of the earth. I can think of no keener 

comedy than they would supply to the inan 

who was privileged — the worid is hardly 

apt, but it may pass — to follow them 

through their lives like an "alter ego." 

The effort at times to be true to their 

principles would be almost tragical; at 

least it is to be hoped so. And if they 

never broke down under the strain, they 

would deserve to be classed either as 

supreme in wisdom, hypocrisy, or idiocy. 

To which category the ordinary human 

being, even when a foe to laughter, belongs, 

it is not for me to say. ■

I have heard laughter mentioned in the 

pulpit almost as if it were a sin. " Did the 

Almighty send you into the world, my 

brethren, to go dancing, and laughing, and 

jesting down the avenue of timel" It ■
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struck me, as it will, I think, strike my 

readers, as rather a silly qaestion. It would 

have heen fully as sensihle had it been 

turned right about face: ''Did the Al- 

mighty send you into the world to go 

weeping, and wailing, and sighing down the 

avenue of time 1 " ■

It may be taken for granted that all the 

faculties we possess were given us to be 

used. The . man who. never laughs cheats 

himself of something in his developement 

towards perfection— which, by the way, he 

has little chance indeed of attaining. ■

It would be easy, if it were worth while, 

to trifle with words and prove that man 

ought never to laugh from the day of his 

birth. The Thracians groaned over a new- 

bom babe, and presumably tried to laugh 

when it died— either as an infant or a 

worn-out nonagenarian. But they were a 

very degraded, igndrant set of people, with 

no three-act comedies and no humourous 

papers. " There is no doubt," we have it 

on good authority, " that in man's primitive 

and wild state laughter was expressed by a 

peculiar gravity of countenance, as in other 

animals, who show it even to the extent of 

melancholy. For this reason I imagine 

that laughter not only came into the world 

after tears, but that a long time passed 

before it appeared." The same writer adds 

that laughter probably "originated in 

drunkenness." After this, it were simple 

indeed j>o show that the man who laughs 

gives himself away as a dignified human 

being. ■

But I, for my part, laugh at such reason- 

ing. I cannot refute it, as I know nothing 

about the first fathers of our race except 

what I learn from Mr. Eeed's pictures in 

" Punch." Here, to be sure, they are de- 

picted as laughter-compelling, if not laugh- 

ing, crea;ture8. But they are of course done 

from mere conjecture begotten upon the 

fine instinct of a humourist's mind. ■

Our friends the pessimists may say what 

they please about the enormous misery of 

our lot, and the preposterous criminality of 

the laugh. They are not to be credited. 

There is as much laughter in the mean slums 

of Whiteohapel as in the gilded chambers 

of Mayfair. It is not reality that is such a 

curse in nine cases out of ten, but the 

conception we form of it Few of us 

want to be educated up to the groaning- 

point. It were the more foolish inasmuch 

as before our knowledge has reached that 

stage it offers us every inducement for 

noble and advantageous action. ■

Besides, the professional pessimist is as a ■

rule such an amazing hypocrite. While 

lamenting the sad condition of the human 

race, he takes the shrewdest heed lest he 

himself shall come down in the world. I 

should expect to find him a terrible hand at 

a bargain, and to pass the church plate 

without putting into it even a threepenny- 

piece. He builds his theories on surmises, 

and where he is most positive he is most 

fallible. No one more than Schopenhauer en- 

joyed the dregs of the existence he vilified 

as not worth having; imd it will not 

surprise me to hear one day that Hartmann 

— ^tiie later exponent of this misery creed — 

has died of breaking a blood vessel in 

laughter at the silly world which swallows 

so fast the pills of mortification whidi he 

amuses himself by contriving for it. - ■

This brings us to one of the easiest 

explanations of the growth of laughter. 

What is more incongruous t^an that a man 

in comfortable circumstances, good health, 

and of sufficient intellectual and social 

ability, should spend his days in writing 

about the wretchedness of life) The more 

advanced the civilisation, the greater the 

number of incongruities. These sparkle 

mirthfully amid the duller facts of life. 

We hail them as gladly as we eat a good 

dinner, and they benefit us almost as much. ■

The sensible man will therefore welcome 

incongruity as he would a particularly 

palatable sauce. The viand to which the 

sauce is dedicated may not by itself be 

very captivating. But the sauce makes 

the difference. ■

I wonder what our friends who never 

laugh would have done had they been in 

Garrick's place one night at the play. The 

famous actor was in the midst of a tragedy 

when suddenly he stopped and roared with 

laughter. What was the cause 1 Why, 

simply this : " A butcher in the front of 

4he pit, who had taken off his wig to 

wipe the sweat from his head, had placed 

the wig for a while upon his large dog, who 

stood facing the stage with his forepaws 

resting on the pit railings*" ■

This is as good an example as could be 

found to contest the foolish assertion 

that all laughter has its rise in some- 

thing inevitably lowering to human nature. 

It was pure incongruity. ■

The French tell us that '<le rire est 

hygi^nique.'' We knew that even before 

they made the phrase ; but it is as well 

to have their confirmation of the fact 

Salubrious i Why, of course it is. For what 

purpose else did our wise forefathers keep 

certificated fools to make sport for them at ■

L ■
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their meals and in their intervals of business, 

or more methodical pleasure-seeking ) ■

I suppose the ^rords *\ laugh and grow 

fat " are commonly understood as a mere 

jest: a mild counterblast to melancholy. 

But here, too, there is more sense than one 

imagines. The muscles exercised by the 

laugher hare a tendency to enlarge with 

use, as other muscles have. They may not 

develope actual adipose, bat they certainly 

ought, in a measure^ to increase size and 

weight, which seems to the common eye 

mudi ti^e same thing. ■

There are, of course, many kinds of laughs, 

even as there are many different kinds of 

minds to evolve causes for laughter. One 

is unwilling to say aught in censure of a 

man predisposed to merriment. Yet it seems 

not altogether uncharitable to affirm that 

the laugher in excess is a nuisance almost 

as intolerable as the person who is perennially 

sour-faced. He cannot but be often out of 

season ; a fact which sets him bellowing, 

like everything else. ■

The man who has a natural disability for 

pleasant laughter, but who laughs withal 

whenever he gets the chance, is a more 

endurable affliction. He as a rule, at such 

times, has the laugh left abruptly with 

him; and it. soon, under the circumstances, 

forsakes him. The Greeks, when at the 

highest pitch of their refinement, did not 

like to be seen laughing; the facial distortion 

was a shock tO/ their artistic natures* It 

may seem too bad to say that many men 

among us ought never to laugh in public 

until they have practised the habit of grace- 

ful laughter in private. But the Greeks 

would, if they were with us, go much farther 

than that. ■

Then there is the false laugh — something 

akin to the inelegant laugh. The man may 

be pitied who is condemned to exercise that 

in default of something better. It is so 

terribly tell-tale an exhibition. It hints at 

a nature steeped in duplicity and cunning, 

yet not sufficiently accomplished to deceive 

the world on all counts. '* Let me see a 

man laugh and know at what he laughs, 

and I will write you down the character of 

the man," so one of our moralists has said. 

It is rather a searching invitation, and not 

a very attractive one either. It would be 

diverting to see the man with the. false 

laugh put to this test in the presence of the 

moralist. ■

Either this laugh ox the one mentioned 

before it may be identified with what 

3heridan Le Fanur— most able of novelists 

-^ has called the ** churchyard laugh." ■

"There is," he says, "a churchyard cough, 

I don't see why there may not be a church- 

yard laugh. ... If a man Ib not a laugher 

by nature, he had better let, it alone." ■

Many will agree with Le Fanu in this 

recommendation. But it would be kinder 

to refer the man not "a laugher by nature " 

to his own apartment or some sequestered 

seashore. Demosthenes taught himself to 

become an orator by declaiming against the 

waves. The man who is not sure of his 

laugh may be counselled not only to take 

his looking-glass into his confidence, but to 

spend hours daily laughing in some se- 

questered open place. Nature and art 

together ought then to have an educative 

effect upon him. ■

There is also the laugh that is not an 

audible, echo-inducing laugh, but a secret, 

intellectual smile', which, like the humour of 

Addison, never fatigues. ■

This takes us at a bound into the best 

society on its best behaviour. One may- 

doubt if such society is the kind of tonic 

for our cares or dulness best suited for the 

majority of us. But it confessedly has its 

charms. As a parallel to it, you may con- 

ceive a fire which glows, looks alluringly 

suggestive of heat and comfort, but which 

does not warm the blood. You may hold 

your hands towards such a fire, and affect to 

be cheered by it. But it will not toast 

bread. ■

Here I cannot do better than quote that 

much-calumniated man, Lord Chesterfield, 

whose " Letters to his son" are such precious 

reading, and who demands our pity for their 

futility, while at the same time he exacts 

our admiration for the fine prose he wrote, 

and our gratitude for his immortal picture 

of a man of the world as he conceived him. ■

"Dear Boy," he writes to the lad, "having 

mentioned laughing, I must particularly 

warn you against it ; and I could heartily 

wish that you may often be seen to smile, 

but never heard to laugh, while you live. 

Frequent and loud laughter is the character- 

istic of folly and ill manners. It is the 

manner in which the mob express their 

silly joy at silly things ; and they call it 

being merry. In my mind, there is nothing 

so illiberal, and so ill-bred, as audible 

laughter. True wit or sense never yet made 

anybody laugh; they are above it; they 

please ike mind, and give a cheerfulness to 

the countenance. But it is low buffoonery, or 

silly accidents, that always excite laughter ; 

and that is what people of sense and 

breeding should show themselves above. . • 

not to mention the disagreeable noise it ■
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makes, and the shocking distortion of the 

face that it occasions. Laughter is easily 

restrained by a very little reflection, but as 

it is generally connected with the idea of 

gaiety, people do not enough attend to its 

absurdity, I am neither of a melancholy 

nor a cynical disposition, and am as willing 

and as apt to be pleased as anybody ; bat I 

am sure that, since I have had the full use of 

my reason, nobody has ever heard me laugh." ■

This is a long extract, but I hope not 

unjustifiably so. In a subsequent letter, 

the same sedate aristocrat remarks that '* a 

man of parts and fashion is therefore only 

seen to smile, but never heard to laugh." ■

Was there ever so chilling — and, one would 

suppose, so wasted — a piece of exhortation, 

addressed to a lad in his younger teens ) ■

It is like breathing the air of Norway 

after six months of London life to turn 

from the Earl of Chesterfield to Fichte, the 

philosopher, and his opinions on this subject. 

I fancy a philosopher ought — ^if there can 

be any dogmatic ruling in the matter — to 

be even more above the bad habit of laughter 

tnan a wearied statesman and man of the 

world. Yet this is the eloquent German's 

definition of laughter. ■

He calls it " a means pointed out by the 

instinct of nature itself for refreshing the 

mind exhausted by long-continued fatigue, 

and in some measure enlivening its stagna- 

tion by the stirring emotion which it 

communicates." ■

This is distinctly comforting. I know 

not if he is right or wrong in giving nature 

the credit for the faculty, or if civilisation 

— which is quite another thing — may 

rather be thanked for the luxury. But he 

is right in regarding it as a stimulant. It is 

good for the body and thrice good for the 

brain. On this score it may almost be 

viewed as a divine institution. Worn-out 

voluptuaries and disappointed worldlings 

may, if they please, echo the words of 

Solomon, *'I said of laughter, it is mad"; 

but we of the common herd know better. ■

The man who creates a hearty, wholesome 

laugh does as much for us as the preacher 

of a moving sermon. Nay, he often does 

more. For many will hurry to the source 

of laughter who would not stir out of their 

houses for the sermon. ■

A SENSITIVE PLANT. ■

A OOMPLSTB 8T0BT. OHAPTBB I. ■

"You see, George — ^I may call you 

George, may I not 1 — ^you see the dear child 

is 80 sensitive, so delicately susceptible to ■

every change of feeling in those about her, 

that if I were you — I don't wish to dictate 

to you, of course ; indeed I do not exagge- 

rate when I say that nothing could be 

further from my thoughts than any idea of 

unduly influencing you in the matter — but 

if I were you I should wait a little longer 

before approaching the subject with Edina. 

Let it dawn upon her intelligence gradually, 

if I may be allowed the expression ; let her 

feel your intentions in the air before you 

startle her by putting them into words. 

Words, my dear George, are but a rude 

vehicle to convey the tenderest aspirations 

of the heart, and I feel convinced they 

would be powerless to move her ; besides, 

she would never listen to them. She would 

be far too frightened." ■

"But why on earth should she be 

frightened t Is she so awfully timid 1 " ■

*^ Timid as a startled fawn, yes. She 

cannot help it, and I think it very sweet of 

her. But she must be humoured. With 

such a nature anything like haste orabrupt- 

^e8S would clearly be out of place. Give 

her time to get used to you; time, as I 

observed just now, to feel that there is 

something unusual in the air ; and then it 

may be possible to put your proposal plainly 

into words without alarming her. Eemember, 

she scarcely knows you as yet" ■

" Yet I've been here for a week, and seen 

as much of her as she'd let me. The question 

is, will she like me better when she knows 

more of mel I'm all for a bold plunge 

myself." ■

" I do not advise it ; I am convinced 

that the effect on Edina would be most 

disastrous." ■

** But she knows the terms of my cousin's 

willT' ■

" Most unhappily she does. I consider 

that unlucky document the worst enemy 

you have to . contend with» No girl of 

spirit can endure a marriage that is recom- 

mended to her by every consideration of 

prudence and good sense. It would be 

'most unnatural that she should." ■

" But if she knows the terms of the will, 

she knows why I am here. If I don't 

speak to her soon, she may think I want to 

back out" ■

" And if she does think so, so much the 

better. She will appreciate you all the 

more if she does not feel too sure of you. 

Besides, to tell you the truth, I have taken 

a few simple precautions so that Edina does 

not at present associate you in any way 

with the man it is so desirable she should 

marry. Fortunately your name eonveyed ■
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Dotbing to lier nfind, as your cousin did 

not mention it in^ the letter he wrote to us 

on the subject, and she was not present 

when the ypYL was read. That was why I 

warned you not to speak of your relation- 

ship to that most eccentric old gentleman, 

but merely to meet her as a chance acquaint- 

ance. That, also, was why we advised you 

to take rooms in the village rather than 

come direct to us." ■

" Then why didn't you tell me so frankly 

at once ? '' he asked, with a look of some 

discontent. "I might have spoiled the 

whole thing by a chance word." ■

**I could not take a complete stranger 

such as you then were into my confidence. 

It was necessary that we should risk some- 

thing, and knowing how reserved our dear 

Edina is, we had little fear that you would 

80 soon discuss any but general topics with 

her — especially as her father and I were 

always present." ■

** Yes," he assented thoughtfully ; " you 

were always present. Perhaps that is why 

I seem to know so little of her." ■

** Under no circumstances" — Mrs. Trow- 

bridge spoke impressively — "could you 

have known much of my daughter in so 

short a time. .Have patience, George ; win 

her confidence gradually ; remember always 

that she is a very timid child, a most 

sensitive plant." ■

" ni bear it in mind. And now I must ■

be going. Is there anything I can do for ■

you in the village 1 Any letters to post 1 " ■

"No, thank you. You will return at ■

dinner-time as usual 1 " ■

"If I may, Mrs. Trowbridge." And 

raising his cap, George Langton strode off 

down the garden, whistling merrily as he 

went. ■

Then Mrs. Trowbridge rose from the low 

chair in which she had been sitting, and 

slowly returned to the house. She felt 

that she had done her best to guard Edina's 

interests, and had taken every precaution 

she could think of to ptevent any sudden 

jar. She had prepared George's mind, and 

pointed out the way he ought to take ; it was 

for him to do the rest ; for him — and Edina ! 

Mrs. Trowbridge sighed, but not from 

distrust of George. She had only known 

the young man for a week, but already she 

felt no uneasiness about him. If only 

Edina but there was never any reckon- 

ing on Edina. ■

George, meanwhile, pursued his way 

down a shady path, till be reached a little 

wicket-g^te that led into the fields, and 

thence to the village. ■

« It was a glorious spring morning, and 

the ground was carpeted with cowslips, 

while under the hedge groups of delicate 

wood-anemones drew apart like high-born 

dames retiring from the vulgar crowd, and 

shy vidlets peeped forth warily from the 

safe seclusion of their sheltering leaves. 

Beyond the hedge a 6ma;ll copse showed a 

mist of budding grey-green against the 

transparent blue of the sky. ■

George, glancing towards it as he strolled 

across the fiield, was presently aware of 

fleeting glimpses of white seen through the- 

trees; and 'paused for a moment to con- 

sider the matter. ■

"A woman's dress ! " he muttered. " Is 

it — can it be — Edina, by Jove ! and with- 

out her parents to back her ! This is an 

opportunity not to be neglected." ■

He ran up to the hedge, found a con- 

venient gap, sprang through it, and alighted 

within a yard of the girl, who turned com- 

posedly, and looked at him. ■

"Good morning," she said; her voice 

was a very pretty one, and she spoke with 

great deliberation. ■

"You look deliciously cool here," he 

observed. ■

" I am delicioiisly cool. My being here 

is a proof of it," she replied quietly. " You 

will agree with me when I tell you that I 

came here to avoid you." ■

"May I ask whyl" George asked, 

colouring a little, not so much at the 

matter of the announcement as at the 

manner of it. " Have I been so unfortunate 

as to offend you 1 " ■

" Youl Oh, no ! It is not you in par- 

ticular, you know, but you altogether. The 

whole position is wearisome and unpleasant ; 

moreover, it is a false position, and I refuse 

to countenance it any longer." ■

"I dare say I'm awfully slow, but — ^I 

don't understand," slowly. ■

"Is it necessary that you should 1 " ■

" You are the beat judge of that." ■

She was silent for a few moments, look- 

ing at him thoughtfully. At length she 

broke the silence. ■

"Do you want to understand)" she 

asked. ■

" Yes ; I hate to be puzzled." ■

" And I puzzle you 1 " ■

"A little ; yes." ■

"Only a little 1" ■

" Only a little at present. Perhaps if I 

knew you better, you would puzzle me 

more." ■

" At present you only know me by hear- 

say. I never like people to :form their ■
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opinion of me in the presence of my family, 

for it is quite certain to be an erroneous 

one. Will you do something to oblige me ) " ■

" With pleasure." He spoke with great 

heartiness. ■

'^Then please dismiss from your mind 

any wandering ideas you may have picked 

up as to my d^aracter and disposition. My 

mother is a most excellent woman, but she 

is no judge of character, though she flatters 

herself that she is. I warn you, I cannot 

live up to her theories, and you must not 

expect it of me.*' ■

George began to feel a good dealinterested. 

There was certainly more in the girl than 

her mother had led him to believe ; and for 

the first timd since he had learned the 

terms of his cousin's will, he found him- 

self thinking quite indulgently of the old 

gentleman's eccentricities. ■

"I promise you, I'll be influenced by 

nobody's theories, but will study the subject 

for myself — that is, if you will allow me to 

do so." ■

'* I could hardly help it, I suppose, even 

if I wished to. One has to resign oneself 

to the inevitable." ■

"And am I 1" ■

"The inevitable. Yes." ■

"But I understand fromyour mother ^" ■

" Have I not already asked you to under- 

stand nothing from my mother % " she in- 

terrupted him, with a little air of dignity. 

" You do not know how often with her the 

wish is father to the thought I am per- 

fectly well aware — how could I fail to be 1 

— of the object of your visit to this place. 

You have come to inspect me, and you are 

quite welcome to do so ; I, meantime, shall 

have an opportunity of returning the com- 

pliment by inspecting you." ■

She spoke very quietly, and in a cool, 

matter-ol-fact tone that George could not 

sufficiently admire; it was so utterly un« 

like what her mother had led him to 

expect. ■

" That's only fair," he assented, with a 

laugh, "but I hope you intend to do. your 

inspecting in a friendly spirit ? " ■

"There is no reason for unfriendliness 

that I can see. It is a purely business 

matter." ■

"Oh, I say!" ■

" Can you deny it t " and she looked up 

at him seriously. " The money will be yours 

if I refuse you." ■

He made a movement as though about to 

speak, but checked himself ; and she con- 

tinued without noticing the momentary in- 

terruption : ■

" But the land— I go with the land I 

No wonder you hesitate I " ■

" Who told you that I hesitate t I have 

come here at the first moment. I could |;et 

away. I wouldn't have seemed to hesitote 

for the world." ■

" For fear of hurtmg my feelings 1" with 

a scarcely perceptible elevation of her 

delicately defined eyebrows, "That was 

extremely considerate of you." ■

" No, not that exactly ; but " ■

" Then it was for fear of losing the pro- 

perty 1 Oh, don't apologise I I don't 

blame you, though I confess this explana- 

tion of your early visit is a shook to my 

self-love. Even stock on a farm may have 

self-love, I suppose 1 Such prompt attention 

to business is very admirable, no doubt, but 

scarcely flattering." ■

"You wrong me. Miss Trowbridge," 

George exclaimed, stung by her words, and 

the quiet contempt with which she uttered 

them. " That confounded will has placed 

me in a horrible position •" ■

" Thank you, Mr. Langton ! " ■

^^Now you know that isn't what I 

mean " ■

"But I quite agree with you. It is a 

horrible position. Any man with a spark 

of spirit must feel it so." ■

"In fact, you think no man with a 

spark of spirit would ever have accepted 

the position?" ■

" I don't see how you could very well 

have refused to accept it without^ " ■

" Discourtesy to you 1 " as she hesitated. 

" That was just how it struck me." ■

"Not altogether that, and as you had ■

never even seen me but it is silly to ■

talk of what you might or might not have 

done. You are here, and the mutual 

inspection has begun. How long is it to 

last?" ■

" If you like, I will take my dismiraal at 

once." ■

"Oh, I ^ish you would!" There was 

unmistak^able relief in her voice, and in 

the beautiful grey eyes she raised to his ; 

only for a moment, however, then her face 

clouded over again^ and she said des- 

pondently : " My people would never let me 

hear the last of it if you were to go so soon. 

They would say I hadn't given you a fair 

chance — though you know that wouldn't 

be true 1 " with a defiant glance at him, as 

though daring him to contradict her. 

" What's to be done ? Can't you suggest 

any way out of the difficulty 1 " ■

"I'm afraid not; unless *' he hesi- 

tated a moment "It wouldn't do for ■
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me to stay another week or so — just as a 

friend ; "with no nlterior views, you know 

— ^to throw dust in their eyes ? " ■

** Lovely I The very thing ! " she ex- 

claimed. *' Only it seems hardly fair to let 

you ; such a waste of time, and " ■

" Oh, neyer mind that ! I place myself 

in your hands, and will help you out of 

the hole this wretched will has put you in 

as well as I can. When you think I've been 

here long enough to save appearances, I will 

tell your people we don't hit it o£P, and 

then there'll he no need to say any more 

on the subject We're friends, then, on 

the understanding that we shall never be 

anything more. • Is it a bargain ) " ■

"** Yes I " she said emphatically. ■

CHAPTER II. ■

Nearly a week had passed, and Mrs. 

Trowbridge was radiant. ■

Nothing could exceed her satisfaction 

with the aspect of aflfairs, except her as- 

tonishment that it should be so satis- 

factory; for Edina and George seemed on 

the best of terms, and instead of the battle 

she had dreaded with her daughter, every- 

thing appeared to be arranging itself with 

unexampled tranquillity. Edina had never 

been so bright, or so attractive; and the 

worthy woman attributed her sweet un- 

consciousness entirely to her own wonder- 

ful forethought, and thanked heaven a 

hundred times a day that she had at once 

taken so sensible a view of the matter. 

For Edina was a difficult subject, and her 

natural perversity usually far exceeded 

both her good sense and her worldly 

wisdom. That she should thus easily fall 

into the trap so prudently set for her, 

and fall in love with the very man it 

was desirable that she should marry, 

was an altogether unlooked-for culmination 

of the maternal hopes and fears, and one 

for which Mrs. Trowbridge could not be 

sufficiently thankful. Undoubtedly George 

had taken her prudent counsels in good 

, part, and acted upon them with most 

excellent results. ■

Oh, he was an admirable young man ! 

and it was a fortunate thing indeed that 

Edina knew so little of the terms of his 

cousin's will; so that when at length it 

should be necessary to reveal his identity, 

she need be no more prejudiced against 

him than was absolutely unavoidable. Had 

she dreamed how much his future depended 

upon her becoming his wife, she would 

have been more than ever resolved to refuse 

the man her friends wished her to accept. ■

How could she — how could any girl — 

believe in her lover's disinterestedness when 

he had so niuch at stake) Edina was 

fortunatelyignorant — in her mother's opinion 

— ^that she was doing the very thing that it 

was desu'able she should do ; and Mrs. Trow- 

bridge was quite ready to let well alone, and 

hope for the best. It never occurred to her 

to wonder at the girl's amazing stupidity in 

not detecting the dreaded wooer in this 

new acquaintance whom her parents made 

so extraordinarily welcome : for the excellent 

matron was one of those women who, having 

once made up their minds that such and 

such a thing 6ught to be, immediately 

conclude that it is; which simplifies life 

wonderfully. With them the wish is always 

father to the thought ; and they can $Ksarcely 

bring themselves to believe that anything 

that they greatly desire should be, has 

no existence save in their own too fond 

imagination. It was highly desirable that 

Edina should not suspect that George Lang- 

ton was the man she ought to marry; 

therefore in the face of all probability, 

Mrs. Trowbridge was convinced that the 

girl was really as ignorant as she chose 

to appear. It was a conviction that pleased 

her, and did no one else any harm. ■

Meantime it must be confessed that, 

since the young people had arranged that 

George was to prolong his visit merely 

in order to throw dust in the eyes of 

the world, they were scarcely going the 

best way to work to secure that end. It 

would surely have been wiser to prepare 

the minds of Edina's parents for the final 

break by the display of a little temper, 

or — at the least — some mutual constraint; 

so that they might proceed with confidenpe 

to assert th^t they "didn't hit it off'* 

to people who must already have seen 

as much for themselves. A gradually grow- 

ing distaste for each other's society would 

not have been amiss, considering the end 

in view; and it was strange indeed that 

nothing of the sort should be visible in 

their behaviour. Even formal politeness — 

a cold and constant courtesy — would have 

had its uses; anything, in fact, would 

have been better than the pleasant, friendly, 

even confidential relations which evidently 

existed between them, and which were only 

too well calculated to mislead those who 

were unacquainted with the truth. It was 

all very well for them to be friends on the 

understanding that they would never be 

more to each other; but to those not in the 

secret, their growing intimacy seemed 

to admit of but one interpretation; and ■
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without doubt the intimacy was pleasant 

to both, though each regarded it from 

a very different point of view. ■

George, at least, knew that it could not 

last. He had soon passed beyond the 

early tentative stage in which mere friend- 

ship could afiEbrd him any lasting satisfaction, 

and yet he was bound in honour to make 

no effort to win more. His peculiar posi- 

tion with regard to the girl, while seem- 

ingly making many things easy for him, 

had in reality placed insuperable obstacles 

in the way of his winning her ; and now 

his own promise — spoken when he little 

thought what the keeping of it might 

cost him — had taken from him the right 

to try to do so. He had thrown away 

the pol^ibilities of the future, and the 

present was all that he could now call 

his own. He would enjoy that present to 

the utmost, then, and let the future take 

care of itself. Time enough to think about 

its difficulties when it should be necessary 

to face them ; in the meanwhile ■

In the meanwhile he forgot everything 

but that he loved her, and that he must not 

tell her of his love. ■

And Edina ? ■

Edina, without doubt, liked him, and the 

present was full of pleasure to her also ; but 

if there were pain in it as well she hid it suc- 

cessfully beneath a frank gaiety of manner 

that if not wholly natural, was the very per- 

fection of art. Possibly she felt grateful to 

■'him for having so readily consented to resign 

all pretensions to her hand; possibly she 

merely wished him to believe her so, and at 

the same time was not sorry that he should 

have an opportunity of observing how much 

he had lost. Mysterious are the ways of 

women, and a wise man does not readily 

flatter himself that he understands' them. 

George was not very wise, and he thought 

it was extremely easy to understand Edina's 

evidtot joy and relief at his prompt with- 

drawal from the position her parents wished 

him to take up. Thus he was little likely 

to forget the promise he had given her; 

and, if he said nothing about drawing his 

visit to a conclusion, his silence was merely 

out of respect to her wishes — or so he told 

himself. It was for her to tell him when 

he had remained long enough for her 

purpose. He was in no hurry to go ; and 

apparently Edina was in no hurry to tell 

him to do so. ■

He was still staying at the village inn ; 

but he spent hb days at the Vicarage, 

where Mw. Trowbridge always made him 

heartily welcome; and his evenings at ■

Edina's side, strolling up and down the 

pretty, old-fashioned garden, or singing 

duets with her in the dimly-lighted drawing- 

room. And any one seeing them thus 

constantly together woidd have thought that 

all things were working towards the desired 

end, and that the anxiously expected 

engagement was about to become an accom- 

plished fact. ■

Mrs. Trowbridge was a patient woman. 

She waited a week after her confidential 

conversation with George without saying 

another word to him on the subject ; but by 

the end of the week her patience was pretty 

nearly exhausted, and she began to seek an 

opportunity of croite-examining him quietiy 

to ascertain how his courtship was progress- 

ing, and whether there were any probability 

of Edina's accepting him within the next 

ten days or so. ■

At length she waylaid him successfully 

as he was entering the garden, and addressed 

him at once in the tone of truly maternal 

interest that she always reserved for their 

private interviews. ■

" Of course, my dear George, I do not 

wish to be inquisitive — you know, I am 

sure, that I have the greatest confidence in 

your judgement and good sense — ^still, I 

cannot but feel that two heads are sometimes 

better than one ; and that, in the event of 

any unforeseen crisis, my knowledge of my 

sweet child's character and disposition may 

well be of material assistance to you. Need 

I assure you that it is entirely at your 

service t " ■

"You are extremely kind, Mrs. Trow- 

bridge " ■

" Not at all, George dear, not at all. It 

is natural that you should wish to confide 

in some one, and in whom should you 

confide but in me — your loved Edina's 

mother 1 No one else could sympathise 

with you half so heartily ; no one else could 

advise you half so well." ■

" But if I don't require advice '* ■

"Ah, do not say that!" and she laid 

her hand affectionately on his arm. " You . 

do require it, indeed ; though you may not 

yourself be aware how great your need is.^ 

Tell me all, George, and do not fear to* 

weary me. Am I not her mother 1 " ■

" I assure you there is nothing to teU/' 

he said impatiently. " You must give us 

time. You told me yourself to wait." ■

"True, and I do not imagine for a 

moment that you have actually approached 

the subject with Edina yet. It would have 

been most ill-advised to have done so — to 

say nothing of the indelicacy of such an ■
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abrupt disdosore. Bat eurely there have 

been signs ; indications, if I may call them 

so, of the way the wind is beginning to 

blow, and of an approaching change of 

weather — you understand my figurative 

language ) And I cannot but think that if 

you were to put me in possession of any- 

thing of any moment that .has passed be- 

tween you — any little sentimental passages 

such as might naturally occur under the 

circumstances without in any degree ex- 

citing Edina's suspicions — if, I say, you 

would be perfectly frank with me, I cannot 

but think my greater knowledge of the 

dear child's nature might assist you in 

forming a just estimate of her feelings, a 

most necessary task." ■

" It is one, however, that I prefer to 

undertake for myself," he replied. "I 

believe Vm pretty well qualified to do it." ■

**Then you are quite satisfied? You 

feel no anxiety as to the result 1 " ■

" None whatever. It is a foregone con- 

clusion." ■

" You and dear Edina certainly seem to 

be on the happiest terms. No one seeing 

you together could doubt it. That is the 

only tiling that troubles me; she is so 

perfectly at ease in your company that I 

cannot but fear " ■

"What do you fear r' ■

** That perhaps she has not yet begun to 

think of you — ^as a possible husband, I 

mean." ■

^' And perhaps, when she does, she may 

not like the idea," he said moodily, but 

with a conscientious efibrt to prepare the 

maternal mmd as Edina would doubtless 

wish him to prepare it. " It is possible, 

of course." ■

" George I But I thought you said it 

was a foregone conclusion 1 That you felt 

no anxiety ? " ■

"Nor do I." He spoke truthfully 

enough, or so he believed ; for how could 

he feel anxiety when he had flung away 

hopel "But things may turn out in a 

way you don't expect. It never does to be 

too sure of anything." ■

'* You are not like yourself to-day ! " And 

she looked at him with some concern. 

" You are not disappointed in Edina, I am 

sure) You have found ^the dear girl all 

I said she was 1 " ■

" All — and more. But — we mayn't hit 

it off for all that — ^in that way, you know. 

However, there's no reason you shouldn't 

hope for the best, and — I see your daughter 

on the lawn, Mrs. Trowbridge, and I believe 

she is waiting for me ; so perhaps—" ■

•' Go to her at once, my dear Greorge. I 

would not keep you from her for the 

world." ■

And George went. ■

How much longer would it be before 

he would have to go away together 1 ■

CHAPTER III. ■

Mrs. Trowbridge was feeling extremely 

dissatisfied; three days had passed since her 

little talk with George, and even she could 

not be blind to the fact that things were 

not going so smoothly as might be wished 

with the young people. He was moody 

and preoccupied ; and, though he was as 

constantly with Edina as ever, he no longer 

seemed to find any pleasure in her company. 

She, too, had changed, and in a way that 

did not tend to reassure her anxious mother. 

Her cheerful composure had given place to 

an almost feverish gaiety when Mr. Lang- 

ton was near ; she was exciteable, and quick 

to take ofi'ence where seemingly none was 

intended, and on more than one occasion 

high words passed between them, and they 

parted in anger, mudh to the poor woman's 

dismay. Apparently Edina was growing 

weary of him, and found his frequent 

pretence irritating; and Mrs. Trowbridge 

began to suspect that after all she might 

have discovered the truth, and resented the 

trap that had been set for her.* She deter- 

mined to discover if this were so without 

loss of time. ■

Her trust in her own diplomatic powers 

was still unshaken, and she never dreamed 

that Edina might see more than she in- 

tended to show her. She approached the 

subject, therefore, boldly. ■

** What have you and Mr. Langton been 

quarrelling about, dear ? " she asked. ■

She called him Mr. Langton in her 

daughter's presence, for prudence compelled 

her to reserve "my dear George" for 

moments of confidential familiarity. Edina 

looked up, her large eyes full of innocent 

wonder. ■

" Quarrelling, mamma 1 Do you really 

think I know him well enough to quarrel 

with himi Surely you forget how short 

our acquaintance has been." ■

"No, my dear; but you have seen a 

great deal of each other, and I thought that 

perhaps " ■

"Perhaps what 1" ■

" You had learnt to care' for each other a 

Kttle. No; don't look so indignant, my 

love. Such things have happened before 

now, you know." ■

" But not with a girl situated as I am, ■
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surely ) There is no reason in the world 

why I should oare for him.'' ■

«Ko reason, Edina? He is handsome 

and amiable, and very fond of you." ■

'*Is he?'' with a little scornful laugh. 

" If he worships the very ground I walk 

upon, it can make no difference. You for- 

get that a husband has already been pro- 

vided for me — ^though he seems in no hurry 

to make my acquaintance.'' ■

" But we should never wish to force your 

inclinations, your father and L If you 

really prefer George Langton to — oh, my 

dearest child, there is no reason why you 

should not follow the dictates of your own 

heart." ■

" In that case, mamma, I think I will 

not marry at all," Edina said quietly ; and 

turning away she left the room, before 

Mrs. Trowbridge had time to recover from 

the shock those words had given her. ■

What was the matter with the girl, and 

what did she mean by raising her mother's 

hopes BO high, only that she might dash 

them to the earth again 1 Mrs, Trowbridge 

felt very reasonably annoyed with Edina ; 

but — had she only known it — she was not 

nearly so annoyed with Edina as Edina was 

with herself ; and not with herself alone, 

but with her mother, with George, with all 

the worldi Everything was turning out 

miserably, she thought; she had resolved 

to stop George's conscientious courtship at 

once, and she had succeeded only too well. 

He had agreed to play out the farce at her 

request, and somehow the play had become 

deadly earnest to her, while to him — oh, he 

must never guess the truth ! He must 

never know how bitterly she repented her im- 

pulsive words; how willingly she would 

now have listened to the most passionate 

assurances of disinterested affection he 

could have poured into her ^ar i She loved 

him, and perhaps, if she had left things to 

take their own course, he might have loved 

her too. But instead of that she had 

taunted and insulted him ; she had judged 

and condemned even before she had seen — 

far less heard — ^him ; and he had met her 

unjust attacks with a generous tolerance not 

untinged with contempt. Edina's cheeks 

burned as she thought of that interview in 

the little copse, and of all that had passed 

between them ; and she quickened her steps 

involuntarily as she walked across the 

sunny field besicle it, so as to leave the scene 

of such painful recollections behind her as 

soon as possible. Shefwas walking aimlessly, 

only seeking to avoid her mother, and 

any further discussion on the well*worn ■

topic; and she certainly must have for- 

gotten that George had taken that same 

path not half an hour ago, and might be 

expected to return along it presently after 

looking in at his rooms in the village. ■

The afternoon was hot, and Edina was 

tired ; so she sat down on a mossy bank 

under the hedge to rest, and indulge in 

glowing visions of what might have been 

•—always a sufficiently depressing occu- 

pation to those who are dfissatisfied with 

what is, and in all probability will be. 

From these waking dreams she presently 

glided into a deep sleep, worn out with 

chauging emotions and the effort of per- 

petually playing a part that was daily grow- 

ing more unnatural to her true self. ■

She had not slept long, however, when 

she was aroused by the sound of voices close 

by. Two men were talking together on 

the other side of the hedge, which was 

already in such full leaf that though she 

could hear every word she could see nothing 

of the speakers. ■

"Then you're not going to create a 

vacancy after all, Langton 1 You must be 

a good deal more attached to that dingy 

hole of an office than most of our fellows, 

or you wouldn't throw up such a chance in 

a hurry. We made sure we'd seen the last 

of you." ■

" I'm sorry to disappoint you, but " ■

" Oh, we'll say nothing about that 1 Your 

own disappointment must be a much more 

serious i^air. What's wrong with her, 

George 1 Oh, don't look so confoundedly 

savage! Of course, we've heard all the 

story. Those things always get about. 

By Jove 1 if I were you, there'd have to be 

somethiDg very radically wrong with her 

before I'd give her up, but you idways were 

a fastidious beggar." ■

" We don't hit it off, Ted, that's all. I'm 

too heavily handicapped by that beastly 

will ; and as she'll have some money in 

any case, I'm out of the running. If she 

hadn't a penny in the world, I'd marry 

her to-morrow-^if she'd have me." ■

** Then you do care for the girll" ■

"Rather! But what of that « We don't 

hit it off, and so '* ■

" You won't be a ha'penny the better for 

that ridiculous will! I call it an awful 

shame after raising your hopes by dangling 

the money-bags before you only to snatch 

them away. It will be hard to settle down 

into the old groove again." ■

" It won't be particularly pleasant." ■

" And is tliere no help for it ? You say 

you oare for her, and——" ■
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" IVe given her my word never to bother 

her on the subject. The position is worse 

for her than for me.* ■

" If she cares, undoubtedly ; otherwise — I 

fail to see it." ■

''She tolerates me, that's all; for the 

sake of appearances." ■

"Then why don't you cut the whole 

thing, and com^ back to town ? " ■

"Tm not due there for another week, 

and I promised to stay as long as she 

wants me. Don't attempt to understand 

the position, Ted. It's a complicated one, 

and you'll never grasp it." ■

**rm not going to try, but it seems 

to me you've been awfully badly treated 

amongst them." ■

" It serves me right for accepting a false 

position — but there, say no more about it. 

If we go on to that gate, I can show you a 

short cut to Clay bridge ; for the road will 

take you miles out of your way." ■

" Thanks. I was trying to find a short 

cut when I met you, but these paths all seem 

to lead nowhere. Pretty country, though." ■

They strolled on, and the voices died 

away in the distance. ■

ThenEdina rose from her seat on the mossy 

bank, and walked slowly to the stile that 

led into the field beyond the hedge ; the stile 

across which George must presently return. ■

She was very pale, but there was a light 

in her eyes that seemed too full of intensity 

to be easily quenched even by the gathering 

tears ; and though her lips quivered, they 

were parted by a happy smile. ■

CHAPTER IV. ■

Gbobob, meanwhile, having seen his 

friend on his way, was in no hurry to 

return. Dearly though he loved Edina, 

he found small satisfaction in her company, 

bound as he was to keep silence on all that 

lay nearest his heart. The position he had 

taken up so lightly was fast becoming 

intolerable to him, and at times he almost 

thought that it would be a relief to hear that 

he had stayed long enough for her purpose, 

and might at length explain matters as he 

deemed best to her anxious parents. Edina 

would be amply provided for in any case ; 

his cousin — who had been fond of her when 

a child, though he had never seen his little 

favourite since she was seven years old — 

had taken care of that ; and the mild old 

Vicar and his grasping, gushing wife would 

have to make the best of it, and get over 

any disappointment they might feel at the 

loss of the large fortune that — if Edina and 

he did not marry — ^was to be divided among ■

various deserving charities. No, there could 

be no need for such a long delay. And his 

friend was right : the sooner he was back 

in town the better ; and really, if she did 

not dismiss him before long, he shoidd have 

to pull himself together, and give her a 

hint that the time had come for him to go. ■

And having arrived at this conclusion, he 

at length turned his steps in the direction 

of the vicarage; fbr he felt that if the 

moment of parting were really near at hand, 

it behoved him the more to spend the brief 

hours that yet remained, by her side. He 

should not be happy with her; he could 

not be happy away from her; and he 

walked slowly along the path, which he 

had traversed an hour before with his 

friend, in a very mixed state of feeling. ■

Then he reached the corner of the hedge, 

and the little stile that led to the vicarage 

fields and garden. ■

Edina was standing there, looking prettier 

than ever, though strangely quiet and sub- 

dued. ■

" I have been waiting for you," she said 

tremulously, and she laid one small ungloved 

hand on the stile as though to steady hersell ■

" I am sorry I have kept you waiting. 

If I had only known " ■

** Of course ; but you did not. You were 

with your friend *' ■

"You saw us 1" ■

' "No ; but— I heard. Oh, don't interrupt ■

me, please ; and don't be angry about it ! ■

I was sitting under the hedge there, and ■

fell asleep ; ^nd then — I heard you talking." ■

"Don't bother about it," he said hastily, 

as she paused. " It's all right" ■

" Yes, for I have something to say to 

you, and what I heard makes it easier. I 

have taken too much of youi time, have 

been selfish, unkind — oh I " — with sudden 

passion — " when I think what I have said 

and done, and how good you have been to 

me, I feel utterly ashamed of myself. I ■

have treated you abominably " ■

y, " No, no, dear," he said gently. " There's 

nothing to blame yourself for. Things 

haven't turned out as was intended, that's 

all" ■

" But I do blame myself ! I was unjust, 

and suspicious, and I wouldn't wait. I 

made up my mind to hate you, and " ■

" And you succeeded ) That was a little 

hard on me." ■

" I have been hard on you all through, 

in every way ; I did not know it at the time 

— at least, not altogether — but I know it 

now ; and I am sorry, oh, so sorry ! " ■

Her lips quivered as she spoke; she ■
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raised her beaxttif al eyes to his, and be saw 

the tears in them, and made a hasty move- 

ment towards ber^ but. checked himself. 

He dared not try to comfort her, he dared 

not so much as take the small hand lying 

so near him on the stile, lest the strong im- 

pulse to take her in bis arms and tell her of 

his passionate love should overpower him 

altogether, and make him forget alike her 

scorn and his own promise. He was silent, 

therefore, fearing that if he spoke at all he 

should ^y too much ; but she little knew 

what that silence cost him. ■

** And now I want to tell you — ^to ask ■

you " she faltered, feeling that her task ■

was an infinitely harder one than she had 

dreamed. " Oh, it has been all a mistake, 

and I think it's time we ended it." ■

" You wish me to go 1 " he said quietly 

'' I have been expecting to hear this, and I 

think you are right." ■

She wished nothing less, but how could 

she tell him so in plainer language ? It 

was evident that the language would have 

to be very plain indeed before he would 

comprehend it, so firmly convinced was he 

of her indifference. ■

" Yes, you are quite right,'* he went on, 

talking bravely for the sake of the girl who 

was wounding him so sorely, in order to 

put her at her ease. ** We have taken 

every care to throw dust in the eyes of the 

world, and have even gone the length of 

quarrelling a little sometimes. We have 

saved appearances, and there's no need for 

me to remain any longer now." , ■

Say so ■

that. ■

" And you will be glad to go ? 

frankly ! " she cried. ■

"You know that I cannot do 

Don't ask top much of me." ■

*' And you will go without a word 1 ** ■

" No, no ; how can you think it of me ? 

I'll explain matters to your people as we 

arranged. I don't think you'U have much 

trouble with them." ■

*' Oh 1 " she cried impatiently, " how 

selfish yoti think me ! I am thinking of 

you for once. Can't you — don't you ever 

think of yourself 1 " ■

**I daren't.'' His voice shook with 

strongly repressed passion. "You go too 

(lar, E<iina, As you don't want me any 

more, I'll leave you at ojQce." . ■

He raised his hat mechanically, and 

turned away. His face was stem and very 

pale, and Edina knew that she must speak 

now, or it would be too late. ■

" Oh, George, come back ! " she cried 

desperately. "I — I don't want you to 

go!" ■

He stopped at once, and looked at her — 

wonderingly, then eagerly ; but he did not 

come back. He waited, I ■

Edina's colour came and went ; she 

blushed rose-red with a sudden resolve. ■

The little stile still parted them; she 

crossed it with downcast eyes and wenc 

towards him swiftly, her hands outstretched, 

her sweet lips quivering. ■

" I have come to you, George," she said 

softly. ** Will you have me 1 " ■

And then — at last— he understood. ■

Now Ready, ■
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AND ■

ANSWERS TO COReESPONDENTS. ■

Maori women must be very charming, 

and/ in spite of our vaunted civilisation, it 

would be well if we were in some things 

more like them. Travellers tell us of their 

wonderful grace, which seems to be due to 

their love of bathing and dancii^g, and they 

also speak of their beautiful, soft, dark 

eyes and clear brown complexions. Besides 

possessing these outward charms they are 

distinguished with that most excellent 

thing in a woman, a soft, sweet voice, and 

also by their affectionate, merry dispositions. 

Men and women alike are remarkably 

good-tempered, and it is a curious fact that, 

in their whole vocabulary, they do npt 

possess a single "bad word." Should a 

Maori be very much enraged with any one 

he ^rill give vent to his wrath by calling 

him a cat^ dog, bullock, or, worst of all, a 

"wild duck." Nothing more dreadful 

than this can be said by a Maori, and it is 

a thousand pities that our vocabulary is not 

equally limited in the direction of abusive 

epithets. ■

MuBHBOOM Soup. — Boil one quart of 

thin white stock or milk with an onion, a 

stick of celery, and a carrot for two hours/ 

Season the soup well, strain and thicken it 

with a little flour. Have some mushrooms 

(if you can afford it, a pound), washed and 

peeled, and chopped small Add the 

mushrooms to the soup and simmer gently 

till cooked. If the soup boils at all fast, 

the mushrooms will break up and the 

appearance of it will be spoilt. Serve a 

little grated' Parmesan cheese with this 

soup. ■

F18H AU Gbatin.— ^This is a convenient 

and tasty way of cooking, any kind of 

ov^iliaxy white flsh. Take about one and 

a haU pounds of fish, one gUl of milk, a 

d^Mertapoonful of anchovy sauce, a little 

cayenne pepper, one ounce of butter, and 

a few breadcrumbs. Boil the fish in salt 

and water till cooked, then let it get cold 

and take out the bones. Cut the fish into 

pieices. Thicken the milk with some flour, 

add the butter, anchovy sauce and season- 

ings* Stir whilst it boiU for a few moments. 

,Qmiis mix the fish in this n^uce, and then 

.itfnmgsit in a fa^cy white china baking 

dii^ SpripkJle J}rea4orumbs, j>arsley, and 

aiittle thyxtte over, put a few bits of butter 

on it^ sad bake for twenty minutes in a 

quick ovion. This Aovli tie Jbtanded as an 

entrie. . ■

LovB AT First Sight. — A romantic story 

of love at first sight is recounted from 

Vienna. During a recent review in thi^t 

city, a young lady, daughter of one of the 

principal burghers, became enamoured of 

one of the privates. She gave her father 

no rest until he learned the soldier's name, 

and being an only child he humoured her 

whim. He paid a visit to the commanding 

officer, and he, nothing loth, ordered a 

parade of the men under his command, in 

order that the young lady might make her 

choice. After a short inspection, she exr 

claimed, " That's the man." "Franz Beothy," 

shouted the soldiers. And Franz Beothy 

was his name, 4ind Hungary his native 

country. Franz was delighted with his 

conquest ; but when Miss Frauenschatz and 

he were introduced, they found, to tiieir 

horror, that he could not speak a word of 

German, nor she a syllable of Hungarian. 

The young lady remarked, however, that 

that did not matter in the least, as their 

hearts would soon learn to understand each 

other. The "Telegraph" correspondent, 

who sends this rather remarkable story, 

adds that Miss Frauenschatz has promised 

to study Hungarian, but on one condition, 

to which her bridegroom has given hi3 

consent, that the wedding will be celebrated 

this week. ■

ShblijFish often cause illness and give rise 

to symptoms of poisoning. Mussels esp^ 

cially have been credited with giving rise 

to untoward symptoms, and shrimps have 

also been known to produce similar results. 

In such cases, what happens, I believe, is 

the tainting of the shellfish by thdr having 

been taken from localities or places where 

they have absorbed poisonous matters. There 

was once quite an epidemic of poisoning 

cases arising out of people eating mussels 

which had been taken off ships' sides. Here 

the symptoms pointed to poisoning by the 

copper which the mussels had absorbed 

from the ships' sheathing. I remember, 

too, of cases of poisoning through eating 

shiimps which had been caught in the sand 

close by the exit of a sewer from a town. 

No doubt the animals had fed on the sew- 

age and had become tainted even whilst 

aUve. Suph cases, it may be said, are not 

preventible^ and perhaps, in the ordinary 

sense of tWt word, they are not : only the 

people who catch the shellfish might be 

duly instructed in the fact that they should 

})Q captu^ in dean fresh surroundings, 

and ^t taken from any place where they 

. are likely to (ibsorb injurious and poisonous 

I loatitf^ . ■
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Cauliflower Omelet. — One cup of cauli- 

flower cooked and chopped fine, six eggs, 

whites and yolks beaten separately, one 

small, cup of milk, pepper and salt. To 

the well-beaten yolks add the milk, pepper, 

and salt, then stir in carefully the whites, 

lastly the cauliflower. Put a good spoonful 

of butter in the frying-pan; when it is 

hot, add the mixture, and cook over a clear 

flre; it should be done in about ten 

minutes; roll one half upon the other; 

take from the pan carefully with a bread- 

knife or pancake turner, and serve at once. ■

Mayonnaise of Sweetbreads.— Clean 

and parboil one pair of sweetbreads, throw 

them into cold water for half an hour; 

remove the fat and skin and cover with 

fresh boiling water; add a teaspoonful of 

salt and simmer gently for half an hour. 

When done, stand aside to cool, and when 

cold, cut into thin slices. Rub the bottom 

of a dish with an onion, and pour in half 

a pint of mayonnaise. Place a thin slice 

of onion in the middle of the bowl, arrange 

lettuce leaves around' it; mix the sweet- 

breads carefully with the mayonnaise, and 

put in th6 centre of the dish. ■

To Prevent Mould in Jam Jars. — One 

of the greatest troubles in preserving fruit 

in jars is to prevent the formation of mould 

on the top, and the consequent spoiling of 

fruit when it rises above the top of the 

syrup. A very eflective, cheap, and simple 

device is a disc of thin veneer of wood, from 

one-sixteenth to one-twentieth of an inch 

thick, and from two and three-quarters to 

three inches in diameter for one quart jars, 

made from beech, birch, elm, or ash, as 

these woods have no taste or flavour, and 

will not injure the fruit. To use, dip in 

hot water to prevent cracking, slightly bend 

so as to slip down below the shoulders of 

the jar, and press down on the fruit, to 

allow the syrup to rise over it The shoulder 

will keep it down in place. When you 

wish to use the fruit, remove the wood by 

running a fork under and picking it out. ■

A Useful Gravy Soup for a family may 

be made from this recipe' Take the re- 

mains of fowls, joints, or bones of any 

kind, and two pounds of gravy beef cut 

small. Add five pints of water and bring 

to the boil. Skim thoroughly, add some 

salt, and skim again. Throw in a bouquet 

of herbs tied up with a bay leaf, and two 

onions stuck with cloves, a carroty and any 

other soup vegetables you have by you. 

Simmer the soup for about six hours, strain 

off, and put the bones, etc., into a basin to 

be boiled again next day with more water. ■

If rumour is correct, illness was not the 

sole cause of Arthur Shrewsbury's absence 

from the county cricket-field this season. 

So far as I can discover, the retirement of 

the finest batsnian in the world may be 

attributed in great measure to the objection 

taken in many quarters to the slowness of 

Kotts cricket. For the last two or three 

years the Kotts eleven has been publicly ridi- 

culed, even by its own partisans, and there 

is every reason to fear that this ungracious 

conduct has driven Shrewsbury from the 

cricket field. Gunn threatened to follow 

suit before the season closed, and he would 

have been well within his rights if he had 

carried out his original determination. 

Notts cricket is painfully slow; no one 

denies that. On the other hand it has the 

merit of being scientific — far more so than 

is understood by the boisterous and un- 

sportsmanlike mob who howled the Notts 

men down whenever they appeared at the 

wicket. As a matter of fact, bowlers are as 

much to blame for slow cricket as batsmen. 

The former bowl for maiden overs, and, so 

long as they are not knocked about, dozens 

of professionals make a point of bowling 

straight and slightly short-pitched balls 

from which it is impossible to score with 

any rapidity. This is the explanation of a 

great deal of the uninteresting cricket which 

is now witnessed. As soon as we abolish the 

average hunting bowler ciicket will improve ; 

but then for tlus to be we want big-hearted 

men like Lohmann, and Lockwood, and 

Briggs, who are content to risk being hit in 

the hope of getting the man out. ■

To Turn a Jelly out of a mould, take 

a basin of hot water, as hot as the hand 

can bear, draw the mould quickly through 

it, letting the water quite cover it for a 

second. Wipe off all moisture at once with 

a clean cloth, shake the tin gently to be 

sure the contents are free. Nyst lay a dish 

on the open side of the mould, reverse it 

quickly, and when the dish is on the table 

draw the mould carefully away. ■

Burn All Kitohen Waste as far as 

possible in the closed stove. This should 

be done regularly three times a day after 

meals. Draw the fuel towards the front 

bars, pull out the centre damper, place the 

refuse at the back of the grate, and, if 

necessary, place a little coal at the top. 

Whilst the refuse is being got rid oi^ open 

the kitohen window for a couple of inches 

top and bottom. If these durectionB are 

followed, tilers will be no disagreeable 

smell, whilst the rubbish is destroyed, and ; 

the dustbin will never smell nasty. . ■
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Why abb t?b not all Corpulent? — 

This is a question we find answered by the 

latest specialist in corpulency, a man who, 

in our opinion, has done more to cure this 

distressing incumbrance than all the other 

so-caUed adipose-therapeutists put together. 

We have Mr. Russell's new edition before 

us, entitled "Corpulency and the Cure" 

(256 pages), wherein he explains that many 

men can eat an abundance of everything 

and yet appear lean and hungry, while the 

next unfortunate cannot eat but scantily 

without building up a huge frame of un- 

wieldy bulk. Thin persons, the author 

explains, generally have a very strong liver, 

which vigorously separjites from the blood 

any superfluity of its fatty constituents; 

per contra, the liver of the victim to obesity 

is constitutionally weak, hence it fails, with- 

out assistance, to throw off the carbonaceous 

and fat-forming foods. The book from which 

we derive this information is published by 

Mr. Bussell, of Wobum House, Store Street, 

London, W.C, who has succeeded in manu- 

facturing a purely vegetable compound which 

has an almost magical effect in the reduction 

of unhealthy fat. Experimentally it has 

been given in large doses to those who only 

carry an amount of fat conducive to the 

proper production of heat, and the result is 

that the decoction will not have the re- 

motest effect — not the slightest reduction of 

weight takes place, while in the case of a 

superfluity of unhealthy adipose tissue the 

individual frequently loses 2 lbs., and much 

more in serious cases, in twenty-four hours. 

We should have liked to have pursued this 

matter further, for it is far more interesting 

in our opinion than experimenting upon 

bees, rats, cats, and such Uke, for what may 

appear startling in the results of certain 

foods given to tiie smaller animals may not 

be so conclusive or applicable in the case 

of human beings. We can with pleasure 

advise our readers to get this book and read 

for themselves, and moreover no one can 

complain of the price, as it only costs four 

stamps. ■

The following are eoctrads from other 

joumdU : ■

Good Nbws for Stout Pbbsons. — It 

does not follow that a person need to be 

the size of Sir John Falstaff to show that 

he is unhealthily fat According to a 

person's height so should his weight cor- 

.lespondy and this standard has been pre- 

paid by Mr. F. C. Bussell, of Wobum 

House, Store Street^ Bedford Sqiiare, 

London, W.C., so that any one can sde at 

a glance whetiier oi no he is too stout ■

People in the past have been wont to regard 

fatness as constitutional, and something to 

be laughed at rather than to be prescribed 

for seriously; but this is evidently an error, 

as persons whose mode of life has caused a 

certain excess of flesh require treating for 

the cause of that excess, not by merely 

stopping further increase, but by removing 

the cause itself. It is marvellous how this 

"Pasteur" and "Koch" of English dis- 

coverers can ^tually reduce as much as 

14 lbs. in seven days with a simple herbal 

remedy. His book (256 pages) only costs 

4d., and he is quite willing to afford all 

information to those sending as above. It 

is really well worth reading. — " Forget-me- 

Not" ■

Extraordinary Success in thb Treat- 

MENT OP Obesity. — Our corpulent readers will 

beglad to learn how to positively lose two stone 

in about a month, with the greatest possible 

benefit in health, strength, and muscle, by 

a comparatively new system. It is a sin^ar 

paradox that the patient, returning quickly 

to a healthy state, with increased activity of 

brain, digestive and other organs, naturally 

requires more food than hitherto^ yet, not- 

withstanding this, he absolutely loses in 

weight one or two pounds daily, as the 

weighing machine will prove. Thus there 

is no suggestion of starvation. It is an 

imdoubted success, and the author, who has 

devoted years of study to the subject, 

guarantees a noticeable reduction within 

twenty- four hours of commencing the treat- 

ment. This is different with other diseases, 

for the patient, in some cases, may go for 

weeks without being able to test whether 

the physician has rightly treated him, and 

may have derived no real or apparent im- 

provement in health. Here, we repeat, the 

author guarantees it in twenty-four hours, 

the scale to be the unerring recorder. The 

treatment aims at the actual root of obesity, 

so that the superfluous fat does not return 

when discontinuing the treatment. It is 

perfectly harmless. We advise our readers 

to call the attention of stout friends to this, 

because, sincerely, we think they ought to 

know. For their information we may say 

that on sending four penny stamps, a book 

entitled ** Corpidency and the Cure " (266 

pages), containing a reprint of Press notices 

from some hundreds of medical and other 

journals — ^British and foreign — and other 

interesting particulars, including the book 

containing tiie " recipe," can be had post- 

free from a Mr. F. C. Bussell, Wobum 

House, Store Street, Bedford Square, London, 

W.C.— " Belfast News Letter.'* ■
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To Keep Children in Health, give 

them an abundance of outdoor exercise, 

fun, and frolic ; make them regular in their 

habits, and feed them only on plain, 

nourishing food, and they "will seldom, if 

ever, complain of lack of appetite. But 

keep them overtasked in school, confined 

closely to the house the rest of the time, 

frowning down every attempt at play, feed 

them on rich or highly-seasoned food, allow- 

ing them to eat between meals and late in 

the evening, and you need not expect them 

to have good appetites. On the contrary, 

you may expect that they will be pale, 

weak, and sickly. Do not cram them with 

food when they have no appetite for it — 

such a course is slow murder. If they have 

no appetite, encourage^ and, if need be, 

compel tiiem to take exercise in the open 

air. Do not allow them to study too much. 

In addition to ensuring exercise for the 

children, change their diet somewhat ; and 

especially if they have been eating fine 

flour, chaQge to coarse flour. Illness is the 

most expensive nuisance on the face of the 

globe. There may be instances where it 

makes people or children better, but gene- 

rally it makes them sad, selfish^misanthropic, 

nervous, and miserable. The best way to 

make children happy and good is to keep 

them weU. ■

Five Generations Living. — ^The four 

living generations of the Royal Family are 

exceeded by the family of Mrs. Hobbs, of 

Bamaboy, King's County, who celebrated 

her one-hundredth birthday on Wednesday, 

July 18th, and on that occasion there were 

round her members of her family to the 

fourth generation. One pi her grandsons 

present is himself a grandfather, so there 

are now living five generations, thus making 

her a great-great-grandmother. Her five 

sons were all in the army, two of them 

were in the Crimea, and one in the Kaffir 

and Abyssinian wars, and she has five 

grandsons serving in the army. Mrs. Hobbs 

is in possession of all her faculties, except 

that her hearing is not good. Her memory 

of events whi<^ happened at the beginning 

of the centu];y is wonderfully cle^o*. ■

Plum Jelly.-^— Stew two pounds of plums 

(red if possiUe) with sugar to taste, remove 

the stones, fuid see that you have neasly 

a quart of puJpt etc. Stir in one ounce ol 

gelatine powder, taking care that there is 

sufficient heat to dissolve it Graok the 

stones, #nd remove the kernels, whidi 

should be added to the jelly. Pour into a 

wetted mould, and stend laH cold. Serve 

with raw or whipp^cj cseaxou ■

Fried Stupped Tomatoes. — Choose good- 

sized tomatoes, allowing one. to each person. 

Cut a piece off the top of each and with a 

knife hollow out part of the centre. Take 

some cold fowl chopped fine, season it well 

and mix it with a beaten: egg and pcesis into 

the cavity. Flour the tomatoes, dip into 

beaten egg,' then into bread-crumbs two or 

three times, and fry in deep fat till cooked. 

The piece which was removed from each 

tomato should meanwhile be baked and 

served on the top of the fried half. Arrange 

on a d'oyley and garnish with fried parsley. 

The tomatoes may be scalded and skinnVd 

previous to stuffing if preferred. ■

Boiled Fillet op Mutton.; — ^Take a 

godd thick fillet off a leg of mutton, bone 

it, fill the cavity with veal stuffing, wrap it 

in suet paste, and boil it. Serve in the 

paste, which, when cut, wijLl be found to 

contain excellent thick gravy. ■

SOBAMBLBD EgGS WITH TOMATOBS. — ■

Scrambled eggs with tomatoes make a nice 

breakfast dish. Cook together half a tin of 

tomatoes, one tablespoonful of butter, one 

saltspoonful of salt diluted with a little 

water; and, when this is. boiling, stir in six 

slightly beaten ^gs. Stir constantly, and 

add one tablespoonful of chopped pmley ; 

serve with toast. Fresh tomatoes can be 

used instead of tinned ones, when obtain- 

able. ■

A Nice £gj9 Suppei^ Dish. — Boil six or 

eight eggs hard; when cold remove the 

shells, divide in halves, place in a vege- 

table dish, and cover them with a gravy 

made of a pint or less of milk, two table- 

spoonfuls of butter, a little salt, and thicken 

wUh half a tablespoonful of cornflour. Let 

this scald well before pouring it over the 

eggs. Serve hot. ■

To Wash an Eiderdown Quilt. — Mend 

the eiderdown quilt well, sewing the 

principal part of the stitching over again. 

Put into the tub by itself, with a lather 

of soap and warm water. Wring it out 

with the hands and repeat the process till 

clean, then rinse all the soap out with two 

changes of water, shake and hang out to 

dry. When dry, pull up the wadding 

gently with the fingers on both sides. Do 

not put it into a washing machine or 

wringer, for they would wring it all to 

pieces. ■

Washing Flannels. — Flannels and hlan- 

Icets may be soaked in water cpntaining 

one tablespoonful of ammonia to each pail, 

and a little suda. Bub as little as p^Mwible, 

and they will be white and tilfian, ^d »iU 

.not shank. ■
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"WORTH A GUINEA A BOX" ■

FOR ALL ■

Bilious & Nervous Disorders, ■

SUCH AS ■

Sick Headache, Constipation, 

Weak Stomach, Impaired Digestion, 
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Ask your Grocer for ■
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This article is used with soap and 
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causes a i;entle friction, and is con- 
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CHAPTER XVIII. ■

It would hardly have seemed to an im- 

partial observer, prior to the departure of 

Sir William and Lady Karslake, that their 

presence in the ball-room acted as much 

restraint upon the discussion of the sensation 

of the evening ; but their absence, never- 

theless, brought about a rising in the tide 

of excitement and gossip^ as conspicuous as 

it was sudden. Everybody began to talk 

of the same thing at the same moment, and 

sundry glances cast at North Branston' and 

at the Yallotsons seemed to imply that 

nothing was needed to Alnchester's felicity, 

but that they should follow the example 

set them and leave the field perfectly clear. ■

Such satisfaction, however, was not in 

store for Alnchester. North Branston had 

been observed, very shortly after Lady 

Karslake's departure, making his way to- 

wards the door; but his intentions were 

obviously frustrated by a brief word or two 

that passed between him and Mrs. Val- 

loteon — who had met him, as it seemed, by 

accident — and he took up a position near 

the door evidently in indifferent waiting 

for his family parting. For more than an 

hour after this Mrs. Vallotson herself moved 

about the room, oblivious, apparently, of the 

blight which invariably fell, as she drew 

near, upon the conversations which she in- 

terrupted ; her manner composed as usual ; 

her colour still standing out in patches, as 

it had done when she met Sir William 

Karslake's eyes. ■

The room was thinning rapidly when ■

Constance at last received a message to the 

effect that her mother wished to go. Dr. 

and Mrs. Vallotson were standing together 

when the girl joined them — the former ex- 

cessively pompous and self-assertive, and 

inclined, like a child who has been too 

loDg kept from his bed, to be fractious; 

and as Constance appeared, North Branston 

came up to the party. ■

** I shall walk home," he said curtly. ■

" Are you starting at once ? " ■

The words came from Mrs. Vallotson in 

an abrupt voice. North Branston answered 

only with a gesture of assent, turned on 

his heel, and departed. ■

If a regenerator of society may ever be 

said to wrangle, the short drive home was 

occupied by a wrangle between Constance 

and her father, over a trifling detail con- 

nected with the arrangements of the ball. 

Constance had been dancing all night, and 

presumably even regenerators are not proof 

against over-excitement and over-fatigue, 

for there was decided irritability in her 

voice uid manner as she turned to hex 

mother, when they stood in the hall, for 

confirmation of her opinion. Apparently, 

however, Mrs. Vallotson had not heard the 

discussion which had gone on at her side ; 

she did not seem even to hear her daughter's 

final words. ■

She bent forward and touched the girl's 

forehead with her lips. ■

*'Good night, Constance,** she said. 

"Make haste to bed!" ■

** Far too opinionated ! " ejaculated her 

father testily, as Constance disappeared. 

" Far too opinionated ! " The dignity of 

this authoritative dictum was somewhat 

impeded by a vast yawn, and when speech 

was once more possible to him, Dr. 

Vallotson added with sleepy tentativeness : ■

*^ And now, my dear, we may as well go ■
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up ourselves, perhaps! It's really very 

late. I don't know that I ever rememher 

your caring to stay so long at the Infirmary 

ball. North will shut up. If you are 

quite ready, my dear " ■

Dr. Vallotson was edging, as majestically 

as the action would allow, towards the 

staircase, when his wife's voice stopped 

him. She spoke suddenly, and with some 

violence. ■

" I am not ready ! " she said. " There 

is something to be done first 1 " She flung 

open the dining-room door, turned up the 

gas, and turned to confront her husband. 

Her eyes were glittering; her colour was 

deeper and more patchy than ever, and her 

lips were tightly compressed. ■

Dr. Vallotson, drawn as it seemed from 

his own course, in spite of himself, by the 

force of her manner, followed her as far as 

the threshold, and stood there regarding 

her dubiously. ■

** Something to do, my dear?" he said. 

'* Surely not to-night 1 " ■

" Tonight ! " she answered harshly. 

"Before another hour has gone by. If 

you are content to go to sleep before you 

have asserted your authority, once and for 

all, Robert, I am not content to let you 

do it ! " ■

In Dr. Vallotson's face, settled into the 

half stupid, half conciliatory pompousness 

of exceeding sleepiness, there dawned a 

gleam of what should have been dignified 

acquiescence, hopelessly clouded by in- 

comprehension. ■

" Quite so, my dear, quite so ! " he began 

with feeble majesty. ■

His wife stopped short, and looked at 

him for a moment. ■

" Is it possible," she said slowly, " that 

you've heard nothing? That you*ve ob- 

served nothing) That no one has said 

anything to you 1 " ■

Dr. Vallotson drew himself up testily. ■

" I have held conversation with nearly 

every one in the room," he said. " And I 

think I may say that I am not in the habit 

of allowing anything to pass me unobserved. 

I am really at a loss, Adelaide — — " ■

For the second time Dr. Vallotson's 

words were broken off. "With a wave of 

her hand, before which his pomposity 

seemed to shrink into nothing, his wife 

advanced suddenly and rapidly to the door. 

Dr. Vallotson gave way to her, advancing 

hastily into the room, and she stood there 

on the threshold with her back to the room 

as the front door opened and North Branston 

came into the house. ■

He paused for an instant, surprised, 

apparently, to see her. He was passing 

her, however, with a rapid, indifferent 

" Good night, Adelaide ! " when Mrs. 

Vallotson said in a quick, hoarse voice : ■

'* Come in here ! " ■

She moved and went back into the room; 

North hesitated for a moment, and then 

with a slight surprise on his face he 

followed her. ■

Dr. Vallotson had taken up a position 

near the fireplace at the farther end of the 

room. With the introduction of North 

Branston, something of the vague, sleepy 

fractiousness of his expression had become 

focussed. Confronted with a recognised 

source of annoyance, an indefinite, if dis- 

tinctly irascible, air of judicial severity had 

come upon him, and he stood with his 

hands behind his coat-tails. Mrs. Vallotson 

stood by the table between the two men ; 

and North Branston, as he paused a few 

paces from the door, found himself con- 

fronted with the husband and wife. ■

Utterly ignoring North for the moment, 

it was to her husband that Mrs. Vallotson 

turned. There was a suggestion behind 

the iron rigidity of the muscles of her face, 

terrible in so powerful a woman, as of a 

fierceness of passion, half wild, and hardly 

to be controlled. ■

"I did not expect," she said, and her 

voice as she addressed her husband rang 

with contempt, "to have to begin by 

telling you what has been the common talk 

of the night; what is being discussed all 

over Alnchester and half over the county 

at this moment; what everybody knows 

except you — you, whose business it is to 

know it. The head of a family should 

hardly need to be told when vigorous 

action is required of him ; when his house- 

hold is becoming a byword among all the 

scandalmongers of the town. But since 

you appear to be the one ignorant person in 

Alnchester to-night, Robert, this is the state 

of the case." ■

She paused as though to control herself 

before proceeding, and the two men ac- 

knowledged her words each after his own 

fashion. Dr. Vallotson seemed to become 

absolutely inflated with angry self-impor- 

tance, burning to vindicate itself by action 

80 soon as he should understand on what 

line action was possible. He cast a wrath- 

ful glance at North Branston, as he said : ■

" Quite so, Adelaide ! Quite so ! " ■

North Branston did not speak. He 

leaned back against the sideboard with his 

arms folded ; his eyes were fixed on Mrs. ■
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Vallotson with a bitter, cynical enquiry in 

their depths; Dr. Vallotson was not the 

only ignorant man in Alnchester that 

night. ■

" Flirtations with married women,'* went 

on Mrs. Vallotson, **are not common in 

Alnchester, whatever they may be in other 

places." Her Toiee was harsh and high, 

and there was a ring in it which, though 

she was still addressing her husband, seemed 

to hurl the words at North Branston on the 

other side of the room. '* Such a thing is 

a nine days' wonder here. If you choose 

to allow a member of your household to 

make himself the centre of a nine days' 

wonder, I do not ! Understand, Robert, 

that all the city is talking of the shame- 

less flirtation carried on between Lady ■

Earslake and " ■

She spoke no name ; she only indicated 

North Branston with an indescribably vin- 

dictive gesture of passionate aversion. And 

even as she made the movement, almost 

before her last word was uttered, bursting 

into flame under the sudden influence of 

her yiolence as a long smouldering Are, at 

an unexpected touch, North Branston drew 

himself erect and brought down his closed 

hand upon the sideboard with a dull, re- 

sounding thud. ■

" Good Heaven I " he said. *' Adelaide, 

this is too much ! " ■

" You're right ! It is too much 1 " Mrs. 

Vallotson had turned with a rough, furious 

movement, and was facing him as he stood, 

his face white to the lips. '* How dare you 

act as you have done 1 How dare you make 

yourself the talk of the place) Oh, you 

were encouraged, I have no doubt," A 

shrill laugh, extraordinarily reckless and 

malignant, Invoke from her. '' Some women, 

I know, can't live without an affair of the 

sort ! Some women And amusement in 

courting a man distrusted and disliked by ■

their husbands 1 Some women " ■

** Adelaide, be silent 1 By Heaven, you 

had better ! " ■

He had crossed the room with a quick 

stride, and caught her by the wrist, his face 

working with the violent passion of a self- 

controlled man stirred beyond the limits of 

endurance, and for a moment the two pairs of 

hot, flashing eyes held one another as in a 

grip which neither could break. Then Mrs. 

Vallotson wrenched her wrist out of his 

grasp, and drew back a step, still facing 

him. ■

•* Very well," she said harshly. " She's 

no concern of mine. She's used to affairs 

of the kind, no doubt It's you that we're ■

concerned with." She turned suddenly to 

her husband. "Tell him, Robert," she 

said, indicating North with a fierce, relent^ 

less gesture, *• tell him yourself, as head of 

this house, that while he lives under your 

roof such things shall not be. Tell him 

that you will not be made a party to them. 

Tell him that he has your orders to drop 

all acquaintance with this woman frorn this 

time forth." ■

What Dr. Vallotson might have said, 

how far the puny flickering of outraged 

morality and pompous wrath with which 

his face was crimson, and to which he had 

been feebly struggling to give voice, would 

have been sustained or overwhelmed by 

the fierce fire which blazed about him, was 

never to be known. Before he could speak 

North Branston struck in with an excited 

sarcastic laugh. « ■

" Orders ! " he said. " We'll stop there, 

Adelnide. if you please. Suppose I tell 

you that I acknowledge no man's right to 

give me orders, that I take orders from no 

man. What then? " ■

The swelling protes':ation that burst from 

Dr. Vallotson's indignant lips was checked 

in its very birth by an abrupt instinctive 

gesture from his wife. Urge him to the 

forefront of the battle as she might, it was 

evident that she could neither trust him 

there nor restrain her own fierce impulse. ■

"Ton talk mere foolishness," she said 

hotly. "And you know it. What are 

you here for but to take orders 1 What is 

your position in this house but that of a 

subordinate? When you are spoken to 

you will obey." ■

" You will obey, sir. You will obey ! " 

vociferated Dr. Vallotson, his indignation 

in its pettiness serving as a strange foil 

against which the depths of passion in the 

other two stood out in strong relief. ■

•*I think not," said North, He was 

looking full into Mrs. Vallotson's face, and 

he ignored her husband's words as though 

they had never been uttered. "I think 

not Adelaide, I've heard enough-*-and 

thought enough. Heaven knows — since I 

was a little chap of what I owe to you and 

to your husband. 1*11 tell you now what I 

don't owe you — what I've never received 

from you, I owe you no consideration, no 

respect, no affection. My position in this 

house ! Good heavens, if it comes to that 

I know far better than you do what that 

position is, and what it's doing for me. 

You've gone a step too far to-night, along 

a road you've walked for many a day." ■

He had spoken tersely, vehemently, with ■
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the Tusb and glow of long pent-up feeling 

suddenly released. And Mrs. Vallotson 

took up the word, her face almost distorted 

by the tumult within her, to which the 

harsh tones bore witness. ■

''The step too far is yours," she said. 

" And you'll retrace it. Acknowledge your 

disgraceful conduct here and now. Apolo- 

gise for the false position in which you 

have placed me and my family. Assure 

me that no word or act of yours shall give 

occasion for further scandal, or else this 

house is no longer your home." ■

North Branston laughed fiercely. ■

" You give yourself away, Adelaide," he 

said recklessly. " Scandal 1 The word is 

an insult as contemptible as the minds in 

which it originated — unless, indeed, it is of 

your sole creation. Home? It's a thing 

I've never known. ( I am hardly to be 

coerced by empty sounds like that." ■

" You refuse " ■

The furious, ungovernable voice stopped 

suddenly; stopped on a sharp turn of 

North Branston's head, a sharp movement 

of his hand which seemed to come from him 

mechanically and involuntarily in the very 

midst of his passion. And in the moment's 

dead silence that followed, faint and clear 

through the sleeping house, from North 

Branston's bedroom upstairs came the 

sound of a bell. It stopped, and then rang 

out again, long and persistently. ■

"The night bell!" said North in the 

strange strained tone of violent feeling 

stemmed at its very flood. Without 

another word he crossed the room and went 

out into the hall. ■

Mrs. Vallotson stood where he left her 

transfixed, almost stupefied as it seemed, by 

the sudden breaking off of her speech. Dr. 

Vallotson's attention had half followed 

North ; the remnant that remained was 

held in check by the strange rigidity of 

his wife's figure and by her heavy laboured 

breathing. North Branston had not closed 

the door, and each low-toned word as it 

was uttered on the threshold of the house 

was distinctly audible in the dining-room. ■

"Who is it?" ■

" From Hatherleigh, sir 1 A note from 

my lady. I've brought the dog-cart, and I 

was to say for Heaven's sake make haste, 

sir!" ■

" It's Dr. Vallotson you want, not me I " ■

" No, sir, it's you ! Dr. Branston. Look 

at the note, sir." ■

There was a sharp crackling sound as of 

the quick tearing of paper, and then North 

Branston strode back into the room and ■

handed a sheet of notepaper hurriedly to 

Dr. Vallotson. ■

" Sir William Karslake sends for me," he 

said harshly. " For me, particularly, you 

see. What do you wish me to do ? " ■

For answer Dr. Vallotson took the note 

and read it aloud in accents of pompous 

incredulity and indignation. ■

" Dbab Dr. Branston, — Will you come 

at once 1 I think my husband is dying. 

He particularly desires to see you. — Yours, 

"EvB Ejlrslakb." ■

The brief sentences, so eloquent in their 

baldness — even thus read — of the presence 

of that grim shadow which dwarfs all 

life to insignificance, struck against the 

tumult upon which they had broken, 

seeming to meet and gather together all 

the waters of strife with one sharp turn 

into a new channel. In the sudden pro- 

fessional significance thus given to the 

scene, Mrs. Vallotson seemed to have been 

swept aside. The contest had abruptly 

shifted its ground; it lay now a burning 

question throbbing and vibrating with aU 

the excitement and passion of that which 

had gone before between the two men. 

North Branston stood with one clenched 

hand resting heavily on the table, his 

eyes resting full on Dr. Vallotson — every 

line of his figure eloquent of challenge. 

Dr. Vallotson confronted him, his face full 

of angry indecision. ■

" What is to be done 1 " demanded North 

Branston briefly. ■

Dr. Vallotson tapped the letter with 

impotent irascibility ■

"Why, of course— dear me — ^but — ^but 

you must go, I suppose ! Really " ■

" If I go, let it be distinctly understood 

that I go under protest ! That I go only 

on a definite summons, and by your express 

desire ! " ■

The words came from North, flung out, 

in the strained and quivering condition 

of his nerves, in vehement repudiation 

of the position forced on him. He had 

not glanced again at Mrs. Vallotson. He 

seemed to be oblivious of her presence. 

But the voice that answered him was 

not Dr. Vallotson's. ■

"Robert^ no! What are you thinking 

ofl" ■

It was a voice so strained, so hoarse, 

so unnatural as to be barely recognisable, 

and both men turned instinctively to the 

figure from which it proceeded. Mrs. 

Vallotson was clutching heavily at a chair ■
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as she stood, as if for support. Her face 

was livid, and her great black eyes stared 

out of it--not at her husband, whom she 

addiessed, but at North Branston. It was 

in the same unnatural voice, which seemed 

to force itself from her to her own agony, 

that she went on. ■

*' He is your patient ! He is your patient, 

I say ! How do you know that it is not — 

atrick)" ■

A sharp, fierce imprecation had broken 

from North Branston, and he turned from 

her, white to the lips with hardly govern- 

able fury. ■

"By Heaven!" he said, between his 

clenched teeth. "That's worthy of you, 

Adelaide! It's a fit finish to all you've 

done and said to-night ! I'd go now if all 

the etiquette of the profession were against 

it!" ■

He faced Dr. Yallotson abruptly. ■

" Do you come with me, or shall I go 

alone t " he said roughly. ■

Before Dr. Vallotson's bewildered and 

vague disclaimer was well uttered, North 

Branston had turned on his heel and left 

the room. A moment later the front door 

had swung to behind him, and the gallop- 

ing steps of a horse died away in the 

distance. ■

There was no glimmer of light in the 

sky when North Branston reopened Dr. 

Vallotson's front door. He paused for a 

moment with his hand on the lock, looking 

back in the cold darkness of the early 

January morning, his face looking white 

and haggard in the waning starlight. He 

opened the door softly, and went in. ■

He closed the door behind him, and then 

he started. He had been absent three 

hours, and he had expected to find the 

house dark and still. It was still indeed — 

still as death itself; but the dining-room 

was lighted, just as he had left it, and there 

on the threshold stood Mrs. Yallotson 

alone. ■

She stood perfectly motionless^ with one 

hand outstretched and grasping the door- 

way as if for support. Her rigid features 

had a grey look about them, at once 

sharpened and sunken. Her eyes, with a 

singularly blank stare in them, were fastened 

on l^orth Branston. ■

She was so close to him^ and her ap- 

pearance was so utterly unexpected, that 

for the instant North stopped short, 

confronting her in silence. And in that 

instant some strange magnetic influence 

seemed to pass from her scarcely breathing ■

figure ; to creep about him, to steal a hold 

upon his every sense, and to clutch him in 

a grip from which there was no escape. 

Involuntarily, and without consciousness on 

his part, a ghastly reflection of the strained 

intensity of her expression seemed to freeze 

the life out of his features ; the horror in 

her eyes dawned gradually in his, and they 

stood there face to face, the only waking 

creatures in the quiet house, held together, 

as it were, by that which was as indefinite 

as it was irresistible. ■

"Weill" ■

He saw her lips frame the question, but 

whether he actually heard it or not he 

could not have told. Still with his eyes on 

hers and with sombre flashes of that deep- 

seated fire stirred into terrible evidence by 

the events of the night, he said : ■

" Sir William Karslake is dead." ■

" Were you — in time 1 " ■

" No." ■

As he uttered the monosyllable North 

Branston seemed to wrench himself from 

the influence of heif eyes. He turned 

abruptly towards the staira But as he 

reached their foot he stopped sharply and 

turned. The sound that had arrested his 

steps was the sound of a heavy fall Mr& 

Yallotson lay across the hall like a dead 

woman% ■

SLIEYE LEAGUE. ■

* If Ireland be, as it has been termed, an 

ugly picture in a beautiful frame, nowhere 

in all its circuit is the frame more beautiful 

than about the headland of South Donegal. 

This great cape stretches some five-and- 

twenty miles west from the town of Done- 

gal, with arms of the sea running north 

into it in many places. At Mount Charles, 

an hour's walk from Donegal, the visitor 

begins to have an idea of the scenic ban- 

quet that is before him. The view from 

this elevated village is marvellously im- 

pressive, without being what is called 

grand. It may safely be affirmed that with 

the opening of the Donegal-Killibegs Rail- 

way, tourists will be drawn to Mount Charles 

by seducing posters; and thence onwards 

the advertising artists vnll be under no need 

to exaggerate the pictures Nature so abun- 

dantly provides for them. Killibegs is 

also attained by a fair carriage-road. The 

gradient of the road is, however, so variable 

that the eighteen miles exact nearly as much 

time from the mail-car as the pedestrian 

will allow himself for the walk. ■
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As a prelude to the magniticence of 

Slieve League and its neighbour cliffs 

this walk is tame, though in other respects 

interesting. The country is not absolutely 

barren. The familiar black smears of 

turf cuttings are only too conspicuous. So 

also are Irish cabins of the old kind, in 

which half-naked children and the pig 

consort on terms of equality. It is im- 

possible to disregard the cats in this part 

of the country. They look as miserable as 

the pigs and children look hearty and well 

at ease; and it is pathetic to see them 

slinking, with ears set back, between the 

dung-heap and the cabin door, and wearing 

a distressed look of doubt whether it is 

better to leap on to the former or pass 

through the latter : a problem they 

decently solve by choosing the dung-heap as 

the cleaner spot of the two. There is no 

lack, by Inver, of dismantled and roofless 

cabins in juxtaposition with others strangely 

patched and botched. One is quite glad 

to see these signs of an emigration that 

cannot but be beneficial to tha emigrants, 

however little they may be willing to 

confess it To the unprejudiced visitor, 

however, the rotting cabins, with their 

garniture of huge docks and nettles, set, 

apparently, in the very unhealthiest part of 

the valley, with ugly bogland about them, 

seamed with pestiferous rivulets of ooze, 

were at the best but a snug sort of fever» 

trap for their occupants. The placards of 

the Derry steamers which bedeck these 

ruined walls ought to be eloquent of hopffe 

to the peasants who have not yet allowed 

themselves to be evicted. ■

In this part of Ireland, the Englishman 

is not greeted with any heartiness. One is 

prone to think that he is regarded less as a 

person with available money in his pocket, 

than as a member of the race which for 

several centuries has taken pride in perse- 

cuting poor Ireland, It is not surprising 

if this be so. The very school books upon 

which the Irish Catholic boys are nourished 

teach them to hate England, even as they 

teach them that twice two are four. At 

Dunkineely, a village three miles east of 

Killibegs, in the house where I lunched, I 

was curiously diverted by a volume called 

" The Story of Ireland," " for the youth of 

Ireland." It was written with much of 

that commanding eloquence which has been 

termed one of Ireland's curses, and there 

was hardly a page of its three or four hun- 

dred pages which might not be held to 

justify, and acclaim as acts of heroism, deeds 

against England that would in the past ■

have been punished as capital crimes. 

When such literature as this is backed by 

the opinion and preaching of the priests, it 

is easy to excuse the unfortunate peasant 

for the rancour he feels towards the Saxon 

stranger. As for the touching of caps and 

respectful salutations, I* have never, out of 

the United States, travelled in a coimtry 

where there was less of either. This of 

itself is of course not a particularly appaljing 

nymptom, but combined with a morose and 

sullen demeanour,. it is quite an unexpected 

characteristic in the poorer Celt. At Bruck- 

less, stiJl nearer Killibegs, finding the 

church door open, I entered for a moment 

or two — only to be followed briskly by a 

couple of tight-mouthed men from the 

parish priest's orchard, who behaved as if 

they suspected me of I know not what, 

and would, had they dared, have liked to 

prove their strength against me. It is 

strange how, with the best resolution to be 

impartial, the Protestant visitor to the 

West of Ireland finds himself driven to 

regard the native clergy as antagonistic to 

him — and antagonistic also to the true 

interests of the people. ■

At Killibegs I saw much of the con- 

tractor for the railv^ay which has here its 

terminus, at least for the present. He was 

a gentleman with more than twenty years' 

practical experience of the Irish character, 

and his railway undertakings in different 

parts of the country had enabled him to 

form an opinion of the Iqcal navvy that 

must have value. He did not think much 

of the Irish railway worker. Without, 

constant and close supervision, thanks to 

the laziness and negligence of his men, he 

assured me he could not hope to profit by 

his contract. Yet, relatively, the latter 

earned good wages. There were nine 

hundred of them, employed at two shillings 

and fourpence a day of ten hours. I had 

Bten something of the energy with which 

they set their spades into the banks between 

Donegal and Killibegs. At the sound of 

my footsteps on the adjacent high-road, 

there was invariably a general pause, of 

which the men made use to gossip broadly 

and attend to their pipes, and this vacation 

seemed to be protracted indefinitely. It 

was odd while reading the election diatribes 

against the Conservative Government on the 

walls in South Donegal to have this railway 

work ever in view, and to remember that it 

is Mr. Balfour whom the men have to thank 

for the scheme and its realisation, It is not 

commonly believed that the line will be a 

success. It will be a convenience for tourista ■
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and for the transport of salmon for the 

British market during the season. Little 

more can be said in its favour commercially. 

The peasantry whom it links together cannot 

he regarded as at all likely to spend money 

in using it. ■

Undoubtedly Killibegs is a pretty place 

— if the weather be fair. Its bay is better 

than most on this west coast of Ireland, so 

prolific in harbours that seem purposeless. 

Only a southerly wind can make anchorage 

in it at all risky, and it has a protected 

waterway about two miles long by an 

average of half a mile broad. On either 

side of it the hills rise in broken masses, 

heather-clad ; while, west and north, moun- 

tains form a background to the hills. A 

tolerable fishing river, the Buogosteen, 

enters the head of the Bay by leaps and 

bounds over picturesque rocks. But for the 

poachers it would give a more than tolerable 

amount of sport. In Donegal, however, 

poaching seems quite an accredited pastime. 

The landlords are only too happy if they 

may get their rents. Such abstract properties 

as fishing rights are at the mercy of the 

country-side. A culprit may be caught 

red-handed, and yet hope to be acquitted by 

the twelve honest men who are his jurors. ■

There seems no particular reason, how- 

ever, why the Government should rejoice 

Killibegs with a grant for harbour works 

as well as the railway. It would be 

different if there were any manufactures or 

minerals in the district. But there are 

none, save the homespun of the cottages 

and a certain quantity of hosiery, which 

already suffers cruelly from the competition 

of the same kind of goods "made in 

Germany." The Killib-'g^ citizens — shrewd 

fellows, they will lose nothing for the want 

of asking — think that England might just as 

well make their bay into a national harbour, 

where ironclads may come to stay for a 

time, and buy their eggs and milk and 

butter, as well as vegetables and butcher's 

meat. *'At any rate," they say, "if we 

may not have a harbour, we must have a 

pier." The pier was never a very obviou? 

need, but the railway has been designed to 

emphasize this need by building a large 

embankment for the station just where the 

popular landing-place used to be. " Now, 

at least," cry the citizens, *' we must have 

a pier as indemnity for the damage your 

railway has done us." I suppose the pier 

will follow anon, in consequence, if only 

the people clamour loud enough. The 

population of Killibegs is well under a 

thousand, with accommodation for forty or ■

fifty visitors. Ordinary commercial prin- 

ciples seem little connected with certain of 

the public works in Ireland. ■

The population of the neighbourhood is, 

however, quite dense enough for the good 

of the people. Erom the high-road between 

Killibegs and Carrick, one sees a long line 

of hovels built on the mountain-side, each 

with an attenuated strip of oats and potatoes 

sloping towards the thoroughfare. It is 

quite worth while to examine these home- 

steads. They have an enchanting outlook 

over Fintra^h Bay and its pretty sands, but 

they thems 4ves are not at all enchanting. 

A miry cow-track is the approach to them 

all alike, and in very wet weather the rain 

froTi the steep bluffs above them cannot but 

soak into them. It is significant that, like 

the Sarde houses built when Algerian raids 

were a frequent experience, they have their 

backs to the above-mentioned cow-track. 

Loud tongued and impolite dogs are also 

part of t le community. Upon the whole, 

an eviction here might be made a hard 

business. ■

Were it not for the soft and black 

nature of their low-lying parts, some of the 

rough literal valleys behind Killibegs would 

be charming little ne^ts. They are rather 

upland basins than valleys, surrounded by 

white rocky masses veined with turf and 

crimson with heather, and with knots of 

cottages in their midst. Two or three 

leafy trees of considerable age overshadow 

the cottagas, the thatch of which is in good 

order; and the multitude of geese and 

poultry in their vicinity argue their tenants 

fairly well-to-do. The brilliant green of 

the grain patches, which have been reft 

from the wet bogland, on a fine day dazzles 

like a sunlit emerald. There are also cattle 

and asses in the pasture of the glen. The 

women and children look happy and well-fed, 

ancl even while you are bethinking yourself 

that there is no destitution here, the stalwart 

forms of half-a-dozen men swing over the 

rim of their pent little domain, their 

work-bags telling of the employment with 

which the railway has provided them. Yet 

here as elsewhere the people have shrieked 

to the visiting Land Commissioners about 

the enormity of their r^nts, and their utter 

inability to pay them and live at the same 

time. And the Land Commissioners have 

heard their prayer, and abated their dues 

with so little hesitation that they now feel 

exceedingly vexed that they did not make a 

much more sensational fuss, and swear that 

paying rent at all is out of the question. ■

But it is when we are close under the ■
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huge buttress of Slieve League that we see 

a really fine example of the overcrowding 

which curses certain districts in Donegal. 

This is at Teelin Bay, where the Glen 

Biyer enters the sea. The soil is no better, 

if no worse, here than elsewhere. The 

cottages are of the dismal, no-chimneyed 

kind, of but a single room, in which the 

bare-legged women and children and the 

various brute bipeds and quadrupeds all 

consort on a floor of the native earth. 

They are stuck anywhere, and it is ob- 

viously nothing to the one household that 

the drainage of the household above pollutes 

its premises, so long as its own drainage 

confers the like distinction on the home- 

stead that seems built as a catch-pit beneath 

it. Looking from the watershed between 

Kilcar and Teelin upon the numerous houses 

by the Bay, one is first of all struck by the 

beauty of the scene. Th^ silvery reach of 

water, with its fringe of green and yellow 

patches and white-faced cottages, and the 

bold clifl's of Carrigan to the south, make up 

a delightful picture from the new road — 

another piece of Governmental relief. There 

are sure to be boats in the Bay, and during 

the fishing season there may be quite a fleet 

of them, for the lord of the manor nets a 

few thousands a year by the salmon in 

spite of the poachers. The assuming coast- 

guard buildings at one end of the Bay, and 

ihe shooting-box of Mr. Musgrave, the 

landowner of the district, at the other end, 

somehow make one indisposed to think 

there can. be much poverty here — especially 

in the face of all this natural beauty. ■

Tet, in truth, there is enough and to 

spare. The eye is at a distance pleased by 

these pale yellow cots, from the charred 

wicker chimney vents of which the blue 

peat smoke soars so comfortably* But 

they sadly need thinning. The Congested 

Districts Commissioners have done good 

work here. Unfortunately, they cannot 

strike to the root of the evil. A 

generation hence or less, matters will 

probably be still worse than they were 

before the Government interfered with 

benevolent intent. As it is, the poverty is 

undeniable. Rents have been substantiaUy 

lowered. Even as I walked up the valley 

on its eastern side, I came upon the Com- 

missioners' car, and the Commissioners 

themselves could be seen in a cottage holding 

their inquisition. A knot of elated women 

were hard by, eager to lavish blessings 

upon the gentlemen in acknowledgement 

beforehand of the boons they looked to 

receive at their hands. The daily bill of ■

fare in these degraded cottages consists of 

stirabout and sour milk for breakfast, the 

same with potatoes for dinner, and stirabout 

again for supper. Fish and meat are 

luxuries with which fortune may indulge 

them once in a way. Tea, however, is 

generally to be found even in the most 

poverty-stricken dweUings. I was informed 

by a gentleman interested in tea that the 

Irish peasant as a rule pays four shillings a 

pound for the herb, when he buys it at alL 

It may be so. Certainly I have tasted no 

better tea anywhere than I have drunk in 

extremely humble quarters in Donegal. But 

if the rule prevails here of offering the pot 

one spoonful of the merchandise for every 

member of the household who shares it, 

I fancy either that my informant — ^who was 

an Orangeman — exaggerated, or that the 

consumer gets it, like his homestead, on an 

agreement of unlimited " tick." ■

It is from Teelin Bay that the ascent 

of Slieve League is best made. I shall 

not soon forget the day that introduced 

me to the mountain. It was mid July, 

with such weather as they do not often 

enjoy in moist Donegal : hot and cloudless. 

The perfume of drying hay was in the 

warm air, and the Glen Biver ran past 

Carrick with such a diminished stream 

that a salmon fisher, who had come to 

the little town to try it, lost all heart, 

and went elsewhere in less than twenty- 

four hours. He ought not really to have 

been so impulsive, for there were fish to 

be killed in the rocky pools, shallow though 

these appeared. It was, however, weather 

better suited for Slieve League than for 

the river. It was also the best of weather 

for the potatoes, and for the turf-outters 

who were out above the houses of Teelin 

Bay, dotting the hillsides thickly. ■

Strangers are not common objects in 

the extreme southern part of the viUage 

whence I was to climb towards Carrigan 

Head. The number of children on their 

way to school, who stopped in a crowd 

to stare at me, was surprising. The cottage 

dogs also resented my presence, though I 

tiirust myself upon them in no obtrusive 

manner. But gradually I left the habi- 

tations below me, and hoped I had done 

with Irish destitution for a spell. ■

I was about to leave the track for a 

heathery slope, when I heard a dismal, weird 

sort of shout which was repeated several 

times. The echo doubled the number of 

these repetitions. At the moment I did not 

pretend to ascertain what the noise meant. 

It came from the neighbourhood of one ■
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of the forlorn cabins set on the hem of 

the peat slope. The tale of it was told 

me afterwards. Here dwells an old man 

who is out of his mind. Years back he 

was to have married a Teelin girl, of whom 

he was exceedingly fond. The girl, how- 

ever, went off to America with some one 

else, leaving him disconsolate. His grief 

later made a lunatic of him, and a lunatic 

he continues. Daily, and ^Iso in the night, 

he spends his waking hours in shouting 

the name of the girl who deceived him. 

The poor fellow is allowed to do this 

unrestrainedly, though anywhere but in 

Ireland, perhaps, his mania would be voted 

a public nuisance. ■

With this eccentric discord still ringing 

in my ears, I attained the summit of the 

Carrigan Hill. The Atlantic, blue and 

bright, was beneath, seven hundred and 

forty-five feet down, and in the distance 

the sands of Bundoran far to the south 

could be seen, and the extreme western 

headlands of Mayo were grey, ghostly 

shapes. Down in Teelin the air was a 

trifle close, and not improved by the odours 

of heated seaweed and drainage. Here, 

however, it was a tonic for the gods. 

It was a joy to tread the dry spring 

grass, close dipt by sheep; and it was 

aJso a joy of the thrilling kind to get 

to the edge of the Carrigan Head pre 

cipice, and gaze down the crimson and 

lead-coloured glades of rock against the 

base of which the ocean was throbbing 

with singular placidity. The voice of the 

gulls, wheeling about the lower reaches 

of the headland, came to me faintly. I 

lay on the smooth sward and tasted this 

sublime prospect with the palate of fancy. 

Here was " beautiful Ireland " with a ven- 

geance. A single steamer was in sight, 

leaving a dusky trail in the pool of quick- 

silver it troubled in traversing. It was 

a deal nearer to the shore than it would 

have dared to come had the weather been 

in the least degree fitful, and they must 

have had a magnificent feast for their eyes 

during the half-hour they stayed well 

within view of Slieve League. ■

A picturesque old watch-house in dilapi- 

dation stands on the extremity of Cardigan 

Head. Sheep were this day huddled about 

its base and fallen stones, seeking shelter 

from the sun and the flies. There are 

several of these ruined towers on the 

Donegal coast, from Carrigan to Horn Head, 

but none set more impressively. They 

recall the troubled times of 1798, when 

the French were daily expected to aid the ■

Irish insurrectionaries. I do not think Napo- 

leon would have had better luck in Donegal 

than he had in Kerry and the south gene- 

rally. Don Juan d'Aquila, of Elizabethan 

fame, after some experience of Ireland 

as an invader invited to invade, left the 

country in a deplorable state of irritation 

against it. To him we owe the somewhat 

venomous jest, " that when the devil upon 

the mount did show Christ all the kingdoms 

of the earth and the glory of them, he did 

not doubt but the devil left out Ireland and 

kept it for himself." His French successors 

cannot have been much better pleased with 

the land after their vicissitudes in it. Ac- 

cording to the author of " Chez Paddy," in 

County Kerry there is still k sentiment^il or 

rather a traditional hankering after his 

countrymen. He was thus greeted by an 

old woman with whose domestic wretched- 

ness he made brief acquaintance. '' Ah ! 

your honour, I have heard of the French ! 

May the blessed Virgin Mary be with them ! 

Will they not come soon 1 When they are 

here we shall be less miserable, God bless 

them 1" One must not, in Ireland, take 

such remarks very seriously. Still, such 

chatter is an interesting commentary upon 

these abandoned towers, superseded by the 

telegraph. ■

But if Carrigan Head is satisfying to the 

lover of the romantic and the tremendous 

in Nature, Slieve League, which comes full 

in view by crossing a little turfy plateau to 

the north, may well strike the beholder 

momentarily dumb with awe. Seen as I 

saw it, with a blue sky above its heights, it 

was magnificent and dreadful at the same 

time. But with lowering clouds brooding 

over it, or enwrapping its topmost crags in 

black vapour, with the waves of a south- 

westerly gale thundering against its shattered 

roots and into its caves, it must be much 

more terrible than beautiful. I am content 

to have seen it in its milder presentation. ■

The mountain is nearly two thousand feet 

high, with an immediate rise from the sea. 

In one place, where the base forms a tiny 

white strand, it ascends sheer for several 

hundred feet; an impassable slope then 

carries the height on ; and another perpen- 

dicular wall of white rock three or four 

hundred feet vertical brings it to its climax. 

In all, the mountain offers to the Atlantic 

an amazing face two miles or more in ex- 

tent. From its summit it falls to the water 

chaotically, with lovely masses of fern in its 

hoUows, and huge isolated pinnacles or 

chimneys of rock studding it. At a little 

distance it is quite conjecturable that these ■
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chimneys combine to form the semblance of 

a castle. The Spaniards three centuries 

and a half ago may well have been be- 

guiled by them to their ruin, as they were 

in the north in their quest for Dunluce 

Castle. ■

I made the ascent of the mountain by 

its cliff- edges. These in part can be com- 

pared to nothing but a number of sugar^ 

loaves, each notched into tlie shoulder 

of the other. There was thus more than 

enough steepness in the task, and a measure 

of excitement, too. In one place there is 

a positive amount of danger. I had been 

advised by a considerate lady of Carrick 

ere starting, on no account to tackle the 

**One Man's Pass" up Slieve League. 

Bat ' after a certain course of disillusion- 

menta elsewhere in the world, one is 

proLe to think that rep9rt universally 

exaggerates when it has to do with moun- 

tain perils. I therefore took all the sugar- 

loaf clitubd and descents as they came, and 

believed I had given the One Man's Pass 

the go-by without noticing it. Bat it was 

not sa I came at length to a roof-edge of 

rock, white and polished, rising at an angle 

of about thirty-eight degrees, some two feet 

only in width, with an immediate drop on 

the seaward side and a very steep elope 

below the rock wall to the east. This is 

the One Man's Pass. It is about fifty feet 

in length, and even on such a day as 

blessed me, requires some nerve to help one 

over it. The foothold on the bare rock is, 

of course, likely to be indiffeient. A nail 

in either boob may be fatal. I am far from 

feeling disposed to magnify the terrors or 

difficulties of this Pass, but I should not 

care to traverse it in a gust of wind, after a 

hearty meal with unlimited wine, or in the 

downward direction at '^vy time. The 

Teelin people, I am told, when they come 

hither, surmount it on their knees. It is 

undoubtedly the safer, if the less dignified, 

way. The artists for the Donegal- Killibegs 

Hallway must make much of the One Man's 

Pass. This alone, well advertised, might 

bring fortune to the company. In a few 

years' time I shall expect to hear of an 

iron railing welded into the rock for the 

protection of touiists. Such desecration, 

however, is not yet. ■

Though precipitous towards the Atlantic, 

on the landward side the summit of Slieve 

League forms a small and rough plateau of 

white weathered slaba of a quartzose rock 

singularly like Carrara marble. The space 

is sacred to the memory of one Hugh 

McBride, a robber, who in the sixth ■

century, or thereabouts, came and built a 

hermitage here in which he spent the final 

years of his life doing penance for his 

earlier misdeeds. It is hard to say how 

much truth there is in the story. The 

Church believes it, however, and that is 

enough for the Irish of Teglia Bay. 

Annually the priest of the parish and a 

number of his parishioners ascend the 

mountain — not by the One Man's Pass — 

and humble themselves in prayer. ■

McBride's Chapel u still supposed to be 

indicated by certain contiguous walls. 

There is also a Holy Well, the cold water 

in which is grateful to the tourist. The 

various heaps of stones which decorate the 

mountain-top in the neighbourhood of the 

chapel and the well are the stations at 

which the devotees pause to pray. Each 

stone may be said to be emblematic of a 

human sin or series of sins. The piles are 

not therefore to be viewed with chilly 

indifference, even though they are no 

particular ornament where they stand. ■

For my part, I preferred to be on the 

seaward side of the prodigious cliff, and to 

gaze and gaze at its precipices until they 

had written themselves fast on my memory. 

Theie is nothing to equal them in Great 

Britain. They may be classed with the 

Caldera of Palma, and the precipice of 

Myling Head in the Faroe Isles, as in- 

describable. It will interest some people to 

know that Slieve League is notorious for 

its white heather. On a day like this it is 

also memorable for its midges. I should 

think they were about half as much a 

plague to me as they are in Lapland in 

midsummer. They are, moreover, an 

audacious and persevering species of gnat, 

to whom tobacco smoke is rather an agree- 

able novelty than a nauseous barricade 

between them and their prey. ■

The descent from Slieve League to the 

west is as pleasant and prompt as the ascent 

on the eastern side is laborious. The slope 

is severe. One plunges downwards with 

strides like those of the giant in his famous 

boots^ ' It is all heather, far as the eye can . 

see. Lough Agh, about a thousand feet 

below the mountain-top, and reputed full of 

trout, is soon lost. Lough Auya, a few 

hundred feet lower, and also a capital fish- 

ing resort, is hidden by the burly thighs of 

Mount Leahan. The sea itself is lost 

Crimson heath and nothing e sd is in sight, 

with vivid green oases where ice-cold 

springs burst forth to form in conjunction 

the Owenee Kiver. By immediately skirt- 

ing the cliffp, however, after an hour or two ■
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Malin Beg is reached, off which the island 

and lighthouse of Ratblin 0*Bime stand 

promiDent A strong tide runs between 

the mainland and this island, which at low 

water is only just an island. ■

Malin Beg must be mentioned if only for 

its attractive little bay, hemmed in on three 

sides by cliffs, and for the fact that Prince 

Charlie the Pretender stayed here while 

looking for the French ships which were 

to help him to the throne, but which failed 

to come. A time may come when Malin Beg 

Bay will be a popular resort like Torquay 

and Babbicombe. It has an exclusively 

south aspect, excellent sands, and as much 

of the sublime and beautiful in its vicinity 

as the ordinary human being can appreciate 

without a feeling iihat he is overwhelmed. 

At present, however, it is more than thirty 

miles from a railway. From the side of 

Leahan, one looks upon the methodical green 

and brown and yellow squares of its village 

and the broad sooty smears of the turf 

patches, and marvels more than a little at the 

courage which has led so many mortals to 

settle here. Fifty or sixty hovels may be 

counted. Yet every Atlantic storm from the 

west, south,or nortb,must bring the salt spray 

destructively upon their meagre crops. The 

Donegal peasant of the coast is fully alive 

to the drawbacks of his home. He admits 

without an effort that he is lamentably 

handicapped by the poverty of the land and 

its exposed situation. If you like to en- 

courage him, he will even descant for a 

long time on the congenial theme. Yet if 

you do but hint that he had better emigrate 

like so many others of his countrymen, he 

will turn an eye of suspicion upon you. 

Though his cup of hardship seems to you 

almost full to the brim, he doubts a future 

of which he knows nothing, more than he 

fears a succession of bad seasons on his 

ancestral patch. His mistrust of Providence 

is a monstrous thing. It is a thousand 

pities and a crying shame also that his 

parish priest does Hot take pains to 

teach him that he, like the rest of us, 

has an inheritance which, with duo 

equipment, he may legitimately and with 

confidence demand of Dame Fortune. But 

where the guides are too often blind, the 

people they guide cannot be expected to 

move in the right direction. ■

JS^ORTH-GERMAN SUPERSTITIOl^S. ■

If you happen to be North-Grerman born, 

or if it falls to your lot to sojourn for a while ■

in North Germany, you will find a whole 

farrago of superstitions ready to your hand. ■

For instance : you must not spin during 

the twelve nights of Christmas, lest you 

should walk after your death, nor after 

sunset on Saturday, for then mice will eat 

your work. Speaking of eating, if you 

want to have money and luck all the year 

round you must not fail to eat herrings oa 

New Year's Day ; nor, if you wish to be 

lucky, must you rock an empty cradle, or 

spill salt wantonly, or cross knives, or point 

at the stars. If you leave a dirty cloth on 

the table overnight you will make the angels 

weep ; if you point upwards to the rainbow 

you will make the angels' feet bleed ; and, 

if yon talk of cabbages while looking at 

the moon, you will hurt the feelings of 

the man in it, who was a cabbage stealer in 

his salad days. Three candles burning in 

one room betoken the presence of a bride. ■

If you meet a were-wolf and call him 

thrice by his Christian name, he will resume 

his proper form. If a bat perches on your 

head, you will soon go bald. It is very 

lucky to see a spider about noon, or in the 

early morning, and unlucky to do so in the 

evening ; but it is even more unlucky to 

kill a spider. Who dreams of cats will 

have money left to him ; who is a friend to 

cats will be lucky and happy all his life 

long. If you should dream of dogs or 

horses you will shortly receive hasty news. ■

During an eclipse all hidden treasures are 

open, and if you are wise enough to carry a 

primrose with you, you will be able to help 

yourself to apy of them. No witchcraft will 

ever harm you if you carry a water-lily bud 

about your person ; and, if you should chance 

to dream of lilies, you will soon be happ'ly 

married. If you eat double cherries you 

will have twin children; and if you are 

afraid of lightning, take heed to keep in 

your house a plant of orpine or livelong. 

Sow peas on Wednesday and Saturday, if 

you do not want them to be eaten by birds ; 

put blue marjoram in the baby's cradle 

when empty, to keep witches at a respectful, 

distance ; and if you don't want your last 

baking to go mouldy, you must take good 

heed not to bring cornflowers into the house. 

Stars are souls ; and when one falls a baby 

is born. When a baby dies, God makes a 

new star. ■

THE BROKEN TRYST. 

Whbrb on the mighty Grampians the shadows flit and ■

As cloud and sunshine sweep across the changeful 

northern sky ; ■
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Where the clear brown boms go brattling adown the ■

darkling glen, 

And the heather clothes in pnrple sheen the crest of ■

Clochnaben ; 

Where the dim blue tnrf-smoke eddies against the 

. dark pine wood, 

Knee-deep in fern and bracken the shepherd's shelling ■

stood. ■

And eve by eve young Angns from its ingle stole 

away ; ■

While the gloaming closed about him, and the moun- 

tain paths grew grey ; ■

And at his whistle, gliding by each foxglove's dappled 

bell. ■

Came bonnie Elsie, she men called ''the flower of 

Femie Dell " ; ■

And where the rowan berries gleamed like fireflies 

through the mist, ■

The lovers by the Belty's side met for their evening 

tryst, ■

" I must needs away, my darling, for bread is ill to ■

earn, 

There isna gold for gathering in bracken bloom and ■

fern: 

I must away to seek it, across the great North Sea, 

And bring enow to build the nest that thou shalt bless ■

for me ; 

For thou'lt keep troth and wait for me, and time is ■

none so long. 

When willing hands are busy, and loyal hearts are ■

strong." ■

" Give me a spray of rowan— see the branch that we ■

will share ; 

And, Elsie, when the evening star shines on the Hill ■

of Fare, 

Go thou to watch it rising, and give a prayer and tear 

For him who'll work and serve for thee, through every ■

parted year. 

And when the prize is won, dear, our trysting-place ■

shall be 

Here, where the bonnie Belty swirls below the rowan ■

tree." ■

On many a summer gloaming, when all was calm and ■

still. 

And tne whirring of the blackcock's wing was heard ■

upon the bill ; 

On many a winter evening, when the snow lay white ■

and deep 

On lonely glen, and frozen bum, and jagged mountain ■

steep. 

Sweet Elsie with her soft cheek pale, her blue eyes ■

red and dim, 

Stood on the lofty Hill of Fare, and said a prayer for ■

him. ■

She gathered hope from April flowers, she drew bright ■

auguries 

From song of bird or burst of bloom, or change in ■

summer skies ; 

And ever closer to her heart she pressed the rowan ■

And hid it 'neath her pillow, while she dreamed her ■

watch away ; 

While many an eager wooer to her father's cottage ■

came. 

To lowland laird or highland chief her " nay " was ■

still the same. ■

The berries fell and flashed again ; on Eerloch's tower- 

ing side, ■

Season by season glowed and paled the heather's 

purple pride ; ■

No message came across the sea, no word to cheer her 

on. ■

Was all that hope a lying gleam? were all those 

TOWS foregone t ■

Was gallant Angus false— or dead ? She knows now, 

who at rest ■

lies with a faded rowan spray upon her maiden 

breast ■

A COWBOY ON 'CHANGK ■

A COMPLETE STOBT. ■

" Prisoner gives his name as Jones/' said 

the officer chuckling. " He's ironed hand and 

foot for fear of accidents ; but mind, if he 

goes for you, yell, and 1*11 let you out." ■

So the policeman threw open the grated 

door. ■

"Prisoner — here's yer lawyer; and I 

warn you, if you smash him up you won't 

get another." ■

The dooi swung to behind me, but so 

dark was the cell that at first I could see 

nothing of " Mr. Jones." ■

" Good afternoon — ahem ! " said I feebly. 

One never knows what may happen in the 

Bitter Eoot City jail. ■

" I ain't going to hurt you," growled the 

prisoner. *'Sit down; make yourself at 

home." ■

The voice was manly, resonant ; the man 

was a young athlete ; I could just see that 

his boots were the dainty high- heeled Wel- 

lingtons of a cowboy ; while the rest of his 

dress — a sombrero, shirt, overalls, a broad 

web belt, and silk handkerchief round the 

neck — ^b^e out the character. The man's 

presence already brought up some faint 

memory ; indeed, I felt that I knew him, 

but not under the surname of Jones. Surely 

this sunburnt young frontiersman was some 

old friend ! ■

" I can't offer you any refreshments, Mr. 

Lawyer," said llie boy drowsily. "The 

accommodations, in fact, are slim — very slim. 

Why," he woke up, " what the deuce are 

you staring at 1 " ■

" Jack Brancepeth," I ventured, " don't 

you know me 1 " ■

"Whati Williams major] Hurrah I 

Shake, you duffer 1 " ■

It was not easy to shake hands, for my 

old schoolfellow was shackled spread-eagle 

fashion to the bed. ■

"Yes," he laughed, "they've got me 

roped for branding, and then they'll clip 

my ears, and corraU me all by myself, lest 

I corrupt the good manners of Uie other 

victims." ■

" Well," said I frankly, " it jolly well 

serves you right. A fool who amuses 

himself shooting the stockbrokers on 'Change 

ought to be " ■

"Smacked," said Jack. " I knocked out 

three deputy marshals, damaged one sheriff, 

bored a few holes through things generally. 

I wish I could chew up some more police by 

way of dessert. I feel as happy as a chip." ■
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"Look here, we're civilised -people in 

Bitter Root City, we're not used to cow- 

pimcliers." ■

" WeU, you don't amount to shucks, as 

you say. Look here, I want you to let 

down the hars of this corrall — I've heen 

lonesome." ■

'*How can I get you out? Don't you 

see, these stockbrokers are not used to 

being shot at f " ■

"Yes," he groaned, "that's what's the 

matter. I've offended their little local 

prejudices. But that's all right 1 " ■

" All right for state prison," I explained. ■

He only chuckled. ■

" Well, I did ruffle 'em up, some. But, 

as I say, that's all right I'll teU you the 

straight yam — then you can turn it into 

the right kind of lies and have them sworn 

to. Seel" ■

"Go on," said L ■

" Well, to begin with, I got me a tract 

of meadow land up Wild Creek, back of 

Branchville, Idaho — do you know the 

place) Nol Well, I stocked the ranche 

out of what I'd saved, with a short-horn 

bull by Climax, together with thirty-nine 

head of scrub cattle, and a band of ponies. 

Since then, whenever I've happened upon 

maVericks^unbranded cattle, you know — 

I've adopted the poor orphans, clapped on 

my little Q — that's my brand — and turned 

'em into the pasture. There's been some 

satisfaction in annexing old Silas Hewson's 

calves, but even then it ain't over and above 

square dealing, besides which it's slow work 

building up wealth out of strays. So I sup- 

pose a hundred head all told would make up 

the sum of what I had last fall, though since 

then I've been laying by my thirty dollars 

a month cowpunching for the 'Square 

Triangle' outfit down Boise way, which 

money I've put into improvements on my 

Wild Creek ranche." ■

" You seem to have been on the make 1 " ■

" Yes," Jack heaved a great sigh, ** but 

it came deuced tough. Why, I've sworn 

off poker, quit getting drunk, even tried to 

worry along without cussing." ■

" But why all this virtue 1 " ' ■

"Why, don't you see, you loon — ^you 

pilgrim 1 I'm in love I " ■

" Oh." ■

" It was aU for Kitty's sake." ■

"Who's Kitty]" ■

"She's my girl. Say, do you know 

old man Hewson — down to Idaho Flats 1 " ■

" What, the capitalist who floated the 

Grubstake mine ? " ■

" The same. A right smart silver pro- ■

position is the Grubstake. Why, I guess 

the old man must be worth his cool five 

millions now. Anyway, he's got six head 

of young fillies, that there ain't the like of 

west of the Bitter Boot Mountains, calkers, 

and away up at that." ■

"Blooded?" ■

" I should smile. Out of the very best 

Virginian. There's Kitty, Saph, Hatred, 

Nehushta, Zebudah, and Mehitabel, all 

raised on the ranche, all tended the same 

school at Wild Creek." ■

" School ! " I howled, " do you mean the 

man's daughters 1 " ■

" Well, rather ! You see a man needs 

lots of wealth to pretend to any of these 

girls, for Silas is like them Old Testament 

chiefs who'd see lords and dukes sniffing 

around the lodge, and let the dogs at 

'em because they ain't kings. She's too 

good anyway for a common scrub cowboy 

like me. Oh, man, but you should see 

her sit a bucking horse ! She's like the 

west wind riding a cloud, with the bright 

hair flying around her head, and her eyes 

like stars. The broncho tears up the ground, 

but she laughs as she drives home the spur, 

and there's no fear in her. I've fought two 

men for fooling around her already — one 

with rifles on horseback, he's in hospital ; 

the other shooting at sight with guns, but 

I hunted him out of the country." ■

Jack Brancepeth always was handsome, 

but now, as he laughed in triumph, 'I felt 

that Miss Kitty had no need to rue her 

choice, for this gallant^ simple, boyish lover 

had the face of a Galahad. ■

"Yes, that's why I've been trying to 

keep straight. Why, I'd be a mangy hermit 

if I could make myself good enough for her. 

But, as she said, the old man would never 

let me have her unless I'd lots of wealth. 

I tried hard enough, but then we'd been 

engaged more or less for two whole years 

without my making my pile." ■

" But," said I, " this doesn't seem to have 

much bearing on the present trouble ) " ■

" It hasn't, eh ? Well, you reach your 

hand into the left pocket of my belt, and 

you'll find her letters. There, that's right ; 

now read the one on top." ■

So I found myself glancing over the 

first of a batch of> letters in a fine round 

schoolgirl hand like a string full of knots. ■

"Dear Jack," wrote Kitty Hewson, 

" if you want me, don't be a fooL Here's 

Pa favouring Daddy Longlegs, who wants 

me awful bad. He's given Daddy Long- 

legs a straight tip how to make his fortune. ■
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Pa told him that they've just found a tremen- 

dous lot of silver in the Grubstake mine ; 

but the principal owners are lying low, and 

saying bad things about the mine until they 

can rope in all the stock, whatever that 

means. Anyway, they've broken down the 

pumps on purpose to let the works get 

flooded, so as to hide what they've found. 

Daddy Longlegs has sense enough to specu- 

late in Grubstakes, you haven't. — Kitty." ■

"Yes," continued Jack, "Kittys pretty 

straight goods, and when she means a thing 

she says it. If Daddy Longlegs had a 

thousand dollars, I was worth two thousand; 

at least that's what I realised in hard cash 

by selling my ranche to a tenderfoot. So 

I rode down here to Bitier Root City, went 

to Kitty's uncle, Hi Hewson, the stock- 

broker, planked down my roll of bills, and 

said : * Buy Grubstakes.' ■

*"You hadn't ought to buy outright,' 

says Hewson ; ' you should cover.' ■

"'What's that?' said I. ■

"*It means,' said he, *that you plank 

down your money, I run the show ; if the 

stock goes up, I sell out when you think 

that you're pretty well fixed for life ; if the 

stock goes down two thousand dollars' worth, 

you lose all you've got.' ■

"'I'll gamble,' said I, *with all I can 

hold down by sitting straddle.' ■

" Well, you should have seen the brokers 

guying Hi Hewson in the Mining Exchange, 

and afterwards I heard them talking among 

themselves in the Coffee Palace. ■

" * What,' says one Smart Aleck, ' you 

think Hi Hewson's working for Silas^ eh] 

You must think Silas P. Hewson's gone 

loco ! The old man confessed only last week 

to a friend of mine that the mine's played 

out. Why, the works are chuck ablock 

with water, and no tunnelling facilities to 

drain it ; the pumps have broken down, and 

of real pay ore there isn't -a dollar in 

sight.* ■

" * A level head has old man Silas,* says 

another ;' as to Hi Hewson, he's roped in a 

sucker who thinks he can gamble — some fool 

of a cowboy, he says.' ■

" * There was another sucker last week,* 

says Smart Aleck, * Daddy Longlegs they 

call him — planked down a thousand dollars 

on a falling market, he 1 he ! WeU, he*s 

busted now, cover all run out.' ■

" At that they all drank a toast, * Long 

live the suckers ; ' but — well — I laughed. ■

" Now read the second letter," said Jack. ■

"You're a daisy," I read. "Daddy ■

Longlegs has come back dead broke, and 

his language is just disgraceful. Hold on, 

keep a tight hold, Jack, for Pa says he'll 

soon be letting the cat out of the bag, so if 

the stock goes down any more you must 

keep a good heart and hold on. — Kitty." ■

"That's all right," faid Jack, "but by 

the time I got the letter on Monday 

morning my cover was running out too. 

Says Hi, 'It's all your own fault; you 

never took the trouble to ask my advice, or 

you wouldn't have bought till to-day ; ' but 

that was poor consolation, for I was like to 

be as big a fool as Daddy Longlegs. When 

the Exchange closed on Monday, the Grub- 

stake was quoted at forty-three, and if it 

went a point lower my two thousand 

dollars were lost. Head the third letter." ■

" Hold on to the stock," I read. " You 

needn't have been jealous of Daddy. He 

ain't in it, never was, for I love you, old 

boy. On Wednesday morning the news 

will be in all the papers that the Grubstake 

was flooded on purpose to keep the secret 

of a great bonanza ; your stock will be 

worth a fortune. Hold on for my sake, 

darling. Hold on for all you're worth. ■

" Kitty. ' ■

"At ttiat I plucked up courage," said 

Jack cheerfully, "sold my horse, saddle, 

rifle, *shap?,' lariat, spurs, coat, watch, 

everything; and planked down the cash 

with Hi Hewson. I could hold on now, he 

told me, till the stock dropped to forty and 

a half ; but if it went below that I was 

lost. ■

" On Tuesday I went to the Mining 

Exchange Building with my heart in my 

mouth. The stock opened at forty-three, 

then a little was sold at forty-two, and at 

noon it stood at forty-one and a hall 

Scared, almost crazy, I grabbed hold of a 

reporter, stood the drinks, and loaded him 

up with news. I told him to say in his 

paper that the Hewson outfit was bearing 

down the market, that Silas had flooded 

the mine to hide his bonanza until the 

moment came to shout. But the reporter 

made out that the next edition came out at 

four o'clock, and the Exchange closed at 

half-past three. ■

" * Get out the posters early/ 1 told him, 

* bribe the printers, work the ropes some- 

how, and if I win my game, I won't forget 

you.' ■

"The reporter winked, and started to 

write out his news ; but when the market ■
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opened again in the afternoon there seemed 

to be no hope left^ for the stock was at 

forty-one and a quarter, with only three- 

quarters of a point between me and per- 

dition. ■

"From where I stood in the public 

gallery I saw the brokers whispering, for a 

rumour had got wind from the printers that 

made them crazy. Some of them were 

oflfering forty-three, forty-four, even up to 

fifty for Grubstake stock ; but there wasn't 

a dollar for sale. 'Twas old Hewson's 

broker that started the counter rumour 

making out that the newspaper yarn was 

some fool's canard — or else a tale gotten 

up so that the holders could sell out in a 

hurry. I was paralysed when the bidding 

stopped short ; l didn't know one more 

move that cotild save the game; I was 

ready to kill myself. ■

" Hi Hewson sent up a clerk to say he 

hated to see me ruined — I'd better sell. It 

was decent of him, but I told the 

clerk to go to blazes, and further, before 

rd throw up my hand like a white-livered 

coward. ■

"At three o'clock came a telegram 

from Kitty that said, * Be brave. Pa has 

bought all the stock he wants, and wired 

his broker to quit ** bearing." ' ■

" Oh, 'man, but she was worth fighting for. 

She's an angel out of heaven, and I'd rather 

have died than broken faith with her. ■

** The clock was going so slow that it 

seemed to have stopped. Five past three, 

ten past, quarter-past three : the stock at 

forty-one ! Twenty past three, twenty- three 

past I I was saying my prayers with my 

revolver ready in my hand for death if I lost 

the game. Theie was a commotion down 

below in the hall — a rumour was spreading 

through the crowd, till it rippled up into 

the gallery, and I heard the news — the 

Grubstake Syndicate bankrupt ! ■

" I knew it could only be a lie gotten up 

hy old Hewson's broker. I knew that in 

another moment the newspaper posters 

would be fastened up at the door. I knew 

that if the market held still another three 

minutes I'd saved my game. ■

'' The fool at the blackboard was mark- 

ing the closing prices on Tigers, Poor- 

man, Coeur d'Alene, Eagle of Murderer's 

Bar, Grubstake. He'd wiped out the old 

figures to write down Grubstake at the 

price of a bankrupt mine; the brokers 

were yeUing like demons ; the place shook 

with the uproar ; the clock ticked at 

twenfy*nine past; the fool was writing the 

figures that meant ruin — despair — death I ■

"Raising my gun I fired right at his 

fingers, missed, fired again, but the fool 

was gone. I fired again and again, then 

once again, and flung my revolver at the 

blackboard across an -^mpty hall. Yes, I'd 

stampeded the brokers, I'd stampeded the 

whole confounded bunch — the ruck of them 

was screeching with pauic against the doors 

— and I stood alone in the gallery. The 

game was won ! ■

"What matter if I did get excited] 

What matter if I did knock a few deputy 

marshals out of the. gallery 9 What matter 

if I did damage a city o&cial— or a dozen 

—or scores ] ■

"The news is out; I've won me a wife 

and a fortune ; I'm boss of the Range ; 

and Kitty shall live like a queen because I 

love her — because I've loved her like a 

man — and she's mine ! " ■

AN ADVENTURE OFF CAPE HORN. ■

Thb fog hung so thick over the sea tha 

one could cut it with a knife. Never 

before had I seen anything like it. There 

was a sway in it, too, for I felt it strike my 

cheek like icicles, and then fall ofi* again till 

it was almost warm. ■

It came suddenly. The wind had 

steadied down since morning, till now it 

was paralysed, or at most beat faintly on 

the bank through which the ship was 

slowly pushing her way. Above, the sails 

loomed out like huge shadows ; they seemed 

but darker patches of the impalpable vapour 

which clothed all things. I could hear 

them flap loudly as the ship swayed her 

tall hamper now this way, now that, reeling 

and tumbling about on the great crestless 

seas which rolled up from the westward. 

And the thundering of the rudder under 

the round stern, as it felt the weight of 

the seas, shook the ship to her centre, and 

combined with the music of the canvas to 

form a concert too utterly abominable for 

a seaman to express. ■

Every minute the bell for'a'd rang out its 

brazen warning. It was a necessary pre- 

caution, for any moment a vessel might 

have crashed into us through the darkness. ■

" I can't understand the look of things," 

said Captain Hawkins, as he came up the 

companion. *'The glass is steady, and 

yet I don t like it, Mr. Norris; I don't like 

the weather at aU." ■

" Nor I ; it's unnatural," I said, "and trying 

to one 8 nerves, too.' • ■

" I remember," said the skipper, steadying ■
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himself against the mizzen-mast, "when 

I was second of the * Barnahy Rudge * we 

were caught in a hurricane, and it com- 

menced just like this ; but then the glass 

spoke plain, and we had everything olf her." ■

'• Well, the ship's in good trim," I re- 

plied ; "it would be a change." ■

" rd like to take the extras off her," he 

continued, without heeding my remark, and 

he cast his eyes aloft in a critical fashion. 

" But " he never finished the sentence ■

" Man overboard," came in a screech from 

the foc's'le head. ■

There is no cry so instantly responded to 

as this, nor one which at sea falls so coldly 

on a seaman's heart. ■

My first thought was to back the main- 

yard. So I gave the order quick and sharp 

as if my lungs were made of steel. It was 

good to see how the men took the order. 

They sprang to braces and pulled as if their 

lives were on it. The next instant I had 

run to the lee taffrail, for instinct had told 

me he had fallen to that side. I found the 

captain throwing the coiled bight of the 

cross-jack clue-line far out into the mist 

where a black object was visible. It fell 

short. The captain gave a groan, and 

pulled in like mad for another fling. ■

I saw it was useless ; and with a cut let 

go one of the after lifebuoys, and sang out 

to the man to make for it. ■

" Away the port quarter-boat ! " roared 

the skipper, running aweather, with a face 

white as a table-napkin, for he was a 

feeling man, and took such an accident to 

heart ■

"Ay, ay!" I responded. And in I 

hopped with some of the old hands. 

" Stand by I — let go ! " and down dropped 

the boat as the ship lurched heavily to 

windward. A few powerful strokes took 

us free of the ship and the anxious faces 

hanging over the side. ■

Away we sped over the great green hills, 

trembling a moment on their tops and then 

gliding down, down into the dark smother 

between them, till again we reached the 

summit and had more light ; for the mist 

hung low on the sea, and was so chill that 

it struck to the bones. ■

I had taken my bearings with considerable 

care before leaving the ship, for although 

we had been quick in throwing the ship 

aback, we had drawn far past the man 

in doing so. After pulling thus for some 

time, it seemed to me that we must be 

near the spot. Accordingly, I ordered the 

men to lay on their oars. Just then a hail 

came to us f aint-like out of the mist on the ■

starboard bow. It made the flesh creep. 

I felt a little shiver run down my back. i ■

" Twas the cry of a molly," I said, for 

I could see the men were scared. And it 

did sound uncommonly like it when the 

bird is frightened. ■

''Ka, ija,"said an old Scotchman, "'twas 

nathing o' the kind; 'twas jest like the 

kelpie Jenny Macalister an' me heerd down 

i' the crook o* the Peugh, January come 

twalve year." ■

"Ay," said another fellow, "it be un- 

common speerit like. I'm thinkin', sir, wi* 

all respecl^ that Cockney Jo, poor chap, has 

gone down all standing by now, and it 'ud 

be better to bout ship, for I'm a kind o' 

particular like about meetin' such gen'lemen 

o' fortune." , ■

"And ay," piped in another, "they do 

say as 'ow there be an awfu' sight o* dead 

seamen in these here seas." ■

That was enough. Search farther they 

would not. The fear of the seas was in 

their hearts, and I might as well have 

spoken to the oars ; indeed, the oars in their 

hands had more heart than they. ■

But now, a new and more terrible danger 

threatened us. We had lost our bearings. 

The ship was nowhere to be seen ; nothing 

but the fog "thick as the curtain over 

hell," as one of the sailors remarked in his 

horror at realising our situation. To add 

to our dangers, darkness was coming on. A 

yellow tint in the westward showed that 

the sun was sinking. It was only a lighter 

obscurity in what was all obscurity. ■

We had been two hours away from the 

ship. So much I could just make out by 

placing the face of my watch so as to catch 

the shine of the sun. And all this time the 

great green seas rushed out of the mist upon 

us, bore us up, and then rolled away into 

the darkness astern. I now saw that there 

was no hope of gaining the ship before the 

night closed in. The fog, I knew, was 

settling deeper, and it struck me too that 

the cold was becoming more intense. The 

captain's foreboding sJso fell upon me, with 

a chill colder even than that murky 

atmosphere. ■

The men now sat quite still. They had 

shipped their oars, and had given them- 

selves up to that stolid apathy which is only 

despair in another guise. I heard the teeth 

chattering in their heads, and I knew that 

if we had to fight for dear life, as very likely 

we should have if wind sprang up, they 

would be useless in their present state. ■

" Come, men," I said, as cheerily as my 

mouth could pipe the syllables, for to say the ■
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truth I felt moro like singing at a funeral 

than piping to a dance, " belay that down 

haul and put a stopper on those rat-traps. 

We're not dead yet ; the fog can't last much 

longer, and the skipper won't leave us, be 

sure of that.'' 

This seemed to cheer them a bit 

"Ay," said the old Scotchman, "and 

there's a moon the. night, thank the Lord 

for that. There's naethin' like a bit moon 

to lift the cap o' a fog, and kelpies are aye 

feared at the bright round thing. They say 

they canna bide the twa een o' it." ■

"Ay, lads," I bore up, "but Murdoch's 

right,'* for I had forgotten the moon ; " the 

sea '11 be bright as a looking-glass by eight 

bells. And as for supper, we must just 

tighten our belts a bit." ■

" A canny mon's aye to the fore," said 

Murdoch, " and I jist looked after my 

weam afore I jumped into the boatie." 

And he produced five large ship's biscuits. 

" Why," I said, as I slapped my pocket, 

" that's capital ; we'll not do badly, for that 

reminds me there's a good dram for each of 

us." ■

I had picked up a bottle of whisky from 

the saloon table before leaving the ship, in 

case there might be need of it. ■

The men brightened up visibly at this. 

One of them even ventured a joke at the 

speerit, but Murdoch stoppered it with a 

round turn. ■

"Nay, nay, lad, dinna ye laugh at a 

speerit, they're gay uncanny craturs, and it's 

aye venturesome speaking o' them, for they're 

awfu' shairp at the hearin'." ■

Two great shadows at the same moment 

shot through the last yellow streak of the 

sun, and the men seemed to take it for 

granted these were the speerits that were 

"awfu' shairp at the hearin'," for they 

stopped talking, and would hardly be 

prevailed upon to even whisper. ■

There was now absolute darkness. I 

don't think I was ever in anything like it. 

At sea the night is much lighter than on 

land, but now I couldn't even distinguish 

the palm of my hand placed close to my 

face. It was impossible to ste^r ; the sea 

around was like a black cauldron. I could 

only tell by the boat's motion that we were 

now ascending, now descending the great 

rollers. ■

I now cast out a sea-anchor, constructed 

of two oars lashed together, and patiently 

waited for the moon rising. I wasn't at all 

sure, however, if the moon would break up 

the fog. I might not tell the men so. I 

only prayed it might. I must have slept. ■

for I remember nothing more till I felt 

myself rudely shaken, and a voice — it was 

that of old Murdoch — shouting something 

in my ear. ■

" Get ye up, Maister Norris ! Guidness 

sakes, sir, but ye're awfu' stiff at the 

wakenin'." ■

" What's up, Murdoch 1 " I said, starting 

up, but suddenly recollected, and cautiously 

reseated myself. ** Has the moon risen 1 " ■

" Nay, nay, sir, it's our earily i' the nicht 

for that, I'm thinkin'. It's jist this. There's 

nay sae muckle tiun'le, and I winna argy 

that we're nay in the lee o' somit." ■

" You're right I " I cried excitedly, 

" you're right ; the boat's quite steady. And 

— Murdoch, it's colder ! " ■

Then like a flash the whole phenomena 

of the weather struck me; its strangeness 

was all explained. We were in the lee of 

an iceberg. I had now better hopes of the 

moon breaking up the banks of vapour, and 

I ordered the men to get in the sea-anchor, 

and stand ready to make way, which they 

did with alacrity. ■

We hadn't long to wait. Presently a 

pencil of pure silver flame shot over our 

heads like an electric ray from a war vessel's 

search-light. Then a white misty glimmer 

away over our stern showed flat with the 

plane of the sea. It gradually grew larger 

and whi^r, till, all of a sudden, like the 

drawing of a stage-curtain, a great rent was 

made in the fog, splitting it from top to 

bottom, and there, bright like a huge pearl, 

the moon looked in upon us. ■

The men gave three wild cheers, and 

Murdoch wii£ quaint gravity said "there 

was naethin' sae pleasant as jist a bit blinkie 

o' the moon ; it was that refreshing like." ■

What caught my attention most was a 

monster berg floating in the very centre of 

the opening. Its tali minaret-like pinnacles 

glistened like purest silver under the light 

of the moon, and stairs and terraces and 

cupolas everywhere glimmered and sparkled, 

as though all the mosques of Islam had been 

joined to form one splendid temple. It was 

quite close to us too. Its loom almost fell 

across us. It awed us floating there so 

silently, so majestically, with the last 

swathes of breaking mist curling off its 

bright sides. ■

" Surely there's something upon it," said 

I ; " men, do you see, close by the edge of 

yonder cape 1 " ■

" Oh, ay," said Murdoch, " it will be a 

seal, I'm thinkin'." ■

A few powerful strokes brought us along- 

side the berg, and sure enough there sat a ■
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Beal blinking at us with his big eyes as if 

mightily surprised at such visitors. He lay 

close by the edge of an inlet which ran 

right between two immense portals, for all 

the world like those of an Egyptian temple. 

They shone gleaming blue in the face of the 

moon. ■

The opening was large enough to admit 

of two boats rowing abreast, and the water 

was as calm as a mill-pond. But the seal 

bestirred himself as we approached, gave a 

fiap with his tail, opened his mouth, shut it 

again with *a clap, and then flopped into the 

water so near that the spray he raised came 

into the boat. ■

I was grieved; Murdoch had manu- 

factured a spear by tying his sheath-knife 

to the end of a spare oar. If the worst 

came to the worst, and we had to abide 

upon the ice, BeaFs blubber would have 

kept us alive for some time. ■

The men lay on their oars. It was dark 

ahead, and it was impossible to tell how the 

way terminated. Just then, however, a 

streak of light ran right through the dark- 

ness, and I caught a glint of the round 

face of the mbon. ■

Casting my eye up to a great spire of 

ice, leaning like the tower of Pisa, over the 

sea to the right of us, I saw that the berg 

was moving in a circle. The ray of light 

which stood out of the darkness, then, must 

be east through the centre of the berg. And 

80 it was, for when we cautiously entered 

beneath the doorway we found ourselves 

in an immense cavern It was domed, 

of fine white ice, thin and translucent like 

glass. The moonbeams came through a 

great slit, running from the water rim 

right up to the roof, and formed a second 

entrance, but smaller than the one we had 

entered by, A buttress hid fallen away, 

for part of it lay upon a broad terrace that 

shot out half-way across the floor of the 

avem. ■

Everywhere there were huge icicles ; one I 

especially noted was as large as the main- 

mast of a full-rigged ship, and stood up 

from the middle of the terrace. The 

moon set straight on it, and it cast a 

shadow like a sun-dial upon the white 

water. ■

Bat what took us from these things was 

a cry which Murdoch gave out : ■

" Guid sakea ! but the Lord hae mercy 

upon us, what an awfu' sicht!** and he 

pointed with his finger to a part of the wall 

close by the main door, and almost flat with 

the water. ■

It was a little in the shade, but when ■

my dead-lights did set true, my heart gave a 

thump that nearly strained my rib Umbers, 

and then stopped suddenly like. There was 

a man's f )ice showing clear through the wall 

as though it were set in a window. I never 

wish to see that face again ; it was the 

most drawn, ghastly face I ever looked on, 

and the un win king stare of its eyes set my very 

hair on end, and made the cold sweat break 

out over my body, although but a moment 

before my limbs were numb with the 

terrible cold. ■

The men were more terrified than myself. 

The ghostly cry in the fog, and our ex- 

hausted condition, all conduced to strengthen 

their natural superstitions. After that ex- 

clamation of Murdoch's they made no sound. 

They were past that They only looked 

and looked as though they would fix that 

deadly face upon their minds for ever. And 

then silently still they dipped their oars in 

the water, and we glided out of that floating 

sepulchre. ■

We were far out on the moonlighted sea 

before a word was uttered. Then Murdoch, 

who was always mouthpiece to the rest, said 

solemnly, laying on his oar : ■

'* Weel, if that wauma a kelpie we saw 

anoo', I kenna the look o' ane. It's a dead 

won'er we werena at the bottom o' that 

deil's cauldron ; forbye there's nay fire 

an' brimstane, there's ether things jist as 

waur. It's a deil's trick, and he's mony o' 

them.'* ■

Shortly after, to our inexpressible joy, we 

saw our good ship lying with topsails 

backed not half a mile away. We were 

soon on board, and never shall I forget the 

feeling of gratitude which rose up within 

me when my foot once more touched her 

deck. ■

It was easy for me to reason out the tragic 

fate of him who looked white agony at us 

out of the dusk of that horrible cavern; how, 

shipwrecked, he had found shelter there, but 

died of want and cold ; how by falling away 

of the great buttress the balance of the 

berg had deepened to his side, and so- only 

his face showed over' the black water, en- 

eased in its covering of glass-like ice, which 

had fallen as water from the roof and frozen 

on his features. Although all this seemed 

very possible, and even old Murdoch said 

'*vera true," but wih that intonation 

which I knew meant just the opposite, the 

others would never have it else than " it 

was just a speerit^" and even now I am un- 

able to divest myself of that horror of the 

unseen which fell upon me in that drifting 

berg off the far Cape Horn. ■
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A DOUBLE TRIP. ■

A COMPLETE STORY. ■

*'*RoMBO, Romeo, wherefore art thou 

RomeoT" ■

Jaliet, in a large straw hat and a white 

frock) was leaning over a gap in a somewhat 

dilapidated stone wall. Romeo, in a light 

tweed shooting-suit, was standing on the 

grass hy the wayside looking up at her. The 

time was high naon on a bright, sunny day 

early in autumn. ■

** Wherefore, indeed I " replied the young ■

man promptly. '* I'm sure I don't want to ■

he Romeo a moment longer than I can help." ■

" Well, to be sure, you are very polite, ■

sir I" ■

''Ah, you know what I mean*! I don't 

want to be Romeo because — because I wish 

to play Benedick, 'Benedick the married 

man.'" ■

** Patience, Arthur ; patience." 

"And haven't I been patient? Why, 

let me see, we've been engaged three months 

now!" ■

" Three months —twelve weeks," retorted 

Juliet lightly ; " and Jacob served fourteen 

years for Rachel." ■

"Yes, yes," cried Arthur pettishly; "but 

Jacob was a patriarch, and had any amount 

of years to play with. Life'd too short for 

that kind of thing nowadays." ■

" Still, we must wait You know that 

I'll never marry without papa's consent." ■

** I do," he answered gloomily ; " and I 

ilso know that I can't marry without the 

governor's. It'a a lively prospect." ■

" Well, we must hope for the best," re- 

plied the gid cheerfully. " Papa may come 

round at any time." ■

" That's just it. He may come ronnd at 

my time and catch me here, and then we 

nay look out for alarums and excursions, 

ollowed by banishment, of course." ■

" And we have no Father Lawrence to 

ssist us," sighed Juliet. ■

" No ; we must depend upon our mother- 

nt. We must resort to stratagem, Lily, 

ear. For some days I have been wrestling 

'ith a gigantic idea, and I think I've licked 

. into shape at last. What do you say to 

plan which promises to reconcile both our 

iern parents to the idea of our union f " ■

"It must be a wonderful plan," cried 

lily, opening her blue eyes very wide. 

" And, still better, to reconcile them in 

me to each other f '* ■

"It must be a very wonderful plan," 

id Xily again ; but this time she shook 

3r bead doubtfully. ■

" Well, 'I think it is rather giod," re- 

plied Arthur, with the honest pride of an 

inventor. "But listen, and then let me 

have your opinion of it." ■

And without further preface he began 

to disclose its beauties. ■

Lilian Grantley and Arthur Curtis were 

— or, at least, thought themselves ^- the 

most unhappy pair of lovers since the time 

of " Juliet and her Romeo." Their fathers, 

two of the chief landowners in the small 

Midland county of Fenshire, were at daggers 

drawn. Yet they had once been fast friends, 

and were still near neighbours. Their estates 

" marched " together, and they had long en- 

tertained the idea of uniting ^eir properties 

by a marriage b'^tween their children. , Un- 

luckily, when Lilian was sixteen and Arthur 

some two years older, a grave political crisis 

arose, and their fathers, who took opposite 

views of the situation, allowed themselves 

to be drawn into all the storm and turmoil 

of a contested election. In the heat of con 

fiict words were spoken that could not easily 

be forgotten afterwards, and the result may 

easily be guessed. When the election ended, 

their old friendship was a thing of the past, 

and, as there was no feminine influence to 

soften asperities — for they had both been 

widowers for many years— they drifted more 

apart every day. Neither made any advances 

towards reconciliation, and in secret each 

was watching for a favourable opportunity 

to catch his former friend upon the hip. ■

They had not long to wait. Owing to 

the proximity of their estates, disputable 

points were always cropping up, which, 

while they were friends, had been easily 

settled or allowed to rest in abeyance, but 

which, now they were at variance, were 

quite as easily fomented into serious causes 

of quarrel. First there was some unplea- 

santness about the trespassing of keepers, 

then there was a dispute concerning certain 

fishing rights, and finally they became hope- 

lessly embroiled over a right of way, which 

led them straight into the law courts. 

There they fought and bled. Grantley was 

the victor, and Curtis vowed vengeance. 

Thenceforward, on every public or parochial 

question that arose, they took opposite sides 

and became the heads of two hostile factions, 

and all their neighbours and tenants for 

full five miles round about were divided 

into Grantleyites and Curtisites. ■

Long ere this, of course, all idea of a 

marriage between their children had been 

abandoned, and the young people had been 

peremptorily bidden to think no more of 

each other. As a natural result, they began ■
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to think seriously of each other for the first 

time, and when, some four years after the 

commencement of the feud, they met in 

town, where Lilian was staying with an 

aunt for the season, they were already more 

than half disposed to fall in love with each 

other. At their first meeting they caught 

the infection, within a week they were 

sickening for the disease, and before the 

season was half finished the patients were 

entirely '* given over " — to each other. ■

Their engagement was necessarily kept a 

close secret, however, for the feud between 

their fathers was at its height, and the 

enemies were just then engaged in a hot 

dispute over a patch of debateable land be- 

tween their estates to which both lai4 claim. 

In itself this ground was utterly worth- 

less, growing nothing but thistles of ex- 

ceptionally fine quality ; but had they been 

donkeys — as, indeed, they were — they could 

not • have contested its possession more 

stubbornly, litigation setting in with great 

severity, and the combatants announcing 

their determination to fight the matter to 

the bitter end. In truth, they had worked 

themselves up into an almost rabid condition 

of hostility ; and each was so fully convinced 

that he had been infamously wronged by 

the other, that he would have hesitated at 

nothing, and would have cheerfully adopted 

the most unscrupulous measures to be re- 

venged upon his rival. ■

Siich was the state of affairs in Fenshire 

when Miss Grantley came home towards the 

middle of July, Arthur following her a few 

days later. With their return their real 

difficulties began. In town they had been 

able to meet frequently and freely ; but in 

Fenshire they met seldom and by stealth, 

in a quiet by-road skirting a secladed comer 

of Mr. Grantiey's park — an arrangement 

more satisfactory to Lilian, who liked what 

she called the " romance," than to Arthur, 

who dreaded the risk. That his meetings 

with Lilian could not long be kept secret, 

Arthur felt sure ; and so he had set his wits 

to work, and, after much inward wrestling, 

had evolved the wonderful plan whereby he 

hoped to win his Lilian, and to bring peace 

to the distracted houses of Grantley and 

Curtis. On the merits of that plan, how- 

ever, it is not necessary to pass an opinion 

here. Suffice it to say, that, although Lilian 

did not display all the enthusiasm he had 

looked for, before the lovers separated they 

had agreed to make trial of it, Arthur pro- 

mising to lead the way as soon as a favour- 

able opportunity presented itself. ■

It was Mr. Curtis who, all unconsciously, ■

furnished the required opening a few 

evenings later, when he and his son were 

sitting over their wine, for he broke the 

period of silence which ensued after the 

servants had withdrawn, by clearing his 

throat in a magisterial way that he always 

affected when he had anything of importance 

to impart. ■

"Do you know, Arthur," he began 

solemnly, ''I think it's high time you 

married and settled downt" ■

During*the past year he had made the'same 

remark, on an average, about once a week, 

but hitherto Arthur had always laughed it 

off evasively. On the present occasion, 

however, he replied boldly : ■

"Well, lately Tve been thinking so 

myself, sir. Bat I must ask you to allow 

me perfect freedom of choice in the matter." ■

"Certainly, certainly," Mr. Curtis an- 

swered heartily, glad to see that his son was 

at last disposed to yield to his wishes. " I 

only make one stipulation : the girl must be 

a lady — if with money of her own, so much 

the better, but, if without it — well, you'll 

have enough for two. Bat have you any one 

particular in view V* ■

**Well, yes, I have," replied Arthur 

slowly. ■

"Glad to hear it," said his father, 

holding his glass up to the light, and eyeing 

its contents with critical approval. " Is it 

any one I know 1 " . ■

" Yotf used to know her very well, sir. If 

I marry any one it must be Miss Grantley." ■

"What!" roared Mr. Curtis, smashing 

his wine-glass in his agitation. "That 

fellow's daughter ! " ■

"Exactly, sir. Why not? You used 

to be very fond of her, and I'm sure she at 

least has done nothing to forfeit your 

regard." ■

" I have always had a very high opinion 

of her," Mr. Curtis admitted reluctantly. 

"She takes after her mother. To be 

perfectly candid, I must confess that, but 

for one thing, there is no girl in all the 

county I'd be so ready to welcome as a 

daughter — with or without a portion. She'd 

make a good wife, I feel sure, and her 

birth is almost as good as your owa" ■

" In fact, sir," said Arthur triumphantly, 

" you only object to her because she is her 

father's daughter." ■

"And is not that enough 1" Mr. Curtis 

burst out passionately. " The daughter of 

the man who has thwarted, outraged, and 

insulted me in every way ! Who shut up 

our right of way to the quarry 1 Grantley 1 

Who opposed me on the burning puldio ■
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question of the sewage farmi Grantley 

again I Who had the presumption to stand 

against me for the County Council ? Once 

more, Grantley 1 And who, at this very 

moment, is trying to rob me of one of the 

most cherished portions of my estate — 

Tinker's Patch, which has been in our 

family for the last three hundred years? 

Why, Grantley — always Grantley ! I 

assure you, Arthur, I wonld almost give my 

right hand to be revenged upon this man." 

" Less than that will do, sir," said Arthur 

coolly, quite unmoved by this outburst of 

indignant eloquence. " If you want to be 

revenged, you have only /to give my right 

hand — to his daughter." ■

"What do you meani" snapped Mr. 

Curtis fiercely. "This is no joking 

matter." ■

"I am not joking," returned Arthur 

quietly. "Supposing, sir — remember, I 

only say * supposing* — I were to marry 

Lilian without your consent, what would 

you do 1" ■

"Do?* bellowed his father, turning 

purple with wrath. "Turn you out of 

doors, cut you off with a shilling, and 

never see you again. That's what I'd do. 

I told you so years ago, and I meant it." ■

" Mr. Grantley said very much the same 

thing to Lilian, and he meant it," replied 

Arthur calndy. "Believe me, then, you'd 

irritate him far more by permitting our 

marriage than by forbidding it." ■

"Explain yourself," said Mr, Curtis 

shortly, knitting his brows. "I've out- 

grown my taste for conundrums." ■

" It is very simple, sir. By forbidding 

)ur marriage, you act just as he would 

vish you to act, and play his game 

or him. But if you consent, what will 

lappenl Why, Mr. Grantley, mortally 

offended, will play the Koman father, 

hough he will be punishing himself far 

acre than anybody else. Fond as he is of 

lis daughter — who would not be 1 — he will 

oluntanly undergo all the pain of parting 

rom her rather than pass over her dis- 

bedience to his commands. The chief part 

f the penalty will fall upon himself, but 

)r all that he wUl inflict it." ■

"You think he would?" enquired Mr. 

urtis thoughtfully. ■

"Has he not said so fifty times, and 

>es he not pride himself on being a 

an of his word 1 " ■

" He's as obstinate as a mule," growled 

T. Curtis, " if that's what you mean." 

" You put it forcibly, but evidently you 

iderstand me. Very well then, sir. He ■

has deprived you of much of your local 

authority, he is trying to deprive you of 

your land, but, if you allow me to deprive 

him of his daughter, you'll be more than 

quits with him. And while you make 

the man you hate thoroughly miserable, 

you will be making two people you like 

unutterably happy ! " ■

" You go too fast," exclaimed his father. 

"You speak as if you'd only my consent 

to win, and yet you haven't seen the 

girl for more than four years ! " ■

"I saw her less than four hours ago," 

replied Arthur, and then he plunged into 

an account of their meeting in town and all 

that it had led to, while his father, scarcely 

heeding him, sat musing in silence over the 

new idea that had been presented to him. 

The more he thought about it, the better 

he liked it. Never before had he had such 

a chance of dealing a deadly blow at his 

enemy — ^for that it would be a deadly blow 

he did not doubt By putting himself in 

Grantley's place, he could picture exactly 

what he would do if his child disobeyed 

him, and also how much pain it would cost 

him to play the Eoman fool with his 

domestic happiness. He was convinced 

that, although his daughter was the light of 

his home, Grantley would cast her off if 

she married Arthur — and live unhappily 

ever afterwards. The temptation was too 

great for Mr. Curtis, and he yielded to it. ■

" I have come to the conclusion, Arthur," 

he said benevolently, " that it would not be 

right to fetter your choice. I will not run 

the risk of spoiling all your future life, 

simply because I happen to have a quarrel 

with the father of the girl you love. If 

you must marry Lilian, you must, and 

there's an end of it. But you'll never gain 

her father's consent, and of course you 

will understand that I cannot be mixed up 

in a clandestine marriage." ■

"You need not be, sir," cried Arthur 

eagerly. "Miss Grantley goes to town 

next month, and I must go there too at the 

end of the vacation." He had lately been 

called to the bar, but was still briefless. 

" With both of us in town, a secret marriage 

should be easy to arrange, for Lily is of age." ■

" Well, well, settle it as you like, but I 

wish to know nothing about it till it's over. 

When you're married, however, let me know, 

and I'll increase your allowance to enable 

you to set up house-keeping comfortably. 

There, there! No thanks. We'll talk 

more about this later, but now you must 

leave me, for I want my after-dinner nap." 

And he settled down in his chair, muhnur« ■
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ing to himself with a peaceful smile: 

•'This will upset that fellow Grantley 

terribly, or Fm a Dutchman." ■

It was about a week after this important 

interviet^ that a stormy scene was being 

enacted in Mr. Grantley*s drawing-room. 

Arthur's forebodings had bsen amply 

justified. A gossip had observed the lovera 

in the lane, and had at once decided that 

it wa«i her " duty " to open " that poor 

dear Mr. Grantley's " eyes, and to tell him 

how shamefully his daughter was deceiving 

him. As a result, Lilian was now sobbing 

on the sofa and her father was stamping 

up and down the room, ranting like a 

transpontine Lear. ■

" It's useless to deny it," raved Mr. 

Grantley. '* Mrs. Havers telh me she saw 

you talking to that young Curtis in the 

lane. She oould not be mistaken. She 

passed quite close to . you, and her eyes are 

almost as sharp as her tongue is. Shame 

may prompt you to deny it, but I repeat 

that it is useless." ■

*' I do — don't deny *it," sobbed Lily 

from behind her handkerchief, "and I'm 

not ashamed of it. We — we're engaged." ■

" Engaged ! " gibbered her father. " And 

you're not ashamed of iti " ■

«* No 1 " retorted Lily with spirit. " Why 

should I bel I remember you used to 

think very highly of him yourself." ■

"I still do," he confessed, somewhat 

taken aback; "certainly he does not 

resemble his father in the least. He seems 

to be a promising young fellow. I believe 

his disposition to be a good one, and we 

must not allow prejudice to blind us to the 

fact that, next to ourselves, the Curtises 

are the oldest family in Fenshire. No, I 

have no objection to the young man in 

himself ; but circumstances render any con- 

nection between us impossible." ■

"You refer, I suppose, to your — your 

misunderstanding with Mr. Curtis?" Lily 

suggested timidly. ■

"Misunderstanding do you call it?" 

snorted her father indignantly. " I under- 

stand him only too weU. The man is 

determined to be the plague of my life, a 

perpetual thorn in my side. Has he not 

opposed me in everything — even in my 

labours for the public good ) Did he not 

defeat me when I stood for the Council ? 

And has he not actually had the audacity 

to lay claim to one of the most picturesque 

spots on my estate, Tinker's Patch, which 

has belonged to our family ever since there 

were Grantleys in Fenshire I And you say 

you ace engaged to this man's son! I ■

wonder you cannot see for yourself that it 

is totally out of the question." ■

"I know it is," said Lily sadly. "I 

know we must part — ^both for his sake and 

his father's." ■

" His father's ! " sneerei Grantley. " If 

that were the only objection, I'd say let 

the marriage take place tomorrow. Pray 

what have his father's feelings got to do 

with it;]" ■

"He is so vindictive," sighed Lily, 

" and, oh ! so obstinate. If his son dis- 

obeyed him, he would disown and disinherit 

him completely, and yet it would almost 

break his own heart to do it. You' know 

how proud he is of his son, how entirely all 

his hopes and ambitions are bound up in 

him, and how barren life would be to him 

deprived of his son's society, but, if Arthur 

married against his wishes, he would turn 

him out of doors and never look upon his 

face again. He said so only the other day, 

and he would keep his word, although it 

would rend his heart, vind though, by his 

own act, he would be devoting himself to 

a lonely, empty, and aimless existence 1 " 

she concluded, with just such a sigh of 

relief as a child gives when it has gabbled 

off its lesson correctly. ■

" By Jove 1 I never thought of that ! " 

cried her father, obviously impressed. " You 

say he distinctly warned Arthur that he'd 

disown him if he disobeyed him ? " ■

Lily nodded. ■

" Well, if he said so, the stubborn old 

ass will assuredly keep his word. He 

always does, when he has vowed to do 

something disagreeable. And so, if I per- 

mit this marriage, I do not lose a daughter 

but he loses a son. I must think this over," 

and he began to pace the room slowly, 

while Lilian watched him anxiously. Her 

words had indeed given him food for 

thought. Supposing he were to connive at 

Arthur's marriage with his daughter, would 

he not be avenging himself more completely 

on his enemy than he could ever hope to 

do by any other means 1 For years he had 

been aiming blows at Curtis without much 

apparent effect ; but now Lily's words had 

pointed out a weapon with which he might 

deal a mortal wound. Then there was some- 

thing that tickled his sense of humour in the 

idea of making Curtis his own executioner ; 

and, if he lived to be a hundred, he was 

never likely to get such another chance of 

paying off all old scores in one sweeping 

reckoning. Besides, why should he make 

his daughter miserable when, by promoting 

her hqppineeSy he would also be satisfying ■
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his own craving for revenge ] In short, his 

thoughts were almost the same as Curtis's 

had been, and they led him to precisely the 

same conclusion. ■

"Lilian/' he said at last, with majestic 

gravity, halting by her sofa, "I do not 

want to he harsh or nnjust in any way ; but 

answer this question honestly. Are you 

sare that you are not deceived in your own 

feelings; that this is no passing passion; 

that, in a word, you really and truly love 

this young man V 

" Yes,*' whispered Lily. 

"And you believe that he is equally 

sincere, and equally devoted to you, eh ! " ■

" He says so," replied Lily, almost in- 

audibly. ■

" Then never," cried Mr. Grantley, in a 

burst of noble emotion, " never shall it be 

said that I impeded the course of true love. 

Your happiness, my dear, must always be 

my chief consideration, and to promote it 

I resign my own wishes and prejudices 

without a sigh. Besides, I like the lad ; I 

always did. • He is unfortunate in his 

father, but he cannot help that. Let us be 

just, by all means, let us be just. As for 

Mr Curtis, if he chooses to behave like a 

fool, let him. If he does not consider 

your feelings, why should you consider his 1 

Confound his impudence ! how dare he 

attempt to destroy my daughter's happiness) 

He deserves to be taught a lesson. I give 

tny consent to this marriage. Arthur has 

I few hundreds a year of his own from his 

nother, I know, as well as his profession ; 

md for the rest, your settlement will be 

nore than sufficient to enable you to live 

n all comfort. And some day, when I am 

;one, you will be mistress here. Of course," 

le continued blandly, " I cannot openly 

ncotrrage a son in disobedience to his 

>arent, however unworthy of respect that 

arent may be ; but you are going to your 

unt*8 next month, and if you choose to 

ave a quiet wedding, you have my 

pproval, though I cannot be present, 

[owever, I'll make a point of seeing Arthur 

uring the week, and if our interview is 

itisfactory, you may make your own 

Tangements, about which I wish to know 

>thing. May your future be bright and 

iclouded, and may it never give me cause 

regret that in this matter I listened to the 

omptings of my own warm heart, rather 

an to the cold and calculating counsels of 

udence ! " And Mr. Grantley struck an 

titnde of paternal benignity, chuckling to 

mself the while : " This will be a knock- 

wn blow for Curtis, or I'll eat my hat." ■

In October the lovers were quietly 

married, and after a brief honeymoon they 

settled down in a pretty suburban villa, 

where they lived very comfortably on the 

handsome allowance that Mr. Curtis gave 

Arthur, and the substantial settlement Mr. 

Grantley had made on Lilian. Here they 

were occasionally visited by their fathers ; 

but as their visits were never made con- 

currently, the enemies never met, and con- 

sequently never suspected the trick that 

had been played upon them. ■

Ere long, however, the great Fenshire 

feud began to languish. In the first place, 

it was discovered that Tinker's Patch, the 

chief bone of contention, was really public 

ground, and, as a matter of fact, had never 

belonged to either of the disputants ; and 

in the second place, satisfied that they had 

at last secured their revenge, Grantley and 

Curtis were no longer disposed to carry on 

the war with their former vigour. Moreover, 

now that Arthur and Lily were married, the 

old dream of " a ring fence " revived simul- 

taneously in both their bosoms, and each 

looked longingly at the other's property, and 

decided that it would be a great pity to let 

it go out of the family ; but as each fancied 

that he had wronged the other mortally, and 

feared that his advances might be repelled, 

neither cared to take the first step towards 

reconciliation. Still, their old rancour was 

dead, and they ceased to attack each other, 

standing strictly on the defensive ; and so, 

although peace was not yet proclaimed, an 

amnesty had virtually been concluded. ■

It had lasted nearly a year when, one 

autumn morning Mr. Curtis received a 

telegram announcing that Lily had pre- 

sented Arthur with a son and heir. Eager 

to inspect the curiosity, he caught the 

London express, and a few hours later 

was seated in the drawing-room of the sub- 

urban villa, waiting for Arthur, who had 

gone upstairs to ascertain if the baby was 

"on view." Suddenly the door was flung 

open, and a servant ushered in Mr. Grantley. 

who had also received a telegram and had 

followed Curtis to town by tiie next train. 

It would be difficult to exaggerate their 

surprise. • For a full minute they stood 

glaring blankly at each other ; but by de- 

grees an idea dawned upon them, and 

astonishment gave place to pleasure. ■

" I see it all," thought Grantley. '' His 

iron will has been subdued by the news of 

hia grandson's birth, and, unable to hold out 

longer, he has hurried h^re to crown the hap- 

piness of the youthful couple with his for- 

giveness. It is a graceful act I " ■
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'' I understand," said Curtis to himself. 

^* He has long been relenting, and makes the 

joyful news his excuse for yielding. He 

has come to be reconciled to his daughter 

over the cradle of her first-born. Tbis is 

really touching I ** ■

They cast a friendly glance on each other, 

and made a hesitating movement with their 

hands. ■

" And now that he has tacitly confessed 

his fault," mused Grantley, "shall I re- 

proach him f Now that he has made the 

only reparation in his power, shall I say a 

word to mar the harmony of this reunion 1 

Never I " ■

**No doubt his conscience has already 

sufficiently punished him for his folly," 

Curtis continued to himself. '' And shall 

I, by a single word of reproof, introduce 

the element of discord on this auspicious 

occasion) Perish the thought ! " ■

With one accord they moved to meet each 

other, and their hands, at first timidly ex- 

tended, met in a long and cordial clasp. ■

" Grantley," said Curtis, with impulsive 

frankness, " I've been a fool." ■

'' Curtis," said Grantley, resolving not to 

be outdone in generosity, " so have I." ■

" Well, they say there's no fool like an 

old one," resumed Curtis, forcing a laugh. 

" Let that be my excuse for many an action 

which I dare not attempt to justify." ■

" Neither of us can crow over the other, I 

fear," answered Grantley, with a guilty 

blush. "I, too, have done many things 

which I now most sincerely regret." ■

"I always was such k hasty fellow," 

Curtis continued, with a heavy sigh. ■

"You know my hot temper of old," 

Grantley murmured apologetically. ■

"Why, why, did we ever quarrel V 

groaned Curtis. ^'I assure you the last 

five years have been the unhappiest of my 

life." ■

'' And of mine," said Grantley, in a voice 

broken with emotion. *' But ' doth not a 

meeting like this make amends f ' " ■

" Then all is forgiven % " exclaimed Curtis 

joyfully. ■

"And forgotten!" cried Grantley, with 

the greatest enthusiasm. ■

" This is as it should be, my old friend," 

observed Curtis, after a pause, wiping his 

spectacles. " Doubtless we have both been 

to blame, but let us avoid recriminations. 

Let us be content to renew our old friend- 

ship, and strive to forget that it has \ever 

been interrupted." ■

" With all my heart," answered Grantley, 

using his handkerchief vigorously. " From 

this moment the last few years shall be 

blotted out as if they had never existed. 

Let us agree to bury the dead past in 

silence, and never again refer by so much 

as a word to our unhappy dissensions.'' ■

"It is a bargain," cried Curtis, "and 

there's my hand upon it I " ■

Once more they exchanged a hearty pres- 

sure, and the demon of -discord fled for 

ever. And while they still stood hand-in- 

hand, the door opened, and Arthur entered 

with the nurse, bearing the olive-branch. ■

Now Ready, ■
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CHAPTER XIX. ■

The outlook from the window of Arch- 

deacon French's study, on a certain February 

afternoon, was very far from cheerful. The 

trees in the Close gardens shivered dis- 

consolately under low, grey skies, and 

swayed to and fro before an occasional gust 

of wind, which seemed to change the fine 

mist with which the air was heavy into a 

sudden blur of rain. Archdeacon French 

himself was paying no attention to the 

prospect from his windows, but judging 

from his expression as he paced slowly and 

thoughtfully up and down tiie room, the 

influence of the weather might have been 

heavy upon him. His face was very grave, 

and there was a slight trace of anxiety 

about it ; his eyes were clouded as if with 

preoccupation, and they were a little sad. 

He had stopped mechanically in his walk, 

and was gazing absently out over the grey 

gardens, when the door opened, and a 

servant announced " Dr. Branston." Arch- 

deacon French turned quickly. ■

•* Ah, Branston," he said, " that's right ! 

How are you 1 " ■

The tone in which the words were 

uttered made them the cordial welcome of 

an expected visitor. And North Branston 

answered as they shook hands : ■

'* Many thanks for your note. I should 

have called though, anyhow." ■

" Taken your chance of finding me, and 

possibly have gone away without giving me 

a chance to say good-bye, ehl I should 

have been sorry for that, Branston." ■

There was a moment's pause, and then 

North Branston, with a sudden glow in his 

deep-set eyes, answered quickly : 

«« So should I, sir. Thank you." 

Silence followed — one of those silences 

eloquent, not of constraint, but of a mutual 

sense of something which would render irre- 

l^ant trivialities of every day. It was 

broken by Archdeacon French. ■

"You go to-morrow, I believe?" he 

said. ■

North Branston made a gesture of 

assent. ■

" Yes," he said. « By the three-twenty." 

" The appointment is a good one t " 

" Fairly. Yes ; good on the whole." 

** And it leads to better things 1 " 

" It has been known to do so ; yes." 

Archdeacon French's words luid come 

from him rather slowly — hardly perceptible 

intervals ensuing on North Branston's 

replies — his eyes all the time intently 

observant of the younger man's face. ■

'* Good ! " he said heartily, on the last 

words. He paused a moment, and then 

went on, with a reserved kindliness of 

tone which was as full of tact as of 

sympathy. "I won't say how much we 

shall miss you here; you know that, I 

hope. But I will say how well pleased I 

am that you should be able to move out 

into a wider field. I may say now without 

impertinence what I have observed for 

some time ; that Alnchester is a somewhat 

narrow sphere." ■

Neither the tone nor the slight smile 

with which the words were uttered brought 

any answering expression to North J^ran- 

ston's face. He was looking before him 

almost absently. ■

'^ Perhaps," he answered indifferently. 

"I don't know." 

"You are looking forward to the change 1" ■

VOL. ZIL^-THIBD 8BBIBS. ■
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Again Archdeacon French smiled. ■

A shrag of the shoulders was at first 

North Branston's only answer. Then he 

said listlessly : ■

''I'm not much of an enthusiast, you 

know, sir. I don't expect much, one way 

or the other." ■

There was a moment's silence, and then 

the Archdeacon, changing the subject, 

began to talk about London and connexions 

of his own there, offering the younger man, 

in the course of his talk, sundry intro- 

ductions, which were accepted frankly, if 

without any great warmth. And shortly 

afterwards North Branston rose. ■

'* I have some patients to see," he said ; 

''and a good many odds and ends to attend 

to." ■

His host rose also. ■

"*0f course," he said pleasantly. *'Fm 

only glad you made time to come and see 

me at alL You have a good many farewell 

visits on hand, I expect." ■

They were standing face to face now, 

and North looked back into the kind, 

shrewd eyes with an odd gleam in his 

own. ■

" Do you think so, sir ? " he said. " In 

Alnchester ) " ■

There was an odd directness about the 

words which seemed to cross the indefinable 

barriers by which the previous conversation 

had been vaguely hedged about. ■

Archdeacon French held out his hand 

with a sudden movement ; he gripped the 

fingers that met his strongly. ■

" My boy," he said finnly and directly, 

''you are making a. mistake. You can't 

live on those terms with your fellow men, 

and live all round. Here or in London 

you must be in touch with your world, or 

half your being is paralysed. Good-bye, 

and all good wishes." ■

" Thank you, sir," returned North. There 

was a slight smile about his mouth, but he 

shook hands heartily. " There's one good- 

bye I'm sorry to say, at any rate, and I say 

that now. Good-bye." ■

A moment or two later he had passed 

out into the grey dampness of the February 

afternoon. ■

Three weeks had passed since the In- 

firmary ball; three weeks during which 

Alnchester had never been at a loss for a 

topic of conversation. The death of Sir 

William Kajslake, followmg so suddenly 

upon the interest of the ball, had come as 

a climax so unforeseen, and on such other 

lines than had been looked for, that the 

first thrill which ran through Alnchester on ■

receipt of the news was almost too awe- 

struck to be pleasurable. Alnchester re- 

covered itself, however, almost immediately. 

Before the news was twelve hours old it 

had become possible to connect the new 

excitement with its somewhat paled pre- 

decessor, to the considerable heightening of 

both ; it had become possible to conjecture 

with solemn loquacity as to how far the 

dead man's seizure had been accelerated, or 

even induced, by the emotions excited in 

him by his wife's conduct, and to construct 

hypotheses, at about the rate of one per 

speaker, as to his widow's present state of 

mind with regard to her past behaviour. 

On Lady Karslake, indeed, her doings 

being still open to conjecture, the attention 

of Alnchester was particularly concentrated. 

The arrangements for the funeral, which 

took place in Alnchester cemetery, were 

discussed extensively in town and precincts 

— the detail in connection therewith which 

was most freely canvassed being the 

widow's personal presence at the grave — 

and her subsequent plans were breathlessly 

awaited. The interval of expectancy was 

not long. Three days after the funeral it 

was known in Alnchester that Hatherleigh 

Grange was to be sold ; that Lady Karslake 

was leaving England for Vienna, where her 

nearest connexions were established in the 

diplomatic service ; and the next news was 

that she was actually gone. Bat the de- 

parture of Lady Karslake, though it closed 

one chapter of Alnchester gossip, save and 

except from the point of view of remi- 

niscence, did not leave the city wholly 

destitute from a conversational point of 

view. ■

Side by side with the events at Hather- 

leigh, there had occurred events' in the 

Vdlotson household which would alone have 

created considerable talk. The news of 

Sir William Karslake's death ran through 

the city side by side with the news of Mrs. 

Yallotson's illness; somewhat serious illness 

it was understood to be at first, involving 

total collapse and prostration. Opinions 

were somewhat divided as to whether the 

oncoming of this illness had been re- 

sponsible for that callousness as to North 

Branston's reprehensible doings at the baU, 

which some people ascribed to her; or 

whether the callousness in question was a 

mere figment, and extreme annoyance re- 

sponsible for the illness. The latter theory 

reached the top of the poll by leaps and 

bounds, when, as Mrs. Vallotson begun to 

move slowly towards convalescence, it 

became known in Alnchester that North ■
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Braaston bad accepted an appointm^t in 

London and was leaving immediately. ■

The news created quite a sensation. 

North Branston was leaving Dr. Yallotson's 

house in consequence of his disgraceful 

flirtation with Lady Karslake. Of this 

there was no doubt whatever in the public 

mind, and the flirtation in question promptly 

assumed immeasurably larger and more 

definite proporticms. The old feeling against 

North came out of ambush, as it were, in 

the atmosphere of disgrace thus created 

about him. It was suddenly discovered 

that everybody had always known that 

he would never "do" in Alnchester, 

and that that immaculate city would 

I be distinctly more herself when he was 

gone. ■

The day before his departure had come, 

and as North turned into the High Street 

after leaving Archdeacon French's house, he 

was passing through the street as a citizen 

of Alndiester almost for the last time. But 

there was no excitement or elation either 

about his face or manner. His expression 

was, perhaps, a shade more stem — a shade 

harder than usual; and his manner as he 

exchanged one or two farewells was coldly 

indifferent. ■

He had visited his last patient and was 

just issuing again into the street, when a 

figure passing along the pavement in front 

of the house, with collar turned up ani 

hands plunged rather disconsolately into the 

pockets of his coat, stopped short and 

extricated one of his hands quickly. It was 

Bryan Armitage. ■

<* Hullo, North ! " he said ; " how jolly to 

meet you 1 . You're off to-morrow, aren't 

your' ■

It was the cheery, boyish phraseology to 

which Bryan was always addicted, but his 

voice was hardly so absolutely in keeping 

with it as had been its wont. It seemed to 

have lost its ring. North Branston's 

attention, however, was not sufficiently 

disengaged to penetrate beyond the words 

themselves, and he answered briefly, ''Yes," 

moving on as he spoke, as with a tacit under- 

standing that Bryan would walk on with 

lim. ■

Sp^ls of silence were not usually in 

Bryan Armitage's line, but they had walked 

learly the length of the street before he 

ipoke agaiui and when he roused himself at 

ast it Tvas with an obvious effort. ■

" WeU,'* he said lightly, " I don't suppose 

rou are sorry to go. Alnchester isn't much 

>f a place, alter all. I suppose one does 

;et rather narrow and stupid poked up in ■

it. Sometimes I think I should like to get 

away myself." ■

Th^re was a boyish dejection about the 

last sentences, and an obvious incapacity 

for detaching his mind from his own affairs 

against which the heavy reserve of North's 

silence struck oddly. . Bryan Armitage 

plodded along, meditating for a minute or 

two, and then went on : ■

"I think I should have had a try at 

getting away if you hadn't been going. 

North. I've always thought, don't you 

know, that you might have had no end of 

influence over her and put her straight all 

round, only somehow you don't seem quite 

to hit it off." ■

North turned his face towards his com> 

panion. ■

"Who is shel" he enquired. ■

Bryan Armitage coloured hotly. ■

" Oh, hadn't we mentioned her)" he said 

confus^ily, "Connie, I meant, of course. 

Didn't I say Connie ? If you had been going 

to stay I should have just given you a hint, 

and you'd have managed things a great deal 

better than I can. But as you're not, I 

suppose I'd better hold on. Not that she 

listens to a word I say, worse luck ! " ■

The tone was very rueful and just a little 

unsteady. ■

" What's wrong with her 1 " said North 

indifferently. ■

" There's nothing wrong with her I " was ■

the quick retort. " Not likely ! Only " ■

He paused a moment and went on hesi- 

tatingly and confidentially : " She's got all 

sorts of rum notions, don't you know. 

Beastly place Girton must be ! And she 

wants setting right a]l over the place." ■

N'orth Branston's face grew a shade 

colder. ■

*' I think you may safely leave her to her 

mother, Bryan," he said ; " her views wont 

be allowed to materialise themselves at any 

rate." ■

There was no answer, unless the sigh 

which proceeded from Bryan, weighted as 

it seemed with the trouble and responsibility 

of a universe, could be so called. They 

walked on in silence until they reached the 

end of the road in which was Dr. Yallotson's 

house. Then Bryan Armitage stopped 

abruptly : ■

" Good-bye, old fellow," he said huskily. ■

" Won't you come in 1 " asked North in 

a surprised tone. ■

"No," was the hasty answer. "I — I 

can't." ■

He stopped a moment, and then broke 

out suddenly : ■
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" I say, North, I suppose it was awful 

cheek of me, but I proposed to — Connie, you 

know, at that confounded ball. And — 

and '* ■

" She refused you, I suppose ? " ■

The question was brief enough, but it 

was not unsympathetic, and nothing was 

added to it on Bryan's hurried gesture of 

assent but the quick outstretching of ITorth 

Branston's hand. ■

" Good-bye, old fellow ! " said Bryan 

Armitage with a brave attempt at cheeri- 

ness. '' I shall be after you soon, I dare 

say.'' ■

He turned away abruptly, and disappeared 

in the fast-falling twilight. ■

North Branston went on his way some- 

what slowly, the air of preoccupation, 

broken for the moment by a touch of half- 

amused pity, settling upon him once more. 

He went into the house, and was going down 

the passage towards his own room, when 

he stopped and hesitated. Then, hearing a 

sound as of some one moving in the dining- 

room, he pushed open the door and went 

in. Constance was there alone, wearing 

her hat and jacket. ■

" Constance," said North Branston tersely, 

" give that note to your mother, please." ■

He held out a little square envelope as 

he spoke, but Constance did not take it. ■

'*0h, take it in yourself. North," she 

said rather impatientiy. ''I'm going out 

to tea, and I'm late as it is. Mother's 

only lying down in the drawing-room." ■

There was a moment's pause: North 

Branston neither assented nor refused. 

Then, as Constance continued severely, 

" You've not been in her room to-day," he 

cut her short, saying briefly, ** Very well." ■

He was turning to leave the room when 

Constance called him back. Her eyes had 

fallen on a black-edged envelope lying on 

the table, and, as she lifted them again to 

North Branston, they were sharp with some- 

thing that might have been described as 

curiosity, could such a sentiment have been 

ascribed to a regenerator of mankind. ■

''Put that card in the basket as you 

pass, North, will you?" she said. ''I 

forgot it." ■

She pointed to the black-edged envelope 

on the table, watching North as he took it 

up mechanically. He looked at the direction 

on the envelope and paused a moment. 

But not the faintest change of expression 

was visible to Constance's eyes as he 

drew out the card, glanced at it, and 

carried it without comment out of the 

room. The card bore the words, '*Lady ■

Karslake," and added to the name, in Lady 

Karslake's own handwriting, were the 

words, " With thanks for kind enquiries. — 

P.P.C." Through the address, "Hatherleigh 

Grange," a pen had been drawn. ■

North Branston strode down the passage 

to the table, on which stood the card-basket, 

and then stood for a moment looking down 

at the card in his hand with a half-smile 

dawning about his mouth. It was the 

smile of a man who looks back at some- 

thing in the past which the movement of life 

has left belund. It was cynical; but it 

also suggested that the reminiscence in 

question had about it a certain halo of 

interest and charm. He dropped the card 

into the basket and turned towards the 

drawing-room. ■

As a reminiscence, and as a reminiscence 

only, had Lady Karslake any place in 

North Branston's thoughts. Between the 

days, recent enough in point of time, when 

she had been an actual factor in his life — 

a hardly appreciated pleasure or refresh- 

ment — and the present, when she had passed 

utterly out of his sphere, there lay a great 

gulf j a gulf created by one of those sudden 

upheavals of long-smouldering natural forces 

by which the whole face of a landscape may 

be changed in the spiritual as in the natural 

world. In the stormy scene between him- 

self and Mrs. Vallotson, interrupted- by 

his summons to Hatherleigh Grange, the 

bonds which had warped his whole life, 

overstrained at last, had seemed suddenly 

to snap. ■

That scene, brief as it was, had burnt up 

all possibilities of lus continued sojourn 

under Dr. Yallotson's roof. That departure 

which had hitherto been impossible to him 

had presented itself subsequently as an in- 

vitable step in the natural course of events. 

He had made his preparations quietly and 

decidedly. His plans being matured^ and 

an appointment in London having been ap- 

plied for and obtained, he had announced 

the fact to Mrs. Vallotson as a foregone 

conclusion. A moment's dead silence had 

followed his announcement, to be succeeded 

by a curt word or two of assent ; and neither 

in that interview nor in any other had any 

reference been made by either to the night 

of the Infirmary ball ■

The link of outward circumstance was 

broken; the long bitterness of everyday 

contact was to be henceforward a thing of 

the past. North Branston was a free man 

now, as he had never been in all his life 

before. But his demeanour was marked by 

none of the elation, none, even, of the ■
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serenity which should naturally characterise 

a man thus liberated. The air of quiet 

well-being, which had pervaded him in the 

early days of his decision, had gradually 

worn away, to be replaced by the indifference 

which he had evinced during his parting 

interview with Archdeacon French ; by the 

cold grimness with which he had passed 

through the Alnchester streets ; and by the 

accentuated bitterness which lurked about 

his mouth and eyes now, as he opened the 

door of the drawiug-room and went in. ■

The room was very quiet; there was, 

indeed, a curious hush over the whole 

house. Mrs. Vallotson lay on the sofa, her 

face turned from the door, still and peaceful. 

She was quite unoccupied, and the fact, in 

a woman so vigorous and stirring, was 

strikingly suggestive of absolute repose of 

mind and body. She stirred rather feebly 

as the door opened, and looked round, She 

saw North Branston, and her face changed 

suddenly and entirely ; it became constrained 

and sharp, and the constraint was reflected 

in the face of her visitor as he came slowly 

towards her. In the expression of neither 

was there any of that softened tolerance 

that should come of the recognition and 

abandonment of an overstrained position; 

none of that sufferance which the prospect 

of a parting should make so easy. ■

She turned her head away, and drew the 

shawl with which she was wrapped close 

about her. She did not speak ; and North 

said, stiffly and formally : ■

"I hope you are better to-night^ Ade- 

laide]" ■

" Yes, thank you.*' ■

''Mrs. Elliott has sent you this note; 

Constance asked me to bring it to you." ■

He handed her the envelope he held. 

She took it without looking at him, and 

let it lie beside her on the sofa. ■

"Thank you," she said. "It is of no 

consequence." ■

There was a moment's interval of silence ; 

then North Branston, rather as with a 

perfunctory sense of what it behoved him 

to do, under the circumstances, than on 

any spontaneous impulse, took up a position 

in front of the fire, and remarked : 

" It has been a wretched day." 

••Yes." ■

** You have had no visitors, I suppose 1 ** 

The trivial conversationalism came oddly 

in]^his stiff, deep tones. 

"No." ■

The monosyllable was abruptly, even 

irritably, spoken. But as she uttered it» 

Mrs. Yallotson also seemed to rouse herself ■

to the conventional exigencies of the 

situation. ■

" I hope Jane has attended properly to 

your packing," she said. ■

" I believe so, thank you." ■

But as there are physical atmospheres 

in which no light can bum, so there are 

spiritual atmospheres in which no conversa- 

tion can flourish. The words were followed 

by a frozen pause. ■

It was broken suddenly by Mrs. Yallot- 

son. She had turned on her sofa, and was 

lying with her own face in shadow, and 

her black eyes fixed full upon North. ■

"Have you heard that Lady Karslake 

has left England 1 " she said. ■

North paused a minute ; looking steadily 

towards her, though he could hardly see her 

face ; the muscles round his mouth standing 

out distinctly. ■

" I have been told so," he said, " some 

twenty times in the course of the last two 

days." ■

" Have you heard it from herself 1" ■

The voice rang out harsh and insistent ; 

almost, as it seemed, beyond its owner's 

control Again an instant passed before 

North Branston answered. ■

" No," he said. ■

She moved suddenly, as though to see 

his face better, bringing her own face into 

the full light of the lamp. He confronted 

her steadily with a white contempt stamped 

upon every feature, and their eyes met. ■

A moment later North Branston had 

turned on his heel abruptly, and had left 

the room. He went straight down the 

passage, shut himself into his own room, 

and set about some final preparations 

for his departure, his face set, his move- 

ments deliberate and concentrated — the 

movements of a man who keeps thought 

and feeling determinedly at bay. ■

The link of circumstances might break ; 

the link of everyday contact might cease 

to be; but that other link, subtle, mys- 

terious, by which this man and woman were 

held together, remained intact. The chain 

of antipathy held strong and unbroken. 

External freedom had come to North 

Branston; yet — even as he realised the 

fact, even as he stepped out, as it were, 

from the bitter bondage in which he had 

dwelt — fate made her inexorable fiat felt, 

and he knew that he was in bondage still. 

The jars of daily life, the grinding discords 

of antagonistic temperaments forced into 

constant contact, may be trivialities. But 

there is a degrading, all-pervading misery 

about the atmosphere which they create ■
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which lifts them to a position not theirs by 

right ; which sinks the cause in the eflFect ; 

making them seem themselves the evil of 

which they are only the result. During 

the past four months, the rub, the jar, the 

strain of North Branston's home life — ^hope- 

lessly wretched before this period set in — 

had intensified, to the last pitch of 

endurance ; it was but natural, therefore, 

that the personal contact had assumed for 

North Branston overshadowing proportions; 

that he should look upon the cutting off of 

that contact as the very cutting of the 

Gordian knot. It was in this assurance 

that he had made all his arrangements for 

leaving Alnchester. It was in this as- 

surance, and with that sense of calm 

well-being before alluded to, that the 

first few days of his freedom had gone by. ■

Whence there had come to him the vague 

consciousness that that freedom was indeed 

an affair of externals only; through what 

sense there dawned upon him a consciousness 

of the chain still about him, he could not 

have said. He brought the consciousness 

one day from Mrs. Yallotson's presence, 

and it; never left him again. It grew 

steadily and inexorably. The chain, from 

being a mere shadowy possibility, became 

an ever-present weight, pressing relentlessly 

upon his inmost consciousness, to be 

removed or lightened by no human effort. 

His visits to Mrs. Yallotson's sick-room 

were few. But each seemed to be endowed 

with a power stretching far beyond the 

limits of the brief moments he spent in her 

company, and to rivet the chain faster and 

faster. She hated him, and he realised her 

hatred — realised it now that it stood shorn 

of all the dust and clamour of conflict and 

clash, as he had never done before. She 

hated him. Poisonous as is all hatred ; and 

it is a terrible truth that it is not less 

poisonous to the hated than to the hater ; 

there was something about the irrepressible 

repulsion that he still touched in her — 

something mysterious, unnatural,, unex- 

plained — which exercised a subtle influence 

over him. It created in him, involuntarily, 

almost against his will, a horrible reflection of 

itself. It penetrated him through and 

through; witheriDg every natural healthy 

impulse; stultifying all his ambitions; 

nourishing nothing that was not cynical and 

hard. The tangible bondage which lay 

behind had been bitter ; compared with the 

intangible bondage that had succeeded it^ it 

had been ease. ■

North Branston and Mrs. Vallotson met 

only once more before his departure, and ■

then they met to part. But few words 

passed on either side ; words chill and 

formal. The man went out into the world 

to do his own work in his own way ; the 

woma^ remained in her husband's home. 

And the chain remained unbroken. ■

HOLBORN. ■

Bbwildbbment is the only word for the 

attitude of one — not necessarily a visitor 

from another world ; or one who has been 

" put away " for a series of years ; or your 

country parson who, like Mr. Penley's 

famous impersonation, does not like London ; 

but a regular cockney whose walks abroad 

have not recently lain in that direction — 

as he is set down by the statue at Holbom 

Circus. We don't seem to know these 

broad streets that radiate from this crowded 

centre, nor the buildings of florid aspect 

that contrast so strangely with the un- 

pretentious dwellings of an earlier Holbom, 

and a dim vision of the past rises before 

the eyes. ■

*Ti8 thirty years ago, snd here is Holborn Hill, ■

The heavy .hill called Holbom, 

Up which hath been many a sinful soul borne, ■

in days still more remote, that is, when 

.**to be drawn backwards up Holbom 

Hill " was a genteel periphrasis for going to 

be hanged at Tyburn. But now it is a 

question of going down it with the roar of 

traffic sounding like a mighty cataract ; and 

we seem to watch the omnibuses as they 

make the steep descent, and how the " cad " 

descends from his monkey perch and adroitly 

fits on the iron slipper to the stout hind 

wheel, and is on behind again without de- 

laying the progress of the vehicle, which 

now grinds heavily over the muddy cobble- 

stones into the dark valley below. Strange 

faces with strange headgear peep out from 

that old-fashioned 'bus with its diminutive 

windows and practicable door, the bang 

from which starts the horses after a stoppage ; 

pretty faces mostly framed with bandeaux 

of smooth bright hair; stout, whiskered 

men look down from the knife-boards. 

And then the whole faded dingy scene dis- 

appears, and to-day is upon the screen once 

more, with bright sunshine and a world 

rolling briskly to and fro over the easiest of 

gradients. ■

But the valley below is still in existence, 

a sort of basement floor where markets are 

carried on, and where trades of all kinds 

are flourishing. And Snow Hill is also to 

the fore, and actually the "Saracen's Head," ■
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as large as life, but quite a palatial affair to 

what it must have been in Mr. Squeers's 

time. Here, too, is a fragmentary end 

of Shoe Lane, which we know well enough 

at the Fleet Street end, but which we did not 

expect to meet down here. And a pleasant 

shady place it is on a broiling day, too deep 

down for the sun to penetrate ; while over- 

head in the flare and glare all the world 

goes by on the grand viaduct. Humble 

as is its name, Shoe Lane is one of the most 

ancient and distinguished of London's early 

streets, and is closely allied with Holborn, 

which is itself of high antiquity. Not 

perhaps of the very highest antiquity, for 

the Roman road passed near the city on 

higher ground to the north, along the line 

of Old Street, and so on towards Colchester. 

But ere Fleet Street had come into existence, 

and when the Strand was but the pebbled 

margin of the river bed ; while galleys lay 

moored in the Fleet off Ludgate Stairs, and 

aH round was wild forest, with moors and 

fennish wastes ; the one practicable way out 

of the city towards the west was by Holborn 

Bridge, which crossed the tidal creek ; and 

then if you were for the Court or Abbey 

you took the winding track which was even 

then known as Showell, or Shoe Lane. 

The main road was carried straight up 

Holborn Hill, which with its pleasant sunny 

aspect was bright with gardens and noble man- 

sions. Here, eiftrly in the fourteenth century 

the then Bishop of Ely began to build a 

stately house for the see, his successor 

added vineyard, garden, and orchard, and 

in that garden were grown the strawberries 

which Shakespeare, following Hollinshed, 

has made famous. Says King Richard the 

Third: ■

My Lord of Ely, when I was last in Holborn, 

I saw good strawberries in your garden there. 

I do beseech yon send for some of them. ■

Well, here is Ely Place, the site of the 

old palace, still a kind of guarded precinct, 

with gates and a porter in uniform, who 

frowns sternly on small boys who might be 

disposed to make a playground of the quiet 

precincts. Yet the place is by no means 

deserted even by the fashionable world, and 

dainty carriages may be seen driving up 

with clients for the famous solicitors of 

the place. And if you are from the Cape, 

with a hatful of diamonds, you may And a 

customer in Ely Place, to say nothing of 

dealers in plate, in bronzes, and '' articles of 

vertu." In curious contrast to the tall dull 

houses of brick is the venerable chapel of 

St. Ethelburga, which by some happy acci- 

dent was preserved wh^i the rest of the ■

episcopal buildings were demolished. Pass- 

ing along a cool shaded cloister, one enters 

the sacred edifice, and in a moment mediaeval 

times are come again. A gracefully pro- 

portioned Gothic chapel is here, witn shafts 

and mouldings that bear the stamp of an- 

tiquity ; while the faint perfume of incense, 

the gilded shrines, the images of saints 

and martyrs, the altar richly adorned for 

the services of the ancient rite, are strangely 

appropriate to their mediaeval setting. The 

dim religious light from the rich painted 

windows falls upon a few kneeling figures 

— here an old woman in cloak and poke 

bonnet, there a workman in fustian with 

his basket of tools by his side. In the 

crypt beneath, the illusion is still more 

perfect. The Rembrandtesque gloom of 

the interior ; the wide stone columns sup- 

porting massive oaken beams; the lights 

burning dimly here and there before some 

shrine or altar ; and in one comer a flare of 

light where some bearded workmen, who 

might have come out of the canvas of some 

old Dutch master, are busy with the inner 

works of a " payre of organs ; " all this with 

the clatter of Holborn sounding in the 

distance, gives the thrill of something de- 

lightfully strange and unexpected. ■

Coming into the glare of the nine- 

teenth century once more, here is Hatton 

<7arden with the Italian Church conspicuous 

at the end. And this is in truth the site 

of the Bishop's strawberry ground, which 

Queen Elizabeth got for her favourite. Sir 

Christopher Hatton, him of the "bushy 

beard and shoe-strings green," with ■

His high-crowned hat and satin doublet, 

who built a new house in the old pleasaunce. 

By the way, the Bishop, who was shame- 

fully bullied by the Qaeen into giving 

away his garden grounds, stipulated that he 

might gather "twenty baskets of roses a 

year " from what was now Hatton's Garden. 

But Sir Christopher did not get much good 

from his plunder. He came to grief over 

his building transactions, and died broken- 

hearted at Ely Place, where a couple of cen- 

turies earlier old Gaunt gave up the ghost. ■

Words, life, and all, old Lancaster hath spent. 

But as a street, Hatton Garden dates from 

the Commonwealth, when the palace was 

used as a prison and the grounds about 

were laid out for building. The old house 

survived till the eighteenth century, and its 

ancient hall was used at on^ time by the 

serjeants-at-law. It had a fine brick gate- 

way opening upon Holborn, where now 

stands the porter's humble lodge. ■
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Crowing the road, another old landmark 

is to be found in the bewilderment of 

Holborn Circus. There — with its founda- 

tion some little distance below the level of 

the present street, but towering above the 

lowlier streets beyond — stands the church 

of St. Andrew's, Holborn; where a fine 

sycamore, with its roots in the old burying- 

ground, affords a pleasant refuge from the 

broiling sunshine. Here, on the church- 

yard wall, porters rest their loads j and an 

occasional passer-by may pause to notice the 

quaint, secluded building, which was just 

spared by the great fire, but was all 

tumbling to pieces, when it was eventually 

rebuilt under Wren's directions. Of Wren's 

time, doubtless, is ,the round-headed arch- 

way that opens into the chamel house 

beneath; and so also must be the quaint 

bas-relief representing the resurrection, with 

angels blowing trumpets from the clouds 

that fail to wake any reverberations from 

Holborn Circus. Yet what a crowd might 

issue from that gloomy portal ! Forgotten 

City fathers with ink-horns banging to 

their girdles; priests with the tonsure; 

Dr. Sacheverel in a full-bottomed wig ; 

old dramatists such as Webster, of the 

Duchess of Malfy, in his gown as parish 

clerk; actors, too, and poets; Chatterton, 

pale and despairing; and Henry Keele, a 

forgotten bard of the Law Courts, who 

died by his own hand, and lies buried 

here; Strutt, too, of the "Sports," that 

excellent antiquary and engraver; and 

John Emery, the actor, whose Yorkshire 

Tyke was the admiration of the early 

nineteenth century. ■

Close by is Thavie's Inn, also a nice 

quiet spot, formerly an Inn of Chancery. 

Thavie was an armourer of the time of 

Edward the Third — probably a Welshman 

and in all likelihood ^ "Davie," and 

perhaps the original Tafiy of English 

prejudice. There were plenty of Welsh- 

men in Holborn in the days of the 

Plantagenets. They would lie in wait fox 

your worship strutting down from your Inn 

towards the Court, and offer cheeses of the 

kind they called Talgar at less than market 

prices and without paying the City dues. 

The City bailiffs would run them in if 

they caught them, and generally kept a 

sharp look-out for forestallers and regratters 

and people with a taste for bargains. Thus, 

in 1375, one day after dinner, John Clerk, 

a poulterer, met John Spencer "with twenty- 

two geese in Holborne when coming to the 

city," and forthwith bought the whole flock. 

He was adjudged a forestaller, and the ■

geese were forfeited to the use of the 

sheriff, so that there would be a rare goose 

pie at the next City feast. ■

And this reminds us that we are coming 

to the old City octroi boundary — the Hol- 

born Bars — which, in a warrant of Henry 

the Fifth, is called the Bar of the Old 

Temple of London. For it will be re- 

membered that the Knights Templars had 

their original seat just here, about the 

site of Staple Inn. This last is still 

happily in existence— one of the rarest bits 

of old London, with its charming timber 

frontage to the street and its pleasant quad- 

rangle and gardens within. It is no longer 

an inn, indeed. The ancient foundation 

was sold for a price, and parted among 

those who ought to have preserved it ; and 

its present guardian is the great insurance 

company on the other side of the way, who 

it is to be hoped, will spare it for the sake 

of future generations. ■

Almost opposite is Fumival's Inn — a ■

quiet, business-like precinct, devoted chiefly ■

to solicitors, as it was in Mat Prior's time, ■

who writes of his early prospects at his ■

uncle's tavern : ■

Or sent me with ten pounds to Fumi- 

val's Inn, to some good rogue attorney. ■

Below the Inn are some good old-fashioned 

London taverns, which were of note in the 

old coaching days — the " Black Bull/' with 

its famous old sign, which seems to have 

been the scene of Mrs. Gamp's ministrations 

to the sick stranger ; and the '* Old Bell " 

adjoining, which is one of the most perfect 

survivals of the coaching and family hoteb 

of the last century still left to us, with its 

quaint courtyard, its galleries, and wains- 

coted parlours. ■

Brook Street, a little higher up, has 

also its memories. Here lived and practised 

one Mr. Salkeld, an attorney, whose clerk, 

youAg Philip Hardwick — whom Mrs. 

Salkeld would send out to bring home meat 

and vegetables in the of&cial blue bag — even- 

tually became Lord Chancellor, and founded 

a great and wealthy family on the profits of 

his of&ce. And hither came Chatterton, 

one of the brightest geniuses of his 

time, to starve for a while in a garret, 

and end his misery by poison. Ere yet it 

was a street. Brook House stood upon its 

site, where lived Qreville Lord Brook, " the 

friend of Sydney, and no mean favourite of 

Queen Elizabeth, but who was here slain by 

one Hayward, a gentleman of his household, 

who killed himself with the same blood- 

stained sword." But the Brook Street of 

to-day has little to say to any of its fonner ■
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associations. It is high, it is monumental ; 

a poet would look for a garret there in 

vaio. ■

Bat Leather Lane! Here is another 

epoch, another world almost. The houses 

almost meet above your head. A jolly, 

laughing crowd is in full possession of the 

nanow footway, and of so much of the 

roadway as is clear of the costers' barrows. 

Here are fruits and vegetables of all kinds, 

plentiful and cheap, with flowers, too, and 

actually a barrow-load of roses. A man is 

ladling them out with a basket : <' Here 

y' are, a penny a baskit ; " and people throng 

to buy them. " FU have a hapronful," says 

a stout, jolly dame. The roses are a little 

tarnished— the spoils of some aristocratic 

fSte perhaps — the urchins pick them up and 

pelt one another. Swarthy Italians stand at 

the doorways of the image shops ; dark-eyed 

Contadini show their pearly teeth in smiles. 

Yes, there are happy moments to be had 

about Holbom. ■

Then there is the Gray's Inn Eoad, that 

has hardly a feature in common with the 

Lane we used to know, except the dingy 

backs of the old houses of the Inn. The 

tramcars, too, that hail for Hampstead or 

Stamford Hill, seem something new and 

strange for Holbom. Another moment 

brings us to the quiet squares and gardens 

of Gray's Inn, the trees under whose 

shadows Bacon took the air — he has left his 

footprint on the gravel walks, says Elia — 

and the favourite walk of many a thought- 

ful student of the law. It is a pleasant 

scene that might surely be made more 

accessible to the public. It is Gray's Inn 

as having once belonged to the Grays of 

Wilton, and formed part of the manor of 

Portpool, the memory of which still 

survives in Portpool Lane close by. It 

is all very quiet and business-like now 

about Gray's Inn, but there were masques 

and revels there in the old times, and 

the old haU witnessed the last of these 

gay scenes no later than in 1773, on 

the elevation of Mr. Talbot to the wool- 

sack. After an elegant dinner, every 

member of each mess had a flask of claret 

besides the usual aUowance of port and 

sack. The benchers then all assembled 

in the great hall, and a large ring was 

formed round the fireplace, when the master 

of the revels taking the Lord Chancellor 

by the right hand, he with his left took 

Mr. Justice Page, who, joined to the other 

Serjeants and benchers, danced about the 

cofd fire, according to the old ceremony, 

three times, while the ancient song accom- ■

panied with music was sung by one Toby 

Aston, dressed as a barrister. ■

Holbom still abounds in book shops, and 

we may remember that in Gray's Inn Gate 

once stood the shop of Jacob Tonson, Pope's 

genial JacoB, the resort of all the wit and 

wisdom of the age, and frequented by the 

fops and fine ladies as well as by the 

literati of the period. In Holbom, too, 

a couple of centuries ago might have been 

found, next to Fumival's Inn, a school 

of cookery conducted by one Edward 

Kidder, styling himself pastry master, but 

whose recipes embrace the whole scheme 

of the rising art. ■

It is High Holbom beyond the Grab's 

Inn Gate, a thoroughfare of handsome 

width, that many people may remember 

as almost choked by a row of houses, 

tumbledown but picturesque, with a nice 

shady passage at the back, a veritable 

bazaar, with plenty of old bookstalls 

and odd-and-end shops for the happy 

lounger. Middle Row was pulled down 

in 1868, an important event in Holbom's 

life history only surpassed by the opening 

of the Holbom Viaduct in great state 

by the Queen in the following year. A 

few more dates on the backward track 

of time may give us a just idea of the 

ancient fame of Holbom, In 1841, indeed, 

there had been a great reparation of the 

road, which before had often been but a 

quagmire. Then it was widened in 1674, 

repaired 1431 — a few stones may have 

been put down between whiles — and as old 

Stow saith, it was first paved in 1417, when 

people were lavish with the gold they had 

acquired in the French wars. But there 

are more ancient ''Billae pro reparatione 

Yicorom de Alegate et Holborne " in 1338 

and 1353. ■

A little further on we come to Kings- 

gate Street, notable as the residence of the 

world-famous Sairey Gamp. There is still 

a barber's shop in the street with a striped 

pole, the whilom ensign, perhaps, of Paul 

Sweedlepipes, and the general features of 

the place have not changed much since 

Mr. Pecksniffs visit — how many years 

ago) As an antiquity the street is also 

noticeable, as here was actually the King's 

gate, by which he entered his private road, 

as to which we may quote a deposition of 

1684. Andrew Lawrence, Surveyor of His 

Majesty's Highways, says that '*His Majesty 

and his predecessors time out of mind have 

had a private way on the , back side of 

Holboume and Gray's Inn, and soe through 

Finsbury Fields to Kingsland," and as the ■
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Stuart Kings used to drive tiiai way to 

Theobalds by Chesbunt^ it acquired the 

name of Tbeobalds Road, which a bit of 

the way has still retained as a London 

street. Doubtless it was the old Roman 

highway, deserted by the general line of 

traffic, which was thus utilised by their 

Majesties. ■

For a good many centuries now, Holbom 

has lost its aristocratic savour. In 1657 

Howel, the chronicler of the Restoration, 

passing up Holbom sees Southampton 

House m course of destruction, and remarks 

how "Jupiter breaks great vessels and 

makes small ones of the pieces," but the 

site still retains the name of Southampton 

Buildings, and has a gateway into Staple 

Inn. The house was built by Wriotbesley, 

Lord Southampton, Henry the Eighth's 

'Lord Chancellor, a great torturer of heretics. 

The Southampton Row and Street in High 

Holborn commemorate a more recent lord- 

ship. And when, in Dr. Johnson's time, 

Evelina came to lodge over a hosier's shop 

in Holbom, she was a little bit ashamed to 

give her fine friends the address of such an 

unfashionable quarter. But your country 

cousin need not look for " lodgings to let *' 

in Holbom just now, and as time goes on 

and one stately building rises after another, 

our old Holbom will form the commence- 

ment of a grand thoroughfare, far more 

imposing than, its ancient rival of the 

Strand. ■

PAPER. ■

Okb of the most remarkable features of 

modern times is the enormous increase in 

the consumption of paper. It ha^ been 

said that the stage of civilisation at which 

any nation has arrived may be gauged, with 

some degree of accuracy, by its consumption 

of soap ; and whatever tmth there may be 

in this, the same may, with perfect justice, 

be said of paper. And not only in its 

primary, and, so to speak, legitimate, use 

for literary purposes — writing and printing 

— does this hold good, but also in the 

multiplicity of various minor ways in 

which paper is tumed to account. Of late 

years, indeed, paper has begun to occupy a 

unique position in the industrial world as a 

plastic and adaptable material eminently 

suited, after undergoing various manipulative 

processes, for a vast and ever-increasing 

multitude of uses. ■

When the world was young, in the 

infancy of literature, men committed their ■

rude writing to the rough-and-ready 

materials provided by nature, which needed 

little or no preparatory processes. The 

bark and leaves of trees, hides already 

prepared for domestic uee, fragments of 

pottery, sufficed in primitive ages. The 

Greeks and Romans advanced to tablets 

covered Vith wax, but by-and-by the 

advancing needs of literature and commerce 

were served by papyrus, with which Egypt 

for centuries supplied that circumscribed 

portion of i^e world which was so far 

advanced as to require stores of writing 

materials. There is no evidence that 

papyrus was grown for commercial pur- 

poses outside of Egypt during the whole 

Roman period, and the industry of its 

growth and manufacture must have been 

a large and profitable one. In the time 

of Tiberius a sedition was nearly caused 

by a scarcity of paper, and a rebellious 

paper-maker, in the days of Aurelian, 

boasted that he could equip an army 

from the profits of his business — and did 

it too. ■

Parchment was invented by the Greeks 

when papyras was scarce, and the Middle 

Ages re-invented it. There is evidence 

that linen rags were used in paper-making 

as early as the eighth and ninth centuries. 

In paper of that period the fibre was chiefly 

linen, with traces of cotton, hemp, and 

other fibres. The known specimens are of 

Oriental origin, and appear to have been 

clayed, like modern papers, the material 

used being a starch paste manufactured 

from wheat. The oldest MS. written on 

cotton paper in England is in the British 

Museum, and dates from 1049 ad., and the 

oldest on the same material in the Paris 

National Library is dated i050. In 1085 

the Christian successors of the Spanish 

Saracens made paper of rags instead of 

raw cotton, which had been formerly 

employed. ■

Nowadays very little paper is made from 

the good old linen rags which used to 

suffice for the greater part of the manu- 

facture. Bank of England notes are made 

from the best linen — not, however, in the 

form of rags, but quite new and unused. 

The finest handmade papers, used almost 

entirely for the production of " editions de 

luxe" and similar high^olass book work, 

and some finer kinds of writing papers, are 

all that are now made from rag$«. The 

supply of this form of raw material would 

now, in fact, be utteriy inadequate to meet 

the ever^increasing demands of consumption. 

But fortunately — in one sense — for litera- ■
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ture, and tbe other paper-us'ng depart- 

ments of modern life, there is no laek of 

raw material : less perfect, it ia true, bnt 

BtiU suitable enough to fill the gap. With 

the ever-increasing demand, new subitancea, 

strange enough some of them, which would 

have been looked on in the old-fashioned 

days of the paper trade as utterly im- 

practicable and ridiculously impossible, 

have been brought into requisition. The 

changed conditions have necessitated a 

much more extended and intimate applica- 

tion of chemical science. Without its aid 

advance would have been impossible, and a 

state of matters might have ensued too 

terrible to contemplate. ■

As a matter of practical experience, 

paper can be manufactured out of almost 

anything that can be pounded into pulp. 

It is said that over fifty kinds of bark are 

now used, and among other matters which 

have been found applicable are banana 

skins, bean-stalks, pea-vines, cocoanut fibre, 

clover, timothy hay, straw, sea and fresh- 

water weeds, and numerous grasses. The 

incongruous list may be further swelled by 

hair, fur, wool, asbestos — which furnishes 

an article indestructible by fire — hop-plants, 

and husks of every kind of grain. Leaves 

make good strong paper ; the husks and 

stems of Indian corn have been tried ; and 

almost every kind of moss can be utilised. 

There are patents for making paper from 

sawdust and shavings, from thistles and 

thistledown, from tobacco-stalks and tan- 

bark. Nothing apparently comes amiss to 

the pulping mill, though naturally vegetable 

fibres are most easily workable and yield 

the best results. The most largely used 

of the newer, though comparatively legiti- 

mate raw materials, are esparto grass and 

wood pulp. ■

As an interesting experiment^ the pro- 

prietors of an important American news- 

paper recently undertook to show in how 

short a time the whole process of. paper- 

making and printing could be accomplished. 

1 he undertaking started with a poplar tree 

in. its natural situation in the forest, and 

the problem was to have it converted into 

pulp and paper, and sold in the streets as 

a printed journal, in the shortest possible 

time. To chop and strip the necessary 

quantity of wood and load it in a boat took 

three hours; manufacturing the pulp 

occupied twelve hours ; making the pulp 

into paper took five hours; transporting 

the manufactured paper to the newspaper 

ofi&ce, eighty minutes ; while to finish up 

vrithy on the paper thus produced at utmost ■

speed, one thousand copies of the journal 

were printed in ten minutes, making in all 

for the whole process, from inception to 

completion, just twenty-two hours. ■

But this remarkable all-embracing power 

of the paper-mill is not without its draw- 

backs. Though, as has been already noted, in 

one sense fortunate, in another it is not, with 

respect to literature at least. It has been 

pointed out by M. Belisle, librarian of the 

Biblioth^ue Nationale, that paper is now 

made of such inferior materials that it will 

soon rot, and very few of ^ the books now 

published have the chance of a long life. 

The books of the present day will all have 

fallen to pieces before the middle of next 

century. The genuine linen rag paper was 

really calculated to last, and even the oldest 

books printed on it, if kept with due care, 

show very little of the eflect of time ; but 

the wood pulp paper now largely used, in 

the making of which powerful acids have 

been employed, is so flimsy that the very 

ink corrodes it, and time alone, with the 

most careful handling, will bring on rapid 

decay. Perhaps from one point of view 

this is not altogether an unalloyed mis- 

fortune. Only remnants of present day 

literature will survive for the information 

of future generations, and great national 

collection?, such as that in the British 

Museum Library, formed at great expense, 

and intended to be complete and permanent, 

will ofier to the literary historian of, say, 

the twenty-first century, but a heterogeneous 

mass of rubbish, physical laws thus con- 

signing to oblivion a literature of which 

but a tithe is intellectually worthy to 

survive. The paper-maker thus unwittingly 

assumes the function of the great literary 

censor of the age. His criticism is mainly 

destructive, and it is too severe. Without 

the power of selective appreciation, he 

condemns to destruction good and bad 

alike. ■

Mulhall, in his '* Dictionary of Statistics," 

puts the world's total consumption of paper 

in 1882 at one million and fifty thousand 

tons; this quantity being the product of 

nearly four thousand mills, employing over 

a quarter of a million of hands and capital 

exceeding sixty-two million pounds. The 

largest quantity of the paper made is con- 

sumed by printers, MulhaU's estimate being 

four hundred and fifty-five thousand tons ; 

and, as writing-paper takes up an additional 

one hundred thousand tons, it follows that 

literature, in its widest application, absorbs 

half the paper made. Curiously enough, the 

same authority gives the next place to wall- ■
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paper, which accounts for no less than two 

hundred thousand tons. Production has, of 

course, gone on increasing^ and later esti- 

mates put the consumption at three thousand 

million pounds annually. On working out the 

average annual consumption of each paper- 

using country, it is found that each in- 

habitant of the United Kingdom uses about 

twelve pounds a year; each Frenchman, 

about eight and a half; each German, nine ; 

each Australian, six ; each Italian, about four; 

each Austrian, three and one-third; each 

Spaniard, two ; each Eussian, one and one- 

fifth ; and each- inhabitant of the United 

States, ten and one fifth. ■

In those statistics no account is taken of 

the enormous quantities of paper which 

are made and consumed in such Eastern 

countries as China, Japan, and Corea, where 

it enters into the daily life of the people to 

a degree that it has not yet reached in 

Western countries. The peculiar indigenous 

civilisation of these countries has developed 

the paper industry along curious lines, and 

the Coreans are even said to excel the 

Chinese and Japanese in the multifarious 

ways in which they use it. Their paper is 

made from the bark of a bush of the mul- 

berry order, and has special qualities of 

toughness and durability, which render it 

suitable for many purposes. The windows 

of Corean houses are formed of wooden 

latticed frames covered with paper, trans- 

parent enough to admit light. The floors 

are covered with oil-paper a quarter of an 

inch thick. Lanterns, fans, and tobacco- 

pouches are made of paper; and a very 

thick kind is used for making trunks and 

packing-boxes. The huge, conical rain-hats ; 

which form such a curiously prominent part 

of the native attire, and are fastened over 

the ordinary black hat in wet weather ; are 

made of oil-paper, and large waterproof 

coats are made of the same material. ■

The process of paper-making consists 

essentially in the matting or felting together 

in a compact mass of fibres, mainly of 

vegetable origin. The final aim of the 

various preliminary processes is the produc- 

tion of a fluid pulp of uniform consistency 

and freed from foreign matters, and when 

this pulp is spread out in thin sheets, 

from which the water is drained away, 

ordinary writing or printing paper is the 

result. But the pulp, instead of being 

spread out, may be moulded into any 

desired shape, and if subjected to sufficient 

pressure and thoroughly dried, the material 

becomes as hard as the hardest wood, may 

be worked with tools as easily as wood, takes ■

polish or paint excellently, and, unlike wood, 

is almost indestructible by damp and other 

atmospheric influences. The plasticity of the 

raw pulp and the strength and durability of 

articles, large or small, made from it, account 

for the many industrial novelties in which 

paper performs such an important part. ■

When a strong fibre is used, the pulp can 

be transformed into a substance so hard that 

it can scarcely be scratched, and capable of 

serving many of the ends for which iron 

and steel are employed. In Germany and 

in the United States railway carriage wheels 

made of it are found to be more durable 

than iron. All the wheels of Pullman cars 

are said to be made of paper ; but the state- 

ment sometimes made, that they are entirely 

composed of it, is erroneous. The paper 

which forms part of the wheel is not visible, 

as it is covered with iron and steel, forming 

only the body of the wheel in the form of a 

block four inches thick, round which there 

is a steel rim of two or three inches in thick- 

ness. This steel rim comes in contact with 

the rails, and circular iron plates are bolted 

on to cover the sides. ■

This application is a severe test ; but per- 

haps one still more severe is the manufacture 

of horseshoes from paper. These have been 

found in Germany to be a great success, and 

they have been adopted for shoeing the horses 

of the German cavalry and artillery regi- 

ments. They are made of layers of parch- 

ment-like paper, cemented together by a 

special paste, and compressed by hydraulic 

power. The shoes thus constructed are im- 

pervious to water, and being more elastic 

than the ordinary kind, are said to improve 

the horse's walk and afford a very secure 

foothold. ■

There are indications that paper may even 

become the building material of the future. 

The " Hospital " some time ago gave a de- 

scription of a new and portable hospital 

made entirely of compressed paper, large 

enough to hold twenty beds, and so light 

and cotiipact as to form, when taken down, 

a load for no more than three trucks, which 

are so planned as to form the basis of the 

building when erected. Floors, walls, ceil- 

ings, and doors are all made of compressed 

paper boards, each part numbered, so that 

the whole can be taken down or built up 

in an hour or two. The windows are made 

of wire gauze coated with transparent cel- 

luloid. The whole being varnished, is well 

adapted to cleanliness; and the building, 

which hails from the United States, is de- 

signed for temporary work in fever-stricken 

districts. ■
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In Bergen there is a church biiilt entirely 

of paper. It has been rendered waterproof 

by a solution of quicklime and other 

ingredients, and will seat a thousand people 

in comfort. ■

The papier-mach6 dome of the new 

Observatory building at Greenwich is the 

largest application of this^ material for 

roofing purposes which ^as yet been made 

in this country. The whole roof, including 

the steel framework, weighs over twenty 

tons, and in any other material would have 

weighed much more. The necessary light- 

ness for a purpose such as this, where the 

whole roof bias to be capable of being 

revolved by mechanical means under the 

direct control of the observer, and by the 

expenditure of the smallest possible amount 

of energy on his part, has not been attained 

by the sacrifice of any strength. ■

A Breslau manufacturer has even built a 

factory chimney, fifty feet high, of blocks 

or bricks made of compressed paper pulp, 

joined together with silicious cement. ■

It is thus evident that there is no serious 

obstacle, in a constructive sense, to the 

extended use of paper for house construction, 

and as a building material it possesses nume- 

rous advantages. The properly prepared 

compressed paper boards are not nearly so 

inflammable as wood, and by chemical 

means they can be rendered absolutely 

fireproof, or the pulp of which they are 

formed may in the first instance be made of 

incombustible substances, such as asbestos. 

Paper is likewise waterproof, or can be 

made so very readily by saturation with 

asphalt, or in many other ways. It is a bad 

resonator, and consequently well adapted 

to prevent the passage of sound, and more 

especially is it a bad conductor of heat, 

while it is less affected by change^ of 

temperature than any other commonly used 

building material. ■

An outline of one process for preparing 

paper pulp for the manufacture of building 

material will suffice to show the curiously 

heterogeneous mixture from which wonder- 

fully strong, light, and durable building 

stuff is produced. Any ordinary stock used 

for paper-making may be employed, and 

during the course of its manipulation there 

is added to the pulp a solution consisting of 

one part of starch, one part of gum-arabic, 

one part of bichromate of potash, and three 

parts of benzine, to forty-four parts of pulp. 

The paper made from this combination is 

coated with a cement made of linseed oil 

and glue, and is then kept under heat and 

pressure for a week, so that the boards may ■

become thoroughly cured and seasoned. 

The secondary ingredients and their pro- 

portions may be varied according to the 

precise nature of the finished product 

desired and the application intended to be 

made of it, and it is within the bounds of 

possibility that the time may come when 

not only the outer walls of houses but all 

their internal fittings and constructive 

decorations — doors and window frames, 

mantelpieces, ceilings, and so. on — will be 

made of paper, replacing wood to a great 

extent, and advantageously in many respects 

— notably in the entire absence of warping or 

shrinking from heat» and cold, and damp. 

For decorative purposes a material known as 

" carton pierre," or stone paper, is largely 

used where strength and toughness are 

desired. Its preparation and manipulation 

are so simple as to be within the reach of 

the amateur decorator, as it is made from 

paper cuttings boiled with glue, flour, 

plaster of Paris, and whiting, and then 

moulded into any desired shape. ■

There is nothing to prevent paper, 

prepared as indicated, from being manu- 

factured into furniture and household 

articles ot every description. Black walnut 

picture-frames are made of it, and are so 

coloured as to be indistinguishable from the 

genuine wood. In Paris there has been 

exhibited a piano, of which the entire 

case was made of compressed paper, the 

hard surface of which exhibited a brilliant 

cream- white polish, richly ornamented with 

arabesques and floral designs, and painted 

with miniature medallions. A well-known 

industrial journal recently gave its readers 

full instructions for the buUding of organs, 

all the pipes of which could be made of 

paper if so desired. ■

The Berlin fire department recently re- 

ceived a remarkal)le addition to its equip- 

ment in the form of a fire-engine, the 

carriage of which is entirely built of paper. 

Body, wheels, poles, and all the rest are 

beautifully finished, and while in every 

respect equal to wood, the weight is 

considerably less — a point of much im- 

portance in such a construction, securing 

greater promptness in reaching the seat of a 

fire. ■

In France beakers and laboratory vessels, 

capable of withstanding acids, are now made 

of paper — the pulp from which they are 

produced containing eighty-five per cent, of 

wood and fifteen per cent, of rags. After 

being dried, the newly-moulded vessels are 

put in a closed cylinder in connection with 

an air pump, by means of which the air is ■
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drawn out of the pores, which are then filled 

by a yamish of resins, ether, and oils, while 

subsequent chemical processes to which they 

are subjected render them fairly strong, 

flexible, and impermeable to liquids. A,fter 

this it is not surprising to find that paper 

gas pipes are now being made. The material 

used for this purpose is Manila paper, cut 

into strips equalling in width the length of 

pipe to be made. These are passed through 

a bath of melted asphalt, and then wrapped 

firmly round, an iron core until the required 

thickness is attained. Powerful pressure is 

next applied, the outside surface is strewn 

over with sand, and the whole cooled in 

water. The core is then removed, and the 

outside of the pipe coated with a waterproof 

composition. These pipea are said to be 

perfectly gas-tight, and to be much cheaper 

than iron pipes. Possibly the adoption of 

paper in some form for the manufacture of 

water-pipes might save householders some 

of the annoyance arising from the bursting 

of pipes after frost. An ingenious in- 

dividual is reported to have made tobacco 

pipes from paper, by moulding from pulp or 

by pressing superimposed sheets of absorbent 

paper into shape. In either case the neces- 

sary resistance to burning has to be provided 

for by lining the bowl with porous earthen- 

ware. ■

So far has the adaptation of paper to 

peculiar uses gone in the United States that 

paper boats are to be tried in the navy. The 

material is so treated, that it is claimed that 

the boats may be submerged indefinitely 

without being any the worse, while they are 

as much as fifty per cent» lighter than the 

ordinary wooden boats. In the States, also, 

they are said to be making paper telegraph- 

poles, which are vastly superior to wooden 

ones in their power of resisting the deterio- 

rating influences of the atmosphere and the 

ravages of insects. ■

A Swedish engineer has invented a paper 

match, and it has been proposed, if not 

actually tried, to substitute a preparation of 

paper for the wood of lead pencils, to supply 

the deficiency in the supply of cedar wood 

now being felt Artificial teeth have been 

made from paper, and have been found to 

wear weU. In Germany a great trade is 

done in paper bed-quilts, which are said to 

be very warm and much cheaper than the 

ordinary kind, and another German in- 

vention takes the shape of paper stockings. 

These are made of a specially-prepared paper 

stock, and it is claimed for them that they 

have a very bwieficial action on perspiring 

feet, absorbing the moisture as fast as it is ■

formed and so keeping the feet dry and 

warm. The equable temperature they aid 

in maintaining in the shoes is said to be a 

great preventive of colds. ■

The ingenuity of the paper-maker, on the 

whole applied beneficially in all these and 

many other curious and remarkable directions, 

has lent itself, in at least one way, to de- 

ception. The American genius, so fruitful 

in trade tricks, has matched its wooden 

hams and artificial cpffee-beans by paper 

hosiery yams. The audacious inventor has 

devised means by which he can form a 

strand of paper, polish it, give it a covering 

of woollen fibre, knit it into goods, and 

then palm it off on the hosiery trade. It 

so closely resembles genuine good woollen 

yarn, that at sight deception is easy. But 

use rapidly exposes the deceit.. The goods 

fall to pieces as soon as they become damp, 

and they cannot stand any wear. They 

are, in fact, yam only in appearance. ■

A curiosity worth noting here is the 

production of iron paper, as a ** tour de 

force'' of iron manufacture. A specimen 

was exhibited in the Great Exhibition of 

1851, and forthwith ironmakers entered 

into a lively rivalry as to the thinness to 

which iron could be rolled. . Sheets were 

rolled to the average thickness of one- 

eighteen-hundredth part of an inch,, which 

is much thinner than tissue paper, as one 

thousand two hundred sheets of the thinnest 

tissue paper made measure an inch. These 

iron sheets were perfectly smooth and easy 

to write on, though they were porous when 

looked at against a strong light. ■

This necessarily brief outline of a lai*ge 

subject would be incomplete without some 

reference to some of the remarkable trans- 

formations which paper or its raw materials 

undergo by the application of chemical 

science. Celluloid, a comparatively new 

product, which enters largely into commerce 

in an immense variety of articles of use and 

ornament, is made directly from paper by 

transforming the cellulose of which it is 

mainly composed into gun cotton by satu- 

rating it with a mixture of sulphuric and 

nitric acids. After thorough washing the 

mass is reduced to pulp, and mixed with 

twenty to forty per cent, of its weight of 

camphor, and thoroughly ground up. The 

pulp is spread out in thm sheets, which are 

subjected to great pressure until dry, when 

they are roU^ in heated rollers, from which 

they come out in elastic sheets capable of 

being worked up in an endless number of 

forms. A process for the making of arti- 

ficial silk by a complicated sacoession of ■
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chemical and mechanical manipulations from 

the ordinary wood pulp from which many 

kinds of paper is made, has recently come 

into prominence, and promises to develope 

into a successful industry. By the potent 

alchemy of chemistry acetic acid can be 

made from paper pulp, and sugar from old 

linen rags. ■

tt jp 1 1» ■

If you were sitting talkine to roe there, ■

Tnere — in that chait ; 

If I were watching your dear face — yonr face ■

So passing fair ; 

Holding your hands in mine, my joy would be ■

A perfect thing ; 

And my glad heart within my breast would thrill ■

And lilt and sing ; 

As some sad bird who thinks her nestlings gone, ■

Flutters and cries, 

Then finds them 'neath a hiding-place of leaves, ■

And sorrow dies, 

The while her clear song rises to the sky ■

In ecstasies ! ■

THE CLASSICS IN EDUCATION. ■

* Wh9N one is told, as one has been told, 

that some of those who were most promi- 

nent in the recent af£air with Lobengula s 

followers in Matabeleland were men who 

were refused admission to Sandhurst and to 

Woolwich because of their imperfect ac- 

quaintance with Latin and with Greek, one 

pauses to consider. One wonders if, in 

refusing them, our military authorities were 

not guilty of a blunder. Suppose the wheel 

of fashion were to take a twirl, and, before 

our citizens were allowed to fight the battles 

of their native land, it should be considered 

indispensable that they should have a col- 

loquial knowledge of the extinct tongues of 

the Aztec races. Should we not think such 

a requirement a little arbitrary, pedantic, 

absurd? And it is not clear that for an 

officer Latin and Greek are so very much 

more necessary than Aztec. It is, to a large 

degree, an afiair of literary sentiment. 

Probably when the moment of imminent 

danger does come, and our troops are in 

instant need of competent commanders, the 

theory that a classical education is an in- 

dispensable part of a commanding officer's 

equipment will be shown to be purely 

pedagogic. ■

When we point out that few of the 

generals who fought and won the great 

battles which have gone to make the 

history of the world were, in the scholastic 

sense, educated at all, we ara reminded, 

with somewhat unnecessary persistence, 

that during the last generation the con- ■

ditions of warfare have entirely changed. 

Moltke is (uted as the up-to-date type of 

successful general; the man who was a 

soldier and student to his finger-tips. It is 

suggested, inferentially, that the men who 

did before would not do now. But is this 

quite so certain after alii If a Napoleon 

Buonaparte were to rise from the ranks 

again to-morrow, what is the betting that 

he would not sweep through Europe quite 

in the old way? It is certain that in 

the Eusso-Turkish war some of the finest 

feats on both sides were done by men 

who, scholastically, were most deficient. 

We laugh at the Chinese system of 

government by competitive examination. 

Are we not in danger of carrying the thing 

to an equally absurd length ourselves ) ■

By all means let our officers be both 

physical and intellectual giants — if the 

thing be possible. Whether a capacity for 

assimilating the dead languages is an inevit- 

able sign of intellectual pre-eminence is, 

however, an open question. For my part I 

doubt it Some men have a natural taste 

for languages, some for mechanics, some for 

mathematics, some for chemistry. To various 

men their several gifts. Why should one 

gift be held, as a matter of cour9e, to be a 

sign of intellectual strength rather than 

another ) Why should the great engineer, 

who could never master even the Latin de- 

clensions, be adjudged to be necessarily the 

mental inferior of the man who breathes in 

Latin and dreams in Greek t ■

In this matter we are, after all, in some 

respects wiser than our fathers. They seem 

to have denied that a man could have had 

the education of a gentleman who was not 

vetsed both in Latin and in Greek ; though 

he might be, and very often was, versed in 

nothing else. We do admit that a man 

may be an educated man who yet cannot for 

the life of him give you the meaning of a 

single Homeric line. There are many such 

^ho are admitted by the universal voice 

to be men of light and leading. Still 

we have not made so much progress as 

we might and should have done. As 

witness the refusal of our rulers to admit 

that soldiers can have sufficient knowledge 

of their trade to lead us on to victory 

if, for any cause whatever, they have 

failed to wrestle with the modern versions 

of the ancient tongues of Greece and Rome. ■

In the eyes of some men the suggestion 

that Greek and Latin may, after all, be 

educational superfluities is equivalent almost 

to blasphemy. And yet it is strange how 

any one who has some acquaintance with the ■
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inner life of our Universities can doubt 

that it is so. Oxford and ^Cambridge turn 

out every year many men who are proficient 

students of the dead languages, and nothing 

more. Not a few such continually reside 

within those halls of ancient learning. Is 

any one prepared to say that a man who 

knows Greek and Latin, and practically 

nothing else, is in any wide and just sense 

of the word an educated man ? If so, it is 

because there is abroad in the world a very 

loose idea of what education really means. 

The man who can talk in Greek as if it 

were his native tongue is not necessarily 

any more educated than the man who can 

perform prodigies in mental arithmetic. 

The one may be just as much the result of 

a knack, of a certain intellectual twist, as 

the other. To suppose that because a man 

has the language at his finger-tips, and 

knows it very much better than he does 

his own, he is, therefore, saturated with the 

atmosphere of the Greek civilisation, and 

that^ in any laudatory sense of the word, 

his type of intellect is Greek, is to suppose 

the purest nonsense. Such an one may 

be, and not seldom is, the sort of person 

of whom Wordsworth said that a prim- 

rose was to him a primrose and nothing 

more. ■

It may be doubted if any one branch of 

learning has a stronger educational influence 

than any other— and this although all the 

dons alive may hold up their hands aghast. 

Fashion is omnipotent in matters of scholar- 

ship as in all else. There are certain things 

which it is held ** de rigueur " that a man 

should know. For instance, a knowledge 

of classics is considered to be the distin- 

guishing mark of a gentleman. It is less 

the case to-day than it was yesterday, but 

still the thing prevails. It is quite on the 

cards that, in the next century, a knowledge 

of science may be held to mark the gentle- 

man. But it will not therefore follow that 

science, any more than Greek or Latin, is 

an indispensable part of a man's education. ■

There can be no doubt whatever as to 

the reason why, in England, the dead 

languages play such an important part in 

competitive examinations, and especially in 

examinations for the army. The average 

poor man knows better than to spend his 

money on having his son instructed in use- 

less knowledge. He has him taught only 

those things which are likely to be of 

practical use to him in his daily life. On 

such a list classics certainly find no place. 

Poor men are not wanted in the army — 

brains or no brains — with or without fight- ■

ing capacity. The British army is, as 

regards its officers, as much a close preserve 

as it ever was. Those who have the pulling 

of the strings do their best to keep the 

poor man out. They may be right, or they 

may be wrong, but they do it. They know 

that one of the finest safeguards against the 

incursion of the poor man's son is the 

insistence, as a preliminary to all advance- 

ment, on an adequate knowledge of the 

classics. Classics mean pounds, shillings, 

and pence. The poor man's son being 

without a satisfactory supply of the one is, 

therefore, and as a matter of course, with- 

out a satisfactory supply of the other. So 

the poor man's son stays out. ■

Let us consider for a moment what 

education is, or rather what it ought to be, 

and we shall at once perceive the absurdity 

of an arbitrary pronouncement to the 

effect that this or that line of study 

forms an indispensable part of a man's 

education. We are not aJl formed in one 

likeness. As Paul had it^ there are 

diversities of gifts. This is an old story, 

but it is necessary that it should be con- 

tinually insisted upon. Where Brown is 

strong is precisely where Jones is weak. 

It is an open question whether it is possible 

to supply Jones from without with that 

which he has not within him. For instance, 

people are still disputing as to whether a 

poet is bom or made; as to whether, that 

is, by means of education you can supply 

Jones with the poet's gift when, naturally, 

he has it not Though the disputants may 

rage, for my part I am persuaded that you 

cannot. That which is bom with us we 

have, and that which is not bom with us 

we shall never have ; no, not though all the 

pundits strain themselves in their stmggle 

to give it us. In such a matter, it seems 

to me that a man can speak best from his 

own experience ; a " human document " is 

occasionally worth a good deal of loose 

generalisation. And I know there are 

things which no man could ever teach me, 

or ever shall. To take one : with my own 

unaided hand I never could draw a decently 

straight line. It is not for want of trying. 

When I was a lad I used to try, and try, 

and fail — with bitter tears. My hand and 

eye together could never convey an idea of 

form. My attempts at even the elements 

of drawing have idways been ludicrous. In 

me the reproductive side of the artistic 

faculty is wholly and even egregiously 

wanting ; no system of education could 

ever give it me. On the other hand, I 

know that things have been bom with me ■

. ■
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which, unless they are bom with a man, 

I doubt strongly if he will ever have. I 

have what i$ really a parrot-like capacity 

for acquiring languages. "Dump " me in any 

remote comer of the world you like, leave me 

in constant intercourse with the natives — 

be their toDgue what it may — and at the end 

of three months I would undertake, linguisti- 

cally, to hold my own with the best of 

them. On leaving them, ihore than pro- 

bably at the end of another three months 

I should have forgotten every word I had 

acquired. With me, as regards languages, 

it is distinctly a case of easy come and 

easy go. ■

I leamed my Latin and Greek abroad. 

When I was twenty, at a great foreign 

university, in both tongues I more than 

held my own ; I had a smattering of 

Hebrew besides. It is some time since I 

was twenty. I have never looked at a 

classic author since I went out into the 

world. I doubt if to-day I could read a 

page of any Latin writer. I have actually 

forgotten how to form the characters of the 

Greek alphabet. As for Hebrew it is with 

me as though it had never been^ More than 

that, when I was a boy, German was to me 

as my mother tongue ; I wrote and spoke in 

it as I write and speak in English to-day. 

Yet when a week or two ago a German 

friend sent me a German letter, I experienced 

no slight difficulty in deciphering what 

appeared to me to be his country's hiero- 

glyphics. ■

These things are stated in support of 

the argument that proficiency in Latin and 

in Greek is no more a sign of intellectual 

supremacy than is proficiency, say, in 

French and in German. One man has, 

naturally, a turn for Greek, just as another 

has, naturally, a turn for mathematics. 

From my point of view, any one in his 

spare moments ought to be able to leam 

Greek, but the mere thought of mathe- 

matics makes me shudder. I regard a 

mathematician as one of the wonders of 

the world ; while I should be more Greek 

than were any of the Greeks long before 

any product of my raising took a prize at a 

horticultural show. Educationalists, there- 

fore, as it appears to me, should not expend 

themselves in useless efforts. It is not the 

part of education to attempt the impossible. 

Ascertain what a man has, and educate that. 

Surely the desire to do tlios ought to be the 

beginning and the end of education. Every 

man has something ; you may be sure of 

it» although you may contemn the thing I 

he has because it is not the thing you have. | ■

Education is akin to character. What 

intellect is is not so clear. One sometimes 

hears men spoken of as "highly intellectual" 

who, if one could subject them to some sort 

of chemical analysis, would prove to be 

nothing of the kind. Stylus, for example, 

is an authority on the cuneiform writings. 

He is on that account regarded as a man of 

the highest intellect. But, if you once 

come to know Stylus, you will begin to 

doubt — and with reason — if he really is 

what he is supposed to be. The truth is, 

that the problem of the cuneiform character 

had an attraction for Stylus's peculiar 

mental constitution. ■

There are men who invariably are inte- 

rested in anything of the nature of a 

cryptograph, l^ey will display amazing 

patience and ingenuity in their search for 

the hidden key. There is, probably, no 

form of cryptology which, in the end, will 

baffle their trained natural instinct. Stylus 

is a man of this type. It happens that he 

has tumed his attention to that branch of 

cryptology in which kudos is most likely to 

be gained. As a matter of fact, there are 

ciphers which are almost, if not quite, as 

difficult to puzzle out as the key to the 

cuneiform characters. The men who do 

puzzle them out are, out of their own line, 

very often very 'Ordinary individuals. They 

were, like Stylus, bom with a knack in a 

certain direction, which knack they have 

educated for all it is worth. £ut that knack 

is all they were bom with, and that is all 

they have to-day. Intellect, as apart from 

instinct, can scarcely be said to come into 

the story of their lives at all. ■

The idea that a knowledge of the classics 

necessarily implies a man of education — ^in 

the trae sense of education — ^is based upon 

a fallacy. The fallacy consists in the per- 

fectly gratuitous supposition that the man 

who knows Latin and Greek is necessarily 

in touch with the spirit, the intellect^ the 

height and the depth, the glory of the great 

extinct civilisations. One might as reason- 

ably say that the man who knows English 

is, therefore, necessarily in touch with 

Shakespeare; that the man who knows 

German is, therefore, necessarily in touch 

with Goethe; or he who knows Italian, in 

touch with Dante. As Lord Dundreary 

used to exdaim — absurd 1 Obviously it is 

at least doubtful whether any man now 

living is, or can be, in touch with the 

ancient civilisation, even the echoes of 

which have long since died away. There 

may be men, gifted in a rare degree with 

the faculty of imagination, who may sup- ■
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pose themselves to be in such a position ; 

but they 6an get no further than the 

supposition. Hy own impression is that, 

if they were to wake to-morrow morning 

and were to find themselves in Athens in 

its prime, they would find themselves not 

only with everything to learn, but with 

everything to unlearn, too. They would be 

disillusioned in the twinkling of an eye. 

Because a man has a journeyman ac- 

quaintance with the mere structure of a 

language, does it follow that he has pinions 

with which to sweep through the air with 

Homer, or that he can keep step with 

Plato ) What appreciation has the Italian 

priest, who perpetually scribbles Latin, of 

the days and the nights of Horace 1 ■

Butj says the defender of the classical 

teaching — which is very far, sometimes, 

from being the classical learning — think of 

the literature of Greece and of Home ; can 

he be called an educated man to whom that 

literature is non-existent) To this there 

is, to begin with, one obvious reply : it is 

one thing to know a literature, it is 

altogether another to appreciate it, or to 

have the capacity to appreciate it. There 

are multitudes of so-called Oreek and 

Latin scholars who are as devoid of the 

sense of literary perception as the dodo. 

The man who taught me more Greek than 

any one else, and whose fame, as aGredan, 

was world- veide, cared much more for a 

trivial and disputable question of gram- 

matical nicety than for the music of a line. 

Though I have '* Paradise Lost " by heart, 

if I have none of its spirit^— worse, if I 

want none — ^how does my knowledge avail 

me ? Few men will be prepared to assert 

that mnemonics, merely as mnemonics, 

tend to intellectual advancement. ■

There is another, and, possibly, an even 

weightier answer to our supposititious 

defender of the classiccd teaching. The 

literature of Greece and of Rome is not the 

only literature which the world contains. 

Men are beginning more and more to doilbt 

if it U even the most important literature 

which the world contains. One may, at 

leasts unhesitatingly affirm that the man 

who, knowing the literature of Greece and 

of Rome, knows nothing of ^he literature of 

his own country, is, in every sense of the 

word, less well educated than the man who, 

knowing the literature of his own country, 

knows nothing of the literature of Greece 

and of Rome. It is foul shame to a man 

that the great intellects of his own 

land should be to him as strangers. No 

Greek or Roman worthy of &» name< ■

would have aUowed such a stain to sully 

his escutcheon. Unfortunately, the greater 

a man's knowledge of the older classics 

the less is his knowledge apt to be of the 

classics of his native land, whether his 

native land is England, Germany, or 

France. ■

Such an one, not seldom, may be re- 

garded as dead while he still is living. The 

men who are advocating the study of Greek 

and of Roman literature, or of any literature, 

to the prejudice of that of their native 

land, are doing their best, not for the 

spreading of education but, for the spreading 

of ignorance. The time is not far distant 

when the world will regard such persons as 

we of the present generation regard the 

alchemists, as men wha spent at least the 

larger portion of their lives in pursuit of a 

vain thing. If you must study literature 

at all, be you peer or pauper — indeed, all 

the more if you be peer — first study the 

literature of your own country; then the 

literature of any other land you please. It 

is certain that the more you know of your 

own country and of your own countrymen, 

and of the great works which your fathers 

did, the better, and the better educated, 

citizen you are likely to be. ■

Let there be no misunderstanding. I 

would not narrow a student's boundaries. 

All learning is good. There is nothing, as 

it seems to me, which it profiteth not a 

man to know. None of us can learn every- 

thing. Most of us can learn but little. It 

falls to the lot of many of us to learn, so 

far as books are concerned, just those things 

which the teachers choose to teach us, and 

those things only. Everywhere is the child 

who feels that he is being taught what he 

would rather not learn, and what it will do 

him no good to learn. But he cannot spei^ 

with an articulate voice. Even if he eould, 

the chances are that he would not be 

listened to. Think of the myriads who 

have groaned under the tyranny of the 

classical learning! How many have had 

Latin hammered and Greek caned into 

them 1 What percentage have profited by 

what they have suffered t One wonders. 

Mr. James Payn has told us recently how 

much his classical education cost in money 

and in pam, and at what value, now he is 

in a position to judge, he himself appraises it. 

I learned Laiin and Greek to serve certain 

private purposes of my own— certainly not 

for the love of learning them. When those 

purposes had been served, I forgot what I 

bad learned as quickly as I could, and that 

was very quickly. Mylove(wa8 in another'^ ■
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keeping. Latin and Greek profited me 

nothing. I do not believe they profit one 

per cent, of those who are compelled to 

learn them. I do not believe that a thing 

was ever done in Eome which has not been 

done better oat of it. I do not believe that a 

line was ever penned in Greece which could 

not be more than matched elsewhere. And 

I am persuaded that such is the opinion of 

untold myriads of human beings who, to 

their sorrow, at some period or other of 

their lives, have been in a position to 

judge. ■

The moral of it all is this : let there be 

the widest possible latitude of choice in 

the things which a child or a youth must 

learn. !Be6aU8e we have acquired a certain 

branch of knowledge, and prize it at its full 

worth, do not let that be a sufficient reason 

why we should compel some one else to 

learn it too. Let that some one else have 

liberty to choose. What we prize may be 

valueless to him. He may regard pur 

reasons for setting a high price on the 

thing we have learned as of no account. 

It is conceded that every one must and 

should learn something, as much,' indeed, 

as he possibly can. He must learn tiie 

three Its, we are all agreed as far as that ; 

but after we have reached that point, 

agreement ends. Beyond that, do let us 

agree upon at least one point — to difier. 

There may be agreement even in difference; 

pray let us have it if we can. ■

As regards the subjects which should be 

made compulsory at competitive examina- 

tions, surely this may be assumed to be a 

case in which the punishment should be 

fitted to the crime. ' There is no ostensible 

reason why a post office sorter should be 

compelled to pass an examination in the 

theory and practice of bridge building. If 

there are a thousand candidates and one 

vacancy, which the man with the highest 

number of marks is to regard as his reward, 

then if any of the candidates, with a view 

of adding to the tale of their marks, choose 

to take up bridge building as an ** extra,** 

let them. But use no compulsion if they 

do not choose. Gne fails to see of what 

practical use Latin and Greek will be to 

an officer on the field of battle, or off the 

field of battle, for the matter of that. 

The methods of the ancient warriors are as 

dead as the warriors who practised them. 

If they are not, they may be studied, in a 

thousand and one translations, with perfect 

ease. What an officer requires is to know 

how to fight, not only himself, but 

principally, as it were, by proxy — ^Latin ■

and Greek will not teach him to do that. 

They may be pretty playthings for the 

leisured man in his leisure moments; 

certainly they are nothing more. Under 

existing conditions it seems not unlikely 

that the great general of the near future 

will be the man of science. The next great 

war will, not impossibly, be won in the 

laboratory. Officers and men alike will be 

little else than puppets, moved hither and 

thither in accordance with the chemist's 

plana This being so, it is amusing to 

note how, in the British army, stress is 

laid upon a knowledge of the classics, 

while a knowledge of certain branches of 

science is considered to be of little or no 

account. ■

If the young man who wishes to become 

an officer chooses to take up Latin and 

Greek, let him. To compel him to do so, 

if his strength lies in other directions, is an 

absurdity worthy of the Land of Topsey- 

turveydom. If you say that, under modem 

conditions, in the army you want the best 

intellect, and only that, well and good ; by 

all means get it. Only remember two 

things. No system of competitive exami- 

nation that was ever conceived is, or 

can be, a test of intellect The man who 

comes out at the top of the list is not the 

most intellectual ; he is the model pupil of 

the model crammer, and the master of the 

best system of mnemonics. Competitive 

examinations mean, and must mean, 

cramming; and the art of cramming is a 

trick, a knack, it has nothing to do with 

intellect. And, in the second place, 

superiority in any one branch of study 

does not necessarily mean intellectual pre- 

epiinence, whether that branch of study be 

Greek or trigonometry. He who supposes 

that it does, must either have a very 

limited experience of men and of affairs, 

or he must be hide-bound in the traditions 

of red tape. ■

If to ensure having good officers we must 

have competitive examinations, let us spread 

out our boundaries as wide as we can. Do 

not let us confine them within the narrowest 

possible limits. Do not let us say : if you 

cannot keep five glass baUs going in the 

air at once, you are of no use to us. Let us 

also consider the man who can drive a 

sword weir home. Let us net all the fish 

that are worth the netting. Probably at every 

examination which takes place, some of the 

men who would serve us best are being 

sent away. Considering the great cloud of 

the things which a man could and, if you 

like, should know, we may lay it down as ■

^ ■
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a truism that a knowledge of the Latin 

grammar and of the Greek accents is not 

an indispensable part of the equipment of 

a successful officer. ■

Englishmen on certain points are difficult 

to move. They like to cherish the belief 

that all things are going well. Oddly enough 

they hate to be bothered about the army. 

The average Englishman is apt to think 

that there is something occult and beyond 

his ken in the art of war. Possibly England 

as a nation will not awake to the absurdity 

of the system of competitive examination 

for entrance to the army, as that system is 

at present conducted, until we are once 

more face to face with a great national 

crisis. The Crimean War induced us to a 

certain extent to set our house in order. It 

is just possible that another Crimean War 

will be needed before we can be persuaded 

to do away with compulsory Latin and 

Greek. ■

The classical bogey has been a nightmare 

to long generations of Englishmen. It is a 

striking exemplification of the deep-rooted 

conservatism which is our chief national 

characteristic, that such a bogey should still 

be allowed to survive in our army, that our 

soldiers should still be constrained to 

wrestle with the nightmare before they can 

be permitted to fight our battles for us. One 

may be e!xcused for entertaining a pious hope 

that, ere long, our rulers will wake from 

their slumbers, and in what will indeed be 

the fulness of time, the nightmare will 

vanish away. ■

BLIND LARRY. ■

A STORY IN TWO OHAPTBRS. CHAPTER I. ■

When I was a boy, no wake or wedding, 

no fair or pattern dance, was complete 

without old Larry and his fiddle. Indeed, 

if lie were seen in his frieze tail-coat, 

and the tall felt hat he bought at Casey's 

the year of the big snow, unless it were 

a Holy Day, people asked " Who's wakin' 1 " 

or "Who's gittin' married 1" And so 

it was that there were few sights so 

familiar in Gurteen as old Larry, with 

the left tail of his coat cocked up at an 

impossible angle by the fiddle it sheltered, 

guiding his hesitating steps through the 

village with his poor, groping hand on 

his son's shoulder. For old Larry was blind. 

" The good God give me a pair av' eyes," 

he would say, "but divil a blink can 

I see out av' ayther av* thim, glory be 

to Him. Deed I wouldn't know I had ■

them at all, ony to put me finger in thim." 

But he was, at least as I remember him 

first, quite contented with - his lot, and 

life was full of interest for him. Not 

that he had many interests ; no, not that. 

He had only one, and that was his son. 

But every thought, every hope and fear 

that dwelt in the busy solitude of the 

blind man's brain centred in the barefooted, 

ragged urchin whom he never saw, and never 

could see. I used to think it was all 

the better that he could not see him, for 

" The Gossoon," as his father always called 

him, was not lovely. He had very blue 

eyes, it is true, that looked all the more 

blue for being backed by black lashes 

and hair ; and broad, white' teeth that 

quite filled a very large mouth; but the 

general expression was not such that, to 

put it - leniently, invited unlimited confi- 

dence. Besides, I always hated broad, snub 

noses. I know the one thing old Larry 

found hardest to bear was that he could 

not see the Gossoon. I have seen him 

listen to his voice, no matter to whom 

he was speaking, with an eager attention 

that made him hold his breath ; and when 

his hand rested on the boy's ragged shoulder, 

his long, thin fingers would move softly 

from time to time half-searching, half- 

caressing. People said the Gossoon was 

good to his father, and it seemed so 

indeed. Every morning on his way to 

school^ he would lead the old man to the 

corner of the narrow boreen that led up 

to the chapel gate, and leave him there 

to pass the day on a deformed three-legged 

stool, playing to chance passers-by, and 

praying for the soul that threw him a 

halfpenny. At midday the G^^ssoon would 

appear again with both their dinners wrapped 

in a red handkerchief, and a fire-blackened 

can he called the "tinny" of sour milk. 

The handkerchief was spread on old Larry's 

knees, and the Gossoon handed the tinny 

when his father said, " Show me the milk, 

Larry, boy." When that was over he hurried 

away to be in time for a game of " tip-cat" 

or " hunt-the-fox " before afternoon school. 

When he was set free he would take his 

father and the maimed-looking stool home — 

unless it were summer, and then the handker- 

chief and tinny appeared once more. So 

it seemed just that the Gossoon should 

enjoy the good opinion of us all and an 

extra smile from Father Murphy when he 

met him, and I joined in the verdict until 

that snowy evening I can still recall so 

well 

I was hurrying homewards with a freei- ■
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ing gun on my arm, and the darkness was 

creeping swiftly in over the grey sea, when 

I passed Larry sitting at his usual post, 

shivering in the stinging wind. He was 

huddling his precious fiddle under his old, 

threadbare coat ; and had crossed his arms 

on his breast that his trembling hands might 

get some warmth. I thought there was a 

weary tone in his voice as he answered my 

greeting with his usual "Grood evenin', 

kindly, yer honour," and I passed, wondering 

why he still stayed. A minute after I came 

upon the Gk)S80on enthusiasticaUy sliding 

on a pond with a crowd of village boys. He 

was performing what he called a ''duck 

skeet^'' to the great admiration of the rest, 

which consists in sliding in an almost 

sitting position, and is supposed to repre- 

sent very adequately a duck that has 

alighted on a sheet of ice instead of water. 

Then I made a mistake. Burning with 

indignation, I went back to where old 

Larry sat, and as I drew near I thought 

the spare figure leant forward eagerly to 

listen ; but when I stood by him I saw 

only the expression of wistful patience I 

knew so well on his poor, pinched face. ■

"Your son must be delayed," I said, 

priding myself on my delicacy; "let me 

guide you home." ■

" No, no," he said ; " he'll be here in a 

minute, sure. He won't forget his owld 

father at alL Tis getherin' a handful av 

sticks he is to bile the supper. God bless 

him I Thank ye kindly, all the same," he 

added hastily. But I saw I had hurt him 

by my offer. ■

I waited about that night to make sure 

the Gossoon did come ; and, though he soon 

put in his appearance, from thenceforth I 

never joined in his praise. But his father 

never doubted him. He would tell me 

often of the comfort the boy was and how 

great his unselfishness in everything. " S ure 

'tis he's the good chilt to me," he would 

say, with tears of thankful joy in his great 

grey eyes. "'Tis the blissid saints of 

hiven giv* him I Divil a step can I pick 

me way on'y for him. But I'll not keep 

him be me always, it wouldn't be right, 

God forgive me ! Phelim O'Connor, above 

at the school, tells me he have a great 

element for book learning, and 'tis in the 

fourth book he is already. America's the 

spot for the likes av him, that's handy with 

head, an' 'tis there I'll send him shortly, 

with the help av God." ■

And to do this — ^to get and save enough 

to buy an outfit and pay the passage— old 

Larry begged the day long at his corner, ■

and trudged many a weary mile to bring 

music to the dance. Clothed wretchedly in 

an old tail-coat that was green with age ; his 

corduroy breeches gaping at the knees 

where once the trim white bone buttons were, 

and where, still, coarse yarn hung in tags ; 

his tattered grey stockings clumsily patched 

with bits of cloth and flannel ; he would sit 

by the wayside begging. He knew every 

one in the village by the sound of their 

footsteps, and took a gentle pride in greeting 

us by name before we spoke, so that we 

might know it. But, in spite of his poor 

old clothes, there was something attractive 

in his appearance ; for he had the well-cut 

aquiline features that are not uncommon in 

the Irish peasantry, and his long white hair 

gave him a look that was altogether 

venerable; while the wistful patience in 

his wide - open grey eyes, that seemed 

ever to rest on something beautiful in the 

far distance, lent a strange charm to his 

pale, worn face. For Larry had been an old 

man even when he married. His wife had 

died to give life to the boy he lived for now ; 

but all that is another story. ■

Time passed on its way, bringing no 

change to old Larry and the boy, except 

that the latter grew taller, and sharper-look- 

ing, and less to my liking, every day. Yet 

his father seemed more wrapped up in him 

than ever, and starved himself to keep him 

well dotted and fed, tramped further 

and further afield with his fiddle under his 

frieze tail-coat. Each day, wet or fine, saw 

him at his post, and the lilt of his reels 

followed you down the road until it was 

lost on the wind that blows in from the 

sea. He never begged from footsteps he 

knew, though he often had a coin even 

from those who passed him every day, for 

every one had a kindly pity for the " poor 

dark man." And in all that time, though 

he knew that the moment was drawing ever 

nearer when the one ray of light in his life 

would be taken — when the Gossoon would 

have to go, and he would be left quite alone 

in the dark, he never complained or even 

thought hardly of his lot. He was always 

as ready as ever to thank " the love av God 

an' the howly saints " for the blessings he 

had in his son and in his music. ■

" Sure, how can I be lonely settin' here 1 " 

he said, once in answer to me. " Won't 

the Gossoon carry me home at sundown, 

an' until then haven't I me fiddle 1 Deed, 

whin the good God put blind eyes in me. 

He giv' me the divil's own pair av ears, 

glory be to Him ; an' though I can't see to 

walk the roads, I know ivery step av the ■
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way up an' down the three strings ; but 'tis 

wid me ears I sees the way there/' ■

At last the time for the parting came. For 

a week before the day he was to sail, the 

Gossoon sat with his father at the old corner, 

and the old man would stretch out his hand 

from time to time to feel his son by him. 

All the Tillage came to visit them there at 

some time or other in those last days, and 

every one tried his best to make it easier 

for Larry. But he hardly showed that he 

knew when any one came to talk with him ; 

and it was the Gossoon, who thoroughly 

enjoyed his popularity as the centre of 

attraction, that answered the condolences, 

bragging of the great things he would do 

'* across the wather," and of the style he 

would keep when he came back '*rollin' 

in money." And this was the only thing 

that pleased old Larry. He would listen 

intently when the Gossoon spoke, and a 

faint light of pride and pleasure would 

steal over his sad face. He never touched 

his fiddle all that week, as far as we 

heard ; but the Gossoon told me that he 

played in the night softly to himself, and 

that the tune was no tune at all, and all 

he could think it was like was the keening 

at Peter Hiney's burying, when he was 

drowned in the winter, and all the women 

from Scartnamuck, up in the hills, foUowed 

the corpse home. ■

I saw them start, the day the Gossoon 

went. They drove in Con Deasey's cart into 

Dunmanway, and it was so long a way that 

they started the day before. The Gossoon 

was in a full rig-out of new clothes, and sat 

jauntily on the feather bed that was tied to 

his trunk by stout hay-rope. He waved 

his new hat to me as he passed with a 

condescending flourish, and bid me good- 

bye with an intonation quite new to him, 

but which I recognised as a fair imitation 

of one Daly, who had returned from 

America a month or so ago, bringing with 

him the genuine Yankee twang ; which 

the Gossoon had studied and produced, 

with marked effect, in the farewells he 

shouted to the neighbours. I should have 

laughed aloud as he^fired it off magnificently 

at me, with a new clay pipe— he never 

smoked before— in his mouth, had I not been 

close enough to see old Larry's face as he 

sat in the front of the cart, turned half- 

back to rest his hand on one of the Gossoon's 

brogues in the straw by him, the only part 

of his son he could reach. His usuaUy wan 

face was dead white; and his lips were 

tightly compressed as if in a stem resolve 

that the cruel grief, the awful sense of ■

coming loneliness, must not make him shrink 

from the trial at the last moment. He was 

doing what he knew was best for his son, 

but it meant a greater wrench, a deeper 

agony to him than to another. Shut up in 

the dark as he was, he had only one thing 

in life he cared for, only one thing he lived 

for, and that was his son. For years the 

boy had been everything to him, and for 

years he had toiled unceasingly for the 

boy. Now he was going, of his own free 

will, to set thousands of miles between 

them, and create for himself a desolate 

world. I think he never really made up 

his mind to do it until the last minute, for 

Con Deasey told me that it was only when 

the train had begun to tnove away from 

the platform at Dunmanway that he drew 

the money he had saved from his bosom, 

and held it out towards the Gossoon with a 

groan that was half a prayer, and that, no 

sooner had it left his hand, than he groped 

wildly to snatch it back again. But it was 

too late ; the train had moved on^ and the 

Gossoon was on his way to America. ■

Larry was not at his post the day after, 

nor for many a day after that, and it was 

said in the village that he must be half 

lonesome without the Gossoon ; a mild way of 

putting it, no doubt, but that was not from 

any want of sympathy ; it was more from 

an unspoken feeling of delicacy that made 

his grief something too sacred to be casually 

discussed. He was left alone all the next 

week in his little cabin on the hill that 

faced Terrenoe Flannigan's farm, and grew 

a thriving crop of oats on its old sodden 

thatch with the seeds the irest wind blew 

there. Little Peggy, brother's daughter to 

Judy Bralh'gan at the comer shop, boiled 

the kettle for him and ** reddened up " the 

house, and Judy herself hobbled up once 

or twice in the day to see it done. I met 

her coming back on the Saturday night» 

and I hardly kliew her, there was such a 

gentle look on her cross, wizened old face, 

l^e comer of the boreen looked strangely 

empty without the poor crouching figure 

tha^ we all knew so well, and the children 

gave up playing there when they found it 

deserted day after day, and quarrelled with 

each other in the dusty streets instead. ■

I went up to see the old man after a while, 

and found him sitting alone by his empty 

fireplace, holding something that I saw was 

an old coat of the €U)8Soon'8 in his hands, 

feeling it with his long nervous fingers and 

stroking it gently to and fro. There was a 

world of sadness in his grey eyes, that were 

set in a face of ivory white, and, it may ■
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have been only imagination, but hia long 

hair seemed more silvered than when I 

had seen him three weeks before. So 

absorbed was he in caressing the poor 

rags that lay in his lap, that his keen ear 

did not notice my entrance^ and it was 

only when I spoke that he hastily tried 

to conceal the coat. There was something 

very piteoos in the way he turned to speak, 

holding it, as he thought, hidden behind 

him ; but I couldn't help seeing it, though 

I felt a brate for doing so. We talked of 

the crops, and the weather, and Flannigan's 

pigs, each avoiding any mention of the 

GrossooD, but I could see he meant to 

turn our conversation casually in that 

direction, and at last he did, by asking me 

how long it took to get to America. I told 

him it would take six or eight days — ^not 

much more. Then he wanted to know 

how long it took to come back, and looked 

surprised when I told him it would take 

the same time. ■

" Why not ? " I asked. ■

** Well," he answered slowly, *' they tells 

me 'tis down a ship goes an' she sailin' out, 

till on'y the masts av her is to be seen, an' 

then thim goes too ; an' if she have the fall 

av the hill wid her goin', won't she have it 

agin her comin' back t " I tried to explain 

the thing to him, but with such little 

success that he clung all the more tenaciously 

to his theory, and I found myself wonder- 

ing if he weren't right. That was before I 

went to school in Bandon. ** Which 

direction is he from me nowV he asked 

presently, carefully avoiding his son's 

name. I told him if he sat facing the 

door, that opened westward, he would be 

looking towards Ameriea. *'Ay, looking, 

but not seein'. God help us 1" he mur- 

mured, and I wished I had bitten my 

toDgae out before I had spoken so thought- 

lessly, while he sat motionless with his 

white face turned to the open door, and his 

piteous eyes looking as if they rested on 

some far-distant object. I never shall 

forget that picture of desolation. The 

sordid room we sat in, with its smoke- 

blackened walls all bare except fbr a cheap 

coloured print of the Virgin pointing to 

her heart, which was shown gashed and 

bleeding, and a print torn from some 

Fenian paper, where Ireland was a woman 

weeping in chains; and the tottering <^ 

settle on which we sat by the fireplace, 

where* the '*bastable," the iron pot that 

boils and bakes for all the country, was 

the only furniture to be seen — unless 

you count a huge log that, set on end, ■

was the table, and Larry's three-legged 

stool in a comer. ■

I fell to wondering how he lived there at 

all, until he asked me hesitatingly if I would 

lead him to the cliff and set him facing 

the land that held his son. '^'Tis a foolish 

fancy, sor," he added apologetically, as we 

rose to go. And I led him to the green 

cliflF-top that was but a stone's throw across 

the road outside, and set him there, gazing 

with a world of sorrow in the eyes that saw 

nothing out across the lazy Atlantic that 

whispered a drowsy day-dream in our ears. 

He bade me leave him there, and when I 

hesitated, asked me to tell little Peggy to 

come for him at sundown. So I went, 

and left the solitary figure standing clear 

against the sky, his grey hair tossing gently 

in the west wind as he bent his head 

forward as one who watched. After that 

little Peggy would lead him there every 

day, carrying the old stool by its longest 

leg, and he would sit facing the west for 

hours together, sometimes playing a little 

on his fiddle, which made the children seek 

him out again ; but they soon forsook him, 

because they couldn't dance to such sad 

music as he made, all except little Katie 

Meehan^ who was born a cripple ; she 

would stay by him and pick wild flowers 

to give him before she went. So the old 

man grew sadder and more silent day by 

day, till people tried to persuade him to 

take up his ^Id puxauit^ and bring hit 

fiddle to the fairs and weddings ; but with 

no success until Judy Bralligan asked 

Father Murphy to try, and the big, soft- 

hearted priest talked him into it one 

Sunday after first mass. Our good Catholics 

very rarely oppose their clergymen, and 

old Larry promised to go to the wedding of 

Con Deasey's Ellen, who was to marry 

a baker from Dunmanway on the next 

Tuesday. ■

I h&d full particulars from many 

sources of what happened that night. The 

wedding-party assembled in the kitchen, 

when the candles were lit, to dance to 

Lany's fiddle, and many a kindly greeting 

the old man got as he was led to the top of 

the room. There was nothing but merry- 

making around him as he took his place 

silently and twanged his strings into tune, 

and there was a loud call for " The Wind 

that Shakes the Corn" — for Patsey 

O'Rourke was there whose pride was to set 

the bacon that hung from the low ceiling 

all swinging with his feet as he trod that 

measure. Larry struck up the jig at a 

pace that soon had all the '* floor" breath- ■
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less, but none showed the white feather by 

crying for slower time — you can hardly fall 

lower than that in the west However, it 

grew slower after a while, and then slower, 

and if they hadn't the intoxication of 

dancing on them they would have known 

that the tune was changed. Some did at 

length, and stood out to listen, and then 

more stopped, until Patsey O'Rourke had 

the floor to himself ; and then he stopped 

too. But no word was spoken. Every 

one stood listening and watching the player 

as he rocked slowly to and fro in time to 

the wild " Lament " that screamed beneath 

his quivering bow. His eyes looked 

straight in front of him with all their sad- 

ness intensified a hundredfold, and he 

pkyed on, altogether unconscious of time 

or place, a wild theme of aching, desolate 

sorrow that surged and sank under his 

trembling fingers. There was a dead 

silence until a woman sobbed, and then 

Con Deasey cleared his throat manfully, and 

laid his hand on the old man's arm. He 

started as if from a dream, and pausing to 

collect his wandering thoughts, plunged into 

the jig again ; but it only lasted for a few 

bars ; it lost time, stumbled, and stopped. ■

" Tia no good for me to thry, Con," said 

the old man humbly ; *' take me home out 

av this." ■

And then they danced to James Hiney, 

who volunteered to "jig wid his mouth." ■

That was old Larry's last appearance in 

public. Nothing could persuade him to 

make the attempt again, and we soon gave 

up trying. After the failure to take up 

his old profession, his figure might have 

been seen any day on the cliff-top, and 

sometimes far into the night too. After 

a while, when he realised that he was 

living on eharity, he took to plaiting 

creels with slender osier shoots, as he had 

learned to do before he knew the gift of 

music that dwelt in him; and many a 

creel and " kitch " to carry turf and 

potatoes he made for the farmers, who 

only sought an excuse for giving him 

money and food. As for his fiddle, it 

was rarely heard, and then it w^ by a 

belated wayfarer who paused for a moment 

to listen outside the cabin window, where 

never a light shone, and who hurried away 

from such sad strains, muttering a prayer 

to Our Lady for the blind man in his 

loneliness. ■
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CHAPTER XX. ■

The fundtore and appointments that con- 

stituted the claim of the room to the title of 

" furnished sitting-room " were all good of 

their kind, and in that inoffensive, if un- 

interesting, taste which has superseded in 

such apartments — ^in desirable neighbour- 

hoods at least — the glaring hideousness of 

thirty years ago. ■

The room had, however, presumably been 

occupied by its present owner for some 

length of time, and the sign manual of that 

occupant's tastes and pursuits had subdued 

its original character into a mere back- 

ground. ■

A great writing-table with pigeonholed 

back, and drawers wherever drawers might 

be — a feature certainly never introduced by 

the original furnisher — was the most con- 

spicuous object in the room. Ponderous- 

looking books seemed to fill every comer ; 

on a table in one of the windows stood a 

large, brass-mounted microscope, and near 

the fireplace was an eminently practical- 

looking arm-chair. Stuck in the looking- 

glass over the chimney-piece were sundry 

cards of invitation. ■

The clock on the mantelshelf pointed to 

ten minutes to three. It was a mild April 

day, one of the windows was open, and the 

soft spring-scented air stirred gently about 

the figure of the solitary occupant of the 

room, afl^he leaned back in the arm-chair be- 

fore mentioned and finished a late luncheon 

virith a cigarette. It was North Branston. 

It was an older-looking man, and a harder- ■

looking man than the North Branston who 

had left Alnchester two years before. The 

dark face had gained noticeably in power; 

the lines of thought were more^ deeply 

graven on his forehead ; the deep-set eyes 

were keener and more penetrating. But 

the lines of thought were 'not the only 

lines with which time^ had dealt somewhat 

heavily. The old air of grim, passive en- 

durance seemed to have slipped away, pressed 

out by the wear and work of daily life 

before an indescribable settling of the whole 

face. The contemptuous cynicism about his 

mouth, the coldness of his whole expression, 

no longer conveyed any suggestion of serving 

a defensive purpose ; they had developed 

uncompromisingly; and nowhere in the 

face was there any trace of those pleasanter 

developements which should have softened 

and restrained them. ■

It was a less disagreeable face, inasmuch 

as its bitterness was less aggressive, more 

reserved and overlaid ; but it was a more 

disagreeable face, inasmuch as the possi- 

bilities which it contained were fewer. ■

He finished his cigarette slowly, his brows 

drawn together in an expression of thought 

which was rather that of a man whose 

habit it is to think deeply than of a man 

personally interested in his subject. Then 

he rose, glanced at the luncheon tray, and 

laid his hand on the belL Before he had 

rung it, however, a short, assured rap fell 

on ^e dooi;, and it opened quickly. It ad- 

mitted a taU man, of presumably about five- 

and-fif ty, with iron-grey hair, and well-cut 

features, keen and rather unsympathetic in 

expression. He wore the professional frock- 

coat, and there was that about him which 

marks the man who is '' somebody " in his 

own line. ■

He greeted North Branston with a 

friendly nod. ■

VOL. Xn.«TH£BD SERIES. ■
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"Thought I should find you, Branston/' 

he said. " I wanted to see you about that 

case in the accident ward. I've just been 

in to have a. look at it." ■

** I would have waited if I had expected 

you," returned North. ■

" No consequence ! It doesn't need me. 

From what Phillips tells me, youVe made 

an excellent thing of it." ■

There was a cordial approval in the 

speaker's voice, and a certain respect domi- 

nated the latent patronage of his manner. ■

But North received the approbation with- 

out the slightest sign of satisfaction. ■

" I think we shall save it," he said. ■

" And it's a very remarkable case," pur- 

sued the other man ; " sp I thought I'd look 

in as I was passings and give you a suggestion 

that occurred to me. Look here, have you 

thought of this r' ■

A bri^f technical colloquy ensued, and 

then the elder man turned to depart. ■

"AH right," he said. "It's a point I 

had not considered. It's an interesting ex- 

periment at any" rate ; we may as well try 

it. By-the-bye," he stopped with his hand 

on the door. "They've offered you the 

lectureship, I hear." ■

"Yes." ■

"Good ! I congratulate you ! See you 

to-night r' ■

"Yes." ■

The elder man nodded approvingly and 

departed. ■

Left to himself. North Branston carried 

out his previous intention of ringing the 

bell, and then he sat down before his 

writing-table. He drew a letter out of an 

envelope, glanced through its contents, and 

wrote and directed, a brief note. ■

Fortune, during the past two years, had 

been conspicuously kind to North Branston. 

The appointment with which he had 

come to London had been resigned by him, 

in six months,, in favour of a post in con- 

nection with the same hospital of a far more 

responsible and important nature. His 

recent visitor was Dr. Slade-Fenton, one of 

the best known medical men of the day, 

who combined with a large " society " prac- 

tice an all-important position in connection 

with the hospital to which North was 

attached. Dr. Slade-Fenton was Arch- 

deacon French's brother-in-law. He had 

known something of North' Branston in his 

earlier days, and on his reappearance in 

London he had quickly detected and ap- 

praised his more mature powers. He had 

found the younger man useful, and he had 

extended towards him that somewhat push- ■

ing patronage without the help of which ; 

even such abilities as North's may some- ' 

times remain long unappreciated by the 

world at large. It was said in a good many 

quarters that a share in Dr. Slade-Fenton's 

practice, which would amount to a practical 

partnership, was open to North Branston if 

he should choose to accept it. Dr. Slade- 

Fenton was, indeed, very desirous that he 

should accept it; but, at present, private 

practice seemed to offer no attractions to 

North. And such* time as was left him by 

his duties at the hospital he occupied with 

the literary and scientific sides of his pro- 

fession. The letter which he had just 

written was an acceptance of an important 

lectureship which had never before been 

offered to so young a man. North Branston, 

at thirty-three, was on the high-road to 

a position of singular prominence in his 

profession. ■

There was no suggestioti of elation about 

him, however, as he stamped his envelope 

and put it on one side for the post. Nor 

did his expression change at all, as will 

the expression of a man interrupted in 

a train of personally interesting thought, 

when the door was again opened by the 

servant. He turned his head mechanically. ■

"I beg pardon, sir," said the woman, 

"there's a gentleman downstairs. I told 

him that I thought you were busy, sir, 

but he says he's quite sure you wUl see 

him. Mr. Bryan Armitage, he tol^ me 

to say." ■

The woman's manner . witnessed to the 

fact that North Branston was by no means 

patient of interruption by visitors. He 

glanced at the clock as she finished speaking, 

and then said tersely : ■

" Ask him to come up." ■

The woman disappeared, and a minute 

or two later, Bryan Armitage entered the 

room. He came eagerly towards North 

with outstretched hand. ■

"How are you. North 1" he exclaimed. 

"It is luck to find you in. You don't 

seem to encourage visitors, though I I 

was received as though I were no tod 

of a phenomenon. How are youl I say, 

what an age it is since we met, and how 

glad I am to see you ! '' ■

He was shaking North's hand by this 

time with a grip that seemed loth to 

loosen itself; but North Branston rather 

allowed than returned the enthusiastie 

hand-shake as he said, with no quickening 

or warming of his deep, cold tones : ■

"How are you, Armitage 1 What are 

you doing in town 1 Sit down." ■
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Bryan, tacitly aocepting the invitation, 

glanced at him ^with a tbuch of half- 

disappointed stirprise in his eyes. ■

"Oh, you haven't heard, then?" he 

said. *'I thought they might perhaps 

have mentioned it in your Aln&hester 

letters. I am transferred. My uncle has got 

me into one of the hig London firms, 

and they are sending me abroad," ■

''That means promotion, I suppose," 

. said North. ■

Bryan Armitage made a rather hurried 

gei^ure of negation. ■

'*Not particularly," he said. "I — I 

wanted a change." ■

He went on in a lighter tone, and as 

though passing to a subject more likely 

to be interesting to his interlocutor : ■

'*I called on Mrs. Yallotson to say 

good-bye a day or two before I came away, 

but I expect you've heard since then and 

your news is later than mine. I hope 

they're all weU." ■

North Branston had seated himself in 

his writing-table chair, and he now leaned 

back, crossing his legs and folding his 

arms as he said impassively : ■

" I hear from Alnchester very occasionally. 

They were all right, I suppose, when you 

came away 1 " ■

For the first time something in North 

BrAnston's voice and manner seemed to 

arrest Bryan Armitage's attention. He looked 

for a moment rather dubiously at North. 

And in the pause, and in the half-perplexed, 

half-attentive expression which crossed his 

face, certain changes which the past year 

had wrought upon his boyishness became 

for the moment strikingly apparent. Bryan 

Armitage seemed to have grown far more 

than two years older. The old buoyancy 

of his spirits seemed to have left him ; 

his voice, in spite of the boyish phrases 

that still appeared here and there in his 

talk, had a graver and more manly ring. 

The twinkle and sparkle of irrepressible 

humour still lurked in his eyes, but it 

seemed to be temporarily overlaid with 

a certain wistful sadness. ■

" Oh, yes," he said rather slowly. •*They 

— ^Mrs, Vallotson was quite well. Every- 

body says she's looking wonderfully well, 

and Dr, Vallotson, too." ■

'* And Constance r* North shot a glance 

it his visitor, half amused, half contempla- 

tive in its mingling of recollection and 

penetration. " You've got over that little 

lisappointment by this time, I hope, Armi* 

age?" 

Bryan coloured a deep, painful red. ■

"I'm not that sort. North," he said 

hurriedly. " It wasn't that kind of affair 

with me. But Constance is not at home 

just now. Didn't you know that ] " ■

North shook his head indifferently, and 

Bryan went on with a kind of hesitating 

confidence : ■

** She's been away since Christmas, 

staying with some people in the country. 

I'm awfully sdhy to say there was a row, 

though I did my best. And Mrs. YallDtsen ■

thought well, she was rather sent away, ■

don't you seel" ■

He spoke in a low, pained voice, not 

looking at North ; and he did not see the 

slight smile with which the latter regarded 

him. ■

" A row 1 " he observed. ** What abouti" ■

'• Oh, Connie had plans, you know. We 

won't trot them out, I think." ■

A vague sense of the total want of sym- 

pathy in the tone of the question seemed' 

to be influencing Bryan as he glanced, half 

defiantly, half wistfdly, at North. ■

''She wanted to stir thingsr up a bit in 

Alnchester, and I couldn't hold her in. Of 

course I gave myself away a bit over what^ 

happened before you left, or I might have 

managed better. And — well, Mrs. Vallotson 

didn't quite see her plans, and Connie 

didn't see giving them up. That was all." ■

"Ah!" ■

North Biauston did not smile as he 

uttered this laconic comment. His face was 

dark and sardonic Then he seemed to 

return to the consideration of his visitor's 

affairs. ■

" You've not had a particularly pleasant 

winter, then, I conclude ? " ■

A quick, short sigh came from Bryan, 

contrasting oddly, as did his tone, with the 

boyish frankness of his words : ■

" I've had a brute of a time,'' he said. 

" It wouldn't matter if^it were not such a 

girl as Connie ; but to see her spoiling her- 

self with cranks, and not to be able to make 

her see that they are cranks, put it which 

way you will — is — is simply beastly, don't 

you know." ■

"So you've come away to avoid the 

spectacle 1 " ■

The careless amusement of North's tone 

seemed to penetrate straight through Bryan's 

simple confidence. He paused a moment 

and looked his host straight in the face. ■

" I've come away because I couldn't do 

any good," he said. "I believe I only 

m£^e things worse, and I don't hold with 

moping and dawdling because one can't get 

what one wants." ■
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The words implied a good deal more than 

was actually said, and perhaps the speaker 

thought that they implied even more than 

they did ; for he coloured, having uttered 

them, and suhsided into silence. ■

North received the speech with ahsolute 

placidity, and the conversation being thus 

thrown into his hands, seemed to have 

hardly sufiGicient^ impetus in himself either 

to pursue the original topic* or to point a 

new one. Eventually he said, apparently 

simply for the sake of saying something : ■

" You said you were going abroad, didn't 

you 1 When and where 1 " ■

With a promptitude that showed his 

readiness to respond to any sign of interest 

on North's part, Bryan roused himself. ■

"To Constantinople," he said, "I shall 

be off next week, I expect. I should have 

looked you up before. this if I hadn't been 

tied pretty closely at the bank. I've been 

looking forward to it awfully. One of 

the things I've principally thought of in 

coming to London, is seeing something of 

you, North, after these two years." ■

He stopped, and then continued with a 

rather forced cheeriness : ■

'* London's an uncommonly dreary place 

somehow, when you don't know any one — 

even when you're hard, at work. You 

never went through thai, of course; you 

had heaps of friends when you came up." ■

He spoke a little wistfully, and then. 

North receiving his words in silence — 

which did not tend to promote conversation 

— he rose. There was an air of disappoint- 

ment about him. ■

"You're busy, I expect^" he said hesi- 

tatingly; he seemed to be struggling 

valiantly against a consciousness which he 

would not recognise. " Perhaps I'd better 

be off. I — I rather thought that you might 

have been able to come out for a walk. 

Never mind, I must^o alone.'' ■

There was a cheery holding at bay of the 

rather dreary prospect that evidently un- 

folded itself before him, which seemed to 

influence North almost in spite of himself.* ■

"What are you doing this evening 1" 

he said carelessly, as he, too, rose. ■

The visitor stared. ■

" Doingi Oh, smoking and reading a bit, 

I suppose," he returned, in a voice that 

was evidently determined not to be rueful. ■

" You don't seem to look forward to it." ■

" Well, not particularly, perhaps," with 

a laugh ; " it gets a trifle dull" ■

" I could take you to an affair that would 

be a good deal duller if you like — a party 

at the Slade-Fentons'. Mrs. Slade-Fenton ■

is a sister of Archdeacon French's, at 

Alnohester, you know. It's a fashionable, 

intellectual affair, but it might amuse 

you." ■

There was a word of contempt for the 

affair in question in North Branston's tone, 

but Bryan Armitage did not notice it. The 

cloud had cleared from his face as if by 

magic, and his honest blue eyes were full 

of gratitude and enthusiasm. ■

"I should like it no end," he said. *'I 

say, North, it is good of you. Wouldn't it 

bore you, thought It would be capital 

fun." ■

"I assure you it won't^" said North, 

" But if you like to be here at nine o'clock, 

you can prove the fact for yourself. It's 

an early affair." ■

Bryan Armitage was not afflicted either 

with shyness or self-consciousness in any 

form. He was an eminently sociable soul, 

and when he reappeared at North's room at 

nine o'clock that evening,''punctual to the 

moment, he was in high spirits ; in spirits 

so high, indeed, and so permeated ' with 

warm-hearts cordiality, as to suggest an 

even violent reaction from the constraint of 

the morning. ■

"They're awful swells, : aren't they — 

the Slade-Fentons 1" he said, as their hansom 

turned into the street — ^in a most fashion- 

able locality — in which the Slade-Fentons 

lived. ■

"They go in for society — ^yes," replied 

North tersely. ■

"Will there be a lot of people there 

to-night 1" ■

North smiled rather grimly. ■

"Not what Mrs. Slade-Fenton would 

^call a lot of people," he said. " It's the 

fashion to be ' cultured ' just at present 

Mrs. Slade-Fenton is going in for a series of 

debating evenings — topics of the day. This 

is one of them. I told you it would be 

dull." ■

The bald explanation was received with 

a moment's puzzled silence. Then Bryan 

said in a tone of keen curiosity : ■

"It will be no end new, whatever it 

may be besides. I say, here we are ! " ■

The cab had stopped, and a few minutes 

later Bryan found himself following North, 

up the staircase of such a house as his un- 

sophisticated eyes had never beheld, into 

the presence of his hostess. ■

Mrs. Slade-Fenton was not a tall 

woman, but she was amply and firmly de- 

veloped and carried herself with an air of 

self-conscious distinction. Her featoies 

were plain, but they were cleverly re- ■
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deemed from insignificance by the abun- 

dance of red hair, which she wore 

turned back from her forehead. This 

eminently becoming hair, taken in con- 

junction with her well-preserved face, made^ 

her look far less than forty-five years. And 

combined with the rich and brilliant style 

of dress which she affected, it had procured 

her a reputation as a " fine-looking woman." ■

Mrs. Slade-Fenton was a woman belong- 

ing to a large class troubled with no incon- 

veniently high perceptions, but gifted with 

considerable shrewdness and a keen eye for 

the main chance. The main chance, with 

Mrs. Slade-Fenton, was represented by that 

social prestige, that keeping of themselves 

well before their world, which she and her 

husband, in a practical, up-to-date fashion, 

recognised as being necessary to Dr. Slade- 

Fenton's professional well-being. And she 

had cultivated a position in society with 

ever-increasing resource and success for 

nearly fifteen years. It was a hobby with 

her to pose as one having a footing, so to 

speak, in two worlds — ^the world of fashion 

and the world of intellect. In the fashion- 

able set to which she belonged, . her as- 

sumption of intellectual prodivities had 

gone far towards individualising her. In 

the intellectual set, the cultivation of which 

was quite as necessary from a business 

point of view, the position which the Slade- 

Fentons held in society conferred upon them 

an undefined but quite undeniable distinc- 

tion. ■

Frivolity having, as the century draws to 

a close, ceased to hold the fashionable field ; 

and intellectuality of all kinds having 

become the thing ; Mrs. Slade-Fenton, like 

a thorough woman of business, saw her 

opportunity and closed with it. The time 

had come for such a judicious amalgamation 

of her' worlds as would cause a sensation in 

each. The present occasion represented 

such an amalgamation, having for its object 

the discussion of a social question recently 

started on one of the advanced magazines ; 

and Mrs. Slade-Fenton was in her element. ■

Bryan Aimitage's modest composure was 

not easily to be upset ; but as he made his 

bow he was distinctly excited and even 

a little thrilled. The house and all its 

appointments "made a fellow feel so 

small," as he afterwards expressed it ; he 

had caught a glimpse in the drawing-rooms 

beyond of faces known to him only, 

hitherto, through the pages of the illus- 

trated papers; and his hostess herself, 

arrayed in deep violet velvet and old lace, 

and further endued with her most intellec- ■

tual demeanour, was a presence calculated 

to inspire a respect not untouched with awe. 

He heard North Branston's introduction 

of him, and the few words of explanation 

with which it was supplemented; words 

spoken with the indifferent assurance 

of a man confident as to his ground ; with 

a rather curious expression stealing over his 

face. And the gracious reception accorded 

him deepened that expression. ■

** I am charmed to see you," said Mrs. 

Slade-Fenton. " Dr. Branston is quite at 

home here, and any friend of his is 

welcome." She turned to North as she 

finished with a manner which seemed to 

take possession of him in a m|tter-of -course 

fashion. " Let me see," she said. " Will 

Mr. Armitage care to speak? Nol" — as 

Bryan interposed a hurried disclaimer. 

" Then we must see that he is established 

in good company. Olive ! Where is Olive 1 

By-the-bye, I hear that it is all right about 

the lecturediip. Dr. Branston. A thousand 

congratulations." ■

The words were spoken in an interested, 

well-satisfied tone, and Bryan glanced at 

North, wondering as to the subject of 

congratulation. ■

*' Thanks," said North briefly. 

"You'll speak to-night, won't youl Now, 

you really must. Ah, here is Olive. You 

must settle it with her." ■

A tall, dark girl — not handsome but very 

well and strikingly dressed — ^was holding 

out her hand to North with a brilliant smile. 

"Congratulations," she said. "Any 

quantity of them. You'll be in your 

element as a lecturer. Dr. Branston. I 

judge by your ever - expressive silence ! 

Seriously, though, every one is delighted." ■

"Dr. Branston must be made to speak 

to-night," said Mrs. Slade-Fenton decisively. 

" It is quite his night. I put him in your 

charge, Olive. But first I want you to take 

care of his friend — Mr. Armitage, Miss 

Kenderdine. Introduce Mr. Armitage to 

some pleasant people and see that he has a 

good place." ■

Miss Kenderdine was evidently not a 

young woman of dawdling proclivities. 

She took stock of the individual thus 

commended to her care; appraised him, 

presumably, as uninteresting; and then 

said to him, with a little smile and gesture 

of temporary farewell to North : ■

"Suppose we go into the other room, 

thenl" ■

To say that Bryan Armitage acquitted 

himself as creditably as he might have 

done during the ten minutes that followed, ■
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would be wholly untrue. But the previous 

five minutes had provided him with sundry 

new ideas, which entirely prevented his' 

rising to the occasion. He was introduced 

to some half-dozen people as " Dr. Branston*s 

friend/' a formula which never failed to 

act as a passport ; and then Mis3 Kender- 

dine paused. ■

" You will do now, I think," she said 

lightly. "And I must go. You will find 

this an excellent place.'' ■

She turned away with an easy, Bnjm- 

cilious little nod; and Bryan Armitage 

watched her cross the room to where North 

Branston stood, buttonholed by a dis- 

tinguished political economist ■

Further ccAiversation was not expected of 

Dr. Branston's friend, but he used his eyes 

and ears throughout the evening with ever- 

deepening interest; and he used them to 

such purpose that when he finally found 

himself outside the house, and alone with 

North, Jbe walked the whole length of the 

street in total silence. ■

Silence had apparently become North 

Branston's natural element, and he made no 

attempt to break it in this instance. It was 

Bryan who eventually said abruptly : ■

« Who is Miss Kenderdine 1 " ■

" She is a cousin of Slade-Fenton's. She 

lives with them." ■

There was another pause. ■

"Do you — you consider her a good- 

looking girl, I suppose ? " ■

North Branston glanced round at his com- 

panion, a cynical little smile curling his lips. ■

"Are you smitten, my boy?*' he said. 

" Waste of pains, I assure you 1 " ■

The young man flashed to the roots of 

his hair. ■

" Smitten I'L he cried. "I? And with a 

girl like thati Why, she's a regular out- 

and-oulj society woman 1 I don't believe 

there's a bit of— ^f gentleness or anything 

of that kind in her 1 " ■

A slight laugh came from North, and 

Bryan Armitage stopped abruptly. The 

colour left his face as though with the 

consciousness of having made a dreadful 

mistake ; and for quite a moment he stared 

blankly before him without making any 

attempt to speak. Then he faltered : ■

" I — I beg your pardon, North. I'm the 

biggest fool alive. I — beg your pardon ! " ■

The cigar which North had lighted 

paused suddenly in its passage to his lips. 

Then it proceeded on its way. ■

"I'm not prepared to argue as to your 

mental status I But why beg my pardon ) " ■

The words were spoken with the utmost ■

deliberation, and Bryan received them with 

an awkward laugh. ■

"I suppose I'm only putting my foot 

into it worse," he said ruefully. " I sup- 

pose it isn't — ^you don't But you see, ■

old fellow, .coming in from outside with 

nothing to do but to look on, I couldn't 

help seeing how things are." ■

" How what things are 1" ■

" Why, hang it all, North, you're rather 

hard on a man — ^you and Miss Kenderdine, 

of course." He stopped. " I — I suppose it's 

as good as settled 1 " he added tentatively 

and wistfully. ■

There was a mom^it's silence,, and then 

North smiled. ■

*' Yes," he said, " it's quite settled. I'm 

not a marrying man." ■

With a start of astonishment, not ta be 

reduced to words, Bryan Armitage looked 

at his companion as though doubting the 

evidence of his ears. He looked away, 

looked back again, murmured vaguely: 

"I beg your pardon!" and then relapsed 

into total silenee. ■

They reached the place where their ways 

parted with that ulenoe unbroken, and 

again it was Bryan who broke it at last 

He came to a standstill, with his eyes fixed 

on North, a puzzled and distressed expres- 

sion standing out in them in strong relief. ■

" North," he said, in an odd, gentle tone, 

" I'd no idea, "until to-night, that you were 

such a swell I shan't see you again- before 

I go away, I expect, and I should just like 

to say this, if you don't mind. I dare say 

I shouldn't have understood all it meant^ 

but I — I wish you had told me about that 

lectureship. I — should like to have coor 

gratulated you." ■

As though that tone in Bryan's voice 

had touched, quite suddenly, something in 

North Branston of the very existehce of 

which its owner was unconscious, his eyes 

softened strangely and involuntarily. ■

" You're quite mistaken," he said quickly. 

"I did not think of it ; that was all." ■

" You did not think of it I" ■

There was a moment's pan^e as North 

shook his head. Then Bryan, with his face 

more puzzled than ever, held out his hand 

impulsively. ■

" You'll let me say I'm glad with all my 

heart," he said simply. ■

North Branston wrung his hand in a 

sudden, genuine grip. ■

" Thank you, Biyan, boy," he said. ■

His tone was hard no longer, but it was 

penetrated through and through with a 

deep, unconscious sadness. ■
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OLD-FASHIONED WIT. ■

Wit changes its fashion as completely 

as clothes do theirs, but the changes are 

not 80 rapid or so frequent. If we glance 

at a collection of the "good things" 

of illustrious Greeks and Eomans, we shall 

prohahly wonder, as Mr. Pickwick did on a 

memorable occasion, at the ease with which 

some people were amused. An exception 

might, perhaps, be made in favour of 

Themistocles, some of whose good things 

have quite a modem flavour. His reply to 

the native of Seriphos might have been 

made by a distinguished Parisian to an 

Auvergnat, though perhaps the modem 

would have put it more neatly. The story 

is quoted by Cicero in his " De Senectute," 

and is a proof that the great Boman orator, 

though he had no claim to be considered a 

"funny man" himself, could appreciate 

a neat retort. "When a certain native 

of the paltry island of Seriphos , told 

Themistocles, in an alterc<ttion which arose 

between them, that he was indebted for 

the lustre of his fame not to the intrinsic 

splendour of his actions, but to the country 

in which he had had the good fortune to be 

bomj * It may be so,' replied the Athenian 

general, * for if I had received my birth at 

Seriphos, I could have had no opportunity 

of producing my talents ; but give me leave 

to tell you, that yours would never have 

made a figure though you had been born in 

Athens.'" ■

The answer displays what our ancestors 

would have termed "a pretty wit," but, 

as a mle, the witticisms of the ancient 

Greeks were very poor. ■

If the history of wit is ever written, 

considerable prominence would have to be 

given to the French wits of the eighteenth 

century. It was not a golden age, an age 

of brass rather, but brass lacquered to such 

a surprising degree that it looked like gold. 

Everybody who aspired to be considered 

genteel wished to be a wit, and, if he could 

not Bay smart things himself, he could at 

least sit by the couch of the Marquise, and 

whilst she sipped her chocolate and played 

with her lap-dog, relate to her the very last 

good thing which M. de Voltaire or 

M. Piron had uttered. The a^thott in 

that age fairly boiled over with repartee 

and were never dull — except in their books 

— but it must be owned that their wit lacked 

the right ring. There was nothing genial 

about it. A jest to be successful had to be 

spiteful or malicious, and every peal of ■

laughter it raised was at the expense of 

some poor devil, find the more he winced 

under the satire the better the jok^ was 

thought. ■

In justice to these caustic wits it must be 

conceded that they were utterly fearkss, 

and dreaded neither the master's sword nor 

the lackey's cudgel, nor the cells of the 

Bastille. One wit composed a scathing 

epigram on a certain feather-bed soldier 

who had been recently created a Marslud 

of France. ■

"He will probably give you a good 

beating for this/' said a friend who perased 

the production. " I shall be happy to find 

that he can at all 'events make some use 

of his bfiton," was the reply. Lenglet- 

Dufresnoy had paid so many visits to the 

Bastille that when he saw an "exempt" 

coming down the street in which he lived, 

he would call out to his housekeeper: 

"Pack up half-a-dozen shirts, and don't 

forget a packet of tobacco," The latter 

portion of the remark would tend to show 

that even at that time authors were treated 

as first-class misdemeanants, and were not 

debarred from the luxury of a smoke. An 

influential personage thought no more of 

asking a Minister for fifty blank " lettres de 

cachet " than a well-to do gentleman of the 

present day would of asking his banker for 

a cheque-book, and got them quite as easily, v 

If he was troubled with a disobedient son, 

or pestered by a pertinacious dun, he filled 

up one of these useful documentiB, handed 

it^to an "exempt/' and the person named 

was locked up until he promised to marry 

the young woman his father had looked but 

for him, or agreed to rule off the account in 

his ledger. Under such circumstances the 

wits might have been pardoned if they 

preferred the profitable " dedication " to the 

dangerous lampoon. Even Voltaire was 

put in durance vile in his young days, and 

it was not his fault that he did not go back 

to the Bastille directly after he came out. 

The Eegent, who rightly judged that it 

would be better to have young Voltaire for 

a friend than for an enemy, sent the 

Marqnis de Noc6 to the Bastille with orders 

to release the young satirist, and bring him 

straight to the Psdais Royal. The order 

was duly obeyed, and, late in the evening, 

Voltaire and the Marquis arrived at the 

Eegenf s Court. Whilst they were waiting 

in the antechamber a heavy thunderstorm 

occurred. There came a vivid flash of 

lightning, followed by a peal of thunder so 

deafening that an awed silence reigned 

amongst the courtiers for a few moments. ■
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It was broken by Voltaire crying out in a 

lond voice : " Things could not be worse up 

there if Heaven were governed .by a 

Begent" The Marquis de Noc6 repeated 

this remark to the Due d'Orleans,, and 

suggested that Voltaire should be sent back 

to the Bastille, but the Begent only laughed, 

and promised the young wit a pension. ■

•* I am much obliged to your Highness," 

said Voltaire, f ' for giving me. the means to 

procure food, but I beg of you not to teouble 

yourself in future about my lodgings." ■

The principal rival and adversary to 

Voltaire was Piron, and the two rarely 

met without an interchange of witticisms, 

which often degenerated into downright 

Billingsgate. Piron's wit was sometimes 

of the brutal kind, and not even good at 

that; as, for instance, his reply when he 

was asked the address of Abb6 Leblanc^ 

who lived close to a blacksmith's forge, ■

" Bue , next door to his bootmaker." ■

But he could utter a very good thing some- 

times. He said of Marmontel, who had 

written a book on French Poetry, that he 

was like Moses, who showed the Promised 

Land to others but never entered it him- 

sell During one of his temporary fits of 

devotion the Archbishop of Paris came up 

to him as he was leaving Notre Dame and 

said: ■

*' Monsieur Piron, have you read my 

last Pastoral Letter?" ■

" No, monseigneur ; have you 1 " was the 

unexpected reply. ■

Much may be forgiven him, however, for 

the way in which he hammered away at 

the literary fossils who constituted the 

French Academy. Many were the witti- 

cisms penned or uttered by him against 

that effete body, and most of his remarks 

are as true now as they were then. When 

a Frenchman opens his '' Temps " and finds 

eight solid columns of speeches — ^four of 

them a panegyric, delivered by some newly- 

elected illustrious nobody on some dead 

and gone illustrious nobody, and four of 

them about French literature in general 

and its latest ornament, the newly-elected 

member, in particular — he cannot help 

agreeing with Piron that it would be better 

that the recipient of the honour should 

confine himself to saying simply : " (gentle- 

men, many thanks," to which the President 

of the Academy should reply : <* II n'y a 

pas de quoi." Yet there is always in the 

reader's mind a suspicion that all Piron's 

quips were due to jealousy, and that if he 

had been elected to the Academy, be could 

have been as tedious as his compeers, and ■

have found it in his heart to bestow all 

his tediousness on his listeners. ■

Prominent amongst what may be called 

the second rank of wits were the Cr^billons. 

The elder one has fallen into complete 

oblivion, though his contemporaries were 

of opinion that^for " grandeur of sentiment " 

he was only sikpassed by Corneille. A 

similar fate would have befallen the son, 

but for the fact that his books are sup- 

posed to contain a good deal of impropriety 

if anybody has the patience to find it. 

The father and son lived together, and 

were continually bickering. The father 

was eighty-one when he produced his 

host work, and it was generally believed 

that he was assisted by what in literary 

and legal circles is called a " devil," and in 

the art world is known as a '^ ghost." The 

"ghost" or "devil" was a comparatively 

unknown writer named Ghartreux. A 

friend who was present at one of these 

frequent squabbles, thought to turn the 

conversation into a more pleasant channel 

by asking old Cr^billon which he con- 

sidered to be his best work. ■

" I don't know which is the best," said 

the old man, "but I am perfectly sure 

that that" — pointing to his son — "is my 

worst." ■

" Quite true," retorted the son. " I am 

the only one that Ghartreux had nothing 

to do with." ■

It is pleasant to have to record that 

there was at least one great wit who did 

not lay the lash of his satire about him 

indiscriminately, and find his sole delight 

in touching friends and enemies "on the 

raw." Bernard le Bovier de Fontenelle 

had quite as good a head as Voltaire, and . 

certainly a much better heart He was a 

prolific author, and; besides the volumes 

of poetical, historical, and scientific writings 

which he produced ; he gave utterance to 

many good jokes. He had plenty of time in 

which to say good things, for he lived to a 

very great age ; indeed, on the day of his 

death he was within five weeks of completing 

his hundredth year. Being asked when on 

his death-bed if he were in pain, he replied 

that there was nothing the matter with 

him except that he "experienced a difficulty 

in living." The reason why his life was 

so long was, he said, that he had made 

many friends and no enemies, and had 

always acted up to his two favourite 

mottoes: "Everything is possible," and 

" Everybody is right." Perhaps if he had 

a failing itKVas to insist too strongly upon 

the fact that he was the nephew of ■
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Comeille — his mother was the great poet's 

sister — but his pride "was pardonable. On 

the whole he was one of the most estimable 

characters of an age in which nobody was 

particularly virtuous and many people 

remarkably vicious. It might be said of 

him as it was of a writer who lived rather 

later, that "he passed his life in saying 

good of himself, but he never said harm of 

others." ■

Lemierre, the playwright — 1733-1793 — 

of whom this was said, was a light-hearted, 

happy-go-lucky mortal of no great talent as 

a writer, and was blessed with a young wife 

who was as pretty as a picture, and as 

joyous as a bird. She was his good angel, 

and he said that he. used to pass his hand 

across her shoulders every morning to make 

sure that her wings had not sprouted. Other 

names also occur to my mind, but there is 

not space to speak of them at length now. 

Among them were Le Sage, the author of 

that wonderful " Gil Bias," which Macaulay 

declared he re-read every year of his life; 

Diderot, wto was ever ready to help with 

money and advice any struggling brother 

of the pen who came to him ; and Saint Foix, 

whose bluff free speech and Breton obstinacy 

were always getting him into scrapes. ■

Perhaps the most curious fact in con- 

nection with these dead and gone writers is 

that many of them owe such shreds of 

literary renown as they still enjoy to the 

spontaneous utterances of their wit, and not 

to what they would have deemed the best 

efforts of their imagination. Many of them 

wrotp tragedies — dull, cold, heavy pro- 

ductions, every line of which had been 

polished till what little soul it originally 

possessed had been rubbed out of it. Such 

incidents as the dramas could boast were 

drowned under floods of talk. If the hero 

wished to stab his wife he stood still with 

uplifted dagger whilst he poured out a good 

five hundred rhymed alexandrines, and 

whilst he rested after this tremendous per- 

formance, the lady " got off her chest," as 

actors call it, a like amount of verse in the 

shape of an appeal about as passionate and 

heart-stirringas those heard in the Law Courts 

when a barrister is showing cause why a 

mandamus should be issued. These plays 

have long passed into oblivion, and did not 

even live till Victor Hugo gave the "coup de 

grdce " to the school to which they belonged. 

The names of the authors are in many cases 

almost forgotten, or are to be found only in 

literary manuals, or in the compilations of 

the erudite M. Fournier, and the industrious 

M. Louis Loire. But it may sometimes ■

happen to the literary student to enter a 

quiet, out-of-the-way Paris church, and in 

one of the side chapels to find a fresh 

wreath of immortelles placed upon a tomb 

or reared against a tablet. If he can manage, 

by the aid of what little light falls through 

the dusty stained-glass window, or comes 

from the dimly-burning little votive candles, 

slowly guttering away on their iron spikes, 

to decipher the inscription, he may, perhaps, 

read on the tomb or tablet the name of one 

who, a century and a half ago, was wont to 

set the table in a roar, and whose opinion 

on poetry and other cognate subjects was 

listened to with respect even by the Most 

Christian King; but who, to-day, is forgotten 

by all save the remote descendant who placed 

the wreath upon the tomb, and a few 

scholars, who, in poring over the old books 

in a big library, have lighted upon some 

old book of Ana which recorded the sayings 

of the old-fashioned wits. ■

LIBERTY AND LICENSE. ■

It may, perhaps, be considered rather 

late in the day to discuss the recent 

crusade of the goody-goody brigade against 

the music-halls ; but the members of the Lon- 

don County Council will have to seek re-elec- 

tion next March, and it would be a thousand 

pities if the constituencies were allowed to 

forget, in the meanwhile, what took place 

when the managers of the Empire Theatre 

of Varieties applied for their music and 

dancing license last month. ■

A good deal of rather hysterical writing 

and speech-making was unfortunately in- 

dulged in after the decision of the Theatres 

and Music-Hails Committee of the County 

Council and before the meeting of the Council 

itself; and the somewhat intemperate zeal of 

the more strenuous advocates of freedom and 

common-sense had the inevitable result of 

seriously obscuring the main point at issue. 

Personal abuse of the leaders of the attack 

on the Empire could not by any possibility 

prove anything, and undoubtedly led a 

good many people to sympathise with 

Mrs. Ormiston Chant and her egregious 

allies, who would otherwise have taken 

a more reasonable view of the extraordiiiary 

revolution which the general adoption of 

their views must inevitably bring about in 

the amusements of the people. For it is 

nothing less than a revolution that these 

people want. Mrs. Chant told an inter- 

viewer, after the fateful twenty-sixth of 

October, that she had this year left the ■
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Alhambra alane because she felt that the 

Empire yras as much as she could manage 

at one time ; but that she proposed to deal 

with all thC; other music-halls in turn. ■

l^ow, it is quite fair to believe that 

the lady is perfectly single-minded and 

honest as to the faith that is in her in regard 

to these matters, and at the same time to 

take every means to prevent her cairying her 

mistaken and narrow views into effect. Mrs. 

Chant may not — ^and I believe does not — 

deserve the accusations of self -righteousness 

and Phariseeism, not to mention worse 

things, which have been huiled indiscrimi- 

nately at her. She may be an excellent lady 

with the best possible intentions ; but puUio 

opinion, I think, will effectually prevent her 

having any serious or lasting influence over 

the public amusements. Her attack was care- 

fully and cleverly planned in secret, and 

sprung upon the public at the very last 

minute. Such tactics frequeutly result in a 

leinpoiary sucies?, bat very rarely indeed 

" come off'' a second time. ■

The one point in the business on which 

the people of London ought for their own 

sakes to concentrate their attention, is the 

behaviour of the majority of the members 

of the County Council in this matter, and 

the irrefutable evidence which they have 

themselves given of their absolute unfitness 

to be entrusted with any functions of a ju- 

dicial character. As a sort of glorified 

vestry they may have their uses^ although 

even in that capacity they have won but 

little popularity or respect ; as a debating 

society they are occasionally amusing ; but 

as a judicial body, bound to decide im- 

portant questions on the evidence that may 

be laid before them, they are not only 

ridiculous but, to put it in plaii^ English, 

absolutely scandalous and disgraceful ■

It is not necessary for tlie purposes of 

this argument to follow Mrs. Chant's de- 

mands as to the conduct of the music-halls 

to their logical end. The whole question 

of the regulation of places of popular amuse- 

ments and of the amount of liberty which 

is to be enjoyed by persons, even of immoral 

life, so long as they behave themselves 

properly and conform to the rules laid down 

for the general comfort and convenience, is 

too large a one to be discussed here at the 

present time; too large a one to be ma- 

terially affected by a catch vote of such 

a body as the London County Council. 

The public in this matter, as it is to be 

hoped in many others, will be too strong 

for the Council in the long run, and the 

Councillors are not at all unlikely to find ■

themselves before long the objects of that 

reforming zeal of which th'^re is so much 

goings about just at present. Let us by all 

means progress a little, at all events, in that 

direction when the Ides of Msurch give us 

the opportunity. Let us^ if we can, give 

Mrs* Chant another audience to adikess 

when she tackles the Alhambra, the Palace, 

or the Pavilion next year. ■

Meantime it may be well, without excite- 

ment or exaggeration, briefly to consider, 

exactly what took place the other day in 

ccmnection with the Empire Iheatre. ■

For several years the proprietors of the 

Empire had enjoyed the license which they 

had held up to last month ; the promenade, 

against which so much has been said, had 

been constructed in obedience to the re- 

quirements of the Council ; the drinking 

arrangements stood on exactly the same 

footing. The place was thoroughly well 

managed, both as regarded the stage and 

the auditorium; the arrangements for the 

repression and legulation of the undesiiable 

class of visitors whom it is absolutely im- 

possible to keep out of any p?ace of public 

assembly, from fashionable churches down- 

wards, were recognised as being as good as 

they could possibly be. The inspectors — 

whom the County Council pays to keep a 

sharp lookout over the music-hallo, and 

who are not at all likely to take as their 

motto, *'8urtout point de z&le^' — ^had no 

oomplaii^^ to make against the entertain- 

ments before or behind the cuitain. The 

public had as little to say as the inspectors. 

The public were equally well satisfied. 

Everything that skill coidd devise or the 

lavish expenditure of capital carry out, was 

done for them, and the Empire Theatre ' 

of Varieties had arrived at the fortunate 

position of being one of the most successful 

and popular places of public entertainment 

ever known in London. ■

Nothing could have seemed more seeuie 

than all this. The shareholders must have 

thought nothing less likely to meet witk 

any serious check or hindrance ; but they 

had reckoned without their County Council 

When licensing day came round there waa 

to be a rude awakening. A few absolutely 

unknown and irresponsible people — ^who 

showed in every word of what they and the 

Licensing Committee of the County Council 

absurdly called their " evidence," Uieir com- 

plete ignorance of the merits of the question, 

and their absolute unfitness to give even 

an opinion on the matters at issue — opposed 

the renewal of the license ; and the Com- 

mittecy without the slightest consideration ■
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•f, 01 refecence to, the ];>erfectly weil-known 

facts of the case, decided ia their favour byim- 

posing^ as the only condition on which they 

would grant the new license, obtain re- 

strictions and structural alterations which 

the directors > of the theatre declared to be 

almost impossible to carry out. ■

It. should by no means be forgotten 

that Alderman Routledge, himself one of 

the most Radical of the Progressists, 

stated afterwards in his speech at the 

meeting of the Council, that this Com- 

mittee had been systematically packed 

in the interests of one particular section, 

who had done everything they could to 

ruin the industry of music-halls in London. 

! If this is really their object — and Alderman 

Routledge^nerally knows very well what 

he is talking about — 'they could not set to 

work more effectually than to lower the 

tone of the muuc-halls by driving out of 

the business all men of means who look for 

some reasonable security for their invested 

capital, and by throwing the trade into the 

hands of mere hand-to-mouth adventurers 

who have nothing to lose, and a good deal 

to win if luck clumces to be favourable. ■

There remained an appeal from the de- 

cision of this precious Committee to the 

Council itself, and it cannot be said that, 

in the interval, the tactics of the managers 

of the Empire or their friends on the press 

were in any way judicious. A strenuous 

agitation was got up, many meetings were 

held, and many speeches were made which, 

no doubt, were true enough and not to be 

answered by any fair argument ; but which 

were, unfortunately, admirably adapted to 

put up the backs of the narrow-minded, 

illogical men who constitute the majority 

of the Council, and in that way seriously 

to damage the cause they were intended to 

serve. ' ■

When the appeal was heard lefore the 

full Council, any idea of judicial gravity, 

decency, or reticence was thrown to the 

winds. The feeble opinions of Mrs. Ormis 

ton Chant were accepted as if they were 

really serious evidence; all the individual 

Councillors who in speeches of more or less 

violence and irrelevancy addk^essed the 

meeting in opposition to the Empire con- 

stituted themselves with absolutely shams- 

less partiality at once witnesses, advocates, 

and judges, and endorsed the original 

decisions of the Committee by a large 

majority. It was an unfortunate thing for 

the shareholders in the Empire Theatre, 

but^ as an object lesson in one of the most 

crying evils and scandals of government by ■

popularly elected representatives of the few 

people who can be got to vote at muuioipal 

elections in London, it was not without its 

uses. ■

It is not too much to say that hardly a 

speaker on either side showed any real 

appreciation of the fact that a serious prin- 

ciple was involved, or that the decision of 

the Council was likely to have far reaching 

effects, but the general tone of those in 

favour of granting the license unhampered by 

restrictions was undoubtedly better than that 

of their opponents, if only because they had 

a better case. In speech after speech on the 

opposition side the speakers gave themselves 

entirely away in the attempt to explain 

their views, and only made more and more 

apparent the narrow minded personal bigotry 

which afflicted them. Several speak^» ex- 

pressed the idiotic opinion that no place 

which paid seventy per cent, by way of 

dividend could possibly be conducted in a 

respectable manner; others talked about 

women " ramping all over the place," 

although there had been no attempt on 

anybody's part to assert that anything of 

the sort occurred. It would hardly be 

possible to say what nonsense was not 

talked. Unfortunately I have no space at 

my command to give a general summary of 

the debate, but may call attention to the 

sjpeeches of two typical members of the 

majority — Lord Farrer and Mr. John 

Bums. Lord Farrer, who made a sad 

confession of the anxiety and doubt which 

the reading of what he called the ^^ evi- 

dence " had produced in him, was evidently 

terribly embarrassed — res];>ectable, politico- 

economipal, hide-bound red-tapist as he is — 

by having to keep in line with the Progres- 

sist party with which he acts, but with 

which he has as much real sympathy as the 

Girondists had with the Jacobins, and 

finally voted against the license — ^principally, 

it would seem, because "Mr. Macready, 

the great actor," had reformed the shameful 

saloons of the theatres fifty or sixty years 

ago. Mr. John Burns hardly tried to keep 

secret the merely personal reasons which 

inflaenced his vote. Mr. Ceorge Shipton 

had spoken at a public meeting in sympathy 

with the employees of the Empire Theatre 

who would be thrown out of work by the 

refusal of the license, and this without first 

obtaining permission from the mighty man 

of Battersea. So Mr. Bums, as *' the man 

who had polled more votes than anybody 

else as a labour representative "-^ ' Codlin s 

the friend, not Short" — was bound to take 

the opposite view. The male frequenters ■
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of the Empire promenade smoked expensive 

cigars, and so offended Mr. Bums. The 

directors of the Empire had fought for 

their property, and Mr. Barns was not 

going to be intimidated. Equally cogent 

and equally unworthy of consideration 

were the other arguments which Mr. Burns 

put forward in dealing with what he rightly 

called a difficult and complex subject, and 

which influenced him in making in his 

judicial capacity a speech which was re- 

markable, even for him, for personal abuse 

and violent intolerance. It was distinctly 

humorous, by the way, to find Mr. Bams 

gravely warning the Council against " bogus 

sjrmpathies with unemployed working 

people." Events move rapidly nowadays, 

but people can still remember that it was 

to his adroit manipulation of " bogus sym- 

pathies with unemployed working people " 

that the elect of Battersea — to which con- 

stituency the consideration of this, sneer 

may be left — owes the position he lias 

attained in the ranks of the new de- 

mocracy. / 

. The County Council has long been 

desirous of obtaining control of the theatres. 

Let us hope that their last escapade will 

not only render this impossible^ but will 

lead to their mischievous power over the 

music-halls being taken away from them. 

That bigotry and narrow-minded intolerance 

are not the sole property of elected bodies I 

know very well — it was only the other day 

that the Vice-Chancellor of Oxford Uni- 

versity made himself ridiculous by prohibit- 

ing a performance of Mr. Sydney Grundy's 

play, " Sowing the Wind *' — but I am quite 

certain that the interests of music-hall 

proprietors, managers, and performers, as 

well as those of public decency and public 

convenience, would be much safer in the 

hands of the Lord Chamberlain than in 

those of Lord Farrer, Mr. Burns, Mr. 

Lidgett, Mr. Charrington, Mr. M'Dougall, 

Earl Compton, Mr. Parkinson, and the rest 

of them. Let us hope that Parliament will 

take the same view of the matter — at all 

events after the impending general election. 

Consider, for a moment, Mr. Irving's 

" Municipal Theatre " under the control of 

the present London County Council ! ■

RIPPLE'S RELISH. ■

A OOMPLETB STOBT. ■

" A SMALL bottle of sauce, please," said I. 

" Stinger's if you have it." ■

"Yes, sir; certainly, sip, we have it," 

replied the grocer in the tone of a man who ■

has more things in stock than are dreamt 

of in his customer's philosophy. " But let 

me persuade you to try a similar and su- 

perior article of our own preparation — 

Ripple's Relish, sir — which we can do for 

you at three-three instead of four-and-a- 

half." ■

As all sauces are much alike to me, and 

in those days I found it easier to save three 

farthings than to earn them, I did not need 

persuading. ■

" Very well," said I, after wondering for 

a moment what my wife would say, '* I'll 

try it." ■

" Thank you, sir," said the grocer ; " and 

if you'll pardon the liberty, I assure you 

that after trjring you'll go on buying, as our 

poet says. Martha, my dear, cash. Three- 

three out of four. Your bill and change, 

sir. Good morning." ■

• The somewhat disproportionate formality 

with which Mr. Ripple conducted this, our 

first business transaction, was, I afterwards 

found, habitual. Every penny he received 

— and he received a good many single 

pennies — he handed over to his wife, who 

sat all day at a desk behind a glass partition, 

takmg for it a receipt which he passed on 

to the customer with a most impressive bow 

and fiourish. ■

These receipt forms were adorned with a 

representation of Mr. Ripple's place of 

business-^— a vast emporium — with "Ripple's 

People's Tea Warehouse" running round the 

cornice in giant letters. The windows in 

this picture exhibited a bewildering variety 

of good things, which, to judge by the piles 

of bags and boxes to be seen as far as the 

eye could penetrate into the long perspective 

of the interior, was but a meagre sample of 

the stores within. ■

Oatside those windows an aristocratic- 

looking and interested crowd had halted to 

inspect their contents. Gentlemen in tall hats 

and frock-coats pointed out to fashionably 

dressed ladies, who held them affectionately 

by the arm, an alluring pile of " Ripple's 

Best Loaf," at four-three-farthings ; but the 

ladies, to a woman, were concentrating their 

attention on that more expensive luxury, 

" Ripple's Champion Tea '' at one and-eight, 

several chests of which were displayed 

behind the next sheet of plate-glass. ■

In and out of the door poured two streams 

of customers, one welcomed by a faultlessly 

attired individual — was it a fancy portrait 

of the proprietor himself ) — and the other 

followed by obsequious attendants carrying 

parcels to the line of carriages in waiting 

which filled one side of the street ■
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The houses on the other side of the 

street looked mean, and the pavement in 

front of them was tenanted solely by two 

dogs and a child with a hoop. Lest my 

readers share my wife's wonder how such a 

splendid shop came to be situated in a street 

so obyiously too small for it, let me hasten 

to explain that the street — a by-thorough- 

fare near Camberwell Green — was depicted 

as it was ; the shop, as its owner no doubt 

wished it to be. ■

But however much the artist who de- 

signed Mr. Ripple's billhead had exaggerated 

the size of Mr. Ripple's shop, Mr. Ripple 

himself did not exaggerate the merits of 

his relish. Even my wife, in spite of her 

prejudice in favour of Stinger's, was forced 

to admit that it was excellent; and my 

wife is a judge of sauces. ■

As the poet, quoted by Mr. Ripple, fore- 

told, after trying we went on buyiDg, and 

after we had bought relish and relish only 

from hiln for some time, we allowed him — 

I here use his own words — to have the 

privilege of supplying us with other articles : 

tea, coffee, sugar, bacon ; anything, in short, 

in which he dealt. ■

"We granted him this privilege perhaps 

more readily than we otherwise should have 

done because he was willing to supply us 

on credit, and, as he went on supplying us 

for a considerable period without pressing 

for payment of his account, it was naturally 

difficult to refuse to concede him the even 

greater privilege of social intercourse. As 

we owed him, I think, about ten pounds 

when he first asked us to take a friendly 

cup of tea " along with me and my missis," 

I need hardly say that we accepted the in- 

vitation with at least outward alacrity. ■

He, or perhaps I should say, Mrs. Ripple, 

gave us an excellent tea, but after it was 

over, I feared for a moment that we had 

been inveigled into the little parlour behind 

the shop under disgracefully false pretences. ■

" And now, Mr. Trevor," said Mr. Ripple, 

'* while my missis amuses yours with the 

halbum, perhaps you and me can talk a 

little business." ■

" Oh I Er — ^yes, certainly if you wish 

it," I stammered out. "But next week 

would be more convenient." ■

" Not it," said Mr. Ripple, looking not a 

little offended. "I guess what you have 

in your mind, sir, but I'm not mean enough 

to be alluding to that, except in a sense to 

which I don't suppose you'll object. Now, 

what do you say to a chance of working off 

any little matter there may be between us ) " ■

Not having the ghost of an idea of the ■

man's meaning, I said nothing, but waited 

for him to explain. ■

*' You see, sir, it's this way," he went on. 

"I know that relish of mine is worth 

pushing, and properly pushed it never has 

been, mainly through want of capital Now 

my idea is that you, being a literary gent, 

could help me to push it if you'd be so good." ■

" Really, Mr. Ripple, I don't see how," 

I protested with some warmth, "unless, 

indeed, you expect me to turn myself into 

a sandwich man." ■

"No, no," said he soothingly. " Nothing 

of the kind, I simply want you to try 

your hand at something catching in the ' 

advertisement line. Poetry for choice. 

Something beginning say, ' Ripple's Relish, 

rich and rare,' or, * Ripple's Relish is the 

best.' Them two lines have been running 

in my head for months, but blessed if I can 

find the fellows to 'em. Now if " ■

" But I thought you were already pro- 

vided with a poet," I interrupted. ■

"I was," replied the grocer gloomily. 

" I was. And a good man too, when not 

in liquor. But gin finished him. Now, if 

you'd condescend to fill his place I'd make it 

worth your while, upon my word I would." ■

Professional pride urged me to resent Mr. 

Ripple's offer. Poverty tempted me to 

accept it. There was — ^nay, is — a delicacy 

about my purely literary work, a fineness of 

point about my stories which the average 

editor is incapable of appreciating. As I 

had therefore for some time been compelled 

to earn the greater portibn of my bread by 

mere journalistic drudgery, it was compara- 

tively easy to take another downward step. ■

There is no need to dwell upon the 

details of my degradation. Suffice it to 

say that for three months or so I puffed 

" Ripple's Relish " poetically and otherwise 

as it had never been puffed before. Un- 

fortunately the public were slow to respond 

to my exhortations. The sale of the relish, 

which already enjoyed a considerable local 

reputation, remained aln^ost stationary, 

even though, working in no hireling spirit, 

I was prodigal in suggesting methods of 

giving my praises of its merits the widest 

possible publicity. ■

These suggestions Mr. Ripple, to do him 

justice, was not slow in adopting as far as 

his means would allow. His means, how- 

ever, were limited, and at last he came, as 

he vulgarly put it^ almost to the end of his 

tether. Instead of placarding walls and hoard- 

ings with poetical and occasionally pictorial 

posters he had to content himself with distri- 

buting wretched little handbills, bought at the ■
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lowest possible rate per thousand. Literary 

worm though I was, I turned at this. It 

was so unutterably painful to me to see the 

effusions of my brain thrust by some impu- 

dent urchin into the half-unwilling hand of 

the chance passer-by^ only to be forthwith 

tossed aside and trampled underfoot, that I 

made up my mind to write no more unless 

Mr. Ripple would promise to present my 

productions to the public in something like 

decent form ; but before I had an oppor- 

tunity of acquainting him with my resolu- 

tion I was taken ill, and waf<, for a 

considerable period, unable to write any- 

thing for anybody whether I would or no. ■

I do not wish to deny that the Bipples 

were very kind during my illness. Mrs. 

Bipple was one of those excellent women 

known to their friends as *' motherly 

bodies ** or " good souls." ■

'^Beef extract, my dearl" said she to 

my wife. "Pon't you go to worry yourself 

about that, nor yet about nothing else 

that's in Eipple's stock or can be got in. 

And as for a nurse, well, we must see what 

we can do between us, sitting up turn and 

torn about" ■

Until I had that illness I had no idea 

how many delicacies suitable to an invalid 

one's grocer can supply, nor, until I re- 

covered from it, did I realise how extremely 

irksome a debt of gratitude may become. 

Though I never paid a penny piece in hard 

cash for them, I consider that the little 

luxuries with which the Bipples furnished 

me were dearly bought. The price they 

demanded for their tinned soups, grapes, 

jellies, and so forth, was nothing less than 

our friendship, our intimate friendship. 

Now, to take tea occasionally with the 

Bipples was one thine. To have my 

society persistently sought by Mr. Bipple 

whenever he was at leisure was quite 

another. My experiences one Sunday 

afternoon, when he induced me to go with 

him by boat to Gravesend, were painful in 

the extreme, but my wife assures me that 

my sufferings were slight compared with 

hers on the never-to-beforgotten day when 

she accompanied Mrs. Bipple on a shopping 

expedition to the West End. ■

We did our best to make the Bipples 

understand how preposterous it was to 

expect us to satisfy their claim to public 

recognition of their lien upon our gratitude, 

but hints were wasted on them, and they 

seemed impervious to snubs. I doubt 

whether tlwy were even aware of their 

social inferiority to us. The narrow circle 

in which they moved was chiefly made up ■

of people even more destitute than them- 

selves of the elements of culture and refine- 

ment, and it probably never dawned upon 

them that anybody could possibly be 

ashamed to be seen with them anywhere. ■

To do us justice we were not, or we did 

not let them see that we were, ashamed to 

be seen with them — ^in their own neigh- 

bourhood — into which nobody worth know- 

ing was likely to stray. We ourselves had 

or3y been dnven to take refuge there by 

stress of financial weather, and when the 

depression filled up — soon after my recovery 

a legacy from a distant relative placed me 

in a position of temporary and strictly 

comparative affluence — we at once prepared 

to slip our cables, if that nautical mano3Uvre 

may be taken as equivalent to going away 

and leaving no address. ■

Little did we guess what we were about 

to lose when we decided to leave Camber- 

well for Hampstead and cut all connection 

with the Bipples. I had been offered on 

certain conditions, one of which was the 

investment of my little capital in the 

venture, the assistant-editorship of the 

"Passing Hour," a newly-established journal 

of considerable promise. How was I to 

know that that promise would never 

blossom into performance 1 When I met 

Mr. Ripple casually in the street the very 

day before we movedj how was I to know 

that he ? — but I must not anticipate. ■

"Trevor, my boy," said he, greeting me 

with even more than his usual unseemly 

boisterousness, "congratulate me. I've 

come into money." ■

" I'm delighted to hear it, only I hope it 

isn't enough to retire on. I don't want to 

.find my occupation gone, you know," said 

I, thinking it judicious to throw a little 

dust into his eyes. ■

"Occupation gone!" he repeated, looking 

puzzled. " Oh, I see ; you mean the poetry 

making. But you needn't be afraid. Every 

penny's going into the relish. It's a man 

or a mouse with William Bipple this time. 

I wonder if you're game to stand inl" ■

" What do you mean ? " I asked, begin- 

ning to fear he had heard of the improve- 

ment in my circumstances, and hoped to 

induce me to sacrifice my little all on the 

altar of his faith in the potentialities of his 

relish. ■

" Come in here and have a drink, and 

ni tell you," said he. ■

My fears proved groundless. He wanted 

me to go into partnership with him, it is 

true, but he was generous enough to say 

that he considered my brains more than ■
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equivalent to his cash. So flattering was 

this compliment, go plausihle were the 

figures he put hefore me, and so contagious 

was his enthusiasm that, instead of refusing 

then and there to have anything to do with 

his proposal, I asked for time to think it over. ■

" Quite right, my boy/' said he approv- 

ingly, " quite right j never do nothing in a 

hurry. You'd like to talk thiiigs over with 

the missifi, I dare say; but^ bless you, I 

know she'll be on my side. As sensible a 

little woman as ever stepped is your good 

lady, sir. You're sure you won't have 

another drop? Very well, thqn, I'll say 

good morning, and expect you to look in 

some time to-morrow." ■

When I did ** talk things over with the 

missis," that sensible little woman soon 

extirpated from my mind the germ of an 

idea of casting in my lot with Mr. Eipple, 

which I confess had established itself there. ■

** My dear Henry," she exclaimed, " you 

doi^'t meam to say you seriously think of 

condemning yourself and me to lifelong 

association withsuch odiously vulgar people)" ■

" No, no, my love," I hastened to reply, 

"I don't. Only, you know, if our well- 

meaning friend's dream were fulfilled, we 

might become as rich as brewers." ■

" Ah," said my wife, " * if ' and ' might ' 

are all very well, but I prefer a prospect in 

the indicative mood such as the 'Hour' 

offers. Besides, think of the position. 

Think of the people with whom we shall 

be brought in contact." ■

As I quite endorse Mr. Ripple*s opinion 

of my wife's sagacity, I allowed myself to 

be persuaded to write a polite but frigid 

note in the third person beginning, *'Mr. 

Trevor presents his compliments to Mr. 

Eipple," and declining his offer. The next 

day we carried out our original intention ; 

but our Gamberwell landlady must have 

betrayed her trust, for Mrs. Eipple called 

several times at our new abode. As we 

felt it was no good to do things by halves, 

we were never at home to her, and at last 

we tired her out. ■

For the next two years we saw nothing 

either of her or her husband. We heard 

of them, though — at least in common with 

the rest of civUised mankind, we heard of 

" Eipple's Eelish." As everybody knows, 

that condiment became world-famous after 

the Dean and Chapter of St. Paul's applied 

for an injunction to restrain its proprietor 

from displaying his favourite injunction, 

** Try Eipple's Eelibh," upon the dome of 

that venerable fane by means of a magic 

lantern and the electric light. ■

Soon after the trial of this action assured 

the future of '* Eipple's Eelish," «The 

Passing Hour " passed away for ever, and 

I was once more reduced to a condition of 

most acute impecuniosity. In my necessity 

I wrote to Mr. Eipple reminding him of 

our former frienilship, and offering once 

more to devote my pen to his service on 

his own terms. ■

Ah me ! His terms are fairly liberal, 

but when I se^ my employer positively 

rolling in affluence, and think of what 

might have been, bitterness fills my soul. 

Yet I cannot blame myself, I cannot even 

blame my wife. As I have asked before, 

how were we to know ? ■

BHOPAL. ■

Thb jungle clothed hills of Central India 

separate the province of Bhopal from the 

outside world, and although the railway 

traverses the remote native etato, the country 

remains almost undisturbed by the passing 

traffic to which it only offers an infinitesimid 

contribution. ■

The principality of Bhopal possesses the 

distinction of being the only native province 

under petticoat government ; and her High- 

ness, the Begum, a widowed Mohammedan 

Princess in her fiftieth year, rules over a 

million subjects, the annual revenue of 

three hundred thous£^nd pounds giving her 

a distinguished position among native 

royalties. ■

Women have always exercised an im- 

portant political influence in India, and the 

seclusion of '* purdah " often veils the hand 

which pulls the strings of complicated 

schemes and subtle intrigues; but the 

records of modem times show few instances 

of regal authority placed entirely in female 

hands. The Begum of Bhopal was one of 

those native potentates who proved their 

loyalty to England by contributing large 

sums of money towards the expenses of 

the campaign in 1888 for the defence of 

the Indian frontiers, and the substantial 

aid provided by the tributary Princess of 

this retired province amounted to sixteen 

lakhs of rupees, equivalent to six hundred 

and forty thousand pounds sterling. ■

The capable administration of Bhopal 

proclaims the decided character and acute 

intelligence of the native Eanee, educated 

far beyond the usual modern standard of 

an Oriental sovereign, and adding a know- 

ledge of English and Sanscrit to the classic 

Peisian, which is studied as the sacred ■
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tongue of Islam and adopted as the orthodox 

langui^e of every Mohammedan Court. ■

This accomplished Begum ha& also written 

a valuable book on female life and influence, 

in the hope of elevating the moral and 

intellectual tone of Indian womanhood in 

the higher classes. Eor this purpose the 

stately Urdu — musical as Italian and 

sonorous as Greek — is the chosen medium 

of communication. This pure type of Hindu- 

stani, on the lips of native aristocracy, 

differs entirely in pronunciation and struc- 

ture from the guttural dialects in common 

use, which exemplify the various degrees 

of decadence from comparative culture to 

absolute barbarism. The Begum has taken 

an important step in the direction of modern 

progress by defraying the expenses of a 

medical education for one of the ladies of 

her court. This dusky damsel showed such 

special aptitude for her professional studies 

that^ on completing her university course at 

Calcutta, she was sent to England for 

further advantages .before returning to 

practise in her native city, where the 

stringent regulations of "purdah** and 

" zenana " forbid any acceptance of medical 

aid unless offered at the hands of a woman. ■

The Mohammedan conquerors of Bhopal 

apparently contented themselves with es- 

tablishing an hereditary dynasty in the 

province ; and, though the reins of govern- 

ment were held in an iron grasp, the 

seclusion of the capital — destitute of special 

manufactures and separated by mountain 

and forest from the great caravan routes 

between north and south — prevented the 

erection of those architectural memorials 

which signalise the conquests of Islam in 

more accessible districts. The steep preci- 

pices of the Ghauts and the perils of the 

pathless jungle barred the way of progress, 

and forbade that "education of contact*' 

which rouses local emulation and fans the 

spark of aspiration into the flame of 

achievement. ■

The sleeping city of Bhopal, " the world 

forgetting, by the world forgot,'* still pre- 

sents unusual difficulties to the social re- 

former^ and awakes from the dreams of 

ages by aUnost imperceptible degrees. The 

station stands on a sunburnt heath outside 

the walls, and a little dik bungalow on a 

ridge of the tawny moorland offers a rude 

shelter to the European traveller who breaks 

his journey through Central India at se- 

cluded Bhopal. The advent of visitors 

excites the lively interest of the local Jehus, 

and sundry primitive tongas, drawn by 

hump-backed white bullocks, arrive at the ■

door of the rustic bungalow, while we dis- 

cuss " chota hazri " in the latticed verandah 

as the roseate dawn pales the lingering stars 

and flushes the dreary moorland with pink 

and lilac hues. Diving beneath a yellow 

awning, with our feet dangling from the 

spriugless cart^ we subside into a heap of 

fragrant hay, placed for the accommodation 

of passengers in the least objectionable of 

the barbaric vehicles at our command. A 

noisy brown native, clad in the slightly 

modified costume of Paradise, acts as 

charioteer, and with unnecessary outlay of 

ill-directed energy galvanises the long-suf- 

fering bullock into such a rapid trot that 

the whole attention of the fares is absorbed, 

for the first mile of the expedition, by the 

strenuous efforts required to avoid an igno- 

minious fall into the dusty road. ■

The break-neck pace slackens to a 

deliberate amble witlun the city gates, as 

we mingle with the gaily-clad crowds which 

fill the gaudy bazaars with colour and 

movement. Robes of orange and blue, 

scarlet and purple, yellow and green, glow 

with dazzling brilliancy in the keen light of 

the morning sun, the vivid tints of turban 

and sari enhanced by the multitude of nude 

bronze figures which divide the comparative 

popularity of dress and undress into equal 

proportions. Although the common trades 

of India may be studied in the crumbling 

arcades and tumbledown stalls of the 

Bhopal streets, not a single instance of 

local invention or artistic handiwork 

rewards our exploration of dusty passages, 

dilapidated balconies, and djm chambers 

filled with heterogeneous merchandise. ■

Even the all-pervading commerce of the 

West, which gains a footing in every native 

city and shoots tons of rubbish into Eastern 

bazaars, obtains but a feeble hold on the 

affections of Central India ; and the archaic 

patterns of all European goods show that 

the foreign element meets with scant favour 

in this old-world state. ■

Shady roads branch out in every direc- 

tion beneath the dense foliage of towering 

palm, feathery tamarind, and ];)lo8soming 

neem-tree, where green parrots and chatter- 

ing mylias dispute the position with the 

ubiquitous and impertinent Indian crow. 

There are no sidewalks. The throngs of foot- 

passengers jostle against mules, bullocks, 

and camels, palanquins borne on bare brown 

shoulders, palm-thatched waggons, and pran- 

cing horses ridden by turbaned soldiers. 

Grey Brahmini cows perambulate the 

narrow streets, and the continual aggres- 

sions of these pampered animals aSbid ■
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some excuse for the laids of the Moslem 

population, which occasionally Vages sayage 

war against the sacred herds. Personal 

experience certainly suggests a secular rather 

than a religious origin to the " Cow Riots/' 

which often assume the proportions of a 

civil war, for the patience of the unheliever 

is sorely taxed by the perpetual encroach- 

ments of the symbolical kine. The reve- 

rence shown to the cow as the type of 

Nature's beneficence resembles the cidtus of 

Ceres in the early days of Greece, and the 

veneration paid to the sacred animal of 

Hindu theology dates from that distant 

past when the myths of the primitive world 

reflected the pastoral life wluch belonged to 

the so-called golden age. ■

A lordly elephant led by a turbaned 

mahout terrifies the frisky horses, which 

dash frantically aside as though fearing to 

be trodden under foot, or gored by the 

sweeping ivory curves so carefully guided 

by the attendants of the royal stud. Houses 

paiiited in glaring tints of red, blue, and 

ochre enliven the dim alleys and irregular 

streets, the external surface of every wall 

covered with a white tracery representing 

Hindu gods and mythological animals. The 

gnarled trunk of an ancient peepul-tree 

forms a diminutive chapel where a vermilion- 

tinted divinity looms in grotesque outline 

through the shadows; and weird images 

with glittering crowns gleam from the 

cavernous arches of a dusky temple. Two 

lotus-covered tanks cool the burning air of 

the stifling city, which lies in a hollow of the 

moorland, and is shut in by the green zone of 

wooded hills which encircles Central India. 

Slender minarets and pearly domes indicate 

the prevailing creed, but mosque and temple 

are alike destitute of architectural beauty 

and historical interest ■

The sharp sunlight darts like gleaming 

sword-blades through the fringe of foliage 

which overhangs the placid water, where 

groups of bathers dive among the azure 

Hlies, and sportive children wind the tangled 

verdure round their slim brown bodies as 

they splash in and out of the tranquil pool, 

or sun themselves on the marble steps 

kissed by the rippling wavelets. A woman 

with pink draperies girt closely round her 

slender limbs makes . an impromptu cradle 

of a gigantic leaf above a green mesh of 

swaying stalks, and lays her dusky baby 

upon this floating raft while she washes 

her white s&ri. A crumbling archway frames 

a long perspective of gilded colonnades at 

the side of a street, glowing with hght and 

colour; and a tall Hindu in ^e dark uniform ■

of his race leads two cheetahs, purring and 

hissing like huge cats, at the end of a long 

chain, and giving a strange touch of 

barbaric life to the unfamiliar scene. ■

The stately palace of the Begum stands 

near the city walls, and commands ex- 

tensive views of the brown wilderness which 

skirts the dark depths of impenetrable 

jungle. The broken outlines of innumer- 

able spires and cupolas, white as snow and 

bristling with spiky pinnacles, cut sharply 

into the radiant blue of the Indian sky. 

A colossal gateway faces the street, where 

turbaned guards pace up and down, armed 

with matchlock and spear. Native servants 

in striped tunics gossip with the crowds 

which pace to and fro, engaged in the 

multitudinous business of the royal house- 

hold, or waiting for an audience either with 

the sovereign or with her Ministers of 

State. The Prime Minister's carriage, a 

ramshackle barouche drawn by prancing 

Arab horses,' awaits his exit from the 

Council Chamber, and he emerges from 

the palace clad in flowing robes and glitter^ 

ing with jewelled orders. A grey-haired 

chamberlain accompanies him to the gate 

and courteously enquires oni errand in 

perfect English. On ascertaining our desire 

to see the palace he graciously offers to ask 

the royal permission for a favour seldom 

granted, as the constant residence of the 

native Court generally renders the interior 

of the edifice forbidden ground. In this 

instance the request wins an immediate 

consent, and we follow the d^^nified official 

into the huge building which surrounds 

three sides of a spacious quadrangle, where 

a brilliant concourse ebbs and flows in 

picturesque variety of costume and colour. 

Peasants bear bunches of bananas and 

baskets of vegetaUes to the servants' 

quarters; grooms fill clattering buckets at 

the central fountain ; soldiers relieve guard; 

and turbaned sheiks, waiting for an 

audience, spread their prayer-carpets in a 

white arcade, and utilise the spare time in 

devotion. Merchants with bales of silk 

and embroidery for the ladies of the Court 

solace a long delay with gurgling hubble- 

bubbles; and solemn-looking greybeards, 

with long scrolls of parchment in their 

hands, discuss the contents of the closely- 

written pages as they lean on the marble 

basin of a brimming fountain, where blue 

doves and snowy pigeons preen and flutter 

their downy plumage in undisturbed 

security. The Mohammedan nations, always 

exemplary in their treatment of the animal 

world, regard the pigeon with especial ■
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favour as "the bird of the Holy Spirit/' 

and the aacred doves are suppotted by 

public subscription. ■

After a momentary pause while the 

Muezzin's noontide call to prayer ring^ 

from the minaret of the royal mosque, and 

our conductor prostrates himself towards 

Mecca with the Oriental simplicity which 

knows no shame in yielding public obedience 

to the dictates of religion, we follow him 

through an interminable suite of State 

apartments lavishly decorated with crude 

designs and glaring colours. Artificial 

flowers disfigure every room, and display an 

endless variety of tone and texture. 

Blossoms of wax and wool, feathers and 

foil, beads and muslin, stand as centre- 

pieces on exquisite tables of costly mosaic, 

or shelter their appalling ugliness under 

glass shades in every nook and comer. A 

huge trophy of waxen fruit occupies a 

tripod of sandalwood and mother-of-pearl, 

and a spbndid Benares vase holds i^ glaring 

bouquet of red woollen roses. Coarse 

tablecloths of vulgar pattern and crude 

aniline dye hide the delicate ivory carving 

which covers chests of black teakwood 

with a web of fihny lace ; and cushions of 

cotton-backed satin conceal the golden 

embroideries of a beautiful divan with a 

hideous medley of magenta and scarlet. 

Countless mirrors reflect the nightmare of 

colour, and the tawdry finery of the 

European element overpowers the har- 

monious beauty of native handiwork. In 

the pillared; Durbar Hall, where the 

provincial Eajahs pay their homage to the 

Mohammedan Queen, « thick "purdah" 

hangs before the royal divan which is occu- 

pied by the Eanee when she ^ves audience 

to the native chieftains, who stand out- 

side the impassable barrier which veils their 

sovereign. A stone cloister flanks a formal 

garden reserved for the exclusive use of 

royalty; n^iniature fountains play amid 

gay parterres ; and gilded kiosks adorn a 

marble terrace, where the Begum and her 

only daughter spend the sunset hour when 

the cares of State are laid aside, and the 

stifling " purdah ** is exchanged for the 

peace and coolness of the flower filled 

pleasaunce. ■

An immense pavilion used as the 

summer palace encloses this green retreat, 

and contributes to the absolute retirement 

of the spot, to which no sound penetrates 

from the external world. The chamberlain 

unlocks a low -browed door with a key 

hanging from bis golden chain of oflice, 

and admits us into a magnificent vaulted ■

hall with stone pillars and arches elaborately 

carved, but plastered over with barbaric 

disregard of every artistic principle, and 

wreathed with wax flowers and artificial 

ivy, for which we are informed that her 

HighilesB has paid an almost incalculable 

sum. Lovely stands of Benares lacquer- 

work groan beneath the weight of musical 

boxes, mechanical toys, and cheap German 

prints. Glittering chandeliers dangle their 

crystal drops from the arched ceiling, ribbed 

and fluted like a cathedral roof, and cona- 

mon rag-dolls of English make stand in 

regiments on priceless cabinets of ebony 

and silver. Persian prayer-mats of softest 

hue lie on glaring carpets where red peonies 

sprawl over a green background, and geo- 

metrical patterns divide the coarse material 

into huge squares which suggest a fabric 

taken in by weekly instalments. ■

The royal mind has not yet learned to 

discriminate between the comparative value 

ot native handicraft, representing centuries 

of artistic culture, and the discarded mon- 

strosities of Western manufacture belonging 

to a past generation. The extraordinary 

conglomeration of absolute rubbish with per- 

fect specimens of Indian art points to the 

transitional state which halts between two 

opinions. The early days of female eman- 

cipation in Eastern lands frequently show 

a promiscuous admiration of Western pro- 

ductions quite irrespective of their intrinsic 

worth, and intellectual ability is ^lo criterion 

of judgement in questions of taste during 

this passing phase of blind enthusiasm. 

The old chamberlain speaks of his royal 

mistress with reverential affection, and we 

share his regret that the exigencies of 

time and travel forbid the delay involved 

by a personal interview with her Highness ; 

but previous experience '^f the mode adopted 

by native royalty to impress the foreign 

mind with the importance of an audience, 

prevents the expression of any wish for 

an honour which is frequently postponed 

day after day until the magnitude of the 

favour is supposed to be duly impressed 

upon the recipient. ■

As the shadows lengthen across the sun- 

burnt moorland, and a faint breeze whispers 

through the fluttering foliage of a drooping 

neem-tree which shades the entrance of the 

d&k bungalow, we descend the ridge of 

the heath to a little river where bullocks 

and ponies are drinking from the shallow 

current. Women in red sAris and cotton 

bodices which leave the brdwn waist bare, fill 

the tall clay jars gracefully poised on Uieir 

dusky heads, and an aged man toils up ■
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the rocky bank wjth a heavy water-skin 

dripping from his shoulder. Shaggy "buffa- 

loes lie down beneath a mossy crag where 

the stream expands into a wide pool; 

a native ^hepl^rd drives bis long-haired 

flock to a distant fold ; the tinkling sheep- 

bells echo softly through the stillness, and 

the pastoral charm of the tranquil scene 

exhales the aroma of that vanished past 

which for ever breathes through the present 

of the unchanging East. The bristling spikes 

and pinnacles of the royal palace stand out 

in white relief against the burning gold of the 

sunset sky ; the pale mii\arets of the city 

mosques reflect the amber glow on every 

polished shaft; a purple bloom tinges the 

tawny heath ; and as the little procession of 

peasants climbs the steep ascent from the 

shadowy glen, the last gleam of the setting 

sun sparkles on silver bangles and nose- 

rings^ and turns a brazen lotah into a blaze 

of concentrated light. ■

In the small houtd of the following 

morning, we stumble across the dusky 

i90orl^nd to the little station; the white 

turban of the porter who shoulders our 

trunks serving the purpose of a lantern 

in front of us. As the train threads the 

d^nse jungles of the Central Provinces, 

and skirts the steep acclivities of the wooded 

Ghauts, the isolation of Bhopal becomes 

evident, and we realise the difficulty of 

the problem to< be solved by the native 

sovereign who strives to raise the status 

of her subject? by keeping them in touch 

with advaneing knowledge, and teaching 

them to win for themselves a worthy place 

in the records of modem India. ■

BLIND LARRY. ■

A STORT IN TWO CHAPTERS. CBAirTBR II.1 ■

Thb summer was far advanced before the 

Gk>ssoon's first letter came. The red-painted 

" side " car drove in as usual about ten 

o'clock one sunny morning, and Taedey 

Coakley observed that he found it "mortal 

dhry *' — not an unusual remark for him — 

as he handed the solitary mailrbag to Mrs. 

Lunan, who received it in the capacity 

of postmistress with a nonchalance that was 

ever the admiration of the village. ' It was 

a bracing experience to Gurteen^which 

was always fairly represented at the starting 

and arrival of the mail*car — to see the 

easy- familiarity with which their post- 

mistress handled Her Majesty's mails. 

Some commended the exhibition, others 

shook their heads; and once old Ked 

(xalagher, the stone-breaker, half accounted ■

for, half excused the display of such super- 

human nerve by the fact that "the pore 

wpman had buried three husbands." But 

that is by the way. The point Gurteen 

wished to emphasize afterwards was that 

there was really nothing that morning 

to show that there was a letter come for 

blind Larry at last, and that if Taedey 

Coakley knew about it, it was just like him 

— ^bad cess to him! — not to let on. However, 

the news was soon set afoot, and thete had 

not been such a pleasant buzz of excitement 

in the village since Patsey O'Rourke left 

the tax collector for dead at the cross-roads. ■

Mrs. Lunan was the first to make the dis- 

covery — ^naturally. Then little Peggy stole 

in, 1:»refoioted, as she had done for many a 

day, to know if there was "e'er a Mericky 

letther for owld Larry;" and the austere 

official unwillingly produced her find from 

beneath her blueapron. But even into the ad- 

ministration of Government functions human 

nature forces its way, and Her Majesty's 

representative at Gurteen delivered up the 

letter with most unofficial tears in her 

eyes, saying : " Here 'tis fur him. Glory 

be to God! I was goin' to carry it up 

mesilf." Peggy clasped the precious thing 

to her raggwi little bosom, and sped up 

the dusty- street out of the village to the 

crumbling little hut on the hillside, where 

two or three breathless urchins, who had 

already brought the news, awaited her 

coining in intense excitement. On the 

crazy old settle sat Larry, his yearning 

eyes turned to the door, trembling all over 

in his eagerness ; and when the child's light 

footstep touched the threshold — he had 

heard her eager panting draw nearer and 

nearer as she climbed the steep borewi— 

he stretched out his eager hands, crying, 

" Praise be to God, let me feel it ! " Too 

breathless to say anything, Peggy laid her 

treasure in the old man's hands, and sat 

incontinently on the earthen floor watching 

the nervous fingers run earesadngly over 

the envelope while she caught her breath. 

As she waited, the tiny room gradually 

filled with those who had heard the good 

news, and who hastened to rejoice with 

the blind man's joy; but not a word was 

spoken, for great tears stood in his eyes, 

and the women stood looking in silence, 

expressing their sympathy to each other 

by an animated dumb show. After a little, 

Judy Bralligan, assuming the duties of 

hostess, began to blow the wood-fire noisily. ■

" 'lis as good fur me to bile a grain av tea 

fur ye, while some one reads it to us," 

she said, addressing the.rest ■
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Then came the difficulty, who was to 

read iti They were chiefly women who 

were present, for the men had gone to 

work, and to read print is one thing, but 

to read a letter written with pen and 

ink is another. Judy Bralligan opened 

it with a hairpin, and Larry held the 

empty envelope while they all tried, but 

no one got beyond: "New York, July 

24th. Dear father, I hopes this finds-: — ," 

and they had three tries each all 

round, 'and had finished the tea, when 

Father Murphy came in and settled the 

matter. The letter, whieh was short, told 

that the Grossoon was earning five dollars 

a week in a coal store, and that he hoped 

soon to get a rise, but beyond that he 

did not make mention of himself ; thj9 rest 

was filled with messages, more or less flip- 

pant, to everybody, and startling surmises 

as to the changes that had taken place 

since hi9 departure — ^three months before. 

Then the cottage emptied gradually, and 

old Larry was left still holding his treasure 

in his hands. ■

For a week afterwards all who could 

read were invited to display their ac- 

complishment in Larry's cottage, and by 

that time the old man knew by heart 

the words that were then completely 

obliterated by kindly, grimy fingers. In 

due time it was answered, and it was 

to me that Larry dictated what he wished 

to say. One sentence alone I will quote. ■

"Tell him," he said, "I seen a bright 

light shinin' whin I tuk the letther in 

me ban's." I wonder what / he meant 1 

For he had never seen what we call light. ■

As time went on, more letters came — not 

many, but enough to make old Larry happy. 

He knew them sdl by heart, and could tell you 

the contents of each by running his finger 

over the first fe^ lines. He sat all day in 

summer, and part of the day in winter, on the 

difP, where he felt the wind from the wf st 

buffet his face, and then plaited creels with 

the green withes they brought him, always 

thankful for his health and tidings from the 

Gossoon ; but he never touched his fiddle, 

at least in the day-time. He grew a little 

feeble in those years, and rheumatism bent 

his spare frame unmercifully ; but his great 

grey eyes still wore the same look of steadfast 

patience as if, blind only to material things, 

they ever rested on something passing sweet 

in the far-away land where spirits live and 

move. ■

It was the fifth summer after the Gossoon 

had gone that a letter came telling that 

he was coming back to pay his native village ■

a visit. And again every one flocked to the 

cabin on the hUl to congratulate Larry, and 

talk it over with him. He stayed at home 

t&at day to receive his visitors, answering 

all with a happy smile and witii the same 

words: "Ay, he's comin', sure enough. 

God is good, Grod is good." And in tiie 

evening he tuned his mildewed fiddle, and 

played " The Young May Moon " and 

" l^e O'Donoghue's Gathering " for Terence 

Flannigan'ci children. ■

Judy Bralligan hobbled up in a day or 

two, and was for putting the cottage straight 

against young Larry would come^ suggesting 

a coat of whitewash outside, and a nail or 

two in the old settle. ■

"^would be like new," she asserted, 

" if ye nelt the west side av it on agin, an' 

spilt a drop av red paint on it.'* ■

But Lairy would not hear of it ■

" 'Tis home he's comin'," he said, " an' he 

must find it as he left it, or 'twouldn't be like 

home at all, at all. 'Tis a rapper on the door 

widout, an' blinds in the windies ye'U be 

wanting nixt," he added, with a fine 

sarcasm. ■

So things were left as they were, and the 

cottage waited in all the glory of its dilapi- 

dation for the coming of the heir, with its 

summer crop of young oats and yellow weed 

waving cheerily on the remnant of thatch, 

and the blue , turf smoke gently welling 

through the open door. Larry plaited his 

creels at home all day, never venturing out 

lest the Grossoon would come in his absence ; 

and when a step sounded faintly from the 

road below he would patise in his work, and 

the slender withes, projecting from the half- 

finished basket, would quiver in his trembling 

hands until the sound died away or came close 

enough to be identified. Then came another 

letter, from Queenstown this time, telling 

that the Gossoon had landed and would be 

home in two days, and it was arranged that 

ConDeasey should go to Dunmanway tomeet 

him with the same cart — and, indeed, the 

same horse — ^with which he had driven him 

there five years before. ■

"'Twill be a raal home-comin' fur him," 

he said to me, with child-like joy in his 

face. "The first thing he'll clap eyes on 

whin he leps out av the thrain, will be 

Con an' the owld horse ; 'twill be raal home, 

glory be to God ; nauthin' sthrange or new, 

only all owld friends," ■

At last the great day came. Larry waa 

up by daybreak, groping his way about 

the two rooms, to make sure that everything 

was in its accustomed place. With his own 

hands he rolled the block of wood and set ■
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it on end bj the corner of the settle with 

the only chair at the other side, so that he 

and the Gossoon might breakfast together as 

they used ; for Con was to bring him home 

by noon, and Larry determined to eat 

nothing until then. Lideed, he was too 

excited to do anything but wander to and 

fro through the cottage and tell his beads 

again and again in his thankfulness. ■

Old Judy looked in early, and once more 

ventured on a suggestion that a real table, 

with legs, might be substituted for the' 

block, and offered to provide a tablecloth 

and a whole cup and saucer ; but her ideas 

were scputed by Larry. ■

" Maybe the boy will have fine notions 

in him now, afther he being over for so 

long," she hazarded. ■

" What talk have ye av notions, arrah ? '* 

enquired the old man. '*'Tis home he's 

comin', an' 'tis the same owld cup wid the 

bit out av the north side av it he'll be 

looking fur, an' not any av ye're quality 

chaney ! " ■

So Judy retired beaten again, though 

this time she succeeded in getting leave 

to bake a cake with a half -stone of 

" seconds " she had bought at the mill on 

Saturday, and bring it up at twelve o'clock 

with **a thrashcaun av butter to mois'en 

it." After that the morning went slowly 

for Larry, though he tried to ^make his 

creels as usuaL Now and again a neigh- 

bour looked in to say, " Is he wid ye yet ? " 

to which Larry would make answer, " Not 

yet, thank ye kindly." And so the day 

wore on until eleven o'clock, wheui Terence 

Flannigan turned in as he passed with the 

usual question, and told Larry the time by 

the big steel watch which he lost in the 

autumn when he was cutting turf, and 

found again by the sound of its ticking in 

a furze-bush ten yards from where he stood. 

He consulted its weather-beaten face for 

some time, and then declared it to be 

"nigh on eleven, the sun was so high 

above," and the blind man prayed to tiae 

Virgin that his last hour of waiting 

might not be so long as the others, and 

went on plaiting the creel he held 

between his knees. He paused presently 

to listen to a light footstep approaching 

quickly, and turned his eager face to the 

door as Peggy, noW a slender maid of 

fifteen, but still barefooted, came in. She 

ran to his side and knelt there, laying one 

little brown hand on his long white fingers 

while she tossed back her tangled brown 

hair to look into his face. ■

" They've come," she panted. ■

" Who ] " asked the blind man, starting 

and letting his work slip to the ground. ■

"The Gossoon an' " The girl ■

stopped. ■

" Glory be to God ! An' is he finely 

now, tell mel" cried Larry, clasping his 

trembling hands. ■

"He is, faith, indeed, an' he have a 

weskit of fur under the 'coat, an' a goold 

chain hangin' be a watch." ■

" Thanks be to God that brought him to 

me so safe an' so quick," said the old man, 

with the tears running down his face. ■

"Ay, 'tis quick he was, fur 'tis in a 

side car av Dempsey's in Dunmanway he 

come, and GonDeasey isn't back at all yit." ■

"A side carl An' lift Con behind?" 

Lairy repeated slowly. " 'Tis the way he 

thotkght it too long till he was here. Go 

to the door, asthore, an' see is he comin' 

up the road." ■

"He's below in Casey's shop, talkin'," 

said the girl slowly, watching the blind 

man's face with pain in her bright eyes. ■

"Ay, they'll be askin' him all about 

Mericky," said Larry, with something 

like pride. ■

" He'd have come up before to ye," said 

the girl quickly, " only she said " ■

" Who said, Peggy, avic ] " ■

'*She said. Sure he have a wife wid 

him!" ■

The old man grew ashy white, and 

trembled piteously. ■

"A mortal nate lump av a girl," 

Peggy hurried on, looking anxiously at 

the poor white face and frightened eyes. 

"She have a hat an' feather, an' shiny 

boots, an' a blue umbrella, an* — all," and 

she paused anxiously, watching the effect 

of her words, while Larry sat still, only 

catching at his breath with dry sobs and 

wringing his thin fingers together. ■

" She have goold rings on the fingers av 

her, an'. goold dhrops in her ears. She's 

just a raal lady," the girl went on, without 

taking her eyes off his face. " An' they're 

all sayin' below 'tis a great match he'/e 

made entirely." ■

"Ay, it is that, it is that, sure," cried 

he, struggling with his dismay. "God 

forgive the selfish heart that's in me this 

day ! On'y, oh, Peggy, alannah 1 he'll 

never be me Gossoon no more ! But whisht ! 

I mustn't talk like that, 'tisn't right. The 

good God has provided fur him. 'TIS 

thankful I ought to be that he's safe an' 

sound, an' I am — I am thankful, God 

knows," and at the last words his voice rose 

almost to a cry, and he fiung his head ■
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back as one who looked to heaven, letting 

it fall upon his breast again. For a long 

titlie neither spoke. Peggy still knelt by 

his side, bending her brown head from 

time to time to dry her tears with her elbow 

before they should fall on the cold hands 

she held in both hers — for she loved the 

lonely blind man, who had always been 

so gentle and good to her, and her tender 

heart bled for him now. ■

The bright sun shone on the flagstone 

outside the dim little room^ and all the air 

wa& filled with soft summer sounds — the 

chatter of the martins as they dipped and 

soared in the blue ; the sleepy hum of the 

myriad insect life of August; the distant 

wlietting of a scythe; and, mingling with all, 

the shrill murmur of the little waves'* at 

play as they lost their footing on the beach 

and ran laughing back to .leap again. Only 

in the cottage there was silence while 

the blind man waited for his son. ■

The chapel bell sent its " mellow tones 

throbbing through the sunlight at noon; 

and, at the well-known call to prayer, the 

old man made the sign of the Holy Cross 

on his bosom, and whispered a Paternoster 

to heaven with a prayer for pity in his 

aching loneliness. The day wore on, and 

the sun climbed down the heaven until its 

bright rays crept in sideways at the door 

and window. The silver sunlight moved 

round to the hearth and passed on until it 

rested on the white hair of the blind man, 

and showed all the agony in his pale, drawn 

face with a distinctness that seemed brutal ; 

but he never stirred or sought to shield 

himself from its fierce heat. At last — 

when four o'clock had come^ and gone — at 

last, after those long hours of waiting, the 

firm step of a man climbed the steep 

boreen and approached the door. The 

bent head by the hearth was raised to listen 

with a despairing intentness, and as the 

sound drew nearer a light of joy that was 

altogether holy shone on the weary, white 

face. In a moment all the dreary wait- 

ing, all the bitterness of disappointment 

was forgotten, and the blind man arose with 

trembling, outstretched hands, crying : ■

" Tis he I It is my son 1 Glory be to 

the good God." ■

As he spoke the door was darkened, and 

the Gossoon came in. He paused for a 

moment and glanced round the room, and 

then going to his father, slowly enough, 

stood silently while the old man laid his 

hands on his shoulders and sobbed with 

joy and thankfulness. ■

"Sure I knew ye*d come, Larry, avic, ■

though they kep ye from me. ' Spake to 

me, my soh, spake a word to me 1 " ■

** Don't ye take on like that, now. Pm 

all right, and blamed glajd to see ye; I 

am, straight," said the Gossoon, glancing 

uneasily over his shoulder towards the door. ' ■

" Ay, 'tia^ his voice," said thfe old nian 

brokenly, '* on*y ye spake like a man. Ah, 

Larry, boy, many a time I've prayed, on me 

binded knees to be alive fur this, an' sure 

the Howly Vargin heered me, praise be to 

feer. An' 'tis a fine suit of clothes ye have," 

he added with pride, running his fingers 

over everything, "an' a chain wid watch 

in the pocket, I'll be bound. Look ctt that^ 

now I 'Deed, I have no doubt ye're a fine 

hearty man too, God bless ye; I have 

to rise me ban's to put them on the two big 

shoulders av ye." ■

The Gossoon, who was barely an average 

specimen of man, and 'an unlovely one to 

boot, laughed a pleased laugh at this, and 

old Larry laughed with joy at the sound, 

and told his son to sit by him while Peggy 

would boil the kettle and make a cup of 

tea. The Gossoon sat down as he was bid, 

with his father holding his hand and asking 

questions without waiting for an answer. 

The existence of his wife seemed forgotten 

by all except young Larry, who cast anxious 

glances at the door from time to time, and 

looked with some dissatisfaction round him 

at the cottage where he had spent his 

childhood. Once or twice he would have 

said something that would have jarred 

terribly on his father had not Peggy, 

watching him from the hearth where she sat 

with the bellows on her knee, seen it in his 

eyes, and, nothing abashed by the moleskin 

waistcoat and watch-chain, flashed a glance 

of such virulent warning at him that the 

words never came. ■

Then Judy Bralligan brought her 

promised cake, apologising garrulously 

for its late appearance, which she said 

was because she had " ne'er a stick in the 

house to make a bit of fire until she 

gathered a brusna with her own two ban's 

in the woodeen east av Father Murphy's." 

But Peggy knew that Judy could see from 

the window of her shop at the corner when 

the Gossoon left the village, and had waited 

until she saw him gq. Soon the tea was 

made, and Judy was invited to partake of 

her own baking, and the trio drew together 

round the log table while Peggy waited on 

them, keeping a threatetiing eye on the 

Gossoon, who seemed to think it but poor 

fare for a welcome home. Not so old 

Larry. Worn out with watching and ■
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disappointment^ and seeing nothing of his 

son's dissatisfaction, his spirits rose, and be 

sat quietly happy when the Groesoon began 

to talk of himself and his magnificent 

prospects in the coal store in New York. 

He talked big, and talked loud, with a fine 

independent spirit^ and his father was 

proud of him, and asked the others from 

time to time, " Did they hear that, now 1 " 

and " Would they believe it 1 " to which 

old Judy and Peggy answered in tones of 

becoming respect and awe, while they 

openly discarded the young man's boasting 

and interchanged looks of incredulity, not 

to say derision. Indeed, matters came to 

such a pitch that old Judy, from pur6 

malice, kept on stirring her tea with the 

spoon — there was only one— though she 

knew the Gossoon was waiting for it. ■

But oldl-arry knew iiothing of this. He 

only knew that his son was come back, 

and was sitting next him as he used 

to 9it when he was a boy, and in listen'- 

ing to his voice he forgot the years of lone- 

liness and the disappointment of • the 

morning— forgot, tooj that the Gossoon was 

a married man now, and that there was a 

wife at hand who would always have the first 

claim on him. He began to tell young 

Larry how he had lived on his letters while 

he was away, how he kneV them all by 

heart, and how good it was to have him 

back again for a while , and then he went 

on to tell how they would spend their time 

together and everything would be as it used 

to be. He would play "The Night of the 

Fun," he said, if Peggy would reach him 

the fiddle, and he was stretching out his hand 

with a happy smile on his noble face to 

take it from the girl, when the door was 

darkened again by some one who paused on 

the threshQld. The Gossoon started away 

a little, but .his father, whose quick ear had 

heard the step, held him gently next him 

with his left hand, saying : ^ ■

"Kape ye're sate, Larry boy," and turn- 

ing his wonderful face round cried : ** Come 

in, neighbour, an' hear the music that's ris 

to Hfe*in me again." ■

**It ain't no music that I wants," said 

the new-comer, advancing, "it's jest that 

husband of mine they said was here. Lord, 

what a hole!" ■

Larry paused with his fiddle still held at 

arm^s length. ■

"Who's that?" he asked in a puzzled 

voice. ■

'* It's me wife," said the Gossoon sullenly. ■

The fiddle fell with a hollow crash to ■

the ground, and laying both his hands on ■

his son's arm, he held him ti^t while the 

colour died from his face and the pallor 

seemed to fiash into it ; but in a mos&ent 

he recovered himself, and stretohing out his 

right hand he said, with an eff'ort : ■

** If ye're my son's wife, ye're my 

daughter. Oime here ito me, my-^ 

daughter." ■

She was a young woman, with coarse 

dark hair and bold black eyes, wearing a 

light, half- soiled summer costume, and 

carrying a blue silk parasol that looked as 

if it had taken life hardly. She was taken 

aback at first when old Larry had grasped 

his son's arm and turned his white face to 

her; but now, when he spoke gently, she 

coolly scanned the room, ignoring alike the 

hand that was stretched out to her and the 

furious glances of the other two women. ■

" Lord, what a hole 1 " she repeated. *' I 

judge this ain't your father's house, Law- 

rence?" ■

'* It is," muttered the Gossoon, without 

raising his eyes from the ground. ■

"An' ye're welcome to.it," said Larry, 

still holding out his hand. ■

"And is this what you've been and 

brought me tol" cried the womai^ flaring 

up, completely ignoring the old man's 

gesture. " If you want to set eyes on me 

again, come out of it now — this minute." ■

The Grossoon » lose fr^n his seat on 

the settle, and the blind man rose with 

him, a speechless agony in his face. ■

"Let me go," said the younger man 

sulkily, trying to loosen his father's grasp 

on his arm. ■

"Oh, my God!" cried the old man 

shrilly, not noticing what his son was 

doing, but turning towards the strange 

voice, "oh, my God! will ye take him from 

me?" . ^ ■

" Are you coming out of tl^is 1 It isn't 

fit for a dog to live in," repeated the 

woman. ■

" Let me go, I tell ye," said the Gossoon, 

jerking his arm sullenly from the nerveless 

fingers that held it, and moving with down- 

cast eyes towards the door. ■

As he passed his wife she laid a hand on 

his arm and pushed him on ; and turning 

to the blind man who stood where his son 

had left him, his hand still as if in the act 

of grasping, she said, with a shade of - 

softening in her voice : ■

" See here, old man, me and Lawrence 

will send you something, and yoi^ git^ a 

decent house over; you and a new coat on 

your back. Maybe we'll just .look round 

again," and she followed her husband out. ■
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Motionless, as if carved in stone, the gaunt 

figure stood, still with outstretched hand, 

while tne footsteps sounded more and more 

faintly down the road, and died away into 

silence. ■

Suddenly the blind man woke from his 

trance, and with an inarticulate cry full of 

unshed tears raised his hands on high; 

then flinging them out with a piteous 

gesture of entreaty, he started forward, 

crying : ■

" My son, my son ! Give me back Qiy 

son!" ■

He had forgotten his blindness, and 

moved quickly to the door ; but in his path 

lay the half-finished creel he was working 

at that morning, and striking his foot against 

it he fell helplessly across the threshold. In a 

moment the women were kneeling by him — 

the girl choking with sobs, the older woman 

praying aloud through her slower tears. 

Tenderly and with much labour they raised 

him and laid him on his humble bed, and 

bathed his bleeding forehead with icy water 

from the spring. When he opened his 

eyes again he bade them prepare a welcome 

for his son who was coming home, he 

said, and would never leave him again ; and ■

Peggy must go down to the village to see if 

he were come. ■

With flying feet the girl did go, praying 

that she might bring the Gossoon back 

once more with her. But it was evening 

then, and they were gone — young Larry 

and his wife — back to Dunmanway on their 

way to Queenstown. Slowly returning, she 

told the sick man to wait a little longer. 

. He smiled contentedly, and said nothing. 

Presently he asked for his rosary, and lying 

there in the summer twilight he told his 

beads in a low voice, giving thanks to God 

for a son so loving and so true. And when 

he had finished, he turned on his side and 

slept ■

But before the light in the east wakened 

the martins to chatter 'neath the eaves, and 

roused the lark to shatter the rosy stillness 

with his matin song*; before the sea took up 

its day-dream once more and whispered it 

to the red-brown rocks that leaned in the 

sand ; he woke — not here, but in that far 

coimtry where waiting is easy and weari- 

ness has no place. ■

For while the world lay wrapped in the 

dusk of summer dark, the blind man had 

gone out into the light. ■
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CHAPTER XXL ■

Miss Kbxdsrdinb was dressing for the 

evening, and Miss Kenderdine was ob- 

viously out of humour. The maid sent by 

Mrs. Slade-Fenton to offer her serYices had 

felt her heart sink as her eyes rested upon 

the young lady's coimtenance; and her 

foreboding was amply justified by the 

events of the subsequent half-hour. Con- 

sideration for the servants was not the rule 

in the Slade-Fenton household. On the 

present occasion nothing that the maid did 

or said being right in Miss Kenderdine's 

eyes, the woman was informed of the fact 

at every opportunity with a eareless, 

contemptuous insolence which was scom- 

f oUy oblivious of the humiliation inflicted, 

and which seemed to serve as a safety yalve 

for Miss Kenderdine's temper. ■

The result of the toilet was eminently 

unsatisfactory. The maid having been 

dismissed with a final cutting exposition 

of this fact. Miss Kenderdine confronted 

bar own reflection in a long glass, and 

realised with a fresh access of ill-humour 

that she was very far from looking her best 

Her commonplace, rather thin features, 

passable enough under the daring vivacity 

of expression which usually lighted them 

up, looked plain and unpleasant Her 

brilhantly clad figure — rather too thin at 

the best of times — had a sullen set, and 

lacked that dash and assurance of carriage 

which was its dominant characteristic. 

She turned away from the glass with a 

quick, caustic gesture and a muttered 

ejacoktion of indifference. ■

Mrs. Slade-Fenton was already in the 

drawing - room when Miss Kenderdine 

entered. She looked up as the younger 

woman came in ; then her eyebrows moved 

sharply as she contemplated Miss Kender- 

dine for a second or two, and looked away 

again without comment ■

The two ladies were dining alone ; they 

were going afterwards to a very select little 

"at home," at which Dr. Slade-Fenton 

would join them. A week had elapsed 

since Mrs. Slade-Fenton's debating party. ■

Whether or no Miss Kenderdine would 

have made some slight attempt at the 

concealment of her humour had Dr. Slade- 

Fento^ been present during dinner, is an 

open question. So far from making any 

such attempt for the edification of his veife, 

she seemed deliberately to display her 

ill-temper. Such contributions as she made 

to the conversation were brusque and 

captious in tone, and except when Mrs. 

Slade-Fenton's remarks demanded a re- 

sponse she sat in silence. After that first 

glance, Mrs. Slade-Fenton seemed to be- 

come entirely oblivious of anything unusual 

in her companion's appearance or manner. 

The presence of the servants necessarily 

prevented any allusion to it, and it was not 

until the two were seated side by side 

in the brougham, rolling rapidly along 

the streets, that the elder lady said warily : ■

« What is the matter, Olive 1 " ■

Miss Kenderdine, staring angrily out of 

her window, drummed impatiently upon 

the cushioned ledge. ■

"If you want to know, Helen, I've 

had enough," she said brusquely, almost 

defiantly. ■

"Enough of what 1" ■

" Enough of — of playing a losing game. 

Oh, you know what I mean perfectly well, 

Helen. It's not worth the candle." ■

VOIfc XIL-*TEIRD SBBIS9. ■
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There was a note in her voice half angiy, 

half contemptuous. ■

"You're speaking of Dr. Branston, I 

suppose)" said Mrs. Slade-Fenton with 

perfect composure. ''He is a little 

difficult, certainly — that kind of man often 

is. But it is foolish to talk like that. I 

have said from the first — and you quite 

agreed with me, Olive — ^that he is just the 

man for you. His position is quite worth 

having even now ; and in another ten years 

he will be at the top of the tree. What 

more do you want 1 " ■

** What he wants seems to be almost as 

much to the purpose," retorted Miss Ken- 

derdine, with a laugh. '* I don't believe he 

means to marry, Helen." ■

'*He must marry," was the decisive 

answer. " It is absolutely necessary in his 

position, particularly if Ralph gets him 

into the practice. He'll soon find that out. 

And, if you don't get him, some one else 

will— that's all." ■

** Some one else may, then I He's too 

much trouble for me I " ■

The words were fired out with exceed- 

ingly spiteful emphasis, and Mrs. Slade- 

Jenton drew herself up and regarded her 

companion with sharp disapproval, ■

«* Really, Olive," she said crisply, " you 

are talking like a child — and a very stupid 

child, too. Do you expect to get all you 

want in the world without taking trouble 

for it t Do you suppose that anything so 

obviously suitable as this is likely to 

present itself again in a hurry Y I don't 

want to say unpleasant things, but you 

must really remember that you don't get 

any younger ! You're very popular and 

J^tt^e^ctiYe, pf course, But still — popular 

women don't always marry." ■

Perhaps Miss Kenderdine's feelings had 

worked themselves off to some extent in 

her recent explosion ; perhaps Mrs. Slade- 

Fenton's reasoning appealed to her common 

sense. The angry defiance of her pose 

relaxed a little; she leaned back in her 

place and said in a more argumentative 

lone: ■

" I'm quite as much annoyed as you can 

be, Helen. I rather like him, and he is so 

certain to get on. But, really, it doesn't 

seem to me to be good enough. I don't 

believe it's the faintest use." ■

**He behaves very well to you. He 

spoke the other night when you urged him 

to do so. Several people noticed you 

together, and asked me when it would be 

settled." ■

Miss Kenderdine laughed scomf ally. ■

"Really, Helen," she said, "it is you 

who are foolish to use that as an argument 

when you are behind the scenes. As to 

his speaking, he only did it because it was 

less trouble than refusing." ■

'* Give it another chance, at any rate," 

urged Mrs. Slade-Fenton emphatically. 

" See what happens to-night. Don't, pray, 

do anything foolish." ■

" 1 won't do anything foolish," returned 

Miss Kenderdine brusquely. " But I don't 

feel at all inclined to exert myself, and I 

tell you so frankly, Helen I " ■

Habit, as every one knows, is second 

nature. It was by no means Miss Kender- 

dine's habit to content herself with that 

very subordinate position in society which 

would have been hers but for her dashing 

and attention-compelling manners; and, 

ten minutes later, she was making one of a 

brilliant crowd in a brilliant drawing-room 

without a trace about her of that sullen 

ill-temper which she seemed to have put off 

with her cloak. The cloud had vanished 

from her face, and it was full of life and 

energy ; her gesture and carriage were free 

and animated, and, if a caustic touch still 

lurked in her tongue, it only served to give 

an added flavour and originality to her talk. ■

She was the centre of a little group of 

more or less nervously delighted young 

men, when her quick eyes lighted on North 

Branston just entering the room. She 

nodded carelessly, and then, still talking 

and laughing, watched him without ap- 

pearing to do BO, as he moved through 

the room exchanging greetings and frag- 

ments of conversation until he came in due 

course to Mrs. Slade-Fenton. Then, after 

a moment or two, she saw him turn, evi- 

dently in response to a request from that 

lady, and make his way in her own 

direction. ■

Miss Kenderdine's expression grew rather 

hard, and she held out her hand as he ap- 

proached with a brusque gesture. ■

" Good evening," she said, and there was 

a suggestion of perfunctoriness about the 

cordiality of her tone. "You've arrived 

just too soon. Dr. Branston. Oh, you've 

brought me my fan — thanks. All the 

same, you're a spoil-sport. We were over- 

hauling the faults and follies of our acquaint- 

ances, and we were just coming to you.' ■

She glanced carelessly round at her little 

group of listeners with a laugh. ■

There was something about North Bran- 

ston's face : something which had developed 

almost imperceptibly as he moved through 

the crowd : something which stsengthened ■

! ■
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as be listened to Miss Kenderdine's flippant, 

biting tones, before wbicb all snob finer 

lines as tbe past year bad left it seemed to 

sink into abeyance. Tbere was a contempt 

about bis mouth wbicb was no longer the 

contempt which dismisses, but the contempt 

which subscribes to and accepts tbe thing 

scorned. His eyes were pitilessly observant 

of tbe woman before him, and their cynicism 

was that which has lost touch with cyni- 

cism's only excuse — a bitter sense of better 

things withheld or unattainable. ■

*<I Would not spoil such sport for the 

world. Shall I go awajY" he said with 

caieless irony. ■

'*He had better stay and listen, Miss 

Kenderdine. It'll do him no end of good,'' 

put in a young man, laughing. And he 

added in an undertone to tbe man next 

him : " By Jove, he would hardly know 

himself by the time she had done with 

himr ■

Miss Kenderdine ignored the suggestion, 

and addressed herself exclusively to North 

Branston. ■

"No," she paid; "you needn't go. On 

tbe whole, I think we won't meddle with 

you. You're too beastly successful, as the 

boys say. Also, when it comes to saying 

nasty tlungs of people, I rather admire you ; 

you do it BO well. So I think we'll make 

common cause." ■

** But if you come to fighting shy of the 

successful fellows, there's no fun in it," 

objected another man. " What's the good 

of taking off a fellow if he isn't worth 

taking oft r* ■

Miss Kenderdine just glanced at him ; 

but though she answered his question she 

practically addressed North Branston, and 

the group began to nielt away. ■

"Dr. Branston is in the transition stage," 

she said. ** Quite big enough to make the 

cutting up process unpleasant for the per- 

former, and not quite bloated enough to be 

lazy about it The transition stage will last 

a very short time, and then we shall be able 

to ge(t our knives in." ■

She laughed spitefully, and then said, 

again with that perfunctory touch about 

her manner : ■

" How did the first lecture go off ? " ■

North Branston had entered upon hb 

duties in connection with his lectureship on 

the previous day. ■

"Ob, very well," he said callously, 

almost arrogantly. "Are you anxious to 

estimate its place in the bloating process, 

Miss Kenderdine 1 There was the usual 

amount of applause and the usual amount ■

of eorgratulation, which is quite the right 

kind 01 food." ■

The rest of the group had drifted away, 

and tbe two were practically alone. ■

'*If8 part of the diet," returned Miss 

Kenderdine flippantly; ** but taken alone-it 

produces rather a temporary state of infla- 

tion. Coin of the realm is the outward and 

visible sign of succeas nowadays — it always 

has been, no doubt—and genuine success is 

not, where coin of tbe r^m is not. An 

artistic success is the polite for failure. 

Don't flatter yourself that congratulations 

will go on for ever unless you show prac- 

Ucal proofs of having deserved theuL" ■

North received the words with a careless 

gesture of assent. ■

"Financial proofs are obviously un- 

impeachable," be said, "and they have the 

further advantage of intrinsic charm." ■

Miss Kenderdine paused, and looked at 

him over her fan. ■

"I hope you take that fact into con- 

sideration," she said drily, and with a 

certain significance, ** when you weigh the 

advantage of a ready-made practice." ■

North Branston did not resent the in- 

trusiveness of the remark. He appeared to 

take it as the merest matter of course. ■

"You are an excellent woman of busi- 

ness, Miss Kenderdine," he said. " Don't 

do me the injustice to suppose " ■

His voice, at its thinnest, hardest, and 

most cold-blooded, stopped suddenly. His 

glance, leaving Miss Kenderdine's face, bad 

strayed indifferently enough across tbe 

room ; and on the other side of tbe room 

something, presumably, of which he had 

caught a glimpse through the constantly 

shifting crowd, seemed to have arrested his 

attention. A curious expression — the ex- 

pression of a man who finds himself, as 

with a flash and without volition on bis 

own part, confronted with a violent contrast 

— passed across his face; he paused, the 

expression subsided, leaving bis face slightly 

and indefinably altered ; and he began his 

sentence again. ■

" Pray, don't imagine," he said, " that I 

should leave such a factor " ■

His eyes had wandered again to that 

other side of the room where his attention 

had been caught before ; and again be 

stopped. This time the movement of the 

crowd had niade one of those open spaces 

which appear so unaccountably in the 

fullest room; and beyond it, sitting on a 

low seat pushed back into an angle of the 

wall, was Lady Karelake. ■

She was in black still; the sombre. ■
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unrdieved black of mourning. But there 

was no other sign about her attire of her 

widowhood. She was listening to an 

elderly man who stood talking beside her ; 

but she was not looking at him. She was 

fanning herself with slow, regular move- 

ments of a great black fan, and looking 

across it with a slight, hardly developed 

smile straight at North Branston. She 

met his glance and bowed. ■

North Branston returned her bow 

hurriedly, almost stifSy. Then he turned 

brusquely to his companion. His ex- 

pression had developed. He looked like a 

man who, in the light of the contrast forced 

upon^him, sees himself arraigned against his 

will. ■

" Have you had some supper, Miss Ken- 

derdine?" he said. '*May I have the 

pleasure of taking you down?" ■

**Who is your friend 1" returned Miss 

Eenderdine coolly. ■

With one sharp glance at him she had 

followed the direction of his eyes, and was 

now staring — as perhaps only a woman of 

Miss Kenderdine's type can stare — at Lady 

Karslake. There was a moment's interval 

before North Branston answered. ■

" She is a Lady Karslake. You may 

have heard of her late husband, Sir William 

Karslake." ■

" Oh ! " Miss Kenderdine prolonged her 

stare in silence for a moment, and then 

added carelessly: ''Where have you met 

herr . ■

** At Alnchester," returned North curtly. ■

Li spite of himself, in defiance, as it 

seemed, of his intentions, his eyes strayed 

once more as he spoke towards the slender, 

graceful figure on the other side of the 

room; and in that instant Lady Karslake 

smiled again, and made a little movement 

with her fan. ■

'< She wants to speak to you apparently ! " 

said Miss Kenderdine with an unpleasant 

laugh. Her expression had changed sur- 

prisingly in the course of the last few 

seconds, ■

" I have not had the pleasure of meeting 

Lady Karslake for two years," said North 

calmly. " Will you excuse me. Miss Ken- 

derdine Y" and he turned and made his way 

across the room. ■

Lady Karslake held out her hand, as he 

drew near, with a graceful little gesture of 

welcome. ■

"Well met I "she said. "I heard you 

were, here, Dr. Branston. So you have 

taken my advice t " ■

He made a quick, non-committal move- ■

ment, and met the clear eyes which were 

scanning his face with his own eyes 

sombre and impenetrable. ■

" It is very kind of you to remember me. 

Lady Karslake," he said, apparently for the 

sake of saying something. ■

She paused a moment, looking at him. ■

"Is that a pretty speech?" she said. 

" You have learned something in London, 

then I" She rose. "I was just going 

when I caught sight of you," she said. 

" Come and see me, Dr. Branston, will yout 

I'm in Wilton Street, number thirteen. 

Oome to tea on Sunday, can yout" . ■

'* Thanks, I shall be delighted I " ■

She waited while he wrote the address in 

his pocket-book, and then held out her 

hand. ■

" Au revoir 1 " she said. ■

" Au revoir. Lady Karslake J" ■

THE MILITARY KNIGHTS OF 

WINDSOB. ■

I WONDER how many of the readers of Att. 

THE Yeab Eoukd have heard of the Militaiy 

Knights of Windsor, or, as they were more 

generally called in times of yore, the Poore 

Knights. For the information of those 

who are ignorant on the subject^ I may 

mention in the first place that these Knights 

are retired military officers, to whom &eir 

Sovereign grants a pension and lodging in 

the Castle by way of provision for the 

declining years of those of her militaiy 

subjects whose fortunes are not equal to 

their deservings ; this institution for com- 

missioned officers, in fact, forms a pendant 

to the better-known Chelsea Hospital for 

the veterans of the rank-and-file. ■

The establishment of the Military Knights 

of Windsor derives its origin from the 

illustrious King Edward the Third, and ia 

closely connected with the Order of the 

Grarter. On the simultaneous institution of 

both orders, each of the twenty-six Knight 

Companions of the Garter was allowed the 

right of presenting his Alms-Knight to the 

provision made for the latter by the King. 

Ashmole, and Camden in his " Britannioa," 

speak of the establishment of these " Poore 

Knights" as "an imitation of the Pryta- 

neum at Athens, the asylum of the Greeks 

for wounded or decayed soldiers whe had 

deserved well of their country." • The 

former historian adds that the evident 

intention of the Boyal founder was "to 

provide for such military men or old 

soldiers as had served him bravely and ■
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faithfully during his wars, as a remuneration 

for their past services, by providing them 

with an asylum in their declining years ; " 

in the words of Edward's Original grant, 

''such as through adverse fortune were 

brought to that extremity, that they had 

not of their own wherewith to sustain 

them, nor to live so genteely as became a 

military condition." Through the eccle- 

siastic^ governing body of the College of 

Windsor Castle they were assigned a 

pension equal to that enjoyed by the 

Canons of St. George's Chapel in the 

Castle, a proof of the high estimation in 

which the order was then held. Their 

individual allowances were forty shillings 

per annum, and, in addition, twelve pence 

each for every day they attended service in 

the chapel, attired in their quaint uniform 

of a long red mantle with a *' scutcheon of 

St. George*' on the shoulder thereof. If 

any Knight were absent without reasonable 

excuse, his allowance for the day was dis- 

tributed among his companions. ■

Unfortunately, constant disputes arose 

between the Poore Knights ind the Dean 

and Canons, who, as the former alleged, 

were in the habit of misappropriating and 

withholding the moneys due to thenu In 

the twenty-second year of Edward the 

Fourth, the long-standing quarrel ended in 

a decisive victory for the clerical party, an 

Act being passed by which their adversaries 

were practically disestablished and sent 

adrift The ostensible reasons for this 

proceeding were that the revenue of the 

Chapel was become insufficient to maintain 

the ecclesiastical members of the College of 

St. George, whose numbers had of late been 

greatly iiicreased by the King, and that 

His Majesty had otherwise provided for 

the Alms- Knights. The real cause seems 

to have been that the Knights had formed 

the project of freeing themselves altogether 

from the rule of the Dean and Canons, 

and governing for themselves ; a plan 

which was promptly nipped in the bud, 

as we have seen, by their opponents. 

"How they next subsisted,** says the 

" Chronicle,** "doth not fully appear;*' but, 

being allowed to retain their lodgings in the 

Castle, they lived on as best they could ; 

sending up petitions for a redress of their 

grievances to successive Kings, but without 

much avail, till as late as the end of the 

reign of Henry the Eighth. This monarch 

by his will set apart lands of the yearly 

value of six hundred pounds for the re- 

establishment of thirteen, instead of the 

original twenty-six, Poore Knights. It was ■

not till the reign of Mary the First, how- 

ever, that the work was begun by the 

building of new houses for their occupation 

on the south side of the lower ward of 

the Castle, consisting altogether of thirteen 

rooms, besides a common hall, wherein all 

dined together, a kitchen and pantry, etc. 

Elizabeth completed the work of her sister 

by nominating thirteeh Knights, and by 

drawing up rules for their governance; 

expressly enacting that it should be the 

province of the Dean and Canons to en- 

force these, and thus once more sub- 

ordinating the Alms-Knights to the 

ecclesiastical authorities. . Among other 

orders the Queen commanded that candi- 

dates should be unmarried gentlemen who 

had served their Prince Jn time of war, of 

good character, but having little or nothing 

whereon to live. In later times, the es- 

sential rule that candidates should be of 

the military condition seems to have been 

disregarded. Among such cases we may 

instance that of a certain Monsieur Pote, 

whilom French master at Eton College, 

who was in the last century, probably by 

the interest of the governing body with 

the Sovereign, appointed a Poore Knight 

of Windsor, and whose remains now rest 

in the Chapel Precincts, under a tombstone 

testifying to his nationality and antecedents. 

Elizabeth enacted that the Knights were 

" to have yearly for their liveries, each of 

them one Gowne of four yards of colour of 

red, and a mantle of blue or purple cloth of 

five yards, at six shillings and eightpence 

the yard; the Cross of St. George in a 

Scutcheon, embroidered without the Garter, 

to be set upon the left shoulder of their 

mantles ; and the charges for the cloth, 

lining, making, and embroidering ta be 

paid by the Dean and Chapter out of the 

revenues of the endowment given for that 

and other causes.*' They were forbidden to 

haunt the town, the alehouse, or the 

taverns; or to be without their lodgings 

or bring visitors home, unless by the leave 

of the Dean. The Governor of the Knights, 

chosen from their number, was, in his turn, 

to be obedient to the Dean and Chapter, 

and was responsible for the good behaviour 

of the rest; in consideration of which he 

deceived a somewhat larger pension than 

his companions. When the feast of St. 

George was kept at the Castle, as also at 

such times as the Sovereign should visit 

Windsor, the Knights were required to 

stand at their doors in uniform, to do their 

obeisance to the King and to the Knights 

of the Garter, ■
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The above clearly defined and systematic 

method of government seems to have put 

an end to the quarrels and bickerings of 

former times, and henceforth the Knights 

passed their days in as much ease as 

was consistent with their scanty allow- 

ance. James the First, compassionating 

their proverbial poverty, was pleased to 

double their pay; and in the reign of 

Charles the First, five additional Knights 

were presented by the benevolence of Sir 

Peter Le Maire and his brother-in-law, 

Sir Francis Crane, the latter being Chan- 

cellor of the Order of the Garter. The 

five were allowed by the Sovereign to 

lodge near theic companions against the 

west wall of the lower ward, where houses 

were built for them at Crane's expense. ■

In concluding this brief review of the 

ancient history of these veterans, it. may' 

be mentioned that Charles the First had 

formed the intention of making up their 

number to the original twenty-six, but 

found himself obliged to abandon his 

plan when overtaken by troublous times. 

During the reign of the Merry Monarch, 

a visit being paid to the Royal Chapel of 

St. George at Windsor by Samuel Pepys, 

he notes in his diary in somewhat dis- 

paraging tone " much bowing of the Poore 

Knightes to the altar." Possibly he had 

been a witness to the quaint old ceremony 

of investiture, still kept up, wherein the 

new-made Knight, supported by two others, 

bows thrice to altar. Dean, and Royal pew, 

marching up the chancel with slow and 

stately precision in the course of the special 

service appointed in the chapel prayerbook 

for that purpose. ■

Both the obligations and the privileges 

of the Militaiy Knights of the present day 

are fewer in number than those of their 

predecessors. Their only duties now — cer* 

tainly not very onerous ones — are to attend 

in full uniform at such Royal weddings 

or funeral rites as may be celebrated " With- 

in the Precincts." hj the way, the person- 

ages styled by Mrs. Oliphant^ the authoress 

of the book whose name I have just 

mentioned, " the Chevaliers of St. George," 

— one of whom, a most humorous character, 

is the heroine's father — are generally con 

jectured to have been suggested, if no more, 

by the Military Knights. ■

Attendance at morning service in St 

George's Chapel is no longer, as it used to 

be, compulsory. The pensions, now con- 

siderably increased, are paid quaiterly by 

the Dean and Chapter, and as a reminder of 

the old connection between the two Orders, ■

newly-invested Knights of the Garter pay 

a species of fee to the Military Knights on 

their appointment. When attending service 

uniform is worn, though not the flowing 

red and purple gowns of former days. 

William the Fourth, doubtless sympathising 

with the veterans, obliged to figure as 

grotesque memorials of a bygone age, 

ordered that the uniform worn by them 

should be changed to one nearly similar to 

that of the unattached officers of the army. 

This consists of red coat with swallow-tails 

and epaulettes, darkest blue trousers, 

cocked-hat with stately plume of red and 

white, crimson silk sash round the waist, 

and leather belt supporting a sword. The 

change is certainly for the better, and very 

gallant and warlike look the hale old 

officers, many with medals gained in the 

most famous of modem campaigns proudly 

displayed on their breasts; and great is 

the admiration and curiosity excited among 

the Sunday visitors to the Royal Chapel 

at the sight of the eighteen figures, brilliant 

in red and gold, forming a double line of 

bright colour amid the more sortibrely 

attired worshippers. The rule that would-be 

Knights must be of a great age is now 

relaxed, though brasses on the Cloister 

walls tell us of Military Knights, of the last 

century and earlier, who have been interred 

there at the ages of eighty or even ninety 

years. One of these inscriptions on a 

copper plate let into the north wall of the 

quaint old Denn's Cloisters, runs as follows : ■

**Ijreere this spot lyeth the bodye of 

Captaine Richard Yaughan of Pantglas in 

the county of Carnarvon, who behaved 

himself with great courage in the service of 

King Charles the First (of ever blessed 

memory) in the civil warrs, and therein 

lost his sight by a shott, in recompence 

whereof he was in July, 1663, made one 

of the Poore Knights of this place, and 

died on the fifth day of June, 1700, in the 

eightieth yeere of his age." ■

Somewhat less of an ornament to his 

Order was the notorious Sir John Dinely, 

whose curious matrimonial advertisement 

" to the Ladies of England," in which he 

proposes to offer his worthy self as the 

prize in a species of lottery to the highest 

bidder, is so often quoted. Among the 

advantages of the union, Sir John, if I 

remember rightly, urges the dignity of his 

position as Military Knight ; but it seems 

to have been the practical side of the 

question which struck Beau Brummel in 

later days, when, declining the barren 

honour of knighthood, he observed drily that ■
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he would rather be appointed a Military 

Knight of Windsor, ^ts lie would then have 

the wherewithal to sustain his new dignity. ■

Sir John Dinely's advertisement proves 

that the old rule as to celibacy has long 

been abrogated; that of compulsory resi- 

dence in the Castle exists still in slightly 

modified form. The veterans of the Royal 

foundation are still lodged in the old build- 

ings of Mary's, time (probably enlarged 

later) though they no longer dine in the com- 

mon hall, now known as the Garter House. 

The Knights of the lower foundation — that 

of Sir Peter Le Maire — occupy the ancient 

Salisbury Tower, with other buildings, 

among which we may mention Henry the 

Eighth's Gateway, the principal public 

entrance to the Castle. ■

Till comparatively recent times, the 

Knights were yearly invited to a Garter 

Banquet on St. George's Day, in the 

hall in the Castle named after the patron 

saint of both Orders ; but this old privilege 

has been withdrawn — perhaps the Royal 

present of game which yearly comes to 

each Poore Knight is intended as compen- 

sation for the dinner he has lost. Another 

right which was till of late years enjoyed 

by the veteran body, was that of a vote 

in the government of their country, but 

a few years ago a certain lynx-eyed Revising 

Officer of thp other side — needless to say, 

the Military Knights were Conservative 

almost to a man — challenged their claim 

to the title of householders, and sustained 

his objection, since which date the Poore 

Knights have been voteless. ■

ON THE GULF OF MEXICO. ■

It was not by my wish, nor was it my 

faulty that I spent Christmas Day on board 

the *' Beetle." Honestly, I cannot blame 

Captain Sapp for it either, though at the 

time I dearly wished I could make the 

whisky he drank, and therefore himself, 

responsible for the annoyance. No ; it was 

that lazy, glaring Gulf of Mexico and its 

fit of cloudlessn ess— nothing else. ■

I had come to Cedar Key by a swing 

ing express, with about eighty degrees of 

heat in the cars. Even the iced water on 

board was warm. Moreover, one of those 

sweet American children had dropped inti 

the cistern a packet of nasty Chicago candies, 

the precipitated chalk of which they wer^ 

mainly composed giving the thing the 

appearance of a sandy bottom, and the 

sugar making the fluid more of an emetic ■

even than it would otherwise have been. 

We had a number of melting capitalists in 

ttie train, and some invalids who looked as 

if they yearned to expire without delay. 

In fact, I never was more pleased than when 

I could step forth upon the ugly marshland 

of Cedar Key, and get towards the city on 

foot. This part of the Gulf coast is some- 

thing like the Lincolnshire Fens. But a 

fenny ague were preferable, on the whole, 

to a Florida fever. ■

Cedar Key is famous for its fish and 

oysters. A sociable northerner, who must 

have perspired away a stone of flesh since 

he left New York, took me by the arm 

when we had done with the cars, and 

told me about it. He calculated I should 

be ill-used if I didn't see six sorts of fish 

before me at every meal. They seemed to 

have borrowed their names from the rest 

of creation : sheepshead, catshead, pigshead, 

etc. — I rather think my friend mentioned 

asshead too. ■

It was all I could do to get loose from the 

sociable northerner. He assumed that I 

should join him in the ** Suwannee Hotel," 

a big whitewashed house set squarely by 

what looked like a lot of sewage ooze. But 

I, on my part, calculated that I would look 

around a Uttle before settling for the night. 

Besides, my schooner might wish to sheer 

off about sunset, which would suit me best 

of all. Far better, methought, to reach 

Anclote and a domestic atmosphere of 

Yuletide a day or two before the twenty- * 

fifth, than to arrive perhaps in the middle 

of the Christmas Day service. ■

And so I meandered up the sandy 

streets, and admired Cedar Key's stores 

and the complexions of certain of its 

yellow girls. There's not a doubt about it : 

Florida agrees with these golden-skinned 

half-breeds better than it agrees with 

thorough-bred Anglo-Saxons. The latter 

soon get to look the colour of pale clay, 

whereas the former vie with a healthy 

lemon for brilliancy of hue. Just for the 

fun of the thing, I asked one of the damsels 

— she was attitudinising at the door of a 

green shuttered house of one storey — if 

apartments were to be let at her place. But 

she soon settled me. "Mother's inde- 

pendent," she said. If I had given a 

seedy-looking millionaire a penny by mis- 

take I could not have been repulsed with 

more scorn. ■

Ere I anchored at ** Sea View ^ote^ I 

had come to the conclusion that most other 

folks in Cedar Key were independent. The 

side-walks were thick with loungers, doing ■
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nothing with the usual southern grace. But 

of course it was my ignorance that mislQd 

me. At the post office I read a very 

legible notice to the effect, "No idlers 

allowed in here." A little farther and I 

came to the office of the Tampa Steamship 

Company, on the wall of which was an 

illustrated placard. The picture repre- 

sented a gallows and a man hanging from 

it with vilely contorted legs, and under- 

neath were the words^ " The death of dead- 

head. No dead-heads carried." Again, 

having left the steamship office, I passed a 

humble tailor's shop, in the poor window 

of which a single pair of mended pants 

were disposed on a string, and read the 

feeling request, *' Please don't idle here." ■

I fear Cedar Key will never make a 

name in the world for energy. The sooth- 

ing air of the Mexican Gulf, the abundance 

of fish and oysters in its waters, and the 

pleasant narcotic odour of 'Cedar logs are all 

invaluable aids to " dolce far niente." ■

Finally, having wandered as far as 

possible from the centre of this home of 

unappreciated indolence, I obtained a bed 

at a building called Sea View House. Its 

unconventional look attracted me. It was 

stuck, so to speak, on the fringe of the 

Gulf : a single-storeyed bungalow with the 

westering sun on its windows, and with 

what I imagined at first to be a family 

bathing-machine rigged at the back of it 

on what, by a stretch of fancy, may be 'called 

'the sea sands. These sands, however, were 

not at all a pretty colour, and they were 

studded with broken crockery, abandoned 

beef and other tins with jagged edges, 

which provoked a shudder at the thought 

of bathing in their vicinity. There was an 

odour here, too, but nothing to the odours 

elsewhere. ■

"A bed? •' exclaimed the lean piece of 

energy who ran the house. '* I guess so." ■

He showed me five rooms and I chose 

the one with the fewest holes in its walls 

and flooring, and the smallest spiders in its 

comers. I astonished the man by declining 

to sleep between sheets which were not 

clean. He grumbled at my insistence, but 

yielded to it, and subsequently hauled me 

over his premises to ^ow me what a 

wonderful fellow he was. It did not 

surprise me a bit to learn that he was 

builder, boat-owner, fisherman, and oyster- 

dealer, as well as hotel-proprietor. I had 

met men of even more callings in his 

astounding* country. What I had thought 

to be a bathing-machine proved to be his 

oyster shed. Th^re were thousands of the ■

dainties in it, and I consented to eat two 

or three there and then, the shells of which 

he obligingly knocked off for the purpose. ■

This settled, it behoved me to find out 

the "Beetle" and Captain Sapp., The 

hour was so late that I was assured no 

Cedar Key skipper was likely to set sail ere 

morning. But Captain Sapp himself — a 

red-nosed, hearty person with plenty of 

genial oaths on his tongue — told another 

tale. He was flooded with whisky, and 

vowed by two or three different things that 

a capful of wind would suffice for him. 

But he had a mate who winked while he 

spoke. I understood that wink. The sun 

might refuse to rise in the morning ; it was 

even less probable that Captain Sapp would 

be in a condition to cast off the ^ Beetle " 

ere the morning. ■

Of the ship herself, I did not carry away 

an enthusiastic impression. She'was smaU, 

and loaded very clumsily with boards and 

kegs of nails. Her cabin was just a hole 

with shut-up lockers along its sides. Even 

a dwarf could not have stood erect in it. 

And it smelt — well, mainly of what seemed 

to be butter that had become more than 

rancid. ■

"A snugger craft you'll not find no- 

where, sir," said Captain Sapp, as he waved 

a tipsy hand over iti? nakedness. "I've 

had ladies here three nights and days, and 

they fairly enj'yed themselves." ■

I felt curiosity about those ladies, but 

said nothing, and went my way. It was 

arranged that should the best happen — 

adequate sobriety and a breeze — I was to 

be summoned from Sea View House, no 

matter at what hour, and sail would be set. 

But I looked at the flaming western sun, 

already dipped in the placid Gulf, and 

knew that I should sleep undisturbed in 

Cedar Key. ■

My fate was rather different. I paid for 

my audacity in patronising Sea Yiew House. 

There were mosquitoes, and no conveniences 

for cheating them of their natural prey. 

That, however, I might have borne, lliere 

were worse things also. And most startling 

of all was the tumult of war that in the 

deadest of the dead hours awoke me under 

my bed. I never heard such weird noises, 

and for a minute or two lay, bathed in 

perspiration, casting about in my imagina- 

tion for a reasonable theory to explain 

them. Suddenly it flashed to my mind. 

It was a fight between a cat and a rat. 

Two or three times there was a hot chase 

round the room, with bellicose squeakings 

on the part of the rat and tigedsh litUe ■
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growls from the cat. But the scene of war 

proper was always just beneath me. The 

combatants treated with perfect indifiPerence 

my requests that they would change the 

field of battle. More than verbal protests 

I did not care to offer. Florida cats are 

as often as not half wild, with marked 

ferocity and courage, and very sharp claws. 

I had no notion of risking my toes by 

getting out of bed. ■

However, at length, comparative tran- 

quillity was restored to me. I judged, 

rightly, that both cat and rat had vanished 

— whether of their own free will or not — 

through one of the sufficiently large holes 

in my flooring. Nor did I awake again 

until a new day, with no signs of a breeze, 

was upon the Gulf and Cedar Key. My 

landlord himself was civil enough to cidl 

me. He came into the ^ room in his shirt- 

sleeves, with an oyster knife in one hand. ■

"You shall have a squeezing good 

breakfast^" he said plaintively, "ii you'll 

stop here instead of going up town." ■

For the life of me I couldn't guess what 

''a squeezing good breakfast" might be, 

but the meal he set before me included 

such marvellous variety as cold beef, veal 

and pork in joints, stewed corned beef, 

cabbage and potatoes, porridge, rice and 

hominy, hot cakes and common bread, 

maple syrup and marmalade, and three 

kinds of fish, caught at sunrise or there- 

abouts. Of the fish Master Sheepshead 

seemed to me the best. But really criticism 

were wasted upon such a coarse mass of 

viands. ■

There was an unfortunate youth in the 

hotel who entertained me with snatches of 

talk while I ate. He coughed as much as 

he talked, and was swathed in blankets to 

the chin. I gathered that he was the only 

son of a doting' northern father whom he 

had persuaded to send him south for his 

health "on the off chance." The poor 

fellow's lungs were far gone. That, how- 

ever, did not interfere with his appetite. 

He viewed the table luxuries with a rolling 

eye of desire, and confided to me that so 

long as he could ''peck well" he didn't 

want to die. ■

It was now the twenty-third of December, 

and I made my way to the jetty feeling a 

little anxious. The preposterous Gulf was 

like a sheet of brass. I chanced upon 

Captain Sapp and his pipe in the yard of 

a neighbouring sawmill He was arranging 

for a few more cubic feet or yards c^ 

planking. ■

"Oh, yes, we'll manage it somehow," he ■

remarked, when I .mentioned the existing 

packed condition of the deck, ^e hadn't 

much faith in a breeze this day either. 

" Though to-night, sir," he added, with a 

fine dieery affectation of 'assurance, " you 

may go 'nap'' on it." ■

The worst idler of Cedar Key was not in 

it with me for six or seven hours of this 

unappropriated twenty-third of Deciember. 

I yawned' and perspired, and sat here and 

stood there, and strolled from bar room to 

bar room, and gossiped freely with the 

yellow girls, and stared stolidly at the pair 

of mended pants in the tailor's shop, and 

thought of nothing all the time. I declare 

it is rather a pleasant mode of life. There's 

not a particle of worry in it ; nor does it 

diminish one's appetite. I ate my dinner 

in one of the hotels, with a long-haired 

man from Texas, who tried to lure me into 

such a monstrous effort of energy as a 

game of billiards with him. ■

" Jes' to pass time," he said, pleadingly. ■

I assured him I had learnt the knack of 

passing time to my entire contentment. ■

The later hours of the afternoon I spent 

on the " Beetle," losing all the profit of my 

earlier indifference in a gradual passion of 

impatience with the Gulf of Mexico. I 

had TroUope's " Autobiography," at twenty 

cents, in my hand, and a cedar log to loU 

on. I had also the solace of society in 

Nick, the " Beetle's " mate. Nick said Cap- 

tain Sapp was in town, which meant whisky. 

And he told me many diverting lies about 

his seafaring career while he smoked my 

cigarettes, one after the other, just as a boy 

sucks jujubes. ■

There was other solace round about if I 

had been in the humour to enjoy it. A 

couple of smacks were unloading oranges 

from Tampa. Ten little nigger boys were 

the instruments employed, and it ought 

really to have been interesting to watch 

their smartness and mark the air of un- 

bounded frivolity which possessed them 

while they worked. The youngsters sang 

a multitude of the current comic songs, with 

suitable gleaming of white teeth and not a 

little action. On the pier edge close by sat 

a row of black girls admiring the black 

boys. The damsels dangled attractive black 

toes over the unrippled water, and pretended 

to be fishing for shiners. But they were 

of course fishing for masculine notice 

instead. I saw it in their languishing 

looks, and in the ease with which the 

hooked shiners regained their liberty. And 

I heard it in their tremulous remarks to 

each other about the beauty of Billy Pugh's ■
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curly hair, and Seth. Tompkins's lovoly ex- 

pressive black eyes with the beautiful 

yellowish whites in them. But Billy Pugh 

and Seth Tompkins were at that moment 

yelling "Over the Garden Wall" with fright- 

ful disregard of harmony and the most 

perfect contempt for the love-lorn maidens 

sighing towards them. ■

" This/' I said to Captain Sapp at five 

o'clock, "is getting beyond a joke. I'm 

going up town for my supper." ■

But the mariner dissuaded me. He felt 

something or other in his blood which 

indicated a breeze. It was the first time I 

had heard of a connection between whisky 

and the wind. However, I said nothing. 

And at six o'clock I consented to sit 

among the planks and the furniture on the 

" Beetle's " deck and join the captain, Nick, 

and a long-legged fellow who had earned a 

dollar and a half by shoving things about 

for two hours, over a dirty frying-pan, 

which held the ship's evening meal. Nick 

gave me a fork because I was a passenger. ■

After supper the sun set in the usual 

theatrical way, with a fine flourish of after- 

glow tints. But there wasn't enough wind 

to lift a feather, much less push a sail. ■

"Why do you call your boat the 

' Beetle ' 1 " I asked Captain Sapp at ten 

o'clock — " because she's so slow 1 " ■

" Now, sir," said he, with — as weU as I 

could make out in the starlight — a grim 

smile, " don't lose your temper. Be advised 

by me friendly, aod turn in for an hour or 

two instead of pacing that etarnal jetty." ■

My mood induced me to clasp the cap- 

tain by the hand and apologise for my 

peevishness. He almost melted into pathos 

as he begged me not to mind him. He had a 

wife or something of the kind down 

Anclote way who would be sadly put out 

if he didn't get to her by Christmas morn- 

ing. So far, therefore, we were fellow 

sufferers. But he understood, he said, how 

particularly I, as '*a Britisher fresh out 

from England," must feel annoyed at such a 

steady spell of inaction. ■

We smoked another cigar apiece in brood- 

ing silence. Then I turned in and learnt 

by the light of the cabin's lamp why the 

ship was called the " Beetle." As I lay on 

my back on the hard wooden seat, I viewed 

an endless procession of cockroaches along 

the wooden ceiling about ten inches from 

my face. What they were doing I know 

not to this day, but they moved with the 

precision of trained troops. The lamp 

light shone on their burnt-sienna bodies, 

and troubled them not. ■

At three o'clock I was again on the 

jetty. I did not so much mind the beetles, 

even when they lost their balance and fell 

on me, but a rat across my neck when I 

was dozing took the ardour out of me. ■

Florida days in winter may be the idyllic 

experiences descriptive writers tell us they 

are; but I, for my part, do not think 

much of Florida nights. As for the State 

in summer, I prefer not to try it. I re- 

member with a thrill the words of a 

one-legged New Yorker who talked to me 

on the subject. He had been born in ^* the 

bottom State," and lived there five-and- 

twenty years. ■

"What's it like, sir 1" he exclaimed, 

echoing my enquiiy. ," Well, sir, if I was 

axed serious which I'd sooner go to for the 

climate, Florida or hell, I'd take time to 

think it over," ■

I do not wish to disparage the land of 

oranges ; but I feel impelled to be truthful 

about it, that is all. ■

But to return to the Cedar Key jetty. 

When I had strolled about for man^ minutes 

listening to the crowing of the city cocks, 

who proclaimed the dawn a litUe before its 

time, it seemed to me I felt a breath of air. 

I rejected that it was already Christmas 

Eve, and Anclote was still seventy miles 

away. And so I called up the captain. 

. Yes, there was the beginning of a breeze, 

sure enough. We got the sails up and 

slowly moved off. And when we had gone 

about two miles we stood still and beheld 

the sun rise. A more moving spectacle I 

have seldom seen, but if only it had helped 

to move us it would have been so much more 

welcome. ■

A day of utter tedium ensued. One hour 

we would creep along half a mile, and then 

for two hours our sails just curled them- 

selves round the masts and went to sleep. 

At noon Cedar Key was still eonjecturable, 

and we were still in the shallow water which 

lies for miles from the shore, itself here so 

flat that it is hardly separable by vision 

from the water that laps it. ■

We had a propelling pole with us, and 

by the aid of this humiliating object we 

moved a few yards at times. But it seemed 

too absurd, and so we dropped it. Thrice 

in the day we three met formally over the 

frying-pan in which fish and potatoes were 

cooked by Nick. We picnicked among 

the planks and furniture, and the sun's 

heat kept our entree frizzling long after it 

had left the pan. ■

At Captain Sapp's invitation I now and 

again looked at the two or three other sails in ■
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the distance, as futile as our own, and felt a 

wicked joy in their purposelessness. Perhaps 

there were people on board those boats also 

who had arranged for a happy Christmas, 

which was to be denied them. ■

Kick, having smoked all my cigarettes, 

fell to confidences about his home life. He 

had a dear old mother somewhere whom he 

had not seen for twelve years, in fact since 

he had taken to the sea. ■

" I allers think of her," he said, " when 

Fve nothing else to do." ■

" But why don't you go and see her V 1 

asked severely. ■

" She may be dead, you know," the idiot 

answered inconsequently, "I kinder like 

to think of her as she was when she used 

to cuff an' kiss me. I was a ter'ble bad 

boy, I was, and that was why I run away. 

She'd be sixty-one next Janiwary. I've 

lost a thumb since I sloped." ■

" That wouldn't make much difference," 

I urged. ■

" No, I guess she'd know me fast enough. 

But I'm not going home jes' yet," he replied 

dreamily. ■

Evening came and found three exceed- 

ingly morose persons on board the " Beetle." 

It was of course a lovely night. I stared 

at the pale saffron and green tints in the 

sky after sundown, and tried to admire 

them long after the stars had succeeded 

them. I also convinced myself that I was 

in luck to have so placid an opportunity of 

studying stellar reflections. B at it would not 

do in the long run. Christmas Eve was fast 

hastening towards Christmas Day. This 

nightmare voyage, which ought to have 

been achieved in six or seven hours, seemed 

likely to drag on into the New Year. ■

We had more fish, and bread, and pota- 

toes, for supper, with a fluid called coffee to 

help them down. Then we arranged our- 

selves on the planks under the stars, and 

at Captain Sapp's request, backed by his 

mate's, I told them some Christmas stories. 

That was reversing the proper order of 

things. But the ** Beetle's " crew had not 

seen much of the world, and they confessed 

gladly that of all uneventful waters the 

Gulf of Mexico was, in their opinion, the 

mpst uneventful. They enjoyed few storms. 

One voyage on it differed only from another 

in the number of days or hours they respec- 

tively exacted. ■

A night among the roaches followed — a 

sweltering night productive of aches and 

pains. Not a breath of air stirred. Theie 

was no sound. Even the ves£el in all its 

manifold parts seemed to have gone to ■

sleep. When periodically I stretched my 

wearied bones on deck, I saw stars and a 

pallid gleaming expanse of water smooth 

as a sheet of tin. It was not at all 

stimulating. ■

And so Christmas Day arrived, with the 

red sun and a continuance of immobility. 

We wished each other the compliments of 

the season somewhat sardonically. That^ 

ribald brute Nick opened his mouth with a 

verse of ''Hark, the herald angels singl" and 

would have goue through the hymn had we 

not sternly sentenced him to the galley, 

where he was to make us a cake. ■

At ten o'clock another mendacious breeze 

arose. It carried us for five miles at a 

spanking pace and then left us. There 

was a Key West sponging schooner a mile 

or two from us, and this craft, with sundry 

porpoises, were the sole incidents of the 

hours of daylight The porpoises were 

most irritating creatures — they made so 

frantic a mock of us in the speed at which 

they turned somersaults. As for the 

spongers, they could be seen tugging at 

their booty with their long poles just as 

if it had been a common week-day. ■

The most appalling feature of the day 

was the emptiness of the larder. There 

was no baker's bread left, and we had 

eaten all the fish. Nor was there an ounce 

of butcher's meat, either tinned or in 

joints. Captain Sapp and the whisky 

together had put us in a hole. And on 

Christmas Day, too, of all days ! ■

While Nick mixed his cake, therefore, 

we were obliged, for our lives' sake, to 

catch something. After an anxious three 

hours we did manage to haul in a couple 

of silver and black fish, weighing about 

four pounds in their bones. This was our 

Christmas dinner. ■

As for the cake, which deluded us into 

high hopes with its appetising perfume, it 

proved a mere quagmire. ■

*' You're a fair hand at navigating the ■

* Beetle,' " said Captain Sapp to his mate ; 

" but you're a blamed bad one at cakes." ■

* From its flavour this particular cake^so 

called — had about forty per cent, of soda in 

it. Doubtless we should have eaten it 

with avidity on the fourth or fifth day of 

our voyage ; but we were not at present 

reduced to such an extremity. ■

The most pleasing element of our Christ- 

mas dinner of fish and potatoes was the 

tobacco which followed it. Captain Sapp 

then told of a December camp-out he once 

enjoyed in a Florida Key, when they ate 

wild turkey, venison, and duck stew three ■
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times daily, with oranges and sngar-cane 

for dessert. ■

"Yes," said Nick, "but you hadn't no 

plum pudding. I (lon('t calclate it was 

proper Christmas feeding if there weren't 

no plum pudding." ■

*' I forgot the puddings," explained the 

captfain promptly. " We had four, in tins ; 

Chicago made, with the words *Plum 

pudding of Old England ' on them in red 

letters, and a Union Jack for a trade 

mark. I mind the brandy taste to them." ■

This was the crowning touch. There 

was no cheapening such an experience. ■

The idea occurred to me of lowering the 

boat and rowing to the sponger for some 

provisions. But the boat was charged to 

the gunwale with planking and other 

rubbish. Beside^, it had, Captain Sapp 

affirmed, two boards out of its bottom, and 

there were no oars. ■

Towards evening another gust of air blew 

up from the west. It seemed a farce, for, 

at the best reckoning, we could not hope to 

use it 80 as to reach Anclote before mid- 

night. But for all that we welcomed every 

pufiP of it we could catch, and Captain Sapp, 

stirred by elation, descended into the ship's 

hold and reappeared with a small box of 

sweet biscuits — crackers, he called them. 

It would have done you good to see how,we 

brightened over those sugar-clad dainties. ■

•Tve pinched them from Reuben. 

Whittick's case, Nick,'* the captain said 

with a wink. ■

I don't know anything about Reuben 

Whittick, but I feel sure if that worthy 

settler of Hernando County could have 

seen how we relished this small sample of 

his goods, he would have forgiven us the 

petty larceny. ■

And so anon Nick and I went almost 

wistfully to our little prison downstairs, 

and lay on our backs on its respective sides. 

We had the steady rush of water about the 

ship's hull for a lullaby, and the roaches on 

their eternal trot served to soothe the eyes 

into somnolence. I took the precaution 

before dropping off to cover my face with 

my handkerchief. The mate, less scrupulous, 

paid for his indifference. He woke with a 

bellow in the middle of the night, and 

spent a tumultuous minute or two in 

disengaging a roach from his gullet. ■

"If you will sleep with your mouth 

open you know what to expect on board 

the •Beetle,'" said Captain Sapp un- 

sympathetically. ■

The ship still moved, though lazily. Of 

doad in the starlit heavens there was not ■

a speck. And the air was as sultry as if it 

were warmed all round us by fires of coal ■

But my njext awaking was one of deep 

pleasure. I tumbled up into the daylight, 

curious about the exaggerated noises which 

wailed and cried throughout the ** Beetle " ; 

and there I met Captain Sapp's roseate 

countenance. Engrained felicity beautified 

it as much as the pipe between his lips. ■

** We'll be in Anclote by breakfast," be 

said, as he nodded at the white rage of 

water in our. wake. "We're making ten 

knots, and there's the Anclote Keys." ■

He pointed to some wooded islets ahead 

of us seawards. . . ■

"Eight knotsll be more like it," re- 

marked the mate. ■

" You go to blazes with your eight knots," 

cried the captain. "You're no more of a 

hand at reckonings than at Christmas cakes." ■

But Nick, with a composed smile, having 

fixed the tiller, went down below instead, 

and, reappearing with the fishing-line, 

concentrated his energy on the most useful 

purpose open to him. He hadn't much 

faith in the captain's prophecy about break- 

fasting in Anclote. ■

And Nick was right. The fish he caught 

had to carry us on till noon. By then, 

most happily, our trials of patience were at 

an end. We had stranded several times in 

the mouth of the Anclote river, and been 

reduced to the curious necessity of getting 

out and pushing the "Beetle" off the 

shallow shellac bottom. ■

Anclote jetty at last. Two small boys with 

their hands in their pockets and a lean lath 

of an adult in a planter's hat stood stolidly 

watching our cautious at)proach to them. ■

" Yes, sonny," cried Captain Sapp, in 

reply to a shout from one of the boys. 

" Your mammy's right, we are late." ■

Then the good mariner turned to me and 

offered me his homy hand in farewell. ■

"We'll be having you back soon, I 

suppose 1 " he enquired gaily. ■

Nick the mate also waited my reply. ■

But I temporised. In my heart I swore 

a mild oath that nothing except the sudden 

submersion of the seventy miles of land 

between Anclote and Cedar Key should 

induce me to put myself again at tihe mercy 

of the " Beetle" and the Mexican Gulf. . ■

"MR. MORTIMER." ■

A OOUPLBTB STOBT. ■

On a certain afternoon in July, now 

more years ago than I care to remember, 

I stood upon the departure platform at ■
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Paddington, with a restless and excited 

crowd of mortals on the move hnrrying 

and surging around me. I myself stood 

still and impassive as a maypole, yet^ in all 

probability, not one out of every hundred 

of the people bumping against me and 

against one another felt a perturbation of 

spirit as tempestuous as mine. Their hearts, 

forsootb, were merely filled with desire to 

get upon the river, or to some Friday to 

Monday haven of rest from City cares, 

while mine was heaving and burning with 

the great passion of my life. In other words 

I had just fallen in loye for the first time. ■

I was in love, but that was not all, or the ■

worst I had indeed — as I told myself in my ■

more sanguine moments — some legitimate ■

grounds for hope, but there had recently ■

come to my ears tidings of a rival hovering ■

near, a rival who might prove dangerous if ■

I did not hurry up ; and, as I stood half ■

bemused on the platform, I was tormented ■

by a horrible doubt whether any hurrying ■

up on my part would be of any use to win ■

for me the girl of all the world, or, indeed, ■

whether I ought to let my thoughts dwell ■

upon her and her excellences a moment ■

longer. My doubt was not with regard to ■

her favourable consideration. I did not ■

fear her father's opposition to my suit, for ■

I had that moment in my pocket a letter ■

from him, bearing a most friendly invitation ■

from him to spend a day or two of my ■

holiday at his place at Shepperton, an ■

invitation I determined, after great search- ■

ings of heart, to decline. My doubt was ■

of a more practical nature, one concerned ■

with ways and means, arising from the ■

consideration whether an income which I ■

found at present just enough for one, could ■

be stretched out to serve the needs of two ■

or more. If the old gentleman should be ■

disposed to come down with three hundred ■

a year or so, all .would be well, but there ■

was a strain of prudence — ^some people may ■

call it cowardice — in my nature which made ■

me recoil from the thought of taking the ■

irretrievable step, and folding that forty ■

pounds a year for pin-money was the amount ■

of his benefaction. I may add that^ from ■

what I had seen of Mr. Gopthall and his ■

ways, I considered the latter-named sum to ■

be much more likely to be fixed than the ■

former. I was, indeed, very fond of ■

Muriel, and I hesitated to take any step ■

which might subject her, to say nothing of ■

myself, to a life of domestic cheese-paring. ■

Yet, if I didn't make a move of some sort, ■

this other lover might, and the man who ■

speaks first has always points in his favour. ■

I hurried into a compartment just as the 

train was on the move, and settled myself 

in the helter-skelter fashion Vhich always 

follows such culpable delay. What had be- 

come of my bag I knew not. I thrust a 

bundle of sticks, umbrellas, and fishing-rods 

into the rack over my head, and flung my 

travelling literature on the seat in front of 

me; but before applying myself to the 

perusal of any of this, I took out of my 

pocket the letter from Muriel's papa and 

read it again, and once again, wondering the 

while whether I should ever see that com- 

mercial-looking signature of his at the foot 

of a satisfactory marriage settlement. ■

Upon entering the carriage, I had been 

dimly conscious that in it there was one 

other traveller besides myself, but I was 

too much flustered to remark aught of him 

except the fact that he occupied the seat 

in the carriage most remote from mine. 

When I looked up after reading my letter, 

I was surprised to find that he had shifted 

his position, and was now seated beside 

me. I was at first inclined to resent this 

approach on his part as a great intrusion, 

but when my eye met my companion's, his 

face brightened into such a kindly smile 

that all my ill-humour vanished. Silence 

was soon broken by the stranger. ■

" I have to apologise to you most humbly, 

sir," he began, " for a most unpardonable 

breach of manners. Just now, as I was 

moving over to this seat, I chanced to 

catch sight of the name at the foot of the 

letter you were reading. I trust you will 

forgive me." ■

I bowed, and uttered some inarticulate 

sounds which were meant to signify to the 

stranger that he might consider himself 

pardoned, whereupon he continued : 

^ "You are very good, but I have yet 

another favour to beg of you, which is to 

tell me whether my worthy friend Joshua 

Copthdl is quite well." ■

I started with surprise as the stranger 

uttered Mr. Copthall's name, and, turning 

a sharp glance upon him, I proceeded to 

take stock of him. He was an exceed- 

ingly neat and well-groomed gentleman, 

with everything handsome about him. His 

clothes, his boots, and his umbrella, bore 

the stamp of the first-rate shop, and the 

few bits of jewellery he displayed were 

costly and in the best taste. From what 

he had said, Mr. Gopthall was apparently 

a friend of his ; but from his general aspect 

and belongings, I was disposed to attribute 

to him a social level several degrees above 

that occupied by my father-in-law "in ■
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posse/* or by the guests I had met at Shep- 

perton. As soon as my astonishment allowed 

me the free nse of my tongae, I replied that 

Mr. Copthall, when I last saw hiQi, was in 

excellent health. ■

"That's right, that's right/' said my 

companion heartily. " Joshua ftnd I were 

boys together — happy boys. We rarely 

meet now, but that is not my fault, for I — 

as I dare say you may have perceived 

already — am of an effusive nature, while 

Jos is reserved, very reserved. You may 

perhaps have noticed that fact as well.'' ■

I replied that I thought I had remarked 

this characteristic in our common friend. 

Indeed it now struck me that Mr. Copthall 

had always been exceedingly reticent as to 

his private affairs. I knew that he was " in 

the City," but I knew nothing else about 

him. Presently my companion went on : ■

**Yes, he is reserved, very reserved. 

Now, you seem to be on intimate terms 

with him, but I don't suppose he has ever 

let you have any inkling as to the extent 

of hiB operations." ■

" Indeed, he has not," I replied. " Indeed, ■

I— I '* ■

. " Just so, just so,!' the stranger broke in ; 

''you know nothing about his doings, and 

I'm not surprised ; but would you be sur- 

prised to hear that he is one of the biggest 

financial operators of the day 1 " ■

** I confess I have never thought of him 

as occupying such a position," I remarked, 

pricking up my ears somewhat. ■

"Of course you haven't. Jos is close, 

very close. He doesn't like to let the 

world i^ow that he is a man with an 

income of five figures, and perhaps he is 

right, perhaps he is right." ■

My heart gave a great bound as I 

listened. Could this speech I had just 

listened to be true, seeing how utterly at 

variance its tenor was with the character 

of the manage at Sheppertoni At first I 

decided that it could liot, but then there 

came the comforting thought that the 

limited scale of his housekeeping might be 

the outcome of Mr. Copthall's eccentric 

reserve, and I began straightway to set 

him down as just the man who would try 

to pose as a man of modest means, being ail 

the while a millionaire. ■

My companion went on : ■

*' And I'll be bound he hasn't told you 

about that tremendous coup he made in 

financing the San Domingo and Honduras 

submarine telegraph, or about the quarter 

of a million he netted over the conversion 

of the Terra del Fuego ten per cents." ■

" But," I interfered, not wishing to seem 

too easily convinced, " Mr. Copthall lives 

very simply and quietly, and, to tell the 

truth, I have noticed in his household 

certain small economies which — ^in short, 

are you quite certain that all the operations 

he has undertaken have turned up trumps t " ■

" Trumps, do you say, my dear sir ? I 

believe you I " said my companion with a 

beaming smile, " aces, kings, queens, knaves, 

and any other court cards you can think 

of. And as to those little economies you 

have alluded to, they are common foibles 

with rich men. Did not the late Baron 

Mortara collect orange peel as he walked 

about the city, and dispose of it to an 

eminent firm of marmalade makers, realising 

thus about a penny farthing a month 1 

Are there not instances by the thousand 

of parsimony co existing with great wealth 1 " 

Here my companion began to talk rather 

discursively concerning the quasi misers 

he had known; and in the midst of a 

soQiewhat lengthy digression, he caught 

sight of my fishing-rod in the rack above 

my head, a discovery which set him going 

on quite a Aew tack. "Ah, you are an 

angler," he cried, "so am I. Indeed, I 

may say I know as much about fishing 

as most men " I was more than a little 

annoyed at this diversion, for I knew by 

bitter experience the boring capabilities 

of the enthusiastic fisherman when fairly 

started on his hobby, and I had not yet 

heard nearly all I wanted to hear about 

Mr. Copthall and his financial operations. 

I saw, however, that I should do no good 

by pulling up my companion suddenly, 

so I let him have his head for a bit. ■

"Ah, but that was many years ago," 

he said by way of winding up an anecdote. 

" And so you are off fishing. Lucky man. 

I can't offer to go with you, I wish I 

could ; but if you haven't fixed on a place 

yet, I'll tell you the best angling centre 

within fifty mile.«. Go to Belford station 

on the Woolborough branch line> and put 

up at the * White Hart.' Three miles of 

superb fishing, and not a soul to trouble 

you at this time of year; and just above 

IS my friend Cuthbert's preserved water — 

five miles more. Take my card and call 

upon him, and if he doesn't give you leave, 

and ask you to dinner as well, he isn't 

the man I take him to be." ■

The gentleman brought forth a card from 

a smart silver card-case, and handed it to 

me. " Mr. Mortimer " was the name I read, 

without any address thereto. The offer 

he had just made me was really a very ■
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friendly one, and, conpled with the in- 

formation he had given me concerning 

Mr. Copthall and his affiairs, caased me 

to set him down as the mo&t valuable 

travelling companion I had ever met in 

the whole course of my life. ■

I had taken my fishing-rod with me 

on this journey more from the force of 

habit than with any definite idea of fishing. 

In the tumult of my emotions, I had 

found myself quite incapable of making 

any plan for my holiday, beyond settling 

first to go to Banbury, where lived an 

uncle of mine to whom a duty visit was 

owing. But the half-hour I had spent 

in the railway carriage with Mr. Mortimer 

had, by the new light which it had thrown 

on Mr. Joshua Gopthall's worldly circum- 

stances, in a measure transfigured my uni- 

verse. I began to get more nervous about 

that threatening rival. I found I loved 

Muriel ever so much more dearly than I 

had hitherto imagined, and I determined 

that to live without her would be impossible. 

My first impulse was to get out of the 

train at the next stoppage, and go back 

to London and lay my heart at the dear 

girPa feet forthwith, but I remembered 

that she had gone on a visit to Scarborough, 

and I resolved to keep to the rudimentary 

programme I had framed; to go and pay 

my visit to my uncle at Bajibury, and then 

make for the angling paradise of which 

I had just heard, where, in the intervals 

of sport, I would concoct and put in writ- 

ing the letter which I fancied might secure 

my future happiness as effectively as any 

personal appeal ■

I sat silent over tUese weighty ponderings 

several minutes, and during this interval 

Mr. Mortimer moved back to his original 

place, and began to occupy himself with a 

heap of parcels which I had not before 

noticed on the seat in front of him. One 

of these he unrolled enough to let me see 

that it was a very pink-cheeked, flaxen- 

haired wax doll. Another he disentangled 

entirely from its envelope, and this proved 

to be a large kaleidoscope. Mr. Mortimer 

was apparently bent on testing its merits 

thoroughly, for he fixed it to his eye and 

kept turning it round and round with a 

smile of delight spread over his counte- 

nance. I coughed, and even ventured on a 

casual remark to attract his attention, for 

I was anxious to draw him once more into 

conversation on the subject of his old 

schoolfellow, bat he seemed to find the 

prismatic designs he was contemplating 

more attractive than my society. ■

At last Mr. Mortimer put down his 

kaleidoscope and began to wrap it up 

carefully in brown paper. Doubtless the 

parcels he had with him were presents for 

nephews and nieces — for there was some- 

thing about him more suggestive of the 

model uncle than of the paterfamilias. The 

moment seemed propitious, so I began : ■

''Yon were saying a few minutes ago 

about our friend Mr. Copthall " ■

" I didn't say this was a beastly railway, 

did II" interrupted Mr. Mortimer, with 

more irritation in his manner than I had 

heretofore remarked. *' If I did I wasn't 

far wrong. I travel by this train every 

Friday, and it is always late. Ah, here we 

are, Roprley Road at last." And as he 

spoke, Mr. Mortimer began to bustle about 

and gather his parcels together. "Good- 

bye, sir, good-bye, and don't forget what I 

told yon about keeping your feet dry." ■

The train stopped and Mr. Mortimer 

got out. Any doubts I may have had 

about his social position were at once dis- 

pelled by the appearance at the carriage 

door of a valet of the correctest type. He 

took charge of all Mr. Mortimer's parcels 

and belongings, and I saw them get into a 

neat brougham which was waiting outside 

the station. ■

I never knew time to go by so pleasantly 

in a railway carriage as it went during the 

residue of my journey to Banbury. I 

cannot now recall half the golden dreams I 

dreamt, or the fairy castles I built. When 

I alighted on the platform at Banbtiry I 

seemed to be walking on air. That evening 

I ate and drank of the best inn's best^ and 

the next morning drove ont to see my 

uncle, who lived in a pretty little house 

about a couple of miles outside the town. 

He seemed so genuinely glad to see me that 

I stayed three days with him, and the 

evening before I left I first wrote and then 

posted with my own hands that fateful 

letter to Muriel. ■

When I took leave of my uncle to go in 

search of Mr. Mortimer's fishing inn, he 

bade me come again to visit him on my way 

back, and not forget to bring a basket of 

fif^h with me. I accepted his kind in- 

vitation willingly, for I had made up my 

mind, in any case, to await my fate at 

Banbury, and had asked Muriel to address 

her reply to me at the hotel. The distance 

to be covered between Banbury and Belford 

was not great, and a crow might have flown 

thither and back many times in the two 

hours and forty minutes it took me to 

accomplish the journey ; but all journeys ■
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come to an end, even on the branch lines 

of Wessek I was the sole passenger to 

alight at Belfoid^ and when I looked round 

upon the circumjacent country, I . was a 

little surprised to find it was bare upland. 

I then remembered that railway stations 

are often placed some distance from the places 

which give ^them their name, and decided 

that Belford must be one of them. But a 

fresh surprise awaited me when, having 

asked the porter who took my ticket 

whether there was any means of getting 

any things taken to the "White Hart," 

I was informed by him that there was no 

such house of entertainment in these parts. 

" At least," he added, " if there wur I think 

I should know on it." ■

I then asked him to tell me the nearest 

point, on the river, whereupon, with a 

glance at my fishing tackle, he answered 

with a large smile that " there warn't no 

river nowhere about there. There wur one 

down Oxford way, he knew, cos he had 

seien it hisself." An enquiry for Mr. Cuth- 

bert xnet with no better fate. No such 

gentleman lived anywhere in the region of 

Belford. ■

By this time I was in a state of puzzled 

anger. Could I have mistaken Mr. 

Mortimer's directions) I looked at the 

scrap of paper on which I had jotted them 

down. No, I had followed them to the 

letter. I grew more and more perplexed, 

and then I remembered suddenly how Mr. 

MoTtimer had told me he was himself an 

angler ; and anglers, as all the world knows, 

are greedy, envious fellows, ever ready to 

throw their brother craftsmen on the wrong 

scent. Doubtless there was, somewhere 

near Rogley Road, some favourite stream 

of his which he feared I might be making 

for, and on this account he had framed this 

cock-and-bull story to send me ofif on a 

wild goose chase. To add to my confusion 

the • porter informed me there was no inn 

anywhere near where I could lodge for the 

night, and I found by consulting the time- 

table that I could not get back to Banbury. 

There was a train due, he added, in about 

an hour's time which would take me to 

Shipley Junction, where — as he had heard 

tell — there was a " Railway Hotel." ■

I slept that night at Shipley Junction, 

and on the following day succeeded in 

making the journey to Banbury, occupying 

myself en route by putting together certain 

cutting speeches to be used on Mr, Morti- 

mer should I ever chance to meet him 

again. My uncle was surprised to see me 

back so soon, and chaffed me unmercifully ■

on account of the hoax I had suffered at 

the hands of my late travelling companion, 

counselling me at the same time to go in 

search of that gentleman and demand an 

explanation of his conduct, advice which 

jogged exactly with my existing humour, 

notwithstanding the fact that I am by no 

means aggressive or pugnacious by nature. 

Then it suddenly came into my recollection 

how Mr. Mortimer had let drop the remark 

that he travelled by the train in which we 

had foregathered every Friday, wherefore 

I resolved that, on the following Friday, 

I would be at Rogley Road to meet him. ■

When the train drew up at the plat- 

form on the day in question, I was on 

the platform. I watched it as it came 

slowly alongside, and was a little sur- 

prised to see Mr. Mortimer's valet lean- 

ing out of the window with an anxious 

look on his face, and signalling to the 

driver of the brougham, which, as before, 

was waiting outside. One of the porters, 

too, catching sight of these demonstrations, 

ran along the platform and was by the 

carriage door when the train came to a stop. ■

The valet first descended, and then 

carefully helped Mr. Mortimer out, an 

attention which was apparently distasteful 

to the latter, for he resented it with petu- 

lant gestures and indistinct mutterings. 

As I approached he seemed to grow 

calmer, and a broad benignant smile over- 

spread his countenance ; but he gave not 

the least sign that he had ever seen me 

before. I was just going to address him 

when the porter, who apparently quite 

realised the situation, placed himself on 

Mr. Mortimer's otheif side and, together 

with the valet, convoyed him to the 

brougham, which he was induced to enter 

after some difficulty. Then the porter 

mounted guard at the brougham door, 

while the valet returned to the platform to 

fetch some parcels, and, having encountered 

the station-master, he held with that 

official a colloquy which I perforce over- 

heard. ■

** Governor a little on the scoop to-day, 

Mr. Robins ? " said the station-master. ■

" Rather," answered the valet; "he was 

as right as the mail when we started, but 

as we were going down Regent Street he 

saw a young lady, as he thought, was 

struck with love of him at first eighty and 

after that there was no holding him." ■

"Ah, they're all like that sometimes, 

ain't theyl I never saw him better than 

he was last week." ■

" You may say that ; he was that sensible ■
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and quiet that I let him travel down with 

another gent all by himself, and he told me 

afterwards how he had found out that the 

gentleman's godfather was an old school- 

fellow of his. Lord !. there's nothing he 

likes so well as to get hold of a stranger 

and stuff him up witii tales of this sort" ■

"WeU I never. Ah, if he didn't do 

nothing more outlandish than play games 

o' this sort^ you'd have an easier time than 

you have, wouldn't yon, Mr. Robins 1" ■

"I reckon I should; but we must take 

the rough with the smooth. Good night, 

Mr. Walker." And with these words the 

valot turned away to release the porter from 

his guard at the door of the carriage. He 

got in, and the carriage drove rapidly off. ■

This conversation did not last more than a 

minute, but that minute was assuredly one 

of the most emotional I ever passed. Was I 

standing on solid ground, or was the earth 

melting away beneath my feet, and letting 

rush into ruin and destruction the founda- 

tions of that magnificent castle of fancy I 

had been constructing during the past 

weekl Who was Mr. Mortimer 1 What 

was het How much of truth was there 

in the interesting details he had given me 

during our journey down to Rogiey Road 

last week t Was his discourse concerning 

Mr. Joshua Copthall any more closely allied 

to fact than his discourse concerning the 

Belford fishing t ■

All these pressing questions cried out to 

be answered at the same time, and I felt 

that I should never know a moment's peace 

till they should be answered one way or 

the other. I looked up and saw the station- 

master at leisure ; so I approached him and 

said: ■

''Can yon inform me whether the gentle- 

man who hasjust driven off in the brougham 

which was waiting is — is '-* ■

"A little off his head you would say, 

sir," said the station-master in a cheery 

voice. "Well, yes, he is. He comes from 

Br. Clasper's private establishment on the 

hill there. Some people make as if they 

are afraid of him, but, Lord bless you, he's 

as harmless as a child, and a lot better 

every way since the doctor has let him 

go up to London once a week with his 

keeper." ■

I can recall nought but a blurred recol- 

lection of my journey back to Banbury. 

When I arrived at my destination I wandered 

aimlessly to the hotel, but scarcely had I 

crossed its threshold when something 

happened which woke me up effectuaUy 

enough. This was the delivery to me by ■

the waiter of a letter addressed to me in a 

handwriting which I knew at once to be 

Muriel's; and when, in the profound 

solitude of the coffee-room, I opened it, I 

laughed derisively, sardonically, hysterically, 

as you will, but the fact remains that I 

laughed. ■

Of course the dear girl would be mine. 

Alas, in what a different spirit should I 

have read this announcement had I not 

gone on my late expedition to Rogiey Road. 

Then at least ignorance would have given 

me a few hours of bliss. But when I read 

Muriel's letter through a second time, and 

realised the fact that a very lovely, amiable 

girl confessed therein that she loved me, 

I felt I was giving way to unworthy 

despondency. . Perhaps the old gentleman, 

without being the Croesus of Mr. Mortimer's 

imagination, might be comfortably off, after 

all; perhaps — but what was the scrap of 

paper which now fluttered down to the 

ground from the folds of Muriel's letter t ■

I opened it and read : ■

"My dbar Boy, — Grod bless you both. 

I can say no more. I always think there 

is no lover to match the one who will take 

a girl for herself alone. Still, I cannot stifle 

a regret that my dear daughter must go to 

you empty-handed. Six months ago I had 

a nice little sum put aside which would 

have been very respectable pin-money for 

her, that is according to the standard of 

folks in our class, but this sum, my only 

savings, has all gone in paying calls on the 

shares I unfortunately held in the Anglo- 

Antipodean Bank at the time when that 

institution had to undergo the process 

known by the name of reconstruction. But, 

as the money is gone, repining is useless. I 

am duly grateful for the liay of good 

fortune which shone upon my gloom when 

Muriel read me your letter. Again I say 

Gk)d bless you. "Jos Copthall." ■

The die was cast, and there was no 

escape save by heroic methods, and from 

these my spirit recoiled. I put on as good 

a face as possible, and played the lover's 

part with ardour enough to make Muriel 

happy for a time ; but the old gentleman 

now and then tried my patience sorely, and 

once when he suggested that he himself 

should become a member of our household 

after the marriage, I lost my temper ; but 

Mr. Copthall, as is not seldom the case 

with people where forgiveness is a matter 

of no great moment^ refused to harbour 

resentment^ and went on calling me his ■
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dear boy as usual. Come what might he 

would never quarrel with me. He knew 

his way about too well for that. Release 

was not fated to come to me that fashion. ■

As I sit smoking my going to-bed pipe 

in my not uncomfortable bachelor quarters 

I often wonder what would have been oar 

lot if we had married one another, Muriel 

and I — if Mr. Godfrey Trumble, widower 

and sugar broker, and owner of a villa and 

brougham as well, had not also fallen a 

victim to Miss CopthalPs charms, and wooed 

her with songs more seductive than any I 

could attune. Muriel is now Mrs. C 

Godfrey Trumble, the leader of one of the 

best sets in Belham, a little too stout for 

her years perhaps, but a handsome woman 

all the same, and very kind and gracious to 

me whenever we happen to meet. ■

FAMILY RHYMES AND PROVERBS. ■

Family mottoes, watchwords, and rally- 

ing cries found their historian long ago, 

but there are pithy sayings relating to 

well-known families and distinguished indi- 

viduals that do not find place in any 

one work. From ancient memoirs, mediaeval 

manuscripts, and old county histories, re- 

search may reclaim these scattered proverbial 

phrases, or, haply, from the lips of some 

"hoary-headed swain" in the remote hamlet. 

The present short collection, so compiled, is 

a fairly representative one, and may prove 

not uninteresting to the reader. ■

There is an old legend in Bucks that 

one of the Sa^on thanes, dispossessed by 

the Normans, mounted himself and his 

adherents on bulls, routed the invaders, 

and regained his lands. Afterwards, at- 

tended by his seven sons, mounted in the 

same strange fashion, he made his way to 

the Conqueror's court to plead his cause. 

William was so amused at this strange com- 

pany that he allowed the thane to retain 

his lands on the original tenure, and con- 

ferred on him and his heirs for ever the 

surname of Bulstrode, The local distich 

runs: ■

When Waiiam conquer'd English ground, 

Bulstrode had per annum three hundred pound. ■

There are other families similarly credited 

with ancient standing. ■

Before the Normans into England came, ■

Bentley was my seat and Tollemache was my name, ■

says an old Suffolk rhyme. The lines are 

said to have been inscribed on the old 

manor house at Bentley, near Ipswich. 

Antiquaries doubt the truth of the jingle, ■

but one good proof of the antiquity of the 

family is the fact that Sir Hugh de Tolle- 

mache held of the Grown the manor of 

Bentley, and the fourth part of the village 

of Akerton, by knight's service, in the 

twenty-fifth year of the reign of Edward 

the First. ■

Then we have this couplet, which affirms 

of three ancient Saxon families of Devon- 

shire : ■

Croker, Crewis, and Coplestone, ■

When the Conqueror came were at home. ■

Of the Collingwood family of Lillbum ■

Tower, Northumberland, whose crejt is a ■

stag beneath an oak tree, the verse says : ■

The CoUingwoods have borne the name 

Since in the bush the buck was ta'en, 

But when the bush shall hold the buck 

Then welcome faith and farewell luck. ■

Other families are celebrated in less plea- 

sant fashion. In Durham many people 

still remember these lines : ■

Johnny tuth' Bellas daft was thy poll 

When thou changed Bellas for Henknole ! ■

According to tradition, John of Bellasis, 

of Bellasis, Stannington, Northumberland, 

changed the green pastures and sheep 

meadows of Bellasis, with the Church of 

Durham, for Henknowle, near Auckland. 

The story, it is said, was preserved on one 

of the windows of St. Andrew's, Auckland, 

where, inscribed on a belt encircling the 

arms of Bellasis^ was a variation of the 

above lines. ■

Fuller, the divine, says of the jingle : ■

TheTracies 

Have always the wind in their faces, ■

** This is founded on a fond and false 

tradition, which reports that ever since Sir 

William Tracy was most active among the 

four knights who killed Thomas Beckett 

it is imposed on the Tracys for miraculous 

penance that, whether they go by land or 

by water, the Wind is ever in their faces." ■

Another Gloucestershire verse runs : ■

In days of yore, old Abraham Elt, 

When living had nor sword nor belt ; 

But now his son, Sir Abraham Elton. 

Being knighted hath both sword and belt on. ■

It seems that the son changed his name 

from Elt to Elton on being knighted. The 

epigram is preserved in the Harleian MS. 

No. 7318, in the British Museum. ■

The next is a traditional Lancashire 

rhyme : ■

Sweet Jesu for thy mercy's sake, ■

And for thy bitter passion, 

save me from a burning stake, 

And from Sir Rauf de Assheton. ■

It refers to Sir Balph Ashton, who, in 

the latter part of the fifteenth ceniory, 

exercised great severity as vice-constable. ■
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A manuBcript of the sixteenth century, 

in the Sloane collection, ^o. 2497, pre- 

serves this riddling verse : ■

N for a word of deniance, ■

£ will) a figure of L i^ftie, 

Spell cth his name that never ■

Will be thriftie. ■

The solution is "Noel," and, according ■

to Shirley's "Nohle and Gentlemen of ■

England," William, the ancestor of all ■

the English Noels, was living in the reign of ■

Henry the First. ■

After the spoliation of the monasteries ■

hy Henry the Eighth, the people of ■

Somersetshire had this rhyme of the four ■

families to whom the site of Glastonbury ■

Abhey was given : ■

Homer, Popham, Wyndham, and Tbyxme, 

^Vhen the abbot went out, then they went in. ■

But a variant relating to other families ■

aggrandised by similar gifts was in use ■

among the Wiltshire people, too : ■

Hopton, Homer, Smyth, Enookiiaile/andThynne,etc ■

Lower, in his "Patronymics Britannica," ■

says : " A family of this name, Knocknaile, ■

in Wiltshire, was enriched by the spoliation ■

of the monasteries by Henry the Eighth, ■

and the old traditional rhyme reoords them, ■

and some of their neighbours.'' ■

Thrift, wealth, or luck of the individual ■

usually becomes proverbial. Of Roger ■

Thornton,' of Newcastle, one of its most ■

wealthy merchants and greatest benefactors, ■

who died in 1429, the people were wont to ■

say: ■

At the Westgate ram' Thornton in, ■

With a hap, a halfpenny, and a lamb's skin. ■

A " hap," be it understood, is a cover of ■

coarse material. 

Another prosperous merchant, John ■

Hawley, who lived at Dartmouth, in the ■

time of Henry the Fourth, was immortalised ■

in the couplet : ■

Blow the wind high, or blow it low, 

It bloweth good to Hawley's hoe, ■

"Efe a aeth ya Glough " — i.e., He is be- 

come a Clough — runs the Cheshire proverb 

of any man who makes his fortune. The 

Cloughs are a very rich Cheshire family, 

descended from Sir Richard Clough, a 

merchant in the time of Queen Elizabeth, 

and a friend of Sir Thomas Gresham. ■

At Durham they have an equivocal ■

rhyme : ■

John lively. Vicar of Kelloe, ■

Had seven daaghters, and never a fellow, ■

which may mean either that the parson of 

the aixt^nth century had no son, or that 

he had no equal in learning, etc. He 

certainly mentions no son in his will. ■

Sometimes mischance gives the person 

immortality : ■

The Lord Dacre ■

Was slain in North Acre, ■

is a Yorkshire couplet relating to a 

Lancashire leader slain at the battle of 

Towton, 1461. It is said that a boy shot 

him from an elder tree. ■

Shirley, of Preston, ■

Died for the lou of Wiston, ■

is said of a member of the Shirley or 

Shelley family, of Sussex, who had a seat 

at Preston, near Brighton, for many years. 

Any distinguishing quality is, or was, 

rapidly turned to proverb. ■

Gerrase the gentle, Stanhope the stont, 

Uareham the lion, and Satton the loat, ■

relates to four Northamptonshire knights. 

One of the "Pleasant Conceits of Old 

Hobson " is somewhat similar to the above: ■

Bamsay the rich. Bond the stout, * ■

Beacher the gentleman, and Cooper the lont ■

Sir John Ramsay, who was Lord Mayor of 

Lcmdon, is one of the persons mentioned. ■

'* Never a Granville wanted loyalty, a 

Oodolphin wit, or a Trelawney courage," 

say the Comishmen. ■

'* He is none of the Hastings " is spoken 

of a slow person in Leicestershira Ray, 

writing in the seventeenth century, says : 

*' There is an equivoque in the word 

' Hastings,' which is the name of a great 

family in Leicestershire, which were Earls 

of Huntingdon. They had a fair house at 

Ashley-de-la-2^uch, now much ruined." 

The Devonshire folk remark of a sharp 

fellow that he is " as cunning as Captain 

Drake," and the Cheshire people say of a 

pretty girl, " as fair as Lady Done " — the 

Dones were a great family living in Utkinton, 

by the forest side in that county. Another 

saying of this county is : ■

As many Leighs as fleas, ■

Hassies as asses, ■

And Davenports as dogs' tails. ■

** Please God and Lord Mount Edgecumbe " 

is current in the neighbourhood of Mount 

Edgecumbe, near Devonport, where the 

Earl is the principal resident. ■

This short paper may conclude with the 

motto of William of Wickham, Bishop of 

Winchester, founder of the Winchester 

College, in Hampshire, and of New College, 

Oxford. He was famous also for his skill 

in architecture, and this sentence, now 

become an adage, was usually inscribed on 

places of his foundation : ■

Manners maketh the man. 

Quoth William of Wickham. ■
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SO WELL MATCHED! ■

A STORY m POUR 0HAPTBR8. OHAPTBR I. ■

They were just made for each other. ■

Everybody said so, and of course, what 

everybody said must be^ right ■

The estates joined, which was a clear 

pointing ; their ages were just suitable — he 

was twenty-two, she was nineteen ; exactly 

the right difference, Leo's uncle declared — 

their characters, tastes, and dispositions 

were just sufficiently contrasted to make 

each tbe natural complement of the other. 

In fact, they were just made for each other. ■

** And I'd far rather have been made for 

myself," Cicely said discontentedly. ■

The girl was leaning over a gate as she 

uttered this heretical sentiment; standing 

on her own ground, and looking with wide 

grey eyes that had a touch of disdain in 

them over Leo's sloping meadows, now 

golden with cowslips, and starred near the 

edge with pensive wood-anemones. Leo 

himself, sitting on the adjoining stile, but 

on his side of the dividing gate, heard her 

without disquiet, an amused smile on his 

handsome sunburnt face, and merely en- 

quired : ■

"Why?" ■

** Because I'm tired to death of it all." ■

''Of our engagement, of me, or of 

whati" ■

"Of it all, I tell you," she repeated 

drearily, but without looking at him. ** Of 

hearing every day and all day long how 

wonderfully suited we are to each other ; of 

being told how we were destined for each 

other even in our cradles ; of how we were 

little lovers in the nursery— -how could we 

have been such little idiots, Leo ? Aunt is 

always particularly strong on that little 

lover business! — of how we never had a 

thought for anybody but each other even 

in our schooldays. Oh, it's dreadful ! " ■

" It is raUier sickening, perhaps," thought- 

fully, "as they put it, I mean." ■

"But it isn't true, surely?" and she 

turned her grey eyes full upon him. " Oh, 

Leo, you must have thought of somebody 

else at some time or other?" ■

He laughed. " I ought to have done so, 

no doubt; but in point of fact I can't re- 

member that I ever did — ^in that way, you 

know." ■

She turned away with a gesture of 

impatience. ■

"Oh, how terribly, how hopelessly 

prosaic of you 1 Are you not ashamed to 

think how tamely you have walked through 

life in ' exactly the way that has been ■

expected of you, taking the very steps that 

a proper regard for the feelings of relations 

and guardians would naturally urge you to 

take 1 Oh, it is too humiliating ! " ■

" I'm very sorry, dear," but he scarcely 

looked it. "And you. Cicely," and he 

pushed back his straw hat and looked at 

her, a mischievous twinkle in his brown 

eyes, " of course you've thought of ever so 

many other fellows in the nursery and the 

schoolroom, and all over the placet I 

know you wouldn't be prosaic for any- 

thing." ■

"I ?— ohf that's different," with a sudden 

swift change of colour, "Eesidesi what 

opportunity have I had, always living here 

buried in the country, and always hearing 

of your manifold perfections t " ■

" I'm not surprised you are tired of the 

subject," sympathetically; " the only wonder 

is that you don't absolutely hate me— if, 

indeed, you do not." ■

"No, I don't hate you," she replied, 

speaking in a judicial and dispassionate 

tone; "I like you, I have always liked 

you, Leo ; only it all seems so common- 

place and unavoidable, so much a matter of 

course — our engagement, I mean — that 

there is nothing in it to be particularly 

interested in, far less excited over. Am 

you not sometimes afraid thut by-and-by 

we shall be horribly bored, knoVing each 

other as well as we do ? " ■

" I'm not afraid that you will ever bore 

me, if that's what you mean. As to the 

rest " he paused for a moment, looking 

earnestly at the delicate profile and wavy 

golden hair that she turned towards him, 

in neither of which was much encourage- 

ment to be found. ■

"If you think I shall bore you. 

Cicely," he resumed quietly, "allow me 

to remind you that it is not yet too late 

to throw me over. We may have drifted 

into an engagement, but there is no need to 

carry it out" ■

"Drifted, Leo 1" ■

"Yes; that seems to me about to describe 

the position. We went with the tide, since 

it was too much trouble to struggle against ■

"And you wish to break it off? *• 

" Pardon me, I haven't said so." 

" But — you implied it," slowly. 

"I pointed out that if you wished to 

throw me over, it was not yet too late to do 

so. It was in your interest that I spoke, 

not my own." ■

" And you wish—" ■

"My wishes have nothing to do with ■
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the matter — save so far as this : I certainly 

don't wish to marry any woman who regards 

marriage with me as a bore. My wife may 

veiy likely be bored, but I should object to 

her marrying me wi^ that expectation." ■

He spoke in a calm, matter-of-fact tone 

that Cicely knew well, but that puzzled 

her none the less. Did he care, or did he 

not) His manner betrayed nothing, and 

his face was as inscrutable as his manner. ■

** I wonder why it's so annoying to have 

everything taken for granted t" she said 

impatiently. ■

•* How do you mean 1 " ■

''Doesn't it ever chafe you to find that 

your whole life has been kindly planned 

oat and arranged for you ) " ■

'* Not if the planning out falls in with 

my own views," he replied coolly. ** Why 

shouldn't I take a good thing thjat comes in 

my way, simply because other people can 

see * how pleasant and desirable it is 1 

Sorely, were I to refuse it on that ground, 

I should merely be a fool for my pains." ' ■

*'You have such a horribly cool, calm, 

and collected way of looking at things." ■

"Have II WeU, whynotl" ■

" Oh, no reason at all— if you like it," 

petulantly. ■

"My dear Cicely," he said gravely, 

"what is the matter with you to-day? 

Is it such an offence that people should 

think us well suited to each other ? " ■

"No, perhaps not," she conceded re- 

luctantly, *'but that they should be for 

ever talking about it is — 7-" ■

"The remedy is easy. Don't listen to 

them." ■

"As if I could help it ! Aunt Maria is 

not the sort of person to talk without 

making herself heard, and as to the 

General " ■

" I often don't hear half that he says to 

me. But he is none the wiser, and I'm 

none the worse." ■

" Dont you think Aunt Maria and he 

would be very well matched, Leol" and 

she turned to him suddenly with mirthful 

eyes. " Age, character, tastes, everything, 

just right." ■

"And landed property," he added gravely. 

"Don't forget that." ■

" Yes ; their estates, being both in Spain, 

may very likely join. Really, Leo, it's 

providentiaL They are just made for each 

other." ■

"Why don't you tell them sol" the 

young man demanded, looking at the bright 

face above him, from which the cloud of 

discontent had vanished. ■

"IshaU. At least, m tell Aunt Maria, 

and you shall tell the General Let us be 

revenged on them by doing a littte match- 

making on our own account, and carrying 

the war into the enemy's country." ■

" What a child you are, Cicely I But 

how can you find it in your heart to doom 

others to a fate from which you were 

yourself so anxious to escape but a few 

minutes ago 1 " ■

"Did you never hear the story of the 

fox that lost his brush t " she retorted with 

a radiant smile. " He wanted all the w(»ld 

to be reduced to the same pitiable condition. 

I am more reasonable than he, for I only 

plot against those who have brought me to 

this pass. Well, what do you think of my 

idea?" ■

" There's poetic justice in it, no doubt" ■

"And common sense, for they are 

certainly suited to each other." ■

" Not having a single trait in common." ■

"Thafs just it. If the rule hold good 

in our case, why not in theirs t" ■

"Oh, come now," he protested. "I 

don't think we are so diametrically opposed 

in tastes, temper, and opinions as they 

are." ■

"Wait till we are their age, my dear 

boy, and you will see." ■

"They say, Cicely, that married people 

often grow alike." ■

"How very dull that must be for the 

married people ! " demurely. " But, Leo, 

remember you and your unde dine with 

us to-morrow. Speak to him carefully, and 

prepare his mind; and I'll do the same 

by Aunt Maria." ■

He nodded ; and rising, took the small, 

ungloved hand she held out to him. " See 

here, dear," he said, detaining her as she 

was turning away. "You're rarely in ear- 

nest, I know; and I can't tell how much 

you may have meant of all you have said 

to-day. But if you really repent your 

promise to marry me, remember if s not 

too late to say so. Perhaps it was hardly 

fair to ask you till you'd seen more of 

the world." ■

" Why did you do it, then ?" she asked, 

with a swift glance at his downcast face. ■

"I'm afraid I took things too much 

for granted, and forgot that what would 

make me happy might not satisfy you. 

Think it over, Cicely, and if you wish 

to be free '' ■

"Yes?" as he paused* ■

" I'll not try to keep you. Trust me, 

dear, even if you can't love me." ■

He bent his head, and pressed the hand ■
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he held to his lips; then turned away 

and strode across the fields without one 

backward 'glance, while she stood watching 

him with tears in her eyes, and wonder 

and dismay in her heart. ■

Was he going to take her seriously after 

all, and just when she did not- want to 

he so taken t ■

Surely, surely he should have known 

her better than that ! ■

Then suddenly she broke into low, rip- 

pling laughter^ After all, the matter was 

in her own hands ; the decision rested with 

her. ■

He had taken things too much for granted 

hitherto — he had said so himself, and she 

quite agreed with him. A little uncertainty 

would do him no harm, and might give 

new piquancy to their somewhat matter-of- 

fact engagement. ■

He should have it, then, yes — he should 

enjoy a little . uncertainty, and after- 

wards 1 ■

CHAPTER n. ■

" Ah, Leo, you lucky dog, you 1 And 

when is it to be 1 " ■

*'The cricket match, General, or the 

local flower show 1 " ■

"Local flower show be — hanged! Pm 

speaking of your wedding, my boy — your 

wedding with the most charming girl in 

England — and you know it'* ■

*'I regret that I can give you no in- 

formation on the subject" ■

"Then you're a bigger fool than I took 

you for; you are, upon my soul, and 

that's saying a good deal 1 There have 

you been spending the whole morning with 

her — I couldn't help seeing you from the 

longacre gate — a spring morning with birds 

singing and lambs frisking ; poetry in the 

air, and all the rest of it; you and she 

together, and the world before you, and 

yet you haven't been able to get a simple 

answer to a simple question 1 It's astonish- 

ing I It's — it's humiliating ! " ■

"And what if I never asked her the 

question 1 " ■

" Never asked her the question t " And 

General Graydon cocked his old straw 

hat fiercely, and drew up his somewhat 

short, square figure to its full height 

"And pray, did you expect her to ask 

you 1 Young fellows had more go in them 

when I was a boy. If we wanted to marry 

a woman, we didn't think it too much 

trouble to woo her. The world has changed 

since my time." ■

" Yet— if you wooed yoy don't seem to ■

have won, sir ; or how comes it that you 

are still a bachelor 1 " ■

"Lack of means, Leo; not lack of 

opportunity, or of spirit. The pretty girls 

had no money, the heiresses no good looks." ■

"You and Cicely's aunt are always 

urging us to marry," the young man re- 

marked, mindful of Cicely's admonition ; 

"but your arguments would come with 

fifty times their present force if you were 

married yourselves." ■

"Miss Langleyisa fine wom^n, but he 

would be a bold man who'd marry her now." ■

"What of thati 'None but the brave 

deserve the fair,' you know." ■

" I should be sony to win her ! " with a 

jovial laugh. ■

" Why, she seems just made for you, if 

you'll allow me to say so." ■

"She's made several sizes too big for 

me, you mean. And she's so pious. She's 

'got religion,' as those revivalist fellows 

say. I haven't, though I go to church like 

other people." ■

"She is clearly exactly suited to yon: 

she supplies your deficiencies." ■

"Our tastes, again; why, we haven't a 

taste in common* She disapproves of 

tobacco, cards, sporting papers, and, in 

short, all the things I like. She's death on 

temperance and tracts." ■

"Better and better* You would have 

lots of things to disagree about during the 

long winter evenings." ■

" By Jove, sir 1 " and the General turned 

on him angrily as they strolled across the 

lawn together, " do you wish me to marry 

the woman 1." ■

" Only for the sake of example, yes ; yon 

should practise as you preach, you know." ■

* Preach ^ I don't preach. I leave that 

to the parsons." ■

"You are always pointing out how 

admirably Cicely and I are suited to each 

other, and " ■

"Cicely's a charming girl; if I could 

marry Cicely, now " ■

" She is just the right age for me. I 

have it on your own authority."^ ■

"And I'm just the right age for her 

auntl It's rather a shock to know this, 

but I dare say you're right, boy, though it 

hadn't struck me in that light before. 

Well, she's a fine-looking woman still, and 

a good three inches taller than I am 1 I 

don't think it would work, Leo." ■

"It's your affair, of conirse; only you 

seem so made for each other " ■

" You're a wag, sir, you're a wag, though 

I never knew it till now 1 But I'll think ■
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over what you say, and if I can bring my 

mind to it '* ■

'* Don't let me influence you, General." ■

"I won't! Nobody shall influence me ■

but Miss Langley, and she only if We ■

are dining there to-morrow, I'll certainly 

think oVer what yon say, and keep my 

eyes open." ■

" Do, uncle. Your example would have 

ten times more weight with me than any 

amount of precepts." ■

•'And Miss Langley's with Cicely, no 

doubt There is reason in what you say ; 

but I must take my time, Leo.** ■

" I have no wish to hurry you, sir." ■

And with that the subject dropped. ■

**My dear Cicely," Aunt Maria was 

saying at this very moment to the girl, who 

ran into the morning room flushed and 

breathless ; •' bow heated you look I Where 

have you been all the morning 1 " 

. '• In the fields," and she dropped into a 

chair, fanning herself vigorously with her 

shady hat. " It's delicious out of doors in 

this lovely weather.*' ■

" And have you been — ahem ! — alone 1** ■

" Nearly as bad. Leo was with me.** ■

" Ah, what a devoted lover he is. I do 

hope, my dear, you appreciate your blessings 

properly. Few girls are so fortunate as 

you are." ■

" Few girls are so bored as I am,** with 

an ostentatious sigh. ■

"Bored, Cicely^ But you cannot be 

serioup, my love. Think of all you possess 

— wealth, position, kind relatives, faithful 

friends, a loving heart that beats for you 

alone.** It was well that Aunt Maria 

could not 8ee Cicely's face as she spoke I 

"And then remember all the poor girls 

who have none of these good gifts — girls, 

many of them, quite as high-principled as 

jou are, and often far better-looking — and 

you will see how kind Providence has been 

to yon, and " ■

"How unjust to others, who, by your 

own showing, deserve these good gifts ever 

so much more than I do 1 ** ■

" Cicely, no doubt it is all wisely ordered 

for the best.'* ■

" Still, I wish things were more equally 

divided. Why should all these extremely 

estimable girls have nothing, while I have 

80 much more than I want, or shall ever 

know what to do with 1 Why may I not 

make them happy with a few of my 

superfluities 1 Half of my wealth, relatives, 

friends, etc., would set a lot of them up 

for life; and I'm sure I could very well 

spare them." ■

" My dear, you are talkinj? wildly. Even 

if you were not engaged to Leo^ what good 

would he be amongst so many) Tour 

giving him up could only benefit one of 

those girls." ■

" I wasn't thinking of Leo so much as of 

my friends and relatives." ■

Consfience and a certain feeling of loyalty 

to the absent Leo constrained Cicely to say 

so much, but she spoke in so low a tone 

that Aunt Maria did not catch the words. ■

" Ah, my dear, don*t get led astray by 

any of the modem mistaken notions ; they 

are vulgar aod contrary to the teaching of 

the inspired writers, especially Saint Paul. 

What would he have said to all this talk 

about Women's Rights? and how would 

he have liked to hear hallelujah lasses 

beating their tambourines and preaching at 

street comers f Oh, my love, don't let the 

riotous spirit of the age lead you into these 

extravagances I " ■

''I've no wish to do anything of the 

sort. I assure you, aunt, the Salvation 

Army doesn't attract me. The bonnet is 

too unbecoming." ■

"Ah, child, marriage is woman's true 

mission. If she miss that, she misses her 

natural vocation. Providence intended us 

to be wives, not strong-minded females." ■

"Then why didn't Providence provide 

men enough to marry us all Y " ■

" Do not be flippant. Cicely, No doubt 

there is some wise purpose in it" ■

"And then the confirmed bachelors, 

such as Gkneral Graydon. What a mean 

thing on their part to stand aside and pre- 

vent some unhappy woman from fulfilling 

her mission. Yet the General is always 

urging Leo to marry : it is so inconsistent." ■

"That is true," thoughtfully. "I do 

not understand the General." ■

" How can he expect his words to have 

any influence with Leo when his actions 

entirely disown themi Unmarried people 

cannot speak with any authority on 

marriage." ■

"I am myself an unmarried person, 

dear." ■

, " I know it, but I can't help that ; 

you — I have no doubt— could. How is it, 

auntie, that with your high opinion of 

the married state, you are still an un- 

married person 1 " ■

" Marriage is a lottery, and I was always 

afraid to tempt Providence by putting into 

it." ■

" You seem convinced that I shall draw 

a prize. Why should you not have had 

as good luck yourself 1" ■
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Miss Langley's pale face flushed, and she 

shook her head sadly. ■

•*I fear I-Twas proud, Cicely, and very 

hard to please," she said with a sigh. ■

"K only the General and you could 

make up your minds to it," Cicely began, 

speaking more to herself, as it seemed, than 

to her aunt. • ■

" To what, child 1 " as she hesitated. ■

" You are so wonderfully suited to each 

other *' ■

"I— «nd the General?" ■

'' Why, you might make another man of 

himl" ■

" I ? But he is quite a worldly person ; 

he plays cards, and drinks — oh, not too 

much ;' I don't mean that, but more than 

he need ; and — and — ^no. Cicely, we have 

nothing in common, 'absolutely nothing." ■

" You'll have me in common, and Leo — 

when we are married. And you both have 

an immense opinion of the desirability of 

marriage, or you^ wouldn't be always urging 

it upon us. You shouldn't be afraid of 

your own prescription, aunt," ■

"But, my dear, you forget, even if I 

could bring myself to contemplate such an 

idea, he has never asked me to marry him." ■

" How could he, when you always look at 

him as if you are longing to give him a tract?" ■

" That is just what I am longing to do. 

He has many fine qualities, and it grieves 

me to see them lying fallow, as it were, 

when they only require a Httle careful 

cultivation. But this is all folly. General 

Graydon and I " ■

"Are just made for each otl^er. * You 

are just sufficiently discordant to make a 

perfect harmony." ■

"You talk like an inexperienced girl, 

Cicely. The General will probably never 

marry, and if he does "^ ■

'' Yes f " as she paused. ■

" He will be far more likely to choose 

some little chit out of the schoolroom than 

a lady of suitable age and ^ed principles." ■

" You would be so well matched — ever ■

so much better than Leo and I wish ■

you'd take him up, auntie. I believe the poor 

man only wants a little encouragement ■

" My love, I don't think discussions of 

this nature are quite in good taste." ■

" So I used to think, till you taught me 

better! 'Lnitation,' you know, *is the 

sincerest form of flattery.* " ■

"And, in any case, I am sure you are 

mistaken." ■

" Perhaps I am ; " in a perfectly colour- 

less tone : " so please don't think any more 

of my little idea." ■

'' 1^0, dear, I will not ; and as the Greneral 

and Leo are dining here to-morrow " ■

** We'll say no more about it." ■

But though nothing more was said, 

Cicely was convinced that Miss Langley 

thought a great deal ; nor, to judge from 

the expression of her serious face, were her 

thoughts altogether unpleasant ones. ■

And the G neral and Leo were coming 

to-morrow eveaing I ■

It was a most fortunate thing for every- 

body. ■
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OHAFTER XXn. ■

" I HAVB given you Dr. Branston, Olive I " ■

Olive Kenderdine fastened her bracelet 

over the long glove which she had just 

drawn on with a decided snap. ■

" Very well," she said briefly, " that's all 

right." ■

She walked across the brilliantly lighted 

drawing-room as she spoke, to a long mirror, 

in which she inspected herself critically. 

She was very carefully and becomingly 

dressed in a dinner-dress that showed her taU 

figure to conspicuous advantage ; and about 

her tone^ expression, and manner alike, there 

was an all- pervading resolution. Mrs. Slade- 

Fenton glanced across at her approvingly. ■

** You seem to have changed your mind/ 

she remarked. ■

"Yes," was the concise answer; "I 

have." She paused a moment, and then 

said abruptly : ** I don't see that you need 

have asked that friend of the Heoileys for 

to-night^ Alice I " ■

Mrs. Slade-Fenton put up her long- 

handled eyeglasses. ■

** Lady Karslake t " she said carelessly. "I 

was obliged to ask her some time or other. 

Why not to-night?" ■

Miss Kenderdine laughed unpleasantly. ■

*'0h, no reason," she said; "only it 

isn't alwaya a desirable thing under the 

circumstances, to invite old acquaintances to 

the same party. She's an old acquaintance 

of Dr. Branston's." ■

•« Yea," said Mrs. Slade-Fenton. *' So I 

understand." ■

She spoke somewhat absently, and her ■

lips were just parted to speak again when 

Miss Kenderdine came towards her, saying 

callously : ■

" It doesn't matter I She has put a touch 

of spice into a flat affair. Thank heaven 

for that I" ■

The door opened as she finished speaking 

to admit the master of the house, shrewd, 

convincing, irreproachable as usual, in dress 

and manner ; and close upon his entrance fol- 

lowed the announcement of the first guests. ■

The subdued hum of before dinner con- 

versation was filling the drawing-room ; 

nine out of the eleven guests expected had 

arrived, and Olive Kenderdine was non- 

chalantly watching the door when it opened 

to admit North Branston. ■

Before his reception by his hostess was 

over. Miss Kenderdine, with an easy as- 

sumption of the rdle of daughter or sister 

of the house— which she was wont to put 

off and on as suited her convenience — had 

disengaged herself from the group she had 

been entertaining, and was ready to welcome 

the new-comer. ■

'*Yad are to take me in," she said 

familiarly. " I may as well break it to you 

at once. Why were you not at the Mon- 

tagues' last night. Dr. Branston ? " ■

Her manner to him differed conspicuously 

from her manner at the party at which he 

had met Lady Karslake four nights before. 

The spiteful indecision which had pervaded 

it then was replaced by a hard friendliness 

which was Miss Kenderdlne's substitute for 

an ingratiating mangier. ■

But if her demeanour and expression 

were altered. North's were not. ■

** I was not at the Montagues'," he said, 

''because I was at the Bartons'." ■

"A mistake 1 " retorted Miss Kenderdine 

audaciously. "The MontagUjBS are far more 

useful people." ■

VOL. XXL— TBIBD 8IBI18. ■
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He make a gesture of assent. ■

•«0f course," he said carelessly. "But 

these things will happen occasionally." He 

glanced round the room. "We seem to 

be waiting," he said. " Who is itl "* ■

Miss Kenderdine unfurled her fan. ■

"An acquaintance of yours,*' she said. 

** Lady Karslake. People who prdjract this 

gruesome quarter of an hour ought to be 

smothered ! " ■

At the same moment the door opened, and 

Lady Karslake was announced. , She came 

in, graceful and self-possessed, and the pair 

between whom her name had just been 

uttered paused with the instinct natural to 

the circumstances, and watched her entrance. 

This time her appearance brought no change 

to North Branston's face. ■

"Rather a pretty woman,*' said Miss 

Kenderdine carelessly. "How long is it 

since her husband died V ■

"About two years," answered North. 

Lady Karslake, catching sight of him across 

the room, had given him a bow and a smile, 

and he returned the bow as he spoke. ■

"Has she been in retirement all this 

time 1 " commented the girl, with a sneer 

" He was much older than she, wasn't he? 

I suppose she married him for his money." ■

"I really cannot tell you," returned 

North, "Most marriages have something 

of the kind behind them, I suppose I " ■

He had offered her his arm, and they were 

following in the procession of couples to- 

wards the dining-room. She Ipoked round 

at him sharply, and answered : ■

" Oh, I suppose so. And after all, why 

not 9 If marriage were a temporary arrange- 

ment one might afford to be sentimental 

over it. Btft its permanency renders it 

necessary to remember that there are more 

important thipgs in life than sentiment. 

We are on the other side of the tafele. Dr. 

Branston, near the bottom." ■

She slipped her hand out of his arm as 

she gave him this direction, and preceded 

him round the room, looking back at him 

over her shoulder. It was not until she 

had reached the first of the two vacant 

chflits, for which she had instinctively been 

making, that she looked towards it. As 

she did so the couple beyond came for the 

first time within her line of sight. She 

did not pause in her speech, but a quick 

flush, as of surprise and annoyance, coloured 

her whole face, and she cast one expressive 

glance at Mrs. Slade-Fenton. Separated 

from her hostess by the man who had 

brought her in, and next the 6hair which was 

to be North Branston's, sat Lady Karslake. ■

Lady Karslake looked up with a smile 

$fi. the owner of the empty chair took 

possession, drawing in the train of her 

dress for his greater convenience. ■

" We are neighbours ! " she said. " That 

is pleasant." ■

The Eve Karslake of to-day was thinner 

than the Eve Karslake of two years ago ; 

people who were not fond of her added to 

this dictum a comment to the effect that 

she was also older-looking. Her features, 

always delicately, moulded, had lost their 

roundness of contour, and had indeed, in 

so doing, acquired that peculiar refinement 

of outline which is not consistent with any 

suggestion of youth. There were no 

traces of age about her beautiful eyes, but 

they, had acquired — perhaps merely from 

the sharps chiselling of the other features 

— something which the^ had not known 

two years before. It was something hardly 

to be defined, as it looked out of her eyes 

alone ; but there were moments of repose, 

nowadays, when her face seemed to fall 

into faiiit lines which were wholly new to 

it ; which were not exactly lines of weari- 

ness, disappointment, or dissatisfaction; 

but which vaguely suggested now one, now 

another, of these feelings. And in such 

moi^ents the expression of her eyea re- 

vealed itself as a wistful satiety. ■

Her tone to North Branston, now, was 

that of the simplest society friendliness, 

and, having thus greeted him, she turned 

to the man to whom her attention was due. ■

" What were we talking about t " said 

Miss Kenderdine on North's other side. 

There was an assumption of carelessness in 

her tone which by no means concealed the 

strong access of acerbity which had affiected 

it 9ince she spoke last. ■

"I am quite prepared to, follow your 

lead," was the composed and uninterested 

reply. ■

" That's very valiant of .ypu»" she re- 

torted. " Doesn't it occur to you that it 

may be an unwise thing to give a woman 

her head with such a statement as that 1 

Suppose I were to take advantage of itt " ■

Perhaps the indifference with which 

North Branston, judging from his expression, 

contemplated such a possibilitv, /stimulated 

Miss Kenderdine to carry out the threat 

contained in her words. Certainly when 

two-thirds of the long dinner bad, gone by, 

she had shown no signs of flagging ia the 

provisipn of those same conversational 

leads. She talked exclusively to North 

Branston, and she talked incessantly. It 

was clever talk enough, characterised by all ■
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the rai&oe mt^ «iiff«wdiie89, and briUian(^ 

of a capable woman of the world, and 

North Branstoii Iktened and leplied, 

patting in those omstie obsenrationa whieh 

responded to her hnmoor. ■

''Have yon seen the latest contfibntioa 

to the education qnestion f " ■

Miss Kenderdine passed to the qnestion 

from a biting summary of the last new novel, 

and helped herself to ice-pudding as she 

spoke. At the same thne the conTeisation 

on North's other hand, which had been 

carried on more or less generally between 

Ltdy Earslake and hercayaliw, Mr& Slade- 

Fenton and the man on her other side, 

drifted away from Lady Ear&lake ; and the 

slender figure at North's side sat in disen- 

gaged silence, the expressive face turned 

lightly and carelessly in his direction. ■

"Yes,'' said North, a contemptuous 

smile touching his lips as he answered 

Miss Kenderdine. She had, referred to 

a magazine article by a well-known 

philanthropist, which was being a good 

deal talked about. " It is just what one 

would expect from the man." ■

"Do you imagine that he believes in 

all his beautiful theerie?, or is it an in- 

genious form of self-advertisement t " ■

N<»th ^anston shrugged his shoulders. ■

"Impossible to say. There is a good 

deal of advertisement connected with it, at 

least." ■

" Ah, Dr. Branston, I must take up the 

cudgels I I have an admiration for the man 

you are maligning ! " ■

It was Lady Earslake who spoke. Her 

voice, musical and low, had taken up the 

word with the perfect composure of a 

woman who' can commit, and commit 

gracefully, breaches .of etiquette which 

other women could hardly manage success- 

folly. She 'paused a moment as North 

turned towards her, looking past him at 

Miss Eenderdine, with a slight inclination 

oi her head. The movement was a tacit f 

apology, very gracious and easy ; but there 

was something in Lady Earslake's eyes, as 

they rested for one moment on the girl, 

which was not quite in harmony with it. 

Miss Eenderdine returned the look with a 

silent stare, and Lady Earslake addressing 

the two generally, went on with a low laugh: ■

'*I am alwi^ys inclined to fight for the 

absent— innate pugnacity on my part, I 

suppose. I read the article of which you 

are both so scornful, this afternoon, and 

it struck me as being rather nice.'^ ■

"The word describes it exactly. Lady 

Earslake," eaid North, with a touch of ■

irony in his dry tone. " It is really very 

nice I" ■

" Then why sneer at it ? " ■

Lady Earslake put the question quickly, 

looking him full in face as she spoke. 

But it was Miss Eenderdine who answered. ■

'* Scented soap is nice," she said. " But 

it would be wasteful and futile to scour 

Seven Dials with it, wouldn't it 1" ■

"Not wasteful^ if it sweetened Seven 

Dials/' returned Lady Earslake promptlv, 

and with a spirited ring in her voice. " As 

to the futility—" ■

"That is the point," interposed North, 

drily. "Is it possible to sweeten Sevdn 

Dials 1" ■

" No ! " said Miss Eenderdine, callously. ■

"Yes!" said Lady Earslake impe- 

tuously. ■

Miss Eenderdine broke into a laugh, and 

looked at North Branston. ■

"The casting vote. Dr. Branston," she 

demanded. " Come, which is it f " ■

Lady Karslake did not speak. She had 

turned her eyes, in which a delicate and 

perfectly perceptible aversion had arisen, 

from Miss ; Eenderdine to North ; and she 

was watching him with a half -curious 

smile. Ndrth did not look at her, however, 

he tutned carelessly to Miss Eenderdine. ■

"No!" he paid. "It isn't possible. 

Seven Dials is radically evil-savoured 1 " ■

" And human nature is radically wrong 1 " ■

He glanced at Lady Earslake as she 

spoke these words, and made a gesture of 

acquiescence. ■

"More or less," he said. "The thing 

that will right it has not been discovered 

yet, at any rate. It isn't possible to eradi- 

cate the tendencies and instincts of centuries 

with a few facts about the sciences and a 

knowledge of grammar and arithmetic. It 

is an eloquent testimony to the blank hope- 

lessness of the whole subject that such a 

remedy should ever have suggested itself ! " ■

The manner of the speech was inde- 

scribably hard, and Lady Earslake's brows 

contracted quickly. She did not speak 

immediately, and Miss Eenderdine said 

flippantly : ■

" There's nothing much the matter with 

human nature. It's admirably adapted to 

the world as it is. But a certain pro- 

portion of the population is sure to go 

to the bad, and certain classes of crime 

are hereditary in certain classes of society. 

Education isn't 'likely to prevent crime. It 

will only mii it up— just as cheap things 

have mixed tip the fashions in dress." ■

She laughed as she spoke, looking to ■
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North Tfith an assured demand on his 

appreciation^ and Lady Karslake glanced 

at her -vrith a cold haughtiness of expression 

Tfhich her sensitive face very seldom 

assumed. ■

^* Grime is a large word," she said. " I'm 

afraid I don't feel capable of coping with 

so solid a subject. But," she turned to 

North with a wilful, fleeting smile, " there 

are other Jand less imposing lines, are there 

not, on which something may be said for 

education ? How about the dull and narrow 

lives which a little knowledge widens 1 

How about the ugly lives which it may 

beautify) How about the talents it de- 

velopes which might never otherwise have 

made themselves apparent ) " ■

She had spoken impetuously, as though 

impelled half by a spirit of opposition to 

the atmosphere which surrounded her, half 

by an enthusiasm which seemed partly 

8BBthetic, partly sentimental, but which in 

its very unexpectedness was wholly womanly 

and characteristic. North paused a moment 

and smiled unpleasantly. ■

''As to the widening and beautifying, 

Lady Karslake, I don't feel qualified to 

speak, for neither of those processes has 

ever come under my notice. I'm not pre- 

pared to deny that when the present system 

of education gets hold of the right kind 

of subject, it does develope that which 

might otherwise have lain dormant. £i;it the 

question is — is that developement a gain ) " ■

"Surely!" ■

He lifted his eyebrows at the impetuous 

response, and went on slowly and coldly : ■

" Oddly enough, a case of the kind has 

just come under my notice. A boy with 

instincts and capacities above his station 

in life ; with no physical stamina ; brought 

on by Board School teaching; developed 

into a sensitive, ambitious kind of being ; 

and provided with an opening in an office 

in the City. He gets on, marries, over* 

strains his energies, and collapses hope- 

lessly in health at flve-and-twenty." ■

He had told the story baldly, callously, 

and the heartless interjection with which 

Miss Kenderdine responded was absolutely 

in keeping with his tone. Lady Karslake 

had listened with her chin resting lightly 

on her hand as her elbow rested on the 

table, her face interested and intent. ■

"It's not an uncommon case," said 

Miss Kenderdine flippantly. "It serves 

your point well enough, Dr. Branston, 

except for one detail If he was a really 

clever fellow I suppose he would have 

educated himself, School Boatd or no School ■

Board, and the result would have been the 

same." ■

"Not quite," said North. "He would 

have educated himself no doubt, but the 

strain and hardship involved would have 

killed him earlier, and there would have 

been no wife and child in the case." ■

At that instant Mrs. Slade-Fenton 

bowed. With a quick, sudden gesture, 

Lady Karslake rose. Without another word 

or glance at Miss Kenderdine or at North 

Branston, she swept out of the dining-room. ■

When Dr. Slade-Fenton and his male 

guests appeared in the drawing-room some 

twenty minutes later, she was sitting at the 

far end of the room, hardly in touch with 

the larger circle of ladies, which was being 

entertained by Miss Kenderdine. She did 

not look towards North Branston as he 

came in. Some time passed, during which 

she talked to various people with somewhat 

capricious interest, and then, as in the con- 

ventional fulfilment of his social duties. 

North strolled up to her. ■

There had been some music, and he 

produced a sarcastic comment on it for her 

benefit. She answered him briefly, without 

looking at him ; then she suddenly lifted 

her eyes to his face. No one was very 

near them ; some one began to play at the 

moment, and they were out of sight from 

the piano. Her words were audible to him 

alone, as she said in a quick, moved voice : ■

"Dr. Branston, I hardly know you! 

What have you done to yourself?" ■

He looked down at her without the 

faintest touch of comprehension in his face, 

and then sat down mechanically on the 

corner seat beside her. ■

" I am not aware that I have done 

anything to myself," he said with a slight 

smile. ■

She scanned his face for a moment in 

silence, a curious regret struggling with tike 

indignation in her eyes. ■

" No," she said slowly. " I suppose you 

are not. I hear that you are very success- 

ful, by-the-bye, and I believe I ought to 

congratulate you. But don't you know 

that you have altered horribly 1 " ■

" We all alter, don't we 1 " he said non- 

chalantly ; " and I suppose most of us alter, 

as you say, horribly." ■

She put up her hand with a swift^ im- 

perious gesture. ■

"Don't!" she said impetuously. "Fm 

not going to argue the point with you ; it's 

true enough, I daresay. But if it's true^ it 

isn't the less dreadful. It isn't the less one 

of the saddest things in life. Ahf she ■
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let her hand fall with an indescribably 

pathetic gesture. ''What a miserable, 

miserable thing it is to grow old ! " ■

The words were spoken with a laugh, but 

there was a helpless, restless unhappiness 

behind them which was not to be concealed. 

North Branston looked at the womanly 

face, and for the first time that evening his 

own expression altered slightly. ■

"Ton have not come to that stage yet," 

he said, and beneath the conventional dis- 

claimer of the reply there lurked a ring of 

vague sympathy. '' Time has been kind to 

yoa, I hope. Lady Earslake 1 " ■

She lifted her eyes to his face again with 

a little wayward grimace. ■

" Is time ever kind 1 " she said« ■

His eyes grew deep and sombre, and he 

stared down at the carpet at his feet. ■

** Have you found that out ? " he said in 

a low, abrupt tone. ** That is a pity. You 

used not to know it ! You used " ■

''I used to take things as they came ! * 

she said, interrupting him with an inflection 

in her voice half whimsical and half sad. 

" WeU, I do it stilL I've got through one 

phase of my life, I suppose, that's all. I've 

lost sundry illusions, and I did not even 

know I possessed any 1 And all my con- 

temporaries have lost their illusions too I I 

know it's natural that you should have 

changed as you have done, for instance — 

it's the way of the world. But — I hate it." ■

" What are these changes that you see 

inmel" ■

The words came from North after a long 

pause; a pause filled in by the hopeless 

questions of Schumann's *'Warum." His 

strong, doctor's hands were playing ab- 

sently with the feathers of her fan. She 

did not answer him at once. ■

*' It is not a nice thing to say," she said 

at last, very quietly. "But you have 

grown a little brutal, Dr. Branston." ■

He laughed suddenly and harshly. ■

" Probably I was always a little brutal," 

he answered. ■

Her answer came quick and decided. ■

" No, you were only bitter." ■

''I suppose the transition is not an 

unnatural one." ■

" Ah ! " she ejaculated, with a sharp 

movement of pain, " does that make it the 

less sad t" ■

The words were followed by a silence. 

With an abrupt movement North had 

leaned forward, letting the fan dangle be- 

tween his knees and looking straight before 

him. Lady Karslake leaned bac^ her &ce 

full of faint, wistful sadness, listening, it ■

seemed, dreamily to the music. At last 

she smiled, a wistful, self-derisive little smile, 

and turned her head suddenly towards him. ■

"Dr. Branston," she said, "I'm seized 

by a most conventional impulse. I want 

to try a most conventioiud experiment. 

Tell me some more about your poor clerk. 

Only " — her brows eohtracted peremptorily 

— "please remember that I am woman 

enough to be touched by the story, and 

not scientist enough to dissect it. Ah," she 

added quickly, as he looked up, " you are 

not so — brutal — as you choose to make 

yourself." ■

There was nothing brutal, there was 

nothing even hard about the face North 

turned to her so slowly. It was heavy, 

disturbed, and gloomy. ■

"There is not much more to tell," he 

said gently enough. "He is gping into 

the consumptive hospital to-morrow — it's 

his only chance." ■

"And his wife?" ■

"She will go on in their lodgings in 

Camden Town." ■

" Have they any money t What is she 

Ukel" ■

" She is a girl of nineteen. She was a 

dressmaker. She has — such money as she 

can earn ! " ■

" I thought so ! " exclaimed Lady Kars- 

lake, almost delightedly. "Give me her 

address, Dr. Branston ; I shall go and see 

her." ■

He looked at her spirited, eager face, 

almost girlish at the moment in its excite- 

ment, and a sad little smile touched the 

comers of his mouth. ■

^ You won't find it answer. Lady Kars- 

lake," he said in a low voice. ■

" Why, won't she care to see me ? " she 

retorted, and the flickering fun about her 

mouth and eyes showed that the misunder- 

standing was wilful ■

" She would be delighted, no doubt. It 

is the experiment I mean. You will only 

be disappointed." ■

** 1 can but try,** she said, and through 

the laughing defiance of her voice there 

rang a singular eamestnes& " Things need 

a little setting straight mfii me, and per- 

haps philanthropy may serve the purpose. 

Who knows 1 You don't^ Vm sure, for you 

have never tried." ■

She rose as she spoke, he followed her 

example, and as they stood facing one 

another their eyes met, and the laugh died 

away from her face. She held out her 

hand to him with a swift gesture that was 

full of kindness. ■
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" I hope I have not hurt you," she said. ■

"Ko," he answered. "You have not 

hurt me, Lady Karslake.*' ■

Half an hour later, the last of her guests 

hav^g departed, Mrs. Slade-Fenton turned 

to Miss Kenderdine with a rather uncon- 

vincing air of nonchalance : '* Dr. Branston 

went early," she said. ■

Miss Kenderdine's face was not pleasant 

to look upon as she answered shortly : ■

"Yes, he went directly after that woman! 

I should like to know, Alice, what in the 

world induced you to put her next him at 

dinner'!" ■

"It was an accident,'' said Sirs, Slade- 

Fenton, with the irritability of fatigue. 

" Of coutse it was an accident. Most un? 

fortunate, certainly 1 But I don^t suppose 

there's an^ harm done 1" ■

*f I'm notso sure; of that/ rcitprted Miss 

l^enderdine sullenly. ■

THE DEVIL DANCE OF HEMI8. ■

Therb is no country in the world more 

strange and more fascinating in respect to 

its religious rites and ceremonials (han Tibet. 

Barren as is the land, a^a scanty as is the 

population, religious rites, emblems, and 

edifices everywhere meet the eye ; and even 

when the traveller crosses the uninhabited 

re^ionSj, where th^ wild yat;, antelope, and 

kiang roam unmolested, he constantly ei^- 

counters great caravans of pllgnms, carry- 

ing saci€d flags, holding . praying- wheels 

In their hands, and m arching eagerly, to 

some LoTy festival which is about to be 

held at a di&tant moniatery. In the lonely 

mountain de£le&, high up in. the r^ons of 

ice and snow, great piles of stpnea are con- 

stantly met with, Leaped up by pious hands, 

and surmounted by taU sticks, on whicix 

Gutter flags marked by prayers and inscribed 

with sacred sentences, Even the pastoral 

tibetans— who live in , tents, and wanfler 

with their docks over the. great grsvssy 

plains of: the If^blelands— carry prayiag- 

wheels in their hands ; and fancy, as th^y 

ceaselessly turn them round, that they are 

reciting devout prayers. ■

But it is in tlxe settled and cultivated 

portions of. Tibet that the i^gns of. the 

power of religious feeling are visible on 

every side. The cliffs are hollowed, vith the 

cells of Hermits, and the dwellings of these 

anchorites aris often seen perphed on -tl^e 

veiy summit of some towering mpuntain 

pinnacle, overhanging dizzy precipices. Long 

lines of nags, on which prayers are written, ■

stretch along the side^ of the hills ; and 

the vast numbers of these holy banners, 

fluttering , in the wind, give to many 

moun;tain valleys a most extraordinary 

appearance. In many places, long low 

platforms, called Manes, are. met with. 

These extend for hundreds of yards, and 

have moQt of the stones engraven with 

prayers ; an4 it is, very striking to observe 

that whenever the l^ibetans pass these 

Manes they are fdways m^ost careful to leave 

them on the right hand. Another edifice 

of a religious character, is called Chorten, 

and these abound in great numbers.. Thej 

are curious edifices, and sometimes vary in 

form. They are built of stone with a square 

or cubical base, >bove, which comes a series 

of steps, on the top of which stands the 

larger half of an inverted cone, and th9 

^hol9 is surinounted by a tapering pillar. 

The aspect of these edifices is gracef lu and 

pleasing, and they frequently cpnti^n the 

relics of holy inen. Praying- wheels are 

used by every Tibetan, and whether met in 

the street, on the mountain-side, or on the 

pasture IsJads, the menace almost invar:i[8.bly 

foupd twirling . I^eir ppying-w^eels^ or 

bugj^g them .to their oosoms. When f^ 

Tfibetja^ bouse, is e:5itered, praying-wheels 

fiftaijid' et the door, and arp pulled round, by 

strings by all who cross the threshold. Pray- 

ing- wheels ar^ fixed uponthe roof s, so that the 

wind shall keep them constantly whirling 

round; ^d even in the. bedb of running 

streams the ingenious and devout Tibatfin^ 

hi^ye placed their praying- wheels, so.thftt the 

eyer-nowing waters may keep the wheels 

continually turning round. 

. But of all the wonders of the, Tibetan 

religion, none is. , so striking its the al^un: 

dance of monasteries. These grea,t aseexor 

blage$ of religious houses are- full o,f monks 

or Lamfts, and the marvels aasociated wit^ 

them are truly surprising. Their ni^nber is 

amazing ; they literally swarm in the ixiba- 

bited pprt^onii of Tibe|t, i^d, a traveU^r jour- 

neying through the country passes mpnaatjery 

after monasteiry in endless aucce88i<m* . So 

numerous are they, that Mr. Bockhill, the 

ii\defatf gamble American explorer of Tibet, 

tells us that while the population ,of 

Eastern.T^be^ is but small, one-fifth of it 

consists, of Lamas. Be also SfSy^, that/. in, 

his journey from Jyekundo in Tibet to 

Tac^ien-lu on the f;?0Qtia^ pjC.Qhinai a 

distance bj six hundred, mU^ l^a passed 

thi?ty-six large monasterii^, five o< which 

contained from two tbousan4 ^ {our 

thousand Lamas. Many monasteries in 

other parts are equally large. The great ■
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moDaBteiy of KQmbum, near the LakeKoko 

Nor, contains four tbousand monki. 

CbiamdOy wbich ia one of the chief towna 

in Eastern Tibet, and contains twelre tkoii- 

sand inhabitants, seeme to behalf composed 

of fr gigantic monastery; and Captain Bower 

in his recent journey through Tibet passed 

the large town of Biuchi, which seemed to 

him to be all monastery. The wealth of 

some of these monasteries is astonishing. 

Their splendid gildisd tools are seen glitter- 

ing in. the sun iirom long distance?*. Their 

interiora ase often ridily adorned and 

brilliantly coloured, while the secret stores 

of wealUi treasured up in their hidden 

recesses must be enormous. The endow* 

ments of these monasteries are often most 

Taluable. Bich gmzing-groundS) cultivated 

estates^ fruit-gardens, and extensive forest 

tracts, belong to them, and the monks 

take good care to enforce their rights as 

to wiM animals and birds on their pro- 

perties. The situations of these monas- 

teries are often , most picturesque. Some- 

times th^ stand on a lofty detached 

pyramid of rock, which rears its giant form 

in the midst of a cultivated valley. Some- 

times they are bidlt upcm the tops of cliffs, 

and crown the highest crags, so that the 

white houses of the ukonastery stand out in 

striking contrast with the black precipices. 

It may be that a forest is chosen for the site^ 

and as the traveller k>oks down fix>m the 

top of some lofty mountain pass on a deep 

valley full of dark forests, he sees the 

gilded roofs of a monastery glittering amidst 

tbe green foliage, and marks its towers 

nsuig above the tops of the treea A very 

favourite situation for a monastery is on an 

island in the midst of some sacred lidce, and 

here the situations ohoeen for the positions 

of these monastic establiBhmente are often 

singularly imposing and beautiful. The 

wanderer in this strange land gains the 

crest of some snowy ridge, and sees stretch- 

ing away for many miles beneath him a 

lonely hke embosomed in the mountains. 

The watec is deep blue, the sands fringing 

the shore are pure white, the mountains 

around tiiough banen arebriUiantly coloured, 

and tiieir upper slopes are robed in pure 

snow. tThe air is keen and bmcing, the 

atn^osphere ia clear as crystal, and the 

heavens above are of a deep and pure blue. 

Ff|r out in the midst of the waters of the lake 

thjftre appears a rocky island, the bottom of 

the dark tUxBs of which is edged with a 

flickering white line, showing where the 

waves are breaking. On the very summit of 

the, island are the. white buildings of a ■

monasteiy, the houses of which are pil6d one 

above the other in fantastic disorder. ■

It is a pleasing feature ooimected with 

these monasteries, that in the lands belong- 

ing to them animal life is strictly protected. 

The woods and gardens belonging to the 

monasteries are full of birds, which are 

wonderfully tame as the monks (Lamas) 

do not allow them to be killed. On one 

ooeasion during his reeent journey through 

Tibet, Captain Bower went out shooting in 

a beautiful valley, but almbst immediately 

the Tibetans came thronging around him, 

fully armed, and compdled him to desist 

They declared that the lands in which he 

was shooting belonged to the great monastery 

of Biuchi, and tibat the monks of t^t 

establishment did not allow any shooting 

on their lands. The Tibetans further said 

that if anything were shot cm the monastery 

estates, every soul in the neighbourhood 

would be struck with sickness. ■

The aspect of the monks who dwell in 

theee monasteries i6 most striking. They 

are dressed in loose robes, wbich may be 

either red or yellow-coloured, aooording 

to the sect of Lamas to which they belong, 

and these robes are gathered round the waist 

by a girdle. On their heads they often 

wear lofty mitres of true episcopal shape, 

and at times they may be met Wearing red 

hats with broad brims, which rema^ably 

resemble Csrdinals' hats. ThapiBying«>wheel 

IB always in their hands, . and they often 

carry curious tridegiis. On special oeea* 

sions when great religious festivals take 

places the dress of the Lamas is most 

gorgeous ; their mitres are very fine, and 

their dresses are adorned most brilliantly. ■

In Eastern Tibet-^which is nomixudly 

subject to China— ^the Lamas try hard to 

exclude all Europeans from entering the 

monasteries ; but in Western Tibet, whidi 

forms part of the dominions of the Maha* 

rajah of Kashmir, Europeans are allowed to 

enter the monasteries and to examine them 

thoroughly. In Western Tibet the wealth 

of the monasteries has been much reduced 

through the plunder of their treasures by 

the Dogra BikhB. These daring invaders 

entered Western Tibet about sixty years 

ago and swept all before them. The timid 

Tibetans were easily overcome, and suV 

mitted, after a brief resistance, to the tnl^ 

of their new masters. The Sikhs ikext 

marched up the Indus into Chinese Tibet^ 

plundering the rich monasteries as they 

advanced. An immense atnouat of booty 

was collected, and the Sikhs appeared to 

be perfectly invincible. But their success ■
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was drawing to a close. A Chinese army, 

said to be ten thousand strongs advanced to 

meet the invaders, and, after some hard 

fighting, the Sikhs were totally defeated; 

their General, Zurawur Singh, was killed ; 

and they were driven back into the Ladak 

territory. The exactions and plunderings 

of the Sikhs ruined many of the Ladak 

monasteries, but the great monastery of 

Hemis is said to have escaped, owing to its 

haviDg of its own accord supplied the Sikhs 

with all that they desired. Hemis is one 

of the largest monasteries in Western Tibet. 

It contains eight hundred monks, and stands 

on the southern bank of the Indus, not 

far from Leh, the capital of Western Tibet ; 

and so great is its extent that from a dis- 

tance the monastery has the appearance of 

a small town. In this monastery there is a 

festival held every yea*, which is partly 

a fair and partly a reb'gi6us ceremonial. 

Great numbers of Tibetans and Lamas flock 

to the monaistery from all parts of Tibet, 

and the proceedings last for two days. 

Mr. Knight, who recently was present at 

the festival, has given a most interesting 

account of this strange performance, and 

his most graphic narrative furnishes the 

basis of the following brief description.* 

Hemis monastery stands in a wild, rocky 

valley, with towering mountains all round, 

and religious edifices, such as Ghortens and 

Manes, scattered about in the most extra- 

ordinary abundance. Mar. Knight's entry 

into the monastery shaU be described in his 

o^n words : ■

** As soon as our party was seen to 

approach, the monks on the battlements 

of the lamasery, high above, welcomed us 

with their weird music from long shawms 

a&d cymbals. We now dismounted, and 

ascended by steps hewn out of the rock to 

the outer precincts of the gompa, where 

many tents were pitched and merchants 

had opened booths to sell their wares to 

the crowds of chattering, laughing, pig- 

tailed pilgrims. ■

*' We reached the main gate of the gompa, 

and here some monks took charge of us and 

led us to our quarters through that great 

rambling edifice of weird sights, across 

straoge courtyards fantastically decorated, 

where huge and ugly Tibetan mastiffs of 

yellow colour, sacred creatures of the gompa, 

barked furiously at us as we passed, and 

strained at their stout chains, eager to fly 

at the intruders' throats ; along dim, narrow 

alleys, where dripping water turned the ■

• See his most interesting work entitled, " Where 

Three Empires Meet," chap, ziii ■

praying- wheels, and where hand-wheels and 

other facilities for devotion met one at 

every turn; up steep, winding flights of 

stairs, across wooden galleries overhanging 

abysses. Ererywhere we were surrounded 

by uncanny objects. The walls were 

covered with frescoes of grotesque gods and 

frightful demons ; banners with monstrous 

designs waved over us ; and, not the least 

uncanny, the Bed Lamas, with their dark 

rags and shaven heads, some of them 

scowling and hang-dog, with not a little 

' odium theologicum ' and priestly hypocrisy 

in their expression, kept flitting by us with 

noiseless footsteps, whispering to one 

another after the peculiar manner of this 

country — so low a whisper that no sound 

was audible even when we were quite near; 

and it appeared as if they were conversing 

by watching the silent movements of each 

others' lips, as do our own deaf and dumb." ■

The Englishmen were lodged in a high 

turret of the monastery, from which 

commanding views were obtained of the 

wilderness of mountains round them, with 

their dark chasms and snowy peaks. 

Evei^thing in the monastery was preparing 

for the grand performance on the morrow, 

and a kind of private rehearsal of the 

ceremony was performed. Early in the 

morning of the next day the English 

travellers were aroused by wild music 

resounding amidst the mountains, and all 

kinds of musical instruments in the hands 

of the Lamas, woke the echoes of the 

romantic valley. ■

The spectators were assembling, and soon 

the large quadrangle of the monastery was 

filled with a dense crowd, and all the roofs 

and galleries overlooking the courtyard 

were also covered with people. The scene 

presented was very extraordinary. The 

Tibetans had come from all quarters of the 

country. There were the agriculturists of 

Ladak, the shepherds of the upland plainS| 

and the wild pastoral nomads from the 

great table-lands of the almost unknown 

regions of Chinese Tibet. The dignitaries 

of the Buddhist religion were wdl 

represented. Yellow-dressed Lamas from 

Eastern Tibet, and even yellow- dressed 

Nuns, were to be seen side by side 

with the red-vested Lamas of Ladak. Nor 

were strangers absent. Hindoos and 

Mahommedans were plentiful amongst the 

thrcmg, the Dogra governor of Lad^Jc was 

also a spectator, and the deposed Bajah of 

Ladak watched the proceedings from a 

private box hung with silken draperies. 

The music from a full band of numerous ■
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instroments sounded, tnd the ceremony 

commenoed* ■

Yintf tome priests goxgeonsly dressed, 

with mitres on their heads, and swinging 

censers in their hands, danced to idow 

music. Then the courtyard was filled by a 

troop of men wearing hideous masks, and 

dressed so as to represent demons. They 

howled and yelled in a most Mdeous 

manner, and dancing about the courtyard 

whirled round and round in extraordinary 

evolutions, while the music of the orchestra 

became fast and furious. Suddenly the 

loud and wild v^usic ceased, and a low and 

solemn chant succeeded. Then a stately 

procession advanced down the steps, from 

the inner portion of the monastery, to the 

courtyard. In the midst of this procession, 

under a canopy, walked a Lama wearing a 

mask, Uie countenance of which was placid 

and serene. Six other holy men followed 

him, and Uiese seven leading figures were 

intended to represent the seven incarnations 

of Buddha. After these holy men had 

exhibited themselves for a little time in the 

courtyard, another change took place in the 

character of the ceremonial. Some men, 

almost naked, rushed into the quadrangle, 

and seemed to be helplessly wandering 

hither and thither. These were supposed 

to represent the souls of those who, after 

death, had no fixed abode, but went roam- 

ing aimlessly through the regions of space. 

Lamas dressed so as to bear the likeness of 

devils came flocking into the courtyard, and 

mocked the miserable souls ; but every now 

and then a holy man came forward, and by 

his powerful spells compelled the demons 

to retire. A small figure, representing a 

human corpse, was now laid on the ground 

in the middle of the courtyard, and the 

devils, painted as skeletons, danced 

furiotraly around it. Armed with swords 

and lances they struck furiously at it, but 

never succeeded in actually hitting it, and 

from time to time they were driven back 

by some holy Lama, who would sprinkle 

holy water upon them, and then, with wild 

shrieks, they would retire. So for hours 

the wild and fantastic dance went on, 

the demons circling round the figure 

of the corpse, and whirling about in the 

vrildest contortions. At last the ceremonial 

finished for the day, but the visitors amused 

themselves in revelry all through the night ■

The second day's performance was sup- 

posed to be still more important than that 

of the first. There was the usual dancing 

of masked Lamas, the usual music and 

chanting, and the usual bufifoonery. But ■

the most extraordinary of all the ceremonies, 

which took place on this day, was the "sin 

offering." Three richly caparisoned homes 

were led by gorgeously dressed Lamas into 

the courtyard. The trappings of the horses 

were then taken off, and they were dragged 

to and fro amidst much shouting. Buckets 

of red paint were then poured over them, 

and three large Tibetan dogs were also 

worried and covered with red paint in a 

similar manner. These animals seem to 

take the place of the scapegoats among the 

Jews, and the sins of the Tibetans were 

supposed to be transferred to the horses 

and dogs, which at the close of the per- 

formance became holy, were exempted from 

all work, and were the special property of 

the monastery. This sin offering is re- 

peated in other monasteries during the great 

festivals, and it often takes different forms. 

In the holy city of Lhassa there is a great 

religious festival held every year, which is 

attended by thousands of Tibetans, who 

come from immense distances to attend it 

The festival lasts for a month, and the sin 

offering takes place at its close. This 

consists of a man whose face is painted 

half black and half white, and who is sup- 

posed to bear the sins of the whole city. 

Dressed in a leather coat the victim is led 

about the city, followed by a yelling crowd. 

Finally he is led out of the city to a distant 

monastery, from which place, if he Uves, 

he may return to the next annual festival, 

and again bear the sins of the people. ■

What is the meaning of these extra- 

ordinary ceremonies t What particular sig- 

nification is to be attached to such a rite u 

the dance of the demons at the festival at 

Hemis t The Tibetans themselves are ig- 

norant of the meaning of these ceremonies, 

and if the Lamas understand the significance 

of all these rites, the secrets are kept from 

the common people. Perhaps they repre- 

sent the notions of an ancient Shamanism 

which was incorporated in later times intc 

the Buddhist faith. Or it may be thai 

they are invented by the Lamas, to show 

the people how dependent they are on the 

priesthood for defence against the spirits of 

evil, which are always assaulting the soul. ■

AN OLD-WORLD GIELHOOD. ■

What is the popularideal of Mrs. Hannah 

More t Ask ninety-nine people out of a 

hundred, and they will tell you that she 

was an aggressively virtuous old woman in 

an ugly frilled cap, who was a confirmed ■
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bote in literature and a generally tiresome 

specimen of dreary old-mai&m. ■

^xi% turn over the pjsiges, of old diaries 

and forgotten bipgraphiea^ and yon will 

find that a sweeter, f leshei; wittier lass than 

that arch and naJCve, Mistress Hannah More 

who won the hearts of sages and savants 

when Greprge the ThiM was King, never 

stepped out of the chroiiiicles of the past to 

bewitch the readers of the. presenti. ■

Did she outlive her charm, and banish 

by the weight of the monumental works of 

a later and graver day all memory of het 

winning girlii^ graces) Who can say ) We 

only now wonder at the vogue which won 

for her the handsome income of two thousand 

pounds in one year, and caused the public 

to buy up whole editions of her books in 

four i^ort hours; and to run their favourite 

works through as many as fifteen editions in 

England, while America clamoured for and 

obtained as mai^y ^as. thirty thousand copies 

of the same didl work. ■

We read that even when Shjeridan!s 

brilliant '^School for Scandal" was delighting 

crowded, houses in one part of the town, 

Mrs. Hannah's didactic pen . was potent 

enough to draw equally largct crowds to the 

piay-house. wher^ one of her, dram,aa wa^ 

be^ng enacted. ■

Xhe nineteenth century wiU have none 

of Hann^, and not the wettest day in 

desplate lodgings would induce the most 

voracious reader of to-day to tackle the 

long row of highly improving essays^ poemi^ 

tales, and plays which bear her name, ■

Vfbj then did all her contempoiaries so 

prate , of her talents, and so love h^ 

personality 1 $y what rare art did she 

hold and keep through a long lifetime all 

the friends, whose affection she won in ei^ly 

youth by her ardent hero-worship, mid un- 

selfish enthusiasm I It was simply beqausB 

the grace pf that vanished girlhood never 

quite jEorsopk the prim old Ifldy of Cowslip 

Green, and also because the home verdict 

on her first xeturn from London successes 

was true of her all her life : '' Hannah is 

perfectly unspoilt in spite of it all." ■

And ^hat was she like then, this girl 

who was young and blooming pome hun- 

dred and twenty years ago in the quiet 

Gloucestershire home where her father 

taught a schod, and the five happy sisters 

read together, and dreamed together of the 

possibility of j^eeing in the g(dden ftUnre 

som^ of the great writers whose works en«> 

chained their vivid young imaginations) ■

The home at Stapleton was a cheerful^ 

but a very frugal one^ for there were many ■

to keep and Inei^ 'luxuries wereimknown. 

Jacob More, the schoolmaster, had married' 

a iunnerV daughter ntf vigorous intellect, 

who brought her children up- well^ and 

early gave tfaam that paasidikate lover of 

books which, was their portion to. their 

dying day. Tha father was of a respectable 

Norfolk family, and had stintng tales to 

tell Ms girk t>f ' his own grandfather, who 

hadbeenaoa^tatinihCroinweil'sarmy* The 

daughter of thisr staunch old Presbyterian-^ 

Hannah's grandnrotfaer-^used '"to^ teli the 

child of the trials he ' had %a bear when the 

hearing^ ol Jireaohers was forbidden, «nd of 

how she and the rest of fais ftimily used to 

steal out to *^conventMes," while he guarded 

the door with his drawn sw(»d. To hear 

theisa tales from her sturdy old grandmother 

---4 vigorous damo who could boast at eighty 

that she had risen at four every moining of 

her lif^ winter or summer — did Haniiah 

seriously incline ; and she loved to sit on 

her father's knee aiid urge him to repeat 

long classic stories in Greek or Latin, '^ to 

gratify her eiEnr,'' before he would give her 

their English' version. ■

Her cleverness was a delight to the hard'- 

working sohodhnaster, and though he die 

liked all learhed ladies, he could not resist 

the temptation to carry his willing little 

pujpil into the unusual paths of Latin and 

mathematics. His rapid success witii her 

fairly frightened him; but he could not 

stop now that he had begun to satisfy 

the mental hunger of a child who was 

wont to coax him to tell her '^more of 

Plutarch's wise sayings," whilst his wife 

aided the girl in her search for knowledge, 

urging the fathra to give hto |denty of 

the only thing they had to bestow on their 

children. . In after lifs Hannah often said 

that *<the best part of a girl's education 

#as an enlightened parent's conversation,*' 

and that to her good fatiier she owed the 

happy balanciB of mind nirhich kept her 

ftee, from foolish extremes. Th^re was 

plenty of food for her mind in the quiet 

home-life at Sta^^ton, for her old nurse 

had lived in the family of the great Dryden, 

and the girl was never weary of hearing 

stories of the poet and his sayings, besides 

poring over his works. Witii her happy 

art of picking up promiscuous knowledge^ 

ELannah learnt hex remarkably good French 

from the many officers on parole who fra* 

quented her father's house, and she obtained 

a great deal of genial literary knowledge 

from good Mr. Peach, the Bristol linen- 

draper who had the honour of being the 

friend of Home the historian, and of purging ■
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tbtt ilhtttricmt ^end'fr work of no fewer 

than two bandied ScotUoisms. ■

As a child, she was always seribbling, 

<M tiny MrapB of paper^paper was dear 

and acaice in thoee days — and the p^ms 

and stories thus jotted down were modestly 

hidden by the young author in ^e eoxner 

where the one setyant of the house kept 

her dusters and sorabbing-bruBhei. At 

nigbl when she bad gone to bed witii 

her little sister, she would faschMte her 

with long stories, taking up the wondrous 

tale night after night, and pourbg out 

such a flood of romanoe that the adoring 

Httle Patty— loth to let such thrilling tales 

perish unread — ^would steal hotn her bed 

and wander downstairs, heedless of the cold, 

to forage about for seraps of muoheoveted 

paper on which to reeord the fairy tales 

she loved and would not willingly let die. 

No wonder HannahV earliest dream of bliss 

was to possefis "a whole quire of paper of 

her very own ; " for, when t&e faithful and 

adoring little sisters oould find no more 

scrape^ her inspiration was checked She 

used as a mere baby to play at turning 

her chair into a carriage and ^* riding to 

Lsndon to visit Bishops and Booksellers,'' 

so early had literary aspirations filled her 

soul ; and when at last the childish dream 

was fnlfiUed, and her proud mother did 

in very truth give her a whole quire of 

paper, the event was gratefully remembered 

aU her life long. ■

Hannah attended the soientifio lectures of 

FergQsson, the astronomer, and found that 

they literally opened new worlds to her 

eager intellect. When she was sixteen, she 

heard the elder Sheridan's lectures on 

Eloquence delivered at Bristol, and some 

sparkling verses told of the delight they 

had given. They were shown to the 

lecturer, and with his quick eye for talent 

he foresaw her later successes, and asked 

to be reckoned among her friends. ■

At the tender age of twelve she was en- 

joying the wit of the ** Spectator," and when 

the five united sisters started a boarding- 

school at Bristol — ^the eldest of the brave 

sisterhood being then but twenty*one — 

little Hannah gained all she could from the 

masters who taught at the little seminary. ■

By the time she was twenty, she had 

conquered the difficulties of Italian, Latin, 

knd Spanish, written several poems and 

talea^ said read every book wMdi came in 

her way. To her, in Mrs. Browning's 

pretty phrase, ''th^ world of books was 

all the world," and the ambition of her 

life was to meet and to talk to '*a live ■

author," or to see the great Doctor Johnson 

and hear him talk while she herself re- 

mained unseen in some secret hiding-place. 

A brief and unhappy engagement to a man 

nearly twice her age, and '' of a gloomy 

temper," was broken <^, and quickly for- 

gotten in her happy and whole-hearted 

devotion to her home and her books. ■

A charming and winning young creature 

she must have been in those days, 

with her ** pretty and vivacious expression, 

both intelligent and gay, her powdered 

hair rolled over a cushion, her small 

delicate mouth, and keen dark eyes,*^ and 

this was her mien when she and her sister 

Sally made their first visit to London, and 

captivated all who saw them by their artless 

delight in the new world they moved in, 

and ttieir quick appreciation and ready 

response to the wit of their new friends ■

reriiaps, in this receptive and appreciative 

form of cleverness we may find the key 

to the secret of Hannah's triumphal pro- 

gress through the very best of the in- 

tellectual society of the day. She had no 

desire to win attention for herself, to 

sparkle by her vivacious wit, or attract by 

her unusually well cultivated intellect, and 

thus her artlessness had tiie best eflbct of 

art, and secured her a ready welcome from 

Johnson and Garrick, from Sir Joshua 

Reynolds, from Percy of the *< Beliques," 

from Mr. Montague, lbs. Thrale, Mrai 

Trimmer, and all ^t was brightest in that 

famous constellation of '' the great and the 

greatly endowed." ■

It was to Oarrick — ^then at the height of 

his celebrity— that the radiant country girl 

was first introduced, and her account of 

how his Lear had touched her heart was so 

natural and spontaneous as to delight the 

great actor, who soon set himself to make 

her known to the best and most gifted of 

his many friends. She was taken to tea at 

Sir Joshua Reynolds's, and there won her 

way so fast into the good graces of the 

painter, that he promised to invite her again 

to meet Johnson, the idol of her girlish 

adoration. When the great occasion came 

at last, and the kindly host met her at his 

door and handed her upstairs, he thought 

it prudent to prepare her for possible 

snubbings by warning her that she would 

find her hero ''but a sad and solemn 

gentl^nan." ■

But good luck appears to have always 

been Hannah's portion, for, on entering the 

room, she found the Doctor in a merry 

mood playing with a macaw, and turning 

to her with a pleasant greeting in the ■
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words of a veise from one of her own 

poems. There must have been some rare 

charm for the ragged old man in Hannah's 

society, for after that happy and never-to-be- 

forgotten tea-drinking, he sent to bid her 

come and see him at his own rooms. Thus 

does sister Sally tell the tale with loving 

pride to the family at home : ■

"Miss Eeynolds ordered the coach to 

take us to Doctor Johnson's very own 

house. Yes! Abyssinia's Johnson, Dic- 

tionary Johnson, Rambler's, Irene's, and 

Idler's Johnson. Can you picture to your- 

selves the palpitations of our hearts as we 

approached the mansion) The conversa- 

tion there turned on his new work on the 

Hebrides. Miss Re3rnolds told him of our 

rapturous exclamations on the road. He 

shook his head at Hannah, and called her a 

Silly Thing. When the visit was over the 

Doctor called for his hat^ as it rained, to 

attend us down a very long entry to our 

coach, and not Rasselas woidd have ac- 

quitted himself more * en Cavalier.' I for- 

got to mention that, not finding Johnson in 

his parlour when we came in, Hannah seated 

herself in his great chair hoping to catch a 

Ray of his Grenius. He laughed heartily, 

and said it was a chair he never sat on, 

and that it reminded him of Boswell and 

himself when they stopt a night at (as they 

imagined) the spot where the Weird Sisters 

appeared. The idea so worked upon their 

enthusiasm that it quite deprived them of 

Rest, However, they learnt next morning 

to their mortification that they had been 

deceived, and were in quite a different part 

of the country." ■

, These letters from Sally to the home 

sisterhood are delightful reading, not alone 

from what they tell but from the easy, 

graphic style of the self-eflfacing writer. 

She is but £[annah's shadow and echo — her 

Boswell, in fact — and a pretty and vivid 

picture does she draw of the sister she 

loves so tenderly. She writes of Mrs 

Chapone and of Mrs. Barbauld, and of their 

liking for her Hannah ; of the visit of the 

groat Burke to see the young women of 

whom he heard so much ; of how Hannah 

held her own, and won her way with 

Mrs. Carter herself, unabashed by "the 

terrors of her piety and learning " ; of how 

they drank a second dish of tea at Sir 

Jofliiua's to meet Johnson ; and the proud 

sister records of that evening that " it was 

Hannah's lucky night. I never heard her 

say so many good things;" and of the 

happy day when Johnson invited himself 

to tea, and to read Hannah's "Sur Edred," ■

for which the fortunate author was offered 

as much as poor GroldsmiUi got for the 

"Deserted Village." ■

"The tea was very successful,'' writes 

Hannah ; " though only a tea-visit he stayed 

till twelve. I was quite at my ease and 

never once asked him to eat (drink he 

never does anything but tea), while you, I 

dare say, would have been fidgetted to death, 

sending over the town for chickens^ and 

oysters, and asparagus, and Madeira. Tou 

see how frugal it is to be well-bred, and not 

to think of such vulgar innovations as 

eating and drinking. It is nothing to me 

now from Johnson but * Child,' 'Little 

FooV * love,' and * Dearest' " ■

He seems to have won from the sisters 

the simple story of their severe and studious 

youth, and of the school they kept to- 

gether. ■

"I love you both," he cried; "I love 

you all five. I never was at Bristol, I will 

come on purpose to see you. What ! five 

women live happily together ! I will come 

and see you. I have spent a happy even- 

ing. I am glad I came. God for ever bless 

you. You live lives to shame Duchesses," 

and he took his leave with " warmth and 

tenderness." ■

Thus did the bright country girl charm 

the city wits. She had a knack of winning 

their confidence, and disarming their criti- 

cisms, which stood her in good stead amongst 

such celebrities. Sir Joshua told her how 

exceedingly mortified he felt when the fine 

folk, who praised his beautiful picture of 

the Infant Samuel, wound up their raptures 

with the careless question, "But who was 

Samuel)" and Garrick, her first friend, 

invited her to stay at his pretty villa at 

Hampton Wick, where his home life with 

his sprightly wife was the most decorous 

and regular "I^o cards, no actors," and 

literary talk and reading aloud the most 

exciting amusements. Once a week a " sour 

crout " party dines there, " all learned men 

save me," says Hannah; and we hear of 

Mrs. Garrick, in spite of her " doddering 

knees," fitting Hannah out for a great 

assembly "with an elegant cap that she 

might be quite sure of my being smaH." 

But as she ruefully goes on to say, " how 

short-lived is all human joy, and what it ia to 

live in the country 1 I found every human 

creature in deep mourning, and ( poor Ip 

all gorgeous with scarlet. The mourning, 

for some foreign Wilhelmine or Jacqueline^ 

was not yet over. I made an apology. 

There were present Johnson, the Burneys, 

the Chapones, the Thrales, Pepys^ etc. ■
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And even Jacobite Johnson was in deep 

znouming." ■

As a rule Hannah donned ganse aprons 

of her own embroidery on great occasions 

like this, and we read that one lady who 

envied her many accompHshmente exclaimed : 

** That you should be able to write such 

verses, knit such stockings, and embroider 

such aprons, passes my poor comprohension.'' ■

But Hannah did not, in winning the hearty 

liking of good and clever men, f^l to please 

her o^n sex also. In her own phrase, she 

** bore her faculties so meekly " that no one 

envied her her social successes. From Mrs. 

Delany, who asked her to the select and 

celebrated parties of eight where Horace 

Walpole was always of the company, to 

quiet Mrs. Trimmer, who invited her to the 

cottage at Brontfoid where she lived with 

her twelve children, and taught her girls to 

spin, all sorts and conditions of women had 

a good word for Hannah Moro. Every one 

seemed united in desiring to help her to 

enjoy her London visit She was taken to 

see ''the young Sheridan's play, 'The Rivals,' 

which was very unfavourably received the 

first night To prevent a total defeat be 

withdrew it, and made great and various 

improvements. It is now better, tho' 

not very much liked." But then " he is only 

twenty-three." ■

She was taken to see Pope's villa at 

Twickenham, and thero she frankly owns, 

'* I could not be honest for the world. I 

stole two bits of stone from the grotto, a 

sprig of laurel from the garden, and a pen 

from one of the Bed-chambers." She saw 

the Palace of Hampton Court, and was 

more impressed by it than anything else 

she saw, save the Museum; she met Mr. 

Delany's delightful Duchess of Portland, 

known to her as Prior's '' noble lovely little 

Peggy," and she was at the play on the 

famous evening when Garrick put an end 

to the silly fashion then provalent, of 

covering the head with fruits and kitchen- 

garden stufll To Hannah's delight the 

great actor appeared in a female part with 

his cap covered with every sort of vegetable, 

and a bunch of carrots at each ear. ■

She discussed the books of the day with 

Johnson, and owns that on one occasion he 

very severely roproved her. ■

" I never saw Johnson really angry with 

me but once," she writes. "I idluded 

flippantly to some witty passage in 'Tom 

Jones.' ' I am shocked,' said he, ' to hear you 

quote from so vicious a book. I am sorry 

to hear you have read it — a confession 

which no modest lady should ever make.' " ■

She met Boswell at the party of a 

Bishop, "much disordered with wine,'' and 

was addres^ by him in such a manner 

that she felt bound to administer to him a 

sharp rebuke. She read Gibbon aloud 

to Mr. Garrick from dinner till tea, and 

acutely criticised his work and its spirit; 

she went to the fashionable dinner-parties 

which began at six, and to the new '' thd " 

parties as introduced by the Duke of 

Dorset. In fact, she went everywhere 

and saw everything, but judiciously ro- 

frained from seeing too much of any one. ■

"I always think people will think less 

of me the more they see of me," she 

observes with her usual good sense, and 

although in one of her letters she says she 

is simply " a large spoilt child," she seems 

to have rotumed from her six weeks of 

happiness as unspoilt as when she left her 

quiet home, having made troops of friends 

who were to welcome her back year after 

year when the gay, good-humoured young 

enthusiast had blossomed into the " virtuous 

wit^" who never lost the affection of " that 

parsimonious praiser Johnson," while she 

swayed society and roformed its manners 

and morals by her lively writings, and by 

tbe quiet force of her noble life given over 

to good deeds. ■

UNDER THE YELLOW FLAG. ■

▲ OOMPLBTB 8T0RT. ■

'*How are yout Game round to have 

a talk — if you're not too busy." ■

The man to whom this romark was 

addressed brought down his feet from the 

office table, sat up, and welcomed the new- 

comer with a grip of the hand. ■

'' Sit down, old fellow ; glad to see you. 

You'll stay to tiffin ? Oan All, pegs lao." ■

Wilton, of the Telegraph Department, did 

as he was told. Settled himself in a long 

chair, placed his topee on the ground, and 

accepted the proffered cheroot ■

" Came in on business ; something to do, 

you know. Can't stand the 'long, long 

day.' Bad enough in India, but it's a 

thousand times worse here. €k)t any ice t " ■

"Sorry the new machine's smashed. 

These native fellows don't understand 

working it. Gk>olzad has promised to get 

another up from Bombay if we will 

guarantee to take a certain amount." ■

*' You can put me down for any quantity 

you like. life may be worth living in some 

latitudes, but it certainly isn't in Persia 

without ice." ■

•Here a tall native appeared, bearing nectar ■
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ill the shape of whisky and soda, and for a 

timid silence obtained. ■

Topiosof conversation were fewin Bushirei. 

With the thermometer one htlhdred in the 

8hade***-damp heat^-any exercise of the 

brains is a weariness to the flesh. Besides^ 

until the next mail arrived, every item of 

newB had been worn threadbare. ■

Pelron, of Metz and Company's, placed 

his 1^ on the table again, and resumed his 

occupation of starisg at the rafters. ■

Presently Wilton remarked : ■

" My brother is coming up next mail." ■

Arnvals were rare, so for the moment 

Pelron was interested. ■

"in the Indian Telegraph, isn't he ? " he 

asked. " What on earth has induced him 

to come here for the hot weather 1 " ■

" You see we've never been separated 

all our Uvea We were at school to- 

gether, and came out to India together, 

and when I got transferred to this depart- 

ment, he said he'd apply to be sent here too 

His application's just been granted, so he'll 

be up here to-morrow. I'm awfully glad 

to have him, but he'll find it rather a 

change from Poona." ■

** People never know when they're well 

o£ I hated our place in Fenchurch Street, 

but I'd give a good deal now to have a 

little London fog and mud instead of all 

this sand and glare/' and Pelron thought 

regretfully 6t the' day on which he con- 

sented, in consideration of his salary being 

trdbled, to represent the firm of Met2 and 

Company in tiie Persian Gulf. ■

Another and longer pause, and then 

Wilton enquired : ■

*' Had any news from Bussorah lately t " ■

" Absolutely none. Price of cotton going 

down, I believe." ■

" I saw in a private message that cholera 

had broken out; pretty bad, too, but it 

hasn't been officially reported yet." ■

"That means quarantine, 1 suppose ; all 

one's letters smdliog of some beastly fumi* 

gating 6tu£f, and all the contents of one's 

parcels TUined." ■

^ If they'd only keep to it, though," said 

Wilton, who had been out longer than 

Pelron and knew what cholera meant ; " but 

these Persians evade all quarantine regula- 

tions^ never come near Bashire town at all, 

but land at night in native boats lower down 

the coasts. One hasn't any hold over them." ■

" Oh, natives are such cowards, they die 

of anything," said Pelron, who imagined 

that the characteristics of all Eastern nations 

were the same. "You never catch any- 

thing if you're not afraid of iU" ■

"There's a good deal in that, but still 

the bravest people don't always escape," 

said Wilton. ■

No more was said, till a welcome diversion 

appeared in the shape of Khan Ali with 

an attendant satellite to prepare tiffin. ■

Another weary hour was passed away in 

abusing Persian cookery, and then the two 

separated — Wilton to the tel^aph offices, 

five miles away., where he was on instru- 

ment duty all tiie eveniug, and Pelron to 

afternoon tea with Mrs. Seton, a* pretty 

grass- widow, whose husband braved the 

perils of the deep in an Indian marine ship. 

Wilton the younger arrived next day by 

the mail steamer; and cholera, though it 

was not mentioned in the passenger list, 

came a day later on board a native boat, 

in oompany with a crowd ot ragged and 

filthy pilgrims. • ■

When it was firmly established, the 

authorities ordered a rigid quarantine^ on 

the principle of locking the stable door 

after the steed has been stolen. ■

Peoplb who went through that weary 

summer never foigot it. The heat was 

greater than had been known within the 

memory of man. The yellow flag waved 

gloomily over the town^ and the natives 

died like sheep with tHe rot. ■

For a while no Europeans in the station 

were attacked, but one morning the flag 

half-mast high from the telegraph flag-staff 

showed that a member of the community 

had died. It was Brown, a boy of seven- 

teen, who had Come out from the Manchester 

post-office six months before. Too young 

and delicate to stand the climate, he had 

gone down before the first breath of sick- 

ness, and after eight hours' illness had died. ■

Brown's death was the first to break the 

little coterie who inhabited the top rooms 

of the large telegraph bungalow. ■

There were fourof them — the two WiltonSi 

Brown, and Cooper — whochummed together; 

three of these having known each other at 

home. Every evening they dined together 

in Brown's room, and wiled away the evening 

by playing cards and talking over prospects 

of promotion. ■

So Brown ceased from being, and the 

world went on its way ; but in a few days' * 

time the younger Wilton sickened, and, after 

some days' struggle between life and death, 

through which his brother nursed him de- 

votedly, he died. His old Gbanese servant^ 

Pedro, who had been with him since he 

first landed in India, was terribly cut up by 

his young master's death. He went about 

shaking his grizzled head, and lamenting ■
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that it had not ideated the blessed Yii^in 

to take him instead of "chota Wilton 

aahib." ■

Finally the poor old man had leeonise to 

the tiot^e to drown bis grief, and bj^-and^ 

hj saccumbed to a mixture of heat^ apoplexy; 

andaldohol. ' > ■

Just at this time OoOperTeceiyed his long- 

expected kave, and sailed away down the 

Oolf rejoicing that he had not left his bones 

to bl^adh in a strange land. ■

WiltoB, sick of heart at his brother^s 

dMth, left the deserted rooms and went to^ 

live in Pelron's bnngalow, abont half-way 

between the telegraph buildings and town. ■

The upper part of the place was shut up, 

but one night Douglas, one of the clerks, 

gdng across to the office on duty, noticed a 

light in the upper storey. Wondering who 

it^ould be he went up the stairs, and look- 

ing into the room saw, so he asserts, three 

players seated ronnd the card-table. Two 

of them be saw distinctly, but the back of 

the third was turned towards him. Frozen 

with horror he was unable to stir, and he 

saw t^ Wiltons' Goanese boy appear look- 

ing as he did in life, carrying a tray of 

lefreshments. Then he made a desperate 

effort, and, hurrying away at the utmost 

speed, made straight for Jones's room, 

where he sank speechless into a chair, and 

could only be revived after many appli- 

cations of another form of spirits. ■

Douglas recounted what he had seen in 

strict confidence to his greatest chum. " I 

shouldn't like poor old Wilton to hear 

about it^< you know," he said; but in a 

very short time the story was common pro- 

perty of the station. The superintendent 

professed absolute disbelief, and let fall a 

remark that Douglas had probably been 

dining. Which remark being duly repeated 

to Douglas hurt his feelings deeply. He 

had never been more sober in his life, he 

declared, and he only hoped the superin- 

tendent might never behold the sight he 

had seen. The faces of those dead men 

pkying cards would haunt him to his dying 

day. ■

The summer wore on its weary cotdrse. 

The pestilenee increased, reached its zenith, 

and then mercifully waned, and when the 

end of September ^came, the cholera had 

ceased. Although a great number of natives 

had died from it, no other Europeaiis had 

fallen victims. ■

The upper part of the telegraph bungalow 

remained uninhabited; no one would live 

theie. The rooms had been allotted to 

thiee young fellows from India, country ■

brM. They declined to inhabit the rooms, 

preferring the discomfort of chumming 

with their friends or the expense of a 

bungSalow outside the buildings. Like the 

Frenchman, they did not believe in ghosts* 

but were horribly afraid of them. ■

Young Brown's goods and chattek were 

sold by auction, the proceeds being just 

Btifficient to pay his bills. Pelron bought 

several of the things, amongst others a 

mirror, which he sent his servant to fetch 

away. "' The boy appeared in the evening 

carrying it, and in a state of agitation and 

alarm. ■

*' Sahib,** he began, **! have seen a 

dreadful sight. ' Inshallah ' I may see no 

more such. I went into the room of Brown 

Sahib to fetch the mirror. It was nearly 

dark^ but still enough light to make one's 

way. The room also was empty. I reached 

the thing down and turned to go, whmi 

behold there was a lights and X saw the 

three dead Sahibs seated playing cards.*' ■

"Three dead Sahibs! What are you 

raving about t Two only died. What 

folly is this 1" ■

*' Three dead Sahibs I beheld, neverthe- 

less. The face of the third was the face of 

the bnrra Wilton Sahib, but by Allah it 

was the face of a corpse." ■

*<Son of a burnt father, go and see no 

more visions ; and if I hear this nonsense 

repeated you shall have sticks." ■

*' Sahib, I obey ; but what is written is 

written." ■

** You look fagged, old fellow," remarked 

Pelron to Wilton a few days later, as the two 

sat at dinner. '* Get the doctor to give you 

a 'pick-me-up' of some sort. Thank the 

gods the heat is over at last." ■

Wilton certainly did look fagged and ill. 

There was a scared, hunted look in his 

eyes, too, like that of some trapped animal 

expecting its death-blow. ■

"It's not that," he said at last« "You'll 

only think me a fool if I tell you, but I 

shan't see the year out." ■

" Nonsense 1 Why, the heat's over, and 

so's the cholera. Quarantine taken off too, 

and every one beginning to live again." ■

"It isn't because of the heat or the 

cholera either. I knew it would coxne ever 

since poor Charlie died. We were never 

separated, you know, and he won't be 

happy without me. They want me to make 

up the rubber." ■

Pelron laid down his knife and fork and 

gave a whistla ■

"Old boy, you're going off your head. 

For goodness sake, see the doctor at once." ■
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** It's all very well ; you may laugh as 

much as you like, Pelron" — Pelron had 

heen never further from laughter in his life 

— " but there are * more things in heaven 

• and earth/ you know. It's all very well 

for you to be a materialist and all that, but 

some things you can't explain away. You 

know that story that Douglas told 1 " ■

"The impossible yarn spun by that 

idiot 1 He was probably half seas over at 

the time." ■

"And there isn't a servant op native 

anywhere who will go into those rooms 

after dark." ■

"Oh! if you've got to that, believing 

a native's word, you're in a bad way," said 

Pelron, with undisguised scorn. ■

"I tell you it was long before Douglas or 

anybody else said anything about those 

rooms. And as for believing a native's 

word, why, I know them as well as you do. 

What I'm going to tell you is Gospel truth, 

or I'll afl&rm it, if that seems more solemn 

to you. It was just about a week after 

poor Charlie's death, in the evening and 

dark, when something — I don't know what — 

made me walk past the bungalow. I didn't 

want to, but I felt impelled to go upstairs, 

and it was so dark I could hardly feel my 

way. Anyhow, I groped along till I reached 

Brown's room ; I opened tbe ' chick ' doors 

and went in. It was still pitch dark, but 

all of a sudden a light seemed to come in 

the middle of the room. I don't know 

what caused it, for there wasn't any lamp. 

Poor Charlie and Brown were sitting at the 

table, just as we used to sit, and there were 

two empty chairs, and behind stood old 

Pedro with the glasses. It looked so real 

that I forgot all about the cholera and 

stepped forward to take a hand, but Charlie 

said : * Not yet ! When the time comes we 

will send for you.' And then I saw tbat 

his eyes were fixed and his jaw dropped, 

just as on the night he died." ■

" Hallucinations ! You had worked your- 

self into a fever, and capable of seeing any 

amount of visions." ■

" Hallucination or not, I saw it all dis- 

tinctly. And that is not all ; as I continued 

looking I saw myself sitting on one of the 

chairs, but I was dead too, and my eyes 

fixed like tbe others. My time will come 

soon. Every night I lie awake I wonder 

when they will send for me." ■

"No wonder, man, you see visions, and 

dream dreams if you lie awake. Sleepless- 

ness is enough to account for every ghost 

under the sun. I'll give you some stuff the 

doctor made up for me the other day, and ■

rU engage you don't get any summons 

from the lower regions." ■

Wilton obediently took the sleeping 

draught and consented to see the civil sur- 

geon, who prescribed him a course of quinine 

and iron. The autumn gave place to winter. 

The cold weather, just cold enough to make 

a good fire enjoyable, with its brilliant sun- 

shine gave every one a new lease of life. 

Two gunboats stationed in the harbour did 

much towards enlivening society, and cricket- 

matches and riding-parties were the order of 

the day. Wilton continued to put up with 

Pelron, but since that night nothing further 

was said about his visioi). Indeed, he ap- , 

peared to have completely forgotten it, and 

had quite recovered his spirits and health. 

He never mentioned his brother's name, and 

daily expected to have a year's furlough 

granted, eagerly making his plans as to how 

and where he should spend it. The rooms 

in the telegraph bungalow, newly white- 

washed and done up, were given to a fresh 

batch of telegraphists imported from home 

by the cable steamer, and the ghosts seemed 

effectually laid. At all events, x^othing 

more was heard or seen of them. ■

One afternoon Pelron and Wilton, 

returning from a long ride, were walking 

their horses over the Maidan just outside 

Bushire town. They were busily discuss- 

ing their prospects of success in the next 

day's cricket-match — Bushire versus The 

Navy. Wilton, an enthusiastic cricketer, 

was expounding his theory that no blue- 

jacket could ev^r be an expert bowler, when 

he suddenly stopped his horse, and left 

his sentence unfinished. ■

Pelron, a pace or two ahead, looked round. ■

" What's the matter t " he asked. ■

Wilton sitting motionless on his horse, 

gazed fixedly at the sea beyond the Maidan, 

and made no answer. ■

" Are you ill I " asked Pelron. ■

"Did you see him?" he answered, in a 

low voice. ■

" See whom?" said Pelron, looking round. 

•* What are you talking about 1 There's no- 

body in sight.'* ■

They were in the centre of the Maidan, 

not a soul was visible in that dreary ex- 

panse of sand, and there was no cover behind 

which a dog could hide. ■

" It's come at last," muttered Wilton to 

himself, and then aloud to his companion : 

" It was Pedro who stopped me ; he took 

hold of my horse's bridle and said, ' Salaam^ 

Sahib.'" ■

Pelron looked at him closely, but he waa 

still gazing far away into vacancy. ■
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" Come on," he said. ** We shall never 

reach Boshire at this rate." ■

No further words were spoken, and as 

soon as the town was reached, Pelron went 

to the civil surgeon's house. The doctor 

was out, so Pelron left a message asking him 

to come at his earliest convenience to have 

a look at Wilton, who was, he said, a hit 

"off colour." ■

That night, soon after dinner, Wilton, 

who had heen in the best of spirits, and 

bad apparently forgotten the incident on 

the Maidan, said he was tired, and would 

go to bed. *' I want to be fit for the match 

to-morrow. Good night, old fellow." ■

An hour or so later the civil surgeon 

arrived, and after some talk and refreshment 

went to see Wilton. An exclamation a few 

seconds later brought Pelron to the room. ■

The bed had not been disturbed, and 

Wilton, fully dressed, was sitting in a chair. ■

"I found him like this," said the 

doctor ; '' he must have been dead at least 

an hour." ■

There was a post-mortem, at which two 

doctors from the gunboats in harbour 

assisted the civil surgeon. BeiDg unable to 

find any cause whatever for Wilton's death, 

they, after much disagreement, gave it as 

their opinion that he had died of heart 

disease. ■

An English coroner's jury would probably 

ha\e given it, "Died by the visitation of 

God." ■

Possibly there are "more things in 

heaven and earth than are dreamt of " in 

our latter-day science. ■

TRADE-TEACHING IN GERMANY. ■

Thb extent to which what is called 

Technical Education is carried on in Ger- 

many is little realised by the plain Briton. 

It is possible that our Grerman cousins may 

be attempting too much in endeavouring to 

condense the teaching of a lifetime into 

the period of a school course, but many of 

their so-called Technical Schools are really 

workshops in which the scholars are un- 

paid apprentices — paying, indeed, something 

analogous to the "premium'* required in 

Borne occupations here. ■

The Technical High School of Bruns- 

wick, for instance, has six branches in which 

are taught respectively architecture, en- 

gineering, engine-building, technical che- 

mistry, and pharmacy. Each student must 

not be less than seventeen years old on enter- 

ing^ and must pass a preliminary exami- ■

nation to show that he has some know- 

ledge of the subject in which he desires 

to become proficient He has to pay 

for his board, and a small fee for each 

lecture and each practical exercise attended, 

but he has the free run of an extensive 

library and of countless appliances. ■

The practical value of tjiese Technical 

Schools has been sometimes questioned in 

this country, but German manufacturers 

are so convinced of the value of them that, 

it is said, they would support them them- 

selves if State and municipal aid were 

withdrawn. A branch which has of late 

years been added to the Brunswick High 

School is peculiarly German in object and 

character. It is to assist the rising industry 

of beet-sugar. A special course is devoted, 

under experts, to all products employed in 

the manufacture of sugar, to all the stages 

of manufacture, and to all the by-products 

and their uses. The cultivation of the beet 

is minutely studied, and the studies are 

facilitated by frequent excursions to beet- 

farms and sugar-factories. ■

Then there is another school in Brunswick, 

subsidised by Government, which is called 

the School for Sugar Industry. This is 

really a training shop for workers in sugar 

factories who desire to add scientific to 

their practical knowledge of the industry. ■

The Royal Industrial School of Plauen 

is another composite institution designed to 

further the industries of Saxony. The city 

gave the land and the State erected the 

building, besides paying for its maintenance. 

Plauen ascribes its high reputation for laces 

and embroideries to this school, for pre- 

viously it was a place of small industrial 

importance. There are three departments 

— a school of drawing and painting, with a 

class for weaving and mechanics ; a school 

for manufacturers ; and a school for female 

instruction. In the first are taught drawing 

and painting from nature and from models 

for designs for weaving, also practical weav- 

ing in all its branches, and knowledge of 

the construction and management of the 

machines. In the second is taught the 

technique of manufacturing as a trade, 

including the accurate calculation of costs. 

In the third, girls are taught sewing, em- 

broidery, cutting-out, machine-work, mil- 

linery, and so on. It is claimed that when a 

young man has graduated at such a school 

as this of Plauen, he is qualified to take his 

place as manager of a factory, bringing to 

his employer knowledge both of practical 

mechanics and practical business, as well as 

ability to design and to control and correct ■
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the designs of others. However this may 

be, it is noteworthy that large numbers of 

the designers and managers in the textile 

factories of the United States are of Grerman 

birth and eduoation. ■

In Saxony, too, is the only Tanning 

School in the world. It is situated at 

Freiburg, and was established in 1889 

with the object of arresting the decay of 

tanning as an industry in the German 

Empire. It is supported i^artly by the 

State, partly by the city, and partly by 

private generosity, and it is very much 

assisted by presents of hides, barks, and 

other material from Germans ioterested 

in its welfare. Its scholars come from 

all parts of the world, although we believe 

there is a movement to exclude in future 

all but Germans from its benefit^. The 

school building is fitted throughout with 

all kinds of machinery connected with l^e 

manufacture and furnishing of leather. It 

is, in f act^ a composite factory as well as a 

complete tannery. ■

The students have to attend classes and 

work up papers in organic and inorganic 

chemistry, physics, mechanics, mathematics, 

boot keeping, commerce, etc,, but they have 

to spend a large part of their time in the 

tannery and laboratory. Besides an efficient 

staff of teachers, there is a corps of practical 

tanners, who put the raw hide through every 

process before the student until it is a perfect 

piece of finished leather. Not only that, 

bi|t the processes of the old system and the 

new system of tanning are shown side by 

side, and every known description of tanning 

material is brought in for practical test. ■

The school week is thus divided. Tanning 

and preparation of hides and leather, 

twelve hpurs; chemistry and physics, in 

apecial relation to tanning, ten hours ; book- 

keeping, two hours ; commerce and ex- 

change, two hours ; arithmetic, two hours ; 

correspondence, one hour; drawing, three 

( hou^s ; mechanics, two hours. In addition, 

excursions are made from time to time to 

selected , tanneries, to. the woods to, study 

growing bark, to merchants' stores to 

examine material as brought to market, 

and to experimental stations wbete test9 

are in progresi. ■

. Take iigain another unique institution, 

the Clock Schoql of Furtwangen, in the 

Black Forest, This was instituted in 187? 

by the Grand Dub9 of Baden, in thd 

hope of arresting the destruction of the 

old Black Forest industnr of clock-making. 

The idea was to combine wood- carving 

with dock-making, and bo to restart the ■

industry on a new and higher basis, and it 

seems to have been very suooeasful, for 

Furtwangen has embarked on a new era 

of prosperity. ■

And this is the method pursued. The 

schoolcoursescoverthreeyears — preparatory, 

clock-making, and supplementary^ In the 

first course— ^besides instruction* in physics, 

arithmetic, and drawing — ^the' students are 

taught- the preparation of material, and 

the uses' of electricity. In the next two 

courses they are taught how to make docket, 

watches, chronometers, measuring instru- 

ments — in fact, the whole mystery of 

the craft. The tuitioh costs only some 

thirty shillings per annum, and there are 

scholarships for which periodical examina- 

tions are hdd.. . ■

There are several Weaving Schools in 

Germany ; one of the most famous of all, 

perhaps, being that at Miilheim on the 

Rhine, although that at Grefeld may be 

more elaborately equipped. The Mulheitn 

school was founded in 1852, and has tamed 

out, it is said, about two thousand practical 

experts now directing or managing weaving 

factories in all parts of the world. ■

A similar school was established in 1857 at 

Chemnitz, and these two schools, unlike some 

of the others in Germany, aim at individual 

rather than class instruction. A boy may be 

trained to be a manager, or a master-work- 

man, or' a designer, or a ^ fixer " of weaving 

machines ; or he may be trained as a travel- 

ling buyer or seller in the doth trade. The 

students are for the most part the sons of 

manufacturers, managers, mechanics, and 

operative weavers; and the Professors are 

reputed to be not only qualified teachers, but 

men qualified to t leave* the ddss-ioom tod 

" run " a weaving factory anywhere if called 

upon. The programme of ibe Ghenmitssohool 

courses is before us as we write, and itd 

characteristic is thorcmgh and minute prao* 

ticality. It is not confined to Germans^ 

bnt foreigners pay a little more than natives 

T^twenty guineas as against about thirteen* 

But Crefeld has already dosed het teduikal 

schools against foreigners^ and the otllers 

will probably follow. ■

At Spremberg, in Prussii^ ia a Govern- 

n^ei^t school for woiollen-weaving^ which has 

an evening and a Sunday course lot tho&e 

who desire to add scientiftq knowledge to 

their daily work at the looms. The plan 

of study ia divided into— knowledge of 

materials, sdence of manufacture, use of 

tools, practical work, mathematica of 

weaving, commercial knowledge, drawing 

and designing, and chemical teohnology. ■
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JJn^et chemical technology «ie lectnresy 

dictationsi k})orfitory wotk, qualitative 

analyses, analyses ,of w^ter, fata, oils^ 

add?, dye9, tbicke^iuiig materials; in fact^ 

everythiog required In the process of 

making woven cloth. There is a large 

libeary, a gieeat codleetion of samples, and a 

gathering of all kinds of machines and 

looms, from the earlieat obtainable to the 

latest produced. ■

It is ^^ schools like these that the modem 

Oermanc^tamen are trained. It may ba 

said, of cporpe^ that these are not really semi- 

sar;es» but factories for youthfol labour — a 

mei^ elaboration of the old apprentice 

system*. However that may be, tho effect 

is seen in the economy of producti<mt 

whereby Germany can manufacture so many 

things cheaper than any other country* 

There aji^ many things *' made in Gennany " 

that cannot be classed as cheap rubbish, ■

Tha "Technicum" of Mittweide, in 

Saxony, is another peculiarly German, 

institution, and is placed in the centre of 

a bosy industrial district. The Technicnm, 

or Sehool of Technology, was founded in a 

aoaaU way in 1867, and no^ has an average 

of .orer. one thousand students froqi all 

pai!(a of Germany, and, indeed, from, all 

p^rts of the world. Its avowed olgect is 

'f ta teach the techmdogy of machinery, to 

fit ypuog men for practical work in en* 

giQ^iring and mechanics of all kinds, from 

I the filing of a piece of iron to the calculation 

(A flpales, cranes, and bridges." The classes 

(H^vdiyided into an engineering and me^ 

I Qhanioi^ school for engineer^, workers, in 

eleetrioity, builders of machineij ;of all 

kinds^ tq^-making^ manufacturers, and for 

tihose who desire to take part in the pro- 

dactioDt and distribution of machine-made, 

goods ; and a school for maste^workmeQ in 

the engineering trades, and for those who 

want to eonnect themselves with electrici^. ■

It 4s T explained by pne. who has re- 

cently, yi^ited this school, that " a sci^tific 

and iTaluable tiainii^ in electrical tech- ■

• Q^^gyiriB only possible to.p^r^na who 

I ha?e iwtde a good course in mathematics, 

. nMphameai. chemistry, physics, and es- 

I ps9iaUy;^fl[iachine-building. . Persons, there- ■

^<^r9i }QP9t9mplating a cpurse in electrical ■

, te^b^lctgy are put into the engineering ■

aiHl:m^anjcal school during the third and ■

• Becoudiiast half-years, and into the mastei^ 

workmai^'^fpphool during the last half-year.'' ■

I . £oi¥ttbj9 bMefit of the electricity students 

, a^fine iM^i^J^allding, called the " Fracticum," 

I has been recently added. It is a workshop 

, tof pfaotioct . i9. . everything connected with ■

electricity, fitted up so as to economise 

time and labour in every way, and to 

illustrate every theory as yet evolved. 

This association of the Technicum with 

the Practicum is characteristic of the 

modem German system of education. ■

While the instruction at these institutions 

is designed to be thoroughly practical, it 

is obvious that a great deal depends on 

the masters or Pxofessors. And a fault 

not uncommon to the system is that a 

reputation often survives a personality, 

that is to say, that a school may flourish 

in indiffereot bauds on the fame of the 

work of eminently clever or profoundly 

expert founders, fiut this is a fault to 

which all educational establishments are 

more or less liable. ■

The schools we have been describing 

relate to the producing crafts, but there 

are also schools for what we call "the 

trades," as distinguished from '*the in- 

dustries." Thus there are schools for car- 

p^iters, masons, and builders, in which 

it is designed to give the young men just 

such training as will make them, at the 

end of their apprenticeship, fully qualified 

artisans. In some of the citiee the employers 

now make it a condition of apprenticeship 

that the boys shall attend these schools. 

They glve^ a- good, practical, general educn^ 

tion as well as special instruction in the 

respectiye trades. ■

At Aue^ in Saxony, a plumber's school 

was instituted i^ 1877, the purpose of 

which ia *'to giye young men intending 

to take up plumbing, or any branch of 

the trade, such theoretical and practical 

knowledge as will make the apprentice 

period pleasant and profitable^" As far as 

one can gather, the real object is to turn out 

an expert plumber in the shortest possible 

time. The GFcrman sdeptifio bias is per- 

ceptible in the curriculum. The. course 

includes physics and the peculiarities of 

liquid and gaseous bodies, chemistry, geo* 

metrical structure, as well as practical woric in 

wood-turning, tool-making, pipe-laying, and 

so on. Another, class is devoted to metal- 

wo^k and tbe making of utensila. ■

Concerning tbe utility of aooh schoob^ the 

following is the opinion of Mr. J. C. Mona* 

ghan, of Chemnitz, who has :spent much 

time in visiting and examining them for the 

Educational Department^ at Washington. 

He says : ** The graduate, from aueh a soho<d 

Inings to the shop an enthusiasm and atten- 

tion, a knowledge and skiU, that aid hie 

employer and himn^. The division of 

labour to-day it so complete that ap^enticea ■
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in large shops have very seldom an oppor- 

tunity to learn a trade thoroughly. They 

learn only a part — some special branch. Of 

the whole they have hardly an idea. In 

small shops masters seldom teach a lad 

much before the last year. The Aue school 

puts it into the boy's power to learn every- 

thing, and puts it out of the master's 

power to keep much from him. An Aue 

graduate can take up any branch of the 

plumber's trade and learn it in a short time. 

The purpose of the school is to bring out 

and build up all that is best in a boy's 

nature^ to inspire a love for his work, to 

give him just such knowledge as will make 

him understand and do even the most 

difficult work. Not only the practical or 

utilitarian side of the trade is shown to 

him, but also its scientific and artistic 

phases, its relations to art and architecture, 

and its importance to sanitation." ■

No doubt some people say that such 

institutions teach more scientific conceit 

than practical expertness ; but as to that we 

offer no opinion. Obviously there must be 

good and bad students, as there are good 

and bad workmen ; and it must be always 

difficult to discriminate between the effects 

of a system and the defects of the subject. ■

There are numerous agricultural schools, 

allied with which are a class of " Wander- 

lehrer," or wandering teachers, whose mission 

is to go from place to place in the agricul- 

tural districts, lecturing and experimenting 

on agricultural and horticultural subjects. 

The agricultural schools are, however, per- 

manent institutions in various parts of the 

Empire, at which the sons of farmers, and 

others desirous of learning farming, are 

given an education calculated to fit them to 

be good farmers. In some cases the course 

is complete in two terms, during which 

the student has lessons in geometry and 

field surveying, drawing, geology, geography, 

climatology, natural history, zoology, natural 

philosophy, physics, agricultural chemistry, 

science of agriculture, book-keeping, land 

lawPy horticulture, and arboriculture. ■

Rather a large order this for two terms 

of six months each, and therefore, as regards 

the scientific work, we may assume that the 

students only get a smattering. But the 

instructions in practical farming, and the 

open-air illustrations generally, with experi- 

ments in field work and gardening, must be 

of great value. In fact^ it is the practical 

work of all the Technical Schools of 

Oermany that impresses one most favour- 

ably. Of the agricultural schools in Saxony, 

Mr. Monaghan writes : "These schools are ■

in no sense agricultural colleges. They are 

part of the practical public school system. 

They are simply places to work for useful 

knowledge. They are so close to the people, 

and do their work so quietly and well, that 

they are now indispensable." ■

Let us now take a look at another class 

of German institutions, the establishments 

for the manufacture of clerks, traders, and 

merchants. ■

First in importance is the Union for 

Commercial Clerks at Hamburg, which 

boasts that in the forty years of its existence 

it has placed out in the world forty thousand 

efficient young men. It originated in a 

scheme for helping youths out of employ- 

ment to find situations, and has developed 

into a great supplying institute to which the 

commercial progress of Germany during the 

last generation or so is largely ascribed. It 

has insurance, sick, and superannuation 

funds, as well as departments for the im- 

provement of apprentices, and schools for 

thoroughly commercial and linguistic in- 

struction, with a newspaper, an employment 

register, an annual course of lectures, etc. ■

At Chemnitz is a Commercial Union 

which is more in the nature of a Trade 

Union Club, but at Kiirnberg is one which 

goes in zealously for education as well. At 

Leipsic is one of more recent date than that 

of Hamburg, but quite as large in its aims, 

and with one of the most beautiful build- 

ings in the city as its habitat ■

The German Commercial High School is 

a different affair. These schools are now to 

be found all over the Empire, and that at 

Leipsic may be taken as a type. It was 

instituted by the Merchants' Guild in 1831, 

but several years ago came under the 

Chamber of Commerce, subject to the 

authority of the Department of the Interior. 

The school course is for three years, during 

which the boys are supposed to receive the 

very best training for mercantile careers, as 

well as a good all-round non-classical educa- 

tion. The obligatory studies include 

English, French, mathematics, arithmetic, 

physics, mechanical technology, chemistry, 

practical knowledge of commodities, com- 

mercial science, commercial law, counting- 

house work, correspondence, bookkeeping, 

political economy, geography, histoiy, 

writing, drawing, and gymnastics. Spanish, 

Italian, and shorthand, are optional, but 

special attention is devoted to English and 

French, as in Grermany great importance is 

attached to modem languages in commercial 

equipment. ■

This fact, and the effects of these train- ■
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iog-echoolfl, acconnt for the large number of 

German clerks to be found in English and 

Fieneh oonnting-honses. At Leipeic entrants 

must be not under fourteen years of age ; 

\he entranoe fee is ten shillings and the 

tuition costs about seventeen guineas per 

annum. The pupils either live with their 

friends or are boarded with the teachers 

on reasonable terms. ■

But the Commercial High Schools are 

clearly not for the poorer cImocs. For these, 

again, are Mercantile Apprentice Schools, 

called *' Fortbildung," to which scholars ^ 

for two or three years after ending their 

course at the common schools. There are 

several different kinds of " Eortbildung/' but 

upwards of one hundred and sixty are purely 

commercial in character, supported jointly by 

the State, the City, and the Unions, as dis- 

tinct from the State schools. ■

The Mannheim '' Fortbildung " is con- 

sidered a model one. It has usually from 

one hundred and twenty to one hundred and 

fifty students learning French, English, book- 

keeping, commercial arithmetic, and much 

else. But in the Kiel school more atten- 

tion is paid to English and Danish than to 

French ; in Lubeck more to Damsh than 

to either English or French ; in Konigsberg 

more to Russian; in Emden more to 

Dutch; in Frankfort-on-the-Main more to 

French, than to anything else. In short, the 

character of the education varies with the 

locality of the school, but always with a 

commercial object in view. ■

The system may not be a perfect one — ^it 

is not our purpose here to criticise — but 

like German elducation in general it is 

essentially practical. ■

SO WELL MATCHED! ■

A 8T0BT IN FOUB CHAPTBB8. OHAFTBB III. ■

Thb shadows were lengthening across 

the smooth lawn before Cicely's drawing- 

room windows, when the General and Leo 

enteied the garden the following day. ■

They had come by the short cut through 

the fields, and found the girl and her aunt 

sitting under the great chestnut-tree, now a 

mass of snowy blossom in the golden after- 

noon sunshine. The General carried him- 

self if possible more erect than ever, and 

wore a flower in his button-hole— an un- 

wonted concession on his part to the softer 

side of human nature. ■

Miss Langley rose to receive them with 

a gracious smile, and a somewhat heightened 

colour ; and the General noted her change 

of complexion with satisfaction, and felt ■

his heart warm towards her. It was long 

since he had observed such signs of emotion 

at his presence. ■

** We are, I fear, a little before our time," 

he said, retaining the plump white hand 

she gave him a moment longer than was 

absolutely necessary. ''But a lover's im- 

patience, you know" — Miss Langley with- 

drew her hand hastily — ''that fellow Leo 

would give me no peace." ■

"Don't believe him, Miss Langley; he 

started before I did," Leo broke in, anxious 

to avert the usual remarks since Cicely 

resented them so greatly. " If we are too 

early, it's the General's fault, not mine." ■

" You have come just at the right time," 

the lady said reassuringly. "Cicely was 

expecting you half an hour ago, but of 

course under the circumstances her calcula- 

tions were scarcely to be relied upon." ■

" Why, aunt, and you yourself sent me 

to the gurden gate nearly an hour ago to 

see if they were coming," the girl exdsMed, 

with an irrepressible little laugh. ■

"I saw you wanted a vent for your 

impatience, my love. It was natural, quite 

natural, under the circumstances. Ah, 

General, we can only be young once in our 

Hves." ■

" That's true, and more's the pity. For- 

tunately, we can always be attractive, 

madam — some of us, I mean/' he added 

hastily, as he caught Cicely's mirthful eyes 

fixed upon him. ■

"Attractiveness is but a poor thing in 

itself," and she shook her head si^ly. 

"The candle attracts the moth, but it is to 

his destruction." ■

"But you would never attract like that." 

It certainly did not seem probable. " You're 

too good a sort, Miss Langley, to play the 

dev — ahem I — Uie fool witb a man in that 

way. I don't believe you ever sent a 

fellow to the dogs, et en in your young days." ■

" I fear, I very greatly fear, that I did 

not always seek to be an influence for good." ■

"Quite right, too. The influence that 

thinks a lot of itself defeats its own object 

I remember my own mother^-— " ■

Perhaps Miss Langley was not spedally 

interested at that moment in the General's 

own mother; but whatever her private 

feelings may have been, she listened 

politely to all he had to say on the subject^ 

and the conversation flowed pleasantly on, 

unimpeded by the young people, who had 

their own more important matters to 

attend to. ■

" So you were in no hurry to come ? " 

Cicely's voice sounded mockingly in Leo's ■
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ear as heitopd somewhat apart, leaiiii^g 

against the ffe&t cheatnut-tree. ■

He turned to her with a smile — a smil^ 

that concealed the pain he was too pro^d 

to let her see. ■

" I feared I might bore you — ^before i]m 

time/' he replied carelessly. ■

"Very kind, Pm sure. But when it*a 

to be for years, a few minutes can't make 

much difference one way or the other." ■

**But it needn't be for years. The 

remedy |is in your own hands. You eaa 

get rid of me by a word if you choose." . 

, "And be <s^ed a jilt for my pains? 

Thank you, no. People would talk, and it 

would be too unpleasant." ■

"And is that your only reason " ■

" Leo, my boy, Miss Langley was asking 

me-^oh, I beg your pardon. I didn't 

mean to interrupt you." ■

**It doesn't matter, General," and Cicely 

turned to him with a radiant smile, " we 

were not discussing anything of the slightest 

consequence." ■

Leo turned away, a mocking smile on 

his lips, grief and despair in his heart. ■

She d^ not, could not, love him. Better 

put an end to the dreary farce of their 

engagement, since she evidently lacked the 

courage to do so. ■

The little party that gathered round the 

dinner-table that evening was a very lively 

one ; and yet there was something strained 

and unnatural about the mirth, or so it 

seemed to Cicely. Even the General, 

though he told several of his best stories — 

of which one at least was new to the ladies 

— ^was not quite his simple, jovial self ; 

while Leo's high spirits and brilliant sallies 

caused her quite as much wonder as ad- 

miration. His laughter did not ring true, 

and it was louder and more frequent than 

was natural to him. She was conscious of 

strongly repressed emotion in the air ; she 

did not understand it^ and it made her un- 

comfortable, so that she waa glad when it 

was time to retire to the drawing-room. 

Presently, she thought^ the General would 

be occupied with Aunt Maria, and she 

wodld have Leo all to herself, when she 

would soon tease him out of this strange 

mood of his. ■

She left Miss Lan^ey sitting in the 

lamplight at the further end of the room, 

and, seating herself at the piano near a 

window that opened into the garden, began 

to play. ■

Presently the General entered, and going 

up to Miss Langley proceeded to make 

himself agreeable to her so far as he knew ■

hpw. Cicely smiled delightedly, though 

ith^oe was no one nei^ to share her ^njc^y- 

ment* Her plot was succeeding beyond 

!her wildest hopes; scraps of convenatio^ 

reached her attentive ears through the soft 

strains of her music, and she wished Loo 

would come that he too m^ht hear. ■

" Lonely 1 I believe you I" said tbe 

General emphatically. "Except for that 

boy, Leo— «id my old bull-dog—there isn't 

a soul in the world that cares for me. Oh, 

Miss Langley, it's very good of you to aaj 

so. Eh? Pm not so sure of that. Weathe^ 

beaten old soldier — charming woman-*too 

good for me." ■

Yes, \he General was certainly combg <m 

admirably. ■

From where she sat, Cicely ooxdd not see 

the couple at the further end of the room, 

but she heard her aunt's voice speaking 

softly though she could not dis^uignidh 

words, and l^en the Generals loud9r ton^ 

-^** No ; nothing but my pension, you 

know. No great catch for anybody ; bat 

if you'll have me, Maria ** ■

A tap at the window arrested her atten- 

tion. ■

Leo was standing there, his face very 

pale, and all the excitement gone out of it ; 

his figure vaguely visible in the fading lighi ■

She rose, and opening the window, 

stepped out beside him. ■

"Oh, Leo 1 he's done it 1 " she cried, her 

voice trembling with suppressed lau^^ter. 

" Your uncle has actually proposed to her. 

But what is the matter 1 Why don't yon 

laugh 1" ■

" Cicely, come for a turn in the garden," 

he said very gently. "I want to talk to 

you." ■

But a perverse spirit took possession of 

Cicely, for she remembered that he bad 

taken things too much for granted in the 

past, and she had not yet eomjdeted bis 

lesson on the subject. i . ■

"Too :Coldr' and she shook her head, 

with a laugh. " I don't ieel like it. Lea 

Go and have your smoke il you can't exist 

without it." ■

"You will not come! Cicely, if you 

have any love for me at all — ^no matter how 

little-— don't refuse me this." ■

"What nonsense 1 I don't know whether 

I love you Or not I can't answer riddles 

on the spur of the moment, and it's very 

chilly out here;" and with a coquettish nod 

she left him, and turned back into the 

drawing-room. ■

Whwi she glanced at the window • 

moment later he was gone. ■
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OHAPTIB IV. ■

It was some balf-hoar later; and atill 

Ciedy sat at the piano i41y playing one 

piece after another, and still Leo had not 

appeared. ■

It was very strange of him, she thought ; 

but then he had been rather strange lately, 

seeming to expect more of her somehow than 

in former days ; not at all contented with 

the old unsentimental relations from which, 

as he said, they had drifted into ^is en- 

gagement. ■

And she t Was she satisfied with them 

herself? She hardly knew; bat she was 

consdous of a growing discontent with life 

in general, though she had not gone so far 

as to attribute it to any particular cause. 

Leo, in this new phase, interested her more 

than he had ever done before, and — despite 

her wilful refusal of his petition — he had 

scarcely gone before she wished him back 

again. Why had she refused 1 She could 

have given no reason; probably had no reason 

to give. The natural perversity of a spoilt 

chUd ; the instinctive coquetry of a woman 

who begins to realise her power, but has 

not yet learned to use it with womanly 

moderation ; both urged her to refuse a 

request she would gladly have granted, 

wlnle pride and shyness alike prevented her 

from yielding to the first impulsive wish 

to follow her lover, and assure him that after 

all she did — perhaps — love him a little. ■

So she played on mechanically, falling 

gradually into a brown study as she did so ; 

from which she was presently aroused by 

the entrance of a servant. ■

*' A note for you, miss ; " she said as she 

presented it. ■

Cicely took the note, and opened it 

hurriedly. ■

What could Leo be writing about when 

he was actually in the house with herl ■

The note was a short one. ■

"I release you from your engagement. 

You don't care for me, and I have no right 

to spoil your life. Better that people should 

talk a little now, than that you should be 

miserable always ; and my uncle shall know 

that we part by mutual consentb I leave 

England at once, and it will be long before 

we meet again. - Cicely, I love you too well 

to keep, yon to a promise that I ought never 

to have asked. The fault is all mine, wl 

it is right the pain should be all mine 

also. You are free; but I— I love, you, 

dear, I love you; and riiall always be 

yours. " Lwx" ■

Cicely read it through; while her heart 

beat fast, and her eyes filled with tears. ■

How could he have mistaken her sot 

Bow could he have doubted ■

Oh; how foolish — how heartless— ^she 

mixst have seemed to him 1 Why had she 

not realised what she was doing 1 Why 

had she not known ■

And he was going away — now — at once. 

Oh, there was no time to be lost 1 ■

She rose quietly, and taking up a shawl 

of her atuit 8 that was lying on a chair near 

her, went out into the garden. ■

She must see him at once; to-night: 

perhaps by to-morrow morning it would be 

too late ; perhaps it was too late even now. ■

Cicely ran quickly across the lawn, and 

down the shady path that led to the fields, 

where Leo and she had so often met — 

where, perhaps, they were never to meet 

again 1 The thought seemed to lend her 

wings, and her hurrying feet flew over the 

dewy grass; while her fears flew faster 

still, and akeady ^he saw him in imagina- 

tion leaving the home that she had made 

intolerable to him, and driving along the 

dusty roads to the little country station, and 

the great world in which there was no place 

for her. ■

Faster and faster she flew' over the 

moonlit fields, and now the gate was close 

before her on which she had leant while 

she talked to him that sunny morning 

centuries ago— or was it only yesterday 1 ■

Suddenly she stopped, for some one was 

leaning over the gate now just as she had 

leant that day. It was a man that stood 

there in the soft splendour of the moon- 

light, and his head was bowed on his arms, 

not held proudly erect as hers had been in 

the joyous spring sunshine. ■

<*LeoI" she cried breathlessly, and sprang 

towards him. ■

He raised his head and looked at her 

with bewildered, miseraUe eyes. ■

••Cicely! you here? Why have you 

comel" His voice sounded hoarse and 

unnatural, and he laid his hand on the 

gate as though to steady himself. ■

"To tell you it's all a mistake — ^your 

letter, I mean. Oh, you must not go away I " ■

<* There's no other way out of it. I have 

thought and thought, but this is the only 

thing to be done.'^ ■

" But— if it is all a mistake, Leo t If I 

love you— not a little, oh, not a little! 

but with my whole heart 1 Is there no 

other way out of it then 1 " ■

" Cicely, are you sure 1 Oh, my darling, 

don't play with me 1 " ■
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*'I love you/' she sobbed. "I have 

come to tell you so. Oh, Leo, I ran all the 

way^ I was so afraid I should be too late ! " ■

He caught her in his arms, and kissed 

her passionately ; and she clung to him, and 

for a while ther& was silence broken only 

by the glorious serenade a sweet- voiced 

nightingale was singing to his lady-love. ■

Presently she told him it had been all a 

mistake, and he mustn't leave her, for she 

did love him — oh, very, very much . — and 

if he wasn't tired of her " ■

** Tired of you, darling 1 never ! " ■

"Then don't go away, or if you 

must " ■

"Yes?" ■

"Take me with you," she whispered 

very softly, though there was no one to 

hear but her lover and the nightingale, 

who was fully occupied with his own love 

affairs. ■

" Yes, dearest ; as soon as ever you like. 

When shall it be 1" ■

And before he turned to walk home with 

her, she had told him that perhaps — if he 

wished it very, very much — it rfiould be 

before the summer was over. ■

Meanwhile Miss Langley and the 

General had begun to wonder at Leo's pro- 

longed absence. ■

"And Cicely, too! I did not observe 

that she had gone out. It is really time 

they returned." ■

" It's^ very kind of them, Maria," said 

the General, with his jovial laugh. " They 

knew by experience that they might be de ■

trop,'andso ^but here they are. What ■

have you been doing all this while 1 " ■

"Listening to the nightingales, and 

admiring the moonlight," said Leo men- 

daciously.^, : ; - ■

" Ah, young people, young people I moon- 

light and nightingales are all very well at 

your age, but at ours— give us cheerful 

lamp-light and comfortable easy-chairs. 

Leo, congratulate me ; Cicely, give us 

your blessing. Miss Langley has under- 

taken to make me the happiest man in the 

world. I owe it all to you, my boy ! " ■

" How you do run on. General," Miss 

Langley observed, with a complacent smile. ■

" Dear auntie, I am so glad." ■

" I wish you joy, uncle." ■

" Yes, it's settled, day fixed, and all ; no 

half measures for me, sir. Now, Leo ; no 

more shilly-shallying. These things can 

soon be arranged when you give your mind 

to it. We are to be married in July. Why 

not make a double wedding of it 1 " ■

" Couldn't wait, General 1 We are to be 

married in June." ■

"Ehl you don't say so. We m^ht 

hurry up a bit^ or — but the ladies must 

settle that. Yes, well leave that to them. 

Ah, Leo, we've always said that you and 

Cicely were just made for each other! 

Haven't we, Maria t " ■

" Yes, sir ; and Cicely and I were saying 

only yesterday that we never knew any 

couple so weil matched as you and Miss 

Langley. Weren't we^ Cicely 1 " ■

And Cicely did not deny it ■
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Nbablt ten days had passed away, and 

it was an afternoon in t}ie first week of 

Jane. The weather was lovely; summer 

snnshine and the softest of south winds 

producing an . effect delightful even in 

London; and Lady Karslake's morning 

room in Wilton Street — shaded from any 

glare and full of soft, fresh air — seemed 

to have the full benefit of all that was 

pleasantest in the atmosphere. It was a 

charming room. Li the two rather wan- 

dering Tears that she had spent since her 

husbcmd's death, Lady^Karslake had created 

sereral similarly dainty apartments, details 

of tastefully appointed houses. She had 

a peculiar faculty of impressing something 

of het own personality upon her sur- 

roundings ; and, though she had taken the 

house in Wilton Street for a year only, 

saying that by the end of that time she 

would probably haTe tired of London, it 

had all the characteristics of a home. ■

On this particular afternoon she was 

straying about the room with absent, 

uncertain moTements ; quick fluctuations of 

expression were passing across her face, 

evidently the outcome of soxre kind of 

irresolution ; and when she suddenly went 

across the room to the writing-table, there 

was a laugh in her eyes which iuTested the 

decision to which she had cTidently come 

with the character of a humorous impulse. 

She wrote a brief note, and directed it to 

North Branston. Then she rang the 1)ell. ■

** Send this by hand at once," she said 

to the servant who answered it. " If Dr. ■

Branston is at home the messenger, is to 

wait for an answer." She paused a 

moment and glanced out of the window, 

adding carelessly: "I want a hansom. 

Mind it's a nice one.** ■

The direction in which Lady Karslakei, 

was driTen was not one in which her 

social duties usually took her. Before Teiy 

long the diBtricis with which she was 

familiar were left behind, and the cab, 

going rapidly northward, passed into 

regions more or less sordid and sTen squalid, 

in which CTen the loveliness of the summer 

day seemed to- lose its charm ; and in which 

Lady Karslake's daintily dressed figure 

attracted sundry glances of surprise or dull 

admiration. At length, in a dreary little 

street on the very outskirts of Camden 

Town, the cab stopped and Lady Earslake 

got out. She glanced about her rather 

dubiously. ■

** Tou had better wait," she said to the 

cabman. ■

She lifted the little knocker and knocked 

with an imperious, if unaccustomed hand ; 

a pause ensued, and she was going t6 

knock again when the door was opened 

with a jar and a rattle, and a young woman 

stood on the threshold. She was a girl 

with the saUow complexion of the lower 

middle-class Londoner, and her white face 

looked tired and worried. She was very 

untidy. The brown dress which she wore 

had once been pretty and even fashionable, 

though poor enough in material; but it 

was spotted now and torn; and her fair 

hair, which was not unlike in hue to the 

gleaming coils under Lady Karslake's 

little black bonnet, stood in great need of 

brushing. She was the wife of the 

consumptive .clerk, whose story North had 

told to Lady Karslake and Miss Kenderdine 

at Mrs. Slade-Fenton's dinner-party. ■

YOU Xa.— TBIBD BUUBS. ■ 810 ■
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She started when her eyes fell upon her 

visitor and coloured crimson. ■

"Pm sure I beg your pardon,*' she said 

in a sharp, common voice. " I never thought 

of seeing you again so soon, Lady Karslake 

— I'm sure it's very good of you. Mrs. 

Green" — Mrs. Green was the landlady — 

" has just stepped out, and I said I'd go to 

the door if any one should come. I'm sure 

I never thought — won't you walk upstairs, 

Lady Karslake 1 I'm afraid it's rather in 

confusion. I hope you won't mind." ■

She led the way to the foot of the stairs 

as she spoke, awkwardly enough ; and as 

she followed Lady Karslake up sjie gave 

sundry surreptitious pats and twists to her 

disordered hair, and tried hastily to conceal, 

with the assistance of a pin, the rent in her 

skirt. The colour had feded from her 

cheeks, but her eyes were bright with 

mortification and annoyance. About her 

speech, voluble a^ it had been, there had 

4urked a constraint, almost an antagonism, 

which might have been responsible for 

something a little aggressive about her 

manner. ■

" I thought I should like to come and 

see that you were not working too hard," 

said Lady Karslake, as she mounted the 

shabby narrow staircase. " It is good for 

you to have a little of your time wasted, 

you know 1 " ■

L^^dy Karslake spoke very pleasantly; 

graciously, kindly, and without the faintest 

suggestion of patronage. But charming as 

her tone was, it apparently lacked uiat 

something necessary to bring into touch the 

reined, self-possessed woman and the com- 

mon, discomposed girl The annoyance did 

not die put of tjie face of the latter. ■

" I'm sur^ it's very good of you," she re- 

peated, "and I'm much obliged for the 

work you've sent me." ■

She stretched out her arm in frpnt of 

Lady Karslake and threw open a door, 

revealing a stuffy little room which looked 

as though its owner had lacked time or 

inclination to tidy it for several days. As 

the door opened there was a cry of 

** Mammy ! " and a tiny boy of about 

three years old came tottering delightedly 

across the room. He stopped short as he 

became aware of the strange presence which 

accompanied his mother, and then, advanc- 

ing slowly and with shy sobriety, stood 

clinging for protection to the shabby brown 

skirt, and garing, wide-eyed, at Lady 

Karslake. He was a pretty little fellow, 

with large serious eyes and delicate features, 

but the little sailor suit was worn and ■

untidy, and the sweet baby face was not 

particularly clean. ■

Lady Karskke looked down at him with 

dubious, half-laughing eyes and a sweet 

smile. ■

'* Well, little Reginald," she said ;.<• will 

you say ' How do you do V to-day ?" ■

She bent down, looking very lovely with 

that half-careless, half-coaxing smile tfpon 

her face; the untidy young mother awaiting 

result^ as it were, her self-assertion 8ul> 

siding for the first time before the half- 

anxious pride with which she watched the 

child. Apparently the delicate smiling 

iafie inspired little Reginald with confidence. 

A responsive smile dawned slowly on his 

features. He loosed his hold upon the 

brown dress, and. stretched out his hand 

towards Lady Karslake. Unfortunately 

his general appearance had not prepared 

his wooer for the condition of fais fatod, 

and as an inconceivably grimy and sticky 

little palm approached ^s delicate grey . 

glove she shrank back instinctively -and 

involuntarily. Before she could control 

the impulse • his mother had caught the ' 

child up in her arms, and was kissing him 

angrily, almost violently. ■

"You're a dirty boy, Regie,'' the girl 

said, and the sharp, angry feeling in her 

voice was not intended for the child to 

whom it was addressed. "Tou're not fit 

to touch Lady Karslake. You'd better 

run away and play." ■

She kept him hugged tightly in her arms, 

however^ in spite of the suggestion, and 

looked across him, first at hei visitor, and 

then round the room. ■

" I'm all in confusion here, as I said," 

she said airily. "I'm not such a quick 

worker as I used to be, having been out of 

the way of it for so long, and now I've gat 

to sit to it again I don't seem to ge<( time fox 

anything else." ■

There was about the manner of the 

speech an obvious desire to impress the 

fact that the years of her married life had 

been years of dignified leisure, which taken 

in conjunction with her harassed face and 

general dishevelment was sufficiently pitiful. 

Lady Karslake, however, put aside the 

question of the room with a careless eaae 

which brought an added shade of annoyanoe 

to her hostess's face — " It was as if," the 

girl declared afterwards, "she thought it 

quite natural that one should live in such a 

pig-stye!" — and went on with a quick 

change of tone and manner : ■

" When did you see your husband last t " 

she said. " And how is he getting on t " ■
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The caxewom lines on the giirs face 

deepened, and the sharp note of anxiety 

rang in her voice, evidently in spite of her- 

self, as she answered. ■

"I saw him yesterday," she said. "We 

went to a great big place, didn't we, Begie, 

you and me, to see father 1 " ■

She cnddled the child closer to her as 

she spoke, as with a^ nnconscions craving 

for sympathy, which stood out in marked 

contrast to her attitude towards Lady Kars- 

lake. ■

" He doesn't seem to be much better," 

she went on abruptly, fixing a pair of 

haggard eyes on Lady Kaidake's face. 

*' The nurse wouldn't say much ; it doesn't 

seem to be their way. And I didn't see 

Dr. Branaton." ■

Her voice altered as she spoke North's 

name into a singular mixture of awe and 

admiration, and Lady Karslake looked at 

her with careless curiosity. ■

*' Does Dr. Branston attend your husband, 

theni" she said. ■

The gixl shook her head. ■

''There are lots of doctors, it seems," 

she said. ** Dr. Branston goes sometimes. 

But Eeginald thinks more of him than of 

the others. I've never seen him. But 

Reginald says he's the kindest of them all, 

as well as the cleverest, though he does 

things in a very hard way." ■

She stopped suddenly in her rather gos- 

siping communication, as though remember- 

ing Uie fact that her present visitor had 

introduced herself on her previous visit as 

an acquaintance of Dr. Braneton's. The re- 

membrance seemed to suggest another train 

of thought to her, ■

*' I — I suppose you don't happen to know 

what Dr. Branston thinks about Reginald?" 

she said hesitatingly. ■

Lady Karslake made a gesture of nega- 

tion, her expression very gentle and 

sympathetic. ■

"No," she said, " I really don't. But I 

shall see him to-night, very likely, and I'll 

ask him, shall II" ■

" Will you 1 " said the girl eagerly ; "and 

let me know 1 " ■

"And let you know, of course I" 

returned Lady Karslake easily, rising as 

she spoke. "I shall come and see you 

again, soon. And now I must not keep 

my hansom waiting any longer. Good-bye." ■

She held out her hand, and, as the girl 

took it awkwardly, she went on pliaasantly 

and lightly : ■

** If I can be of any practical use to you, 

you will tell me, won't you 1" ■

The girl coloured crimson and dropped 

her eyes, ■

" Thank you. Lady Elarslake," she said, 

with a strange mixture of gratitude and 

reluctance in her tone. " You've paid for 

that work in advance, you know, and we 

shall do nicely till Reginald is about again." ■

"Good-bye, little Reginald," said Lady 

Karslake with a light touch on the child's 

fair hair ; and a few minutes later she was 

being driven in the direction of the London 

that she knew. ■

It would have been rather difficult to tell 

from Lady Karslake's expression whether or 

no her expedition had been satisfactory to 

her. Those faint lines of satiety or dissatis- 

faction were certainly less apparent than 

usual in her face, but they seemed to be 

effaced only by a play of humour. She 

seemed to be thinking rather of herself than 

of the girl she had just left. ■

A flush of genuine satisfaction lighted up 

her face as her cab stopped at her own door 

just as the bell was rung by North Branston. ■

" How nice of you I " she exclaimed 

lightly as she got out, "How angry you 

would have been if you had been told that 

I was not at home 1 " ■

" I should have been surprised, certainly," 

said North. " Your note was rather urgent. 

Lady Karslake." ■

He was looking tired and slightly worried, 

but he spoke with a smile. He and Lady 

Karslake had met more than once since 

Mrs. Slade-Fenton's dinnerparty, and a 

friendly confidence seemed to have estab- 

lished itself between them ; without being 

exactly a renewal of the old terms on which 

they had stood — a renewal never to be 

achieved where life has intervened — it re- 

presented a very pleasant readjustment of 

those terms, ■

"Was it urgent 1" said Lady Karslake 

with a laugh. " WeU, yes, perhaps it was I 

I wanted to see you at once. I hope it isn't 

inconvenient to you to come to me." ■

She added the last sentence as she pre- 

ceded him down the hall, turning to him 

over her shoulder. ■

" I've been to the other end of nowhere," 

she continued lightly. " That's why I am 

rather late. I've been to see that little Mrs. 

Austin — your patient's wife, you know." ■

The glance she flashed at him as she 

finished had an odd touch of defiance in it. 

She had seated herself near the drawing- 

room window, and was drawing off her 

gloves with deft, graceful movements. ■

"I hope it has been a success 1'' said 

North, not ironically, but almost gently. ■
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**A great success !" she declared gaily. 

'*It was my second visit; I went last 

Saturday first, and I've been immensely 

interested. What a curious type it is — the 

London working girl ! One of the products 

of the nineteenth century, I suppose ! It 

was nice of your patient to marry in his 

own class 1 I imagine he is a ^ood deal 

more refined than she is 1 " ■

" By-the-bye," she went on, something of 

gravity very charming, but an affair of the 

surface only, touching her mannei^ " what 

do you think of him 1 Has he any chance 1 " ■

North shook his head. ■

'* N^o," he said tersely. « It's too late ! " ■

Lady Karslake made a quick gesture of 

sympathy. ■

" Ah 1 " she said. '* Isn't that terrible 1 " ■

The words were succeeded by a moment's 

silence. ■

North Branston was gazing out of window, 

a rather absent look upon his dark face. 

Lady Karslake was meditatively stroking 

the gloves on her knee^ quick lights and 

shadows of expression chasing one another 

across her features. At last she lifted her 

head and looked at North, with a half- 

laugh in her eyes, though her voice was a 

little imperious.^ ■

" I haven't told you yet what I wanted 

to see you about ! " she said. " I want you 

to help me, Dr. Branston. I want to do 

some more of this kind of thing. There's a 

whole phase of life that I don't know any- 

thing about, and I should like to go into it ! " ■

North Branston turned his head and 

faced her. ■

" There are many phases of life which 

you don't know anything about, Lady 

Karslake,^' he said. ■

She shrugged her shoulders. ■

"No doubt," she said. ''Perhaps J 

shall take them all in turn ; who knows ) 

The iaeu suggests a delightfully wide field 

of occupation. I think I'll take one at 

a time, though, and I'll begin with the one 

to which you can help me." ■

Behind the wilful determination that 

rang in her voice there was a faint sugges- 

tion of restlessness ; and she did not pause 

long enough to allow him to speak, but went 

on lightly : ■

"It's a horribly conventional thing to 

do I I know exactly the kind of things 

I should say of any other woman in my 

place who took to philanthropy ! I've said 

them all of myself ~ it's quite as amusing 1 

I want to go to your hospital, Dr. Branston, 

and see the people — I might take them 

some fiowers and things, mightn't 1 1 — and ■

hear about their families, and so on. There 

must be a great many tbings I could do 

when I came to know about them ! ** ■

** You could give a great deal of money 

away," answered North. His tone was 

very grim, but there was an odd pity 

in his eyes as they rested on her. "Is 

that what you want, Lady Karslake ? " ■

She made an impulsive gesture of ia- 

ditference. ■

"I don't know," she said. "It doesn't 

matter much about the money. I should 

spend it somehow. Can you manage it for 

me. Dr. Branston 1 That is tte point." ■

"It is easily managed," he answered. 

" In fact, no management is needed. You 

can come on any visitors* day, and you can 

talk to any of the patients." He stopped a 

moment ; and then he said, in a low voice, 

and as though he spoke almost involun- 

tarily : " Lady Karslake, won't you believe 

me when I tell you again what I hinted to 

you the other night 1 It won't do J" ■

She looked into his cynical, tired face, 

and in her eyes there rose a vague dread as 

of some indefinite shadow not to be ignored. 

She tried to laugh. ■

" Oh, don't ! " she said suddenly, in a 

quick, pleading tone. " It is — it.is only a 

freak." ■

She rose impulsively and crossed the 

room mechanically to where the tea-table, 

forgotten by her until now, was waiting. 

North followed her in silence. She poured 

out two cups of tea in a heedless, imcertain 

fashion which was very unlike her. ■

" Sugar ) " she said. Then she began to 

recover herself, as it seemed. She sat down 

by the table and began to talk in her 

ordinary tone and manner, changing the 

subject, however, completely. ■

" By-the-bye," she said, " I heard some- 

thmg about you the other day that in- 

terested me very much. Is it true that 

Dr. Slade-Fenton wants you for a partner?" ■

Phases of intimacy are curious things, 

subtle and not easy of definition. In that 

one moment of strange, strong feeling Lady 

Karslake and North Branston seemed to 

have passed out of one phase and into 

another. A change had come to her tone to 

him; an unconscious sympathetic assur- 

ance. And there was a change, too, some- 

thing the same in character, in the manner 

of his reply. He sighed, rather wearily. ■

"Something of the kind is true," he 

said. " The partnership is open to me if I 

like to take it." ■

" It has drawback^, I suppose 1 " ■

The quick intuitive sympathy with which ■
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the words were ottered seemed to draw him 

on further. ■

•(Many men would say that it had no 

drawhacks," he said. **It is a first-class 

position, of conrse— of its kind. I've had 

a most diplomatic interriew with Slade« 

Fenton to-day, in which all its adyantages 

have been delicately placed before me." ■

*< Does he want his answra 1 " ■

North nodded. ■

*' I can't keep it about much longer," he 

said heavily. ■

Lady Earslake sipped her tea medita- 

tively. . ■

*' I don't much like the Slade-Fentons," 

she said at last, with an accent of distaste 

which was more pronounced than the words 

themselves. '* There's something about 

them — oh, I dont know what it is, but 

they advertise themselves so I No, I don't 

like<^ml" ■

" As to that," returned North callously, 

" one must take people as they come. The 

Slade-Fentons are very average specimens, 

I fancy. As far asadvertisement goes, every- 

body does it — must do it, in fact." ■

*'True," she assented. She paused a 

moment, and then said: *<If you don't 

dislike Uie personal connection, do you mind 

telling me what you see against the thing ? " ■

^ I don't like the personal connection," 

said North, with a sh'ght emphasis on the 

verb. He had spoken slowly, and he went 

on more slowly still: '*It's difficult to 

believe, but I suppose th^re is some after- 

math of a young man's ambition at the 

back of my hesitation. A fashionable prac^ 

tioe is not precisely what I coveted once." ■

He broke off abruptly with a bitter laugh. ■

** After all," he said harshly^ *' it's a very 

good thing in its way ! Who gets what he 

coveted in this world-— or who cares about 

it when he gets it?" ■

'* Can you not get what yon coveted 1 " 

she asked gently. ■

He turned his eyes upon her almost 

angrily. ■

" IVe left off coveting ! " he said. 'That's 

the point ! " ■

She drew a quick little sigh. ■

<^It seems to me," she said, and her 

voice, dfar and musical, broke a long silence, 

'Hhat you would be wise to take the 

partnership. Nobody goes as far as they 

mean to when they are young, evidently. 

The only thing to be done is to take things 

as they are, and adapt oneself to them. 

After all, though I don't care about Dr. 

Slade-Fenton myself, his position isn't one 

to be despised." ■

"No," said North gloomily. "That's 

true, of course." ■

" And surely,'* she went on, "it is better 

to settle down, to accept the inevitable 

flattening that life brings, than to keep on 

struggling against it and den3ringit. What's 

the use of denying itt What's the use of 

struggling 1 The only thing to be done is to 

persuade oneself — to cheat oneself, if yon 

like — ^into forgetting it." ■

He looked at her. ■

"Is that what you're doing 1" he asked. ■

"II" she said. She spoke hurriedly, 

and with a nervous laugh. " Oh, Fm not 

a serious person, you Imow. People such 

as I don't feel these things. But I have a 

kind of inkling into your state of mind, and 

that is what I advise. Take the partner- 

ship.^ By the-bye ^" she stopped, inth. a ■

sudden change of manner, and began to 

play absently with her teaspoon ; then she 

said in a lower voice, and without looking 

up at him : " Dr. Bzanston, I'm going to ask 

you a question. Are you going to marry 

Miss Kenderdinel" ■

"No," said North. ■

" Yon know that— it is said 1 " ■

"I can't help that," he replied. ■

Lady Earslake raised her head quickly. ■

" I don't like to hear a man speak like 

that^" she said. " I am glad, though, that 

the report is not true. I do not like Miss 

Eenderdine. I suppose, then, there is no 

such idea in connection with this partner- 

ship 1" ■

^'Certainly not," returned North. "Slade- 

Fenton doesn't wish it» I fancy." ■

He had risen as he spoke, and he stood 

before her, looking down at her as though 

he were unaccountably loth to take leave. ■

"I must go," he said rather abruptly. 

" Lady Earelake, I hope I haven't bored 

yout" ■

"I think you know that you have not^" 

she said. " I shall want very much to hear 

how you decide. You will let me know 1 " ■

" I will," he sam simply ; and a hand- 

clasp curiously eloquent of the work of 

ihai hour's conversation passed between 

them. He was just turning away when 

one of her quick changes of thought made 

itself apparent in her face, and she stopped 

him with an exclamation. ■

"The hospital^" she said. "I want to 

settle about it When will you take me 

there, Dr. Branston t I should like you to 

introduce me^ please." ■

" I could go with you on Thursday," he 

said, " if that would suit you. Thursday, 

at two o'clock 1" ■

I ■
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" Thursday, at two o'clock, by all means," 

she answered. " Come to Itmch first" ■

The cippointment then made was kefpt in 

due course. Lady Karslake's first visit to 

the hospital seemed to give her perfect satis- 

faction. She moved to and fro about the 

wards, graceful and sympai^tic, followed ih 

all her movements by many pairs of admiring, 

wonderipg, or grateful eyes. She talked to 

the patients with he^ inalienable charm of 

manner, but with a touch of curiosity and 

eag^rnesd underlying all her gracious ^ays. ■

To the conaumptive clerk she was par- 

ticularly kind, as with a sense that in his 

story she had found her first introduction 

to the new phase of life which was un- 

folding itself before her. ■

And after that first visit she went to the 

hospital again and again, throwing herself 

into the interests provided by it with a 

fipirit and ardour that were eminently 

characteristic. It was hef whim, apparently, 

to learn something of the lifid involved in 

many of the saddest cases; and finding 

the hospital itself, as it seemed, an insuffi- 

cient field for her energies, she insisted on 

visiting the houses in which these lives 

were lived. That her impetuosity and 

her absolute ignorance should be imposed 

upon again and again was a foregone! con- 

clusion ; that in such cases North Branston 

should be her unfailing resource, whether 

she summoned him to her aid,, or whether 

he interposed against her wilfid wishes, was 

no less inevitable. ■

The mbnth of June, during which Lady 

Karelake purgued ' her new interest with 

"unabated vehemence, thus made North 

a faniiliar visitor at the house in Wiltoii 

Street. He waa its mistress's only adviser 

.in her new pursuit, and, as such, he was 

in constant request. It fell to his lot 

to thwart her not infrequently, arid he 

did his work with a strength such as Lady 

Karslake had never encountered before. 

But there were other times when he would 

guide, rather than frustrate, her plans with 

a grave sympathy before which her half- 

laughing impetuosity would become strangely 

hushed. ■

Nor was'it Lady Karslake's philanthropic 

ischemes alone that brought the two together. 

Lady Karslake never again alluded to the 

change in North Branston of which she 

had spoken at the Slade-Feu tons' ; it seemed 

to have slipped for her into the region 

of accepted facte. And yet, accept it as she 

might and did, there was that in their mutual 

relations which was only to be explained 

by that original consciousness on her part ; ■

an equalisation of the terms on which they 

stooc^ which had its origin in the vague 

pity and regret for him which hung about 

her. Early in Jime, North accepted Dr. 

Slade-Fenton's offer of a share in his prac- 

tice, and the decision seemed to bring 

an added touch of cynicism to his person- 

ality. . The weeks that ensued, with the 

business formalities necessary to the com- 

pletion of the partnership which they 

brought in their train, seemed to bring 

each its own quota of bitterness to Mm. 

But the ice broken by his first discussion 

of the subject with Lady karslake, never 

formed again. There was a tacit suggestion 

of a sense of fellowship about their sub- 

sequent discussions of details as they arose, 

and such discussions never failed to bring 

something of softening to the liarsh gloom 

of North Branston's face. ■

A DAT AMONG THE CHILTERNS. ■

It is that handy Metropolitan train again, 

that has brought us out of the smoke of 

London, and set us down with the day 

still before us at this quiet little station in 

the Chiltem country. Here you have 

''Switzerland without the snow," as an 

imaginative placard on the station wall 

expresses it ; and really the hills have quite 

an Alpine effect, rising all round into steep 

summits, while' a narrow ravine just holds 

the little town packed in it lengthways, 

with not an inch to spare between your 

front door arid the kerbstone of the street 

Little 1 did you call it 1 Why, is not this 

Great Missenden, the chief city of the 

Chiltems, the mart and metropolis of all 

the wide, lonely country round about 1 But, 

in spite of its greatness, it is as quiet and 

peaceable a spot as the heart can desire^ the 

village street widening out a little as the 

valley widens, while in a charming nook of 

meadows and stream the Abbey stands, its 

old timbered gateway no longer open to the 

wayfarer. Nor is there much to be seen if it 

were, except fragments here and there of 

the Abbey buildings enclosed within the 

stately old mansion that superseded them. ■

Here, just opposite the Abbey gate, is 

a little trackway that leads straight up the 

hill, a steep and rugged path from which 

you look down upon the red roo& of the 

houses below, and the black and white 

gables of the " Abbey," while the opposite 

heights disclose pleasant gaps and breaks in 

their massive contour, where gleam hand- 

some white chalets, with gardens, lawns, ■
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and shelterisg plantations round abont. 

The trackway itself presently wanders off 

in a wrong direction towards some distant 

point, and leaves as its representative a cart- 

way, that presently fines off into a devious 

foot-path, winding pleasantly through the 

heart of a charming beech-wood. Some- 

where in the wood lurks a well called the 

Anglers' spring. Perhaps the fathers from 

the Abbey below, resting here after the 

tiring climb from the village, named it the 

Angel's spring, as they might have heard 

the Angelus softly chiming from the Abbey 

tower. ■

Coming out into the open we are on 

the verge of a fine rolling plateau, with 

great broad-backed downs stretching round 

about, with woods and copses showing 

streaks of brown and gold in the hazy 

autumnal glow. And here is a settlement 

of the ancient Beechings, small cottages 

about the cross-ways ; cottages substantiaUy 

built of brick and timber, but long since 

deserted by their former industriods tenants, 

who have mostly migrated to the great 

manufacturing towns. ■

Yet perhaps not all ; for here is a little 

thatched house with a gay garden about it, 

and beyond, a kind of timber-yard strewn 

with the trunks of trees, all of them beeches 

felled in their silvery prime, some sawn up 

into lengths, logs you might think for the 

Christmas firing. But hark! from some 

rough wooden sheds behind the logs, comes 

the cheerfiil hum of labour; whirling 

shavings catch the stray sunbeams. The 

soft whirring sound is continuous, yet with 

a kind of alternating rhythm, as unlike as 

possible the harsh clank of machinery, and 

yet machinery it is, but of as simple and 

primitive a kind as well can be imagined. ■

In thb one wooden shed are a man and 

his 'prentice hand, working away as if for 

dear life, and hardly raising their eyes from 

their task as the shadow of a stranger 

darkens the doorway. ■

"Yes, you can look on if you like," says 

the elder man, raising for a moment a dark, 

wrinkled, anxious-looking face, and then 

whirr goes the wooden stump he is shaping 

under the lathe. ■

But the lathe itself, what a simple, charm- 

ing device! Just the segment of a fir 

eapling firmly planted in the earth outside, 

and bent down into the shed so as to form a 

strong spring to which is affixed a cord, 

the other end of which is fastened to a 

wooden treadle. Then you have the stump 

to be operated on firmly fixed on two iron 

pivots embedded in massive beech " chucks," ■

with a turn of the cord round about it 

Foot pressure whirls the stump round one 

way, the sapling does the reverse turn, and 

under the skilful chisel the shavings fly off, 

and presto ! the shapeless stump is con- 

verted into a neatly-turned chair-leg, which 

quick as thought is thrown upon a pUe of 

others, while its successor is hitched upon 

the cord, and fixed on the chudks, in 

less than no time. And so the continual 

march of chair-legs goes on. ■

These are all £e foie-legs of chairs, you 

may observe, that the b^ is employed 

upon, and he makes nothing else. The 

'prentice is turning out the plain connecting 

spokes. In the yard is the little trap 

and shaggy pony that will presently carry 

away the completed batch to Wycombe, 

which is, as everybody knows, the great 

metropolis of cane-bottomed chairs, and 

employs the labours of scattered artisans 

working in their little sheds all over thb 

land of beeches. ■

If it were not for the chairmakers the 

country would be a solitude, a sweet and 

pleasant solitude, about which you must 

steer your way, taking your direction from 

the sun's position in the heavens, and look- 

ing out keenly for signs of connectii^ foot- 

paths. For the foot-paths are the great 

charm of this Chiltem country. Mining 

the path and condemned to the dusty 

highway, your lot is by 10 means happy. 

But there are paths, sweet little paUis, 

through cornfields, copses, meadows, now 

descending into the hollow bourne, and 

again rising the hill and passing tlurongh 

the solemn shaded wood. The paths are 

there in every direction, if you can only 

find them, and pick out tiie right one. ■

Oar happy lot is to be taken in tow by 

the rural postman, who runs us up hill and 

down at a speed that causes metropolitan 

lungs to puff and blow like bellows out of 

repair. But a cheerful, intelligent com- 

panion he proves to be, with a good 

knowledge of the country, its foot-paths and 

short cuts — as he had need to be, having to 

cover twenty miles of ground every day on 

his various rounds. ■

Soon, under the vigorous guidance of the 

postman, we arrive at Hampden Rectory, a 

pleasant sixteenth-century gabled house in 

red brick, and one might expect to find the 

church dose at hand. But no, it is a mile 

off over the fields, where the haymakers 

are getting in a second crop of hay. It 

is the great house that comes in sight first, 

the stately home of John Hampden's succes- 

sors, and the little church stands under the ■
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wing of the big house, with its homely* 

weatiier- beaten, shrunken little tower^ and 

a few aneient clerestory windows that peer 

over the new flint work of the restored 

building with quite a pathetic glance. 

Yes, it is John Hampden's church, and 

here his bones are laid, shattered by the 

bnllet that sped so well to its mark that 

day on Chalgrore Field. Bat no one knows 

exactly wkeie he lies, and there is no eon- 

temporary monument to him in the church. 

• John Hampden's house is a composite 

structure, much added to and altered 

since the patriot's time, although the west 

front, looking out on some noble cedars 

and a sweep of verdant lawn, is pretty 

much as he left it. Hampden's descen- 

dants still occupy the place, although the 

direct male line is extinct, the Earl of 

Buckinghamshire, who now occupies the 

mansion, coming in through patriot. John's 

youngest daughter, sweet Mary Hampden, 

who married Sir John Hobart, son of stout 

Sir Miles, who locked the House of Com- 

mons door against the King's messenger 

while a friend held down the time-serving 

Speaker in his chair.- Further along a fine 

young fir-tree is called the Pasha's, having 

been planted by Hobart Pasha, a scion of 

the same stock, once High Admiral of the 

Turkish Fleet. The park, indeed, abounds 

in fine forest trees, and beautiful hanging 

woods adorn the slopes, while from every 

break of the ground you get glimpses of 

the noble bastions of the hills, whose 

higbest summits are scored with ancient^ 

prehistoric earthworks. ■

From Hampden one passes through a 

narrow glen with cornfields at the bottom 

and turnip fields, and by-and-by the glen 

opens out into a beautiful sweep of park, 

whose velvet lawn reaches far up the side 

of a wild and weird-looking hill. It is the 

Beacon Hill, whose far-flashing signal may 

have summoned the chiefs of Britain to meet 

in arms to resist the Roman invader. ■

In a hollow beneath the hill, but still 

far above the level of the surrounding 

country, stands a famous old house, in the 

midst of a beautiful sweep of lawn and 

wood. With many muUioned windows, 

and quaint mixtures of style, a turret here, 

an ivied wall, a group of fine chimneys, 

there is something delightfully appropriate 

in the appearance of the " Chequers." You 

can fancy the chief who held the fort on the 

hill above raising his wooden palace in the 

sheltered nook, and how, without any very 

violent change, one building succeeded ano- 

ther till a few centuries ago, when all was ■

crystallised in that grey old stone work. And 

the name, too, so homely that a stranger 

would think that some tavern was in ques- 

tion, but so ancient that it has been thought 

that here was indeed an Exchequer of one 

of the old Norman Kings — ^for there is a 

Boyal lodge not far off — when that ancient 

Court travelled about with the King, wher- 

ever he might go. ■

It is pretty evident that the lord oi 

the "Chequers" held one of the main 

passes into the low countries of the midlands, 

for the old trackway pitches steeply down 

through a gorge that may well have be^ 

the scene of fierce prehistoric battles long 

ago, and so to say shoots you out into the 

flat, fat, fertile valepf Aylesbury before you 

know where you are. Then you are clei^* 

of the Chilterns country, and look back 

upon its great chalk ridges eight or nine 

hundred feet high, rising almosj) sheer out 

of the plain ; all within the compass of a 

bare half-mile. ■

But we don't want to lose sight of the 

" Chequers" just yet, or pass from this sweet 

romantic region to the commonplace plain. 

A charming little path takes us over the 

ridge where we may get another view of 

the house. There is a tradition that the 

great Oliver sleeps his last sleep somewhere 

within the compass of these woods ; and 

here he is known to have resorted for 

rest and tranquillity among faithful family 

friends. There are more relics of the great 

Pro^ctor in that old house than, perhaps^ 

elsewhere in England. Milton^ too, may 

have passed beneath that hospitable roo^ 

and have found succour there in the bitter 

days that were to follow. ■

It is all a region of romance, for over 

there lies Belinda castle, said to have been 

the stronghc^d of Cunobelin, that British 

Prince whom Shakespeare celebrated as 

Cymbeline. A little further on we come 

suddenly upon an outlying spur of the great 

chalk range, a rude mamelon scored with 

the traces of ramp and ditch, but on its 

summit in peaceful triumph a handsome 

village church. There is no village near 

it, unless one tall old timbered house with 

a thatched roof makes a village of itself. 

But a church more nobly placed one could 

find nowhere. ■

Half England seems to be spread before 

you as you stand on the crumbling graves 

of the forefathers of the hamlet. There is 

no bound to the view. That shadowy 

streak of hills on the horizon must be the 

Cotswolds, that lead into Shakespeare's 

country ; and far away in another direction ■
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are the bazy Bedford levels where the Oase 

glides slowly through Cowper's ooontry to 

the great North Sea. The rich vale of 

Aylesbury at onr feet, with its great stretches 

of pastures and innumerable herds of cattle, 

is but an incident in the g^t landscape. 

From the Beacon Hill that rises just behind 

us, it is said that on a dear day the great 

Breconshire beacons have been sighted on 

one hand, and on the other the crest of the 

Malvern Hills. ■

The church is Ellesborougb, doubtless 

the very site where Ella built his fort— or 

perhaps he stormed it and took it from 

some British chief, or might have himself 

been stormed and slain by some valiant 

Arthur of the period. Though the build- 

ing 18 hew, with only fragmentary relics 

of its predecessor, yet the monuments and 

brasses are interesting. We are asked to 

"pray for the sowle of Thomas Hawtrey 

and Sybell hys wyffe," who died some three 

hundred and fifty years ago— quite modem 

people compared with Sir Ella. And there 

is a grand monument to one Brigetta Croke, 

who died a century later when "sowles" 

might no longer be prayed for. ■

Down at the foot of the hill is a plea- 

sant village which bears the name of 

" Butler's Cross," the cross ways where there 

was a "calvary" once, no doubt, but a 

eroes-way also of vast antiquity, for this old 

track that goes corkscrewing along with 

such sinuous directness is the Icknield way, 

a British trackway running to the country 

of the Iceni; and the oUier way which 

runs north and south is probably of equal 

antiquity. And there is a pleasant little 

inn at the foot of the hill, but that is the 

first we have seen since leaving Missenden ; 

so that in crossing the Ghiltems it is as well 

to have your ** bit of grub " in your pocket ■

A litUe sanded pulourwith settles aU 

lound^ and panelled walls adorned with 

some old-fashioned coloured prints, seems 

to invite a rest ; but it is necessary to push 

on td Wendover, a pleasant walk along the 

Icknield way^ festooned with "traveler's 

joy " and hedged with blackberry bushes. 

It is a ridgeway all along with pleasant 

views over the vale, while on the other 

hand the great downs show their wooded 

sommits, and now begin to glow with the 

mystic light of evening. In the cornfields 

below a reaping machine is working away 

with ominous clatter, and vaguely waving 

its many arms in the air. An old man 

with a sickle follows humbly in the rear, 

correcting the little mistakes made by the 

big maelwie — ^not with too much good will, ■

one would think, towards that whirling 

monster, as he thinks of the good old 

harvest days and of comrades now sleeping 

in the churchyard. ■

Oft did the harvest to their sickle yield. 

Further on a steam-engine is at work in 

the same line, and snorting like the huge 

dragon that once was the terror of this old 

Icknield way. ■

But Wendover is now in sight, a pleasant 

old town on the slope of the hill, with its 

Metropolitan Station suggesting Baker 

Street. A capital centre is Wendover for 

visiting all the celebrated places of the 

Chiltem country, with splendid hills and 

fine country on either side, and ■

Tring, Wing, and Ivanhoe, 

which, according to tradition, were lost to 

a former Hampden — terribly uncourtly 

fellows those old Hampdens — ■

For striking the Black Prince a blow 1 

And there is the same Prince's country seat 

— anyhow, its foundations — ^to be seen at 

Princes Bisborough in the other direction, 

and all the beautihd country through which 

we have made this hasty tour. Break- 

fasting at home at no heroic hour ; dining 

at home, and not much later than usual ; 

and between the two epochs so many hours 

of vivid enjoyment The cost per head, 

railway ticket three shillings and sixpence, 

refreshment at Butler's Cross in the sanded 

parlour twopence halfpenny. Surely our 

Metropolitan "Switzerland without the 

snow " is worth visiting at the price 1 ■

A CENTURY OF FEMININE 

FICTION. ■

Ik his well-known essay on the ** Diary 

and Letters of Madame D'Arblay," Macaulay 

writes as follows : ■

'* It is not only on account of the intrinsic 

merit of Madame D'Arblay's early works 

that she is entitled to honourable mention. 

Her appearance is an important epoch in 

our literary history. ' Evelina ' was the first 

tale written by a woman, and purporting to 

be a jncture of life and mannersi that lived 

or deserved to live. . . . ■

"Indeed, most of the popular novels 

which preceded ' Evelina ' were such as no 

lady would have written; and many of 

them were such as no lady could witiiout 

confusion own that she had read. The 

very name of novel was held in horror 

among religious people. In decent families, 

which did not profess extraordinary sanctity, ■
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there was a strong feeling against all such 

works. Sir Anthony Absolute, two or 

three years before * Evelina ' appeared, spoke 

the sense of the great body of sober fathers 

and husbands, when he pronounced the 

circulating library an evergreen tree of 

diabolical knowledge. This feeling on the 

part of the grave and reflecting, increased 

the evil from which it had sprung. The 

novelist having little character to lose, and 

having few readers among serious people, 

took without scruple liberties which in our 

generation seem almost incredible. ■

" Miss Burney did for the English novel 

what Jeremy Collier did for the English 

drama ; and she did it in a better way. 

She first showed that a tale might be 

written in which both the fashionable and 

the vulgar life of London might be exhibited 

with great force, and with broad comic 

humour, and which yet should not contain 

a single line inconsistent with rigid morality, 

or even with virgin delicacy. She took 

away the reproach which lay on a most 

useful and delightful species of composition. 

She vindicated the right of her sex to an 

equal share in a fair and noble province of 

letters. . Several accomplished women have 

followed in her track. At present, the 

novels which we owe to English ladies 

form no small part of the literary glory of 

our couiittry. No class of works is more 

honourably distinguished by fine observa- 

tion, by grace, by delicate wit, by pure 

nK>ral feeling; Several among the successors 

of Madame D'Arblay have equalled her; 

two, we think, have surpassed her. But 

the fact that she has been surpassed gives 

her an additional claim to our respect and 

gratitude ; for, in truth, we owe to her not 

only * Evelina,' * Cecilia,' and ' Camilla,' but 

also * Manaaeld Park ' and * The Absentee.' " ■

Now these are strong words; and the 

position here assigned to women in the 

wide province of literature that we call 

fiction, is a singularly high and noble one. 

Macaulay's stately eulogium is as a crown 

upon the brows of the first great woman 

novelist, and — through her — upon the 

brows of hex successors, ; who have so 

worthily maintained the reputation she 

established for **finjB observation," "grace," 

" delicate wit," and " pure moral feeling." 

Macaulay wrote in 1843, more than sixty 

years after the publication of " Evelina," and 

when, as he himself points out, "several 

accomplished women " bad already followed 

in Miss Barney's track. Now, half a century 

later, it can scarcely fail to be both interest^ 

I ing and instructive to see how it has fared ■

with the reputation Jane Austen and Maria 

Edgeworth maintained so nobly ; and how 

far our women novelists of the present day 

deserve to wear the crown they inh^ted 

from Eanny Barney by right divine of 

genius w^ded to " virgin delicacy." ■

In one of the leading journals amongst 

those that are especially devoted to the 

consideration of women's work and all 

matters of interest to women, we find the 

following scathing criticism of modem 

" f eniinine fiction " : ■

"If the New Woman elects to be 

judged by the fiction she writes, reads, 

and applauds, nay — may we not justly add 

— ^inspires, then she .xhust, in our opini<»ky 

accept the position of the bitterest foe to 

the cherished modesty of our sex that the 

century has known. The stories woven by 

feminine imaginations within the last d^ 

cade have served but to reveal a passion 

for thinly-veiled prutienoy in the minds of 

those who conceived them. It is true that 

these writers lay claim to lofty motives, high 

purpose, and purity of intention. But these 

are pleas which do not avail them before 

the tribunal of healthy womanly opinion. 

Their literary concoctions are all the more 

disquieting because of the intellectual refine- 

ment which serves but to hide the real extent 

of their danger to the happiness of society. 

There is far less to be fearful about in the 

vulgar suggestiveness of the brochures 

which are hawked in the gutters than there 

is to be alarmed at in the deverly- written, 

plausibly-argued, and ingeniously advertised 

novels which go to swell the torrent of 

feminine fiction that threatens to sweep 

such commonplace virtues as womanliness, 

wifeliness, and motherliness out of exis* 

tence. Thoughtful folks, who rdy upon 

the soundness of the hearts of the British 

matron and maid, must regret the existence, 

but they need not hopelessly dread ^e 

effect^ of the erotic nonsense of catchpenny 

sheets nearly so much as the publication, 

in the attractive form of the novd, of 

those insidious theories on the subject of 

marriage and maternity which seem — ^for 

the nonce at all events — ^to be fascinating 

the flower of English womanhood. We 

take it to be a standing degradation of the 

noblest traditions of our sex— and^we hold 

mere prudery to be closely akin to hypocrisy 

— that one of the most noteworthy facts ot 

the closing years of this century will be 

that the most accomplished of our sisters 

have devoted their talents to denouncing 

the obligations of the marriage Ue and 

belittling the sacredness of motherhood." ■
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This if indeed in etartling contrast to 

Macanlay*8 glowing picture of the infiueiice 

of women on fiction, and yet we cannot 

think the condemnation one whit too 

fftrong. It needs bnt a yery superficial 

knowledge of too many of the most widely 

read noyels of the day to see how just this 

judgement is, and how real the danger that 

threatens society from the flood of un- 

wholesome and pestilential noyels, poured 

forth — whether with or without "a pur- 

pose" — from the distorted minds of some 

of the most gifted women of our time; 

women who appear tc have cultiyated the 

intellect at the expense of all womanly 

feeling and instinctiye delicacy, and to have 

cast aside all reticence in the mad desire to 

make others eat as freely as themselves of 

Idle forbidden fruit of the tree of know- 

ledge. ^ ■

And it is not in the pages of *'The 

Lady" al(we, and publications of that class, 

that we find the works of too many of our 

modem lady novelists thus severely oon-^ 

demned ; fo^ in the Editorial Notes of that 

eminently practical and common-s^nse little 

magaane, "The Lady's Companion," we 

read as follows : ■

"Wishing to judge this question im- 

partially, I have recently been wading 

through, one after the other, what has 

been not ineptly termed *the silly 

sexual novel,' and which appear to deal 

entirely with the relaticms of men and 

women in their lowest sense, and in por- 

traying the woman of the future as she 

exists in the minds of these fervid pioneers. 

. . . Tes, I have gone all up and down the 

deadly dull and grossly forcible gamut I 

have journeyed tib-ough the life pilgrimage, 

or part of it, of 'The Heavenly Twins' — 

or, rather, the female twin — the men in 

this particular story being of very small 

account. In fact, with the exception of 

Br. Galbraitb, who becomes the second 

husband of the very 'knowledgeable' young 

lady known as Evadne Frayling, an eccen- 

tric lord- whose whole life is devoted to a 

woman already wedded, and an equally 

eccentric American, all the men are either 

profligates or fools. I must except the 

tenor; but this beautiful interlude is a 

thing apart from the general tone of the 

work itself. I have nauseated myself with 

' Keynotes,' and been revolted by the gross 

realism of some portions of ' A Superfluous 

Woman.' 'A lellow Aster' is my last 

achievement ; it ' has gone into its twenty- 

second thousand, I see — I wonder why. It 

is an essentially dull boQk, I thought— full ■

of curious phrases and strained sentences. 

• . • Do not think I cannot perceive the 

germ of truth that lies at the bottom of this 

very dry and dreary literary well, but I 

venture to believe that such fathero and 

mothera as Mr. and Mrs. Waring are the 

Tery, Very great exception in this world of 

ours, and their most eccentric, ungirliab, 

and unwomanly daughter an almost impos- 

sible creation." ■

Truly, judging from these criticisms of 

her "WQtk — the truth of which can scarcely 

be denied by those who helve read it with 

ordinary attention and discrimination^-the 

fin-de-si^ie female novelist can scarcely be 

congratulated on her "delicate wit' or 

"pure moral feeling." Her warmest ad- 

mirar would hardly venture to maintain 

that her delineations of "life" do "not 

contain a single^liae inconsistent with rigid 

morality, or even with virgin delicacy." 

On the contrary, she revels in "risky" 

subjects, and loves to deal with them in the 

most risky fashion. Even when — unlike 

Madame Sarah Grand — she does not appear 

to write with " a purpose," she seems too 

often to have a natural affinity for painful 

and unpleasant topics that, in our humble 

opinion, are far better left alone. What 

possible good purpose can such revolting 

stories as " A Penitent Soul," or " Vendetta; 

the Story of One Forgotten," serve 1 We 

take these instances from amongst many 

almost at random, and it seems to us that 

they are both — though with a diff^erence, of 

course — about as unwholesome reading as 

even our lady novelist often serves up to 

us. It mus^, we venturo to think, be ex- 

tremely demoralising to write of such 

mattera with such infinite variety of detail, 

and it is certainly neither good nor edifying 

to read of them. It is not for the proverbial 

young person of fifteen alone that so many 

of the novels nowadays are unfit to read; 

they are — and ^ould be considered — unfit 

to read for any high-minded woman, of 

whatever age, who respects heroelf, and has 

not yet learnt to despise her fellow-creatures. ■

Thus — so far as these fin-de-si^lenovelists 

are concerned — women in the fifty years since 

Macaulay wrote have assuredly not main- 

tained the high reputation which Madame 

D'Arblay won for her sex ; and this despite 

many noble gifts of imagination and of 

eloquence. Their crown has fallen, their 

glory is dimmed, for they have wilfully 

ca»t away a noble opportunity ; they have 

not done their part to maintain the high 

moral standard for which the earlier women 

novelists were so ** honourably distin- ■
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gnished," but have rather abused their 

natural gifts till the " circulating library " 

is in danger of becoming once more "an 

evergreen tree of diabolical knowledge.'* ■

Fortunately for us, howfever, the Uterary 

reputation of our countrywomen does not 

depend alone upon the productions of such 

writers as these. During the fifty years 

that .have elapsed since Maxsaulay wrote^ 

many great and honoured feminine novelists 

have passed from us, whose names are 

now ** familiar in our mouths as household 

words." George Eliot, Charlotte Bronte, 

Mrs. Gaekell, Mrs. Cra^, and many others 

who nobly maintained the lofty traditions 

of past excellence^ rest from their labours ; 

but we have yet good and highly-gifted 

women amongst us who have been true to 

the best instincts of their womanhood, and 

of whom —as of their work — ^wo may judtiy 

be proud. ■

While such writers as Mrs. Oliphant, 

Edna Lyall, the Honourable Emily Lawless, 

L. B. Walford, Dorothea Gerard, and a 

host of others whom we have not space to 

mention, continue to supply our circulating 

libraries with novels "honourably dis- 

tinguished by fine observation, by grace, 

by delicate wit, by pure moral feeling," we 

need not despair of the future of our fiction 

— our feminine fiction — even though too 

many of the most accomplished women of 

the day seem bent on employing all their 

powers to bring it into disrepute. It is, in 

all probability, merely a temporary craze on 

their part ; a wild and feverish dream from 

which, anon, they " shall wake and be wise.** ■

In the meantime, let us say with our last ■

great Laureate : ■

My faith is large in time, 

And that which shapes it to some perfect ^d. ■

ACHIEVEMENTS OF MODERN 

ENGINEERING. ■

Thb restless spirit of human progress, 

which is ever at war with the powers of 

Nature, is never satisfied ; the conquests of 

one generation are totally eclipsed by those 

of the next, and the watchword of engineer- 

ing science, which bears the brunt of the 

battle, is ever " Onward." No obstacle is 

too great to be surmounted. The greatest 

tasks need but an increase, in the proper 

ratio, of the time, men, and money required 

for the completion of the smallest, with the 

necessary modification of methods. ■

The engineer is the most versatile of 

modem professional men, as he must be the ■

most thoroughly equipped, but so numerous 

and extensive are the fields in which 

engineering is occupied that the profession 

i» now broken up into a host of separate 

departments, each requiring a special train- 

ing. The whole field is too vast to be 

within the power of any individual to grasp. 

Without specifying them in too great detail, 

there are branches of engineering which 

deal with machine construction and metal- 

working; with the construction of roads, 

railways, canals, harbours, and docks ; the 

building of bridges of wood, stone^ or metal ; 

embankments and dams of masonry or 

earthwork ; military fortifications and 

trenches; the carrying out of systems of 

water supply, including storage, transit, 

filtering, and final house-to-house distri- 

bution ; drainage, irrigation, and sewerage ; 

and the construction and working of 

electrical instruments and machinery. For 

all those branches of engineering practice 

there is requisite in each case the cor- 

iresponding equipment of theoretical and 

practical knowledge — technical knowledge 

built, to be thoroughly efficient, on a sure 

foundation of mechanics and mathematics, 

without which mere rule-of-thumb would 

prevail, hampering the exercise of freedom 

in unforeseen emergencies or untried situa- 

tions. ■

Only since iron came to be freely worked 

and used can it be said that engineering 

has been able to make real progress. With 

this most precious of metals, eS;her as tools 

or as material, have the miracles of engineer- 

ing been wrought. The ancients did miovels 

with the means at their disposal. Many of 

their works remain as apparently imperish- 

able monuments of their skill and patience, 

preserved by favourable circumstances as 

examples well qualified to excite the admira- 

tion of experts no less than of the ordinary 

man. But those master-builders of an- 

tiquity for the most part wasted their 

energies in erecting huge edifices, pyramids, 

temples, palaces — mere useless excrescences, 

which ministered to the pride of tyrannical 

monarchs and domineering priestcraft — 

while their modem successors exercise their 

talents in the construction of works of 

utility which benefit the people at large. 

Not Uiat such works as those in which the 

ancients delighted are beyond the powers of 

modem builders to rival, should they dioose 

to tum their minds to the work, and were 

the means provided. The building of the 

Great Pyramid at Ghiceh occupied the un* 

remitting labour of a hundred thousand 

men for twenty years. With soffioient ■
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pecnniary isdncement, more than one con- 

tractor could be got in this country who 

would undertake to build a duplicate with 

a couple of thousand men in a third of the 

time, or less. ■

It would be impossible, within moderate 

compass, to enumerate a tenth part of the 

great engineering works of modem times, 

and mention can here be made of only a 

few of the most prominent. Nearly every 

civilised country can show some remarkable 

works in one or more of the great depart- 

ments of engineering, which present special 

features of interest^ either in their extent, 

in their novelty, or in the natural diffieultiee 

overcome during their construction. ■

In no branch has engineering done more 

than in improving the means of internal com- 

munication. While in former days travelling 

was difficult, and comparatively few braved 

the discomforts and even the dangers of a 

journey of a hundred miles or more, nowa- 

days only the few stay at home untempted 

by the abundant facilities provided for cheap 

and easy transit. It cannot be denied that 

the influence of railways, which provide the 

chief means of internal communication, has 

been of simply incalculable benefit in stimu- 

lating industry and in creating new branches 

of trade. The most remarkable feature of 

this poirerful factor in material progress is 

its rapid growth. Looked on at first with 

much prejudice, and opposed with all the 

might of vested interests, the railway system 

made little progress &om the construction 

of the first railway — the Stockton and 

Darlington— m 1825, untU after 1840, 

when the Railway Mania caused an over- 

hasty and ill-considered expansion. Since 

that unfortunate time progress has been 

steady and sure, though in the United 

States it has been very rapid — ^perhaps too 

rapid, rather hastening ahead of the 

developement of the country than more 

prudently keeping abreast of it ■

According to a statistical table presented 

at the Railway Congress recently held in St 

Petersburg, the total length of railway lines 

open in the different quarters of the world 

at the beginning of this year was three 

hundred and eighty -five thousand eight 

hundred and three miles. Of this vast total, 

^Mch is sufficient to lay a girdle of railway 

track round the earth at the equator sixteen 

times, the United States possess one hun- 

dred and sixty-seven thousand seven hun- 

dred and fifty-five miles, or considerably 

more than the lines of all the other conti- 

nents together. For working the world's 

railways there are in use one hundred and ■

seventeen thousand two hundred locomo- 

tives, while the total capital embarked in 

railway enterprise is estimated at six thou- 

sand seven hundred and fifty million 

pounds. Of this tremendous sum, the pro- 

portion which is unremunerative, or has 

been created by juggling financial operations, 

must be very large; but still the amount 

which represents real working capital fur- 

nishing some return at least to investors, 

is probably ranch, larger than the capital 

employed in any other branch of industry 

whatever. ■

The most remarkable triumphs of railway 

engineering have been carried out in moun- 

ta^ous districts such as the Rocky Moun- 

tains, where, as in the case of the Canadian 

Pacific Railway, the mere preliminary sux^ 

veying for the purpose of selecting the 

route was a work of great difficulty and 

even of no small danger. The spanning of 

that gigantic and apparently inaccessible 

natural barrier by the necessarily substantial 

pathway of a railroad track, a work which 

involved an immense amount of rock-cutting 

-p-in some places along the very face of 

tremendous perpendicular cliffs, half-way 

up, the path had to be blasted out — and the 

crossing by airy, fragile - looking trestle 

bridges of vast gorges, and so on, was 

carried out so energetically that the line 

was complete four or five years before the 

contract time had expired. ■

The trans - Andine Railway, which is 

rapidly approaching completion, is the first 

railway attempted to be built across South 

America. The actual crossing of the Andes 

by the selected route involves the ascent 

and descent of ten thousand feet on less 

than one hundred and fifty miles of railway 

line, necessitating gradients so steep that a 

considerable portion will be fitted up with 

rack - rails on which locomotives with 

toothed wheels will run, and this even 

although two thousand feet are saved at the 

extreme height by a tunnel three miles long. ■

The highest railway in Europe is the 

Brienzer Rothhom Alpine Railway, which 

was opened in 1891, after having been 

under construction for very little more than 

a year, although in its course there are 

no fewer than ten tunnels, besides a few 

bridges and dams. This line carries the 

passenger to a height above sea-level of 

nearly eight thousand feet. in an hour and a 

half by a line worked on the rack and 

pinion system, the steepest gradient of 

which is one in four. ■

There are computed to be about a thou- 

sand railway tunnels on the lines of all the ■
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world. Many of these are wonderful engi- 

neering works considered by themselves. 

Most notable are the three which are bored 

through the Alps — the Arlberg, Mont Cenis, 

and St. Gothard tunnels — and there i& 

even a project on foot for driving another 

through the Simplon, which, as planned, 

ii^ill be about twelve miles in length, or 

three miles longer than the existing St. 

Gothard Tunnel. Near Galeria, in Peru, 

the highest inhabited village in the world, 

which is at an altitude of only a hundred 

feet below that of the summit of Mont 

Blanc^ there is being constructed a tunnel 

over a thousand yards long, considerably 

above the line of perpetual snow. The 

difficulties of tunnel-boring are in this case 

much enhanced by the great elevation, the 

rarity of the atmosphere making.it almost 

impossible for tl^ workmen to carry on 

their labours. ■

Railways are a thing of to-day, viewed in 

comparison with the venerable antiquity of 

canals as a Qieans of internal communication.* 

The Egyptians used them extensively, and 

iwo still exist in Lincolnshire that were 

built by the Bomans. China has many 

very old canals ; one of which, the Imperial 

Canal, is over a thousand miles long. The 

greatest undertaking of the kind in Europe, 

the Canal of Languedoc, or the Canal du 

Midi, was completed in 1681. In the 

flush of railway construction canals were 

comparatively neglected, but of late a 

marked revival of interest in them has 

taken place, mainly owing to the pro* 

hibitive railway charges on some classes of 

goods. Where there is no special call for 

quick transit, canak offer a much cheaper 

mode of conveyance. Competition is, 

however, very keen between the rival 

ways, and some time must elapse before it 

can be ascertained whether such a great 

and costly undertaking as the recently 

completed Manchester Ship Canal will, in 

the end, pay as a commercial speculation. ■

France has three thousand miles of canals 

and two thousand miles of canalised rivers, 

and it is in contemplation to render all the 

principal waterways in that country avail- 

able for vessels of three hundred tons with 

a draught of six feet; and also to make 

the Seine available for large ships as far as 

Paris. French engineering hais, indeed, 

notably distinguished itself in canal work^ 

the Suez Canal, notwithstanding^ its great 

cost, having proved one of the most suc- 

cessful works of recent times, even from a 

financial point of view. Still, against this 

success of French enterprise there has to ■

bcTset the disastrous Panama Canal. In 

the so far abortive attempts to carry this 

great undertaking through, enormous sums 

of money have been absolutely thrown 

away without much visible return in the 

way of progress. Quite recently^ howeVer, 

the matted has again been taken up, and it 

may be hoped that such dogged perseverance 

wiU in the end succeed, which it will 

assuredly stand a better chance of doing if 

there is less financial juggling and more- 

digging. ■

The canal which is in progress of 

construction to unite the North Sea with 

the Baltic, $xid thus to afford a route 

whereby the dangers attending the naviga- 

tion of the Kattegat and Skager Back may 

be avoided, is said to excel, from an 

engineering standpoiht^ the Suez, Corinth, 

and Manoheeter Canals, and to be entitled, 

from its commercial and strategic im- 

portance, to be styled ihe ** Suez Canal " of 

Europe. Beaching from Holtenau on the 

Kieler FiOrd, across Holstein to Brunsbuttel 

on the Elbe, this sixty-mile canal will save 

two hundred and fifty miles on a journey 

to the Thames, and two hundred miles on a 

journey to Hull ■

Such enormous and costly structures as 

the Forth Bridge and the recently com- 

pleted Tower Bridge across t^e Thames, 

are remarkable examples both of the 

triumphs of modern engineering und of 

the great amount of traffic for which 

channels have to be provided ; the Forth 

Bridge having been erected mainly to save 

a few miles of a railway journey, and the 

Tower Bridge mainly to relieve the con- 

gested state of the traffic across Londod^ 

Bridge. The Forth Bridge is unquestion- 

ably the greatest work of the kind in the 

world. Without repeating figures which 

are so well known as to be ccmmonplaoe, 

it may be stated, by way of illustrating its 

magnitude, that the great piers are nearly 

as high as St. Paul's Cathedral, while the 

bridge proper, without the approaches, is 

equivalent to two Eiffel Towers set end to 

end. There Bre many great bridges, but 

they all sink into insignificance beside this 

monster, which is daring both in inception 

and in execution. ■

The erection of the Eiffel Tower^ looked 

upon merely as a bold experiment in 

engineering construction, has demonstrated 

the enormous capabilities of iron and steel 

as building material. UsefiU it certainly is 

not, though some use has been made of it 

for physical experiments and meteorological 

observations; it has been denounced by ■

■
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artistic critics as an architectural monstrosity, 

while its mere hugeness dwarfs the most 

splendid buildings in its yicinity ; yet 

because it is fpi engineering triumph of 

French genius, English engineers had to 

take in hand the task of outdoing it. 

Hence the Wembley Park Tower, which is 

V-eing slowly raised in the neighbourhood of 

London, is planned to outstrip it in height 

by a couple of hundred feet. It remains 

to be seen, when it is finished, if ever it 

will be, whether this huge pillar will 

attract the giddy crowd in suffident 

numbers to make the speculation pay, or 

whether it will justify its nickname of 

".Watkin's folly.'' ■

What din be done in an emergency by 

modem mechanical appliances is wonder 

fully exempliiied by the occasional success 

f ul remoTal of buildings of considerable size 

bpdily from their old positions to new ones 

at some distance. This rather remarkable 

operation is sometimes regarded as a purely 

American idea. It is certainly much more 

generally practised in the United States 

than on this side, the operation being 

favoured by the method of construction of 

the houses or warehouse moved, but the 

notion is really an importation from the 

old country. Even in the sixteenth 

century a building in Throgmorton Street, 

in the City of London, was made to change 

its base, and in 1841 a stone lighthouse 

was moved some distance at Sunderland. 

Recently a railway station in Cheshire, 

which weighed in all about four hundred 

tons, was moved six feet back into a more 

suitable position. An unusually large 

undertaking of the kind, even in the 

United States, was the moving of a huge 

iron signal tower, one hundred and twenty- 

seven feet high, and weighing three 

hundred and sixty thousand pounds, to the 

distance of fifty-four feet; a feat which 

was succe^fuUy accomplished in an hour 

and twenty minutes. The advance of 

mechanical engineering is shown by the 

following parallel statements. In 1586 

Fontana raised an obelisk in Rome with 

forty capstans, worked by nine himdred 

and sixty men and seventy-five horses. 

In 1878 Mr. Dixon raised Cleopatra's 

Needle with four patent hydraulic lifting- 

jacks, worked by four men. ■

The great works of sewage removal and 

water supply necessitated by the aggregation 

of multitudes in great cities task the powers 

of sanitary engineering science and practice 

to the utmost. In London there are some 

eighty miles of main sewers, and four ■

thousand miles of smaller drains, from 

which two hundred million gaUons of 

sewage are discharged every twenty-four 

hours. The purification of this enormous 

quantity, so that the. Thames shall no 

more receive it in its first state of impurity 

as it at present does, is engaging earnest 

attention at present Both in London and 

other large cities, wher^ the problem is the 

same, though the seals of necessary opera- 

tions is smaller, works for sewage purifica- 

tion are being actively constructed to deal 

chemically with at lea^t a large portion of 

the sewage. The problems of water supply 

are of even more importance, and no 

amount of money appears to be thought 

too much to pay in order to provide the 

dwellecs in cities with nxi ample supply 

of the indiBpensable fluid. Prominent among 

the great schemes of this kind are the Liver- 

pool — Vymwy — Waterworks, which, when 

completed, will bring water sufficient for the 

needs of a possible total of two million three 

hundred thousand people, from a distance of 

seventy-seven miles — the aqueduct being 

the longest in the world. Manchester also 

has, just about completion, a similar under- 

taking, intended to convey the waters of 

Lake Thirlmere by an aqueduct nearly a 

hundred miles in length, of which a con- 

siderable portion, however, consists merely 

of an open trench lined with cement. ■

The engineering problems offered by the 

needs of cities are curiously exemplified by 

noting the underground works to be found 

in the heart of London. Below the busy 

thoroughfare of Queen Victoria Street 

there is the District Underground Railway, 

below which runs the low - level main 

sewer. Underneath this again the new 

City and Waterloo Electric Railway will 

run, which will reach its terminus at a 

depth of about sixty-three feet below the 

streets, and communicating with another 

line — the Central London — which will lie 

at a depth of eighty feet. In fact, London 

is so honeycombed below ground by house- 

cellars, drain and water-pipes, mains for 

gas, w«ter, and electric light supply, sewers, 

and railways, that pessimistic observers 

have hazarded the unpleasant prophecy 

that some day the enormous weight of the 

superincumbent buildings will break through 

into the hollows, and the whole collection 

of fabrics totally collapse. ■

A genuine engineering curiosity is the 

colossal flume which conveys water from 

the mountains to the reservoir of San 

Diego, California. It is thirty-five miles 

long, and built almost entirely of redwood. ■
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In its course this monster crosses three 

hnndred and fifteen streams and canyons 

cm trestles, the largest of which is one 

thousand seven hundred feet in length and 

eighty-five feet high. In its course it also 

posses through eight tunnels, one of which 

is over two thousand feet in length. ■

Almost everywhere it has been found 

possible by judicious drainage works to 

increase considerably the area of land avail- 

able for agricultural purposes. One of the 

most extensive areas where such operations 

are going on are the Pinsk marshes on the 

Bussian borders of Galicia, where a fever- 

breeding, marshy region, larger in area 

than Scotland, has been imder treatment 

since 1870. By 1890 one hundred and 

eighty-five square miles had been drained 

on the banks of the Pripet, and more than 

seven millions of acres of meadow land 

reclaimed, with immense benefit to the 

health of the country. The Pinsk marshes 

have almost disappeared, prosperous farms 

now occupying the sites once covered by 

them. ■

Holland is practically preserved intact 

by the continued maintenance of the great 

dykes which keep out the sea, and the 

industrious Dutch have in contemplation 

the addition of half a million acres to their 

territory by draining the Zuyder Zee, and 

bringing into view once more the villages 

whidi have been buried beneath its waters 

for six centuries. The imdertaking will 

necessitate the building of an eighteen- 

mOe dyke from North Holland to Friesland, 

but this construction will save the ceaseless 

watching and strengthening of one hundred 

and sixty-five miles of the Zuyder Zee coast. 

The time which it is contemplated to de- 

vote to this great work will be thirty-two 

years, in order to prevent too great an area 

of reclaimed land being thrown on the 

market in any one year, and the cost is 

estimated to amount to sixteen million 

pounds. ■

Perhaps the most stupendous engineering 

feat ever undertaken is that by which it is 

intended to utilise a portion of the vast 

natural power presently running to waste 

in Niagara Falls. The total power of the 

Falls .is calculated to be sixteen million 

horse-power — more than enough to run all 

the engines of every sort on the American 

continent. The works in progress are de- 

signed to utilise a mere fraction of this 

enormous supply — something like a quarter 

of a million horse-power — to be converted 

into electricity, and distributed to works 

erected in the immediate vicinity, and ■

transmitted ultimately to considerable dis- 

tances. The work consists essentially in 

bringing a part of the water from above the 

Falls t^ugh a huge tunnel, and causing it 

to fall into a great wheel-pit, where it will 

operate large turbines, which in turn will 

drive immense fiye thousand horse-power 

dynamos above ground, the waste water 

being then carried down by another tunnel 

to issue into the river below the Falls. 

Rapid progress has been made, and there is 

every prospect that the scheme will be 

brought to a successful termination. ■

The briefest sketch of the triumphs of 

modem engineering would be incomplete 

without some reference to one or two of 

the remarkable projects which have been 

mooted for the construction of great works. 

Some of these are feasible enough, while 

others are quite impracticable, either from 

physical difficulties, or from iiie enormous 

expense they would entail. ■

There are two great railway schemes 

which are attracting the attention of 

engineers. One is a scheme for uniting 

Uie railway systems of North and South 

America, by constructing linking lines 

wherever necessary, so that it may ultimately 

be possible to take a continuous railway 

ride from the most northern railway station 

in Canada to the city of Buenos Ayres. The 

greatest difficulty is in the Isthmus and the 

country immediately south of it, where 

tropical swamps interpose their deadly and 

destructive obstacles. The progress of a 

preliminary survey for a portion of the 

proposed road was at the rate of half a mile 

a day, though four axemen in front were 

continually at work clearing the way. If 

ever completed, this Pan-American Bailway 

would be but a composite affair, while the 

other great scheme, that of Eussia's trans- 

Siberian Bailway, would be but a single 

property. This is beyond comparison the 

most extensive enterprise of the kind. 

Financially straitened as Bussia no doubt 

generally i^, she can always eomehow find 

funds for such purposes as she has set her 

mind on, and much work has already been 

done on several isections of this great line, 

the length of which will be four thousand 

seven hundred and eighty-five miles, from 

the European b(»ders of the empire right 

on to Vladivostock on the Pacific coast of 

Siberia — a length of line twice as great as 

that of the Canadian Pacific Bailway, ■

Schemes for improving the means of 

transit across the English Channel have 

bulked latgely in the public eye for many 

years. The most prominent of these, the ■
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Channel Tounel project, work on which 

was actually begun, at present lies dormant 

owing to considerations of international 

polity. The scheme is undonbtedly prac- 

ticable, but as mach can hardly be said for 

the scheme which proposes to throw a 

bridge across the Channel, or that which 

proposes to oonstnict a yast iron tube, and 

sink it to the bottom — some have even 

suggested to make such a tube to float a 

few fathoms below the surface, anchored by 

suitable means, and buoyed up by its own 

floating powers. A similar proposal for a 

tubular iron tunnel supported near the 

surface has been made for crossing the 

Sound between Elsinore and Helsingborg — 

a much smaller distance than that requued 

to cross the English ChanneL A tunnel 

. has also been proposed to unite Scotland 

and Ireland across the twenty-one mOes or 

I 80 of sea which intervenes between Port 

[ Patrick and Donaghadee. ■

A remarkable idea is that of damming 

' the Irish Sea by a great "barrage" be- 

! tween the Mull of Cantire and Antrim, 

where the depth is only some three or four 

hundred feet, in order to get unlimited 

water-power from the tides for utilisation 

by electricity. Such a dam, it is estimated, 

might be built in three or four years, ■

A chimerical proposal was made some 

years ago for aiding navigation across the 

Atlantic by placing lightships, at intervals 

of two hundred miles, from the Irish coast 

in a straight line to the Banks of New- 

foundland, properly anchored so as to rise 

to the largest waves without shifting their 

position, and connected with each other and 

the shores by electric cables. ■

DAYID GROWHURSrS OSDEAL ■

A aTORY IN SIX CHAPTER8. 

OHAPTSB I. IN 0LB8IDB. ■

Thb warm August day was fading to a 

close in still gorgeousness, while over hills 

and woods brooded the gladness of the 

country summer-time. Over the Blue 

Mountains the clouds towered, shifting 

their resemblance with the instability of mist 

The sun, setting behind the western hills, 

streamed in long, lingering rays upon the 

bosom of the Georgian Bay. The sky was 

pale Uue, faint with summer heat and 

dryness. The billowy greenness near at 

hand spread into the silver-grey of distance ; 

the level lines of landscape and the great 

vault of sky dropped together into a trans- ■

parent haze, a vast breadth of space and 

silence. ■

Looking up from the book which he had 

been reading, Reuben Raebum's eyes rested 

reflectively upon the distant mountain 

splendours. His wife, with her three 

months old baby in her arms, was rodcing 

herself gently to and fro, accompanying the 

movement of her chair with a soft, low- 

toned lullaby. Happening to glance around, 

she suddenly caught a glimpse of the ab- 

sorbed expression on her husband's face. 

The tender strain died away on her lips, 

she remained perfectly stOl r^rding him 

anxiously. In an instant, the shadow of a 

vague, jealous fear acquired fresh vitality. 

Of what was Reuben continually thinking ? 

He seemed to exist in a sphere into which 

she had no chance of following. ■

He was a reticent^ thoughtful man, who 

read and reflected tf good deal, but rarely 

shared the result of his cogitations. Six 

years of matrimony had dispelled many 

illusions, many highrflown hopes and ex- 

pectations. As mistress of Ingleside Farm, 

Mrs. Raebom was a busy woman, with 

slight leisure for morbid introspection, but 

she was naturally imaginative and impres- 

sionable, and just at this moment, an 

instinctive perception of how very small 

was the hold she had upon her husband's 

confidence^ smote her with the sharpness of 

a new sensation. It was partially to smother 

this poignant pang that, with rising colour 

and quickened breath, she started to her 

feet, calling * ■

*' Reuben, Reuben." ■

There was a sort of vehement appeal in 

her own voice which struck Mra Raebum 

with a sense of shame and compunction ; 

she sank back into her chair still confused, 

and indignant with herself for yielding to 

a panic for which no reasonable foundation 

existed. ■

^Itis being so much alone, and going 

out of doois so little. I am getting fanciful 

and nervous^" she excused htrself , regarding 

her companion wistfully. ■

Reuben perceived nothing unusual, he 

was too completely engrossed in his own 

thoughts to notice. He started at the 

sound of his own name, looking for an 

instant slightly dazed and bewildered, like 

a man awakening ^m a dream. Then he 

laid down his lK»ok, and left his seat on 

the piazza. For the last few days the 

weather had been somewhat threatening; 

and the farm hands had been working hard 

to get in the harvest A lane ran from 

the house to the road. The Ingleside fields ■

! ■
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on the opposite side of the highway stretched 

down to Pretty River, which in some places 

was scarcely more than a trout stream, while 

in others it expanded into a rivulet of 

respectahle dimensions, until it ran into the 

Georgian Bay. ■

''I forgot to tell McBean about that 

scythe. It is well I remembered it," the 

master of Ingleside exclaimed, as he passed 

down the steps. ' ■

His wife was still watching him intently. 

Mrsi Raebum was a tall, fair woman, whose 

expression conveyed a gentlesweetness rather 

than strength of character ; the corners of 

her mouth drooped wistfully, her serious 

grey eyes had a certain breadth of pathetic 

sympathy. Raebum went leisurely down 

the path ; then he paused, and looked back. 

The scene was very peaceful and attractive^ 

The house appeared more like agenUeman's 

residence than an ordinary farmhouse. It 

was of frame, painted white, two-storeyed 

and spacious, with a wide verandah running 

around three sides. It had been built by an 

Englishman who had determined to lead in 

Canada the life of an English country gentle- 

man ; but who, not finding the actual con- 

ditions of existence answer to his sanguine 

expectations, n had been glad to dispose of 

the property for less than its original price. ■

All her life long Elsie Raebum remem- 

bered her husband as he stood with his eyes 

gravely raised to hers. The picture seemed 

burnt into her brain. He was not tail, but 

strongly formed, with square shoulders and 

well-developed chest. Dark as a Spaniard, 

he had the blue-black hair and the intensely 

dark eyes one sometimes sees in the High- 

land Scotch. Elsie was well aware that 

those dark eyes could be very kindly and 

tender, though when excited or annoyed, a 

spark of red fire flamed in their depths 

which the wife had learnt to dread, though 

Reuben Raebum was a man of few words, 

who rarely expressed his sentiments with 

violence of either gesture or language. Just 

now there was neither lingering softness nor 

fiery wrath in those uplifted eyes^ they 

had assumed a veiled, inscmtable expres- 

sion which revealed absolutely nothing. 

As though impatient of his wife's intent 

inspection, he tumed away, and strolled 

down the lane. As he reached the gate, a 

neighbour, James Guthrie, drove past. If 

Raebum was intimate with any one in the 

district, it was with Guthrie. They were 

both Scotchmen, holding the same shade of 

religious and political opinions, and regard- 

ing the majority of their neighbours with 

supreme contempt. Guthrie was accom- ■

panied by his little son, who, as he espied 

Raebum, called out his name, upon which 

the father immediately reined up his horse ; 

then Raebum, catching sight of the new 

arrivals through the trees, hastened his pace, 

and joined them on the road. ■

** You are just the man I wished to see," 

Guthrie began. "About that bay mare, 

you know." ■

They talked for perhaps a quarter of an 

hour about some horses which Raebum had 

recently sold. ■

*' I will let you know t0-morrow," GTuth- 

rie shouted back over his shoulder as he 

drove away. ■

He had only proceeded a short distance, 

when something which he had particularly 

desired to say to his friend, flashed across 

his mind. He at once drove back to .the 

gate, but there was no trace of the owner of 

Ingleside to be seen. ■

"Mr. Raebum. must have retumed to 

the house. Hugh, run up there, and tell 

him I want to speak to him for a moment." ■

The . youthful . Guthrie was rotund of 

person, joculac of expression, inquisitive of 

mind. Not finding the person he sought, 

he went on to the hous^, where he found 

Mrs. Raebum Qtill sitting on the piazza. In 

answer to his enquiries, she assured him 

that her husband had not retumed to her, 

and that he would most likely be found in 

the fields. The little lad nibbled a cake 

with which he was presented, and professed 

unlimited admiration of the baby. ■

" I just wish we had one," he said. ** I 

saw a real black on^ when I was up at 

grandmamma's ; its mother . was washing 

there. I wanted grandpapa to buy it for 

me, but he thought perhaps a little colt 

would be a better present. It had black 

eyes, and real lovely crinkled hair, and it 

was so very fat-; — " ■

It was only the sound of his father's 

voice shouting to hasten him that brought 

the child's confidences. to a close; ■

When little Hugh explained that be had 

been unable to find Raebum, his father 

called out to the men who were working in 

the fields, asking if they had seen their 

master; they instantly responded in the 

negative. As Guthrie's business was not of 

great consequence, he concluded that it 

could easily wait another occasion, and 

drove away. . ■

Mrs. Raebum remained alone. The 

evening was fresh, and sweet, and tender, 

breathing of nothing but peace and blessed- 

ness. The flowers were glowing, soft dews 

falling, and in the distance the sound of ■
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chSdren's happy voices resounded in the 

golden sonaet air. The bare crest of the 

mountains stood out clear against the sky. 

Away to the north stretched untrodden 

wilds, southwards descended. lower undu- 

lating ranges, with glimpses of bright 

valleys and deep ravines between. A heavy 

and sickening presentiment unnerved the 

soul of the woman who looked out on this 

wonderland of beauty. Though her love had 

all the force and steady strength of a disin 

terested attachment, a moment of miserable 

disenchantment had fallen upon her. It 

was an unpleasant sort of spectre with 

which to be brought face to face. Then 

softer thoughts intervened. She was over- 

whelmed with a black pall of shame and 

self-disgust. ■

"What an idiot I must be 1 ** she reasoned. 

" If I had some women's husbands to deal 

with, I might have something to complain 

about. In all the countryside there b not 

a steadier or a quieter man than Reuben — 

and so respected." ■

She was glad of the interruption when 

the click of the gate announced the arrival 

of a visitor. The new-comer was a very tall 

man, whose massive form gave promise of 

great strength ; his kindly face was tanned 

by work and weather ; his soft, brown, im- 

penetrable eyes were full of a silent 

thoughtfulness. ■

"Ob, David,'' Mrs. Raebum exclaimed 

impulsively, "think how long it is since 

you have been near ub I " ■

David Crowhurst had seated himself on 

the steps ; he held in his hand some blooms 

of golden rod which he was regarding 

gravely. He was a man full of reverence 

and candour, of slow conviction and in- 

stinctive loyalty, with a certain poetic 

element in the worth which was so practical 

and real. ■

"Well, yes, Elsie^ I have thought it 

better so," he answered, his calm brown 

eyes dwelling on his cousin, his lips just 

touched with a pathetic smile. ■

"I never thought you could hold your- 

self away from us in such a heartless 

fashion. I did think you were fond of the 

children." ■

"Yes,, Elsie," simply, "I did miss the 

little ones' prattle and pretty ways." ■

The twilight, soft and sweety was about 

the two cousins; they could hear the 

tinkling music of unseen waters, the faint 

evening chirp of birds. The hills stood 

before them in the grandeur of cliff and 

chasm, of solid heights, unexplored ravines, 

and pathless woods. David was quiet and ■

tenacious rather than passionate. No one 

but himself could tell how hard was the 

task which duty was forcing him to fulfil ; 

how, in coming to his cousin's house, he was 

conquering pride, prejudice, and strong per- 

sonal resentment. ■

" Reuben and I had hard words, but it 

was for your sake and the children's that I 

stood firm against him, Elsie ; that I shall 

always do so long as a breath of life is left 

in my body." There was a flash of luminous 

purpose in his eyes. ■

Mrs. Raebum's cheeks glowed with pain- 

ful heat and colour. ■

" Reuben thinks that if the money uncle 

left me could be spent on the land, it 

would be of more advantage to us than 

having it lying at interest." ■

"But, as I told him, his views have 

nothing to do with the matter: Father 

settled that five thousand dollars on you, 

with the express condition that you would 

never let it out of your control. He had a 

long head, had father ; he bound you by a 

solemn promise, so as to secure your interest 

and the children's." ■

There was a long pause. Then he spoke 

with a slight quiver in his voice. ■

" I had to stand firm for father's sake, 

and you, and the little ones, but I bear 

your husband no grudge ; there is no reason 

why we should not be friends." ■

Mrs. Raebum was by no means sure of 

this fact, but she made no attempt to 

clothe her conviction with words. David 

continued : ■

"That is what I came to say to-night. 

Now father has gone, you are all the kith 

and kin I have. I don't want to be 

divided from you and the babies, Elsie." ■

Mrs. Raebum lifted a startled look to 

hiuL There was an unspeakable appeal to 

his forbearance in that glance ; he did not 

know how to answer its sadness and silent 

reproach. With an efi^ort to overcome his 

embarrassment, he spoke quickly. ■

" I was over at Ross's last night Who 

do you think I met there t You remember 

Hattie Blaine, who was your bridesmaid — 

Jim Blaine's sister, over the hill)" ■

" Hattie 1 I should think so — such 

friends as we were once. Then she 

married and went out West It's a long 

time since I have heard anything of her." ■

" She is at home on a visit I expect 

things have prospered with her. She 

actually looks younger than she did when 

she used to come to our pface to see you ; 

just wonderfully well, she looks." ■

Elsie's quick feminine instincts assured ■
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her that the cousin who had loved her from 

a child; who, when she married Eeuhen 

Eaehum, had been broken-hearted at her 

loss; had been drawing comparisons, and 

the contrast had not proved favourable to 

herself. At this defection of alliance, a 

sharp pang smote the fanciful woman to 

the heart She felt that she was old and 

faded, the inevitable result of fretting and 

hard work. She answered quicklyi with a 

momentary lightening up of her serious 

eyes, a dilatation of the sensitive nostriUs: ■

'* Hattie was always one to take things 

easy. In the city people don't seem to age 

as the country people do. It seems as 

though I have been an ugly old woman for ■

All the poetry in David's life was 

associated with his cousin. Her sweet 

gravity, her tender thoughtfulness, the 

delicate purity of the atmosphere with 

which his loving fancy had surrounded the 

maiden of his choice, all formed his most 

cherished ideal. ■

** Elsie," he protested, with a tender 

exultation in his loyalty, "you were the 

prettiest girl in all the countryside ; every- 

body allowed it" ■

*< That was a long, long time ago," with 

weary impatience. **I am only twenty- 

eight. Hattie Blaine was four years older." ■

" She looks like a satisfied and contented 

woman." David's eyes sought the most 

distant range of hills ; after an interval he 

spoke dreamily, as though scarcely conscious 

of uttering his thoughts aloud. '' It's rather 

a comfort to see any one like that; most 

people dpn't seem to get much chance of 

real happiness." ■

'* Happiness," repeated Mrs. Baebum, 

conscious that the word contained both a 

reflection and a stiog. ■

She longed to declare that she who had 

married her choice out of all the world; 

who was blessed with a steady and re- 

spected husband, with litUe children, with 

substantial comfort and prosperity ; was a 

perfectly contented woman; but as she 

looked at her cousin's grave and earnest 

face, the words died away on her lips. Then 

she broke out impetuously : ■

''I know Uncle Adam meant me well, 

he wanted to do the very best he could for 

me, but I have often wished that we had 

never touched a cent of his money. Of 

course^ he was the best friend I ever had — 

he that took me when I was left a little 

orphan no olfier than my own Jessie, 

and treated me like his own daughter. 

You both spoiled me, you and Uncle ■

Adam, David, letting me have my dkrn 

way in everything, setting me up like a 

little queen. The money has been an 

injury to us." ■

David, watching her with breathleaB 

interest, looked startled. ■

*'Is Reuben's heart still set on getUiig 

hold of it r' ■

Elsie shook her head in emphatic denial. ■

"Not a word about it has passed* his 

lips for more than two months. Beuben 

is not a man for talking." She paused. 

All this mist of pain and irritation appeared 

foolish even to hereelf. She had not 

meant to complain, but it seemed so easy 

to confide in the relative who for ao many 

years of her life had been the trusted 

guide, counsellor, and friend. *'If he 

^ouid only talk about it, and haVe it out^ 

it would be easier to bear." ■

David suddenly found himself plunged 

in the depths of doubt and disquietudec 

He was accustomed to be relied upon ; 

friends and neighbours constantly sought 

advice from the just, clear-headed man ; 

but here he could offer no counsel, the 

responsibility was too heavy, the issue too 

momentous. He rose, standing with bent 

head and averted eyes, breaking up the 

conference summarily. ■

" It is late, I must be goinjg. I came only 

in peace and good-wilL Good night, Elsie." ■

There was a curt brevity about his 

words which chilled the disconcerted 

listener. She tried to force her lips into 

a piteous smile. Had David, too, changed, 

like everything else ) It had been merely 

her own folly which had prompted her to 

believe that in his affection and sympathy 

he would be as inalterable as the hills. ■

OHAPTEB n. A HTSTBRT. ■

DkviD walked slowly home. He was a 

man who rarely hurried ; even now, rent by 

the ferment and turmoil of his perturbed 

spirit, he strolled leisurely along with his 

head bent and his hands clasped behind 

his back. The heavens gathered themselves 

into night stillness, the mountains were 

grand in soft gloom. The moon wheeled 

on in her long southerly circuit, and the 

stars trembled in their infinite depths. 

David's broad breast expanded in the peace- 

ful evening air. The serenity of Nature 

entered in and possessed him, laying her 

secrots lovingly before the eyes which were 

capable of seeing. ■

David had loved his cousin deeply and 

truly, rather than ardently, ever since his ■
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dead father had brought the shy, gentle 

orphan diild to ahare lua home. They had 

dwelt together in such qniet contentment 

that the yonng man never realiaed the 

strength of his attachment nntil the 

stranger who had recently purchased Ingle- 

side appeared upon the scene; when he 

awoke to some true perception of his own 

feelings, Elsie was already the Scotchman's 

affianciad bride. In his magnanimity, David 

determined that no word or deed of his 

should cloud his cousin's happiness; he 

resolved to make it his duty to accept the 

man of her choice as his friend. Events 

had not shaped themselves according to his 

fancy. Old Adam Crowhurst, a man of 

strong affections, narrow mind, and violent 

prejudices, had imbibed an intense dislike 

of his niece's husband. He had always 

intended his son to marry Elsie, and de- 

termined that his handsome property 

should descend intact to the two whom he 

loved best in the world. He was sorely 

mortified and wounded to the core that 

this stranger should have power to thwart 

his cherished purpose. Everything that 

Raebum said or did irritated the stubborn^ 

choleric old man. Insensibly, almost 

against his will, David was influenced by 

h^ father^s ideas. Reuben was reserved, 

but he instinctively resented the sharp 

criticism of all his words and actions, the 

c(dd disapprobation which he coiitinually 

encountered from his wife's relations. A 

strife arose which was the more deadly 

because it was always veiled and covert. 

Old Adam was deeply imbued with a 

conviction that this intruder had married 

his niece from mercenary motives, and 

convinced himself that the girl whom he 

had cherished as the apple of his eye was 

a n^lected and unappreciated wife. Elsie 

was tenderly attached to her kindred ; she 

was also a loyal and devoted wife. She 

scarcely understood how the misunder- 

standing had arisen, but the sense of it tore 

her heart asunder; she made her life 

wretched by vain, innocent attei^ts to 

bring into harmony the men who seemed 

to have placed themselves in natural 

antagonism. She was not a clever or clear- 

sighted woman, but she had sufficient 

discernment to perceive that her well- 

intentioned efforts resulted in an increase 

of hostility rather than the promotion of 

kindly feeling. ■

When Adam Crowhurst died, the 

smouldering ill feeling reached a climax. 

Reuben felt himself outraged by the old 

man's will; he was seized by a bitter ■

irritation and jealousy; his smothered 

resentment added a new bitterness to Mrs. 

Raebum's life. That his own wife and 

family should be protected from the one to 

irtiom their interests should be most dear 

seemed an intolerable indignity. It seemed 

as though out of his grave his enemy had 

directed a fiery arrow, having keenest 

power to wound. To insist that the control 

of this legacy should be placed in his own 

hands appeared to the Scotchman only a vin- 

dication of his own integrity ; he could not 

understand his wife's hesitation, or that she 

could fail to view the affair exactly as he did. 

Hb amazement almost equalled lus indigna- 

tion when Elsie pleaded that she had no 

resource but to obey the provisions of her 

uncle's wilL David Crowhurst was his 

f athei^s executor, he was also the determined 

and strenuous advocate of his cousin's rights. 

The feeling on both sides was very bitter. 

On Raebum's side it had never found 

vent in loud or angiy denunciations, 

though, on more than one occasion, David 

was tempted to publicly express his 

contempt of his kinswoman's husband. ■

As David walked home he was very 

sorrowful of spirit He mistook a temporary 

paroxysm of impatience and depression, 

natural in a woman whose nerves were 

jaded by ceaseless care and toil, for evidence 

of genuine unhappines& That Elsie should 

have burdens and disappointments; that 

she should be a woman without any support 

in her difficulties and distresses — the idea 

itself was profane— a kind of desecration. 

He would have shielded her from prosaic 

necessities and everyday wants, but in his 

common sense, as well as in his stainless 

integrity of spirit, Crowhurst perceived that 

any interference on his part could only 

result in evil. He could not sleep that 

night for thinking of his cousin ; the moist 

eye, the quivering lip, haunted him. He 

lay tossing to and fro in the summer dark- 

ness, rent by many conflicUng emotions^ 

The window was open, and, as he lay, he 

could see the pale sky beyond, with one 

great luminous star shining in its pure 

depths ; the night was replete with brood- 

ing nocturnal fancies whidi stung him into 

painful unrest ■

It was in the soft blue of the summer 

dawn that David Crowhurst opened his 

door. Though hearts may mourn, the 

everyday routine must go on, and of all those 

employed on the large farm, the master was 

ever the first to rise and go forth. The 

new day was opening upon a glorified 

world; a land of light and dews, of silence ■
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and quiet sweetness. The atmosphere was 

balsamic with the odour of the piaes which 

clothed the hillside ; a twitter of birds 

rippled keenly and blithely through the 

air ; the trabquil morning light and fresh 

buoyant breeze catne like a greeting. ■

As Crowhurst stood locking out, he per- 

ceived a woman rapidly ascending the hill- 

side. Visitors were rare in this lonely 

spot. Who could be astir so early? He 

regarded the swiftly-moving form with 

natural cunosify. Something familiar in 

form and gait caused the heart to leap in 

David's breast. His nerves shivered with a 

prescient thrill as he walked down to the 

gate. ; Could it possibly be 1 Yes, it cer- 

tainly was Elsie Raebum who, with her baby 

in her arms, was rapidly advancing towards 

hjm* Her hair was in disorder, her 

featured pale and pinched with the effects 

of a long night's vigil, her eyes dilated with 

anxious fear. A wild thought flashed 

across the farmer's brain. Had her husband 

ill-treated her ? Had she been driven to take 

refuge with the kinsman who was her natural 

protector 1 David's homely, oldrfashioned 

reverence for his cousin made any idea of 

open scandal' insupportable. Even in this 

moment of passionate wrath, at variance 

with the calm and even tenor of his 

temperament, he tried to remember that 

he must endeavour to regard this grave 

necessity from every point of view, not to 

allow affection to biind his sense of justice, 

and not to permit prejudice to render him 

intolerant of the husband's rights. He tried 

sternly to subdue himself, but was quite 

unable to bring down this sudden excitement 

to his usual cidm. It was David's instinct to 

be true to the very highest standard. An 

existence of faith, of deep religious conviction 

bore kuit in an absolute absence of egotism. 

Mrs. Eaebum's first words effectually dis- 

pelled his delusion. ■

« Where is Beuben! David, what has 

become q{ Beuben ) " she panted, as though 

she had scarcely breath to make herself 

audible. Her voice vibrated shrilly on the 

still air ; there was no mistaking her genuine 

anxiety and distress. ■

" Beuben t " echoed David blankly. " T 

know nothing of him. Has anything 

happened t Js there anything wrong ) " ■

Elsie sank down on a large stone beside 

the gate, white and trembling, scarcely able 

to contain herself. She began to imagine 

what a sight would meet her eyes if her 

husband were carried home lifeless, or at 

best injured. A vague darkness enshrouded 

her, she hid her face in her hands. It was ■

only for an instant, yet she roused herself 

feeling as if hours had been lost by the 

momentary weakness ; as if all the world 

were standing still, all sucoonr and help 

waiting, while she sat trying to realise what 

she feared. ■

'' I thought perhaps he might have come 

here. I could not rest, I had to look for 

him." ■

"Tell me about it, Elsie," David said 

patiently. *' To help you I must understand 

all about it" ■

" Beuben never came, home last night" ■

" All night away 1 " Visions of carefully 

concealed iniquity in the man he so 

disliked floated before David's bewildered 

eyes. "Elsie, answer me truly; is any- 

thing wrong t Has this often happened 

before?" ■

" Often ! " The wife, lifting to his eyes 

that were large, and worn, and over-bright, 

flamed into sudden indignation. "Wliat 

do you mean, David ) It never happened 

before ; should I be so frightened if it had t 

Beuben — the steadiest man ! He never 

went away for a few hours without letting 

me know where he was going. For days 

past I have had a terrible presentiment 

that some evil was about to befall us. 

Some accident has happened to him. 

David, you must help me." ■

" You know I am always ready," taking 

both her hands in his grasp with a tender- 

nes9 beyond words, and looking carefully 

away from her. "Elsie, was there any 

quarrel between you ) " ■

She shook her head in emphatic deniaL ■

"We never quarrelled. Beuben was 

never one to say much. What' should 

keep him from his home if not some 

accident t " ■

"I thought last night you ^>peared 

unhappy — dissatisfied." ■

"II" in indignant repudiation of the 

idea. Was it possible that only last night 

she had allowed herself to be distcy^bed by 

baseless fancies about her own looks and 

Beuben's moods? While confronted by 

tragic possibilities, how could such triviid 

follies dwell in David's mind? Igno^ 

ing bis question as utterly futile, she 

clasped his arm tightly, with an impulsive 

outcry : ■

" It was for help I came to you. A man 

can do what a woman can't" ■

" Come into the house while I harness 

Black Bess. I will drive you over, and 

we'll see what we can do." ■

"No, no, I could not breathe. I will 

wait here." ■
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He did Dot attempt to argue or remon* 

strata. I>aTi]]^ herjihe returned presently 

with miXkf bread, and cheese. ■

** You need refreshment after that long 

walk." She turned from the food with 

a sort of sick loathing. ^'For the little 

one's sake you must keep up your 

strength." ■

There was so much firmness in his gentle 

touch that she foxmd herself unable to 

resist his will ■

"It's a day you can ill be spared," 

grumbled David's head man, old Ben Lamb, 

as the farmer gave directions for the work 

to be carried on in bis absence. *'To take 

harvest-time for gadding about the country 1 

What would old master sayt My, my, 

what is things coming to ! " ■

"It can't be helped," David decided 

briefly. " I may not be long away, and you 

must do your best." ■

The road wound through the low valley 

lands, then it ascended a rugged hillside. 

Sometimes they drove through perfumed 

woods ; sometimes beside the river, whose 

splashing waves throbbed upon the pebbles. 

In this sweet prime of the early morning the 

flowers were in dewy bloom, the trees in 

their variation of colour basked in the sun ; 

even the road was aglow with drops of 

shining moisture. Nothing moved but the 

water, and the trembling birch-leaves, and 

the saucy little sandpipers that scampered 

along the mimic beach. It waa a sort of 

consolation to Elsie to feel the wind of the 

rapid movement in her face as they drove, 

but her voice was stifled in her throat, and 

her heart in her breast. When it became 

necessary to slacken the horse's pace in 

ascending the hill, the slow progress ren- 

dered her desj)erate. As they neared Ingle- 

side, David roused himself. ■

"You will likely find him at home, 

Elsie, laughing at your fright." There was 

an almost feminine softness about his tone 

which insensibly soothed the frightened 

woman's nerves. ■

He fancied that the obnoxious husband 

might regard this aflair in the light of an 

escapade, and resent it. In his fairness, 

David even allowed that some grounds for 

such an accusation might exist. He was 

not sure that in similar circumstaneee he 

would like his wife to fly, wild with fright, 

seeking him about the country. He could 

not understand the panic which drove 

Elsie, even against her own reason and 

convictions, to seek his aid, but he was 

ready cheerfully to undergo any personal 

inconvenience to save her from anxiety. ■

"Here, on his own place, I do not see 

how any accident could possibly happen to 

Reuben. The river at this season is far too 

low to drown any one. Where did he 

spend his evenings V* ■

''At home, usually. Now, at harvest- 

time, when everybody is tiied out with 

hard work, he would never stsrt out visiting. 

He has never been intimate with anybody 

but Mr. Guthrie. He would sometimes go, 

over tiiere for a smoke and a chat. When 

one o'clock came I could not bear it any 

longer. I wakened Lizzie and made her 

go over to Guthrie's with me." . Her heart 

swelled as she thought of .the nighi passed 

in frightful waiting for the daylight, in 

agonised and incoherent prayers, "But 

they were all asleep; we found it hard to 

awaken them. Mr. Guthrie seemed ta 

think that it was a joke, but he had 

seen nothing oi Eeuben sihoe he had been 

speaking to him in the evening. Why, 

there is Mr. Guthrie, now." ■

Guthrie looked surprised at seeing Crow- 

hurst with Mrs. Baebum. ■

"Have you secured the runaway t" he 

called out cheerfully. At the look of white 

dismay which Elsie turned upon him, the 

words died away on his lips. ■

It was David who explained that his 

cousin had sought him in her trouble, and 

the two men consulted together as to what 

course had beet be pursued. ■

"Depend upon it, he will turn up all 

right," argued the neighbour confidently. 

" What could possibly happen to him here 

at his own door) I could understand if he 

were eccentric or flighty, but a sober, steady 

fellow like Baeburn ! " ■

It would seem as though from the mo- 

ment when Eeuben Raebum stood talking 

with James Guthrie on the road, he might 

have sunk down into the depths of the 

earth. There the evidence paused, and 

there was no further link of connection to 

be found. There was no more trace of his 

presence than if he had ceased to exist. 

The dusky summer twilight was just 

settling down on the world when he dis- 

appeared, but the road leading from hia 

house to the village of Streatfield was a 

much-frequented one, and he could have 

scarcely passed along it without being 

recognised. The men who were working 

in the fields remembered noticing him as 

he talked with Guthrie. Though they had 

been about the bams afterwards, passing to 

and fro^ they had seen nothijig of the 

master. An alarm was instantly given to 

the neighbourhood; searching parties^ were ■
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organised, the country far and near was 

subjected to the most rigorous examination. 

Kg valid reason could bo assigned for this 

sudden disappearance. The missing man 

had been extremely methodical in his 

habits; his financial affairs were found in 

perfect order. As far as was known, he 

had been a man of exemplary character, and 

had only a short time previously been 

elected an elder of the Presbyterian Church 

at Streatfield. He had been a just if not 

an indulgent master, and had always been 

respected, if not warmly liked, by &ose in 

his employ. A quiet, reserved man, who 

never meddled in other people's affairs, and 

seldom extended any confidence concerning 

his own, he was not supposed to have a 

single enemy. Regarding worldly matters, 

he seemed to be perfectly independent. He 

owned his farm, had money in the bank, 

and owed no one a cent. James Guthrie 

owed him a considerable sum of money, 

but Guthrie was both honest and substan- 

tial; there was no reason to doubt that 

he was able and willing to settle his debt. 

There were some who hinted darkly at 

suicide; but what could induce a man in 

perfect health, whose circumstances were 

prosperous, and whose domestic relations 

were of the most harmonious description, 

to cut short an existence wiiich promised so 

favourably 1 ■

There was something ghastly and horrible ■

in the idea that a man should thus abruptly 

disappear — snatched ^ay from the midst 

df his family ties, from the shelter and 

seciTrity of his own roof. Only yesterday 

Reuben Raebum*s friends and neighbours 

had felt that he was one of themselvesi 

absorbed in the same daily concerns, dieer- 

fully engrossed in seed-time and harvest, 

with a vital interest in all his surround- 

ings. Amidst this simple routine of occur 

pation and regular hours, a thunderbolt 

had descended out of a cloudless sky, 

and Reuben ha^ swiftly passed beyond 

their reftch into 'the regions of illimitable 

mystery. It appeared impossible to the 

wife that such poor, passive properties as 

time, or space, or distance should be able 

to baffle love; longing and helpless in 

her ignorance, ready to spend her str^gth 

in efforts to recover the lost, that yet un- 

certainty should be sufficient to vanquish 

affection at its intensest strain. She went 

searching through her thoughts and recol- 

lections for comfort, and found but little. 

The darkness seemed to press in and baffle 

her on every side. While her heart was 

breaking to find a trace of her husband 

within those mysterious boundaries where 

he had passed, there was nothing to satisfy 

the avidity and yearning of love. So it 

came to pass that the place which had 

known Reuben Raeburn would henceforth 

know him no more. ■
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Thb weather had grown very hot The 

soft hreezea and lefreeliing Tains, which had 

kept June cool and pleasant, had given 

place, with the advent of July, to a dead 

calm and a cloudless sky, under which 

London suffocated and haked. ■

Lady Karslake had come down to her 

solitary luncheon with a rather indolent and 

dissatisfied expression of countenance. She 

did not like the hot weather. Her own 

house was as cool a spot as was to he met 

with, but even there the atmosphere was 

somewhat oppressive; and the sultry 

glare of the streets was unendurable to her. 

She had carried on her philanthropic 

pursuits, under these circumstances, with 

capricious interest for about a week; hut 

to-day she had rung the bell about half an 

hour before lunch-time, and had counter^ 

manded the carriage for that afternoon. ■

She seemed to have no very definite 

notion, however, as to the employment of 

the time thus tiirown on her hands. She 

dawdled idly over her lunch ; and she was 

still sitting at the table playing absently 

with her napkin ring, though her meal itself 

was long since over, when a note was 

brought in to her. ■

It was from North Branaton, and she 

opened it lazily. It contained, as she had 

expected, the address of the family of one 

of her hospital prot^g^ whom she had 

intended to visit that afternoon. But it 

contained something else for which she 

had not looked. The young clerk, Beginald ■

Austin, had fluctuated in health during the 

past month as only consumptive patients, 

perhaps, can fluctuate; growing a little 

weaker with each return of the sadder 

symptoms, but having intervals of such com- 

parative ease that bis professional attendants 

alone realised how near was drawing the 

inevitable end. He and his young wife had 

retained their peculiar position as the first- 

comers in Lady Karslake's interest, and she 

had cultivated them assiduously, doing all, 

and more than all, that their pride would 

allow, in the way of practical help; and 

seeing them both constantly. A brief but 

not ungentle sentence at the end of North's 

note told her now that the end had come 

suddenly, and the young husband was dead. ■

Lady Karslake sat very still for a 

moment, gazing down at the letter in her 

hand. Her eyes were a little wide and 

startled; but side by side with the touch 

of awe thus produced, and with the pity 

that sprang up with it, there was a vague, 

all-pervading suggestion of an interest that 

was almost curiosity. She rose abruptly 

at last and walked simlessly to the window. 

She stood there for some moments gazing 

out unseeingly into the glare. Then she 

turned mechsnicaUy away, and going up- 

stairs to the drawing-room, sat down in her 

favourite chair and took up a book. 

^ Apparently, however, her attention was 

not to be fixed. Nearly half an hoar 

passed, and then, as in a sudden flash, the 

uncertain desire in her face merged itself 

into decision. She rose impulsively ; sent 

downstairs a peremptory order for the 

speedy appearance of her carriage ; and in 

loss than a quarter of an hour was being 

driven rapidly northwards. ■

It was three o'clock when she set out. 

More than three hours had passed when 

she returned. She entered the house with ■

VOU XIL^TBIBD SIBIIB. ■ 8U ■
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swift, nervous movements that seemed to 

imply an unwonted state of tension of 

some sort. The servant who opened the 

door noticed that her misttess was very 

pale, ■

"Dr. Branston is in the drawing-room, 

my lady," said tlie woman. " He said he 

would wait a little when he heard you 

were out." ■

Lady Karslake had stopped abruptly as 

the woman began to speak. She stood 

still for a moment, and then she went on 

slowly into the drawing-room. ■

North Branston was established at that 

end of the long room farthest from the 

door, and he rose, as she entered, and came 

towards her. , ' ■

" I waited," he said, " because I wanted 

to see you particularly. Lady Karslake. I 

have heard of some people- — -" He had 

drawn near enough to her to see her face, 

and he broke off abruptly. ** I have heard 

of some people," he began once more, " to ■

whom you might ** He stopped again, ■

looking at her intently. "Where have 

you beeni " he said gently. ■

Lady Karslake had made no attempt to 

greet him. She had come to a standstill 

as he met her, and was returning his gaze. 

There was a wretched little parody of a 

laugh in her eyes, but her delibate lips 

were twitching slightly. ■

" Fm glad you're here,** she said ; her 

voice was a trifie strained and reckless. 

" It annoyed me at first, but after all it*s 

only fair that you should know. You are 

a true prophet— of evil. The experiment, 

as you called it, has failed. It's over.** ■

She turned away from him with the 

unreasoningly angry Abruptness of acutely 

painful feeling, and walked inconsequently 

to the tea-table. ■

" Why ha vent you had some jiea ? ** she 

demanded. ^ Dbii't you want any 1 " ■

North did not follow her except with 

his sombre eyes. His face was unusually 

troubled. ' ■

"Where have you been!" he said again. ■

He spoke with direct and masterftd 

insistence, and Lady Karslake yielded to 

him — if yielding it was — with a sudden 

impetuosity which gave her words the 

character of spontaneous statement. ■

" Pve been to Camden Town," she said. 

" Fve been to >ee Mrs. Austin. And she 

didn't know. I had to tell her." ■

A harsh exclamation broke from North 

and his eyes flashed wrathfully. ■

"She didn't know!" he said. "Why, 

she should have heard this *' ■

Lady Karslake interrupted him with a 

fierce Httle gesture. Her face was working 

pitifully. ■

** What does it matter how it happ^ed t " 

she said. "It was carelessness of some 

kind, I suppose. He was only one of a 

number at the hospital, it was of no great 

importance to an^ one there whether he 

lived or died. It is only to that poor 

wretched girl " ■

A kind of spasm of realisation passed 

across her face, and her eyes gazed out, 

from under their contracted brows, with a 

horror in them which seemed to reflect a 

momentary, inward vision of the awful 

contrast existing between the outward 

appearance, and inward significance, of the 

same event. The look passed, merged 

in passionate personal feeling, and she 

turned vehemently upon North Branston. ■

"Why have you never told me what a 

wretch I was being ?" she demanded. " You 

must have knowix! You ought to have 

known. And you ought to have told me. 

What business has any one to play with 

stories like the Austins* — to make an 

occupation out of their mis<iry — to find 

an interest in itt They are real, these 

sordid little tragedies. There*s lifeblood in 

them. And only what is real and earnest 

has any right to touch them." ■

North Branston had not seated himself. 

He was standing with one arm resting on 

the l^dge of a tall cabinet, his face full of 

a gloomy feeling, in which all the narrower 

and harder lines of his face seemed to be 

submerged. ■

" Yes,'* he said, and his tone gave to the 

word the character of an admission wrung 

from him before now and against his will. 

" They are real." ■

"And how h^ve I treated them t" she 

flashed out. " As playthings I You were 

quite right, of course. Life ha6 grown flat 

to me, and I wanted something to give it a 

flavour. I was sorry for the people, of 

course, but I was much more curioutf about 

them. That is how I went to Mrs. Austin 

this afternoon. I was a little shocked and 

sorry, and I wanted to feel more — ^you 

know the kind of thing. And I was 

interested to see how she would take it.*' ■

" It went hard with her t " ■

" It was real to her,** she cried. " Real I 

Eeal ! Beal ! Oh, it's a ghastly thing to 

see heart-break like that, and know that 

you stand utterly outside it I *' ■

She rose, spurred into physical movement 

by her intense mental consciousness, and 

went away to the window, standing there ■
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with one hand holding tightly to the cur- 

\ tains, her slight frame quivering a little. ■

The movement was followed hy a long 

stallness. North Branston had hardly 

nhifted his position, and it was Lady Kars- 

lake who spoke at last. She did not tarn 

round. She had loosened her grasp on the 

curtain, and the^e was something relaxed 

aad weary about her whole figure. ■

^'So that's over!" she said; and her 

voice sounded thin and dreary. " It's rather 

wretched of me to turn upon you. You 

didn't know what I was doing. We're 

much in the same eondition, you and I, I 

j sippose — full of failure ! " She paused 

atKl sighed drearily. "I wonder why I 

feel 80 much worse than I did before t " she 

went on. "I wonder whether it's myself 

I'm sick of, or the worid 1 " ■

She turned slowly as she finished, and 

looked at him, and North moved and came 

across the room to her. There was a 

gloomy strength in his face, ■

"Both, Lady Karslake, I'm afraid," he 

said. ■

She looked at him for a moment with a 

wistful struggle in her eyes. ■

"Yoa are not encouraging," she said, 

with a faint, uncertain smile. ■

** There are discouraging truths which are 

better faced," he said. '* You say that you 

and I are alike in a sense of failure. Per- 

haps to some extent we are ; but I've gone 

further than you have, and I tell you this : 

Half the active misery of your attitude lies 

in the denial of it. Resignation, Lady 

Karslake, is a word that has a wretched 

vi^mish of sickly sentiment upon it ; but it 

is one of the finest words in the laiiguage, 

nevertheless." ■

''Resignation!" she repeated. ''What 

do you mean by resignation 1 " ■

He paused a moment, looking at her 

almost sternly. ■

"I mean a composed acceptance of the 

inevitable," he said. " An acceptance that 

does not cry out because it finds the 

journey long and unprofitable ; that realises 

that there will come an end." ■

*' What end!" ■

" Ah," he answered in a voice as low as 

hers, " who knows 1 " ■

She turned away, and stood with her 

head bent. He watched her silently. It 

was in an odd, tentative voice that she said 

at laat: ■

•'I suppose — there are people who get 

into touch with trouble — with people in 

trouble, I mean. I suppose— there is a 

way." ■

" There are people who make a way," he 

answered. His voice had hardened slightly. 

"But as a rule the manufacture is only 

another form of your experiment." ■

She made a gesture as of indescribable 

repugnance. ■

•* 1 shall not try again," ^he said. " You 

need not be afraid ; it is not in my 'ine." ■

There was another moment's pause, broken 

this time by North Branston. He held out 

his hand. ■

" You would like me to go now," he said 

gently. ■

North Branston had a dinner engagement 

for that evening. On the preceding day the 

deed of partnership between himself and 

Dr. Slade-Fenton had been finally signed 

and sealed, and he was to dine this evening 

alone with the Slade-Fentons in honour of 

the occasion. Tnere was an absent^ trouble! 

expression on his face as he entered the 

drawing-room in fulfilment of this engage- 

ment, which was not only very unlike the 

demeanour to be expected of a man whose 

prospects have recently materially advanced, 

but which was also somewhat at variance 

with his usual cynical passivity of counte- 

nance. ■

Miss Kenderdine was not in the drawing- 

room when North arrived. She put in an 

appearance only just before dinner, and 

there was a touch of excitement about her 

when she did appear, and her lips' were set 

into a determined line. They curved into 

a brilliant smile to meet North Branston, 

but even that hardly seemed to relax the 

tension of her expression. ■

Those smiles of Miss Kenderdine's had 

fallen on North Branston during the last 

month with uninterrupted persistency. He 

had met her constantly; and on all occasions 

Miss Kenderdine's cleverest and most 

friendly conversation. Miss Kenderdine's 

brightest and most attractive looks, had 

been exclusively at North Branston's 

service. Tbat^ as the month wore on, the 

clever conversation should have become a 

trifle strained and forced in its vivacity^ and 

the looks a trifle fixed and stereotyped, was 

hardly surprising. The persistent cultiva- 

tion of an object who remains absolutely 

impassive and apparently unconscious, 

under cultivation, is a pursuit hardly con- 

sistent with genuine amiability, and wholly 

inconsistent with genuine gaiety. ■

To-night, however. Miss Kenderdine had 

apparently rallied all her forces. The 

dinner-table conversation, gay and redolent 

of satisfaction and triumph, as the occasion 

demanded, was led by her; the toast of ■
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success to the partnership, laughingly pro- 

posed by Dr. Slade-Fenton, was seconded by 

her ; and it was she who turned back at 

the dining-room door with an imperative 

command that she and Mrs. Slade-Fenton 

should not be left long alone. ■

" You two will see plenty ol one another 

in the future I ** she said. " You'd better 

not bore one another too soon ! " ■

It was I^orth alone, howeveri who re- 

appeared in the drawing-room aSout a 

quarter of an hour later. Dr. Slade-Fenton 

had been called out. Mrs. Slade-Fenton 

was seated at her little writing-table as her 

guest ent^ed, and she turned to him over 

her shoulder. ■

'^ You see, Tm not making a stranger of 

you ! " she said in that tone of airy patron- 

age which represented her most genial 

manner. '* Fm going to finish my notes, 

and you must amuse yourself with Olive." ■

Miss Kenderdine was seated at the piano 

at the extreme end of the room; and, as 

North made a vaguely courteous reply and 

turned mechanically in her direction, she 

called out : ■

" Come and sit over here, Dr. Branston, 

and 1*11 play to you." ■

She did not play, however. She motioned 

him to a chair facing her as she sat, and 

then letting her hands fall lightly in her 

lap, she turned her assured gaze full upon 

him. ■

•* So it is settled," she said. " Do you 

know, I*m really awfully glad about it." ■

North had seated himself, grave and im- 

passive, as if by instinct, in her presence. ■

** It is very kind of you," he said. ■

" Of course," she continued, " Tve looked 

at it from a double point of view — as an 

outsider, and yet as knowing something 

of the working of the affair — and I can't 

help knowing what a capital position it is. 

And do you know, at one time, I was 

really half afraid you were going to throw 

it away." ■

Her voice had dropped a little as though 

to give a confidential nature to their talk 

by making it obviously impossible for Mrs. 

Slade-Fenton to hear it. ■

" Were youl" said North Branston. ■

Miss Kenderdine bit her lip, and the 

colour in her cheeks grew a little brighter. 

Then she looked at him attentively. 

. "What is the matter with youl" she 

said, with a touch of sprightly raillery in 

her low tone. ** You don't seem either so 

satisfied or so self-satisfied as you ought to 

be. Are you thinking of the future, of the 

new possibilities, the new obligations it will ■

bring 1 You can't have anything more to 

wish for professionally, that's quite certain." 

She struck a light chord on the piano. 

" Is there — anything else you want ? " she 

said. ■

North Branston did not move. He was 

looking absently before him. She. glanced 

at him again and struck another chord. ■

" Is there anything you want t " she said 

in a slightly breathless voice, 'Hhat you 

hesitate to ask for t " ■

Her eyes were full upon him, bright with 

a reckless intensity of suspense in which 

seemed to be concentrated all the excite- 

ment with which her manner had been 

pervaded throughout the evening. As if 

influenced rather by their gaze than by her 

words, which, indeed, he seemed hardly to 

have heard. North Branston turned his own 

eyes and met them. A dull red colour 

crept up to his forehead, and he moved 

abruptly. ■

*^ There are a good many things I want,** 

he said } he spoke deliberately, and in his 

coldest manner. "But the one thing I 

want at this moment, Miss Kenderdine, I 

don't hesitate to ask for. That Brahms 

Impromptu, please." ■

With a movement so abrupt as to be 

absolutely violent, and with a sudden 

flare of passionately vindictive feeling in 

her eyes, Miss Kenderdine turned to the 

piano and began to play. She played well, 

as far as technique was concerned, with 

admirable precision and style, if without 

feeling. She dashed off the^tour de force 

for which he had asked with a brilliancy 

hardly to be surpassed, and then she rose 

suddenly from the piano. Her face was 

rather white now, and the lips were set. 

She strolled carelessly towards that end of 

the room where Mrs. Slade-Fenton was 

sitting. ■

"Come, Alice," she said, 

written notes enough. Who 

tol" ■

She took up the envelopes and read 

the names, commenting with merciless 

sarcasm on each of the owners. The last 

to which she came was addressed to Lady 

Karslake. ■

"Lady Karslake 1" she said, tossing 

down the envelope and laughing scorn- 

fully. "What's the use of inviting her! 

She has retired from the world, hasn't she, 

Dr. Branston r' ■

She turned upon North, who had per- 

force followed her, wiih a movement which 

was full of a hardly covered spite. ■

" In what sense, Miss Kenderdine t " ■

" You've 

they ■

are ■
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The words came from North very slowly, 

and with a eingular leluctance. He had 

stopped, inYoluntarily as it seemed, and 

was standing facing the girl. ■

*' She has taken to philanthropy, hasn't 

shel" said Miss Kenderdine with an un- 

pleasant langh. "She can't pay calls, I 

hear, hecanse she is always visiting hospitals, 

and poking into people's homes! We all 

pose, of course, in this world, htit I must 

say I think that kind of pose is the higgest 

humhug going." ■

"We all pose — ^yesl^ repeated North 

mechanically. ■

"Snch a commonplace pose, too,^ con- 

tinned Mies Kenderdine, " especially for a 

widow 1 I suppose she found that people 

didn't make so much fuss with her as she 

expected." ■

"I must say I do not like to see a 

woman so set upon attention," observed 

Mrs. Slade-Fenton virtuously. ■

North Branston did not speak. There 

was a half-bewildered expression on his 

face, as of a man who is conscious that he 

is walking in his sleep and dreaming an 

incredible dream. ■

"You're her right hand, though, of 

course, Br. Branston I I had forgotten 

that," went on Miss Kenderdine. It 

seemed as though, having once given play 

to her tongue, she was unable to stop 

herself. "You must know what it's aU 

worth a great deal better than I do ! 

How soon will she get tired of it^ I 

wonder 1 " ■

As though her perceptions, less self- 

centred than those of the angry girl, had 

rendered her vaguely conscious of some- 

thing odd about North's exjpression, Mrs. 

Slade-Fenton interposed. ■

"Olive!" she said, in stately reproof. 

"You are letting your spirits run away 

with you. Lady IKarslake is a mutual 

friend of ours ! " ■

Then with a strong eflTort North Branston 

seemed to recover himself. He was very 

white, and there was a slightly dazed look 

about him. He made no attempt whatever 

to answer either speaker. He turned to 

his hostess and held out his hand. ■

"Will you excuse me if I say I have 

some pressing work to do 1 " he said briefly. 

"It is getting late." ■

Five minutes later he was out of the 

house^ walking down the street with a 

heavy, regular step; his head bent; his 

figure braced and set as though he were 

forcing his way through some kind of 

dense, tangled obstacle. ■

IN COUNTY FERMANAGH. ■

I LEFT Dublin by an early train for 

Clones, and the despotic guard locked us 

in. We were five men, the others very 

big, brown, and loquacious. Ere the cars 

had begun to move, one of my comrades 

had got out of me the news that I had been 

staying at' the "Imperial Hotel." ■

" Och, then," he exclaimed, with Hiber- 

nian impetuosity, " you'll be one of us — a 

true friend to the counthry." ■

Perhaps so, methought, as far as that 

might serve the Emerald Isle; but I did 

not proceed to tell him that my tarrying in 

that hotbed of patriotism was an affair of 

chance. Still, I had been amused by the 

earnest talk in the place, and by the excel- 

lent meals — at high prices — made by the 

dergy, who formed the majority of my 

fellow guests. ■

Though patriotic and honoured by the 

patronage of individuals whose names are 

history, truth to tell I had not been greatly 

impressed by the buildbg. From its coffee- 

room I had beheld a Dublin mob in posses- 

sion of the street, and eventually dispersed 

by the stalwart police, who were as one to 

twenty. I had also noticed a great deal of 

dirt, and the service was not what a Lon- 

doner would conscientiously praise. But I 

gladly speak up for the square-faced waiter 

who took me in hand at dinner. He was a 

generous-natured man. When he saw me 

in evident enjoyment of a dish of saffron- 

hued jelly, he approached me, and said in 

my ear in kindly tones : ■

"Ate the whole of it, sorr, if ye plaze." ■

Since he made it a matter of such mo- 

ment, I obeyed him. ■

But to return to the railway car. There 

was nothing to see from tiie windows, 

except flat green country, with fine trees 

here and there ; and so I smoked, and re- 

joiced that my four companions had sorted 

themselves into couples, and got as much 

conversation as they could desire. ■

The one pair had dropped upon a common 

acquaintance as a topic. The acquaintance 

had, I imagine, recently gone to a better 

land. ■

"He was," said one of them, "a divil of 

a fine boy, he was; well itiade intirely. 

But it was the dhrink that done for him." ■

" Ah, the dhrink ! " wailed the other. 

" It's just the curse of the counthry. If a 

man has but two pennies to knock together 

in his pocket, he'll drink three halfpence of 

it." ■
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•'A divil of a fine boy, and there's no 

denying it," repeated his companion. ■

The second couple discussed beasts. By 

that I do not mean the political party 

opposed to Home Rule, but bovine quadru- 

peds. They did not agree, either as to the 

worth per pound of fat beef, or as to the 

future of the trade interested in the export 

of hams and sides of bacon. ■

" Let's have a dear understhanding ! " the 

one of them repeated ever and anon when 

his interlocutor's eloquence rose high. ■

Very, very seldom did these four men 

allow their lips to repose ; but they did it 

just often enough for my purpose. I could 

then mark in them that weakness of mouth 

which is. so astonisjiing a characteristic of 

four Irishmen in Ireland out of about every 

five. The great big hulking fellows— one 

had pinned his ticket into his pocket for 

security — had clearly enough and to spare 

of physical backbone, but I am sorry to say 

that I should have thought thrice ere re- 

lying upon their moral backbone in an 

emergency. ■

I lost the advantage of their society at 

Maynooth. A dark-browed young eccle- 

siastic took their place, and sniffed at the 

tobacco snH)ke ; but he was a well-informed 

young man, and disposed to be more amiable 

than I had a right to expect. Among other 

things, he pointed out a reach of bog or a 

potato garden — I grieve to say I forget 

which — in which an old woman once found a 

mediaeval chalice of silver, laced with gold, 

and beaded with gems. The poor old 

woman sold the thing gladly for a few 

shillings. It afterwards fetched hundreds 

of pounds, and may now be seen und^ a 

glass cover in the Dublin Collection of 

Irish Antiquities, as a priceless example of 

artificer's work in the tenth century. ■

We also talked about fishing. My young 

companion almost glowed with fervour on 

this subject. He was not an angler, how* 

ever ; but I remembered afterwards that it 

was Friday. ■

The time passed thus more or less agree- 

ably between tidk, and bogs, and glimpses 

of dark lakes with agitated surfaces — for it 

was a windy, clouded day — and needless 

pauses at unimportant railway stations, 

where a great many bare feet and broad 

smiles were to be seen ; and so at length I 

came to Clones, and alighted. ■

There is not a great deal to see at Clones, 

but what there is I saw. ■

It is a quaintly situated little market 

town, its spired church set out on this 

particular day with flags; and a placid ■

canal gives it the element of water, without 

which the picturesque seems incomplete. 

I was struck by the audacity with which 

the tenants of a score or two of mean 

houses placarded their doorways with the 

words, *' Entertainment and lodgings here." 

What form of entertainment 1 I wondered. 

The average cuisine of the ill-to-do Irish- 

man, even though an Ulster Irishman, 

hardly merite the cheerful synonym of 

** entertainment" But perhaps the word 

had reference te the excitements of the 

chase — pursued in the dark hours. And, 

moreover, when one comes to think of it, 

the clients catered for by these lodging 

houses were not, it is probable, likely te be 

very particular. The impoverished Irish- 

man, on his travels, would find it difficult 

te be worse housed than at home. This 

great fact explains why he is so gay abroad 

— until he imbibes certain of those un- 

principled notions which are supposed to 

aid a man towards prosperity, and against 

which he has no longer that supreme 

antidote, his parish priest. ■

The following stanzas from an ancient 

ditty are instructive in several ways : ■

Ob, Weep for the day we were forced from oar cot, 

From our praties and milk and our stirabout pot ; 

When Judy kept everything piping and hot, 

So snug with the cat in the comer. ■

The pigs, .and the dogps, and the childer, agrath 1 

Lay aown on the floor, so dacent in straw. 

While the cocks and tne hens, they were perched ap 

ava, 

Just over the eat fai the comet ■

Poor Paddy has a sentimental heart, but 

once his intelligence gete the upper hand of 

his heart, he is an awkward fellow to take 

seriously. ■

Och ! Paddy's the boy, with a stick fai his fist, 

With a spur in his head, and a bone in his wrist, 

And a straw round his hat— you must call a gold twist, 

Or he*d murdther you all in the comer 1 ■

The public square of Clones seemed 

worthy of a bigger tewn. The houses 

round it looked blankly upon the sprawling 

area — themselves of the ugly, bare-faced, 

unadorned kind. There were a few hucksters 

set about the square or diamond, but they 

seemed occupied with chatter rather than 

sales. Small blame to them, if they had 

no more remunerative emjdoyment. It is 

a pity, however, that Paddy at home is as 

a rule content with the least amount of 

industry that comes in his way. ■

I approached and contemplated the old 

cross in the middle of the diamond. A 

tatterdemalion of a man got up from the 

stone seat round its base, and made me a 

courtesy. ■
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"Your honour," he began, "if I had 

ray rights, I'd not be setting here in my 

rags." ■

" Don't let me disturb you, at all events," 

I entreated. ■

The poor fellow was immediately recog- 

nisable as one of the great and accomplished 

band of Irish mendicants. ■

"Indade/' he retorted, with something 

like passion, *'but I'd have a low opinion 

of meself if I kept on me seat while yer 

honour was by." ■

What was I to dot Laugh! Or shed the 

secret, pensive tear of futile compassion ? ■

Eight or wrong, I laughed. I was 

encouraged to do it by the twinkle in the 

man's weak blue eyes. As well as they 

could, these trivial orbs said out loud: 

" Sure you're niver going to be fool enough 

to think I'm spaking the truth. You and 

me is one flesh and blood, and it's only an 

accident you're in a fine coat and I'm so 

well ventilated. But I'll be even with you 

in Paradise, my Saxon upstart." ■

Though his eyes said all this, he blessed 

me copiously for a copper or two — and 

straightway resumed hia seat. ■

Oh, Paddy, Paddy, what is to be made 

of such as you t meUiought. ■

It is a well-preserved cross, this of 

Clones, and has stood thus for some stirring 

centuries. You may see Adam and Eve 

and the serpent done on the stone. To my 

imaginative mind it seemed to look with 

stolid discontent at the assuming spired 

church on the hill Qver against the diamond 

on one sida Time was when the people 

of Clones and the district did it more 

reverence than at present. I dare say some 

of them still, at certain seasons, go bare- 

headed on their kneee before iU But in 

these piping times of Protestantism in 

Ulster things are changed. No longer do 

the folk of Fermanagh live in fear of raids 

from the O'Neills and the O'Donnells of 

Donegal Tbey find the antagonism of 

their Catholic neighbours just enough to be 

stimulating only, and they put little faith 

in stone crosses. ■

From the cross it was fit that I passed 

immediately to the old Abbey in Whitehall 

Street. " Whitehall Street " in a market 

town of Ireland of ii^ut two thousand 

inhabitants 1 It sounds swelling, does 

it not? And the thatched cottages in 

it made the contrast the more emphatic. ■

It is a poor degraded morsel of an 

Abbey, hedged in with dwellings and 

work-sheds of a humble, grimy kind. 

The twelfth century never seemed more ■

ashamed of having lingered on into the 

nineteentb. ■

I got the key of the iron wicket from 

the blacksmith, and waded waist deep in 

grass and rank weeds among the tumbling 

walls and the hidden tombs. Two or 

three of the Clones " childer " watched my 

movements from the outer side ol the 

grill, and made merry remarks. I tried to 

draw the ruin, but it would not show an 

attractive feature. It is just ruin at its 

worst — neglected, old, and unvenerable. ■

And so I fled from it,^ shook the grass- 

seeds from my legs, and went down a lane 

towards a far more interesting object, to 

which half a millennium and more ago the 

Abbey priests often in their day also fled, 

with the Church's gold and silver and 

relics in their hands, and their gowns 

trailing in the wind. ■

This is the famous Bound Tower of 

Clones. As the first Irish " doictheach " or 

bell-house I had seen at dose quarters, it 

allured me exceptionally, and I made 

nothing of the nettles and weeds in the 

circumjacent burying-ground, which did 

their utmost^ here also^ to impede progress. ■

Out of question, they are wrong who 

see in these tube-shaped buildings merely 

signal towers or watch houses. From that 

aspect the Clones "doictheach" is ab- 

surdly situated. It stands at the base of 

the hill on which the church itself is set. ■

But our modem antiquaries are agreed 

about the object of the towers. They were 

just fortresses several storeys high, and 

their main protective feature was the 

elevation above the ground level of the 

door that gave ingress to them. Of course, 

the thickness of their stone walls was also 

adequate to resist such attacks as a band 

or two of mere vagabond marauders could 

make upon them. Such rogues did not go 

about with battering rams, and gunpowder 

was not then invented. And so the priests 

and people assembled within, with their 

portable treasures and a store of provisions, 

could in fair confidence peer forth at their 

burning hovels from the tower's lancet 

windows, and thence listen to the dreadful 

challenges and threats of the rascals grouped 

round &e tower's base. Patience was the 

best armour in their store, and it generally 

served their turn. ■

The Clones Tower is bereft of its conical 

cap; otherwise it is a good specimen of 

its kind. It soars about sixty feet, has 

walls three feet thick, and an inner 

diameter of ten or twelve feet. ■

I yearned to investigate its interior ; but ■
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the lady from the blacksmith's shop, who 

acted as guide, gave me no encoaragement. 

I could not without a ladder get on the 

threshold, and once there I should see little 

but rubbish within. The thing stood up 

like a grey chimney-shaft abbreviated. ■

" What do you make of it in Clones? " I 

asked, with fell designs on the woman's 

mind. ■

«*Makeof it, sorrt" ■

" Yes : what do you think about it 1 " ■

" Oh : the folks just think nothing at all 

about it. It*s always been there. Why 

should we think about itf ■

" Was it a dwelling-house 1 " ■

''No, sure: it niver was a house. IVs 

too inconvanient for a house — ^all them 

stairs to the top, and nothing in size to 

show for it." ■

The good soul expressed herself some- 

what derisively. I felt obliged to apologise 

for the suggestion. ■

" I do wonder,** I added dreamily, " what 

it is." ■

My humility and wonder touched the 

lady at last ■

•* It's this, sorr," she said explicitly, "it's 

a kind of place for the tombs to be in. 

That's it, you may depend upon it ! " ■

I left her, I hope, in the comfortable 

belief that she had told me something both 

new and true to me. The probability, 

however, indeed the certainty, is that the 

tower preceded the tombs by centuries. ■

As for these grave-stones themselves, had 

I had time I should like to have inspected 

them in detail There were round-headed 

and square-headed ones — some with emblems 

sculptured on them which were mysterious 

to me. Those which carried the skull and 

cross-bones flanked on the one side by an 

hour-glass, and the other side by a bell, 

were, however, comprehensible enough. 

There were many such. ■

It was now time to dine, and so I passed 

down Whitehall Street, and renewed my 

acquaintance with that diverting entity, 

the Irish waiter. This one, grease-spotted 

and broken-coated though he was, bore a 

face wreathed in sweet smiles, and gave 

every satisfaction in his calling. And, 

indeed, I must have been a cynic of a 

brutally obdurate type not to have felt at 

my ease, while he pressed me— almost 

fraternally — ^to try first the salmon cutlets 

— **from the Shannon, sorr" — and then 

the beefsteak with which he indulged me. 

The big bouquet of roses, tiger lUies, sweet- 

williams, and clove pinks, which he placed 

under my nose between t^e cruets and the ■

dish was, I think, the best thing I saw in 

this little town. ■

** There, sorr, now ye'll do, just ! " said 

my friend the waiter, when he had lit the 

cigar in my mouth, and told me how many 

minutes I had to spare ere the train left 

for Enniskillen. ■

. I felt rather like a happy schoolboy sent 

off by a kind, patronising uncle. ■

£ut the train was late, and I had not 

only smoked my cigar to an end, but the 

dew was abundant in the air before it 

sauntered up, with a flag stuck on its boiler, 

and duly received me. It was a festive 

day, somewhere. I could not guess, how- 

ever, whether the flags here and there 

meant saints, or an incident in national 

history. ■

Until night fell in earnest, I looked from 

the carriage windows at the landscape and 

sundry churches, like that of Clones and 

the locomotive, decked with flags. But it 

soou grew dark, and when I took to Ennis- 

killen's streets I could see little of that 

celebrated city except its gas lamps and 

the windows of its dry goods shops. Even 

in the ten minutes it took me to ascend 

from the railway station to the heart of the 

place, I was able to confirm the opinion I 

had already arrived at about Irish shops. 

They are the least interesting of any shops 

in the civilised world. I expect, however, 

the tradespeople themselves amply make up 

for this deficiency. ■

I found the hotels fulL At length they 

made room for me at one, which a man in 

the street declared was the very best 

in Enniskillen. I had previously applied 

at two others which were also recommended 

in the same civil manner. ■

"Ye'll not be particular, maybe!" said 

the blue-ribboned damsel — ^the blue ribbons 

were in her flaxen hair, not her bodice's 

buttonholes — ^who sat among the bottles in 

the bar. ■

"Not too particular under the circum- 

stances," I answered cautiously. ■

I have ere this slept in a stable. It did 

not therefore shock me very much to be 

bedded over a stable. £ut the horses and 

their abode were terribly odoriferous ; and 

some of the steeds must have been unwell, 

they made so much noise in the dark 

hours. ■

The girl at the bar whispered something 

to me as I went into a parlour to take tea. ■

'* What, really ? " I retorted, with a thrill 

of pleasure. ■

"Oh, yes, and he's i^ very nice man 

too." ■
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It was tbis. The Nationalist Member of 

Parliament for a northern constituency was 

in the hotel. Better still, he too had 

recently ordered tea. In fact, we were, un- 

less I objected, to share the pame teapot 

and eat raspberry jam from the same glass 

dish. ■

Unless I objected, indeed! Destiny 

could not just Uien have better gratified 

me. ■

I don't know what exactly constitutes 

"a nice man" according to masculine 

definition ; but I saw in a moment that the 

gentleman's handsome dark face, black 

moustache, and sweet smile had won him 

the phrase from the damsel He was 

stretched on his back on a curt horsehair 

sofa when I entered, and his greeting was 

yery amiable. ■

And so we sat face to face, and I did not 

find him a monster. For long I did not 

let out that I knew him. We talked of 

flax and linen goods — about which I know 

nothing, except that Belfast thrives on them 

— and the coming harvest. Suddenly I 

passed him a trim compliment about the 

charm Old Ireland had already begun to 

exercise over me ; and hereupon he retorted 

in praise of London, and the glory of it at 

night as seen from Westminster Bridge. 

TMs gave me an opening, and I told him 

flatly that I was glad Ulster was represented 

in the House of Commons by gentlemen of 

intelligence like himself. ■

With the removal of the tea-tray we fell 

to more serious talk over whisky and 

cigars. The honourable Member insisted on 

paying for the whisky. He knew more 

about brands than I did, he avowed. It 

seemed inconsequent, but I did not oppose 

him in his kindly desire. ■

*' Sir," he said, on one grave topic, ** you 

must not go out of the country believing in 

that popi^ar delusion which makes every 

Orangeman the sworn enemy of every 

Catholic There's a lot of fireworks let off, 

and they keep us lively. That's what it 

comes to. We've more spirits thia side of 

the Channel than you have. Thaf s what 

it amounts to 1 " ■

*' And will it be the same sort of innocent 

antagonism when you get Home Eulef " I 

asked. ■

''That, sir," said he, after a moment's 

thought and a twirl to one side of his 

moustache, " is another matter. There may 

be complications then." ■

It is an agreeable enough pastime, this 

trifling with politics in conversation, but 

anything more unpractical can hardly be ■

conceived. No one, even a Premier backed 

by a good majority, can prognosticate with 

assurance about any measure. Time and 

the erratic tendencies of human nature 

together play sad tricks with forecasts. 

And yet I don't know that the tricks need 

be called " sad " after all. Upon the whole 

it is a vast deal better to live in a world 

that is one huge conundrum than to inhabit 

a globe of which we know the exact origin 

and future history, and whose people have 

their little deeds and schemes mapped out 

methodically, so that all may read what is 

to come as easily as what has already 

happened. ■

My friend the Nationalist Member con- 

fessed he did not read much except news- 

papers. That seemed to me very wise of 

him, if his eyes were weak, or if he had a 

capable understudy to do his other reading 

for him. I fear, however, he had no high 

opinion of literature as literature. He was 

interested in a certain branch of trade — 

being himself a merchant — and he was of 

course interested in political questions. 

These two subjects gave him print enough 

between them. ■

I remember only one thing more about 

our talk over our whisky and cigars. ■

" Nowhere in the world," said the Mem- 

ber, ** will you find girls like our Irish girls. 

Name any virtue you please, and you'll find 

they've got more than the average share of 

it." ■

I mentioned neatness, orderliness, and 

cleanliness. ■

<' Oh," was the ready retort, " those are 

habits, not virtues." ■

This being so, I gave way to him. ■

When we had taken up our bedroom 

candles, he glanced at the day's ** Freeman's 

Journal," and pointed out in the list of 

''Domestic Servants Wanted" an adver- 

tisement for '* a humble girL" ■

" You don't see such demands made in 

the columns of an English paper," said my 

friend. ■

I had to admit it ■

" If you could have your way," added 

the Member, ** that is what yon would have 

in Ireland. Wanted, 'a humble nation,' 

instead of a united, determined, independent 

nation." ■

We shook hands, and hoped to meet 

again at breakfast ; but fate ruled it other- 

wise. ■

The next morning opened wet, or " soft," 

as they caUed it. Rain pelted down solidly 

upon the town and district, as if Fermanagh 

had not nearly enough moisture in its pro- ■
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digious leticulation of streams and lakes. 

Twice I essayed to face it, and twice was I 

driven back. The streets measured mud by 

inches, and the Enniskilleners walked about 

cloaked to the eyes. ■

But the third time I went forth in des- 

perati(Hi. Was I to be bested by rain in 

this town of men whose forefathers did 

such valorous deeds 9 Scarcely. ■

Accordingly, I sbpped up the main 

street, and out into the country towards 

Lough Erne tlie larger. I passed the castle to 

the left — with its memories of the Maguires, 

who were once lords of the land, and its 

pride in so stoutly resisting Jacobean lures— 

and came among dainty cottages, thatched, 

bowered in red roses, and faced with little 

gardens radiant in flower beds. This was 

not an Irish state of affairs ; at least, not a 

type of the abodes of midland or southern 

Lreland. But of course the Enniskilleners 

— as testified by their fair proportion of 

high cheek-bo^es — claim kindred with the 

land of cakes and its good qualities. Green 

meadows yellowed with flag lilies gave 

other colour to the scene; and before me 

was Lough Erne's broadening area, dull and 

rather forbidding under the leaden lashing 

of the rain,, ■

Seeking shelter and things strange and 

old, I turned down a dog rosed lane, and 

came to the ruins of the Castle of Portora, 

on the edge of the lake where it is rather 

a river than a lake. The building has 

a precious situation, but it is in a state 

of advanced decay. It hardly afforded 

me a lee-*wall for my purpose. ■

The only circumstance I know that 

makes the old castle memorable is its 

use as a residence by Dr. Spottiswood, who 

was made Bishop of Clogher in 1621. 

His lordahip had a sufficiently wild time 

of it here among castle-raiding chieftains 

and others. He' had an enemy, too, in 

one Sir James Balfour, who stood well 

in favour ^t the English Court, and lived 

in Fermanagh when at home. Sir James's 

men and others one day relieved the Bishop 

of "betweene fourty and fifty English 

cowes worth three pounds apiece. ' These 

were rescued in the evening, but the next 

day a much more forcible attack was made 

on Portora, headed by the High Sheritf 

himself-^significant fact ! — and the Bishop 

Buffered extensively. As a mere incident 

of this raid, we learn from a contemporary 

manuscript thftt ''the sheriff would not 

render three fayre mares and theire coltes. 

They were so lovelye beasts, He tooke 

them awaye wth hym," An agreeable kind ■

of Sheriff this, one may assume ! The 

Bishop of Clogher soon had enough of 

Portora. He removed to Clogher, where 

it was his fate to be "hampered among 

mechanicks," and to live uneasily until 

the Great Bebellion broke out. This sent 

him in fear of his life to London, where 

he died, and was buried in Westminster 

Abbey, ■

I made shift \from Portora to follow 

the lake shore until I could get & boat 

to Devenish Island. As I expected, the 

lessee looked askance at the rain and 

doubled the tariff. There were, he said 

cannily — with a Scottish accent — several 

tombstones in the parish church, telling 

of the perils of navigation on Lough Erne 

in stormy weather. ■

We had a damp voyage, sure enough, 

and the wet seemed at its worst when 

I set foot on the grass of the island and 

ran for the ruins. The Bound Tower was 

what I most desired to see. Had I not 

read of it in the guide-book, I might have 

guessed that. there was also an Abbey or 

a Priory hard by to give the Tower its 

excuse for existence. As a Tower, this of 

Devenish beats the one at Clones. It 

stands on a better site, and is both higher 

and broader. In times of . danger its bell 

-would sound effectively across the lake, 

and one may fancy that boats from either 

shore then put off briskly towards it 

Enniskillen's castle was of course a stouter 

structure, but scarcely a aafer. Herein 

the Prior and his monks, and all the 

islanders — the Prior's vassals — might abide 

while the little green isle was ransacked 

before their eyes. ■

The monastery seems to have been 

founded in the sixth century, and its second 

patron was a son of iEngus, King of Gon- 

na\;ght. Early spelling makes the island 

ki^uwn as Daimhinis, or the Island of the 

Ox. This may either hinge on a legend of 

a notorious quadruped, or merely recall the 

excellent pasturage of the little insulated 

plot of meadow. Be that as it may, 

Devenish was a famous place. The ruin^ 

of its Priory bear a fifteenth-century in- 

scription, which fixes the date of the build- 

ing at 1449; one O'Flanagan then being 

Prior. But the Tower is the thing ai. 

Devenish, and even in the soaking rain 1 

could distinguish the chiselled heads over 

the four wi^dows just beneath its conical 

cap. ■

It is interesting to know that his lord- 

ship of Clogher had a certain profit in the 

Priory of Devenish. From the Inquisition ■
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of the Fennanagh jurors made in 1609 we 

learn that *'oat of the said Abbey the said 

Bushopp of Clogher had yerelie a refeccion 

for a daie, or tenn shillings in lieve thereof 

in his visitation and not else, but not to 

etaie all night" ■

We of this more liberal century may 

well marvel at the somewhat churlish 

limitation put on the hospitality thus doled 

out to the Bishop. Under the circum- 

stances it seems probable he would prefer 

the half-sovereign to the day's board with- 

out lodging ; though if all the Bishops of 

Clogher had chosen to live at Portora 

Castle, scarcely a cannon shot distant, there 

would have been no great hardship in 

rowing home for a bed after a hearty supper 

at the Priory. ■

My boatman exhibited a doleful counte- 

nance and saturated coat and nether garments 

when I returned to him. ■

** Sure, and itll take me a week to get 

the damp out of my bones," he declared. ■

But it seemed to me I was in the worse 

plight^ for I let him take both oars to keep 

his blood from stagnating. ■

"And when will it leave off ! " I asked, 

contemplating the runlets of water on his 

glistening brown face. ■

" What I the rain, sir! Not this day. If 

I was before a judge I'd say the same. Tve 

lived in Enniskillen six year, and I know 

its ways." ■

This determined me. I am not an 

amphibious person, and it really appeared 

not improbable that Lough 'Fine would 

overflow, and mate with the teeming clouds, 

thereby obliterating Enniskillen as com- 

pletely as Liverpool has obliterated that 

poor unoffending little village — parish 

church and all — which now lies fathoms 

deep in Lake Vymwy of Wales. ■

I looked in at the Catholic church, and 

smelt the usual odour of stale incense, and 

then sped to my hotel, and so to the rail 

way station. ■

Here, having waited awhile, I took train 

to the west There was a pilgrimage ex- 

cursion in progress, and to me, a callous 

sceptical Saxon, it was exceedingly droll to 

listen to the tidk of the people who were 

bent on devoting three complete days and 

nights to a course of penance. There were 

men, women, and young girls of the party. 

The fiist smoked cigars, while they dis- 

cussed the penitential programme in store 

for them, llie women talked what I should 

call scandal : that is, they pecked at the 

characters of their common acquaintance in 

a most overt and cruel fashion. And the ■

girls surveyed, with radiant features, each 

other's towering hats and the tawdry tinsel 

jewels at their necks and in their ears, and 

made whispered rapturous comments there- 

upon. ■

I surmised that at the holy place whither 

they were going there were no cigam, that 

grim silence was the rule, and that the 

clothes worn had to be of a sombre or even 

a repellent uniform kind. But perhaps I 

was wrong. ■

THB DEATH-WATCH. ■

'* Thb deftth-watcb ticked beside the hearth last night. ■

What ! the glass rises, and tiie moon is clear t 

An' thon art keen to read the skies aright. ■

An' not a token of a storm is here T 

Oh ay, thon'rt wise as all the yonng 'ans are. ■

An' we are fond and foolish— let it be. 

The tide is calling on the harbour bar, 

, The death-watcn ticked last night— wait thon and 

see. ■

" The banns were out of Sonday, an' the feast ■

Is s«t for Thorsday, is it ! Inne an' rare 

They say thy wedding duds are ; an' the priest ■

Is warned to meet toee on the Head up there ! 

For sure the ' Hilda ' will be in to-morrow ; ■

She's d^e, an' keeps her time, an' aU is right ; 

But though I ne'er was one to croek on sorrow, ■

The death-watch ticked beside the hearth last nig^t. ■

" Nay, never don thy brand new frock to walk ■

Out on the pier, and see the ' Hilda ' corae ! 

Hevn't they taught thee better ! All the talk ■

Has been of books and learning in thy home. 

Better to know to shun bad luck. I say. ■

Nor wear thy married gauds afore the time ; 

Poor lass, I'd fain ha' seen thy wedding day, ■

I doubt the * blessing beU ' wiU never chime.** ■

Qaily the laughed to hear the old wife croon. ■

She wore her bonniest frock to hail him back ; 

And stayed, till drooping 'neath the risen moon. ■

She knew that midnight could not bring her Jack. 

And ever aadder grew the ¥ristful eyes, ■

And ever graver looked the fisher folk. 

Who watched beside her 'neath the quiet skies. ■

While on the bronzed lips died the homely Joke. ■

" Collision in ^e Downs ! " A steamer crashed ■

Into a barqne that held a northward course ; 

A blank or two up on the seaboard washed, ■

A bulwark stove, to tell of sudden force. 

The " Hilda " never rode by Whitby Pier, ■

And, with her fair young face grown worn and white, 

The jmle girl shivered once again to hear, ■

"The death-watch ticked beside the hearth that 

night" ■

THE WAGES OF SELF-DENIAL. ■

A 00MPLST9 STOBT. ■

Most people said John Greer was a fool, 

when he rented his farm and bought out 

the general store in Moneyville. ■

Moneyyille was a narrow road which ran 

up a hill and down again, and had a few 

houses on either side. It came out of the 

unalloyed country, and after half a mile of 

giddy metropolitan life went into the ■
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country again. The Morophobia River grew 

familiar and fraternised with it for a little 

space after the manner of rivers, and then 

rushed off to pour its confidence into the 

Bay of Quinte. The Canadian Pacific 

Railway, when it came through, bestowing 

prosperity on this town and taking away 

prosperity from that^ after the manner of 

railways, deliberately and of malice afore- 

thought passed it by. It was a slight 

whici might have been borne — ^for Money- 

ville had nev^ sought after the inventions 

of men — but Glasgow, four miles further 

on, was to have a station of its own, and 

that was intolerable. Money ville offered a 

bonus. The result was a flag-station, which 

enabled the enterprising ladies of the com- 

munity to run down to Charrington on 

market days for ninety cents and return, 

and dispose of their butter and eggs at the 

highest market prices without taking the 

horses out of spring's work or harvesting. ■

It was at this unfavourable time that 

John Greer concluded to give up the f^m 

and "live retired" in the Money ville 

grocery store. He had never liked the 

drudgery of the farm; and, now that his 

wife was dead and his daughter Tilly took 

charge 'of the house, there was no one to 

restrain him. The reasons he gave to an 

inquisitive public were that Tilly was not 

strong enough to do the work on a farm, 

and the twins, when they were old enough 

to go to school, would have too far to walk ; 

but it is probable that his excuses im- 

posed on nobody but himself. Things did 

not go on as prosperously in the store as he 

had anticipated. Trading in Charrington 

had made the matrons shrewd and wise. 

John soon found that calico once worth a 

York shilling a yard now had to be cut 

down to eight cei^t^, that a three-quart 

kerosene can could no longer be made to 

hold a gallon, and that a dollar's worth 

of sugar made a perceptible hole in the 

barrel. ■

Tilly Greer was a lovely girl. Even the 

Moneyville people could see that, and their 

good taste was sustained now and again by 

strangers who, when they were taken to 

church, never failed to inquire who the 

pretty girl in the choir was. Her figure 

was tall, with all its lines full and rounded, 

and at a time when other girls wore heavy 

frizzes over their foreheads, she was fond of 

drawing back her abundance of wavy chest- 

nut hair, and coiling it smoothly at the 

back of her head. On a Sunday morning 

when she came into church dressed in an 

old-fashioned sprigged muslin and leading ■

the twins by the hand, she had more the 

air of a gentle young matron than of a girL 

The young men were shy about speaking to 

her, and the girls who asked her advice 

sometimes about their little love troubles 

would never have believed that she had 

any of her own. ■

"Tilly's got her work cut out for her 

for a good many years ahead," her Aunt 

Martha used to say. ■

Tilly herself did not seem to be depressed 

by the knowledge of it as she gaily directed 

Mr. Homer, the slim young schoolmaster, 

in his efforts to lay the table at Mrs. 

Martha Greer's one spring afternoon. Mrs. 

Greer was having a "bee." She was a 

widow, she farmed her own land with far 

more success than her late husband had 

ever been able to achieve, and she boarded 

the teacher and kept her sister with her for 

company. Mrs. Greer believed in bees. ■

"Get a lot of men together," she used to 

say, " an* it's surpnsin' the amount of work 

they'll do in an afternoon. They don't 

miss the time, you get a good job done, an' 

it don't cost anything but the supper." ■

Some twenty of her neighbours, as a 

result of her opinions, were now scattered 

over the big hill north of the house, picking 

stones with cheerful good -humour, and 

looking forward to the call to supper. 

Indoors the same good -humour, the same 

alacrity, prevailed. Mrs. Greer and her 

sister, Miss Mary, were in the kitchen, 

running to and fro with very red and 

flustered faces; and Tilly, who had come 

up from the store to help wait, was laying 

the table in the dining-room. ■

" Now, that's what I call social equality," 

the teacher said, as he got np from the 

floor, where he had been kneeling to put 

blocks under the legs of one table to raise 

it to the height of another against which it 

had been placed. " Own up, now, that yon 

couldn't have got along without me." ■

He was a good-looking, boyish young 

fellow, and he smiled brightly as he picked 

up his tin dinner-pail from the chair where 

he had dropped it when he came in, and 

carried it into the kitchen. His striped 

flannel coat and straw hat seemed the 

embodim^it of comfortable eleg^ce in 

dress. ■

" You better wash your hands an' come 

an' help me with the dishes," Tilly called 

after him with a little air of authority. 

She was not going to tell him she couldn't 

have got along without him, but when the 

cloth was on she didn't know just bow 

many people there were, and Mr. Homer ■
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was sent oat to count them. Then she let 

the spoons fall from her hands on the floor, 

and hef Aunt Martha called from the 

kitchen to know what was hroken, and Mr. 

Homer shut the door slyly, and they were 

yery gay gathering them up again. After 

that his probation was over, and he went 

into a blue and white check apron and 

became a number of the staff. ■

Tilly arranged the plates and cups and 

saacers, and he followed with knives and 

forks. The sibrer-plated cruet in the 

middle of the table was supported on either 

side by a huge bouquet of marsh-mdlows. 

Beyond these were glasses of radishes not 

so tall as the marsh-mallows, and these 

again tapered down to the butter-dish on 

each side. At one end was a great platter 

of pink boiled ham ; at the other, one of 

beef. The schoolmaster cut the pumpkin 

and lemon pies into the customary six 

pieces each, and Tilly arranged them on 

the tablA. He laughingly vowed he had 

never seen so many varieties of pidiles 

before, and. there was cheese, and honey in 

the comb^ and cold rice pudding in tin 

basins, and there were citron preserves in 

two tall glass dishes. ■

'' Let's see," said Tilly, meditating, with 

her finger on her lip. "There's the pot- 

pie, an' the mashed potatoes, an' the baked 

beuis, an' parsnips an' hot biscuits to go 

on yet| an' — ^no, there i8n't~:t*3 too bsud, 

but there isn't room for the cakes. We'll 

have to put 'em here on the dresser, an' 

pass 'em round afterwarda And now I 

guess it's about time for you to blow the 

horti." ■

The men crowded in, wreathed in grins. 

They washed their hands and faces en- 

thusiastically in a tub of water that had 

been provided outside the back door, and 

trooped in through the kitchen. The 

younger ones looked at the schoolmaster 

running round with an i^pron on, and a 

flower m his buttonhole just like the one 

Tilly Greer had in her hair, and kicked 

one another under the table for glee. John 

Greer sat at the head of the table. He 

had shifting, light-blue eyes ; and a curly, 

lazy-looking head. ■

*• Well, Marthy," he said to his sister-in- 

law as she walked round, flushed and 

triumphant at the success of her supper, 

« you've got a good job done on thai 

summer-fallow. I'm real glad I come up 

an' looked after it." ■

** Who'd you leave in the store, John?" 

somebody asked. 

John's face grew red, but he turned his ■

head quickly and helped himself to the pot- 

pie before answering. ■

*' Oh, there ain't much doin' these days, 

so I just put up the shutters an' left it to 

take care of itself." ■

He was not so talkative after that, but 

nobody noticed. The one impression carried 

away by the bee-hands was that Mrs. Greer 

was a go-ahead woman ; and one man who 

bore the reputation of being " noticy," re- 

marked to his wife on getting home that he 

wouldn't wonder if there was something up 

between Tilly Greer and the schoolmaster. ■

That was the beginning of Tilly Greer's 

love story. People did not speak about it 

much, because she never walked to church 

with Mr. Horner^ or sat beside him in the 

same pew, as the other Moneyville young 

ladies and their admirers did ; but it was 

observed and accepted. Sensible Mrs. 

Greer found occasion to speak to her niece 

about the wisdom of her choice. ■

" I've always said," she remarked, ** that 

sooner or later your father was bound to 

git married again, an' it's just as well for 

3rou to be provided for if you git the 

chance. Mr. Homer's a real smart young 

man, an' you might go farther an' fare 

worse." ■

And Mrs. Greer had been surprised when 

Tilly got up with a great blush on her 

face, and walked away without answering. ■

But Tilly at work in her kitchen, with 

bright sunshine and the smell of lilacs 

crowding in at the door, was weaving the 

old colours of love and hope into her web. 

The kitchen was a pleasant place to work 

in. Its two south windows commanded 

the gravel road, and blue glimpses of the 

river among the trees. There was a rag 

carpet on one half of. the floor, and most of 

the chairs were rockers filled with com- 

foi-table flowered print cushions. As she 

sat in the neat room one morning, cleaning 

the rice for a pudding, her thoughts were 

shyly busy with her own happiness. The 

twins^ with their faces freshly washed, and 

their scant tow-coloured hair smoothed, 

were seated on the floor in clean blue slips, 

discussing the relative merits of two rag 

babies. The wind blew lightly in. There 

was a big bunch of lilacs in a glass pitcher 

on the table. Tilly could hear her father's 

voice in colloquy with some one in the 

store. Presently the customer went out, 

and Mr. Greer came slouching into the 

kitchen. ■

"Tilly," he said, "I want you to run up 

to your Aunt Marthy's an' ask her to come 

down. You can say I want to see her on a ■
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matter of business. Eun right along an' 

don't -waste no time. I'll look after the 

children." ■

She caught up her hat and ran out. The 

shutters were up before the store windows, 

and the door was closed as she passed. ■

Miss Mary was sitting in a rocking-^hair 

in one of the front windows when Tilly 

went in. Her little prunella boots were 

going up and down with gentle persistence 

as she rocked. Mrs. Greer was bending 

over a brass kettle in which somtf very 

green cucumber pickles were scalding on 

the stove. She was a larger, more deter- 

mined-looking woman than her sister. ■

" Why, yes, I s'pose I could," she said, 

staring dubiously at Tilly when she had 

received her message. "I'm pretty busy 

this morning, but I s'pose I could." ■

She tied on a clean aproti and brought 

her bonnet and cape. ■

" You belter keep an eye on the pickles 

while I'm gone, Mary," she said as she 

closed the door behind her. ■

Left alone, Miss Mary busied herself with 

little preparations for dinner. She decided 

to make an apple-jack as a surprise to her 

sister. They lived in that close intimacy of 

affection which has its occasional occurrence 

of monotony. She was busily engaged in 

paring the apples when the sound of a 

buggy stopping outside disturbed her. She 

ran to the window and saw her sister hurry- 

ing up the path, while John was tying his 

horse. ■

" Well," said Mrs. Greer, in a voice of 

suppressed excitement, as she came in, " the 

crash has fell at last ! " ■

"Oh, what's happened t" Miss Mary 

cried. ■

" I've got to go to Charrington with John. 

He'll be in in a minute to talk it over. He*s 

been going behind in his business every year 

since he took the store, an' now he can't go 

on any longer. It ain't only what he's 

owing to us, Mary. The farm's mortgaged 

for forty-five hundred, an' he's got lots of 

little debts besides. He can't never get his 

head above water again. I tell you it's 

awful for a man with a family to be as 

shiftless as that. It ain't nothing but shift- 

lessness has brought him to this. There 

ain't a man aroimd that had a better start." ■

Mrs. Greer's voice rose oratorically. ^s 

dhe spoke she went into her bedi^om adjoin- 

ing the kitchen, and began hurriedly to put 

on her black cashmere dress. Miss Mary 

buttoned it for her with fingers that 

tremVled. ■

" An' now he says tiiat Willy Bolderick's ■

pressin' him for what's coming to him, an' 

he's went in the bank as far as he can, an' 

if he waits a day longer it'll all be out an' 

everybody grabbing for their share. He 

says he wants to secure us first of all, an' 

the only way to do that is for me to 

take the place. He says he thinks any- 

body would give six thousand for it as it 

stands, with fifty acres in woodland an' as 

much more seeded down, an' the mortgage 

is only forty-five hundred, an' the interest 

paid for a year ahead. If we take it under 

the mortgage an' pay him five hundred 

dollars, we'll have our thousand that he 

owes us safe an' run no risk. Of course I 

said I wouldn't do anything till you'd con- 

sented, an' I'd consulted Eox and Wilson to 

see if it was legal." ■

"But what'll John doj" asked Mks 

Mary. ■

" He'll take the five hundred ddlars an' 

git out. It's either do that, or go with 

nothing at all. Th^ storell have to ga 

He says he s'poses we'd let Tilly an' the 

twins stay in the house till he oould send 

for 'em. He wants to go to-night." ■

Miss Mary sat down on a chair and began 

to cry. " Well, I'm sorry for Tilly," she 

said. " I am sorry for Tilly." ■

" Yes, she's the one I'm sorry for,** Mrs. 

Greer said, in a burst of indignation. "Do 

you believe, she never knew a thing about 

it till John out with it to me. If he'd 

struck her in the face she couldnt la felt 

worse. But she was herself again in a 

minute, an' went as cool as could be an' got 

him up a lunch to eat on the cars. I don't 

believe she more than half realises it" ■

"Don't you feel as if it might be 

shieldin' him too much to take the farm, 

Martha ? " Miss Mary asked timidly. " From 

his creditors, you know. They might think 

we knew about it before." ■

Mrs. Greer turned almost sternly on her 

little old sister. " I feel as if we had no right 

to lose a thousand dollars when we m^ght 

save it," she said. " Mary, I've worked, an' 

you've worked, an' we've kept things to-, 

gether an' saved what we had, an' he's 

lazed around an' speculated. It ain't right 

for us to lose it. I don't feel as if Td be 

defraudin' anybody. That company that 

holds the moitgage'll manage to get what 

they put into it, you can depend on that 

I'll see Fox an' Wilson, an* if they think it's 

aU right, I'll take it." ■

Miss Mary went to the door and caJled 

John to come and get a oup of tea before 

he went. She tried to act as if nothing 

unusual had happened. He asked to see ■
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the notes Mrs. Greer held against him, and 

sat turning them over with shaking hands. 

When he spoke there was a disi^eable 

click in his throat Miss Mary eould see 

a little pnlse beating in his cheek. She 

got np hurriedly, with the faded bloom in 

her own cheeks heightened, and hastened 

the arrangements for going. ■

It was after sunset and she was giving 

the schodmaster his tea when Mrs. Greer 

came back. She had made np her mind 

that as soon as it was dusk she would go 

down to the store and bring Tilly and the 

twins up to stay all night. Mrs. Greer 

went into her room to take off hex best 

dress, and Miss Mary, after being certain 

that their boarder wanted nothing more, 

slipped quietly in after her. ■

** Well, is he gone t " she whispered. ■

"Gone 1 No, he's no more gone than I 

am,** Mrs. Greer answered scornfully. ■

*' Ton don't mean to say he ain't going t " ■

"Well, it looks very much like it. I 

went to the bank as soon as we got in town 

an' drew the five hundred dollars, an' here 

it is." She produced a roll of crumpled 

notes from the bosom of her dress. ** You 

better put it in th$ cash-box. Then we went 

to see Fox. • Mrs. Greer,* says he, * do you 

n^ant my candid opinion 1 Well, you 

better keep your five hundred dollars I 

doubt if the farm would sdl for that much 

over an' above the mortgage. You've got 

that Bale now, an' Td advise you not to 

throw good money after bad.* Then he 

turns to John. ' The best thing for you to 

d(^* he says to him, 4s to make an assign- 

ment Just hand over what you've got, 

and lei youv; creditota settle it amongat 

themselves.' An' John kept saying all ^e 

time, * But I must secure Mrs. Greer, my 

sister-in-law. Mrs. Greer mustn't lose by 

me.* Fox says to him, * WeU, Pll tell you, 

there's one thing you can do, Mr. Greer. 

Nobody can hinder you payin' Mrs. Greer 

out of what you've got on your person.' 

John didn't pay anytl^ing to that, but they 

went out together an' he's assigned." ■

Miss. Mary gave a litUe gasp of excite- 

ment. ■

" Oh, we'd ought to try an' keep it quiet ! 

But I e'poee it'll get out The news'U 

apr^ad like wildfire." ■

, .**^^> yw," Mrs. Greer said carelessly; 

'it'll get out^ but it might be worse. It's 

bad enough to fail up, but it's a great sight 

worse to skip to the States." ■

Miss Mary's surmise was correct The 

news spread like wildfire. Peter Garret 

dropped in during the evening, and re- ■

marked casually that it was going round 

that John Greer had broke down, saying at 

the same time that folks were wondering 

whether his'd managed to cheat the women 

folks. ■

'*If you ain't in it" he said, "you're the 

only ones around. He's borrowed wherever 

he could borrow, an' all his loose stuff ia 

chattel-mortgaged; an' they do say he's got 

money." ■

Mr& Greer thought over this during the 

night, and her pity turned to wrath. John 

had borrowed money from her, when he 

knew he could not pay it back. He had 

given other people chattel-mortgages, and 

because she was related to him, and had 

trusted him, he had given her no security 

of any kind. The longer she thought of it, 

the more she felt she had been cheated and 

outwitted by a scoundrel She started out 

early in the morning with the purpose of 

finding out how much he had bcnrrowed of 

late, proving he had not spent it all, and 

making him disgorge. She met little John 

Henry Briggs, the carpenter who was always 

looking for jobs, and he told her John had 

been the ruination of him. He had gone in 

the bank for him, and the notes were 

nearly due, and he had no way of paying 

unless he mortgaged his house and lot. 

George Elders had lent him two hundred 

dollars only two days ago. He had bought 

Sandy Munroe's five cows the week before, 

and sold them, and had not paid a cent. 

As John Henry Briggs said, he could sit in 

his own door and count enough people in 

sight that he owed to sink a ship. Mrs. 

Greer went oh to her brother-in-law's with 

rage in her heart. ■

They were at breakfast when she went 

in, and the twins sat on high chairs, one on 

each side of Tilly, looking up solemnly over 

thehr bowls of corn-meal and milk. Tilly 

jumped up almost gaily, and brought her a 

chair. ■

** I'm so glad that father's going to stay, 

Aunt Martha," she said, '< that I can't feel 

very bad about anything else. Things will 

come round some way, I tell him." ■

Mrs. Greer paid no attention* ■

"Well, John," she said sternly, "Pve 

come this morning to see what you're going 

to do for me. Before you've threw away 

everything you've got to your creditor?, I'd 

like to kmow what you're going to do for 

me," ■

John laid down his knife and fork. He 

was trembling with excitement ■

"Marthy,'* he said, "only have a little 

patience, an* don't turn agin me^ an' you ■
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will be secured. That's what I said at 

first — you will be secured — an' I mean it.** , ■

"I don't believe it," cried Mrs. Greer. 

" John, I believe you've got money ! " ■

Tilly jumped up with a cry of pain. ■

"Oh, Aunt Martha, he hasn't!" she 

cried. *' He hasn't I He hasn't got any 

money ! He's been a bad manager, maybe, 

but he's been honest. That's what he's 

said all along — he's said you must be se- 

cured, an' you will be. Only wait a little 

while, an' don't go back on us. Oh, Aunt 

Martha, you're the only friend we've got. 

He is honest." ■

She threw herself in front of her father 

as if to protect him. ■

" Sit down, child,** Mrs. Greer said. " I 

don't blame you." ■

** Oh, but I can't bear to have you think 

he hasn't been honest. You've been so 

good to us. Speak up, father, an' tell her 

we haven't got any money." ■

Mrs. Greer laughed bitterly, ■

" It's no good for you to try an' defend 

him, Tilly. The whole town's cryin' shame 

on him. He owes everybody. Let him 

show what he's done with it, or I'll find 

out!" ■

She swept indignanUy out of the house. 

She had not intended to say anything 

before Tilly, and as she walked back her 

conscience seemed more than half inclined 

to reproach her for what she had done. 

She had scarcely reached home and taken 

off her bonnet before the door burst open 

and Tilly entered, breathless and bare- 

headed. ■

''Oh, Aunt Martha," she sobbed, "I 

want to tell y^^u it isn't as bad as it loc^s. 

Father's just got fifty dollars, an' that's all. 

But I own the haircloth furniture, an' the 

organ, an' the feather beds. Mother gave 

them. to me. An' I've come to tell you 

that . I'll sell them an' give the money to 

you. An' you will be paid in time. 

Father sftys sa Only don't doubt father." ■

Mrs. Greer took the sohbing girl in her 

arms. ■

" Tilly, I believe in you, anyhow," she 

said. •' An' if you say so I'll believe in 

your father* An' there's just one thing for 

you to do, an' that's to stop frettin', and be 

a good girl an' go home an' take care of 

the chilcben." And Mrs. Greer emphasized 

her advice with a motherly kiss. : ■

Tilly told herself as she went home that 

she had done no wrong, and that she would 

not be ashamed or avoid meeting people. 

All day there were strangers in the shop 

and in the house making Usts of the things ■

there ; and others drawn by curiosity came 

in to see, as they said, how she was taking 

it. But she preserved her gentle qoiet^ 

kept the house tidy and the twins clean, 

and had the meals on the table at the 

proper hours. When she had put the 

twins to bed at night she came out as usual 

to sit a few moments on the verandah in 

the early spring twilight. A whip-poor- 

will was crying atnong the trees on the 

other side of the river, and in the half- 

light ehe permitted herself the luxury of 

a few tears. A cow-bell tinkled in the 

paisture lot, and the air was full of faint 

evening sounda. Above all she was 

acutely conscious of steps that grew nearer 

and nearer and then paused. Somebody 

spoke her name, " Tilly," quite dose beside 

her. ■

She felt the blood rush to her face and 

her heart almost stop. There was no need 

to look up to know who it was who was 

standing on the grass a step below her. 

He had taken off his hat, and his hand- 

some face, surrounded by its rings of black 

hair, was^ quite distinct in the gathering 

dusk. ■

'' I came to ask you if you wouldn't like 

to take a little walk," he siEdd. ■

She put up her hand to hide her tear- 

marked face. ■

" No, no ; 1 can't go." ■

" Not just a little ways t "* ■

'* No, thank you, I guess not," she said 

faintly. " I don't care to." ■

"Well, it's all right," he said. «I 

didn't know but ybu might like to go a 

little ways." ■

He struggled to make his tone uncon- 

cerned, and moved away a few steps, bat 

something in the dejected figure drew him 

back again. ■

" See here now, Tilly,'' he said, and held 

out his hand. ■

She put hers into it mechanically, and 

felt it instantly covered in a warm clasp. ■

" See here now. Tilly," he said again. 

" Ton think I don't know what's the 

matter with yon. Well, I do, and I don't 

mind a bit." ■

She struggled to take her hand away, 

but he held it fast. ■

*' I don't mind a bit," he said again. ■

" Oh, yes, you do," she said. ** It's an 

awful disgrace." ■

** Well, then, it's my disgrace too, for you're 

my girL And you can come to-morrow if 

you've a mind to. I never wanted you to 

stay slaving here for your folks. We'll be 

married right away if you say so." ■
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^t^he snatched her hand away from him in 

a<»indden agony of fear, and ran quickly 

< : o the house and up to her own room, 

c^ere she threw herself on the bed with ■

v.: heart beating wildly and strange lights 

i^acing before her eyes. Shame and terror 

^ herself, and the foretaste of remorse that 

^irites the conscience for a sin not yet ■

i-.Binitted, were all struggling with a new 

'^ ^d guilty happiness that was swelling her 

i^art to borsting. She lay there motionless, 

I . nr after hour, fighting over again the old 

^'ttle of duty against inclination. She 

ard her father come up to his room next 

jI hers and move about restlessly. The 

V?on rose and poured a current of white 

> ^ht into the room. She could hear the 

^ ft breathings of the twins asleep in their ■

»t at her bedside^ She got up and hung 

'^ let them in an agony of divided love and 

; lotherly tenderness. They were so helpless^ 

^ isy and dimpled in sleep — the tender things 

'''le had taken from her mother's dying 

^rms, and tended and watched all their 

^ ttle life. He had said she must leave her 

^olks. How could she leave her father and ■

hese babies when they needed her so much f 

^^ith a little stifled cry of misery she ■

(ropped on her knees beside them. She 

-elt dimly that she had need to say a prayer, ■

mt no words came to her. Then in queer, ■

'lisjointed fashion she remembered one ■

^rerse of a hymn that seemed to bring ■

r^mfort. The first line was gone, ■

" Nor seek a selfish rest — 

Nor seek a selfish rest," ■

:ihe repeated, trying to recall it, ■

" Nor mnnnar when He asks of me 

Hy dearest and my best" ■

She fell asleep with the words on her 

Hps. ■

But John Greer did not understand her 

when next morning, contrary to the country 

girl's instinct of reticence, she threw her 

; anns round his neok and sobbed out that 

she would never leave him. He patted her 

good-humouredly on the head and said she 

needn't be afraid but what he'd always do 

bis duty by her as a father, and never bring 

anybody in to be mistress of the house that 

she didn't like. ■

TWO PRESIDENCY CAPITALS. ■

Fbom Madras, "the Cinderella of India," 

to Calcutta, " the City of Palaces," appears 

like the proverbial "far cry to Loch Awe," 

for no contrast can exceed that which exists 

between Uie melancholy settlement on the ■

Bay of Bengal, and the brilJiant Viceregal 

capital on the banks of the Hooghly. ■

The site of Madras was granted to the 

East India Company in 1638 by an ironical 

native Prince, who thus expressed his con- 

tempt for the mercantile organisation to 

which he yielded a wilderness of sand 

lashed by foaming surf, and exposed to the 

full fury of the north-east mcmsoon as it 

sweeps over this dreary and inhospitable 

coast in howling winds and hurricanes of 

rain. The ungracious concession was ac- 

cepted, and the indomitable pioneers of 

British enterprise in the East obtained a 

firm footing in this desolate region. The 

Fort of St. George was built as the 

nucleus of the future city which finally 

enclosed an aggregation of twenty-three 

towns and villages within its boundary, 

under the comprehensive name of Madras. 

In spite of an unprotected roadstead, and 

the further drawback of possessing no 

navigable river, the new settlement gradu- 

ally gathered ships of all nations to the 

port which became one of the principal 

outlets of Indian commerce, and the meridian 

of Madras now gives the time to the gigantic 

railway system which connects the southern 

capital with the entire peninsula. ■

" Madras makes the money for Calcutta 

to spend," is the melancholy assertion of 

an Englkh official banished to this torrid 

zone, where life has lost its wonted zest 

amid an imcongenial environment. An 

atmosphere of hopeless depression clings to 

the great setUement which lies under the 

shadow of Fort St George ; where arsenal, 

council house, and church represent the 

threefold influences of religion, law, and 

order, whereby the destinies of the original 

colony were moulded. Beyond the grey 

battlements lies the so-called island formed 

by two trickling streams choked with sand, 

and shaded by the palms and banyans in 

the gardens of Government House. The 

Mohammedan quarter of Triplicane, con- 

taining eighty thousand inhabitant?, is 

flanked by San Thom6, the traditional site 

hallowed by the martyrdom of Saint Thomas 

the Apostle ; Chintadrepettah, Vepery, and 

Boyapuram form three other important 

divisions of the city ; and the Black Town, 

defended by stone barriers from the 

menacing encroachments of the sea, is one 

of the most characteristic native quarters in 

India, An extensive view from the noble 

lighthoxise commands the length and breadth 

of the southern capital, extending for nine 

miles along the sandy shore, with green 

suburbs and park-like expanses shaded by ■
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drooping palms and lofty bananas. Dense 

thickets of tropical vegetation enclose white 

bungalows and yellow mansions faced with 

polished chunam, but the riotous luxuriance 

of flower and foliage fails to enliven the 

hopeless monotony which seems the 

character^note of forlorn Madras. Be- 

pulsive-looking brown kites flock in count- 

less numbers to the dftrk avenues of Mount 

Eoady the principal thoroughfare of the 

city, and act as the authorised scavengers 

of every street. Even the ubiquitous 

Indian crow gives place to these ragged 

and disreputable bipeds, which darken the 

air as they fly in unpleasant proximity to 

the heads of riders or pedestrians. The 

noisy and riotous inhabitant of Madras 

produces an unfavourable impression upon 

strangers accustomed to the serene and 

ceremonious Hindu of the north, and 

though the tenets of Christianity are nomi 

nally held by nearly a third of the Lidiau 

population, the purer creed seems somewhat 

at variance with the conduct of native 

disciples. The dark skins and rugged 

features of the population denote barbaric 

origin, and their violent gesticulations and 

furious quarrels strike dismay into the 

victim of their rapacity. ■

In a primitive handcart known as a 

" push," and drawn at breakneck speed by a 

brown native clad in little else but the coat- 

ing of palm-oil with which his lean body is 

liberally smeared, we thread the maze of 

streets to the Cathedral and Botanical 

. Gardens; neither of these favourite resorts 

possessing sufficient beauty to merit de- 

scription. The eipedirion shows a lament- 

able deficiency of native intelligence, for 

our willing but incapable conductor, unable 

to find the exit from a maze of banyan 

avenues, collapses in tearful despair, until a 

sympathising vendor of sweetmeats at a 

wayside stall solves the hopeless problem, 

and puts him in the right way, accompany- 

ing the needful directions with the gift of a 

sticky but toothsome morsel of unprepos- 

sessing appearance and powerful odour. ■

Colleges, hospitals, and churches stand 

in green compounds where cows and sheep 

feed among tropical plants, and the rank 

vegetation shows traces of neglect and 

disorder unusual in cities under British 

sway. In the cool of the evening we drive 

along the beach to meet the reviving sea 

breeze, locally known as 'Hhe doctor," a 

welcome visitor at the close of the burning 

day. A fleet of Massoola boats, built for cross- 

ing the heavy surf of this forbidding coast, is 

just plunging through the sheets of spray. ■

The light craft made of thin planks sewn 

together with thongs of hide and calked 

with cocoa-nut fibre, was formerly the only 

mode of landing ; but an artificially sheltered 

harbour has lately been constructed, enabling 

passengers to disembark with a more agree- 

able if less romantic sensation than that of 

flying through clouds of foam and bumping 

on the sandy shore, to be dragged to terra 

firma by screaming phantoms of weird and 

uncanny aspect. ■

The catamaran, made of a hollowed log, 

shares the popularity of the Massoola boat 

with the fishermen of Madras. The ricketty- 

looking contrivance can weather any storm 

in the skilful native hands, and letters are 

slant by this means to ships in the ofi&ng 

when other communication with the shore 

is impossible. The catamaran requires steer- 

ing with a paddle through the raging surf, 

and though the boatman .may be frequently 

dashed out of the rude skiS by the violence 

of the waves, he leaps into his frail bark 

again with the efficiency of long practice, 

and the catamaran, flying over the crest of 

the great billows which threaten instant 

destruction, accomplishes the perilous voyage 

in safety. ■

Only four thouslEind Europeans are to 

be found in the immense population of 

four hundred thousand souls, if we ex- 

cludei the twelve thousand Eurasians who 

occupy the No Man's Land, on the borders 

of black and white. This hybrid race 

presents insoluble difficulties to the political 

economist. Craving for the social recognition 

denied to a community which originated in 

the vices of the early European cofenists, 

and scorned alike by the pure-blooded 

nations of East and West, the sins of the 

fathers seem visited upon the yellow children 

of this degenerate stock unto the third and 

fourth g^ieratioa. By a curious freak of 

Nature the Eurasian of Portuguese descent 

sinks step by step in the scale of colour 

until he becomes of darker hue than the 

Hindu of unblemidied race, and the hybrid 

Goanese of the pres^it day combine dis- 

tinctively European features with a skin of 

total blackness. The unbalanced Eurasian 

character, full of conflicting elements, lacks 

the sterling and enduring qualities which 

command respect and ensure success, and 

this feeble type of humanity has hitherto 

appeared incapable of elevation to vigour of 

thought a&d action. ■

Madras possesses but few local industries, 

and depends chiefly upon her exports of 

grain, cotton, and indigo, together with 

railway freight and shipping, as the prin- ■
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cipal sources of prosperity. Commercial 

interests have been increased by the open- 

ing of the gold fields in Mysore, but the 

^ moumfu^ Cinderella of India, oppressed by 

!; the burden and heat of Uie day, seems fated 

to slave amid the dust and ashes without 

tasting the fruits of the labour which falls 

* to her lot. Under the guidance of " the 

enlightened native/' we visit the historic 

Car of Juggernaut, a melancholy relic of 

India's sacrificial cruelty, and still held in 

superstitious veneration, though forbidden 

by Government decree to be removed from 

beneath the gaudy canopy which now 

eoyers it. The heavy wheels, encrusted 

with grotesque images of the gods, formerly 

added to the dying agonies of the devotees 

crushed beneath the weight of the ponderous 

chariot as it rolled on its murderous way 

during the great festivals of the Brahmin 

creed. . ■

As we enter the narrow streets of the 

Black Town crowds of naked coolies pass 

along the rough roads, harnessed to heavy 

drays laden with bales of cotton. The 

smouldering fires of the Burning Gh&t glow 

with lurid light above the dbarred and 

blackened heaps of earth piled upon the 

bodies of the dead, whose ashes are placed 

in brazen lotahs, filled up with milk, and 

then cast into the sea. Gay groups throng 

the dusky lanes in rainbow robes, high 

caste maidens are borne in gilded litters to 

latticed zenanas above sculptured doorways, 

and a sunset sky of flaming orange trans- 

mutes dreary Madras into a city of burnished 

gold. ■

Two days later our steamer enters the 

muddy waters of the Hooghly— said to be 

the most dangerous river of the world, in 

consequence of the sandbanks, sboals, 

islands, and cross-currents, which impede 

navigation and demand the highest degree 

of nautical skill. The storms and cyclones 

peculiar to the Bay of Bengal are unknown 

in the month of February^ and the ship 

glides over a glassy mirror to the river's 

mouth in an absolutely windless calm. 

Shoals of flying fish dart on glittering 

wing from the blue depths, and wheel 

sportively through the sunny air; the 

dim coast -line narrows on either side, 

and reveals a dense tropical jungle, where 

tigers lurk in the thickets and cobras 

haunt the pathless depths. At night- 

fall we anchor off Saugor Island, a place 

of perpetual fever, where a lighthouse 

towers up from a background of impene- 

trable forest. ■

The great delta of the Hooghly contracts ■

into the dimensions of an ordinary river 

between luxuriant groves of palm and 

bamboo, the feathery fronds bending over 

the water and sheltering the brown vil- 

lages which afford picturesque glimpses 

of rural Bengal. Gold mohor and scarlet 

poinsettia bum like flames against the 

darkness of the jungle, and the' snowy 

domes and spires of the "City of 

Palaces" soar in visionary beauty above 

the golden mists of dawn. Every port 

is closed as the vessel approaches the 

terrible "James and Mary" sandbank, 

which no ship can touch without capsizing ; 

and, escaping the untoward fate suggested 

by the broken masts of a recent wreck, we 

reach a haven of refuge in Diamond 

Harbour, a palm-shaded inlet, where a 

navy could ride at anchor. The turn of 

the tide brings us to Garden Beach, skirted 

by the white palace of the quondam King of 

Oude, as the furthest outpost of the 

Viceregal capital If Madras be the Indian 

Cinderella^ Calcutta is the Indian Quoen. 

Splendid mansions and glittering shops line 

broad thoroughfares, and hide among the 

palms and bamboos of maidan or compound. 

The white domes of public buildings rise 

from the dark foliage of casuarina and 

cypress. Government House, in the centre 

of a tropical park, bears comparison with 

the stateliest palaces of the West, and the 

wealth of the Presidential metropolis is 

evidenced by the superb equipages which 

render the fashionable carriage drive a 

replica of Rotten Bow in the height of the 

London season. The Viceregal liveries of 

scarlet and gold make a focus of brilliant 

colour amidst the sea of white which surges 

up and down the broad ''Strand" at the 

sunset hour, when the Europeans, who 

parody the proud title of Calcutta into 

•* The City of Pale Faces," crowd along the 

banks of the river to meet the evening 

breeze, which rustles the towering palms, 

and brings fresh life into the sun-scorched 

city. ■

Bareheaded Babus in flowing muslins 

lean over the rails of the side- walk, and 

criticise the fashionable throng. ■

Ayahs in gaudy saris and innumerable 

bangles take their languid charges for the 

evening airing. Eichly-clad natives in 

gilded palanquins pass swiftly through the 

crowd, preceded by syces, who clear the 

way with the long staves which serve as 

weapons and official wands. Hindu and 

Moslem, coolie and Khitmutgar, soldier and 

civilian, swell the throng ; and, as darkness 

falls, the palm-trees of the Eden gardens ■
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stand out clear and sharp in the blue flood 

of electric light which bathes the scene, 

bringing the romantic East within the 

focus of Western science. ■

A sudden storm flashes np from the 

south, and peals of thunder rend the air, 

while torrents of tropical rain transform the 

streets into raging torrents. The white-robed 

Babus retreat in headlong flight, soaked to 

the skin and covered with mud, after a 

momentary exposure to the sudden tempest. 

The sluggish Hooghly changes into a foam- 

ing whirlpool, boats capsize, ancj dark 

figures struggle in the waves. This uproar 

of the elements is one of the "mango 

showers " which precede the burst of the 

monsoon, and according to popular theory 

set the young fruit From the numerous 

trees torn up by the roots it becomes 

difficult to entertain this idea as an article 

of faith, but the storm subsides with in- 

credible rapidity, and the yellow Eastern 

moon shines out with placid splendour 

upon the tranquil night which follows the 

hurly-burly of wind and wave. ■

The noble city of Calcutta was founded 

in 1690 by Job Charnock, who established 

a fortified *' factory/' married a Hindu wife, 

and lived according to the customs of the 

country. In 1742 the famous ditch was 

cut to protect the city from the Mahratta 

cavalry, but the settlement was captured by 

the Nawab, and on the nineteenth of June, 

1756, a hundred and fifty Europeans were 

imprisoned in the Black Hole, where only 

twenty escaped suffocation. Clive regained 

possession of the spot in 1757, when the 

fortunes of the city rose until the growing 

importance of Calcutta made it the seat of 

the Viceroy and the centre of Government. 

The Black Hole, haunted by such terrible 

memories, was destroyed in 1818; the 

imposing barracks and stately church of 

Fort William were erected; and the 

Temple of Kalighat, four miles to the 

south, gave its name to the flourishing city 

of Calcutta. ■

Hindu pilgrims still flock to the ancient 

shrine where, according to a Brahminical 

legend, the body of "black Kali," Siva's 

wife, was cut in pieces by divine decree, 

and on the spot where one of her fingers 

fell, a temple was raised in honour of the 

savage goddess whose traditional life forms 

a tissue of vice and crime. ■

The supreme attraction of the neighbour- 

hood is to be found in the magnificent 

Botanical Gardens, many miles in extent, 

on the edge of the river, and approached by 

woodland roads overshadowed by crowding ■

palms. Native villages nestle in bowers 

of foliage, and a line of tanks reflects the 

boldly-cut leaves of banana and india- 

rubber, which rustle their tom^ green 

curtains in the breeze. The great Gardens 

stretch southward in mazes of pillared 

avenues, where Palmyra palms with fluted 

stems, taliputs with smoothly polished 

columns, and clustering shafts of kitool 

and cocoa-nut, display the varied styles of 

Nature's architecture. Oil-palm, sugar- 

palm, rattan and fan-palm grow in rich 

abundance on this fertile soil ; and a superb 

banyan tree covers an acre of ground, 

the aisles formed by the perpendicular 

trunk which grows downward from the 

tip of every bough being adorned with 

exquisite orchids, purple, pink, and white, 

which twine round the dark foliage and 

root themselves in the mossy stems. Ma- 

hogany and teak, sandalwood and ebony 

enrich these tropic groves, the grey 

skeleton of the leafless cotton-tree raises 

a pyramid of scarlet bells to the azure sky, 

and the orange plumeis of the mohur glow 

with fiery lustre in the vivid sunlight. 

Purple bougainvillia hangs a sheet of 

blossom over every crumbling wall, and 

curtains the marble balustrades of a tranquil 

lake studded with verdant islets of feathery 

bamboo. The polished yellow stems creak 

in the wind which blows freshly up the 

river from the distant sea, and the heavy 

scents of a thousand tropical flowers breathe 

their rich incense on the air. The visionary 

enchantment of the scene increases with 

the transfiguring glow of the setting sun; 

the river flows in a golden tide through the 

shadowy woods; ringdoves coo softly 

among thickets of banyan and aisles of 

palm ; and the wreathing orchids, in strange 

shapes of bird and butterfly, suggest some 

magical transformation efi'ected by a ne- 

cromantic spell. As we return to the city 

the wayside villages are wrapped in silence 

and slumber ; here and there a dark figure 

rises from a rustic verandah at the noise 

of our carriage wheels, and a dim lantern 

in a low doorway attracts a crowd of 

gigantic moths and flying beetles of 

green and golden hue; the pencilled 

shadows of the tall pidms darken the 

moonlit sward; and we turn with regret 

from fairyland to reality as we cross 

the great bridge over the shadowy river 

which divides the City of Ptdaces from the 

beauteous world of nature, untrammelled 

and unspoilt by the incongruous rush and 

hurry of Western life beneath the starlit 

Eastern sky. ■
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)AYID GROWHURST'S ORDEAL. ■

A 8TORY IN SIX CHAPTERa 

OHAPTSB m. TRIAL. ■

This extraordinary and almost incredible 

ncident disturbed the whole country, and 

>articularly the population of Stxeatfield^ in 

he most remarkable manner. With a 

latoral distrust of any villainous agency, 

nd a strong belief in the powers of acci- 

Lent, there was scarcely a man for miles 

iTound who did not start furtive researdbes 

>n his own account, and who had not a pet 

heory to account for the mystery. In this 

ruitless quest David Crowhurst was the 

cuide and inspiring influence ; showing in 

t a devotion, a disregard of fatiguCi or loss 

)f time or money, eminently characteristio 

)f the man; but» after we^s of bootless 

abour, all evidence and investigation broke 

iown. The only conclusion tbtt could be 

irrived at was that all that had passed on 

hat eventful night had been lost in the 

larknesa which gave no sign, ■

Streatfleld had never before eojoyed the 

)pportiiiiity of exercising itself over so 

piquant a sensation* The country people 

felt that their community had acquired a 

lovel interest in the eyes of the outer 

irorld, and plumed themselves upon their 

3wn importance. Expectations of develope- 

tnents still more startling in character 

^thered, and grew apace. Every trifling 

detail of the tragedy was eagerly discussed ; 

SLnd, where the facts were too meagre to 

satisfy popular interest^ glowing imagina- 

tions supplied additional particulars free, 

^tis, and for nothing. It was exactly the 

season for the ubiquitous reporter to enjoy 

I delightful summer holiday, the trout 

bhing being excellent in that locality; so 

when he failed to detect anything marvel* 

bus, he briskly fabricated items to suit the 

bastes of his readers. Detectives invaded 

the peaceful country, each one proudly con* 

Qdent that he alone possessed a reliable 

clue, and vaunting his own superior merits 

with a brave flourish of trumpets, llien 

each in turn retired disoomflted. Ingleside 

Farm suddenly acquired notoriety, and 

became a show place. Pictures of it ap- 

peared in the illustrated papers; people 

planned excursions for the express purpose 

of inspecting it. Mrs. Eaebum's life was 

rendered a burden to her by the throng of 

sightseers — mostly summer visitors from ■

the little town of L , ten miles distant ■

—who hung about her grounds, trampled ■

on her flower beds, broke down her shrub- 

beries, in their efforts to identify the scene 

of the tragedy. Groups of curious people 

strolled slowly up and down the road, with 

eyes rivetted upon the upper windows. 

Some bribed the servants for surreptitious 

information. More adventurous spirits 

made bold attempts to enter the house. 

Tongues wagged briskly about Beuben 

Baebum and his afbirs. Peoj^e suddenly 

remembered that they had ti^en a good 

deal for granted, and that in reality they 

knew very little about this stranger who 

had settled among them. They had never 

understood very clearly from what part of 

Scotland he had come, nor had he explained 

the source from whence his money was 

derived. He certainly had never alluded 

to relatives at connexions, and had rarely 

received letters. ■

There was still another matter which the 

Streatfield world discussed, which many 

fancied threw a partial light on the mystery. 

It was undeniable that suspicion pointed 

strongly to David Crowhurst He appeared 

to be the only man who had any interest in 

putting Baebum out of the way There was 

no tangible proof, there were absolutely no 

grounds on which any substantial accusation 

could be brought against him. Yet, as people 

debated the subject with hearty relish, they 

persisted in thinking it strange that the man 

who had not been near Ingleside for months 

should have chosen that especial evening 

for a friendly evening. They reminded 

each other how fond he had always been 

of Elsie Baebum, and how he had never 

been consoled for her loss. They recalled 

the violent dislike which old Adam Crow- 

hurst had entertained for his niece's 

husband. As they summed up the circum- 

stances of the case, airy tongues syllabled 

the word guilty. David had been popular 

in the community; he was of a genial 

nature, liberal, ever ready to do a kindness, 

never gradging trouble when it was a 

question of assisting others. Now men and 

women grew cold and critical to their old 

favourite; arguing over the enormities of 

his conduct with a distinct leaning to* 

wards the harshest judgement; eagerly 

gathering every adverse particular which 

could by any possibility be distorted to 

his disadvantage; condemning him with- 

out waiting for evidence. It was asto- 

nishing to 1^ what very clever stories could 

be concocted without any foundation what- 

ever. Incidents which had happened long 

ago, and sunk into oblivion, were revived 

and endowed with novel significance ; care- ■
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less words uttered without any ulterior 

thought were supplied with a deeper 

pieauing. These things seemed. td gather 

around and hem the suspected man in, 

until it teally appeared as though they were 

living things, rising up one after another^ 

instinct with a cruel, relentless purpose to 

crush the life out of him. When first the 

idea that he was suspected of a crime was 

suggested to David, his honest pride, which 

was a fundamental part of the man, was 

stung to the heart. ■

David, James Guthrie, and theStreatfield 

cobbler, Tim Bailey by name, were returning 

home tog<Bther one evening from one of 

those searching parties in which the whole 

neighbourhood had been actively engaged. ■

** I can't go in to see that poor woman," 

insisted Guthrie as they neared Ingleside. 

•*I can't bear to face her. There is 

nothing to tell lier, no comfort to give her. 

When I find those big eyes of hers fixed 

on me, I feel mean, as though it were my 

fault that I can't give her any comfort, 

yet we are doing all we can." ■

^* I should think so. It would be a poor 

oreature who wouldn't do his best to help 

her,*' added Bailey. ■

Tim was a little, withered, skinny old 

man; with a hooked nose and prominent 

chin, a high forehead, and a shining bald 

head upon which a few stray grey locks 

stood stifiBy erect. He bore a curious re- 

semblance to an elderly and dilapidated 

bird ; and he had an odd trick of holding 

his head on one side when he spoke, 

turning eager^ shining dark eyes upon his 

listeners, which increased the likeness. ■

Orowhurst gave vent to a great labouring 

sigli which seemed to rend his troubled 

breast. He was engrossed by the thought 

of this woman who had no real claim upon 

bis ^re, to whom he owed no actual duty, 

^lio in the world's eyes was merely his 

kinswoman, ivhom he loved most truly and 

purely without an;J^ hope of reward. For 

Elsie's sake, ^nd that of her children, he 

was willing to stand champion and defender 

against the world, to show highest faith 

and constancy, to give every aid of human 

love and pity, ready to do and dare as any 

spotless knight of old. What was the 

strength of his manhood good for, if not to 

protect these forlorn and helpless creatures 

cast upon his care ) ■

^If it could only be settled one way br 

another, she could at least become resigned, 

and learn to bear it patiently. It's an 

awful thing for a man to disappear as 

though the earth had engulfed him. As ■

for foul play, there does not seem to be any 

cause for it, or any cause for suspicion." ■

As Orowhurst spoke, both his companions 

regarded him curiously, doubtfully. A 

steady purpose had gradually been growing 

and strengthening in Guthrie's mind, but 

as yet he had never been able to convert 

thought into action. Theife were many 

circumstances of the case which Guthrie 

considered inexplicable. Seeing Orowhurst 

and his cousin driving home together in 

the early morning light had left an un- 

pleasant impression on Guthrie's mind. 

Wh^i she first inissed her husband, why 

should Mrs. Baeburn have gone so far to 

seek her husbaiid^ when he and his family, 

Raebum's most intimate friends, were 

close at hand t When public opinion ac- 

cused a man of so heinous a crime, and the 

whole country was ringing with his name, 

it seemed only fair that he should be in- 

formed ol the fact. When he happened to 

be in Orowhurst's c6nlpany he could not 

harbour suspicion ; there was something in 

David's guilelessness and geniality, in his 

utter lack of egotism, which invariably pre- 

possessed others in his favour. The 

Scotchman was a. bluffy blunt man, who 

prided himself upon speaking his mind 

without teax or favour ; yet, as he looked 

into his companion's anxious face^ he 

hesitated, Bailey, however, was a mala- 

droit individual, driven by rash andreckless 

impulses. ■

"Why, Mr. Orowhurst !" he exclaimed 

excitedly ; " no one has ever been suspected 

but yourself." ■

"Well, I tell you what it is, Orowhurst." 

Guthrie i^poke, regarding David with cool, 

delibei^^ speculation. "It's better that 

you should hear this thing from one that's 

friendly to you than from those that are 

not. I don't say that I believe anything 

against you." ■

As the candid grey eyes rested frankly 

oh his own, all his vague surmises and 

suspicions vanished into empty air. He 

looked around as tiiough expecting comfort 

and encouragement in the emergency from 

his companion, but Tim's flighty spirit 

never furnished a very reliable dependence, 

he was already repenting his indiscreet 

utterances in deep afilicti6n of soul. ■

"In fact^ I give no credit to such 

rumours." ■

"No, indeed, no one with any sense 

wpuld ever think of sueh a thing," inter- 

rupted Tim vivaciously. ■

Guthrie turned oil him a broad stare of 

scornful reproof, whi6h caused the little ■
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man to shrink back abashed, and the 

Scotchman continued, somewhat unsteadily : ■

** There are always fools who love to 

chatter,** with a contemptuous glance at his 

small neighbour. "But suspicion only ■

points to one man " He could no longer ■

encounter his listener's close and vigilant 

scrutiny ; he paused and faltered. Crow- 

hurst was instantly aroused to keen and 

vigilant interest. Could it be possible that 

any due or enlightenment had been found 1 ■

" Strange that I should not have heard/' 

he said slowly. " And that man ^" ■

"Oh^h-4i ! " came in Tim's shrill, falsetto 

tones, while his comical little face exhibited 

a very piteousness of embarrassment. ■

Guthrie was ashamed of his own 

momentary weakness. If looks could have 

had power to annihilate, Tim would have 

been visited by swift retribution. ■

** That man is yourself," he said abruptly, 

then paused, narrowly watching the ^ect 

of his words. ■

"Myself I" repeated Crowhurst, staring 

from one to the other in blank amazement. ■

" Oh, Mr. Guthrie I We all know that 

it is not true.'' ■

Tim, with an evident desire to propitiate, 

quavered reproachfully 5 but the Scotchman 

was now fairly launched on his subject, 

and was conscious that he had committed 

himself too far to recede. The tentative 

remonstrance essayed by his alarmed com- 

panion only inspired him with a more 

resolute determination to be true to what 

he considered his duty, and he obstinately 

picked up the thread of his discourse where 

he had dropped it. ■

" Yee," he insisted, *'no (me else had any 

motive to put Beuben Baebum out of the 

way. Everybody knows that you and he 

had quarrelled about Mrs. Eaebum's legacy. 

You never denied that you disliked him; 

dozens of people will swear that you have 

said hard things of him ; you were the only 

enemy he was known to have." ■

Feeling that he had delivered himself of 

his sentiments with a vigour and energy 

worthy of the missing man's friend, Guthrie 

stood erect and mptionlesSj^ awaiting in 

judicial silence some refutation of the 

charge. Tim was liable to be swayed by 

chance moods; a moment before he had 

been hot in Crowhurst's favour, now he 

veered round, and was frantically eager to 

add his own quota to the charge. ■

** Oh, yes, indeed," he cried airily. ** I 

heard you say myself that it was a black 

day that brought Eaebum to Streatfield. 

Yes, indeed, I could swear to that." ■

A sudden horror penetrated to David!^ 

heart, iand seemed to stop its beating. His 

wildest fancy had never suggested such a 

possibility. He stopped, leaning heavily 

against a tree as though his strength had 

failed him. Amidst this mist and turmoil 

of trouble, he divined — with a thrill of 

certainty that took away his breath — much 

whiph he had never before suspected. In 

a swift, agonised flash of perception, cold 

looks and cutting words which, in his 

preoccupation, had passed unnoticed, now 

forced thiemselves on his attention. A 

strange confusion of feeling arose in bis 

mind. In this swift reversal of all things 

the blackest distrust and depression took 

possession of the simple, candid, kindly soul. 

He looked, bewildered, from one to another ; 

at Guthrie, earnest, disturbed, partly distrust- 

ful, partly compunctious ; at Tim, flippant 

and volatile,, ready at any chance breath to 

drift on the opposing currents of differing 

opinions. His tender human tolerance per- 

ceived and pitied these people's inability^ to 

understand the truth, even while it stung 

him ; yet for charity, for sympathy, honour, 

good repute, for aU that makes existence 

worthy^—perhaps even for life itself — it was 

to such as these that a man must trust for 

judgement. The peril of the circumstances ; 

the horror, shame, and publicity ; all that so 

terrible an accusation might mean, made 

but a slight impression upon his mind. 

They were but secondary considerations. 

Since doubt and suspicion so hideous could 

exist, who could tell how far they might 

extend t Elsie might regard him aa the 

destroyer of her happiness ; the little ones 

might be taught to consider him their 

father's murderer. The injustice was in- 

tolerable, yet he h$ul to endure it; there 

was no redress; he knew not how to 

express his humiliation and sense of wrong. 

With an instinct of desperation, he strove 

to. meet the miserable necessity bravely. 

He raised his head with a look of ghastly 

,trouble ; his eyes were heavy with pain 

and perplexity, as he spoke with a long- 

drawn panting breath of indignation. ■

"You believe that I raised my hand 

against Eeuben Eaebum 1 That I ttiade of 

his wife a widow) That on niie rests the 

guilt of rendering his children orphans 1 " ■

" Oh ! no, no, indeed ! " whimpered Tim 

in a lachrymose way, melting into vehement 

self-reproach, and filled wi^ a furious . 

desire to gainsay all he had ever affirmed 

on the subject. '* It's mean and cruel .to 

suspect you; I don't see how any one 

could, ril say that to any man." ■
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Nothing in Guthrie's matter-of-fact nature 

responded to this enthusiasm. He despised 

Tim, whose sentiments were as unstable as 

mist wreaths on the river; holding un- 

practieal impulses in contempt, he prided 

himself upon dealing with more rational 

and impersonal arguments, but he, too, was 

human. The sight of the blanched and 

tremulous face, the lines all drawn with 

suffering, the pale but compassionate eyes, 

touched him more than he would have 

liked to own. ■

** I only told you what people thought 

because it seemed right," he pleaded, as 

though in self-defence. ** I can't find it in 

my heart to condemn you, even if things do 

look black against you. Everybody knows 

that there is not a shadow of real prool If 

there had been any shadow of real evidence, 

they would have arrested you right away." 

As David's ideas had time to shape and 

dear themselves, he was conscious of a 

sharp pain and a choking in his throat — so 

that he could not move, and could scarcely 

breathe — ^yet he contrived to control the 

tingling in his nerves. In the effort his 

tones Strayed an involuntary hardness. ■

" Tou are the people who should know 

me best. I have grown from boy to man, 

going in and out among you, and I defy 

any, with truth, to say an evil word against 

me. My life and my father's have been 

spent with you, yet never a stain has 

rested upon either of our names. No man 

or woman has suffered wrong at our hands. 

I have worked and worshipped with you ; 

with the best I have had to give, I have 

shared in your joys and sorrows. I am one ■

of^ yourselves, your very own, yet on the 

slightest suspicion you are eager to accept 

my guilt as clear and evident fact; you 

are ready to set on me, and hound me 

down, like a pack of ravening wolves." ■

In the strength and fearless courage of 

its pose, his tall form, drawn up to its fall 

height, had something impressive and nobly 

defiant about it which impressed the two 

keenly interested spectators. He lifted his 

brown eyes in a perfect blase of disdainful 

light His words were instinct with a deep 

feeling which almost attained eloquence. ■

"In that case, all is over between us. 

Tour goodwill and good words are valu&- 

less in my sight I care nothing for them, 

and will have none of them. Do your 

worst. I have neither part nor lot with 

you, and never shall I have again." ■

He turned away with a proud gesture of 

repudiation, as though he were casting frood 

him some unworthy object ■

The two men remained in stunned 

silence, watching the tall form as it 

rapidly ascended the hillside ; then Guthrie 

turned to his companion with a resolute 

determination to vent his own discomfiture 

upon another. ■

"A nice clever fellow you are. I should 

just like to know if you see the sort of 

fool you have been making of yourself." ■

But Tim was using a red pocket 

handkerchief ostentatiously and unre- 

servedly, and was altogether too deeply 

overwhelmed by his fee^ngs to be sensible 

of either shame or scorn. ■

" We're miserable sinners," he ejaculated 

piously. ** Preserve us a*." ■
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CHAPTER XXV. ■

'' Is Lady Karslake at home t '' ■

North Branston's voice rang singularly 

stem as he asked the question. It was 

about half-past five — the hour at which he 

had been used to pay the almost daily visit 

which Lady Karslake's philanthropic in- 

terests had rendered necessary; but his 

present call was rather a renewal than a 

continuance of that custom. Neatly a fort- 

night had passed, during which North had 

not once presented himself at the house in 

Wilton Street. Since his last visit to her, 

on the day on which he had dined with the 

Slade-Fentons, he and Lady Karslake had 

not met. ■

The servant, looking at him with the 

curiosity engendered by his absence, thought 

that Dr. Branston looked *' cross enough to 

frighten you," as she subsequently declared 

to a fellow servant. This private opinion, 

however, in nowise affected her official 

demeanour; and, as she answered him re- 

spectfully in the affirmative, Dr. Branston 

strode past her into the house, going towards 

the drawing-room with so absorbed and 

rapid a step that for a moment the woman 

thought he did not intend to pause for a 

formal announcement of his presence. Then 

he stopped abruptly, and waited while the 

door was opened and his name spoken. ■

Lady Karslake was alone. It may have 

been the fact that her book was lying 

unheeded in her lap, and that she was 

gazing rather absently before her, that gave 

her solitary figure a lonely look. As North ■

was announced, she turned her head towards 

the door, a quick flash of expression^ com- 

pounded of reproach and pleasure, passing 

across her features. ■

" Ah ! ** she said. " I thought you had 

deserted me. Dr. Branston." ■

She held out her hand to him without 

rising ; and, the flash of expression subsid- 

ing with singular suddenness, certain subtle 

changes that the past fortnight had wrought 

in her face became instantly apparent. She 

was rather paler, there was a droop about 

her mouth, half contemptuous and half 

dreary, and her whole expression was tired 

and inert. ■

North Branston, however, hardly looked at 

her. Every line in his face was rigidly set. 

He barely touched her hand, and then sat 

down in absolute silence. ■

Apparently Lady Karslake's nerves were 

in an unusucJly sensitive condition, for her 

visitor's demeanour seemed to irritate her. 

There was a decided touch of temper in her 

voice and manner as she said : ■

"Haven't you any excuses to offer, or 

don't you consider it worth while to offer 

themt I suppose you have been rather 

glad to redeem the time you've felt it your 

duty to waste on my freaks. Now, isn't 

that the truth t" ■

"No, not quite." ■

The words came from North, after a 

perfectly perceptible pause, in a low tone 

which was quite consonant with his appear- 

ance ; but Lady Karslake did not notice 

the tone. She seemed to have drifted into 

a carping mood. ■

'* Not quite ; but very nearly ! " she 

retorted. " You are nothing if not uncom- 

promising. Well, I must say that I think 

you might have let me down gently. I 

won't say that you might have considered 

my boredom — I being suddenly bereft of an ■
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occupation " — ^this with a bitter little touch 

of self-contempt — "and that you might 

have looked in upon me once or twice from 

that point of view. We'll say" — she 

laughed a little — "that you might have 

considered my self-esteem ; you might have 

written me a civil little lettei to say that 

all your patients were dying, and you were 

sorry that you couldn't' come and see me 

until they were dead. I shouldn't have be- 

lieved you ; but it would have pleased me ! " ■

Some vague sense of the drift of her speech 

seemed to penetrate North's strange con- 

centration, and he replied with grave 

straightforwardness : ■

" If you have expected me, I am sorry. 

I never thought of it." Then, absolutely 

unconscious of her quick, half-indignant ges- 

ture, he went on : "I have not come, Lady 

Karslake, because I have made a discovery." ■

His tone was very low; and, though 

it was steady enough, it was a little hoarse. 

His hand as it rested on the arm of his 

chair was tightly clenched ; his eyes, very 

dark and with no light in tl^eir depths, 

were looking, as if under the influence of 

determined control, not at her, but past her. ■

His voice or his manner or some more 

subtle influence seemed suddenly to touch 

Lady Karslake. With one of those quick 

transitions of mood which made even her 

most captious and unreasonable temper 

* charming in the eyes of the people who 

knew her best, she leaned forward suddenly. ■

" A discovery 1 " she said impulsively 

and gently. " A pleasant discovery, I hope 1 

Nol" ■

"That depends," said North, "upon you!" ■

He had turned his eyes involuntarily 

as he spoke the four words, and they 

were resting now full on her face. As 

she met them, something seemed to arrest 

the expression on Lady Karslake's face; 

a quick sudden flush swept into her cheeks, 

and then her own eyes altered, dilated into 

an expression of startled, incredulous amaze- 

ment, and dropped as if in spite of herself. 

There was a moment's silence, and then 

she said quickly, and with a rather breath- 

less laugh : ■

" That's an enigma ! I can't answer it ! " ■

North leaned a little forward. ■

"I've come to-day," he said, and there 

was an indescribable vibration in his voice, 

"to ask you to answer it. I've come 

to ask you to be my wife I " ■

"Dr. Branston!" ■

With all the eloquence of her astonished 

face, translated into sound in the utterance 

of the two short words. Lady Karslake ■

had started to her feet. She stood for 

an instant looking at him, her slender, 

graceful figure quivering under the intense 

shock of her surprise; and then as he 

too rose, she turned away, repeating her 

exclamation in a lower tone, and with a 

little catch in her breath : ■

"Dr. Branstonl'* ■

** I've been abrupt," he said. " I should 

have waited, I suppose, and paved the way 

somehow. But I could not see you again, 

knowing what I know of myself now, 

without saying what I have said. I have 

never thought of such a possibility as — 

as this — in connection with myself; and 

I deal hardly and roughly with it, as I do 

with most things." ■

She did not speak. She only stretched 

out one hand, and rested it upon the tall 

back of her chair. Her hand was trembling. 

With a gesture half bitter, half reckless, 

wholly consistent with the suppressed in- 

tensity of his whole demeanour, he went 

on again. ■

"And after all, how would delay serve 

me 1 You know me. You know the worst 

of me, I think. I can say nothing of 

myself to recommend me to you — there 

is nothing to be said. I am not a young 

man, and I shall hardly change much 

now. If you can give me what I ask, 

it must be out of your own generosity, 

through no desert of mine ! " ■

With a swift, sudden gesture as though 

in repudiation of his words, Lady Karslsie 

raised her hand. He stopped involuntarily, 

and in another moment she spoke, slowly, 

almost inaudibly : ■

" I am so amazed ! " she said. " So 

utterly amazed ! " ■

" I know," he answered slowly. " It's 

natural. I am not the sort of man women 

— like. If you must say no, so be it I I 

won't annoy you. I understand that impor- 

tunity would hardly help me. There's only 

this I want to say before you answer me." 

He paused a moment as if to choose his 

words. "If you had been quite satisfied 

with life," he said, "I should not have 

spoken. I should have got over my dis- 

covery, as many men have done before me 

— as I shall probably have to do, as it is — 

and it would have worked in with the rest. 

But you are not satisfied. Life has shown 

its seamy side to both of us more or less. 

Perhaps we are neither of us what we might 

have been without that knowledge. But 

perhaps it might grind less heavfly upon 

you for being shared. Perhaps companion- 

ship " ■
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She interrupted him. Walking with a 

swift, wild step across the room, she leaned 

her arm upon the mantelpiece and let her 

face fall forward on it. ■

" Oh, wait a moment,*' she cried in a 

choked, breathless voice. " Wait ! Wait ! 

Let me think. I can't realise ! I can't 

understand ! " ■

Across the set darkness of North's face 

there flashed a light so sudden and so 

strangely eloquent that for the moment he 

was hardly recognisable. For a moment he 

stood motionless, obeying her, it seemed, by 

sheer force of the most rigid self-control. 

Then he crossed the room and stood beside 

her. The light had left its traces on his 

features. Their calm was broken up. ■

" What is it you cannot understand ? " he 

said. " Is it me ? " ■

With a sudden impulsive lift of the bead 

she turned and faced him. Her very lips 

were white, her eyes were dark and dilated 

with the intense question that they held. ■

" No ! " she cried. " It's myself ! Oh, 

are we sure 1 Are we both quite sure 1 *' ■

** I am quite sure ! " ■

His eyes, dark, steady, glowing, were 

looking full into hers. He drew no nearer 

to her, but he stretched out both his hands, 

half in appeal, half in insistence. Slowly, 

very slowly, with the colour creeping over 

her face as if she had been a girl, she placed 

her hands in his; his fingers closed over 

them, and he felt her shiver from head to 

foot. For a moment they stood motionless. 

Then gently, and meeting with no resist- 

ance, he drew her nearer. ■

" You are quite sure ! " he said. ■

OHAPTBB XXVI. ■

Thebb had been a great dining of a 

section of the medical profession at one of 

the big restaurants. Dr. Slade-Fenton and 

North Branston had come away together, 

and had passed out of the hall into Regent 

Street in silence. It had crossed Dr. Slade- 

Fenton's mind more than once in the course 

of the evening that his partner's words 

were even unusually few; and the elder 

man's lips were just parted to utter some- 

thing conventional as to cabs and their 

respective ways, when North, with a glance 

up at the sky, said deliberately : ■

" Are you inclined to walk home 1 It's a 

fine night." ■

Dr. Slade-Fenton had not reached his 

present position in the medical profession 

without the assistance of powers of 

perception considerably above the average. 

He would have risked a considerable stake ■

at that moitient on his conviction that the 

suggestion thus put into words was not 

complete in itself, but contained a definite 

desire on North's part for speech with him. 

He, too, glanced amicably at the sky and 

said: ■

"A good idea, really. And our ways 

lie together for some distance. Let us 

walk by all means." ■

They walked along Regent Street at a 

good pace, the conversation being almost en- 

tirely sustained by the elder man. But 

when they turned into quieter streets, Dr. 

Slade-Fenton fell silent and a pause ensued. 

It was broken, much to his companion's 

secret self-satisfaction, by North Branston. ■

"Slade-Fenton," he said, "I think it is 

due to our relations to one another that you 

should hear from myself, and at once, that I 

am going to be married." ■

He had spoken so composedly, in a tone 

so little in consonance, to his hearer's mind, 

with the words, that the sense of astonish- 

ment created in Dr. Slade-Fenton by those 

words themselves was intensified into some- 

thing approaching momentary stupefaction. ■

** Married ! " echoed Dr. Slade-Fenton. 

*' Married! My dear fellow, you — you 

astound me." ■

A smile touched the comers of North's 

mouth. ■

" Yes ! " he assented. " Of course." * ■

" But you also delight me ! " continued 

his partner, beginning to recover himself. 

"You delight me more than I can say. 

Going to be married ! My dear Branston, 

I'm charmed to hear it, inexpressibly 

charmed ! A wife and an establishment ! 

The only qualification you needed further. 

And the lady, my dear fellow, who is the 

ladyl" ■

" Lady Karslake." ■

If Dr. Slade-Fenton had ever shared his 

wife's desire with reference to Dr. Branston 

and Miss Kenderdine, he had long since 

realised that they were desires not destined 

to be gratified. And higher hopes than he 

had ever entertained would hardly have 

interfered with his complete satisfaction 

over the match thus announced to him by 

his partner. Lady Karslake had money, 

she had brains, she was well known and 

popular in the London world. She was, 

in short, an acquisition to the firm such as 

he could hardly have hoped for. He 

expressed himself accordingly ; not with a 

bald revelation of his rapture, but with a 

discretion and delicacy much to be admired. ■

"I congratulate you, Branston!" he 

said; stopping and holding out his hand ■
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with a fine gesture of regard. ''One of 

the most charming women I know. I 

congratulate you." ■

** Thanks ! '* said North with composure. ■

"Will it be soon?" continued Dr. Slade- 

Fenton, with a rather admiring sense of his 

partner's imperturbability. ■

"Probably," returned North. ■

"And is the news public property, or 

am I to understand that I hear it in 

confidence 1 *' ■

Dr. Slade-Fenton asked the question 

with his blandest smile, and North replied 

with a slight gesture of negation. ■

" You are the first to hear it," he said ; 

"but there is no secret about it." ■

They had come to the point where their 

roads diverged, and he stopped as he spoke. 

He received Dr. Slade-Fenton's cordial and 

congratulatory parting words with character- 

istic coolness and went on his way alone. ■

The gas W£^ burning low in his room 

when he reached home; he turned it up 

mechanically and then stood motionless, 

looking straight before him with dark, 

absent eyes. A change had come to his 

face in the interval which had elapsed 

since his parting with Dr. Slade-Fenton. 

It was still composed, and its normal 

expression was by no means wholly in 

abeyance; but there was that about it 

which suggested thoughts and feelings by 

which their experience was almost puzzled. ■

North Branston had said truly to Lady 

Karslake that in all those years of hui 

manhood which were past, no thought of 

the possibility of love or marriage, where 

he himself was concerned, had ever entered 

into his head. What sad suggestion of a 

warped or undeveloped nature ; what hints^ 

grimmer yet, of an all-penetrating sense of 

isolation, of an instinctive non-expectancy 

of happiness, that truth contained, it is not 

possible to say. He was a man, and in the 

book of his life there was a page which 

bore the record of a certain period in his 

early manhood when he had lived a man's 

life. He had turned that page con- 

temptuously and decisively. It was not 

in keeping with his temperament. And in 

turning it he had turned his back, as he 

believed for ever, on womanhood. Self- 

revelation had come to him suddenly, 

touched into life inexplicably, mysteriously, 

touched into life by the hand of a strange 

magician — Olive Kenderdine. He had 

entered the Slade-Fentons' house oh that 

evening, now a fortnight ago, when he had 

dined there, troubled and heavy-hearted, 

penetrated through and through with the ■

recollection of Lady Karslake and her 

trouble, unable to rid himself of the 

impreission she had made upon him. He 

had left it blinded and stunned by the 

consciousness of what it was that lay 

behind his thought of her and his pity for 

her; dazed and stupefied by his first 

realisation of the presence within himself 

of a force hitherto utterly unsuspected. 

As he stood face to face with Miss Kender- 

dine, and heard the woman of whom his 

pitying thoughts were full belittled and 

made light of by her sneering tongue, a 

flash of instantaneous conviction had lighted 

up those thoughts of his once and for all ; 

and he knew what love might mean. ■

North Branston's was a strong nature; 

strong in what was worst in it, as it might 

have been strong on other and finer lines. ■

Scathing self-contempt,, bitter derision, 

and self-suppression, constituted his first 

impulse. All that was narrowest and 

hardest in his nature rose up instinctively 

to wither what was so incompatible with 

itself. But there was that in him, stultified, 

half smothered by his daily life, which, 

nevertheless, responded to the new move- 

ment^ which fed it and reinforced it and 

made it strong to do battle. Slowly and 

with infinite reluctance North had realised 

that the unfathomable feeling with which 

he was struggling with such fierce contempt 

was not to be dominated ; slowly and with 

infinite reluctance he had realised that it 

must work its wilL ■

He had submitted gradually and pain- 

fully, and then the struggle had changed 

its ground. The slow torture of doubt 

had ensued, torture complicated by the 

reluctance under the influence of which 

ohq half of the man despised the suffering 

of the other half. He might submit; he 

might acknowledge and accept the new 

element in his life ; but the last word was 

not with him to speak. The character 

which that element was finally to assume ; 

whether it was to be an added root of 

bitterness, or whether it was to assume 

proportions of so strange a nature that his 

unaccustomed eyes could hardly trace the 

shape that glimmered with ever-changing 

lights before him, was an issue over which 

he was absolutely powerless. ■

And now it was all over. The tumult 

of struggle had passed into victory; the 

ground swell of doubt had subsided into 

absolute calm. As he stood there in his 

silent room, motionless and absorbed, he 

was confronting a new phase of his 

existence, a phase in which life and the ■
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world remained for him the half contemp- 

tible, half futile riddle to which he had 

long since hardened himself, but hi 

which one personal factor was changed. ■

For as long as consciousness had existed 

in him North Branston had lived among 

his fellow-men alone. He was to live for 

the future in close communion with one 

out of all the world. Sympathy, that 

large sense of the word including give 

and take, had been denied him. It was 

comprised for him in the future in one 

woman's personality. Love had passed 

him by. It had come to him now in the 

guise of that all-absorbing emotion which 

existing between man and woman isolates 

them in a dual solitude. It was a change 

which, introduced thus into a scheme of 

life in which nothing else was changed ; 

being complete in itself and exercising no 

harmonising or enlightening influence upon 

the elements by which it was surrounded ; 

stood out sharp and distinct, cutting off the 

past from the future as with an absolutely 

tangible boundary line. He stood there, 

as it were, between the two on that mys- 

terious and shifting vantage ground, the 

present, and let the time to come unroll 

itself before him. ■

He moved at last slowly and mechanically, 

and sat down by the table, supporting his 

head on his hand. The future may attract 

us and fascinate us, but the past is a part 

of ourselves, and dominates us. Inevitably 

and involuntarily, North Branston's thoughts 

bad turned from one to the other. The 

future centred for him in one woman. 

Lady Kaislake; the past centred for him 

in one woman, Mrs. Yallotson. ■

During the long two years that had passed 

since he had left Alnchester, he and Mrs. 

Vallotson had not met. Brief notes only 

had passed between them at long and 

irregular intervals. He looked back now 

across those silent months, and out of the 

years beyond the hard, dark personality so 

sinister to him rose up and filled his 

thoughts ; he looked back and confronted 

it, and a vague and softening mist gathered 

about it — who shall say whether the mist 

of distance, or an emanation from that 

future into which the vantage ground of 

present slipped with every breath he drew 1 

The life which she had shadowed seemed to 

recede even as he looked at it. The bitter^ 

ness which the one woman had created for 

him was neutralised by this strange sweet- 

ness brought to him by the other. The 

isolation engendered by Mrs. Vallotson 

passed into abeyance in the isolation which ■

Lady Earslake was to share. The chain 

which no personal effort could break seemed 

to have yielded gradually and insensibly 

to the fusion of time and circumstance. ■

No definite statement of this thought pre- 

sented itself to North Branston. His medita- 

tions were, rather, permeated by it. And out 

of it there grew, little by little, an instinct 

towards some such materialisation of the 

new relations thus rendered possible between 

himself and Mrs. Vallotson, as might be in- 

volved in the suspension of that cold 

silence preserved between them. ■

He rose and began to pace slowly up 

and down the room. "With the cQsap- 

pearanoe of the chain that held them to- 

gether, the preservation of the distance 

created by separation seemed to him to 

have lost its reason. That friendly inter- 

course could ever be possible between them 

he neither supposed nor desired. But some 

kind of courteous communication might be 

established; something which would re- 

cognise those early obligations which North 

never forgot while ignoring all the rest. 

It was his marriage which was to complete 

the work of time in breaking up the old 

position. The announcement of his en- 

gagement was an occasion which lent itself 

naturally to the establishment of such in- 

tercourse as was vaguely present to his 

mind. The idea which had presented it- 

self to him was a very natural idea, under 

the circumstances; whether it should or 

should not be carried into effect, seemed 

a question hardly worth such restless con- 

sideration as graduaUy expressed itself in 

his face. Should he go down to Alnchester 

and announce his intention in person 1 

It mattered very little, on the surface, 

whether he went or no. But there are 

impulses and motive powers in all of us 

which work below the surface; which 

weigh apparently trivial questions in un- 

suspected balances; and by such hidden 

forces the question at issue in North's 

mind was being debated. He paused in 

his walk at last, and flung himself into his 

chair with a strange, half-reluctant sigh. He 

had decided to go to Alnchester for a night, 

and announce his intention in person. ■

And even as he came to the decision, 

even as he put away from him for ever, 

save as a memory, the chain which had 

galled him so long, that chain was close 

about him still; closer and more all-com- 

pelling in that its weight wis no longer 

realised. The chain had formed the man's 

character; as it had twisted him, so he 

had grown. He had brought its weight ■
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with him from his Alnchester life to 

his life in London, and it had killed his 

ambition, had cankered his success. All 

that was strongest in him now ; the cyni- 

cism, the pessimism in which the last two 

years had confirmed him ; the narrow limi- 

tation which seemed to be settling down 

even upon that dissatisfaction which might 

have led him on to better things; were 

the outcome of its relentless pressure created 

by it with the first dawn of his childish 

consciousness — fostered by it throughout 

the struggle of his youth ; confirmed by 

it in the unspeakable bitterness of the 

realisation with which the very freedom 

of his manhood had come to him. Even 

his love was subject to its malignant in- 

' fluence. Sombre in tone, concentrated and 

uninspiring, destitute utterly of that all-per- 

vading light which love — that least imperfect 

reflex which we know of perfect light — 

should diffuse throughout man's nature, even 

his love was inevitably determined in 

character by the mould in which his mind 

had thus been cast. Unknown, unsuspected 

as it might be, the chain which bound him 

was inextricably entwined with his very 

existence. It stretched across the boundary 

line which lay across his life and linked 

the future to the past. ■

ANOTHER BATCH OF TRADITIONS. ■

Not very much of interest is chronicled 

about Isaac. The original cause of Sarah's 

jealousy against Ishmael was, it is said, 

that the elder boy had one day in a spirit 

of fun pretended to shoot his little Iffother 

with his bow and arrow. Though Ishmael 

was banished, Abraham retained a great 

affection for him, visited his tent twice 

during its owner's absence^ and on each 

occasion left a message hinting at the 

reception IshmaePs wife had given the 

aged stranger. ■

The occasion of Esau selling his birthright 

for a mess of pottage was, the Talmudists 

tell us, immediately after his tremendous 

combat with Nimrod, before referred to. 

He was faint and weary from his exertions, 

and, moreover, considered his own death at 

the hands of Nimrod's people an im- 

mediate certainty ; when, therefore, he was 

asked to sell his birthright, he thought, " Of 

what avail is right of birth to one about to 

die I " and cldsed the reckless bargain with- 

out more ado. Jacob's constant subsequent 

fear of liis brother was founded on bitter 

experience. After he had by subtlety ■

obtained his father's blessing,^ and had 

departed .for Charan, Esau sent his young 

son, Eliphas, after him with instructions 

to kill him, and take the treasure with 

which he was laden. Only Jacob's utmost 

eloquence induced the lad to spare his 

life and to be content with the treasure. ■

The famous pillow of stones at Bethel — 

interesting to us as the traditional seat in 

the Coronation Chair of England — ^has a 

yet more marvellous Rabbinical history. 

Instead of one stone it was originally 

twelve with which Adam had made an 

altar, and on which Abel had offered his 

acceptable sacrifice. After the flood Noah 

found this altar and sacrificed upon it, and 

upon it had Jacob's own father, Isaac, been 

bound ready to be offered when the Divine 

voice stayed the obedient patriarch's up- 

lifted arm. When Jacob awoke, the twelve 

stones were found fused into one, a 

transformation which is suggested by the 

wording of Scripture where, before his 

sleep, the pillow is said to be of " stones," 

but afterwards is referred to as " the stone." ■

The subsequent reconciliation of Jacob 

and Esau was, we are told, a very hollow 

affair. When Esau fell on Jacob's neck it 

was with the intention of biting him. 

This he did in effect, but the neck had 

been miraculously changed into ivory. 

With this explanation before us it is not 

surprising to hear that they both wept — 

Esau for his jarred teeth and Jacob for 

fear. We know from the Scriptures that 

Jacob was very wealthy, but to the Rabbis 

we are indebted for an approximate estimate 

of his possessions. They tell us that his 

sheep were so numerous that his dogs 

alone, of which two went to a flock, num- 

bered one million two hundred thousand ! ■

The Talmudic literature about Joseph 

is very extensive, and in many respects as 

extravagant as that about Abraham. 

D'Herbelot says : '* Joseph est regard^ 

comme le Hermes ou le Mercure d'Egypte ; " 

to him were ascribed most of what was 

wondrous in that most wondrous of all 

lands; ''he taught the most profound 

sciences, especially geometry." From his 

early youth he had on his shoulder the 

mark of a star, significant perhaps of his 

famous vision, perhaps of the " light and 

leading " he was to afford to the Egyptians. 

The Mohammedans say that when quite a ■

* The Rabbis say that when Isaac discoyered the 

deception he was about to curse Jacob, but suddenly 

the gates of heU were opened before his eyes, and 

when he saw the horrors within he added in haste 

and fear, " Yea, and he shaU be blessed." ■
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youth Joseph was charged with theft, but 

the particulars vary, some saying that he 

was the victim of a loving trick played by 

his aunt, who, by accusing him of theft, 

contrived that he should remain under her 

control; others that, moved by righteous 

zeal, he stole and destroyed an idol of gold ; 

others that the pfiPence was almost a virtue, 

for the theft was that of some food to give 

to a poor man. The Arabian commentators 

say that when Joseph was cast into the 

pit, he was stripped naked, but wore round 

his neck an amulet which had been placed 

there by his aunt.* The angel Gabriel 

came to him^ and, opening the amulet, drew 

out therefrom a robe of sOk of Paradise — 

the. very robe with which nearly two 

hundred years before he had covered 

Abraham when cast by Nimrod into the 

furnace. It was Issachar who made the 

suggestion about dipping the coat of many 

colours in the blood of one of the flock, 

and upon Naphtali, the swift runner, 

devolved the duty of carrying it to Jacob. ■

The Rabbis are ^ot quite so emphatic as 

the Biblical account seems to require about 

Joseph's entire blamelessness in the matter 

of Potiphar's wife. They say, indeed, that 

the eleventh verse of the thirty-ninth chap- 

ter of Genesis must be read as indicating 

that Joseph was to some extent guilty in 

intention, but he was saved from actual sin 

by the apparition of his father's wraith. 

The miraculous utterance of a child in the 

cradle, who was the only witness of the 

incident, disproved the accusation against 

him ; nevertheless, from motives of policy, 

he was committed to prison, where he re- 

mained for a period variously stated as 

seven or twelve years. Some assert that 

the criijie of the chief butler and the chief 

baker was a design to poison Pharaoh ; but 

according to others, it was the more trivial 

fault of carelessness, some grits being dis- 

covered in the Royal bread, and a fly in the 

Royal wine. When Pharaoh sent for Joseph 

to interpret his dream, he addressed the 

young Hebrew in no less than seventy 

different languages, and Joseph answered 

each question in the tongue in which it was 

spoken. The King, it would seem, half 

questioned the correctness of the interpreta- 

tion ; but Joseph gave him a " sign " — that 

a child should be bom to him, and that on 

the self-same day his flrst-bom should die. ■

* It was the contents of this amulet that his aunt 

had accused Joseph of stealing ; the patriarchal law 

enjoining that a convicted thief hecame the property 

of his accuser, she thus secured that her laTourite 

nephew should remain under her charge. ■

And so it came to pass, and Joseph was raised 

From grief and groan to a golden throne, ■

and with a thankful. heart gave praise to 

God, saying : " He raiseth the poor from 

the dust, and lifteth up the needy from the 

dunghill." ■

After his elevation to power, Joseph, we 

are told, married Asenath ; but there is an 

Oriental tradition that she was none other 

than Zuleika, Joseph's former mistress, 

whom Potiphar's death — to whom she had 

only been a wife in name — left free to wed 

the man she had never ceased to passionately 

love.* ■

As might be expected, the Rabbinical 

commentators import a vast amount of 

dramatic incident into the famous story of 

Joseph and his brothers. It was by aid of 

" his cup whereby he divineth " — a magni- 

ficent silver cup studded with costly jewels — 

that Joseph pretended he was able to seat 

them at the banquet in due order of birth. 

Benjamin was placed by himself, and ex- 

claimed pathetically: "If my brother Joseph 

had been here, I should have been by him." 

Joseph thereupon directed that he should 

be placed next to himself, and gave him 

his own " portion.*' This example was fol- 

lowed by his wife and two sons, so that, as 

we read, "Benjamin's mess was five times 

as much " as any of his brothers'. When 

the cup was discovered in Benjamin's sack, 

Joseph feigned excessive anger, and de- 

clared he would keep the lad in bonds. 

His brethren, of whom Judah was the 

spokesman, expostulated, at first humbly, 

but afterwards in fierce anger. Those 

terrible warriors who had wrought tfuch 

havoc upon the Shechemites to avenge a 

sister's honour, would not tamely submit to 

the threatened injury to their brother. The 

dispute waxed fierce ; swords were drawn, 

and Judah in his fury declared that he 

would confront even the mighty Pharaoh 

himself. Joseph had meanwhile sent for a 

guard, and the fearless Israelites found 

themselves surrounded by some three thou- 

sand warriors. Then Joseph again taunted 

them with having sold and betrayed their 

long-lost brother, and with having lied to 

their father about him. Again and again 

did Simeon protest that they knew not 

whether that brother was alive or dead. 

Then Joseph asked if, supposing he could 

make that brother appear before them, they 

would let him take the place of Benjamin 9 

And thereupon he called in a loud voice : ■

♦ Genesis xxxviL 86. The Arabian commentators 

say that Zuleika was a daughter of Pharaoh. ■
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"Appear, Joseph, and sit before thy 

brethren." A silence of fear and wonder 

followed his words, and then it was Joseph's 

own voice which said to them : " Joseph is 

before you ; I am he." ■

After a while his brethren told Joseph 

that their father was blind ; long years of 

weeping had thickened his eyes so that 

they were sightless. Joseph gave to them 

his mystic coat and directed that they 

should cast it over the old man's face, and 

thereupon his sight would return. And so 

it was, and Jacob and his family came to 

Egypt, and were welcomed with joy and 

festivity by the whole nation; and when 

they met Joseph, the latter's boyish dream 

was fulfilled, for his father and mother* and 

brethren bowed down before him. ■

When Jacob was dead and the funeral 

train arrived at the cave of Machpelah, 

Esau and his followers forbade the burial 

there, declaring that the cave was theirs. 

Joseph thereupon sent Naphtali, " who was 

more swift of foot than the roebuck, and so 

light of step that he could run over the 

com and it would not bend beneath him," 

back to Egypt to fetch the title-deeds. 

Before he returned, however, a fight arose, 

and Hushim, son of Dan, slew Esau and 

cut off his head. And so, to all intents 

and purposes, was realised the sad fore- 

boding of Rebecca uttered long years before, 

when her elder son vowed vengeance upon 

him who had " supplanted *' him : " Why 

should I be deprived of you both in one 

day 1 " (Genesis xxvii. 45). ■

When that Pharaoh arose who knew 

not ^Joseph, the growing strength of the 

Israelites f was the subject of deep con- 

sideration amongst his counsellors. Of 

these we are told Job, Balaam, and Jethro 

were the most important. Jethro — ^who was 

then named Eeuel — advised that the King 

should cease to oppress these people who 

were so obviously favoured of God. Job's 

advice was to the effect that Pharaoh could 

do whatever he thought best. Balaam — the 

subtlest of all, blind in one eye and lame 

in one leg — advised the drowning of the 

male children. Fire, he said, would not 

hurt them, for Nimrod tried that on 

Abraham and failed ; sharp steel would to 

them be harmless as it was to Isaac; the 

ceaseless toil of Jacob for Laban showed 

that labour rather benefited than injured ■

♦ This was his mother by adoption, Leah, his own 

mother's sister. ■

f The Rabbis say that during the sojourn in Egypt 

the wives of the Israelites gave birth to six or twelve 

childreti at a time. ■

them. Water remained, and by drowning 

might the captive nation's strength be 

diminished. ■

Beuel was banished for his wise and 

merciful counsel, and departed into Midian, 

bearing with him the staff of Joseph. 

Job also must have left the court, for it 

was in his own country that he was to be 

punished and perfected by his sufferings. 

The three friends of Job, whose method 

of consolation has passed into a proverb, 

lived, we are told, some three hundred miles 

distant from the patriarch and from each 

other. They and Job had magic wreaths, 

each of which showed by its freshness or 

fading how he whose name was on it fared. 

They noticed one day that Job's wreath 

was drooping and sere, and with one accord 

they set forth to comfort him. The Arabian 

writers, as well as the Jews, give very 

realistic descriptions of Job's sufferings 

which are rather too highly coloured to bear 

repeating. Their account of the impatience 

of his wife Rahmat — who, some say, was a 

grand-daughter of Joseph — and the punish- 

ment infiicted on her is somewhat poetical. 

Despite the terrible nature of his illness, 

his wife was always patient and assiduous 

in her care of her husband. One day, 

however, the fiend appeared to her. and, 

"more suo," offered to bestow all their former 

prosperity upon them if she would but 

worship him. Bahmat told Job of the 

offer, but the patriarch was so incensed at 

her having even listened to the tempter 

that he vowed to give her, when he got 

well, a hundred stripes. But when he did 

recover, and was mindful and regretful of 

his angry vow, God directed him to give 

Bahmat one light stroke with a palm branch 

bearing a hundred leaves. And Bahmat, 

they say, became young and beauteous 

as in the days of her happy maiden- 

hood, and Job's wealth became enormous 

in one night, for on two threshing-floors 

which stood vacant awaiting the harvest, 

Grod rained down gold and silver till the 

precious torrent overflowed their boundaries. ■

Still prettier is the legend of the little 

children condemned at Balaam's instance. 

When the day of execution came, a host of 

angels flew to comfort and tend the sorrow- 

ing mothers, while others coaxed the children 

to follow them, giving them butter and 

honey lest they should cry out. When 

the soldiers were near at hand the earth 

opened, and the little ones were received 

into a place of safety. In time the 

Egyptians ploughed over the spot, and 

then there sprang up^ not the expected ■
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crop of pulse or bariey, but the winsome 

figures of the children, "radiant as little 

flowers," whom the river had refused to 

drown, and whom the earth had fed with 

milk and honey. ■

Miriam, who, we are reminded, was a 

prophetess, had foretold ttie birth and 

great deeds of Moses, but how great those 

deeds were we only faintly realise till we 

read the traditions about him. His very 

rescue from the water was miraculous, for 

when Bathia, the daughter of Pharaoh, saw 

him and wished to reach his bulrush 

cradle, her arm was lengthened for the 

purpose by sixty ells. The child was 

forthwith brought into the presence of 

Pharaoh,* and then commenced the series 

of signs and wonders which lasted through- 

out his life. ■

IN THE DAYS OF THE GRAND 

TOUR. ■

It is somewhat difficult, in an age of 

swift and easy travel, to realise the care and 

forethought expended by our ancestors of 

the last century on what would seem to us 

the simplest of Continental trips. To travel 

with any degree of comfort in those days 

one had need of a very long purse, and, in 

fact, the Grand Tour was made for the most 

part by the scions of wealthy and noble 

families alone. The earlier part of the 

sixteenth century was probably the period 

when European travel came to be regarded 

as a form of education combined with 

amusement. Bacon devotes one of his 

essays to the subject of travel, and therein 

gives much shrewd advice on what to see. 

The list he draws up would even to-day 

prove very inclusive, comprising courts of 

Princes, and " courts of justice while they 

sit and hear causes*' — which the average 

modem tourist would most likely avoid — 

colleges, disputations and lectures, shipping 

and navies, exercises of horsemanship, 

fencing, training of soldiers, and " comedies 

such whereunto the better sort of persons 

do resort." Many other sights are mentioned, 

and he concludes by observing : " As for 

triumphs, masks, feasts, weddings, funerals, 

capital executions, and such shows, men 

need not to be put in mind of them " — the 

tendency to sight-seeing of this kind being 

apparently inherent in the human breast. 

'* Yet," he adds, " they are not to be neg- ■

♦ Pharaoh, according to the commentatore, was 

cousin by marriage to Moses, having married a niece 

of Amram. ■

lected.** The traveller was also to keep a 

diary, and " carry with him also some card 

or book describing the country where he 

travelled, which will be a good key to his 

inquiry." The essay concludes with a 

warning as to apeing foreign fashions : 

" Let his travel appear rather in his dis- 

course rather than in his apparel or gesture 

. . . and let it appear that he doth not change 

his country manners for those of foreign 

parts, but only prick in some flowers of that 

he hath learned abroad into the customs of 

his own country." Similar warnings were 

common in Bacon's time, and long after- 

wards. Thus we read in " As You Like 

It": "Farewell, Monsieur Traveller: look 

you lisp and wear strange suits, disable all 

the benefits of your own country, be out of 

love with your nativity, and almost chide 

God for making you that countenance you 

are." Eoger Ascham preaches from the 

same text in his " Scholemaster," in whose 

time the saying originated that an " Italian- 

ate Englishman was an incarnate devil." 

Bishop Hall also wrote against foreign 

travel as useless, and probably mischievous. 

"Many gentlemen," says Purchas, the ■

author of the quaint " Pilgrimage," "coming 

to their lands sooner than to their wits, 

adventure themselves to see the fashion of 

other countries whence they see the world 

as Adam had knowledge of good and evil 

with the loss or lessening of their estate in 

the English paradise, and bring home a 

few smattering terms, flattering garbs, 

apeish carriages, foppish fanciest, foolish 

guises and disguises, the vanities of neigh- 

bour nations." The guide-books of these 

days — incipient Murrays and Baedekers — 

were certainly not all that might have been 

expected «f them. Very often they were 

anything rather than guides, consisting of a 

variety of moral discourses of little practical 

value to the unfortunate traveller. One of 

the most interesting as well as amusing 

of these early handbooks is entitled, " In- 

structions for forreine travel, shewing by 

what Cours and in what Compasse of time 

one may take an exact survey of the king- 

domes and States of Christendome and 

arrive at a practicall knowledge of the 

languages to good purpose." This work — 

printed at the " Princes Armes in Paules 

Churchyard" in 1642, begins with verses 

comparing Prince Charles to the Black 

Prince. The author— HoweU by name — 

has a great deal of good to say on behalf of 

travelling, and he has no patience with 

home-biding folk who never leave the 

parish in which they were bom. " Such ■
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slow and sluggish people may be said to be) 

like Snailes or Tortoises in their shells 

crawling always about their own home, or 

like the Cynique shut up always in a Tub." 

The first country that is most requisite for 

us islanders to know is France, ''and the 

younger one goeth to France the better 

because of the hardnesse of the accent and 

pronunciation which will be hardly over- 

come by one who has passed his minority, 

and in this point the French Tongue may 

bee said to be like Fortune, who, being a 

woman, loves youth besf • After which 

pretty conceit the author advises the in- 

genuous youth when he gets to France to 

retire to some university to learn the lan^ 

guage. Information may be picked up by 

the enquiring mind from a chat with ''some 

ancient nunne." ■

"They speak a quaint dialect," he in- 

ioTpxa us; "and besides, they have most 

commonly all the Newes that passe, and 

they will entertain in discours till one bee 

weary if he bestow on them now and then 

some small bagatels as English gloves, or 

knifes, or ribands." ■

He recognises, , however, that there is a 

cert6un amount of peril in acquiring know- 

ledge after this fashion, though the con- 

versation had to be carried on with the 

nun from behind a grating. ■

After wintering in Paris, "that hudge 

though dusty Theater of all nations," the 

traveller was to go next to Spain, passing 

through " Gascoigne and Languedoc,*' and 

stay awhile at Madrid, "for I know no 

other place secure enough for a Protestant 

gentleman to lie in by reason of the resi- 

dence of our Ambassador." After going 

through " South Spaine " at the fall of the 

leaf, he was to " take the galli^ij to Italy " 

from the port of Barcelona, and be careful 

to get up the art of navigation. Genoa 

does not seem to have possessed a good 

character in those days, for the author tells 

us that it had become proverbial of its 

mountains that they were without wood, 

its sea without fish, its women without 

shame, and its men without conscience — a 

pretty heavy indictment for the " superb " 

city. Englishmen are exhorted not to brag 

of their superiority, for " it is too much ob- 

served that they sufier themselves to bee 

too much transported with this subject to 

undervalue and vilifie other countrys." ■

When the traveller returned by way of 

Venice, Germany, and the Low Countries 

from this trip of three years and four 

months, he was to be careful to bring home 

something " that may accrue to the pub- ■

lique benefit and advantage of his country, 

and not draw water to his own mill only." 

He should therefore "pry into the policy 

and municipall lawes of other States and 

Cities." The expenses of the tour were 

calculated at fifty pounds per annum for a 

servant, and three hundred pounds for his 

own expenses for a similar period, "in- 

cluding Biding, Dancing, Fencing, the 

Eacket, Coach hire, together with his ap- 

parell," a sum amounting to about one 

thousand pounds of our money. ■

Interesting as the diaries of the private 

traveller of those days would prove, few 

are readily accessible, treasured up as they 

are among the archives of many an old 

family. But in the case of authors and 

others, whose fame has proved more than 

transitory, the records of their foreign 

travels have in most cases come down to 

us. Thus we have a fairly full account of 

Milton's journey to Italy. He arrived in 

Paris in April or May, 1638, but of his 

impressions of the French capital we would 

gladly have heard more. He was received 

by the English Ambassador, Lord Sligo, 

with every civility, and obtained from him 

an introduction to the learned Grotius. 

For the rest we have Anthony Wood's 

opinion, "that the manners and graces of 

that place were not agreeable to his mind." 

In August he reached Florence by way of 

Nice and Genoa, and spent much of his 

"time in the polite and scholarly intercourse 

of the Academies. At Rome he heard 

Leonora Baroni, the first singer of her day 

in Italy^ at the Palace of Francesco Bar- 

berini. On his second visit to Florence he 

visited Galileo — kept a prisoner by the 

Inquisition for his scientific faith for long, 

but now allowed to return to his villa rxeai 

Arcetri. From Venice Milton shipped to 

England a collection of curious and rare 

books, and a chest or two of choice music. 

Crossing the Alps to Geneva he was back 

in England in August, 1639 ; for though 

he had intended to visit Sicily and Greece, 

he tells us : " I considered it dishonourable 

to be enjoying myself at my ease in foreign 

lands while my countrymen were striking 

a blow for freedom." ■

Another traveller who left his native 

land with his mind fully stored with classic 

lore was Addison, and the influence of his 

travels is to be met with in much of his 

writing. Crossing from Dover to Calais 

in the summer of 1699, he spent nearly 

eighteen months in France. He then went 

for an Italian tour, twice crossing the 

Apennines, and in December, 1701, passed ■
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over Mont Cenis to Geneva and other 

Swiss towns, and extended bis tour to 

Vienna. After visiting the Protestant cities 

of Germany he spent some time in Holland^ 

and returned to England in the spring of 

1703. When he reached Paris, Louis the 

Fourteenth was in a devotional frame of 

mind, and Addison found French literature 

reflecting the same spirit. ■

*' There is no bopk comes out at present," 

he writes, "that has not something in it 

of an air of devotion. Nay, ye humour 

is grown so universal that it is got among 

ye poets, who are every day publishing 

Lives of Saints and Legends in Rhime." 

Of his impressions of Paris we know 

nothing, but he remarks on the beauties 

of Fontainebleau : " There is an artificial 

wildness in the meadows, walks, and canals, 

and ye garden instead of a Wall is fenced 

on the lower end by a natural mound of 

Rock-work that strikes the eye very agree- 

ably," he writes to Congreve. EDe gives 

an amusing criticism of Le Bran's paint- 

ings at Versailles, where his most Christian 

Majesty was represented " under ye figure 

of Jupiter throwing thunderbolts all about 

the ceiling, a^d striking terror into ye 

Danube and Rhine that Ue astonished and 

blasted a little aboye the Cornice.'' ■

In Paris he met Malebranche, who was 

anxious about the adequate rendering of 

his works into English, and Boileau, the 

old poet and critic, who was presented with 

a copy of the "Muese Anglicanse.*' He 

made a long stay at Blois, and remarks 

with a good deal of shrewdness on the 

national manners as seen there. He con- 

siders the French the happiest nation 

in the world. "There is nothing to be 

met with in the Country but Mirth and 

Poverty, Ev'ry one wngs, laughs, and 

starves." Their conversation he thinks 

agreeaUe, but they never mend upon a 

second meeting. " Their women," he con- 

tinues, " are perfect Mistresses in the art of 

showing themselves to the best Advantage. 

They are always gay and sprightly, and 

set off ye worst faces in Europe with ye 

best airs." Li Italy he felt at home. ■

Poetic fields encompass me around, ■

And still I seem to tread on classic ground, ■

he writes in his poetic epistle to Lord 

Halifax. The sense of the picturesque 

was also not wanting in him^ as. in so 

many other travellers of that age. ■

" The fatigue of our crossing the Apen- 

nines and of our whole journey from Loretto 

to Rome, was very greatly relieved by the 

variety of scenes we passed," he tells us. ■

and then goes on to speak of the rude 

prospect of rocks rising one above another, 

and so forth, quite in the modern manner. 

The poet Gray spent threeyears abroad which 

produced a considerable infiuence on his 

character. On the twentyTuinth of March, 

•1739, he started with Horace Walpole from 

Dover, and on the day after their arrival 

in Palis, dined at Lord Holdemesse's to 

meet the Abb6 Pr6vot d'Exiles, the author 

of *'Manon Lescaut." He mentions the 

famous comic actress Jeanne Quinault as 

reminding him of Mrs. Glive. It was 

during the journey to Italy that the 

estrangement with Walpole, arising from 

the trivial matter of a pet spaniel, arose. 

At Rome Gray saw the English Pretender 

*' displaying his rueful length of person." 

While staying at the Grande Chartreuse he 

installed in the Album of the Fathers his 

well-known Alcaic ode beginning, '* Oh tu 

severi religio loci" This book, though not 

the poem, perished during the French 

Revolution. How different was Gray's 

comfortable mode of progression to that 

of Goldsmith, who had but a guinea in his 

pocket when he started on the Grand 

Tour, and according to Boswell " disputed 

his way through Europe." What his 

journey was like can be gathered from the 

pages of « The Traveller " or "The Yicar 

of Wakefield." ■

The Continent, and Paris in particular, 

has rarely seen a more biDliant succession 

of visitors than in the years 1762 and 

1763. In January of the former year 

Sterne reached the French capital, and was 

at once received within the charmed circle 

of the philosophic salons. *' My head is 

turned," he writes to Garrick, " with what 

I see, and the unexpected honour I have 

met with here. Tristram was almost as 

much known here as in London. ... I have 

just now a fortnight's dinners and suppers 

on my hands." Wintering in the South 

of France in those days was no light under- 

taking, as we can gather from the minute 

directions which Sterne gives to his wife 

and daughter when setting forth for this 

purpose. " Give the Custom House officers 

what I told you, and at Calais more if 

you have much Scotch snufF," he writes, 

and complains that *^ they have bad pins 

and vile needles here," lo. in France, and 

thinks it .would be advisable to bring with 

them a strong bottle screw, and a good 

stout copper tea-kettle. In the midst of 

these minute particulars he constantly com- 

mends them to the care of Providence, 

and it is satisfactory to know that they ■
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arrived safely at Toulouse after a three 

weeks' journey. In October, 1765, Sterne 

set out on his Sentimental Journey through 

France and Italy. ■

Edward Oibbon remained three months 

in Paris during the year 1763, but does 

not tell us all that we should like to know 

about the men and manners of that interest- 

ing period, though visiting the houses of 

Madame Geo£frin, Madame Helv^tius, and 

the Baron d'Holbach. During his stay 

there Louis Kacine died, and also the 

novelist and poet Marivauz, whose works 

were so eagerly read by Gray. ■

Hume arrived in Uie French capital at 

the latter end of the same year, and entered 

into the life of the '* salons," then at the 

height of their reputation, with much zest. 

D'Alembert and Turgot were among his 

closest friends. Flattery was shown him 

on all sides, and the children of the 

Dauphin learnt by heart little polite 

speeches about his works. ■

Gibbon meanwhile was studying various 

antiquarian works on Italy at Lausanne, 

and later on conceived at Eome the idea 

of his great work. ** It was at Eome," he 

writes, "on the fifteenth of October, 1764, as 

I sat musing amid the ruins of the Capitol, 

while the bare-footed friars were singing 

vespers in the Temple of Jupiter, that the 

idea of writing the decline and fall of the 

city first started to my mind." ■

Such are some of the more memorable 

events in the lives of these men of letters 

during their travels on the Continent — 

travels which made the deeper impression 

on their minds from the comparative 

difficulty and unusualness of such ex- 

peditions in those days. Even much later 

on the comfort and expedition was not 

sensibly increased. An interesting series 

of hints to ''Persons travelling from 

Britain into France" appears in the 

"Gentleman's Magazine" for 1786. From 

them we gather that no such thing was to 

be had in France as ready furnished 

lodgings, and that it was impossible to 

boaSrd i^ a "genteel family," and extremely 

difficult to get into "genteel company." 

The author also remarks that this keeping 

of good company is attended with some 

expense, a man must game, he must 

keep a carriage, and he must dress accord- 

ing to the fashion, and adds : " North 

Britons wish to get into good company, but 

do not wish to spend their money idly, 

either because they have it not to spend, or 

because they wish to make a better use of 

it. There is only one advice to be given ■

to these gentlemen: they must either resolve 

to part freely with their money or to keep 

out of good company." An interesting 

account of a Tour in South Holland in 

1793, made by a Leicestershire clergjrman, 

is to be found in the same magazine for 

that year. Starting from Harwich, he had 

first of all to obtain a permit from the post 

office agent at a cost of twelve shilUngs 

and sixpence, and on returning to his inn 

found a Custom House officer " waiting to 

rummage " his portmanteau. He had tiien 

to lay in stores for the voyage, among 

which were a "couple of small neats' 

tongues," which cost the sum of eight 

shiUings. They set sail in the "Diana" 

schooner with a crew consisting of a 

mate, two stewards, and thirteen sailors. 

The boat carried four four-pounders, two 

two-pounders, and six swivels by way of 

armament There were fourteen passengers, 

including an English family who were 

going to spend a few years in Switzerland. 

"After weighing anchor the Government 

dispatches for the Minister at the Hague 

were fastened to a heavy weight of lead, 

that they might be instantly sunk in case 

any of the enemy's ships should appear." 

Most of the unfortunate passengers became 

sick early in the evening — they had started 

at half-past three in the afternoon — and 

must have been glad to land at Helvetsluys 

between eleven and twelve o'clock the 

following day. For the passage one guinea 

was paid, a half-crown being given to the 

steward and a shilling to every sailor. ■

Into his subsequent adventures we can- 

not follow him, but he makes a curious 

remark about the Dutch women, who had 

"black patches stuck upon their temples 

which, I was told, were not regarded so 

much in the light of beauty spots as 

amulets against the head ach." ■

Between 1770 and 1780 there would 

appear to have been a regular service of 

boats running between Dover and Calais, as 

we gather from a contemporary work. The 

author says : " The packet boats cross daily; 

they are safe and their captains well known. 

These from Calais to Dover are English. 

They only charge ten shillings, but they 

put you to further charges by obliging you 

to get into a boat a mile from shore when- 

ever you do not arrange with the captain to 

land you at his own expense and risk. If 

you are rich you can have a little vessel to 

take you over for five Louis and land you 

at the harbour without further charge. 

You must give the sailors — of the packet 

boats — half-a-crown for drink, without ■
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which portmanteaux, night-caps, pistols, 

eatables, and, above all, bottles of Burgundy 

become invisible." ■

In the "Annual Register" for July the 

first, 1782, we, moreover, hear that "a 

communication was opened between Dover 

and Calais, and four English and four 

French vessels appointed to sail alternately 

between each port." With this innovation 

the earlier period of Continental travelling 

comes to a close. The opening of the 

Continent after the long revolutionary war, 

and again after Waterloo, caused large 

numbers of Englishmen to go abroad. 

Paris was the first point of attraction, and 

in 1814 appeared the first English guide to 

that city — Galignani's Picture of Paris. 

Mariana Starke's Letters from Italy were 

indispensable at this time, and a little later 

on appeared her " Guide for Travellers on 

the Continent," which was published by 

John Murray in 1820, and led to the 

subsequent issue of the famous guide-books 

of that name. ■

A VERY MODERN HISTORIAN. ■

A COMPLBTB STORY. ■

Hb was a very clever young man indeed. 

He was fully justified, as his friends were, 

in taking himself seriously. It was expected 

of him to make a great figure in the world, 

and to cover the name of Higgins with 

glory; and he intended to ful& all that 

expectation. What he failed to take 

seriously enough was the limited spending 

power of the modest sum of money his 

father left to him; and the fact that an 

income must be his first consideration, glory 

a very distant second. And he did not take 

the spirit of the age seriously enough. He 

believed the two to be one and indivisible. ■

With his blushing University honours 

thick upon him, he settled down to a 

literary career as being alike glorious and 

remunerative. He had made a special line 

of history, and he set to work upon histori- 

cal biography. He noticed very little 

history in the market ; he imagined it must 

therefore be required. He had never cared 

for political economy, or believed in the 

regulation of supply by demand. There 

was no doubt that the public were lamen- 

tably ignorant of history — apt to look upon 

all the centuries behind them not even as a 

preface to their little day, still less as the 

earlier, necessary, and explanatory chapters 

thereof, but as quite another story. Of 

such few historical personages as were enu- 

merated by school primers, they had wildly ■

false impressions. He did not care to 

attempt working exhausted mines or bot- 

tomless pits, such as the character of Henry 

the Eighth or of Mary Queen of Scots. He 

would pioneer the public to comparatively 

unbroken ground. He would introduce it 

first to Cardinal Ximenes and his times. 

The Reformation, the Spanish Inquisition, 

and the opening out of the New World 

should* take their right proportions, coming 

incidentally into the plane of the picture. 

On what foundation were current ideas 

more vaguely and erroneously constructed 1 ■

He spent three years, infinite pains, and 

all his money over his history, keeping 

himself fed and clothed, and travelling in 

quest of the necessary information. Then 

he sent the precious MS to the best 

publishing house. It was returned within 

a fortnight, accompanied by a polite and 

appreciative letter, regretting that there 

was no present demand for information on 

the subject of Cardinal Ximenes. It was a 

blow, and an annoying financial inconve- 

nience ; but Higgins, after a day's despair, 

took courage, ^nd sent it to a less illustrious 

house. Again it returned, this time with a 

flattering criticism and a generous offer to 

furnish the author with an estimate of cost 

of production, advertising, and so on, if he 

wished to bring the book out at his own 

risk. They regretted, et cetera, et cetera, no 

demand for, et cetera, et cetera. ■

He had only just money enough in hand 

to keep himself goiiig on the most ascetic 

lines for a few weeks longer. He had his 

MS. back, and sent it to another publisher, 

and to another, and another, and to all of 

them. Nobody would purchase his book, or 

bring it out except at his own sole risk. 

The public cared nothing for Cardinal Xime- 

nes, and no publisher cared to undertake to 

make them care. It was a most interesting 

work — to the author, no doubt — but it threw 

no new light upon present day problems, 

and the public was interested in no other 

problems. ■

He was in a fury of disgust and misery. 

His contempt for the many-headed fool, the 

common throng, was so violent that it 

must have strangled him prematurely had 

he not found relief in words. Prematurely 

only ; for he had no choice but to hang 

himself or put a bullet through his head at 

once, as soon as he should have fiung his 

Parthian arrow at the foe. Then he could 

die in peace, knowing how it would squirm 

and smart. ■

There was nothing left after but to die. 

He had no money. He was already too old ■
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to take up another profesaion with success, 

and he was not quite so insane as to try 

literature any farther. ■

He fell upon his last quire, and his 

writing-pad. The winged words flew from 

his huming pen. It was such fascinating 

work that the days too flew uncounted, and 

he needed little food besides tobacco. The 

words drew him after them, fiercely master- 

ful. He needed to make no journeys 

now after material, not even to the British 

Museum opposite. He had material in 

abundance under his hand ; in those sub- 

stantial, ragged-edged, type^written piles 

scattered all oyer the room. He had no- 

thing to do but, as it were, write in nega- 

tions of all he had said therein. ■

He wrote at the rate of eight thousand 

words a day, and in ten days he had 

finished. There was enough for one 

volume, and one was enough for his 

vengeance. He laughed hysterically for an 

hour at what he had done, and then rushed 

with his packet to a publiisher's office. ■

He chose a publisher hitherto untried; 

first, because of course this was not history ; 

secondly, because though he firmly intended 

to retire that night and for ever from life 

and battle and reputation, he did not wish 

the author of " The Real Ximenes '* to be 

identified with the serious and cultured 

histori^m of '' Ximenes and the Catholic 

Queen," Arthur Higgins, of Balliol. He 

called himself now by a Greek initial 

pseudonym. The common fool was prone 

to shudder all the more painfully at a 

scourge from an unknown, unseen hand. 

He returned to Museum Mansions to bum 

his original MSS« and die as on a funeral pyre. ■

He sat down first, and turned them 

tenderly over. It amused him to recall, as 

he skimmed here and there over the thin 

purple and white pages, how he had 

parodied this and that. He had proved 

Ximenes to be a buffoon, Isabella the 

Catholicaspiritualist) and a promoter of bogus 

exploration and extermination companies, 

one or two of which had by fluke *' struck 

oil"; Columbus being her agent. The 

Spanish Inquisition was no more than the 

County Council of its time ; the Reformers, 

anarchists and agnostics. He laughed with 

glee as he read, and laughed still more in 

derision at the foreshadowed anguish of the 

castigated public. He wished he believed 

in the immortality of his soul or in his astral 

body, that he might expect to see those 

squirmings and listen to those groans. He 

wished so much that he began to consider. 

He had two half-crowns left. How long ■

could a man live on two half-crowns 1 How 

long would it be until the lash might curl 

and smart round the shoulders of the public? 

Ah ! impossible. He must content himself 

with the joy of anticipation ; with chewing 

the cud of revengeful hope, say, until to- 

morrow morning. It was a pleasure he could 

afford, and need not be cut so hastily short ■

He could not stay indoors. He suddenly 

wearied of dipping into the type-written 

pages ; even of seeing as in double columns 

their avenging paragraphs. He craved for 

more food for his rage. He walked swiftly 

through the streets crowded by his silly 

little victims, the public, playing s^lessly 

in the executioner's very path, all uncon- 

scious of their doom. At Piccadilly Circus 

he met a man he knew, a dabbler in litera- 

ture, who made little fortunes at will by 

shocking society. ■

*'You are *le bien-venn,* Higgins," he 

cried. ''I have an Antipodean uncle to 

feed and keep good for a few hours. 

Jervis swore to stand by me and see me 

through, but he has failed — wife ill. Dine 

with us in his place, there's a good boy, and 

come on after to the Empire. I have a box." ■

Higgins was weak with hunger, and 

did not refuse. He would like to have 

one more peep at this foolish world, before 

he quitted it for some higher plane. He 

dined well and not unwisely, and enjoyed 

the entertiiinment after with quite a new 

zest ; as if it had been his first experience. 

After all; the uniqueness of a last enter- 

tainment should be as titillating to the 

palate as that of a first. Kext m(»rning 

he looked more tolerantly at life. With 

the assistance of tobacco — the last of his 

stock — his good dinner of last night would 

keep him going another day. He smoked 

until evening, amusing himself by dipping 

again into the old MS., reading with 

bursts of loud laughter those parallel columns 

in invisible ink. ■

At six o'clock came a telegram. He was 

tolerant enough of life to wonder resignedly 

if it might be an invitation to supply the 

place of another defaulting dinner-guest. ■

It was an urgent request to meet at 

once, at his private address, the publisher 

to whom he had taken his second MS. 

only yesterday. ■

A gratified smile illumined his visage. 

The publisher lived quite near, in Bedford 

Square. Higgins repaired thither at once. 

As there was no prospect of dinner, he had 

not much time left on his hands. ■

The arbiter of fate was a German Jew. 

He received the author of that biting ■
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satire with hauteur; hiding his anguish 

heroically as, after twenty centuries of it, 

his race has learned to do. ■

"This little thing of yours — I brought it 

home yesterday by the merest accident," 

he explained. "I had toothache this 

morning, and was a prisoner here, so I 

read it. It is smart in its wfty; not 

scholarly, you know, or polished, or very 

original, but • it may hit home here and 

there. I might sell an edition off cheap, 

though most likely it will moulder away in 

my cellars. I suppose nobody else has 

seen it? Nol Will you take twenty 

pounds for it outright 1 I will give you 

the cheque now." ■

He could live, with care, for ten weeks 

upon twenty pounds. He knew the man 

wouldn't have touched it had it been worth 

less than five hundred, but he only cared 

to live long enough to see it in print and 

the lash round the writhing shoulders of 

the public. He accepted. ■

The publisher, who ran a racy review, 

said in a casual sort of way, as Higgins was 

departing : ■

" By the way, if you like to turn off a 

little thing of the same kind — four to seven 

thousand words — I might find room for it 

in the * Crucible ' ; something to catch the 

public fancy. Tell them Gladstone wrote 

*Hedda Gabler,' for instance, and let me 

have it to-morrow night. I go to press on 

Thursday." ■

So he must renounce with a sharp pang 

his scheme of vengeance. The public was 

too thick-headed to understand, too thick- 

skinned to feel. Well, he must fill up 

somehow the ten weeks of waiting, and 

amuse his unexpected leisure. Why not 

scratch off such an article? What were 

morality, art, possibility, common sense ? 

What was left to him but private enjoyihent 

of his scorn 1 Why should he not amuse 

himself thus easily by tickling the public 

ear, ever greedy for new sensations 1 ■

He wrote a score of such articles, brighter 

and more vigorous than they were daring or 

original He wrote them under many 

pseudonyms, and in many styles, varying 

between grave philosophical discussion and 

cynical flippancy. ■

He proved that Bacon wrote the Casket 

Letters and Pope those of Junius. He 

ventured nearer home, and brought the 

Vatican pamphlets, ascribed to Gladstone, 

home to Cardinal Manning, and he dis- 

covered in Sir William Harcourt the author 

of " Lothair." ■

He proved Joan of Arc, Alfred the Great, ■

Charlemagne, and Oliver Cromwell to have 

been sun-myths; and "Number One" of 

the Irish Sedret Societies to be the same 

legendary phantasm which appeared from 

time to time here, there, and everywhere, 

as Noah, Sardanapalus,Aspasia, SlDunstan, 

Tamerlane, Mahomet, Will Somers, Swift, 

Napoleon, and " Iota." ■

He tore to tatters all so-called historic 

sayings. It was Achilles, at the Siege of 

Troy, who cried, " Up, Guards, and at 'em." 

Wellington could not possibly, have given 

such a command at Waterloo, being at that 

date engaged in playing at Bible acrostics 

with Miss J. at the Kremlin. ** C'est mag- 

nifique, mais ce n'est pas la guerre," was the 

cry of admiration with which the Trojans 

received the colossal wooden horse. Under 

another pseudonym he proved that there 

never was a Troy, and that the younger 

Pliny wrote Homer. ■

It was the first two squatters who struck 

oil in America who bade each other " play 

the man, and they would light between 

them such a candle as should never be put 

out." Bishop Latimer could not have bfeen 

present in any capacity at Ridley's burning, 

being just then engaged superintending the 

laying down of electric light in his episcopal 

palace. As for the use of electricity in 

Mary Tudor's time, did not many discoveries 

go out of fashion into oblivion? Was 

lightning not always at hand? and was 

there not an immense demand in those days 

for supply of all manner of fireworks ? and 

did not demand — he knew too well now — 

create supply ? ■

No European officer said: "Gentlemen 

of the Guard, fire first." The sentence 

occurs in the early literature of the Incas, 

and would be better translated: **You do 

the fighting, and I'll keep behind your 

back." Nor was it declared : *' The Guard 

dies, but does not surrender." lliis was a 

snobbish attempt at improving upon the ■

motto of an Assyrian cohort : ** The ^th ■

doesn't dance." ■

Charles the First did not say, "Re- 

member." He had completely lost his voice, 

crossing the Park from St. James's Palace 

on a January morning in the two perfectly 

authentic shirts exhibited within recent 

years at the New Gallery. Abb6 Edgeworth 

did not bid the " Son of St. Louis, ascend . 

to heaven." He merely raised his arm 

high to shake the King's hand in farewell, 

according to the Court fashion lately revived. 

The significance of the gesture was, of 

course, a hidden thing from the canaille 

who reported on it. ■
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James the First of Scotland made a 

ferocious threat^ not a patriotic resolution, 

when he said **he would make the key 

keep the castle, and the bracken-bush keep 

file cow.'* He was determined upon re- 

ducing his nobles to a diet of cold iron, 

as he would turn their cattle to find fodder 

in the bracken. He added, though the 

saying has been ascribed to a less illustrious 

speaker, that *^ it would be awkward for the 

coo." He professed no such sympathy, in 

Scotch or English, for the lord of the castle. ■

Henri of Navarre's promise of the " poole 

au pot" to his lieges has been perverted 

by his admirers far out of its meaning. 

It was a threat to boil them like fowls 

if they continued contumacious ; a favourite 

Oriental method of enforcing the Boyal 

pleasure, borrowed also by the Emperor 

Nero for the benefit of Saint John. Louis 

the Fifteenth did not say, "After me the 

deluge/' The expression occurs in an early 

legend of that pure sun-and-rain myth. 

Saint Swithin. ■

Galileo did not say "e pur si muove," 

with reference to the earth's rotation round 

the sun. He gave vent to the exclamation 

falling upon a landing-stage, after being 

compelled by the Inquisition to go down 

the river on a penny steamer and con- 

sume refreshments sold on board. Luther 

was not the author of "Ich kann nicht 

anders." It was the remark with which 

Soger Ascham prefaced his customary can- 

ings of Lady Jane Grey, when she was 

backward with German irregular verbs. 

Charles the Second neither apologised for 

being such an unconscionable long time 

a-dying, nor charged his brother not to 

let poor Nelly starve. Being a Stuart, and 

therefore a tyrant worse than Lobengula, 

the longer he kept his courtiers on their 

legs about him, and the more who were 

killed by lingering tortures to honour the 

catastrophe of his death, the better he 

would be pleased. ■

George the Second never said to his 

dying wife, " J'aurai des mat' resses." George 

the Third did not habitually cry, " What 1 

Whati What?" for he always conversed 

in Norman French. Geoige the Fourth 

did not command, "Bring me a glass of 

brandy, Harris," for recently found records 

prove him to have been a strict teototaller 

all his days. ■

Newton truly exclaimed, "Diamond, 

Diamond, you little know what mischief 

you have done," but he never kept a dog, 

living in terror of hydrophobia. He of 

course apostrophised Sirius, the bright dog- ■

star, whom he superstitiously believed to be 

responsible for a piece of bad luck, namely, 

an apple falling upon his head which 

knocked his new wig into the mire. 

Nelson never signalled to the fleet, " Eng- 

land expects every man this day to do his 

duty." The signal was in a cipher in- 

telligible only to Lady Hamilton, who was 

watching the action from a private caravel, 

and was, being interpreted: "Chops and 

tomato sauce, and don't forget the warming- 

pan." ■

Browning, not Talleyrand, said that 

language was given to conceal thought. 

Goethe did not cry, "Licht, mehr licht." 

The plaint came anonymously from a West 

End Square, one foggy winter's night ■

The Grand Old Man was a personification 

by Aristophanes of the Singing Memnon. 

Mr. W. H. Smith did not dechure he stood 

by his duty to his Queen and country ; 

they were Cardinal Wolsey's last words at 

Leicester Abbey. It was George Washing- 

ton who told George the Thud that the 

American Colonies would be "un joli 

souvenir." It was D.ck Turpin at York 

who said, "J'y suis, j'y reste." And 

Beaconsfield could not have brought ns 

peace with honour, because " there never was 

no sich a person." He was a sun-myth, too. ■

So Arthur Higgins made money and a 

name ; several names. His new book 

came out, and then he made another and 

still bigger name. Fortune was secured to 

him, and the public waited only until he 

should disclose his identity, to fling itself at 

his feet. All the world wondered who the 

brilliant new historian might be, who had 

opened out such daring paths through the 

maze of history. The cap of honour was 

fitted first upon this eminent personage, 

then on that. Every member of the 

Government and front Opposition bench ; 

every litterateur of English tongue, old fogey 

and youngest poet or humorist ; every 

foreign statesman of notoriety ; every member 

of the French Academy in turn; was softly 

impeached on the count of one or other of 

those articles or of that book. Then a 

sudden little rumour sprang up like an 

evening breeze out of some club comer. It 

was said that one man wrote all, book and 

articles. Instantly arose the inevitable 

whirlwind of loud contradictions, which 

as suddenly subsiding exhausted, revealed 

the theory, distinct, immutable, and sub- 

stantial, an accepted fact. ■

A moment, and discussion raged around 

once more. Who was the man t Gladstone 1 

Balfour 1 XI Zolal Vandam! ■
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How it oozed out nobody knew, but one 

day common report proclaimed the man to 

be Arthur Higgins. The evening papers 

were full of the discovery ; the dailies took 

up the hymn of exultation and praise. The 

magazines and reviews followed when they 

coul'^, each with its homage to the author 

and his golden future. He acknowledged 

his work with a pang. It was renouncing 

for ever his credit as a serious historian. 

But one mT:i3t live. Praise is sweet, and 

money is useful. What if he had gained 

it by a trick, by paltering with truth? 

Tricks pay, and truth did not. So Arthur 

Higgins sold his soul to the devil. ■

A Minister- looking round for a brilliant 

yo\mg man to fill an important post, took 

a fancy to one of the more daring articles, 

and hearing Higgins was the author, 

decided to offer the post to him. Higgins 

heard of his coming fortune, and was wild 

with pride and joy. He anxiously awaited 

the post, cr the special messenger bringing 

the appointment. The sound of the 

knocker set his heart leaping almost out 

of his breast. ■

It was only an editor's letter with a 

request for another article in his second 

manner. The public was impatient for 

one. Kept waiting too long for advertise- 

ment of his existence, it would presently 

forget him altogether. There was a liberal 

cheque enclosed. ■

Eorget him ! Impossible — and yet — it is 

a hurrying and thankless world. There is 

many a slip between the rumour of an 

appointment and the lip of realisation. 

He would astonish the public once more. 

He laughed louder than ever at the idea 

which for the moment seemed quite new. ■

He wrote the most clinching article he 

had turned out yet. Was it possible a 

simple people could err so wide of the 

mark as to accredit the obscure Arthur 

Higgins with the authorship of the 

mysterious works 1 He proved beyond all 

possibility of doubt that they were all 

written by two self-taught journalists: 

William Brown, of York, and Thomas 

Smith, of Exeter. ■

The article appeared in the leading 

evening paper, '*The Hyde Park Gazette." 

It was copied into the dailies and the 

countiy papers. Country correspondents 

wrote to authenticate the statement. There 

was a William Brown at York, and a 

Thomas Smith at Exeter. ■

The Minister read it in the extra special 

edition of "The Hyde Park Gazette," 

though it was not an organ of his party. ■

Fortunately he had not yet acted upon the 

impulse which suggested the obscure 

Arthur Higgins for the vacant post in his 

gift. An hour later he appointed his 

nephew's brother-in-law. ■

A few days later Arthur Higgins sent a 

batch of articles to the papers whose 

circulation he had multiplied by ten. 

Perhaps they were not written with his old 

verve. Perhaps his disappointment had 

made him go fiat Perhaps the line was 

played out. The editors were unable to find 

room for his contributions, owing to the pres- 

sure of important matter upon their space. ■

Another evening, and a short paragraph 

sold them like wildfire once more. Arthur 

Higgins, of Balliol, the brilliant historian, 

critic, new humorist^ had blown out his 

brains. ■

It was quite expected for nine days that 

he would write an article, scofl&ng at the 

credulity of the public who ascribed to him 

the deed of some other man, of the Prime 

Minister, or the author of " Dodo," or of 

Mr. Henry Irving. But the rest of his 

series of negations was silence. ■

DAYID CROWHDRST'S ORDEAL. ■

A 8TORY IN 8IX CHAPTER& ■

CHAFTEB IV. A DESOLATB HOME. ■

All this time Elsie went from day to 

day in a kind of agony, feeling as each 

morning dawned that she could not bear 

to see another, yet holding on tenaciously 

to existence. All day long she was follow- 

ing her husband through every sort of pain- 

ful scene ; when she lay awake at night her 

imagination still depicted painful images. 

At this time of terrible uncertainty there 

was always a kind of desperate hope that 

at any moment intelligence might be re- 

ceived ; or it might even be possible that he 

who formed the subject of all her thoughts 

might suddeidy return. ■

Elsie's own words lent colour to the 

suspicion against her cousin. In the matter 

of her uncle's legacy she now blamed her- 

self passionately, and her frantic expressions 

verged upon exaggeration. She was sub- 

jected to endless ingenuities of cross-exami- 

nation by inquisitive investigators, feeling 

that her most secret fancies were being 

extorted from her and forced to bear an 

interpretation which they were never in- 

tended to have; but she was naturally 

candid, and deeply imbued with a conviction 

that frankness was a sacred obligation. ■

, ■
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In those dark days her cousin was the 

best staff upon which Mrs. Raebam had to 

lean. His courageous spirit met every 

emergency. He was equal to rapid con- 

clusion and calculation, encountering with 

a dauntless front every kind of trivial 

necessity, side by side with considerations 

worthy of the solemnity of the occasion. 

He could subdue his own soul, forcing it 

into silence, for he had resolved to be true 

as heaven to the desolate woman and her 

children ; but many an hour his heart was 

like to break with the acute and aching 

sympathy which bears its full share of the 

sorrow which it finds itself imable to 

relieve. The thought which troubled him 

most was that, as suspicion had touched 

him, so it might alight on Elsie. Even 

the idea drove the good fellow frantic. 

Any chance doubt might express a deadly 

misgiving; a thoughtless word might mean 

an accusation; careless shafts aimed at 

random but wounding like fiery arrows — 

against such blows £ks these he had no 

power to protect her. Between the hot 

and fiery impulse to defy the world, and 

the sorrowful, tender patience which coun- 

selled endurance, his, strength of mind some- 

times forsook him. ■

Autumn's early glories came and went, 

The maples flamed; oak and ash were 

burnished in bronze and crimson; the 

sumachs burst into glowing fires, filling all 

the landscape with deep, strong radiance. 

The wind drifted all the waysides and 

wood-paths with a downpour of colour, and 

through the thinning boughs one eaught 

glimpses of distant splendours among the 

hills. ■

David Crowhurst walked with bent 

head and lagging footsteps. His temper 

was too sweet and patient to become 

morose, but a cloud of heayiness and dis- 

couragement darkened his soul. As he 

approached Ingleside he paused, looking 

around reflectively. It must be close to 

this very spot that Raebum had been last 

seen. Oh, if there were any force that 

could wrest the secret from earth and sky, 

these silent witnesses which deepest anguish 

had no power to move 1 It was a horrible 

thing that human life should be blackened 

by endless despair, and that no remedy for 

it should exist. Even in his trouble an 

element of hope presented itself to David's 

patient and trustful spirit. The two elder 

children were pla3ring in the lane and 

rushed to meet him; active, lively little 

figures, flushed and joyous, breathing 

warmth and commotion, their merry ■

childish voices ringing out unconcernedly, 

forgettiAgi or altogether unaware of the 

loss they had sustained. ■

When he entered the sitting-room, it 

seemed so still that at first he believed that 

the room was empty. Elsie had fallen into 

her chair as though exhausted; her head 

was bowed on her clashed hands, every 

fold of her black gown, every line of the 

listless, drooping form was expressive of 

despairing misery. She did not stir as 

the door opened. Crowhurst stood looking 

down at her, his rugged face glorified by 

an infinite tenderness, a pure affection abso- 

lutely untinged by egotism. As he stood 

silent, she roused herself. The sight of him 

brought a thrill to her thoughts, an eager 

light to her eyes ; he might possibly prove 

the bearer of news. ■

*'0h, David," she said, "I must have 

fallen asleep. At night, the hours pass, 

and I cannot close my eyes.'' ■

She partly rose, but faltered, sinking 

back in her weakness, with hands tightly 

clasped, and thin white fingers quivering. ■

** I hate to sleep ; I am haunted by such 

terrible dreams. I always see Reuben 

dead, or dying, or perhaps enduring some 

terrible form of suffering. Sometimes I 

think he may be lying stiff and cold, close 

beside us. It seems so cruel that his own 

wife and children should be able to rest 

until they find him. Then, when I lie 

awake, I listen to every sound, for tidings 

might come at any moment. If Reuben 

needs me, I must hold myself in readiness, 

I could not fail him." ■

David sighed heavily, but he remained 

silent. He had no comfort to administer, 

and the poor fellow smarted under a sense 

of his own incapacity. Of what use was 

his strength or his money when they were 

unable to avert one pang, or gain a moment's 

peace t It was horrible to him to witness 

such misery; it was like desecration, a 

brutal intrusion into the holy of holies, 

yet he was the only one upon whom she 

had any real daim, upon whom she could 

depend for brotherly care or guidance. 

He had meant -to tell her that popular 

suspicion had pointed to him as Raebom's 

murderer; partly because he thought it 

right that she should understend cdl the 

circumstances of the case ; partly influenced 

by an eager, instinctive clutching at human 

comprehension and sympathy. Now, the 

natural chivalry of the man protested. He 

instantly abandoned the intention. He 

must bear his own burden, and as large a 

share of hers as she would allow him to ■
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issame. What did it matter 1 Amid such 

I. culmination of miseries a little more or 

ess made no difference. ■

" Your little ones," he said unsteadily, 

'* You must think of them ; for their sake 

jrou must be brave.'' ■

" Oh I the children ; if it were not for 

bhem I could not live at all." Two hot 

tears, that scorched like fire, gathered in her 

eyes, and fell heavily on her black dress. 

"David, they keep hinting that I was a 

bad wife to him, asking if we quarrelled ; 

oh 1 it is cruel, cruel. If he had died with 

us, and I could have held his hand, and 

closed his eyes, kissing him as he lay in his 

coffia ; if I could have gone to see his 

grave, I feel that I could have endured 

God's will, but it is the uncertainty that is 

insupportable. David, this watching and 

waiting is like being burnt in a fire, 

consumed slowly, inch by inch." ■

Her voice had a shrill anguish which was 

intolerable to the listener ; he flung up his 

hand into the air with a gesture which was 

altogether involuntary, as he uttered a 

smothered groan of pain. Elsie was re- 

volving in her mind many bitter thoughts. ■

" I do not know what I am saying or 

doing ; this is more than I can bear. Per- 

haps I have never been very good, but I 

am not worse than others. I could count 

them all up to you — the women who are 

my age, and who were married when I was. 

Nothing terrible has happened to them. 

They are at peace, and I am wretched. 

What have I done that God's hand should 

be laid so heavily upon me — that I should 

be tortured 1 David, you are wise and 

good, why don't you answer me 1 " ■

" Elsie," implored Crowhurst, holding out 

his hands to her with a sort of dumb suppli- 

cation to her not to say any more. These 

were the thoughts which he had himself 

repulsed as a temptation; hearing them 

clothed with words wounded him past 

endurance. Elsie's suflering had assumed 

the form of a momentary madness; she 

was driven beyond the bounds of her 

sensitive and impressionable temperament. 

David was surprised and perplexed. He 

comprehended but dimly this frenzy of out- 

raged nature, due to physical as much as 

mental causes. This was not a reasonable, 

controlled soul like his own, but the less' 

steadfast spirit of an excitable, wayward, 

and distracted woman. As her mind re- 

gained its balance, and Elsie heard the 

voice of bewildered exhortation and ccm- 

solation sounding in her ears, she knew 

that her cousin could no more follow her ■

in the impulsive outcry of her passion than 

if he had been a stranger. The paroxysm 

left her prostrate, like a creature incapable 

of thought. ■

" I can't bear any more," she said, in a 

low, slow voice. ■

David watched her anxiously. What 

could he do for this stricken creature, with 

the marks of heavy grief and misfortune 

upon her, and with a future before her in 

which Heaven alone knew how many mis- 

fortunes might be coming 1 Then he went 

home, very sad, weary, and doubtful. ■

As the hours ebbed away into days, and the 

days lengthened into months, the dramatic 

stir and commotion occasioned by Reuben 

Raebiim's disappearance gradually subsided. 

It remained, and for many a long year would 

continue to exist in the country, as a tale 

of wonder. It became an accepted fact, to 

all except his wife, that Raebum had 

passed from the land of the living. Un- 

fortunately, to Mrs. Raebum existence 

continued a fever of expectation and 

anticipation which shattered her faculties, 

mental and physical. Those about her could 

see her wearing into angles, and daily watch 

the growing lines of pain and thought. 

Some were sufificiently unprincipled to trade 

upon her incredulity; and however wild 

and extravagant might be the proposed 

expedients upon which she set her heart, 

her cousin could not bear to thwart her 

wayward fancies. Enterprising investi- 

gators were continually finding clues to the 

missing man's whereabouts; stories of 

persons exactly answering to Raebum's 

description came from many distant regions ; 

but when time, money, and ingenuity had 

been spent upon the search, it invariably 

ended in nothing, leaving Elsie a prey to 

the terrible disappointment which is born of 

suffering. She lost all power of concentrating 

her thoughts upon practical needs and pro- 

saic necessities, dwelling upon this one ab- 

sorbing theme until the strain upon her 

senses resulted in a sort of prepossession, 

which, intensified by physical weakness 

and the solitude of her life, amounted to 

actual mania. Her home duties, the care 

of her property, even her children, lost 

interest, and came to be regarded as dis- 

tasteful distractions. Had it not been for 

David Crowhurst's fostering care, Ingleside 

would speedily have drifted to total rack 

and ruin. At first, David proposed that 

the farm should be let, and that his cousin 

and her children should make their home 

with him ; this plan, he thought, would 

afi'ord mutual accommodation, as it would ■
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be impossible for Mrs. Eaebum to work 

Ingleside alone, and at that time he needed 

a housekeeper. No man could be more 

tender to the memory of the lost than 

David, as no man could be more tolerant and 

forbearing with the living, and he tried to 

look at the project on every side with the 

impartial daylight of unselfish observation 

before speaking of it. But Elsie indignantly 

rejected the plan ; she was quite determined 

that in the spot from whence her husband 

had disappeared she should remain until 

some trace of him, dead or alive, were found. ■

Finding her impervious to reason, David 

yielded the point. If a passing spasm 

contracted his heart, a thrill of longing, a 

pang of self-restraint, he bore it quietly, 

not being used to considering himself. Elsie 

could not put aside her own wild fancies, nor 

could David enter into or comprehend them, 

so there was a separation between them 

which had nothing to do with external 

obstacles, while love itself stood baffled and 

discouraged by the discovery. Elsie always 

retained an idea that her cousin had refused 

to enter into her special sorrow. It was 

only when she found that her resources 

were becoming crippled from the large 

sums which she had continually been 

expending upon that hopeless and endless 

quest, and perceived that if something were 

not done to supply the deficiency the search 

must be abandoned, that she would consent 

to let Ingleside, though she insisted upon 

retaining the house for her own use. ■

Eeuben Eaebum's loss produced almost 

as deep an effect upon David Crowhurst's 

character as it had efifected upon that of 

the desolate wife. He never became bitter 

or morose, but he lost heart; the simple 

pleasures which he had once enjoyed lost 

all attraction for him. Not even the 

weight of troublous care that oppressed 

him could make an infidel of the loyal 

heart which had no understanding of false- 

hood or distrust ; for the candid soul could 

not deny its own nature, nor abjure the 

strong belief in God, the confidence in 

faith and truth, which lay at the bottom of 

his creed. Still, in his relations with his 

neighbours these events affected him pain- 

fully. He could not endure cold civility 

and averted glances where he had once 

enjoyed a pleasant popularity and supre- 

macy. Had it not been for the need this 

lonely woman and her fatherless little ones 

had of him, he would have left his home, 

and fled away from the suspicion and 

animosity which poisoned the very springs 

of his life. As it was, he turned his back ■

on the outside world and retired, as it were, 

within himself. From the depths of his 

honest heart he despised the faint trust 

which had perished at the first breath of 

suspicion. ■

His was not the sort of nature whicli 

is rendered unfit for work even by the 

heaviest calamities of life. He said very 

little, but went quietly about his work, 

asking and receiving sympathy from no 

man. A reserved, depressed mwi, he 

was only saved from complete isolation by 

afifecticn for the absorbed woman who liad 

no thought to spare for his limitless, tender 

devotion, and the little children to whom 

he represented whatever there was of 

fondness and protective care in the world. 

There was a certain consolation in the 

thought that they belonged to him alone, 

and had nothing to look for except the 

cherishing support which he was anxious 

to give them. ■

There were three little girls— gentle, 

sensitive, pretty creatures, upon whose 

childhood the dark mystery of pain and 

loss had early cast its shadow. Dnring 

her paroxysms of restless activity, or in the 

long intervals of dejected apathy with 

which they alternated, their mother paid 

little attention to those budding lives. 

In her absorption the ordinary ties seemed 

to have dropped away from her ; she fancied 

that her children were too young to under- 

stand her; and even as they grew older 

persuaded herself that they had their own 

fresh young lives to occupy them, and were 

not to be diverted from their own interests 

by her troubles. The girls in their childish 

minds connected their mother with a vague 

sense of disturbance and desolation, but 

they readily grasped the fact that to Uncle 

David they were the most interesting 

creatures in the world. He delighted in 

their company, never wearied of providing 

simple pleasures for them, and shared their 

childish thoughts and innocent desires to 

his own infinite advantage as well as to 

theirs. All the sweetness of his existence 

proceeded from their aflection. To the 

lonely, simple-hearted man, these little 

maids seemed as angels sent to minister 

to him in the wilderness, and he accepted 

the alleviation as coming direct horn Heaven 

with the most humble gratitude and re< 

verence. ■

GHAPTBB y. THE WBAITH. ■

One summer's evening, David Crowhnrst 

was walking slowly up to Ingleside. The 

sunset was lighting up all the horizon. ■
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Overhead the sky ascended in varying tints 

of daffodil and faint ethereal greenness up 

to the bright summer blue. The pines on 

the hillside stood up against it like rigid 

black shadows cut out against the yellow 

radiance which was belted with flaming 

lines of crimson. Long gleams caught the 

golden rods on the common, turning every 

blossom into richest gold. There were to 

be seen myriad marvellous contrasts in 

pure white, wild rose, shell-tinted purple, 

emphasizing every shade of grey-green 

grass fluttering in the evening breeze — the 

whole producing an iridescent, shimmering 

effect of lilac bloom, while whitish-grey 

buds and waving branches all danced crisply 

together in the evening air. ■

The three little girls were on the watch 

for their welcome visitor, and with joyous 

shouts rushed to greet him. Maggie, the 

youngest, a demure little damsel of six, 

was seated triumphantly , on his shoulder; 

Jean and Jessie clung to him on either 

side. It was a sort of triumphant pro- 

cession. The little clinging hands and 

pleading childish voices were full of sweetest 

comfort to David ; these fair children cling- 

ing about his knees belonged to him as 

though they had been his own. ■

Suddenly he saw a woman making her 

way rapidly through the fields. It was 

Mrs. McBean. She had herself been a 

servant at Ingleside, and had married 

Reuben Raeburn's head man and factotum, 

a sober, steady man who had saved money ; 

at present they rented the farm from Mrs. 

Kaebum, and lived in a frame house some 

short distance down the road. Something 

unusual had certainly occurred to distress 

the staid and discreet Scotchwoman; her 

face was very pale, her breath came 

hurriedly. Crowhurst, always considerate 

for others, stood still, placed the child on 

the ground, and called out : ■

'* Is anything wrong, Mrs. McBean t" ■

As the woman emerged on to the road, 

she sank down on to the grass, saying 

breathlessly : ■

'* Send the children away." ■

*'Now, my pretties, run home. Uncle 

David will find something in his pockets 

for the one who gets there quickest.'' ■

**But we want you too. Uncle David," 

in a chorus. ■

"Yes, I shall be there right away. 

N'ow, run." ■

Crowhurst stood looking with grave 

concern at the woman's white face until 

she recovered herself, and spoke. ■

"I have had a terrible fright^" looking ■

over her shoulder with a startled glance 

and a shiver. " I saw a wraith." ■

** A wraith ! " he repeated in astonish- 

ment. ■

" Yes — a spirit — a ghost. Oh ! here 

you laugh at such things, but many a' 

strange thing I remember to have heard at 

home in the old country. Mr. Crowhurst," 

bending forward^ and speaking in an awed 

whisper,* "Reuben Raeburn's wraith ap- 

peared to me ; I saw it as plainly as I see 

you." ■

"Reuben Raebuml You must have 

fancied it." ■

"Why should II I was not thinking 

about him. I was crossing the pin6-grpve 

up above the pasture, when I saw some one 

moving among the trees away to the left. 

I thought it was Sandy, so I hurried to 

catch up to him, then I called out as loud 

as I could. He turned his head and 

looked at me ; it was Reuben Raebum." ■

^'Then what became of him) Some 

chance resemblance deceived you, or you 

fancied it." ■

" Well, I am not much given to fancy- 

ings." ■

Crowhurst knew Mrs. McBean to be a 

practical and clear-headed woman, as little 

likely to be subject to nervous or hysterical 

terrors as any one in the world. He could 

only conclude that she had been deceived 

by a resemblance in some passing stranger. 

If, however, such a report should reach 

Elsie*s ears, he trembled for the con- 

sequences. ■

"Mrs. McBean," he pleaded earnestly, 

" you would not willingly harm that poor 

woman who has suffered so much already." ■

"Is it Mrs. Raebuml Why, Mr. 

Crowhurst, I never felt so sorry for any one 

as for her. As for all the talk" — David 

winced — " I never paid any heed to it, I 

knew her far too well." ■

" A whisper of this would be sufficient 

to drive her wild. She has been so sorely 

tried that sometimes I fear her reason will 

not stand the strain." ■

"She has nothing to fear horn me. 

You want me to promise not to speak about 

what I have seen,'' Mrs. McBean observed 

shrewdly. "I'll give you my word ready 

enough. I don't want to set myself up for 

a laughing-stock for all the world. Now 

I'll go home, for I'm shaking. aU over." ■

The circumstance made a very* unpleasant 

impression on David's mind; but, as time 

passed and he heard nothing more of it, the 

remembrance gradually sank into oblivion. ■

About sixteen years after Reuben Rae- ■
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bum's strange disappearance, odd rumours 

began to circulate in the vicinity of 

Streatfield. It was whispered that tiie 

spirit of the man who had vanished so 

mysteriously was haunting the fields and 

hillsides, lingering amidst the scenes which 

had once been so familiar. Most of these 

stories emanated from Tim Bailey's cobbler's 

shop, where the little man's cronies were 

fond of collecting to discuss an extensive 

variety of subjects. In this part of the 

country many of the settlers were Scotch 

people who had brought their inherited 

superstitions to the new world ; their 

untrained imaginations readily imbibed 

anything bordering on the marvellous, ■

"The poor fellow cannot rest in his 

grave," insisted Tim, whom the years had 

rendered thinner, drier, and more shrivelled 

than ever. ■

"If he has a grave. Who can tell 

where the poor body may be lying, wanting 

Christian burial 1 " ■

" Or craving revenge on them that did 

the ill deed." ■

The wraith had appeared to Tim. The 

cobbler was endowed with a warm imagina- 

tion, with a fine instinct for dramatic 

details and embellishments, so the history of 

his encounter witji the spirit finally became 

so terrifying, that Tim, who was a solitary 

bachelor, was obliged to hire one of his young 

nephews to sleep at his house to secure 

him from the dread of ghostly visitants. ■

After that, many to whom Eaebum had 

been well known professed to have seen 

the lost man. Tim resented these pre- 

tensions as an unjust infringement of his 

own prerogatives, and professed to doubt 

any ghostly adventures except his own. 

Among the reasonable persons of the 

community who professed entire disbelief 

in these thrilliug tales, was James Guthrie. ■

" The fools are not all dead yet, and Tim 

Bailey is the biggest of them all," he in- 

sisted contemptuously. ■

" But you should hear him tell about it, 

Guthrie, it fairly makes your flesh creep," 

urged a neighbour who had been greatly 

excited by the novel sensation, and now, 

beneath the withering blast of Guthrie's 

sarcasm, felt rather ashamed of his own 

credulity. ' ■

" I don't want my flesh to creep ; it suits 

me better the way God made it. As for 

Tim, I should like to wring his neck for 

setting these stories afloat" ■

It happened one day, as Guthrie was 

driving home, that he was overtaken by 

Tim Bailey. "When excited by the applause ■

of an admiring audience, the little man 

professed great gallantry, but when he had 

found himself trudging the solitary road 

alone, his heroic qualities promptly eva- 

porated. He gladly accepted his old friend's 

ofl'er of a Uf t^ then, feeling his spirits 

braced by society, rapidly grew chatty and 

hilarious. ■

" What's this I hear about you turning 

ghost-seer, Tim ? " Guthrie asked severely. ■

" I always thought I could sefe farther 

than most people. There's them thaf s 

gifted. I don't pretend to think," with 

deprecating modesty, "that it's any par- 

ticular good quality of mine, it's just " ■

"Particular foolishness. You'll lose 

your head entirely, man, the little there is 

of it, if you take up with idle clavers in 

that fashion. It's clean gone daft you are." ■

The cobbler felt these strong expressions 

as deeply injurious. When a man aspires 

to pose as a hero, it is rather disconcerting 

to have his brilliant exploits regarded with 

contempt. Tim's volatile nature instantly 

veered from his own standpoint to that of 

his companion. Everybody acknowledged 

that Guthrie was a particularly sensible 

man; many reasonable people certainly 

regard weird and uncanny visitants from the 

other world with scornful derision. ■

"But what a man sees with his own 

eyes," he pleaded piteously, ■

" But you know, Tim, it would not be 

the first time you have seen double," jeered 

Guthrie. ■

Tim was humbly willing to own his 

weakness, but could not bear to be bereft 

of his delusion. ■

" If you were to see something right in 

front of you, you would feel very different^ 

Mr. Guthrie." ■

" Possibly I should enquire if it were a 

trick, and try to find out the reason of it." ■

They had reached a spot where the road 

took a sharp turn ; on either side the trees 

grew thickly on a high ridge, while the 

highway ran below at a much lower leveL 

Suddenly, Tim's mouth and eyes opened to 

their fullest extent. ■

"Mr. Guthrie, what do you call thati" 

he inquired in a shrill whisper. ■

Guthrie quickly turned his head. Through 

the trees, on the ground above them, a man 

was moving rapidly ; something in the gait 

and figure caused the spectator's heart to 

throb with a strange excitement; and he 

stopped the horse. As the stranger turned, 

Tim gave vent to a shrill yell which aroused 

the mountain echoes. Guthrie sat still, as 

though turned to stone by the shock, for ■
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the face he looked upon was that of 

Reuben Eaeburn. The sturdy Scotchman 

waa no coward ; in an instant he recovered 

himself and collected his shattered energies. ■

" Man or devil, FU find out what that 

is," he declared resolutely. "Here, Tim, 

hold the horse." ■

" I can't," whimpered Tim, " I*m quaking 

all ov«r ; just look at my hands. It's 

terrible unlucky to meddle with them things. 

Let us get away as qtiick as ever we can." ■

His adjurations were addressed to un- 

heeding ears. Guthrie was already climb- 

ing the steep bank as fast as his unwieldy 

bulk would allow him to move, but when 

he reached the top no living creature was 

to be seen. Vainly he searched in every 

direction which his ingenuity could suggest, 

while Tim vainly quavered entreaties and 

exhortations from the buggy. It seemed 

as though this strange intruder in these 

sylvaDL solitudes had vanished as abruptly as 

Reuben Raeburn himself had done. After a 

time, Guthrie returned wearily to his vehicle. ■

" It's downright absurd," he exclaimed 

irritably. '* There certainly was a man 

just within my grasp, as it were, and now I 

can't find a trace of him. How do you 

account for thati If I could only lay 

hands on him, I'd make him give an 

account of himself." ■

" Don't be too venturesome, Mr. Guthrie, 

it brings ill-luck." ■

" I don't care what it brings if I could 

only get to the bottom of this. There is 

some trick, of that I'm convinced. Now, 

I'll go straight to his wife ; this is a thing 

she ought to know." ■

"Oh^ don't, Mr. Guthrie. She is just 

like a wraith herself, so thin and reedy ; her 

big wild eyes always make me feel creepy." ■

** I'll go straight there," reiterated 

Guthrie, -all the more? stotttly because he 

was conscious of some faintne^ of heart on 

his own account. Though they were near 

neighbours, it was years since he had h^ld 

any intercourse with his old friend's wife. 

** If you had not been such a fool as to 

shout, I could easily have reached that fellow." ■

" I did it on purpose to prevent you 

from touching him, it's not every man, 

would have such presence of mind ; it's 

terrible ill-luck to touch a wraith," rejoined 

Tim triumphantly. ■

They found Mrs. Raeburn sitting on the 

piazza of her own house, rocking herself 

to and fro in an aimless, desultory sort 

of fashion. She was neither pleased nor 

annoyed by the intrusion, regarding the 

two awkward, shrinking men with the ■

most complete indifference. Her eyes 

never lost their dreamy abstraction; she 

apparently made no effort to comprehend 

their words. ■

"Lord help us, the poor soul has lost 

her wits," muttered Guthrie. ■

When, however, she caught the sound of , 

her husband's name, the dull, lethargic 

indifference yielded place to keen interest. 

Until then their words had awakened a 

sensation far too faint to be called curiosity, 

much less fear. What they said seemed 

to be intended for a stupid kind of 

pleasantry. After all that had happened, 

what did it matter what any one said) 

Once her interest was aroused she listened 

attentively, questioned eagerly as her rapid 

mind took a swift survey of the subject. 

Mrs. Raeburn felt as if she had been 

suddenly seized upon and dragged out of a 

sorrowful dream into the noise of life. 

She had awakened up with a painful 

surprise, but all her faculties were 

quickened and made vivid by the new 

sensation. She was so quiet and com- 

posed that Guthrie had not considered a 

great deal of preface necessary in intro- 

ducing the subject. Her calnmess was not 

so firmly established as to be able to 

maintain itself . before this revival of old 

associations, but even her breaking down 

was restrained, and did not frighten the 

spectators. The peculiarity of her agita- 

tion was that though she struggled with it 

visibly, she never abdicated her painful 

sway and authority over herself. ■

" I knew he would return," she con- 

cluded composedly. " This is what I have 

been waiting for all these years." ■

The two men stared at each other in 

astonishment; they could not grasp the 

faintest idea of her meaning. ■

"Come away," whispered Tim; "it 

makes my blood run cold to look at her." ■

" I don't know if she understands at all," 

returned his friend ; " anyhow, there does 

not seem to be anything else we can do." ■

After that, David noticed that his cousin 

was possessed by a new freak. She 

wandered about continually through the 

fields, down by the river, about the high- 

way; not moving aimlessly, but with a 

look of steady purpose underlying her 

assumed indifference, an eager, intent 

interest in every gesture and movement. 

She seemed actually to grudge every 

moment devoted to either food or sleep. ■

One evening as he was approaching 

Ingleside, he met her walking slowly 

towards him. As he watched her, he ■
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noticed t^at there was a sort of reposeful 

restf ulness about her such as he had not 

seen for years, and which recalled the fair, 

gentle girl who had been the love of his 

youth. Catching up to her, he drew her 

arm within his own. ■

*' You are tired, Elsie," he said anxiously. ■

She looked up at him, and he was 

startled by the subtle change in her 

countenance. Her lips were parted with 

a quick breath of emotion; out of their 

sad depths of silence her eyes gave a 

wistful, enquiring glance at her cousin. In 

that moment her face had grown radiant 

in the pathos and inspiration of joy. ■

"Yes, very tired; but then it matters 

so little. Reuben has come for me." ■

"Come for you!" he repeated in con- 

sternation. ■

"Yes, I saw him. I know very well 

what the sight meant. David, I shall be 

so glad to rest" ■

Later she proposed that she and the 

girls should move over to Crowhurst's place. ■

" You will like to have us, David, and 

it will be a comfort to know that the 

children are safe with you. I should like 

to look out on the spots where we played 

together when we were children, end where 

Uncle Adam, and you, and I, were so happy 

together ; it seems as though I could rest 

better there." ■

Nothing could remove that delusion 

from Mrs. Raeburn's mind. She had seen 

her husband, he had come for her, now 

she was going to him. The old restless 

pain gave place to a sweet, pathetic 

patience, as through the winter she faded ■

very peacefully and painlessly. She re- 

turned to her natural self, as it were, and 

was again tenderly devoted to her children, 

and very grateful and affectionate to David. 

Peace fought with the restless impatience 

on her wan face, and finally overcame it, 

gleaming like wintry sunshine from the 

edges of the overwhelming shadow. ■

"I have borne my trial badly, David," 

she said once. " I ceased to trust Cod. I 

am sorry. He is merciful, and will forgive." ■

Mrs. Raeburn accepted this termination 

of her troubles as though it were the most 

natural thing in the world. There was no 

longer anything to desire. There was no 

strong sentiment to war against her weak- 

ness ; she yielded herself up to the affection 

which surrounded her with unquestioning 

confidence, resting in peaceful tranquillity. 

David bore it all, knowing that nothing 

else was possible save to comfort and 

solace her a little before she should pass 

beyond their reach. ■

In that bright chamber where the 

invalid lay, the household went and came ; 

the sun shone cheerily in, the sweet breath 

of flowers and the fresh country air 

penetrated to it, making a specious, trans- 

parent pretence that life was still sweety 

while the moments which no one could 

arrest swept on, the hours ended one by 

one, and God's will worked itself out. 

Then when spring was vivifying the land 

with beauty of flower and foHage ; flooding 

it with sunshine and renewed life ; they 

laid the worn and weary woman beside 

old Adam Crowhurst, in the Uttle country 

churchyard among the hilLs. ■
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" Connie, you can't wear the lace on your 

yellow dress again. I said so last time you 

bad it on. What are you going to do about 

iti" ■

Mrs. Yallotson had brought her vigorous 

presence into the dining-room for the ex- 

press purpose of asking the question, and 

she paused for the answer just inside the 

door. It was only half-past ten in the 

morning, but the July day was already very 

hot; and Constance, the only occupant of 

the room, was sitting by the table, with 

some needlework before her, in a rather 

listless attitude. It was an attitude — as it 

was an occupation — which the Constance 

of two years before would utterly have 

scouted; but the Constance of two years 

before seemed to have undergone con- 

siderable modification in the interval The 

alert air of superiority had degenerated 

into an expression of supercilious dissatis- 

faction; the assured self-confidence into a 

resentful and enforced quiescence. Con- 

stance had entered the lists with her mother 

on the subject of the regeneration of Aln- 

chester. She had come off conquered in- 

stead of conqueror, and the low opinion 

which she had consequently found herself 

obliged to form of her mother's intellect 

by no means militated against — or sweet- 

ened — her exiforced realisation of her 

mother's strength of character. Defeat and 

enforced idleness are naturally trying to an 

individual who feels that the world is the 

worse for her inaction. Moreover, one may ■

be clearly aware of the impossibility of re- 

garding a certain friend in any other than 

a friendly light, and yet one may find life 

a trifle the duller for that friend's absence. ■

During the month which had preceded 

Bryan Armitage's departure from Alnchester, 

Constance had snubbed him, ignored him, 

and quarrelled with him; loftily con- 

signing to oblivion the question and answer 

which had passed between them at that 

ball, on which so many results had ensued. 

But it was not to be denied, nevertheless, 

that since then Constance had grown a little 

thin and pale. ■

She took up her work as Mrs. YaUotson 

spoke, and shook her head indififerently. ■

If time had not dealt very kindly vnth 

Constance, it seemed to have laid a rather 

invigorating than depressing finger upon 

her mother. Mrs. YaUotson had risen from 

her illness of two years ago with some such 

change upon her as might have been apparent 

in a woman who had passed through an 

acute crisis, either physical or mental. It 

would have been difficult to say — such 

characteristics having always been so pro- 

nounced in her — that she was harder, more 

dominating, more assured; but her whole 

personality seemed to have become accen- 

tuated. She had aged, Alnchester said, 

perceptibly; but it was the age that in- 

grains and confirms, and in no sense the 

age that relaxes or enfeebles. ■

As she stood now, looking down at her 

daughter, the alteration in her personality, 

which thus made itself vaguely apparent 

in her general manner and demeanour, was 

just traceable in her face. Her hair had 

grown grey, and there were lines about 

her eyes. But the eyes themselves were 

keen, and even peremptory, in their com- 

manding glance. There were lines about 

the mouth, but they in no wise interfered ■
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with the unconscious air of material well- 

being which was the dominant expression 

of the whole countenance. ■

She scanned her daughter's languid figure, 

and then spoke decidedly. ■

" Come, xouse yourself, chi^^" she said. 

"You must' wear the drejss this eyeing, 

and something must be done to it first." ■

" It's too hot for concerts," jsaid the girl, 

with weary superciliousness. ■

She was engaged to go that evening to 

a concert with some friends in the town. , ■

** It's not the most sensible way of spend- 

ing a July evening," returned her mother. 

** I told you that when you accepted. But, 

as you have accepted, of course you must 

ga Black lace would look nice after all 

taiat white. That friend of Mrs ElHbtt's had 

a very pretty dress trimmed with black lace." ■

" I don't like black lace, mother." ■

'*Have you anything else to propose? 

Nol Then I don't see iiiat you've any 

alternative, and there's no time to lose. 

I'm g^ing down into the town. Go and 

put on your hat, and I'U go with you to 

buy itt The walk will do you good." ■

Constancel hesitated a Imoment, and then 

die rose listlessly. She: bad come to the 

C(»iclu8ion that it was undignified to argue 

about tdfles. It was a conclusion which 

was less acutely painful to. her than a 

recognition of tjie fact that the weight of 

her motber^s determination, evem in trifles, 

was not to be resisted. ■

She made no attempt^ however, to con- 

elude her preparations far hter walk with 

any despatch. She dawdled and dreamed 

fKDtil she found herself quite surprked at 

receiving no call, more or less peremptory. 

She went dowBstairs, and coming from the 

diningroomcshe met the housemaid, hurried 

and subdued. Goatstance pushed open tbe 

dining-room deor and went in. ■

Mrs. Yallotson was stiU in her indoor 

dress. The second post had airivedy and 

beside her on the table lay as open letter. 

She turned abruptly as Constanee entered. ■

" Ob^ you're loadj, child ! " she said 

shortly. "That's all right. Youll have 

to do my commissiou lor me. I shan't be 

able to eome out." ■

** Why not, mother!" ■

** There's a letter from North. He is 

coming down this evening to stay until 

to-morrow." ■

The statement was as brief as possible, 

and it sovnded even more curi tban it was 

by reaeon ol the sharp note which had 

appeared in Mrs. Vallotson's voice. A 

slight darkness and disturbance had fallen ■

upon her face, and she moved across to the 

writing-table as Constance exclaimed : ■

** Coming down ! How surprising ! One 

would have thought that^ he had forgotten 

our very existence ! ** -^ ■

Tlje girl spoke father tartly ; she was in 

no mpod^to a^rove of any action on the 

part of any oi her fellow-creatures ; and 

her i^other's* statement contained for her 

the very casual and hurried fulfilment by 

North of a long-deferred duty. She paused 

a moment for a mental amplification of her 

unfavouiable criticism of him, and then 

observing that her mother was making a 

list of h^ requirements, she said : 

. " But I don't see why North's aonjing 

should keep you at home this morning, 

mother. There's surely nothing to do but 

to tell Sarah to get the epure bedroom 

readyl" ■

"I. must seci that it is pttqasrly idone,' 

wa$ the curt response. "The rpom. will 

have to be thoroughly turned' out. Make 

haste now, Connie. The things from the 

greengrocer's are wanted this morning." ■

The spare room, like every other comer 

in Mrs. Vcillotson's house, was always in 

spotless order. Constance was quite con- 

vinced that a guest could have been ushered 

in on a very few moments' notice» But 

she was also quite convinced that, if her 

mother had decided to make a day'fe work 

of the preparation for North's arrival, ex- 

postiilation was waste of time. She therefore 

departed on her errands; her listlessness 

somewhat dissipated by the stimulus which 

her critical faculty had received. Even 

her engagement for the evening had 

acquired an interest in her eyes. It was 

very well that North i^ould understand 

that the whole hotisehold was not to be 

at his beck and call at a moment\notice. ■

The servants came to the conchimon, 

during the course of a moming^s work 

severely superintended by their mistress, 

that Mrs. VaJlotson was not " best jdeased 

at Dr. Branston's coming down so un- 

expected " ; and that that was the reason 

why she was making such a ^ turn out" 

about the preparations for his r6c^>tion. 

And Dr. Valloteon, when the fact of 

North's prospective arrival was laid before 

him at luncheon, found himself rather 

perplexed as to his point of view with 

reference thereto. ■

Personally Dr. Yallotson was rather 

pleased than otherwise. His dislike for 

North had b^en an afl^r of habit, oreaied 

originally he hardly knew how, fostered by 

their business relation. But now that the ■
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yaung man was no longer a daily thorn in 

his flesh, Dr. Vallotson was vaguely aware 

that Xorth was a suecessful man, and was 

by no means blind to that reflected light 

with which the connections of a successful 

man may shine. For his own part, there- 

fore, he was ready to receive his visitor 

with cordiality, and to express satisfaction 

in the prospect of his arrival, . ■

It was, however, an indirect testimony 

to. the increase, of power about Mrs. Val- 

lotson, that her husband, while he grew 

increasingly pompous and self-satisfied in 

his relation with the world at lazge, seemed 

tb grow correspondingly meeker in his 

relation, with his wife. He was loth to 

cotlimit himself, now, without a lead, and 

in the brief words in which the communi- 

cation was made to him he looked for a 

lead in vain. ■

'*^Gominjg down for a night 1 " he said 

xaajealiGially,but with entirely nonrcolnmittal 

emphasis. " Really 1 Dear me, it is a 

long time since we saw' him ! " ■

The response was nionosyllabic, but since 

it was entirely destitute of expression it 

certainly contained no reprobation, and Dr. 

Vallotson took courage. ■

"You have been making preparations 

fijT his arrival, my dear 1" he said. "It 

seems almost a pity that he cannot stay a 

little longer, doesn't it] He is a busy 

man, thou^ ; a busy man and a very 

successful man, too." ■

'* So it seems." ■

It was the same dry, inexpressive tone, 

and Dr. Vallotson shook his head dubiously. ■

** Ah ! " he observed sententiously. •* He 

leairhed a great deal under me-*a great 

deal more than he is aware of, I've no 

doubt Well!'' Dr. Valtotson's voice 

took a tolerant tone. " We shall be glad 

to see him.. We shall be glad to see him." ■

Without answering her husband, Mrs. 

.VaHotson turndd abruptly ,to Constance, ■

•* Connie," she said, " you must seind a 

note to say that you won't be able to g*) to 

the concert to-nighu" ■

Constance started indignantly. ■

** Why not, mother ? " she asked argu- 

mentatively. ** Because of North ? Really, 

I don't see why that should keep me at 

honae ! He should have given u$ longer 

notice," ■

•* I can't help that ! " returned her mother 

harshly. "As he is only to lie here one 

night, of course you must be at home." ■

** But, mother, I don't want " ■

Ldinch was over, and Mrs. Vallotson rose. ■

?* Don't argue, Constance 1 '' she 

" I wish you to stop at home t " ■

She might be compelled to stop at home, 

or rather she might decline td contest the 

point ; but, that North should quite under- 

stand her opinion of his sadden visit, the 

girl was all the more determined. She had 

not known, indeed, until she dat down to 

write the note which her mother dictated 

to her, how utterly she condemned the bad 

form of Ms proceedings. She established 

herself in her own room, determined to 

deny herself aftemocm tea — in time for 

which function North was expected-— and 

to appear only at dinner. ■

But Constance had reckoned withotit her 

host. At about a quarter past four the 

parlour-maid knocked at her door. Her 

mistoesshad sent her, she said, to ask. when 

Miss Vallotson was coming down. Miss 

Vallotson had rather a headache, it ap* 

peared, and was not coming down. The 

servant dep£^ed, but she returned almost 

immediately. Her mistress said Miss Val- 

lotson was to comei down at once, please. 

Miss Vallotson hesitated for a moment, and 

t^en with her sinall pointed chin in the air 

she descended. ■

Mrs. Vallotson was sitting alone in the 

drawing-room. Sh6 did not even look up 

as the giii cam^ in, taking' her ^appeCirance, 

under the circumstancei^, as the nierest 

matter 'of course. Constance crossed the 

room ahd aat ddwfl by the open window 

without a wc^d. A quarteor of an hour 

passed in unbroken silence. Then Mrs. 

Valktson deliberately folded her work, and 

laid it on the table. ^ ■

Constance had heard nothing; but the 

next instant the door opened, and Dr. 

Vallotson and North Branston came in 

together. ■

CHAPTER XXVIII. ■

The evening was nearly over. North 

Branston was standing on l^e hearthrug, a 

transitory position into which an abrupt 

movement had carried him sohie minutes 

befote, .facing Dr. Vallotson, who was 

favouring him with a pompous recital of a 

civid difficulty; Bather behind North sat 

Mrs. Vallotson, knitting steadily, as she 

had been doing for the last hour and a half. 

Constance was established at the extreme 

end of the room, apparently absorbed in the 

intricacies of a piece of embioidery. ■

Except for certain little contemptuous 

lights which came and went about his 

mouth. North's countenance was as im- 

passive as a man's may be. His pose, as ■
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he stood leaning one shoulder against the 

mantelpiece, was indifferently attentive, and 

a trifle constrained. ■

He had heen five hours in Dr. Vallotson's 

house, and before the first five minutes had 

passed he had been aware that his visit was 

a futility and a mistake. How and by what 

means the consciousness had been brought 

home to him, he hardly knew or cared to 

know. Dr. Vallotson had received him 

with a pompous effusiveness for which he 

had not been prepared, and which had as 

little effect upon him as had the freezing 

demeanour of Constance. ■

Mrs. Yallotson's reception of him had 

been characterised by just that measure of 

stiff civility that she would have accorded 

to a stranger. She had spoken little, seeming 

to impose upon herself of set purpose a rigid 

neutrality of demeanour. It seemed to be 

even in spite of herself that her contact 

with North Branston created as of old an 

atmosphere of constraint and unexpressed 

antagonism, and it was in spite' of himself 

that North Branston realised that atmos- 

phere. He had been resisting its influence 

all the evening, sneering at the oppression 

it produced in him, sneering at the bitter 

sense of frustration of which he was con- 

scious. Urged by the cynical half contempt 

that was his most prominent sensation, 

he had roused himself to talk cleverly and 

flippantly. But as he stood now with his 

eyes absently fixed on Dr. Vallotson, he 

was intensely conscious of the silent 

woman's figure seated a little behind him, 

motionless save for the incessant move- 

ment of the hands. ■

At the sound of her voice he started 

slightly, and turned his head involuntarily, 

though Dr. Vallotson was still speaking. 

Mrs. Vallotson was not addressing him, 

however. Constance at the other end of 

the room was placing her work materials in 

the little silk bag that hung on her frame, 

and her mother spoke to her in a low but 

rather sharply-pitched voice. ■

"What are you putting your things 

away for, Constance?'* she said. "Ajpc 

you going to bed ? " ■

Constance had finished her preparations, 

and she rose as she answered, speaking 

like her mother in a low tone, that seemed 

to shut out the two men, and isolate the 

mother and daughter in a mutual confidence. ■

" Yes, mother," she said. " It's half-past 

ten." ■

The quick movement of Mrs. Vallotson's 

hands was suspended for a moment. She 

glanced at the clock, and then at her ■

daughter, intending apparently to utter an 

imperious objection. ■

Then she hesitated. Her expression 

changed ; she fastened her knitting needles 

securely into her ball of wool and rose 

abruptly. * ■

" Very well," she said. " We will both 

go." ■

In spite of the undertone in which this 

dialogue had been carried on, Dr. Vallot- 

son's flow of speech had faltered on his 

wife's first word, and now, as Mrs. Vallot- 

son and her daughter turned towards them, 

the two men met them in silence. ■

" Constance and I are going to say good- 

night," said Mrs. Vallotson formally. " You 

and North will like to smoke, of course.** ■

She addressed her husband, but it was 

North who answered. Constance, with 

her most dignified demeanour, had moved 

forward to say good-night to him, and as 

he just touched the hand that she held out 

to him, he said : ■

** I won't detain Constance for a moment. 

But if you can wait a little, Adelaide, I 

should like to speak to you." ■

Mrs. Vallotson paused, facing him across 

Constance's small dark head. For an 

instant their eyes met, and an odd shudder 

ran through him ; one of those strange and 

unaccountable jarrings of the nerves which 

make the old^superstitioii as to a footstep on 

the waiting grave so comprehensible. Then 

with a tacit movement of assent Mrs. 

Vallotson deliberately reseated hersell 

North waited in silence while Constance 

bade her father good-night, and conveyed 

her superior presence out of the room. 

Then he turned to Mrs. Vallotson. ■

Before he could speak, however, Mrs. 

Vallotson forestalled him. She was sitting 

very erect, one clenched hand lying on the 

table beside her. ■

"Robert," she said harshly, "I don't 

imagine that North's communication^ what- 

ever it may be, is likely to interest you. 

His private affairs needn't trouble you. You 

may as well go on to the smoking-room." ■

Dr. Vallotson hesitated, and looked du- 

biously towards North. There was that in 

his wife's tone which made it distinctly 

undesirable that he should remain; but 

within his own breast there was a lively 

curiosity that made it distinctly undesirable 

that he should withdraw. Before he could 

commit himself, however, North Branston 

interposed. ■

*' My private affairs need trouble no one, 

thank you, Adelaide," he said ; "and if Dr. 

Vallotson will wait half a minute, I will go ■
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with him to the smoking-room. I only 

wanted to tell you that I am engaged to be 

married^ and that my wedding will take 

place in about six weeks/' ■

He had made the communication in quite 

other tones and in other words than those 

which he had intended. Spoken as he had 

spoken it now, it had assumed the character 

of an uncompromising defiance. But its 

effect upon Mrs. Vallotson was hardly such 

as might have been expected. With so 

sharp a turn of her head, and so strange a 

change in her eyes, as seemed in some odd 

way to convey the exclamation that she did 

not utter, she looked from her husband to 

North Eranston. She gazed at the latter in 

silence for about a moment, and then her 

clenched hand slowly relaxed. ■

" You are engaged to be married ! " she 

said slowly. "To be married 1 " ■

" I am really delighted to hear it," said 

Dr. Vallotson, with tentative effusion. 

" Delighted, indeed 1 In our profession, 

my dear boy, a man ought to marry. It's 

positively necessary that he should marry if 

he is to attain any position. I hope you've 

done as well for yourself in this as in other 

ways." ■

Mrs. Vallotson had paused, and her hus- 

band's speech had filled up an apparent gap 

in the conversation; but neither his wife 

nor North took the faintest notice of him. ■

They were not looking at one another. 

Mrs. Vallotson was looking straight before 

her, and North was gloomily regarding the 

carpet at his feet ; but each seemed to be 

oblivious of any other presence than the 

other's. ■

"Have you been engaged longi" said 

Mrs. Vallotson. ■

" Two days," returned North. ■

" And you are to be married ? " ■

" In about six weeks," said North. ■

There was another pause, and this time 

Dr. Vallotson did not attempt to fill it in. 

Then Mrs. Vallotson rose, resting one hand 

rather heavily on the table. She looked 

straight at North, and in her face there was 

an extraordinary blending of the old repul- 

sion with a strange, unconscious softening. ■

"I hope you will be happy," she said 

slowly. ■

With a quick involuntary movement, 

moved he hardly knew why or how, 

North Branston crossed the space that 

divided them, and caught her hand. ■

" Thank you, Adelaide," he said, a little 

hoarsely. ■

She had drawn her hand away from him, 

and was turning almost unconsciously as it ■

seemed towards the door, when Dr. Vallot- 

son's Voice broke the moment's silence : ■

" And who is the lady 1 " he said, with 

pompous suavity. "You haven't told us 

that yet Who is the lady 1 " ■

Mrs. Vallotson, close to the door, paused 

and turned back. ■

" Yes," she said. " What is her name 1 " ■

North moved abruptly. A dull red flush 

crept over his forehead. ■

"You know the name," he said. "You 

know her personally. I don't know whether 

it will surprise you or not, but I'm going to 

marry Sir William Karslake's widow." ■

Wliat the sound was that turned them 

simultaneously towards the door ; whether 

it was a hoarse cry, a stifled groan, or merely 

a terrible inarticulate rattle in the throat, 

neither of the two men ever knew. Looking 

towards the door, they saw Mrs. Vallotson 

recoiled against it, one hand clutching at 

the handle, the other dropped nerveless at 

her side, staring at North Branston with 

eyes that stood out wide and burning from a 

drawn and livid face. ■

Before either man could speak, almost 

before they had fully realised the change 

which had come upon her, with an effort 

of will so tremendous that its action seemed 

to turn her face into a stone mask, Mrs. 

Vallotson regained her self-command. She 

stood there motionless, still gazing at North 

Branston, but a singular haze seemed to 

have fallen over her burning eyes. ■

" Have you kept up with that woman 

ever since you left Alnchester ? " she said. ■

Her voice was dull and toneless, like 

the voice of a woman walking in her sleep. ■

North Branston's lips tightened and his 

eyes gleamed ominously. His voice as he 

responded was rigidly measured and self- 

controlled. ■

" Adelaide," he said, " I don't want to 

quarrel with you. I came down with quite 

another end in view. But you must be 

careful what you say. You made a mis- 

take eighteen months ago ; you said things 

I don't care to remember. Don't go back 

on them." ■

"Was there an understanding between 

you before her husband died ? " ■

She had spoken in precisely the same 

expressionless tone, but as she finished her 

own words seemed to rouse her. Ghastly 

grey shadows had gathered about her 

mouth, and as she put up her hand and 

pushed the grey hair from her temples, on 

which there stood great drops of moisture, 

her hand was shaking like a leaf. She 

moved with abrupt, uncertain steps, and sat ■
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down heavily. She did not look at North, 

whose lace was darkened, on her wetdt>, 

into the rigidity of Qnnttera})]e oonteoftpt, ■

'^ Yoti cannot marry her/* ahe said. ■

The atmospheie which had weighted 

\he whole evening had dev^oped itself at 

last; developed and declared itself. It 

seemed to rise and fill the room like a 

tangible hlackness, a fitting setting Jor 

those two dark, set &ces. They were 

alone together. Dr. Yallotson had left the 

room mmotieed ; unnoticed as he would 

have been had he remained. ■

"Why not r' ■

The woids contained no temporising. 

They simply passed to the consummation of 

the sitttation demanding this, declaration 

which, at the same time, they utterly 

defied. Mrs. Yallotson met them with an 

uncompromising determination which was 

the veiry counterpart of that which faced 

lier. But she was gripping the table 

heavily as she spoke, and the coarse power 

of her personality seemed to labour as under 

an overwhelming disability. ■

" It would be a scandal," she said. She 

•eemed to breathe with difficulty. "All 

Alncbester talked of your relations to one 

another two yeirs ago. Marriage between 

you would justify the worst that was said 

of you." ■

North ftanston staxnle across the room 

and faced her, looking down at her with his 

white face working into passion. ■

"Adelaide," he said, "stop! You're 

saying what you know to be untrue. Speak 

out. Say that you have a gmdge against 

the woman who is all that you are not. 

Say that you disliked her from the moment 

you saw her. Say. that your infernal love 

of power is loth to se^ me escape from the 

intolerable loneliness youVe created for me. 

Say that it's your wiD, alone, that is against 

my marriagft." ■

As though his word& in their uncom- 

promising defiance had penetrated through 

the weight that hung about her, touching 

the dominant chord of her nature, Mrs. 

Yallotson rose to her feet confronting him. 

Her tall, strong figure seemed to expand 

and dilate ; her face was suffused with 

colour, her eyes were bloodshot and wild. 

Coarse as her strength was in its unre- 

strained manifestation, there was a desperar 

tion in that sudden gathering of herself 

together which gave to her instinctive 

self assurance a touch of magnificence. ■

"So be it,'* she cried. "It is against 

my will 1 Once and for all I tell you so I 

It shall not be. The woman you have ■

chosen is no fit wife for you. You shall 

not murry her/' ■

North Bsaaston looked into hec eyes and 

answered her. ■

" I flhail mairffy her I" he said. ■

" With my oonae«t, never 1 " ■

" Without it^,^en!** ■

A shorty fierce laugh broke from him, and 

en the inatsint she stretched out her hand 

amd laid it on his arm, gripping it with 

fingers of steel. ■

" Look baok,'* ahe said hoarsely. '' Look 

back oiver your life, and then say if you 

daxe. If you defy me now^ it is for the 

last time. I will never «ee you again. 

I will never hear your name mantiioned. I 

win wipe you out of my life for ever. 

You owe me. everything, you owe this 

womah nothing. Choose be^een ua.'' ■

They were close together. The hot 

breath of each was on the other's face. 

The white heat d passion. was throbbing 

at North Braoston's htort» aad he smiled. ■

"I do choose," he said. "You've 

thwarted me from first to kat, I might 

have known you^d thwart me now. We 

hate each other, you and I^— HeavMi hnows 

the reason. We'll cut our lives asunder 

from to-night" ■

INCREDULITY. ■

Oirfi suffers from having too little faith 

as well as from having too nuich. The 

individual who, as the records of the police- 

courts inform us, shows hie "confidence" 

in a perfect stranger by entrusting him with 

his loose cash abd valuables, is an example of 

too much faith. The man who, refusing to 

believe that his house can b^ On fire, is burnt 

in his bed, is an illustration of too littk. ■

When to be incteduloua is a thing w^ll 

wocth knowing. Think of the number of 

people who have had cause to regret jtheir 

having been incredulous at the wrong time. 

If you. had only believed in the future de- 

velopement of Slapton-by-the-Sea, what a 

fortune you might have made by a judicious 

investment in building sites twenty years 

ago 1 There was the Shell^out Mine — ^you 

might have been a millionaire if you had 

only believed in it in time. Look at your 

old chum, Jack Baines ; you always were 

incredulous about that maa/s abilities. If 

you had only followed his lead, and stuck 

tight to his side, and not suggested that he 

was something worse than a fool, you might 

have been where he is Aow — at the top of 

the tree. Incredulity has kept you down. ■
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The cynic who assures you that he be^ 

lieves in nothing and. nobody is very fat 

from being as clever as he would have you 

supposev; nor has his erperience of the 

world been as extensive as he wishes you 

to think. Such a person is apt to see him- 

self in others. If he really means what he 

says'^-^uid you will be safe in being, on that 

point, yourself a little incredulous— *it is 

because he has, probably with good and 

sufficient reason, no faith in himself, and, 

therefore, none in others. It is tolerably 

certain that the man who believes in him- 

self believes in some one else as well. It is 

" against nature " to suppose that any one 

can be so hardened in conceit as to imagine 

that there is no one but himself in the 

whole wide world deserving of a ray of 

credit. The man who believes in himself, 

finding others to believe in him^ is bound 

to believe in them, or, obviously, he loses 

faith in himself. ■

If faith removes mountains, want of it 

raieee them. If we believe that there is 

an insurmountable barrier between us and 

happiness, there is one — because we ourselves 

have placed it there. If we say of ourselves 

we have nothing, we have nothing — be- 

canse we say it. Incredulity is not strength, 

it is weakness. Given the choice between 

belief in everything and belief in nothing, 

better by far, for us, the first. The credulous 

man makes no more failures than the in- 

oredalous ; the odds are large that he tnakes 

mtore successes. While our mood is one of 

incredulity, never for a moment shall we at- 

tain possession of the elusive thing whiSh we 

call happiness ; credulity and happiness go 

hand in hand; To the incredulous man nothing 

is real ; he doubts the love of wife and child ; 

to him the whole social fabric is as unworthy 

of serious attention as some passing dream. ■

Ineredality, in some of its shapes, is a 

sign of disease. Dyspepsia breeds taunting 

fiends of unbelief. How can a man believe in 

the -perfection of the dish which the cook has 

set before him, if he does not suffer a morsel 

of it to pass his lips ? The beitfg trho is 

rackdd by nervous headache is not likely to 

have a lively- belief in the soothing effects of 

music. Who is not doubtful if there is any- 

thing pleasurable in the sound of children's 

laughter when he is ill 1 The suffer'er from 

chronic gout is scarcely to be persuaded of 

the exhilarating effects of exercise. The 

diseased man, being an unhappy man, is an 

incredulous man ; it id only when, disease 

departing, health takes its place, that belief 

comes with it. ■

Incredulity, again, is a sign of incapacity. ■

Some folks find it impossible to believe 

that others can do what they pannot. They 

doubt if Palette painted that picture of bis, 

which is the success of the year, because 

they are conscious that they never Could 

have painted it. They have no faith in 

Straggler's ability to make bis way in the 

world, being aware that such ability is 

wanting in themselves. Such folks are, in 

great nieasUre, the creatures of ignorance. 

Their hortzoii is limited, they can see 

nothing beyond it. Tell an agricultural 

labourer in certain parts of the country, 

that in London fresh vegetables are pro- 

curable at Very moderate prices all the year 

round, he does not believe you — unbelief in 

his case bfejffag born of ignorance. Or tell 

the same tnan that in Australia Christmas 

Day falls in the hottest part of the year, 

the chances are that he will doubt you 

again. Ignorance may be responsible for a 

deal of credulity ; much incredulity may be 

laid at its door as well. ■

Incredulity, once more, may te the out- 

come of a moral or a mental twi^t. Some 

men are constitutionally incapable of be- 

liieving in certain other men. One sees 

this characteristic amuaingly dieplayed in 

politics. According to the Kadicals, nothing 

good ever came, or ever could comSj out of 

the Conservative camp ; while Conservatives 

look askance at all Radical offspring, as if 

they were of necessity predestined to evil 

from the first. The same thing is seen to 

an even greater extent in religion. Consider 

the great multitude of Christians who are 

constitutionally incapable of believing that 

there c^n be good in any other religious 

system than their own. How many Pro- 

testants are tbere who h(AA it incredible 

that any good thing can come out of Borne 1 

Gin you number the Romani&ts who are with- 

out fa,ith in anything the Protestants ever 

didi A similar peculiarity is seen in races. 

There are many Irishmen who can believe in 

nothirg but Saxon ^' perfidy,'* many Poles 

who can believe in nothing but Russian 

"wickedness," many Bohemians who can 

believe in nothing but the German '* brute,*' 

many Englishmen who can believe hi 

nothing but the " unspeakable " Turk. ■

The persecution of people for iheh 

opinions, the taste for which, to sOme 

extent, still survives, is a mistake for many 

reasons ; but chiefly is it a mistake because 

so few people can be held responsible for 

their oWn opinions. Catholics seem to have 

burnt Protestants, and Protestants Catholics, 

because both sides contended that if the 

one side only chose to exercise the faculties ■
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of reason bestowed by nature, that side 

would be where the other side was. The 

idea rested on the erroneous assumption that 

people arrive at their beliefs, or unbeliefs, by 

processes of logic. Few notions could be 

lees correct. At least ninety per cent, of 

the inhabitants of these islands, if they 

were put into the witness-box, would 

probably be found incapable of giving one 

logical reason why they do, or do not^ 

believe. A rather amusing instance of the 

sort of thing crossed my path the other day. 

A notorious " unbeliever " has long resided 

in a certain place I know. Recently I was 

informed that he had been "converted." 

Meeting him, I asked if this was so. He 

said that it was, adding, by way of explain- 

ing his conversion, " My little Tommy got 

run over by a butcher's cart — killed dead 

on the spot — and that was enough for me. 

It would have been enough for any man." 

The logic of this was delightful ; if the 

man on similar grounds had been "con- 

verted," say, to Confucianism, a Christian 

missionary would have classed him at once 

as something lower than an idiot. Yet in 

England every day thousands of people are 

beginning to believe, or ceasing to believe, 

on slighter grounds than those which were 

furnished by little Tommy and the cart. ■

We may take it that logic has little or 

nothing to do with any one's belief, or with 

any one's want of it A man may think 

that it has ; but if he knows himself and 

diligently searches his own heart, he will 

begin to doubt it before he has done. Many 

people are physically, constitutionally, in- 

capable of being *' persuaded " on any 

subject whatsoever, just as there are many 

who are incapable of being "unpersuaded." 

But apart from these, generally speaking, 

we may say that in matters of belief we 

are creatures of environment, of accident, 

coincidence. In other words, our beliefs 

are outside ourselves, uncontrollable, the 

sport of circumstance. We are incredulous, 

or credulous, because we are ; you will get 

no further ! We see John Jones steal ; we 

know he is a thief ; but what is it which, 

in spite of our knowledge of his theft, 

makes us believe that there is in him some- 

thing infinitely greater than a thief? ■

I know nothing of John Jones. I never 

saw him. I know nothing of the particular 

circumstances of his case ; but I believe 

that there is in him something which is 

infinitely greater than a thief. I doubt, 

though you unloosed on my head floods 

of logic, if you would shake my belief; 

logic, regarded merely as logic, is not ■

likely to move me much either one 

way or the other. The way in which I 

arrive at my belief is, broadly speaking, 

sufficiently simple. My experience of the 

world and its ways has taught me, or has 

seemed to teach me, that men, in certain 

distinguishing characteristics, are colourable 

imitations of each other. The ultimate 

trend of those characteristics is largely a 

matter of accident. I know that in man 

there are all sorts of possibilities — in the 

direction of what is called evil, and in the 

direction of what is called good. I am a 

man, John Jones is a man ; there you are ! 

I am certain that in John Jones there 

is something which is infinitely greater than 

a thief. ■

At the same time I am aware that to 

many people not only will my reasoning 

seem no reasoning, but that they will deem 

it almost incredible that I can have such a 

belief. Think of the myriads who believe 

in the doctrine of original sin ; who beHeve 

that men are predestined to evil as tbe 

sparks fly upwards ; that no good thing can 

come out of them except by what is tanta- 

mount to miracle ! In what light are they 

likely to regard John Jones 1 To me it 

seems almost incredible that any one can 

have such a belief ; but I know that they 

have. It seems that they scarcely can be 

sane; but I know that they are. I am 

conscious that it is only another illustration 

of the personal irresponsibility of folks for 

the faith which is in them. ■

Those whose natural attitude is in the 

diredlion of credulity have, in many re- 

spects, the best of it. In how many things 

one would believe, if one only could ! How 

many illusions are lost to us by the necessity 

for unbelief ! If we could only hold fast to 

all the beliefs we have in our youth until 

we reached the grave ! They say that the 

world is not so credulous as it used to be ; 

but on that point I for one must own to 

incredulity. The young men and women 

seem to be just as full of dreams as ever 

they were — of just those sort of dreams 

which always have been, and which always 

will be, the heritage of youth. Think, for 

instance, of all the talk which is in the air 

just now about " new '* things. If we listen 

to the young men and to the young women, 

everything is either " new " already, or it is 

immediately going to be "new." It is a 

" new " era, in which there are, or in which 

there soon will be, *^ new " women, " new " 

poetry, "new" literature, "new" art^ 

"new*' politics, "new" parties, "new" 

morals, " new " religion. Some time ago a ■
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very clever gentleman wrote to ask me to 

contribute to a forthcoming periodical, 

which, so he said, was to "voice" the 

'' new " fiction. I told him that I did not 

know what the " new " fiction was ; I do 

not now, for, as it appeared to my limited 

comprehension, the explanation which he 

proffered only made confusion worse con- 

founded. ■

For my part I doubt not only if there is 

anything new, but if there ever has been 

anything new, or if there ever will be. Men 

always have been fond of what they vainly 

imagined to be new things ; it is an outcome 

of the restlessness which is inherent in 

human nature. The fondness was seen even 

in that newest of all places, the Garden of 

Eden ; and was, possibly, not much more of 

a novelty then than it is to-day. How any 

one can say that the world is becoming less 

credulous when all this stir is being made 

about " new '' things, surpasses one's under- 

standing. ■

The world always has been and always 

will be credulous while youth remains. 

Youtli is the oldest of the old things — and 

the youngest. It is the one thing which is 

always new. Youth, if it is worth anything, 

is self-assertive. It has to make its way, 

and to do so it pushes its way. It believes 

in itself, and, not infrequently, a necessary 

accompaniment of its belief in itself seems 

to be an unbelief in age. It believes that 

it has a better way ; the things which are 

undone, and which are still to do, are 

always the best. It is only natural that 

the young man should believe that the 

thing which he is about to do will be well 

worth the doing. To him the future is the 

Tom Tiddler's ground from whose soil he 

shall win the things which aie both beautiful 

and new > for him the crock of gold at the 

end of the rainbow always is in front. He 

sees the things which are; he perceives 

their seamy side — the young men have 

keen eyes for the weak places in the works 

which their fathers have wrought. He tells 

himself they can be bettered ; shall he not 

be the one to do it 1 ■

This attitude is characteristic, we may be 

told, only of a section of the rising genera- 

tion — and a small section it is. Modern 

youth, in the lump, is pessimistic; its 

position is one of constant negation; it 

believes in nothing, least of all does it 

believe in itself. That there are fools 

among young men is past denying, it is as 

true as that Eome of them are diseased. 

But if one is told that a healthy young 

man is a pessimist, i.e., that he has no faith ■

in himself or in others, one smiles. A 

couple of years ago a young man who, as a 

pessimist, went many leagues farther than 

Schopenhauer, used to write me letters. 

There was nothing in the world but ugli- 

ness; life, in itself, was a catastrophe; 

virtue was vice, and vice was virtue, and 

both alike were foul — according to this 

young man. He himself, he frankly owned, 

was but a hideous atom in the common 

sewer. That is more than a couple of years 

ago. He has tasted of success since then — 

has actually married. When last I heard 

from him he said something about the 

beauty which is to be discovered even in 

animalcula — he still is young. ■

Is not this pessimism, which we are 

assured is a feature of our latter-day young 

men and maidens, in itself a sign of their 

youth, a proof of their credulity 1 As a matter 

of plain fact, fortunately for them and for- 

tunately for us, our youths are just as young 

as ever they were ; they display their green- 

ness all the more conspicuously by their 

pretensions to the sere and yeUow. This 

period of faithlessness in which so many of 

them suppose themselves to be, in the days 

when Carlyle was a power in the land, used 

to be called the period of "Sturm und 

Drang." Kingsley went through it, and 

Maurice, and the rest of the "muscular 

Christians ; " it was " Sturm und Drang " 

which swept John Henry Newman and his 

friends into boundless faith. ■

We pray, some of us, that all our faculties 

may be preserved to us. Surely we include 

in our prayers the faculty of belief — if ever 

we had it ! What is the use of believing 

that life is not worth living ) How much 

better off if we can only believe that it is 1 

If I can go to bed and lay my head upon 

the pillows and fall asleep, secure in the 

belief that to-morrow will bring forth 

pleasure and not pain, is not that belief 

worth having? We smile at the miracles 

which are stated to have taken pUce at 

Lourdes, and, still more recently, at Holy- 

well But think of the power of faith 

which the mention of such things suggests 

— and faith is a power, even in the healing 

of the diseases of the body. If Brown and 

I are lame, and Brown believes that he will 

be cured, and I do not believe that I shall 

be, surely Brown is better off than I am, 

even though his belief is never justified by 

events ! And experience teaches us that 

the chances in favour of his cure are greater 

than they are in mine. ■

Beyond doubt the situations in life in 

which credulity is more to be desired than ■
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incredulity are in the minority, though at 

first blush the assertion may seem to be a 

bold one. The common conversation of the 

world pretends otherwise, and, in so pre- 

tending, is guilty of a false pretence. Great 

things may have been done by unbelief, much 

greater things have certainly been done by 

belief. One might a]most go so far as to 

say that while it is well to look, and to be 

careful tha.t you have good grounds for 

belief, it is better to believe, even without 

good grounds. The man — if such an one 

actually exists — who really and truly does 

b^eve in nothing and in nx) one, must be, 

of all creatures, the most miserable. ■

The incredulous man is the critical man, 

and the critical man can scarcely be the 

happiest man. He who looks even a gift 

horse in the mouth would be almost better 

off without the faculty of vision. If Darby 

did indeed travel happily to the end of his 

journey with his old wife Joan, it was 

because his was not the critical vision* I 

protest that the tears come to my eyes when 

I read or hear of the man who believer, 

honestly believes, in the charms of his wife, 

even though she be toothless and grey. 

They are tears of envy — I would that it 

may be so with me. Love — that is love, 

not the frenzied female ficticmist's high- 

falutin' kind of thing — is the breath of life, 

the thing which makes life better than 

death. If a man has no sort of belief in 

the woman he has folded in his arms, how 

shall he love herl Without faith how 

shall any love ? That shall not be a good 

day for you in which your Joan easts 

behind her back the last shred of her belief 

iu you. To be believed in— is that not 

worth having 1 To believe in some o^e 

else — is that not worth having ioo 1 ■

The woild of pure xei^son hardly com* 

mends itself to the imaginfition as a world 

it would be nice to live in; If- everything 

were to be done by rule of thumb some of 

the pleasantest things — which, in the world 

as lit is, we do — would needs be left 

undone. If we had to give the why and 

the wherefore of the faith that is in us, 

faith of any sort would rapidly become an 

extinct quantity. One finds it difficult to 

conceive how that would advantage either 

the fractions or the whole. If we only 

knew it, one of the chief things for which 

we ought to be thankful is the fallibility of 

human nature. Our very weakness is our 

strength, We are not strong enough to 

insist upon reason always being bur guide, 

and it is lucky for us that we are not. 

When the Marchioness in "The Old Cu- ■

riosity Shop" put the orange-peel into 

the water and " made believe " that it 

was wine, it was certainly not the apiiit 

of reason which she summoned from the 

"vasty deep," and she was happier than 

if it had been. Not only believe, but 

"make believe" — many are the crises in , 

OUT lives when we should be happy if we 

could even get as* far as that. ■

" This is an age of inVjredulity 1 " The 

parrot cry is being bandied from momth to 

mouth, and from pen to pen. Like all 

generalisations the statement is easier made 

than proved. But if the thing is reidly 

true, if all the things which folks have 

believed in for so long are not believed in 

any more, the more*s the pity — for th« 

world ! I am glad to still be able to write 

myself among the credulous; more, IbeHeve 

that those who pretend to believe least, ai 

the bottom of their hearts are as credulous 

as I am. They musti, when the sun is 

shining, occasionally believe in the joy of 

life; even when the skies are darkened, 

they must, occasionally, believe in the tanic 

qualities of the bracing winds. Somewhere 

there is a man or a woman in whom they 

must believe. And if they will only look 

into their own lives and see how little 

worthy of tru9t they are themselves, though 

conscious all the time of their desire to be 

worthy,, knowing how pleasant a thing it is 

to be believed in,, surely for their own 

sakes, consenting to be a little crediibiis, 

they will sow the seed of faith broiadeftst, 

even though some of it may fall on s^ony 

ground. ■

"THRIFT." ■

4 OOMPLBTB STORY. ■

His mother had ina^ted on calling him 

Thrift.. .No one knew why she had given 

him the quaint name. Then when he waa 

barely two years old, she died. She left 

him with a great wealth of eilent love, but 

that, like his name, could not help him much. 

That ii*, not as far as one can judge thinga 

The neighbours said it was a cough that had 

"settled," that carried her off. Probably 

the cough had something to do with it| but 

a starved-out life of lack of affection, and 

hard worl:, had a good deal more. ■

The neighbours also thought that Mrs. 

Watson never had much spirit It would 

seem as if they almost blamed her for dying, 

and leaving a husband with a child barely 

two years old. They had misgivings about 

the boy, and there they were right. Thrift 

was deaf and dumb. His mother had ■
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Btmggled against th^ knowledge as long as 

she could. When she realised it she kept 

the knowledge to herself with a fierce love. 

But the cough came, and settled all the 

problems of her life for her. ■

Thrift's father took her death as apatheti- 

cally as he had taken her all her life. Only 

Thrift seemed to realise that fate was still 

against him. . He lay crying for hours alone 

in the little cottage, strapped into his cot. 

It was a weird, pathetic cry. The neighbours 

were kind to him. They took him in turn 

to their cottages, butthe elem€ttit of teasing 

children and rough huidling was discordant 

to him. The women meant well, but it was 

a hawi winter, and money and tempers were 

short. Besides, Thrift's baby nature was 

hard to understand. ■

Brightness came into his life one day. It 

came in the guise <>i a little dressmaker, Jean 

Lawrence, She brought him a black frock. 

She had been busy, 6o she had pht off the I 

making till sbce had time, No one else had 

thoQghl of the little mark of respecti. It 

was a tribute to custom, but it was the one 

tribute of Mrs. Watson's life. ■

" Puir little lamb ! " said Jean Lawrence 

as she came in. Her eyes filled with quite 

unexpected tears as she saw the lonely Iwiby. ■

Thrift could not hear her, but something 

sympathetic touched his understanding, for 

he held out his hands. ** Puir little thing ! " 

said Jean Lawrence again, and she caught 

him up and covered him with kisses. Then 

she put Thrift baek in his cot, and untied 

the little black frock. She turned to go, 

for ^he was in a hurry. ■

Thrift's mo A changed. His blue eyes 

grew dask in the intensity of his passion. 

He kicked and screamed. His fluii^ lair 

hair was ruffled, he looked the picture of a 

little demon. ■

'' Presairve us ! " said the little dressmaker. ■

It was the first time any exaggeration of 

feeling had come into her life. She i^as 

half fascinated and half terrified by this 

unexpected burst. " Presairve us 1 " she 

repeated more emphatically. She never 

could explain afterwards what prompted 

her, but she stepped to the cot, wrapped a 

blanket round Thrift, and did not stoj) to 

think till she had deposited him safely iti 

her own house. It was characteristic of Jean 

Lawrence that she never reasoned out why 

she had done this action. Certainly she 

never regretted it. It was quite an easy 

miatter to settle the disposal of Thrift with 

hid father. He was only too glad to be rid 

of the burden. ■

The first clashing of wills occurred over ■

the dame little black frock. Thrift un^. 

gratfefuUy refused to ; have anything to 

do with it. Miss Lawrence was per- 

plexed. It would never do to dress him 

in colours on 9, Sunday. She compromised 

by making him a white frock, with a broad 

black sash. It set off the child's fairness, 

but stiU more i); satisfied her sense of fitness. ■

Jean Lawrence always thought of tliat 

episode as an epoch in her life. The next 

epoch was the sudden resolve of Thrift's 

father to go to America. Jean Lawrence 

lived in a state of tension till he had sailed. 

It seemed incredible to her that he could 

wish to leave his boy behind. She only 

saw the extreme desirability of Thrift in any 

manner and way. Thrift's father did not. ■

It was soon after this that Jean 

Lawrenfce's old lover returned to his native 

village. This caused more thought in the 

village than Jean herself gave to it. ' It 

was ten years since John Forbes and she 

had been going to be married, and ten years 

is a long time in a woman's life ! Since 

Thrift had entered her life she was utterly 

obUvioufe of anything except her work. 

The more money she made, the more she 

could do for Thrift. ■

Jean Lawrence had always kept to herself, 

and no one knew why she and John Forbes 

had never married. ■

Her old mother was alive then, and 

every one knew she Would have liked the 

match, John Forbes had come back greyer 

and older than he had gone away, but he 

was richer and even more able to afford a 

wife. . ■

Time had not gone very well with Jean. 

She wias thin and small always, and she had 

had a hard life of work. Her sparse drab 

hair was beginning to be sprinkled with 

grey. She looked older than she really was. 

The village came to the conclusion that 

John Forbes ^' would go by her, and seek a 

younger, bonnier woman." The two most 

concerned gave no cause for gossip. ■

John Forbes would sometimes stop as he 

was passing the little cottage, and say a few 

words. There never was any allusion to 

past times between them. They called each 

other Mr. Forbes and Miss Lawrence 

studiously. That was the only clue either 

of them had that there was a mutual past 

between them. ■

On the Sundays that Jean went to 

church — her thoughts were always divided 

between the bairn at home and the Psalms, 

to her great discomfiture — John Forbes 

would sometimes overtake her. They talked 

of the sermon ; then of the crops and the ■
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weather. By degrees these subjects gained 

an esisj familiarity, and only varied with 

the seasons. ■

No one was more surprised than Jean, 

when John Forbes asked her, one day, to 

marry him. She stared at him in emotion- 

less cahn. ■

** Ye must gie me time/' she said. ■

John Forbes agreed to this quite placidly. 

It was hard to understand what he saw in 

his first love in her faded and aged old- 

maidism. Possibly a tenacity of affection 

and the same instinct of faithfulness that 

brought him back to the little village, the 

little village with no pretensions to beauty 

or picturesqueness, kept hiiji true to Jean. 

One was the home, the other the woman he 

had loved. He saw no reason to change 

because he had seen many fairer homes and 

younger, prettier women. ■

Jean did not analyse her sentiments. It 

was not her way. Besides, love never entered 

her head as far as it concerned John Forbes. 

She merely reviewed the advantages as they 

concerned Thrift. The rumour that a new 

and more modern dressmaker was going to 

set up finally settled it, and she said John yes. ■

The day was fixed for the second time in 

their lives. Jean had given up her house. 

She was waiting with tranquillity for this 

new step in her life. She had quite come 

to the conclusion that she could not do 

better for Thrift. One evening John Forbes 

arrived. Thrift lay contentedly on the 

hearthrug looking at him. The last time 

John had been at the cottage Thrift had 

been in one of his passionate fits. ■

This had set him pondering. ■

After this there had been several well- 

meant efforts at kindness on the part of his 

friends. They happened to coincide with 

his own views. They advised him to send 

Thrift away. Jean, they said, would neglect 

every one and everything for the Boy. She 

would wear herself out for Thrift, but not 

bother with anything that did not concern 

him. ■

How far he believed this, or how far a 

man's dislike to scenes or a natural desire 

to have his wife's affection centred in him- 

self had to do with his resolve, he could not 

have told. He bestirred himself, and with 

infinite trouble and by some outlay he 

secured an admission for the child to i* 

deaf and dumb institution. ■

It was this fact he had come to tell Jean. 

He rather wished Thrift would help him to 

lead up to it by a scene. Thrift gave him 

no help. He lay smiling impenetrably. ■

Jean was not quick at reading signs. ■

"Jean," he said at last helplessly, "we'll 

be merrit Tuesday 1 " ■

" Ay," assented Jean cheerfitUy. Her 

eyes fell naturally on Thrift, and she smiled 

at the boy. ■

"And Thrift 1" John added, with a sus- 

piciously clear note of interrogation in his 

voice. ■

" Ay, Thrift," she repeated. ■

"Ay, Thrifty" said John. Then finding 

this even did not progress matters, he said 

desperately, with a snatch at humour : " Ye 

ken I'm no merry ing Thrift ? " ■

The old clock ticked through the room. 

The peats spluttered on the low hearth, in 

front of which on a curiously woven rug 

Thrift lay. ■

There was absolute silence for a bit 

Then Jean's voice broke it. ■

" Then, John Forbes, ye're no merrying 

me." ■

Again there was silence. ■

John said in a quiet voice : ■

" I hae made a' the arrangements for him, 

Jean. He will gang to a schule fa' they'll 

teach him to read, and write, and understand 

talk of a kind." ■

" Will they teach him to talk like ither 

fowk]" ■

Her tone was expressionless. ■

" Na, they canna dae that." ■

" Then why should the bairn be bothered 

wi' learning that'll niver dae him or ony one 

else any gude 1 Tell me that, John Forbes." ■

"It will give him employment, Jean, 

and besides — " here John Forbes with a 

man's tactlessness imdid every bit of good 

his arguments might have effected. He 

added : " Fowk tell me ye just mak' an idol 

o' him, and that ye hae nae ither idea but 

him. A man couldna be expeck'd to stan' 

that, and ither people kenning it.'' ■

Jean had been passing through a crisis, 

and she was but a woman. ■

"And if fowk care to gossip over my 

affairs, John Forbes, and you care to heed 

them, lat them," she retorted vehemently. 

"If Thrift disna gang wi' me, nae poo'rs 

will tak' me to your hoose." ■

John was annoyed by her tone. ■

"And supposing I say I winna hae 

Thrift 1" ■

They sat on in a strained silence. ■

John was too angry to move or speak. 

Jean had no wish, either, to break the 

sileii :e. ■

" fe ken this is the second time your 

obstinacy has come in the wye," said 

John finally. ■

"I mind," said Jean briefly. "But I ■
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didsa mean ye to tak' it as ye did yon 

time," she added. ■

" I didna ken," replied John. ■

It struck neither of them that there was 

any pathos in the sentence — a pathos of a 

ten years' mistaken silence ! ■

" Are ye sure ye mean it noo 1 " he asked, 

getting up. ■

** I certainly dae," said Jean firmly. ■

" Then guid-bye, Jean." ■

"Guid-bye." ■

The instant the door was shut Jean 

almost strangled Thrift with kisses. ■

Unfortunately the practical things could 

not be settled so summanly. ■

Jean had ^ven up her house, and she 

found it was let to the new dressmaker. 

She was not accustomed to complications in 

her life. Alternatives seemed to crop up, 

and they worried her. At the same time 

Thrift was her one object. Everything 

was directed to this aim. After some few 

weeks she got a tumble-down little 

cottage about half a mile from the straggly 

village. It proved too far, or the " hang" of 

the new dressmaker's skirts proved too 

much for Jean's old customers. Work and 

pay became scant. The little dressmaker 

bore up proudly and bravely. She stinted 

and starved herself, but Thrift grew and 

flourished. There loomed before her 

always a fear of the "Charity" where 

her boy might be taught — and no one 

knew at what expense of unkindness. ■

If the worst came to the worst she 

would ask John Forbes to get him in, and 

she would become a servant. One wintry 

evening the child was fretful and ailing. 

A knock came to the door and John 

Forbes entered. He did not seem to 

notice the extreme poverty of the cottage, 

nor the miserable attempt at the fire. This 

fact brought a rush of gratitude to Jean's 

heart. It was to see if these things were 

as bad as report said, that he had come. ■

He took Thrift up on his knee, and he 

talked occasionally to Jean. ■

" Can I dae onything for ye 1 " he said 

suddenly. '* For the boy, ye ken." ■

A little flush came in Jean's cheeks. She 

faltered her thanks. ■

In a rush of love for Thrift she began 

faintly to realise that she had not 

appreciated this man as he deserved. In 

the same moment she realised she had 

thrown her chance away. ■

No idea that she might work on her old 

lover's pity crossed her mind. She began 

timidly asking him if he could manage to 

send Thrift to the home he had mentioned. ■

" Why noo, when y6 were so set against 

it 1 " asked John, with a severity that was 

not reassuring. ■

" It's circumstances," said Jean briefly. ■

She felt she would die rather than let 

John Forbes know there was nothing in the 

house to eat and no money. She would 

have risked everything but the fear of 

Thrift falling iU. ■

"Weel," said John slowly, "I'll see 

aboot it. But hoo wull ye pay me, Jean ? " ■

The little dressmaker drew herself up. ■

"There'll be no fear o' that, John 

Forbes." ■

" But ye hivna tell't me in fat wye, Jean." ■

" In honest money by honest waik." ■

The pink flush had deepened into a deep 

crimson on her cheek. ■

" But I dinna want your money, and as 

for wark, suppose ye come and wark for me." ■

" Na, na," said Jean involuntarily. She 

had had her chance of being mistress at the 

farm. She could not stoop to work for 

another, as she supposed he meant. ■

" Weel, come wi'oot doing ony wark." ■

Jean looked at him in utter bewilderment. ■

" The difference atween us lay in Thrift. 

If he gaes awa' there's naething need hinder 

your coming to the farm." ■

"I didna expec' ye'd think I meant 

yon," said the little woman. She was 

thoroughly hurt. "I'll thank ye a' the 

days o' my life if ye'll dae for Thrift, but 

I am no seeking to be beholden to you for 

mysel'." ■

" Ye'll be gey lonely wi'oot Thrift." ■

" Ay." Jean nearly smiled because she 

was so near to tears at the thought. ■

" I'll be lonely at the farm." ■

" Ye can mairry," said Jean. She sud- 

denly felt that she had cut herself off" from 

every possibility by her suggestion. She 

had done it for Thrift all along ; she would 

have married him for Thrift's sake, she 

gave him up for Thrift's sake. Now Thrift 

by her own act was to go away from her. 

And John Forbes was nothing to her. The 

unexpected touch of kindness had brought 

a rush of sympathy to her heart She did 

not know it, but it had broken down the 

barrier that her love for Thrift had built 

up round her woman's heart. ■

"Ay," answered John Forbes slowly. 

" But ye maun ask. me this time, Jean." ■

"Oh, I couldna," faltered Jean. She 

felt confused and trembling. She looked 

down. ■

" And I winna, nae a third time." ■

" I'm no fit to be a leddy noo," she mur- 

mured. ■
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Then she looked* up. John saw in her 

eyes a l<>ok he had not seen £or more than 

the ten years. ■

"Jeanl" ■

*'Johnl" ■

That was all the love-making that passed 

between them, but they understood each 

other then. ■

When John went out, Jean «ei2«>d Thrift 

and kissed him as she had done once 

before. ■

Bnt she knew that for the first time 

since he had come into her life he had only 

the second place. She thought she hid the 

fact in her inmost heart, but John Forbes 

guessed it. He had the tact to hide his 

knowledge from his wife. For the Taot that 

Love brings is often the highest wisdom 1 ■

THE HAPPY LAND. ■

Thbrb are three things which nearly 

every man, however limited his knowledge 

or experience, believes himself able to do, 

i.e., choose a horse, imder«tand a woman, 

^d govern a country. It is the latter 

delusion which has led so many clever men^ 

from Plato down to Mr. Bellamy, to give us 

their conception of a Happy Land, wherein 

a prosperous and law-abiding people live 

contentedly under an ideal government. 

These concepUons have naturally differed 

widely with the period and country in 

which they have been imagined, but in one 

important respect a strong family likeness 

runs through them all. This similarity 

is to be fouLd in the fact that the majority 

of the theoretical arrangements, whether 

social or political, are wholly incapable of 

being put into practice. Like Carlyle, 

these philosophers of ^e art of governing 

seem to think that they have done their 

part in giving ideas to the world; thejL 

leave lesser men to carry them to a practical 

conclusion. ■

It is probable that few of us would care 

to live in a New Republic, though many of 

the Platonic theories were based on sound 

common sense, while others would be con- 

sidered remarkably liberal and enlightened 

even at the present day. The New Woman 

would certainly hail the sage of Athens as 

a valuable ally — if only for his assertion that 

women should have the same education as 

men, namely, music, gymnastics, and the 

art of war. The fact that women are 

imlike men he held to be no reaeon why 

they should have a different training, but 

rather the reverse, contending that the ■

actual amount of sexual divergence could 

not be discovered until the conditioni of 

life of both dexes were precisely similar, 

and had been so for genesatiotts. He 

looked forward to the day when the whole 

State should go out to waj? as on« gi»«t 

family, and ^lieved that custom would 

soon do away with the idea of there being 

anything ridiculous in the sight of a dtout, 

middle-aged lady . bestriding a war-horse, 

or even competing with men in the arena. ■

It is doubtful whether the Platohic 

marriage arrangements would be received 

with favour by the women of uny age, 

these being directed entirely to the physical 

improvement of the races, at the cost • of 

conjugal, maternal, slnd filial Love. Once a 

year, at holy marriage- festivals, men and 

women were to be suifcably . mated by 

government, the strong with the strong 

and the vreak with the weak,! the offspring 

of the inferior couples being destroyed, and 

that of the superior being brought up by 

the State. The mothers ^ere to be taken 

to the public nursery to nusse the babies^ 

but care was to be eitereised > that they 

should not recognise their own children* 

Although the philosbpher considers this 

unnatural plan to be expedient, socially 

speaking, he admits that there are many 

difficulties in the way of cal^ryin^ it out^ 

but. declares that an idea is none Uie wotse 

for being impracticable. ■

Our modem Democrats and SocialiBta 

would not, it is to be feared, find the New 

Republic an earthly paradise, for although 

the inhabitants thereof were to regard «adi 

other as brothers and sistets, they were not 

to blink the fact that there is no such 

thingas natural equality. On the conieaiy, 

they were to recognise that humail beings 

are made of different materials, some of 

gold, some of silver, some of copper, but 

&at a copper parent may have a golden 

child, and vice versl The elders were to 

rule the younger, and the public guardians 

were to be men of experience, who had 

passed through both dangers and pleasures, 

and at every age had come out of such trials 

victotions^ ■

While music and gymnaaties were to 

form the principkl branches of education 

in the New Republic, simplicity was to be 

the chief characteristic of its Uteratmre, art, 

and diet ; since Sicilian cookery, Attic con* 

fections, and Corinthian courtesans are to 

gymnastics What Lydian and Ionic melodies 

are to music. Besides, where gluttony and 

intemperance prevail, the town quickly fills 

with doctors and lawyers. The Platonic ■
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medical man, by the way, was nevei k) 

Attempt to keep a weakly patient alive ; he 

was ejtlier to kill or cure, lor the citizeos 

of a well-aidered State have no tint^ to be 

ill. Lawyers and poeta were alike to be 

exclodcd, the former for obvioas reasons, 

the latter because poetry is an outrage on 

the underotanding, unless the hearers have 

that balm of knowledge which heals error 

All thin^ considered, perhaps it is just as 

well that no practical experiments of the 

Platonic social theories have ever been 

made, or are likely to be made if we may 

believe the prophecy of their author that 

^ until kings are philosophers and philoso- 

phers kings, cities will never oeaae from 

evil, nor will our ideal polity eVar eonae 

into being." ■

The^^Kew Republic'' has had a numerous 

posterity; indeed, the books that have 

been inspired by the dream of a Happy 

Land would form quite a respectable library 

in themselves. Chief among these, of course, 

are the *'De Bepublica" of Cicero, the 

''De Civitate Dei '' of 8aint Augustine, the 

" De Monarchia " of Dante, the ** Utopia " 

of Sir Thomas More, and the **New 

Atlantis" of Bacon. The two latter are 

naturally the most interesting to us, and all 

the more so because, although they owe their 

being to their Yimous Greek predeceeaor, 

they contain almost more points of diver- 

gence from, than of resemblance to the ''New 

Republic." ■

Sir Thomas More, like Plato, was in 

many respects centuries in advance of his 

age. The sympaifehy, humanity, and spirit 

of toleration which distinguish *' Utopia" 

from earlier works of the same nature, are 

due in a measure, no doubt, to the stirring 

influences of the period at which it was 

conoeiTed. The murmurs of the Beforma- 

tioD were making themselves heard ; the New 

Testament was beginning to be understood 

as it never had been understood before, and 

the forgotten treasures of Greek literature 

had come as a revelation to the scholars of 

fifteenth-century Europe. Some fads and 

many fallacies are contained in the " Uto- 

pia," but the motive and intention are so 

excellent and the details given so minute, 

tbat the book must always be interesting 

and valuable if only for the light it throws 

upon the social evils of the day, and the 

extent to which these were recognised and 

reprobated by the author. ■

There k certainly the germ of a bright 

idea in the Utopian arrangement that each 

of the cities should possess farms in the 

country, each farm being worked by thirty ■

men and women, who we^ under the rule 

of the good«man and good^wife of the 

house. Out of every fann twenty per^ims 

went yearfy to the city, and in their place 

as many wero s^it out to learn busbaiidry 

from those who had alveady spent a year 

in the country. Unfortunately, it is 

obvious that under such a system neither 

the husbandman nor the mechanic would 

ever kam his business thoroughly, while 

the authors, artists, and students would 

hare no chaiuse at all. But a modifled 

version of the plan applied to the industrial 

elass^ only, might very posdUy prove a ■

Sir TbomAS More had a strong objection 

to sheep-farms, declaring that the sheep 

ate up the people. Accordingly, we And 

that on the IJtopian farms tillage was more 

particularly advanced, and that a great 

number of chickens were hatched, not in 

the natural way, bat by means of a gentle 

equal heat; a prophetic vision of the 

incubator. Although husbandry was a 

science common toldl alike^ the people had 

each theiif proper handiwork, either cloth- 

weaving, masonry, smithcraft, or carpen- 

tering, for no others to speak of were 

known. Sir Thotnas held the theory that 

if all persons were made to work, including 

women and priests, there would be no need 

that any should labour more than six hours 

a day. In his sketch of a Utopian day, 

however, no fewer than nine hours are 

allotted to work, six in the morning, and 

three in the afternoon. Two hours are 

allowed at midday for dinner and rest, one 

after supper for play, and eight for sleep. 

The remainder of the day the people might 

spend as they pleased, though not in riot or 

sloth, but rather in the study of some 

branch of science, lectures being given 

early in the morning tbat all might attend. 

One cannot but feel that the Utopian Jack 

may have been rather a dull boy. ■

The houses in Amauroth, the capital city, 

were large and luxurious, with much glass 

in the windows, and beautiful gardens at 

the back, but the custom of changing houses 

by lot once in ten years strikes one as an 

inconvenient arrangement. The families 

into which the city was divided massed 

together in pul^ic .halls, and the house- 

holder was allowed to take anything he 

wanted from the national store-rhouses 

without payment or exchange, a system 

which must have rendered tlu» basiness of 

hou^ekeeping angularly easy add pleasant 

The towns w&te never allowed to increase or 

decrease in population beyond a certain ■
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limit, the surplus nnmbers being accom- 

modated in cities founded under Utopian 

laws in a neighbouring country where 

there was much waste ground, while in the 

case of decrease, people were received from 

that country into Utopia. How extremely 

useful, from the political economist's point 

of view, must that country have been, 

which could supply immigrants, or waste 

ground for emigrants, just as its neighbour 

might require ! ■

In order to bring gold and silver into 

disrepute, the Utopians made felons' chains 

and base utensils of precious metals, and 

ate and drank out of earthen vessels. 

When they found pearls and diamonds 

they decked their children with them, who, 

when they grew up, laid them aside of 

their own accord. When strange Am- 

bassadors visited the country^ gorgeous with 

gold and jewels, the children would dig 

their mothers in the sides, and say : " Look, 

mother, how great a lubber doth yet wear 

pearls and precious stones, as though he 

were a little child still 1 " ■

Whereupon the mother would reply r 

*' Peace, child, I think he be one of the 

Ambassador's fools." ■

But the most remarkable feature of 

Utopian life, and the one most deserving of 

imitation, was the law which decreed that 

every man should be free to follow his own 

religion, whatever it might be, and to bring 

other men to his way of thinking by peace- 

able means, but which forbade him to use 

any violent or seditious modes of conver- 

sion. The Utopian priests were distin- 

guished for their holiness, but they were 

very few in number, though old women, 

and widows were allowed to take orders. 

The churches were open to all sects alike, 

and there was nothing denominational in 

the services. ■

In Bacon's " New Atlantis," we read but 

little about the social life of the island of 

Benzalem, except that the people were 

virtuous, had large families, and objected 

to taking bribes. The greater portion of 

the fragment is devoted to an account of 

the splendours of Solomon's House, an 

institution which had been founded in 

ancient times by a wise and good ruler 

with the object of gaining " knowledge of 

causes and secret motions of things, and 

the enlarging of the bounds of human 

empire to the effecting of all things 

possible." Although the inhabitants of 

Benzalem in general were forbidden to 

travel, once in twelve years ships were sent 

out carrying three of the brethren of ■

Solomon's House, who traded not in gold 

and silver, but "in God's first creature, 

which is Light." In other words, they 

brought home knowledge of the sciences, 

arts, and inventions of the world, as well 

as books, instruments, and all kinds of 

patterns. ■

During the narrator's stay on the island, 

one of the fathers of the institution arrived 

in the capital. Unlike the great men of 

Utopia, he was dressed in the most elaborate 

attire, and travelled in a chariot ornamented 

with the most gorgeous trappings. He was 

comely in appearance, and had an aspect 

as if he pitied men. The father ^ve an 

account of the foundation to which he 

belonged, describing how he and his col- 

leagues had made deep caves under the hills 

to be used as refrigerators, conservatories 

and the like, and how they had built high 

towers for taking observations of the snow, 

rain, and winds. They possessed, moreover, 

great lakes, both salt and fresh, violent 

streams and cataracts, artificial wells and 

baths for the cure of diseases, furnaces of 

great diversity, large gardens and parks 

full of birds and beasts to be used for 

scientific purposes. He alluded, besides, 

to their medicine - houses, sound - houses, 

perspective - houses, mathematical - houses, 

perfume - houses, and houses of deceits of 

the senses. It is rather tantalising only to 

read the names of these wonderful establish- 

ments, and we .cannot but wish that the 

author had thought fit to enlarge upon his 

theme, and had explained more fully the 

scope and arrangements of his ideal College 

of Natural Science. ■

Swift, had he been inspired by more love 

for and faith in his fellow Yahoos, might 

have given us a magnificent picture of a 

Happy Land. As it is, although many of 

the Lilliputian laws were sensible and well-, 

considered, the only really attractive country 

which Gulliver met with in the course of 

his travels was the equine paradise of the 

Houyhnhnms. ■

Johnson, in his "Basselas," wrote of 

the search for happiness, but not of its 

discovery. In later times, imaginative 

writers, with a taste for sociology, have 

often described the benefits that would 

accrue to a country were it to be governed 

by a patent system, warranted never to get 

out of order, of the author's own invention. ■

The most fashionable form of theoretical 

government at the present day appears to 

be a Despotic Democracy. Under this 

system, individualism of all kinds is care- 

fully stamped out, and men and women ■
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are enlisted in an industrial anny, the work- 

ing and discipline of which are modelled 

upon that of the German army. The author 

usually enhances the attractions of his plan 

by assuring his readers that there will be 

money enough for every person to enjoy a 

handsome income, and that the hours of 

labour, more especially in the less agreeable 

branches of trade and manufacture, will be 

extremely short. How this can be managed 

be proves with, to his own mind, unanswer- 

able logic, but never quite succeeds in con- 

vincing the propertied reader. ■

In an amusing skit on recent works of 

this class Mr. Jerome has given a description 

of the condition of this country a hundred 

years hence, when the Government, he 

imagines, will be engaged in carrying on 

an unequal warfare with Nature on account 

of 2ier anti-Socialistic methods. The people 

of the twentieth century Will all be washed, 

dressed, and fed by the State, and their 

hair dyed a uniform brown in order that 

none may glory in golden locks, while those 

who are bigger and handsomer than their 

fellows will be condemned to lose an arm 

by way of rectifying matters. Yet in spite 

of all this more than parental care. Nature 

will constantly vindicate her right to over- 

indulge some of her children, and behave 

like a cruel stepmother to others. ■

The weak point of all highly-coloured 

pictures of an ideal Happy Land seems to lie 

in their authors' ignorance or forgetfulness 

of the main elements of human nature. The 

imaginary rulers are depicted as invariably 

wise, just, and disinterested ; the imaginary 

people as invariably contented, orderly, and 

prosperous, with a full appreciation of the 

excellence of their own laws, and no desire 

to " better themselves.*' Under such con- 

ditions it is probable that any form of 

government, from the most despotic down 

to the most democratic, would answer 

equally well. ■

DAVID GROWHURSrS ORDEAL. ■

A STORY IN SIX CHAPTERS. ■

CHAPTER VI, A REVELATION. ■

With poor Elsie's departure all acute or 

keen suflFering died out of David Crow- 

hurst's life. Witnessing her misery had 

been his deepest distress ; the feeling that 

she was at rest operated like a soothing 

balm to the wounds whose scars would 

prove inefiPaceable. He was conscious of 

no positive anguish, only a sense of infinite ■

languor and sadness, a sort of soft and 

pensive shadow of the pain which had once 

throbbed so fiercely. The warm aflfection 

of the three girls was a constant solace to 

the man who loved them so devotedly ; it 

reconciled him to the world, and was 

gradually wafting him into a haven of 

peace. The chords of woe and apprehension 

ceasing to vibrate, sank into abeyance. The 

old troubled look was fading out of the 

kindly eyes ; some invisible hand seemed 

to be smoothing the deeply graven lines 

from his brow ; he began to realise that 

this peaceful aftermath might prove fairer 

than the days of his stormy youth. So the 

time passed on contentedly until twenty- 

three years had elapsed since Eeuben 

Baebum had disappeared. ■

As David happened to be driving through 

Streatfield one day, the storekeeper, who 

also filled the office of postmaster, called 

out as he passed : ■

"Wait, Mr. Crowhurst, here's a letter 

for you; it's been waiting ever so long, 

but you scarcely ever come into the village, 

and I had no way of letting you know. 

Here it is." ■

David drove on. The ties which bound 

him to the outer world were so few that he 

scarcely ever received letters. As he curious- 

ly examined the address he was stunned as 

by a physical blow ; a sudden chill smote 

him, he grew dizzy, and white to the lips. ■

" I have never seen but one handwriting 

like that," he murmured, " and that hand 

must have been still for many a long year." ■

He drove on steadily and mechanically, 

but when he had passed some distance 

beyond the precincts of the village, he 

stopped, tied his horse to a tree, and passed 

into the sheltering shade of the woods, still 

clasping tightly that inofiensive-looking 

letter, which he regarded with a sort of 

superstitious horror. He stumbled as he 

moved, and in the effort to hold himself 

erect, the grass, and trees, and sky became 

confused, floating about, coming down as 

if to crush him. It required a distinct 

effort of will to enable him to open the 

envelope, but with his fingers quivering 

nervously he managed it at last. He read 

it over and over again in a vain effort to 

master the contents. It was very simply 

worded, and to the point. It ran : ■

"Dear Crowhurst, — I know that poor 

Elsie has gone, but I should like to see the 

children before I start on my last journey. 

They will not even know their father. 

Everything will be explained when we ■
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meet. Bricg them to thiee hundred and 

ninety-three, Blank Street, New York. 

Lose no time, as my hours are numbered. 

I ask only my juat due, and have every 

confidence that you will recognise compliance 

with my request as a plain duty, — Yours, 

*^ Reuben Rabburn.'* ■

Growhuifst started with all the impetuosity 

of youth. His hot heart blazed with im- 

potent resentment ; his blood burned at h\et 

heat; his ey^ glowed with sombre fire ; his 

dry, white lips refused to frame the bitter 

'(rords he Wished to uttet. Bavid^s whole 

doul rose up in vehement protest. He 

thought with a strong, silent fury of the 

man by whose wayward will all these 

miserable convulsions of existence had been 

produced. Anger, desolateness, a crushing 

sense of wrong swept over him like a whirl- 

Wind; this tempest, of mingled passions shook 

him to the very depths of his being, and his 

^irit Was divided within him. A cry of 

exceeding bitterness and wiath escaped his 

Ups. ■

• " Curse him ! curse him ! curse him ! It 

was all for nothing, Elsie's ruined life and 

my misery. Oh ! Grod in Heaven ! Can 

such things be allowed 1 " Then, throwing 

himself face downwards on^ the grass, he 

sobbed aloud, long shuddering sobs which 

shook his 'strong frame like a convulsion. 

There, alone, amidst the silent beauty of 

the sunnner's day, David Crowhupst Went 

through the hardest (sonfliot he had ever 

fought. ^ Shall I tear this letter up, and 

never disturb the girls by letting them 

know anything about it] They are mine, 

bound to me by every tie of- love and 

protection. He has forfeited his rights, it 

is I who have filled a father's place. Now, 

he will take them from me, and how can I 

live without theto 1 Why should I hesi- 

tate 1 I owe him nothing ; he has blackened 

my whole life. • The sacrifice is too great ; 

it is too much to ask of a man. I can't do 

it — oh ! Heaven help me I I ean't do it. 

But, <3ien, is it what Elsie would wishi 

Have I a nght to keep them from their 

father V ■

As he lay there, the remembrance of 

eveiy separate slight and' pang which he 

had endured returned to him. The horror 

of the arid, barren years; the burden of the 

pain he had borne; the loi^liness and 

isolation ; all rose in array before him. He 

recalled the despoiling of Elsie's happiness, 

the crushing of all germs of faith and hope, 

of womanly, tender instincts ; and through 

all he eonld only breathe from the depths of ■

his sorely tried heart ; " Heaven help me 

Oh, Heaven ! do not forsake me ! " with a 

sort of desperate persistence ; and with the 

prayer came help. ■

The shadows were lengthening, a flood of 

evening gold crowned the hill crests, as 

David emerged from that wilderness of 

temptation. He could not prove faithless ; 

his thoughts were reverent in their trouble, 

notwithstanding the irrepressible doubt 

within him. The crisp, green pines were 

rustiing overhead ; far back, in the closer- 

lying woods, the wild birds were calling to- 

each other. The sky was opaline, descend- 

ing iilto purest yellow, then fading into a 

faint visionary blue, just touched with 

gossamer veils of cloud. As David looked 

steadily into that evening glow his face was 

like that of some glorified spirit, who had 

conquered tribulation, and who t^irongh 

direst travail of the soul had won the way 

to assured peace. ■

That night, David Crowhurst, accom- 

panied by Raebum's three daughters, 

started for New York. The girls were 

startled, frightened, and mystified. Their 

existence had been so asolude^l, so ttemote 

from ordinary interests, that this abrupt 

change alarmed them. They had retained 

no remembrance of form or feature of that 

unknown parent whose mysterious fate had 

clouded their young lives; they had so 

long accepted their father's death as an 

assured fact, that the idea of the lost man's 

resuscitation agitated far more than it 

gratified them. A feeling of intense sad- 

ness possessed David as the shy, shrinking 

girls clung tremibling to him. The sunshine 

was about to die off from him, and he waa 

standing in the last rays, trying to make 

the most of them. He saw bis fatoire life, 

barren and solitary, no longer to be 

sweetened by th^ presence of these cveatores 

who had seemed entirely his own. ■

" I must see him first alone. I've got 

the lassies to think of, they must be my 

first care," David decided when they reached 

New York; ■

Leaving the girls to rest, he sought out 

the address giv^n in Rskebum's letter. It 

was a good boarding-house in a respectable 

neighbourhood. Ilie room in which the 

sick man lay was bright and cheerful, as 

well as comfortably furnished. When 

Crowhurst'ii glance fell upon hollow^ jitter- 

ing eyes and shrunken features, all the 

latent anhnosity died out of his heart, 

though he remained staunch to his own 

view of the obligations he had assumed. ■

<'I must know all about this before I ■
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allow the girl9 to be worried and upset^'^ he 

aaid frankly and resolutely. ■

**The girls— ^my children 1" questioned 

Raeburn ia genuine and nnaffected surprise. 

The idea th^t the little helpless children 

whom he h^ deserted so many years before 

should: have any right to judge his conduct, 

nerer .seemed to have Occurred to him. ■

" They'are my children," protested David. 

'* For, all these years they have had nobody 

ta look to but me, and I am the one who 

has had their interest at heart I couldn't 

protect their mother, from you ; you worked 

your wicked will, and I had to look on 

helplessly, while she bore the consequences. 

Reuben Raeburn, if it cost your life and 

i)[iine, I would prevent you from harming 

my girls^" David stoutly maintained. ■

« Wh/at nonsense you are. talking 1 '' 

muttered his companion uneasily. But, 

sitting there, silent, impassive, inexoratde, 

the farmer was not to be turned from his 

purpose ; he should hear the whole story of 

Raebum's life from the moment he had 

quitted Ingleside, before he would bring 

the girls to their father. ■

Raeburn's account of his own proceedings 

was very simple. He had bitterly resented 

hie own. failure to obtain control of his 

wife's legacy; and his original idea had 

been t(^ frighten and bring her to terms by 

a brief, temporary absence. After his 

eonverdation with Ghithae on the road, he 

had hidden behind one of. the large gates 

that ^ood always open, until he could 

succeed in stealing away unobserved. . He 

had watched Crowhurst's arrival, and his 

unreasonable, jealous rage had been in- 

creased by the conversation he had over- 

heard. When, with darkness, everything 

bad settled into quiet, he crossed at the 

back of his own farm, walked all night ; at 

daybreak he crept into a baxn, and Msted 

during the day; amidst the obscurity of 

the following nigl^t;, he travelled on ag^in. 

The next morning he reached a distant 

railway station, where there seemed slight 

chance of being recognised. For some 

time he had been preparing for his flight, 

drawing money from the lank in small 

sums, and was therefore well provided with 

funds. During his stay in. New York, ha 

happened to go on board an ocean steamer, 

and prompted by some impulse for which 

h» ^Utttdy fa^ed 4a aeeount, he te<^ passage, 

intending to return by the next trip. 

When he arrived on the other side, he 

chanced to come across a Canadian news- 

paper containing an account of his own 

disappearance,, and the commotion excited ■

thereby. This was an aspect of the 

question which he had never considered, 

and as some idea of the gossip and derision 

which would greet his reappearance dawned 

upon, his mmd, he was appalled by the 

thought of the ordeal. Pride and shame 

assured, him that he could never endure to 

find himself an object of ridicule to the 

whole country-side. While he was still 

anxiously debating the matter, he was 

robbed of his purse in the London streets. 

This loss left him friendless and penniless 

in the London streets, and his perverse 

pride presented him from making known 

to the wife, whom his chief desire had been 

to punish and humiliate, his miserable plight. 

Tins question settled tiie matter decisively, 

and he gave up all thought' of returning 

home. A period of tecrible privation 

followed; there had been times. when he 

had not known where to look for bread, 

and when it had seemed as though he must 

perish from actual starvation. Then, a 

singularly fortunate ehanoe . had t^own 

employment in his way ; and, onoe a solid 

footing was gained, tJne sober, thrifty 

Scotchman had prospered steadily until he 

found himself a partner in an extensive 

grain business, in which his practical 

experience of farming proved an advantage. 

He would often have sent money to his 

wife and family, but had feared such an 

action. He stated with, some complacency 

that he had realised a handsome competency 

which was willed to his children.. He 

deelared that his affection for his family 

had never known change or diminution. 

He had never attempted t#form other ties, 

but had remained, to the very end, a stranger 

among strangers. In ^he course of the 

twenty-three years he had come out to 

Canada three times,, had hung about the 

vicinity of hi» own home, had watched his 

wife and children, and had kept himself 

thoronghly couvemant.with all his affairs. 

He confessed that the temptation to return 

had sometimes been very strong, yet he 

prided himself upon never having yielded 

to a desire, to swerye from his original 

determination. ■

" Reuben Raeburn, your pride and spite 

have been j&trenger than your love of wife 

or children," David exclaimed solemnly, 

as he recovwed from the sort of horrified 

amazement with which he had Hstened. ■

A sudden brightness illuminated the 

dying man's spectral, hollow eyes. ■

" Yes, once I determined, I never really 

faltered, whatever the cost," he j?etumed, 

with proud satisfaction. ■
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For an instant it seemed to Crowhurst 

that he looked on Elsie Raebam's face, first 

fair and blooming, as he remembered it in 

early youth; then as the restless, storm- 

driven woman ; and lastly, wan, wasted, and 

peaceful, as he had seen it in her coffin. ■

"God forgive you, man, but you are a 

great sinner," he said brokenly. "You 

don'c even realise the evil your pride has 

caused. Forgiving you is the hardest work 

I have ever done in my life." ■

As for the girls, they were gentle, affec- 

tionate creatures, little addicted to analysa- 

tion of motives or fathoming of characters ; 

they accepted the facts as related by 

Crowhurst quite simply and naturally. 

Their father had returned to them, there 

was no possibility of doubting that fact, 

and it quite satisfied them. They were 

very enthusiastic over their new-found 

parent, idealising his story and his qualities 

in an unreasoning, feminine fashion which 

should have been very gratifying to the 

invalid, though he received it as a matter 

of course and his just due. ■

Raebum could never be brought to see 

the enormity of his own conduct. He had 

so long posed in his own sight as a martyr 

that his mind proved incapable of receiving 

a fresh impression on the subject. He 

asserted confidently that though he had 

suffered deeply, he had stood firm against 

all the enticements of his own weakness. 

Never making any question about his own 

actions, or doubting his own motives, he 

was sensible of some surprise that they ■

could possibly have been misunderstood. 

With a not unnatural petulance he pondered 

a good deal upon what he chose to consider 

the disadvantages of his lot; taking for 

granted, with a simplicity and composure 

which staggered David, that he had been 

the victim of circumstances, and was 

entirely deserving of commiseration. He 

persisted to the end in treating Crowhurst 

as an outsider, a mere spectator in the 

tragic drama in which he had himself been 

the chief actor, and never acknowledged 

that his wife's cousin had been intimately 

concerned therewith. Through all the 

farmer continued patient, though he failed 

to comprehend a temperament inaccessible 

to reason and moral force; it was hard 

for him to believe in a perverse wilL ■

A little relief from suffering, a slight 

sense of comfort, were sufficient to divert 

the sick man from serious thought ; he was 

far too deeply concerned about his own 

sensations and physical ailments to permit 

his thoughts to dwell much upon his own 

shortcomings. Reuben Raebum died with- 

out much suffering, but also without any 

intensification of feeling, or remorse for the 

harm he had wrought. But when David 

looked down at the dead face of the man 

whom he had once so bitterly hated, he 

prayed from the depths of his strong, faith- 

ful, loyal heart : ■

" Lord, pity him, and put his sins far 

away from him. Thank God that He had 

mercy upon me, and helped me to forgive 

him!" ■
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CHAPTER I. A BEaiNNING. ■

The dense darkness of a winter's night 

lay over all the country side. Beneath ^t 

still and solemn curtain, which hushes and 

covers up aU those mute evidences of the 

restless energy of man, which spring up 

about him wherever his tent is pitched, the 

landscape lay hidden. All through the 

night l^e rain fell with a quiet monotony 

of sound. But at last it ceased. There 

was a short interval in which darkness and 

silence seemed to become one principle ; 

and then — a just perceptible lightening of 

the darkness rather than a distinct revelation 

of light — the first grey glimmer of dawn 

made itself apparent. A little shivering, 

creaking sound swept through the wintry 

trees as though life, becoming visible, 

became audible also; and the light ^wly 

strengthened. ■

Emerging into ghostly distinctness, the 

first shape to become definite, as it rose up 

solid amid the wavering trees, the outlines 

of a large house loomed through- the twi- 

light. The light was coming dull and ■

wan from a lead-coloured sky, and the old 

red- brick fabric, many-windowed, many- 

chimneyed, with ivy covering it here and 

there, stood out against the greyness, dig- 

nified, substantial, and sombre. ■

An air of isolation hung about it. On 

the side on which the light first feU, no 

sign of life, no sound or movement followed 

the late dawn. The borders beneath the 

windows looked bare, even for winter time; 

on the broad drive that swept up to the 

front dopr were no marks either of wheels 

or footprints; and on the wide lawn the 

grass grew long. ■

It was a house suggestive, in every simple, 

comfortable line, of happy human Hfe. 

Nothing about its appearance suggested 

display. It might have been built two 

centuries before as the head-quarters from 

which a troop of boys and girls should go 

out into the world, to which they should 

look back from their own homes, later on, 

with loving gratitude for the hftppy youth 

it had sheltereid. The fine old house had 

stood through the darkness of the night, 

its outline shrouded in the darkness that ■
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enveloped it. It had stood through the 

past, and the life that had dwelt in it, the 

dramas, comedies, and tragedies which it had 

witnessed were wrapped in a deeper darkness 

stilL And for that darkness there was^ as 

yet, no dawn. ■

The fall light of the day, a grey and 

cheerless' light it was, seemed to come 

suddenly at last; and then the dignified 

stillness which brooded over the old house 

was disturbed. At the back of the house 

the garden adjoined a paddock, beyond 

which lay farm buildings. A man who 

had crossed this paddock opened the wicket 

gate that connected it with the garden, and 

went on towards the house^ There was 

nothing alien to the desolate quiet of the 

scene about this one human presence, 

which suggested intrusion rather than 

familiarity. ■

The man opened a glass door which led 

from the garden into the house, with an 

assured touch, however^ and pausing in a 

little back hall to take off his hat and coat, 

walked on with the step of the master. Seen 

without his overcoat, he was a man above 

middle height, slightly made. His face was 

thin and pale, and there was that unmis- 

takeable something about face and bearing 

that marks the townsman rather than the 

countryman. His most noticeable character- 

istic, however, was the ejcpression in his 

eyes. They were brown, like the hair 

which was not so plentiful as it had been, 

though its owner's age could have been 

little more than five-and-thirty. And they 

were the eyes of a sympathetic, kindly 

spectator of human life rather than a sharer 

in it. There were lines of care about the 

face, and lines suggestive of ill -health. 

But they seemed to present themselves 

rather as accidents; the expression of the 

humorous and observant eyes utterly ignored 

them. ■

He crossed a great hall, strangely suggest- 

ing in its bareness and coldness that it 

should have been a comfortably appointed 

** house place," and entered a room at the 

further side. ■

It was a large room, and it was very 

solidly and substantially furnished as far 

as the bare necessaries of a dining-room 

are concerned. At one end was a great 

sideboard ; facing it, at the other end, was 

a massive dinner-waggon. The centre of 

the room was occupied by a dining-table 

at which twelve people could easily have 

been accommodated, and heavy dining-room 

chairs stood against the walls. The wide 

hearth was proportioned to the sice of the I ■

room, and the three long windows which 

faced the door had each their pair of crimson 

velvet curtains. Bat on this foondation 

the poorest possible superatructore was 

raised. * Sideboard and dinner - waggon 

were absolutely bare; a small tablecloth 

laid at one end of the table had a 

humiliated appearance, as though it were 

ashamed of the modest tea equipage for 

two, the piece of cold bacon, the loit and 

the batter set f oirth upon it A fire which 

did no credit to the grate was sparkling 

timidly on the tiles. ■

Standing before the fire, with one foot on 

the fender, was a little woman, who looked 

as much out of keeping with her surround- 

ings as did the breakfast and the fire, though 

no consciousness of the fact appeared in her 

demeanour. She was very slightly made, 

and something about the alert face, intent 

upon the perusal of a letter that she held 

in her hand, seemed to indicate that her 

natural tendency to spareness had been ac- 

centuated by a life of care and over-work. 

The black eyes were sharp and anxious, and 

there were lines in the forehead which were 

out of proportion to the still youthful figare. 

The soft, wavy black hair was brushed bade 

from her face and twisted into the ugly knob 

which women only achieve when the worries 

of life have obliterated their sense of the 

becoming. She was dressed in a shabby 

black gown, neat at every point, and almost 

equally thread-bare. She started as the door 

opened, and folded the letter, turning with 

a quick, brisk movement. There was a flush 

on her cheeks as of excitement^ or even 

triumph. ■

"Are you wet, Stafford!'* she said. 

"Did you wipe your boots? How's the 

cow t " ■

She seated herself before the teapot as 

she spoke, laying her letter, with two or 

three more, beside her, and her husband 

stood before the fire. ■

" I did wipe my boots. Kit," he said. He 

spoke in a pleasant, leisurely way, which 

bore out the •impression of impersonal in- 

terest in life conveyed by his face. ^ The 

cow, I am sorry to say, is dead." ■

l^e composure with which he announced 

the fact was in striking contrast with his 

wife's reception of it. The lines of care 

deepened suddenly all over her face until it 

looked quite haggard. ■

"Deadl" she said. "Oh, StafiTordl 

Hve-and-twenty pounds ! " She pauMd, 

and then continued as she poured oat a eap 

of tea: "It's Peter's fault, I'm sural I 

don't believe she ought to have died at all I ■
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I don't belieye he knows anything abont 

cows." ■

Her hnsband seated imself and drew 

the bread towards him. ■

" I don't think he does," he said quietly. 

"But then, you see, Kit, neither do I." ■

There was a moment's pause, during which 

Mrs. Bay contemplated her husband^ as he 

applied himself to his breakfast, with a 

certain irritation in her expression mingled 

with an oddly tender concern. Then she 

glanced at the letters by her side. ■

" That makes it the more certain," she 

said, ''that we must make some money 

somehow. There's no doubt about that ! " ■

There was a note of triumphant anticipa- 

tion in her voice. But her husband did 

not appear to notice it. ■

** There's no doubt of the necessity," he 

returned. " The possibility is the point I 

should be very pleased to set about it, Kit, 

if you'll show me how." ■

Mrs. Bay leant back in her chair with a 

movement of irrepressible pride. ■

"I have!" she cried. ''That is just 

exactly the very thing I have done. Bead 

that, and that, and that ! " She made a 

hasty selection among her letters,;and handed 

him four sheets of letter-paper. Then, as 

he received them with an odd glance at her, 

she added in the tone of one who revels in the 

anticipated hearing, " Bead them aloud 1 " ■

"Dbab Madam,— I have seen your ad- 

vertisement and it will give me much 

pleasure to avail myself of the opportunity 

you offer. I should propose to become 

your guest on the terms you name from 

December the twentieth until the following 

Saturday week, I enclose references ac- 

cording to your request, and beg to remain, 

faithf lUly yours, " Anns Luoas." ■

Stafford Bay read the letter through 

quietly, and then turned to his wife with 

an expression of blapk incomprehension. ■

" It's a very courteous letter," he said ; 

" and what does it mean t " ■

"Bead the rest!" ■

He took up the next, a square sheets 

bearing a strong handwriting. ■

" Dbab Madam, — Having seen your ad- 

vertisement of the twenty-eighth instant, I 

beg to inform you ^at I desire to avail my- 

self of your hospitality, on the terms you 

name — five guineas a week — for one week/ 

dating from December twentieth. Enclosed 

please find references. I shall, doubtless, be 

favoured with those you offer. Yours 

truly, "John THUBcrrAN." ■

Stafford Bay took up the two remaining 

sheets^ one in either hand, and read on. ■

"Dbab Madam, — I have seen your ad- 

vertisement with reference to the Christmas 

holidays. I should very much like to be 

your guest for a week or ten days. I 

should like to come on the twenty-first of 

December. I enclose my references. I 

am sorry to trouble you for those you offer, 

but I shall be grateful if you will oblige me 

with them. Sincerely yours, ■

"MiNA Chbsteb." ■

"Dbab Madam, — If you can take me in 

from December the twenty-first to January 

the sixth, I shall be glad to come to you. 

Kindly let me know particulars as to the 

shooting. Beferences enclosed. Faithfully 

yours, "Balph Ibbland." ■

Stafford Bay folded the letters deliberately 

together and looked at his wife. ■

"Are many more ladies and gentlemen 

thirsting for the honour of our acquaint- 

ance t " he enquired. " This is almost what 

one might call waking to find oneself 

famous." ■

The serene gravity of his tone did not 

conceal its ironical humour, and Mrs. Bay 

flushed. ■

"Don't be foolish, Stafford," she said. 

" I've no doubt] there will be plenty more. 

But this is enough for a beginning." ■

" Yes," assented her husband. " But of 

what is it the beginning t " ■

His wife surveyed him with an expression 

of conscious pride. ■

" They are paying guests," she announced. 

" Stafford, you don't mean to say you'd for- 

gotten ) I told you a month ago that I'd 

read a suggestion in one of the ladies' papers 

about them. It said that there must be a 

great many people who would like to see 

family life in the country, and a great many 

people with country houses who might add 

to their incomes by inviting guests of this 

kind. I told you aU about it, and I said 

what a capital time Christmas would be for 

the purpose; so many people don't know 

anything about Christmas in the country." ■

" So many people don't want to," inter- 

posed her husband. ■

" That's a great mistake," she Continued 

triumphantly. " You see, there are people 

only too glad of the opportunity. I adver- 

tised, as you see in " ■

" How did you describe the position ? " 

interrupted her husband. There was an 

odd tenderness in his eyes as they regarded ■
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her, but his brows were drawn sharply to- 

gether. ** Did you say that a husband and 

wife, inbabitiog a large house which they 

were unable to keep up, would be glad of 

help in the farm work, etc., and would have 

pleasure in sharing the humblest possible 

fare with their assistants 1 " ■

"No, Stafford, I didn't." Mrs. Bay spoke 

with perhaps excessive firmness. '* I said 

that a lady and gentleman living in a fine 

old house in a picturesque part of England 

would be glad to receive as guests two or 

three ladies and gentlemen, desirous of be- 

coming acquainted with the country customs 

of the Christmas season. And I said that 

a nominal charge of five guineas a week 

would be made. Oh, Stafford ! " Mrs. Eay 

rose suddenly and her voice shook in its de- 

precating eagerness ; *' there wasn't anything 

untrue in it, there really wasn't ! I shall 

have Mrs. Jones in from the village to help 

Sarah, and I'll make it all as comfortable 

as possible ! It's only for a fortnight, and 

we can have snapdragon and a Yule log, 

and put up holly and things, and I'm sure 

Mr. Lloyd will let us take them to the 

school treat, and oh, it will bring in some- 

thing at any rate I " ■

Her husband looked up into her face with 

his own very pitiful, ■

" Kitty," he said, "my poor little Kit, it 

won't answer. You can't make it like the 

real thing. And the people themselves can't 

be the real thing either, don't you see, or 

they wouldn't want to come. My dear, it 

won't do." ■

" It shall do 1 " she returned vehemently. 

" I'll make it do. They've answered now, 

and we must try, at any rate. Oh, Stafford, 

you will help me, won't you 1 " ■

Stafford Kay rose and put one hand 

gently on her shoulder. ■

" I believe we should help one another 

best, Kitty," he said slowly, "if we could 

face the fact that our being here at all is a 

failure. We stave it off from month to 

month, but we shall have to give it up." ■

With a sudden movement, very unlike 

her usual quickness, his wife pressed close 

against him, every line of her face quivering 

as witha suddenshockof terrible anticipation. ■

"N61" she cried passionately. "You 

shan't go back, Stafford, you shan't 1 you 

shan't I" ■

OHAPTBR H, THE FIRST ARRIVAL. ■

Thb unexpected inheritance of a fine 

old country place looks at the outset like 

m stroke of unalloyed good fortune, li^en ■

the inheritor happens to be a man whom 

a course of unremuuerative toil in a manu- 

facturing city has brought to a state of 

health in which town life means certain 

death, the providential character of the 

gift seems hardly measureable. ■

There are, uiiortunately, two sides from 

which every position is to be regarded. 

Stafford Bay had inherited the estate of 

High Firs in Cheshire, some twelve months 

before, as heir-at-law of a relative whose 

face he had never beheld. This gentleman, 

whose occupations had been of a speculative 

nature, had himself bought High Firs, fired 

with a desire to become a country gentle- 

man, on an occasion when fortune had 

smiled upon him conspicuously. Fortune 

apparently had disapproved of this ambition, 

for she never smiled again; and when 

her devotee died, he left nothing, except 

the place in Cheshire, for the disposed 

of which he had not considered it worth 

while to arrange by will. ■

Stafford Bay was a man to whom life 

had denied those opportunities for the 

developement of which his best parts seemed 

to have been created. For the finer qualities 

of his nature, there was no use in the 

sphere in which his lot was cast. He 

never realised the fact; perhaps a touch 

of indolence in his temperament increased 

his tendency to take things as they came. 

He simply sat rather loosely to life, doing 

his work well ; bearing his burdens coura- 

geously; but taking no vivid interest in 

the matter. He had married young, a 

wife who was his very antithesis. The 

first years of their married life had been 

comfortable and uneventfuL Then the 

shadow of ill-health fell on their home. 

Stafford Bay broke down again and again. 

He had to give up the position he had 

held in' a hxge firm of solicitors. And 

his struggle with lighter work resulted 

at last in a serious iDness, which brought 

upon him a medical verdict to the effect 

that in country life lay his only chance 

of health. ■

It was at this moment that he came 

into possession of High Firs. The first 

idea was, of course, that he should let 

the place, but unsuccessful efforts in that 

direction had already been in progress for 

nearly two years when it came to him. 

Urged by the eagerness of his wife, and 

by his own inability to see any other 

Gousse open to him, he decided to try 

the experiment of living on his estate, and 

making an income by farming the land. 

Asiar as health was concerned, the expezi- ■
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ment had proved brilliaatly successfuL 

The husband and wife had taken possession 

in March, and during the spring and sum- 

mer that ensued, Stafford Kay had grown 

stronger week by week. But farming is 

a pursuit to which only the ignorant apply 

themselyes without capital; and against 

ignorance and want of ready money, all 

ti^e perseverance in the world avails, in 

this line of life, nothing. Stafford Bay 

made mistakes, did his best to rectify 

them, worked early and late, and accepted 

the total absence of results with composure. 

His wife toiled and managed, keeping the 

small household together she herself alone 

could have told how. And it was not 

until the winter months brought with them 

slowly, but surely, the certainty that the 

experiment was a failure, that her spirits 

grew sharp, and her face haggard with 

care. ■

It mattered not at all to Catherine Eay 

with how hard a struggle she made her 

two ends meet ; if only she could see her 

husband strong and well. It was the 

dread of finding herself at last without 

resource against that return to town life 

which had become the bugbear of her 

existence, that strained her courage almost 

beyond endurance. If they should have 

to leave High Firs, no possible means of 

subsistence offered itself but a return to 

some form or other of the work to which 

Stafford Eay had been trained. And every 

fibre- in the resolute little woman was ac- 

cordingly set and braced to fight the battle 

to the last, to leave no stone unturned by 

which the barest living might be wrested 

from their present surroundmgs. ■

The sword that hung over the husband 

and wife; which had for the first time 

received definite shape in the words with 

which Stafford Eay had passed from the 

discussion of the new means of money- 

making concocted by Catherine's desperately 

eager brain; was not again alluded to by 

either of the pair. But, as though the 

thoughts of both needed active occupation, 

the subject of the expected guests became 

all dominating as Mrs. Eay fiimg herself 

into the preparations for their reception. 

The crowds of applicants which had loomed 

before the hostess's eager vision, when she 

received the first answers to her advertise- 

ment, did not take upon themselves sub- 

stantial form. The four letters that she had 

received together, were the only ones that 

came, and four people only were expected. ■

''And if four people involve such an 

expenditure of energy/ said Stafford Eay, ■

one day, '' what would have become of us 

if fourteen people had responded to your 

expansive overtures 1/' ■

He was standing in the doorway of the 

large drawing-room as he spoke, looking 

down upon his wife as she struggled with a 

billowy mass of old-fashioned chintz with 

which she proposed to clothe the dilapidated 

furniture ranged about her. The " plenish- 

ing " of High Firs was of a rather erratic 

description. The possessor from whom 

Stafford Eay had inherited the house, had 

bought with it a considerable quantity of 

its f arniture from the original owner. A 

great deal of this had been sold before the 

Eays came into possession, and a great 

ransacking of the premises had taken place 

before any possibility of furnishing the 

drawing-room at all had presented itself. ■

"I have made one discovery for the 

benefit of the trusting four, however," 

Stafford Eay continued. "The wine-cellar 

isn't absolutely cleared out, after aU. There's 

no variety, but as far as sherry goes, the 

lodgers will be all right." ■

" That's a comfort," responded his wife, 

with preoccupied fervour. "If it wasn't 

for Mrs. Jotles, we really should do' beau- 

tifully. She says she can't go about the 

house without her boifnet, because she 

never has. And superior servants never 

wear bonnets in the house I " ■

"Then, as people in our exalted position 

wouldn't be likely to keep inferior servants, 

we must be supposed to indulge in an ec- 

centric treasure. She is a treasure, you 

know. You've often said so." ■

"Yes," assented Mrs. Eay dubiously. 

^ She really can cook ; and I shall see after 

everything myself. There's next to nothing 

to do about the farm just now, and you'll 

be able to look after the men all the time. 

And I expect the two ladies will amuse one 

another;" ■

" I don't think they are likely to want 

for amusement," returned her husband. 

" They're going to have an experience quite 

unique in its way. And I shouldn't be 

surprised if our experience was equally 

striking." ■

" But if he allowed himself an occasional 

sarcastic anticipation, Stafford Eay sub- 

mitted to the inevitable, as he had done 

throughout his life, and set himself to 

further his wife's wishes wherever his man's 

strength and capacity could be of service. 

He laughed at the fair show of order into 

which he contrived to bring the garden and 

lawns, calling it a " fraud of the &rst water.** 

The triumpl]^ of carpentering with which he ■
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sopplemented the deficiencies of the fine 

old hedrooms, were the ohjeots of his most 

ironical observations. He never told his wife 

by what transaction in live-stock he stocked 

ihe store cnpboaid and larder. ■

** And really/' said Mrs. Bay, when the 

long-expected twentieth of December came 

at last, ''things don't look so bad, now, do 

ihey, Stafford 1" ■

It was half-past two in the afternoon, 

and they were standing together in the 

gieat hall before a blazing &e. The hall 

was bare no longer. A heavy enrtain shut 

off the front door and effectually excluded 

all draughts. Infinite contrivance had pro- 

duced short window curtains of the same 

dark stuff, and bright cushions lay on the 

broad, low window seat. A quaint round 

table, daintily laid for five o'clock tea, stood 

near the foot of the staircase. Mrs. Bay her- 

self was as much brightened in appearance as 

was her hall. After much careful inspec- 

tion of the three shabby little gowns that 

constituted her wardrobe, she had decided 

that a new dress was an imperative neces- 

sity of the situation. She had made it 

herself with much care and flutter of spirits; 

and the fact that she was thus Vearing new 

attire for the first time for nearly three 

years, added to the excitement and satisfac- 

tion with which her eyes sparkled. So 

unusual a state of things, however, had 

made her a little nervous, and there was 

something agitated and appealing in her 

eyes as she turned them at last to her hus- 

band. He smiled at her reassuringly. ■

"It looks capital, little woman," he said. 

"I hardly know the place. Now then, 

let's rehearse the programme. Hiss Lucas's 

train is due at three-ten. The station fly is to 

meet her, and she'll be here by four o'clock. 

Colonel Thurstan arrives at Newton" — 

Newton was the market town some seven 

miles distant — "at four-fifty; and I'm to 

be off now, execute a list of commissions, 

meet him, and bring him back. That's all, 

I think 1" ■

"That's aU," she assented absently. 

"Stafford, you don't think the ottoman 

under the drawing-room window will give 

way when it's sat upon, do you ? " ■

" I'm quite sure nothing will give way," 

he said, patting her on the shoulder. 

" Kit," he continued, with a slight smile, 

glancing round the old hall as he spoke, " I 

wonder what the old house thinks of itf 

The gentleman up tiiere would have been 

rather surprised at the use to which his 

hooae Would be put if he could have known 

it^ wouldn't her ■

He pointed as he spoke to the portrait 

of a man in the dress of two hundred 

years ago, which was painted on a 

panel over the fireplace. It was the por- 

trait of the n^m by whom the house had 

been built — a certain Gervase Woodroffe — 

by whose descendants the place had only 

been sold about twelve years before. It 

was a poor painting enough, but tiiere waa 

character of a spirited kind about the face 

represented, nevertheless. And Stafford 

Hay's eyes were somewhat in the habit of 

wandering to it. Mrs. Bay, however, was 

not imaginative, and she answered rather 

crisply : ■

"It's a very good use, I'm sure," she 

said. " I don't see why any one should b» 

surprised. Stafford, don't you think yon 

ought to start 1" ■

Her impatience for his departure was the 

result solely of nervousness. And when her 

husband had driven off, a very unusual fever 

of the spirits took possession of Mrs. Bay* 

It was quite unlike her to distress heiself 

with possible agitating contingencies. But, 

through the work and thought that she had 

expended on the scheme which was now 

to become an accomplished fact, it had 

gradually assumed to her proportions of 

almost overwhelming magnitude. The in- 

numerable devices by which the poverty 

that reigned at High Firs was to be con- 

cealed^ the innocent little deceptions which 

were to create a genial air of ease and 

festivity, were not a point of personal pride 

only with her. It seemed to her that on 

them Stafford's whole future life was to 

turn. And as the hour drew near that was 

to put them to the test, they rose before 

her, a glaring regiment of failurea There 

was nothing more that she could do ; every- 

thing was as ready as her hands could make 

it; and her quick, nervous progress from 

room to room afforded her no occupatioxk 

Her thoughts began to busy themselves 

with the formidable arrival that every 

moment was bringing nearer. And the 

dreadful possibility that Miss Lucas might 

be "very particular" or very prim, as- 

sumed for her the complexion of a certdnty. 

She was giving a last dissatisfied glance al 

Miss Lucas's bedroom, when she heard the 

lumbering approach of the fly, and hastened 

downstair, outwardly alert and oompoted^ 

but with her heart beating with painful 

rapidity. ■

She had just reached the foot of the 

stairs and was looking towards the door, 

opened by the stalwart village girl whoae 

services were to be supplemented by Mn^ ■
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Jones, when a woman's figoie appeared on 

the thieshold and came towards her with a 

swift step. ■

''Mrs. Bay) " said the first of her four 

guests. "I am delighted to make your 

acquaintance I How fortunate I am to 

have so fine a day." ■

There was no single point about the new- 

comer which touched any one of the pre- 

conceived notions that her hostess had 

formed of Miss Lucas. She was not old — 

not more than middle-aged ; she was very 

handsome, and she was far from prim. 

These bare facts alone impressed themselves 

instantly on Mrs. Bay's brain, and some- 

what confused her greeting. ■

*' I am very glad to see you, Miss Lucas/' 

she said. <'It is warm, isn't iti Won't 

you come to the fire 1 " ■

But Miss Lucas did not seem to notice 

any want of self-possession about her 

hostess. She had not glanced about her as 

she entered the hall, and the fact that she 

kept her eyes from wandering from Mrs. 

Bay's face seemed to be due to a certain 

effort of self-control. She moved towards 

the fire, leaving her luggage to its fate with 

the carelessness of a woman accustomed to 

be waited oq. Mrs. Bay, however, was 

unable to share her guest's confidence in 

the powers of the driver of the station fly. 

With a hurried little "Excuse me," she 

went out to emphasize her directions as to 

back door and back stairs, leaving her 

guest alone in the old halL ■

Miss Lucas did not avail herself of her 

moment's solitude for any inspection of 

her surroundings. On the contrary, she 

stretched out one hand with an odd cer- 

tainty of movement, and resting it on the 

high, narrow mantelpiece, pressed her face 

for a moment against her arm. Then, as 

the sound of footsteps caught her ear, she 

drew herself up and stood facing the door 

as Mrs. Bay came round the curtains into 

thehaU. ■

She was a tall woman, and so well pro- 

portioned, so graceful and self-possessed, that 

poor little Mrs. Bay suddenly became con- 

scious of all the innocent little shifts 

arranged for her deception as something 

absolutely criminal Her features were 

irregular, and the complexion of youth was 

gone. But nose, brow, and chin were alike 

charming in their way; strong, sensitive, 

and sympathetic She had large, dark blue 

eyes, and a certain wistfulness which, 

mingled with their shrewd humour, seemed 

rather inconsistent with the lines that time 

had traced about them— lines of laughter ■

rather than pain. She had magnificent 

auburn hair, soft tendrils of which curled 

about her temples, and her whole appearance 

was instinct with vitality, physical and 

mental Even the movements with which 

she unloosed the beautiful furs she wore 

spoke of impulse and possibly of self-will 

She scanned Mrs. Bay as the latter ap- 

proached her with a keen glance, and then 

her lips and eyes smiled pleasantly. ■

"imrivals are always a nuisance, are they 

not 1 " she said. " But don't let me be more 

trouble to you than you can help. One 

doesn't expect things to go by machmery in 

the country; one has enough of that in 

town." ■

A vague possibility suddenly dawned in 

Mrs. Bay that the instability of the ottoman 

in the drawing-room was of no great conse- 

quence after all Something also suggested 

to her for the first time that it was not un- 

pleasant to see somebody strange. The 

thought gave to her manner a pretty touch 

of genuine, unconscious hospitality as she 

approached the tea-table, and said grate- 

fully: ■

"It's very kind of you to say that! 

You'll have some .tea, won't you? It's 

refreshing after a journey." ■

" I am used to travelling," returned her 

guest, "I like it. But a cup of tea will 

be delightful You are not such a gad- 

about as I am, perhaps) " ■

Mrs. Bay shook her head. ■

•'I've not travelled at all," she said. 

"We talked of going to the Bhine five 

years ago — it was idl settled; but then 

my husband was ill, and we couldn't." ■

'*You look upon it as only put off, 

though," said Miss Lucas pleasantly. Her 

blue eyes were covertly observant of the 

little thin, hardworked hands so busy with 

the teapot. " Just as I am always putting 

off the time when I shall settle in ^gland 

for good. It's a good thing to have eome- 

thing to look forward to !" ■

She laughed, and the musical sound was 

infectious, though Mrs. Bay shook her 

head as she echoed it. ■

"I don't know," she said. "I think 

sometimes that we shall never go. Won't 

you have some cake. Miss Lucas 1 " ■

The duty of maiking conversation bad 

been quite forgotten by Mrs. Bay^ and 

she had been speaking easily and spon- 

taneously. But the attitude of hostess 

involved in handing her guest tea^ appa- 

rently brought back a sense of the exi- 

gencies of the situation, and a Inom^it's 

pause ensued. Miss Lucas made ao attempt ■
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to break it. A little shadow as of pre- 

occupation seemed to have fallen upon 

her. She drank her tea abstractedly, and 

Mrs. Say realised tbat it behoved her to 

speak. The sense of duty engendered a 

lather stifif little manner. 

> *' Country life is quite new to you, I 

suppose," she said. ** Very few people know 

how pleasant the country is in the winter, 

I thmk. We quite hoped last week for 

some old-fashioned Christmas weather, but 

unfortunately it has turned quite mild 

again." ■

There was a touch of apology in her 

Yoice, and it seemed to rouse Miss Lucas, 

whose eyes twinkled a little as she said: 

** Thank you, I prefer mild weather." ■

**I think you will admire the house," 

said Mrs. Bay, acting up to her part, as 

she conceived it "This old haU, for in- 

stance, some people consider very fine." ■

As though in response to the tacit de- 

mand thus made on her. Miss Lucas turned 

for the first time, and looked round. She 

made no* comment. Even when her gaze 

had travelled lingeringly round from the 

portrait over the mantelpiece back to the 

fire, there was a perceptible pause before 

she spoke. Then she said briefly : ■

•' It is very pretty." ■

Mrs. Bay was conscious of a chill. The 

hall was one of the most characteristic parts 

of the house. Her hostess-like manner 

became stifler and more diffident. ■

** Tou will like to hear about our party," 

she said. ■

Miss Lucas turned towards her quickly. ■

*' Have you other guests ) " she said. ■

Mrs. Bay drew herself up. " Certainly," 

she said. " My husband and I being, as 

you know, alone here, could hardly offer 

you the advantages of family life unassisted. 

We are expecting three other guests." ■

Miss Lucas looked back again at the fire. 

''Ah, yes," she said, ''quite so. And 

when do my fellow guests arrive t " ■

•'Two of them arrive to-morrow," 

answered her hostess. " My husband has 

now driven in to our market-town, at which 

the express stops, to fetch Colonel Thurstan." ■

"To fetch " ■

With an incredibly abrupt movement, 

Miss Lucas had turned her head and was 

looking full into Mrs. Bay's face. She 

paused a moment, the colour that had 

retreated from her face came gradually 

back to it, as she stretched put one hand 

to serve as a fire-screen for her face. ■

"Whom did you say you expected?" 

die asked. ■

"Colonel Thurstan," repeated Mrs. Bay 

very distinctly. " His train is just due," 

she added, glancing at the clock. ■

"Colonel Thurstan 1" repeated Miss 

Lucas in an odd tone, " ah !" 

' She paused, and then said : " I knew 

some Thurstans once. Do you happen to 

know his Christian name or his regiment 1 " ■

"1/ don't know his regiment," said Mrs. 

Bay. Something in her guesf s demeanour 

brought a touch of surprise into her voice* 

" But his Christian name is John." ■

"Ah." ■

It was hardly more than a sharply-caught 

breath, but it bewildered Mrs. Bay. She 

could think of nothing to say for a momoit 

or two. ■

"Colcmel Thurstan is a friend of yours, 

I suppose)" ■

The words, rather strangely spoken, 

restored Mrs. Bay to grouj^d that die 

understood. ■

" As you yourself are a friend of oun^* 

she said politely. "I have still Colonel 

Thurstan's acquaintance to make. Would 

you like to go to your room 1 " ■

The last words were induced by the fact 

that Miss Lucas had risen suddenly from 

her chair. She started slightly as Mrs. 

Bay paused for her reply, and apparently 

gathered the sense of the words with some 

difficulty. ■

" Thanks," she said, " I think I should." ■

None of the little difficulties that Mrs. 

Bay had foreseen in the introduction of her 

guest to the room prepared for her took 

place. The hostess found herself, indeed, 

thinking that her guest might with advan- 

tage take a little more notice of the arrange- 

ments made for her comfort. Miss Lucas 

asked only one question — as to the hour of 

dinner ; and then Mrs. Bay was obliged to 

leave her. ■

"Won't she come down again till dinner- 

time, I wonder t " thought the latter. " Well, 

it gives me nice time in the kitchen, but if 8 

a little dull. I wish Stafford would make 

haste with Colonel Thurstan. I suppose 

he's not the man she thought he might be, 

as she didn't say any more. I wish they'd 

come." " ■

Colonel Thurstan's train was obviously 

very late, however, and by the time her 

male guest arrived under her husband's 

escort, all Mrs. Bay's energies were con- 

centrated on reconciling the incompatible 

necessities of superintending the dishing-up 

of the dinner in the kitchen, and awaiting 

its announcement in the drawing-room. ■

Stafford Bay was in the drawing-room ■
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when she appeared, a little flashed and 

breathless, on the very stroke of the dinner- 

hour. Stafford had introdnced himself to 

Miss Lucas when she appeared, five minutes 

earlier, and was finding her a little absent 

and difficult to talk to. Colonel Thurstan 

had not yet come down. ■

'^ Thurstan assured me that he would not 

keep us waiting," said Stafford Eay ; " but 

1 hope Miss Lucas will forgive me when I 

say that I told him not to hurry." ■

But Miss Lucas did not appear to hear 

the words. She had turned her head 

abruptly, and seemed to be listening. The 

next instant the 4oor opened, and a tall, 

thin man, clean-shaven and with grey hair, 

came down the room towards them. His 

host and hostess moved with one consent to 

meet him. ■

*• Let me introduce you to my wife," said 

Stafford Bay courteously. ■

They shook hands, a grave apology and 

a quick disclaimer passed between them, and 

then Mrs. Bay turned. Miss Lucas was 

standing in shadow with her back towards 

them. ■

"Miss Lucas, may I introduce Colonel 

Thurstan 1 " ■

At the first word, the soldierly-looking 

figure had started slightly, and followed the 

direction of his hostess's eyes with a keen 

glance. ■

Miss Lucas turned slowly, almost reluc- 

tantly, and a sharp exclamation, incredulous, 

almost incoherent, broke from her fellow 

guest With her head erect, her dark blue 

eyes burning strangely, and her very lips 

pale. Miss Lucas came forward. ■

" Colonel Thurstan and I are old acquain- 

tances," she said idly. ■

CHAPTBB in. FELLOW GUESTS. ■

"Well, Stafford?" ■

"Well, Kit 1" ■

The voice came through the open door- 

way from Stafford Bay's dressing-room, 

towards which his wife had turned, as she 

stood brushing her hair before the place 

where her looking-glass would have stood 

save for the fact that it was temporarily 

ensconced in Miss Lucas's apartment. The 

first evening was over; and host, hostess, 

and guests had retired to their rooms. 

Mrs. Bay placed her brush upon her table 

with a vindictive bang. ■

" I think you might say more than that, 

Stafibid," she said. ■

"I think we've had a truly delightful 

evening." ■

"It's all gone off very weU,** she re- 

torted defiantly. " I'm sure the dinner was 

beautiful! And if Martha did make one 

or two mistakes, neither of them seemed to 

notice ; and the drawing-room looked as 

nice as possible." ■

" It looked most cheerful" ■

The quiet assent was almost sardonic, 

and Mrs. Bay faced round suddenly. ■

"Stafford," she said, "don't be so 

horrid ! You might tell me what was the 

matter 1 Oh^ and everything did go off so 

well, too!" ■

Her face was flushed, theo were actually 

tears in her eyes, and the tremble in her 

voice brought her husband quickly to the 

dressing-room door. ■

"Nothitog could have been better, Kitty," 

he said. " It's an unexpected hitch that has 

thrown things out." ■

"One couldn't foresee that they would 

know one another before and dislike one 

another 1 " she said piteously. ■

"J^o," assented Stafford. "But it's 

rather a drag on Christmas festivity, 

isn't it r' ■

"They don't sepm able to speak to one 

another,*' said Mrs. Bay ruefully. " They 

don't even look at one another ! Perhaps 

its only the first shock, though, Stafford. 

And I'm sure it must be his fault She's 

so nice. She was as friendly as possible 

till she heard he was coming. Oh, why 

couldn't he be scmiebody else ) " ■

Her husband wrinkled up his forehead 

thoughtfully. ■

"I don't know about that," he said. 

"He struck me as being an uncommonly 

good sort of fellow. I don't know when 

I've taken to a man so much. I assure 

you, I had half a notion that your plan 

wasn't such a bad one by the time I'd 

driven him home. No; it's her fault, Kit, 

I've no doubt" ■

"Perhaps one of them will go away," 

suggested his wife despairingly. "Oh, 

wouldn't that be dreadful, Stafford I " ■

" It may be more dreadful if they both 

stay," he said. "But things may look 

better in the morning. Hope for the best, 

little woman." ■

Mrs. Bay's fears as to the possible de- 

parture of one, at least, of her guests would 

have been relieved if she could have heard 

the half audible words which were at th^t 

very moment issuing &om Miss Lucas's 

lips. ■

"It's for him to go away, not for me. 

He can do as he likes, of course. I shall 

stay! I shall stay I I shall stay 1" ■
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Thougli more than an hour bad elapsed 

since she had shut the door of her room, 

•Miss Lucas had made no change in her dress. 

She was pacing rapidly up and down, her 

hands clenched, her eyes flashing, as if 

under the influence of some strong excite- 

ment. She stopped abruptly, as though 

the sound of her own voice on the silence 

had arrested the current of her thoughts. 

Then with a fresh impulse, she went to the 

window and drew up the blind. The 

moon was going down, but there was light 

enough to show the grounds over which 

the window looked, and Miss Lucas stood 

there gazing out. Her face was very 

strange to see. Her eyes were not the eyes 

of a woman who is receiving new im- 

pressions, but of one who is carried by 

what she sc^es 'back into the past. And 

across the retrospective background thus 

created, wildly incongruous passions 

struggled; yearning regret, passionate 

tenderness, passionate anger, and a strange 

questioning which seemed to pervade them 

aU. ■

Moments passed, and still she stood 

there. At last she dashed down the blind 

and turned away. She threw herself on 

her knees, and her whole figure was shs^en 

from head to foot. ■

** Oh, Gervase ! * she cried, below her 

breath. "My poor Glervase! My poor 

Gervase ! " ■

There was no sign of tempest, however, 

about Miss Lucas's manner when she came 

down to breakfast on the following morn- 

ing. The charm of manner which had 

attracted Mrs. Bay on her arrival was in 

full force ; a little impulsive, perhaps, but 

quite irresistible to the anxious little 

hostess. The fact that she entirely ignored 

the presence of her fellow guest rendered 

it inevitable that her host should devote 

himself to the latter, who would otherwise 

h^ve eaten his breakfast in absolute silence. 

It was a pouring wet morning, arid the 

prospect looked cheerless to both husband 

and wife, when Stafford Bay, breakfast 

being over, said to Colonel Thurstan : ■

" I am exceedingly sorry, but I have to 

be out all day. I am obliged to go on 

business to a village about ten miles off. 

I had intended to suggest that you might 

like the drive, but^ of course, that's out of 

the question, under these circumstances." ■

For a moment Colonel Thurston hesitated, 

then he said, quietly : ■

" Thanks, don't trouble about me; I have 

some letteiiB to write, and I shall employ 

myself easily." ■

His voice and manner as he spoke, 

though they were grave — ^far graver, as 

Stafford Eay knew, than his demeanour 

had been during the drive on the previous 

day — ^were very pleasant £[is face was 

pleasant, too ; the thin features were well- 

cut and noticeably honest in expression. 

He had brown ey^ clear and strsdght- 

forward, though always a little sad. And 

Mrs. Ray, meeting them as he looked 

towards her, thought to herself that he 

really looked very nice if only he had not 

been so tiresome as to have known Miss 

Lucas before. ■

Miss Lucas herself turned to her hostess. ■

" May I ensconce myself in the drawing- 

room?" she said, with a smile that made 

Mrs. Bay think ent^taining people the 

easiest pursuit in the world. "I armed 

myself against wet days with a large piece 

of embroidery that is some day to be a fire- 

screen. And you have things to attend to, 

of course.** ■

It was a very beautiful piece of needle- 

work with which Miss Lucas seated herself 

alone in the drawing-room ; and the careless 

skill with which she proceeded with it, 

harmonising with a certain rich picturesque- 

ness that characterised her dress, suggested 

an artistic temperament. But her industry 

that morning seemed to be rather a pose. 

She worked fitfully for about an hour, and 

then she rose, and began to wander about 

the room. She was standing by the 

window watching the rain, when the door 

opened and she turned with a start. It 

was Colonel Thurstan, and as he shut the 

door and advanced into the room, she 

turned her back upon him deliberately, 

and sat down to her embroidery frame. 

Colonel Thurstan walked to a table that 

stood in one of the windows and took up 

a book. ■

Five minutes passed; the fire crackled. 

Miss Lucas's needle clicked with monoto- 

nous regtilarity as it passed to and fro ; and 

Colonel Thurstan turned page after page. 

His book was upside down, but the ikd 

brown eyes that rested on it were obviously 

unaware of the fact. His mouth was 

resolutely set. Another five minutes passed* 

The regular click of Miss Lucas's needle 

was suspended. She had lifted her eyes, 

unconsciously as it seemed, and they were 

resting on the thin figure sharply outlined 

against the blurred window-frame, with 

that questioning of the night before strong 

in them. Then they flashed fiercely, and 

she bent her head agam. • ■

" You are living in Bome, I understand." ■
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Colonel Thorstan did not lift his eyes 

from his book as he spoke. For an instant 

it was obviously' doubtful whether or no 

Miss Lucas would answer. Then die said ■ 

with freezing conciseness : ■

** I am living in Eome." , ■

The conversation thus opened did not 

flourish. There was another silence, and 

again Miss Lucas looked up at her fellow 

guest. ■

''Have you been illl" she said 

brusquely. ■

" No, thank you," he responded coldly. 

Then he closed his book suddenly, laid it 

on the table, ,and came towards her. ■

''Anne," he said, "we meet most un- 

expectedly, and through no wish of our 

own. But we meet for the first time for 

fifteen years. And the common questions 

and answers used by the merest chance 

acquaintances may surely pass between us. 

Tell me ^oq^ething of yourself." ■

She did not speak for a moment, but her 

needle was making vague tracings on the 

soft satin. ■

" Wh9t> is there to teUf" she said. Her 

voice was cold still, but much less certain. 

" My life is the #life of dozens of other 

women. I paint a little, interfere with 

other people's business a little, and amuse 

myself a great deal" ■

" Have you been in England for long t " ■

"Two months," she answered. She 

paused, and then said slowly : " Your life 

is likely to have been more eventful than 

mine. Are you still in India 1 " ■

'^No," he answered. "I have been 

obliged to come home." ■

" The climate 1 " she said. She looked up 

as she spoke, and he bent his head. " Other- 

wise you have done well, I believe t " ■

" Yes," he said indifferently. ■

There was another silence, and Colonel 

Tburstan sat down in a low chair facing 

her, fixing his eyes on the ground. ■

" Why have you come here, Anne t " he 

said. ■

The words were spoken very gently, and 

they seemed to penetrate the armour in 

which Miss Lucas had entrenched herself, 

and to touch something within. She did 

not answer for a moment. Her face had 

flushed, and the curl of her sensitive lips 

was softened. ■

"I don't know," she said. "A whim, 

I suppose. I saw the advertisement — by 

chance of course — and I felt that I must see 

it all again. Why are you here 1 " ■

" For auld lang syne," he said, in a low 

voice. ■

He rose and walked away to the window, 

standing with his back to her for a moment. 

Then he turned and looked round the room 

with a sad smile. ■

" Poor ol^ place," he said, " how changed 

it is!" ■

There was a suspicious tremble in the 

little laugh with which Miss Lucas prefaced 

her answer. ■

"I was prepared for makeshifts," she 

said. "Old Mr. Smith found out about 

these people for me, when it came into my 

head to come. Poor souls, what a struggle 

it is ! And what m plucky little body she 

is!" ■

But the man's sympathies were less 

quick than the woman'a And Colonel 

Thurstan was not capable at that moment 

of interest in the Bays. ■

" Yes," he said absently. Then he added 

gently: "Isn't it more than you ean 

bear?" ■

Sbe laughed again a little bitterly. ■

" Ob, no ! " she said. " People of my age 

can bear a good deal. Practice, I suppose. 

One doesn't gO in for strong feelings 

after thirty." ■

The contrast between the words and the 

emotional face of the speaker would have 

had a humorous aspect for any one with 

leisure to observe it Bat Colonel Thurstan 

was not at leisure. . He was evidently 

thinking, painfully. And wben he spoke 

again it was in a low, hesitating voice. ■

" Anne," he said, " Tve heard nothing for 

five years. Is there any news ) " ■

She lifted her head sharply ; a strange 

wave of feeling seemed to pais over her 

face and press out all the softer expression. 

Her voice rang hard as she said : ■

" What do you mean ? " ■

" News of Gervase 1 " ■

The thread snapped short in Miss Lucas's 

hand. Her face had paled to the lips, and 

her eyes flashed with vindictive passion. ■

"Thank you/' she said in a ringing 

voice, "you've brought me to my senses. 

Is it possible that I've allowed myself to 

talk to you — actually talk to you as though 

there were nothing between us ! News of 

Cervase will never come now. Only, because 

I have lost him so long, I know he must be 

dead. Oh, Gervase ! " ■

She stopped abruptly, but the emotion 

with which she was struggling seemed only 

to feed her fiery indignation. And she 

w^it on again almost instantly. ■

"That you and I should be in this 

house together," she said, "is an im- 

possibility. An impossibility, I say ! I leave ■
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it to such good feeling as yon possess to 

take you away. You will see that your 

presence is intolerable to me ; that it makes 

what might have been a sad pleasure into a 

horrible mockery. You will go away at 

once ! " ■

But as though the peremptorines& of her 

tone ; or something deeper still that lay 

within her words; had stung him to the 

quick, Colonel Thurstan faced her, his face 

very pale, his steady eyes burning. ■

" No," he said, " I will not go. There is 

neither right nor justice in your treatment 

of me, Anne ; as I said it when we parted I 

say it now. That which stands between us 

is the figment of your brain. The memories 

with which this house is haunted are 

common to us* both — I claim my share of 

them. I will not go ! " ■

" You will not ! " Miss Lucas rose im- 

petuously to her feet. '* You will stay here, 

though your presence is hateful to me 1 " ■

" 1 have done nothing, nothing in all the 

many years we have known each other, to 

render it hateful to you,** he retorted 

doggedly. " I will not go 1 " ■

What Miss Lucas might have said was 

never to be known. As they stood there 

facing one another, at the very crisis of their 

altercation, there was a stir in the hall 

outside, and a confusion of voices, and the 

door was flung open. ■

Two people, a young man and a girl, 

came into the room, and behind them^ 

unspeakably perturbed, was Mrs. Ray. ■

"I am so sorry," she was saying, ad- 

dressing the new-comers alternately col- 

lectively Mid individually. **So terribly 

distressed. I can't think how it can have 

happened. • The postman didn't come 

this morning. He will shirk the walk 

sometimes when the weather's very bad, 

and I've always said that some day the 

letters would be important. Miss Lucas," 

she continued, appealing piteously to that 

lady as Colonel Thurstan turned and strode 

incontinently out of the room, '* isn't it dread-, 

f ul 1 Let me introduce Miss Chester, Miss 

Lucas ; Mr. Ireland, Miss Lucas. I never 

had their letters, and they've had to walk 

all the way from Welldon in this pouring 

rain I " ■

OHAFTBB IV. UNKNOWN OBOXJND. ■

A TALL girl, strongly built though 

^ght, rather 8quare*shotddered and long- 

limbed ; a small head, with waving brown 

hair, neatly and plainly disposed of 

behind ; a face rather more serious, rather ■

more womanly, than befitted its owner's 

obvious youth, with direct grey eyes, a 

smooth forehead, a pretty chin, square but 

rather short, and a pale complexion. This 

was Miss Chestelr, the third of Mrs. Bay's 

guests. ■

Twenty-four hours had elapsed since her 

unexpected arrival, and Miss Chester was 

walking up and down a garden path shut 

off by thick yew hedges. The sky was 

lowering; everything visible seemed to be 

saturated with moisture, except the girlish 

figure in its neat dress and coat of blue 

serge. It had rained unceasingly for a day 

and a night The actual downfall had 

ceased only an hour before, and Mina 

Chester had slipped out of the house, un- 

observed, to get a breath of air before lunch. 

Her face, as she paced to and fro, was grave. 

She was evidently considering intently, and 

as obviously the subject of her meditation 

did not meet with her approvaL ■

She lifted her head as a footstep sounded 

on the other side of the hedge ; and as she 

saw the new-comer she smiled, not shyly, 

but with a serious, matter-of-course friendli- ■

To travel in the same Ihird-class compart- 

ment with a young man from London to 

Cheshire, even though the fact of a common 

destination transpires on the way, does not 

necessarily create a sense of fellowship, 

however pleasant and courteous the young 

man may be. But when the two people 

thus thrown together find themselves in a 

common dilemma ; involving a considerable 

amount of enquiry and conjecture, and 

resulting in a five miles' walk ; a familiarity 

is attained that many days of ordinary 

intercourse might have failed to bring 

about. The fact, too, that they presented 

themselves finally among people who were 

absolute strangers to both of them, accen- 

tuated the bond of union between the 

fellow-travellers. ■

Mr. Ralph Ireland, the final member of 

Mrs. Ray's house-party, was a fair-haired 

young man, of open countenance, a good 

deal bronzed ; with shrewd blue eyes, and a 

capable-looking mouth, partly hidden by a 

fair moustache. There was somethmg 

about his manner which was not quite that 

of the ordinary youing Englishman ; witiiout 

being rough or familiar, it was unusually 

simple and frank. He had explained him- 

self to Mina Chester during tiieir walk of 

the previous day with nuve confidence and 

frankness. Australian bom, of "Rn gliaK 

parents, he had lived all his life in the 

colonies. He had been, he told her with ■
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perfect Bimplicity, '^ rather an idle beggar," 

with hot much turn for settling; and 

being entirely withont family ties, he had 

been more or less without a profession when 

a small legacy brought him an opportunity 

of seeing the world. He had been seeing 

the world cheerily enough for the last two 

years, and his visit to High Firs was appa- 

rently part of the proceedings. ■

He lifted his hat, and passing under the 

low arch which led through the hedge, came 

up to where Mina Chester stood. ■

'* It's not so bad, now, is it 1 " he said. 

" I hope it means to hold up. Bat it's 

rather damp for you, isn't it^ Miss Chester 1 " ■

"I'm fond of fresh air," said Mina, as 

they began to walk up and down side by 

side, " and one can't get very much of it 

when one is hard at work in London." ■

There was a gentle sedateness about her 

manner which tacitly assumed the simplest 

equality between them. There was not the 

faintest thought of coquetry about it ; but 

it attracted the youug man strongly in its 

unlikeness to any form of girlishness that he 

had hitherto met. ■

"Are you always hard at work in 

London 1 " he said respectfully. ■

A pretty, rather patronising smile touched 

her lips. ■

" Of course," she said. " Very few women 

would like to be anything else, I think. I 

am a secretary." ■

"Tes," said her companion admiringly. 

" I think it's awfully jolly of you." ■

"Ah, that's because you don't under- 

stand," she said gently. "I like it very 

much, and I have been very fortunate to 

get such a good appointment It's a great 

pity you've never worked, Mr. Ireland. 

You don't know how nice it is." ■

" Oh, I never said I hadn't worked 1 " he 

answered urgently. " I've never got into a 

groove exactly ; but I've put in a good lot 

of work one way and another. You're quite 

right) I know ; but I thought^ perhaps, it 

was different for a woman." ■

" Oh, no," she answered ; "why should it 

bel" ■

She paused and smiled — a little smile 

which ^e young man thought more charm- 

ing than any laughter could have been. ■

"Perhaps we appreciate our holidays 

more," she said. " I look forward to mine 

very much." ■

" Do you always come into the country 

like this 1" he said. ■

" I always go into the country if possible," 

she answered ; " but I've never done any- 

thing quite like this before." She paused ■

again. There was a dubious, disapproving 

expression upon her face. " I don't know 

that I have been quite wise," she went on. 

" I don't feel sure that I shall like it." ■

She had turned her grey eyes towards 

him, as if a touch of uncertainty created in 

her an instinct towards expression, and he 

answered. her look as much as her words. ■

" Perhaps — don't you think it is a mis- 

take to make up one's mind too soon t " he 

suggested hesitatingly and delicately. ■

" Of course it is," she said. " But one 

can't help seeing things that one oan't 

quite approve of. Mr. Ireland, did you 

think it would be this kind of thing ) " ■

"I don't know that I thought much 

about it," he said cheerfully and confi- 

dentially. " I thought it would be a change, 

and I had a particular fancy for seeing this 

part of the country. I knew I had only to 

come away if it didn't turn out welL" ■

" Yes," responded the girl. " Of course it 

doesn't make much difference to you ; but 

it's my holiday, you see. Perhaps it .was 

rather silly of me," she went on after a 

moment's silence ; " but I hadn't anywhere 

to go this Christmas, and I thought it 

sounded nice, and — ^" she hesitated a 

little — "I wanted to come here. So I 

thought I would afford it. Of course 1 was 

very careful with references and fd that 

kind of thing ; but still *' ■

Again her eyes contained a mute appeal 

for his opinion. ■

" I think they're awfully nice, you know," 

he said eagerly. " Mr. Bay has been taking 

no end of trouble to make me imderstand 

things about the farm. Don't you like 

them, Miss Chester ? " ■

" Yes," she said dubiously ; * I suppose 

so. They seem to me to be nice. And yet 

— do you think the advertisement was 

quite honest 1 " ■

The young man coloured. ■

" Oh, well, I don't know," he said. "It 

seems a shame to find fault when they are 

so kind. I expect it's all right" ■

"It isn't right to pretend," said Mina, 

" and to try to make people think there is 

what there isn't Why, the house isn't 

properly furnished ! " ■

" Isn't it 1 " he returned ; " I suppose I 

don't know much about furniture." ■

The words were accompanied by the 

sound of a dinner-bell, and as they made 

their way towards the house, Mina dianged 

the subject ■

The dining-room as they entered it cer- 

tainly was not wholly imdeserving of Miss 

Chester's strictures. What Mrs. Bay called ■
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" a simple country lunch " was spread upon 

tlie long table, the necessary furnishing of 

which was not without neatly concealed 

deficiencies; and about the demeanour of 

the hostess there was a rather anxious 

cheeriness, as though she were not unsus- 

picious of Miss Chester's sentiments. 

Mina Chester and Ealph Ireland were not 

the last of the party to make their appear- 

ance. Colonel Thurstan was standing near 

the door, but Stafford Ray was not there^ 

neither had Miss Lucas as yet come down. 

A rather awkward little pause ensued, 

during which Mrs. Bay and Miss Chester 

conversed politely but not easily, and Ralph 

Ireland tried to penetrate the preoccupation 

that enveloped Colonel Thurstan. ■

A few minutes later the host appeared, 

looking harassed in consequence of diffi- 

culties among the live-stock ; and then the 

door opened again and Miss Lucas came in. 

She swept past Colonel Thurstan, not 

glancing in his direction, and round to her 

place at the other side oi the room. ■

"Do forgive me, Mrs. Ray," she said, 

smiling with her charm of manner just a 

trifle accentuated, " I'd no idea how late it 

was. How abominable to have kept every- 

body waiting." ■

She glanced round the table as she spoke, 

and her eyes, reaching Mina Chester's 

face as the girl sat opposite to her, rested 

there. She had glanced at the girl, uncon- 

sciously, as it seemed, many times during 

the previous evening. And at breakfast- 

time her eyes had rested on the girlish 

features so lingeringly that Mina Chester 

had flushed and smiled back without know- 

ing why. ■

"You have been out, have you noti" 

Miss Lucas said now. "I think I saw 

you in the garden. Didn't you find it very 

damp and cold 1 " ■

There was an unconscious response in 

the tone in which the girl answered to 

the elder woman's tacit advance. ■

"Oh no, thank you," she said, "The 

air is very nice, not cold at all" ■

" You are used to the country t " ■

Mina shook her head. " No," she said, 

" I've always lived in London ; but I don't 

mind the weather." ■

A little hum of voices had risen between . 

Colonel Thurstan, Ralph Ireland, and their 

hostess. Stafford Ray, finding Miss 

Luoas and Miss Chester in no need of 

entertainment, was glad to eat his lunch 

and digest his private worries in silence. ■

" You are a worker, I know," said Miss 

Lucas. " Do you go far every day between ■

your home and your business 1 Where do 

you live 1" ■

"I have a room at a club," the girl 

answered, " a residential club, you know. 

If s so much more convenient than having 

to order things and ' look after things when 

one is out all day." ■

" Do you live quite alone, then 1 " ■

"Yes," said the girl simply. "I have 

no one to live with." ■

Miss Lucas's eyes were very com- 

passionate, but she said playfully : ■

" No uncles, no cousins, no aunts 1 That 

seems a little isolated." ■

" I suppose it is," said the girl, smiling. 

" Most people have relations, haven't they 1 

And I have some cousins, I believe, in 

Scotland. But there is no reason why I 

should live with them." ■

"Is there not?" said Miss Lucas gently. 

"Isn't it lonely for youl" ■

" I never think about it," answered the 

girl. " I am quite used to it, you see." ■

Miss Lucas had asked her questions with 

a manner full of sympathetic interest. But 

before Mina Chester had finished speaking, 

the voices at the other end of the table 

seemed to )iave arrested her hearer's 

attention. The gentle curves of Miss 

Lucas's lips merged suddenly into a scorn- 

ful line. She did not turn her head, but 

something in her attitude suggested to 

Mrs. Ray that she was listening to the 

second conversation, and with a gallant 

desire to draw all her guests together, her 

hostess addressed her briskly. ■

" What do you think, Miss Lucas ? " she 

said. " We are talking of the difficulty of 

distinguishing between truth and falsehood. 

Colonel Thurstan seems to think that people 

may rely too much on facts, and that ap- 

pearances are not always to be trusted." ■

"But I say, don't you know," put in 

Ralph Ireland cheerily — "and the dis- 

cussion arose out of something I said, 

didn't it, Mrs. Ray 1— that facts are facts, 

and that a man, however trustworthy he 

might have seemed, i» always liable to go to 

pieces, no one luiows how or why." ■

Colonel Thurstan had moved, as though 

to interrupt, oil Mrs. Ray's first words. ■

"The discussion is not a particularly 

practical one," he said now, and his voice 

seemed to be unnecessarily steady and 

controlled. ■

" Colonel Thurstan's appreciation of facts 

would seem to the uninitiated to be peculiar 

to himself; and I agree with him that^ 

under the circumstances, argument is 

useless." ■
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Miss Lucas had not even glaaced at 

Colonel Thorstan as she spoke. Eveiry 

line of her face was eloquent of some 

hidden hut tumultuous feeling. The words 

seemed to hreak from her almost in spite 

of herself. They fell upon the poor little 

conversation with an absolutely paralysing 

effect. ■

For a moment no one spoke. The 

men applied themselves assiduously to 

their luncheon, and Mina Chester turned 

wondering eyes on Miss Lucas. It fell to 

Mrs. Ray to throw herself desperately into 

the breach. ■

" I have been showing Miss Chester over 

the house," she said, seizing upon the first 

idea that presented itself to her, and 

addressing herself rather incoherently to 

any one who would respond. "She was 

very anxious to see it all, were you not, 

Miss Chester 1" ■

" It is a very fine old house," said Mina. ■

But the observation, though well- 

intentioned, was not exactly conversational, 

and Mrs. Bay continued with nervous 

alertness : ■

" By the bye, Miss Chester noticed some- 

thing that my husband remarked upon 

yesterday. I wonder whether youVe 

observed it^ Miss Lucas 1 The portrait 

in the hall, the one over the fireplace, you 

know — have you happened to notice how 

very much you resemble it t " ■

With a sudden simultaneous movement. 

Miss Lucas and Colonel Thurstan turned 

to their hostess. MIbs Lucas was flushing 

and paling strangely, and her words did 

not seem to come rewlily. It was Colonel 

Thurstan who said quietly : ■

"These slight resemblances often strike 

strangers." ■

The colour rushed over Miss Lucas's face, 

and she broke impulsively into speech. ■

"The resemblance is not slight," she 

said. " You are quite right, Mrs. Ray. I 

am exactly like your picture. May we pot 

go into the drawing-room 1 ** ■

It was in a considerably depressed frame 

of mind that Mrs. Kay betpok herself about 

an hour later to the drawing-room. The 

three men had gone out with their gu&s 

directly after lunch, and their hostess felt 

that Miss Lucas and Miss Chester must 

no longer be left to one another for 

entertainment ■

Miss Chester was not in the drawing- 

room, however, when Mrs. Ray, wil^ a 

piece of needlework in her hand, opened 

the door. Miss Lucas was sitting alone by the 

fire^ and the stormy thought on her face ■

cleared instantly as she received Mrs. Ray 

with a smile. ■

" Are we going to have a talk together 1 " 

she said. " That is very nice." ■

She was her brightest and most sym- 

pathetic self, and even before Mrs. Ray was 

fairly settled, the nervousness engendered 

in her by the uncertainty of temper evinced 

by her guest at lunch had disappeared. 

She did not speak at once; she was 

adapting her ideas to 'the pleasant sense of 

companionship and friendliness. ■

" Have you lived here long 1 " ■

The question was asked so pleasantly, 

that all thought of the position in which 

the speaker stood to her faded from Mrs. 

Ray's mind. ■

"We came here last spring," she said. 

" We had lived in Manchester until then. 

Do you know Manchester 1 " ■

Miss Lucas shook her head« ■

" I've never been there," she said ; " but 

you must have found this place a change in 

a great many ways. A pleasant change in 

some ways, but an unpleasant one in others, 

I dare say 1 " ■

The shadow cast by the spectre of Mrs. 

Ray's life dawned faintly forth upon her 

energetic little face. And the womanly 

eyes watching her noticed it. ■

" We were very glad to come," said Mrs. 

Ray slowly. " Manchester doesn't suit my 

husband at all Country life agrees with 

him much better." ■

" And you prefer what suits him best, 

of course. I hope the country has made 

Mr. Ray really stronger." ■

Thereis nothing so magnetic as sympathy. 

There was nothing in the least demonstrative 

about the words ; but Mrs. Ray responded 

to them almost unconsciously with a sense 

of confidence. ■

"It has," she said eagerly. "Oh, I 

couldn't tell you the difference it made to 

him. He had not been really well for 

years before we came here, and last winter 

he was so ill. And when he got better the 

doctor said he must live an out-of-doors 

life. I don't know what we should have 

done — because he was a solicitor, you see — 

if this place hadn't come to us just at the 

right moment." ■

** It was left to you 1" said Miss Lucas. ■

"It came to my husband quite un- 

expectedly, as heir-at-law to a cousin." ■

"The cousin bought High Firs, I suppose," 

said Miss Lucas carelessly. ■

" Yes," returned Mrs. Ray, " it belonged 

to some people named Woodroffe, I 

believe." ■
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Miss Lucas did not speak for a moment. 

Then she said brightly : ■

"A very nice inheritance, Mrs. Ray. 

Was it — had it been much neglected when 

you came to iti" ■

Mrs. Ray sighed. ■

"Yes," she said, "it isn't in at all a 

good state. That's one of our great difB- 

culties." ■

" Can't you get it right 1" ■

Mrs. Bay let her work fall on her knee, 

and sat lopking straight -before her into the 

fire. " We must," she said in a low tone, 

"if we don't, we can't stay here; and if 

we can't stay " ■

She broke off short, not able to follow 

the sentence to its conclusion. Then she 

began again : ■

"You see, it's so difficult for us," she 

said, "because no money came to us; 

nothing at all except High Firs ; and we had 

none of our own. We thought we could 

make the farm pay, and I knew my husband 

would have managed it beautifully if it had 

been in order when he took it. But it 

wasn't, and nothing seems to go right." ■

"And if it doesn't answer, will you have 

to go back to Manchester 1 " ■

Miss Lucas spoke softly, and a little sob 

broke from Mrs. Ray, ■

"We can't," she said; "it would kill 

him. We must make it answer some- 

how. Day and night I'm always thinking 

how." ■

She caught up her work again and began 

to sew desperately, and at the same moment 

the sound of the front door bell was heard. 

She paused, and looked at Miss Lucas^ 

startled out of her rdle of hostess. ■

" Oh dear," she said, " that must be Miss 

Lloyd. She said she would call. I hope 

you won't mind." ■

Miss Lucas had only time to smile 

vaguely and reassuringly when the door 

opened and the caller appeared. ■

Miss Lloyd was the daughter of the 

vicar of the parish in which High Firs was 

situated. She was a woman of about two- 

and-thirty, sharp-faced, sallow and gaunt in 

person, and her mud-bespattered attire was 

more suitable for a ten-mile walk than for 

a call of any ceremony. ■

"How do you do, Mrs. Ray]" she said 

patronisingly. " Very unfortunate weather, 

isn't iti This is one of your guests, I 

suppose 1 " ■

** How do you do, Miss lioyd 1 " returned 

Mrs. Ray. " Let me have the pleasure of 

introducmg you to Miss Lucas." ■

Miss Lloyd evincing an intention of ■

shaking hands, Miss Lucas shook hands 

with her, and Miss Lloyd transferred her 

patronage from hostess to guest. ■

" Such a pity it should be so wet I " she 

said. " We conntry-bom people don't 

mind it, of course ; but Londoners are 

generally so ill provided against mud. 

YouVe not been out to-day, I dare say." ■

There was an immense superiority in the 

tone and question, and as Miss Lucas 

shook her head, a little quiver of amuse- 

ment touched the comer of her lips. ■

"No," she said, "I have not." ■

"I'm afraid you'll find it of no use to 

wait for fine weather here," returned Miss 

Lloyd, with aggressive calmness, " and so 

possibly my errand may be useless. But 

I've come up to ask every one to come 

down to the school treat on the twenty- 

eighth. Mrs. Ray told me you wanted to 

see something of the Christmas life of the 

place." ■

"It's very kind of you. Miss Lloyd," 

said Mrs. Ray. Her voice trembled a little, 

and her whole frame was bristling with 

resentment at the visitor who had never 

before struck her as so aggressively 

patronising. " But I don't know — I don't 

feel sure that Miss Lucas will care " ■

" Oh, of course, there's no necessity ! " 

said Miss Lloyd tartly. **I shouldn't like 

any one to come to the treat who doesn't 

care about it. You should not " ■

But Miss Lucas stopped her. ■

"Mrs. Ray has been most kind," she 

said, with a touch of hauteur that Mrs. 

Ray had never seen in her before. " Any 

arrangement she makes for our amusement 

will, I am sure, be delightfuL" 

' l^e relief with which Mr& Ray hailed 

the approach of afternoon tea, with which 

Sarah at the moment appeared, was hardly 

to be measured. With tea appeared Mina 

Chester, hastily introduced by Mrs. Ray, 

and the ceremony was hardly concluded 

when Miss Lloyd rose to take leave. ■

*^No tea, thank you," she said. "I 

must be getting back. Good-bye, Mrs. 

Ray. I i^U expect you on the twenty- 

eighth, then." ■

She extended a set of cold finger-tips to 

Miss Lucas, who accepted them with a 

smile, shook hands patronisingly with Mina 

Chester, and withdrew. ■

" Disagreeable woman ! " said Mrs. Ray 

vehemently, as the door closed. " I wish I'd 

never asked her to ask usl Only, you 

see, I thought it would be something to do 

— something Christmassy." ■

In the excitement of her indignation ■
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Mrs. Kay was entirely oblivious of the fact 

that she was letting her guests further into 

the secrets of their entertainment than she 

would have done in a cooler moment. Miss 

Lucas caught sight of Mina Ghester*s face 

as the girl listened, and interposed quickly: ■

**It's a capital idea,'' she said brightly. 

"Just the thing we all want. A "\allage 

school treat is the best fun in the world, 

and I dare say Miss Chester has never been 

to one. As to her being a disagreeable 

woman, what does that matter ) " ■

But while she spoke the door had opened 

again, and the Uiree men had come in, 

Stafford Bay in front, Colonel Thurstan 

and Ealph Ireland talking together as they 

followed him. Stafford Bay took up Miss 

Lucas's words. ■

•• Who is a disagreeable woman, may I 

ask 1" he said. ■

His wife answered him. " Miss Uoyd," 

she said. " Tou and Miss Lucas will agree, 

Stafford. She's been here to ask us to the 

school treat on the twenty-eighth." ■

•* And are we all going 1 " ■

It was Colonel Thurstan who spoke. He 

had come up to the fire, and he spoke 

with indifferent composure. Miss Lucas 

started as be spoke. Her maimer had 

altered on the entrance of the men, and she 

looked at Mrs. Bay now with an assumed 

carelessness, oddly contradicted by a slight 

vibration in her voice. ■

" You forgot to tell Miss Lloyd that you 

would have lost one of your guests by the 

twenty-eighth," she said. ** Colonel Thurs- 

tan goes on the twenty-seventh, I believe." ■

Before Mrs. Bay could answer, Colonel 

Thurstan spoke. ■

"No," he said. "I propose to myself 

the pleasure of staying another week if 

Mrs. Bay will be kind enough to keep me." ■

With a movement so abrupt as to be 

almost violent. Miss Lucas rose. ■

"Miss Chester," she said incoherently, 

" I promised to show you my needlework. 

Would you like to see it now 1 " ■

CHAFTEB V. AN OLD-FASHIONED CHRISTHAB. ■

Thb elements were against Mr& Bay. The 

wet weather that had received her guests 

declared itself as a settled condition of 

affairs. Day after day she awoke to see the 

same rain-blurred landscape. Day after day 

the rain fell in a cold, persistent downpour 

from morning till night. ■

With a sanguineness that was almost 

pathetic, Mrs. Bay fortified herself with a 

conviction, how or why formed nobody ■

could have said, that it was absolutely im- 

possible such weather could continue over 

Christmas. Even a mild and dripping 

Christmas Eve was powerless to shake her 

faith, and she superintended the decoration 

of the house with distressingly sodden ever- 

greens, and piled up Christmas logs iti the 

great hearths without a doubt in her mind 

but that the next morning would dawn 

bright and frosty. But even Christmas 

Day betrayed her. It was as wet as 

any of its predecessors, and it was raw and 

cold to boot. Perhaps the hostess's dis- 

appointment affected the spirits of the 

party ; or perhaps they were all influenced 

by the incongruity between the festal spirit 

of the day and the dreary front it presented. 

For a cloud of depression, unequalled even 

in the annals of the past depressing week, 

settled down upon the house. Nobody went 

to church ; and after a lunch during which 

conversation languished pitifully, the party 

separated as if by common consent. ■

Miss Lucas went to the drawiDg-room ; 

Mina Chester repaired to her room ; Balph 

Ireland went round to the farm with Staf- 

ford Bay ; Colonel Thurstan shut himself up 

in the library; and Mrs. Bay retired, heavy- 

hearted, to inspect the plum-pudding. At 

three o'clock in the afternoon not a sound 

was to be heard in the house but the 

beating of the rain against the windows 

and the moaning of the wind* ■

The silence was broken from without ; the 

garden door opened and Stafford Bay came 

in. Kicking off his wet boots, and taking 

off his rain-soaked overcoat, he came into 

the hall and proceeded to warm himself before 

the fire; and while he was thus occupied 

the library door opened and Colonel Thurs- 

tan came out. He was looking grave, but 

he paused, as he saw his host, to speak a 

word or two about the weather. A mutual 

liking had sprung up between the two men, 

and Stafford Bay responded cordially. Then 

he paused, not looking at his guest as he 

moved one of the logs with his foot. ■

" I am more sorry than I can say that 

things should have fallen out like this," he 

said. ■

" Thanks," said Colonel Thurstan. " It's 

nothing more than one must calculate wpon 

in this climate. I'm afraid it's more dis- 

tressing to Mrs. Bay than to anybody else. ' ■

" She regrets it very much, of course," 

said Stafford. He paused again, and then 

said : " If, under the circumstances, you'd 

like to get away, Thurstan, don't let any- 

thing stand in your way. We shall quite 

understand — both my wife and I." ■
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Deliberately matterK)f-fact as was the 

form in which the words were spoken, there 

was a delicate something behind that the 

other man seemed to understand. Colonel 

Thnrstan did not speak for a moment, 

and then he said slowly: "Thanks; but I 

have no desire whatever to get away." ■

He went on across the hall and up the 

stairs, leaving his host staring into the fire. 

But he was not left to meditation long. A step 

sounded along the passage leading from the 

kitchen premises^ and Mrs. Bay appeared. A 

wonderfully low-spirited expression of satis- 

faction broke from her as she became aware 

of her husband's presence, and she came up 

to the fireplace. She did not speak, but 

stood gazing absently and ruefully before 

her. ■

'• Well, little woman," her husband said 

cheerfully, " what have you been doing T' ■

/*I don't know," she answered. "Oh, 

Stafford, isn't it dreadful 1 " ■

" Well, it isn't just what we should have 

chosen," he said, " but it may clear up, you 

know." ■

" I don't believe it would do any good," 

she answered desperately. "Now that 

Christmas Day is such a dreadful failure, 

I don't think anything will make things 

better ! " ■

Her husband patted her gently on the 

shoulder. ■

" Christmas Day is very often a failure," 

he said. " People expect too much of it. 

Besides, it isn't over yet. I dare say we 

shall cheer up at dinner." ■

Mrs. Kay lifted eyes eloquent of despair. ■

"How can we cheer upl" she said, 

" with Miss Lucas and Colonel Thurstan as 

they are ! Stafford, it's dreadful ! She is 

so nice and sweet to everybody else, and 

I'm on thorns whenever they are together. 

It's dreadful when she ignores him, but 

it's much worse when she flames up." ■

"And she 'flames up' with increasing 

frequency," observed Stafford Ray. ■

" Why doesn't he go 1 " broke out Colonel 

Thurstan's hostess piteously. "What can 

have made him stay on 1 , We should have 

got on so beautifully without him, I'm sure 

we should." ■

"He has his reasons, I suppose," said 

Stafford Ray. "You can't suppose he 

stays — to be treated as Miss Lucas treats 

him — solely for the pleasure of it!" He 

stopped, and then, as though with the 

object of diverting his wife's thoughts into 

cheerier lines, he said : " Your other pair 

are all right, however. There's no trouble 

connected with them." ■

Mrs. Ray paused doubtfully. ■

" They get on nicely together," she said. 

"And, yes, I suppose they are both very 

pleasant. Mr. Ireland certainly is." ■

But while Mr. and Mrs, Ray were thus 

placidly commending them, one member of 

the "other pair" was being disturbed by 

ideas likely to lead to results calculated to 

extiDguish her hostess's last gleam of com- 

fort. Mina Chester and Ralph Ireland 

had now been for nearly a week under the 

same roof. It had happened, naturally 

enough, that the two youngest members of 

the party had been thrown a good deal 

together, and so far the girl had accepted this 

position of affabs with simple unconcern. ■

Of all the workings that were going on 

inside Mina Chester's grave little head on 

this Christmas Day it would be impossible 

to give any idea. There was an under- 

current amongst them of which she herself 

was absolutely unconscious. But they had 

brought her to a frame of mind that seemed 

to herself, and would have seemed to any 

other person to whom the surface aspect of 

affairs alone was presented, natural, and 

even praiseworthy. She asked herself no 

questions ; she deliberately entrenched her- 

self in a position of superior reprobation. 

Mina disapproved of flirtation. She had 

always held in grave contempt the h'ght- 

mindedness of young men who could not 

talk to a girl without spicing their inter- 

course with such seasoning. But she decided 

gradually that she had more of Mr. Ire- 

land's society than was necessary. It was 

ridiculous, for instance, she told herself, 

that she could never even go for a walk 

when it cleared up for a little, without 

findiog him hanging about in the hall 

ready to ask to be allowed to accompany 

her. She had become aware after lunch to* 

day that he was watching covertly but in- 

tently, for any word as to her intentions for 

the afternoon. And in accordance with her 

new sense of the position Mina had in- 

stinctively frustrated his plans. Instead of 

waiting for a possible clearance, she took 

advantage of his departure with Stafford 

Ray to slip out early in the afternoon, 

fortified against the weather by thick boots, 

short skirt, macintosh, and umbrella. ■

As she made her way along the muddy 

lanes, her enjoyment of the process was of 

a severe and deliberate order. It was her 

first lonely walk for a week, and she assured 

herself continually that she was greatly 

enjoying her solitude. It was presumably 

vexation that brought the colour into her 

face with a swift rush as she became aware ■
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of a familiar masculine figure coming with 

long strides to meet ber. ■

" I saw you turn into the lane," began 

Kalph Irelt^d cheerfully as he reached her, 

** and I thought as I was going for a walk, 

too, perhaps you wouldn't mind if we 

joined forces," ■

His manner to her had altered during 

the last week, slightly and very subtly. It 

was quite as simple, but it had acquired 

something which, all insensible as she was 

of the fact, had stirred in the girl the 

impulses above described. ■

Mina received him coldly. ■

" I don't know," she said. " It's too wet 

for a walk." ■

Balph Ireland glanced at her in some 

surprise. ■

"It's better than it was when you set 

out," he said. "But perhaps you didn't 

realise how bad it was." ■

A certain expression of lofty disappro- 

bation developed upon Mina's face. ■

"I wasn't thinking of my own walk," 

she said. " I never intended to go far. I 

thought you meant a man's^ walk." ■

" What ! A fifteen miler ! " said Kalph 

Ireland. He was cheerful still, but a little 

doubtful. A touch of disapproval in her 

tone made itself apparent to him. " Well, 

it is rather wet for that, isn't it 1 " ■

"I shouldn't have thought that the 

weather mattered to a man," said Miss 

Chester loftily. "I should have thought 

you would have been glad of something of 

the kind, after all the dawdling of this 

week." ■

Ealph Ireland laughed. Her words were 

not reasonable, and he was aware of the 

fact ', but he laughed rather deprecatingly, 

nevertheless. ■

" Oh, well ! " he said, " one comes into 

the country to dawdle, don't you think? 

And I have tramped about, too. Why, 

we've tramped about together, you know. 

It was seven miles the day before yesterday, 

there and back, to Escott." ■

The words, instead of softening his 

hearer, seemed to harden her heart ■

"You speak as if * tramping about,' as 

you call it, were really an occupation, Mr. 

Ireland," she said. "Do you never intend 

to do anything else ? " ■

"Rather!" he returned lightly; "some 

of these days I " ■

"Then I should have thought it was 

time you began," said the girl sternly. 

** You've been doing nothing for two years, 

on your own showing, but amuse yourself." ■

"I've been taking a holiday," he pleaded. ■

Mina Chester turned upon him instantly, 

with cutting scorn. ■

" I don't understand a two years' holiday," 

she said, " and I really can't make out what 

you have ever done to deserve a holiday at 

alL" ■

Ealph Ireland made no reply. His 

cheery face had grown dejected, and he 

seemed to submit himself to his critic with 

a meekness out of proportion to the 

independence of his usual demeanour. ■

"You are rather down on me, Miss 

Chester," he said at last, in a low voice. 

" Have I done anything to annoy you 1 " ■

It would have seemed i^npossible that 

Mina's figure should become more erect 

than it dready was, had it not been for 

the fact that she undoubtedly drew it up. ■

" Certainly not," she said. ■

" You didn't mind my coming, did you ? 

We've had such a lot of jolly walks to- 

gether that I thought, well— ^I thought we 

might as well have another." ■

Mina Chester was a veracious youDg 

woman ; but her next words were not cha- 

racterised by absolute truth. ■

" I did not think about it/' she said. " It's 

not of sufficient importance to make any 

diflFerence to me." ■

They turned into a narrow lane that led 

back to High Firs, and they plodded along it, 

in the early twilight of the rainy afternoon, 

in absolute silence. ■

The p^rty had not been in the drawing- 

room that evening, awaiting the announce- 

ment of dinner, for five minutes, before 

Stafford Bay observed that the one cheerful 

note in the ill-harmonised chord had lost 

its tune. Ralph Ireland hardly spoke. 

Glancing from the young man to Mina 

Chester, her host observed that she, too, 

was silent and rather pale. If she had 

contributed little, hitherto, to the actual 

merriment of the party, she had been in- 

variably pleasant and responsive. To-night, 

however, she seemed to be withdrawn from 

her surroundings and to have entrenched 

herself in a stiff, unapproachable reserve. ■

The Christmas dinner that followed 

seemed to Mrs. Ray to add the last straw 

to the burden of her distress. The long 

pauses of-silence were frightful ; but even 

more terrible were the spasmodic attempts 

at a forced hilarity. And after dinner, 

when all the Christmas forms had been 

gone through with and the party was re- 

assembled in the drawing-room, even the 

pretence of festivity was abandoned, and a 

quiet of the most depressing nature pre- 

vailed About twenty minutes elapsed, and ■
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then this quiet passed the limits of Mrs. 

Ray's endurance. Springing up from her 

chair she faced her company, a red patch of 

distress on either cheek, her eyes bright 

with the effort she was making. ■

"Come, good people," she said with a 

forced cheerfulness that sounded exagge- 

rated, even to herself, "Christmas Day 

isn't over yet, and a merry ending is stiU 

before us. We've been having an old- 

fashioned, homely day, let's wind up with 

an old-fashioned amusement ! What do 

you all say t Suppose we tell one another 

stories ! " ■

As though the preceding stillness had 

involved some kind of strain to every mem- 

ber of the party, a little stir went round it 

on Mrs. Ray's movement; but nobody 

spoke until Stafford Ray came to his wife's 

assistance. ■

" Old fashions are not so easily revived," 

he said, "and sometimes, when they are 

revived, they don't turn out very well. I'm 

afraid we're none of us prepared to turn 

ourselves into an old-fashioned Christmas 

Number on the spur of the moment." ■

" Why not t " demanded Mrs. Ray ener- 

getically and with a forced little laugh. 

"It was a regular Christmas institution 

once upon a time, and I don't see why it 

shouldn't be great fun. Mr. Ireland, what 

do you think 1" ■

Ralph Ireland held a magazine on his 

knee, though he had not attempted to turn 

a page for the last half-hour. He shook 

his head dubiously. ■

" I dare say it would be very jolly, Mrs. 

Ray," he said. " But I'm no good at story- 

tellmg myself. And, perhaps, as Ray sug- 

gests, that kind of thing has been a trifle 

played out." ■

Mrs. Ray tapped one hand against the 

other as though her impatience was indeed 

becoming desperate. ■

"Nonsense!" she cned briskly. "It's 

old enough to be revived, and anybody can 

tell a story if they choose." She glanced 

despairingly down the room, and with a 

sudden instinctive hope that she could not 

have explained, " Miss Lucas, what do you 

sayl" she cried. ■

As though her nerves were strained 

almost beyond her power of self-control. 

Miss Lucas rose impidsively and came up 

to where her hostess stood. Miss Lucas 

was looking extremely handsome this even- 

ing. She was dressed in a black velvet gown, 

cut square and plentifully relieved with old 

lace, and the dress became her admirably. 

But it was the intense life which seemed ■

to fill her, the rapid play of expression, 

passionate out of all proportion to the petty 

incidents of the moment, that made her ap- 

pearance so striking. Throughout the day 

her self-command seemed to have been 

exercised to the uttermost to keep in 

check something that flashed out now and 

again irrepressibly, whenever circumstances 

brought her into contact with Colonel 

Thurstan. Throughout the day the barrier 

of bare politeness which stood between 

them seemed to have been wearing thinner 

as she alternately ignored him, or flashed 

upon him some passionate sarcasm. She 

did not look at him now; but her whole 

face seemed to be alight with a fire which 

her eyes held for him alone as she said 

quickly and with an unusual ring in her 

voice : " It's a capital idea, Mrs. Ray ! I'm 

sure we shall all enjoy it. I'll set the 

example, if you like, and begin." ■

OHAPTEB VI. MISS LUOAS'S STOBT. ■

Even through that dejected little com- 

pany Miss Lucas's words carried a thrilL 

Mina Chester came nearer to the fire, with 

a pleased expectancy in her face. Ralph 

Ireland shut his magazine and tossed it on 

the table as he said, more cheerily than he 

had spoken that evening : ■

" Miss Lucas is a public benefactor, and 

I propose a vote of thanks." ■

Mrs. Ray could have fallen upon the neck 

of the public benefactor with tears of joy, 

but she restricted herself to conventional 

thanks of surpassing heartiness; thanks 

echoed more quietly by her husband, into 

whose observant eyes had shot a gleam of 

curiosity. Even Colonel Thurstan seemed 

not untouched by the stir. He moved sud- 

denly, and looked steadily at Miss Lucas. 

Then he looked away again without speak- 

ing. He rested his elbow on a table near 

him, propping his chin on his hand; and 

there was something stiff and constrained 

about his attitude. ■

"Where will you sit. Miss Lucas t" said 

Stafford Ray, gaily. " By all the laws of 

precedent, the story-teller should sit in the 

middle." ■

" In the middle, by all means," responded 

Miss Lucas rather recklessly. "Are you 

coming to sit next me, Minat Thafs 

right." ■

By this arrangement Mina Chester came 

between Miss Lucas and Colonel Thurstan, 

and by a sharp and apparently accidental 

little movement Miss Lucas so turned her 

chair, that while the girl was close to her ■
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side the silent figure by the table was be- 

hind her. ■

** I only know one story," went on Miss 

LiUcas in the same vibrating tones, *' so I 

can offer you no choice; and even if you 

find it dull, I bargain that you hear me 

out." ■

** We are not in the least likely to find it 

dull," said Mrs. Ray, the first touch of 

content that she had known that day 

descending on her harassed soul. " Is it a 

Chri^mas story 1 " ■

Miss Lucas drew a long breath — rather a 

tremulous breath it seemed to Mina Chester. 

She took the girl's hand as it lay on the arm 

of her chair, and began to play absently 

with the long sensitive fingers. Now that 

she stood on the brink of the undertaking 

to virhich she had pledged herself she seemed 

to he looking — not doubtfully, but as one 

who faces the difficulty of arrangement — 

into the recesses of her memory. ■

**No," she said at last, " it's not a Christ- 

mas story ; it's a summer story, I think — the 

story of a long vacation." ■

Colonel Thurstan lifted his head, and 

leaned forward as if to speak. His eyes 

rested on Miss Lucas's profile, and he fell 

hack into his former attitude slowly and 

deliberately. She had ignored his move- 

ment. To all outward appearance she 

might have been unconscious of it. But 

her voice had gained a suggestion of defiant 

determination as she began her story. ■

** It was in an EngUsh country house," 

she said, '* that the people of whom I am 

going to tell you lived. If you want to 

picture their surroundings, you may think 

of this house. One country house is very 

like another. And it will save us the 

trouble of description." ■

She had spoken hurriedly, but she con- 

trolled her voice with an effort, and went 

on: ■

" It wa? a home that any girls and boys 

might have been happy to grow up in ; and 

a girl who grew to womanhood there 

twenty years ago, though the chances of 

life drifted her away from it, loves it now 

no less than she loved it then. The girl's 

name" — she hesitated almost imperceptibly, 

and then continued fluently: "the girl's 

name was Lucy. Perhaps it was because 

she had no mother to be the centre of her 

home thoughts and her home life that Lucy 

loved the place itself so dearly. Perhaps 

it was by reason of the same blank in her 

life that all her childish hopes and joys, all 

the happiness of a childhood as bright as 

any child ever had, were bound up with the ■

two little companions with whom her early 

days were passed — her only brother *and 

her cousin. The girl was the youngest of 

the trio; her cousin, whose name was — '* 

again Miss Lucas paused and hesitated — 

" was James, was the eldest. There were 

four years between them, and two years be- 

tween Lucy and Geoffrey, her brother. But 

in the days when they were all children 

together the difference was of little account. 

Geoffrey was a quiet child, reserved and 

silent, apt to seem a little slow at times ; 

and Lucy was his protector, his tyrant, and 

his most devoted slave. She fought his 

battles ; she pushed and pulled him through 

all the difficulties of their childish games 

and adventures. ■

" It was, I suppose, something self-willed 

in her character, that made the footing on 

which she stood to her cousin different from 

that usual between a boy, and a girl four 

years his junior. They met on an equality ; 

there was a ground of strength of will, com- 

mon to them, on which Geoffrey had no 

footing ; and on this ground they quarrelled, 

on this ground they made it up again, on 

this ground the girl developed an admiration 

for the boyish superiority that she alter- 

nately resented and denied. Childhood has 

no beginning for a child. An eternity of 

hourly intercourse seemed to lie behind them 

when the first break came, in the shape of 

school life for the boys. Years came and 

went, each bringing with it Christmas, 

Easter, and Midsummer. Holidays followed 

holidays, and such changes as they brought 

came about so imperceptibly that nothing 

marked the flow of time which made the 

schoolboys into men, the girl into a woman. ■

'' The sequence of term time and holiday 

came to an end at last. James passed 

from Sandhurst into a line regiment; 

Geoffrey went to Oxford. For a year their 

appearances at home were irregular, and as 

they seldom happened to come together, the 

old life in all its completeness was broken. 

Then circumstances so fell out that it was 

renewed with a sense of permanency that 

the holidays of school life had never known. 

Geoffrey announced his intention of spend- 

ing the whole of a long vacation at home ; 

and about a month before the end of that 

May term, James met with an accident, 

and came home also on long sick leave. 

He was not ill after the first week, and 

by the time Geoffrey arrived he was him- 

self to all intents and purposes, but declared 

in need of at least three months* rest." ■

Miss Lucas paused. She had spoken 

with an ease that seemed to be the outcome ■
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of strange excitement. She was looking 

straight before her now; her eyes dark and 

glowing. Her audience had listened in- 

tently, their interest held by something in- 

definite about the speaker. There was a 

moment's silence, and then Mrs. Ray said : ■

"Will you tell us what they were 

, like?" ■

A smile passed across Miss Lucas's lips. 

She did not turn her eyes towards l^e 

speaker^ bat they grew a little dreamy, as 

she said : ■

'' Like? In some respects they were the 

children of ten years before, grown very 

little older, at the beginning of that long 

vacation. Geofirey was fair, with an oval 

face and a pale complexion. He had dreamy 

blue eyes and slow, absent-minded ways 

^e had not done much at college, he was 

not the kind of man who makes much show ; 

but he was interested in a slow, erratic 

fashion in innumerable out-of-the-way ques- 

tions ; and I think there were the makings 

of a poet beneath his sleepy exterior." Miss 

Lucas's voice had grown tremulous, and she 

went on hurriedly and with a certain de- 

fiance in her voice. " Lucy had grown from 

a self-willed child into a headstrong girl. 

She was of a tempestuous nature, and years 

of practical independence had given her a 

tendency to arrange all things that came 

in contact with her after a somewhat high- 

handed fashion. Where she loved, she 

loved wholesale; where she trusted, she 

trusted wholesale; and in those days she 

did not hate." ■

She stopped again, and then resumed, 

dropping into her former even tone. ■

*' The freedom of their childish days had 

been as nothing to the freedom of what 

they would have called .their maturity. 

There was no one in the house to whom 

their word was not law, except its master. ■

'* Geoffrey and Lucy's father came of a 

family which had owned the old place, from 

father to son, through centuries. He had 

inherited some of the best qualities of his 

race ; honour, integrity, and courtesy ; and 

he had developed others on his own account. 

He had scholarly tastes of a dilettante na- 

ture ; but his studies had not led him in the 

direction of human nature ; and he had a 

contempt for youth that was almost obtuse. 

He lived his life in the same house with his 

children, meeting them at meal times and 

occasionally in the evening, furthering their 

wishes kindly enough, but finding all his 

interest in the engravings, of which he was 

a collector, and in visits to London and to 

the Continent, where he foregathered with ■

men of like tastes with himself. The yooog 

people, thus ignored, ignored their eldet. He 

never interfered with them, and gradoally 

there grew amongst them a notion that thdi 

affiure were no concern of his, and ifasi thej 

were to go their own way for ever. I tiimk 

now that the neglect which brongbt this 

state of things about was not intentiooaL I 

think that in what happened afterwards, the 

father, who did not suffer least, was to be 

pitied, and pitied only. I think he wis 

merely waiting until his son should^ ba¥« 

grown out of a stage with which he had w) 

sympathy, and that ho looked forward to 

the time when the boy, in whom he took mo 

interest, should become the man who woald 

be congenial to him. He welcomed his sm, 

on the first evening of that long vacattm, 

asked him a few careless questions, sat sons 

time in the drawing-room after dinner, and 

then went to his library, leaving the thr» 

young people alone together. ■

••I think they were all three an»oiB,' 

Miss Lucas went on, "that the holiday 

time before them should be a repetition 

of the holiday times of old. To Geoffrey, 

indeed, no thought of any possible change 

had come." Miss Lucas's voice had grown 

lower, and she was stroking Mina Chester's 

hand gently. " Neither of the other two, 

I believe, wished to press into definite shape 

the difference that was gradually enepbig 

over their intercourse. One of them — ^Lucy 

— was in that thorny stage of dawnii^ 

womanhood which is half inclined to deny, 

half inclined to turn and rend, the convicdon 

which is slowly developing her whole nature. ■

" ITothing had passed between James and 

Lucy during the three weeks of his coo- 

valedcence, which might not have passed 

between them during any three weeks 

of their long familiarity. If they had 

quarrelled less often, the captious uncer- 

tainty of the girl's temper had rendered 

their quarrels bitterer when they did occoz. 

Nevertheless, there was a difference. Some- 

thing was creeping between them which all 

the pride of her girUsh nature was set to 

keep at bay. ■

" It was under a restless distaste for an 

unusual silence which fell upon the drawing- 

room that first evening, that she announc^ 

to her brother a piece of news that she 

knew would hardly please him. ■

"'Geoffrey,' she said, *you don't know 

Netta Strange ways, do yout' ■

"Geoffrey was lying on the sofa, his 

hands clasped behind his head. ■

**'I never, to my knowledge, heard of 

her,' he said lazily. ■
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" ' You must have heard of her/ returned 

his sister, 'because she's a great friend 

of mine. She's coming hero on Thursday, 

for a long visit.' ■

"Geoffrey turned his head and looked 

at her reproachfully. ■

"'What a bore!' he said. It was 

characteristic of him to take no further 

trouble to express his sense that a stranger 

would spoil the harmony of their little 

party ; and Lucy, who had invited her 

guest before she knew of the reunion the 

long vacation was to bring about, proceeded 

to deal peremptorily with her brother's 

unspoken objections. ■

" * Oh, no, it isn't 1 ' she said. ' She's the 

dearest little thing in the world, and she'll 

enjoy herself immensely. James knows 

her, .don't you, James 1 She was here from 

Saturday till Monday, when he had his 

last leave. Poor dear, she's a governess, 

and has to look after three riotous children 

when she's more fit to be looked after 

herself. She's been ill from overwork, and 

I want her to have a thorough rest. 

You'll go with me to meet her on 

Thursday, Geoffrey, won't you ? ' ■

" It so happened, however, that Lucy did 

not go to meet her friend after all. On the 

morning succeedingher brother's return, she 

was thrown, to her infinite disgust, from her 

horse, and though she was not hurt, she was 

just shaken enough to submit to the medical 

fiat which enjoined quiet for a week. The 

idea that Netta Strangeways should arrive 

unmet troubled her greatly, and she caught 

eagerly at a suggestion that James should 

represent her at the station. ■

" Lucy was a prisoner in her own sitting- 

room upstairs — such a dear old room, with 

long windows looking out over the country, 

and low window-seats. She was lying 

on the sofa, and Geoffrey, who had spent 

the afternoon reading to her and listen- 

ing to her desultory talk, was sitting 

in one of the window recesses when James's 

hand opened the door, and his voice an- 

nounced : * I have brought Miss Strange- 

ways, Lucy. Here she is.' And Netta 

Strangeways came in." ■

Miss Lucas stopped. She seemed to be 

reflecting, and strange tender smiles touched 

her lips and eyes and disappeared again, ■

"You will want to know what Netta 

was like," she said. She turned for the 

first time and looked at Mina Chester as 

the girl sat by her side. She put her 

fingers under the pretty chin, and turned up 

the girlish face, looking at it intently. " I 

think I can't do better than tell you at once ■

that I have never seen any one who reminds 

me of her as Miss Chester does. She had 

the same hair, the same eyes, above all, the 

same chin, only the expression was different. 

Netta was shy and shrinking to the last de- 

gree. She was a girl who should always have 

had some one to protect her. Even when she 

was quite at ease and full of gentle confi- 

dence in the people about her, there was 

something appealing in her glance, something 

that was always ready to develop into self- 

distrust." ■

Miss Lucas released the girlish chin, and 

touching Mina's cheek gently, she said, as 

though half forgetting her audience : ■

"Be thankful for your self-possession, 

dear." ■

Then she resumed her narrative hurriedly 

and with a little constraint : ■

" Netta stood hesitating just within the 

doorway, and Lucy sprang up from her sofa 

and welcomed her eagerly. Lucy had not 

many friends; she lavished all her love 

upon a few. She turned at last with her 

arm thrown protectingly round Netta's 

slighter figure and looked for her brother. ■

" * Geoffrey,' she said, * come and be intro- 

duced to Miss Strangeways.' ■

" Geoffrey was standing with his back to 

the window, and the sunset light was 

streaming over his head upon Netta as she 

turned shyly towards him. He came 

towards them slowly, and Lucy thought 

his eyes looked odd. ■

" • This is my brother, Netta,' she said. 

* Geoffrey, this is my Netta.' ■

"And then the two shook hands in 

silence. ■

"What happy days they were that 

followed ! What perfect girl and boy happi- 

ness they /held 4 All day long the four 

were together, sharing a common stock of 

pleasures, interests, jokes. Sometimes they 

spent long afternoons in walks or rides. 

Sometimes they loitered the time away on 

the lawn, sometimes in Lucy's sitting-room. 

Netta's shyness melted as a shadow before 

the sun. A niche in the little party 

seemed to have been waiting for her all 

these years, and she fitted into it instantly. 

Only with Lucy's father she never became 

familiarised. In his presence she was 

always frightened and unready. ■

" Perhaps the happy intercourse of those 

days, with their simple, youthful pleasure 

in life, did more to bring Lucy into har- 

mony with her womanly self than anything 

else could have done. It gave her time; 

it loosened the strange strain of feeling 

that had chafed her, in spite of herself, into ■
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rebellion ; it allowed all that was best in 

her to mature gradually. Perhaps the 

atmosphere! about her influenced her too. 

Perhaps the sight and sense of the idyll 

— tacitly ignoreid as far as speech went, 

among the quartette — which was growing 

out of the happy unfettered summer life, 

did not pass her by untouched. She 

asked herself no questions, she did not 

analyse her growing womanliness, only I 

think her life went a little deeper every 

day and her quarrels with her cousin ■

** It was an afternoon towards the middle 

of August. The weeks had disappeared 

unnoticed in the passing, as only weeks so 

spent can disappear. Lucy had promised 

Netta a sketch of the garden, to be made 

from one of the drawing-room windows, and 

the day being very hot, she had established 

herself in the cool of the shady room to 

keep her promise. Geoffrey and Netta had 

been with her for dome time, and at last they 

went away into the garden to find shade 

there. ^ Lucy had worked contentedly in soli- 

tude for more than an hour, when the door 

opened and James came in. She knew his 

footstep, but she did not lift her head, 

and he came up to her quietly and looked 

over her shoulder. ^ ■

"'That's very good,' he said. He was 

not a man of many words, although his 

silence had nothing in common with 

Geoffrey's. There was something reliable 

about it, and everything he said carried 

weight. Simple as they were his words 

carried weight now. He did not often 

praise her paixitings. He used to say 

that they presented their subject in too 

original a light for him. Lucy did not 

look up, but she felt the colour rush into 

her cheeks as she said : ■

" * I'm glad you think so.' ■

'* He did not move from his position at 

the back of her chair, and Lucy felt that 

her hand was not quite steady. She laid 

down her brush and began to mix some 

colour. ■

" ' I wish you would do a ^etch for 

me,' he said. ' Will you, Lucy 1 ' ■

" ' A sketch of what ? ' she said, working 

away industriously at her colour. ■

" ' A sketch of the house,' he answered. 

He moved as he spoke to the window by 

which she was working. * A sketch from 

the beech over there. It's my favourite 

view.' ■

" * You shall have it,' she said. ■

"'Thank you,' he answered. He said 

no more and the words were followed by a ■

Lucy's hand had grown steady 

again. She took up her brush and worked 

on absently. A sudden strange peace seemed 

to have risen in her ; she was absolutely at 

i^t, absolutely secure, and the silence 

might < have lasted on for ever to her un- 

alloyed content. ■

" It was broken by a movement on 

James's part. He had been leaning against 

the window-frame looking out into the 

garden. He lifted himself, and his unseeing 

gaze seemed to become interested. Then he 

said in a low voice : ■

"*Lucy, look here.' ■

" She rose and came towards him, follow- 

ing the direction of his hand, as he made a 

slight gesture. ■

" * Ah,' she said softly, « James ! ' ■

"A long walk ran down one side of the 

garden, screened here and there by trees 

and shrubs. Towards this walk James had 

pointed, and down it, walking very slowly, 

their faces turned each to the other, were 

Geoffrey and Ketta. There was that in 

every look, as they sauntered on absorbed in 

one another, which no onlooker could mis- 

take. They were treading on enchanted 

ground, oblivious of all the world beside. ■

"There was a happy sound in Lucy's 

cry, but James made no response. He hesi- 

tated a moment, and then said gravely : ■

" * Lucy, I don't Uke it.' ■

" The words fell on the girl as a shock of 

cold water might have done. The idea 

materialised in that glimpse of Geoffirey 

and Netta was one that had been familiar 

to her for days. She had known that 

it must be familiar to James also, and 

though no word had passed between them 

on the subject, she had assumed that his 

sympathies went with hers. Startled and 

indignant, with all that was most inflam- 

mable about her ready to fire up^ she faced 

him. ■

" * What do you mean t ' she said. * It's 

charming ! It's like a fairy tale. I never 

saw two people so much in love,' ■

"'There's a factor in most fairy tales,' 

he said, ' that we have all ignored. What do 

you think your father will say, Lucy t ' ■

" ' My father ! ' she said. * Why of course 

he will say nothing ! Why should he f It's 

for Geoffrey to choose his own wife, and he 

couldn't have chosen a sweeter one 1 I 

suppose you feel that, at any rate t ' ■

" James hesitated. Lucy's colour rose. ■

" ' To some extent,' he said; * she is very 

sweet, as you say ; very genUe and good. 

But to be honest with you, Lucy, I doubt 

whether she is quite the wife for Geoffirey. ■
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And I doubt still moie whether your father 

will think her so.' ■

« * If you can doubt upon the first pointy' 

cried Lucy scornfully, ' you are welcome to 

doubt on the other. I don't know which is 

the more preposterous ! Don't bring your 

doubts to me, at least! Take them to 

my father if you think they'll interest 

him.' ■

"She was &cing him vith her eyes 

flashing, all the gentleness of a few minutes 

ago swept from her. Suddenly she turned 

her head, listening eagerly. ■

" • Gk) ! ' she cried peremptorily. * Go 

away at once I Netta's coming. I hear 

her. She's coming to tell me. Gk> away t 

Go away I ' ■

"As though her insistence swept him 

before it, he turned and crossed the room. 

As he opened the door, Netta, hardly seeing 

him in her agitation, came in. He closed it 

quietly, and she threw herself into Lucy's 

arms." ■

Miss Lucas paused abruptly. She had 

spoken apparently with an intense realisa- 

tion of the scene she described, and she 

seemed to come suddenly back to a sense of 

the actual condition of affairs. She glanced 

with an odd, half-startled defiance at Colonel 

Thurstan. He had sat, without the slightest 

change in his position, ever since she began 

her story, and he did not stir now. Then 

she glanced at the faces of her other auditors. 

They were all interested; on Mina Chester's 

face particularly, there was a singularly 

intent look. ■

"What a good audience!" said Miss 

Lucas. She spoke with a slightly excited 

laugh. "I'm rather long, I'm afraid. I 

hope it doesn't bore youl" ■

She looked at her hostess as she spoke, 

and Mrs. Bay answered promptly, and in a^ 

tone that fully testified to the truth of her 

words: ■

" I never heard a story that interested 

me more ; please go on." ■

Miss Lucas laughed again rather reck- 

lessly, and resumed. ■

" I don't think I need tell you what 

Netta and Lucy said to one another," she 

said. " The women will imagine it for them- 

sdves, and for the men it doesn't matter. 

Netta had come to tell her friend that 

Geoffrey had asked her to be his wife. Her 

gentle nature was overflowing wiUi its 

innocent happiness, and Qeoffrey's sister 

met her confidences with the tenderness of 

unalloyed delight In her boundless satis- 

faction, even the keen indignation that 

James's words had stirred in Lucy subsided. ■

She could afford to treat them as the doubts 

of an over-cautious nature. And when, 

they met again at dinner there was only 

a certain triumphant defiance in her manner 

towards him. ■

" She did not see her brother, though she 

made a hasty rush through the house in 

search of him, until just as the dinner gong 

sounded ; and she had only time for a hasty 

squeeze of his hand and a look of infinite 

congratulation. The evening seemed very 

long to her, for her father, contrary to 

his habit, did not go to his library until, 

her patience exhausted, Lucy carried off 

Netta to bed. She expected that the two 

young men would come upstairs immediately, 

and she meant to waylay Geoffrey and 

draw him into her sitting-room to listen to 

all that she was longing to say. She did 

not try to detain Netta, who slipped away 

to her room, shy and happy; but waited 

alone, with her sitting-room door half open. 

Half an hour passed, however, before she 

heard the steps for which she was listening. 

They came up the stairs^ slowly, and no 

words passed between the two young 

men. Lucy darted to the door. ■

^' ' Come in,' she said, clasping both hands 

round Geoffrey's arm and drawing him into 

the room. * Come in, my dear old boy, 

and let me tell you how delighted I am ! 

You two were made for one another! 

And that's paying you a great compliment, 

sir; it's saying that the best girl in the 

world was made for you. Oh, Geoffrey, 

dearest, I am so pleased ! ' ■

" James had hesitated for a moment out- 

side the door ; then, apparently considering 

himself included in her invitation to enter, 

he had come in, and was standing by the 

door. But Lucy took no notice of his 

presence. ■

"For a moment Geoffreymade no response. 

Then he said heavily : ■

" ' Thank you, Lucy. I'm glad you like 

it.' ■

" Something in his tone struck his sister. 

She drew a little back and looked into his 

face. It was very white, there was an 

odd, determined set about his mouth, and his 

eyes had a gleam that she had never seen 

in them. ■

"•What is it, GeoflBreyt' she said. 

'Whatisiti' ■

" He released himself from her hold and 

turned away. ■

" * Nothing,' he said slowly. ■

" ' But there is something,' she returned, 

impetuously. * I know there is ! Geofficey, 

tell met' ■
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** * There's nothing to tell you,* he said. 

His voice was low, and there was some- 

thing dogged in it. 'Nothing that will 

make any difference to any one.' ■

"James moved. He came further into 

the room and looked at Geoffrey ; his face^ 

too, was troubled. ■

" « Geoffrey,' he said. « Don't take it like 

that It's no good. You'd better tell Lucy 

what has happened.' ■

*' ' If you think it's likely to interest her, 

I'll tell her by all means,' said Geoffrey. 

'But since it makes not a particle of 

difference to any one, it doesn't seem to 

me worth talking about. My father doesn't 

approve of my engagement, that's all. He 

seems to have thought that I should wait 

for him to find me a wife. His mistake, 

that's all!' ■

" He turned as he spoke and walked out 

of the room. ■

" Thus left, Lucy turned to James ; her 

face demanding the explanation for which 

her voice refused to ask. ■

" * Lucy,' he said, ' it's very serious. I 

warned you to-day that your father might 

not like what pleases you so much, but I 

never realised that he would absolutely 

forbid it.' ■

" * Forbid it ! ' she cried incredulously. 

' Forbid Geoffrey to marry Netta ! ' She 

paused and changed her tone suddenly. 

* Did Geoffrey tell father 1 ' she said. ' How 

did he hear of it 1 * ■

" * He saw them in the long walk this 

afternoon,' returned James, meeting her eyes 

steadily. * He stopped Geoffrey just now and 

asked him what it meant Geoffrey told him 

that Miss Strangeways was to be his wife.' ■

'* * And what did he say 1 ' demanded 

Lucy breathlessly. ■

" ' He spoke very quietly,' said James. 

'I think he meant to speak kindly. But 

he said that such a marriage was quite out 

of the question.' ■

" * Why ? Not because Netta is poor 1 ' ■

" ' Not for that reason only. My imcle 

is too generous for that. But he said — 

you'd better know it all, Lucy — ^that neither 

her birth, her position, nor her qualities 

fitted her to become Geoffrey's wife. He 

did not argue. He simply said that Geoffrey 

must give up the idea. And what he said 

he meant' ■

'*A long breath parted Lucy's lips, and 

then she spoke. ■

" * Give it up I ' she said. * Give it up 

when he's spoken to her, and she has said 

yes ! My father must be mad ! Geoffrey 

told him he never would, of course.' ■

" James looked at her for a moment, and 

then he spoke, sternly and decidedly. ■

" * Lucy,' he said, * try to understand. If 

you allow yourself to be carried away by 

your own hopes and wishes you'll help to 

wreck Geoffrey for life. I wish to Heaven 

that this had never come about. It can 

come to nothing. Your father looks upon 

it as a mere boy and girl flirtation, and as 

such he will put his foot down on it re- 

morselessly. We have had our own way 

so long that we have forgotten that he 

has some right to be consulted on a matter 

such as this. Geoffrey is his only son, and 

he will have to obey,' ■

" She had heard him out, but that was 

all. The last word had hardly passed his 

lips when her indignation broke its bounds. ■

" * Obey I ' she said. * Obey what is un- 

reasonable, unjust, and unmanly! Obey 

an order that would break not only his own 

heart but Netta's too I Why, if I thought 

he could do such a thing I should be 

ashamed to call him my brother! And 

you expect me not only to countenance it» 

but to help in it ! You expect me to per- 

suade him that love means nothing, and is 

of no account, and that he is to put it away 

— as a child puts away a toy he's forbidden 

to play with ! You don't know much of 

me, after all these years, if you think PU 

ever do that ! ' ■

'* I suppose there was something in her 

tone that stung him. He answered her 

hotly: ■

" * I have known very little of you,' he 

said, ' if you are as utterly unreasonable as 

you seem now. What I am trying to make 

you understand is this: that defiance is 

useless, and that the sooner its uselessness is 

realised the shorter the agony will be.* ■

"* Thank you,' she said. All her love 

and loyalty towards her brother ! all her love 

and loyalty towards her friend ! were in 

arms. Perhaps all that was most headstrong 

in her temperament was arrayed against him 

also. Her voice was ringing with passion. 

* You haven't said a word to me upon the 

subject which, if I had been a man, I 

shouldn't have been ashamed to utter; to 

which, being a woman, I don't scorn to 

listen 1 Don't waste any more words in 

trying to make me reasonable. I'm proud 

to know it is useless.' ■

'' He looked at her for a moment, and 

his lips were pale. ■

'' ' There's no more to be said, then,' he 

returned. ■

''He was turning away; his hand was 

on the door when she stopped him. ■
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" * There is one thing more to be said/ 

she said peremptorily. * I won't have Netta 

hear anything of this. Not anything at 

all. Do you understand 1 ' ■

"He hesitated a moment, and then 

answered coldly : ■

" * Very well.* ■

" * You will not speak to her } you will 

give her no hint. Do you promise ? * ■

"*If you wish/ he said in the same 

toiie, and left the room. ■

" The day that followed broke for Lucy 

weighted with an undefinable load of op- 

pression, and nothing she could say or. do 

could bring about the easy quiet of the days 

that had preceded it. Geoffrey, though he 

dawdled through, the hours exactly as he 

had done for weeks past, was absent-minded 

and uncertain. He had agreed with Lucy, 

gloomilyj as to the desirability of keeping 

Netta in ignorance of the cloud that hung 

about them ; but he made no effort to be 

much alone with her. James was stern and 

silent. As though the break-up of the re- 

lations of the past weeks was the precursor 

of actual change, he received by the morn- 

ing's post a recall from his Colonel, which 

would oblige him to rejoin his regiment in 

two days' time; and he was necessarily 

occupied over his preparations for so unex- 

pected a departure ■

" Lucy herself was restless ; tumultuous 

passions of every kind held possession of 

her and ffamed undisturbed, Netta's gentle 

presence, and the necessity for self-control 

that it involved, was a constraint to her ; and 

as the day wore on, the.very timidity of her 

companion's manner began to jar on her 

strained nerves. It was a relief when she 

was left, late in the afternoon, alone in the 

drawing-room. She had hardly realised the 

satisfaction of solitude when Geoffrey came 

into the room and came slowly up to her. ■

" * Lucy,' he said, * will you take care of 

her for me 1 I'm ordered off.' ■

"Lucy stretched out her hand quickly 

and caught his in a grasp of passionate 

sympathy. ■

" * Father 1 ' she said. ■

"He nodded. ■

" * He sent me a note just now. Doesn't 

want to see me till I've had time to reflect. 

"Wishes me to go away for a week, and conie 

back in a sensible frame of mind.' ■

" * You can't give her up, Geoffrey ! ' 

cried his sister. ■

" Geoffrey's set lips relaxed into a smile. ■

" * I'll give her up when I give up living,' 

he said, * not before. I'm going to Carsett,' 

he went on, naming a village about ten miles ■

off, lying on the other side of the market- 

town. * I shall get a week's reading." ■

For the first time since she had begun 

her story. Miss Lucas was interrupted. A 

half-articulate cry broke from Mina Chester, 

and she leaned forward suddenly, her clasped 

hands resting on the anh of Miss Lucas's 

chair, her eyes shining with an incredulous 

anticipation. Miss Lucas stopped short; 

meeting the excitement in the girl's eyes 

her own changed suddenly. A kind of wild 

regret flashed into them ; a spasm of uncon- 

trollable emotion passed across her face; 

and she rose impulsively. ■

" It's too sad a story, after all," she said 

unevenly. "Ah, far too sad a story for 

Christmas Day ! I oughtn't to have begun 

it!" ■

Everybody spoke at once, of course, 

and there was a ring of strong personal 

interest in every voice. But it was Mina 

Chester's voice, low as it was, that seemed 

to dominate the confusion of sounds, as she 

said : ■

"But you will' tell us the rest? Miss 

Lucas, you will tell us the rest 1 " ■

And it was to her that Miss Lucas 

turned, hesitating, trembling as if with 

reaction. She hesitated still, even with her 

eyes on the girlish face that was even 

agitated in. its entreaty. ■

"You bargained that we should hear 

you out. As you have begun, should you 

not finish?" ■

It was Colonel Thurstan's voice. He had 

moved for the first time, and was looking 

at her with stern eyes. As she heard him 

Miss Lucas started violently, and faced him 

for an instant in silence. Then she turned 

again to the group about her. ■

"As you please," she said. "If your 

patience is not exhausted, I am not. Let 

us go on to the end." ■

OHAPTBB VIL 

MISS LUCAS GOBS ON TO THB BND. ■

There were dashes of vivid colour on 

Miss Lucas's cheeks as she sat down again. 

One hand was pressed on Mina Chester's 

fingers, but she seemed to be no longer 

conscious of the girl herself. She seemed 

to be hardly aware of the three pair of 

eyes which watched her, as though ir- 

resistibly attracted, as Stafford Eay, his 

wife, and Ralph Ireland prepared them- 

selves once more to listen. She went on 

without pause or prelude, and her voice 

rang hard and strained : ■

"Geoffrey went away next day. His ■
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father asked no questions as to his 

destination, and the* dog-cart was ordered 

for him at two o'clock. Netta had been 

told that Geoffrey was' obliged to read hard 

after the lopg holiday that he had taken, 

and that his father wished him to go away 

for a little while for that purpose. ■

"It had been a wild night; the wind 

had howled round the house, and the rain 

had dashed stormily against the windows. 

And every member of the party as they met 

at breakfast had something to say as to the 

impossibility of sleep under such circum- 

stances: It was almost fortunate, it seemed 

to Lucy, that Netta came down so white 

and heavy-eyed, so evidently stupefied with 

severe headache, that she hardly seemed to 

realise the parting that lay before her. 

She was so feverishly anxious to assign the 

sleeplessness which had produced this 

effect to the noise of the wind and rain, 

that Lucy detected the subterfuge, and sus- 

pected that her friend had spent the night 

in grieving over Geoffrey's coming de- 

parture. Geoffrey himself was the one 

person who appeared to know nothing 

about the storm. He had slept heavily, he 

said. His sleep, however, did not appear 

to have been of a refreshing kind. His 

eyes were sunken and he was very pale. 

His farewells to Netta were said in a short 

half-hour that they spent together in Lucy's 

sitting-room. It was from her own room 

that Netta came down the stairs to the hall 

door when the last moment came. James 

was there, and Lucy, and several servants. 

It was with Lucjr's arm thrown, carelessly 

apparently, round her, that Netta took her 

public leave. She was trembling like a leaf, 

and as the dog-cart disappeared from sight, 

Lucy felt her become a dead weight on her 

shoulder, and looking quickly down into 

her face saw that she had fainted. ■

"Everything that impetuous sympathy 

^ould suggest as a means of distracting 

Netta's mmd from her separation from 

Geoffrey, Lucy did. She read to her, making 

her lie on the sofa meanwhile, and trying to 

soothe her aching head with every remedy 

her limited experience could suggest. She 

talked to her cheerfully of the future, 

tenderly of the past. And all the time her 

spirit was in a very tumult of indignation 

against the cruelty that could contemplate 

this parting as the beginning of the end. ■

" The two girls were alone all the after- 

noon. And after dinner — when Lucy's 

father did not come into the drawing-room — 

James made a brief excuse as to some busi- 

ness and went to his own room. It was his ■

last evening at home. Lucy went to the 

piano to find some safety-valve for the 

tumultuous feelings that she could neither 

control nor define ; and Netta, after sitting 

by the window listening, slipped out of the 

room. Lucy did not know that she was no 

longer there until, a step behind her making 

her start, she lifted her head to find herself 

alone with her cousin. He came' and leaned 

on the end of the grand piano, looking 

straight before him. She began to play 

again instantly, ignoring his presence. Bat 

as the last notes of her music died away, he 

spoke. ■

" ' Lucy,' he said, * I'm going away 

to-morrow.' ■

•'There was no answer. Lucy was 

playing again, but his steady tones came 

through the music and she stopped in- 

stinctively. ■

" ' I can't take back what I said last 

night,' he said, ' though I'd give something 

to do it ; but if I seemed hard, I'm sorry 

from the bottom of my heart.' ■

" She did not speak, and he went on : ■

"' Is it all to go for nothing I Can we 

not make allowances for one another t We 

don't agree. 3ut are we to part in anger 

because of that? Lucy, there's trouble ahead, 

I'm afraid. Must we add to its sum by 

making trouble for ourselves t ' ■

" She did not speak for a moment^ and 

the dangerous quiet of her tone should 

have held a note of warning, as she said : ■

" * I don't understand you.' ■

"But he had little comprehension of 

women and their ways, and he was not 

warned. ■

" • I think you do,' he said. * To me 

these weeks have been the happiest weeks 

of my life. I haven't been quite mistaken, 

Lucy, have I ? You do know, don't you, 

something of what has been growing in 

me stronger and stronger ever since I became 

a man 1 You'll let me speak to you now 1 * ■

'* « No.' ■

"Lucy rose suddenly and faced him, 

every rebellious fibre ajar and quivering. 

His voice vibrated with earnestness; even in 

her excitement she realised that. But there 

was a tone about his words, an assumption 

of a mutual understanding which set aside 

the subject of contention between them, that 

maddened her. Her repudiation of him 

and all that he suggested came from her in 

a fierce torrent ■

" ' I will not hear another word. Yon 

have said already infinitely more than yoa 

have any right to say. I don't know what 

you mean, and I don't want to know. ■
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rhese weeks have brought me nothing — 

iothing but the knowledge that you and I 

lave no single thought In common. If 

rou have dreamed*for a moment that I was 

eamjng anything else, that is only another 

>roofy S, I had needed one, of the distance 

3etween us. There's no mistake between 

18 liow, I hope; it won't be my fault if 

ibere ever is again.' ■

** She threw the last words at him 

pasBionately and incoherently, and before 

^e conld stop her, the door closed violently 

behind her. ■

'*X*uey spent that night alternately insist- 

ing to herself that she was not lying awake, 

that she was not tossing feverishly from 

cme side to another; and asserting that 

sleeplessness was the natural result of the 

just indignation that burnt in her against 

her cousin. She looked white and heavy- 

eyed to herself in the morning; and the 

fact served to add a fresh edge to her 

temper. Even Netta seemed to find her 

difficult to please, and avoided her. And 

even Ketta's companionship was more than 

Lucy could bear. Just before lunch she 

ran out to the housekeeper's room with her 

hat on, and her sketching things in her hand. ■

** * I'm going out sketching, Mrs. Wilson,' 

she said. ' I can't wait till after lunch or 

the lights will change. Give me some cake 

or something to take with me.' ■

'' She did not ask herself what it was 

that made it impossible to her to face that 

last meal that would precede James's de- 

parture. She only told herself fiercely that 

she hated him, and would not say good-bye 

to him. She did not ask herself what 

prompted her, when she found herself out 

of sight and hearing in one of the woods, 

to throw herself down on the smooth green 

path and cry till she could cry no more. 

She knew in her heart that she loved her 

cousin, and she hated herself for the 

knowledge. The fierce quarrel which his 

attitude with regard to Geoffrey's love 

story had caused, and the words he had 

spoken cm the previous evening, had brought 

into violent collision her womanliness and 

her passionate pride. Her pride had con- 

quered for the moment, but her womanliness 

was taking its revenge. ■

''She gathered herself up at last, and 

went on with swift steps until she emerged 

from the wood on the brow of a kill that 

sloped down to the high-road. The house lay 

to her left, out of sight ; but the road itself 

was plainly visible, and sauntering along 

it, sbwly and rather hesitatingly as far as 

Lucy could make out from that distance, ■

was a figure that she recognised. It was 

Netta, in the full glare of the August sun- 

shine. She was coming from the direction 

in which the house lay, and though the high- 

road was not one which they often took, ; 

Lucy concluded that she was going to see a 

village child, a little cripple who had taken 

a great fancy to her. Lucy was wondering 

vaguely why she had not waited until it 

grew cooler, when the sound of wheels, 

approaching rapidly from the same direction, 

made her glance towards the bend of the 

road round which Netta had come. The 

next instant she had stepped instinctively 

behind a tree, her heart beating painfully. 

It was the dog-cart from the house, and 

alone in it, driving himself with his port- 

manteau behind, was James. He overtook 

Netta and pulled up by her side, bending 

down to speak to her. No sound of their 

voices could reach Lucy, but she saw 

Netta look up as he spoke; saw her 

hesitate, and then break apparently into 

eager speech. She saw James pause, 

and then answer her. She saw him lean 

forward and help the girlish figure up to 

the seat by his side. Then she saw him 

touch the horse with his whip, and the 

two drove off together. A vague feeling 

of surprise rose up amidst the dull aching 

of Lucy's heart. Netta had wished to 

go into the town, seven miles distance; 

and James, who was going to the station 

there, had driven her in. That was obvious, 

of course, though where the groom was, 

and how Netta was to get home again, 

was not so clear. Lucy went straight home 

and went round to the stables. ■

** * Who drove Mr. James to the station t ' 

she said abruptly. ■

'* < Nobody, miss,' answered the man she 

had addressed. 'Thomas, he had to go 

into town this morning to see after t£e 

new mare, and Mr. James arranged he'd 

drive himself in, and Thomas could meet 

him at the station and bring back the 

cart, miss.' ■

"Lucy turned and went back to the 

house. The question as to Netta's return 

was set at rest, and yet her vague sense of 

surprise hardly seemed to subside. Two 

hours passed, during which Lucy found all 

her usual occupations unsatisfactory, and 

then a servant came into her room with 

letters. ■

" ' The second post, miss,' she said. 

' Thomas has just brought them.' ■

*' Lucy took them carelessly. ■

"'Has Mies Strangewajs gone to her 

room ) ' she said. ■
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"•I didn't know Miss Strangeways was 

in, miss,' the woman answered. ' She went 

out directly after lunch, and I haven't seen 

her since.' ■

" ' She has come back in the cart,' said 

Lucy. 'See where she is, Sarah, please, 

and tell her I'm here.' ■

" Sarah hesitated. ■

" ' I beg your pardon, miss,' she said, * but 

no one came back in the cart except Thomas.' ■

**Lucy looked up sharply; the vague 

surprise seemed suddenly to have developed. ■

" * Are you sure I ' she said. * She went ■

into the town ' Lucy broke ofi^ She ■

wondered afterwards what it was that kept 

her from saying then, or later on, what she 

had seen from the top of the hill, <Go 

and ask Thomas,' she resumed peremp- 

torily, * whether he did not meet Miss 

Strangeways ; or — no, I'll go and speak to 

him myself.' ■

" Thomas had no knowledge whatever of 

Miss Strangeways. He had not seen her 

in the town, he had not met her on the 

road, and Lucy went slowly back to her 

own room. ■

" * Netta must be walking home,' she 

said to herself; ^or perhaps she has only 

gone part of the way and is coming back 

by some of the lanes. Her thoughts broke 

off abruptly, and she went by a swift, un- 

reasoning impulse, to see whether Netta 

might not after all have returned, and be 

at that moment in her own room. Then, 

on the same impulse, she searched the 

lower rooms and the garden, but no Netta 

was to be found. She might come in at 

any moment, but as yet she had evidently 

not returned. ■

"But moments passed into hours and 

Netta did not come. Long before Lucy 

would own to herself any sense of uneasi- 

ness, she was wandering restlessly about 

unable to settle to anything. Surprise had 

merged itself into a sense of foreboding; 

a sense which took no definite shape in her 

mind, but seemed nevertheless to haunt her. 

The shadows grew longer ; the summer 

afternoon merged into evening. Dinner- 

time came, and Lucy and her father alone 

met in the dining-room. The latter took 

no notice of Netta's absence, but he talked 

to his daughter more than usual, not 

noticing, apparently, that her words grew 

fewer and her manner more preoccupied 

as dinner went on. Dinner was over, and 

she had risen from the table when she said 

impulsively : ■

" * Father, Netta Strangeways has not 

come in.' ■

"He looked at her keei^y, but un- 

comprehendingly. ■

" * Not come in 1' he said. ■

" ' She went out after lunch,' Lucy wont 

on. Her colour rose suddenly. ' She went 

along the Eingsford road.' ■

" * Do you not know where she was 

going!' ■

** Lucy shook her head. ■

" * I was out,' she said hurriedly. * I 

saw her from the top of Grows' Hill, on the 

Kingsford road.' ■

"The instinct that had kept her from 

saying more to the servant had grown 

stronger; she alleged no reason to herself 

for her reticence; but she knew that she 

intended to keep her further knowledge to 

herselt ■

" ' She went out at noon to-day and has 

not come bsick.' ■

"Her father rose, and walked to the 

window as he spoke, and then looked round 

at his daughter. ■

" ' Have you any reason to suppose that 

Miss Strangeways intended to leave you, 

Lucy 1 ' ■

"Lucy understood him, and her spirit 

fired up. ■

"*No,' she answered, meeting his eyes 

boldly. * No such reason exists. She knows 

of nothing that could make her wish to 

leave us.' ■

"She stopped abruptly, and the colour 

surged over her face. ■

"'You have said nothing to her, 

father ! ' she said" quickly. ■

" He looked at her for a moment with a 

cold displeasure in his eyes. Then he made 

a gesture of negation. ■

" * Certainly not,' he said. * It would 

never have occurred to me to address Miss 

Strangeways on a subject that lies solely 

between myself and your brother.' ■

" He paused, and then said : ■

" * She may have lost her way, or it is 

possible that she may have met with some 

accident. It will be dark in another hour. 

The men must go out and look for her at 

once. Ring the bell, Lucy.' ■

"The alarm was raised. The men about 

the place were sent out in parties of twos 

and threes, but the evening passed into 

night, and no tidings came. Nobody 

in the house went to bed ; Lucy ^herself 

did not* even go upstairs. She thought 

afterwards that the heart-sick anxiety of 

those hours, the dread lest every moment 

should bring some terrible news, was 

easier to bear than th&t which followed. 

There came a time when she realised Uiat ■
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durisg that dieadful night she had hugged 

her tangible fears as some protection from 

that haonUng sense of forebodmg which 

had no shape. It was two o'clock in the 

morning when, the second search-party 

having returned unsuccessful, she seiit a 

groom riding with a note to the Tillage 

where GreofErey was staying. And it 

brought her a strange sense of desolation 

when the man returned with the news that 

Geoffrey^ after spending the whole day at 

the little inn where he lodged^ had started 

at eight o'clock in the evening for a night 

walk. It was a freak by no means un- 

characteristic of him ; and it was character- 

istic also that he should have left no clue 

as to his route, merely announcing his inten- 

ti(m of returning on the following day. 

The groom had left the note, and until 

Geoffrey should return to claim it, his sister 

was powerless to reach him. ■

" But When the day broke on that night of 

weary suspense, Lucy privately despatched 

another messenger ; this time he was sent to 

the nearest telegraph station, and he de- 

spatched a telegram from Lucy to James, 

bidding the latter ret^m home at once. ■

" The day must wear itself away before 

that message could be responded to. But 

before the afternoon was over, though no 

Netta appeared, news of her came. It was 

news which changed open-mouthed lamenta- 

tion, conjecture, and prophecy into whispers; 

news before which the vague foreboding in 

Lucy's heart rose suddenly, as her fears sank 

heavily to rest. The station-master from a 

little village about twelve miles distant 

came over to the house and announced that 

Miss Strangeways had taken the London 

train at his station at five o'clock on the 

preceding day ; and the description he gave 

of her dress and appearance left no room 

for doubt but that his testimony was to be 

relied on. ■

"Lucy shut herself up in her own 

sitting-room on the man's departure. She 

knew now that she must wait, and she 

knew what she had to wait for. But how 

the hours passed, in what bewildered 

tumult of incredulous feeling, I think she 

never knew. Evening was drawing on 

again, and she was walking up and down 

her room, when a step on the stairs made 

her start, and she turned, facing the door 

as it opened to admit her cousin. ■

" He had come to her straight from his 

journey ; he shut the door rapidly behind 

him, and came towards her. ■

"*Lucy,' he said, 'my dearest girl, 

why didn't you send for me at once 1' ■

" The throb with which Lucy's pulses had 

welcomed him quickened into keen life the 

indignation with which she was possessed. ■

" * Because I wbuldn't believe my eyes,' 

she said. Her tone rang cold and clear, and 

she made no attempt at any greeting. * Be^ 

cause it seemed to me actually more possible, 

more probable, that she should have met 

with some terrible accident than that you 

should have acted as you have done. I don't 

want to tell you what I think of you. I 

cannot think of you at alL Tell me where 

she is V ■

"Her eyes were fixed full upon him 

and she saw his face change. He hesitated 

a moment and then spoke gently. ■

" * Tell me what you know,' he said. ■

"Lucy clenched her hands. Her voice 

was hardly to be controlled as she answered : ■

" * I saw you take her up in the dog-cart 

on the Kingsford road, and I know that 

you drove her to Exton station. Where 

is she now ? ' ■

^'But before the final question had 

passed her lips, a sharp ejaculation broke 

from James. ■

" * I drove her to Exton station t ' he said. 

' I did no such thing, Lucy. I drove her 

through Kingsford to the Garsett road, and 

there I left her.' ■

" * That's not true,' she broke out hotly. 

She saw James turn white, and it seemed to 

lash her into ungovernable passion. 'If 

you left her at the Carsett road, how did 

she get to Exton station, five miles away ? ' ■

''There was a moment's perceptible 

pause before James answered. ■

" ' Lucy,' he said, * you don't realise what 

you are saying. I cannot tell you how Miss 

Strangeways got to Exton station. I can 

only tell you, again, that I did not take 

her there.' ■

" A harsh laugh broke from Lucy. ■

" ' You did not take her there ! ' she said. 

' Well, you sent her there, we'll say. You 

provided her with reasons for going. You 

told her what you promised me you woidd 

not tell her. And you persuaded her — my 

poor little gentle Netta — ^that it was her 

duty to Geoffrey to go away. What did 

you hope to gain by it 1 Did you .think 

for a moment that we should not find you 

outj Geoffrey and 1 1 Did you think for a 

moment that you could keep her hidden 

from us t Ah, Geoffrey.* ■

" The door had opened as she spoke, and 

as she uttered her brother's name she sprang 

towards him as he stood pale and travel- 

stained, and broke into impetuous speech. ■

"'It's all right, dear boy. There's ■
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nothing to be frightened about. You'll 

have her again to-morrow. We've only 

got to make him tell us where she is gone.' ■

"Geoffrey released himself from his 

sister's hold and looked across to James. ■

*'*What does she mean?' he said 

hoarsely. ■

"^I think she hardly knows/ was the 

grim answer. 'For the first time in our 

fives Lucy seems to think my word to her 

requires proof. Will you tell her, Geoffrey, 

that Miss Strangeways came to you at 

Carsett yesterday afternoon at about half- 

past three 1 ' ■

"*Game to me at Carsett 1' echoed 

Geoffrey. He was speaking like a man half 

dazed by a blow, whose senses are only 

gradually clearing. * Netta never came to 

me at Carsett yesterday. What do you 

mean]' ■

**A wild cry, half triumph and half 

agony, rang in Lucy's ears, and she realised 

that she herself had uttered it. ■

" * You see 1 ' she said to James. * What's 

the use of your trying to deceive us 1 What's 

the use of your trying to hide the truth ? 

Listen, Geoffrey,' she went on vehemently. 

* You've heard, no doubt, that I am the last 

person known to have seen her, and that I 

saw her going along the road towards 

Kingsford. That's true, but it's not all 

the truth. I saw her walking along the 

road first. Then I saw him ' — she indicated 

James with a gesture as she spoke — * drive 

up behind her, alone in the dog-cart, on 

his way to the station.' I saw hin^ over- 

take her, stop, and speak to her. I saw her 

answer him, and then I saw him help her 

into the dog-cart and drive her on. And 

that same evening she went away in the 

London train from Exton station.' ■

** The pallor of Geoffrey's face was giving 

way. Its half-stupefied lines were breaking 

up. He looked from his sister to James, 

and back at Lucy. ■

" * But why r he said, and his tone was 

still dull and uncertain. * Why 1 ' ■

'' ' If he were man enough to own to it at 

all,' broke out Lucy passionately, ' I suppose 

he would say he did it for your good. He 

has never liked your engagement, Geofi&ey 

dear. 'He thinks it better that you should 

break Netta's heart and obey father. He 

thinks you can easily give it all up and find 

yourself another wife. He knew it was no 

use to say these things to you; he had 

proved it was no use to say them to me. 

So he broke the promise he had made me 

and said them to the one person with whom 

they could weigh. That drive was his op- ■

portunity. He offered to take her into Kings- 

ford, I suppose; she was lonely, poor dear 

— oh, why wasn't I at home 1 — and she was 

glad to go. When he had told her that 

she stood between you and your father, 

between you and your future chances, do 

you think he had to propose twice that she 

should go away 1 ' ■

" Geoffrey's hand closed like a vice round 

his sister's arm. His face was awake at 

last, and his eyes were gleaming. He 

turned them upon James : ■

"'Explain this!' ■

* James had not moved since Lucy began 

to speak. He stood now facing the 

brother and sister, his face set and white. ■

*' ' The sentiments that Lucy ascribes to 

me,' he said, 'need no explanation.' His 

voice was very hard. ' She is quite right. 

I have regretted your engagement to Miss 

Strangeways, and I have considered oppo- 

sition to your father's will useless on your 

part. The facts of my meeting with her on 

the Kingsford road are these: I saw her 

walking in front of me, and I noticed that 

she looked hot. I stopped, and asked her 

if I could give her a lift. She was very 

white and nervous, and she hesitated. Then, 

to my great surprise, she begged me not to 

ask her any questions, not to think it strange 

of her, but to drive her as near as I could 

to Carsett. She must see you, she said. 

She was so agitated that the thought struck 

me that she must have heard what Lucy 

wished to keep from her, and was going to 

you for comfort. I took her up in the dog- 

cart, we drove into Kingsford, and I do not 

think three words passed between us. I 

took her to the top of the Carsett road, 

and there she got down. She thanked me, 

far more gratefully than was necessary, and 

I saw her go down the road as I drove back 

to the station. I neither saw nor heard 

more of her till I received Lucy's telegram 

this morning.' ■

"There was a dead silence. The two 

men eyed one another steadily. At last 

Geoffrey said slowly : ■

"'She never came to Carsett. I was 

about the inn all day. All the afternoon 

I sat out in front of the house, and the 

house is on the Carsett road. If she had 

come down it, I must have seen her.' ■

" James made no answer, and Lucy, no 

longer able to control herself, took up the 

word, ■

" ' His evidence defeats itself I ' she cried 

scornfully. 'He wants to make us think 

that she had found out something, and went 

away of her own accord. How could she ■
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have found it outl You and I, he. and 

my father are the only people who know. 

I did not tell her ; you did not tell her ; 

my father did not teU her. There was no 

means by which she could have known 

unless he told her himself.' ■

"Suddenly, James's grim impassiveness 

gave way. He took a step towards them, 

his face working, his eyes glowing. ■

"'Lucy!* he cried; 'Geoffrey! Good 

heavens, what are we all talking about! 

What does this all mean ! You can't mean 

that you don't believe me ! You can't 

mean, after all these years, that you don't 

take my word ! Lucy V ■

"But his appeal only hardened her. 

Perhaps because she was conscious for one 

moment of an intense desire to cover them 

with his word, and blot them out, the facts 

rose up before her, clear-cut and relentless. ■

"'There are the facts,' she said. 'We 

can't alter them. We can't do away with 

them. How is it possible we should 

believe you when you tell us black is 

white!' ■

"He turned from her silently to her 

brother. ■

"'Geoffrey!' he said. ■

"'She's gone,' Geoffrey answered. 'If 

you had no hand in getting her away, 

who had) When she is found again, 

when she tells us with her own lips that 

you are innocent, then we'll believe you, 

and not till then!'" ■

Miss Lucas stopped. Her voice died 

away suddenly, and the moment's dead 

silence that followed seemed curiously 

weighted. Nobody moved ; nobody spoke. 

Then Miss Lucas said : ■

"But from that moment to this, Netta 

Strangeways' lips have never i^oken again, 

either to Geoflrey or his sister. Geoffrey 

followed her to London that night, but 

at the London terminus the slender clue 

broke in his hand. He followed every 

shadow of a trace ; he gave his every penny, 

his every thought, the best years of his 

life to the search, and it availed him no- 

thing. Netta had disappeared, and the 

mystery of her disappearance — ^if mystery 

there was— was never to be solved." ■

Miss Lucas stopped again, and again there 

was the same dead silence. But it was broken 

this time by an odd thrill that seemed to 

run through her audience. Only Mina 

Chester did not move. She sat with her 

cheek pressed down on her hands as they 

rested on Miss Lucas's chair. It was Stafford 

Rav who broke tiie silence. ■

" Is that the end t " he said gently. ■

Miss Lucas sprang to her feet. ■

"The end]" she cried. "Yes! It's 

the end as far as I'm concerned, Mr. Kay. 

Ask Colonel Thurstan if you want to know 

any more. Every one was to tell a story, 

you know. I am only the beginner. Ask 

Colonel Thurstan for a story to-morrow 

night. Perhaps he will tell you such sequel 

as there is to tell." ■

With a simultaneous impulse, all the 

eyes hitherto riveted on Miss Lucas turned 

to Colonel Thurstan. But he looked steadily 

at Miss Lucas as he answered : ■

"If you care to hear the sequel, I 

will tell it" ■

CHAPTEB VIU. COLONEL THUIKSTAN'S STOBY. ■

"It's been the most exciting evening 

I ever spent, really. She made me feel 

as if I were all pins and needles ! Stafford " 

— Mrs. Ray dropped her voice suddenly — 

"Stafford, I do believe it was her own 

story she was telliDg." ■

About half an hour had elapsed, and 

the Rays were in their own room. Mrs. 

Ray's face was flushed with curiosity, and 

even her husband, though he was as quiet 

as usual, seemed a little stirred. His wife's 

words had been spoken in the impressive 

tone of one who ' announces an original 

discovery; and he smiled slightly as he 

answered : ■

"The same idea -had occurred to me, 

Kitty." ■

"And do you think," continued Mrs. 

Ray, " do you think it at all possible, Staf- 

ford, that James is Golooel Thurstan 1 " ■

"Colonel Thurstan's Christian name is 

John," said her husband. ■

" Yes, I know," returned his wife. " But 

do you think, Stafford, that she was using 

the real names) It seemed to me that I 

she wasn't ; neither for the people nor the 

places." ■

"It seemed so to me, too, strangely 

enough," Stafford Ray said, slowly " And 

something occurred to me in that connection 

which has answered a question that has 

exercised me mightily; namely, how you 

became possessed of two at least of your 

lodgers, my dear." ■

But Mrs. Ray was not attendbg to her 

husband's words. It was in pursuance of 

her own train of thought that she burst out 

indignantly : ■

"What a perfectly horrid thing for ; 

Colonel Thurstan to have done 1 I coidd 

not have believed it of him; could you, 

Stafford)" ■
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" I don't believe it of him," said Stafford 

quietly, "There's a mistake somewhere, 

Kit." ■

"Mistakes don't last for years and 

years," returned his wife impatiently. "I 

wish I could think it was a mistake, I'm 

sure, because I have liked Colonel Thurstan. 

Will he tell his story to-morrow, do you 

think, Stafford?" ■

" I think he will." ■

It was obviously a foregone conclusion 

with all the party, when they assembled in 

the drawing-room after dinner on the 

following evenirtg, that Colonel ^Thurstan's 

story would be told. The household had 

spent rather an unsociable day; and this 

was the first time they had all met. Miss 

Lucas came into the room with her face set 

into disdainful lines, but with a little quiver 

about her lips that belied the coldness of 

her expression. She sat down in a low chair 

with her face in deep shadow. As she 

entered, Mina Chester rose, hesitated, and 

then crossed the room to Miss Lucas, and 

sat down by her side. It was much the 

same n^ovement as she had made on the 

preceding evening, but something about 

the girl's whole expression had altered in 

the course .of the last four-and-twenty 

hours. All day there had .been an absent 

look upon her face ; she had hardly spoken; 

she had watched Miss Lucas's every look 

and movement; and as she moved to her 

side now> there was a confidence about the 

action which that one day seemed to have 

developed. ■

Kalph Ireland, sitting on the opposite 

side of the room, watched her face intently, 

and wondered wistfully of what she was 

thinking. On going to his room on the 

previous night, Balph Ireland had be- 

i stowed no time on the consideration of 

Miss Lucas's story ; it is doubtful whether 

his thoughts had been concentrated on 

it even while it was telling. But he had 

spent a long a|Kl sleepless hour on the 

consideration of something else. He had 

faced a conviction that had been lying 

dormant in him for several days; he had 

realised that he had met the girl who was 

for him the one and only woman in the 

world. This conviction ^as weighting his 

frank good nature with a humility and 

gravity that was new to it; and it was rather 

perplexing to Mrs. Bay, who was spasmodi- 

cally trying to make conversatio^ with him, 

while she wondered restlessly whether she 

should ask Colonel Thurstan to begin. ■

Colonel Thurstan himself was standing 

on the hearthrug talking to his host. But ■

by degrees their conversation seemed to 

fiag, and a silence fell upon the room. 

It was broken by Mrs. Ray. ■

"Colonel Thurstan," she said, and her 

voice was by no means so careless as she 

had intended it to be, "are you going to 

keep your promise to us ? " ■

Colonel Thurstan turned instantly. His 

face had looked stem even while he chatted 

indifferently, apparently, with Stafford Ray. 

It grew very hard now, as he answered 

courteously : ■

" I am at your service, Mrs. Ray, when- 

ever you like." ■

He sat down in the middle of the semi- 

circle, paused a moment, and then began 

to speak coldly and distinctly. ■

" It is Miss Lucas's suggestion," he said, 

"that I should tell you such sequel as 

there is to the story she told last night. 

You will find me a less fluent narrator than 

she has proved herself, I fear. And perhaps 

it is not incongruous that whereas her 

part of the story began with the happiness 

of youth, the little that is left for me to 

tell you is. shadowed fi-om the outset by 

trouble and pain. ■

" The events of which you have been told 

broke up the happiness of the home in which 

they happened once and for all. The effect 

that the loss of Miss Strangeways had 

upon Greoffrey could not have been calcu- 

lated upon, I think, even by his sister, or 

she would hardly have encouraged him as 

she did in the bitter resentment that 

isolated him utterly from his world. The 

strength of his feeling for Miss Strange- 

ways had been under-estimated by his 

father, under-estimated, possibly, by his 

cousin ; it was the love of a man, not of a 

boy, and of a man, as events proved, of 

character such as no one had suspected. 

Her disappearance, with the impenetrate 

darkness with wMch it was surrounded, 

developed his love into ^ sort of monomania. 

From the day wh^:i he left his home to 

follow the clue that took him to a London 

station he never returned to it. He refused 

to see or to write to his father ; he refused all 

communication with his cousin. He passed 

away from all' the concerns of his old life, 

concentrating himself on the one thought 

and interest that bad swamped them alL 

If he could have believed that his trouble 

might have arisen solely out of a living 

error in the judgement of tho woman for 

whom he was looking; if he could have 

believed that Miss Strangeways had left him 

solely on her own impulse, and that no clue 

as to ber whereabouts hail been withheld ■
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from him except by herself ; he would have 

suffered no less acutely, but he would have 

suffered less bitterly. He believed that he 

had been tricked; he believed that the object 

of his search was deliberately kept from 

him,. and all the stubborn pride of his race 

hardened in him day by day. ■

*' His father did not realise at first how 

grave was the mischief that had been done. 

For many months he looked upon his son's 

absence from home as the outcome of mere 

boyish suUenness. It was only very slowly 

that any doubt of his ultimate return 

presented itself." ■

Colonel Tlmrstan paused, and in the 

pause Stafford Kay said in a low, pleasant 

voice, without looking at him : ■

*' It seems to be assumed that it was 

impossible that the father should have told 

his daughter what was not the truth when 

she asked him whether he had himself 

spoken to Miss Strangeways. The possi- 

bility of his having brought about her 

disappearance seems, after his statement 

to the contrary, to have ceased to exist 

for the other people concerned. And yet, 

to an outsider^ the reason for this is hardly 

obvious. Surely it is not inconceivable 

that the father, having acted as he con- 

sidered for his son's good, might have 

further judged it wise to conceal his action f 

And, after all, it was but one man's word 

against another's." ■

There was a quick, rustling movement 

from Miss Lucas's dark comer as though 

its occupant had leaned suddenly forward. 

But Colonel Thurstan went on without 

heeding it. ■

ceivable, as you say, Ray," he said, " in 

many cases. But in this case it was so. I 

cannot paint for you in a few words the 

character which made it impossible. I can 

only tell you that it would never have 

occurred to Geoffre/s father — as he told 

his daughter — ^to humiliate Miss Strange- 

ways by bringing her personally into his 

discussion with his son. He considered 

that with his command to Geoffrey he had 

practically ended the affair, and it had 

ceased to confront him as a matter of any 

importance. ■

" I will not enter into Jame8*8 feeling on 

finding his words set aside by the cousins 

he had known from infancy. Bat I may 

mention that in his uttei bewilderment^ 

seeking in vain for some olue to the 

mystery by which they' were all surrounded, 

such a possibility as you have suggested 

did occur to him. He had only heard con- ■

Such a thing would not be incon- ■

fusedly what had passed between Lucy and 

her father on the subject, and he determined 

to satisfy himself. It was one day nearly 

nine months after Miss Strangeways' dis- 

appearance ; James had come to the house 

that was still nominally home to him on 

two days' leave, on an invitation, that was 

almost a command, from his uncle. The 

two were sitting alone in the dining-room 

after dinner, when Geoffrey's father 

mentioned him to James for the first time. 

He had been very silent, and he broke a 

long pause, abruptly : ■

'* ' James,' he said, ' where is that foolish 

boyr ■

''James did not know, Geoffrey com- 

municated with his sister, and his sister 

only. ■

" ' He has wasted enough time over this 

childish business/ continued his •father. 

The words were contemptuous, but the 

tone was uneasy. ' It's time he came home 

and settled down.' ■

'* James paused for a moment, then he 

said: ■

** ' Is it a childish business, sir 1 I'm 

almost afraid not' ■

''For a moment his uncle made no 

answer. Then he said angrily : ■

" * What on earth made the girl behave 

as she did t That's where all the mischief 

lies ! If she had not created all this 

mystery and set up his abominable 

obstinacy, he would have got over his 

boyish folly, as many another young fellow 

has done before him. It's all her doing.' ■

'* ' She must have heard by some means 

or other of your feeling on the subject, 

and she must have believed that she was 

doing the best for Geoffi^y in leaving him 

as she did.' ■

*' ' Unless she meant to entangle him 

again in London and changed her mind ! ' ■

*' James put the alternative aside with a 

gesture. ■

" ' She was not like that, sir,' he said. 

' The question is how did she hear of your 

feeling t ' He stopped abruptly, and then 

said suddenly : ' I have heard that when 

Lucy asked you the question, you told her 

that you had never spoken to Miss Strange- 

ways on the subject I beg your pardon, 

sir, if I'm wrong — I've no doubt I am 

— ^but it has crossed my mind that you 

might have told Lucy this because you 

thought it better that she should know 

nothing of your action in the matter ; and 

that it might, nevertheless, be from you that 

Miss Strangeways gained her knotvledge.' ■

'* There was a flash in his uncle's eyes ■
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that James had never seen before, as 

Greoffrey's father answered instantly and 

sternly. ■

"'I do not lie,' he said, *for any pur- 

pose, however admirable. I hardly con- 

sidered Miss Strangeways as an active 

agent in the matter. If I had been 

responsible for the melodramatic muddle of 

her disappearance, I should not have stooped 

to conceal it I ' ■

"There is such a thing as moral certainty, 

and James knew from that moment that 

no solution of the mystery lay with his 

imcle. ■

" It was from this time, I believe, that 

a just conception of the state of aflairs began 

to dawn upon Geoffrey's father. He had 

been waiting many years for the time when 

his son should emerge from boyhood, and 

become, such a man as he could understand. 

He had to realise gradually now that he had 

waited in vain; that the period to which 

he had looked forward had passed, while his 

eyes had been steadily fixed on the future. 

He had to realise that the son upon whom 

he had counted was a creature of his imagi- 

nation only. And he had to realise finally 

that the son whom he might have known, 

was lost to him for ever. He was alone in 

the creeping sense of disappointment and 

desolation that came upon him. To his other 

child, though no words ever passed between 

them on the subject, he was, in one sense^ 

the author of all the trouble that had f aUen 

upon the house. She never thought that he 

and she Buffered a common pain. Raging 

against her own, she ignored his, and set a 

barrier between them which her father was 

not the man to pass. It was not unnatural, 

therefore, that he should turn tacitly to the 

nephewfrom whom he could claim, as a right, 

a son's gratitude and a son's affection." ■

Colonel Thurstan stopped. His voice 

had vibrated slightly, but when he went on 

again it was very hard and monotonous. ■

" His nephew owed him every things and 

no claim made by him could be set aside. 

For the three ensuing years the regiment to 

which James belonged was stationed about 

ten miles from his uncle's house. And during 

those three years no week passed which did 

not see him there five or six times. ■

''His footing, to aU intents and purposes, 

was even more intimate than it had been in 

the old daysy inasmuch as the master of the 

house consulted him and relied on him 

for many little offices. Only his cousin 

Lucy and himself knew how totally every- 

thing was changed, and how he stood 

outside the life that he had hitherto ■

shared. That she endured his presence as 

an odious necessity, that she neither spoke 

to him nor looked at him except on suffer- 

ance, were faqts that she never let him 

forget. And he was a fool, no doubt, 

inasmuch as his consciousness of them 

caused him the keenest distress. He had 

given no living creature cause, in all his 

life, to doubt his word. Yet she, to 

whom he might at least have looked for 

sisterly tenderness and trust, denied him 

both, and proved alike impervious to 

argument and assurance. He was a fool 

to think twice whether his presence pleased 

or displeased her, but his thoughts and his 

feelings were beyond his own control. He 

loved her. ■

" He hardly knew when it was in the 

course of the last of those three long years 

that he began to detect a new note in her 

tone to him. And when he did detect it, 

it was longer still before he realised what it 

was. One afternoon in the spring of that 

year, reluctant yet feeling that the task 

before him must be carried out, he went 

upstairs and knocked at the door of his 

cousin's sitting-room. ■

" ' Come in,' she said. ■

" James knew from the tone of her voice 

that she had recognised his knock, and he 

went into the room to say what he had to 

say and to leave it as quickly as possible. 

Lucy was sitting by the table. She did 

not move, but her look as she faced him 

demanded an explanation of his intrusion. ■

*'He went up to the table and stood 

opposite to her. ■

*' * I will not trouble you for more than 

a moment,' he said. *I have come to 

speak to you about your father.' ■

** She did not speak, and he went on. ■

•* • I do not think him weU. I have been 

uneasy about him for some time. I am sure 

he should be persuaded to take advice.' ■

" * He takes your advice from morning 

till night,' she said. ' What more can he 

want?' ■

"Her words and the tone in which they 

were uttered, though their unreasoning 

bitterness did not surprise him, disconcerted 

him. He paused a moment and then said : ■

" ' I thought it right to tell you this, and 

to suggest that you should try to make him 

realise that he is very far from welL And 

there is another suggestion I feel bound to 

make. Your father is wretched for want of 

news of Geoffrey. Why do you never speak 

of him r ■

'' The colour swept into Lucy's face, and 

she rose and confronted her cousin. ■
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" * Why does he never ask me about 

him 1 ' she cried fiercely. * Why does he 

never seem to care whether he is dead or 

alive 1 Why is he content to live as though 

he had no son) Beca(use you have come 

between him and Greoffrey ! If it hadnt 

been for you, Geoffrey would be here now. 

Now that he's gone you're taking all that 

ought to be his. Do you think I'll give him 

news of Geoffrey to be talked over with 

you, to be picked to pieces by you, to be 

made the worst of by you ? Never ! ' ■

"She was shaking with passion, and 

James faced her for a moment in silence. 

Argument was useless ; behind the wild 

injustice of her words he recognised her 

sisterly misery and her sisterly devotion. 

He left the room without a word. ■

"But from that time onward he knew 

that her jealousy of him for her brother's 

sake was one of the torments of her life^ 

and if he could have done anything to spare 

her he would, have done it gladly. This 

was impossible. Her father's state of 

health was, as he had told her, far from 

satisfactory. Unacknowledged grief and dis- 

appointment had told upon him heavily, 

and though he would not own to illness, he 

turned more and more, as his weakness 

developed, to his nephew. He took a dislike 

to his home, and as the summer drew on he 

rented a house for the season in Scotland ; 

and James found himself practically com- 

pelled to obtain such leave as would allow 

of his going away with hinu ■

*' James had believed that nothing could 

be added to the already almost intolerable 

constraint of his position ; but he found that 

he was mistaken. At home, his visits, 

frequent though they were, had been but 

visits ; duty had constantly called him else- 

where. In Scotland his presence was per- 

force continual. Day after day he and his 

cousin were' compelled to meet, knowing 

that the morrow would bring no change 

and no respite. It was the monotonous 

regularity of their intercourse that told so 

heavily ; as a matter of fact,, they saw, 

perhaps, even less of one another than they 

bad done in England. The house in which 

they were established was situated in the 

midst of a mountainous district, and Lucy 

seemed to develop a passion for the wild 

hiU country round. She was out of doors, 

when the weather allowed, from morning 

until night. She saw but little of her father ; 

she chose to assume that James's society was 

all sufficient to him. Her cousin's words as 

to his health seemed to have made no 

impression on her, and she never noticed. ■

apparently, how he changed in appearance. 

The symptoms that had alarmed his nephew 

developed rapidly during the first two 

months of their stay in Scotland, and at last 

there came about what James had long 

foreseen. A paralytic seizure broke down 

the appearance of health that Geoffrey's 

father had so determinedly kept up. ■

" It was a very slight attack, however, 

and in a few hours its more alarming effects 

had passed away. Lucy's father was able 

to speak, though somewhat imperfectly, 

when he asked for his daughter, and James 

went downstairs to fetch her. ■

" It was about three o'clock in the after- 

noon, and the September sunshine was. 

flooding the drawing-room with light, when 

James opened the door. Lucy rose abruptly 

and came towards him. He noticed that 

she was looking pale, and he thought also 

that she had grown strangely worn and 

thin in the course of the last two months. 

A restless trouble in her eyes, which he had 

noticed there often lately, seemed to be 

making them larger and brighter than usual. ■

" ♦ WeU,' she said coldly, ' is he better?' ■

" ' He is much better/ returned James. 

* He wants to see you. Will you go up to 

him?' ■

" Lucy crossed the room abruptly with- 

out looking at James, passed him, and 

went upstairs. The bedroom door was 

ajar ; she went straight up to the bedside. 

She started a little as her eyes rested on 

the changed face on the pillow, but she 

did not stoop to kiss it. ■

" * Are you better, father 1 ' she said. * Did 

you want me 1 ' ■

"Her father moved his head feebly. 

James had stopped near the door, wishing 

to leave the father and daughter together, 

and he was out of sight from the bed. He 

heard his own name uttered now in his 

uncle's altered, difficult speech, and came 

slowly up to the bed. ■

" * I am here, sir,' he said. ■

"It was an invalid's fancy, evidently, 

and being satisfied as to his presence, his 

uncle looked slowly back at Lucy. ■

" ' I sent for you,' he said laboriously, 

•to tell you to write to your brother. 

Where is he 1 ' ■

" There was a moment's dead silence ; a 

moment that seemed so long that James, in 

spite of himself, glanced across at his 

cousin. To his intense surprise he saw 

that she was almost lividly pale ; her hands 

were wrung together, and her lips were 

set. She did not speak, and the low, un- 

certain voice went on. ■
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" ' He k my only son. I mfiy have only 

a abort time to live. Whatever he may 

do afterwards, tell him that I charge him 

to come and see me now. Where is he, 

LncjV ■

" Still she did not speak. Her silence 

began to take effect upon her father. He 

tried to draw himself up upon his elbow, 

stretching out one hand to James for help. ■

"'Why don't you answer me, Lucy?' 

he said. The quiet command of his stronger 

days was lost now in the irritability of 

weakness. ' You are the only person with 

whom he has chosen to communicate. Why 

don't you tell me where he is 1 ' ■

"He was growing excited, and excite- 

ment was dangerous. James spoke in a 

low, warning voice : ■

** *Lucy, you must tell him.' ■

" She looked up for the first time. Her 

eyes met her cousin's, and the fact seemed 

to goad her* almost beyond her own control. ■

** * How can 1 1 ' she cried. * How can I 

tell him what I don't know myself 1 ' ■

• "• You don't know r ■

" The words did not come from James. 

Her father had raised himself. ■

"'You don't know where he is? He 

has cut himself off altogether t ' ■

" He let himself fall back heavily, turn- 

ing feebly towards James. ■

" • You are my son, then,' he said. * I 

have no other.' ■

" Before James could look up he heard 

a rustle beside him, and he knew that 

Lucy wa«j gone. ■

"Nearly two hours passed before he 

could leave his uncle's room, and then he 

called a servant and asked where her young 

mistress was. ■

"•She's gone out^ sir,' was the reply. ■

* I saw her go in a great hurry nearly two 

hours ago.' ■

" The news did not surprise James, but as 

he looked up at the sky, it made him uneasy. 

The signs of storm were gathering fast, and 

though it was only six o'clock the light was 

becoming dull. He knew what the con- 

fession to which Lucy had been driven 

must have cost her. He guessed some- 

thing of the misery which the fact 

must have been causing her, perhaps for 

weeks. He loved her, and the thought of 

her pain was wringing his heart. That 

she should be wandering among the hills, 

oblivious in her unhappiness alike of 

time and weather; caught in a storm, 

perhaps exposed to the dangers that dark- 

ness created on some of the more pre- 

cipitous mountain-sides near, was more ■

than he could endure. He knew which 

were her favourite routes, and taking at 

random the wildest and most lonely of 

these, he set out to look for her. ■

"The storm broke; and as he pressed 

on against it up the hillside, the whole 

country seemed to be swept by driving sheets 

of rain and mists driven before the wind. 

A kind of frenzy took posseaision of James. 

The thought that he might miss her ; that 

the gathering darkness or mist might hide 

her from him, even if she were within 

his reach ; and that she might have to 

spend the night shelterless, maddened him. 

He strode on, stopping now and again to 

shout her name. The mist was rising 

round him on every side. He had reached 

the summit of a wild, desolate crag, when 

be saw crouched against the rock as though 

for protection from the rain, a few yards 

from him, a woman's figure. He reached 

it unheeded in the noise of wind and 

water; and as he stood beside her at last 

a strange calm fell on him. He leaned 

down and touched her on the shoulder. ■

" She sprang to her feet, and stretched 

out both her hands to him. ■

" * James I ' she said. • Oh, James, 

James, is it you 1 ' ■

"He took her hands into his own and 

held them. He knew that in her welcome 

there was nothing personal ; he knew that 

she was wet through and frightened, and 

that she clung instinctively to a man's 

strength and a man's protection. He drew 

her into a more sheltered comor and made 

her sit down. ■

" * The wind isn't so cold here, Lucy,' he 

said. 'Don't ba frightened. You are 

quite safe.' ■

"She was clinging to his hands con- 

vulsively. ■

"'Can't we go home?' she said. 'James, 

can't you take me home 1 ' % ■

" The world below them was blotted out 

to their very feet in a thick white mist 

James knew that not an inch of path would 

be discernible, and he knew that on that 

side of the mountain a false step might 

mean death. ■

" ' Not yet,' he said. « The mist may lift 

when the storm passes. We must wait* ■

"She shuddered, and sank down on a 

stone, hiding her face in her hands. She 

sat so for some time, evidently enduring 

with such patience as she could muster. 

The rain stopped gradually and the wind 

began to subside. As though the quiet 

had arrested her attention, she raised her 

head suddenly. The mist had crept up and ■
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was about them now, and it was growing 

dark. She looked at her cousin with her 

eyos wiiei and startled. ■

" * James/ she said, * when the mist 

clears it will be dark. Shall we have to 

stay here all night 1 ' ■

" ' I am afraid sa' ■

** She did not speak, but a long sigh came 

from her. There was a silence. Darkness 

cajqie rapidly, and when they could no 

longer see each other's faces, Lucy broke 

into sudden speech. ■

'''James,' she said, 'what am I to do 1 

What am I to do 1 I don't know where he 

is 1 I haven't known where he is for nearly 

three months now 1 He hasn't written to 

me ; he hasn't sent me a line, and I feel 

as if I should go mad sometimes with 

sheer anxiety.' ■

" * You would have heard if anything 

had happened to hifti/ said James. ■

*• *Not necessarily,' she said, quickly. *He 

doesn't always go by his own name. Bat I 

don't think I'm afraid that anything has 

happened. He has been nearly as long as 

this once before without writing. It's the 

thought that he shouldn't care to write; 

it's the feeling that I have lost him ; that 

I can't touch him, or help him, or do any- 

thing for him ; it's the feeling that he must 

be so dreadfully changed not to care how 

much I suffer, or how lonely I am, that 

I don't know how to bear. Oh, James, 

what can I do 1 What can I do 1' ■

"Perhaps he was wrong, perhaps even 

then, with the broken voice of the woman 

he loved ringing in his ears, with darkness 

between them and the stillness of the night 

growing all round, a stronger man than he 

would have said nothing. I can only say that 

James was not strong enough. ■

" • Lucy,' he said, * let me help you. Let 

us make it up as we have made it up so 

often before, and do our best for Q^offrey 

together as we used to in the old times. 

Lucy, it's a mistake that's come between 

us; nothing else. I love you. Can you 

not give me back trusty at least 1 Can't we 

begin again ) ' ■

"The quiet fell about them again, un- 

broken for a moment. Then he heard a 

long, strangled sigh. ■

"*Ohl' she whispered. «If I could! 

KIcouldl' ■

" He leaned towards her, though he could 

not see her. ■

"*Why should you notl' he said. 

* Lucy, don't you care for me a little 1 ' ■

" * I do,' she said brokenly. * I did.' ■

" * Then you believe me,' he said. * You ■

believe me when I tell you solemnly ; when 

I call to witness to the truth of my words 

all that I hold most sacred ; that there is 

nothing that need stand between us. That 

I am as innocent of that with which you 

charge me as yourself, or Geoffrey/ ■

" He heard her rise with a low cry. He • 

stretched out his hand instinctively to keep 

her from taking any step that might lead her 

into danger, and with his grasp on her arm 

she spoke. ■

" * I can't I ' she cried, 'I can't I There 

were the facts. I said with Geoffrey when 

they were fresh to me that I would never 

believe you till Ketta told me herself that 

what you said was true. I hold to what I 

said then, and I shall hold to it for ever.' ■

" Stttl with that touch on her arm, he 

guided her back to her seat. He did not 

speak; the night wore on, and still the 

silence between them was nnbroken. He 

heard her shiver once, and put his coat about 

her. Once he thought he heard her sobbing. 

At length the dawn brpke; she moved stiffly 

and feebly when he helped her to her feet, 

and as they made their slow and difficult 

progress down the hillside he spoke only 

such words as were necessary for her 

guidance. It was no surprise to him when 

they came within sight of the house to see 

that the front door was open, and that 

figures were moving about But the face 

of the old manservant who met them on 

the threshold, struck him with a sudden 

chill. He glanced at his companion's white, 

exhausted face, and made a sign enjoining 

silence on the old man. But he was too late. ■

" ' Thank Heaven you're come, sir I ' he 

said. 'Miss Lucy, we've looked for you 

everywhere ! Oh, sir, my poor master I * ■

" Lucy had gone on quickly through the 

hall, unheeding. But on the last word she 

stopped suddenly. ■

" * Is my father worse 1 ' ■

" The old man turned to James, and as 

their eyes met, James went to his cousin. ■

" * Go up to your room, Lucy 1 ' he said. 

* I will come to you presently. Go up to 

your room 1 ' ■

" But she put his words aside peremp- 

torily. ■

" ' I want to know how he is, first,' she 

said. 'William, why don't you answer 

me r I ■

" ' You'd better do as Mr. James says, 

miss,' was the faltering response. 'He'll 

come "land tell you presently.' ■

" ' Come and tell me,' she echoed sharply. 

' Come and tell me what 1 Is he dead 1 ' ■

" She read her answer this time in the ■
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faces of the two men. Worn out with the 

long night of exposure, the shock was 

more than she could hear. Without a 

sound she swayed helplessly for a moment^ 

and her cousin caught her in his arms. ■

"The hare facts as they stood were, 

sufficiently painful. The second stroke of 

paralysis which had ended the disap- 

pointed life of Lucy's father would have 

overtaken him in any case, sooner or later ; 

and there was little reason to helieve that 

matters had heen accelerated hy the non- 

appearance of either Lucy or James on the 

previous night. But the events that 

followed ; the events that added hitterness 

to inevitahle suffering; were the result of an 

accident, or perhaps, I should say, an over- 

sight, for which James never forgave himsell 

It fell out thus. Every private paper found 

in her father's room, was hy him taken 

untouched to Lucy. It was her right, 

and Geofibrey's, to look them over, and 

in that right James knew himself to have 

no share. He took them to her on the day 

hefore the funeral ; and ahe looked up as he 

entered the room, pointing to a letter that 

she had in her hand. ■

" * He has written,' she said. * (Jeoffrey 

has written to me at last Too late, you 

see.' , ■

"Her speech was hard and monotonous, as 

though the statement were wrung from her 

hy her misery. James paused a moment, 

then he laid the papers down by her side. ■

" ' I found these in your father's room, 

Lucy,' he said. * Will you look them over 

and see if there is anything that Mr. 

Davison ought to have 1 ' ■

" She drew them towards her, and began 

to open them with quick movements, as 

though glad of the semblance of occupation. 

He hesitated a moment and then turned 

away. As he did so, she lifted her head and 

recalled him. Her face was quite white. She 

held a sheet of letter paper in her hand. ■

" ' Did you know of this 1 ' she said. ■

"He crossed the room, took the paper 

she held out, and glanced at its contents. As 

he did so he realised that he would have 

given ten years of his life to keep them 

from his cousin. ■

" It was the rough draft of a will, drawn 

out in shaking characters, just recognisable 

as her father's writing, and bearing the date 

of the day on which he died. It revoked 

all the testator's former wills, and left the 

house and land only to Greoffrey, bequeath- 

ing all bis father's money in two equal 

shares to Lucy and James. A moment 

passed before James had sufficiently mas- ■

tered himself to speak. Then he looked his 

cousin in the face. ■

" * I knew nothing of it^ Lucy,* he said, 

' and it is so much waste paper.' ■

" He was in the very act of tearing it 

across when she stopped him impulsively. ■

" * No,' she said fiercely. * It represents 

my father's will Do you think either 

Geoffrey or I will dispute it t As &r as 

you are concerned, what is written there 

shall be carried out.' ■

" James controlled himself forcibly. ■

'"It's not legal, Lucy,' he said. 'It 

means nothing. No use can possibly be 

made of it.' ■

"'Legal or not,' she retorted proudly, 

'we shc^ consider ourselves bound by it 

Be sure of that.' ■

" He paused a moment ■

" ' I can*t discuss the matter further 

with you now,' he said at last ' It's not the 

time. Mr. Davison will make you under- 

stand the position better than I can. I will 

only tell you that no power on earth could 

induce me to touch one shilling of your 

father's money.' ■

"He turned away as he spoke and left 

her alone. ■

"But nothing that he had hoped from 

time, nothing that he had hoped from the 

arguments of her father's solicitor, came to 

pass. Lucy remained absolutely impervious 

to argument or to entreaty. She wrote 

to Geof&ey on the subject, and all that 

Mr. Davison could extract from him was a 

brief note authorising his sister to act for 

him. She took possession of the half share 

of his property left to her by her father, 

dividing it with her brother ; and the other 

half was left to James. He never touched 

it, he never will touch it ■

" There is very little more to tell The 

death of Lucy's father broke up the home ; 

and broke up the difficult and painful posi- 

tion of the past three years. James ex- 

changed into a regiment on foreign service, 

and left England for many years. Lucy 

settled in London. He heard from time to 

time of her welfare through Mr. Davison. 

He heard to his unspeakable relief of her 

inheritance of a considerable fortune. And 

he heard also of her brother. ■

"He heard of Geoffrey as always 

wandering about the world; wandering 

aimlessly and restlessly, long after any clue 

to Miss Strangeways' whereabouts afforded 

him an object He heard that he had sold 

the old home that had come down to him 

through so long a line of ancestors. He 

heard that his silences grew longer and ■
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longer, until at last he ceased to com- 

municate even with his sister. Then he 

heard that all trace of him was lost. The 

trio who had played together as children, the 

trio bound together by so many common 

memories of joy and sorrow, was broken up 

and scattered by the far-reaching influence 

of a fatal mistake." ■

Colonel Thurstan's deep, grave voice 

stopped, and there was a silence. There 

were tears in Mrs. Bay's eyes, and her 

husband seemed to be absorbed in thought. 

Ralph Ireland stared meditatively at the 

carpet Miss Lucas in her corner sat abso- 

lutely motionless. * Only Mina Chester 

knew how tightly her fingers had clasped 

themselves over her hand, and the close 

pressure was as unconsciously returned. ■

It was Stafford Bay who spok^ at last. 

He rose. ■

"Thanks, Thurstan," he said. "You 

have brought us to bedtime. Miss Chester," 

he added Ughtly, evidently with an instinct 

towards breaking up the strained feeling of 

the moment, " we shall look to you for our 

story to-morrow night." ■

OHAPTBB IX. TAKEN BT 8URPBISB. ■

Thb room at High Firs that went by the 

name of the library deserved its title 

only traditionally. The books that had 

once lined its walls had long since been 

sold. But it was a very pleasant room 

still ; and the fact that some of the original 

substantial furniture had been left there, 

had rendered it habitable without much 

exercise of ingenuity on Mrs. Bay's part. ■

It was the afternoon of the day follow- 

ing that on which Colonel Thurstan had 

told his story, and the library had two 

occupants : Balph Ireland and Miss Lucas ; 

somewhat uncongenial companions, it might 

have seemed. ■

Miss Lucas did not often sit in the 

library ; what impulse had prompted her 

when the party broke up after lunch, 

and Colonel Thurstan and Stafford Bay 

went out together, to settle herself there 

rather than in the drawing-room, no one 

could have said. She was sitting by the 

fire now with a book in her hand, on 

which her eyes were fixed steadily^ but she 

had not turned a page for nearly an hour. 

Her face was set into cold, defiant lines, 

and she was very pale. Balph Ireland 

was at the writing - table, engaged in 

somewhat hasty and perfunctory corre- 

spondence. He finished at last, pushed his 

chair sharply back, and rose; then he ■

hesitated. He came slowly towards Miss 

Lucas as she sat by the fire. ■

" Do you know at all what Miss Chester 

was going to do this afternoon 1" he said 

abruptly and a little awkwardly. ■

Miss Lucas started, as though her 

thoughts had been far away. ■

"Miss Chester!" she said. "No; I 

didn't see her all the morning,, and she said 

nothing at lunch. In fact^ she was rather 

sUent, Ithink!" ■

Her shrewd, kindly eyea were fixed full 

upon him with a smile in them, and Balph 

Ireland coloured as he answered : ■

" She didn't speak a word 1 I mean, I 

really don't know. I thought, perhaps, 

she might have told you what she was 

going to do." ■

Mias Lucas looked at him for a moment 

in silence ; her clasped hands resting idly 

on the bopk on her knee. At last she said 

gently : ■

"Mr. Ireland, is it the real thing with 

your' ■

He made no pretence of not understand- 

ing her. The colour faded out of his face 

as he said simply : ■

" I love her with all my heart." 

"Ah!" It was a sympathetic little 

sound, and under its influence Balph 

Ireland turned away, and looked straight 

down into the fire as he rested one hand on 

the mantelpiece. " And she 1 " ■

" I don't believe I've got a chance," he 

said hastily. "I'm not fit to black her 

shoes, and she kQows it." 

Miss Lucas laughed softly. 

" I shouldn't be so very sure of that," she 

said. " Both facts seem to me to be open 

to question. She is a little shy and wild, 

Mr. Ireland ; you must be very gentle and 

cautious. But I don't think you need 

despair, yet, at all events." ■

" You don't 1 " The young man turned 

to her impetuously: "You don't, really 1 ■

Oh, I say. Miss' Lucas " ■

He stopped abruptly. The door had 

opened as he spoke, and he saw Miss 

Lucas's face suddenly change and grow 

very cold and hard. The new-comer was 

Colonel Thurstan, and as he advanced 

she rose, without another word to Balph, 

and swept past him out of the room. ■

Balph Ireland was too much absorbed in 

his own emotions to feel more than the 

most transitory surprise. Miss Lucas had 

said enough ; she had given him the word 

of hope for which he had been hungering ; 

and, amiable young man as he was, her 

subsequent presence or absence was a ■
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matter of slight importance to him. He 

received Colonel Thurstan somewhat in- 

coherently and dashed out of the house, 

acting on the impulse to work ofif his 

excitement in the open air. He resolved 

heroically to act instantly upouv Miss 

Lucas's advice, and to take none of the 

routes which he knew to be favourites with 

Miss Chester. ■

The weather had changed at last. The 

rainy spell had come to an end, and bright, 

frosty weather had succeeded it. And 

while Ralph Ireland had been getting 

through his correspondence in the library, 

Mina Chester had slipped out alone. 

Her walk this afternoon had led heir in a 

direction she had never taken before, 

bringing her finally to the brow of a hill. 

Behind her, stretching down the easy slope 

and away for some distance, was woodland ; 

the bare trees creaking and shivering 

mysteriously even in the sunshine. Before 

her the hill on which she stood sloped 

down to the high-road that wound away to 

the town seven miles off; and to her right, 

though out of sight, lay High Firs. Mina 

Chester stood leaning against the trunk of 

a tree, gazing steadily down at the road 

with eyes that seemed to dee nothing. ■

Mina had seemed to court solitude 

throughout the day. She had only ap- 

peared among the party at High Firs when 

breakfast and lunch practically compelled 

her to do bo; and she had then sat pale 

and quiet. The eyes that gazed so fixedly 

at the white, frost-lined road' had an un- 

certain, pitiful look in them; and the 

comers of the grave mouth drooped. She 

turned at last, with a little catch of her 

breath, and began mechanically to retrace 

her steps. She went down the hill into 

the wood, pursuing her way until her 

progress was stopped by a gate; then, 

instead of opening it, she laid her arms 

along the top, and let her face fall forward 

upon them with a little" sobbing moan. ■

** Oh, what a pity 1 What a pity I " ■

She stood there motionless, unconscious 

of the cold, unconscious that the short 

December day was drawing to its close. 

She did not even hear when a man's step 

came quickly up the path towards ^her; she 

did not see Ealph Ireland as he stopped 

abruptly a few yards from her. The young 

man's eyes were fixed upon the girl's bent 

head, and his honest face turned very pale 

beneath its sunburnt colouring. He stood 

there motionless, and still she did not move. 

At last he made a movement as though he 

would have gone away and left her. But ■

his heart failed him. He stopped abruptly 

and spoke. ■

** Miss Chester," he said, in a low un- 

even voice, " is there — ^isn't there anything 

I can do 1 " ■

With a violent start Mina Chester lifted 

her head, and as he saw her tear-stained, 

troubled face, he took two impulsive strides 

to her side, and spoke again before she had 

time to utter a word. ■

*'dh," he said, ••won't yon teU me 

what's the matter! If you knew how 

awfully sorry I am." ■

Mina smiled faintly. ■

"I can't tell you, thank you,** she said 

simply. " It isn't — ^it isn't my own trouble 

exactly." ■

Brief as her answer was, there was 

nothing about it repellent or distant, and 

Ralph Ireland coloured with pleasure as he 

answered impulsively : ■

" That's all right. I mean, I'm awfully 

I sorry for what troubles you, but I'm awfully 

glad it isn't yourself." ■

** Thank you," said Mina agaia ■

The trouble through which she was 

passing, vicarious though it might be, 

seemed to have softened her strangely, 

and as though- it had created in her an 

instinctive longing for sympathy, she 

added : ■

** It's something I've got to do, too ; some- 

thing I don't quite know how to do." ■

Her voice quivered a little, and Ralph 

said desperately : ■

" Isn't it something I could do for you 1 

It — I — I sl^ould only be too pleased, I do 

assure you." ■

She shook her head with another watery 

smile. ■

"Thank you very much," she said. 

" But there's nobody but I who can do it — 

nobody but I in the whole world." ■

The words were followed by a pause. 

They were still standing one on either side 

of the gate. The silence was broken by 

Ralph Ireland diffidently, almost awkwardly. ■

" Would you rather I went away 1 " he 

said. '' It was so like an idiot like me to 

come thundering down upon you. I expect 

I oughtn't to have spoken to you, but I 

couldn't help it." ■

"It wasn't your faulty" she answered; 

a little touch of colour had stolen into her 

white cheeks. " It was I who was foolish, 

and it was very kind of you to— to speak 

to me." ■

" It's getting rather dark," he suggested. 

"May I — may I take you home, Miss 

Chester 1" ■
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" Thank you," she said. ■

He opened the gate for her, she passed 

through, and they went on down the path 

side by side. ■

It promised at first to be bat a silent 

walk. Nearly a quarter of an hour had 

passed before Ealph Ireland spoke. ■

" Miss Chester/' he said, his frank voice 

sounded nervous and constrained, " would 

it bore you frightfully if I were to talk 

about myself a Httle 1 " ■

She had turned to him with a slight 

start. Her eyes were still troubled, but 

the distress in her expression seemed to 

have passed into abeyance for the time. ■

'*I shall be — ^very pleased," she said 

rather shyly. ■

'•I don't want to say much," he said. 

"Only I can't bear that you should think Fve 

been quite such an idle chap as you suppose. 

You see, it's like this. Things aren't quite 

the same out in Australia as they are here. 

I don't mean to say that a man oughtn't to 

settle steadily into business there as well as 

here, or that he isn't a far better fellow if 

he does it. But what I mean is that there 

really is a good deal of work to be got, out 

of harness, so to speak. A man who 

doesn't want to be tied down needn't live 

an idle life by any means. There are lots 

of men I've been with X)ut there who would 

tell you I'm not a bad fellow to work. 

They would, indeed." ■

He had spoken very earnestly^ looking 

straight before him. Miss Chester did not 

turn to him, but she spoke quickly and 

gently, almost deprecatingly. ■

"I'm quite sure of it>" she said, "if you 

say so. I didn't speak at all kindly the 

other day, I'm afraid. I know one may 

make dreadful mistakes if one decides only 

on one's own observation. I — I quite 

believe you, Mr. Ireland, and I oughtn't 

to have spoken at all." ■

"Don't say that," he returned eagerly. 

How is a young man to recollect in- 

junctions to caution when he is met with 

wholly unexpected gentleness) "It was 

most awfully kind of you, and I know 

there is a great deal in my life that 

would seem like idling to you. But I 

mean to settle down to hard work, I do 

indeed. I'm only wondering how I shall 

begin." ■

" Do you mean to go back to Australia 1 " 

she asked. ■

"Yes, no — I don't know," he replied 

rather incoherently. ■

She looked round at him instinctively ; 

their eyes met, and as a sudden soft rush ■

of colour flooded her face, Balph Ireland 

stood still suddenly, and she stopped, too, 

perforce. ■

"Miss Chester," he said desperately. 

"If— if it could only make any difference 

to you one way or the other, I'd do exactly 

what you told me. I'd go in for anything, 

I'd settle to anything, here or there. I 

don't suppose there's the shadow of a 

chance for me — 1 don't suppose you care a 

straw whether I go or stay, or what be- 

comes of me, but--oh, Mina, I do love you 

so." ■

She had shrunk back a little against the 

hedgerow and was looking up at him, her 

lips parted in startled, almost incredulous 

surprise, but with something that was not 

surprise and not repulsion struggling to life 

in her eyes. She made no attempt to stem 

the torrent of his speech, but as he paused 

she spoke. ■

" We don't know one another," she said 

rather breathlessly. " You can't have grown 

to care in such a little while 1 It isn't 

possible " ■

V' It is possible," he answered vehemently. 

"Timel What has time to do with it) 

And as to knowing one another, I know you 

enough to love you.. That's all I I know 

you enough to know that I would do any- 

thing to please you, that I would do any- 

thing to win your love again. Mina, can't 

you give me a little in return) " ■

She was trembling from head to foot, 

and his vehemence seemed to sweep her 

into resistance. ■

" Oh, wait I " she cried. " I'm not like 

that. I can*t get to know people and love 

people in such a hurry. I can't believe it 

could be real Why, a month ago we'd 

never seen one another. Ah, what grows 

so quickly can't have deep roots." ■

" Sometimes," he averred boldly. " Why, 

the roots have been growing all my life. 

They're as strong as I am. Oh, Mina, 

can't you try to love me ) I will wait ; I 

will wait as long as you like ; I wiU wait 

till you know pie through and through, and 

I'll try every hour to be better worth the 

knowing. Or is it," his voice changed and 

faltered, " or is it that you do really know 

me too well) That you know I'm not 

good enough for you — you know you could 

never like me ) " ■

She turned away, and her hands were 

wrung tightly together as the next 

words came from her, almost^ it seemed, 

against her will. ■

" No," she said. " Oh, no, no^ it isn't 

that I Only — it is so soon I " ■
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There was a moment's silence, and then 

Ealph Ireland spoke again, humbly, but 

very resolutely. ■

"Then I shall wait," he said, "and till 

you say that there's no hope for me I shall 

hope. Don't think I'll bother you — I 

won't, indeed. Now let me take you home." ■

OHAPTBB X. RALPH IRELAND'S STORT. ■

*'Who is going to amuse us to-night 1 

Somebody is prepared with a story, I 

hope." ■

The speaker was Miss Lucas, and the 

words were uttered abruptly directly the 

party assembled in the drawing-room after 

dinner that evening. The dinner that was 

juat over had filled Mrs. Ray's soul with 

content. It had been the gayest that had 

yet taken place, and its gaiety had originated 

solely in Miss Lucas's flow of spirits. She 

had talked persistently, laughing alternately 

at and with every member of the party, 

Colonel Thurstan alone excepted. ■

Her flow of conversation had ceased 

abruptly during the interval that preceded 

the appearance of Stafford Bay and his men 

guests in the drawing-room ; and her words 

on their appearance were uttered with a 

rather forced gaiety. Mrs. Ray answered 

her, cheerfully and a little dubiously : ■

"You are sure you are not tired of 

stories 1 If anybody thinks that ordinary 

talk would be pleasanter to-night, do let 

him or her say so." ■

Before any one else could speak. Miss 

Lucas answered in the same strained tones : ■

" Nobody thinks so, I'm sure," she said, 

"the stories have been so successful, 

haven't theyf" She laughed a rather 

high-pitched laugh, and then went on 

hurriedly : " Mina, it's your turn, I think. 

Are you ready V* ■

Mina Chester was sitting rather apart; she 

had been very quiet all the evening, but the 

little air of severity which sometimes gave 

a certain hardness to her face was ab^nt. 

She sat resting her chin upon her hand, 

gazing dj^eamily into the fire ; and there was 

something indescribably soft and womanly 

about her unconscious preoccupation. She 

started nervously as Miss Lucas addressed 

her, and a wave of bright colour swept 

across her face. ■

''Oh, no," she said, "I'm not» indeed. 

I will tell a story — some time. But I'd 

ikther not to-night. I— I couldn't" ■

She spoke pleadingly, and with consider- 

ably more agitation of tone and manner 

than the occasion seemed to call for. She ■

had hardly finished speaking when Ralph 

Ireland threw himself into the breach. ■

" I'll tell a story to-night, if Miss Chester 

doesn't want to," he said. " That's to say 

I'll try, you know, if nobody minds. But 

I'm afraid I shan't make much hand of it" ■

He felt, as he caught the instinctive look 

of gratitude that Mina Chester turned on 

him, that it was not of the faintest conse- 

quence whether he made " much hand " of 

it or not. He was only vaguely aware 

that his proposal had been received with 

enthusiasm by the rest of the company; 

and it was not until he found himself con- 

fronted by his silent and expectant auditors 

that he fully realised the position into 

which he had heroically thrust himselt 

He accepted it, however, with praiseworthy 

promptitude and energy. ■

•' I can only tell a rough kind of story," 

he said, " because Tve only lived a roughish 

life, and I haven't had any adventures 

worth speaking of, either. I hadn't much 

share in what I'm going to tell you about, 

only I saw it all. ■

"It was about three years ago, and I 

was knocking about out there in Queens- 

land seeing life, and doing a spell of work 

whenever it came along, and at shearing 

time I was up at a sheep station right away 

in the bush, shearing for a man named 

Jackson. ■

"The shearing was a big affair; &ere 

were lots of us at it; and we had a 

very jolly time one way and another. 

But there was a man about the place who 

didn't seem to fit in anywhere. He was 

an Englishman, and he was a gentleman; 

there was no mistake about that. He 

didn't seem to be in any want of money ; 

but he didn't seem to be travelling because he 

wanted to see things, for he took no interest 

in anything that came along. He was a 

tall fellow with white hair, though he can't 

have been more than five-and-forty. He 

had blue eyes that never seemed to see 

anything he looked at Some days he 

would be about all the time, leaning against 

the doorway of the shearing shed, and 

looking on for hours at a stretch without 

speaking. Sometimes he would disappear 

for a day or two at a time, coming back as 

quietly as he went He went by the name 

of George — whether it was his Christian 

name or his surname nobody knew. ■

" I don't know how it was, but he and I 

got chummy. It wasn't what one would 

have called.being chums with any other man; 

we didn't talk much, but we used to have 

long smokes together. He never told me ■
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anything about himself, and yet I got to 

know him. ■

•* He never spoke of any future, and as 

the shearing drew to an end, I began to 

wonder whether we should go our different 

ways when it was over, and, perhaps, never 

knock up against one another again. I 

made a nice little pile at that shed, and I 

meant to go down to Townsville. I had 

some notion of going to some diggings and 

taking up a claim, later on, so I thought Td 

* hump my drum ' — that* s Australian slang 

for going on foot — to the nearest railway. 

It seemed likely that several of the other 

fellows would be going too, but it turned 

out at the last that only two of them 

settled to g6 my way, and these two were 

not just the sort I should have chosen as 

companions for a four or five days' walk. 

I don't know where they had come from, 

but I hadn't taken to them. They weren't 

altogether above-board, and there had been 

one or two nasty little affairs over cards. 

They'd both lost heavily all the time, and 

were leaving the station not much richer 

than they came to it. Their names were 

Carter and Maclean. I wasn't pleased when 

I found that we three were to tramp together, 

but one must take the rough with the 

smooth, and I didn't bother about it at 

first ■

"The day before we were to starts how- 

ever, Jackson asked me to do him a favour. 

He had some opal specimens that he wanted 

taken down to Townsville — very fine ones 

they were, and a number of them. They 

were worth altogether many hundred 

pounds. He'd known me, on and off, since 

I was a little chap, and he wanted me to 

take them down and hand them over to his 

agent. Of course I said I would, all right ; 

and it was only when it was all settled 

that I began to bother a bit about my 

travelling companions. I went up to 

Jackson's house in the evening to get the 

stones, and I put them away there and 

then in my belt with my own swag. 

And it didn't make me more comfortable 

to find Carter and Maclean hanging about 

the place when I came out. ■

" There was to be a roaring supper down 

at the bachelors' quarters by way of 

celebrating the end of the shearing, but I 

didn't turn in at once ; I thought, perhaps, 

George would be about. And by-and-by 

he came sauntering down towards me. ■

" ' Off to-morrow, youngster 1 * he said. ■

"*Yes,' I answered. *Four o'clock in 

the morning sees us off.' ■

"I wanted to tell him my bother; I ■

hadn't known it till I saw him, but that 

was what I had meant when I waited 

about for him. It was quiet enough where 

we were, but I spoke pretty low, too, as 

I said : ■

" ' Look here, has Jackson told you that 

I am taking some opals down to Towns- 

ville for him V ■

"He nodded. ■

"*Yes,' he said. *And you're going 

with Carter and Maclean.' ■

" I hadn't thought that he knew so much 

as their names. ■

" * Yes,' I answered. * It's all right, of 

course, but I wish there were some more 

of us.' ■

"*None of the other men going that 

way % ' he enquired. ■

" * No, worse luck,' I returned. ■

" George was smoking. He pulled away 

ftt his pipe silently. Then he said : ■

" * Townsville will do for me as well as 

any other place, youngster. We may as 

well join forces.' ■

"Now, of course I'd often wondered 

v^here George was going when the shearing 

was over. But the possibility of his having 

no fixed plans somehow hadn't occurred to . 

me, and I was just about as surprised as I 

was pleased. Still I didn't like the idea 

of his making a journey like that only to 

keep me company, and I said so, straight 

out ■

" * It's no end good of you,' I said, ' but 

I'm not going to let you make a journey 

like that just to help me out of a bother. 

After all, you know, these fellows are 

probably on the square all right. And 

even if they're not, they don't know ' ■

" * Yes, they do,' said George quietly. ■

"'HowTIsaid, startled. ■

" * Mr. Carter did us the honour of 

listening when we began our conversation,' 

he returned. * He's only just retired.' ■

" It was rather a facer and it staggered 

me for a moment I hesitated a moment^ 

and then I said : ■

" * How far would it take you out of 

your way r ■

" ' I haven't got a way,' he said, and his 

voice sounded awfully sad and strange. 

* I like you, youngster, and it's settled.* ■

"Carter and Maclean looked sulky 

enough next morning when we mustered 

for our start. They went out of their way 

to seem surprised when they found that 

George was going with us, and it fell out 

naturally enough that though we all tramped 

together we dropped into pairs. We used 

to start at four o'clock in the morning and ■
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walk all day, and jolly hot it waa. And at 

night we lit our fire and made our damper, 

and lay down in our rugs. It was George's 

suggestion, after our first day, that he and 

I should not sleep at the same. time; he 

had had his eye on onr companions, and 

I made out that he didn't care about their 

looks. We did about thirty miles a day, 

and it was pretty stiff work; on haJf 

rations of sleep, too. But all the same, I 

enjoyed that first three days of our tramp 

more than I'd ever enjoyed anything in the 

same line. ■

"George was a queer companion — there 

was no doubt about that. Sometimes he 

would go for an hour at a stretch without 

speaking a word. But sometimes he would 

talk ; talk as I had never known him do at 

the station ; and then I've never known a 

fellow so well worth listening to. He had 

been all over the world, it seemed; he 

knew every place and every people under 

the sun almost, and knew them l^e a man 

who has lived among them, not like the 

ordinary sight-seer. And yet he seemed to 

stand apart from aU the life he talked 

about, just as he had stood apart from 

all the life up at the station. He didn't 

seem to take any interest, or to have 

any standing anywhere. I couldn't help 

understanding, as I got to care about him, 

that he was a man whose life had gone 

wrong. ■

*' What he talked of mostj though, was 

England. He was always going back to 

the same subject— a certain English county 

and all its characteristics. He never said 

so in words, but I think he must have 

known that I understood it was his own 

native place, and I hope he didn't mind. 

He pulled himself up once, and said 

suddenly : ■

" ' I wonder why I keep on yarning to 

you about the old country, youngster! It's 

not my way. I've been talking of things I 

haven't even thought of for years ! ' ■

" The stifling heat we had come through 

seemed to have passed over. We had come 

along over an ironstone ridge to the foot of 

a bit of a slope, when we noticed something 

odd about the ground before us. Instead 

of being all dried up and baking, it waa 

moist and muddy; and, as we looked on 

ahead, we could see that the mud grew 

thicker and a bit slimy, too. We all knew 

what it meant| even without Carter's 

exclamation. ■

•* *By Jove I* he said, only these aren't 

the exact words he used. < The water has 

been here I ' ■

" We pushed on with one consent to the 

top of the rise before us to see how the 

land lay beyond. I think what we did 

see was the most desolate sight I ever saw. 

I don't know whether you know that it 

happens now and again in Queensland that 

a hot season breaks up very suddenly with 

tropical downpours of rain, in which more 

inches of water fall in a night than London 

knows in a whole year. When this happens 

the dried-up land refuses to soak in the 

deluge poured on it ; and, with every small 

hill gully draining water into the main creek, 

the water quickly rises into a flood and 

comes rushing down over the plains. The 

flood lasts for days — sonietimes more 

and sometimes less — and tlien the water 

gradually retreats again, leaving what we 

were looking at as we stood on the top of 

that rise. It was a wide sweep of plain, 

backed by the hills from which the water 

had come. Eight up to our feet and 

stretching away for miles in front of us 

was a sea of black mud, smothering every 

trace of vegetation, and bearing grim traces 

of the ruin which the water had brought 

about; dead sheep, broken trees, broken 

fences. It was varied here and there by 

pools of water, and through its midst the 

creek ran full and strong. Away on our 

right the water still lay in a great sheet ; 

blue and shining in the brilliant sunshine 

that seemed somehow to make the ruin it 

lit up more dreary. ■

" Maclean, who was an old hand at bush- 

travelling, and knew his way about better 

than Carter, greeted the prospect before 

us with a speech that I won't repeat. 

What he said, in substance, was that we 

should have to go about ten miles out of 

our way. He was turning off sharp to the 

left when George stopped him. ■

" * Wait a bit,' he said, ' there's a house 

down there by the water. We're going to 

see if they want any help first.' ■

"It was the regular bush hut^ one- 

storeyed, of course, equally of course with 

a verandah. I had noticed already that 

the water had come up to a good height 

round it. And I thought it odd that there 

was no one stirring about to do what might 

be towards putting things to rights. ■

"Maclean hesitated for a moment as 

though he were not quite sure whether 

he'd go in with Carter and make a row 

or not. Finally, he shut his chum up 

roughly, and said sullenly to Gkorge : ■

" * All right ; don't let's be all night about 

it, then.' He evidently meant to keep in 

with us. ■
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"George had received Carter's objections 

in perfect silence — that kind of silence that 

means immoyable resolution — ^and he turned 

as silently now and began to walk towards 

the hut. I followed him, and Carter and 

Maclean followed me. It was beastly 

walking, and that is the truth. We 

were a long way over our ankles in mud, 

and as we got further on, into the middle 

of it, there was a horrid faint smell of 

damp and decay. There was no sign of 

life as we drew near the hut, and the 

entrance was shut fast. It was barred, 

apparently, inside, for when George tried it 

it did not yield. There were some pretty 

curtains in the windows, and the creepers, 

the tops of which flourished luxuriantly 

while the lower foliage had been soaked 

away by the water, had been planted and 

trained evidently with a view to making the 

place pretty and homelike. It looked 

awfully strange and desolate, somehow, in 

that sea of black mud. George paused a 

moment, and then he went round to the 

skillion — that's a kind of lean-to shed 

which is always part of a Queensland hut. 

The door of the skillion was shut, too. But 

when Greorge gave it a strong push it 

yielded, and we stood on the threshold 

looking in. It was a little bit of, a place, 

and it was as clean and orderly as anything 

you ever saw. The only thing that seemed 

to have got out of its place somehow, and 

to be at a loose end, was a little bit of an 

apron — a pretty, pink, woman's thing that 

was lying on a stool. George and I were 

looking in silently, when Carter and 

Maclean came up behind us. ■

" * They must have cleared out,* gaid the 

latter. * We've had our walk for nothing 

after all, you bet' ■

" It was George who stepped acroes the 

threshold, and we followed him. But 

coming to the doorway into the adjoining 

room he stopped abruptly ; and looking past 

him from the skillion behind we saw what 

he saw, and stopped likewise, as a low 

ejaculation broke from Carter and Maclean. ■

"It was a small room, and everything 

that can be done to make a Queensland hut 

pretty ajid bright had been done to it. The 

walls were lined with calico and decorated 

with coloured pictures from old Christmas 

Numbers of the 'Illustrated,' and so on. 

Beside the ordinary hut furniture — table, 

stools, billy-can (that's the cooking-pot, you 

know) — there was a deck-chair drawn into a 

corner by the French window, and close to 

the chair, lying stretched out on the floor, 

was the figure of a woman in a cotton frock. ■

" Bush life brings one face to face with 

all kind of odd turns. I'd found myself 

confronted with some fairly unexpected 

emergencies before then, and Carter and 

Maclean must have been in hobbles of all 

sorts. But we were all of us as much thrown 

out of our reckoning at that mom^it as 

though we'd never been out of the beaten 

track in our lives, I think it was the 

homelike look of the place. It would have 

been different if we'd found the woman out 

in the bush ; but there, with all Her own 

surroundings about her, there was some- 

thing so awfully womanly about her, and 

we seemed such a rough lot of men. ■

" George moved first. He pulled oflf his 

cap, went quickly across the room, and knelt 

down by her side. He touched her hand 

and felt her heart. Then he said sharply : ■

" ' Get some water, one of you. Make 

haste!' ■

"I had noticed a water-butt in the 

skillion, and when I got back with some 

water George had got his flask out. ■

*' * Dash some over her,' he said ; ' over 

her face. That's right. Now again. 

Steady.' ■

"He was moistening her lips with 

brandy as ho spoke. Maclean and Carter 

were still standing in the doorway looking 

on sheepishly. ■

" She must have been pretty far gone, I 

suppose; for at first our remedies didn't 

seem to touch her. She lay there between 

us, white as death and as still. She was 

quite a girl, very fair and slight, and her 

features were frightfully thin and sharp- 

looking, though they were pretty, too. At 

last her face quivered. Her eyelids trem 

bled a little, and then they slowly lifted. 

She looked straight up into George's face 

with a pair of sunken, dim, blue eyes. He 

touched her lips with the brandy again, and 

then said in a low voice : ■

" * Don't be frightened. Can you tell me 

where you're hurt 1 ' ■

" She hardly seemed to understand him 

for the moment. Then she seemed to get 

a little stronger. ■

" * I'm not hurt,' she said faintly. ' I — 

there was nothing to eat.' ■

" We understood the outline of what 

had happened well enough, then. And the 

facts in detail, which she told us by-and-by, 

when George had brought her round a 

little with such rough food as we had with 

us, wore these : ■

" She was an English girl, and her name 

was Lettice Darrant. She had come out to 

Queensland with her brother about twelve ■
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months before, and he had become what is 

called a 'free settler;' that is to say, 

he had taken up land nnder Government. 

They had had a loughish time of it at 

first) thongh she didn't say much about 

that. There's no telling what the loneliness 

of selections like that is to people who have 

never been used to it. They were nearly 

thirty miles away, there, from any other 

station. They never saw a soul but one 

another, except that the brother used to 

take his dray evdry four months or so to a 

station some five-and-twenty miles off to 

get rations ; and most days, when he was 

out lookiog after his few sheep, Miss 

Darrant was left quite alone. ■

"About six days before we found her 

the dry season had broken up, as we knew, 

and her brother had gone out to see to his 

fences, sheep, and so on. It grew late in 

the afternoon, and she was getting anxious 

about him. She had wrapped a shawl about 

her head, and had gone out on to the 

verandah in spite of the still falling rain, 

to look out for him, when she saw some- 

thing, moving far up the creek. She put 

up her hand to shade her eyes from the 

Hght, grey and dull as it was, and as she 

did so she became aware of a faint, rushing; 

far-away noise that frightened her though 

she didn't know why. Then, gradually, she 

saw that the moving something was water. 

She saw it come rushing down, spreading 

as it came, and she stood there, paralysed 

with terror, until it was within a few feet 

of the little rise on which the hut was built. 

Then she rushed inside, shut and barred 

the doors and windows, and saw the water 

graduaUy surround her, rising till it was all 

but on a level with the verandah, and she 

was quite alone in what looked like a world 

of water. ■

'* She had never heard of the Queensland 

floods, and she was utterly unprepared, 

utterly bewildered. But during that terrible 

first night, as the darkness came down, and 

she could see nothing and hear nothing 

but the lapping of the water round the 

hut, there was no room in her mind for 

anything but agony about her brother. 

The water had come from the direction 

in which she had been looking for his 

return; what the chances were, for and 

against him, she had no idea. She only 

knew that the world had become a waste 

of water; that he had been out quite 

alone; and that he could not swim. 

People say that any certainty is better 

than suspense. I don't know whether 

that's so or not Miss Darrant didn't tell ■

us much about that night ; and she didn't 

tell us, either, how she felt next morning 

when she stood at the window with the 

grey light §hining on the water, and saw — 

swept by on the swollen current of the 

creek among a mass of wreckage, each 

fragment of which told its own story of 

devastation — the body of a man who still 

wore knotted round his neck the red silk 

scarf that she herself had tied there only 

the morning before. ■

''I don't think she realised her own 

pt)sition during the day that followed. It 

was the next morning, when she woke after 

an hour's sleep and went to get herself some- 

thing to eat, that it occurred to her that the 

time had come round for her brother's 

expedition to the station and that the 

rations were almost out. I don't think 

she cared at first. It was only by degrees, 

as she came to the last of everything in the 

hut, that the awful desolation of her posi- 

tion began to get hold of her. Th^ waters 

were going down by that time, ^they had 

subsided until they lay in a great lake on 

one side of the house only. But there was 

no help for her in that. To have wandered 

out into the bush, even if she could have 

crossed the tract of deep, black mud through 

which we had come, would have meant 

c^rttiin death ; and Miss Darrant preferred 

to face the end, if it must come, in her own 

home. It had been drawing very near when 

we arrived. I think we all realised that we 

were only just in time. ■

" It was natural enough under the circum- 

stances that we should feel — Garter, and 

Maclean, and I — that the lead in the affair 

belonged to George. He had brought us 

there ; he had practically saved Miss Dar- 

rant's life. And it was natural, too, that Miss 

Darrant should understand this at once, 

and turn to George from the first She 

seemed half dazed and heart-broken, though 

she made no fuss, and said very little. She 

had pretty, shy ways, and she thanked us 

all, as there wasn't the least need to do ; but 

it was to George that her eyes finally returned 

as she looked from one of us to the other. ■

" It was towards George, also, that Carter 

and Maclean began to look, sulkily enough, 

as the afternoon began to draw on. They'd 

been out, prowling about the place, when 

they came into the skillion and called 

George. He weint out to them, and, as I 

went after him, I saw Miss Darrant's eyes 

follow him nervously. ■

'"Look here, now,' Maclean began^ 

speaking in a low, rough voice, ' how long 

are we going to stay here 1 ' ■
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" It was a pretty awkward fix we were in, 

there was no doubt about that. If we were 

to leave Miss Darrant and send a waggon for 

her from the nearest station, it would mean 

three days more of that horrible desolation 

for her, and it would be a very tight fit for 

everybody as far as rations were concerned, 

for of course we weren't carrying much more 

than enough. But the only idtemative, of 

course, was to take her on^th us, and tiiat 

seemed to me so utterly impossible as to be 

hardly an alternative at all. George looked 

from Carter to Maclean without speaking. 

I think he hadn't quite made up his mind. 

And Carter said, without lowering his voice, 

like the brute he was : ■

" * It's an infernal nuisance, take it any- 

way. The best thing we can do is to clear 

out as quick as we can, and hand the job 

over to somebody else.* ■

** * What rations have you got left, 

youngster 1 ' said George, turning to me. ■

" Before I could answer, however, there 

was a little rustling sound from the room 

behind, and Lettice Darrant stood on the 

threshold of the skillion. She was holding 

with one hand to the doorpost, and her 

great blue eyes, as she fixed them appeal- 

ingly on George, were dilated and terrified. ■

"•You won't — you won't leave meV 

she said. * I can't stay here alone; I can't, 

I can't ! I won't be any trouble ; I won't, 

indeed. Only take me with you.' ■

"Her nerve was broken. The self- 

control with which she had told us her 

story was all gone; shattered, obviously, 

by the thought of a renewal of the deadly 

loneliness of the past week. Her face was 

working pitifully as George moved to where 

she stood and said very gently : ■

" ' I'm afraid you don't realise what that 

would mean. Bush-walking isn't fit for you,' ■

" * It will be,' she cried, not loudly, but 

with a kind of desperate ring. ' I am very 

strong ! I am, indeed. If — ^if you could 

wait iSH to-morrow I could walk any 

distance. But if you leave me alone again 

I shall die.' ■

" George was looking straight down into 

her eyes, and I think he believed her. ■

" * We will not leave you,' he said. * Go 

back into the other room, Miss Darrant. 

We shall wait till to-morrow.' ■

" There was a pretty average row with 

Maclean and Carter after that. And he 

told them they were free to go their own 

way and we'd go ours. They went off by 

themselves to consult^ and when they came 

back, with a sullen acceptance of affairs 

as they stood, we both knew, George and I, ■

though we didn't speak to one another 

about it, what it was that made them stick 

to us. They would have left us there and 

then if it had not been for Jackson's opals ; 

and we knew that we were in for a tussle 

of some sort before we came to our journey's 

end. ■

" I had seen George with women before 

up at Jackson's, I had seen him always 

what you would call courteous, but 

not in the least interested; and I wasn't 

prepared, somehow, for his ways with Miss 

Darrant. I don't know whether it was 

the helplessness in which we'd found her ; 

or whether it was his sense of her awfully 

lonely position with four men ; or whether 

it was her shy, gentle, uncomplaining ways ; 

but from the moment when we found her, 

he just seemed to take charge of her, think 

for her, and help her unceasingly. * ■

" Bush- walking is stiff work for a 

woman ; plucky as she was, we only did 

fifteen miles a day, and what those fifteen 

miles cost her, though she never complained 

and never hung back, I didn't like to 

think. We coiddn't make it less, because 

of the rations; as it was, it would just 

double the time the rest of our journey 

should have taken us, not counting the day 

we had spent at the hut ; and on the 

second day Greorge put himself and me on 

half rations without saying anything to the 

other two. But she would never have got 

along at all, I am quite sure of that, if it 

hadn't been for his constant encouragement 

and care for her. I don't know how it was 

that Miss Darrant first learned to distrust 

Garter and Maclean; first got to under- 

stand that something was up between them 

and us. But she did understand it in no 

time, though she didn't say anything about 

it. I believe she found it out somehow, 

though I can't explain quite what I mean, 

through her reliance on, and gratitude to, 

George. By the third night, I think she 

knew quite as well as we did that some- 

thing might go wrong at any moment, 

though she didn't know what it was ; and 

because she thought, naturaUy enough, so 

much more of George than she did of me, she 

thought it was he who was in danger. ■

" We had divided that night up into short 

watches. The nearer we got to our journey's 

end, the more necessary it was to be on our 

guard; and, all being well, we had only one 

more night of it before us. That belt of 

mine with the opals in it seemed to get 

heavier and heavier every hour. Greorge 

took the first watch, and, pretty well worn- 

out as she was, I saw, before I went off to ■
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sleep, that Miss Darrant meant keeping 

awake, too. She was awake still, when 

Geotge roused me up quietly when the 

time came, and took his turn to sleep." ■

Ralph Ireland paused; his frank face 

was troubled, and he looked straight before 

him, fidgeting nervously with a paper- 

knife that lay beside him on the table. ■

"I don't come out well in what's 

coming," he said a little hoarsely. "I 

know that. I don't think I should have 

told you the story if I'd ever known any 

one else half so well worth talking about as 

George. ■

" It was deadly quiet out there in the 

bush, dark as pitch, except for our fire, which 

gave a flickering kind of light. Maclean 

and Carter were t)n the other side, still as 

logs. I heard George's breath grow even 

and deep; I heard Miss Darrant sigh 

faintly and move ever so little as if she 

were too tired to lie stilL And then it was 

all quite silent. It's no excuse, of course, but 

I'd only had four hours' sleep for six nights 

now, and I'd been walking in the air all 

day; and I think when a man's on half 

rations, it takes it out of him a bit. 

The long and short of it is, I went to sleep 

— I must have gone off quite suddenly, for 

I never realised that I was even drowsy. I 

came to myself with a girl's shriek ringing 

in my ears, to see Miss Darrant shaking 

George by the shoulder, as two dark figures 

crawled stealthily round the fire towards 

us. ■

'* We were up in a moment, all four of 

us, and it was a hand to hand struggla It 

was Maclean who had fastened upon me ; he 

was a bigger man than I am, and when I 

felt him feeling for something in his belt, I 

thought it was all up with me. It would 

have been all up with me if it hadn't been 

for George. He'd got Carter down on his 

knees, and the brute, who was a coward as 

well as a bully, had done showing fight, 

and was only struggling to get away, when 

George saw how things were going with 

me. Next instant Carter had disappeared 

into the darkness, and Maclean realised that 

it was two to one. He gave up the game 

at once, and was turning to follow Carter 

when Miss Darrant, with some wild idea of 

helping us, stirred the fire into a blaze. 

The sudden light outlined her figure sharply 

against the background of dark sky, and a 

savage imprecation broke from Maclean. 

His hand went quickly to his belt ; I saw 

George spring forward between him and 

Miss Darrant; there was a crack and a 

flash| and the next instant George was ■

lying on the ground and Maclean had 

disappeared. Miss Darrant was quicker 

than I was ; almost before I realised what 

had happened, she was down on her knees 

by George's side, and she looked up at me 

with a face I shall never forget. ■

" ' He is dead 1 ' she said. ' He is dead ! ' ■

"He wasn't dead, but I saw as I knelt 

down beside him that he was dying fast. 

He opened his eyes as she spoke, and made 

a feeble gesture to stop me as I tried to 

find out where he was hurt. ■

"'It's no use,' he said. 'Leave me 

alone.' ■

"The firelight was flickering on their 

two faces, and as I saw the look in Miss 

Darrant's eyes, I stopped moving and 

didn't speak, just holding him up in my 

arms. ■

" ' It's for me,* she said. Her voice was 

low and hoarse, somehow. * You're dying 

instead of me.' ■

" He turned his eyes towards her, and a 

little smile touched his white lips. ■

" 'That's all right,' he said. ' I'm glad 

to get out of it ; glad it should happen so I 

Don't mind.' ■

" He moved slightly and tried to lay his 

hand on my arm. ■

" * You'll get her safely to Townsville 1 ' 

he said. The words were coming very feebly 

with long pauses between. * She's safe with 

you.' ■

"His voice died away, his breath came 

in great gasps. I couldn't speak. I 

wouldn't look away from his face, but 

I knew that Miss Darrant's cheek was 

pressed down upon his hand. Then he 

spoke again. ■

" * I've liked you, youngster,' he said, 

* Don't forget me I There's my ring, take 

it.' ■

"Then, without any struggle, he was 

gone. ■

"The dawn came at last, though I 

thought it never would, and it showed 

me Miss Darrant's face as she crouched 

there on the ground, not much less white, 

and not much less still, than the face of 

the man who had died for her. I'd heard 

a lot about the beauty and the peacefulness 

of death, but I'd never seen it before I 

looked down at George's face with the grey 

light creeping over it. I knew I wasn't 

any good, and I went aWay for a bit and 

left her alone with him. ■

"I buried him that afternoon, digging 

a rough kind of grave in the sand of 

the creek close by, I took his ring off hia 

finger, and tried to do what was rights ■
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and when it was over I fetched Miss 

Darrant. She just knelt down by the grave 

and I did the same ; and I think we both 

said a prayer though neither of us spoke a 

word. ■

" We got to Townsville the next evening, 

and I took her to some friends there. I 

took Jackson's hateful stones to his agent, 

and I wished I could have pitched my own 

money into the sea» There was no need for 

George to ask me to remember him. I 

wasn't ever likely to forget And when I 

saw Miss Darrant to say good-bye before 

she left Townsville, I knew that she'd 

never forget either." ■

Ralph Ireland's voice had shaken sus- 

piciously as he uttered the last words, and 

as he finished he rose abruptly, and with 

an incoherent exclamation about bedtime^ 

went hastily out of the room. Nobody 

smOed, and a few minutes later the party 

broke quietly up. ■

CHAPTER XI. HINa'S BTOBT. ■

It was a lovely winter's afternoon, but 

Colonel Thurstan, as he stood at the 

window of the library, looking out, hardly 

seemed to be aware of the beauty before 

him. He was quite alone, and he had 

been standing in the same position with 

a heavy, settled preoccupation clouding his 

kindly face for many minutes. He moved 

at last, suddenly and abruptly. He went 

out of the library, crossed the hall, and 

opened the drawing-room door. He paused 

a moment on the threshold as if to assure 

himself as to its occupants, and then 

went deliberately in, shutting the door 

behind him. Miss Lucas was there alone, 

and as she saw him she rose quickly, 

and was moving towards the door with- 

out a word^ when Colonel Thurstan stopped 

her. ■

'* One moment, Anne," he said, and his 

voice was very stem and sad. "I won't 

trouble you for more than that, but I've 

come here on purpose to speak to you." ■

She paused instinctively, turning to face 

him with a quick, haughty movement, and 

he went on : ■

" I only want to tell you that I hav^ 

determined to go away. I shall speak to 

Bay to-night and leave to-morrow." ■

"What shall you tell himi" she de- 

manded quickly. ■

" Simply that business calls me back to 

London," was the cold response. ■

Miss Lucas made no answer ; she turned 

away as though, his statement being made, ■

she wished to consider the conversation 

at an end. But she did not go out of 

the room; she walked absently to the 

table and began to turn over the leaves 

of a book. Colonel Thurstan did not 

leave th^ room either, though he seemed 

to have said all he had to say. He moved 

to the fire and stood looking down into it. 

Two or three minutes passed in total silence, 

then with an oddly simultaneous impulse 

each moved as though to speak to the 

other. ■

They were interrupted, however. The 

door opened and the maid appeared with 

tea, followed almost immediately by the 

rest of the party. ■

The sun had set, but the afternoon sky 

was beautiful ; and though it was growing 

dusk in the drawing room, Mrs. Ray's sug- 

gestion that the lamps should be brought 

was negatived by more than one voice. 

The fire' blazed cheerily, its light dancing 

on the walls and throwing flickering 

shadows here and there about the room; 

and after tea was over and the twilight 

deepened, no one seemed in any hurry to 

move, and no one seemed inclined to 

break the silence that had gradually fallen 

on the party. ■

It was Mina Chester's voice that broke 

it at last. She was sitting looking out of 

the window at the fast fading light, and 

she did not turn her head as she said in a 

low voice : ■

'^ I am to tell a story some time, am I 

not 1 Mrs. Ray, may I tell it now 1 " ■

Everybody had started, more or less, or 

stirred as she spoke, as though his or her 

thoughts had strayed far away in the quiet. 

Mrs. Ray hesitated a moment, then she said 

tentatively : ■

" I think it would be very nice — ^that is, 

if every one eke likes." ■

"I should like it of all things," said 

Miss Lucas's voice. ''It's an excellent 

suggestion." ■

Still Mina Chester did not look round. 

Her hands were clasped together tightly on 

her knee, and Ralph Ireland, glancing at 

her, saw that her face looked very pale in 

the half light. ■

**I shan't belong," she began; "it's — 

it's quite a short story. It's about — my 

mother." ■

She paused a moment with a little catch 

of her breath, that only Ralph Ireland 

noticed, and then went on again with a 

hesitating tone : ■

" I was always with my mother when I 

was little. She died when I was fourteen, ■
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and we'd never been apart for a day till 

then. She hadn't any companion to speak 

of except me. My father — ^he died a year 

later — was a great deal away from home, 

and, though I know he meant to be kind, 

I fancy now that he didn't quite under- 

stand how much a woman wants besides 

a comfortable house and enough money. 

My mother was ill for a long time before 

she died, and she got, through being weak 

I think, to be a little afraid of his silent 

ways. She used to stay in her own room 

a great deal, and I used to stay with her. 

She used to make all kinds of little occupa- 

tions for herself that would keep us there ; 

and one evening she made me bring her 

a box of old papers that she said she 

wanted to sort and put in order. They 

were not very interesting: bills, and re- 

ceipts, and letters from people I knew 

quite well; but by-and-by I came to an 

old sheet of writing-paper, sa old and 

brown &at it must have lain in that box 

for years. I showed it to her and 

asked her what it was, and she took it 

into her hands and looked at it with 

such a strange expression in her eyes, 

almost as though she were looking at a 

ghost. Then a little sad smile just touched 

her lips. ■

*' ' I didn't know this was here,' she said 

dreamily, * I thought I'd destroyed it long 

ago. What is it, Mina 1 Why, it's only a 

note, my child.' ■

•* 'It's very old, mother,' I said. ■

** She smiled again, * Yes,' she said, ' it 

is, very old — as old as your mother's first 

love.' ■

** I suppose all girls, when they can't help 

seeing ^at their father and mother are 

not quite the same kind of person, wonder 

how they came to be married. I had 

wondered often, and I somehow knew at 

once it wasn't my father of whom she was 

speaking ; and I suppose I looked curious, 

and excited, or something of that sort, 

for she glanced down at my face — ^I was 

kneeling at the table by her side — and a 

little flush came into her pale cheeks as 

she touched my hair with her fingers. ■

•' *Do you want to hear about it, Mina) ' 

she said; 'well, there's no harm now. It's 

such a long, long time ago, and I think I 

should like to tell you.' ■

'< I sat down on the stool at her feet, and 

she began, speaking rather dreamily, and 

now and then stroking my hair. This is 

what she told me : ■

" Her girlhood had not been a very happy 

one. She had been always too shy and too ■

gentle to meet the world on its own ground — 

she didn't say this to me, but I had known 

it for a long time — and she had had no one 

to take care of her and protect her as she 

ought to have been protected. She was a 

governess, and she was not happy in her 

work or fortunate in her surroundings. She 

had one great friend ; a girl with whom she 

had been at school" ■

Mina Chester stopped for an instant; 

then she continued very softly. ■

''Although so many years had gone 

by," she said, " my mother's love for her 

friend was as tender on the day when she 

told me the story as it was when the two 

were girls together. She lingered over the 

past as she told me of their friendship with 

a kind of loving gratitude which I can 

hardly put into words. It must have been 

one of those friendships which grow out of 

unlikeness, I think, for her friend was 

everything that my mother was not ; high- 

spirited, impulsive, self-reliant. My mother 

went to see her once or twice for a day or 

two at a time at her home in the country 

after they left school, and she told me that 

she was never so happy in her life as when 

her friend asked her, one year when she 

had been ill, to go to her for a long visit 

while she grew strong again." ■

Mina Chester paused. Her breath 

seemed to have failed her for the moment. 

But an extraordinary hush had fallen on the 

room, and nobody spoke. The only light 

now was the light of the fire, and the 

figures revealed by the fitful glow might 

have been so many statues of attention. 

A Uttle quivering sigh parted the girl's 

hps, and then she went on again : ■

" My mother had been practically alone 

with her friend when she stayed with her 

before. Her friend had no mother, and the 

father seemed to count for very little in 

his daughter's life. My mother had seen 

a cousin of her friend, and she knew that 

there was one brother; but it was not 

until she went there for that^ long summer 

visit that she and the brother met. I 

think my mother looked back upon the 

weeks that followed that meeting as upon a 

dream, from which all the pain of waking 

could not take its happiness as it lay always 

in her memory. They were both very 

young, she told me, and he told her after- 

wards that he had loved her from the 

moment when he saw her. If my mother 

had told him all that was in her hearty she 

would have said the same to him. Six 

weeks passed by; they were constantly 

together, and asked for nothing further. ■
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Then he spoke. He asked her to be his 

wife, and she gave him her answer, feeling 

that life had nothing more to offer. And 

then, just as she knew what happiness 

meant, it all came to an end. ■

*' She never could quite understand, she 

told me, though she went over it all again 

and again afterwards, when it was or how 

it was that she first became aware of 

something wrong. But before the day that 

followed her engagement was over, she 

knew that the perfect serenity of the 

atmosphere about her had changed. He 

was the same — the same, at leas^ to her ; 

but he seemed preoccupied and depressed. 

His sister was as affectionate as any girl 

could be; but there was that about her 

which made my mother feel, even more 

strongly than s&e felt it with him, that 

something had happened. She was too 

shy to ask what was the matter. She did 

aot speak of her fears even when her 

friend told her lightly, and as a matter 

3f little consequence, that her brother 

was under orders from his father to read 

iiard for the rest of the vacation; and 

ihat he was to go the next day to a 

little village ten miles away, on the other 

side of the market town, for quiet and 

concentration*. But the news seemed to 

chime in with the trouble in her heart. 

She accepted it quietly, almost without 

comment indeed; but the conviction that 

}here was something behind, something of 

ivhich she was not told — a conviction 

[ostered, even if it was not wholly created, 

3y her friend's pronounced carelessness of 

[nanner as she told her the facts — was 

lot to be set aside; and by the time 

light came she was miserably restless and 

measy. ■

" It was a wild night, and the rain was 

lashing drearily against her windows as 

ihe sat down in her room and tried to 

•eason herself out of the vague fears that 

iroubled her; tried to assure herself that 

here was nothing more in the separation 

hat the next day was to bring about than 

ippeared upon the surface; tried to 

)ersuade herself that she was sleepy, and 

hat the night would soon pass. But it 

vas of no use, and she gave it up at last. 

Dhe wind was howling and shrieking round 

he house ; she was wide awake and very 

inhappy, and she determined to take a book 

.nd try to read. If she had acted differently 

hen, if she had gone to bed and to sleep 

hat night, all her life after might have 

)een different." ■

Again Mina paused ; or rather her voice ■

seemed to die away quiveringly into no- 

thing. The hush that had fallen on the 

room had grown deeper, and in the mo- 

ment's dead silence that ensued, a slight, 

sound was very audible. Colonel Thurstan 

was seated oht of the range of the firelight^ 

in deep shadow ; the slight sound was the 

creaking of his chair as he leaned forward, 

clenching his hand upon its ann. No 

one glanced at him; Stafford Bay was 

looking steadily before him, his wife's eyes 

were fixed upon the ground ; Ralph Ire- 

land was watching Mina Chester. Miss 

Lucas happened to be sitting on the same 

side of the hearth as Colonel Thurstan; 

but the firelight was full upon her. She 

was leaning back in her chair, gazing across 

the room at Mina with eyes that seemed 

absolutely to burn in her dead-white face. 

Her brows were drawn together, and her 

lips were set into a strange, pale line. It 

was not singular that on the dead silence 

that awaited her words, the girlish voice 

fell somewhat falteringly as Mina went 

on : ■

"There were not many books in my 

mother's room, and at first she thought it 

didn't matter, and that anything would do. 

I think she really didn't want to read, only 

to have a cover for her thoughts. And 

I think, too, that as she sat there all alone, 

dwelling on her fears, they grew worse 

and worse. For as the time passed on, 

she did not grow more inclined to sleep, 

but only more nervous and distressed. 

At last she began to try to distract her 

thoughts in earnest. She tried first one 

book and then another, but she knew 

them all quite well, and they didn't interest 

her. The howling of the storm seemed 

to get between her senses and the words 

she read. ■

** It was half-past two by this time, and 

it gradually came into her head that she 

could go downstairs very quietly and fetch 

a new Mudie book that she had left in 

the drawing-room. She knew that no one 

could hear her, and she was not afraid 

of the silence and darkness of the sleeping 

house, only of her own . thoughts. She 

lighted her candle, opened her bed-room 

door very softly, and went downstairs. 

She found her book quite easily, and was 

just coming out of the drawing-room into 

the hall, when a slight sound from the 

landing above made her stop suddenly. 

The house was quite dark, except for the 

candle that she carried, and though she 

had had no thought of being afraid, as 

I said, that slight sound coming out of ■
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the darkness startled her. It was followed 

by an interval of total silence ; an interval 

in which the only sound was the wild 

howling of the storm, which seemed, there 

in the empty hall, to dash itself against 

the house like some fierce presence tr3ring 

to get in. My mother stood and listened 

witi her heart beating painfully. Then 

she heard something that nearly made it 

stop beating for the moment altogether. 

There was no sign of any moving light, 

but down the dark stairs, behind the bend, 

footsteps were coming towards her. ■

"Timid people will do brave things some- 

times, even if it is only desperation that 

urges them. My mother stood quite still, 

holding up her candle so that its light might 

be thrown as far as possible, waiting foif 

the figure that was coming down the stairs. 

In another instant the steps had come round 

tbe bend, and she saw" — Mina Chester 

hesitated a moment^ and then said softly 

— **her lover. He was in evening dress, 

just as she had seen him three hours before, 

he had an open letter in his hand^ and 

for a moment, as he came straight across 

the hall, a wild idea shot through my 

mother's mind that he had heard her 

come downstairs and wanted to speak to 

her. ■

"•What is iti' she said in a kind of 

breathless whisper. * What is it 1 * ■

"He stopped instantly, gazing straight 

at her, and then she realised for the first 

time, and with a thrill of indescribable 

awe, that he did not see her. His eyes 

were wide open, but they were without 

expression of any kind. His face was very 

pale, and his lips moved as if he were 

talking to himself, but for a moment no 

words were audible. He was walking in 

his sleep." ■

"Ah!" ■

Whether it was a stifled cry, or a sob 

that broke from Miss Lucas nobody knew. 

Stafford Bay saw Colonel Thurstan lean 

forward in his chair and lay a firm, detain- 

ing touch upon her as she half started 

from her seat. And he made a quic^ sign 

to his wife which kept Mrs. Bay motion- 

less. There was an instant during w'Tch 

the only sound in the room was Miss 

Lucas's quick, uneven breathing, as she 

sank back again into her seat; and then 

Mina Chester went on : ■

" He stood looking at her like that, and 

my mother waited, terrified and bewildered, 

not knowing what she ought to do. Then 

some sense of the words she bad spoken 

seemed to penetrate to his brain. ■

"'Nothing,' he said. 'We c^n't tell 

you anything about it, because it might 

worry you.' He paused a moment, and 

then went on in the same odd, unnatural 

tone : * I've no more to say, sir. My 

mind is quite made up. I am sorry to 

differ from you, but you must allow me to 

decide for myself.' ■

"A ghostly sense of unreality was creep- 

ing over my mother. She could not move 

or speak. They stood there face to face in 

the circle of pale light thrown by her 

candle, and all about them were the 

shadows of night. They stood there face 

to face, and close beside them, intangible, 

with its sad shape looming faintly out of 

the dimness, was the presence that had 

haunted my mother all day — ^the presence 

of coming trouble; and they and it were 

quite alone together. She did not speak ; 

but some vague sense of companionship 

seemed to penetrate him. ■

"'A week,' he said. 'He thinks a 

week will be enough to bring me to his 

way of thinking. Just look here.' ■

"He held out the letter in his hand 

as !he spoke, and as my mother took 

it irom him mechanically, he said per- 

emptorily : ■

"'Read it. Read it.' ■

"Bewildered and confused, and with 

that sense of unreality growing stronger 

upon her moment by moment, she ohejed, 

1 have the letter here; it is the letter I 

found among her papers^ This is what it 

said : ■

" * I wish to have no further argument 

with you until you have had time to con- 

sider the subject. Leave home to-morrow 

for a week. If at the end of that time 

you are not prepared to yield the obedience 

that a father has a right to exact; if 

you persist in this marriage which I 

distinctly forbid; I shall deprive you of 

the inheritance for which you look as 

my son.' ■

"My mother's eyes rested upon the 

words as though the little sheet of paper 

fascinated her. They seemed to bring her 

no shock. The writer of that letter had 

been ignored in her lover's calculations, 

ignored^ consequently, in her own thoughts. 

But that this shoidd be the shape into 

which her vague anticipations must finally 

resolve themselves; that his father's will 

should rise up suddenly and stand between 

her and the man who had asked her to be 

his wife ; seemed as natural to her^ in her 

strained state of nerves, as though she had 

expected it all the time^ ■
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" How long the silence lasted she never 

knew. She was roused at last by that 

far-away, unnatural yoice. ■

"•My father will do as he likes, of 

course/ it said. 'And I shall do as I like. 

But I won't have her told I I won't have 

her told !' . ■

'* He turned as he spoke, and moved across 

the hall with rapid, assured steps. Dazed 

and stupefied, not knowing what to do, 

hardly feeling, in the immense distance 

created between them by his unconscious- 

ness, that it was indeed himself, my mother 

watched him go. She saw him disappear 

into the darkness; she heard him go on 

with the same quick, light step in the 

direction of his own room ; she heard his 

footsteps die away, and she was all alone once 

more in the sleeping house, with his father's 

letter in her hand. ■

*^ She reached her room again somehow ; 

reached it with all her vague apprehensions 

focussed and shaped into one overwhelming 

weight of trouble ; a weight of which that 

little sheet of paper seemed to be the 

outward sign and token. To get rid of 

that letter so strangely come by — to return 

it to its owner — was her first impulse. But 

the thought brought her face to face with 

the question that seemed to be pressing 

upcm her from aU sides. What ought she 

to do in the matter 1 What ought she to 

say) ■

** I don't think " — Mina Chester's voice 

shook a little — **I don't think she really 

thought for a mt>ment of accepting the 

sacrifice which her lover was prepared to 

make for her. I think she felt from the 

first that it was all over, and that her 

happiness had been a dream and nothing 

more. But she shrank so terribly from the 

task which lay before her. The words 

that she must speak ; the parting, that 

they must bring about ; rose up before her 

as almost unendurable pain. ■

*' She went downstairs the next morning 

feeling like a shadow in a dream; she 

might have thought it all a dream, indeed, 

but for the terrible reality of that little 

letter. She spoke of the wind and the 

rain, when her friend exclaimed at her pale 

face, and said that the sleeplessness which 

they had caused had given her a headache. 

She found herself alone with her lover 

as the morning went on, but she was 

not ready; the words would not come. 

She could not tell him, in the face of 

the assumed carelessness with which he 

alluded to his departure, that she knew 

its cause and all that it involved; and ■

she saw him go away with her secret 

untold. ■

^'*But the weight of her unsuspected 

misery grew heavier and heavier. Some 

instinct kept her from dpeaking on this 

subject to any one but himself. Dearly 

as she loved his sister, it seemed to He 

between himself and her alone, and her 

first words on the subject must be to him. 

fiy the time the next night, with its long 

procession of sleepless hours, had gone 

by, her yearning to speak those ^ords was 

almost more than she could bear. She 

could settle to nothing; the necessity for 

keeping up even the semblance of employ- 

ment strained her faculties to the utmost ; 

and finding herself, after luncheon, quitd 

alone, she wandered restlessly out of the 

house, heedless of the burning August sun, ' 

and strayed instinctively, with no definite 

consciousness as yet of the impulse which 

was forming itself in her mind, into the 

road which led to the village, ten miles 

away, where her lover was staying. She 

was talking slowly along, thinking vaguely 

of the distance, when she heard wheels 

behind her, and, glancing round, saw that 

she was l^ing overtaken by the dog-cart 

from the house. The only person in it was 

her friend's cousin. ■

" I haven't said anything about him, but 

he had been in the house all the time, 

and my mother liked him and respected 

him with all her heart, though I think 

she was a little in awe of him. He had 

been kind and gentle with her ever since 

the beginning of her visit, but during 

the last two painful days she had fancied 

— ^her perceptions were quickened by her 

great unhappiness, perhaps — that she de- 

tected somethiDg even unusually conside- 

rate, and perhaps pitying in his manner. 

And as she saw him driving towards her 

now, the thought seemed suddenly to start 

up in her mind that here was the one person 

in the world who would help her kindly and 

discreetly ; asking no questions ; putting her 

to no unnecessary pain. She waited for 

him, trembling a little, hardly kngwing even 

then what she meant to do. ■

" He drew up beside her and asked her 

gently — something ; she hardly knew what. 

And the grave gentleness of his tone pint the 

finishing touch to the impulse that the 

sight of the dog-cart had created in her. 

Almost before she knew what she meant to 

say, she found herself telling him wildly 

that she must see his cousin ; that it was so 

desperately necessary that she should see 

him that she must walk to him if no other ■
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way offered ; that if he would take he)* in 

the dog-cart as far as the market town she 

would be grateful to him as long as she 

lived. She saw him hesitate a moment, 

and she saw his face grow very grave and 

compassionate. Then with the simplest 

word of assent he helped her into the dog- 

cart and drove on. ■

" He did not speak throughout the drive 

that followed, neither did my mother. 

Without a word he drove her through 

the town to the top of the road by 

which her way lay; and when he finally 

helped her out of the dog-cart, half the 

intensity of her gratitude to him was for 

his merciful silence. She walked on along 

the road, and he turned round and drove 

away ■

" It was three miles still to the village for 

which my mother was bound. But the 

main difficulty of the journey was sur- 

mounted, and my mother had burnt her 

ships 'behind her. And now that she was 

pledged, so to speak, to that interview with 

her lover for which she had so craved, a 

sudden wave of overwhelming doubt and 

fear rose up upon her. He must give her 

up ; on that point there was no shadow of 

question in her mind ; she would not stand 

between him and his father's favour, 

between him and all his future hopes. 

But could he be persuaded 1 Would her 

arguments prevail with him ? Would she 

herself have strength and courage to combat 

his assurances, his pleadings, perhaps even 

his reproaches t She was all alone there 

in the road ; adrift, practically, in a strange 

part of the country, and as these thoughts 

crowded upon her, my mother stood still 

and began to reflect. Was she indeed doing 

the best that could be done ? Was there 

no way of sparing him — of sparing both — 

the scene that lay before themi ■

** How it first gradually occurred to her 

that there was another way, my mother 

could never tell me. In what shape or 

form the idea on which she subsequently 

acted first presented itself to her she never 

knew. To 'go away — ^to go away secretly ; 

to disappear out of his life leaving no trace 

by which he could find her ; and thus to 

set him free. This was the idea with 

which she found herself almost familiar 

before she realised that it had even sug- 

gested itself to her. ■

*<It was such a desperate cutting of 

the knot as suggests itself occasionally to 

timid and gentle natures. My mother could 

not face the pain of parting ; she could not 

trust herself within the circle of her lover's ■

influence. But she could nerve herself to 

leave him, believing that it was for his 

good, without a word or sign; and she could 

trust herself to be true to her purpose even 

through the long lonely heart-break that 

must lie before her. ■

"The means of carrying her plan into 

action arranged themselves before her 

rapidly and almost unconsciously. Half 

an hour after the dog-cart left her, she was 

walking rapidly, and like one who dreads 

pursuit, in the direction of a little station 

of which she knew about five nules off. 

From thence she took the train to London, 

and there she deliberately destroyed all 

traces of her whereabouts. She had no 

means of knowing what passed in the home 

she had left; she had no means of ever 

learning how her lover bore her disappear- 

ance. She had crushed out all her own 

hopes of happiness for his sake, and I think 

it was not unnatural that she should per- 

suade herself that ,she had not sacrificed 

herself in vain, and that in time he would 

forget her, and make some happier girl his 

wife. To think so was her only consolation. 

Her health gave way, and all her hope and 

energy seemed gradually to decay. She 

married my father two years later ; married 

him, gratefully and confessedly, for the 

protection and support that he could give 

her. But the story of the one love of her 

life hangs round this old faded letter. She 

made a mistake ; ah, I know, I know she 

made a mistake, but it was for his sake 

she did it, and she is dead." ■

The girlish voice quivered pitifully, 

broke, and stopped. Mina Chester rose and 

crossed the room in the darkness to where 

Miss Lucas sat. She laid a folded letter, 

yellow and worn with age, gently in her 

hand, and then went quickly out of the 

room. ■

The fire had sunk to a dull red glow, 

and in the dim uncertain lights figures 

might rise, move silently, and so depart 

unnoticed. Five minutes later a man 

and a woman were left alone, motionless 

and silent. Then the man rose slowly. 

He, too, went away, and the woman was 

left alone. ■

CHAFTBB Xn. IN 8PITB OV ALU ■

It is impossible to say what it is that 

creates mental atmosphere in a house ; but 

it is equally impossible to deny that such a 

thing exists. The atmosphere of High Firs 

on £he following morning was most pro- 

nounced in character. Suppressed excite- ■
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dent, nervonsnessy and suspense were all- 

leryading. Miss Lucas had not appeared 

ither at dinner on the previous night or 

t breakfast this morning. And breakfast 

n particular had been a meal characterised 

)y long silences and spasmodic attempts at 

ionversation. ■

Immediately after breakfast Miss Chester, 

>ale and nervous, had gone out into the 

rarden, and Ealph Ireland had shortly 

if terwards disappeared in the same direction. 

Virs. Kay, forced to expend her obvious 

igitation on domestic details, had been in 

;he act of retreatiug to the kitchen premises 

when she heard Colonel Thurstan, speaking 

ilmost for the first time that morning, ask 

ler husband to come with him for a few 

noments into the library. ■

The traces of a sleepless night were very 

3vident on Colonel Thurstan's face as he 

md his host stood face to face a few 

tninutes later by the library fire. He 

made no pause or prelude but came directly 

to the point. ■

"Bay," he said, ''I must go away at 

once. There's a train at two-fifty. Can 

you send me in to it ) " ■

Stafford Bay paused a minute. He was 

Looking steadily at the fire. ■

"Yes," he said in a low voice, "anything 

you please, Thurstan, of course." ■

"You will make my excuses to your 

wife," the other went on. " I can't say too 

emphatically that my own private affairs, 

only, take me away." ■

There was a moment's silence, and then 

Stofford Bay said : ■

" You feel that you must go ? " ■

A faint dull colour mounted to Colonel 

Thurstan's forehead, and he glanced for the 

first time at his host's averted face. ■

"You have understood, then)" he said 

quietly. "Yes, I suppose it was inevi- 

table." ■

''Must you go?" repeated Stafford Bay 

in the same low tone. ■

Colonel Thurstan moved abruptly, and 

walked to the window. . ■

"What else can I doT' he said, and the 

words came from between set teeth. " The 

sight of me will be hateful to her. I can't 

spare her anjrthing except my presence." ■

There was another silence and then 

Stafford Bay moved. ■

" It's for you to decide," he said. " The 

dog-cart shall be ready for you at two 

o'clock ; only, is it wise to take things for 

granted?" ■

He did not wait for an answer, and 

Colonel Thurstan offered none. The door ■

had closed behind his host before he turned. 

He crossed the room and sat down at the 

writing-table, but he made no attempt to 

occupy himself. He rested his elbows on 

the table, and let his forehead fall forward 

on his clenched hands. The moments 

passed, and still he did not stir. Half an 

hour, three quarters, one hour had gone by, 

and then a touch upon the handle of the 

door made him start violently. ;He moved, 

making an obvious effort to draw his 

features into an expression less haggard 

and grief -stricken. Then the door opened, 

and he rose suddenly to his feet, his face 

drawn and white, as Miss Lucas came into 

the room. She shut the door, and came 

slowly towards him. ■

Barely eighteen hours had passed since 

she had confronted him so disdainfully in 

the drawing-room, on the previous after- 

noon, but time had no share in the change 

that those hours had wrought in her. Her 

blue eyes were sunken, and there was no 

colour even in her lips. There were strange 

new lines about her mouth, and resolutely 

as her lips were set their steadiness seemed 

to be temporary only. Dignity was as 

innate in her as was her womanly grace, 

>but at that moment the proud self-control 

of her manner and bearing only enhanced 

the utter humiliation with which her 

whole personality seemed in some inde- 

scribable way to be pervaded. She stood 

quite still before him, looking, not at 

him, but at the ground between them. 

Then she spoke. ■

" I haven't come to ask you to forgive 

me," she said. "No forgiveness could 

be wide enough to cover all the wrong 

I have done you. But I thought I 

should like you to know there are no 

words that can express my sense of my 

own injustice, or the depths of my self- 

contempt." ■

She stopped, catching her breath pain- 

fully, as he interposed quickly and huskily. ■

"Don't speak like that^" he said. 

" Don't speak like that, for Heaven's sake, 

Anne I" ■

" It has taken a voice from the dead to 

convince me," she said. Her voice shook a 

little. " But not even the dead can undo 

the wrong I've done you. Not even the 

dead can undo the past. There's only one 

thing I should like to say. I told our 

story as I did, recklessly, not caring how 

I hurt myself, wishing to stir up the old 

fire of my passion against you, wishing to 

wound you, to humiliate you, to insult you. 

Will you forgive me for that only, out of ■
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all the rest t For the sake of what it has 

brought about." ■

"If there is anything to forgive, you 

need not ask forgiveness of me, Anne," 

he said hoarsely. ** Tou know it is yours 

without the asking.'' ■

She looked up at him for a moment, 

steadily. Then her eyes fell again. ■

" That's all, then," she said. " Good-bye, 

John." ■

Almost before' he realised what she was 

doing, she had turned away and crossed 

the room. Her hand was actually on 

the door, when suddenly and for no ap- 

parent reason Stafford Ray's words flashed 

through Colonel Thurstan*s brain. ** Is it 

wise to take things for granted 1" In 

another instant, he, too, had crossed 

the room and was standing close beside 

her. ■

« Not like this 1 " he cried. " After so 

many years, Anne ; not like this ! " ■

She paused, startled and uncertain, lift- 

ing her eyes to his face. ■

" What do you mean ) " she said. ■

'^You said that no forgiveness could 

cover up what is past," he returned rapidly. 

'* Is there nothing else between us, Anne 1 

Nothing that has survived through every- 

thing; in spite of everything; never to 

be crushed out? Anne, I love you, 1 

love you now as I loved you eighteen 

years ago, as I shall love you till I 

die. If anything survives of what you 

could have given to me once, give it me 

now." ■

She had drawn back a step, and was 

facing him, her face dead-white i^ainst 

the dark oak of the door, her lips 

trembling. ■

"It is too late," she said; "we are 

too old. I was a girl then; now I am 

almost an old woman. We can be friends, 

John, perhaps — if you will ; but the time 

for anything else is past. I have wasted 

it." ■

He had come nearer to her and was 

looking straight down into her face. His 

voice as he answered her was strong and 

tender, and insistent. ■

*'We are boy and girl no longer," he 

said. "That is true. Many of the years 

we might have spent together lie behind 

us; that is true too. Then let us make 

the most of those that are still to come. 

Anne, Anne, you did love me, oncel 

You told me so that night on the moun- 

tain; you have told me so, even when 

you have hated me most, in the telling 

of our story. Time and its cunning have ■

brought us together at last. Don't let it 

be in vain." ■

She did not take her eyes from his; 

his gaxe seemed to hold her fascinated. 

She did not speak at once, and when 

her words came at last, they were a mere 

whisper. ■

"Li spite of allt" she said, "in spite 

of all?". ■

"Because of aU!" he answered. "For 

auld lang syne, Anne, give me what I 

have waited for these eighteen years." ■

The colour was coming and going in 

her cheeks, as though those eighteen 

years of which he spoke were aU an- 

nihilated, and she were a girl again. She 

seemed to hesitate and waver, then sud- 

denly she drew back and clasped her hands 

over her face. ■

"How can you want mef" she said. 

" How can you do anything but hate me, 

here in this house, where I treated yon 

so badly 1" ■

" Here, in this house, where we were boy 

and girl together I " ■

And there, where they had played to- 

gether as children, he took her, unresisting^ 

into his arms. ■

It was only for a moment, but in that 

moment the pain of eighteen years was 

cancelled, the broken hopes of youth were 

all made good. It was a moment too 

perfect even to be prolonged, and he made 

no effort to detain her when she released 

herself, trembling from head to foot, her 

eyes full of tears, her eheeks flushed, and 

rushed away from him out of the room. 

She went on across the hall with the 

same blind, headlong movement; and at 

the foot of the stairs she brushed agunst 

some one. Lifting her eyes with an in- 

coherent word of apology, she saw that it 

was Mina Chester. With a low cry of 

overflowing love and happiness, she eaught 

the girl impulsively in her arm& ■

" Her daughter I " she said. " Her 

daughter I And I might never have 

known I " ■

They stood for a second or two, almost 

motionless. Mina had thrown her arms 

round the elder woman with a quick, 

dinging pressure, lajring her head on her 

shoulder, with a gesture which seemed to 

tell of a special longing. for sympathy and 

tenderness. She, too, was trembling very 

much, and she did not lift her face even 

when Miss Lucas spoke again, in tender, 

shaken tones. ■

"You will be fond of me, won't you, 

Minat I have never loved any woman ■


